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PREFACE
FoR the understanding of the Revelation of John it is essential to put one's self, as far as is possible, into the world of its
author and of those to whom it was first addressed. Its meaning must be sought for in the light thrown upon it by the condition and circumstances of its readers, by the author's inspired
purpose, and by those current beliefs and traditions that not
only influenced the fashion which his visions themselves took,
but also and especially determined the form of this literary
composition in which he has given a record of his visions.
These facts will explain what might seem the disproportionate
space which I have given to some topics in the following Introductory Studies.
The Apocalypse is the one book of the New Testament whose
theme is the doctrines of the Last Things, the fulfillment of the
Kingdom of God, that is, to use the common theological term,
the doctrines of Eschatology. But these had a growth, running
through the periods of biblical history; and the Apocalypse,
springing from .the heritage of these centuries, contains much,
especially as regards form, which belongs to this eschatological
development. The more fully, then, one comprehends the
earlier eschatology, its history, and the prevalence of its principal conceptions, the better is one fitted to understand the
Apocalypse in its leading aspects. I have therefore given a
rather long chapter to the eschatology of the Old Testament
and late Jewish writers, together with that of the different
parts of the New Testament. Reference is frequently made to
this to elucidate the Apocalypse.
A second topic requiring somewhat extended notice is that
of the late Jewish writings called by scholars Apocalyptic.
v
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These, broadly speaking, are visions, whether actual or assumed,
of the unseen world, chiefly of the coming ages. These writings form a distinct class, with certain characteristic conceptions, forms, symbols, and methods of composition. To this
class belongs the Revelation of John, which, though incomparably superior to, and in important particulars differing from, all
others of the kind, yet agrees with them in many leading ideas,
as well as in imagery, language, and manner of writing. There
is scarcely a paragraph in the Revelation which does not receive some illumination from other writings of this group. A
knowledge of the characteristics of this so-called apocalyptic
literature is then indispensable in the study of the Apocalypse
of John.
Two closely related topics, :he Times of the Apocalypse and
its primary Purpose, necessarily enter into the study of one
preparing himself to read the book from the author's standpoint. Like the other books of the New Testament, the Revelation, while containing truth for all time, was immediately
occasioned by a concrete, practical purpose for the Church in
the age in which it was written. The relation of the Roman
Empire to the Church at the close of the first century (the time
of the Apocalypse), and especially the establishment of a statereligion in the emperor-worship, which plays a foremost part in
the Revelation, contained within them the principle of the
supreme struggle between the world and Christianity. That
struggle, already beginning at the time, was viewed as destined
to reach its climax in a future not very remote. The primary
purpose of the Apocalypse was to help the Church to meet the
conflict then and afterwards. The relation of the book to its
age must therefore clai:m: adequate space in prefatory study.
As the Apocalypse is a prophetic book, the subject of the
right reading of prophecy in general presents inquirie~ which
cannot be passed over too briefly. I have discussed certain
canons for the interpretation of prophecy, recognized by presentday scholars, which may give some measure of guidance in distinguishing the transitory element from the permanent, and I
have tried to show the application of such canons to some of the
perplexing questions of the Revelation. The great spiritual
revelations given in the Apocalypse regarding the coming of
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God's kingdom are conveyed in forms of the Prophet's time;
and the usefulness of his book for a subsequent age depends
largely upon the separation, so far as is practicable, of the
permanent from the transitory.
Criticism, technically so called, demands a considerable place
in a study of the Apocalypse at the present time. For some
decades now the view that the book lacks unity has attracted·
the support of a numerous group of scholars, and a large body
of critical literature has been occupied with proposed analyses
of it into different documents of widely differing authors, which
supposedly have been revised and combined, perhaps through
several revisions, into the present form; or, as others would
maintain, the present form of the book is the result of a succession of revisions and enlargements of a single original document. These theories enter into nearly all recent discussions
of the Apocalypse. The investigations upon which they are
founded, carried on often with singular acuteness, are of great
value in the study of the book, even if the conclusions are not
always accepted. They cannot then be ignored by the interpreter or passed over in a few words. Yet they need to be
tested by the methods of a strict exegesis, and especially in the
light of the peculiar literary characteristics of the author of the
Apocalypse. In these respects they are not infrequently found
wanting. I have given in the Introduction a survey with some
discussion of the representative hypotheses, and at the end of
the commentary on each paragraph of the book have taken up
the principal criticisms of the paragraph.
In view of the
prominence of the subject in recent study of the Apocalypse, it
is proper to state here the position which I have taken in regard
to the originality and unity of the book. As all students are
aware, the author's mind was stored to a marvelous degree with
the ideas, the language, and the imagery found in the Old
Testament and in apocalyptic writings. The evidence of this
appears on every page, one might almost say in every paragraph of a few verses. That his visions themselves should have
been shaped more or less by that with which his mind was filled
would be inevitable; still more would this influence be felt in
any deliberate effort to describe these spiritual experiences.
The Apocalyptist did not write down his visions while in a
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state of ecstasy, but after all were ended. No doubt they were
in themselves beyond the possibilities of adequate portrayal.
And as he recalls them, and seeks to describe them and put
them into systematic form, as he has done in his book, he labors
with careful deliberation and all the resources at his command
to give his readers some apprehension of the great scenes revealed to him and their significance. In this then he becomes,
not a mechanical recorder of something seen and heard, but a
literary artist struggling to g~ve form to inspired ideas, as do
often the poets and prophets of the Old Testament. His portrayal becomes a carefully studied composition. He writes in
the traditional manner of the apocalyptic, using its familiar
conceptions, its language, and its imagery. Symbols and other
suggestions are derived very frequently from the Old Testament, sometimes from common Hebrew folk-lore, and in some
instances apparently from apocalyptic sources not preserved to
us. There are passages in which critics are probably right in
finding traces oi the influence of some unknown apocalyptic
writing- passages which, if taken by themselves, would seem
to belong to a different connection, or different historic circumstances. But, as may be certainly concluded from the Apocalyptist's use of the Old Testament, these are very far from being
fragments incorporated into his book bodily and apart from the
connection. Like certain passages of the prophets unmistakably before his mind in some places and shaping his representation, so these sources have suggested to him pictures or symbols,
which he transforms and applies with the utmost freedom.
Without resorting to an unjustifiable method of exegesis, paragraphs exhibiting such influence may be shown to have for the
Apocalyptist a meaning bearing directly on his theme and fitting
into the general plan which he conceives and carries out from
the beginning. In this sense, then, I hold that the book is a
unit, the work of one mind; that it has a wonderful plan to
which every part contributes, a plan carried out with extraordinary power to its great culmination.
But both the plan
and its execution are marked by traits which are peculiar to the
author. I have accordingly given a paragraph to the illustration of some of the leading characteristics in what may be called
the author's literary manner, because the recognition of these
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is important for the right interpretation of the book, and because a failure to recognize them is a frequent cause of the
denial of its unity.
I have given in the Introduction a Summary of the Contents
of the Apocalypse, embodying the interpretations adopted and
showing the meaning of each division of the book in itself and
its place in the plan of the whole. This chapter is designed to
be read in connection with the text in erder to exhibit the unity
of the book and to give the reader a succinct view of the tremendous drama as it moves on from the beginning, with the
forces shown at work within it, till it reaches its climax in the
end.
While the work here offered is intended first of all for theological seminaries and colleges, for the clergy and other special
students, I have also sought to make it helpful to that large
number of readers, not professional scholars, who are interested
in the Revelation and are accustomed to the use of biblical
Commentaries, especially those who seek aid in fitting themselves for the instruction of maturer classes in the Bible.
Accordingly I have in general translated into English matter
in other languages. As more convenient for this class of readers, the English words given in the notes not infrequently cover
more than the Greek words actually quoted from the text. I
have in some cases retained the more familiar forms, e.g. the
name Jehovah, the abbreviation 2 Es. instead of 4 Ez. for the
Apocryphal book 2 Esdras. Sections likely to interest the
special student only are printed in finer type. I would especially call the attention of the readers here in mind to the Summary of the Contents spoken of above, in connection with which
the Revised Version should be used. For the effective use of
the Summary they should prepare themselves by reading, if
only superficially, the chapters in the Introduction on Eschatology, the Apocalyptic Writings, the Times and the Purpose
of the Revelation, the Permanent and Transitory Elements in it.
I have hoped that such a study of the Revelation, aided also by
occasional reference to the discussions and notes in the Commentary proper, might suffice to show even the non-profe.ssional
reader that this book of the New Testament- to many an
enigma- is one of the most comprehensible, as it is one of the
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most splendid, books of our Bible, and- I might also add- a
book of extraordinary literary power.
No effort has been made in the following work to give a full
bibliography for the various subjects touched upon; but a considerable number of those publications which for one reason or
another are most noteworthy are mentioned in their respective
places. For the Greek text on which the Commentary is based
seep. 727.
I. T. B.
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INTRODUCTORY STUDIES
ONE who would seek to help students of the New Testament
to'an understanding of the Revelation of John 1 cannot fail to be
aware of the difficulty of the task. It is doubtless true that no
other book, whether in sacred or profane literature, has received
in whole or in part so many different interpretations. Doubtless no other book has so perplexed biblical students throughout the Christian centuries down to our own time. Its imagery
and symbolism are often strange; its different parts seem to
lack coherence, their significance in themselves and in their
relation to one another or to a common plan is often obscure;
the scenes unfolded in its visions might, if taken quite by themselves, be understood to symbolize a great variety of events or
personages in the history of the nations or the Church, they
might be referred to things past, things now taking place, or
things yet to come. Visions like allegories lend themselves
easily to very varied application. It is not surprising then
that most divergent and extravagant interpretations of parts
of the book have been offered with confidence and urged with
a certain measure of plausibility. 2 And so in all these divergences and uncertainties it has come about that readers of the
New Testament have often despaired of seizing the meaning intended. The devout reader has never failed to place among the
most cherished parts of his Bible such passages as the vision of
the Celestial City (chapts. 21-22), the vision of the innumerable
multitude of the redeemed with God and the Lamb ( chapt. 7),
and the like, while yet the Revelation as a whole has seemed to
remain for him a sealed book. Notwithstanding all this it may,
however, be said that through the methods of biblical research
1

On the title, seep. 417.
H

2

For different modes of interpretation, see pp. 318 ff.
1
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followed in more recent times results have been reached which,
though they do not solve all the perplexing problems of the
book, do nevertheless give a good measure of certainty regarding its meaning and structure in the main. Not only is the
day of fanciful interpretation past, the book is no longer an
enigma. Much as scholars may differ regarding many interesting questions pertaining to it, yet these questions do not
profoundly affect the view to be taken of its fundamental scope
and contents. Whether certain portions have been incorporated
from other apocalypses, whether these are of Jewish or Christian origin, whether an earlier or later date be assigned to the
book, whether the author was St. John the Apostle or another
John, these and similar questions may be differently answered
by different scholars without materially changing our view of
the great aim of the book, or even of the general features of its
plan in the form in which it was received into the Sacred Canon
and has been handed down to us. Regarding its essential characteristics something approaching unanimity may be said to
have been reached among the larger number of scientific interpreters. This gain in the interpretation of the book has been
won chiefly through a better apprehension of the history of its
leading thoughts in the ages preceding its appearance, through
a fuller study of the ·large class of apocalyptic literature to
which it belongs in manner and form, through the critical study
of sources, taking the word 'source' in a comprehensive sense,
and through a clearer understanding of the nature and scope of
prophecy. This advance is a conspicuous result of applying to
biblical study the historical method. By the historical method
of studying any ancient writing we mean the endeavor to
realize as fully as possible the historic past out of which the
work sprang. This includes not only the circumstances which
called forth the writing and its meaning for its time, but also
the forces which entered into its production- the writer's
characteristics and heritage, the history of his conceptions, his
obligations to his predecessors, his use of traditional types and
forms, in fact whatever went to make up the man as he wrote
and whatever shaped the contents and form of his writing.
That such a method is equally applicable to those books in
which divine inspiration is a constitutive factor is unquestion-
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able, inasmuch as the divinely illumined writer must receive
his message, not magically, but through concepts which belong·
to his own modes of thought, and must impart it in familiar
human forms. We may confidently believe that such a study
is one of the ways through which the Divine Spirit, promised
as a guide in truth, is ever leading the Church on to a better
understanding of the word of God. If, then, we would undertake the study of the Revelation of John with the hope of
reaching an interpretation in keeping with the procedure and
results of sober-minded biblical research, avoiding arbitrary
hypotheses, we must approach the work through certain preliminary studies. In the brief space of an Introduction the
topics here referred to cannot be treated with fullness, but it is
hoped that such a survey may be taken as will furnish. what is
requisite for entering on an intelligent prosecution of our task.
I.

THE EscHATOLOGICAL HoPE

As the central topic of the Apocalypse is the consummation
of the hope of God's people we naturally begin our study with
a survey, as brief as practicable, of that hope from its first
recorded expression on through the ages with its changes in
character and form down to its culmination in the teaching of
our Lord and his Apostles and its most elaborate exhibition
in this book of the Apocalypse. What we are here concerned
with relates to the things of the Last Days, the final state to
which the children of God, whether the individual or the people
as a whole, have from age to age looked forward. In speaking
of this as the eschatological hope, we use the term 'eschatology '
in a broad sense denoting the doctrine of the Last Days in
whatever form they were in any particular age conceived.
While the word is sometimes taken in a limited sense in relation only to the people of God, or the nations of the world,
as an organic whole and not with reference to the individual
except as a part of that whole, 1 yet in its broader use it denotes
the doctrine of the End, whether the aspect be individual or general, national or universal, earthly or heavenly. 2 When this
expectation is spoken of as messianic, the term being taken as
I

So Volz 1.

2

Cf. Davidson Theol. 401.
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practically synonymous with eschatological, it must be kept in
mind that reference is not always made to the presence of the
personal Messiah, but to that final state of glory, the fully
established Kingdom of God, whether earthly or heavenly,
which forms the object of hope at the particular time under
consideration. There are times when the figure of a personal
Messiah is wanting, or at least inconspicuous, in the anticipations of the coming kingdom.! But since such anticipations
find their consummation only in the days of the Messiah, they
may be regarded appropriately as a part of the messianic hope. 2
In tracing the growth of the eschatological hope among the
Hebrews we cannot always fix in the minuter details the chiuacteristics of a particular age, nor the precise date at which
different phases appear or disappear, because there is often
uncertainty concerning the exact age of the historical documents, because also some of these documents contain portions
inserted at a later time and some retain traditional elements
which may be intended as figurative rather than literal. 3 But
taking Hebrew history in its larger divisions, we may be reasonably certain regarding the nature of the eschatological expectations in the respective periods and can generally perceive the
influences which have caused the changes in the transition from
one period to another.
1. The Primitive Age. In the first period of biblical history,
that contained in the first eleven chapters of the book of Genesis, we have a legendary story of a primitive age before the
separation of ma-nkind into the tribes that formed the nations
of the earth. As an introduction to his history of the Hebrew
people the author has here brought together a group of narratives (from what source derived, we need not here inquire)
relating to the earlier ages of the world and man, for the purpose of setting forth certain fundamental truths of religion.
And in this story of primitive humanity there are contained
two striking religious promises. The first occurs in the tragedy
of Eden in the words addressed to the Serpent, 'I will put
enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed
and her seed ; he shall bruise thy head and thou shalt bruise
I

Seep. 40.

t

Cf. Stade 213.

a Cf. Volz 1.
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his heel.' 1 The doom here uttered announces the bitter conflict to be waged through all time between the race of men and
the race of the Serpent, the ever-continuing, agonizing struggle
of humanity against the power of evil. At the same time there
is implied, though not directly declared, the hope of victory for
man. The evil power in the narrative, the Serpent, is the chief
offender; it is upon him that the sentence falls first, and in a
struggle with him ordered by God he cannot be the victor .. As
he grovels in the dust his head is to be crushed beneath the
heel of man, who though in bitter pain does not succumb to
his foe. 2 At the very threshold of his history and in the immeasurable calamity of his failure as described by the Hebrew
writer, a vision of future blessing is opened to man. 'Reneeforth man's gaze is no longer turned backwards. in longing
after a lost Paradise, but is directed hopefully to the future.' 3
The absence of all particularistic or Hebraic coloring in this narrative seems to mark it as prehistoric in its essential religious
features, that is, as preserving evidence of a religious hope
existing in the race out of which the Hebrews sprang. In
tracing the external features of the story to an early legend we
do not, it must be observed, change the religious character of
the narrative. The history of man's moral struggle and failure does not thereby lose any of its reality and truthfulness.
Rightly has this passage been called the Protevangelium, First
Gospel, for it contains the first promise of ultimate triumph in
the conflict with evil. For the same· reason it may be called
messianic, though it is doubtful whether there is any direct
reference to a personal Messiah. The term ' seed of the woman '
is quite general in the narrative- there is nothing to indicate
a limitation. All mankind is the seed of the Mother of man. 4
And as the conflict announced is for universal humanity, so is
the promise. 'The verse must not be interpreted so as to
exclude those minor, though in their own sphere not less real,
triumphs by which in all ages individuals have resisted the
suggestions of sin and proved themselves superior to the power
of evil.' 5 It is true that the promise is fully realized only
in that One of the seed of the woman, who brought to nought
1 316.

2

Cf. Dillmann Kom., Driver Gen. ad loc.
4 Sch!lltz 567.
6 Driver Gen. 57.
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him that had the power of death. 1 The prophecy then is messianic like many others, in that it anticipates an ideal which
can be completely reached only in the Messiah and the conditions of the messianic era.
The serpent in the narrative is not the Satan of the later Scriptures.
The identification of the two belongs to a later period in Hebrew thought.
He is a demon in animal form. Legends of demoniac animals, especially
serpents, are found elsewhere in Semitic traditions (cf. Stade Geschichte d.
Volkes Israell60; Marti Religion d. Alt. Test.18). Such a legend our writer
has made use of in the story of the Fall. The mythological serpent furnishes him a symbol of the power seducing man to evil ( cf. Schultz 515) .
These narratives of the 'origins' are in the form of myths current for centuries among various branches of the Semitic race. They relate to a period
immeasurably remote from any historical record ; they contain many elements which cannot be taken as actual history. But the great truths contained in them touching God and the spiritual life of man are clear. With
an insight, possible in that age only through divine illumination, the writer
seizes fundamental truths of religion, and taking up current narratives in a
purified form uses them as vehicles for his God-given message. And nothing
reveals the influence of a divine inspiration more strikingly than the fact
that these narratives, when compared with the forms preserved among other
branches of the race, are seen to be so wonderfully purged of all irreligious
and immoral elements. Such narratives then fall into the same category
as parables, allegories, figures, etc. ; they are the forms only- the substance
is the revealed truth enshrined within them (cf. Ottley 57, Peters 183 f.).

A second promise belonging to this period, and opening another aspect of religious hope, is recorded in Gen. 925 ff.. In the
sequel to the story of the .flood, in that new beginning of human
history, Noah, the second progenitor of the race, forecasts in
poetic form the characteristics and destinies of his three sons'
descendants, the three great branches of the human family as
known to the Hebrew writers. Here as elsewhere, 2 by what
has been called the prophetical interpretation of history, the destiny of a people is conceived to be determined by a blessing or
a curse pronounced upon an ancestor. While a curse falls upon
the race of Ham and wide dominion on the earth is given to
that of Japheth, the blessing of Shem is centered in his relation
to God. 'Blessed be Jehovah, the God of Shem.' Shem's
blessing is expressed in an outburst of praise to him who is the
author of the blessing. The good to come to him is not speci1

Heb. 214.

2

Cf. the' blessing' of Jacob, Gen. 49 ;. that of Moses, Dt. 32.
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fied-it is enough that Jehovah is his God. His blessing consists fundamentally in that peculiar relation to God which is
not the portion of his brothers. We have not here a duplicate
of the promise to Abraham, but rather one of the steps preparatory to the latter. No covenant is formed with Shem as with
Abraham; there is no institution of a new national unit, no
promise to Shem's seed as such, but the assurance of a special
blessing to his family beca"Gse they know Jehovah and have
him for their God.
It is not unlikely that the precise form of the oracle given in this passage
is influenced by the history of the Hebrews, the descendants of Shem, and
reflects their consciousness of their peculiar character as the people of God.
This passage, as well as that containing the final promise spoken of above,
belongs to a document (J) which the author of Genesis has incorporated
into his book and which doubtless dates at the earliest from a time succeeding the establishment of the Hebrew monarchy (cf. Driver Introd. 123,
Cornill 76). Yet it is difficult to avoid the conviction that we have here
a tradition belonging to a time prior to the appearance of the Hebrews in
history as a people. This same document (J), in giving the story of the
foundation through Abraham of a nation which should be God's peculiar
people, does not emphasize Abraham's descent from Shem; and since Shem's
descendants included many other peoples besides the Hebrews, that is, since
the larger part of Shem's descendants were not among the chosen people,
this prophecy regarding his race is more likely to have given perplexity to
a writer of this later age, than to have originated with him. For him the
beginnings of the chosen people are with Abraham. The prophecy appears
to express one of the religious hopes of a race, the prehistoric ancestors of
the Hebrews, which was endowed with remarkable religious apprehension
and aspiration. In fact the religious conceptions of the Hebrews in historic times imply a period of prehistoric revelation from which they started
and through which they reached a stage so advanced.

Such are the two hopes of this primitive period -the one
altogether ideal, touching man universally, the other limited
to a tribe, but beginning tha~ course of development, through
a process of selection, in which the ideal is ultimately to reach
its realization. With profound insight into the divine character the writer who gathered up these traditions saw expressed
here the hope of a closer relation with God in spite of the
entrance of sin- a relation grounded not merely in descent
but in the moral attitude of man. The blessing is, however,
not thought of as independent of the family or tribe; so indi-
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vidualistic a conception was impossible in that stage of society.
The special relation to God is moral but it is realized only
through membership in the family whose God is Jehovah. We
might sum up the two hopes in one, as an aspiration toward
the sublime ideal of victory over evil, realizing itself, not in isolation and individually, but in the corporate body of a family who
know and recognize God. It was this that gave vitality and
direction to all subsequent eschatological expectation among
the Hebrews. The prophecies of a primitive revelation taken
up by them in prehistoric time gave them an outlook which
appears among almost no other people of the ancient world.
The Hebrews were almost alone among the nations in putting
their Golden Age in the future rather than in the past, though
they often, as will appear farther on, conceived that future
under earthly and tem'poral aspects. It is interesting to notice
that each of the promises of which we have been speaking came
to man after a failure involving the race in disaster. The Fall
in Eden at the outset, and the all-but universal wickedness that
brought on the visitation of. the Flood, might have shut every
door of hope. Nothing is more characteristic of the conceptions of the Hebrew religion than this clear apprehension of
God's dealing with his children. To them that sit in the
region and shadow of death light springs up. And so through
the later history the most striking outbursts of eschatological
hope, as expressed in the prophets and in the apocalyptic
writings, 1 appear in times of national calamity.
2. The Patriarchal and pre-Monarchical A,qe. In turning
from the earlier chapters of Genesis (1-11) to the later narratives, we pass from the legendary age of the human family to
the beg1nnings of a historic people- the one people chosen out
of the tribes of the ancient world to be the recipient of God's
special revelation and the medium o£ religious knowledge to
men. The transition is too great to be readily measured in
time, but it is rapid, abrupt even, as regards the religious
aspect given in the biblical record. This is not strange, because the writer views the legendary age in the light of an
inspired perception of God's purposes from the beginning, and
1

On the Apocalyptic writings seep. 166.
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he sees in the early Hebrew history the immediate steps in the
development of these purposes. In our present inquiry it will
suffice to take this history from its beginning to the age immediately preceding the establishment of the monarchy in the
person of Saul, as constituting a single period. For in this
period the idea of a chosen people, a Kingdom of God on earth,
first arises and reaches a certain definite stage in its realization.
The migration of a Semitic clan from the far east into Canaan,
of which the record is given in the story of Abraham, was a
movement begun and carried on in the consciousness of a
religious vocation. The great leader, following what he recognized as a divine summons, led his tribe out of heathen surroundings, 'not knowing whither he went,' 1 and guided by
Providence came into that land where he remained to the end
a sojourner, a nomad dwelling in tents with the heirs of the
promise. But in that long trial of his faith, wonderfully
endured, God, according to the narrative as given in Genesis,
opened to him a vision such as has never come to another, save
that given to the Son of Man in the face of his messianic work,
though Abraham himself may have fallen short of its full
meaning and scope. Even if it could be shown that the patriarchs were not actual personalities, even if in the narratives
concerning them we have tribal life given under the form of
personal histories, yet the essential truth contained in our
record remains the same. The Hebrew clan, as guided by its
leaders, became conscious of a special religious character and
cherished these visions, dim though they may have been, of its
destinies. The promises given to Abraham, the mission committed to him, were repeated and made more definite from time
to time- they were renewed to Isaac and Jacob. 2 The process
of selection, begun in Abraham, continues in the next succeeding generations, in keeping with the law of God's providence
by which the fittest agent is chosen for working out a given
end. 3 Isaac is chosen, not Ishmael; Jacob, not Esau. Israel's
race thus chosen out of the tribes of men was to form the
people with whom God enters into a solemn covenant; it was

us.
2 Gen. 122f.,7, 131H., 155, 171ft'., 2216ff., 2()3f., 2813ff.•
Cf. Ro. 911 7] KaT' lKXo-y'ljv 1rp66<~1s ToO IJ<oO, 'The divine purpose which
has worked on the principle of selection,' Sanday and Headlam, ad lac.
1 Heb.
3
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to be his people and he was to be their God; it was to continue through the ages, spreading over a wide earthly domain,
unnumbered in multitude, and bearing within itself blessings
which all the nations of the earth should desire.
In the position and outlook of the Hebrew people as thus
determined there are given at least four elements which are
characteristic of the eschatological expectation of this period.
(1) The race was to form a nation, a unit among the peoples,
having its separate, organic, national life. The consciousness
of its ·national character, however dim in the nomadic life of
the patriarchal age, became clear through the influence of later
experiences. The sufferings of common hardships in Egypt,
the common trials of the exodus and the wanderings in the
wilderness, the long struggle against common enemies in the
conquest of Canaan, the possession of a common religious and
moral law intensified the sense of unity as well as of separateness from other peoples. In spite of the jealousies and divisions
that appeared among the tribes the sense of a common nationality was not lost in Israel, nor was there any widespread tendency to merge its identity in the races of kindred blood with
which it was in near contact.
(2) The Hebrew nation was
to possess a land. At first a tribe of wanderers in a land 'not
its own,' it looked forward to a permanent settlement within a
territory geographically defined and ultimately to become as
wide in its boundaries as its people were to be numerous. To
the seed which was to be as the stars in multitude was promised the land 'from the river of Egypt unto the great river, the
river Euphrates.' 1 It was not until centuries after Abraham
that the realization of this promise first began in the conquest
of Canaan, and still several centuries later under David and
Solomon that its virtual fulfillment was reached. The literal
language of the promise (which belongs to the document J)
was probably suggested by the actual extent of the kingdom
at the time of its greatest expansion. But under this form is
recorded the outlook given to the patriarchs and their descendants answering to their consciousness of their divine vocation.
The possession o£ a large country was inseparable from their
sense of their calling to become a great nation. But the
I

Gen. 151s.
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prophecies of Israel's dominion which are found in this period,
though colored by the hopes of a later time, do not yet promise an extension which is universal. The language of the
'Blessing ' of Jacob, 'unto him shall the obedience of the
peoples be,l contemplates not all nations, but those with which
Israel comes in contact, those in or near Canaan, as is shown
by the limited scope of the whole 'Blessing.' Even the farreaching outlook pictured in Balaam's predictions 2 promises
only victory over enemies and the conquest of neighboring
nations. The prophetic vision is still limited in space as it is
in time.3
(3) Over this nation and this realm the sovereign
ruler was God. The polity was what, since Josephus 4 applied
the word thus, has been called a theocracy. Other Semitic
peoples also viewed their tribal god as their king. 5 And our
records of the theocratic conceptions of the Hebrews in the age
which we are considering doubtless reflect later ideals. Yet
it seems clear that from very early times Hebrew national life
was dominated to a degree not found elsewhere by a sense of
the ruling presence of God. The evidence of this is seen not
in isolated, occasional utterances, but in every movement, in
every phase, of their history. The patriarchs, the leaders, the
judges are only organs or agents of God. They act in a sense
of his immediate direction. 6 The Mosaic legislation- and by
this we mean those fundamental religious, moral, and civil laws
which can be referred to the great Lawgiver, as contrasted with
the later elaborate system which we may call Mosaic because
it is an outgrowth of the law of Moses- may be said to have
given the Hebrew people its organic existence as a nation; but
everywhere the Law is regarded not as that of Moses, but of
God. It is Jehovah's voice which is everywhere conceived to
be speaking- the words are his words, his finger engraves
them on the tables of stone; Moses is but his prophet. Before
the institution of the monarchy there existed in the Mosaic
state no established officer or executive whose function it was
in virtue of his office to act as the organ of God's rule. In great
crises God raised up leaders and deliverers,- Moses, Joshua,
the Judges, who were recognized as his immediate and special
1

Gen.

4910.
2 Num. 23 f.
a Cf. pp. 301 ff.
4 c. Ap. II. 16.
• Cf. W. R. Smith, Prophets 50.
s Cf. Riehm 66.
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agents for meeting extraordinary needs. In its ordinary course
the foundations of national life, social and civic, as well as
religious, rested upon the recognized rule of the God of the
Covenant and the God-given law. 1 The recognition of God's
kingship carried with it a sense of his abiding presence with
his people- not only in oracles and visions, in sacred rites, in
the glory that filled the sanctuary, and in all the varied theophanies recorded in their story, but especially in his living
word, which in the language of the later Deuteronomic writer
was not in heaven nor beyond the sea but in the mouth and
in the heart.2 Moses was to the people to Godward and he
brought their causes to God. 3 We even find the direction to
'bring unto God' or to ' come near unto God ' in special cases
where a witness or judge is sought. 4
(4) The Hebrews
unlike other peoples of antiquity were conscious of a divine
mzsszon. God had given them a knowledge of truth which was
to shine forth from them to lighten the world. While the consciousness of this sublime calling is clear in later times in the
writings of the prophets, it is true that in the age with which
we are here concerned its presence is seen but dimly; perhaps
it is nowhere directly expressed with certainty. Obviously
until the conception of Jehovah as merely the tribal god was
outgrown, until the uniqueness of Israel was fully apprehended
in the light of the uniqueness of Israel's God, the sense of such
a mission could not be pervadingly vivid. Yet it could hardly
fail to be present as an inspiring hope in the great religious
leaders when they began to perceive that Jehovah was higher
than all gods, and that he was a God of mercy and goodness
towards his people. it may be questioned how far absolute
monotheism was apprehended in this age. But what is sometimes called practical monotheism is contained in the beliefs of
Israel from an early time and is expressed in forms which do
not appear to be due to a late age. To the Hebrew, Jehovah
was not only the God before whom he himself had none other,
but he was the one God whom he recognized as mighty beyond
the boundaries of his own people, as mightier than all the gods
Cf. Riehm 76.
2 Dt. 3012 tr..
3 Ex. 1819,
Ex. 216, 22s, 1 Sam. 22•. See R. V. Most recent scholars are agreed in
translating Elohim here' God,' not' Judge,' as in A.V.
1
4
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of the nations, as the creator of heaven and earth, the sea and
all that in them is. 1 Israel's history revealed the supremacy
of Jehovah. The God who delivered into the hands of the
Patriarch ·the allied forces of Elam, overthrew the heathen
cities, Sodom and Gomorrah, sent signs and wonders into
Egypt, smote great nations and all the kingdoms of Canaan,
and gave their land for an heritage unto Israel, was for the
Hebrew a Lord above all gods. The very covenant relation
between God and Israel, in which all the religious ideas of the
Hebrews centered, implied the isolated supremacy of Jehovah.
Of his own good pleasure he had chosen out of all the tribes
that one whom he would. 2 'A God whose almighty rule is not
limited to that land and people in whose midst he is worshiped
is no mere national god.' 3 Almost certainly then we might
expect to find in the inspired leaders of Israel, in those who
caught a clearer vision of God and his purposes, some perception of blessings to flow out to tl}e nations- an ideal, seized
vaguely perhaps, yet destined to become fruitful even in the
thought of that age. Many find this doctrine of Israel's mission expressed in the words, 'Ye shall be unto me a kingdom
of priests.' 4 Israel is thought to be described here as mediating between God and the other nations, "it being the function
of the priest to mediate between God and another. It is questionable, however, whether such a thought is contained in the
words. The aim of the passage is to describe, not Israel's
function, but its privilege as the reward of obedience, its relation to God, not to man; it shall form a kingdom whose citizens are all priests, i.e. are wholly consecrated to God's service
and have immediate access to him. 5 But it can hardly be
doubted that this lofty ideal is contained in the promise to
Abraham, translated in our Versions, 'In thee shall all the
families of the earth be blessed.' 6 If this is the exact meaning
of the words, we have here an explicit declaration of the doctrine afterwards fully expressed in the prophets that Israel
should become the medium of messianic blessings to the Gentiles. '1 The language of the promise should, however, in the
2 Ex. 195,
3 Schultz 125.
4 Ex. 196.
Cf. Heb. 1019ff. See among others Knobel, Dillmann, Baentsch in Nowack's
Handkom, on Ex. 196. On kingdom see Com. 16,
6 Gen. 123.
7 Cf. Is. 22 ff., Zec. 823,
1
6
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opinion of most recent scholars be rendered 'bless themselves
in thee,' i.e. in thy name. 1 The nations in wishing for blessings upon themselves would wish for those possessed by
Abraham and his seed in whom they see true blessedness.
'Wherever among the nations a blessing should be uttered or
a blessing received, there would Abraham and his descendants
be made mention of as the highest type of divine blessing.' 2
Whichever interpretation is adopted, the bearing of the passage upon Israel's mission to the Gentiles is essentially the
same. Through the divine favor bestowed upon his people
Jehovah was to become known to the nations and the blessedness which he alone could give was to be desired by them.
The fact that in what is probably the correct interpretation of our
passage the thought is implied rather than expressed- is given in germ
only and not in clearly developed form- indicates the more certainly that
we have here an early conception rather than a reflection thrown back from
a later time. Elements which really belong to a later period, e.g. the royal
glory of Judah anticipated by several centuries in the 'Blessing' of Jacob
(Gen. 498 11'-) or the triumph of the king of Israel, celebrated by Balaam
(Num. 247), many generations before the anointing of Saul, reveal themselves distinctly as descriptions of facts given in experience rather than as
prophecy (cf. Schultz 563, Ottley 297). It is further to be noted that the
passages which contain the intimation here spoken of, Gen. 123, 1818, 2218,
264, 28 14, all belong to J, a document antedating the time of those prophets
in which this function of Israel is first distinctly expressed; cf. Driver
Introd. 15 f., 123.
While the prophecies of this period, read in the light of subsequent history, can be seen to imply in their ultimate, ideal significance the messianic
age and the Messiah, and so in this sense may be classed as messianic prophecy, there is as yet no certain reference directly to a personal Messiah. The
obscure utterance, translated in A.V. and the text of R.V. 'till Shiloh come'
(Gen. 49 10), has been taken by very many to point to Christ. Scholars
differ greatly in regard to the exact meaning of the phrase, but most are
agreed that Shiloh cannot be a proper name or recognized title designating
1 The promise, with slight variations in form but the same in sense, is given
in Gen. 12a, 1818, 2218, 264, 2814- thrice to Abraham, and confirmed to Isaac
and Jacob. In the first, second, and fifth places the verb is in the conjugation
Niphal and is therefore ambiguous, i.e. it may be reflexive ('bless thmnselves ')
or passive ('be blessed'). In the other two cases it is in the Hithpael and is
necessarily reflexive. The certain passages would seem to determine the sense
of the uncertain. Hence most recent interpreters translate • bless themselves.'
Cf. among others Dillmann, Driver, Knobel in loc., Riehm 71 f.; Schultz 570 f. ;
Briggs Mess. P. 89 f.
2 Schultz 570 f.
For a similar idea cf. Gen. 4820 , • In thee will Israel bless,
saying, God make thee as Ephraim and as Manasseh.'
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the Messiah. (Cf. Driver Gen. 410 ff., Dillmann ad Zoe., Briggs 95 ff., Schultz
564 :ff., Westcott lntr. 111, Hast. IV. 500, and Cheyne in En. Bib. IV. 4469 ff.).
The words of Moses, ' God will raise up unto thee a prophet like unto me '
(Dt. 1815 ), though subsequently seen to reach their ideal fulfillment in
Christ (cf. Ac. 322), refer primarily not to a particular person but to any one
of a succession of prophets who should arise to meet permanently the need
of the people. Israel is forbidden to resort to the heathen practices of
augury and divination-a revelation is to be given to them through
prophets who shall be raised up for them from time to time according to
their needs. (Cf. Driver in ICC., Bertholet in Marti's Kom. ad Zoe., Schultz
626, Ottley 299.) So also Balaam's prediction, 'There shall come forth a
star out of Jacob' (Num. 24 17 ), though often understood of the Messiah,
refers as the context shows to the victorious sway of Israel and its triumph
over the Moabites and Edomites ( cf. Gray in ICC., Knobel, Dillmann,
Baentsch in Nowack's Kom. ad Zoe.).

It is evident now that among these characteristics of the life
and hope of Israel in the age which we have been considering,
the central one, that which conditions and gives significance to
the rest, is the idea of a theocratic people, a kingdom of which
God is the sovereign and in which the citizens are in covenant
relation with him. God reigns over a people whom he has made
his own and bound to himself in a covenant of obedience and
blessing. There emerges thus in this period the idea of a Kingdom of God- an idea which in one form or another has ever
since contained the most essential element in eschatological expectation. The eschatological hope of this period might then be
defined as an anticipation of a theocratic kingdom to be realized
within national (Hebrew) and territorial (Palestinian) limits, but
containing within it a blessedness which other peoples should recognize and desire.
It should be noticed that the future to which Israel looks
forward for the fulfillment of this hope is not thought of as
indefinitely remote. There is nothing in the narrative to indicate that Abraham in founding the new race looked beyond
the earlier generations for the full possession of the promised
land and the other covenant blessings. For Jacob, predicting
the destinies of his descendants in the 'latter days,' lit. 'the
end of the days,' 1 that' last time' is not projected into a future
beyond the era which is to follow upon the deliverance from
Egypt and the establishment in Canaan. ' The horizon bound1 Gen. 491.
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ing his field of vision lies where, according to the promises
given him, his posterity has grown into tribes and taken up its
abode in the promised land.' 1 Even Moses, who gave to the
kingdom its organic form and fundamental law, can hardly
have looked to a far-off age for its consummation. To him,
too, the complete establishment of the people with its civil and
religious ordinances in their destined home, constitutes the ' end
of the days,' the final, unending era. The ordinances of his law
are not characterized as imperfect, temporary, typical of or preparatory to, something better. His utterances do not reveal
a consciousness that this form of the kingdom was merely provisional and not final. But these limitations in the outlook of
Israel's forefathers do not destroy the reality, or diminish the
value, of the revelation attributed to this age. The prophecies
given contained only the germ of the great truths which unfolded themselves slowly through the future and which are to
reach fruition only in the consummation of the Messiah's kingdom. As in all prophecy, the abiding truth is necessarily given
in local and temporal forms. 2
3. The Monarchical Age. By this designation is intended
the period from the institution of the monarchy down to the
Babylonian captivity. In the preceding paragraph we have
reviewed the leading eschatological ideas in what may be
called the formative period of Hebrew history. The patriarchal
age, the sojourn in Egypt, the years in the wilderness with the
revelation at Sinai, the conquest of Canaan, and the anarchic
centuries of the Judges contributed each its own factor to the
preparation for the most splendid era that followed in the monarchy. After the imperfect and disappointing beginnings of
the monarchy in the reign of Saul, the Hebrew kingdom under
David and Solomon rose rapidly to the height of its glory and
new elements entered into its eschatological hopes. In this
brief period the kingdom may be said to have taken a place
among the great world-powers. The condition of the neighboring nations favored its expansion, it became a military
power, and its domain is said, in tradition probably not greatly
exaggerated, to have reached from Egypt to the Euphrates,
and to the Orontes on the north. Internally the tribes of
1
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Israel were now welded together into at least organic unity,
industry and an extensive commerce brought in great wealth,
a central capital strongly fortified and splendidly adorned was
established at Jerusalem, and through the building of the
temple with a magnificence befitting the sole sanctuary of
Jehovah and the ordering of the worship with a pure and
elaborate ceremonial the political capital became also the religious center for all Israel. Zion became the home of the ark,
the dwelling-place of the Most High. It was David who had
raised the tribe of Judah, hitherto inconspicuous, to the headship of Israel, who had formed a great kingdom, founded an
ideal capital, and had made it the shrine of the national religion
by bringing up into it the ark of God. He, the warrior, the
conqueror, the friend of his people, the king in whom in spite
of grievous failures there were traits of the saint, more nearly
than any other in Hebrew history approached the ideal ruler
of God's people, and after a long reign he left the throne to his
dynasty, which held it in unbroken succession more than four
centuries, that is, till the overthrow of the kingdom by the
Babylonians. Naturally the uniqueness of the Davidic house
and of the tribe of Judah gave them a unique position in the
political and religious conceptions of the Hebrew people. And
this position was not permanently changed by the disruption in
the second generation after David which resulted in the existence of two kingdoms, the northern and the southern- Israel
and Judah. While the northern kingdom did not recognize
the supremacy of the house of David, it does not appear to
have claimed the leadership of the whole nation in either political or religious concerns. It was stronger and richer than the
southern kingdom, at times it was zealous for the religion of
Jehovah; in it were contained elements which contributed to
the development of the national faith- in it first arose the
great order of the prophets, to it belonged the labors of Elijah,
Elisha, Hosea, and Amos. But on the other hand its government was throughout unstable, rebellion with change of dynasty
was frequent, no one city remained continuously the seat of
rule, there existed no central sanctuary, and when the kingdom
was overthrown by the Assyrians and the people deported, it
ceased forever to be a factor in the national or religious life of
c
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the Hebrews. The captives became merged with their heathen
captors and were as a body lost to the people of Israel. In
striking contrast the people of the kingdom of Judah which
survived a century and a half longer, the scene of the labors of
a series of great prophets, passed through the furnace of the
Babylonian captivity purified, holding to their religion and
national hopes, prepared to return to their land with religious
conceptions fraught with momentous consequences for all time.
Hebrew history henceforth is the history of the J udreans. The
eschatological hopes center in Judah and the house of Davidit is here that the religious development, the future of the
kingdom of God, lies.
The division of Israel into two kingdoms could not even in the northern
kingdom entirely stifle the consciousness of a unity resting in oneness of
blood and religion. Among the prophets of the north, while it does not
appear that Elijah or Elisha touched upon the separation as one of the sins
which they rebuked, or counseled a return to union with Judah, yet Hosea
saw in the northern secession a rebellion against Jehovah and the theocratic
community. To him the rulers were usurpers (84, 1311). The sanction
which God would seem to have given to the rending of the kingdom and
the appointment of the northern kings (1 K. ns1, 16 2, 2 K. 98) is explained
by Hosea as a visitation of divine anger (13 11). 'The disunion of north and
south was so great that for the sake of peace it was better to separate. But
when the moral and spiritual decay of N. Israel had reached such a point
as in the time of Hosea, no prophet with any spiritual insight could fail to
perceive that the usurping kings lacked the divine blessing' (Cheyne, in
CB. Hosea 87). In view of Hosea's declarations it is probable that he
looked for the reunion of the divided kingdom under the leadership of
Judah. This hope is directly expressed in several passages (1 11, 35) which,
however, are by many critics (e.g. Stade, Cornill, W. R. Smith, Marti) referred
to a later hand. Amos 911 ff., which would show that prophet to have been
in essential agreement with Hosea, is also assigned to the hand of an editor
by many (e.g. Cheyne, Wellhausen, Duhm. Driver in CB. Joel and Amos
119 :ff. defends the passage).. In the prophets and poets of the southern
kingdom there is no recognition of two divisions in the theocratic people as
a permanent factor in the purposes of God, no consciousness of a leadership
separate from Judah or of any capital city save Jerusalem. Israel in their
warnings and promises to a very large extent means the whole people, North
and South alike. Their prophetic oracles are addressed to each in turn or
both in common.

The Eschatological Hopes of This Period. This long period,
so momentous in Hebrew history, so varied in national and
religious developments, gave birth to conceptions and hopes of
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great importance in the history of the kingdom of God, and in
the unfolding of his purposes for his people.
(1) The theocratic king. As the government of Israel took in this period
the new form of the monarchy, so there arose in thought the
new element of the theocratic king- an element destined
to exert the profoundest and most far-reaching influence in
eschatological hopes. As we have seen above, 1 the government
of Israel in the preceding period was theocratic ; Israel had no
king but Jehovah. All rule emanated directly from God; all
who exercised authority were only his organs. And in the
institution of the monarchy there was no departure from this
fundamental principle. Viewed from one point the institution
was regarded as a falling away from the high ideal of Jehovah's
sole and direct rule. 2 But God revealed the broader aspect of
his purpose. The conditions of the age made necessary a visible, personal representative of the divine ruler to maintain his
kingdom among the nations, and to carry it forward toward a
higher realization. 3 The human kingship was not in conflict
with the divine, nor even coordinate with it. The two were
in ideal one. The theocratic king was the embodiment of the
divine rule. This close relation was shown in the events of
the first institution of the monarchy. It was God who chose
the person to be made king; it was he who bade his prophet
consecrate the chosen one as his ' anointed.' 4 He was placed
over Israel by God in God's stead. He stood thus in the relation of a divine personage. Therefore while in the preceding
period religious thought centers in the theocratic people, in this
era it culminates in the theocratic king. Perhaps only minds
of deeper insight perceived the full significance of the kingly
office, but imperfectly as the ideal was realized, there was found
here the germ out of which the wonderful figure of the ideal
king portrayed by later prophets and poets is only a growth.
The glowing colors irradiating his majestic perfections as we
see him pictured in many passages in the prophets and the
psalms are referred by an increasingly large number of critics
to the period after the exile, but there is little in these representations which is not in germ at least implied in his theocratic
character as perceived in this age. In this unique relation of
1
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the theocratic king to God and his people there is contained
what later prophets saw in the unfolded vision of the Messiah.
The figure of the personal king may fall into the background
or even disappear at times, but it emerges again as the dominating factor in the hope of God's people, until it culminates,
transformed and spiritualized, fulfilling all propheey, in the
person of him who is ' King of kings and Lord of lords.' 1
(2) The IJay of Jehovah. Another fact brought into prominence by the political and spiritual history of Israel in this
period is the expectation of the day of Jehovah; that is, Jehovah's intervention in the affairs of the world to judge his cause
and the cause of his people.2 This expectation appears in
Amos, the earliest of the written prophets, but already as an
article of belief current among the people. 3 It was born of
Israel's relation to Jehovah as his people. They alone among
the nations were, as they believed, the object of his love and
concern ; their cause was his cause. But after the brief glory
of David and Solomon's era they were harassed by enemies
on every side ; Egypt, Syria, and Assyria, one after another,
affiicted them, and in their affiiction they sighed for the day
of Jehovah, 4 when God by a signal intervention should annihilate forever the power of their foes and establish his people
in everlasting peace. In the popular conception the coming
crisis was one of assured joy and triumph for Israel; it was to
be the c;:msummation of the nation's hope. The expectation
as cherished by the people at large rested on the outward and
national relation to Jehovah. His moral character was largely
overlooked. If his people kept his ordinances, if they duly
offered the sacrifices, observed the fasts and feasts, and all the
ceremonial prescriptions of the law, their part of the covenant
was performed, and they could claim that Jehovah on the other
hand should perform his. That he would do this was their
certain belief. The Day of the Lord then could be to them a
day of joy only; to their enemies a day of confusion and
destruction. But the great prophets of the eighth and seventh
1 Rev. 1916.
2 The use of ' day' in this expression comes from the Hebrew use of the word
in the sense of ' day of battle,' or 'victory ' ; cf. Ia. 94. See W. R. Smith,
Prophets 397.
a Cf. 51s.
4 Am. loc. cit.
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centuries before Christ, whose mission was preeminently to
preach the holiness and. rig~teo~sness of God and the corresponding character reqmred m h1s people, gave to the Day another aspect, which becomes paramount throughout this period.
From the time of Amos on, it is proclaimed as a crisis in which
God will manifest in the sight of the world his indignation
against all iniquity, whether among the heathen or in his
chosen people. The prophets found predominant in Israel
corruption, civil and social, injustice, inhumanity, profligacy,
greed, oppression of the poor, almost every form of moral failure, though joined with zeal in the external observances of
religion. It became their special office then to correct the
popular misconception of the Day of Jehovah and to proclaim
it as a visitation preeminently upon the sin of Israel itself.!
At the same time it is to be a day of judgment upon the
nations 2 - not merely for their treatment of God's people, but
for their offenses against the laws of universal morality. 3 Different prophets m~ke prominent different aspects of the Day,
but throughout the period it is conceived as a crisis in the
affairs of Israel and the nations, the vindication of the righteous character of God. It is to be a day ' upon all that is
proud and haughty and upon all that is lifted up, . . . and
the loftiness of man shall be bowed down and the haughtiness
of men shall be brought low, . . . and the idols shall utterly
pass away. And men shall go into the caves of the rocks and
into the holes of the earth from before the terror of Jehovah
and from the glory of his majesty when he ariseth to shake
mightily the earth.' 4 It should be noticed that, in this crisis,
Jehovah himself is to come forth manifesting himself in the
fullness of his power and glory. Great movements among the
nations, the overthrow of kingdoms, commotions in the natural
world may accompany his coming, but they do not constitute
its essential character. He may employ kings and peoples as
his agents, but all such agencies are unessential features in the
picture- often they are absent from it. This event then is essentially different from the interventions of providence which
have from time to time taken place in the past. Those might
1

Cf. Am.

32,

Hos. 18LH., Is. 124f., Zeph. 14.
a Cf. W. P .. Smith 184.
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2 Cf. Is. 18, Zeph. 1.
Is. 21211"..
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be spoken of as a day of the Lord- this alone as the Day; it
is final, eschatological. While such a crisis necessarily implies
judgment, we do not find in this period the later idea that all
the tribes of the earth shall be gathered before Jehovah's throne
to be judged, nor is there present the later belief in a resurrection of the dead to share in the judgment. 1 The events of the
Day belong to time and earth, and are thought of as near.
Zephaniah's cry, 'The great day of Jehovah is near, it is near
and hasteth greatly,' 2 expresses the common expectation of the
prophets. Isaiap. saw in the coming overthrow of Assyria the
precursor of the day,s while for Zephaniah its ~okens were
found in the threatening movements of a foe commonly identified with the Scythian hordes who at this time invaded western
Asia. 4 ' The prophets wrote and spoke usually amidst very
stirring scenes. Great events were passing around them . . . .
The noise of falling empires, the desolations of the kingdom of
God, the revolutions in men's thoughts revealed to their ear
his footsteps. . . . God was so near that his full presence
which he had promised appeared imminent.' 5 Henceforth the
Coming of God, called variously 'the day of the Lord,' 'the
great day,' 'that day,' 'the day of judgment,' etc., conceived
under different forms, accompanied by different circumstances,
appears as the central event about which all eschatological
expectations range themsPolves. Most of the prophets contain
oracles regarding it; 6 it forms the principal theme of Zephaniah and Joel; it is fundamental in much of the later noncanonical literature, in the teaching of our Lord and the
writers of the New Testament, and in the hope of the Christian
Church.
(3) The Remnant.· The prophets who proclaimed the punishment to be visited upon Israel for its sins, even to the downfall
of the state and captivity among the heathen, yet foresaw that
God would not make 'a full end' of his people. 7 The fundamental belief of the Hebrews, Jehovah is Israel's God, Israel is
Jehovah's people, could never absolutely lose its force in the
1 Hos. 1314 refers to the restoration of the nation, not the resurrection of the
2 114.
a 1424-27.
individual.
4 Cf. Davidson in CB. Zeph. 98.
6 Davidson Theol. 381.
6 Cf. Is. 2121r., Jer. 307ff., Ezk. 30, Ob.I5, Zec. 14, Mal. 3.
7 Jer. I)IO.
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prophets' hopes. They looked for the preservation of at least
a kernel of faithful ones whom God would own as his. The
idea appears first in the dramatic story of Elijah. Alone in the
desert, crying in despair, 'I, ·even I only, am left,' there comes
to him the answer of God, ' Yet will I leave me seven thousand
in Israel.' 1 Amos whose ministry falls in the period doubly
darkened by Israel's moral degradation and Assyria's irresistible
advance toward the west, appears to see no gleam of hope for
the nation. 'The virgin of Israel is fallen; she shall no more
rise,' 2 and it can hardly be questioned that he included the
southern kingdom also in his prophecy of destruction. 3 But
his very preaching implies the thought of the possible repentance and escape of at least some of his people. His call, 'Seek
ye me and ye shall live,' 4 expresses the supreme motive of his
work and reveals his hope of a possible remnant, even if with
some we attribute to a later source the more distinct expressions
of such a hope. 5 Hosea in the narrative of his faithless wife,
received back again after suffering and shame had wrought
repentance 6 - whether the narrative be historical or allegori'cal- sets forth symbolically the same hope. But it is in Isaiah
that the doctrine of the Remnant becomes most prominent.
Though he saw his prophecies against the northern kingdom 7
fulfilled in the Assyrian Conquest, and though he foresaw a
similar destruction moving inevitably upon the kingdom of
Judah, 8 yet from the outset he never lost his faith that there
should be' left therein gleanings as the shaking of an olive tree,' 9
which should form the nucleus of a new and purified people of
God. Foliowing a Hebrew custom he gives a symbolical name
to a son, Shear-jashub,10 'a remnant shall return,' and in the
narrative of his call and consecration to the prophetic work the
message committed to him, prociaiming the utter waste and
desolation o~ the land, contains also the hope of the 'holy seed'
remaining as the stock of the felled tree.n Even though the last
clause in 613 is wanting in the LXX. and may be open to suspicion, it was a correct perception of Isaiah's mission, which placed
1 1 K. 1914,18.
2 52.
3 Even if with Duhm, al. we reject 24 f., it is plain that Amos classes Israel and
Judah together. Cf. 31, 61 ; W. R. Smith, Prophets 398, Smend 181.
4 54.
5 E.g. 312, 515, 98-15,
Cf. Stade, 220.
6 1-2.
7 78, 84, 173, 281 ff..
8 325 f., 10n, 291 ff..
9 176.
10 73.
n 613.
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this factor among the words defining his divine commission. 1
'Within the corrupt mass of Judah there ever remains a· seed
of true life, a precious remnant, the preservation of which is
certain. Beyond this the prophet sets no limit to the severity
of the troubles through which the land must pass.' 2 Micah
does not in the parts universally accepted by critics express the
doctrine, but the record of his prophecies is too brief to justify
the belief that he did not share in the hope of his great contemporary. 3 Jeremiah who above all other prophets is the mournful
herald of coming calamities- the destruction of Jerusalem and
the temple, the overthrow of the kingdom and the miseries of
the exile 4 -nevertheless held up to the hope of his hearers the
reverse side of the picture, the escape of a remnant. 5 The
possibility of a better future for at least a part of his people
underlies Zephaniah's proclamation of the Day of Jehovah, 6
as also Nahum's prophecy of the fall of Nineveh and Habakkuk's
prophecy of the overthrow of the Chaldreans. The motive of
both Nahum and Habakkuk is to give comfort and encouragement to their people through the assurance that God is about to
destroy their enemies. And the hope of a Remnant who will
take refuge in Jehovah,'7 a Remnant of the righteous who should
live by their faithfulness, 8 clearly pervades their prophecies,
though criticism may deny the authenticity of passages where it
is particularly expressed. 9 Thus the prophets throughout this
period saw beyond the on-coming Day of Jehovah an Israel
within Israel surviving the great denouement and forming the
nucleus of the kingdom of God, the heir of all its hopes and
promises. It is to be a holy remnant disciplined through, and
redeemed out of, the fierce onset of trial. Henceforth it is seen
that membership in a chosen race and a chosen nation is not in
itself enough to constitute membership in God's people. It is
too much to say that we have here the beginning of the idea of
the Church as contrasted with the nation- we have rather the
germ from which one element in that idea arises. The one
truth that, 'he is not a Jew who is one outwardly,' 10 is beginning
1 Cf. also 19, 285.
2 W. R. Smith 258.
3 Cf. Stade 230.
4 712 jf,, 911, 131-11, 151 11'..
6 233, 2411f., 4428, 4628.
& Cf. 22, even if 29, 313 be attributed to a later author.
Cf. Stade 251, Cornill
7 Nah. F.
8 Hab. 24.
9 E.g. Nah. 115, Hab. 313.
358.
IO Ro. 228.
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to make its way; the correlative truth that, 'the Gentiles are
fellow-heirs and fellow-members of the body,' 1 is not yet apprehended. The racial limits are not yet outgrown. The eschatological element, however, which is contained in this hope
remains under varying and expanding forms as the heritage of
all subsequent ages, pictured in resplendent imagery by prophets,
apostles, and evangelists ; and the Church still looking on beyond the great Day of the Lord beholds in the clear light of
assured hope the kingdom of God, the vast Remnant, which no
man can number, ransomed from death and destruction- the
kingdom of righteousness foreseen by the prophets, where God
will abide with his people.
( 4) The perpetuation of the nation and of the Davidic kingdom.
In all the vicissitudes of these centuries it remained a steadfast
article in the religion of at least the people that the relation
between Jehovah and Israel could not be broken and that therefore God would defend his people against their enemies, or
would not suffer them to continue permanently under foreign
domination. The history of his leadings through all the past,
the signal deliverances, the prosperity and glory bestowed at
times assured the Hebrews as a people of their continuance in,
or in case of conquest, of their restoration to, the land of their
fathers. How ineradicable this popular expectation was is seen
in the fact that the prophets from Amos on throughout the
period are struggling unceasingly and with little apparent success to convince the people that the retention of .Jehovah's favor
and the perpetuation of the nation depend upon a thorough
moral and religious reformation. Hardly less certain is it that
the popular expectation always placed at the head of this kingdom of the future a prince of David's line. Any other attitude
toward the leadership was scarcely conceivable. To David was
due the first successful establishment of the kingdom ; its most
splendid era was reached in his reign and that of his son ; for
more than four centuries his house had held the throne continuously; 2 limitation to his line was the law of succession recognized
Eph. 36.
Athaliah's short usurpation is not an exception, for it was looked upon as a
usurpation and it was only as the wife of one Davidic king and the mother of
another that she succeeded in getting her power.
1

2
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without dissentient voice. No prophet even had suggested the
substitution of a non-Davidic prince. 'The throne of David'
had become synonymous with 'the throne of Judah.' 1 The
striking narrative in 2 S. 7 of the everlasting covenant formed
by Jehovah with David and the promise concerning his son, 'I
will establish the throne of his kingdom forever. I will be his
father and he shall be my son,' even if it be post-exilic in date,
formulates vividly the popular thought in pre-exilic times. 2
When on the other hand we turn to inquire what were the
expectations of the prophets, as contrasted with the people,
regarding the nation and the kingship in the future, the question becomes a difficult one because of the tendency among
recent critics to assign much in the present form of the preexilic books to post-exilic sources. But in the absence of clear
evidence to the contrary it is reasonable to suppose as will
appear below (fine-print passage) that the prophets cherished
expectations similar to those of their countrymen and looked for
an ultimate building-up of God's people into a kingdom of
power ruled by a Davidic king, though at the same time a
kingdom and a king immeasurably above the popular idea in
moral and religious aspects. The holiness of Jehovah which
formed the background of prophetic preaching demanded a
holy people with whom God might dwell, a holy king who
should serve as his agent and representative. Passages then
which express the hope of an era of glory for Israel, however
much expanded and colored by the exuberant ideas of a later
time, may not unreasonably be taken to rest on implications
contained in actual utterances of the prophets. That such
utterances, however, were less prominent among their oracles
was natural. They were engrossed in what they saw to be an
almost impossible task -they were struggling to bring their
people to repentance and to convince them of the certainty of
divine punishment. Naturally then they did not dwell largely
upon the prospect of deliverance or restoration.
It is doubtless true that the figure of the future king does not take so
conspicuous a place in the prophets of this period as later. He does not
1 Cf. Jer. 1313, 2230, 3630.
2 S. 7 is regarded by most recent critics as post-exilic.

Cf. Enc. Bib. IV.
4278, Kittel, Hist. of Heb. II. 160, Eng. trans., Hast. IV. 389.
2
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certainly appear as the instrumentality through which Jehovah will deliver
his people or establish his kingdom. Passages in which such a function is
attributed to him (e.g. Is. 114, Mich. 56) are out of harmony with the usual
representation and are by a large number of scholars held to be later. It
is Jehovah himself who is usually represented as intervening thus in behalf
of his people and kingdom. It may be assumed with scholars generally
that Is. 40--66; 1110-IS are not Isaian. The messianic Psalms, as a part of
the Hebrew hymnal through the later ages, were subjected to such additions
and adaptations that even those originating in this period do not furnish
unquestionable evidence of the hope of his time. Objection is also urged
against other passages referring to the future ruler in Israel, e.g. Am. 911,
Hos. 35, Mic. 511-4, Jer. 235 f., 309, 33lll1f. (so, Stade, Driver, Cornill, al.); yet
even if such objection be accepted as established, it by no means follows, as
will be seen below, that the person of a coming Davidic king was absent at
this time from the hope of the prophets. Criticism in its extreme form has
adopted the canon that a restoration or building up of Israel into an ideal
kingdom to be ruled by an ideal king of David's line was wholly absent
from the vision of the prophets before the exile. (Cf. Volz Die vorexil.
Jahweprophetie.) This canon would exclude from our immediate inquiry
not only those paragraphs which on linguistic, historical, and similar
grounds are held to be later, but also all phrases and turns of expression
which imply the condition of the era called in the broader sense messianic.
But though the earlier conceptions of the kingdom and the person of the
king may lack some of the characteristics found in the richly developed
picture of a later time, it is very questionable whether this extreme position
will be established as the general verdict of scholars. There are considerations which point to the opposite conclusion. (1) The prophets of this
period though far above the people in religious insight were nevertheless too
much men of their time to conceive of a great religion, even the religion of
Jehovah, wholly apart from a nation. The world had not yet reached that
conception. The universalism so far as it is apprehended is not that of the
Church in which there is' neither Jew nor Greek, but all are one in Christ'
(Gal. 3 28) ; the national idea is not yet superseded. The predictions of the
conversion of the Gentiles found in the prophets of this time (e.g. Is. 22r.,
Hab. 214, Zeph. 211), whether belonging to this or a later era, are parts of
prophecies which include the preservation of the nation of Israel. Is. 1928-26,
which Montefiore (Hibbert Lectures2; 149) calls 'the high-water mark of
eighth century prophecy,' assigns to Israel the central place among the
nations and gives it the most honorable title, 'mine inheritance.' So far
from teaching or intimating that the national form is to be displaced by
another, the prophets are passionately striving to save the nation by leading
it to repentance; they assure Israel of the unfailing perpetuity of their
state, if based on righteousness and loyalty to J ehovab. The Remnant,
which, as we have seen, is an essential factor in the thought of this time, is
not a new creation, it is always a residue of God's people- the Israel of
old through which will be maintained God's righteous rule among men,
Precisely in what way and when the Remnant may realize its purpose may
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not be distinctly seen, but there is no intimation that it is thought of as an
invisible society apart from the forms of a state.
(2) The circumstances
of the years following upon the return from the exile were not fitted to
originate expectation of an ideal kingdom ruled by a Davidic prince. A
comparatively small portion of the exiles returned to a desolated land, to a
city and sanctuary in ruins; the work of rebuilding the temple (declared the
chief purpose of the return, Ezr. 1B) was carried on slowly, meeting apathy
and opposition; as subjects of a Persian satrap the Israelites were oppressed
by galling exactions; they were surrounded by hostile tribes; and if their
hearts turned to the house of David for hope, they had to remember that the
kingdom had rapidly declined through four inglorious reigns and had finally
expired. These were not times to give rise to great hopes, but rather to
revive and amplify for comfort and encouragement promises uttered by
prophets belonging to better days.
Hosea announced the overthrow and captivity of Israel (59 If-), but there
is also revealed to him in his personal history Jehovah's recovery of his
people. Gomer, the prophet's wife, becomes the type of Israel who in exile
will repent and be restored to its coQ.ntry (27, 314). The prominence which
the prophet gives to the story of Gomer may well raise the presumption
that we have at least a Hosean basis in por., 111or., 14IHI, and similar passages foretelling a restoration.
Isaiah predicts the ruin of the land, even
of Judah and Jerusalem (31 ff·, ;)61f-), but in certain prophecies also promises the protection or speedy relief of Jerusalem (1()24ff, 29 7 f·, 316). Guthe
(Das Zukunftsbild d. Jesaia, 27 ff.) explains the conflict as follows: he
attributes the former series of predictions to the prophet's earlier years
when the Assyrian power threatened the destruction of both the northern
and southern kingdoms, but when the catastrophe had swept away the
former, leaving the latter still safe, the prophet 'believed that from the
course of events he had discovered the wonderful plan of Jehovah more
accurately than before and therefore changed his utterances.' Hiihn also
refers the difference to a change in historical circumstances. (Cf. also Cheyne,
En. Bib. II. 2181.) Hackmann (Die Z ukunftserwartung d. Jesaia) refers to a
non-Isaian source the passages which declare the inviolability of Jerusalem
(p. 162). Doubtless a more certain determination of the chronological
order of Isaiah's oracles is essential for the solution of the problem. But
whether his predictions of the ruin of Judah and Jerusalem belong to his
earlier or later career, he evidently expected that the Remnant, which is so
conspicuous an element in his thought, would consist, not of returned exiles
but of a body of faithful ones defended and preserved within their own
land. The significant name given to his son, Shear-jashub, means 'a remnant
shall return,' i.e. to Jehovah, not from exile. In the passages unquestionably
Isaian there is no reference to the Babylonian captivity. Isaiah 'uniformly
regards the intervention of Jehovah in the Assyrian crisis as the supreme
moment of human history and the turning point in the destinies of the
kingdom of God' (Skinner Is. in CB. 285). And the Remnant whose
preservation he anticipates he foresees destined to form a new and purified
state-a state in which the dross has been purged away, in which the
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·udges are restored as at the first and the counselors as at the beginning
a passage generally accepted as Isaian in substance). The designation of the magistrates here is general and without doubt includes also the
Davidic king, though there is nothing to suggest the extraordinary personality of the Messiah. (Cf. Stade 229.) These expectations furnish reasonable
ground for attributing to the prophet himself so sober a picture of the
restored state with its purely human king as is given in 321-li, and for finding
an Isaian element in other predictions of the ideal age.
Jeremiah, apart
from the oracles attributed to him, showed his assurance of the restoration
of his people in that while a prisoner in the 'court of the guard' and in the
darkening hours of the siege of Jerusalem he purchased land near the city
and in the transaction attended strictly to the legal formalities of witnesses
and the recording of the deed (32 6 lf). His view of his act as a prophecy
addressed to his people is certainly expressed in the words, whether his or
those of an editor, 'houses and fields and vineyards shall yet again be
bought in this land.' The same prophecy is contained in the vision of the
baskets of figs (24, generally accepted as Jeremian), in which the good figs
symbolize the captives upon whom Jehovah's pleasure rests. 'I will set
mine eyes upon them for good and I will bring them again to this land'
(v. 6)- words which, even if they be not those of Jeremiah, express his
interpretation of the vision. With such expression of his outlook we seem
to have sufficient ground for attributing to him the substance at least of the
wonderful promise of the New Cov1mant to be made in the coming days
(:\1 31 lf. ). But it should be noticed that the New Covenant, of which the full
spiritual meaning is first set forth in the epistle to the Hebrews (8 6 lf.), does
not here contemplate a religion wholly individualistic and independent of
the nation; it aims rather to show how the relation between God and his
people shall abide forever, that is, when the conditions of the covenant are
fulfilled in the hearts of alL (Cf. Smend 249.)
Ezekiel's prophecies of
the restoration, even those given before the fall of Jerusalem (!722 ft), do not
belong to the period under consideration here, for he began his prophetic
work in exile, after the first deportation of Hebrews to Babylon, which was
the beginning of the final catastrophe.

h25 r. _

These four great conceptions which we have considered above
as dominating the religious and national thought of the Monarchical Age form the principal features of its outlook regarding the future of the kingdom of God. The eschatological
hope of the period may be briefly summed up as follows : The
great Day of Jehovah is near, when the God of holiness will come
with might, destroying the Gentiles who have exalted themselves
against him, and at the same time overwhelming with punishment
for their iniquities the kingdom and nation of his chosen people.
But preserving a Remnant formed of those who have continued
faithful and those who have profited by the discipline of suffering~
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he will in the end build up in Judah and Jerusalem his abiding
kingdom of righteousness and peace, where he himself will dwell
and where as foremost among the counselors and ;'udges theocratic
kings of IJavid's line will hold the throne. In such a summary
it is not necessary to include every religious idea belonging to
this period which may have been influential in the eschatology
of a later time. For example, the advance in the apprehension
of theoretical monotheism must have had a profound influence
in broadening the hope of the recognition of Jehovah by the
nations of the world. How far that influence was felt in this
age cannot be fixed definitely because of the uncertainty which
in the opinion of many attaches to the date of certain parts of
our documents. The same might be said regarding the relation of the ideal Da vidic king to the developed figure of the
Messiah, or the world-wide dominion of the coming kingdom.
Into the critical questions thus involved it is obviously impossible to enter here, nor is it essential. In a general view of
pre-Christian eschatology it is not fundamentally important to
determine whether these conceptions became clear before or
after the exile.

4 The Exilic and Post-Exilic Age. The period meant to
be covered by this designation is that extending from the
Babylonian Captivity, 586 B.c., to the final disruption of the
nation after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans
70 A.D. The fall of Jerusalem and the deportation of the
Hebrews by Nebuchadnezzar into the Babylonian Captivity
formed a turning-point in the destiny of God's people.
Henceforth, with the exception of the very brief period of
independence nuder the Maccabees, they remain to the end
the subjects of a foreign power. Their rulers, whether governors, high-priests, or so-called 'kings,' are but vassals of the
Gentiles. This foreign domination, following the succession
of the world-empires, is in turn Babylonian, Persian, Greek
(soon alternating between Greco-Syrian and Greco-Egyptian),
:and Roman.l And the government, so far as it was in the
1 In 638 B.c. Cyrus overthrew Babylon and established the Persian Empire;
thi8 in turn was overthrown by Ale;x:ander in 333 ; finally, after some eighty years
of independence under the Maccabees, through the taking of Jerusalem in 63
B.c. Judea became a tribut~fl an,4 afterwards a province of the Roman empire.
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hands of the Hebrews, was during the greater part of the time
that of a religious community rather than of a nation. In
the course of this long period the process of dispersion, begun
forcibly by the Assyrians and Babylonians, continued chiefly
as a voluntary movement and with enormous results. The
larger part of the Hebrews remained behind in Babylon and
its neighborhood when by the permission of Cyrus the return
from the Captivity took place, and from time to time throughout the later centuries migrations occurred to every center of
the known world. Josephus, writing in the end of our period,
says,' One cannot easily find a place in the world which has
not received this tribe and is not held in possession by it' 1 a dispersion of incalculable influence in the spread of Christianity in the apostolic age. But through all these centuries Palestine continued the fatherland, Jerusalem the metropolis, of
these widely scattered millions. The Holy Land, the Holy
City, formed the true home of the people and their religion,
though Babylon and Egypt (Alexandria) became influential
centers of the life and thought of Judaism. From all quarters
of the earth devout Israelites came up to the great feasts at
Jerusalem ; 2 every adult male wherever resident paid yearly
a temple-tax of two drachms. 3
Doubtless the two strongest forces in keeping actively alive
this sense of racial oneness and of the importance of the Holy
Land as the national center were the Law and the hope of a
coming era of deliverance and triumph- a messianic era. 4
Ezekiel, who at Babylon in the darkness of the captivity
opened up visions of a brighter future, is the exponent of both
these forces, the two poles, as they are sometimes called, of the
post-exilic religion. The latter factor, the messianic hope,
forms the principal theme of the other great prophecies belonging to the time of the exile, those contained in Second Isaiah. 5
These prophecies have gathered up and grandly unfolded the
hopes of pre-exilic times and have handed on the same through
1

2 Acts 29-11,
a Mt. 1724, Joseph. JB. VII, os.
Cf. Baldensperger 88 ff.
Second Isaiah is the most common designation among scholars for Is. 40-66,
which are the work of a prophet or prophets later than the time of Isaiah.
W~ether these chapters are all to be assigned to a Deutero-Is. or in part to a
Tnto-Is. (Duhm, Stade, al.) is not important here.
4

5

Ant. XIV. 12.
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the following centuries as they appear in the later prophets, in
oracles inserted in earlier prophecies by later hands, and in
non-canonical literature. Through nearly the whole of this
period there was nothing in the external and political condition of Israel to encourage belief in a great destiny for the
nation. It would be difficult to imagine a greater contrast
between expectation and present reality. Yet Israel was Jehovah's people, and Jehovah's kingdom must be exalted above all
the earth. This faith was inextinguishable, and became clearer
with the growing perception of the oneness and holiness of
God. Divine revelation, continued through a long line of
prophets, foretold the ultimate triumph of God's kingdoma triumph to which the Church is ever looking forward with
sure confidence. But the truth thus given was necessarily apprehended under the familiar traditional forms, and the kingdom in which all the hope of Israel centered was consequently
conceived under local and temporal aspects. Eschatological
expectation in its leading features started from traditional
standpoints. But other influences also came in which affected
it profoundly, especially the advancing conception of the individual as contrasted with the national unit. The nation, while
it stood, formed the religious unit, and the individual's worth
even for himself, with his hopes and aspirations, centered in
his membership in that unit. But with the downfall of the
state the dignity and the value of the individual before God
came into clearer consciousness. This place of the individual
in religious truth is first set forth fully by the exilic prophet
Ezekiel,l and forms perhaps his greatest contribution to religious thought, though in this as in some other respects his
starting point is found in Jeremiah.2 In the same line with
this individualizing influence which arose from the changed
political status of the nation was that of the Law, the more
potent of the two great forces in post-exilic Judaism mentioned
above. During the Captivity, and in the case of the Jews of
the dispersion through this whole period, religious life was cut
off from the temple-worship with its sacrificial rites; the law
then, with such ordinances as might be observed everywhere,
especially circumcision and the sabbath, became the outward
1

Chapts. 18 and 23.

2

Cf. Jer. 3129f.•
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sign and the effectual means of union between God and his
people. The law, not a particular code merely, but the whole
revelation of God's will as given in command, in prophecy, in
history, the perfect guide in religion and morals, becomes the
object of devout veneration and love, of meditation and aspiration. It is the beauty and power of the law in this sense that
forms the theme of Psalm 119. 1 Hence the teachers of the
law, the scribes, become in the course of this period a more
important factor than the priests- they sit in Mosel'\' seat. 2
In these higher aspects of its relation to spiritual life the law
formed the sphere and the norm of a direct personal bond
between God and the individual soul. But this truth of man's
personal worth in the divine scale advanced slowly. To make
it the property of the race there was needed the creative transformation of the Master who taught us, 'the very hairs of your
head are all numbered.' 3 Yet in the later years of the period
under review it influenced profoundly, as will appear below,
belief and eschatological expectation. Finally it should be
noticed that the eschatology of this period could hardly fail to
be affected by the contact of the Jews with foreign influences
such as the Persian religion, and the philosophy of Greece; at
least the growth of eschatological ideas the germs of which
existed among the Hebrews and other peoples in common may
readily be understood to have been facilitated; that such contact in some instances modified Hebrew thought and even
introduced new elements appears unquestionable. 4
The Eschatological Hopes of This Period. It is evident that
in a period so long and of so varied influences eschatology may
assume varied forms; but it does not follow throughout a
regular, harmonious advance. While in the later years there
appear messianic hopes which have regard to the individual
or the world rather than the nation, and other conceptions
unknown in earlier times arise, yet the older forms of hope
continue, modified only partially or not at all. Different tendencies exist side by side and even in the same writing. There
is more or less jostling of the individual and the national, the
1 Cf. also Ps. 197 ff.•
2 Mt. 232· On Scribism cf. Schultz 290 ff., Schiirer II, 363 ff.
4 Cf. p. 79 ff.
D

s Mt. 1()30.
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local and the universal, the visible and the spiritual, the temporal
and the eternal. It is therefore not possible to divide the period
into parts by lines drawn chronologically. We may speak of
the earlier and the later eschatology, but it must be kept in
mind that we have not two sharply separated epochs in the latter
of which the earlier ideas have been entirely outgrown and
discarded. The expectations of the earlier part of the period
are dominated by the national outlook and these persist; on the
other hand there appear in the later centuries conceptions of a
universal and transcendental character. These find expression in
the apocalyptic literature and are therefore sometimes classed as
apocalyptic eschatology; not quite accurately however, because
this is not the only form of eschatology found in these writings.
The period then may properly be treated as a whole, and it will
be convenient to trace out first those hopes which, originating
and unfolding within the limitations of a national outlook, continue throughout, modified to be sure in some cases but not so
far transformed as to become virtually new. A later paragraph
will giye a survey of the expectations which belong exclusively
to the closi111J centuries of the period, whether these be older
conceptions radically transformed or wholly new ones. I
(1) The coming of Jehovah to deliver his people and to establish
his lci111]d01J1, forever. (a) ' Behold, Jehovah hath proclaimed

unto the end of the earth, Say ye to the daughter of Zion,
Behold thy salvation cometh, . . . And theyshall call them The
holy people, The redeemed of Jehovah.' 2 This ringing call
from the midst of a people overthrown, oppressed, and scattered,
sums up the national aspect of a hope which persists throughout
this period. The hope cannot be said to have ever been literally fulfilled, but the· prophecies that fostered it contain the
revelation of a coming spiritual deliverance and a spiritual
kingdom which were apprehended under customary forms of
thought. Not the meager movement of the return inaugurated
by Cyrus' command, not the brilliant era of the Maccabees
answered even remotely to the expectations; yet the hope,
pushed on continuously into the future as the years passed
without its realization, is fundamental in the thought of these
1

Cf. pp. 63 ff.

2

Is. 621lf.•
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centuries and appears in the prophets, earlier and later, in the
Psalms, the Apocrypha, the apocalyptic writers, and in the New
Testament. 1 Jehovah will come with a mighty hand and outstretched arm to gather his people out of the countries wherein
they are scattered, the valleys will be exalted and the mountains
and the hills made low, that his highway may be prepared. ' I
will bring thy seed from the east and gather them from the
west; I will say to the north, Give up; and to the south,
Keep not back ' 2 - words which are ever echoing on in the
hope of the following years.
(b) Jerusalem, the seat of the restored kingdom, is to arise
from its ruins with great splendor. 3 The temple is to be rebuilt
with new glory,• the land will become supernaturally fruitful, 5
peace and joy will reign undisturbed with wealth and length of
days, the animal kingdom will be at peace in itself and with
man 6 ; in short, the ideal age will be realized and continue forever. A human king does not always form a part of the
picture, yet when thought of he is evidently a prince of David's
house. 7 The supreme glory of the coming kingdom in the mind
of the prophets is its spiritual perfections. God himself will
dwell with his peoples and they will walk in his statutes,
they will all be righteous, 9 evil will be blotted out and deceit
quenched, faith will flourish and corruption be overcome. 10
(c) With Jehovah's deliverance of his people and the establishment of his kingdom there is joined, as an essential factor in
eschatological expectation, the overthrow of the hostile nations
of the world. The latter is the preparation for the former and
both alike manifest Jehovah's majesty. The powers that have
harassed Israel and defied God must be swept away, that the
kingdom of his people may be set up in lasting security. The
Day of the Lord, which in the pre-exilic prophets is first of all a
visitation upon the sin of Israel,ll becomes now predominantly
an epoch of anger and retribution poured out upon the Gentiles.
1 Cf. inter al. Is. 40 ff., Ezk. 36 f., Jl. 3, Ob. vv 17 ff., Zec. 8, Ps. 10212-22,
Tob. 13, Bar. 43L59, Sib. Or. III. 767-795, Ps. Sol. 11, Lk. 2421, Ac. 1&.
2 Is. 435 t..
a Is. 5411 t., Tob. 131s '·, Sib. Or. V. 420 ff.
4 Hag. 29, Tob. 145, Sib. Or. V. 423.
6 Ezk. 3426f., Jl. 41s, Am. 913, Ps. 7216, En. 1019, Ap. Bar. 295.
6 Is. 6525,
7 Ezk. 3724, Am. 911, Zec.12B, Ps. 893f., Ps. Sol. 174.
s Ezk. 437, Zec. 210,
9 Ezk. 362-llf., Is. 6021,
10 2 Es. 62'1 f.,
11 Cf. p. 21 ff.
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The overwhelming penalty of Israel's trangression has fallen in
the destruction of the nation and the captivity; 'She hath received of the Lord double for all her sins.' 1 Henceforth the
more lurid light of the picture falls upon the nations that have
exalted themselves against Jehovah. As most of the pre-exilic
prophecies contain paragraphs directed against the hostile powers
of that time, so in this period similar oracles form essential portions of the utterances of Ezekiel, Second Isaiah, most of the
later prophets, and many post-canonical writers. 2 As in the
earlier period so in this, the coming of Jehovah's kingdom is near
at hand. For Ezekiel it lay just beyond the downfall of Egypt
which is predicted as near; 3 Second Isaiah looked for it as the
·sequel to Cyrus' overthrow of the Babylonian power; 4 Haggai
foresaw it in the events to follow the return led by Zerubbabel
and the completion of the temple; 5 the author of the book of
Daniel, in the overthrow of Antiochus Epiphanes and the
Greco-Syrian power; 6 the author of 2 Esdras, in the downfall
of Rome.7
(d) The idea of a second conflict with hostile powers appears
for the first time in Ezekiel. 8 With him as with the other
prophets the destruction of the well-known enemies of Israel
in the near future is to be followed by an era of messianic
peace and felicity. 9 But according to Ezekiel after a long
continuance of this messianic era, 'in the latter days,' 10 Gog of
the land of Magog will come from the uttermost parts of the
north leading a host made up of hordes from the north and the
south and from far off parts of the earth; they will come up
against Israel and cover the land like a cloud. But Jehovah
will send upon them a sword, pestilence, hailstones, fire, and
brimstone; they will fall upon the mountains and in the fields,
and be given to the birds and beasts to devour. It is a final
rally of the powers of earth against the kingdom of God's people. These invaders from the north are taken by many to be
Is. 402.
Cf. Ezk. 25-32, Is. 47, Jl. 3, Ob. v 15, Zec. 9, En. 9QIBt., Ap. Bar. 13s1r.,
Sib. Or. III. 303-333.
4 Is. 4424-28,
3 Ezk. 2921, 303f.; cf. Davidson Ezk. in CB. 215, 217 f.
o Hag. 24-9,
6 Dan. 7'J:J..ZT,
Cf. Driver in CB. ad loc.
7 2 Es. 68-10,
Cf. Rev. 19 ff.
s 38-39. Cf. Stade 295, Hiihn 44, Briggs Mess. P. 283.
9 34-37.
1o 38S. 16.
1
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the Scythian hordes that overran and terrorized western Asia
in the seventh century B.c.; but neither Gog nor Magog can
be identified with any known king or land. Whatever the
truth as regards the connection of the names with any historic
people, the reference in Ezekiel is to an event falling after a
long continuance of the messianic era, the final gathering of
the nations under a great leader against the messianic kingdom and their overwhelming destruction. Such a messianic
interval between a first and a second judgment of the enemies
of God's kingdom does not appear elsewhere in the Old Testament, but is found sometimes in later writers. 1 Generally the
Messiah's kingdom is represented as continuing in undisturbed
peace forever after the one great conflict which precedes its
establishment. And this conflict is oftenest conceived under
forms and symbols similar to those which make up this picture
in Ezekiel. The final effort of the world against the kingdom
of God is represented as a united assault of the nations upon
the Holy Land. 2 As eschatological figures Gog and Magog
(the latter like the former a person instead of a land)
appear frequently in rabbinical predictions among the enemies
whom the Messiah will conquer. The' Day of Gog' and the
'Day of Magog' are current expressions. 3 Evidently the
names became traditional representations of the last assailants
of the messianic kingdom, and as such they have passed into
the Revelation. 4
(e) The redeemer, the champion of God's people in this final
crisis, is, in the expectation of the earlier part of our period,
Jehovah himself. The messianic king does not appear as the
instrument of deliverance. This is the representation throughout the prophets except in Daniel. 5 'Behold, I myself, even I,
will search for my sheep and will seek them out, . . . I will
deliver them out of all places whither they have been scattered,
. . I will feed them upon the mountains of Israel. . . . I
1
2
3
. 6

On the messianic Age as an interregnum, seep. 76.
Zec. 122 f., En. 56, Sib. Or. III. 663, 2 Es. 135 ff., Rev. 20s.
4 208.
Cf. Weber System 370 f., Volz 176, Bonsset Jud. 206.
In Dan. 121 Michael, the patron-angel of the Jews, appears as their champwn. Is. 114 and Mic. 56, both probably post-exilic passages, refer not to the
establishment of the kingdom, but to the kingly function of maintaining the
peace of the realm against outbreaks of evil within and onset.E of enemies froiL
without.
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myself will be the shepherd of my sheep.' 1 But in later times
the destruction of hostile powers and the exaltation of God's
people are often, though not always, attributed to the Messiah. 2
(f) Foreshadowing the advent of Jehovah and attending it,
vast movements were looked for among the peoples of the earth
and in the natural world, times of trial for the people of God,
sifting them as grain,a times of furious visitations upon the
Gentiles, with great portents in the earth and the heavens.
Israel learned through its own history, through bitter conflicts
with enemies, that it could enter into its state of peace and
glory only through suffering and distress; the prophetic oracles
foretold awful calamities which should sweep away the Gentile
nations ; and the universal belief that God used the operations
of nature in ever varying ways to further his purposes concerning men led to the expectation that marvels in the physical
world would attend marvels in human history. These times
of distress as precursors and accompaniments of the coming of
the messianic era are often called the ' messianic woes,' 4 and
they become a standing feature in eschatological expectation.
Starting from the foreshadowings of the earlier prophets, later
writers, especially the apocalyptic, unfold pictures of these
pre-messianic troubles with vivid and often fantastic imagery.
The author of Isaiah 34 gives an appalling description of the
events of these days : the dissolution of the heavens; slaughter,
desolation, and war in the earth. 5 The prophet Joel, whose
theme is the Day of Jehovah, dwells upon the coming terrors.
'Let all the inhabitants of the land tremble : for the day of
Jehovah cometh, . . . a day of clouds and thick darkness .
. . . I will show wonders in the heavens and in the earth:
blood and fire and pillars of smoke. The sun shall be turned
into darkness and the moon into blood . . . . I will gather all
1 Ezk. 3411 ff. See also Is. 433 ff., 14 ff., Hag. 221 ff., Zec. 98 ff., 14 ff., 2 Mac. 21s,
Bar. 56 ff.
2 Cf. p. 44.
3 Am. 99.
4 As distress and sorrow are spoken of in the Scriptures under the figure of
travail-pains, so in the rabbinical writings the expression 'the birth-pains of the
Messiah,' i.e. preceding the Messiah's birth, became a current term for the last
troubles preceding the messianic era, and occurs in conjunction with the
eschatological terms Day of Gog, or Magog, the Day of Judgment. Cf. Volz 173,
Bousset Jud. 237 f. The same figure, w61ves, travail, R.V. is found in Mt. 248,
Mk. 138.
• Is. 34-35 are generally referred by critics to an exilic or post-exilic source.
Cf. Driver Intr. 225 :ff., G. A. Slnith in Hast. II. 493.
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nations and will bring them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat
and I will execute judgment upon them there. 1 It is to these
times that the words in Zechariah refer: 'It shall come to pass,
that in all the land, saith Jehovah, two parts therein shall be
cut off and die; . . . I will bring the third part into the fire
and will refine them as silver is refined, and will try them as
gold is tried.' 2 Similarly Daniel, 'There shall be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there was a nation.' 3 In
post-canonical writers such representations abound, 4 and the
traditional pictures are taken up into the New Testament; the
main theme in chapters 6-16 of the Revelation is the 'messianic
woes,' largely in traditional forms. 5
(g) Allied to the idea of such precursors of the messianic
era there appears also in our period the expectation of personal
forerunners, who should precede the incoming of the new era.
The earliest reference to such a person occurs in Malachi:
'Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the great
and terrible day of Jehovah come,' 6 and upon the basis of this
utterance the belief became general that the great prophet
would appear again before the coming of the Lord. Though
different activities were attributed to him, 7 he is generally
represented as coming to restore order, to remove wrath and
strife 8 - a function answering to the violent disorder, the
anger and variance, predicted in both civil and family life in
the times of the 'messianic woes.' Both rabbinical writers
and the New Testament give evidence of a widespread expectation of his ·appearing: 'They asked him, saying, How is it
that the scribes say that Elijah must first come ? And he said
unto them, Elijah indeed cometh first and restoreth all things.' 9
In rabbinical traditions Moses also is spoken of as coming with
Elijah. In Debarim rabba, Ch. 3, God is represented as saying
to Moses, 'When I shall send the prophet Elijah ye shall both
come together.' 10 The union of these two foremost witnesses
for Jehovah, as forerunners of the messianic era, is especially
I 21f., 30£., 32,
213s f.
3 121.
4 Cf. 2 Es. 5, En. 99-100, Ap. Bar. 70.
6 45.
7 Cf. Volz 192.
8 M:ll. 46,
5 Cf. Mt. 24, Mk. 13, Lk. 21, 2 Pet. 3.
9 Mk. 911 f.
Cf. Mk. 615, 828, Mt. 1114, Jno. 121, 2.1. For numerons instances
in rabbinical writers see Weber System 337 f., Volz 192, Drummond 223 f.
For the fulfillment of this expectation in the person of John the Baptist cf. Mt.
11 14, par. With the expression 'restore all things,' cf. Ac. 321.
10 See Weber System 338.
Cf. Drummond 225, Volz 193.
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interesting, since they appear together in the account of the
Transfiguration I and again in the vision of Rev. 11 3 If.. Still
others were spoken of as forerunners. In 2 Esdras 2 it is said
that all who have been translated without tasting death will
appear at the end of the troublous times, and among these
Jewish tradition included not only Enoch and Elijah, but also
Baruch 3 and Ezra. 4 The earlier Christian writers almost
universally understood Enoch to be the associate of Elijah as
one of the ' two witnesses ' in Rev. 11 3 • 5 The answer given to
our Lord, ' Some, Elijah, and others, Jeremiah,' 6 may imply
the existence of a belief that the latter prophet would appear
before the end. It should, however, be noticed that as far as
the evidence shows, Elijah stood before all others in these
expectations.
(2) The Ideal King, the Messiah. The hope of the former
period which placed at the head of the expected state an ideal
king of JJavid' s house 7 reaches in this period, especially in the
later years, a still clearer and higher development. Whatever
doubt criticism may raise regarding the pre-exilic expectation
of a Messiah,8 in the age following the exile the hope is certain
and at times powerful. The central position occupied by the
theocratic king in Hebrew national life throughout the centuries following the establishment of the monarchy, and on the
other hand the universal existence of the monarchical form in
the great world-states of these ages, make it unlikely that the
Jew should have conceived the coming state under any other
form. Although in many writers and at certain epochs in our
period the figure of the king recedes into the background or
disappears, it does not follow that the ideal state was thought
of as wanting this representative of Jehovah. Silence regarding him only indicates that his agency was not always conceived to be the essential force in the great events looked
for.
(a) But in studying the course of messianic hope it
is important to notice this silence, and also the advance in
expectation from a theocratic dynasty to a single theocratic
person. 9 In the pre-exilic period, Nahum, Zephaniah, and
Mt. 171-9,
2 626,
a Ap. Bar. 762.
• Cf. Bousset Antichrist 203 :ff.
6 Mt. 1614,
v See below, b, c.

2 Es. 149.
Seep. 25.

4
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7

s Seep. 27.
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Habbakuk spoke more or less distinctly of the messianic era
without mentioning the messianic king. So likewise in this
period no mention is made of him in the eschatological utterances of Joel, Obadiah, 1 Malachi, 2 Second Isaiah,3 and Daniel. 4
The books of the Apocrypha, though containing in most cases
eschatological references, do not, with the exception of 2 Esdras,
mention a personal Messiah.
Among other non-canonical
Jewish writings in which a Messiah is wanting are the
Assumption of Moses, Slavonic Enoch, the Book of Jubilees.
But as already pointed out the silence of these writers does not
prove his absence from their conception of the coming kingdom.
(b) Doubtless the messianic hope in the beginning looked
forward, not to one individual messianic king, but to a 81tccession of theocratic kings, the unbroken perpetuation of the Davidic
line, and this vaguer phase of the hope appears in our period,
especially in the earlier part of it. The prophecy given in the
history of David, 'Thy house and thy kingdom shall be made
sure for ever before thee; thy throne shall be established for
ever,' 5 belonging to the former period, 6 had in view the dynasty,
1 In Ob. v 21 the 'saviours' are not the Messiah but deliverers raised up
like the 'Judges' of old to free Isr\Lel from their enemies, here the Edomites,
though, like all deliverers, in a sense types of Christ.
2 In Mal. 31 the ' messenger ' is a forerunner sent to prepare for the coming of
Jehovah, who is to come in his own person to abide in his temple among his
people. Whether the ' messenger ' or ' angel ' in the second part of the verse
be identified with the ' messenger' or with the ' Lord ' in the first part, cf.
R. V. 'and' or 'even,' reference can hardly be made to the theocratic king,
since the function here assigned him, whether of preparing for Jehovah's corning or sitting as his representative in a purifying judgment, is nowhere else in
the prophets made a part of the Messiah's activity. Cf. Hitzig in loc., Stade
334.
3 For the 'servant of Jehovah' in 2 Is., see pp. 49 ff.
Is. 554, often understood of the Messiah, refers, as most modern commentators agree, to the historical David or his house. Cf. Skinner in CB., Duhm in loc.
4 'l'he expression' one like unto a son of man,' Dan. 713, determined a subsequent designation of the Messiah, and until recent times has almost universally
been taken to refer to him in person. But modern scholars are to a large
extent agreed that the figure is meant to characterize not an individual person
but the nature of the final kingdom of God's people. This seems to be required
by the writer's own interpretation given in vv. 16-18, 22, 27, according to
~hich the four beasts symbolize heathen world-kingdoms, and the 'son of man,'
t.e. man, who is contrasted with the beasts, symbolizes the coming kingdom of
God-' humanity in contrast with animality.' Cf. Driver Dan. in CB. 102 ff.
'l'he passage is messianic in the broader sense ; the same is true of the difficult
P~sage 924-27, where neither the facts nor the chronology can be reconciled
With an application to Christ.
52 S. 71s.
6 On the pre-exilic date of the passage cf. Cornill 197; but others make it
post-exilic. Cf. Stade in Enc. Bib. IV. 4278.
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and the same is the reference in the messianic promises in
Hosea, 'Afterward shall the children of. Israel return and
seek Jehovah their God and David their king,' 1 and in Amos,
'In that day will I raise up the tabernacle of David that is
fallen, . . . and will build it as in the days of old.' 2 Jeremiah 3
designates the coming king as David or a Branch, but the
words,' David shall never want a man to sit upon the throne of
the house of Israel' 4 show that it is the kingly line rather than
the individual person that he has in mind. 5 The same idea is
expressed by Ezekiel, who describes the rule of the messianic
~ingdom under the figure of the cedar (the Davidic house)
which shall bring forth boughs and bear fruit 6 -language which
makes clear the meaning of 'my servant David' in the prophet's
other references to the rule of the messianic era. 7 This is clearly
the meaning in Psalms 89 and 132. Also 1 Maccabees 8 and
Ecclesiasticus 9 seem to contemplate t~e continuance of the
Davidic dynasty rather than that of a single prince.
(c) On the other hand in the unfolding of messianic revelation the expectation of a continuance of the theocratic kingship
becomes concrete in the person of a single ideal prince who shall
rule the people of God- an expectation which is at last realized in the Christ that 'abideth for ever.' In post-exilic times
and especially in the apocalyptic writings this idea becomes
clear and generally prevalent. The books of Isaiah and Micah
are the earliest prophetic writings to announce distinctly this
single ideal king. 10 In the wonderful picture of the eschatological era given by the former the king is an individual, one whose
' name shall be called, Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God,
Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.' 11 The brilliant prophecy
of the coming era in Micah 12 culminates in one individual ruler
who shall come forth out of the house of David, one who 'shall
35.
911• These passages in Hos. and Am. are regarded by recent critics as postexilic.
3 285, 3()9, 331511'..
4 3311.
5 Cf. Schultz 621.
6 172a.
7 3423, 3724.
Cf. Davidson Ezk. in CB. XLIX. 251, Stade 294, Hiilm 46.
The 'one shepherd ' here means, as shown by 3715-26, that in the messianic era
the two kingdoms Judah and Israel shall be united again.
s 257.
9 4711.
1o All the paragraphs in Is. and Mic. relative to the subject are regarded by an
increasing number of critics as post-exilic.
u 96. The other references to the messianic king in Is. are l1 1-.5, 321 • The
context shows that 3311, often taken as messianic, refers to Jehovah.
12 51-9, a post-exilic passage.
1
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stand and shall feed his flock in the strength of Jehovah.'
Haggai 1 saw in the return from the captivity the dawn of the
final era and in the Davidic leader Zerubbabel the chosen one
whom Jehovah would set as his signet, the messianic king. 2
Zechariah's view seems to have been the same. In the promise
• Behold, I will bring forth my Servant the Branch,' 3 the
reference is apparently to Zerubbabel as the messianic prince. 4
Second Zechariah 5 also thinks of the coming of a single personal king whose ' dominion shall be from sea to sea and from the
River to the ends of the earth.' 6 With this would agree certain Psalms,1 unless with many scholars these are interpreted
of a definite historical person. 8 Jewish apocalyptic writings
which contain this form of messianic hope are, among others,
2 Esdras, 9 the Apocalypse of Baruch,10 Enoch, 11 Sibylline
Oracles,12 the Psalms of Solomon.l3 In the New Testament
there is no trace of any other expectation. The Targums
and Jewish prayers make mention of the hope under both the
individualistic and the dynastic form.
As expectation centered more clearly in a single person and
his nature and functions came to be conceived as unique, naturally a distinctive appellation or title arose; and since from the
beginning the king of God's people was known as ' The Lord's
Anointed ' the ideal king of the coming era came to be generally
designated as preeminently 'The Anointed,' or preserving the
Hebrew word' The Messiah.' 14 As the distinctive title of the coming ideal king the term does not occur in the Old Testament, 15
but is found frequently later, as in 2 Esdras,16 the Apocalypse
of BarU.ch,11 immaterially modified in the Psalms of Solomon, 18
and Enoch. 19 In the Talmud, Targums, and New Testament,
as the popular designation, the name is as common as the idea.
1 220 !f.
2 Cf. Stade 315, Schultz 624.
3 38, cf. 612.
4 Cf. Hiihn 63, Stade and Schultz ibid.
The comparison of 612 f. with 49 shows
that Zerubbabel is meant.
6 By this term is meant Zech. 9-14, which, though held by some to be preexilic, most critics put later than the prophet Zech. Cf. Driver. Intr. 349,
Cornill 363 ff.
6 99 f..
7 2, 45, 72, 110.
8 Cf. Hiihn 154, Schultz 641.
9 1232, 1332 tr..
1o 29, 39 f.
11 46, 48, 62.
12 III. 652.
13 XVII.
14 I:I'!Z:'~:::t- sometimes without the article as a proper name- in the Sept.
transliterated o Me<T<Tias, translated o Xp111r6s. Cf. Volz 213, Bousset Jud. 214,
Drummond 283 f.
15 Ps. 22 would form an exception, if against critical opinion this were referred
to the Messiah only.
16 1232.
11 293, 301.
18 1732, 186.
19 481o, 524.
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The title Son of David, found in the Psalms of Solomon 1 and
in the Talmud and Targums, is seen from theN ew Testament to
have become common in popular use. 2 The title 'Son of God'
occurs in a few instances in non-Christian writings, 3 not all of
which can easily be referred to Christian revision,4 just as the
people and the king of Israel are sometimes so denominated. 5
The name 'Son of Man,' made familiar to us by its use in the
Gospels, will be spoken of below. 6 Other designations such as
•the Elect One,' 'the Just,' 'the Lion' do not call for special
notice here.
(d) The function of the Messiah is thus first of all conceived
to be that of the ruler of the theocratic kingdom; and in keeping with the ideal character of that kingdom his rule is to be
one of perfect wisdom, justice, and goodness. His agency,
however, especially in the earlier part of our period, is not
made prominent in determining the nature or the course of the
kingdom. The kingdom can hardly be called his- it is God's. 7
Jehovah is king ; the laws and ordinances are his ; the messianic
king is his servant. 'My servant. David (i.e. the Messiah) shall
be king over them, . . . they shall also walk in mine ordinances
and observe my statutes.' 8 So thoroughly theocratic is the idea
of the state that the figure of the Messiah is that of a perfunctory
ruler set over a realm already established and perfected by
Jehovah. 9 This conception occurs also even in later writers.
' It will come to pass,' says the Apocalypse of Baruch, 'when
all is accomplished which was to come to pass in those parts,
that the Messiah will then be revealed.' 10 Generally, however,
in the later years, with the growing doctrine of God's apartness
from the world 11 and an increasing distinctness in the conception
of the office of the messianic king, the latter became the active
agent in the defense of God's people, the destroyer of their
enemies, and the establisher of the perfected kingdom of God.
'When the nations become turbulent and the time of my Messiah
1 1721,

2 Cf. Mt. 927, 1223,

4 Cf. Volz 213, Drummond 284 ff.
& Cf. p. 124 ff.
7 Though the expression 'kingdom

3 Cf. e.g. 2 Es. 729, 1332,87, En. 1052.
s Cf. Hos. 111, 2 S. 714, Ps. 21, 8927.

of God,' 'of heaven,' {Jatn"'!l.<la Toii IJ<oii,
Twv oflpavwv, common in later literature, does not occur in the Old Testament,
the idea of Jehovah's rule is universal.
8 Ezk. 3724, cf. Zec. 38, Mic. 54.
9 Cf. p. 37.
to 293f., cf. En. 9()31..:17,
n Cf. Baldensperger 58 ff., Bousset Jud. 302 ff.• Hast. Extr. 308.
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is come,' says the Apocalypse of Baruch,l 'he will both summon
all the nations, and some of them he will spare and some of them
he will slay. . . . And it will come to pass, when he has
brought low everything that is in the world and has sat down in
pe!tce for the age on the throne of his kingdom, that joy will
then be revealed and rest appear.' So 2 Esdras, foretelling the
conflicts of the last days and the mighty acts of the Messiah,
says,' When he shall destroy the multitude of the nations that
are gathered together, he shall defend the people that remain.' 2
It should however be noticed that the redemption wrought by
him is national and political- it is not an ethical and spiritual
redemption of the individual soul, though evil is to be banished
from the kingdom set up by him. 3 To his agency all the blessing and glories of the messianic age finally come to be attributed.
He will bring back the scattered Israelites, 4 and distribute them
through the land after their tribes; 5 he will make Jerusalem
more splendid than the stars and the sun and the moon ; he will
build an endless tower which will touch even the clouds and be
visible to all, so that all the just may see the glory of the eternal
God; 6 he will shepherd the Lord's flock in faithfulness and
righteousness and will not suffer any among them to become
feeble in their pastures; 1 he will let no iniquity lodge among
his people. 8 In his days knowledge of the Lord will be poured
out upon the earth as the waters of the sea; he will give to his
sons the majesty of the Lord, he will open the doors of Paradise
and give to the holy ones to eat of the tree of life, and the spirit
of holiness will be upon them. 9 The radiant picture of the
fruits of his rule given in t.he Apocalypse of Baruch embraces
not only a society delivered from all spiritual evils but also a
physical world in which pain ceases and toil is marvelously
rewarded. 'Healing will descend in dew, and disease will
withdraw, and anxiety and anguish and lamentation will pass
from amongst men and gladness will proceed through the whole
1 72 f.
Cf. 40.
2 1349, cf. 12 32f., Ps. Sol. 1722, Sib. Or. V. 108, Test. Jos. 19; in theN. T. Mt.
2430f., 2 Thess. 28, Rev. 1911-15.
3 Is. 6021, Ps. Sol. 1730, Sib. Or. V. 428 ff. On the atoning' servant' of Jehovah
seep. 49f.
4 2 Es. 1339!1'., Ap. Abr. 31.
6 Ps. Sol. 1728.
6 Sib. Or. V. 420 ff.
7 Ps. Sol. 1740.
s Ibid. 1721.
8 Test. Lev. 185 lf.•
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earth. And no one shall again die untimely, nor shall any
adversity suddenly befall. And judgments and revilings and
contentions and revenges and blood and passions and envy and
hatred and whatsoever things are like these shall go into condemnation when they are removed. . . . The reapers will not grow
weary, nor those that build be toilworn; for the works will of
themselves speedily advance with those who do them in much
·tranquillity.' 1 'The earth also will yield its fruit ten thousandfold and on one vine there will be a thousand branches, and each
branch will produce a thousand clusters, and each cluster will
produce a thousand grapes, and each grape will produce a cor of
wine. And those who have hungered will rejoice; moreover
also they will behold marvels every day.' 2
Of the three great offices attributed to the Messiah in Christian thought, those of prophet, priest, and king, the last
appears almost alone before the time of Christ. In the various
activities attributed to him it is his kingly character that is
generally thought of. Yet there are not entirely wanting
traces of the belief that he would join with this character the
priestly and prophetic. It is doubtful whether the title priest
is expressly given to him anywhere in the Old Testament, 3 but
a certain priestly quality seems to have attached to the person
of the king with the Hebrews as among other orientals. David
performed the ritual acts of sacrifice and blessing, 4 as did also
Solomon,l> and similar functions are recorded of others. 6 Not
unnaturally then the theocratic king of the messianic era might
be conceived as sharing in priestly prerogatives. The prophecy
given in Jeremiah 3021 describes the prince of the messianic
kingdom as one who will approach unto God, that is, without
an intermediary-he will enjoy the privilege of the highpriest. The king extolled in Ps. 110, and declared 'a priest
forever after the manner [RV m.] of Melchizedek,' even if not
in the meaning of the author the Messiah, afterwards came to
be so regarded. The argument of our Lord given in Mt. 2241 ff.,
andthat of the epistle to the Hebrews 5-7, show this to have
73 f.
2 29.
Zec. 613 can hardly be understood to unite the priest and the king in the
person of the Messiah, for unquestionably the interpretation, ' there shall be a
priest upon his throne,' RVm., is to be preferred, as shown by the following
4 2 S. 617 f.
o 1 K. 814, 92s.
6 1 K. 12za, 2 K. I() I~ r.
clause.
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been current opinion. 1 The author of the Testaments of the
XII Patriarchs, writing in the time of the Maccabees, who
were first priests and then princes, derives the Messiah from
the tribe of Levi, not Judah, and makes his priestly character
the more prominent, 2 but in what appears a later passage 3 his
origin is traced to both tribes- he unites the priestly and the
kingly. But in all these allusions to the priesthood of the
Messiah what seems to be thought of is the dignity of the highpriest's office and his free approach to God. There is no mention of his making expiation for the sins of the people ;
nowhere in pre-Christian literature is such a function attributed
to him. 4 That appears first as a Christian doctrine in the
teaching of our Lord and the writers of the New Testament, 5
where it receives its fullest exposition in the epistle to the
Hebrews.
The express designation of the Messiah as a prophet is still
more uncertain. The promise that a prophet like Moses
should be raised up unto Israel, Deut. 18 15, did not primarily
relate to the Messiah; 6 it is not certain that it came to be
associated with him before Christian insight perceived that all
the great organs of the old dispensation were united in their
perfection in the person of Christ. The language of the people as given in St. John, 'This is of a truth the prophet that
cometh into the world;' and the question of the Pharisees to
the Baptist,' Art thou the prophet?' 7 show that a preeminent
prophet was expected, doubtless on the ground of the Mosaic
promise. And it is true that Jesus is said to have perceived
that the same multitude which had proclaimed him 'the
prophet' was about to take him and make him king, 8 but this
does not conclusively prove an identity of 'the prophet' and
the Messiah in their minds, since their purpose may have been
~ Undoubtedly the psalm is messianic in the broader sense as depicting ideals
whiCh are realized only in the messianic king; and our Lord's argument and
that of the epistle to the Hebrews are cogent because based on the generally
acknowledged ideal contents of the psalm. Many modern interpreters take the
reference to be directly to the Messiah (Delitzsch, Hengstenberg. al. ), others
understand David himself to be meant (Ewald, Orelli, al.), but the larger number of recent scholars, following Hitzig, take the subject of the psalm to be one
of the Maccabees, in whose persons the priestly and princely were united
(Duhm, Cheyne, Hiihn, al.).
2 Test. Lev. 8 and 18.
a Test. Gad 8.
4
Seep. 49.
• Mt. 2()28, Mk. 1046, Jno. 129, 1 Jno. 22, Ro. 32:;, Rev. 1•.
6 See p. 16.
7 614, 121.
a J no. 614 f.
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indicated by other words and acts which were evoked by his
'signs,' 1 and which John, after his manner, has here omitted. 2
At all events, the identification of the two was not a prevalent
idea, since in the language of both the people and the leaders
they are seen to be expressly distinguished.3 The author of
the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs seems to stand alone
among Jewish writers in designating the Messiah as a prophet. 4
Yet while not looked upon as holding the distinct prophetic
office, he is described as performing in his kingly character
functions which belonged to the prophet. Not only was he to
work miracles like the prophets, but- and this is the most
essential office of the prophet- he was to come in the power
of the divine Spirit to reveal God's will to men. It was declared in Isaiah 5 that the Spirit of Jehovah should rest upon
him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of
counsel, and following out this thought later writers speak of
his work of bringing light to men. 'All the secrets of wisdom
will come forth from the thoughts of his mouth.' 6 The Samaritans expected a Messiah who would declare unto them all
things. 7 The prophetic function of revealing God was never
perfectly fulfilled till he came who could say, 'He that hath
seen me hath seen the Father.' 8 Both his words and his works
led men to recognize him as a prophet or ' the prophet.' 9
It is not unlikely that the expected prophet and the Messiah may in the
minds of the people have stood vaguely in close combination. Disciples
who had recognized Jesus as a prophet mighty in deed and word had until
his death hoped he would prove the promised deliverer, the Messiah
(Lk. 24 21). It was a current belief among the Jews that when the
Messiah came he would not at first be clearly manifest as such. In Justin
Martyr a Jew is represented as saying,' The Messiah, even if he has been
born and is somewhere existent, is unknown and does not yet even know
himself, nor has he any power until Elijah shall come and anoint him and
make him known to all' (Dial. c. Tryph. 8); and again,' Even if they say
he has come, it is not known who he is, but when he shall have become
manifest and honored, then it will be known who he is' (110). A story is
preserved in the Jerusalem Talmud that the Messiah shortly after his
birth was snatched away from his mother by a tempest ( cf. Drummond
280). This concealment of the Messiah before his public manifestation in
Jno. 731,
2 Cf. Zahn in loc., Stanton 127.
3 Jno. 12s, 740 f.
5 112.
6 En. 51 ; cf. 463, Test. Levi 18, Test. Jud. 24.
Test. Lev. 8.
s Jno. 149.
9 Cf. Mt. 21ll, Lk. 716, 2419, Jno. 911, A c. 322.
7 Jno. 421'.
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the final era referred to elsewhere (cf. En. 627, 2 Es. 1232 , 1326, the Targums;
see Weber SysteU! 342 ff., Schiirer II. 620, Volz 219, Drummond 280 f.)
was made by the Jews an argument against the Messiahship of our Lord.
'When the Christ cometh,' they say, 'no one knoweth whence he is'
(Jno. 727 ).

It was not, according to the Jewish idea, a part of the
Messiah's functions that he should suffer and atone for the sin of
his people. The wonderful figure of the suffering 'servant of
,Jehovah' portrayed in Second Isaiah embodies more than any
other conception of Old Testament prophecy the characteristics
which the Gospel has taught us to attribute to the Messiah as
the redeemer of the world. Interwoven with our most fundamental ideas of our Lord's person and work are the words of the
prophet, ' Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows . . . he was wounded for our trangressions, . . . the
chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with his stripes
we are healed.' 1 And unquestionably these words regarding
the 'servant of Jehovah' are indirectly most truly prophetic of
Christ, and ar.e perfectly verified in him alone.2 Most scholars
at the present time understand the 'servant' to be a personification of either the faithful portion of Israel, the true Israel 3.'3
contrasted with the unfaithful multitude, or the ideal Israel,
' who by his vicarious sufferings makes atonement for the transgressions of God's people and by his loyal fulfillment of the
divine mission intrusted to him becomes the "light of the
Gentiles " and the missionary of the nations, so accomplishing in
his own person the ideal functions of the chosen people.' 3 It is
reasonably certain that neither the prophet himself nor his preChristian readers associated the 'servant' with the Messiah,
and such association is not found in the prophets nor in any
eschatological writer before the Christian era.· The references
to a suffering Messiah in the rabbinical writers are generally,
perhaps always, of a later date. 4 The .slowness of even the
1

Is. 534£.

The so-called 'servant passages,. (Is. 42H, 491-6, 5(}1-9, 5213-5312) have been
the subject of great controversy. For a good summary of the different views see
Skinner in CB. Is. XL-LXVI. 233 ff. Cf. also Hast. Extr. Index. On the
literature of the subject see Enc. Bib. IV. 4409, Hast. Extr. 707.
a Ottley in Hast. 11. 459.
4 Cf. Dalman Der leidende Messias 66 f., Weber System 343 ff., Schiirer II.
648 ff.
2
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disciples of our Lord in learning that he could submit to being
put to death 1 and the difficulty throughout the period of New
Testament history in convincing men that 'it behooved the
Christ to suffer' 2 show that at that time there was in prevalent
Jewish belief no connection between the Messiah and the 'suffering servant.'3 Second Esdras 4 contains the remarkable declaration that the Messiah after a reign of glory lasting 400 years
shall die and with him all that have the breath of life, as an antecedent of the final judgment; but this has no relation to an
atoning death. 5
(e) The Nature of the Messiah. As the direct descendant of
David the Messiah was necessarily thought of as human. The
absolute monotheism of the Hebrews forbids us to understand
the utterances of the prophets as predicating metaphysical
divinity of him, unless there is no other reasonable interpretation of their words. But such an interpretation lies near at
hand. As the supreme representative and agent of Jehovah
in the rule of his people, the one upon whom the Spirit of
Jehovah should rest in largest measure, whose reign should be
in perfect wisdom and righteousness and continue forever, he
could not be characterized in terms applicable to any other
man ; and the exuberance of oriental language could hardly fall
short of ascriptions which, taken literally, belong only to the
divine. In the loftiest characterization of him given by the
prophets, that found in Isaiah, 6 the epithets are meant to describe
him as the one in whom and through whom God worked as in
and through no other. The epithet, 'Mighty God,' whether
taken to mean 'God-like hero' or ' Hero-God,' signalizes the
might of God which is operative in the person of the Messiah.
The name 'Everlasting Father' describes him as a king who is
forever like a father to his people. 7 The name Immanuel,
'God with us,' 8 even if taken to refer to the Messiah, can deMt. 1622, Lk. 1834.
2 Acts 173.
On our Lord's attitude toward the idea, see. p. 130.
4 728f ..
The same is true of a curious and late belief found in certain rabbinical
writers that a Messiah, the son of Joseph, i.e. of the tribe of Joseph, called also the
son of Ephraim, and so a Messiah of the Ten tribes, would fight against hostile
powers and die before the Messiah, son of David, should set up his kingdom for
s !16f.
ever. Cf. Weber System 346 f., Schiirer II. 625, Drummond 356 f.
7 Cf. Is. 2221. On the whole passage cf. Delitzsch, Duhm, Cheyne, Schultz 610,
8
4
Orelli 272 ff. On 'forever ' cf. Ezk. 3725, Dan. 2 •
Is. 714, 88.
I
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note only God's presence through his representative. But
while the prophets always thought of the Messiah as human,
they conceived him to be endowed with powers and attributes
which far transcended those of all other men, and their ideal
could not be comprehended within the limits of their forms of
thought. What they saw dimly could find its perfect embodiment only in him who was ' God incarnate, Man divine.' In
the later years of our period there arose a clearer perception of
his actual superhuman nature, as will be seen below. 1

(3) The relation of the kingdom and religion of Jehovah to
the Gentiles in the messianic age. The slowness of the people of
Israel to learn that there is but one God, Jehovah, is seen in
their frequent lapses into the worship of heathen divinities, to
whom they must have attributed a real being and power. How
early the truth of absolute monotheism came to be-apprehended
even by the religious leaders cannot be determined with certainty, because many utterances attributed to earlier writers are
probably to be referred to a later source. But whatever tendencies to recognize national gods may have existed before the
exile, after that period the belief is general in Israel that the
gods of the heathen are no gods, that Jehovah alone is God,2 and
that he is sovereign Lord over all the world. As a result partly
of this general perception of the oneness of God and his holy
character and partly of movements in political history, three
important ideas regarding the relation of the eschatological
kingdom to the Gentiles- ideas doubtless already seized by the
more enlightened minds- emerge in our period into clearness:
(a) the chosen people have a mission to make .Jehovah known
to the Gentiles; (b) Jehovah must be acknowledged by all
mankind; (c) the messianic kingdom must embrace all peoples
of the earth. (a) Out of the experience of the exile the author of
the wonderful prophecies in Second Isaiah comes with themessage, that as Jehovah has ordained prophets and priests for his
people, so he has raised up his 'servant' Israel to perform the
like offices for the Gentile world; 'I will give thee for a light
to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end
of the earth'; 3 'I will give thee for a covenant of the people,
1

Cf. Jl. 73 ff.

2

Is. 446, 4514.

a Is. 496.
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for a light of the Gentiles; to open the blind eyes, to bring out
the prisoners from the dungeon, and them that sit in darkness
out of the prison-house.' 1 And the consciousness of this sublime mission, though in many quarters stifled by the narrow
spirit of Judaism, appears not seldom in the course of our period.
It finds expression in some of the Psalms : ' God be merciful
unto us and bless us, . . . that thy way may be known upon
earth, thy salvation among all nations'; 2 it appears in the
apocalyptic writers: 'The people of the great God will be to
all mortals the guide to life'; 3 it is the most potent of the
forces in the proselytism active in the last centuries of Israel's
history. This belief in God's merciful regard for the Gentiles
is nobly set forth in the book of Jonah, a poem which out of a
legend regarding the prophet brings with dramatic power the
truth that God wills the repentance of all sinners, even the
heathen, and "that he himself provides for their instruction and
admonition.
(b) The expectation that the rule and worship of Jehovah would
be universally recognized in the eschatological age now becomes
common. Unto him 'every knee shall bow, every tongue shall
swear' ; 4 his 'house shall be called a house of prayer for all
peoples'; 5 'Jehovah will arise upon thee [Jerusalem J. . . . And
nations shall come to thy light and kings to the brightness of thy
rising.' 6 The prophet of Isaiah 60 gives a sublime picture of
the nations thronging to Jerusalem with their wealth of gold
and frankincense and herds to offer all in sacrifice to Jehovah,
and with their sons and daughters to minister before him. 7
(c) And the Messiah's dominion, vaster even than the great worldempires, which presented to the Jew an imperfect prototype
of a universal sway, is described as a dominion which should
reach from sea to sea and from the River to the ends of the
earth. 8 'The greatness of the kingdoms under the whole
heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most
High.' 9 In non-canonical writers also the same outlook is ex1 426 r., cf. 614.
2 Ps. 671, cf. 963, 10216,
3 Sib. Or. III. 194 f., cf. En. 484, 1061, Test. Lev. 18.
4 Is. 4623,
6 667.
6 602 r., cf. 446.
7 Cf. also 4922r., 566 f., Zec. 82011'., 141611'., Tob. 1311, Ps. Sol. 1731, Ap. Bar. 68•,
Sib. Or. III. 710.
s Zec. 910.
9 Dan. 7 21, cf. Is. 22-4, Ps. 2221 t .•
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pressed. 'There will come the holy ruler who will hold the
scepter over the whole earth.' 1 ·
On the other hand, parallel with the glorious prophecy of the
nations paying homage to Jehovah and their incorporation into
the messianic kingdom, there runs through our whole period
another and more common view. The bitter sufferings of
God's people at the hands of the world-conquerors, and the
degradation of the nations in morals and religion caused the
Jews to regard all Gentiles as the enemies of God and doomed
to merciless destruction. Fierce predictions of the outpouring
of God's fury upon all the nations and their utter destruction are the prophecies predominant in the later prophets and
apocalyptic writers. Jehovah's wrath will be visited upon the
people of the earth through fire and sword, and through all the
forces of nature; all powers will be overthrown, all the heathen
will be consumed with unrelenting vengeance. 2 Intermediate
between these two ~iews and in part reconciling them are
glimpses of the idea of a remnant which should be left among
th8 peoples judged and· which should be joined with the people of God. Visitations sent upon them should produce fruit
among the Gentiles also. 3 'It shall come to pass that every one
that is left of all the nations that came against Jerusalem shall
go up from year to year to worship the King, Jehovah of hosts.' 4
The universalistic ideal which recognized God's mercy for the
Gentiles and looked for their admission into the messianic kingdom could not in the conditions of the post-exilic era become
the predominant belief. The influence in the opposite direction
of particularism was too powerful. The Jewish people in these
centuries, as the subjects of foreign powers, formed an organized
religious community rather than an actual state and their very
existence as the people of God depended upon a rigorous maintenance of the laws and ordinances of their religion. This
became the period of le[Jalism. The Mosaic law now reached its
fullest development, and observance of its ceremonial rites and
prescriptions constituted the essential in loyalty to Jehovah,
perhaps even more than did performance of the moral and
1 Sib. Or. III. 49, cf. Ps. Sol. 17ao, En. 48•, 626, Ap. Bar. 5310.
2 Cf. Ezk. 391-ro, Is. 47, 636, 6615, Jl. 3. Ob. vv 15 f., Zec. 141-lll, Dan. 711 f.,
2 Es. 1337f., Ps. Sol. 1724, Ap. Bar. 40, 726, Sib. Or. III. 303-651, Test. Sim. 6.
3 Cf. Is. 1918-2'.1.
• Zec. 1416, cf. 97, Jer. 12lllf., Ap. Bar. 72•, Test. Jud. 24.
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spiritu\il duties enjoined. All that lay outside of this consecrated community was unclean, unholy, hateful to God. More
and more the necessity of entire separation from the nations
came to be felt, and there resulted the narrow, hardened exclusiveness such as is seen in the pharisaism of theN ew Testament
era. As Israel was not yet ready for the truth that the Messiah
would suffer for his people,I so the idea of the universality of
his kingdom could not be largely fruitful till the Gospel revealed its true meaning.

( 4) The central seat of worship and rule in the messianic
kingdom. In the prophecies mentioned above it will be noticed
that even where the conception of the messianic kingdom
comes nearest to Christian universalism, Jerusalem is to be the
center of Jehovah's worship for all nations and the seat of rule
over all the earth. 2 Many peoples and strong nations will
come to seek Jehovah of hosts in J erusale.m, ten men out of all
the languages of the nations will take hold of the skirt of him
that is a Jew, saying, We will go with you; 3 the gates of
Jerusalem will not be shut day nor night that men may bring
unto it the wealth of the nations; 4 in Mount Zion will be set
up the throne of universal judgment; 5 'From the whole earth
they will bring incense and gifts to the house of the great God,
and there will be no other house with men, . . . all the paths
of the field, and the rough hills and the high mountains and
the wild waves of the sea will be passable on foot and for ships
in those days.' 6 The ideal is local and earthly; no other is
found in the Old Testament Scriptures. Heaven as the· destined abode of the saints is there unknown. A purely spiritual
kingdom in which the blessed abide and reign with God in a
world beyond appears first in the Apocrypha and the apocalyptic writings; but even there does not displace the idea of a
national and terrestrial realm; that continues to occupy the
center of eschatological outlook. The disciples who stood
nearest to our Lord were slow to learn that the Messiah's
kingdom is not of this world. 7 ' The numerous popular dis1 See p. 49.
2 zec. 99 f.
a Zec. 822 r.
4 Is. 6011.
6 2 Es. 13ao ff., Ap. Bar. 401.
6 Sib. Or. III. 772 ff.
Cf. citations on p. 52, also Ezk. 1723, Is. 615 f., 6618
7 Cf. A c. 16.
Ob. v 21, En. 9()13, Sib. Or. lli. 718 f.

ff,
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turbances of a politico-religious nature in the time of the
Procurators (A.D. 44-66) show sufficiently the feverish expectation with which the people look forward to a miraculous
intervention of God in the course of history and to the dawn
of his kingdom on earth. How else could men like Theudas
and the Egyptian have found believers in their promises by
hundreds and thousands?' 1 -language equally applicable to
the rebellion of Bar-Cochba, whom many held to be the
Messiah.
The remarkable passages Is. 19 19, speaking of an altar to Jehovah in
Egypt, and Mal. 111, speaking of incense offered to Jehovah among the
Gentiles from the rising to the setting of the sun, while containing 'a
notable effort to break through the localized conception of God's kingdom'
(Orelli 318), are not at variance with the representation found everywhere
in our period regarding Jerusalem as the religious center even for foreign
nations. Such offerings are expressive of a recognition of Jehovah (akin
to the worship of an Israelite in exile) beyond Zion his chosen dwellingplace, to which all nations will also bring their oblations, as to the sole
seat of Jehovah's abode.

But while the eschatological kingdom is thus local and ear:thly,
it is conceived under a form. fitting the perfected reign of God
and the perfected condition of man. On through the prophets
and apocalyptic writers the picture unfolds itself with wonderful splendor. The universe of nature and man will be wholly
transformed ; the wilderness and the dry land will be glad, the
desert will rejoice and blossom as the rose, the eyes of the
blind will be opened and the ears of the deaf unstopped, the
lame will leap as a hart and the tongue of th6 dumb sing;
the ransomed of Jehovah will come with singing unto Zion
and everlasting joy will be upon their heads, they will obtain
joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing will flee away; 2 the
wolf and the lamb will feed together, the lion will eat straw
like the ox, they will not hurt nor destroy in all God's holy
mountain. 3 The apocalyptic writers following on in the line
of the prophets reproduce this picture, sometimes in varied
form only, sometimes with extravagant additions. 4 The glory
of the kingdom will be especially exhibited in the resplendency
of its capital city. Jerusalem will be builded with sapphires
1
4

Schiirer II. 604.
2 Is. 35.
3 6525.
Cf. En. 1011 ff., 256, Ap. Bar. 732 If., cited on p. 45 f., Sib. Or. III. 743 :ff.
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and emeralds and precious stones ; its walls and towers and
battlements with pure gold; its streets will be paved with
beryl and carbuncle and stones of Ophir. 1 The hope which
inspires this glowing panegyric of Tobit breaks out in the exultant call of Baruch: 'Put off, 0 Jerusalem, the garment
of thy mourning and. affiiction, and put on the comeliness of
the glory that cometh from God for ever, . . . set a diadem
on thine head of the glory of the Everlasting. For God will
show thy brightness to every region under heaven.' 2 From
the idea of transformation a fervid religious imagination passes
on to the destruction of the heavens and the earth that now
are, 3 and to a new creation which shall abide for ever. 'Behold,
I create new heavens and a new earth, and the former things
shall not be remembered.' 4 'Everything that is corruptible
will pass away, and everything that dies will depart; . . . and
the hour comes which will abide for ever, and the new world
which does not turn to corruption those who depart to its
blessedness.' 5
In view, on the one hand, of the highly ideal glory of the
transformed Jerusalem, as pictured in these hopes, and on the
other, of the traditional belief that the earthly tabernacle was
a copy of a heavenly pattern, 6 it is easy to understand the rise
of the idea of a Jerusalem altogether heavenly, which in the
messianic age should descend upon the earth as the Holy City
of God's people, though the old idea of the renewal and glorification of the present Jerusalem still remained predominant.
Enoch 7 sees in vision the removal of the old Jerusalem, and
the bringing in of the new. The former is wrapped up, and
with all its pillars and beams and ornaments is carried away.
Then 'the Lord of th!'l sheep brought in a new house greater
and higher than that first house, and set it up on the place of
the first; . . . all its columns were new, also the ornaments
were new and greater than those of the first old one which
he had carried away; . . . and the Lord of the sheep was
therein.' In the Apocalypse of Baruch, as the seer laments the
I Tob. 1316 f.
2 Bar. 5Iff. Cf. Is. 54IIf., Ps. Sol. 1731, Sib. Or. V. 420 ff.
3 Is. 516, Jl. 231, Ps. 10226 r., 2 Es. 620, En. 16 If., Mt. 2429, 2 Pet. 310.
4 Is. 6517.
5 Ap. Bar. 449 ff., cf. 326, Is. 6622, 2 Es. 6 15 f., 775, 2 Pet. 312 f., Rev. 211.
G Ex. 2540, Heb: 85.
1 9028 f.
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destruction of Jerusalem there comes to him the word of the
Lord, 'Dost thou think that this is that city of which I said,
On the palms of my hand have I graven thee? It is not this
building which is now built in your midst; it is that which
will be revealed with me, that which was prepared beforehand
here from the time when I took counsel to make Paradise,
and showed it to Adam before he sinned; . . . I showed it
to my servant Abraham by night among the portions of the
victims. And again I showed it to Moses on Mount Sinai,
. . . and now, behold, it is preserved with me, as also Paradise.' 1 This idea was common in the later centuries of our
period ; it appears frequently in the rabbinical writings,2 and
also in the New Testament in the expressions' new Jerusalem'
'heavenly Jerusalem,' 'Jerusalem that is above.' 3 Its most
magnificent expression is that given in the vision of the Holy
City coming down out of heaven from God as described in
Rev. 21-22. While the profound spiritual insight of the New
Testament writers gives to their words a meaning beyond the
literal limitation, their language nevertheless shows the commonness of the idea.
It should in conclusion be noticed, however, that all the
material glories, all the earthly blessings ascribed to the
messianic kingdom and the new Jerusalem are only the corollary of its spiritual perfections. God will dwell there continually with his people, and will be unto them an everlasting
light; 4 the covenant of his peace will never be removed; 5 all
will be taught of Jehovah and enjoy great peace; 6 a fountain
for sin and uncleanness will be opened there; 7 God will give
his people a new heart, that they may walk in his statutes and
keep his ordinances; 8 they will all be righteous; 9 the unclean
\vill no more come there. 10 And this crowning characterization
of the kingdom, as given in the prophets, continues through
the post-canonical writers.n
1 421l'., cf. 3221l'., 2 Es. 726, 852,
2 Cf. Weber System 386, the newly discovered Odes of Solomon 43. See
Dalman Worte 106.
a Rev. 312, 212, Heb. 1222, Gal. 426,
4 Is. 6019, Zec. sa, Jl. 311,
5 Is. 5410,
6 541a.
7 Zec. 131,
s Ezk. 1119,
9 Is. 6021,
10 521.
11 Cf. 2 Es. 627 f., soa, En. 1020 f., 6929, Ps. Sol. 1732, u, ·Test. Levi 18, Jub.
117, 231l'., 28,
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(5) The lot of those who die before the incoming of the kingdom.
Not until late in Hebrew history does the belief, that the dead
will rise to share in the blessedness of the messianic kingdom,
emerge with clearness and obtain wide acceptance. The state
of the dead as thought of through nearly the whole period of
the Old Testament writings is one of a shadowy existence in
an underworld of darkness, from which there is no return.I
The dead continue to exist, but in a mode which is not called
life. In a subject about which gathered inscrutable mystery,
upon which there was no attempt to form sharply defined and
systematic ideas, the language of the prophets and poets of the
Old Testament must not be pressed with too rigorous literalness, nor must we expect exact self-consistency even in a single
writer. But there is general agreement in representing the
state of the dead as in sharp contrast with all that is most
valued in life. They are cut off from communion with God
and even from his care. 2 Remembrance and knowledge of the
things of life are gone, pleasure is no more, pain and sadness
take its place; 3 princes and captives, the servant and his master, the small and the great, are alike there. 4 There are, to be
sure, traces of a somewhat different view, according to which
the distinctions of this life continue ; kings occupy thrones,
they remember the king of Babylon, and greet him with taunts
as he comes down among them; 5 they are thought to have
knowledge of human affairs, and are consulted in divination. 6
But this is the less usual view, and even this does not strongly
lighten up their unsubstantial existence. The thought which
cheered Socrates in view of his end, that in Hades he would
be in blessed communion with the great and good of all time 7
is not found among the. Hebrews; their view of death was not
brighter than that of the Homeric Achilles, who in the under~
world laments: 'Speak not comfortably to me of death; I
would rather on earth do villain's service to another, one without inheritance, whose substance is but little, than be king of
all the dead.' 8 Death may be spoken of as a release from
1 Job 1021 f.
2 Is. 3818, Ps. 65, 309, 885, u f, 11517, Job 1021 f., 141-12.
3 Job 71-10, 1421 r., Ec. 910.
4 Job 313 ff., Ec. 92.
.
7 Plat. Apol. 40-41.
5 Is. 149 f. Cf. Ezk. 3221.
s 1 S. 288-19, Is. 819.
8 Od. XI. 488 ff. · Cf. Schultz 554 ff., Stade 183 f., Schwally Leben nach d.
Tode 63 ff ., Salmond Immortality 200 ff.
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trouble and pain, 1 but in the Old Testament it is not thought
of as a state where the wrongs of life will be righted, iniquity
punished, virtue rewarded. 2 The awards of conduct fall in this
world. The rewards of the good are prosperity, long life, and
a peaceful death; 3 the wicked are visited with misfortune, and
with an untimely and miserable death; 4 or if the due awards
do not come to a man himself, they befall his "family or people,
perhaps in a later generation. & Strange as this last mentioned
allotment may seem to us with our developed sense of individuality, it did not appear so to the earlier Hebrews with whom
the solidarity of the family, tribe, or people was a ruling idea. 6
The individual being lost in the larger unit, the sense of justice was not disturbed, if retribution was transferred to one's
descendants or people. So late as the times of Jeremiah and
Ezekiel do the worth and claims of the individual first begin
to assume clearness in the religious consciousness of the
Hebrews.
The hope which in time came to relieve this gloomy outlook
into death did not as among the Greeks arise from a belief in
an immortality of higher activity for the soul freed from the
hindrances of the body, 7 but rather from a belief in a release
from the prison-house, a bodily resurrection to life in all its
fullness of joy and capability. 8 This belief was slow to arise
because of the imperfect sense of personality just mentioned.
The Hebrew was satisfied with an immortality which was
realized in the continuance of his family and people. God's
purposes were thought to relate to the nation and not to the
individual, except as contributing to the nation's good. The
good man who walked with God was conscious of the divine
favor in life and at the hour of death, and having performed
his part he was content to depart and leave the future with its
1 Job 313 If.
2 For the later idea of a partial retribution between death and the resurrection, seep. 69 f.
BPs. 913-16, 3725-27, Job 519-26, Num. 2310.
4 Ps. 5523, Job 312 f., Prov. 615.
6 Ex. 206, Num. 141s, Lam. 57, Ezk. 182.
6 Cf. Davidson in Hast. I. 738, Stade 285 ff., Mozley Ruling Ideas in Early
Ages 37 ff., 87 ff.
7 Plat. Phaed. 66 f., 79 ff.
8 The intermediate state, in spite of a more comfortable hope which came to
be attached to it in the latter part of our period (seep. 69 f.), still remained
only an imperfect state of waiting for the complete release and recompense of
the resurrection.
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retributions and fortunes with God. There is no certain
evidence of a belief in a personal resurrection until after the
exile. There are certain passages 1 which read in the light of
later revelation seem to declare the resurrection hope ; but
when interpreted from the historical standpoint of their utterance they cannot be regarded as intended by their authors to
express this meaning. It is obviously impossible to enter here
into the exegesis of these various passages; it must suffice to
say that critics are now for the most part agreed that they do
not assert the doctrine of the resurrection; the language is
figurative and refers in part to the restoration of the nation to
a new life after its spiritual and political failure spoken of
under the figure of death,2 and in part to temporal deliverances
of the individual from imminent perils or present distresses. 3
Divine revelation in this as in other truths was progressive, 4
and of the influences which prepared the Hebrews to receive
the doctrine some may be obscure, e.g. contact with other peoples, but others are manifest. The universal belief in the
nation's restoration in the glory of the last days, the strong
consciousness that real life consisted not in a physical existence
but in spiritual union with God, these and similar factors in
religious thought must have awakened at least an aspiration in
the individual for a survival in death- an aspiration which in
some cases could hardly have fallen short of hope. Leading
directly to this hope were those influences which fostered a
growth in the sense of personality, that is, a growth in the
perception that the individual member, no less than the people
as a whole, possessed worth with God and claims upon his
righteousness. In the very fact of membership in God's people, and in the communion with God thus assured, there lay
prerogatives which gave dignity to the individual. Also the
moral and religious law of the Mosaic system aimed at not
only the nation's relation to God, but also the spiritual life
of the individual, the rightness of individual conduct. The
divine favor shown to the preeminently good, the stringent
1 .Job 1925 JI., Is. 5310, Ezk. 371-14, Hos. 62, Ps. 1610 f.; 1716, 4916.
2 Cf. Ezk. 3711, Hos. 131.
3 Cf. Schultz 595 ff., Cheyne Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter,
Salmond Immortality 237 ff., Schwally 112 ff., Enc. Bib. II, 1345 ff., III. 3956ff.
4 Cf. Ottley, 162 ff.
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accountability for his deeds laid upon every person, the farreaching consequences for good or for evil seen in the issues of
individual acts, all tended to awaken a sense of the person's
place in the regard and purposes of God.1 But such tendencies
worked slowly, especially as long as the nation existed in its
integrity. When, however, in the Babylonian conquest the
nation as such perished, the religious significance of the individual came to be more distinctly perceived. Ezekiel, the
great prophet of the new direction in thought, gives its keynote
in the words,' What mean ye, that ye use this proverb, . . .
The fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's teeth
are set on edge? As I live, saith the Lord Jehovah, ye shall
not have occasion any more to use this proverb in Israel.
Behold, all souls are mine; as the soul of the father, so also the
soul of the son, . . . the son shall not bear the iniquity of the
father, neither shall the father bear the iniquity of the son.' 2
But this clear sense of personal accountability and personal
retribution brought up with inevitable force the perplexing
question of the inequalities of life, the suffering of the innocent, the impunity and prosperity of the wicked (the book of
Job struggled with, ·but did not solve, the problem) ; and the
righteousness of God could no longer be vindicated by an
appeal to the course of this world alone; a wider outlook was
demanded to adjust the due relation between the lot of the
individual and the orderings of a righteous God. It will be
seen then that there lay in the religion and history of the
Hebrews a factor which prepared them, though not till the
later centuries, to receive the revelation of a life after death. 3
But individualism could never among the Hebrews lead to
severance from the unity of God's people. In neither the old
dispensation nor the new is the final felicity conceived of as
apart from the Church of the redeemed. Th.e Hebrew's life
after death must be a part of that perfected life of his people
in the messianic age. An incorporeal immortality entered
upon immediately after death, such as the Greek anticipated,
I Cf. idem 338 :ff.
2 182-4, 20.
a It is not necessary then to look for the o'rigin of the resurrection doctrine
in foreign influence, though its growth may have been accelerated by contact
with the Persian religion. See p. 81 :ff. Cf. Bousset .Tud. 480, Volz 129 f.,
:Fairweather in Hast. Extr. 307.
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could not satisfy Hebrew aspiration. 1 As the righteous God
would glorify his people in the last days, and would gather
back the dispersed from the ends of the earth, so it came to be
an ar.ticle of Jewish faith that the righteous dead also would
be raised to their retribution in the glory of the new kingdom.
In the Old Testament there are but two passages which with
unquestioned certainty announce the hope of a personal resurrection. The earlier of these, Is. 26 19 (placed by critics almost
unanimously after the exile), contemplates the resurrection of
the righteous Israelites to dwell with the righteous nation in the
' strong city' 2 of the messianic world. No mention is made
here of the resurrection of unfaithful Israelites nor of the
Gentiles. It is expressly stated in v. 14 that the oppressors of
Israel shall not rise ; these all remain in the underworld of
the dead. The second passage, Dan. 12 2, belonging to a still
later date, though not asserting a universal resurrection, contains
the first recorded announcement of a resurrection of unrighteous
ones to receive their final doom. There is nothing to indicate
that the writer's outlook here extends beyond Israel, embracing
the dead generally. 3 The utterance seems to have the tone of
a truth already familiar to the readers,4 but it is not possible
to trace with certainty the influences which in the period between the two declarations led to this widening of expectation
to include unrighteous dead. Resurrection as required for the
perfect reward of the righteous Israelite might naturally suggest the like requisite for the punishment of the unrighteous.o
In the following centuries the hope appears with increasing
frequency, in the non-canonical writings, and with varying
scope. 6 Sometimes the resurrection is limited to the righteous 7
- this according to Josephus was the belief of the Pharisees ; 8
sometimes it is spoken of as embracing all the dead 9 - this
seems to have been the popular belief in New Testament times,IO
I The appearance of this form of hope in 4 Mac. 14•, 166, 171s, is due to
Greek influence- it is not Hebrew.
2 261 f..
3 Cf. Shultz 602.
4 It may perhaps be implied in Is. 2421 f·; cf. Enc. Bib. II. 1365.
s On the possibility of Persian influence cf. pp. 79 ff.
6 Cf. Volz 126 ff., 237 ff., Cha_rles Eschatology, Drummond 360 ff., Schtirer
II. 638 ff.
7 Cf. 2 Mac. 714,86, En. 9110, 923-5, Ps. Sol. 312, 149.
8 Ant. XVIII. 14.
9 2 Es. 732, En. 5}1, Ap. Bar. 50 f., Sib. Or. IV. 180 ff., Test. Ben. 10.
10 Cf. Jno. 1124.
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and according to Ac. 2416 that of the Pharisees. On the other
hand the belief in either form did not make its way without
opposition. Many writings are silent regarding it (e.g. Tobit,
Judith, Wisdom, Baruch, 1 Maccabees, Jubilees) and even in
New Testament times it was a subject of dispute, and was denied by the Sadducees. I
The question of the Corinthians anticipated by St. Paul, 'How are the
dead raised, and with what manner of body do they come?' (1 Co. 1535) appears also in the non-canonical writers of our period, but often without a
clear and self-consistent answer ( cf. Weber System 353, Volz 250 ff., Bousset
Jud. 262). The expectation of an earthly messianic kingdom with material
glories carried with it the idea of a material body made perfect and imperishable. The common view in both popular belief and the rabbinical
writings was that the former earthly body was restored (2 Mac. 711, Ap.
Bar. 502, En. 511, Sib. Or. IV. 180) ; according to one account the resurrection body was to be developed out of one of the vertebrre ( cf. Weber ibid.,
Drummond 386). On the other hand there occurs the idea of a new and
different body, as the abode of the risen soul, in keeping with the renewal
of the world; ' The just will be clothed with the garment of glory, and this
will be . . . a garment of life ' (En. 6215 f-) ; 'they will be as the angels'
(En. 514, cf. Mk. 1226). Josephus (Bel. II.l63, III. 374) gives it as the belief
of the Pharisees that the souls of the righteous will live again in another
and pure body. Even the figure of the grain of wheat, used ·by St. Paul
(1 Co. 1587), occurs in the rabbinical writings to illustrate the change in
the embodiment of the risen soul ( cf. Weber ibid., Drummond 385). The
idea of a glorified body is perhaps suggested by Dan. 128 ; it is implied in
2 Es. 797, and receives its most splendid statement in St. Paul (1 Co. 15U-M,
Ph. 321 ). The Apocalypse of Baruch (50 f.) gives a striking account of the
body at the resurrection and its change into a glorified body. The seer had
asked, 'In what shape will those live who live in thy day?' and the answer
is, ' The earth will then assuredly restore the dead . . . making no change
in their form, . . . for then it will be necessary to show to the living that
the dead have come to life again. . . . It- will come to pass when that
appointed day has gone by that then shall the aspect of those who are condemned be afterwards changed, and the glory of those who are justified,
. . . their splendor will be glorified in changes and the form of their face
will be turned into the light of their beauty, that they may be able to
acquire and receive the world which does not die; . . . they shall be made
like unto the angels and be made equal to the stars.' On the transformation see 1 Co. 1551. ff. ; cf. Charles A p. Bar. p 81 ff.

Eschatological Developments in the Closing Centuries of this
Period. In the preceding pages the leading eschatological
1

Mk. 1218, Ac. 238.
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expectations of the Hebrews have been set forth chiefly as dominated in nature and form by the national idea. ln some instances, e.g. the belief in a resurrection, it has been convenient
to trace these out in the form which they assumed in a growth
beyond these narrower limitations. In general these earlier expectations persist without fundamental change throughout our
period, as has been seen above in the frequent references to
post-canonical writings; they are by no means superseded or
displaced by others so as to be neglected in a survey of the
eschatology of the closing years of the period. At the same
time in the later centuries influences already spoken of- such
as the loss of political independence, a clearer conception of the
nature of God and the universality of his sway, the growing
sense of the worth of the individual, contact with the beliefs of
other peoples- widened the horizon ; an outlook was attained
beyond the local, temporal, earthly, and expectation became
more spiritualized, more transcendental. There was naturally
much vagueness and inconsistency in the prevalent anticipations
of the end; the earlier and later forms were present side by
side without greatly disturbing reflection. The apocalyptic
writings, ·in which the later eschatological ideas are chiefly
contained, are generally compilations into which inconsistent
expectations have been brought together without serious effort
to reconcile the differences. The following paragraphs will
give a brief survey of the form which the more important
eschatological beliefs assumed in this process of growth beyond
national aspects, as well as of new factors which now arose.
These various developments of the later years are of the utmost
interest and significance as a part of the history of religious
belief, and especially because of their close relation to eschatological doctrines found in the New Testament.
(1) The Present and the Coming Ape. It may be said that
while the earlier, traditional outlook contemplated a new
nation, the later contemplated a new world; that is, in the
earlier expectation the nation was to be delivered from and
triumph over its enemies, a kingdom of glory and universal
sway was to be set up in Palestine, Jehovah was to dwell with
his people in his temple at Jerusalem, and all nature in its
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present order was to be renewed; whereas the later hope
looked beyond all racial and even terrestrial limits to a great
new world-order in contrast with this present world. Not
Israel was the subject .of the vision, but man universally and
individually; not the restoration of the people, but the resurrection and immortality of the righteous man; not Palestine,
but the new earth and the new heavens; not the hostile
nations, but the powers of wickedness whether mundane or
supermundane. Two clearly contrasted conceptions took their
place in religious thought- the present, and the coming world;
the latter not growing out of the former by any process of
natural issue or gradual change, but introduced by the sudden
intervention of divine power in the cataclysm of the worldjudgment, which should bring to an end the old order with
everything pertaining to it, and open the way to the new.
This view is concisely enunciated in 2 Esdras: 'The Most
High hath not made one world, but two.' 'This present world
is not the end; the full glory abideth not therein. . . . But
the day of judgment shall be the end of this time and the
beginning of the immortality for to come.' 1 An earlier and
less distinct expression of the same view is found in the book
of Daniel, where two great periods, the first that of the worldkingdoms symbolized by beasts, the second that of the saints
receiving sway over all mankind, appear in immediate succession.2 The aspect of the world's history as viewed thus is
frequent in later writers, either directly expressed 3 or presupposed in their pictures of the last days; while in the New
Testament the terms,' this world' and 'the world to come,' as
the two correlatives embracing the sum of existence, become
everywhere present in ethical and eschatological utterances. 4
The outlook upon this present world is throughout pessimistic.
The cruel oppression of God's people by the world-powers, the
triumph of evil on all sides, and the prevalence of unfaithfulness
and iniquity in Israel itself bred despair. More and more the
700, 112 f.
2 Dan. 7.
Cf. Ap. Bar. 838, En. 16t, 487, Sl. En. 656 fl., Sib. Or. III. 80 ff.
4 Cf. o alwv o11Tos Mt. 1232, Lk. 168, Ro. 122, Eph. 121; o vfiv alwv 1 Tim. 617,
2 Tim. 410 · o alwv o p.ihXwv, o £px6p.<vos Mt. 1232, Mk. 1020, Eph. 121, Heb. 6•.
For these technical terms in non-canonical literature cf. 2 Es. 421, 69. 81, Ap.
Bar. 1413, 157, 4800, En. 7115, Sl. En. 612. They are common in the rabbinical
writers also ; see Weber System 354.
1
3
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present order came to be regarded as hopelessly corrupt, as
given over to evil powers of whom Satan was chief, and as fit
only for avenging destruction; 1 and this estimate of the present age, common in non-canonical literature of these later
centuries, was also taken up into the conceptions of the New
Testament writers. The term, 'this world,' 'the world,' becomes a concrete expression for the dominion of sin, 2 of which
Satan is the god or ruler, which he may give to whom he
will; 3 it is a world that passeth away; 4 it is now 'stored up
for fire, being reserved against the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly men.' 6
(2) The Judgment. Between these two world-periods, closing this age and ushering in the age to come, stands the judgment, the day of Jehovah, but now not conceived as the great
day of battle in which the hosts of God march against the
nations hostile to Israel, or the day of punishment upon faithless Israelites. The great act is not military, but forensic and
universal. Thrones are set and the Ancient of days with
attending hosts sits in judgment; 6 before him are gathered the
spirits of other orders, men of all kindreds and tongues, the
dead raised again, to receive their award. The division is no
longer between Israel and not-Israel, but between the righteous
and the wicked, whose deeds are recorded in the opened books. 7
The reward of tlte righteous is oftenest spoken of as ' eternal
life,' a term common in non-canonical literature as well as in
the New Testament, and denoting participation in all the
blessedness of the eternal world. The figure of light also is
often used to describe the glory and blessedness of the state.
The dwelling-place in this eternal state is oftenest thought of
as on the new earth, or at least in a visible Paradise. 8 The
conceptions of a world renewed and of a bodily resurrection are
necessarily joined with the idea of an abode apprehended by
the senses. 'I will change the earth, make it a blessing, and
1 Cf. Ap. Bar. 8310 ff., 2 Es. 1140 ff., En. 80, 99 f., .Jub. lOS, Test. Dan 5.
2 Jno. 1417, Ro. 122, Eph. 22, 1 Co. 11 32, Ja. 44, 1 ,Jno. 54•
3 2 Co. 4•, Eph. 612, Jno. 1430, Mt. 49.
4 1 .Jno. 217.
• 2 Pet. 37.

Dan. 79 f.. For the Messiah as judge see p. 75.
Dan. 122, 2 Es. 731 ff., Ap. Bar. 30, 50 f., En. 10 11
Sl. En. 71 ff., Jude 'VV... 6, 14 f., Rev. 20 11- 13•
s On the renewal of the world, see pp. 55 f.
6
7

f.,

90211-25, Ass. Mos. 101-11,
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let mine elect dwell upon it' ; 'The earth will rejoice, the just
will dwell upon it, and the elect will walk up and down in it.' 1
'All who are godly will live again in the world (on the earth),
. . . they will then see one another, beholding the lovely,
gladdening sun.' 2 On the other hand the abode is sometimes
placed in heaven. 3 But in a world renewed, purified of all
evil, glorified, heaven and earth are merged in thought. 'The
earth is heaven, heaven is the earth, the cleft is gone; God,
the Son of man, the blessed dwell together.' 4 Paradise as the
abode of the blessed is sometimes placed at the ends of the
earth,& sometimes in the third heaven, 6 or less definitely m
the heavens. 7
The punishment of the unrighteous first of all consists in
exclusion from the blessings awarded to the righteous. As
seen above, the resurrection in the earlier hope, and sometimes
also in the later, was limited to the righteous; the wicked
remain in the underworld cut off from all the good of life ;
and so the misery of their doom is sometimes characterized as
the loss of all part in the blessedness of the future world.
'The sinner will not be remembered when the godly are
visited; that will be the sinner's part for ever ; but they who
fear the Lord will rise to eternal life.' 8 The most common
designation of their award, death, destruction, contains this idea
of loss, but much more also. It does not signify annihilation,
nor a state of unconsciousness. The spirits of the wicked, it
is said, 'shall be put to death; they shall cry and wail in a
boundless void.' 9 Death, as an eschatological term, sums up
all the woe of exclusion from the bliss of the saints, and all the
poignant suffering of the abode of the condemned. In this
sense it has passed into New Testament usage.1° Sometimes
though less commonly, the suffering spoken of is spiritual :
'They shall pine away in confusion and be consumed with
shame, and shall be withered up by fears.' n They will lament
their folly in rejecting the law of God ; 12 they will be troubled
1 En. 455, 515.
2 Sib. Or. IV. 186 ff. Cf. En. 382, 6215, Rev. 21, 2 Pet. 311.
3 En. 1042, Ass. Mos. 109 f., Ap. Bar. 5110.
4 Volz 371.
s Sl. En. 423, En. 321-a, 778.
6 Sl. En. 81.
7 Ap. Bar. 5111, En. 6112.
8 Ps. Sol. 311 f., cf. idem 149 f., En. 2213, 991,
t En. 1083.
1o Cf. Ro. 212, Heb. 1039.
ll 2 Es. 7rr.
u Ap. Bar. 514.
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beholding the glory of the righteous, even of those whom they
have affiicted.l But generally it is physical pain that is foretold. The prison-house is a place of darkness, chains, and
flaming fire. 'There are all sorts of tortures in that place ....
Everywhere fire, and everywhere frost and ice, thirst and
shivering, while the bonds are very cruel, and the angels fearful
and merciless, bearing angry weapons, merciless torture.' 2 The
pit of fire is generally present in allusions to the punishment.
Its occurrence in theN ew Testament does not need illustration.
And the suffering is unending ; no repentance, no prayers, no
intercessions avail. With awful power the Apocalypse of
Baruch tells of the death of hope : ' When the Most High shall
bring to pass all these things, there will not there be again an
opportunity for returning, nor a limit to the times, nor adjournment to the hours, nor change of ways, nor place for prayer,
nor sending of petitions, nor receiving of knowledge, nor
giving of love, nor place of repentance, nor supplication for
offenses, nor intercession of the fathers, nor prayer of the
prophets, nor help of the righteous.' 3 The same tone of hopelessness appears with appalling frequency through most of the
literature of these later centuries. Some of the rabbis taught
a limited punishment in the case of Israelites who were moderate offenders. 4
The well-known name of the place of punishment, Gehenna, comes from
the Hebrew name Gehinnom, the valley at Jerusalem which became a spot
of special abomination, because that there kings of Judah had offered their
children in sacrifice to Moloch (2 K. 16 3, 21 6). In the traditional eschatology,
which looked for the establishment of the messianic kingdom at Jerusalem,
this valley became a fitting place for the final punishment of Jehovah's
enemies in the sight of his people, and seems to be referred to as such in
Is. 6624, where it is said that. the triumphant Israelites should go forth and
look upon the dead bodies of those that had trangressed against God, for
their worm should not die, nor their fire be quenched (cf. Salmond 355 ff.,
Skinner in CB. in Zoe.). In the later eschatology the name designates the
place of incorporeal and corporeal pu.nishment, after the judgment, which is
generally located in the underworld (Ap. Bar. 5910, 8513, En. 56s, 9026, Jub.
7w, Rev. 201-ll). Sl. En. places it in the third heaven (101).

(3) The intermediate state. The old conception of Sheol as a
place where all the dead alike are forever cut off from God and
1 Wis. 51

f.,

En. 10815.
4

2 Sl. En. 102 f.

Cf. Weber System 327, 374, Volz 287.

a 8512.
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the activities of life is found in these later years, but not often. 1
A clearer perception of the individual as the object of award
and the belief in a resurrection changed the idea of Sheol, and
brought up the question of the state of the dead before the final
judgment. The answers given are not uniform, nor are they
always clear. But the view becomes generally prevalent that
at least a partial retribution is entered upon immediately after
death. 2 In 2 Esdras the brief space of seven days after death,
given to the departed that they may see the future destinies of
the righteous and the wicked, may perhaps be interpreted as
containing a belief that opportunity for repentance will be
given for this time even to the dead. But nowhere else in
apocryphal or apocalyptic literature is there clear evidence of
a belief in the possibility of change between death and the judgment; on the contrary it is said 3 that one of the torments of
the wicked is the consciousness that' they cannot now make a
good returning, that they may live.' 4 In rabbinical literature
there is found the doctrine that all who have been circumcised
will ultimately be released from Sheol.5 The great judgment,
however, is not an empty pageant, only repeating what had
already been determined; for this preliminary retribution is
not complete, it looks forward to a higher reward or a more
dreadful penalty. The preliminary aspect of the first award is
expressed in the Apocalypse of Baruch in the sentence pronounced upon the representatives of the powers of wickedness:
'Recline in anguish and rest in torment till thy last time come,
in which thou wilt come again and be tormented still more.' 6
On the other hand the intermediate state is sometimes, especially in writings influenced by Hellenic tendencies, almost or
wholly left out of view, and what is practically the full requital
is entered upon at once after death. 7 Enoch 8 pictures the elect
dead as already in the 'garden of life' at the coming of the
judgment day. The Paradise to which Enoch was translated
1Ecclus.1727ff., 414, Tob. 36, Bar. 217,
2 Cf. 2 Es. 778ff., Wis. 31ff·, En. 224ff., 1037, Ap. Bar. 3611, Jub. 729, 2222, Sl.
En. 187, 4012, Lk. 1622f., frequent also in rabbinic literature.
3 2 Es. 7s2.
4 See also p. 68.
6 Cf. Weber System 327 f., Volz 146.
For a modified doctrine in 1 Pet. see
p. 113.
6 3611, cf. 521 ff., 2 Es. 787, 95.
7 Cf. Wis. 31-a, 4 Mac. 1718-~. Cf. Volz 142 ff., Bousset Jud. 282.
8 6112.
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is described as the dwelling-place of God and the preexistent
Messiah; already there were there 'the patriarchs and the
righteous who from time immemorial had dwelt in that place.' 1
The righteous Ezra also is promised translation, together with
all those who are like him, to an abode in the presence of the
heavenly Messiah, 'until the times be ended,' that is, till the
Messiah's coming.2 It will be seen then that the ideas of Paradise were manifold. Its location has been spoken of above. 3
As a place of abode it is sometimes the dwelling of God, the
patriarchs, and the righteous dead, 4 sometimes it seems identical
with heaven,li again it is the dwelling of the righteous after the
judgment.6 Like the heavenly Jerusalem it was formed by
God from the beginning 7 and like that is to be revealed in the
last days. 8 Evidently it became an ideal term for a state of
rest and felicity in the presence of God and the Messiah.
( 4) The final Overthrow of the kingdom of Evil Spirits. The
judgment is conceived as the culmination of the age-long
conflict with evil- the triumph of God not only over the
kingdoms of the world, but also and preeminently over the
kingdom of evil spirits. In the post-exilic centuries belief in
spiritual beings underwent great expansion. Angels or spirits
in unnumbered hosts were believed to perform the divine behests
through all the universe- in human affairs and in the operations
of nature. They were divided into ranks and orders in an imposing hierarchy of thrones and dominions and principalities and
powers. 9 There were angels over seasons and years, over rivers
and the seas, over the fruits of the earth, over every herb, over the
souls of men, writing down all their works and their lives. 10 So
also the evil angels and. demons were grouped into an organized
kingdom under a sovereign lord. In this age for the first time
comes prominently into view the figure of one supreme ruler of
the demonie hosts, Satan, or among other names, Beliar, Beelzebub, the Devil. 11 And since, as seen above, the world came to
be regarded as given over to the dominion of evil powers, the
704.
2 2 Es. 149, cf. 7~s, 1352.
3 p. 67.
Cf. En. 61, 70, Jub. 819, Lk. 2343.
sAp. Bar. 5111.
6 Sl. En. 9, 423ff., Test. Levi 18, Test. Dan 5.
7 Ap. Bar. 43-6.
s 2 Es. 736, 852,
9 Col. 116.
to Sl. En. 19
n Cf. Bousset, Jud. 326 ff.; Davidson in Hast. I. 93 ff.
1

4
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great empires that arose one after another in history were
viewed as only agencies of Satan in his enmity toward God
and righteous men. In eschatological literature these empires,
either severally or collectively, as the great world-power hostile
_ to God, are not infrequently symbolized by animals in monstrous
form, such as the four beasts in Daniel, 1 the monsters of Isaiah
27 (part of a post-exilic paragraph), the eagle of 2 Esdras 11,
and the first beast of the Revelation 131 - 10• And the great
world-rulers who waged war against God's people appear under
the symbol of a monster or a part of such monster, as a horn or
a head. Thus Antioch us Epiphanes appears in the 'little horn
which waxed exceeding great' in Daniel ; 2 Pompey in the
dragon in the Psalms of Solomon ; a and as most scholars suppose,
Nero in the seventh head of the Beast in the Revelation. 4 The
careers of great monarchs like Antiochus and similar tyrants
who ruthlessly warred against God and his people with Satanic
might and acting as Satan's agents gave rise to a typical figure
which appears in later eschatological expectation, both Jewish
and Christian, 6 called in Christian terminology Antichrist~ a
mighty world-ruler pictured with superhuman traits and exalting himself against God and warring against the saints. 6
The dualism thus represented between God and the kingdom
of evil is, however, nowhere in the Jewish religion, as in the
Persian/ that of two nearly equal powers, the victory of one of
whom over the other can be attained only through a hard conflict. The might of Satan and his agents is always represented as only that which God in the execution of his purposes
allows to be exercised ; and when the time has come he takes
to himself his great power and reigns. 8 The myriads of
spiritual hosts may be pictured in the march of battle, but
there is never a detailed portrayal of a combat; the hosts of
Satan are overthrown with a sudden stroke, with a breath or a
word of the mouth : 'Lo, as he [the Messiah] saw the assault
of the multitude that came, he neither lifted up his hand, nor
held spear, nor any instrument of war ; but only I saw how
that he sent out of his mouth as it had been a flood of fire, and
1
6
6

73ff..
2 89.
3 2Z5.
4 133.
Cf. pp. 393 ff.
2 Es. 56, Ass. Mos. S, Ap. Bar. 40, Sib. Or. V. 28 ff., 2 Thess. ~3-lO
Seep. 397.
7 Cf. p. 80.
s Rev. 1111.
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out of his lips a flaming breath, and out of his tongue he cast
forth sparks of the storm, . . . so that upon a sudden of an
innumerable multitude nothing was to be perceived, but only
dust of ashes and smell of smoke.' 1
With the judgment comes the destruction of all the powers
of wickedne-ss, whether on the earth or in the world of spirits.
Ungodly men, both the living and the dead,' perish from before
the presence of the Lord of spirits and are driven away from
the face of the earth and perish for ever.' 2 ' The beasts that
were past and held . . . the whole compass of the earth with
grievous oppression ' 3 have been destroyed one by another in
historic succession, until the last is overwhelmed in the final
world-catastrophe. 4 The fallen angels and evil spirits receive
their doom in the pit of fire ; 5 and Satan himself, dethroned
and bound, is condemned to the place of torment with his
fallen hosts. 6
(5) The Messiah and his Functions. The widened outlook
reached in many quarters in these later years is nowhere more
evident than in new conceptions which now appear regarding
the Messiah. A final catastrophe involving the overthrow of
the whole kingdom of evil spirits, the resurrection of the dead,
the renewal of the world, the passing away of the present age
and the inauguration of the age .to come, constitute a series of
movements so vast, so transcendent, that a mere human prince,
a son of David, can no longer form a central figure. Where
such expectations are distinctly cherished and gain the ascendancy, the Davidic Messiah must either disappear from thought
or undergo a corresponding transformation, and in fact, as
already pointed out,7 in. many writings of this age he is not
present. But in at least two, Enoch and 2 Esdras, which
pretty certainly represent a wider circle of belief, he appears
in a new and transcendent form ; and in at least these two
writers he receives a new name. Enoch calls him 'the Son of
.1 2 Es. 139 If., cf. En. 622, Ps. Sol. 1721, 2 Thess. 28, Rev. 1!)19 f.
2 En. 532, cf. 629 f., 2 Thess. 19.
a 2 Rs. 1140.
4 Dan. 7, 237-46, En. 526, Sib. Or. III. 303-654, Rev. 1711-1s, 19:1ll.
6 En. 106• 13, 902>, ,Jude v. 6, 2 Pet. 24.
s Test. Jud. 25, Test. Levi 18, Sib. Or. III. 73, Ass. Mos. 10, Mt. 2541, Rev. 2010,
7 p. 41.
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man,' or ' that Son of man,' 1 and 2 Esdras ' the man,' or 'that
man.' 2
A superhuman, angel-like character now seems to be distinctly attributed to him, though none would venture to designate him expressly as divine. Thus preexistence is ascribed to
him. This idea is found as early as the LXX, which gives in
Dan. 713, 'there came one like a son of man and .he was present there as an Ancient of days,' ror; 7ra"Aato'> ~p,epwv 7rapijv.
In Enoch it is said of the Messiah, 'Before the sun and the
signs [of the zodiac] were formed, before the stars of heaven
were made his name was named in the presence of the Lord of
spirits.' 3 That the 'name' here, as often in Hebrew phraseology, denotes the person is shown in a following verse,' He was
chosen and hidden with him [God] before the world was
formed.' 4 2 Esdras speaks of his coming as that of 'one whom
the Most High hath kept (preserved) unto the end of days,' 6
or 'hath kept a great season'; 6 similarly some are mentioned
as taken away from the evil of the world to remain with him
'until the times be ended,' that is, till his coming. 7 In the
Apocalypse of Baruch 8 it is said that at the consummation of
the times he 'will return in glory,' where the meaning is pretty
certainly, he will return to heaven where he was before. 9
Mic. 5 2, often understood to express the Messiah's preexistence,
refers more probably to his ancient Davidic descent.10
This representation of the Messiah's preexistence is thought by some
( cf. Stanton in Hast. III. 355, Drummond 293) to be explained by the idea
of his concealment after his human birth (seep. 48). But this explanation
falls short of the conception embodied in the passages cited. Neither can
the preexistence spoken of be understood of an existence in idea merely, as
the tabernacle with its furniture was believed to have existed with God in
pattern or archetype before the earthly copies were made by Moses (Ex.
25 9 • 40 , Heb. 85); for the reference is clearly to a personal existence (cf.
Volz 217 :ff., Bousset Jud. 249, Gunkel in Kautzsch 398, Edersheim I. 175 f.).
Cf. inter al. 462, 4, 482-, 627, 7111.
2 13s, 5. 12, 51. Both En. and 2 Es. in their representations show dependence
on Dan. 79 ff., and it is probable that they have taken these designations from
3 488 •
that passage, interpreted as referring to a superhuman Messiah.
4 486, cf. 626 f..
5 12a2.
s 1326.
7 149,
s 301.
t

9 This interpretation is required by the context ; so, Charles in loc., Ryssel in
Kautzsch 423, Baldensperger 164. But Volz (37) takes the paragraph to be a
Christian interpolation unconnected with the context and referring to Christ's
second advent.
to Cf. Cheyne in CB. ad loc.
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In preexistence itself the Messiah may not have stood alone ; a kind of
preexistence seems to be thought of in the case of Moses (Ass. Mos. F 4 ) and
of other forefathers (cf. Harnack Dogm. I. 98). But even if actual personal existence is meant in these cases and not mere presence in the purpose of God, the representation is less clear and certain; at all events the
abiding presence of these with God is not spoken of, nor is there attributed
to them a continuing personal function in union with God, as in the case
of the Messiah (En. 461 ff-).

In keeping with his preexistence, other attributes above the
human, though not declaredly divine, are ascribed to the
Messiah. He is endowed with the fullness of wisdom and
righteousness, of glory and might ; he is exalted above all
other spiritual creatures; he will share in the throne of God.
' The glory of the highest will be proclaimed over him, the
spirit of understanding and sanctification will rest upon him.' 1
'The Elect one stands before the Lord of spirits and his glory
is for ever and ever, and his might from generation to generation.' 2 'The Lord of spirits seated the Elect one on the throne
of his glory, and he will judge all the works of the holy ones
in heaven and weigh their deeds in the balance.' 8 'The kings
and the mighty ones and all who possess the earth will glorify
and praise and exalt him who rules over all, who had been
hid<:]_en, for the Son of man was hidden before, . . . they will
fall on their faces before him and worship him.' 4 ' That Son
of man has appeared and has seated himself upon the throne of
his glory, and all evil will vanish from before his face and
cease; but the word of that Son of man will be mighty before
the Lord of spirits.' 5 It is not easy to see how such a view of
the Messiah's nature and office can be harmonized with the
persistent belief in his Davidic descent; but absence of strict
consistency in the eschatological beliefs of a given age or even
of a single writer need not present insuperable difficulty.
It is true that this picture of the Messiah's elevation over other spiritual
powers occurs chiefly in Enoch; ·but the later rabbinical writings, certainly
in this r€spect not influenced by Christian belief and apparently preserving
earlier Jewish teaching, show that he was not setting forth new doctrine
(cf. Edersheim I. 177 f.). These portions of Enoch (the Similitudes) have
been held by some to be a Christian interpolation (so, Hilgenfeld, Volkmar,
I

Test. Levi 18.
5

2 En. 494.
3 En. 618.
6929, cf. 49, 463 lf., Test. Jud. 24.
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Drummond, al.) but this view raises great difficulty. The paragraphs in
question contain no other traces of Christian influence; no reference to the
historical Christ, his life, death, and resurrection, no specifically Christian
doctrines such as a Christian writer inserts when he tampers with an earlier
document; and on the other hand a representation such as Enoch's elevation to a kind of Messiahship (7114 ff-) would certainly have been modified.
We are therefore probably right in holding the paragraphs to be Jewish.
(Cf. Beer in Kautzsch 231, Baldensperger 17, Schiirer III. 279 f.)

The Messiah now becomes the judge of all. In earlier writers
in the judgment which shall convict the hostile nations of their
wickedness and justify their destruction a forensic act preceding their punishment scarcely appears; where 'judgment,' or
' sitting in judgment' is spoken of 1 the thought is chiefly of
executing sentence, and Jehovah is judge and executor. In the
majestic scene described by Daniel 2 it is Jehovah in the likeness of 'one that was Ancient of days' who did sit and give
sentence from the opened books ; and this idea of the person of
the judge continues through later non-Christian writers as the
more common one. 3 On the other hand in the latter part of
our period this function is often assigned to the Messiah. In
the Apocalypse of Baruch 4 it is foretold that the leader of the
hostile hosts will be taken up to Mount Zion where the Messiah
'will convict him of all his impieties, and will gather and set
before him all the works of his hosts. And afterwards he will
be put to death.' In similar language 2 Esdras 5 describes the
Messiah's judgment: 'He shall come and speak unto them and
reprove them for their wickedness and their unrighteousness,
. . . he shall set them alive in his judgment, and when he hath
reproved them, he shall destroy them.' In Enoch's account of
the judgment not only the kings and the mighty of the earth,
the sinners and the just shall appear before the Messiah's throne,
but also the angels and all the spirits of evil. 6 In the New
Testament this conception of the Messiah as the universal
judge becomes the more usual doctrine. There is no conflict
between the two ideas respecting the person of the judge ; for
as the Messiah is conceived to rule as Jehovah's representative 7
so his judgment is described as exercised in Jehovah's name. 8
E.q. Jl. 32, 12.
4 4oi ~;,
s 1232 f.,
En. 55 4•

1

8

2

79 ff..
t

3 Cf. 2 Es. 733, En. 473, Sib. Or. IV. 40 ff.
49', 564, 61s, 623, 6927.
1 Mic. 54, Zec. 38,
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He is God's agent. Thus St. Paul characterizes the judgment
as 'the day when God shall judge the secrets of men . . . by
Jesus Christ' 1 and the Acts speak of a day in which God 'will
judge the world . . . by the man whom. he hath ordained.' 2
St. Paul and St. John then can without self-contradiction speak
of the judgment as the act of God, 3 though generally attributing it to Christ. 4
(6) The messianic age as an Interregnum. 5 We see in the
survey above, that the two forms of eschatological hope existing
side by side in the latter part of our period were the national
and the universal; the former contemplating the future of
Israel, the nations of the earth in their relation to Israel, the
reign of the Davidic Messiah in an earthly kingdom of righteousness and glory which should endure forever ; the latter,
the world of men and spiritual beings, a universal realm in
which national and earthly limitations are obliterated, the resurrection of the dead and the judgment, the heavenly Messiah,
the renewal of all things and 'eternal life ' in the perfection of
the' coming age.' The older, national hope, planted in a literal
understanding of a long series of prophecies, was too firmly
rooted to give way to the newer, transcendental, outlook, and
both continued together in spite of differences and inconsistencies. But the effort to harmonize the two, to retain the hope
centering in a national messianic kingdom, and at the same
time the wider expectation of the 'coming world' gave rise to
a view according to which the messianic age, as a period of
national glory fulfilling all the promises of the prophets, is a
prelude to the final state, an interregnum between the two reons.
'The messianic kingdom brings the national felicity, the new
reon brings eternal life.' 6 The most distinct expression of this
view is found in 2 Esdras. 7 When the full time has come the
city (the messianic Jerusalem) will appear in the midst of great
1 Ro. 216.
2 17a1.
a Cf. Ro. 1410, /JeofJ is the correct reading, 36; Jno. 850, 545.
4 For a similar identification of God and his instrument cf. Ezk. 34, where both
Jehovah, vv. 11-16, and the Davidic kings, v. 23, are called the shepherd of
Israel; also Ex. 3, where both Jehovah, vv. 8, 17, and Moses, v. 10, are called
Israel's deliverer.
5 Cf. Volz 62 ff., Bousset Jud. 273 ff., Schfirer II. 635 f., Salmond 312 f.,
Weber System 354 ff., Drummond 312 ff.
6 Volz 64.
7 724ff..
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wonders, the Messiah will be revealed and the saints will be in
felicity with him for a space of 400 years; afterwards the
Messiah and all that live will die, 1 the world will be turned into
its original silence for seven days; then the dead will be raised,
the world renewed, the Most High will appear on the thron-e of
judgment, and Paradise and the pit of torment will be opened
as the endless awards of those who are judged. In another
passage 2 2 Esdras says that the Messiah will deliver his people
and 'make them joyful until the coming of the end, even the
day of judgment.' A similar representation is found in the
Apocalypse of Baruch 3 and probably also in Enoch, 4 where a
vision of the world's history is given in ten 'week '-periods ; of
these the eighth, in which 'sinners will be given over into the
hands of the righteous,' seems to represent the messianic age5;
while the general judgment, the destruction of the world and
the appearance of the new heavens fall in the ninth and tenth
'weeks.' In Slavonic Enoch (XXXII f.) the doctrine of an
interval of 1000 years seems to be found, as in the Revelation,
20. 6 But the idea of a messianic interregnum is less common.
It is doubtful whether it is found in the apocalyptic writers
except in these places and in Rev. 204, though in the late rabbinical writings a distinction between the' days of the Messiah' and
'the coming age' is not infrequent. To the former they assign
periods varying from 40 to 2000 years- in one instance a
period of 1000 years, a millennium.1 The pre-Christian existence
of this conception of the messianic age between the two reons is
interesting to the biblical student chiefly because it appears in
the doctrine of the Millennium in the Revelation, 8 a doctrine,
however, not certainly found elsewhere in the New Testament. 9
(7) The Reckoning of the Time until the end. 10 The eager direction of thought toward the expected end found in much of the
later Hebrew literature of our period is not due to curious specu1 This idea of the Messiah's death has no relation to the historic event of
Christ's death; cf. p. 50. In the Ap. Bar. it is said that the Messiah will return
to his heavenly glory at the end of his earthly reign ; cf. p. 73.
2 1234,
3 301, 401-a, cf. 74.
4 91, 93.
,
5 So, Bousset Jud. 274; otherwise however, Volz 66.
6 But seep. 184.
7 Cf. Volz 236, Bousset Jud. 276, Drummond 315 ff.
s 201-6,
9 On 1 Co. 1523 ff. see p. 98.
For this doctrine in the 0. T. see p. 36.
1o Cf. Volz 162 ff., Bousset Jud. 234 ff., Drummond 200 ff.
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lation about the future; it is born rather of the stress and perplexity of the times present. The bitter bondage of God's people
to Gentile rulers, the trials of the godly among godless Israelites,
the hardness and iniquity which the weaker must endure from the
stronger, raised continually the problem of the rule of a righteous God, and faith was pointed on to a future when his ways
would be justified to men, and all evil would end. Out of these
experiences arose ever and anon the cry, Lord, how long? l
The answer, characteristic of eschatological literature of whatever date, is that the end is near. From the prophet of the first
great apocalypse, Daniel, who speaks throughout in the belief
that the times of distress are approaching their limit, to the seer
of the Revelation, whose message is of things which must come to
pass shortly,2 the expectation is generally the same. But before
this consummation the world must run its course fixed by God;
'The end shall be at the time appointed.' 3 As God was said to
have fixed a measure of iniquity, 4 and the number of the saints 5
to be filled up, so he had determined the measure of time
which must be fulfilled : 'For he hath weighed the world in the
balance; and by measure hath he measured the times, and by
number hath he numbered the seasons; and he shall not move
nor stir them, until the said measure be fulfilled.' 6 But the
eschatological writer conceives the generation which he addresses
to be standing already in the closing years of this measured
period; and to set this vividly before his readers he divides the
world's history, or at least its later ages, into a definite number
of epochs in a program which discloses the final era as not far
removed. This division of the world's history, or of the latter
portion of it, into a fixed number of periods appears first in
Daniel in the prophecies of the four kingdoms, and of the seventy
weeks,7 the latter being an eschatological interpretation of the
seventy years of the Babylonian captivity prophesied by Jeremiah.8 Henceforth some such mode of computation becomes a
stereotyped feature in eschatological writings. The numbers
commonly met with are four, seven (or its multiple seventy),
ten and twelve. The fourfold division appears again in the
I Dan. 126 tr., 2 Es. 659, Ap. Bar. 2119, Sib. Or. III. 66.
2 11.
a Dan. 1121.
4 Dan. 924, 2 Es. 1225, Jub. 1416, 1 Thess. 21s.
6 2 Es. 436, Rev. 611.
6 2 E!!. 48H.
7 7, 924.

8 92.
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Apocalypse of Baruch 1 and in the rabbinical writings; 2 Enoch
combines the four kingdoms and the seventy weeks of Daniel in
a scheme of seventy periods divided into four parts; s a tenfold
division appears in the Sibylline Oracles IV. 4 and Enoch; 5 a
twelvefold in the Apocalypse of Baruch; 6 a sevenfold in the
Sibylline Oracles III.,7 Enoch, 8 Testament of Levi, 9 the Revelation.10 The delineation of the periods generally makes clear
to which one the generation then present on the stage of history
is reckoned, and thus the place of the end is shown. Sometimes
also the time of the end was computed from the sum total of
the years which the world is appointed to last, as determined
by biblical utterances interpreted with rabbinical sublety. 11
Slavonic Enoch 12 seems to make the duration of the world 7000
years- 6000 from the creation to the judgment and 1000 for
the millennium- and this number is found in the Talmud. On
the other hand the view is found that the final day is not fixed,
but that its advent may be hastened by the prayers of the saints
and the cries of the martyrs for vengeance; 13 and later rabbinical writers 14 make its coming depend upon the repentance of
Israel- a belief apparently found among the people also, as it
is implied in St. Peter's discourse in the Acts 319 (see RV .). 15
(8) Persian influence in later Jewish Eschatology. Whether
Jewish eschatology in the later forms spoken of above was a
direct and natural outgrowth solely from the Hebrew religion
and the teaching of the prophets, or whether new elements
were introduced into it from foreign beliefs, has been much
debated in more recent times. 16 The question is too large to
receive discussion here, nor is that essential to the purpose of
the survey with which we are concerned. It will suffice to
1 39.
3 895L9025,

2 Cf. Volz 168.
Cf. Beer in Kautzsch 294, Charles En. 244.
447 ff.
5 93. 91.
6 53 ff.
7192ff.
8 91.
917.
11 Cf. Drummond 207 f.
10 13, the seven heads.
12 33.
Cf. Charles itt loc.
13 En. 47, cf. Rev. 610.
14 Cf. Weber System 333 f.
15 On the 'messianic woes' as a sign of the approaching end cf. pp. 38 f.
16 Cf. Liicke I. 58 f., Boklen Die Verwandschaft d. jud.-christ. mit d. pers.
Eschatologie, Charles Eschatology, Soderblom La vie future d'apres le Mazdeisme, Cheyne The Origin and relig. Contents of the Psalter, Bousset ,Tud.
449 ff., Die jud. Apokaliptik 36 ff., Baldensperger 189 ff., Hast. IV. 000, .John
The Influence of Babylon. Mythol. upon the 0. T. in ' Cambridge Biblical
Studies,' Jeremias The 0. T. in the Light of the Ancient East, Eng. trans.
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state certain factors which enter into the problem. Among the
nations with whom the Jews in their later history were in long
and close contact, only the Persians, as far as has been discovered, possessed a distinctly developed eschatology. According
to the Avesta, the collection of the sacred books of the Persian
religion (called variously Zoroastrianism, Parseeism, Mazdeism), the two principal divinities, Ormazd (Ahura Mazdah)
and Ahriman ( Angra Mainyu ), exist in the beginning independently of each other. The former is the god of light, the
creator of the world, of man and all good ; the latter, the god
of darkness and the creator of all evil. The history of the
world after the creation of man is the history of the conflict
between these two divinities for the supremacy; at the end of
the present reon, the last of four mons ( cf. Daniel's four kingdoms), the great deliverer of the world, Saoshyant (a Messiah),
is raised up; the god of evil marshals all his forces for a decisive assault upon the powers of Ormazd and is overthrown; a
universal judgment is instituted, the dead are raised, an ordeal
of fire is sent upon the world, through which the good pass
unharmed, while it consumes all that is evil; the god Ahriman
with his angels is cast into the abyss of torment, forever
robbed of his power, and the good are admitted to the kingdom
of the renewed heaven and earth to dwell in felicity with their
savior Saoshyant. The parallelism with the course of this
world and the final issues as conceived in Jewish eschatology
is at once apparent ; and it is difficult to avoid the conviction
that there is some measure of dependence. As the A vesta
underwent revision sometime in the early Christian centuries,
it has been contended that Persian eschatology borrowed from
the Jewish, but this view is generally rejected by students of
the A vesta; at all events the more fundamental ideas contained
in this representation doubtless formed a part of the original
ground work of the A vesta, as their presence in the Persian
religion in pre-Christian times is established by the testimony
of Theopompus (380 B.c.) as preserved in Plutarch. 1
Circumstances in which Persian religious ideas might find
their way to Hebrew acceptance are manifest. As pointed out
by Bousset, 2 the Jews, who in large numbers remained behind
1

De Iside et Osiride 47.

2

Jud. 466.
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in Babylon and the adjacent country after the return of their
compatriots, and who came to form an influential center in the
thought of later Judaism, had .thus ample opportunity in the
course of these centuries to come in contact with Zoroastrianism, which was now the predominant form of religion there;
and they were not unlikely to be influenced, perhaps unconsciously, by this contact, since in ethical and even theological
aspects Zoroastrianism approached more nearly than did any
other religion to their own. Ormazd, as a divinity of perfect
goodness who should in the end triumph over all evil and
become the unopposed lord of the world, was in their minds
not far removed from Jehovah; and the judgment of men
according to an ethical standard, the overthrow and punishment of the wicked, the sure reward of the good, and a future
kingdom of righteousness, peace, and glory, were all fundamental articles of Jewish belief. The affinities therefore between the two races in religious and moral beliefs were such
that a certain influence of the predominant people upon the
other can be readily understood. But on the other hand this
parallelism between the two eschatologies does not certainly
prove a large dependence of the Hebrew ·upon the Persian.
While subordinate factors, such as a division of the world's
history into a definite number of reons, the multiplication of
spiritual beings and their organization in an elaborate hierarchy, may have been adopted directly, yet the central doctrines of a universal judgment, a resurrection of at least the
just, the destruction of evil powers, the reign of the Messiah,
and the everlasting felicity of the redeemed in a renewed
world, were expectations which might conceivably be directly
developed out of the religion of the prophets. In the changed
political condition of the Hebrews after the exile and with
their enlarged view of the religion of Jehovah, some such
development could hardly fail to take place, if they were to
retain faith in their destiny as the people of God. What
seems most reasonable to suppose is, that Persian ideas because
of their very similarity gave a certain acceleration to the
growth of what in germ was already contained in Jewish
belief, and at the same time influenced the form taken by the
growing conceptions. It is unquestionable that in many inG
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stances foreign elements were in different ages taken up into
popular thought among the Hebrews ; 1 but these were gener-·
ally transformed and purified by the clearer religious and
ethical insight of the Hebrew writers. We may not be going
too far in supposing that such borrowed elements in some
instances were made by the divine revealer, who works through
means, an instrument for setting his revelation in clearer light.
Rut it may be questioned whether as a historical fact the
essence of a single fundamental truth was received by the
Hebrews in this way.

5. The New Testament Era.
This division of our subject
is intended to present, in briefest possible outline, the principal
eschatological teaching given in the New Testament, that is,
Ohristian eschatology as related to· and contrasted with the
Jewish. The later developments of the latter, even if represented in writings of the same era as the New Testament
Scriptures, belong distinctly to Jewish thought and have been
treated in the former sections. But as in every department of
religious truth, so in eschatology, the affinity between the
Jewish and the Christian forms is very close, the former being
the preparation for the latter. We have seen how Jewish conceptions of the Last Things grew and were modified by the
course of history, and similarly we may in a general way say
that the eschatological expectations of the New Testament era
are but the Jewish conceptions enlarged and traniformed by the
revelation given in Christ. This relation of the Christian
doctrines to their forerunners must be kept clearly before us,
if we are to avoid misinterpretation of the utterances of our
Lord and the New Testament writers regarding the final
destiny of man and the· issue of the ages. ·Nor can we overlook the great prominence of eschatology in the New Testament, remote as it is from the interest of our modern everyday religious thought. While that is certainly a one-sided
estimate which makes the teaching of our Lord purely eschatological, solely concerned with the announcement of a kingdom
coming in the near future, 2 it is nevertheless true that an eager
1

Cf. Gunkel. Bch.Opjung u. Chaos, Delitzsch Babel u. Bibel.

1

Cf. pp, 139 ff.
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outlook toward the final consummation is everywhere present
as a conditioning factor in his preaching and in that of the
apostles. We cannot read the New Testament with an intelligent grasp of the writers' thought without a recognition of
this fact. At the same time neither in a particular writer nor
in the New Testament as a whole are we to look for any complete and systematic exposition of the Last Things, expressed
in precise doctrinal terms, just as we find no presentation of a
system of theology or christology. Whatever of the doctrines
of the End is given appears, not as abstract truth, but in
lessons for present practical purposes, as motives to conduct, as
encouragement or warning. Much that we should be glad to
know of the future is left untouched, much remains at best as
only an uncertain inference. It is evident that while there is
agreement among the different parts of the New Testament'
as regards certain great fundamental expectations, yet the
eschatological utterances given by various writers to meet
varying occasions and circumstances must present, or at least
emphasize, varying forms or aspects of eschatological hope.
Within limits we may speak of a general eschatology of the
New Testament, but in the following survey we shall take up
separately the leading groups into which the writings fall,
because only in this way can be seen the variety and scope of
the views contained in the whole. And we begin properly
with the eschatology of St. Paul. His epistles are nearly, if
not quite, all earlier than the other books of the New Testament; we have his teaching, not at second hand, reported by
others, but given in his own words; and in regard to most of
these epistles a cautious criticism is disposed to accept their
genuineness ; St. Paul, moreover, more than any other apostle
may be called the great doctor of the infant church ; his
influence upon its thought was everywhere felt directly or
indirectly ; some scholars even go so far as to find his ideas
and the language coined by him to be recognized in every
other New Testament book. 1
Pauline Eschatology. 2

Sources.- It is obviously impossible in the
here at command to enter into a discussion of the critical questions
Holtzmann, Theol. II. 4.
Cf. books on N. T. theology, especially Weiss, Holtzmann, Beyschlag,

~pace
I
2
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concerning the genuineness of the epistles attributed to St. Paul. The following brief note regarding critical opinion must suffice. The Pauline authorship of the four great epi,stles, Ro., 1 Co., 2 Co., Gal., is so firmly established
that no argument to the contrary is held valid by any considerable number
of scholars, even among critics of an extreme tendency. Very general also in
all schools of criticism, though not universal, is the acceptance of 1 Thess.
More objection is raised against 2 Thess. (important in its eschatology); yet
it is now widely acknowledged that no decisive argument against its au then·
ticity can be found in language and style, that the apparent contradiction
between 1 Thess. 52 and 2 Thess. 28 f., may be due to difference in reference
or a change of emphasis (seep. 89 on reconciliation of the two passages),
that the numerous resemblances to 1 Thess. may be accounted for by a
vivid recalling of the former epistle through memory or a preserved copy
(cf. the recalling of the phraseology of an earlier letter in 1 Co. 59 ). There
is a growing tendency in criticism at the present time to regard the argu·
ments against the traditional view as inconclusive. Still wider is the
,agreement of critics now regarding Phil., which was placed among the
pseudepigraphic writings by Bauer and his followers. 'Bauer's thesis that
the entire epistle is post-Pauline has the approval still of only the Dutch
radicals, who recognize nothing as Pauline' (Jtilicher Ein. 108). The
striking resemblances between Eph. and Col., the ecclesiology of the former
and the Christology of the latter, have led many critics to reject, some the
one, and some the other of these two epistles, yet none of .these objections
has been found so far conclusive as to gain the general acknowledgment
of critical scholars. The number of those who would reject Col. has not
increased of late, and while a larger number question Eph. the inconclnsiveness of the objections to it seems to become more widely acknowledged
in recent: criticism. As regards the doctrines in question these two epistleR
are seen to contain, not un-Pauline ideas, but only earlier ideas more fully
developed. All the above-mentioned epistles then may be taken to furnish
sources for our f!tudy, and the theory of later interpolations adopted by
some, cannot be carried through so completely as to affect the epistles for
our present purpose. The Pastoral epistles which present greater difficulties
for the critical student do not contribute eschatological teaching not found
in at least some one of the other epistles, and need not therefore be used.
The Pauline speeches recorded in the Acts are of course not verbatim reports, and even if representing the apostle's thought in general, can hardly
be taken as evidence of teaching not found in the epistles.

St. Paul, trained in pharisaic learning and acquainted with
apocalyptic writings, brought with him when he became a
Christian a knowledge of the late Jewish conceptions of the
Messiah ; and some inference regarding the prominence of
Btevens; cf. also Titius N. T., Pfleiderer, Vol. I, Kabisch, Feine Bruckner
Wrede Paul, J. Weiss PaulJ.. Hausrath Jesus Vol. I, Kennedy Paul Bruc~
Paul, Matthews Mess., Beet 1'he Last Things.
'
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the messianic idea in his pre-Christian thought may be drawn
from the place it occupies with him subsequently. The messianic titles, 'Christ,' that is, Messiah, and 'Lord,' occur, one
or the other of them, more than 300 times in his epistles, while
the name Jesus al'One is found not more than 10 times. And
his conception of the person and work of the Christ formed the
center of all his religious thought as a Christian; ·it was this
that determined the character of his eschatology. Already the
doctrine of the Messiah had reached in late Jewish literature a
growth in which he appears as a preexistent heavenly person,
above all created beings, endowed with divine wisdom and
might, one who in the Last Days should come forth in glory to
judge the world, vanquish evil, inaugurate the divine kingdom,
and reign with God forever. 1 In St. Paul's doctrine of the
Christ these same elements appear and are taken for granted;
he does not argue to establish them, or treat them as a part of
a new revelation given to him. It is probable then that this
was the Messiah who in his pre-Christian days he believed
would come in the fullness of time. This hope makes clear his
.furious persecution of the church, which preached Jesus as the
Messiah; to his mind it was extreme blasphemy to think of
the man, whose career had ended in an accursed death, 2 as the
incarnation of that glorious one whom no might could resist
and who when he came should abide forever. But when the
Messiah of his faith appeared to Saul in the bright light of his
glory and revealed himself as also the Jesus whom he persecuted, Saul's whole conception of the person and work of
Jesus was revolutionized. He accepted with all its meaning
the truth of the resurrection which the church had been proclaiming as the evidence of its faith. He saw that the Messiah
of his earlier belief had come forth to earth in human form for a
time and had returned to his heavenly glory. This incarnate
life was an episode in the eternal life of the Christ, and the purpose of this episode, not commonly apprehended in Jewish ideas
of the Messiah's work 3 now became clear; the incarnation and
death of the Christ was an atonement for the sin of the world ;
that brief earthly sojourn of the Messiah was a preparation for
the eschatological coming; it was not the coming to which
1

pp. 74f.

2

Gal. 3ta.

a Seep. 49.
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Paul with all the people of God had looked forward; that still
lay in the future, that was the coming which should fulfill the
prophecies of the End and realize all eschatological hopes.
Neither St. Paul nor the other New Testament writers are
accustomed to speak of it as a second coming; it is with them
the coming, the Parousia. Important for St. Paul's spiritual
development and eschatology as was that meeting with the
Lord which convinced him that the heavenly Messiah had
come in the person of Jesus, still more influential in revealing
to him the nature of the glorified Christ and his work in the
world was the apostle's experience of the indwelling Christ in
the person of the Spirit. Christ, the exalted one, was the
Spirit, 1 and as Spirit dwelt in the believers and in the church,2
working out the life of union with him and preparing for his
coming. With the far-reaching religious consequences of the
doctrine of the indwelling Christ we are not concerned here,
except so far as it affected St. Paul's eschatology. In that
union with Christ through the Spirit lay the pledge of the
believer's resurrection and future blessedness, and of the perfection and glory of the Church. With the great revolution in
Paul's understanding and belief that came to him in and after
his conversion, some of his former conceptions of the Last
Things necessarily fell away, others were profoundly modified,
some he seems to have retained vaguely without attempting to
adjust them in every case to the hopes of his new faith. The
principal eschatological ideas expressed in his epistles may be
arranged in the following groups.
(1) The Coming of the Lord. This is fundamental in St .
.Paul's thought. It is mentioned directly or implied throughout
as the background of teaching, of hope and warning. And
the Apostle has in mind not merely a subjective presence such
as is realized in special visitations of the Spirit, but a visible
return conceived under traditional Jewish forms. The ideas
and terms of the popular eschatology are represented most
vividly in the so-called Pauline apocalypses, 3 which belong to
the Apostle's earliest writings; but even if we suppose his
1 2 Co. 311 f.
a 2 Thess. 11-12,

21-10,

2 Ro. 810 f., 1 Co. 1212 f.
cf. also 1 Thess. 414-17,
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conceptions to have become more spiritualized in later years,
the essential elements are retained. The Lord will come forth
suddenly attended by the heavenly hosts, at the call of the
archangel and the sound of the trump the dead will rise,I the
universal judgment will be held, 2 the redemption to which believers have been sealed 3 will be accomplished, they will be
joined with Christ in his glory 4 and the kingdom of God will
be established forever. 5 As in all eschatological literature, the
Day of the Lord marks the transition from' This Age' to the
'Coming Age.' Although St. Paul does not employ the latter
term, his frequent use of the former shows the distinction to
have been an essential part of his thought. As in the Old
Testament prophets 6 and in the common belief of the apostolic
age, so with St. Paul that day is looked for as near at hand; 7
he himself hoped to see it dawn. 8 Though the experiences of
his later life made more distinct the consciousness that he might
himself die before the parousia, 9 he did not lose his belief in its
nearness. 10

Antecedents of the Coming. The expectation of 'times of
trouble,' the ' messianic woes,' which is characteristic of apocalyptic writers 11 was shared by St. Paul. Referred to in general
terms elsewhere, 12 it takes definite form in the 'falling away'
( ~ a7T'O(rrau{a) and the revelation of the ' man of sin ' given in
the Pauline apocalypse.1 3 These unmistakable signs must precede the Day of the Lord. They are not clearly described
here ; in fact they are referred to with the vagueness and mysteriousness usual in apocalyptic prophecy. They had already
formed a part of the apostle's oral teaching among the readers.
The great Apostasy predicted is frequently understood of a
coming revolt of the Jews from God, as the ' man of sin ' also is
1 1 Thess. 416, 313, 2 Thess. 17, 1 Co. 1522.
2 Ro. 26, 16, 1410-12.
a Eph. 430.
4 Col. 34.
5 1 Co. 15U.28,
6 See pp. 22, 36.
7

Ro. 1311 f., 1 Co. 729, Ph. 45.

s 1 Thess. 411>- +Jp.ii! includes himself -1 Co. 1551 f..

This expectation of the
day as near does not easily fall into conformity with the prophecy that before
the parousia, the fullness of the Gentiles and then all Israel should come in
(Ro. 11.). But such a hope is far from impossible with a man of his fervid faith,
especially in view of the wonderful scenes already enacted in demonstration of
the power of the Spirit and the triumphs of the gospel already achieved.
9 Ph. 120r., 217 ; still stronger 2 Tim. 46r., if that be Pauline.
1o Ph. 4•.
n Cf. p. 38.
12 1 Co. 726,
u 2 Thess. 2s-1o.
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conceived to be of Jewish origin. 1 But it is not easy to suppose
that a future lapse of the Jews from their religion should
have been a conspicuous topic in the Apostle's teaching to a
congregation mainly Gentile,2 or that he would have especially
occupied himself with a future increase of their present hardening of themselves against God seen in their general rejection of
the Messiah; a on the contrary he looks for a conversion of his
people as one of the events leading to the End. 4 The prediction seems rather to relate to a great lapse of Christians in the
allurements and perils of the 'last times,' the falling away of
many in the intensity of the final struggle between good and
evil. Such an apostasy as one of the events of the 'latter
days' is mentioned elsewhere, e.g. in Daniel, 5 in later apocalyptic
literature, 6 in the Gospels,7 in the Pastoral epistles.s The Man
of Sin (or lawlessness, as given in many Mss.) whose appearance
is one of the precursors of the Lord's coming, 9 is without doubt
the Antichrist, the figure which arising in late Judaism as a
part of the popular belief regarding the End and referred to,
more or less vaguely, in apocalyptic literature becomes distinct
in the New Testament.1° In him as the last great enemy is
concentrated all hostility to God and the Messiah. The description of him given by St. Paul is in part a reminiscence of
Daniel's picture of Antiochus Epiphanes, the great prototype
of subsequent pictures of the Antichrist. He will arrogate to
himself divine honors above Jehovah himself in the temple at
Jerusalem, 11 his influence is already at work in the world,l2 but
for a little time is restrained by that mighty force for civil and
social order, the Roman Empire (To JCarexov, oJCarexwv, vv. 6 f.);
but when that force is removed, he will appear working in
all the power of Satan, deceiving and leading into all iniquity
those who harden themselves against a love of the truth; but
Cf. Weiss Theol. 63 b, c.
2 1 Thess. 19, 214.
1 Thess. 215 f., Ro. 9-10.
4 Ro. 111511'.•
6 921; on the meaning see Driver in CB. in loc.; cf. 1 Mac. 111-15,
6 En. 939.
7 Mt. 2412,
s 1 Tim. 4, 2 Tim. 3.
9 2 Thess. 23.
to See p. 398.
.
11 Dan. 1136 f., cf. Ezk. 282. The attempt of the Emperor Caligula in the year
40 A.D. to set up his statue in the temple at .Jerusalem and the consequent
horror excited among the Jews may have led to the special application and
enlargement of these words of Dan. on the part of Christian prophets ; cf. Zahn
Ein. I. § 15.
12 v. 7.
1
3
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he will be de-stroyed by a breath from the mouth of the Lord at
the parousia.I
Many scholars, ancient and modern, have taken the Antichrist here to be
a false Messiah, one who arising froni the Jewish people would present
himself to them as their expected Messiah. Cf. Weiss Theol. 63 c, Bousset
Antichrist 22 ff. The opinion that &.vop.{a, /J.vop.os vv. 7 f. point to an apostate
from the Jewish law is not supported by usage; cf. 2 Co. 614, Tit. 2 14• But
one who exalted himself openly in the temple above Jehovah could not
hope to be accepted by the Jews as the Messiah foretold by the prophets.
'A pseudo-Messiah is wholly different from an anti-Messiah,' Schmiedel on
2 Thess. p. 40; cf. Holtzmann Theol. IT. 192. For valuable discussions of
2 Thess. 21-12 see Bornemann in Meyer 349 ff. and 400 ff., and W ohlenberg in
Zahn in Zoe. and Excursus 170 ff.
The mention in 2 Thess. 23 f. of signs preceding the parousia is regarded
by many as irreconcilable with 1 Thess. 51-6, where it is said that the time of
that event cannot be foreseen (Schmiedel on Thess. p. 9; Jtilicher Ein. 50).
The apparent difference, however, disappears upon a nearer view of the
passages. In the earlier letter the writer is urging his readers to unremitting
watchfulness and preparedness for the Coming, and therefore throws the
emphasis on the suddenness and unexpectedness of the event, using two figlUes, the thief in the night and the birth-pains of the mother (58 f-), but he
is not thinking here of the entire absence of premonitions-in the second
figure this could not be the case- but of the impossibility of foreseeing the
precise time so that preparation could be deferred. In the later letter he is
seeking to remove trouble arising among the Thessalonians from the belief
that the advent was at the door; and in correcting this error he throws the
emphasis on the certainty that some time must yet intervene, certain events
must happen before the end could come, as he had already told them before
he wrote the earlier epistle. These events might appear at any time and
be followed, perhaps at once, perhaps much later, by the parousia; these
might be disregarded by those who are 'saying Peace and safety,' so that
the end should come unforeseen. They are not signs which justify putting
off preparation, they do not show the precise time of the end- that is as
indeterminate as ever- but those who have fallen into practical error in
the thought that this is close at hand may be assured that it is farther off
than they had believed.

(2) The Resurrection of the dead. As seen above a belief in
the resurrection of the dead in a form corresponding to the
glory of the messianic age had already arisen in late Judaism. 2
The righteous would shine forth in a glorious body like the sun
and the stars, they would be as the angels. 3 'Vith St. Paul also
this belief was doubtless a part of his Jewish heritage; but it
1 Cf. En. 622, 2 Es. 1310, Is. 114.
2 Cf. pp. 60 ff.
a En. 621&. Ap. Bar. 5P. 10, 2 Es. 797, cf. Volz 254 f., Kautzsch 375 n.
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was illuminated by his Christian experience and became one of
the central factors in his hope. His meeting with the risen
Christ on the way to Damascus gave certainty to the belief and
manifested to him the glorified body. On the other hand his
life of union with Christ through the indwelling Spirit furnished
him with a sure basis of belief in the Christian's undying life.
The Spirit giveth life and where that is there cannot be death;
and the believer's new life in the Spirit must share in that
imperishability. 1 The marvelous operations of the Spirit
already wrought in the believer's experience are but the 'firstfruits' to be followed by the crowning issue, the swallowing up
of mortality in life. 2 And in St. Paul's thought there is no
place for an immortality of the soul apart from some form of
'body.' Life in the true sense of the term for him as for his
Hebrew predecessors includes necessarily an investiture in a
form, which, though it be not in the Apostle's thought fleshly,
may be called bodily, and an argument for immortality is for
him identical with one for a resurrection. Existence in Hades
was not life. In that great chapter of First Corinthians (15) he
has set forth his teaching about the resurrection with matchless
splendor. The earthly, visible, body must decay in death as
the seed decays -that which is sown is not quickened except it
die- but the life principle persists and will be clothed with a
new form, as is the life principle of the seed in the new plant;
that form will be a body different in kind from the earthly
body; there are various kinds of bodies known to our experience, and so by analogy we can conceive the existence of a body
(doubtless the Apostle used this word body because no other
could be found so well suited to his idea), different from those
of our experience, which· shall form the investiture of the risen
life, though we cannot apprehend its nature. It will not con·
sist of the reassembled elements of the earthly body, there will
be nothing fleshly about i t - flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God- it will be a 'spiritual body' ( uw}l-a 7rV€VJl-aTucov ), one perfectly fitted to be the organ of the spirit
(7rV€VJl-a). 3 Once at least such a body had been revealed to
Ro. 811.
2 2 Co. 5H, Ro. 823.
As in u-wp.a. if!vx<K6v the adj. does not mean made of, but rather fitted to the
use of, the if!vx-IJ, so in the contrasted expression ?rv<vp.a.T<K6v cannot mean made
of 1rVEUJLa..
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the Apostle- in that meeting with the risen Lord- and in
that revelation was given the basis of his doctrine of the resurrection of the body, whose essential characteristics he describes
as 'conformed to the body of Christ's glory.' 1 He attempts no
description of its nature. Such is the body with which according to St. Paul both the dead and the living will be clothed at
the Lord's appearing. How much of the difficulty raised by
the doctrine of the resurrection would be avoided, if the Apostle's
clear teaching were intelligently read, and the reader were
content to stop short of fruitless speculation just where the
Apostle stopped.
The opinion is held by many ( cf. Schmiedel on Col. p. 239, Holtzm. Theol.
II. 215 :ff., Pfleiderer I. 322 f.) that late in life Paul changed his view and
hoped for entrance into the heavenly body and the perfect state of glory
immediately after death; and in the opinion of some he advanced to the
strict consequences of this new hope, abandoning his earlier doctrines of the
parousia and the resurrection, adopting, as is said, the more spiritual conceptions which appear in the J ohannine writings also (but on the resurrection
in these writings see p. 105). This opinion is based chiefly on 2 Co. 51- 10,
where the Apostle in contemplating the possibility of death before the
parousia is thought to declare a belief that the ' house not made with hands,'
that is, the heavenly body, is ready to take the place of the earthly body
at the moment of dissolution (v. 1, the present in :xop.OI is interpreted as
coinciding in time with Ka-ra>..v&fj) ; and the encouragement which he finds
in the thought that absence from the- body makes possible presence with the
Lord (vv. 6-8) is held to be incompatible with an intermediate state in the
world of departed spirits and to require for its realization admission to the
final perfection of the glorified state immediately after death. But while it
is quite conceivable that St. Paul in the experience of a life guided by the
Spirit should have grown in the understanding of truth and should have
changed some of his views, it is highly improbable that one who in 1 Co.
had set forth the doctrines of the parousia and the accompanying resurrection in so clear and positive a form- doctrines which he had taught for many
years- could then in the short space of a few months (2 Co. cannot be
separated from 1 Co. by an interval of a year) have so completely revolutionized his views and have adopted beliefs fundamentally at variance with the
common JeWish and Christian expectation; or that if he had done so, he
would not have made the change unmistakable. It is contended that the
suddenness of the supposed change is made explicable by the extraordinary
peril which the Apostle had encountered in the interval between the two
epistles (2 Co. 18-1°) and which opened his eyes to the possibility of death before the parousia. But that possibility could not have been absent from the
consciousness of one who before that time had passed through the great
t
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perils enumerated in 2 Co. 112811'.. In point of fact the doctrines of the
resurrection and the parousia are expressed, apparently in this same epistle
(4 14), certainly in the Roman epistle, of later date (13 11 £.) and in the still
later Philippian epistle (320, 45) ; and in the latter epistle the final transformation of the body is expressly connected with the parousia. We should
therefore take the Apostle's meaning in this passage, 2 Co. 51- 10, to be, that
we faint not in the decay of the temporal, looking for the eternal (4 16-18),
for we know that, though this earthly house may be dissolved, we have as an
assured possession the heavenly body which will be given us at the parousia
(51, the present in lxop.Ev here expressing with certainty and vividness a fact
still in the future ; cf. Blass § 56, 8, Burton § 15) ; and then the Apostle, in
dread of the disembodied state, as he contemplates the possibility of death
before the Coming, finds comfort in the thought that departure from the
body, whenever it may take place, will bring one nearer to the Lord (vv. 2-8).
See, further, below on the place of the departed.

The Apostle's precise doctrine, if he had such, regarding the
place of the departed believer before the resurrection he no-

where makes clear. It is certain that like the other New
Testament writers he thinks of the ascended Christ as in the
heaven of God's abode ; and in two passages he apparently
speaks of death as bringing the believer into that presence. 1
That such a view was found, though not usual, in late Judaism
has been seen above. 2 The opinion that the Apostle intended
to declare distinctly this expectation is not favored by common
Jewish and Christian belief. In 2 Esdras 3 a remarkable picture is given of the righteous dead. They are not in heaven,
but in the 'chambers' of the spirits, where they are guarded
by angels in perfect peace, beholding. in clear vision the glory
of God, joying in their release from the pains of earth, hastening to behold the face of him whom in their lifetime they
served, and from whom they shall finally receive their reward
in glory. If St. Paul had had some such picture in his mind,
he might have described the state not inaptly as being 'at
home with the Lord.' 4 But we must remember that his
thought was chiefly occupied with the coming end, which he
always believed to be near; and so vivid was his hope of this
early consummation that he passes over the interval without
distinct teaching, very probably without distinct thought.
2 Co. 5s, Ph. 123,
2 p. 69.
a 788-98,
2 Es. in another place, 71s, represents the soul as passing immediately at
death into the presence of God.
1
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The place of the redeemed is in his thought in the new kingdom yet to come, and when he speaks of the joy and glory of
the 'heavenly' life he has in mind, as is true of the biblical
writers in general, not the state immediately following death,
but the renewed world of the messianic age. In the interval,
however, before the incoming of that age, he knows that nothing can separate the believer from Christ. Even death can
only bring him to the 'better state ' of freer communion with
the Lord, while he awaits the perfect fruition of the end.
St. Paul concerns himself, not with theoretical, but with practical truth; very likely he had for himself, certainly he gives
to us, no clear doctrine of the intermediate state, beyond the
all sufficient truth that the believer is in the keeping of, and
in communion with, the Lord. Beyond this, speculation however natural, is curiosity, for the certain satisfaction of which
we cannot look to the Bible.1
The resurrection of the unrighteous is nowhere distinctly
declared by St. Paul, 2 and he is thought by some to have had
no place for it in his belief, 3 for in all his utterances about the
resurrection he is speaking of Christians,4 and the sole ground
of the resurrection hope of which he speaks is in the believer's
union with Christ.5 His doctrine of a universal judgment 6
would seem to imply agreement with the common Christian
belief in the resurrection of all ; yet Jewish doctrine at the
time varied, and he may conceivably have held with some of
the Pharisees that the ungodly were judged in Hades, having
no share in the resurrection. At the same time it is unsafe to
draw dogmatic conclusions from the Apostle's silence; whatever may have been the nature of his missionary preaching, he
writes his epistles to Christians, and his mind is aglow with
the promises of the Christian's future; regarding the future of
the wicked he maintains a reserve in striking contrast with
apocalyptic writers.
1 It is a false inference from the frequent use of Kotp,O,uiJa.t that St. Paul supposed the dead to be in a state of sleep or semiconsciousness. This euphemistic use of the word is common in Gk., Reb., and N. T. writers, where no
thought of an unconscious state is present; cf. Thayer s.v., Volz 134.
2 On Ac. 2415, see p. 115.
a Cf. Titius N. T. 51 f., Kabisch 267 ff., Beyschlag Theo!. 268.
4 On 1 Co. 1522, see p. 98.
5 See p. 90.
6 Ro. 1410, 2 Co. 51a
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(3) The Judgment. With the coming of the Lord St. Paul
always associates, as paramount in its purpose, the judgment.
This is the one great assize which throughout Jewish and
Christian thought is placed at the end of the ages. It is universal; all, both the living and the dead, must there receive
their award. 1 Sometimes God is spoken of as the judge, sometimes Christ; the identity of the two representations is shown
in the words, ' God shall judge . . . by Jesus Christ.' 2 The
Apostle does not conceive of the Day as anticipated by a judgment passed upon the individual at his death, that is, he does
not speak of death as fixing the state of the departed; on the
other hand he is silent as regards probation after death. Here
again it must be said that he was too much occupied with the
nearness of the Coming to take into consideration the relation
of death to the great assize. The departed believer is, he is
assured, with Christ; regarding the state of the departed
unbeliever before the judgment he does not speak. He describes the award of the righteous as final, and it is with the
eternal glory and blessedness of these that he is almost exclusively concerned in his references to the issues of the judgment.
Their award is salvation,s eternallife,4 glory,5 an incorruptible
crown, 6 a reigning in life.7 The doom of the unrighteous is
referred to much less frequently. Once only he speaks of it
as eternal; 8 but that this formed a part of his belief is the
natural inference from his general representation of the judgment as a finality, and from his usual designation of unbelievers and their destiny. He ~haracterizes them as 'perishing,9 and calls their future state 'death,' 'perdition,' 10 terms
whose meaning he shows by that with which he puts them in
contrast, 'life,' 'salvation.' 11 By the latter he means existence
in the full enjoyment of God's favor and in perfect communion
with him; death then denotes with him exclusion from such
Co. 510, Ro. 25-16,
Ro. 216. The share of the saints in the judgment, mentioned in 1 Co. 62 t.,
follows from their sharing vdth God in the messianic rule (cf. p. 180), as the
kingly office includes that of judge. A similar judicial function is assigned to
them in En. 953, Wis. 38. The judgment of approval is conceived to have
already been pronounced upon the saints- judgment 'begins with the house of
God,' 1l'et. 417, cf. Ezk. 96, Jer. 2522.
3 Ro. 1311.
4 Ro. 21.
s 2 Co. 411.
s Co. 925,
7 Ro. 511.
8 2 Thess. 19.
9 ol a?I"OAU!UVOI, 1 Co. 118.
10 Odvaros Ro. 623, ci.1rwXELa Ph. 319,
11 (wl), <TWT7Jplv..
1 2
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favor and communion. We have seen above 1 that the Jewish
mind did not conceive of death as the cessation of existence,
annihilation; and there is nothing to show that St. Paul used
the term with any other than the common Jewish significance. 2
As regards the doctrines of probation after death, and a restoration of all ( a:rrol€aTdcrrauw ), if there be grounds for them, these
must be found, so far as St. Paul's writings are concerned, not
in the direct meaning of his words, but in deductions from his
general teaching about the purposes of God and the moral
nature of man- deductions which we are not justified in saying that he himself drew. Certain passages 3 have been interpreted to contain such doctrines, but the context forbids this
interpretation, as most exegetes agree. Further reference to
this subject will be made in another connection. 4
Difficulty has been raised by an apparent contradiction between the doctrines of salvation and judgment as taught by St.. Paul (Cf. Pfleiderer
L 319 f.) If the Christian has 'been saved through faith,' Eph. 2s,
and if 'there is no condemnation to them that are in Christ Jesus,' Ro. 81,
then it is said there is no place for a judgment which shall 'render to every
man according to his works,' Ro. 26• The Apostle does not take up the supposed contradiction, doubtless because he could not himself think that it
existed. The law that the believer as well as the unbeliever shall reap that
which he soweth is everywhere recognized by him, Gal. 67• Even the final
award of salvation cannot efface all consequences of present conduct, and
what the Apostle says of the Christian teacher's work, 1 Co. 3 1 ~ tt., is true
also of every Christian's life; his work may be burned, while he himself
is saved; yet it may be as one who has made his escape through fire.
Cf. Denny in EGT. on Ro. 26, Heinrici in Meyer on 2 Co., p. 155, Kennedy
198 ff.

(4) The future Ki'YI{Jdom. As already seen, the doctrine of a
personal union with Christ as the source of spiritual life and
the ground of hope for the future is fundamental with St. Paul.
The religious relation then would seem to be with him purely
a matter of the individual, and to make superfluous an organized society whether Kingdom· or Church. But on the contrary the Apostle everywhere emphasizes as cardinal the doctrine of a people of God, an organized body of which every
individual Christian becomes a part and through which he is
p. 58.
2 Cf. Kennedy 118 ff.
a Ro. 51s, 1 Co. 1521 f., zs, Eph. 110, Ph. 29--11, Col. 1l!ll.
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joined to Christ, its living head; 1 and so the idea of a kingdom
is as essential in his Christian eschatology as it was in the
hopes of ancient Israel, though its character is changed. It is
true that the express term is much less frequent with him than
in the Gospels; he however uses it, and in relations which
show that it was fundamental in his thought. Sometimes he
speaks of the kingdom as present,2 but generally he employs
the term in an eschatological sense, 3 just as he sometimes
speaks of salvation as already attained, 4 because it is ideally,
or potentially present in its beginning, while the full reality
lies in the future. 5 But though the term is less frequent, the
idea is everywhere present; it is in the messianic kingdom
that the saints are to reign with Christ; 6 it is the idea of the
kingdom that underlies the use of the word Lord (Kvpto<;, sovereign), found on every page of the epistles as a designation of
the exalted Christ; and with the same idea in mind the Apostle speaks of Christ's preeminence over all powers and authorities.7 In his thought, the place of the kingdom is often taken
by the Church, which represents to him a people of God, not
only as an organized body, but as in vital union with Christ, its
supreme Lord, and filled with his presence. The identity of
the Church with the kingdom in St. Paul's mind is often
denied, the latter being regarded as the broader and more
spiritual conception. It is of course plain that the Church as
it then existed, for example, at Corinth, in Galatia, at Colossae,
with all the failures and defects which called forth the
Apostle's reproving epistles, no more realized the full ideal of
the Church than did the kingdom spoken of as present realize
the perfect kingdom of the future. But when his conception
of the Church in its ideal, in the glory of its eschatological
perfection, 'not having spot or wrinkle, holy and without
blemish,' is seen, as in the Ephesian epistle, there is left no
other realm to which it is subordinate or complementary. It
forms the body to which Christ, he who had been seated at
the right hand of God above all angelic powers, has been given
as head, and which is filled with him that filleth all in all ; 8
it is the community embracing the whole family or man, a
Eph. 219-22, Col. 219, 1 Co. 1212-21.
2 Ro. 1411, Col. 113.
I Co. 69 f., 1550, Gal. 521, Eph. 55, 2 Thess. 15.
4 Ro. 824, Eph. 25, s
5 Cf. Weiss Theol. 96 b.
s Ro. 511, 817, 413, 1 Co. 48.
1 Eph. 126-22, Col. 116-18.
8 Eph. po If.
1
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community, by whose creation and union under the one divine
lordship the wisdom of God is manifested to the principalities
and powers in heavenly places.l No clearer, grander, more
spiritual idea of the kingdom can be imagined than that contained in these representations. It is possible that St. Paul
designated this coming messianic rule less often as the kingdom of God, because that term or its equivalent had in his
pharisaic days been associated with earthly and political glory.
At all events, he saw clearly that the kingdom was to be perfectly realized only in perfectly 'serving the Lord Christ,' 2
which formed the sum of all his preaching. 3
The place of the future kingdom as thought of by St. Paul,
though not distinctly stated, would seem to be the renewed
earth. In common with the prophets and apocalyptic writers 4
he looked for the deliverance of creation from its bondage to
corruption, and for its transformation into a glory in keeping
with that of the saints at the coming of the kingdom. The
form of the world as it now is must pass away, creation must
share in the redemption to be completed at the parousia. 5 It is
difficult to find real significance in all this transformation, unless
in the Apostle's mind,- as in common Jewish' belief, this glorified world was to be the seat of the final kingdom. 6 The same
conclusion is favored by the idea of a coming of the Lord,
which in Jewish thought was every.where associated with the
setting up of a kingdom upon earth, in its present or in a renewed form. The saints who at the parousia are to be caught
up to meet the Lord in the air 7 are apparently to be brought
with him in his escort to earth; for Christ comes to earth to
hold judgment; nothing is said of a progress into the heavens,
and 'the air' ( a~p) is never used of the heaven of God's abode,
nor can it be conceived as the place of the n'ew kingdom. 8 But
Eph. 310.
2 Col. 3 24.
3 Cf. Feine Jesus u. Paulus 173 f.
Cf. p. 55.
5 Ro. 8111-23, 1 Co. 731.
6 The expression 'The Jerusalem above,' Gal. 426, taken from popular eschatology and denoting the Holy City now existing in heaven and ready to descend
in the last days ( cf. p. 56), is evidently used figuratively by the Apostle, for he
never refers to it literally in speaking of the parousia and its accompanying
events. It is an apt figure to set forth the superiority of the new covenant as
contrasted with the old. In the same way the author of Heb. uses the phrase
'the heavenly .Jerusalem,' 1222.
7 1 Thess. 411.
8 On 1 Thess. 411>-18, cf. Bornemann in Meyer, Wohlenberg in Zahn, Schmiedel
Hand-Kom. p. 28 ff.
1
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there is nowhere with St. Paul a trace of the extravagant
imaginings concerning the natural world which are to be found
in the apocalyptic writers; 1 the whole significance of his picture of the future kingdom centers in the certainty that the
saints will be with the Lord in eternal blessedness. Beyond
this his prophecy has no sure word for us; and it must be kept
in mind that in the prophecies of the new creation as the seat of
the final kingdom and the abode of the saints in their glorified
bodies, the distinction between earth and heaven practically
disappears. 2
A Millennium. On the basis of 1 Co. 1520-28 many scholars, ancient and
modern, attribute to Paul a belief, similar to that found in Jewish apocalyptic and in the Revelation of Jno., in a millennia! reign of Christ between
the parousia and the final consummation of the kingdom (see pp. 735 ff.).
In this interpretation three steps are supposed, in the order of time: (1) the
resurrection of Christ; (2) the parousia together with the resurrection of
Christians, the end of this present age, and the setting up of the messianic
kingdom; (3) after how long an interval is left indefinite, the resurrection
of others (whether all the rest of the dead, or those only who in the interval
have in the spirit-world accepted Christ), the victory of Christ over all
powers hostile to God, and the delivery of the kingdom to the Father. The
principal grounds urged in support of this interpretation are the following:
(a) 7r~VT(S, all, in the words 'all shall be made alive,' v. 22, must include all
men absolutely, as in the words ' in Adam all die,' the sense being that as in
Adam is the ,ground, cause, of universal death, so in Christ is the ground,
cause, of universal resurrection.· (b) The words 'but each in his own order,'
i.e. company, band (T~yp.a being a military term denoting a company, division,
of soldiers-the word itself contains no idea of orderly sequence in time),
must distribute the all who are to be made alive into more than one company or band. Christ himself cannot be referred to as one of these bands,
for he is not one of those who are raised in Christ, and further one person
cannot constitute a Tdyp.a, company. (c) The first company to be raised is
that of the Christians at the parousia, as shown in v. 23 ; the other companies must therefore arise later. (d) Verse 24 defines the period to which
this later resurrection belongs; after the parousia- how long after, whether
1000 years as in Rev. is left undetermined- comes the End (or as some
would take To Ti:A.or;, the end of the series of resurrections). The reign of
Christ, the Millennium, which began with the parousia must continue till
all enemies are brought to naught, and the last enemy is death, vanquished·

Cf. p. 46.
See p. 67. Such passages as 2 Co. 51, Col. 16, are sometimes taken to show
that St. Paul regarded heaven as the place of the kingdom; upon the former see
below ; the latter refers to what is ideally present in heaven, whence Christians
will receive it; cf. Haupt in Meyer in Zoe.
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in the last resurrection, vv. 25 f. Then Christ delivers up the completed
kingdom to the Father.
There are, however, strong objections to this interpretation: (a) The
words £v )(pLcrr<f, in Christ, forming one of Paul' s most frequent and characteristic terms, always denote the believer's spiritual union with Christ.
The meaning of v. 22 must then be that, as death results certainly from the
union with Adam, so certainly does life result from union with Christ; the
second ·all then can refer to those only who are in union with Christ-it
cannot refer to all men absolutely. It should further be noted that an
argument upon the resurrection of all men would be foreign to the Apostle's
purpose in this paragraph, which is solely designed to show the doubting
Christians at Corinth that their resurrection is assured through their union
with Christ. (b) The words' each in his own order,' though following on
as if intended to distribute into different groups the all who are to be made
alive in Christ, are immediateiy shown by the writer in the added words,
' Christ the first fruits, etc.,' to distribute all who are made alive, including
Christ, himself, and he declares that there are two divisions of these, first,
Christ, called figuratively the d1rapX'7, the first-fruits of the dead, and second,
the Christians at the parousia, the argument concluding with the figure
( &1rapx~) with which it began in v. 20. · If there be any other possible subjects of a resurrection, they are entirely beyond the writer's language here.
It should be added that there is nothing making it necessary or especially
appropriate to find in nl.yp.a here a figurative use of the meaning, military
company, though the commentators generally take it so. The same phrase,
tKacno<; £v Tci' iU'{J ni.yp.an, occurs in Clem. Rom. I. 37, 41, where it can bll
seen from the context that the author means the appointed station, rank, or
place of each one, whether the military commander, the high-priest, the layman, etc. (cf. 40, 42). The meaning of the phrase in our passage, as the
writer himself explains it, would seem to be ' Christ in his God-appointed
place or station; afterwards, Christians in theirs.' (c) There is then in the
earlier part of the paragraph nothing said of a resurrection which requires
for its fulfillment an indefinite period beyond the parousia; and even if the
Apostle be supposed to believe in a second resurrection, we are not justified
in finding it in his language here; nor is there in the words €1Ta To Tf.Aa<;,
then the end, referring to the full consummation, anything which cannot be
grouped with the events of the parousia as conceived by St. Paul. Elsewhere he speaks of the Advent as bringing with it the End, the series of
events which belong to the completed kingdom of God; jt brings the resurrection, the universal judgment (1 Co. 45, Ro. 2M f-), the renewal of creation
(Ro. 81911'-), victory over hostile powers (2 Thess. 28 11'·, 1811'-), and over the last
of foes, death (1 Co. 1552-54) ; nowhere is there mention of a later period as
bringing in the full end. The reign of Christ, whose continuance is spoken
of in v. 24, does not necessarily imply a period after the Advent; already in
his resurrection Christ has been raised to a kingship above created powers
in this world and in the world to come (Eph. 1 20 f., Ph. 29 r-), i.e. the reign
spoken of may consistently with the Apostle's views be placed between
Christ's resurrection and the parousia ( cf. Briggs Mess. Ap. 538 ff.). It may
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well be that in this particular utterance there is in the form at least some
reminiscence of the apocalyptic and rabbinical doctrine of a messianic rule
before the final establishment of the kingdom. It is well to notice that
when Paul speaks of the delivery of the kingdom to the Father he can hardly
mean that all kingship then ceases with the Son, for elsewhere he speaks
of the Son as sharing the Father's throne in the eternal order (cf. passages last cited). The meaning suggested by the context and conformable
to the Apostle's general teaching is that the Son having finished his mediatorial work, having fully established the messianic dominion in the abolition
of all opposing power, will then present this completed kingdom to God
who is the 'head of Christ' (1 Co. 11 3), while he continues to share with
the Father in the throne of eternal rule ( cf. Weiss Theol. 76, c). In reading
this entire passage in Corinthians we must keep in mind that Paul sees the
End as a whole; with a true prophetic vision which reaches across a timeless
interval he seizes here the whole final issue summed up in one. He forms
neither for himself nor for us a program of processes and movements in a
succession of ages. Though millenniums may be conceived to intervene between one step and another in the progress of the. kingdom toward its
completion, for him all is projected upon the one background of the End.
What he sees, and probably all that he would have his readers see, is the
certain, absolute triumph of the 'kingdom of Christ and of God' (Eph. 5•),
and the inheritance that there awaits the Christian.

Johannine Eschatology.l
This paragraph is meant to
cover the principal eschatological ideas which appear in the
Gospel and the Epistles which bear the name of John.
Whether these books are all by one and the same author, and
how far they may be assigned to St. John, the Apostle, are
critical questions, which do not materially affect our present
inquiry ; for they form in their characteristic doctrines and
manner a single concordant group, at least so far that they
may be held to belong to one school. The Revelation is not
included in this survey, as its eschatology calls for special
treatment by itsel£. 2 The central doctrines of the Johannine
writings are s~mmed up in the words of the Gospel, 3 'These
are written that ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the
Son of God ; and that believing, ye may have life in his name.'
And when we see from the study of the books what the author
means by the two terms of this statement, we have here the
truths which determined the eschatological teaching through! Cf. among works on N. T. Theol. Weiss§ 157, Holtzmann II. 572 ff., Beyschlag II. 462 ff., Feine 703 ff., Stevens 234 ff., id. Johan. Theol.; Holtzmann
2 Seep. 156.
3 2031.
Hand. Kom. IV. 198 f., Titius N. T. III. 8 ff.
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out. On the one hand the historical person Jesus is the incarnation of the preexistent heavenly being, the Messiah, who has
come forth from his eternal glory to save the world,l and to
set up a divine kingdom. 2 On the other hand 'eternal life' in
the wide scope of J ohannine use is seen to include all the bless-ings of the kingdom of God ; and the ' belief,' in which the
ground and source of that life are found, is seen to be equivalent in its essential nature to a dwelling of the believer in
Christ and the indwelling of Christ in the believer, equivalent,
in Pauline phraseology, to 'being in Christ.' 3 But this
indwelling of Christ is realized through the presence of the
Spirit. 4 In this conception of the Messiah and his work on
the one hand, and on the other, of the believer's union with
Christ through the Spirit together with its consequences, there
is a striking agreement of the J ohannine writings with the
Pauline. The influence of the great apostolic teacher upon
the J ohannine thought becomes a plausible supposition entertained by many; but the similarity may with equal plausibility
be traced to the direct teaching of the Lord and the revelation
given through the experience of .the life in the Spirit.
As might be expected in writings which belong to a period
not earlier than the last part of the century, when the hope of
a near return of the Lord was becoming a less dominant force,
the emphasis is thrown more upon the present, the inner and
spiritual, than upon the future, the outer and visible. The
great events of the End, as conceived in traditional eschatology, are viewed as belonging to the present as well as the
future, as beginning in the life that now is and anticipating
that which is to come ; and it is upon their significance for the
present life that the chief stress is laid. But the fundamental
factors which appear in the common Christian predictions of
the 'Coming Age,' that is, the parousia, the resurrection, the
judgment, and the kingdom, are all found in the J ohannine
·writings; it might be said that they constitute a kind of
scheme, or programme into which has been set the practical
teaching of the gospel for the life that now is; or to express it
1 I. 414. References are to the Gospels unless preceded by a Roman numeral
indicating one of the Epistles.
2 1836 f., ga, 6,
a I. 512, 3!, 151-7.
•1416-21,
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otherwise, they may be taken as forming the background from
which are projected the dominant traits of the spiritual life.
This twofold aspect, a present and an eschatological, will
appear as these doctrines are considered in detail.
(1) The Kingdom. The idea of the kingdom, however much
spiritualized, appears as truly, though not as frequently, in the
Johannine writings as elsewhere. In two most significant
events in which the nature of Jesus' teaching is made the
subject of special inquiry, the interview with Nicodemus and
the trial before Pilate, the kingdom and the kingly office are
declared expressly in word. 1 A part of the purpose of the
Fourth Gospel referred to above, a purpose showing itself often
in the records of the book, is to prove that Jesus is the
Messiah, the Son of God, the divine king of whom Moses and
the prophets wrote ; 2 and at the beginning and the end of
Jesus' public ministry the writer accords to him the right to
the kingly salutation. 3 The infrequency of the term, kingdom
of God, in the J ohannine writings as contrasted with the
Synoptics has sometimes been attributed to the desire to avoid
possible misconception on the part of the Roman authority.
It is however chiefly due no doubt to the purpose, characteristic of these writings throughout, to set forth the high spiritual nature of all the teachings of the gospel. The idea of the
'kingdom' has resolved itself into that of 'eternal life,' the
most frequent of the characteristic J ohannine terms. 4 What
is meant by this phrase 'eternal life' or 'life,' without the
adjective, is not continued existence, but the moral state of
perfect harmony with God, a living in union with him, an
abiding in him as the branch in the vine. Such a state is life
in its fullest sense, and belongs to the eternal world, as God is
eternal.5 It begins in the believer now and here. It is more
commonly spoken of as present, 6 but from its very nature it is
conceived of as continuing endlessly, as the union with Christ
may so continue. 7 The idea thus becomes essentially equivalent to that of the kingdom, or reign, of God, which it has for
1 33, 5, 183ll f.
4

2 }41, 45, 49.

3 149, 1213,

tw1! a.lctmos and the simple !wol with equivalent sense occur some 50 times.

5 Cf. Holtzm. Theol. II. 578 :ff., Wendt Teaching I. 243 :ff., Stevens Theol.
224 :ff.
6 E.g. 647, I. 314.
7 E.g. 651, 1225,
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the most part displaced in these writings; for eternal life in
this sense is the state o£ perfect obedience to the will o£ Christ,l
as also the state in which is given all the spiritual blessedness
that in the common hope was attached to the eschatological
kingdom. Imperfectly as the great ideal is realized in this
world, the kingdom possesses an outward embodiment in the
Church, with its visible unity,2 with its formal rite o£ introduction into membership,3 and its recognized officers. 4 But
though the kingdom from its nature and its r~lation to eternal
life must be thought of as beginning in the present, yet the
recognition o£ a coming completion, a glory yet to be revealed,
to which the present looks forward, is distinctly expressed. 6
The final triumph of the kingdom over evil does not enter so
largely into the predictions o£ the future as in the common
eschatology. In keeping with the general tenor of the writings the foreground is occupied by the victory over Satan and
his domain, the world, in the present life ; 6 yet here as elsewhere the present looks forward to the future completion;
and the ultimate abolition o£ Satan's power is contemplated in
those utterances which speak of the death o£ Christ as the
casting out of the prince of this world, 7 and o£ his mission to
destroy the works of the devil. 8 The place o£ the future
kingdom seems to be thought o£ as in heaven. Christ, it is
said, will come and receive his own unto himself, that they
may be where he is. 9 The silence of the J ohannine writings
regarding a renewed earth is in accordance with the emphasis
they everywhere throw upon the spiritual aspect of truth; but
they contain no clear evidence against the belie£ in such
renewal. In view of . the prevalence o£ this belie£ in Jewish
and Christian thought, and the consequent blending together
of earth and heaven in the conceptions of the final state, it is
doubtful whether the language which seems to point to an
abode in heaven contrary to common New Testament representation can be rigorously pressed. A Millennial Kingdom between the parousia and the final consummation is not mentioned in the Gospel and Epistles.
1 151o-14, I. 324.
6 17 24, I. 32, 211.
9 143, 1724,

2 1016, 1711, 2o-23,
s I. 218 f., 54 f.

a 96.
7

1231,

4 2115-17, II. 1, III. 1, 9 f.
8 I. 38.
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(2) The Coming of the Lord.
In the great farewell discourse which in the Fourth Gospel (14-16) corresponds to the
apocalyptic discourse in the Synoptics, mention is made somewhat at length of a coming of the Lord to his disciples in the
near future. 1 There is much difference of opinion among
interpreters regarding the precise meaning of this promise.2
It has been variously understood of (1) the appearance of the
Lord after his resurrection, (2) the parousia, (3) the presence
of the Holy Spirit in the believer. But (1) the brief meetings
of the Lord with· his disciples after the resurrection could not
accomplish what he here seeks to do, remove the sorrow with
which they were viewing a lasting separation from him ; 3 these
few interviews could not fulfill the promise not to leave them
'orphans,' but to come and abide with them, and not with
them only but with all who in the future should love him; 4
(2) this coming which is described as of a nature not manifest
to the world 6 could not be the parousia, which like the lightning should shine from one part under the heaven unto the
other, and which should separate the faithless from the faithful; 6 (3) the only meaning which seems to suit the representation throughout is an abiding spiritual presence with the
believer. That the presence here intended is realized through
the coming of the Holy Spirit to all who love and obey Christ 'T
seems to be shown by the connected utterances. 8 As he that
seeth the Son seeth the Father, so he that receives the Spirit
beholds Christ. 9
Objection has been made ( cf. Weiss in Meyer on 141 8, Wendt Teaching,
II. 299) to an identification of the thought here expressed with the Pauline
doctrine of Christ's presence in the person of the Holy Spirit (p. 86). It
is true that the Johannine writings do not contain the exact equivalent of
the statement, 'The Lord is the Spirit' (2 Co. 317), and the Paraclete is
distinguished from Christ as 'another' (14 16), but in the same way the Son
is distinguished from the Father (5 81 f-) ; and since Christ's presence is
1 1418-23' 1616-23
2 Cf. Weiss, Holtzm., Meyer, Zahn in loc., Stevens Theol. 235 f., Wendt II.
294 ff.
3 166.
4 1421-23,
5 1421 f.
6 529, I. 228.
7 1423,
8 1416-18, 26, 1526, 1613-16, I. 324.
0

9 Some interpret 143 to mean a coming at the death
Holtzm. in loc., Stevens Theol. 234), but 2122 f. is against
usage, which though speaking of death as a departure
(Phil. 123), nowhere represents it as a coming of the Lord

of an individual (cf.
this, as is aho N. T.
to be with the Lord
to the believer.
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realized through the Spirit who comes 'in his name' (14 26), it is doubtful
whether a clear distinction between the J ohannine and the Pauline doctrines is to be maintained.

But while this spiritual coming of Christ to his Church
throughout the present age stands in the foreground of Johannine thought, yet the traditional doctrine of a final, visible
parousia with its attendant events is also taught. He promises
to come and take his own to the place prepared for them, 1 and
they are awaiting that appearance. 2 It will be seen that the
references to the parousia represent it as near, within the lifetime of the readers ; also the signs of the End are seen in the
character of the age; it is the 'last hour,' as shown by the
working of antichrist already in the world. 3 The coming of
antichrist before the End is referred to as a well-known belief. 4
(3) The Resurrection.
The resurrection in the J ohannine
writings is an integral part of the doctrine of eternal life ; and
as that life on the one hand is a spiritual state already present,
and on the other, looks forward to a future completion, so
there is a present, and also an eschatological resurrection.
The Christian has already passed out of death into life. o 'If
a man keep my words he shall never see death.' 6 Death has
ceased to exist for such a one. Through a spiritual resurrection the believer has entered into that life which is independent of physical death. This aspect of the resurrection is so
prominent that some scholars find in the J ohannine teaching
no place for the doctrine of a future resurrection as an eschatological event. The passages which speak of such an event
are then regarded as additions or modifications. 7 But the
retention of the principal features of the common eschatology
in these writings militates against so radical a process of
criticism, and in fact the coexistence of the two ideas, which
are but two aspects of the same idea, is found as truly, though
less prominently, in St. Paul. 8 We are certainly right in
taking the resurrection, as held in common Christian belief, to
be a part of genuine J ohannine doctrine. ' The hour cometh
1
4
7

142 f.
2 2122 f., I. 228.
On antichrist, see pp. 397 ff.
Cf. Holtzm. Theol. II. 581 ff.

3 I. 21s-22, 43, II. 7.
6 524, I. 314,
6 861, 1126 f.
s Cf. Col. 31 with 1 Co. 1562,
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in which all that are in the tombs shall hear his voice and shall
come forth.' 1 There is, however, no reference to a 'spiritual
body' as in St. Paul. To such an extent do traditional conceptions remain in these writings, that the resurrection of
the unrighteous also is spoken of, 2 a reembodiment which
would seem to be conceived as having a source different from
that of the resurrection of the righteous, as it also clearly has a
different purpose ; the resurrection of the one is described as
that which belongs to life, that is, which arises out of the true life
begun here, and forms its necessary sequence and culmination;
the other is spoken of as that which belongs to Judgment, that is,
to the appearing of the unrighteous before the judgment seat, 3
where according to common belief they should in bodily form
receive their sentence. 4 Beyond this there is nothing said of
the significance of the 'bodily' form given to the unrighteous
at the resurrection. What relation it may have been conceived
to have to their state after the judgment is not intimated here
nor elsewhere in the New Testament. It may quite possibly
be a reminiscence of traditional eschatology, retained without
special meaning for the Christian writer. At all events the
interest of the New Testament writers centers entirely in the
destiny of the righteous.
( 4) The Judgment. Here also, as in the doctrines of eternal
life and the resurrection, there is a twofold use of the term.
On the one hand the judgment is said to be enacted in this
life; on the other, it is placed among the events of the last day.
The former aspect of the doctrine receives the stronger emphasis; and as in the case of the resurrection some scholars would
deny that there is place in genuine J ohannine thought for a
general judgment at the end. 5 'He that believeth on him is not
judged; he that believeth not hath been judged already. 6 He
who has accepted Christ has already passed beyond judgment
and through the spiritual resurrection has entered into the
relation with God that constitutes eternal life; he who has
rejected Christ has by the very act already judged himself and
528 f., 639 f .• 44, 54.
2 529.
3 1248.
The above seems the correct interpretation of dva<TTa<T<S ,lwijs, «pi<T<ws ; cf.
Holzm. Weiss in Meyer in loc.
s Cf. Wendt Teaching II. 30fi, Holtzm. Theol. II. 575 ff.
& 31s.
1

4
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a.bides in death. 1 On the other hand the announcement of the
great judgment of the last day, as expected in common belie£,
is equally distinct. It forms one of the events of that 'hour
when all that are in the tombs shall hear the voice of the Son
of God,' 2 and it will test the believer and the unbeliever alike.s
There is no real inconsistency between these two groups of
utterances. Men are judged or are judging themselves here
and now by the attitude they take toward the truth, 4 and this
process of judging must continue till the end. The unbeliever
may turn and reverse his judgment; the believer needs the
constant warning to 'abide in Christ' lest he be cast forth as a
branch and withered, lest he be put to shame at the Lord's
appearing. 5 The judgment in the present life is final only so
far as the conditions on which it is based continue to be final.
The declaration contained in these two groups of passages is
another side of the truth which is expressed in the two sayings,
likewise apparently but not really contradictory, 'Whosoever is
born of God cannot sin' 6 and 'I£ we say that we have no sin,
the truth is not in us.' 7 The J ohannine idea of judgment
agrees then with that of St. Paul, who likewise speaks of a present
justification (which with him is a judicial act acquitting the
believer now), and a coming judgment in the great day.
The
Agent in the judgment is variously stated and in terms seemingly contradictory. Commonly the judge is Christ; again
this is apparently denied; 8 it is declared that God is 9 and is
not 10 the judge. The discrepancy disappears entirely, in view
of the relation of the Son to the Father,n and in view of the
writer's rhetorical method in presenting that side of the truth
which he means to emphasize. These apparent contradictions
form one of the distinct characteristics of the J ohannine writings, and in themselves do not furnish ground for a theory of
interpolation or redaction.
The Award at the judgment is,
for the righteous, eternal life in the 'abiding places' which
the Lord has gone to prepare for them, where they will
dwell with him beholding his eternal glory and transformed
524, 939, 1247.
5 156, I. 224,28.

1

2 528 f., 1248.
3 I. 228, 417.
6 I. 39.
7 I. }8.
8 1247.

4 319-21.
9 850, 545.

10

522.

n God and Christ are united in judgment ; Christ judges as he hears, he does
not judge a~one, 530, 816.
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into the divine likeness; 1 the destiny of the unrighteous is not
described; it is however announced indirectly in the statements
regarding that from which the righteous are delivered, that is,
'death,'' perdition' (OdvaTor;, a:rro'AeaiJat). These terms do not
denote non-existence, for they are used of persons still living; 2
they sum up the negation of all that is included in eternal life
as understood in the J ohannine writings. 3 Beyond this negative designation there is nothing said of the state of the unrighteous after judgment.
The Eschatology of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 4 The fact
which gives interest to the eschatology of the Epistle to the
Hebrews is not peculiarity in its doctrines, but the extent to
which the author writes in the consciousness of the future.
The radiance of the coming fulfillment of the promises, or the
shadow of the coming judgment, falls upon almost every paragraph of argument or exhortation. The writer reading his
familiar Jewish scriptures in the light of not only Christian
revelation, but also Alexandrine idealism, delights in emphasizing the unseen and future as the substance, as the real and
lasting; everything here is but a 'shadow of the good things to
come,' a copy of the prototype in heaven. The Lord will come
again; 5 the day is near, 6 it will bring with it the resurrection
and the judgment 7 -events evidently conceived in traditional
forms though not described in sensible pictures.
Some scholars find in 927 t: the doctrine that the judgment takes place
immediately after death. But this cannot be the writer's meaning; for
elsewhere in the epistle he connects the final decision, whether for salvation
or condemnation, with the parousia (9 28 , 1023-26, 36-38). The meaning in this
passage is clear; the writer in arguing that the one oblation of Christ upon
the cross has made a sufficient sacrifice for sin and needs not to be repeated,
enforces his reasoning by an analogy- the divine appointment for man
is death and afterwards the judgment; so also for Christ, the one death, not
to be repeated, afterward the judgment; but in his case the appearing is to
give judgment, which for the believer issues in salvation ; in the second
clause (v. 28) the writer substitutes 'salvation' for 'judgment' because the
efficacy of the one death for salvation is the point under discussion. The
1142 f., 1724, I. 32.
2 1712, I. 314,
a Cf. pp. 102 f.
4 Cf. among works on N. T. Theol. Weiss§ 126, Holtzm. II. 332 f., Beyschlag
II. 337 ff.; Mathews Mess. 237 f., Enc. Bih. II. 1S77 .
• 928, 16.
6 1()25,37.
7 62, 927 ", 1027, uas.
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judgment of the unbeliever has no relevancy here. Similarly in 1228, 'the
spirits of just men made perfect,' some have found the doctrine of a purely
spiritual resurrection taking place immediately after death. But elsewhere
the writer places the perfect fulfillment of hope, the full salvation, at the
End ( cf. passages cited above), and there is nothing here at variance with
this view, for the context and the general use of nAnow and its cognates in
the epistle show that the reference is not to the moral and spiritual perfection of the just, but to the perfection of the atonement wrought by the blood
of Christ, as contrasted with the imperfect sacrifices of the Mosaic law.

God himself will be the judge, I the judgment is final, 2 and as
it is the great assize at which all must give account, the resurrection of the unrighteous would seem to be implied. 3
The
place of the dead before the judgment is not certainly spoken of. 4
The reward of the righteous is the eternal inheritance, 5 a kingdom
that cannot be shaken, 6 eternal salvation 7 in the presence of
God and his glory, 8 participation in the messianic rest, which is
the 'sabbath-rest' of God himself. 9 The doom of the unrighteous
is 'perdition,' 10 a term not defined more nearly, but doubtless to
be taken in the general New Testament sense of the loss of all
that belongs to the state of blessedness. 11 Neither here nor
elsewhere in the New Testament does the word contain the idea
of annihilation. But the writer dwells upon the fearfulness of
punishment and the fierceness of God's wrath, which is as a
consuming fire. 12
The triumph over the powers hostile to God
is complete and final, 13 though, as elsewhere in eschatological
literature, the total extinction of hostile beings is apparently
not thought of; Christian eschatology simply follows in this
respect the earlier forms, not carrying out the idea of triumph
to its fullest consequence.
In the great conmmmation the heaven and the earth will be
' shaken,' the temporal and visible will be removed, the things
1 1030, 1223, 134.
2 62.
s 62, 1135 are sometimes interpreted as showing that only the righteous are

raised- a plain misinterpretation.
4 The words 'Church of the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven,' 1223, probably refer to the Christians on earth whose names are now written in heaven ;
see Weiss in Meyer, and Westcott in loc.; cf. Lk. 1020, Ph. 43.
5 915.
11

6

1228.

7 59.

8

1214, 210.

See pp. 94, 107.

9 41,

9f..

10 1039.

12 1026-31 , 1229. It is doubtful whether these passages contain a designed reference to the fires of Gehenna so often mentioned in apocalyptic writings.
13 28, H, 1013, '1:1.
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which cannot be shaken will remain; 1 that is, in a new heaven
and a new earth mortality will put on immortality. Whether
the writer includes in this renewal of all things the Pauline
idea of a spiritual body he does not make certain. This
perfected state beyond the judgment, the Coming Age, 2 is
characterized as the kingdom, the City of God, the heavenly .Jerusalem; 3 and in this, Christ seated at the right hand of God, 4
will rule with him forever. 5 The place o£ the eschatological
kingdom is heaven. 6 This conception is a natural consequence
of the two doctrines so prominent throughout the epistle, the
eternal priestly service of Christ carried on in heaven, and the
Christian's perfect freedom of approach to God. But the tendency must not be overlooked to blend heaven and earth
wherever the idea of a renewed world is present. 7 The epistle
contains no intimation of a Millennia! kingdom before the last
great day.
The Eschatology of the other Epistles and the Acts. s St.
James. 9 The practical epistle of James makes reference to
eschatological truth briefly to strengthen the suffering and
tempted Christians in well-doing and to declare the doom of the
wicked living in iniquity and cruelty. The passages in which
the approaching end is made most of are 51- 6 , an apostrophic
proclamation of the punishment coming upon the godless,I 0 and
57- 11, a message of encouragement to the oppressed Christians.
The readers are living in 'the last days,' 11 the coming of Christ,
the Lord of glory, is near, 12 the judgment is at the door. 13 The
punishment about to break upon the ungodly is described in
imagery suggested by Jewish eschatology; their riches shall be
corrupted, their gold and silver rusted, their flesh consumed as by
fire.I 4 The destruction of this present world and the bringing
in of a new creation are probably in the writer's mind here.
1 111 r., 1226-28.
2 66, 1314.
s1s.
s 619£., 111s.

a lB, 1222.28, 1110,18.

4 81, 122.

Cf. p. 67.
s The PaBtoral epistles are not included here ; a special paragraph on these
is not called for, since, whether they are of Pauline authorship or not, they do
not present any material departure from the Pauline eschatology as set forth
above. Cf. p. 84.
9 Cf. Weiss Theol. § 57; Commentaries on 51-n, especially Weiss, Ruther,
von Soden, Oesterley in EGT. ; En c. Bib. II. 1377, HaBt. I. 753.
1o On the apostrophic character of this passage cf. Weiss in Meyer in loc.
11 v. 3.
12 v. 8.
18 vv. 9, 3-5.
14 vv. 2 f.
7
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But beyond the destruction of the material and visible, lies the
spiritual doom of death,! doubtless conceived, in accordance
with Christian thought generally, as that state in which all is
wanting that constitutes the true life of the soul.2 On the
other hand the hope held out to the waiting Christian is the
certain coming of Christ to deliver, to bestow the reward of
patient entlurance, to bring in such an 'end of the Lord' as was
that which changed all the sufferings of Job into joy. 3 Then
the crown of life will be given to them 4 in the kingdom promised to those that love God.° Further eschatological forecasts
such as are found elsewhere are wanting in this epistle.

First Peter. 6 St. Peter, to whom this epistle is attributed
(and probably with right), is commonly called the Apostle of
hope, and although it may be questioned whether this virtue is
not equally conspicuous elsewhere in the New Testament, yet
the eschatological outlook is dominant throughout this letter.
The chief aim of the letter is to encourage the kind of life and
the spiritual attitude which the readers should maintain in their
present severe sufferings. Naturally then the promises of the
coming End form a significant factor in the admonitions. The
end of all things is at hand,7 the readers now undergoing the
test of manifold sufferings have but a little while to wait for
the salvation which is ready to be revealed. 8 These present fiery
trials, the raging activity of Satan,9 seem to be regarded by the
author as among the 'messianic woes' which are to usher in the
Advent. These trials are sifting the Christians, distinguishing
between the faithful and the unfaithful; 'judgment is beginning at the house of God,' but if the beginning with the righteous be thus severe, how much more so shall be the end with
the ungodly. 1° From his exaltation at the right hand of God,
above all angelic powers,11 the Messiah is about to come forth
revealing his glory,1 2 bringing to his own the perfect deliverance
of salvation.13 The resurrection is not expressly mentioned, but
is certainly implied in the references to the manifestation of
Christ's glory, and to the judgment at which the dead as well
1 11", 52o.
2 Cf. p. 102.
3 vv. 7-11.
4 112.
6 26.
Cf. Weiss Theol. §§ 48-51, Mathews Mess. 151 ff., Hast. III 795, Enc. Bib.
II. 1380.
7 47.
8 }6ff.,IO, 510.
9 4J2-19, 58 f..
10 417f..
6

11 111,21, 322.

12 413, 1)1.

13 }I, 9, 13.
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as the living will be judged.! God himself (perhaps in 45,
Christ) is the judge.2 The destiny of the wicked is referred to
only indirectly as the end which is contrasted with salvation.
The reward of the righteous is participation in the glory to be
revealed in Christ, a life like that of God himself in an inheritance that fadeth not away, an eternal crown of glory.a The
idea of the kingdom of God, though not spoken of tmder that
name, is implied in the writer's representation of Christians as
forming a corporate body, a people, a nation. The Church constitutes the true Israel of God, 4 and in the coming realization
of its ideal its members will possess, what they now have only
potentially, royal and priestly rank; for as God's own they will
share in his kingly glory, they will reign with him, and like the
high-priest in the Mosaic system they will have perfect freedom
of access to him, offering spiritual offerings. 5 The term inheritance designating their future possession, when employed by so
Hebraistic a writer, is doubtless to be taken in the technical
sense of the promised messianic kingdom. 6 This is to be revealed in the last day, whether in a world purely heavenly or in
a renewed earth is not intimated. There is no place in the
writer's thought for a millennial kingdom on earth before the
End; all the events of the consummation are grouped with the
parousia.
This epistle makes a most important contribution to Christian eschatology in its teaching about Christ's activity in the
world of departed spirits. In this respect it stands alone
among the New Testament Scriptures. The other books maintain a striking reserve regarding the state of unbelievers between death and the judgment. 7 While they nowhere speak
with certainty of the possibility of a spiritual change in that
state, yet they nowhere speak of its impossibility; all their
utterances regarding the finality of probation, or the fixedness
of the lot of the wicked, relate to the state following the judgment. Their thought is so much occupied with the judgment
as near at hand, and the coming redemption of the believer,
that the p),'esent state of the unbelieving dead is lost from
view. First Peter breaks this silence, and represents Christ
145.

2117,223.
314,46, 61,4,10.
4 25,9f., 417.
6211,9.
6 Cf. Gal. 31s, Heb. 915.
7 On Lk. 1619 ff. cf. p. 161.
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in the interval between his death and resurrection as preaching
the gospel to the dead, in order that they might be made the
subjects of the judgment together with the living, and that,
though they had suffered a judgment after the manner of men
universally in that they had died, they might in the final
judgment attain to a share in eternal life, which is like the life
of God, 3111--20, 45--6, While in the first passage the writer speaks
of the dead who belong to the days of Noah (a class especially
appropriate, because of their great wickedness, to illustrate the
line of thought there), in the second passage, the reference is
to the dead in general. But it should be noticed that the
writer is not concerned here with the general doctrine of
probation after death, nor is he speaking of those who had
heard the gospel and rejected it. He speaks summarily of two
classes, the one at the time of Christ's death already in the
place of departed spirits, the other still alive, both of whom are
about to be judged at the great day. The case of those who
iu a future generation, that is between Christ's first and second
coming, should reject him is a subject entirely outside of his
thought.
These passages have formed the subject of much controversy, but scholars are now so largely agreed in adopting, in its main conclusions, the
interpretation given above that a detailed discussion of the exegesis does
not seem to be called for here. Interest of the dead in the Messiah's
coming, and a hope of delivery are mentioned in rabbinical writings; cf.
excerpts given by Weber System. 328 f., 350 f. : ' When those who are bound,
those in Gehinnom, saw the light of the Messiah they rejoiced to receive
him; ' ' We will exult and rejoice in thee. When? When the prisoners
mount out of hell with the Shechinah at their head.'

Second Peter and Jude.l The close relation between these
two epistles, the evident dependence of one upon the other
both in contents and form, makes it fitting to take them
together in the survey of their eschatology, though 2 Peter is
much the fuller of the two. Even if 2 Peter be attributed to
the same author as 1 Petel', its similarity to Jude in some features which do not appear in 1 Peter favors this order of treatment. The critical question of the Petrine origin of 2 Peter
1

Cf. Weiss Theol. § 129, Stevens Theol. 312 ff., Enc. Bib. III. 1377, Hast.

I. 753.
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need not be entered upon here, nor the question of priority in
time which arises in connection with 2 Peter and Jude. The
dependence of one upon the other does not in itself settle the
authorship or affect the canonical value of either. The eschatology of the epistles follows closely traditional lines. The
readers are living in the 'last times.' False teachers have
crept into the Church, denying Christ, rioting in corrupt living, drawing away the unstable and deriding the Christian
hope. Their presence in the last days had been foretold; the
signs of the times then show that the end is near. 1 The Lord
is about to come with his hosts, 2 the judgment like the thief in
the night a is about to fall upon the workers of evil, 'Their
sentence lingereth not.' 4 In both epistles warning of a coming
visitation of divine vengeance is seen in the punishment of the
fallen angels/' reserved in bonds under darkness unto the judgment, 6 the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah is set forth as
'an example,' 7 and other events of history furnish the same
prophecy.s The promises given to the righteous are the blessedness of salvation expressed in various terms: eternal life in the
presence of the glory of God, 9 participation in the divine
nature,10 entrance into the eternal kingdom. 11 The punishment
of the ungodly is ' The blackness of darkness reserved for them
forever.' 12 Jude adopting the language of the apocalyptic
writers calls it the punishment of eternal fire.1 3 Its usual designation in 2 Peter is 'destruction'; 14 in the latter epistle mention is also made of preliminary punishment under which the
unrighteous dead are kept unto the judgment of the great
day. 15 The kingdom, 'the eternal kingdom of our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ,' 16 is to be consummated at the parousia,
with which all the final events are connected. An earthly
millennia! reign preceding the final issue is not thought of.
Scoffers deride the hope of the Lord's appearing, but it is the
long-suffering of God towards his people 17 that delays it; he
1 P. 3a, J. 17

f.
Cf. 1 Jno. 218.
2 J. 14 f.
3 P. 310.
4 P. 23.
Reference is made to the angels spoken of in Gen. 64. The description of
their punishment is evidently taken from En. 10; further use of En. is acknowledged in J. 14.
6 P. 24, J. 6.
7 P. 26, J. 7.
8 P. 25, J. 5.
9 J. 21, 24.
10 P. 14.
11 P. 111.
12 p. 211, J. 13.
13 In v. 7 1rup6s is pretty certainly to be joined with olK1JV rather than with
iii?yp.a.
14 23, u, g;, 1s.
16 29. Cf. p. 69.
16 P. 111.
11 P. 39, <Is up.as, to you-ward.
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wishes that all the unfaithful may come to repentance.
Christians by 'holy living and godliness' can hasten the day
of the Lord's appearing. 1 Second Peter describes in most
vivid colors the great renewal of creation at the end. The
world and all that is in it will be destroyed by fire, and there
will be new heavens and a new earth, wherein only righteousness shall dwell. 2

The Acts. s It does not belong to our present study to
inquire into the authorship of the Acts, the nature of the
sources used in its composition and similar critical problems.
It may, however, be observed that the discourses contained in
the book and attributed to various persons (and it is in the
discourses that the principal doctrinal teaching is found); even
if we should not with some scholars regard them as simply the
compositions of the historian, after the manner of the speeches
in Thucydides for example, are given only in brief summaries,
so that the form at least is due to the historian himself; in so
far they are his, and form a part of his own presentation of his
theme. But the author was master of his material from whataver manifold sources derived, and his book is a homogeneous
one. If diversity of thought and belief appears, it is such as
the writer supposed to belong to the different historical situations described. And he has intended to give a true picture,
incomplete to be sure, but sufficient for its purpose, of the faith
and work of the infant Church ih the earlier decades of its
existence. Our interest here is concerned solely with the
principal eschatological doctrines which are contained in this
portrayal of the Church's life.
The first disciples, incognizant of the Church as a body distinct from Judaism, found themselves confronted with the
difficulty of adjusting the facts in the life of Jesus to their
earlier belief in him as the Messiah and to their traditional
expectations. Having come to accept him in the course of his
earthly ministry as the one ordained of God to become the
messianic deliverer and king, they were rudely thrown into
1 P.

311 f., cf. RV. marg., Ac. 319,
2 310-1s, cf. p. 56.
Cf. Weiss Theol. §§ 38-40, 42, Stevens Theol. 258 ff., Matthews Mess.
138 ff.
3
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disappointment and despair by the crucifixion. But the resurrection restored their belief and hope ; they could now ask the
Lord with confidence, whether this was not the time when he
would restore the kingdom to Israel. 1 After the forty days in
which he spoke to them of the things concerning the kingdom
of God,2 and after the Ascension and the pentecostal gift of the
Spirit, that question, so far as recorded, was never raised again.
The disciples had gained a new conception of the kingdom and
of the Messiah. His death, so hard for them to understand at
first, and so great a stumbling-block in the way of his acceptance by the Jews as the Messiah, was now seen to be a necessity
laid upon him by divine appointment. 3 Passages in the Old
Testament which had not hitherto received a messianic application were now seen to be prophetic of his humiliation and death.
The suffering 'servant ' spoken of by Isaiah was understood to
be the Messiah. This very humiliation became a proof of the
Messiahship. 4 The death of the Messiah was seen to be an
essential part of his appointed work. 5 But this was not the end;
the brief earthly work was only preliminary. Through the
resurrection and ascension God had now raised him to his full
messianic dignity; exalted to the right hand of God he was
now made that for which he had been ordained,' both Lord and
Christ;' 6 now the title given to Jehovah himself is also given
without modification to him, he is 'Lord of all.' 7 But the consummation of his kingdom lies in the future; he must return
to take to himself his sovereignty over all the world, he must
come to complete his work as the deliverer and savior of his
people. The outlook of the Church in consequence of this faith
becomes then predominantly eschatological. Already it conceives itself to be living in the' last days.' 8 The apostles appeal
to their Jewish brethren to repent, in order that God may send
forth to them the appointed Messiah to complete his work. 9 At
that coming the dead will be raised, both the just and the unjust. 10 Judgment will be held and Christ will be the judge . 11
The kingdom of God 12 will be instituted with that perfect
restoration of all things, in which sin will cease, as foretold by
116.
213.
6 234--06, 531, 1332 f.
10 42, 236, 2416,

3428,173.
48=, 17 2 f·.
•ct. p.85.
1()36.
s 21a f., 324.
9 3111-21, cf. pp. 49 ff., 130.
11 1042, 1731,
12 13, 2823,81,
1
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the prophets. 1 The earlier J udaistic conception is gradually
outgrown, and all national limitation of the expected kingdom
disappears; the Messiah is the Lord and Saviour of all nations. 2
The awards of the judgment are expressed in the common New
Testament terms: for the righteous, life, 3 but oftenest, salvation; for the unrighteous (whose destiny is rarely spoken of),
perdition. 4 It is clear that these simple eschatological doctrines
underlie all the teaching of .the book, but they are brought
forward with less emphasis than in most of the New Testament
writings. Other doctrines, such as the 'messianic woes,' the
millennium, the new heavens and the new earth, are not mentioned. The dominant message of the preaching is, Jesus is
the Messiah who will bring salvation to the repentant. As
regards fullness of teaching about the Last Things and the
emphasis thrown upon these, the Acts is one of the least eschatological books in the New Testament.
The Eschatology of Our Lord. Inquiry into our Lord's
et:lchatological teaching brings us face to face with the most
difficult problems in the study of the New Testament. Questions regarding the sources of our knowledge and the interpretation of these, some of them questions of profound theological
significance, confront us with great force, and there are many
fundamental points upon which scholars have not yet reached
agreement. The literature of these investigations forms a
library in itself. All that we can do here is to indicate as
briefly as possible grounds upon which one may reasonably base
opinion and to state the essential features in the Lord's eschatological doctrine as thus exhibited.
The Lord's doctrines of the future are only the final unfolding of what he taught regarding his person, his office, and his
work, as already revealed in part in his earthly life. The whole
of God's great purpose for man is bound up with the essential
truths of Jesus' Messiahship and the kingdom of redemption
and glory which he came to establish. His eschatology centers
in the doctrine of his Messiahship. The question then whether
he did in fact believe himself to be the Messiah, and in what
sense, becomes fundamental in our inquiry. We cannot avoid
1 320f.

2

1036, 1347.
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a somewhat long discussion of it. The subject of Jesus' me~
sianic consciousness, or more broadly speaking, his self-consciousness, has held a prominent place in recent discussion.
Whether the consciousness of divine sonship arose out of the
consciousness of Messiahship, or the reverse, how the latter
arose and when (whether before or at the baptism, at the
Transfiguration, or at some later date, when it was first
declared), and similar questions, however much space they
occupy in a 'Life ' of Christ, are not essential for our present
purpose. In fact, we are treading on much surer ground in
speaking of his self-testimony than in speaking of the processes
of his self-consciousness. The inquiries which concern us here
are, did he declare himself the Messiah, or assent to the language of those who so declared him, and what did he teach
regarding his Messiahship, the nature of his kingdom and its
future? The evidence which furnishes the answer to these
questions is found (1) chiefly in utterances recorded in the
Gospels, (2) in certain acts of the Lord's life, (3) in the
beliefs of the apostolic Church. These will be spoken of in
order.
Our knowledge of the Lord's utterances. Before inquiry into the Lord's
teaching about his Messiahship and the messianic kingdom, as given in the
Gospels, something should be said of the sources of these records. In the
present state of critical opinion the Fourth Gospel cannot be made, with
the general consent of scholars, the basis of investigation into the Lord's
exact words. Whether the Gospel is in whole or in part the work of
St. John, the Apostle, or of another writer, it contains, as critics of nearly
all schools agree, an interpretation or exposition of the Lord's teaching
rather than a precise verbal report. It can hardly be questioned that the
form in which the sayings of the Lord are put is generally that of the
author; and in the broader sense of what we call form, it is probable that
the author has put into his record a meaning which in his later spiritual
enlightenment he found to be contained or implied in the Lord's teaching,
though perhaps not originally expressed there in so many words. Critical
inquirers therefore are cautious in appealing to the testimony of this Gospel in these respects unless it is confirmed at least indirectly by other New
Testament sources. It must, however, be said that it is just this confirmation, direct or indirect, which raises the question whether criticism has not
gone too far in minimizing the historical character of the book. The
theory which denies to it in all its parts an apostolic source, or the character of an independent document, raises difficulties not to be set aside with a
wave of the hand. The fact that a large part of its teaching is found in
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substance, though in a much less developed form, in the synoptic record,
and the fact that there is so much in the book pointing to an ultimate
apostolic source, form data which cannot be permanently ignored, and
cause many scholars to doubt whether the Johannine question has yet
reached its fiual solution. It is the conviction of not a few students of
keen critical instinct which is expressed by a recent writer on the subject:
' The time will come for gathering up the fragments of the Fourth Gospel
which are of historic value for the story of the ministry of Jesus Christ ...
and his teaching. .
And when it comes, our own or a later generation may find that the broken pieces which remain are neither so few
nor so fragmentary as the literature of the last few years has led us to
suppose.' 1
When we turn to the record in the synoptic Gospels it is necessary first
of all to recognize here also the results of the very active critical inquiries
carried on in recent times. 2 Much remains to be settled in regard to the
origin of the Synoptics, and the sources used iu their composition, yet it
may be said that substantial agreement has been reached regarding certain
fundamental points. It is established that Mark is the oldest of the three
Gospels, 8 and it is also generally held that in a form not very different from
that known to us it was one of the two fundamental sources used in the
composition of St. Matthew and St. Luke. According to the testimony of
Papias (earlier part of the second century), Mark is composed of reminiscences of the preaching of St. Peter. 4 The view that its main source goes
back in some form to St. Peter is accepted as at least tenable by a large
number of scholars, even among those who cannot be suspected of prejudice
in favor of the Papias testimony; e.g. W eizsacker, H. Holtzmann, Bacon,
Jiilicher.
The second fundamental source used by Matthew and Luke in common
was a document, consisting chiefly, if not entirely, of discourses or sayings
of Jesus. From this are derived those records of his teaching which are
found in essentially the same form in both Gospels but not in Mark. 6 This
assumed document formerly called Logia (utterances) is now generally
designated by the more neutral symbol Q (German, QueUe, source). 6 Most
scholars hold it to be older than Mark; the latter seems to have been influBrooke, Historic Value of the Fourth Gospel in Gam b. Bib. Essays, 1909.
On the vast literature of the subject see the various N. T. Introductions,
Biblical Encyclopffidias, etc. ; especially full is Moffatt Introd. to the Lit. of
1

2

N.T.
3 By Mk., Mt. and Lk. are meant here the books and the authors of these as
they now appear.
4 This tradition appears also in Justin, IrenffiUS, Clem. A. and al.
ti There is no doubt that both Mt. and Lk. used minor sources in addition to
these two ; but it is improbable that Mt. used Lk. or vice versa.
6 It is of course supposable that the parallel, non-Marcan parts of Mt. and
Lk. may not all be derived from a single document, that is, the two evangelists
may have used in common more than one document containing sayings. Cf.
Harnack Lukas d. Arzt 108, Allen in Oxford Studies in the Synop. Problem
236 ; in that case Q would be taken as a general designation of these sources
as a whole ; a single document is however more commonly assumed.
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enced by it and to have derived some material from it. 1 There is reason for
connecting this discourse document, at least in some form, with St. .Matthew,
the apostle. Papias 2 says that 'Matthew drew up the Logia,' that is, of
the Lord. The passage has been the subject of much discussion, but
scholars of widely differing schools agree that the view which connects Q
in some way with the Matth;ean Logia and traces back at least its oldest
portions to the Apostle is probable. 3
If now our sources, Q and Mark, go back to a Petrine and a Matth;ean
origin, or to any form of primitive apostolic tradition, they furnish testimony which cannot easily be set aside, especially if they concur in presenting a record which is self-consistent, and accordant with the facts of the
Lord's life and the beliefs of apostolic Christianity. This testimony must
however apply with much greater force to general content of thought than
to exact language; for the Lord's utterances are preserved iu translation
only (from Aramaic into Greek) and in a form into which they crystallized
through frequent oral repetition. Variation in the records is abundantly
illustrated by a comparison of parallel sayings in the different synoptics.
On the other hand the hypothesis is strongly urged that the record of
,Jesus' teaching has been colored along its most fundamental lines by reading back into it the beliefs of the apostolic Church. It must suffice to
observe here (1) that a cautious historian will find great difficulty in understanding how the principal doctrines regarding the Lord's person and work,
new as they were, could have come into being and have been universally accepted except through the influence of his own teaching; even the powerful
personality of St. Paul could not have transformed so completely the teaching of Jesus, given to the original apostles, without leaving clearer traces
of the process of transformation and also of the opposition which must
necessarily have been evoked, or at least traces of essential divergences;
(2) the analogy of all ancient writings which seek to carry back teaching to
an authority prior to its actual origin points the way to the detection of the
anachronism; we should not fail to find in the synoptic Gospels the great
doctrines of apostolic Christianity set forth conspicuously and in fully
developed form rather than, as is the case, incidentally and often only by
implication. Certainly the great controversies which agitated the apostolic
Church, so strikingly absent from the Gospels, would have read into the
Lord's sayings some clear, relevant utterances. The effect of reading a
highly developed apprehension of doctrine into the earliest form of its
utterance is seen distinctly in comparing the Fourth Gospel with the
Synoptics.
1 Cf. Streeter in Ox. Stud. 165 ff.
Wellhausen, Ein. 73 ff., however makes Q
later than Mk.; with this Jiilicher, Ein. 322, agrees as regards the developed
form ofQ, while placing its primitive form before Mk.
2 Eusebius H. E. III. 3916,
3 So, e.g., B. Weiss, Sanday, Harnack, Jiilicher, Wendt.
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The Gospel Record of Jesus' Messianic Teaching. 1 (1) His
Messiahship. The state of the messianic hope and the conception of the Messiah in the generation to which Jesus addressed
himself must have affected profoundly his attitude in speaking
of his Messiahship. It has been held by some that at this
time the messianic hope had become nearly extinct, or at least
insignificant as a factor in religious or political thought with
the Jews, 2 but this view is generally rejected. Evidence of
the activity of the hope among the masses at least is seen in
our Gospels, in the popular revolutions, 3 and in late a pocal yptic literature. 4 Doubtless the view held at the time concerning the Messiah was not clearly defined and uniform. 5 The
prophetic and spiritual character was certainly recognized. 6
Some could even wonder whether .John the Baptist were not
the Messiah, or the one destined to become such. 7 Yet so far
as we have evidence it was everywhere believed that in his
kingly office he would destroy the power of the Gentiles,
deliver his people out of their hands, and establish his kingdom
in visible glory, The national and political aspect is everywhere present in the picture. 8 I£ Jesus had shared this idea
of the Messiahship, he might have come forward with the cry,
' Lo here ! I am he.' This he does not do. He begins his
preaching with the announcement of the coming kingdom, 9
saying nothing of himself. His acknowledgment, or assertion
of his Messiahship is indirect; generally he seeks to hide it, 10
at least until the very end. There are, however, at least two
instances in which he acknowledges unmistakably that he is
the Christ. The first occurs at Cresarea Philippi in connection
with St. Peter's confession, 'Thou art the Christ.' 11 The Lord
1 The literature is voluminous; besides works on N. T. Theol., Bible Dictionaries, etc., see the following as among the more useful: Titius N. T., J. Weiss
Predigt, Haupt Eschat., Holtzm. Mess. (an invaluable book), Briggs Mess. Gos.,
Bruce Kingdom, Baldensperger Selbstbewusstsein, etc., W ernle Reich., Wellhausen Ein., Bousset Predigt, Dalman Worte, Wendt Teaching, Muirhead
Eschat., Schweitzer QHJ., Mathews Mess., Lepin Jesus, Dewick Eschat.,
Dobschiitz Eschat.
2 Bruno Bauer, Schweitzer, al.
a Cf. Acts 537.
4 Ap. Bar., 2 ~Es., Sib Or.
Cf. Bousset Jud. 210 f., Holtzm. Mess. 28,
Schiirer II. 601 ff.
• Cf. Holtzm. Mess. 15, Lepin Jesus 20 ff.
6 Lk. 171, Mt. 121.
7 Lk. 31•.
s Cf. the ' Evangelical Canticles,' the M agnijicat, Lk. 146-55, and the Benedictus ib. 68-79, which are derived from, or inspired by, a Jewish source and
are throughout intensely Hebraistic in their view of the Messiah's office.
9 Mk. 1141.
10 Mt. 1620, par.
11 Mk. 829, par.
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himself had called forth this confession by his question as to
whom men thought him to be, and he could not have failed to
repel the ascription, if he had in no sense regarded himself the
Christ. His failure to dissent is equivalent to assent.l In
strong contrast is his attitude when Peter remonstrates against
his submission to suffering. 2 Some who deny that he claimed
to be the Messiah interpret his command to tell no man of his
Messiahship (v. 30) as containing such dissent. But few
students of the Lord's life can conceive of his correcting fundamental error by a command not to speak openly about it.s
The second instance occurs at the trial before the Sanhedrim,
when to the high priest's question, 'Art thou the Christ?'
Jesus answers, 'I am,' 4 or according to St. Matthew 5 in words
equally affirmative, 'Thou hast said.' 6
The messianic claim
is no less certainly implied, though not so distinctly declared,
in answer to Pilate at the Roman trial,7 also in answer to the
message of inquiry from John the Baptist, 'Art thou he?' 8 and
in answer to the request of James and John for the first place
in the kingdom. 9
Jesus' claim to be the Messiah is attested with equal force
by his acceptance or his use of certain appellatives to which a
messianic meaning was attached either by himself or the people. The title Son of IJavid, the favorite designation of the
Messiah with the people, he does not use himself, but he accepts
it in withholding signs of disapproval when it is given to him
by others, and in granting entreaties addressed to him in this
name. 10 His perplexing question to the Pharisees about the
1 The strong words of benediction in answer to Peter, Mt. 1617, are wanting
in Mk. and Lk., and are therefore rejected by many.
2 Mk. 833,
a Cf. Holtzm. Mess. 21 f.
4 Mk. 1461 r.
5 2624.
6 Such is the interpretation generally given to these words by the commentators. The phrase uv .r,..as, thou hast said, or its equivalent, uv >.1-yeu, up.e'is
h£'Yere, in answer to a direct question is found in the N. T. in the story of the
Passion only (Mt. 2625, 64, 2711, par., Lk. 2270) ; its use as a simple affirmative is
not found in Gk. writers, neither is it, as is often stated, a common rabbinical
formula. But it is shown by Dalman (Worte 253 f.) and others to occur in a
few cases in rabbinical writings expressing assent with a certain reluctance, or
out of the questioner's awn mouth. This is clearly the sense in Mt. 2625.
There is no instance of its implying denial. Cf. Holtzm. Mess. 30 f., Zahn
Kom. Mt. 2626, Thayer in ,Journ. Bib. Lit. 1894.
7 Mk. 152, par.
8 Mt. 112 ff., Lk. 718 ff.
9 Mt. 2020 ff., Mk. 1036 ff.
10 Apart from the triumphal entry, on which see pp. 137, 302, cf. Mk. 1048,
par., Mt. 921, 122s, 1522.
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Davidic sonship of the Messiah 1 is taken by some as a rejection
of the title for himself, and a denial of its applicability to the
Messiah altogether. 2 But it is evident that the Lord is not
here denying a Davidic descent of the Messiah; he is trying
to show the Pharisees out of the Scriptures that in order to
constitute one the Messiah there must be not only such descent
but also a relation which sets the descendant as Lord above
David himself. 3
It has been seen above 4 that the title Son
of God was applied to the theocratic people and the theocratic
king, and probably also to the Messiah whom these foreshadowed. But did Jesus himself use or accept the title, and if so,
was it with messianic meaning; or is this, as some hold, a
reading back of later ideas and terms into the Gospel record?
The application of the title to him in the Epistles and the
Fourth Gospel is too frequent to need illustration; it is a
designation adopted universally by the earliest Christian community, and this fact itself furnishes strong probability that it
was used with this distinct significance in the Lord's own time.
As Dr. Sanday says, 'How are we to account for the rapid
growth within some 23 to 26 years of a usage already so fixed
and stereotyped? Where is the workshop in which it was
fashioned, if it did not descend from Christ himself? When
we think of the way in which the best authenticated records of
his teaching lead us up to the very verge of the challenged
expressions, it seems an altogether easier step to regard them
as the natural culmination of that teaching than to seek their
origin wholly outside it.' 5 The presence of the title in the
Gospels is doubtless to be assigned to a correct tradition,
though it is not unlikely that in some passages this may be a
reflection of the more clearly defined Christology of the apostolic Church. In St. Peter's confession 6 the words, 'the Son
of God,' may possibly be an addition of the author, as they are
not found in the parallel accounts of Mark and Luke. In our
synoptic sources this title is applied to Jesus by various persons
and in various circumstances ; 7 in some cases it is used as a
I Mk. 1235-37, par.
Cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 810 f., Wellhausen Ein. 98.
s Cf. Zahn on Mt. 224llf., Wendt Teaching IT. 133 :ff.
' P. 44.
5 Hast. IV. 573.
6 Mt. 1616,
7 E.g. Mk. 57, 1461, 1639, Mt. 1428, 2740,
2
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repetition of his own words. 1 There is no instance recorded in
which he directly and of his own motion gives to himself the
full designation the Son of God, though he accepts it from the
mouth of others and assents to it when questioned as to his
claim to it. 2 He does, however, speak of his Sonship and God's
Fatherhood, and not as men in general may so speak, 3 but in a
special sense, not applicable to other men ; 'No one knoweth
the Son save the Father ; neither doth any know the Father
save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal
him.' 4 He never places himself on a common footing with his
disciples with respect to sonship; he says 'your Father' and
'My Father,' but never' Our Father'; the phrase in the Paternoster is for the disciples in common with one another, not in
common with him. 5 This unique Sonship is also accorded to
him by the heavenly voice at the Baptism and the Transfiguration. 6 We are certainly right then in holding that the Lord
declared himself the Son of God in a sense in which no other
could claim that relation. But did he therein declare himself
the Messiah? The wealth of meaning which the title contained for him lies beyond our present inquiry. 7 But as it
sums up all the truth of his personality, it certainly contained
his Messiahship. Its messianic significance for others is attested by the question of the high priest in which he makes
the title synonymous with' the Christ.' For Jesus himself also
it contained the same messianic meaning. He assents to it
before the high priest,s he points to himself in the parable of
the vineyard 9 as Son and heir of the messianic throne.
The standing designation which Jesus gives to himself in the
Gospels is the Son of Man. Duplicates being disregarded, it
occurs some 40 times in the Synoptics and at least 11 times
in St. John, 10 but elsewhere in the New Testament only
Mt. 2740, 48,
2 Lk. 2210.
3 Mt. 69, 82,
Mt. 1121, Lk. 1022, The authenticity of this passage has been questioned,
but on purely subjective grounds. It is derived from Q, and is accepted by
most critics, e.g. Dalman, Harnack; and so far as Jesus' unique Sonship is
concerned, it is confirmed by the Marean source, 1332, where the words,
'neither the Son,' though wanting in some Mss., are well authenticated and are
retained by nearly all critics.
6 Cf. Weiss Theol., § 17.
6 Mk. 111, par., 97 par.
7 For an admirable article on the subject, see Sanday in Hast. IV. 670 ff.
8 Mk. 1461 t., par.
9 Mt. 2137,
10 It is found in both Q and the Marean doclilllent.
1
4
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once. 1 Except in this single instance (in the mouth of the dying
Stephen) it is used only by the Lord himself, or in repetition
of his words. Its origin, choice, and meaning raise questions
among the most intricate in the study of the Gospels.2 It can
be touched upon here only in the briefest way. It is certain
that our sources are correct in assigning the use of the title to
the Lord himself. The apostolic Church could never have
originated, or have brought in from apocalyptic literature, and
read back into his mouth, as some claim, 3 a term which the
Church, as s~en above, did not itself use ; and it is equally
certain, notwithstanding contention to the contrary, that unless
our Gospels are to be extensively rewritten in the interest of a
theory, the Lord referred to himself in his earthly as well as his
future character.
In recent discussion much attention has naturally been given to the
probable form and meaning of the term in Aramaic, the language in which
Jesus uttered it ; 4 and in the opinion of most philologists, vio> rov clv8pw1rov,
Hon of rnan, is a literal Greek translation of a· term meaning rnan as contrasted with any other being, that is, in the Aramaic compound meaning
literally son of rnan, the first part had entirely lost its force, so that the
phrase meant simply rnan as a member of the human race, and was the
usual, if not the only, expression for this idea. Jesus then is supposed to
have used the expression when speaking of mankind at large, e.g. 'The
Sabbath was made for man' (Mk. 227). On the other hand he is reported in
the Gospels as using it frequently, when it would not be applicable to man
in general, but only to himself, e.g. 'The Son of man coming in his kingdom'
(Mt. 16 28). When the Greek translators understood it to be used in the
former sense, they rendered it by simple i1.v8pw?ro>, rnan; when in the latter
sense, by ovio> roil clv8pw1rov, the son of rnan, the literal translation; in this
case they saw in it a special self-designation of the Lord, and the peculiarity
of the phrase thus used, perhaps not quite clearly comprehended by the
disciples themselves, may have led to its retention in a full, literal translation. We cannot affirm that the Greek translators interpret with accuracy
in every instan~e the Lord's intention in the use of the words; that is, there
may be cases where there is room to question whether in the original he
referred to man generally or to himself only (e.g. such question is raised
by Lietzmann, W ellhausen, al. in Mt. 96, 12 8). But such cases, if apart from
I Acts 756,
The form in Rev. has not the definite article.
2 For bibliography see the Bib. Dictionaries, Lives of Christ, and N. T.
Theologies. A vast lit. is found in periodicals and special treatises ; for some
of the more important works see Hast. IV. 589; cf. also above p. 121 ; invaluable for the discussion of different views and lit. of the subject is Holtzm. Mess.
3 E.g. Li<>tzmamt, Wellhausen.
1 Especially valuable here is Fiebig Der Menschensohn, 1901.
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misinterpretation they exist at all, are too few to affect the general validity
of the distinction made in our Greek sources. In nearly all places where
the son of man occurs it is unquestionably clear that reference is made to
Jesus himself. In all probability the correct translation of the term as used
by the Lord in referring to himself is The man rather than the Son of man,
that is, the title is not man, or a man simply, it is the man. If this be
thought too little distinctive for a title applicable to a single person only, the
same might be said of the messianic titles, the Son of David, and the Son
of God, given to only one among the many descendants of David and the
many sons of God. (Cf. Zahn, Mt. 349 :ff.) It should, however, be added
that we still know too little about the Aramaic spoken in Palestine at the
time to say quite certainly, it had no means of reproducjng the separate
expressions man and the son of man, and that different Aramaic terms may not
have lain behind the distinction in the Greek translation of the Lord's sayings. (Cf. Dalman, Worte 195.) In any event the translation, the son of
man, cannot be due to ignorance of the exact meaning of the original, for the
translation was made not by our Evangelists, but by the authors of their
sources, who doubtless were as familiar with Aramaic as with Greek.

This self-designation of Jesus is nowhere explained by him;
but if the term the son of man is equivalent to the man (see
above, fine print), it is parallel to, and illuminated by, a familiar biblical usage, according to which the phrase ' son of'
followed by a defining noun denotes one whose essential nature,
or category, is defined by the noun, e.g. 'sons of disobedience' 1
= the essentially disobedient, 'son of wi9kedness' 2 = one
essentially wicked ; so 'son of man ' = man, when his essential nature as man is made prominent. But in the Lord's use
of the phrase the article is important. As he is the Son of
God among many sons of God, and the Son of David among
many sons of David, so he is the Son of man among many sons
of men, the man among all men, he is the man who in the
strictest sense can be called such, the only one in whom the
race has reached its perfection. 3 The passages in which the
occurs fall, with a small number of exceptions of a neutral
character, into two general groups, the one referring to present
rejection, humiliation, and suffering ; the other to future glorification and power. In the former group the title is especially
appropriate as contrasting .the dignity of this unique being
with his earthly lot ; the latter group points on to the consummate exaltation to which such a being is destined. The
1

Eph.

2~.

2

Ps. 8922.

a Zahn Mt. p. 349 ff.
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view that the Lord uses this title to express his lowliness and
submission to man's lot, and his sympathy with all that is
human (while all this is doubtless contained in the idea) overlooks the group of passages which speak of his eschatological
glory. On the other hand to interpret wholly from the standpoint of the eschatological passages, confining the meaning to
the apocalyptic man, the man mentioned in Daniel and other
apocalyptic writers, makes it necessary to reject the passages
referring to present humiliation, or to interpret these with
extreme arbitrariness.
Whether the title, the Son of man, originated with the Lord
himself, 1 or whether he adopted it from existing names of the
Messiah, cannot be said with certainty. The very general
opinion of present-day scholars 2 is that the term goes back
ultimately to Dan. 71 3 , where in reference to the eschatological
kingdom the prophet speaks of' one like unto a son of man'
coming with the clouds of heaven. 3 While this passage pretty
certainly referred originally to the character of the kingdom
rather than to the person of the Messiah, later it received, at
least in some quarters, a messianic interpretation ; the terms,
Son of man, that man, the man, referring to the Messiah, are
found in apocalyptic literature in connections which show use
of the Daniel passage,4 though there is no evidence that this
became the general interpretation. The Lord himself in speaking of himself under this title shows at least in one instance
that the representation of the passage in Daniel was before his
mind. 5 On the other hand it seems certain that the Son of man,
or the man, was not in our Lord's time a common designation of
the Messiah. Not only is evidence of this lacking, 6 but had it
been commonly understood thus, he could not have applied the
title to himself so often and so publicly, while at the same time
maintaining such reserve in declaring his Messiahship. 7 And
So, Zahn, Westcott, al.
2 Cf. Holtzm. Mess. 51.
Some find the source in Ps. 84, or in Ezek. passim. Gunkel followed by
others seeks to trace the origin further back, into Babylonian tradition.
4 En. 461-6, 2 Es. 132 ff.
5 Mk. 1462, par.
If the 'Little Apocalypse' (cf. p. 143) be attributed to
Jesus, cf. also Mk. 1325, par.
6 Dalman Worte 197 :ff.
·
7 The same fact would be shown in Mt. 1613-17, if the words Son of man,
which would put the answer into the question itself, are not due to the editor ;
1
3
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because he gave to the passages in Daniel a messianic meaning,
it does not follow that he borrowed his favorite self-designation
from this source, any more than that he borrowed the title Son
of God, which in his self-consciousness he applied to himself,
from its existing use as a designation of the messianic king.
As he must have reached his consciousness of divine sonship
apart from the imperfect conceptions of such sonship found
in the Jewish Scriptures, so the consciousness of his perfect
humanity must have arisen and found its appropriate expression
apart from apocalyptic literature. It would perhaps be safest
to say that he found in the prophet Dan. the designation coincident with that which naturally arose as the expression of his
consciousness of his perfect humanity, The man, the one man
in whom humanity reached its perfection; see above.
If now the explanation of the name as given above (pp. 125 f.)
be correct, and the disciples did not at first see in it a messianic
meaning, the question arises, whether the Lord himself attached
such a meaning to it. According to our sources it seems clear
that he did. The Son of man is the title by which he designates himself in that large group of passages which refer to his
future coming and the fulfillment of the messianic kingdom,
when he will be seen at the right hand of power and coming with
the clouds of heaven, 1 when he will send forth his angels to gather
out of his kingdom all that is foreign to it; 2 he designates
himself by the same title in that other group of passages in
which he speaks of his humiliation and suffering, 3 experiences
which he regarded as part of the divinely ordered destiny of
the Messiah; and still further this is the title which he takes in
speaking of the mission, 4 and the powers 5 which are given to
him alone among men. It is however without doubt an error
to suppose the title to be with him a mere synonym of Messiah;
it would probably be more nearly correct to take it in his use
as including the Messiahship. He was the Messiah because he
was the Son of man, The man, even as he was the Messiah because he was the Son of God; or rather, because he was both
they are wanting in Mk. and Lk. For a similar reason Jno. 1234 does not furnish certain evidence.
1 Mk. 1462, par.
2 Mt. 1341.
3 E.g. Mt. 820, Mk. 831, !Jlll, par.
'Mk. 1()46, Lk. 1910.
s Mk. 210, 228, par.
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the Son of man and the Son of God. For him the title expressed his unique being, the one being in whom humanity
reached its perfect realization and in whom at the same time
divine sonship inhered. This being alone could be the Messiah,
and when the Lord used the title he uttered his consciousness
that he fulfilled the messianic ideal.
If in what is said above the right view has been taken of the
use of the terms, the Christ, the Son of David, the Son of God,
the Son of man, it is certain, notwithstanding the contention of
some critics to the contrary, that Jesus accepted these titles and
meant thus to express the consciousness of his Messiahship.
But without doubt that which ultimately led his followers to
recognize him as the Messiah was not so much his self-designation by a significant title, as the relation of his own person to
his message and his work. As the central theme in his preaching was the kingdom of God, so he showed himself the central
figure in that kingdom, its founder and leader. He broke the
power of the prince of devils, and by that very act declared
that he had brought in the kingdom of God, 1 he placed himself
in his own person above the Mosaic law and laid down the
qualifications for membership in the kingdom,2 those who would
belong to it must follow him, 3 he demanded absolute surrender
to his will, 4 he forgave sin, he declared himself greater than the
prophet, greater than the temple, greater than Solomon, 5 the
prophet that had no superior was his forerunner, the Elijah
who should precede the Messiah. 6
Why Jesus, if he really regarded himself the Christ, should have so
studiously avoided declaring this in explicit terms nearly all his life is not
stated in our records. The view, that the one fact certainly excludes the
other, is a very arbitrary reading of history; and though those who hold
this view regard any possible explanation as an unw~rrantable reading into
the records, 7 yet most scholars fail to find a real difficulty here. If the Lord
differed radically from his contemporaries in his idea of the messianic office,
a premature declaration of himself would, it is easy to see, have fatally
impeded his religious mission, to say nothing of the danger of provoking
political revolution. Only by a slow process of enlightenment could his
hearers come to see that the Son of man was truly the Messiah.
1 Mt. 122s, Lk. 1120,
2 Mt. 5-7.
3 Mt. 822, Mk. 1021,
4 Lk. 92311., 1426r..
o Mt. 126,41, ~.
6 Mt. uu,u; cf. Weiss Theol. § 13, Holtzm. Theol. I. 295 ff.
7 Cf. Schweitzer QHJ. 220 f.
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The denial on the part of certain scholars that Jesus claimed
the title Messiah proceeds generally from the supposition that
he must have taken it in its current, traditional acceptation,
and that the adoption of it in a sense materially modified was
equivalent to its rejection. The Lord's procedure here is however in keeping with his attitude toward the older revelation
throughout; he rejects the partial and temporary phases, he
seizes hold of, and unfolds, the essential and eternal. In at
least three most characteristic particulars his break with the
traditional conceptions was so complete that any messianic
claim on his part was, in the mind of his Jewish contemporaries,
an act of blasphemy. (1) The perception that the Messiah
must suffer and die for his people, an idea at variance with
every expectation inherited from the prophets, becomes a determining force in his course. Whether Jesus foresaw this from
the beginning, or only later through the experiences of his life,
is a question which need not detain us here. 1 But it is a striking fact, that from the epoch-making declaration of St. Peter
at Cresarea Philippi, 'Thou art the Christ,' Jesus passed immediately to teach the disciples that he must suffer and be put to
death; 2 and henceforth he sets his face unflinchingly toward
Jerusalem and the cross.. However or whenever he may have
reached the consciousness that this was a part of his destiny, it
can hardly be doubtful that he saw the applicability to himself of what the prophet, the Secand Isaiah, had said concerning
the suffering servant of Jehovah, though this is not directly
declared in his teaching. 3 (2) He rejected entirely the Jewish
conception of a political kingship to be established over the
nations of the earth. In one word, ' Render unto Caesar the
things that are Caesar's,' 4 he showed the remoteness of this
thought from his purpose. The legions which he was able to
summon to his aid were not those of the sword. 6 (3) All
national limitations disappeared from his doctrine of Messiahship. His mission began, to be sure, with 'the lost sheep of the
I For various views see Holtzm. Theol. I. 353 ff.
2 Mk. 827-:n, par.
a Mk. 1045 evidently contains a reminiscence of Is. 5310-12, The very general
nature of the reference in Lk. 1831, 2237 to the m·ention of the Messiah's sufferings
in the prophets favors the historicity of the statement, for a thought so prominent in apostolic teaching, if 'read back,' would probably have been made more
explicit.
4 Mk. 1211, par.
5 Mt. 26szr.•
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house o£ Israel,' 1 but in its ultimate scope aimed to include the
field which is the world. 2 There are utterances of his, such as
the answer to the Syrophcenician woman and the command to
the apostles, 'Go not into the way of the Gentiles,' 3 which are
sometimes taken to prove that he shared his people's idea of a
purely Jewish Messiah, at least in the earlier part of his career. 4
But in Jesus' self-consciousness as the Son of God and the Son
of man there must have been given the consciousness of a
Messiahship which was absolutely universal. His gospel was to
be preached to all nations; 5 his disciples were to be the light
of the world. 6 The limitation at first imposed in the sphere of
Jesus' own work and that of his disciples was but the natural
preparation for the mission to all the world. 7
But if Jesus rejected these essential elements in the Jewish
doctrine of the Messiah, was there then anything left? Was
he not a Messiah merely in name? By many he is thought to
have appropriated to himself the office by way of accommodation
only, suiting his self-characterization to the highest term in his
people's understanding; the title was, it is said, a burden to
him which he would gladly have been rid of; it has no abiding
value, 'in our time it is only a requisite for missions to the
Jews.' 8 But however true it is, that the Lord, like every great
originator in religious thought, must bring his message in
forms already familiar to his hearers, yet he saw in the revela·
tions of the prophets, through all that was partial and tempo·
rary, an eternal truth; 9 for him the figure of the prophetic
Messiah contained a meaning not seized by the prophets themselves; for him that figure had a permanent significance. It
seems certain that it was the consciousness of his unique nature
and office that led him to see in himself the Messiah and not
the reverse, as some hold; 10 for it is not easy to understand
how, if he had started from the prophetic conception of the
Messiah, he should have so clearly distinguished the accidental
features from the essential and have applied the latter only to
himself; in other words, some consciousness of the latter, as
1
4
6
8
1

Mt. 1524,
2 Mt. 1338.
a Mt. 105.
Cf. Baldensperger Selbstbewusstsein 2130 f. See alsop. 140
Mt. 514,
1 Cf. Wendt Teaching II. 197 :ff.
Schulz, cited by Holtzm. Mess. 97.
9 Mt. 511 f .•
Cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 298 ff.

°

6

Lk. 24f7.
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characteristic of his own person, must be presupposed in this
application. When the consciousness of his person and work
unfolded itself, he must have seen that he himself fulfilled the
messianic ideal. He was conscious that he was the Son of
God and the Son of man, that his mission was to suffer for
men, to deliver them with an eternal salvation, to establish the
kingdom of God and to be its Lord. All this he saw to be
contained in the person and work of the Messiah of the prophets.
This for him was the essential and permanent significance of
the Messiahship. The majestic person, in whom the prophets
dimly and distortedly saw God coming to redeem and glorify
his people, was for him a real though imperfect vision of himself. He did not liken himself to the Messiah, he did not
adopt the messianic role, he was the Messiah. For him all the
truth of his being lay hidden in one or another of the prophetic words. And so it is with the faith of the Church. His
title the Christ (the Greek term has largely superseded the
Hebrew equivalent, the Messiah) sums up all that is believed
of his nature and office.
(2) The Kingdom of God. Correlative with the Lord's doctrine of the Messiahship is that of the Kingdom of God.
The king and his kingdom are necessarily implied the one
in the other. Jesus began his public ministry by proclaiming, not himself, but the kingdom/ and prominent in his
teaching as he soon came to make his own person, frequent as
are his sayings regarding the Son of man, yet reference to the
kingdom is still more frequent. We in our everyday thought
have largely made the term remote and figurative, but he on
the contrary in parables, in discourses, and in isolated utterances made it central in his message for the present and the
future.
For {3auU..da Tov 8£ov, kingdom of God, Mt. uses with few exceptions
f3auU..dn. Twv ovpavwv, kingdom of heaven, which does not occur elsewhere in
the New Testament, except possibly in Jno. 3°. That Mt. in this is closer
to the original source (so, Allen in Ox. Stud. 241) is improbable, for it is
less likely that Mk. and the non-Mk. parts of Lk. (Q), in the considerabl<~
number of places where they have 8£ov for the Matthrean ovpavwv, shoulJ
have independently agreed in varying from the original, than that the
1

Mk.

115.
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variation should be due to Mt. The entire absence of the Matthrean form
from the other records of the Lord's words favors the supposition that the
form was not used by the Lord himself (cf. 'Vendt Teaching I. 371). In
any event the general equivalence of the two forms is shown by a comparison of the parallel passages in which the forms are found. The theory
that the two forms differ in reference, and that the form with ovpavwv
always means the eschatological kingdom (cf. Allen in ICC. Mt. LXVII ff.)
requires violence in the interpretation of such passages as Mt. 11 11 , 21311
and the parables of the sower, the tares, and the drag-net. The same
method of interpretation would make the form with t:i£ov likewise eschar
tological. The view that ovpavo{ is here put by metonymy for Gorl, according to well-known rabbinical usage (Schlirer II. 629, followed by many)
is at variance with the fact that neither Mt. nor Jesus shows any reluctance
to use the divine name. Most scholars take the Matthrean form to be
intended to designate the heavenly origin and character of the kingdom;
cf. Holtzm. Thcol. I. 249 ff., Stevens Theol. 28.

We have no occasion here to enter into the manifold inquiries, historical and. ethical, attaching to the Lord's use of
this term; we can only notice briefly those that are most essential to our present purpose, the consideration of his eschatology.
(1) He himself nowhere declares precisely what he means by
the term. For this reason some suppose he must have taken it
in the usual Jewish sense, as the realization of the Old Testament theocracy. 1 Such a kingdom was of course to be one of
perfect righteousness, one where God's rule was absolute; but
it centered, nationally and politically, in Israel. If, however,
as maintained above, Jesus' conception of his Messiahship grew
out of the consciousness of his unique nature as the Son of
God and the Son of man, his idea of the messianic kingdom
must have been free from all national determination. And
this is made clear in his teaching. The conditions of membership in the kingdom have no relation to birth; they are set
forth in the Beatitudes and are purely spiritual. Men should
come from all corners of the earth and sit down in the kingdom, while Jews should be thrust out. 2 The early disciples,
Jews as they were, found it hard to grasp this truth, but this
slowness of theirs forms no sufficient evidence that the Lord
had not declared the doctrine. (2) The phrase (3a(F£AE{a -ro£
0Eov, kingdom of God, can mean either the sphere of God's rule,
1

Cf. Weiss Theol. § 13 b.

2

Mt.

su t.,

Lk. 1329.
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his domain, or the activity of God, his reign. 1 Many take the
latter to be the predominant thought in Jesus' use of the expression. The reference, then, is to a spiritual condition of
perfect obedience to God, the complete sway of his will in the
hearts and conduct of men. But the idea of rule must pass
over into that of the sphere of rule. There must be, if not
now, at least in the end a people over whom God reigns. Not
only in the eschatological expectations of the Jews is there the
idea of a realm of God, but in Jesus' teaching also the objective
aspect appears distinct, as when he speaks of entrance into it, 2
of its coming and manifestation, 3 of differences of rank in it,4
of eating and drinking in it. 5 (3) Much difference of opinion
exists as to whether Jesus means to declare the kingdom to
have already come in his appearing, or whether he places it
wholly in the future. The disciples are taught to pray for its
coming, and in many places the Lord clearly speaks of it as
future, identifying it with the eschatological kingdom to be
established at his parousia ; 6 this is the most frequent representation, in both the Marean source and Q. On the other
hand there are utterances of his that appear equally clear in
declaring it already present. One of the most striking of
these is that given at the healing of the demoniac,' If I by the
Spirit of God cast out devils, then is the kingdom of God come
to you,' that is, in so far as the power of Satan is overthrown,
the kingdom of God is introduced. 7 The very fact that the
Messiah has come implies the presence of the kingdom, at least
in some sense, in his activity. 'These acts of power are the
morning-flush of the rising day of his glory, they are indeed
proofs of the presence of the kingdom of God.' 8 The parables of the sower, the tares, the mustard seed, the drag-net, the
leaven, though opinions may differ regarding the main truth
intended, all clearly imply the presence of the kingdom before
the End. To the same effect is Jesus' answer to the Pharisees,
asking about the time of the coming, 'The kingdom of God is
I Cf. Dalman Worte 75 :ff., Bousset Predigt 101, Volz 299 f.
2 Mt. 721, 183, Lk. 1328.
3 Mk. 11s, Lk. 1911.
4 Mt. 181, Lk. 728.
5 Mk. 1425, Lk. }415.
s E.g. Mk. 91, par., 1425, Mt. 721, 811.
7 Mt. 1228, Lk. n:a~, a saying probably from Q.
On <J>Oavw here cf. Zahn
Mt. in loc.
s Titius N. T. I. 184.
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[already] among you.' 1 Among other passages which contain the same representation are those in which Jesus speaks
of present membership in the kingdom and present entrance
into it. 2 It is evident, though many deny the possibility of
combining the two ideas, 3 that in one sense the kingdom is
eschatological, and that in another it is already present in the
world. The relation of the two aspects to each other has been
variously expressed, as that of idea and reality, the inner and
the outer, essence and manifestation, content and form, the
time of conflict and the time of triumph. Most scholars who
recognize the Lord's habit of viewing the present, the real, and
the imperfect, in the light of the timeless, the ideal, and the
perfect, find little difficulty in accepting both conceptions of
the kingdom as belonging to his teaching. 4 But the wide
scope in his use of the term makes it difficult to give to it a
definition applicable to either aspect, if taken by itself. (4) If
now the kingdom is in any sense already present, the question
naturally arises whether our Lord associated with it even the
ideal of any present, outward form, or whether it is as yet only
an inner, spiritual state, a force ruling in the individual only.
In the Lord's Prayer the petition, Thy kingdom come, is made
more specific by the equivalent phrase, Thy will be done. The
conditions of membership in the kingdom, as set forth in the
Lord's teaching, and the blessings promised are purely spiritual.
It is therefore contended that the idea of 'kingdom' is entirely
superseded by that of 'reign' ; wherever God's will is done in
the heart, there his reign, his kingdom is realized. The idea
of a people of God disappears.
It needs no argument to show
that the founding of an institution which should assume the
functions of political government in the world was foreign to
Jesus' purpose ; but unless the New Testament history is to be
entirely rewritten, it is clear that he intended his followers to
form an organized community. Distinct reference to the
1 Lk. 1721,
This probably is the correct interpretation. Cf. Weiss in Meyer,
Plummer in ICC. in loc.
2 E.g. Mt. 1111 t., 2131, 2313, Mk. 1234, Lk. 728, 1231, 1616,
3 Cf. Schweizer, QHJ. 237 f.
4
The confidence with which critics of the extreme eschatological school deny
all ~tllusion to a present kingdom moves Harnack to the somewhat impatient
remark, ' If any one finds it impossible to accept the teaching, The kingdom is
future a!ld yet present, argument with him is useless,' Sayinus of ,Jesus 232.
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Church is found in the Gospels in St. Matthew only, 1 and
here, in passages which are attributed by many to later
influence; such attribution is not wholly improbable. But
whether there be in the Lord's words a distinct mention of the
Church or not, the formation of a community seems certain in
his purposes. The disciples (afterwards made apostles) whom
he gathered about him in the outset of his ministry constituted
the nucleus of a community; and he sent them out, not merely
to preach an eschatological kingdom, 2 but to make present followers of himsel£, 3 a body of disciples separate from the world,
as a city set upon a hill, who should all be brethren. 4 By the
initial rite of baptism these were introduced into a visible society; they observed as a distinct community rite the ordinance
which contained a symbol of the new covenant inaugurated in
the Lord's death (and a new covenant implied a new covenant
people). That in such a society there must be those to whom,
by Jesus' command, administrative functions were assigned is
an inevitable inference, though in the present state of critical
opinion, this cannot be said to be explicitly stated. It must
however be remembered that neither the outward form nor
the inner spiritual state taken by itself alone can contain in
full the biblical idea of the kingdom ; not Israel, merely as a
people, not the Church, merely as an organized society, is the
kingdom; neither is the rule of God in the individual soul that
kingdom. The perfect kingdom is that in which both elements
are united in their perfection. In our record of the Lord's
words, the passages in which he identifies the Church and the
kingdom, as in giving to an apostle 'the keys of the kingdom
of heaven,' and in the explanation added to the parable of the
tares, are attributed by many to a later source; 6 yet in this parable itself, which, as distinguished from the added explanation, may certainly be accepted as from the Lord, and likewise
in the parable of the drag-net, 6 the connection between the
Church and the kingdom is clearly implied. And such parables contain also the answer to the objection, that where there
1 1618 f., 1817. On these passages cf. Weiss in Meyer in loc., Wendt Teaching II. 351 ff., Holtzm. Theol. I. 268 ff., Stevens Theol. 138 ff.
2 Mt. 107.
a Mt. 1032, 40, 42.
4 Mt. 238.
5 Mt. 1619, 1341 are wanting in Mk. and Lk.
Cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 270 ff.
6 Mt. 1347-60.
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is any evil or imperfection the kingdom of God cannot be.
Undoubtedly this is true of the kingdom in its ultimate state;
but as God's rule in the hearts of his children is partial, so the
present form of the kingdom is but a very imperfect embodiment of the ideal. The interval between the Church as it now
is and the kingdom in its ideal perfection is measureless. But
if there be in any sense a present kingdom, it must in every
respect fall short of the kingdom to which it looks forward.
Now it is the Church marred by human frailty, like every
Christian character; then it will be the Church purified and
triumphant. 1

Evidence from Certain Events in the Lord's Life. In the foregoing section we have reviewed the testimony to Jesus' messianic
claims furnished by utterances, his own and those of others,
recorded in the Gospels. Similar testimony is borne by certain
events in his life. The story of the triumphal entry into
Jerusalem is accepted by most scholars as historical, and its
testimony to Jesus' declaration of his Messiahship seems unquestionable. The homage of the multitude is rendered to him
as the Messiah, he accepts that homage and defends those who
offer it against rebuke.2 The fact that his view of his messianic
office differs from theirs is not a sufficient ground for evading
the acclamation. To have denied that he came as the promised
One would have been to deny the applicability of the messianic
prophecy to himself. The correction of the mistaken messianic
view of the multitude may in these last pressing events be
left to the lesson of the passion and resurrection, now close at
hand.
So also the history of the crucifixion furnishes evidence which cannot by reasonable criticism he set aside. Jesus
was delivered over to the Roman authority, was tried, condemned and executed as one who claimed to be the Messiah.
Nowhere in the trial did he deny the charge. 3 Though in
Cf. p. 96.
Mt. 2111 does not show this act of the people to have been simply an ovation
given to a prophet- so, some take it ; the words of the multitude express rather
the ground upon which they justify the messianic acclaim of v. 9, i.e. Jesus'
greatness as a prophet ; cf. Jno. 61H.
3 Had he denied it, no disdple could after his shameful death have ever
given him the title.
I

2
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his earlier ministry he had been reserved in speaking of his
Messiahship, the very existence of this charge and his attitude
throughout the trial show that he regarded himself the Messiah,
and that he had in some way declared this so that it had become
known. A course so at variance as was his with all current
ideas of a Messiah could not apart from his words have led to
this charge .
.Evidence from the Earliest Christian Belief. The value of the
earliest Christian belief as testimony to Jesus' claim to be the
Messiah and to his teaching regarding his kingdom lies in what
seems unquestionably to be the origin of such belief. We have
seen above the universal belief of the apostolic age: Jesus, the
risen and ascended Lord, is the Messiah; he will return soon in
visible glory to consummate the kingdom of God; the judgment will be held; and eternal life will become the inheritance
of the risen believers in a realm above all national or racial
limitations, above all political domain and merely earthly glory.
This hope takes its character from the conception of the kingdom and the king (though neither of these express terms is
much used outside of the Gospels), or perhaps it should rather
be said, from the conception of the person and work of the
Messiah in whom it all centers. But whence comes this belief
that .Jesus is the Messiah? A confident answer, familiar to
readers of modern theological literature, is that it arose in the
early Christian community as a result of reflection upon Christ's
resurrection; that event first led the disciples to attribute to
Jesus a messianic character, a thing which he himself had never
claimed. 1 The convincing objection to this theory is well stated
as follows: 'The rise of this belief [that Jesus is the Messiah]
is altogether inexplicable, if Jesus had not himself in his lifetime acknowledged himself to his disciples as the Messiah.
For it is, to be sure, conceivable that the first disciples of Jesus,
whose hopes had all been shattered by his death and burial and
whose views of his Messiahship had all been destroyed, should
under the influence of their acquaintance with the risen Jesus
have ret1trned to the belief that he was the Messiah, if they
1 Among well-known advocates of this view are Scholten, Bruno Bauer,
Brandt, and more recently Wrede Das Messiasgeheimniss.
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had previously acquired this belie£ through his utterances and
course of action. But it would be wholly inexplicable that
this belie£ should have originated with the disciples after the
catastrophe; o.ne would have to suppose that these wonderful
Easter experiences had produced in their souls something
absolutely new in a purely magical way and without any
psychological mediation.' 1 Some believed that John the Baptist
had risen again in the person of Jesus, 2 but they did not on
this account receive this Jesus-John as the Messiah. And
when we look at the new conception of the Messiah and his
kingdom everywhere existent in the apostolic Church, it is
equally certain that it could not have originated in the minds of
the disciples themselves. It was hard for them to unlearn the
doctrine of a national kingdom and glory, 3 and the Messiah's
resurrection and ascension could not in themselves transform the
traditional hope; these could at most only postpone its fulfillment. Moreover the highly spiritualized idea of the kingdom
reached in the Church, as seen in St. Paul and St. John, makes
it difficult to understand how the doctrine of the Lord's return
should have become prominent, if it had not been taught by the
Lord himself. All these considerations make it reasonably
certain, that these fundamental beliefs of the apostolic Church
did not arise by any process of reflection within the Church
itself, but through the teaching of Jesus; in other words that
we have here trustworthy testimony to Jesus' teaching regarding himself and his kingdom. 4

The Place of Eschatology in Jesus' View of His Mission. The
above study of Jesus' doctrine of his Messiahship and his kingdom has been necessary because it is in that doctrine that his
eschatology centers; the contents and significance of the latter
are determined by the former. But before speaking of the
details of his teaching in regard to the Last Things, notice
should be taken of a subject, in part anticipated above, the
relative prominence of the present and the coming age in his
thought. In recent New Testament study much discussion has
been given to the question, whether Jesus did not regard his
t
2

nouaeet Jes'Uil 77.
Mk. 828, 614.

Cf. also Holtzm. Mess. 37, Wellhausen Ein. 92.
3 Mk. 1037 1 Acts 16,
4 Seep. 120.
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mission as wholly eschatological.l By a considerable number of
scholars the question is answered emphatically in the affirmative- an answer which must materially modify the traditional
view of the Life of our Lord. This interpretation of New
Testament history makes Jesus in his earthly course, like John
the Baptist, simply a prophet proclaiming the coming of the
kingdom of God; he remains, throughout, his own forerunner.
Not yet has the kingdom come, not yet is he the Messiah. The
consciousness that he is destined to become the Messiah is a
secret with him, which at first he did not intend to reveal even
to his disciples. How the kingdom will come, how he will attain his Messiahship he knows not; all that he leaves in his
Father's hands, but he believes the fulfillment is not far off.
On that first mission of the Twelve (Mat. 10) he sends them
out, expecting that before their return God will intervene with
power, the new kingdom will break upon the world. In the
disappointment which followed and in view of the enmity of his
people he came to see that his own death was necessary, serving
God's purpose, but that it could not cause his work to fail, it
must be the means of bringing in the kingdom; he would soon
return as the Son of man on the clouds of heaven. His mission
was not to teach either about God or man's relation to God, or
about human duty; he did not give men moral precepts, except only for the short interim before the End, in preparation
for it (an interimsethik, as it is called). Thus the whole content of his teaching, according to the extreme eschatologists,
was eschatological, the announcement of the coming kingdom,
whose blessings, since he did little to correct current conceptions, he must have understood to be in general those commonly
expected by his people.
That this will not be the permanent reading of Jesus' history
can be pretty confidently asserted. We have seen above, how
certain was his consciousness that he is, not that he is going to
be, the Messiah, and that in his work the kingdom has already
come to men; we have also seen that he formed his followers
into a lasting community. When we turn to his lessons of
I Cf. J. Weiss, Predigt, Baldensperger Selbst, Schweitzer QHJ., Dobschiitz
Eschat., Holtzm. Mess., Wellhausen Ein., Burkitt in Gam. Bib. Essays, Dewick
Eschat.
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religious and moral truth we find him everywhere dealing with
eternal verities, with the fatherhood of God whose love embraces
every child of man, with love as the fundamental law of all
human relations. It is a most striking feature in his utterances,
that there is in them so little of the temporary and provisional,
that they are for all time and all circumstances. Perhaps the
most convincing objection to a purely eschatological interpretation of his aim is found in the fact that through all the centuries
the profoundest spiritual needs of the world have been met in
his person and teaching, to a large extent quite apart from
his eschatology, which has fallen into the background and is
often entirely overlooked. 'If eschatology is the key to all
gospel questions, then it becomes the problem of problems how
Christianity could go on without eschatology through so many
centuries.' 1
But on the other hand no careful student of the Gospels
will make the subject of eschatology in the Lord's conceptions
insignificant; on the contrary it will be seen to lie in the
background of his characteristic themes, to shape the form of
his utterances and to express the final meaning of his office and
m1sswn. As already seen, the outlook of the prophetic and
apocalyptic writers in later Judaism is toward an approaching
end; to a very large degree is this true of the Church throughout the apostolic age. And in this respect Jesus is in harmony
with the movement of religious thought throughout this long
period. As to how far he looked upon this end as close at hand
more will be said below. The atmosphere of the age is often
described as charged with eschatological expectation; and Jesus
is said to have taken over from the apocalyptic its most common conceptions. It would be more strictly just to say that
he laid hold of certain great eschatological truths which in the
progress of divine revelation had become common property, that
he purified and spiritualized these and gave them their true significance in their relation to himself. It was inevitable that he
should express such truths in the forms made familiar by the
prevalent apocalyptic; and yet his divergence from the apocalyptic writers is very marked. He says nothing of national and
political glories in the coming kingdom, or of its sway over
1

Dobschtitz Eschat. 58 f.
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vanquished nations; he gives no description of earthly splendors
or material blessings in the new age, he does not picture the
nature or inhabitants of the various heavens, the state of the
dead, the resurrection, or the horrors of the judgment. There
is no evidence that he was familiar with the non-biblical apocalypses, though the leading eschatological elements contained
in them had without doubt become more or less the common
property of the time. These he taught, not however in the
manner of the apocalyptic writers. With the exception of the
great discourse concerning the Last Things, assigned to the
week of his passion, as he sat on Mount Olivet over against
Jerusalem, which will be noticed later on, 1 his doctrines of the
future are brought in only incidentally, with a few simple
touches, as bearing upon some topic of which he is speaking,
and yet in a way which shows that they were profoundly influential in his thought. The truth which he taught his followers
and the divine power which he brought into their lives were
forces mighty for millenniums of earthly history, and yet it is
clear that he is everywhere pointing to a consummation, an end.
There is a sense in which his whole aim may be called eschatological, that is, his aim is the complete redemption of man,
the complete establishment of the kingdom of God; and the
realization of all this lies in the End. But this perfect consummation of his messianic work is afact, of which he is unwaveringly assured from the beginning; the question of the time of
the final advent or the place of the kingdom was entirely subordinate.
As compared with late Judaism, and even with the days of the Lord's
earthly life, the eschatological attitude of mind, the outlook which viewed
things from the standpoint of the end, became more intense in the apostolic age; and naturally so, for the Messiah had now appeared and the
consummation of hope, greatly modified as the hope had become, could not
be far distant; already the 'Last Times,' which should precede the full
messianic glory, appeared to be present. The disciples were mourning
because the Bridegroom had been taken from them, but his return could
not be long delayed (cf. Wellhausen Ein. 107, Dobschiitz Eschat. 74 f.).
It is for this reason that eschatological traits are more prominent in the
later Gospel records than in the earlier, and it is not unlikely that through
the same influence the record of the Lord's words may have received in
1 p.

143.
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some cases a more distinct eschatological coloring than originally belonged
to them. Matthew among the Gospels contains the most highly developed
eschatology; not a few of the sayings or allusions, as here given, appear to
be additions to, or modifications of, the Marean source, or Q; next in order
after Mt., as regards eschatological matter, comes Mark, and last Q. But
eschatological matter is contained in all our sources, in Mark, in Q, in the
matter peculiar to Mt., and in that peculiar to Lk. (of. Streeter in Ox. Stud.
425 ff., Dobschtitz Eschat. 79 ff., Sanday in Hib. Journ. Oct. 1911). But
apart from this documentary evidence, the power of eschatology among the
earliest disciples attests its certain attribution to the Lord himself. 'The
beliefs of the early Church may have modified, and did modify, the records
of his utterances, but it is too great a paradox to maintain that what was
so central in the belief of the primitive Church was not present at least in
germ in what the Master taught,' Streeter op. cit. 433.
The Little Apocalypse.
The great discourse on the Last Things given
in Mk. 13, Mt. 24, Lk. 21, and often called the Little Apocalypse, has since
its critical treatment by Colani and W eizsiicker (1864) been held by many
scholars to be an 'apocalyptic leaflet' (apocalyptisches Flugblatt) of Jewish
or Jewish-Christian origin, which came into circulation shortly before the
destruction of Jerusalem and which Mk. (the source of Mt. and Lk.) introduced, with the insertion of some genuine sayings of Jesus, into his
Gospel.l It is seen to follow in its outline the conventional form of the
Jewish apocalypses with their principal divisions: first, the beginning of
troubles; second, the culmination of the ' messianic woes '; third, the final
catastrophe, with the appearance of the Messiah, the judgment, and the
completion of the ages; it predicts future events with a definiteness of
detail in traditional imagery at variance with the Lord's usage as seen elsewhere; it attributes to him sayings held to be irreconcilable with one
another. Such are the principal grounds for the theory mentioned. But
the absence of all political and national traits shows that it cannot be a
Jewish apocalypse; and the supposition that Mk. should have picked up
and inserted in his book a Jewish-Phristian document circulating anonymously, or pseudonymously, is so at variance with the general character of
his work, that it can be adopted only when other reasonable explanations
of the facts are wanting. In point of fact the hypothesis is unnecessary.
The salient apocalyptic features in the discourse follow, as do the Jewish
apocalypses in general, the traits found in the Old Testament, especially in
Daniel (cf. Briggs 134); and in so far it might be accepted either as
spoken by the Lord himself, whose words and conceptions so often attach
themselves to the prophets, or as given in Q, to which some scholars refer
it, or as compiled by Mk. from his sources. There is no part requiring the
hypothesis of a document originating independently of these sources. On
the other hand the analogy of the Lord's discourses as generally given in
1 Among numerous discussions, cf. Weiffenbach Wiede1·kunjtsgedanke J esu;
Briggs Mess. Gosp. 132 ff.; Bacon Journ. Bib. Lit. Vol. XXVIII.; Haupt
Eschat. 21 ff.; Spitta, Stud. u. Krit. 1909; Streeter in Ox. Stud. 179 ff.; Dobschiitz Eschat. 85 ff. ; Stevens Theol. 152 ff.
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the Gospels suggests that we have here a group of sayings spoken on
various occasions; and the occurrence here of sayings found in other connections in Mt. and Lk. points in this direction, as does also the apparent
mingling of different subjects, or at least the difficulty of combining in one
outlook all the representations found here. Only one other long discourse
is found in Mk. (chap. 4) ; that also has an eschatological tone and is a
compilation. The close juxtaposition of the destruction of Jerusalem and
the Lord's coming, found in the Little Apocalypse in all three forms of the
discourse, and made especially distinct in Mt. but not occurring elsewhere
in the Lord's utterances, may be due to the compiler, whether Mk. or the
author of his source, who clearly connected the two events in time. To his
mode of thought and expression may also be due the minute picture of
future events, characteristic, not of the Q sayings, but of the apocalyptic,
as may be the presence of much of the traditional imagery. Also some
parts may be interpretative additions made by the compiler. This hypothesis, which regards the discourse as for the most part a group of sayings, not
all originally relating to the same theme, but so interpreted, and therefore
here combined and reported in familiar apocalyptic phTaseology, seems to
present the least difficulty.

The Principal Expectations in Jesus' Eschatology. In the
foregoing pages we have considered the fundamental conceptions of Jesus which determined the nature and contents of his
eschatology, that is, his messianic office, and the kingdom which
he came to establish; and we have seen the place which eschatology occupied in his thoughts of his office and mission. It
remains now to inquire into certain leading features, which
with those already spoken of, make up the picture of the End,
as it appears in his utterances.
(1) The Parousia. The dominating doctrines in the Lord's
eschatology are those of his Coming and his future Kingdom.
Regarding the former, two questions arise: what did he teach
about the nature of his coming, and what about its time? The
Pauline and J ohannine writings speak of a coming or a presence
in the Spirit, and the same idea may be alluded to in the Lord's
promises, to be with his disciples, as given in St. Matthew. 1
There is a most real sense in which the Lord is continually
coming to his children; and many understand this spiritual
coming to include all that he intended in speaking of his
parousia. In a special sense also there was a coming in the
outpouring of the Spirit on the day of Pentecost, and also in
1

18Zl, 28Zl.
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the resurrection, and many hold one or the other of these to
have been the parousia of which he really spoke. But after the
occurrence of the resurrection and the Pentecostal coming in
the Spirit, it is inconceivable that the Lord's sayings, if they
had originally referred to these events and had not distinctly
declared an eschatological coming, should have been so completely transformed and made to refer rarely or indirectly to
these events, but often and unmistakably to the one event of
the advent at the end of the ages. I£ there had occurred a
process of 'reading back,' it would have taken a direction the
reverse of that found in the Gospel record. In view of the
extraordinary spiritualization of messianic ideas in the apostolic
Church it is hard to conceive how the expectation of a future
advent could have become so intense and universal, unless
it had been awakened by the Lord himself. Upon all sound
critical principles we must attribute to him the announcement
of a coming which, whether in our Gospel records it be described
in vivid apocalyptic imagery, or alluded to only incidentally, is
a definite event, a visible advent in glory and power, ushering
in the final reign of the kingdom of God. 1 The question of the
Lord's prediction regarding the time of his coming is a difficult
one. He is recorded as saying that some of those listening to
him should live to see the coming of the Son of man, 2 that it
should take place before the apostles on their mission should
have gone over the cities of Israel, 3 that the generation then
present should not pass away till all was accomplished. 4 The
Lord bids his hearers to be always ready for the coming of the
Son of man. 5 The sense of such passages interpreted by the
uniform usage of the phraseology in the New Testament is so
evident, that the numerous attempts of scholars to find reference to .some event other than the parousia must be regarded as
quite unsatisfactory. The same may be said of the theory of
'prophetic foreshortening' which views future events across
long intervals, as if near at hand. Whether, or not, such passages report accurately the very words of Jesus, it cannot be
doubted that they express what the disciples understood him to
1 E.g. Mt. 1627, Mk. 1462, Lk. 926, On various senses of the Coming cf.
Haupt Eschat. 139 ff., Stevens Theol. 165 ff.
2 Mk. 91 par.
3 Mt. 1023,
4 Mk. 13ao.
5 Lk. 1235-40.
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foretell. The certain belief of the apostolic Church, that the
great day was near, cannot be explained except on the supposition that the disciples had so understood his teaching. But an
apprehension of his teaching which was radically wrong is very
unlikely. His reported language in such connections may have
been colored or made more precise than that actually used
through the prepossession of his hearers, yet it is difficult to
avoid the conclusion that he in some form spoke of his return
at a time not all too remote, that he looked for an earlier
consummation of his kingdom than history has shown to be
realized. In this conclusion the larger number of recent
scholars are coming to agree.
The supposition that this prediction is wanting in the oldest source, Q,
and has been added in the later Marean and Matthrean source ( cf. Streeter
in Ox. Stud. 424 ff.) cannot be established. It is without doubt true that
eschatology is less prominent in Q, but our knowledge of that document is
too meager to furnish data for certain inference in this particular doctrine;
at all events eschatology is found in it and probably this very idea of the
nearness of the parousia (Mt. 2334-89 is probably a Q passage). While eschatology in general became more developed in the later documents, Mt. and
Mk., yet this doctrine of the coming as near is more likely to have been
eliminated than to have been added to the record of the Lord's words at a
time when the parousia and its signs were delayed. An example of later
modification probably due to this influence is seen in Luke's version of the
parable of the talents ( cf. Lk. 19ll-28 with Mt. 251~, different versions of the
same parable), where we have a correction of the opinion that the kingdom
would appear immediately, v. 11.

It should be kept in mind that the question is historical
rather than dogmatic. While we must speak with great reserve
concerning the limitations of the Lord's knowledge, yet the
doctrine of the incarnation carries with it a limitation in the
ordinary sphere of human knowledge, as a featur{) of his incarnate life. There is a sphere in which life with him as with all
men was a process of growth. 1 It is only in moral and spiritual
truth that his oneness with the Father must be understood to
raise him above all error. 'Religious perfection does not include omniscience.' 2 The fact of the final, absolute triumph of
God's kingdom can never be a matter of doubt with him, but
the exact time when this shauld be accomplished is that of a
1

Lk.

252,

2
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historical event, dependent at least in part upon human conditions, and he declares that no man knows the day and the hour,
• not even the angels, neither the Son.' 1
But it is doubtful whether this declared ignorance of the
precise time of the parousia is irreconcilable with those other
sayings which place it within the generations then present,
though many scholars so regard it; 2 to many however it seems
quite possible to understand the Lord to have referred in the one
case to a somewhat long and indefinite period, in the other, to a
precise date within that period. The householder knows the
night is the period within which the attempts of a thief would be
made, but no one can tell in what watch of the night he will
come. 3 'In putting the date at the end of this generation he
gives no real date.' 4 All Jewish prophecy placed the End in
close connection with the appearing of the Messiah, and it would
seem almost inevitable that Jesus, who was conscious that the
messianic work had begun in him, should have hoped for its
consummation at no distant ti:gw. In any event we cannot too
strongly emphasize the fact that the disagreement between the
Lord's hope .and the course of subsequent history in no way
affects the essential nature of his person, or his revelation to
man. ' If we keep to the letter of his words, we cannot help
agreeing that he was wrong regarding the outward form of his
predictions, and especially the time of God's fulfillment. But
this does not involve, I am sure, any imperfection on his side,
any more than his opinion about the sun as a star going round
the earth, or about the Pentateuch as a book written by Moses.
The form of his expectation was unimportant even for
himself. He left it to his Father how and when he would
realize it.' 6
Perhaps the greatest difficulty in supposing that the Lord looked for an
early return lies in his knowledge of the obstacles which must hinder the
growth of the divine kingdom. His profound insight into human nature
1 Mk. 1332, Mt. 2436,
The genuineness of no saying of Jesus is more certain
than this; it could not have arisen at a time when it seemed at variance with
his accepted divinity ; on the contrary there appears an effort to get rid of it.
It is omitted in its connection in Lk. after 2133, and the words 'neither the Son'
are wanting in some later Mss. of Mt.
2 Cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 401 f., Denney Jesus 366.
3 Lk. 12~.
Cf. Weiss Theol. § 33 a, J. Weiss, Predigt 71, 96 ff.
4 Dobschiitz Eschat. 116.
5 Ibid. 184 f.
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and his experience of hostility on the part of even God's chosen people
made clear to him the slowness with which moral and spiritual truth must
advance in the world. He does not, to be sure, say that the world should
be evangelized before the parousia, but rather that the gospel must first be
preached to all nations (Lk. 24 47, Mk. 1310) ; yet this could not mean a
mere proclamation of the gospel; the slow process of 'making disciples'
was intended (Mt. 2820 ), and the Lord's anticipation of something of this
slowness is seen in his words. Such expressions in the eschatological parables as 'after a long time' (Mt. 25 19), 'into a far country' (Lk. 1912), 'my
lord tarrieth' (Mt. 24 48), which clearly express this .thought, may as some
suppose be due to later editorial work in view of the delayed parousia
( cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 386 f.) ; yet these parables, as well as those speaking of the growth of the seed (Mk. 4), all imply a considerable lapse of
time, a delay. The questionable phrases mentioned crystallize what is
really contained in the parables themselves. We cannot, however, for a
moment suppose that these two aspects of the future presented themselves
to Jesus' mind as in perplexing conflict. His vision was steadily fixed on
working the works of him that sent him; all else he left in the hands of
the Father who in the exercise of his own power had fixed the times and
seasons (Acts 17). And in this respect he was followed by his disciples
who went on through the apostolic age planting and organizing churches,
laying foundations in faith and morals, as those who would build a structure for ages of earthly history, yet ever cherishing an eager expectation of
a near end. Only in one church, that of the Thessalonians, do we see the
hope of the near advent seriously disturbing the settled order of Christian
thought and conduct; and this failure was promptly reproved by their
apostle.

The antecedents of the Messiah's coming, as they are commonly described in apocalyptic literature, appear also in the
Lord's predictions of his parousia. The 'messianic woes,'
times of trouble, convulsions in the heavenly bodies and in
earth, wars, terrors, persecutions, apostasy will occur as signs
that the end is near. The details of these prophecies and the
imagery, taken directly from traditional apocalyptic representations, are found only in the eschatological discourse
(Mk. 13, par.), and we cannot say how far they are to be
attributed to the Lord, and how far to the recorder of his
sayings; yet what is essenti:~.l in the doctrine of the' messianic
woes,' as a time of trouble and testing, which shall precede the
Lord's appearing, is contained in other parts of our record. 1
But the parousia itself will break upon the world suddenly, as
a thief in the night. 2 The two thoughts are held by many to
1 Mt. 1011-22, 34-37, 2334 f., Lk. 1722, 187

f.
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be contradictory. 1 But the same juxtaposition of signs of the
end and ignorance of the time appears in Jewish literature
also, 2 and in St. Paul. 3 Many find this difficulty in the Lord's
sayings removed by the figure used, as seen above; the uncertainty pertains to the particular watch, not to the night as a
whole. In another connection the suddenness appears to be
represented as the unpreparedness of those who, like the generation of Noah, are not watchful, and blind themselves to the
monitions of the signs. 4
(2) The Eschatological Kingdom. Little need be added to
what has already been said concerning the kingdom of the
future. If, as maintained above, the kingdom was in some
sense already present in the person and work of Jesus, and if
it consists essentially in the reign of God's will, then it is
found at least in one aspect wherever that will is the controlling force in men. It may then ever be growing in power and
extent, ever coming, as a moral and social evolution, in the
promotion of which men are used as God's agents ; and every
child of God finds in this advancement of the kingdom, with
the blessings it confers, his sufficient motive to activity for
himself and others. The various parables of the growing seed
and the leaven seem to represent its perfection as the last
result of such a process of evolution. Many find in this process
and its final outcome all that is meant by the Lord's prophecies
of a coming kingdom. But throughout apocalyptic literature
and throughout Jesus' teaching there is found the representation of a great future event, a miraculous intervention of God,
which apart from man's agency shall establish the kingdom in
its final glory. A stone is to be t cut out of the mountain
without hands,' 5 the harvest is to come at the end of the period
of growth, then the sickle is put forth. 6 God has fixed conditions which shall precede the final event,7 but the consummation is his act alone. The idea of an invisible, spiritual state,
the outcome of a gradual process of evolution, does not satisfy
the terms of the Lord's prediction.· Though a spiritualizing
1

Cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 389.
2 Cf. Volz 171 f.
Lk. 1727; cf. J. Weiss in Meyer in loc. and on Mk. 1332.
ti Dan. 241>.
6 Mk. 429.
7 Cf. pp. 78 f.
4

3 Cf. p. 89.
Cf. p. 147.
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of the conception appears in the Fourth Gospel and St. Paul,
an aspect which may not improbably be traced back to the
Lord himself, vet even in these writers this form does not displace that of the visible apocalyptic kingdom which shall come
at the End. 1 'The kingdom of God is not established, so long
as its dominion is only recognized by individuals; it wants to
be collective, universal.' 2
The Lord does not describe the glories of the kingdom
which is to come, but he assumes its blessedness. He places it
not in heaven but on earth. Everywhere he speaks of its
coming, that is, to earth; the petition, 'Thy kingdom come,' is
followed by the defining words, ' Thy will be done on earth.'
The Lord does not speak specifically to his followers of their
entrance into the present heaven of God's abode. 3 In this
respect he follows the usual biblical and apocalyptic idea, and
doubtless he has also in mind the same idea of a renewed world,
in which the distinction between heaven and earth disappears.
In one instance he refers directly to this renewal ; 4 he also uses
the apocalyptic phrase, 'heaven and earth shall pass away,' 5 a
phrase always associated with the idea of world-renewal. 6
How much in this may be symbol and how much literal reality
we cannot say, but there is no compelling reason for resolving
it altogether into the former. 'Becaus.e we have entered upon
the dispensation of the Spirit, we are not reduced to the barrenness of intellectual purism; we are not called upon to strip
rudely away all that is still shrouded in symbol and metaphor.
We may leave ourselves room for the expectation of a new
heaven and a new earth, though we cannot guess what outward
form of embodiment they may assume.' 7 As regards also the
members of the kingdo·m the Lord follows the common apocalyptic representation. These are his faithful ones gathered out
of a world where there are many enemies. The latter are
driven from his presence into a punishment described in the
conventional terms. 8 As in the apocalyptic writings, the
p. 304.
2 Dobschtitz Eschat. 206.
'Lay up treasure in heaven' means, lay up there, as in a treasure house, the
treasure which befits that place, whence as from a place of deposit it may be
4 Mt. 11J28, 11'a.hwy<v<O"la..
5 Mt. 51s, Lk. 2133,
paid out to you again.
s Cf. Titius N. T. 25, J. Weiss Predigt 105 ff., Bousset Predigt 87, Well7 Sanday Hib. Journ. Oct. lllll, 103.
hansen Ein. 103.
s Mt. 2641.
1 Cf.
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supreme foe is the prince of evil spirits, and the supreme
triumph in the establishment of the kingdom is the overthrow
of Satan and his hosts, and their consignment to the doom
prepared for them. There is no intimation of a conquest by
their conversion into friends. If these representations regarding his enemies seem hard to reconcile with the measureless
love and mercy which irradiate the whole character and teaching of our Lord, we must observe that in these conventional
apocalyptic forms may be expressed the terrible possibility of
an unending hostility to, and separation from, God.
(3) The Intermediate State and the Resurrection. Little is
said on these subjects in the synoptic records, but the usual
apocalyptic doctrines are expressed or assumed. In answer to
the Sadducees' argument against the resurrection, the Lord
shows from the Old Testament scriptures that the dead are
raised. 1 In one other connection also he speaks of the resurrection, and there it is mentioned as a fact which both he and
his hearers accept without question. 2 It is to take place
among the events of the End, and both the just and the unjust
would seem to be understood as sharing in it, though this is
not distinctly stated, and some suppose that the just only are
thought of. The difference of opinion in Jewish, and perhaps
Christian, circles regarding the share of the unjust in the resurrection has already been spoken of. 3 Their presence at the
judgment is perhaps assumed in such sayings as, 'It shall be
more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon, for the land of Sodom, in
the day of judgment,' etc. 4 A bodily existence of the wicked
after the judgment is more distinctly implied in the words,
'Fear him who is able to destroy both body and soul in hell.' o
It is noticeable however that the Lucan account of the dispute
with the Sadducees limits the reference to the righteous, to
'those who are accounted worthy to attain to that world and
the resurrection of the dead.' 6 This variation from the Marean
and Matthrean accounts is perhaps due to editorial influence.
It is clear that a distinction between the just and the unjust in
this respect was not clearly defined in the Lord's teaching.
1
5

Mt. 1218-27, par.
2 Lk. 1414.
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The nature of the resurrection body is alluded to in only one
place, in the argument with the Sadducees, where the Lord tells
them that they know not the power of God, that is, to raise the
dead in a form adapted to an existence whose conditions are
entirely different from those of our present bodily life, to a
state where they neither marry nor are given in marriage, for
the risen will be as the angels. We seem to have here reference to what St. Paul calls the 'spiritual body,' 1 and the appearances of the Lord as given in the post-resurrection history
agree with this identification. These narratives are designed
to show that the Lord had really returned, not as a phantom,
but in a bodily form which could be apprehended by the
senses, though not subject to the conditions of matter. In the
source peculiar to St. Luke,2 as also in the J ohannine account,3
there are features, such as the eating of material food, which
cannot easily be reconciled with the other facts in the narratives. These may probably be regarded as traditions due to
the intense realization of the identity of the risen Lord with
the former Master, and the failure, notwithstanding the conflict with the appearances and disappearances recorded in the
same narratives, to distinguish a 'spiritual body' from that
which has ' flesh and bones.'
Concerning the subject so profoundly interesting to the later
Christian world, and prominent also in late Jewish literature,
the state of the soul immediately after death and before the
judgment, the Lord says very little, as is true of the New
Testament in general; and this quite naturally, in view of the
supposed nearness of the End, and the resurrection. What is
recorded of the Lord's sayings is given in forms taken entirely
from the current apocalyptic. As in the later Jewish belief,
the state is not one of semiconscious existence, but of active
consciousness, a capability of pleasure and pain, of a living
union with God. The recompense, even if not the final one,
awarded to the conduct of this present life is entered upon
immediately after death. The patriarchs in the place of the
departed, as living, still have God as their God, 4 the dying thief
is at once admitted to paradise (not heaven, but the abode of
the blessed dead).5 The only place in which the Lord speaks
1
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directly of the state of the dead is in the parable of the rich
man and Lazarus,! which represents these as passing at death,
the one to suffering, the other to blessedness. There is nothing
here to intimate that the award, which follows at once, anticipates the final judgment day so far as to leave no room for the
latter. Doubtless the parable is to be understood according to
the usual apocalyptic view, which looked upon such award as
preliminary, pending the final recompense. A final judgment
still awaits Tyre and Sidon, and the land of Sodom, of which
the earlier doom is only anticipative. 2 But there is nothing
indicating that this preliminary doom may be reversed at. the
end. The possibility, or impossibility, of a moral change in the
interval before the judgment is not spoken of, either here or
elsewhere. It should be noticed that the passage is not an
exposition of dogma concerning the state of the dead, but a
parable chosen from familiar beliefs to enforce a moral lesson.
'It does not take us beyond the broad fact that there is a state
of being into which men pass at death, and that the divine
righteousness follows them thither with moral decisions affecting their condition there and reversing antecedent estimates
and circumstances.' 3
( 4) The Judgment and its Awards. As in all biblical and
apocalyptic representations, so in Jesus' teaching, the day of
judgment appears as an inseparable part of the great drama of
the End. All nations will be gathered at the tribunal, both the
living and the dead; 4 the smallest act will be brought into
account; 5 in some sayings, God appears as the judge, 6 but
oftenest Christ. 7 The awards of the judgment are conceived
under the forms of the familiar Jewish eschatology, though
there is little tendency to graphic picturing of the future
state, such as is found in apocalyptic writers; only a few profoundly significant terms are used to characterize the lot of the
judged. The award of the righteous is eternal life, 8 the inheritance of the kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of
1 Lk. 1619-31.
2 Mt. 1122,
3 Salmond in Hast. II. 275.

2•.

Cf. p. 69.
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the world, 1 immediate communion with God, 'they shall see
God.' 2 The unrighteous go away into eternal punishment,a
they are cast out into outer darkness, 4 into the Gehenna of unquenchable fire.5 The terrible thought of an unending penalty
naturally le-ads students of the Lord's words to seek some trace
of a possible reversal or mitigation. His statement regarding
the one sin of blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, which shall
not be forgiven in this age nor in that following the judgment, 6
is thought to imply that other sins may be forgiven in the
'coming age.' But such an interpretation is not supported by
his other utterances; on the contrary it is in conflict with these.
The words are an emphatic expression for never, which is used
in the Marean parallel. 7 Some have found in the 'few stripes'
with which the servant, ignorant of his lord's will, shall be beaten 8
allusion to a shortening of the period of punishment. This too
is contrary to Jesus' teaching given elsewhere, and even if
accepted, would not meet the hard case of those who having
sinned knowingly might conceivably in a future state repent.
We are without doubt compelled to accept the sayings as they
stand with all their hardness, in view of the beliefs regarding
the subject at the time, and the Lord's adoption of current
modes of expression. These very facts, however, raise an important consideration regarding the finality of such utterances.
The scope of Jesus' teaching on the subject, as addressed to
men of his own time, led naturally to limitations. He had no
occasion to touch the theme of a change of attitude in the' coming age'; and his well-known habit of tJnunciating general
truths, without mentioning possible exceptions and modifications in varying circumstances, would make unlikely the
introduction of such contingent factors into his eschatological
teaching. The general tenor of his utterances on the subject is
what we should expect. And it is also doubtless true that this
element in his teaching is much intensified in the form in which
it is preserved by the hearers of that generation, who could
hardly have comprehended an eschatological punishment essentially different from that of current belief, or have expressed
2 Mt. 58.
a Mt. 2546.
4 Mt. 221a.
s Mk. 943.
' The age to come ' does not refer to the period between death
and the judgment.
7 32g.
s Lk. 1248.
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it in essentially different forms. The part played by the
recorder is strongly illustrated in a comparison of St. Matthew
with the other Synoptists. The larger number of these hard
sayings are found in the former, and many of these are seen by
critical examination to be additions or variations due to editorial
working over of the source. Our ultimate view of the great
Christian truth contained in these sayings of the Lord must be
affected by the revelation which he gave concerning God's
attitude toward the sons of men. But when long cycles intervene before the final judgment, we must in view of the tendency
toward moral fixedness, the tendency of habit to pass into unchangeable character, conceive at least the possibility of a soul
passing into a self-induced, unchangeable attitude of enmity
toward God, a state of' eternal sin.' 1 This is what would constitute eternal punishment; it is what St. John calls 'sin unto
death,' that is, sin resulting in complete spiritual death. 2
Conclusion. In closing a survey of our Lord's eschatological
teaching it is well to observe that there must of necessity be
much in it which we cannot clearly represent to ourselves in
the forms of our modern thought. He chose the terms, the
imagery, and the conceptions familiar to his age, with all their
limitations and imperfections, for nothing else could have had
real meaning for his hearers. Perhaps we may say that nothing could be more intelligible to us, especially in view of our
biblical inheritance. The forms of the revelation given in
prophecy can only very imperfectly shadow forth the realities
to come. The principal function of prophecy, so far as it is
predictive, is to encourage, to warn, and to guide along the
way in which God is moving, and toward the end to which he
would bring his people. It can never be entirely understood
until it is fulfilled. But yet in these prophecies of the Lord
telling of his coming, the setting up of his Kingdom, the resurrection, and the judgment, though much may be in traditional
form and symbolical, this at least seems to be clearly taught
by him : that there awaits the world a manifestation of his
presence in the glory of a completed triumph of the cause of
God over all evil, a reign of God in the world ; that a great
1

Mk. 329.

2
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testing of moral issues will stand at the meeting of the ages;
that the redeemed clothed in a new form will be gathered into
one people of God; that an entrance into life, then fully real~
ized, and into a closer union with God, will be granted to all
those 'who have loved the Lord's appearing.' 1
The Eschatology of the Revelation.
The exposition here
given of the eschatology of the book of the Reyelation presupposes the views adopted in regard' to its composition and
interpretation found in the Commentary, as well as results
reached in certain later paragraphs in the Introductory Studies.
While eschatological teaching is introduced in other books of
the New Testament incidentally, the Revelation alone has the
prophecy of the Last Things as its entire theme. Hence the
subject is unfolded here with features and details not found
elsewhere. It was natural that the Church of the first century
should produce such a writing, for Christian hope centered in
the coming of the kingdom of God and his Christ. The messianic hope was the necessary offspring of the belief in an ultimate triumph of good over evil, of God over Satan, and was
especially intensified in times of imperial persecution. Such a
time the Church was entering upon at the close of the century,2
and it foresaw the advance of this persecution to the fierce
conflict of the End. The framework of Christian eschatology ·
in general was, as repeatedly pointed out above, that of Jewish
apocalyptic; but this is especially the case in the book of the
Revelation. Yet as the conception of the Christ differs from,
though growing out of, that of the Jewish Messiah, so the
whole conception of the kingdom and of the final issues is permeated with a new and more spiritual idea. The author of
the Revelation does not transform traditional apocalyptic by
discarding its elements and figures- no New Testament writer
does this in a thoroughgoing way- it is not likely that he
himself conceived the future altogether apart from these conventional forms; but he adds facts of Christian revelation, and
thus gives to his eschatological picture a new meaning, which
must be seen to be such, when his additions are followed out to
12 Tim. 48,
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their consequence. It is not necessary to ask how far he
used traditions in a purely figurative sense- that he does
so in some instances cannot be questioned. The permanent
meaning and value of his great panorama is spoken of elsewhere.1
The time of the End, as generally in Jewish and Christian
expectation, is near at hand. 2 And yet the ·multiplied series
of plagues, the period of Antichrist's domination, and the preliminary millennia! kingdom form a sequence requiring the
assumption of a long lapse of time before the final catastrophe.
It is a tempting supposition that the nearness declared refers
only to the beginning. But it is clear that 'the things which
must shortly come to pass' 3 and ' the words of prophecy' 4
include the contents of the whole book; with this reference to
the End agrees the announcement of the Lord's coming.5 It
is not possible to bring the two representations into exact
accord. The dissonance is due to the fact, frequently seen, that
the Apocalyptist is following different eschatological traditions
in different parts, and does not attempt to bring these into
actual harmony. 6 A historical program followed with close
logical sequence of time and space is foreign to the manner of
our Apocalyptist, who is original and at the same time uses
extensively conventional ideas. There is in this an intimation
that he is conscious of using traditional conceptions in a sense
not strictly literal.
The prophecy of our book centers in a
final catastrophe, like all apocalyptic, and the events group
themselves into three classes: (1) the long series of preliminary movements; (2) the crisis of the definitive conflict with
Satan; (3) the resurrection, the world-judgment, and the final
state of the redeemed.
(1) The Preliminary Events.
(a) The messianic woes.1
This standing feature in apocalyptic prophecy appears here in
the sending of divine visitations upon the world in preparation
for the Great Day. These as given in our Apocalyptist's picture are the three series of the seals (chap. 6), the trumpets
(8-9), and the bowls (16). These are partly natural plagues,
though miraculously intensified, such as war, slaughter, famine,
I
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pestilence, earthquake, and the scorching heat of the sun;
partly also they me supernatural, such as vast disturbances in
the heavens~ the corruption of the waters, the tortures of the
hellish locusts and of the cavalry of fiend-like horses. But all
alike are sent by special intervention of God and with special
eschatological purpose. They are manifestations of his wrath,
and have the twofold purpose of punishing and of leading to
repentance. As in all apocalyptic representation, the former
purpose is made most distinct, yet the latter is also included. 1
They constitute a part of 'that hour which is to come upon the
whole world to try them that dwell upon the earth.' 2 The
forms under which the coming visitations are represented are
derived for the most part from suggestions given in the familiar plagues of the Old Testament, but the Apocalyptist does
not always intend the literal meaning of his prediction~ as for
example in 614, where the heaven is said to be removed· as a
scroll rolled up, though in what follows it is seen to remain ;
or in 812, where the extinction of a third part of the luminaries
causes darkness for a third part of the day. 3
(b) The persef:Ution of the saints. As elsewhere in the New Testament,4 the
last days are to be times of suffering for the Church. The
hostility of the world-power, the Roman Empire (the Beast, as
first manifested), with its demand of emperor-worship, already
showing itself, will increase to the end of that domination and
pass on with unlimited intensity into the succeeding reign of
Antichrist. Satan through his special agents, the beast and
the false prophet, and by the aid of all his servants, will wage
relentless war with the woman's seed, who have the testimony
of Jesus. 6 This dread prophecy springs from the universal
observation of the increasing bitterness of the conflict through
which moral progress wins its victory. But the saints who
prove faithful are assured of final deli veranceo 6
(c) The
destruction of Rome. The persecution of God's people in any
age by the world-empire then existing gives to the conflict
thus aroused the character of a supreme trial; and the deliverance of the saints, the triumph of the cause of God, is foreseen
See p. 554.
2 310,
s See Com. in Zoe.
Cf. Mk. 139 ff., Ac. 1422, 2 Tim. 312 f.
• 1211, 13.
e 310, clw-pt. 7, 1~6, 14-16, 141-6,
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by prophets and apocalyptists to be realized only in the destruction of this great enemy, it may be Egypt, Assyria, Syria,
or Rome. The Christian Apocalyptist at the end of the first
century sees that a crisis in the trial of the Church was about
to be precipitated in the Roman persecution, and was approaching a climax in the attempt to displace the worship of Christ
by the worship of Cresar.l The Roman Empire is the Beast in
his earlier manifestation. 2 Naturally then the annihilation of
Rome's power stands among the foremost events expected by
the Apocalyptist. The fall of the imperial city forms a dominant factor in the book, and the theme of one of its most splendid passages. Already its doom is near; the king called
symbolically the sixth is now reigning ; his successor, the
seventh, who will be the last, will continue but a little while;
then Rome will be utterly destroytpd by Antichrist. 3
(d) The
Coming of Antichrist. The Roman emperors and the priesthood maintaining the emperor-worship are only the humanly
endowed agents of Satan, and their removal does not end this
warfare against the Church. The expectation that the conflict with a hostile world-power must go on to an extreme of
intensity, and the prevalent Jewish and Christian belief in the.
advent of a world-ruler, human yet possessing demonic powers,
opened to the Apocalyptist a vision of the part to be taken by
Satan's mightiest agent, the Antichrist. 4 When the Roman
Empire should have fulfilled its destined period, Antichrist,
the beast in his supreme manifestation, will come in the person
of a demonized Nero returned from the dead, 5 and with his
allies, the ten kings of the earth, will destroy the imperial
city. 6 He will rule the entire earth with awful tyranny; aided
by the false prophet (a wonder-working priesthood), he will
demand universal worship, the extreme form of emperor-worship begun by the Roman rulers; and he will perse~ute the
saints unto death. He will continue through the symbolical
period, three and a half years. 7
(e) The Conversion of Israel.
The Apocalyptist, a Christian Jew, appears to introduce a
prophecy, found elsewhere in the New Testament, that in the
Last Times God's ancient people will repent of their rejection
1
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of Christ. 1 They will be moved to repentance by preachers,
whose words will be enforced by great miracles wrought in
their presence. This conversion of Israel seems to be placed
in the reign of Antichrist.
(f) The overthrow of Antichrist
by the Christ and the temporary imprisonment of Satan. As the
destined time of Antichrist's rule nears its end he will gather
his adherents, the hosts of earth, at Harmagedon for the great
battle against the Christ. The heaven will be opened and
Christ will come forth as a warrior accompanied by the celestial armies ; with the sword of his mouth he will slay the
nations, Antichrist's followers ; Antichrist himself and his
prophet will be cast alive into hell. 2 An angel will lay hold
of Satan, and binding him with a great chain will cast him
into the bottomless pit where he will be bound a thousand
years. 3 Christ does not appear in this scene as a being of love
and compassion ; it is the day of his wrath against his enemies,
proven incorrigible. The characterization is similar to that
which appears repeatedly in the Gospels, especially the Fourth
Gospel. 4 The Fourth Gospel, though distinctively the 'Gospel
of love,' is also the Gospel of Christ's wrath, and its author
often shows the disposition of a son of thunder, whether he be
the Apostle or another.
(g) The Millennium. After the
destruction of the hostile hosts of the earth with their leaders
and the binding of Satan, no foe will remain to war on the
saints, and a preliminary kingdom will be set up on earth.
Here the martyrs raised from the dead will reign in blessedness
with Christ a thousand years (a symbolical period). The rest
of the dead will not be raised till the general resurrection. 5
The seat of the millennial kingdom will be Jerusalem, 6 but
unquestionably an idealized Jerusalem, not the actual historic
city, unsuited to the blessedness described, and long since
destroyed; yet the celestial city, the new Jerusalem, cannot be
meant; that does not descend till a later period, at the time of
the entrance of the new heaven and earth (21). In the prophecy of the temporary binding of Satan, and a preliminary
millennial kingdom on earth, to a share in which the martyrs
1 See pp. 688 ff.
2 1613-16, 1911-21 ; cf. 2 Thess. 2s-1o.
3 201-11.
4 Cf. Mt. 2313-33, Mk. 35, Jno. 213-16, 537-46, 815-55, 939-41, nas RV marg.
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only are raised, the Apocalyptist differs from the other New
Testament writers; these connect all the events of the End
immediately with the Lord's second coming. It is evident
that he is adapting the earlier apocalyptic to one of the special
purposes of his book, the exhibition of the blessed reward to be
bestowed on martyrdom. I
(2) The Crisis of the Definitive Conflict with Satan.
The
release of Satan, his last assault upon God's people, and his eternal
doom. After the thousand years of peace in the preliminary
kingdom Satan will be loosed and will marshal the nations of
the earth, the enemies of God, in number as the sand of the
sea, who will come from afar from every quarter against the
citadel of the saints, the Jerusalem of the millennia! kingdom.
Fire from heaven will consume the host, and Satan who deceived
them will be cast into the endless tortures of hell. In connection
with this battle nothing is said of any part taken by Christ.
The difficulty caused by the presence in the earth of the hosts
of hostile nations after they have previously been declared to be
destroyed in the battle with Antichrist 2 is due to the author's
use of a familiar representation in two distinct but similar connections, without attention to exact congruity. 3
(3) The Resurrection, the World-judgment, and the Final
State of the Redeemed.
(a) The general resurrection and
Judgment. The complete triumph of God in the conflict with
Satan will be followed by the resurrection of all the dead, the
wicked as well as the rest of the righteous who not being of the
number of the martyrs had not already been raised to a share
in the millennia! kingdom. 4 These all appear before the judgment throne; the sentence of the wicked is the second death,
the unending doom of hell; 5 to the righteous is awarded endless life in the new Jerusalem in perfect union with God. 6
After this final judgment no change of state is contemplated ..
As regards the interval between death and the resurrection, the
book is silent concerning the state of the wicked. Of the
righteous dead it is said that they will enjoy a blessed rest from
trouble, and their good works will be remembered in their
behalf at the judgment.7 To those who have died the martyr's
1 p. 737.
2 1614, 1921.
•149-11, 201•.
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death special honor will be given while they await resurrection
to their place in the millennium; garments of heavenly glory
will be given to them, while they remain in keeping beneath the
heavenly altar; and they are bidden to rest from their distressful
yearning for vengeance for yet a little while, when their destined
number will be filled up and their prayer· answered. 1 Then
will come their reward in the reign of the millennium. The
supposed nearness of the end accounts for the small space in the
Apocalyptist's thought given to the state of the dead.
(b) The new heaven and earth, and the new Jerusalem. The
concluding act in the drama of the End is, as generally in
Jewish and Christian eschatology, the renewal of all things. A
new heaven and a new earth, as befits the perfected kingdom of
God, will take the place of the old; the new Jerusalem having
the glory of God will descend from heaven to the new earth to
form the abode of God with his people. The new Jerusalem as
viewed by the Apocalyptist is not heaven, the heaven of God's
dwelling as everywhere conceived in the Bible; it is the city of
Jewish apocalyptic prepared from eternity and preserved in
heaven to be brought down to earth after the judgment, as the
place where God will dwell with his people. But in this conception of a renewed world heaven and earth are completely
blended. The throne of God and the Lamb -with the redeemed
worshiping before them is, as seen by the Apocalyptist in the
final consummation, placed indifferently in heaven and in the
new Jerusalem on the new earth; or as we might say, the conception of this new Jerusalem takes the place of heaven as
generally thought of. 2 How far the Apocalyptist formed to
himself a clear idea of the attributes and perfections of the new
state described under these figures it is impossible to say, but it
is clear that the spiritual facts contained in them form for him
what is most essential in his prophecies. This is seen in what
he says of the nature of the kingdom, the conditions of membership in it, and the state of the saints therein. And for a
true apprehension of his eschatology this must be constantly
kept in mind in connection with his use of apocalyptic traits,
more or less conventional, which form the outlines of his
pictures. To his own mind he has thoroughly Christianized the
1
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meaning of the traditions which he uses.
The kingdom is
universal, composed of every nation, kindred, and tongue of
earth; 1 the gates of the city stand open to every tribe of the
Israel of God, it is built upon the foundations of the Apostles
of all the world; 2 its members are those who have been re~
deemed by the sacrificial death of Christ, 3 they have gotten the
victory over Satan through the blood of the Lamb and the
word of his gospel; 4 their salvation is attained only through
faith. in him and its steadfast maintenance ; 6 they are those
who keep his commandments, who follow him in all things, who
keep themselves unspotted from the world, have no guile in
their mouth, no fault before the throne of God. 6 But their
blissful inheritance is not a good won by their own works, it is
a free gift; 7 their accomplished salvation is ascribed to God
and Christ,8 it is the Lamb that has redeemed them to God.9
It is certainly a misinterpretation when the Apocalyptist is understood
to ignore virtually faith as a primary condition of salvation and to assign
the decision to works, the keeping of God's commandments, that is, to
substitute a kind of Christian legalism for the doctrine of faith as found
elsewhere. (So, Weizsacker, Holtzmann, Jiilicher, Swete, al.) Great
emphasis is, to be sure, placed on (pya, works j cf. chapts. 2--3, passim, 1418,
19 8 ; and of the final judgment it is said, that men shall be judged according
to their works, 2 23 , 2012-13, 22 12• But equally clear is the same characterization of the judgment given by Paul, the great defender of justification. by
faith, cf. Ro. 2 6, 2 Co. 510, Col. 324 f. Works are throughout not thought of
apart from the faith from which they spring and without which they are
inconceivable. All difficulty is removed by the utterance of the Gospel that ·
the work of God which men must do is faith in Christ (Jno. 6 28 f). To the
same effect our author coordinates the commandments of God which the
saints are to keep with faith in Jesus (14 12). For the scope of the term
;.pya, works, see Com. on 2 2• There is in New Testament soteriology no
antithesis between faith and works except that between a living faith
necessarily active and a belief which though real is inoperative in the life.
This is the real antithesis discussed in the epistle of St. James. The severe
stress of the times contemplated in our book explains the emphasis which
the author throws on works; in the awful temptation awaiting the Church
the faith of its members must manifest itself in their deeds.

The final blessedness of the saints is described under various
forms, for the most part figures whose spiritual meaning is
plain. They will cease from all sorrow and pain, God will -..vipe
1
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3 15, 59, 714.
4 1211.
. 5 1412, 213,
s 710, 1210, 191 ; see Com. in loc.
G59,
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away every tear from their eyes, he will dwell in the midst of
them, he will be their God and they his people.I Their intimate spiritual communion with God and Christ is set forth in
manifold figures; as sharers in the divine throne, as kings and
priests,2 they will enjoy the glory and the privilege of immediate access to God's presence ; they will be joined with Christ as a
woman is joined to her husband, 3 they will be the sons of God, 4
and bear the marks which show them to be wholly his, 5 - all
figures expressing the closest spiritual union. The comprehensive term by which the eschatological state is expressed in the
book is life; the saints partake of the tree of life, 6 of the water
of life,7 the same idea is contained in the eating of heavenly
manna ; 8 they receive the crown of life; 9 they are enrolled in
the book of life. 10 In the prominence of the term life, the book
agrees with other New Testament writings, especially the Pauline and J ohannine.
Yet in the writings of Paul and John not merely continued existence is
meant, but also all the blessedness of the indwelling of the believer in God,
and consequently a state already begun in this life (see pp. 94, 102);
while in the Revelation the state of undying existence after the judgment
seems to be chiefly thought of. A fundamental difference is found herein
by some between the Revelation and the Fourth Gosp.el; in the latter the
future life of the believer is only the continuance of what is begun here,
the believer has already passed from death into life (Jno. 524) ; while in
the Revelation life is understood to be the unending state bestowed upon
him at the judgment as the reward of his course here. This difference,
however, though it may appear to exist in most cases, is not maintained
throughout the two books. In the Fourth Gospel life refers in some
instances to the future state entered upon at the end ( cf. 529 • 39, 627 • 40, 1226);
on the other hand in the Revelation the figures of the continued leading
forth to the fountains, the flowing forth of the waters from the throne, the
feeding with manna, the leaves ever growing for healing (71 7, 21 6, 221t,, n,
27), all imply a continuing spiritual process similar to that meant in the
Gospel rather than a fixed condition beginning at the judgment. In the
offer of life in 216, 2217 certainly a reference to the spiritual life of the
present is included. Naturally the Gospel speaks oftenest of the one aspect
of life and the Revelation of the other, for the former book is chiefly concerned with the present spiritual state, and the latter with that belonging
to the future world.
1 21&-4, 71.5-17,
2 321, 610,
7717 1 216,221,17,
627,222,H,19,
10 36, 138, 178, 2012,16, 2127.

3
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1217.
8217,

6 312, 224.
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A word should be added on the most striking differences in
eschatology, already alluded to, between the Revelation and
the other New Testament writings. The appearance of the
warrior Christ to battle with Antichrist at a time anterior to
the general judgment and separated from it by a millennium,
as described in 1911- 21, the. silence regarding any part taken by
Christ in the last conflict with Satan and in the judgment after
the thousand years as described in 207-15, are at variance with
prophecies of the events of the Lord's coming given elsewhere
in the New Testament. The Lord's destruction of Antichrist
by the word of his mouth forms a part of St. Paul's prophecy
of the parousia, 1 but the 'coming' ( 7rapov(j{a) there spoken of
must according to the uniform usage of the Apostle be understood of the advent for the general judgment and the establishment of the kingdom. And the only future coming of the
Lord spoken of by other New Testament writers, apart from
our book, is that with which these last events are associated in
one group. What is elsewhere foreseen as immediately consecutive steps in one great movement is viewed by our Apocalyptist as consisting of parts widely separated in time however
closely connected in essential relations. In visions of a future
immeasurably remote variation in perspective, the occurrence
of a parallax, as it were, need not cause great difficulty, especially in our book where the greater fullness of detail would
make easy the separation of things elsewhere combined. In
some places in his book the Apocalyptist agrees with the other
writers in condensing these last events into one connected
series, and in assigning to Christ a coming to judgment ; cf. 17,
27, 10, 1414-20, 22 12 • In the particular chapters in which the
variation spoken of occurs he views the steps separately, because he is especially interested here in a millennium as providing a reward for the martyrs; and this carries with it the
premillennial overthrow of Antichrist. 2 The representation in
~hese chapters of the last conflict and the judgment follows
closely the earlier Jewish model; hence the absence of Christ
from these scenes.
1

2 Thes. 2s.

2 ~ee

p. 736.
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II
APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE 1
THE Revelation of John follows, not only in form but to a
considerable extent in matter also, the manner of a class of
Jewish writings which were widely known and influential in
the last two centuries before Christ and in the first century of
our era, and which are now generally called apocalyptic. As
regards the type of literature the Revelation is rightly placed
in the same general class with these, much as it differs from
them, and it cannot be correctly interpreted apart from these·
modes of thought and expression which greatly influenced its
formal character. A knowledge of this apocalyptic literature
is essential then to a right understanding of our book. In
placing the Revelation of John in the class of apocalyptic writings, most of which lie outside of the canon of Holy Scripture,
we do not detract from its practical value, or its canonical
character. Driver's words in reference to the Book of Daniel
are appropriate here : 'Just as there are Psalms both canonical
and non-canonical (the so-called Psalms of Solomon), Proverbs
both oanonical and non-canonical (Ecclesiasticus), histories
both canonical and non-canonical (I Mace.), "midrashim"
both canonical (Jonah) and non-canonical (Tobit, Judith), so
there are analogously Apocalypses both canonical and noncanonical; the superiority, in each case, from a theological
point of view, of the canonical work does not place it in a different literary category from the corresponding non-canonical
work, or works' (lJan. in CB. LXXXIV).
The noun apocalyptic in distinction from prophecy is the
term now commonly used to denote that group of eschatological
hopes and beliefs which have been set forth above2 as belonging to the latest development of Judaism - a development in
which a universal and transcendental outlook appears as the
principal characteristic instead of the national and earthly:
1 Cf. Liicke I, Hilgenfeld Jud. Apokalyptik, Baldensperger 172 ff., Bousset
.Jiid. Apok. and Judenthum 230 ff., Volz 4 ff., Drummond 3 ff., Porter Messages
of the Apoc. writers, the articles in Hast. Enc. Bib. and the Jewish Enc. For
the literature dealing with each of the apocalyptic writings respectively, see
2 p. 63 ff.
p. 181, Schiirer ill 188 ff.
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While the expectations of both prophecy and apocalyptic center in a coming messianic era, that is, in a final era in which
the kingdom of God will be established, the former conceives
this kingdom chiefly in political and earthly aspects, the latter
in those that are non-political and supernatural. The main
interest of the one is mundane ; of the other supermundane.
The principal elements in the messianic hope of prophe1~y are
the Day of Jehovah, in which punishment will be meted out to
the heathen and faithless Israelites; the deliverance of God's
people from all their enemies ; the institution of Jehovah's
kingdom in Palestine and the extension of its power over all
the Gentiles; the return of the scattered Israelites; the restoration of Jerusalem in great splendor ; the presence of God in
his temple ; the reign of a Davidic Messiah in an era of perfect
peace and glory. On the other hand in apocalyptic the principal factors of the eschatological hope are the advent of the
'coming age,' spiritually perfect in contrast with this 'present
age' hopelessly corrupt; the universal judgment, not of Jew
and Gentile as such, but of the righteous and the wicked, not
of men only but also of angels and spirits; the resurrection of
the dead ; the everlasting destruction of the power of Satan
and his hosts; the superhuman Messiah reigning with God in
a renewed heaven and earth; eternal life in the presence of
God and the Messiah for the righteous, and for the unrighteous
unending punishment in Gehenna. By apocalyptic literature
then is generally meant those writings which contain this
latter form of eschatological hope in whole or in part.
Apocalypse. d7ToK&Av!fnr;, d7TOKaAV7TTftv, a term occurring in various but
kindred senses in the Septuagint and the New Testament, is common in
the latter with the special significance of a supernatural unveiling, revelation, of divine mysteries, of the unknown and hidden things pertaining to
the kingdom of God and divine truth. In 2 Co. 121- 7 Paul uses it with
reference to his ecstasies or visions; and similarly it is used in Rev: 11, as
a descriptive title of the unveiling, the revelation, given by God of the
consummation of his kingdom as recorded in this book ( cf. Thayer, Westcott, In trod. 34 :ff. ). It is not here a title designating the book as an
apocalypse, that is, as belonging to a class of books called apocalypses.
But from the use of the word in this opening description the book came
subsequently to receive the title, the Apocalypse of John, and pseudepigraphic writings of a later date, containing professed visions of the
futui:e, adopted the title, e.g. the Apocalypse of Peter, the Apocalypse tif
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Paul. As a name of a type of literature apocalypse then is subsequent to
the time of our book ( cf. Zahn Ein. II. 596). The distinction between the
author's use of the word in the opening verse and that of the title given to
the book in later time is shown by the defining words in each case; in the
former the meaning is the revelation given by God of the mysteries described; in the latter the Apocalypse of, i.e. written by, John.

Modern writers taking the word apocalypse in its generic
sense have applied the adjective apocalyptic to all writings
whether Jewish or Christian which possess in common certain
characteristic forms appearing in the Apocalypse of John and
which contain an unveiling, a revelation, real or fictitious, of
events and doctrines of the Last Things as these are conceived
in the later, transcendental, eschatology spoken of above. 1 lt
is thus that such pre-Christian writings as the Book of Daniel,
the Book of Enoch, as well as late Jewish books, e.g. 2 Esdras,
are called apocalyptic. The word is also applied in cases
where these eschatological ideas are found, though not in the
form of a professed revelation, e.g. the Psalms of Solomon. A
curious feature in many apocalyptic writings is the writer's
interest in fancies pertaining to the physical universe, the phenomena of nature and the heavenly bodies; these are a part
of the secrets unveiled in the alleged revelations. Considerable portions of the Book of Enoch are taken up with such
subjects. 2
The two classes of hopes styled by modern writers, the one prophetic,
the other apocalyptic, dearly belong to different stages of religious
thought. It is desirable therefore to give them distinct names; but it can
hardly be questioned that those now in common use are not happily chosen
as titles mutually exclusive; for prophecy which in its essential character
is a divine message relating to religious and ethical truth, calling to present
duty, is not wanting in the writings called apocalyptic ; and on the other
hand apocalyptic ideas appear more or less distinctly in writings which we
term prophetic. The apocalyptic writings so far as they contain a product
.of genuine revelation- and this is undoubtedly the case in some instances
-are prophetic. But the older prophecy is chiefly concerned with the call
to present duty, and the prediction of the future is subordinate; while
apocalyptic prophecy, though containing a moral and religious appeal to its
readers, is occupied predominantly with the future. Such writings then as
the Book of Daniel, the Rev. of John, Is. 24-27, .Mt. 24-25, belong to
apocalyptic prophecy, that is, they are both prophetic and apocalyptic.
I

p. 63 ff.

2

17-36, 72-82 ; cf. Sl. En. passim.
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Characteristics of Apocalyptic· Literature.
The various
writings, or parts of writings, styled apocalyptic, notwithstanding many minor differences, agree so far in certain leading features as to justify the grouping of them into a special
class with a designation of its own. Of these characteristic
features the most fundamental is found in the group of eschatological expectations and beliefs, which speaking in a general
way we may say are common to the class. A survey sufficient
for our purpose of this apocalyptic form of eschatology has
been given above, and the distinction pointed out between the
apocalyptic and the older prophecy. 1 It is first of all in these
religious and eschatological ideas that the distinctiveness of
these writings as a type of literature consists. But there are
also certain other characteristics of a more external and formal
kind, the recognition of which will not only define the class
more clearly, but will also serve to prevent the misinterpretation of many passages found in literature of this nature.
(1) Visions and raptures. The highly elaborated vision, or
similar mode of revelation, is the most distinctive feature in
the form of apocalyptic literature. The subject matter is
attributed by the authors to a special revelation, commonly
given in visions, ecstasies, or raptures into the unseen world.
It is true that in the older prophecy the vision is not only
mentioned as a means of revelation, but also descriptions are
given of the concrete pictures unfolded to the prophet; 2 such
pictures however are brief, simple, and altogether subordinate
as constitutive factors. It is in the book of Ezekiel, who at
least in this respect shows a tendency toward the apocalyptic,
that we first find highly elaborated visions forming an essential
element of the work. 3 And this characteristic becomes more
distinct and fundamental in the apocalyptic literature proper.
Here the vision or rapture is a literary form wrought out with
great fullness of details, often with strange symbolism and
with fantastic imagery. Examples of such constitutive traits
are the vision of the four beasts and that of the ram and the
he-goat in Daniel ; 4 the vision of the bullock, the sheep and
p. 167.
2 Cf. Is. 61-4, Am. 81, Jer. pt. 13,
Cf. the vision of the throne-chariot, 1-3, the rapture visions in 8-11, 40-48,
cf. afso 371-14.
4 7-8.
I

3
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the seventy shepherds in Enoch 1 symbolizing human history to
the establishment of the messianic kingdom ; the visions given
to Enoch in a rapture through the unknown regions of the
earth, through Hades and the heavens, 2 unveiling the secrets
of nature, and the final abodes of the righteous and the
wicked; the vision in the Apocalypse of Baruch of the forest
trees and the vine, 3 and that of the lightning-crowned cloud
pouring down twelve showers of dark and bright waters,4 symbolizing the fortunes of Israel, the ' messianic woes ' and the
triumph of the Messiah; the vision in Second Esdras of the
mourning woman transfigured, symbolizing the final glorification of afflicted Zion, 5 and that of the eagle 6 picturing the
final destruction of the world power, Rome ; the revelations
given in a rapture through the seven heavens, which form the
principal contents of Slavonic Enoch ; the visions and raptures
of the Revelation of John. It is this fundamental place of the
vision, or similar mode of unveiling hidden things (apocalypse)
in these writings, that has given them the name apocalyptic.
(2) Mysteriousness. It is characteristic of these writings
that the revelations, or half revelations, are often given in
strange, unintelligible forms. The symbolical beasts are unimaginable monsters with their many heads and horns springing
out and warring one with another; 7 inanimate objects are
represented with attributes of men and animals; 8 the extraordinary and unnatural are preferred to the ordinary and natural. 9
Hence a standing feature is the irllerpreter explaining the
visions, allegories, and symbols ; sometimes this is God himself,IO
but commonly an angel,11 in accordance with the great prominence assigned to the agency of angels throughout this li terature.12
This element of mysteriousness is probably due, at least in part,
to the thought that the great secrets treated of could be communicated only under such mysterious forms; and notwith185-90.
217-36.
3 36-38.
4 53-74.
5 9-10.
6 11-12.
7 Dan. 7 f., 2 Es. 11 f., Rev. 13, 17.
8 Dan. 78, Ap. Bar. 36, En. 86-88, Rev. 91.
9 Cf. Ap. Bar. 29, 7:36£., En. 1Q17ff., 80, 2 Es. 54-9, Sib. Or. III. 796 fl;., Rev.
5&-S, 87-12, 9a-n.
10 Ap. Bar. 38 ff., 2 Es. 131811'..
11 Dan. 71611'., 816ff., En. 12, Ap. Bar. 55 ff., 2 Es. 1()2911'., Rev. 11, 17'.
12 p. 70.
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standing the presence of the interpreter there remains a large
element of vagueness and uncertainty, of designed enigma,
especially in predictions of the future. The significance of the
writings in their general import was doubtless made intelligible
to the readers, while many details must have been altogether
obscure. It is not unlikely that even the writer himself, in
order to give his picture fullness and power, or mysteriousness,
sometimes introduced touches to which he did not attach a
separate meaning in themselves. A specific meaning in every
detail can no more be sought in an elaborate vision than in the
parables of our Lord,l or in the ornate picture of a Homeric
simile. The significance of the representation is contained in
the leading factors, while details are often designed only to give
life and color.
(3) Literary IJependenae. The apocalypses are not throughout the primary sources of the material which they contain.
The apocalyptist is not essentially an originator; he adopts,
transforms, interprets apocalyptic matter already at hand.
The prophecies of the Old Testament writers, their visions,
imagery and symbolism, entered largely into these compositions,
as did also popular traditions and conceptions in which were
enshrined as in. folk-lore, myths and fancies belonging to the
Hebrews and other orientals in common. The apocalypses do
not spring from the professional scribes or the official class ;
they are for the most part folk-literature; hence folklore.
popular legends and ideas inherited or adopted from a nonHebrew source could the more easily have found their way
into this field. Thus not only the general outlines of the future
age, the coming judgment, the messianic glory are stereotyped
elements following out and transforming the lines of older
prophecy, but also many characteristic details are only slightly
varied uses of a store of traditional material from which all
alike draw. 2 Each writer borrows from his predecessor and
from common tradition. Examples of such dependence are the
frequently recurring representations of the series of world-kingdoms determined by symbolical numbers, four, seven, etc.;
1
:L

Cf. Trench, Notes on the Parables III.
Gunkel 225 f., Bousset, .Antichrist 6 :II.

ct.
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kings and empires under the form of animals with heads and
horns symbolically numbered; the dragon-form of the archenemy; portents in the heavens and the earth; the emergence
of the apocalyptic beasts from the sea ; the trumpet-call ushering in the great day. The Book of Daniel, the first great
apocalypse, established the norm which later writers followed
more or less closely in certain ideas and in forms, symbols, and
general structure. Very wide also was the influence of such
passages as Isaiah 13-14, Ezekiel 1, 28-39, Joel 2-3, Zechariah
9-14. In some instances it is not improbable that the writer
has taken over and adopted familiar pictures containing minor
details which are not strictly applicable to his purpose, using
the representation because of its significance as a whole. 1 Such
an origin may sometimes account for traits which would otherwise give insoluble difficulty to the interpreter. It is not
however to be supposed that the apocalyptist is altogether
wanting in originality, or real spiritual vision. Our great
apocalypses without doubt contain, if not new religious conceptions, at least new inventions of the religious imagination,
probably in some cases, we may say, new forms of vision. A
more mechanical dependence also appears in the writings as now
extant; as they have come down to us they are nearly all seen
by critical analysis to consist of compilations from different
documents, with and without revision, and to contain additions
by later hands. But of the two canonical apocalypses, the
Book of Daniel is commonly regarded as essentially a unit; the
unity of the Revelation of John will be discussed below.2
(4) Pseudonymity.
The apocalypses, with the exception of
the Rev. of John, 3 were attributed to authors of an age long
past. They purport to contain revelations given to such men
of antiquity as Moses, Enoch, Isaiah, Baruch, Ezra, and the like.
The Revelation of John however in this as in many other respects differs from the other apocalypses. The apocalyptists
were probably led to attribute their writings to some great
name of the past because they were conscious that they could
not speak to their generation in their own name with the power
t

Cf. p. 171.

2

pp. 216 ff.

a Also the Shepherd of Hermas.
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of an independent prophet. The age of the great prophets had
passed away. It was so far a time of spiritual decline, that no
one was sent with an Isaian trumpet-call to duty; no one could
come with the cry,' Thus saith the Lord,' and meet with believing acceptance. The apocalyptists stand on a lower plane of
inspiration and mission; their office is preeminently to hold up
as motives promises of the future. Genuine visions they in some
cases undoubtedly received, but the commission was not that of
the direct personal preacher; it was rather to write a revelation
of the unfolding of God's promises made of old to his people.
The roots of their prediction lie in the past,t and they not
unnaturally then speak as if from the past. As the whole
course of world-history to its consummation- a favorite theme
with them- is one, they carry back to the past the visions of
the end; and the correspondence of a part of the assumed predictions with the known facts of past history, and the authority
of a great name, give credibility to the forecasts of the future.
This professed ancient authorship, once established as a charac:teristic of apocalyptic writing, came to be adopted by inferior
writers and imitators as a mere literary form. But when as in
the New Testament age prophecy revives again, and one like the
author of the Revelation of John comes forth with the consciousness of a real prophetic commission,2 he speaks in his own name.
That writings inspired with a strong moral and religious purpose
should be attributed to assumed names may seem to our modern
minds inexplicable; but such was not the case with the ancients,
especially the Hebrews. First of all, the material of the apocalypses being, as seen above, largely derived from earlier sources,
the writers doubtless often regarded their works not so much
their own as those of some great personage of the past. The
procedure seen here is not very different from the common
literary device of putting into the mouths of persons of another
time speeches, poetic utterances, and the like which perhaps
tradition attributed to them and which were appropriate to
them. At all events pseudonymity was a common literary
characteristic of these centuries, and does not by any means in
all cases show a disregard of truthfulness, or an intention
actually to deceive in the interest of the author or his cause.
1

Cf. p. 171.

2
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Pseudonymous writings appear at this time in great numbers
among the Greeks and Hebrews alike, especially at Alexandria. 1
It should be distinctly observed that when the characteristics
of apocalyptic literature mentioned above are attributed to the
Book of Daniel or the Revelation of John, these books of our
Bible are not robbed of their religious value or their canonical
rank. There is nothing in these features of their construction
which would render their visions and revelations less real than
those of Isaiah or St. Paul. There can be no question that in
many of the pseudepigraphic writings the visions describ~d are
pure inventions adopted as a part of the literary form. But
in these two books at least, the reality of a great spiritual
ecstasy, of a supernatural unfolding of things seen only by the
inner eye, stands upon the same ground of credibility as in the
other visions and revelations of the prophets and of the New
Testament. Neither dependence upon earlier sources nor
minute study in the elaboration of details in the record of the
visions is in itself a mark of fictitiousness. The greatest of the
prophets derived material from their predecessors, as for example Isaiah from Amos and Hosea, 2 and Ezekiel from Jeremiah. 3 And visions assume the forms of familiar objects ;
traditional ideas and imagery give them their characteristic
features. Ezekiel's great vision in his opening chapter contains a striking combination of traditional Hebrew and Babylonian figures. 4 The more thoroughly the mind of the seer is
permeated with the imagery and symbolism of his predecessors,
the more certainly would his vision in a state of ecstasy borrow leading traits from these. In the study of the Revelation
of John it will be seen· that the visions are to a very large
extent composed of factors evidently suggested by the Old
Testament and other sources, yet transformed and brought
into new combinations with the freedom of an independent
seer. It is moreover of fundamental importance in studying
this book to remember that it is not a description penned while
the visions were still present with the author, while he was
still in a state of ecstasy ; it is a record made subsequently,
I Holtzm. Ein. 192 f., Jiilicher 42.
a Cf. Davidson Ezek. in CB., p. xix f.

2
4

Cf. W. R. Smith Prophets 209.
Cf. Stade 290 f.
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after he had left Patmos. 1 The book then is a definitely
planned work to put before the readers the great revelations
which had been given to the Prophet in his visions. And it is
easy to understand, or rather it is scarcely possible not to suppose, that the stupendous scenes unfolded before the Seer's
view defied, perhaps, his own power to grasp fully, certainly his
power to portray. These revelations surpass in awful grandeur, in profound religious value and in fullness of scope, all
other apocalypses, and the writer labors with all the resources
which he can summon to his aid to present them to his readers
with vividness and power. While the work in its fundamental
conceptions must belong to his memory of his visions, yet
much also both in the framework and the details must be due
to his conscious effort as a literary artist struggling to give in
familiar apocalyptic form and manner a presentation of the
truths revealed in his ecstatic experiences. The plan, minutely
organized with the structure of an elaborate outline, with intricately interwoven threads, bears frequent traces of a prophet
who is working consciously to embody truth seized in an
ecstasy rather than to describe symbols actually seen. Something of the same studied effort, though on an inferior plane
and carried out with far less brilliancy of religious imagination,
appears in the closing vision of Ezekiel ( 40-48) and in the
Book of Daniel. The writer's conformity to a particular type
of literature is not unlike that of the prophets and psalmists
who adopt the forms of Hebrew poetry, or that of the authors
of the Book of Job and the Song of Solomon, who have put
their message in the form of lyrical drama. In none of these
cases does the conscious elaboration of the form affect the
canonical rank of the work.
The Occasion of the Apocalyptic Writings.
The origin
of the apocalyptic writings is found in the religious and political condition of the Jews in the three centuries of the period
in which falls the birth of Christ. They are born of the distress, spiritual and civil, of the times. As the writers look
out upon it, the world is full of wickedness, sin is triumphant,
the godly are afflicted, evil spirits are mightier than the powers
of goodness, the kingdom of God's people is overthrown, and a
1

18.
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galling subjection to Gentile rule continues from generation to
generation. The present, whether for the righteous individual
or for God's kingdom, is an era of great darkness, and the
immediate future offers only an outlook still darker. 'For
look, how much the world shall be weaker through age, so
much the more shall evils increase upon them that dwell
therein, . . . for the world is set in darkness and they that
dwell therein are without light.' 1 Where are the blessings
foretold by the fathers and the prophets, where the happiness
and prosperity promised to the godly, where the glory promised to the kingdom'? In these dark questionings touching the
righteousness and faithfulness of God, touching the truth of
the prophets, the devout Jew with invincible faith turns away
from the hopeless present to the future ; he catches revelations,
apocalypses, of a not far-off coming of God, of a day of deliverance and recompense, of the fulfillment of the yet unfulfilled
prophecies. At the same time the historical experiences of the
nation and the influence of surroundings have broadened and
modified the outlook of the apocalyptist; his vision of the
future has become more spiritual, wider in scope, to a larger
degree supermundane. It is in these circumstances that he
appears as a prophet to bring a needed message to his time.
He raises a voice of warning against the prevailing iniquity,
whether in Israel or among the Gentiles, declaring the certain
and awful vengeance soon to be revealed; but chiefly he seeks
to comfort and encourage the suffering and despairing. In
the midst of bitter trials, and in face of those more bitter
about to come, he appears with his vision of sure deliverance
and final glory to revive hope, to stay up faith, to fortify
endurance. He unfolds .a future which shall show to Israel
and the world that God is just and righteous, that he is faithful to his promises, that he is gracious to give their recompense
to his righteous servants. This is the great purpose of the
apocalypses in general. And the deeper the distress of the
times and the more threatening the nearer future, the more
glowing becomes the apocalyptic picture of the end. A tendency toward the apocalyptic in both spirit and form begins to
show itself in the prophets who arose in the trials of the exilic
1

2 Es.

1411 If•.
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and earlier part of the post-exilic age, but it was the time of
Antioehus Epiphanes, with its awful persecutions, that produced the first distinct apocalyptic book, so far as known to
us, the Book of Daniel. The various writings grouped together
in the Book of Enoch belong to the second and first centuries
before Christ, a period of almost unbroken trouble from internal strife, apostasy, and fierce conflict without; the Psalms of
Solomon fall in the time of the conquest of Jerusalem by
Pompey ; the Assumption of Moses shortly before, and the
Apocalypse of Baruch and 2 Esdras shortly after, the tribulation attending the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus; the
Revelation of John in a period in which the Roman persecution of the Church had already begun, and still fiercer woes
were threatening.
The Jewish Apocalyptic Writings. Apocalyptic tendencies in
the Old Testament prior to the Book of Daniel. Reference has
already been made to Ezekiel as marking in some respects a
transition from the older prophetic type to the apocalyptic.
Ezekiel's activity coincides with the great crisis of the nation's
downfall in the Babylonian captivity; and while much of his
book is occupied with denunciation of Israel's sin and announcement of inevitable punishment in the doom of the nation, his
vision passes on through this calamitous period to a restoration,
a sublime redemption; and his picture, notwithstanding its
features of local and political glory after the manner of the
older prophets, is full of profound spiritual significance. 1 The
Prophet's idea of God is more transcendental, his universalism
more distinctly religious, his outlook more eschatological; he
announces clearly the religious significance of the individual, as
well as that of the nation. With him begins, as already pointed
out, the elaborate vision as a literary form, the prominence of
angels as the agents of God, the prediction of an assault by the
combined world powers (Gog and Magog) upon God's people in
the 'latter days,' the idea of a world-judgment. 2 The influence
of his conceptions and his literary manner appear widely in
the apocalypses in later times, especially in the Revelation of
John. ' If the author of the Apocalypse [of John] be a purer
poet than Ezekiel, the prophet has given him his inspiration
I

Cf. Davidson Ezek. in CB. 287 ff., Stade 293 f.
N

2

Cf. Stade 295.
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and furnished him with materials for his most splendid creations.' 1 Second Isaiah (Is. 40-66), generally placed by critics
near the end of the exilic period, 2 presents an interesting comparison and contrast with the apocalypses. Like these it is a
message of consolation to Israel in affliction, promising the near
coming of Jehovah to deliver; but while the promises are set in
the national and local framework, the vision of the Prophet is
constantly breaking through into a wider and more. spiritual
outlook. In the supernatural blessings to be poured out upon
the land, in the glory of God's presence with his people, in the
profoundly religious universalism, in the creation of a new
heaven and a new earth, briefly, in the general spirit of the
prophecies, the predominating tone is that of the apocalyptic.
Similar in tone is another post-Isaian passage, Is. 13-1423
(commonly assigned to the closing years of the exile), with its
picture of convulsions in the heavens, of woes and desolation in
the earth, its exultation over the fall of the oppressing city.
Here belongs also Is. 34-35, a paragraph of the same or a later
date. After the exile the tendency toward the apocalyptic
shows itself frequently in the prophetic writings as preserved.
In the visions of Jehovah's coming and the great consummation
to follow, the prophecies frequently take on the general features.
of the late eschatological representation. Of such a character
is Is. 24-27, a vividly apocalyptic passage falling after the exile.
Apocalyptic in tone and coloring is the book of Joel; such are
also Obadiah vv. 15 ff., Zephaniah with its terrible picture of
the consuming wrath of Jehovah in the Great Day, Zechariah
1-8 with its symbolical visions interpreted by angels, Second
Zechariah (Zech. 9-14) with its prophecy of the final gathering
of the nations against Jerusalem, Jehovah's intervention, the
salvation of his people, and his universal recognition.
The Book of Daniel. This book is generally placed by scholars
in the closing years of Antiochus Epiphanes, that is, not far
from 164 B.c. Antiochus, king of Syria, of whose domain
Judea now formed a province, had entered on the policy of
unifying his kingdom by bringing all parts of it to adopt the
Hellenic civilization and with this the Hellenic religion. Such
1 Davidson

op. cit. p. xxvi.

2

Cf. Driver lntrod. 280 :ff., CorDill 284 :ff.
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a policy, though received with sympathy by a party among the
Jews, was of course immeasurably abhorrent to every devout
adherent of the religion of Jehovah; and Antiochus soon saw
that he had raised up in Judea a strong body of irreconcilable
opponents, near the border of his· enemies, the Ptolemies of
Egypt, and that he could remove this obstacle in the way of
his purposes, both internal and external, only by extirpating the
Jewish religion. Accordingly he took possession of Jerusalem,
plunde;red the temple, slew many of the people and sold many
as slaves, prohibited under penalty of death all Jewish religious
rites and introduced those of heathenism; on the altar of
burnt-offering in the temple was erected an altar to Zeus.
'The temple was filled with riot and revelings by the heathen,
who dallied with harlots, . . . and moreover brought inside
things that were not befitting; and the place of sacrifice was
filled with those abominable things which had been prohibited
by the laws. And a man could neither keep the Sabbath, nor
observe the feasts of the fathers, nor so much as confess himself
to be a Jew,' 2 Mace. 64 ff·. Both in Jerusalem and in the country the Jews were forced to join in the heathen sacrifices and
feasts, to· eat unclean food; they were martyred for circumcising their children and for even possessing a copy of the law; the
books of the law were rent in pieces and burnt. 1 This was the
first distinctly religious persecution which the Jews had suffered,
the first era of martyrdom. It was in these circumstances that
the prophet of the Book of Daniel brought forward his message
to strengthen his countrymen in a firm adherence to their law
and to console them with the certainty of an early deliverance.
The unknown writer assumes as his standpoint, not his own age,
but that of the Babylonian and Persian domination several
centuries earlier; and he puts his exhortations and revelations
in the form of narratives relating to Daniel and visions purporting to be given to the same Daniel, who is described as one of
the Judean nobles carried away by Nebuchadnezzar. How
much of the story of Daniel is actual history, how much tradition, and how much is derived from the author himself it is, as
in the case of Job and Jonah, neither possible nor necessary to
determine. From whatever sources the author derived the
1

1 Mace. 1-3, 2 Mace. 5-9.
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external material of his work, its inner meaning and spirit are
his own ; they belong to his own time, they are the word of
God sent through him to his present suffering coreligionists.
The narratives form the first part of the book (1-6) and on the
one hand tell how Daniel and his companions, who were subjected to trials similar to those imposed by Antiochus, such as
the eating of unhallowed food ( chapt. 1 ), participation in
idolatrous worship (3), renunciation of prayer to their God
(6), adhered staunchly to their religion and were wonderfully
delivered and rewarded; on the other hand the narratives tell
how the Babylonian kings, Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar,
who like Antiochus had lifted themselves up against Jehovah,
were humbled under his hand. The visions form the distinctively apocalyptic part of the book (7-12). In a series of
visions essentially parallel, represented as given to Daniel and
interpreted by an angel, the course of world-history is unfolded
from the Babylonian domination to the destruction of Antiochus' power and the final consummation of the kingdom of God.
Under the symbol of beasts is represented the succession of
world-kingdoms, four in number,l culminating in the rule of
the 'little horn,' 2 Antiochus, whose impious character and
deeds are described with the definiteness of a contemporary. 3
But the end of this distress is shown to be near; after three and
a half years, 'a time and times and half a time,' 4 the might of
Antiochus, the last of the anti-theocratic world-powers, will be
annihilated. Jehovah himself will come with his hosts,' a stone
cut out of the mountain without hands' 5 will break in pieces the
world kingdom; Michael, the great prince, will stand up for the
people; 6 the judgment will be set and the books opened; 7 those
that sleep in the dust will awake, some to everlasting life and
some to shame and everlasting contempt; 8 the beast will
be slain, his dominion will be taken away and given to one
like unto a son of man, 9 that is, to the people of the saints
of the Most High; 10 and the messianic kingdom in its glory
and universality will be established forever. The share of the
saints in the messianic rule becomes a common doctrine in
Cf. Driver in Dan. in CB. 94 ff.
a Cf. 72H., 89-14,23-25, 9261:, 1121--.s.
7 710.
8 122.
9 711 tr••
1

2

78, 89.

4 725.
10 7%7.
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later Jewish eschatology and passes over into New Testament
writers. 1
The three and a half. years spoken of in the prophecy may be taken as
an approximate reckoning of a particular historic period ; but from the
analogy of apocalyptic usage, according to which numbers are oftenest
symbolical, and predictions of the actual future are vague, it is more likely
that the expression denotes merely a short period. There is plausibility in
the view that 3i as a symbol of a limited period of calamity is primarily
derived from an Oriental nature-myth, representing perhaps the period of
winter. Cf. Gunkel Zum religionsgesch. Verstandniss 79 ff., S.chOpfung u.
Chaos 266 f., Jeremias Babylonisches irn N. T. 43. But at all events,
whether originating with our author, or adopted by him from popular
usage, the term has passed from the Book of Daniel to the Revelation of
John, as a symbolical designation of the last brief but direful period of the
sway of evil; Rev. 112,12 6,13 5 •

Non-Canonical Apocalyptic Writings.
In the following
notice of the other principal apocalypses it is obviously impossible in the space at command to give a full survey of their
contents, or to take up the critical questions connected with
them. Only such a brief account can be given as may serve to
show their general nature, and render more intelligible the
frequent reference to them. 2
Ethiopic Enoch. The Book of
Enoch, or Ethiopic Enoch, as it is called in distinction from
the recently discovered Slavonic Enoch, is a collection of writ~
ings, commonly supposed to belong to the last two centuries
before Christ, and ascribed to Enoch, 'the seventh from
Adam.' 3 The record of Enoch's favor with God and his
translation given in Genesis 4 caused Hebrew tradition to attribute to him marvelous knowledge. In his walk with God,
he was made the recipient of revelations which opened to him
I Cf. Wis. 38, 516, Test. Dan 513, En. 10812, Mt. 1928, 1 Co. 62, 2 Tim. 212,
Rev. 226, 321, 204.
2 Kautzsch contains the most important of these writings, except Slavonic
Enoch, in a German trans. with valuable introductions and notes. They are
given in Eng. with introd. and notes in Vol. II. of the great work The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the 0. T., edited by Charles in conjunction with
other scholars (1913) ; the introductions there given are invaluable in the study
of most of the writings mentioned below. The S. P. C. K. has more recently
issued a number of them in inexpensive vols., the work of Charles, Oesterley,
and other Eng. authorities. Invaluable are the critical and exegetical studies
of Enoch, Sl. Enoch, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, and others given
by Charles in separate vols.
3 It also contains material derived from a lost ' book of Noah,' which is mentioned in Jub. 1013, 2110.
4 524.
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the secrets of almost limitless knowledge. Tradition ascribed
to him the writing of 366 books.! It was natural then that
many pseudonymous writings should be issued in his name ;
those that have survived are doubtless but a fragment. A
number of such writings (probably not less than three or four,
in the opinion of Charles, five) were united in one book by a
compiler before the end of the last century B.c. Critical
students of the book differ regarding the documents into
which it is to be resolved and the respective dates of these, but
most agree in placing the oldest portions before 160 B.c. and
the latest before 64 B.c. The so-called Similitudes (37-70),
the most valuable portion of the book, because containing the
fullest messianic doctrine, are commonly placed before the
middle of the first century B.c. The book was the most influential of all the writings now held uncanonical. It is frequently referred to by other apocalyptic writers and was much
used by the early Christians. It is quoted as a work of genuine
prophecy in the Epistle of Jude (v. 14), traces of familiarity
with it seem to appear in other books of the New Testament,
especially in the Revelation, though these may possibly be due
to ideas and imagery in common currency at the time ; it is
cited as Scripture in the Epistle of Barnabas, Tertullian defended its canonicity, Irenams, Clement of Alexandria, and
others refer to it as an authority. But in time it passed into
disuse and disappeared from the literature known to Europeans
till in the eighteenth century it was discovered in an Ethiopic
version of the Old Testament Scriptures of the Abyssinian
Church. This Ethiopic version was made from a Greek version
(of which some fragments have been discovered recently), and
this in turn from a Hebrew or Aramaic original. The book
consists chiefly of revelations purporting to be given to Enoch
through visions, through journeys in the unknown regions of
the earth and the heavenly world, and through the instructions
of angels. The subject matter embraces a very great variety
of topics. Some of the most important are: the coming of
God to judge the world, to bless the saints and to punish
wicked men and the fallen angels ; the story of the fall of the
angels, their baleful influence in the world, their preliminary
1

Sl. En. 236.
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and final punishment; the divisions of Hades for the righteous
and the wicked ; the names and offices of the archangels ; the
secrets of nature with the operations of its forces, theories
regarding the movements of the sun and the moon, the winds
and storms, the calendar of the year, and similar themes of
physical science; the person and office of the Messiah, his
preeminence above all the angels, his preexistence, his union
with God in the judgment and in the rule of the final kingdom,
his endowment with the fullness of wisdom and power, his
recognition by the mighty ones of earth; the final assault of
antitheocratic powers upon Jerusalem and their annihilation in
the depths of hell ; the course of history from Adam to the
establishment of the messianic kingdom; the resurrection of
the dead; the renewal of the heavens, the new Jerusalem; and
the final abode of the righteous where they will dwell with
God, the Messiah, and the angels. Nothing short of a full
exposition of the contents of this extraordinary book can give
an adequate idea of its value for the history of thought in the
New Testament era. 'It is quite plain that this apocalypse
either exerted a considerable influence on the generations
immediately before and contemporary with Jesus, or at least
reflects a large number of ideas which were in the minds of
men of these generations and are not accounted for by the Old
Testament.' 1

Slavonic Enoch.
Another fragment, or collection of fragments, of the Enoch literature survives in the Secrets of Enoch,
or Slavonic Enoch as it is called, because so far as known it
exists only in a Slavonic version. The original was in Greek
(perhaps parts of it in Hebrew or Aramaic). It belongs to
the latest period of Judaism, perhaps the first century of our
era, but to a time prior to the destruction of Jerusalem in
70 A.D. Although it was well known to Jewish and Christian writers, it passed from notice in the earlier centuries and
was lost till it was brought to light again near the close of the
last century. 2 The contents consist mainly of Enoch's jourScott Rev. in The New Gent. Bib. 16.
The Slavonic versions found at that time in Russia and Serbia were first
seen by Charles to be distinct from Ethiopic Enoch, and knowledge of them
was introduced to Western Europe in his ~ng. Ed. The Book of the Secrets of
1
2
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neys through the seven heavens, and what he saw and heard in
each one of these, and the hortatory discourses of Enoch addressed to his sons. The book is especially valuable as giving
the fullest presentation of the Jewish doctrine of seven heavens
and their occupants. The abode of the fallen angels and their
leaders is placed in the heavens. This representation throws
light on the reference found in several New Testament passages to the presence of evil powers in the heavens. 1 In the
third heaven is Paradise with the tree of life and all that is
beautiful and glorious prepared to be the abode of the righteous, while in the far-off northern regions of the same heaven
are the places of torture prepared for the wicked. The seventh
heaven is the abode of God, the picture of whose glory with
the orders of angels ranged about him singing the Thrice Holy
is similar to that in the Revelation. The doctrine of a mil.lennium seems to be taught, 2 though the passage containing it is obscure. The days of the creation story are represented as prophetic of the world's duration, a day being
reckoned as a thousand years; 3 after the six days, that is, after
6000 years, follows the seventh day of rest, the 1000 years
of the millennium ; then is established the eighth day at
whose beginning there will be ' a time when there is no
computation and no end ; neither years, nor months, nor weeks,
nor days, nor hours.' 4 The book is further interesting in that
it contains a considerable number of parallelisms with the New
Testament, 5 which, though they may not be the origin of the
New Testament passages, show these to have been influenced.
by ideas and forms of expression current at the time.

The Sibylline Oracles.
These are a collection of verses purporting to be uttered by the ancient Sibyl. In heathen antiquity
the Sibyl (or the Sibyls, various opinions were held regarding
Enoch, 1896. A later Germ. ed. of value is Bonwetsch, Das slav. Henoch. See
above, p. 181; further Volz, and Schiirer III. 290 ff.
I E.g:' the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places,' Eph. 612;
'there was war in heaven,' Rev. 127 ; cf. Col. 120, Lk. 1018,
2 32 f.
a Cf. 2 Pet. 38.
4 332.
But the text and interpretation here are uncertain. Volz, 30, denies
the reference to a millennium, and takes the seventh day of rest to L" similar to
the period of 'world-silence' spoken of in 2 Es. 730, as preceding the awakening
to the life of the new reon.
6 Cf. Charles, Index I.
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the number) was a supposed prophetess of a bygone age,
possessing inspired knowledge of the future, to whom were
attributed the so-called Sibylline Oracles. The oracles purporting to be derived from this source were sent throughout the
Greek and Roman world and great authority was attached to
them, even in important affairs of state. In Rome special functionaries were appointed to keep the official collection in secrecy
and to interpret them when needed for state purposes. Private
individuals also obtained and circulated oracles supposedly
Sibylline. Of these numerous oracles nothing remains except
a few fragments which have been handed down through quotation in classical writers. 1 But the Sibylline Oracles known to
us are of quite different origin. As early as the second century
B.c. the Hellenistic Jews adopted this form of literature as a
means of propagating their religion, and in later times Christian
writers followed their example, making use of the Jewish Sibyllines, modifying them and adding to them. Because of the
weight attaching to the Sibylline name and the ease with which
the oracles could be invented and circulated the form was especially suited to this purpose, and the heathen prophetess was
made to prophesy of the truths of Judaism and Christianity.
Such was the origin of the Sibylline Oracles that have come down
to us. They were held in repute by Christian writers of the
earlier centuries and are frequently quoted by them. The gathering of them into our present collection was the work of an
unknown editor, probably of the sixth century; and of this
collection there exist books I-VIII and XI-XIV, 2 in all some
4000 verses in Greek hexameter (often violating however the
fundamental rules of Greek prosody). They not improbably
contain some paragraphs worked over by Jewish writers from a
heathen source but in the main are of Hebrew and Christian
ongm. The part especially useful for the study of apocalyptic
literature is contained in books III-V, which are generally held
to be the earliest and of Hebrew authorship (though with a
heathen groundwork in some passages and Christian interpolations), the oldest portions of these being not later than the
second century B.C., that is, not far from the time of the Book
1
2

See Alexandre's 1st Ed.
Books XI-XIV are sometimes cited as IX-XII.
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of Daniel. The contents of this part are a strange medley of
prophecies relating to the histories of the various nations to
their fall ; predictions of the 'messianic woes '; portents and
the coming judgment; warnings and admonitions; promises of
the triumph of the messianic kingdom, its glory and universal
sway. It will be seen that these books contain valuable documents for the illustration of pre-Christian conceptions of the
messianic age and of the eschatological ideas of the time. The
other books of the collection are, as most scholars are agreed,
late; they are without special value for apocalyptic study. 1
The Psalms of Solomon. Frequently classified with the apocalyptic writings, though differing from them in form and to a
large extent in thought, is a collection of eighteen psalms
passing under the name of Solomon (this authorship is nowhere
intimated in the psalms themselves), written by one or more
authors about the middle of the last century B.c. The composition of most of them, as seen by internal evidence, falls soon
after Pompey's capture of Jerusalem (63 B.c.). They are preserved in Greek, but the original was undoubtedly in Hebrew.
They proceed from a devout but strongly Pharisaic school, and
are important not only as illustrating the religious conceptions
of Pharisaism just before the time of our Lord, but also as
showing the persistence of the older type of messianic expectation (quite different from that of the Similitudes of Enoch)
which appears frequently in the popular mind of the New
Testament era. They also furnish evidence that the expectation of the messianic kingdom and the yearning for the coming
of the Messiah had at least in some quarters again become
intense. Psalms XVII-XVIII are the principal messianic
portion and give the most splendid picture ·of the person and
rule of the messianic king found in the literature of this age.
The writer has not in mind the restoration of a dynasty of
Davidic princes but the coming of a single person, the son of
I Modern editions of the text are those of Alexandre 1841-1856, containing
invaluable excursuses omitted in the 2d Ed. 1869, Friedlieb 1852, Rzach 1891
(the most valuable for the text). See above, p. 181 a. A Germ. trans. of
VI-VIII (with parts of the remaining books) is contained in Hennecke, N. T.
Apokryphen; introduction and notes to the latter in Hennecke, H andbuch z. d.
N. T. Apocryph.
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David, the Lord's Anointed, who will establish the kingdom in
Jerusalem, driving the heathen (the Romans) and all sinners
from the holy land; he will restore the dispersed and will reign
in righteousness, in the fullness of wisdom and in the might of
the Spirit of God; the peoples from the ends of the earth will
come to behold his glory and he will rule over them. He is
not explicitly described as more than man, nor as ruling forever;
yet there is nothing in the hymns expressly at variance with
these ideas. Traits of the apocalyptic eschatology however
appear in other parts of the collection, where the universal
takes the place of the national; the Day of the Lord is a worldjudgment; the distinction is general between the righteous and
the wicked; the recompense of the one is everlasting destruction and darkness, of the other, resurrection to eternal life- a
life in the light of the Lord.l
The Odes of Solomon.
Reference should also be made here to
a collection of hymns, called The Odes of Solomon, just brought
to light, which though, like the Psalms, not in the usual form
of the apocalyptic writings, are as regards spirit, and in some
instances also, as regards doctrine, in affinity with apocalyptic
modes of thought. These Odes are mentioned in early lists in
connection with the Psalms of Solomon, and five of them had
already been discovered and published 2 in the last century;
but near the close of the first decade of the present century a
collection of 42 was found by J. R. Harris in a Syriac version 3
and published in English. 4 They are placed by Harnack between 50 B.C and 67 A.D., and according to his penetrating and
cautious criticism, are Jewish hymns subsequently added to and
modified by Christian hands ; but the Jewish and Christian
elements can to a very considerable extent be separated, and the
1 316f•• This combination of !;w>J alcfmos and rpws has the sound of the ,Johannine
writings.
For the text of the Psalms the best editions are <rllbhardt 18H5, and
the 2d ed. of Swete 1899. For critical study, Eng. trans. etc., Ryle and James,
The Psalms of the Pharisees 1891 is exhaustive. See Kautzsch and Charles referred to above. For lit. see especially Schiirer III 205 ff.
2 See Ryle and James, cited above.
3 The original was apparently Heb. or Aram.
4 J. R. Harris, The Odes and Psalms of Solomon, now.firstpublishedfrom the
Syriac Version. Cambridge 1909. Harnack has given a Germ. ed. of the Odes
only, Ein jildisch-christlich.Psalmbuch aus dem ersten Jahrhundert 1910. See
also Viteau, Les psaumes de Salomon 1911.
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former constitute the principal part. The Odes are especially
valuable as reflecting a phase of Jewish thought at the beginning
of the Christian era; and they reveal a certain religious attitude
not clearly seen in other Jewish writings of the time. I The
tone is that of intense individualism and thoroughgoing universalism ; the Jewish national idea nowhere appears; holiness
is ethical, not ceremonial ; the Messiah and the messianic kingdom are wanting. On the other hand, there is an eschatology
embracing in its view the resurrection of the saints, the renewal
of the world, Paradise, eternal life, the kingdom of God built
upon an immovable foundation, which is the destined abode of
the holy.
The Testaments of the XII Patriarchs.
This is a book in
twelve parts in which each of the twelve Patriarchs is represented in turn as gathering his sons about him in his last hours
and giving them his final message of exhortation and prophecy; he tells them the story of his own life (sometimes with
details added to, or differing from, the biblical account), counsels them to avoid his errors, or follow his virtues, as the case
may be, and with prophetic vision foretells the future of the
tribe and the people. The work has been preserved in several
versions, the oldest of which is the Greek. 2 The careful study
given to the book in recent times has established its origin; it
is not as was long supposed the work of a Christian writer, but
in the main a Jewish work of two or more authors, with later
Christian interpolations. The oldest parts are placed by some
in the second century B.c., the youngest Jewish parts in the
earlier half of the first century A.D. The Christian additions
begin probably not earlier than the second century of our era.
Even if the oldest portions should not be assigned to so early
a date as that given above, yet all Jewish portions belong to a
time prior to the destruction of Jerusalem, 70 A.D. The
I Harnack regards their discovery as epoch-making in the higher criticism of
the Fourth Gospel, because in his opinion they contain the essential factors of
the Johannine theology. Op. cit. p. V. and 118 ff.
2 Especially valuable also is the Armenian version.
All previous editions of
the text have been superseded by Charles, The Greek Versions of the Testaments of the XII Patriarchs, etc., 1908. For Eng. trans., notes, etc., see his
Test. of the XII Pat. translated from the Edito1·'s text, 1908. See above,
p. 181; also Schiirer III 339 ff.
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apocalyptic parts belong to the Jewish source. The book then
is an important witness to the doctrines of late Jewish eschatology. The conceptions of both the older, national, and the
later, more transcendental, forms of eschatological expectation
are represented in different parts of the book. 'On the one
hand we hear of the destruction of Israel's enemies, the kingMessiah, the final assault of the nations, the splendor of Jerusalem, the return from captivity and the gathering of the
dispersed ; on the other hand we hear of the new Jerusalem and
Paradise, of the resurrection, the vanquishment of Belial and
the evil spirits, of eternal blessedness and eternal perdition'
(Volz 28). The book is rich in material illustrative of apocalyptic ideas, and not a few passages in the Revelation receive
light from it. Very interesting in the Testament of Levi (18)
is the representation that the Messiah is to spring out of the
tribe of Levi and abide as a priest-king forever. 1
The Book of Jubilees.
In the form of a revelation made
by ' the angel of the presence ' to Moses on M t. Sinai in the
first year after the departure from Egypt, the Book of Jubilees
gives a freely expanded version of the biblical story from the
creation to the institution of the passover. The author is a
.Jew of the intense legalistic school writing near the beginning
of the Christian era, whether before or after cannot be determined certainly, and his purpose is to enforce in the spirit
of Pharisaism the laws, ordinances, and usages of Judaism by
showing them to be divinely sanctioned and to have been
observed in the very earliest time. The history contained in
the book is arranged in chronological divisions based upon the
recurrence of the Hebrew jubilee-year, and the writer designates the interval between two such years as a jubilee-period.
It is this division of history according to jubilee-periods that
gives to the book its name. 2 Written originally in Hebrew, it
has come down to us in an Ethiopic version, 3 which was discovered in the last century. 4 The chief value of the work con1

Cf. Ps. 110, Reb. 7.

2

It is a!Bo called ' Little Genesis,' because it gives the Genesis history in rn

For lit., see above, p. 181.

inferior, not shorter, form.
a This was made from a Gk. vers. ; fragments of other versions remain.
4 See Charles, The Book of Jubilees, translated from the Editor's Ethiopic
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sists in the light it throws on Pharisaism in the New Testament era and in its eschatology, though the latter forms an
inconspicuous factor. The author's standpoint is in the main
rigidly national. The enemies of Israel are to be destroyed ;
Palestine is to be the seat of the divine kingdom which shall
rule all the world; the temple will be built up in Jerusalem
and God will dwell there; the Davidic house will reign for
ever; it is not clear whether a personal Messiah is expected.
There is no distinct mention of a resurrection, though this may
be implied in the 'book of life ' and in the judgment of the
world.! A peculiar but obscure passage (23 30 t.) seems to
represent the righteous dead as raised not in body but in spirit,
and thus beholding and rejoicing in the great consummation
for ever. The wider outlook of late eschatology is on the other
hand not absent. The 'great judgment' to be executed not
upon nations but upon all individuals according to their walk
and works, and the destruction of the earth, the renewal of all
creation, for which the author looks, are parts of a worldeschatology.2
Second Esdras.
Besides the Book of Daniel and the Revelation of John, we have in our Bible a third apocalypse,
Second Esdras, contained in the Apocrypha. 3 This book generally supposed to have been written in Greek 4 is preserved to
us in five ancient versions, Latin, Syriac, Ethiopic, Arabic, and
Armenian ; of these the oldest is the Latin, which is included
in the Vulgate, though not placed by the Council of Trent in
the list of canonical books. Chapts. 1-2 and 15-16, which
appear in the Vulgate and in our version, are shown by other
ancient versions as well as by internal evidence to be additions
to the original work; the real apocalypse, itself held by many
Text, 1902. For critical study, see Ronsch, Das Buch der Jubeliien 1874, Charles
The Ethiopic Version of the Heb. Book of Jub. 1895; see above, p. 181.
1 Cf. Volz 25.
2 Cf. Volz ibid.
3 The title is taken from 11, ' the second book of the prophet Esdras ' ; but
the more common designation is Fourth Ezra, after the Vulgate ; cf. Art. VI in
the Book of Common Prayer, the canonical books, Ezra and Neh. being 1st and
2d Ez. The name Apocalypse of Ezra, sometimes given to it, is unfortunate,
because a late Christian apocalypse bearing that title exists ; see Tischendorf,
Apocalypses Apocryphae.
4 A few quotations from the Gk. survive ; but some scholars argue for a Heb.
original ; cf. Charles, Ap. Bar. Introd. LXXII, Gunkel in Kautzsch 333.
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to be a composite work, consists of 3-14. An important paragraph is omitted in chapt. 7 between verses 35 and 36 of the
Latin Mss. known to the translators of our A.V., but this
fragment, discovered in the last century by R. L. Bensly,l and
certified by Latin Mss. since found, and by other ancient
versions, has been inserted in our R. V. of the Apocrypha
(1894). 2
This Jewish apocalypse was written in the latter
part of the first Christian century; it belongs then to a date
not far from that of the Revelation of John. It springs from
a time of deepest despondency as regards both the national
and the religious outlook. In the destruction of Jerusalem by
the Romans the hope of Israel as a nation was cut off; and on
the other hand to the devout Jew sin and evil seemed everywhere triumphant throughout the world. In a series of visions
the author of the book, impersonating the well-known Ezra of
the Babylonian era, overwhelmed by the desolation of Zion
and the prosperity of the oppressors, makes his complaint
before God concerning the calamities of his own time; Israel,
formed to be the people of God and to possess the earth, is
given over into the hands of a people (the Romans) more sinful than themselves; and as regards the lot of the individual,
the godly suffer, the wicked flourish, punishment falls upon
frail man, who by the nature given him is powerless to avoid
sin; he is like the seed that perishes because it has not received the rain in due season, or is corrupted through too
much rain; there are .few that will be saved. The fortunes of
Israel and the course of the world had bred in the author
extreme hopelessness as regards his nation and the condition
of the individual. The answers therefore which in the visions
of the book meet these dark perplexities are of a twofold character ; they tell of hope for the nation and hope for mankind.
For the nation, the forms of the older eschatology are brought
in, promising the overthrow of the hostile world-power
(Rome), the coming of the Messiah, the restoration of JerusaThe Missing Frapment of the Fourth Book of Ezra 1875.
The best text of the Latin version is that given by James, Texts and Studies
III. 2, 1895. For students dependent on Eng. sources the R.V. is indispensable.
See Box, The Ezra-Apocalypse 1912. The ed. of Gunkel in Kautzsch is of great
value. For comm., see Lupton in the 'Speaker's Com.,' Bissell in Lange; for
further works, see Schi.irer III 315 ff.
1
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lem, the earthly messianic kinguom; for the inuividual and
mankind at large, the later eschatological forms are useu, and
foretell the destruction of this corrupt age, the ' coming alOn,'
the resurrection, the judgment, the awards of eternal life and
eternal punishment meted out to every man according to his
works. Especially interesting is the author's effort to combine
the older and the newer eschatologies by the introduction of an
intervening messianic era of limited duration between the two
ooons.l The book is an important example of apocalyptic literature near the time of our New Testament Apocalypse; and
it is all the more useful because the two are almost certainly
independent of each other. Some parallelisms will be pointed
out in the Commentary; here attention is called to only one,
the elaborate picture of the Roman power under the form of a
many-headed eagle and its annihilation upon the appearance of
the lion (the Messiah) - a vision parallel with that of the
beast in the Revelation. Both are in substance derived, as are
similar representations elsewhere, directly from the Book of
Daniel. 2 'The entire work is extremely rich in various material; it can almost be called a compendium of the world of
eschatological thought' (Gunkel in Kautzsch 348). In depth
of religious reflection and breadth of spiritual outlook, in
imaginative force and sobriety of execution it stands far above
all other non-canonical apocalypses.

The Apocalypse of Baruch.
As in the case of Enoch, so a
considerable body of pseudepigraphic literature gathered round
the name of Baruch, the friend and scribe of the prophet
Jeremiah. 3 Of these writings the most important are the
book in the Apocrypha bearing his name, and the (Syriac)
Apocalypse of Baruch. 4 The latter, a distinctly Jewish work,
and apparently of composite authorship,5 was lost until. late in
the last century when it was discovered in a Syriac version
(made from a lost Greek version- the original was Hebrew)
and was first published in 1866. 6 It is frequently called the
Seep. 109 f.
2 Cf. pp. 71, 180.
3 Jer. 36.
For other books cf. Charles, Ap. Bar. p. XVI ff., Schiirer III 313 f.
5 Cf. Charles op. cit. p. LIII ff., Kautzsch 407 f.; but against this see Baldensperger 37, Kautzsch 409.
6 The best ed. is Charles, The Ap. of Bar. 1896, containing the Syriac text,
I
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Syriae Apoealypse of Baruch in distinction from a Greek work
of the same name.I It was written not far from the same time
as 2 Esdras, that is, in the latter half of the first Chri.stian
century; and in origin, scope and purpose is strikingly similar
to that book, notwithstanding important differences. The
author's aim is to comfort and encourage his despairing countrymen amid the calamities that had befallen the Jewish nation
through the destruction of ,Jerusalem, and in their perplexity
caused by the sight of the godly suffering and the wicked prospering. In the person of Baruch, prophesying the Babylonian
captivity because of Israel's sin, and the subsequent restoration
and glory of the nation, our author seeks to meet the perplexing
problems which presented themselves to the devout Jew of the
time then present. As in 2 Esdras, the earlier, national, and the
later, universal, eschatology appear side by side. On the one
hand there are prophecies of the 'messianic woes,' the divine deliverance near at hand, the messianic kingdom established forever
with supernatural, earthly glories in Palestine, the Messiah's
sway over all the earth; on the other hand the approaching
world-judgment ('the youth of the world is past,' 85 10), the
resurrection, the renewal of creation, the heavenly Jerusalem,
the everlasting felicity of the righteous and the unending torment of the wicked. Here also as in 2 Esdras there is an
earthly rule of the Messiah of limited duration, after which he
(does not die, as in 2 Esdras, but) returns to his heavenly abode
to reign for ever. Both these books contain a vision of the
proud, corrupt, world-sway of Rome and its destruction by
the Messiah. As regards formal structure the two books are
alike in that they are divided into seven parts, generally with
intervals of a fast of seven days. 2 Both are of value not only
in interpreting the Revelation, but also in illustrating other
doctrines and questions of Judaism in the New Testament
era.
Eng. trans. and notes. A Germ. ed. by Ryssel is given in Kautzsch. For a
valuable study of the eschatology see Volz 35 ff.
1 This Greek Apoc. is a quite different book of the 2d century A.D. and of
small value for eschatological study. The Gk. text is given by James, and an
Eng. trans. of the Slavonic vers. by Morfill in Texts and Studies V. Kautzsch
contains a Germ. trans. by Ryssel.
2 Cf. the use of the no. seven in the Rtrncture of the Revelation.
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The Assumption of Moses. 1
This is a Jewish writing placed
by the larger number of scholars in the earlier part of the first
century A.D. It is frequently mentioned by Christian writers
from the time of Clement of Alexandria, but finally disappeared
till the last century, when a Latin version (made from a Gk.
vers. -the original was probably Semitic) of the first part was
rediscovered and published in 1861. The concluding part,
still unrecovered, contained according to Origen 2 the story of
Michael's dispute with the devil about the body of Moses, which
is referred to in the Epistle of Jude, v. 9. 3 The portion of the
book preserved is really a 'Testament' of Moses, and nothing
is said in it about his assumption; that narrative was probably
contained in the other part which, whether originally a second
part of this book or a separate work afterwards combined with
this, gave its name to the whole. 4 The subject of the surviving
part is the final charge given by Moses to Joshua, in which he
foretells the history of Israel down to the reign of the sons of
Herod the Great, that is, to a date some time after 4 B.C.
Then the prophecy passes over to the end of the times. After
the ' messianic woes,' described in terms taken from the age of
Antioch us Epiphanes, the. kingdom of God will be revealed to
all creation; God will rise up from his throne in wrath because
of the persecution of his children, and with the agency of the
archangel Michael, amid portents in heaven and earth, will punish the heathen and destroy their idols; the devil will be no
more, and sorrow will cease; Israel will mount up in triumph
over the world-power, Rome, and will be exalted to an abode of
glory in the heavens whence it will look down with exultation
upon its enemies. No mention is made of a Messiah, the resurrection, or an earthly kingdom in Palestine. But the value of
the book does not consist in its eschatology only; it gives us
from· the lips of a Jew, one of a rigorous nationalistic type, an
indignant denunciation, hardly less severe than that of our
Lord or St. John the Baptist, of Pharisaic self-righteousness,
greed, deceit, and hypocrisy. The Sadducees and scribes also
Not to be confounded with the Apocalypse of Moses; seep. 195.
De princip. III 2, 1.
3 The bested. containing Eng. trans. and notes is Charles, The Ass. of "'lfos.
1897. Kautzsch contains the valuable Germ. Ed. of Clemen. See also above,
4 Cf. Schlirer III. 298, Charles in Enc. Bib. I. 234.
p. 181.
I
2
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are denounced as the receivers of bribes, through which they
are led to profane their office and pervert truth.

The Apocalypse of Abraham.
This apocalypse, apparently
referred to in several early writers, 1 is preserved in a Slavonic
version, and was, first made known to the modern world by a
German translation at the end of the last century. 2 It is of
.Jewish origin with Christian additions, and appears to belong
to the first century A.D. It consists of two parts, I-VIII,
legendary, IX-XXXII, apocalyptic. The eschatology, while
mainly national, contains elements of the more general form.
Abraham is carried into heaven and shown the future history
of Israel, its sufferings under heathen oppressors, and its final
deliverance in the messianic era. The heathen tyranny of
'this age' will continue twelve 'years,' then the 'coming age'
will appear. 'Messianic woes' will precede the judgment,
God will send forth the Messiah to gather the dispersed Israelites in Jerusalem, and will give over their enemies to the
worm and the fire prepared for them, while his people will joy
in his presence forever. Nothing is said of a resurrection.
The Life of Adam and Eve.
A considerable group of writings con·
cerned with the story of Adam has been preserved. Most of these are of
Christian origin, though with some Jewish groundwork ( cf. Schiirer III.
396 f.). Among these is a Life of Adam and Eve, so called in the Latin
title; in Lat., Gk., and Slavonic recensions. There is reason for referring
the groundwork of this to a Jewish source (cf. Kautzsch 510 f.); it is
therefore of value in apocalyptic study; cf. Volz 43. The Gk. version was
published by Tischendorf in 1866 under the title 'Apocalypsis Mosis,'
which is frequently used in reference to it. The Lat. version used the Gk.,
or the original of the Gk., working it over and adding other Adam matter.
Some translators, e.g. Wells in Charles, Fuchs in Kautzsch, have combined
the Lat. and Gk. recensions, designating some parts The Life of Adam,
etc., others The Apocalypse of Moses. See further on the book, Jew. Enc.
The standpoint is that of the late eschatology. The present world will
continue a fixed period, 5500 years; then will come the universal resurrection, the judgment, the damnation of Satan and his hosts, and for the
righteous an eternal life of blessedness in Paradise in the presence of God.
A part of Satan's torment will be caused by the sight of Adam seated on
the throne from which he himself has been cast down.

Cf. I.ticke I. 232, Sch lirer III. 337.
Bonwetsch, Die Apoc. Abrahams 1897.
tions of S. P. C. K.
1
2

See also above, p. 181, on publica-
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[Tlte Ascension of Isaiah. Mention should be made of this writing because it is sometimes referred to in the study of Jewish apocalyptic, though
in fact the apocalyptic portions are Christian. The work, preserved entire
only in an Ethiopic version brought to light in the early part of the last
century, is a combination of two or three separate documents: (1) a llfartyrdom of Is., I-V, closing with the story of the sawing asunder of Is.
often mentioned in early writers and perhaps referred to in Heb. 11 87 ;
(2) an Ascension of Is. to the seven heavens, VI-XI, after the manner of
Slav. Enoch. The first part, a Jewish composition with interpolated Christian sections, is generally placed in the first cent. A.D. or a century earlier;
the second part is a Christian work not earlier than the second cent. A.D.
The bested. with text, Eng. trans., and notes, is Charles, Tlte Ascension of
b. 1900. A Germ. vers. by Flemming is contained in Hennecke's N. T.
Apokryplten. Kautzsch contains trans. of the first part. See further
Schtirer III. 386 ff.]

Other Apocalypses.
Besides the writings spoken of above
a few others of less importance are extant. The names also of
certain others have been preserved, and in some instances citations from these ; and from their inclusion in ancient lists of
Old Testament Apocrypha, and the manner in which they are
mentioned in early Christian writers, it seems probable that
they were of Jewish origin, or at least contained a Jewish
groundwork; 1 such are the Apocalypse of Elijah, the Apocalypse of Zephaniah, and probably in this category, as containing apocalyptic material, should be reckoned the pseudepigraphic books bearing the name of Ezekiel, Jeremiah, and
other Old Testament personages. It is evident that this form
of literature was widely current among the Jews as late as the
end of the first Christian century; but with the destruction of
Jerusalem in 70 A.D. and the despair that followed regarding
the future, it declined rapidly and finally ceased altogether.
On the other hand the messianic hope of the Christian Church,
the intense expectation of the Lord's return, and the inauguration of ' the coming age ' formed a fertile soil for just this kind
of writing. In the evils of 'this present world,' in the sufferings which everywhere met or threatened the new community,
the Christians turned with eager look to the future. They
adopted the familiar Jewish apocalypses as expressions of their
hope, they found comfort and encouragement in them ; they
Christianized them · by working them over and adding to
1

Cf. Schtirer III. 857 ff.
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them; they wrote apocalypses of their own. The preservation
of the Jewish apocalypses which we now possess is entirely due
to this use made of them by the Christians. Doubtless the
great apocalypse, the Revelation of John, gave special stimulus
to such literary productions among the Christians, as the Book
of Daniel had done among the Jews. It does not fall within
the scope of this Introduction to take up these Christian apocalypses, all of which are later than the Revelation, though they
may in some cases contain matter derived from non-canonical
sources. 1 Among those of wholly Christian origin oftenest
mentioned are The Shepherd of Hermas, the Apocalypse of
Peter, the Apocalypse of Paul, the spurious Apocalypse of John,
a late work quite different from the New Testament book. 2

III.

THE TrMEs ol!' THE APoCALYPSE OJf JoHN

We have seen above 3 that it was the circumstances of their
times which caused the apocalypses to be written and which
determined important factors in their contents ; they stand in
close relation to their age. This is equally true of the Apocalypse of John. First of all then in an effort to apprehend its
meaning the question arises, what were the conditions in the
Roman Empire and especially in the Roman province of Asia,
where the Apocalypse originated, which can be seen to have
been chiefly influential in its production and contents. According to the earliest external testimony the Apocalypse of John
was written in the last part of the first century; and the
correctness of this tradition will be shown to be reasonably certain in the following pages. Partly from the book itself and
partly from external history it is seen that there were in this
period two great movements which touched most closely the
future destiny of Christianity, and which as the writer of the
Apocalypse shows, called forth our book and largely shaped its
contents. These were (1) the erection of the emperor-worship
Cf. Bousset, The Antichrist Legend, passim.
On pseudepigraphic Christian apocalypses, see Liicke I. 213 ff., Hennecke
N. T. Apokryphen, Holtzmann Ein. An Eng. trans. of some of these is given
in Ante-Nicene Fathers.
3 p. 175. ·
1
2
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into the state religion of the Roman Empire; and (2) the persecution of the Christians.

Roman Emperor-worship.l
Strange as the ascription of divinity to an emperor may seem to our thought, yet the religious
conceptions of the ancient Gentile world presented no obstacle to
such apotheosis. Polytheism with its gradation of rank among
the divinities made easy the deification of men, whose office,
power, or achievements so far surpassed the ordinary as to
appear superhuman; and ancestor-worship, common in both the
·east and the west, directly opened the way to an apotheosis of
such men after death. An attribute of divinity attached more
or less distinctly to kings, for example, the Egyptian Pharaohs
claimed descent from a god and received worship in hymns
sung to them in their lifetime, and Cleopatra assumed the
title (hii v€wrepa. Among the Greeks legendary heroes, e.g.
Achilles and Heracles, were held to be mortals deified after
death, as was Romulus among the Romans. A temple was
erected to Lycurgus, the lawgiver, after his death; to Lysander, the hero of the Peloponnesian war, ·altars were raised in
his lifetime. Alexander the Great and his successors received
divine honors, coins of Antiochus bear the inscription King
Antiochus, god manifest.
But it was among the Romans that
emperor-worship became an organized part of the political and
religious system of the empire. More than a century before
the establishment of the empire a certain deification of the
State is found in the provinces in the payment of divine honors
to the goddess Roma and the Roman governors ; and such
worship received a powerful impulse when the majesty of the
state became personified in the emperors, who were quick to
seize upon this means of strengthening their authority. Provinces and cities came to vie with one another in offering this
servile adulation. Julius Cmsar boldly claimed divine honor
and placed his statue among those of the gods in the temples.
After his death the Senate and People decreed his consecratio,
apotheosis, and the appearance of a comet was regarded a sign
of his reception into the company of the superior divinities.
1 See Boissier, La religion romaine etc., Kornemann, Zur Geschichte d. antik
Herrscher-Kulte, Wissowa, Religion u. Kultus d. Romer, Roscher, Lex·icon II.
901 ff., Westcott, EpisUes of St. Jno. 267 ff.
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An altar to him was erected in the forum, and in Ephesus a
temple bearing the inscription, To the goddess Roma and the
divine Julius. A slight reaction appears in the course of hiR
successor Augustus, who forbade the offering of divine honor
to himself in Rome ; yet in the provinces he sanctioned temples
to himself in conjunction with the goddess Roma, and he
accepted from the Senate the title Augustus, u€{3acndr;, hitherto
the epithet of the gods. Upon his death he obtained by vote
of the Senate the honor of consecratio, and a temple to him was
erected on the Palatine. His worship spread rapidly in both
the Asian and the western provinces, so that Philo could say,
that everywhere honors were decreed to him equal to those of
the Olympian gods.
The cult thus established continued
through the following reigns, varying somewhat in the emphasis
laid upon it according to the disposition of the respective
emperors, but gradually becoming an essential factor in the
imperial religious system.
While the earlier emperors were content with the voluntary
worship which a servile people was zealous to offer, the halfinsane Caligula (A.D. 37-41) went to the extreme of demanding
universal homage to his statue; but there is no evidence that
an attempt was made rigorously to carry out this decree everywhere. In Alexandria the populace took advantage of it to
wreak their rage on the hated Jews and a terrible persecution
broke out. The same motive stirred the heathen inhabitants
of J amnia, a coast town of Palestine, to attempt forcing the
worship on the .Jewish population. The non-compliance of the
latter being reported to Caligula, he determined to take vengeance by setting up his statue in the temple at Jerusalem. A
large Roman army was put in readiness to meet the anticipated
opposition; but the horror and spirit of resistance aroused
throughout the .Jewish world caused the emperor's friends to
persuade him to recall the edict. Later he returned to his purpose, but died before it could be executed. The religious
freedom granted to the Jews by former emperors was now
restored to them and they were not afterwards disturbed for
failure to join in the emperor-worship; they proved their
loyalty in other ways. 1 No mention is made of Christians as
t

See Sch iirer I. 483.
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suffering with the Jews in these persecutions; in the cities
spoken of they were too few to attract attention, and as yet
were not distinguished by Roman authorities from the .Jews.
Certainly the worship of the beast, that is, the emperor-worship, 1
described in the Revelation as to be enforced upon all the world
under penalty of ostracism and death ( chapt. 13), cannot be connected with the age of Caligula- at that time there is nothing
in accord with the picture. In other words our book cannot
belong to that age. Under Nero and his successors down to
Domitian, the emperor-cult continued as one of the established
religious institutions, but its progress is not signalized by edicts
enforcing it, or by notorious persecutions arising from it. It is
in the reign of Domitian (81-96) that we reach an insistence
upon the cultus more vehement and more threatening for the
future. This emperor, who because of his infamous career failed
to receive the honor of apotheosis from the Senate at his
death, was strenuous in claiming divinity in his life; to his
subordinates he became deu~s et dominus, our lord and god, though
it is not clear just how far actual enforcement of his worship
was carried. In the time of Trajan (98-117) there seems to
have been no univeraal law enjoining the cult, for Pliny's letter
asking for the emperor's instructions as to the treatment of the
Christians 2 shows that their refusal to offer incense to the
emperor's statue was not charged as an infraction of law; it
was only made a test of Christian discipleship. However, at
a time considerably before that date the rapid spread of the
cult throughout the empire caused rejection of it to become in
general disloyalty to the person of the emperor. Therein lay
its force. In the development of the imperial policy, the value
of the cultus as a governmental institution was quickly perceived. Rome allowed its conquered peoples to retain their
own religions without adding the Roman. But a universal
empire needed also a universal religion, and only in the worship
of the state, personified in the emperor, could all subjects except
Jews and Christians eagerly join. While it was the province
of Asia that took up the new worship with the most fervent
zeal, it flourished also in all the provinces of Europe and Africa.
I
2

On the impersonation of the beast in the emperors see pp. 394 ff.
Seep. 205.
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Its priesthood was everywhere established, and not only the
divi, those deified by vote of the Senate after death, had everywhere their temples, priests, and festivals, but the reigning
emperors also had their part in these institutions. In Asia
Minor a considerable number of cities gained the special title
V€WICOpo-;, temple-keeper, in reference to the cult- a title derived
from the special maintenance of some heathen cult, as e.g.
Ephesus was called the temple-keeper of Artemis (Ac. 1935).
In this worship then political and religious devoteeism, state and
church so to speak, became identical. The Christian Church
could not fail to see the significance of the movement. As
long as the Roman state did not arrogate to itself an inherent
religious character Paul could speak of it as a 'minister of
God,' 1 and Peter could give the injunction ' Honor the King.' 2
But when the homage belonging to God alone was demanded as
due to the person of .the emperor the Christian must see concentrated and culminating therein the whole conflict between
the Church and the world. It is true that the picture of the universal enforcement of the worship, aided by its special priesthood
miraculously endowed (the second beast), 3 which is given in
Rev. 13, belongs to a time still in the future of the Apocalyptist,
that is, the time of antichrist, when the culmination of enforcement would be reached. On the other hand it is clear that the
Apocalyptist's forecast of the future grows out of his present;
already the cult is a settled factor in the imperial system, with
its highly organized institutions, and the Apocalyptist foresees
the ultimate consequences, the awful peril which must certainly
arise when the movement then present shall have reached its
final development. But such a well-organized expansion of the .
cult as was already present was not reached before the last years
of the century, that is, before the time of Domitian. The
Apocalypse then could not have been written before that date.

Early Roman Persecutions. 4
While Jewish hostility to the
Christians proceeded from religious grounds, that of the
Ro. 134.
2 1 Pet. 211.
On the significance of the second beast see pp. 408 ff.
4 See Hardy, Christianity and the Roman Government, Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers, parts I. and II., Linsenmeyer, Die Bekampfung d. Christenthums,
etc., Ramsay, The Church in the Roman Empire.
1

3
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Romans was due to political, social, and other non-religious
causes. The Lord's words, 'Ye shall be hated of all men,'
were soon fulfilled. The recognition of the Christ in .Jesus,
with his teaching of a religion which must supersede the
Mosaic system, and which also made the Gentiles 'fellow-heirs
and fellow-members of the body, and fellow-partakers of the
promise,' 1 aroused at once the rancorous hatred of the Jews.
On the other hand the attitude of the Christians toward the
life of a heathen community made them detested and suspected.
They avoided and condemned the idolatry and prevalent immorality of their fellows, 2 kept aloof from the popular festivals
as un-Christian in character, and in some instances they interfered with lucrative trades; 3 they recognized an authority
higher than that of the emperor and refused worship to the
latter ; the Master whose name they bore and to whom they
offered homage had been put to death as a malefactor; their
numbers were drawn chiefly from the lower ranks of society ; 4
their frequent meetings in private were believed to be occasions
of even such crimes as incest and the drinking of the blood of
their own children. Inevitably then the Christian as such
must become the object of persecution ; sometimes through
mob violence, as in the case of Stephen, 5 of Paul at Lystra, 6
sometimes under the cover of the forms of law, as Jesus had
been condemned on the charge of treason against Cresar. 7
The Acts show that the offense against Roman law was frequently charged as a pretext to gratify hatred; e.g. by the
masters of the divining girl at Philippi, 8 by the populace in
the seizure of Jason and others at Thessalonica, 9 in the arraig.nment of Paul before Gallio. 10
The first persecution undertaken by the Roman government
directly and of its own motion was that of Nero in the year 64,
the most fiendish in its atrocities of all the Roman persecutions. According to Tacitus 11 Nero's motive was to divert the
popular suspicion that he was himself the author of the great
fire which had just destroyed a large part of the city ; as the
culprits, he brought forward the Christians, who were hated by
1
4
8

Eph. 36.
1 Co. }26.
1619 ff .•

2
9

1 Pet. 43 f .•
5 Ac. 7.

176

f .•

10 1812

3 Cf. Ac. 1619, 1924 tr., p. 205.
6 Ac. 1419.
7 Jno. 1912.
u Ann. XV. 44.

f..
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the populace, and inflicted upon them most exquisite to:rtures.
They were ferreted out and a great multitude, Tacitus says,
was convicted, not so much for the crime of incendiarism, as
for hatred of the human race. It was natural when once pop-·
ular rage had flamed up against them, because of alleged
responsibility for the fire, that the general hatred of them
should vent itself without restraint. The connection of Nero's
persecution with the fire, as stated by Tacitus, is questioned
by some on the ground of the silence of other writers, but the
argument from silence is so far from conclusive here that most
scholars accept the testimony of Tacitus as accurate.
Under
what law procedure was instituted against the Christians is
not stated. It is not certain that the mere status of being a
Christian was declared unlawful till the very end of the century. An edict, non licet esse Ohristianos, is attributed to Nero,
but this is doubtless an anachronism. When Christianity
came to be recognized' as distinct from Judaism it was of
course seen to be a religio illicita, since the introduction of a
new religion was forbidden. Yet Rome, because of the great
number of strange religions allowed in its conquered subjects,
was tolerant or indifferent in such matters. A Roman citizen
might not adopt a foreign religion, but the existence of a new
cult among the populace was not likely to be scrutinized
closely, unless its devotees were obnoxious in other ways.
Even down to the time of Trajan the charge against Christians
does not appear that of an unlawful religion, but rather danger
to society and disloyalty- accusations made specific in all the
monstrous forms which popular hatred could conceive. The
charge under which the Philippians covered their attack on
Paul and Silas 1 was not that of introducing a new religion,
but of urging as Jews ('these men being Jews ') upon Roman
citizens a non-Roman religion. The doctrine preached might
be lawful for Jews, but not so, the accusers claimed, for the
Philippians, •being Romans.' The harsh treatment of Christians throughout this period was legalized by the general police
power of the magistrate to punish, with whatever customary
penalties seemed good, any person supposed to be a menace to
the order of the community; and in view of the general atti1

Ac.
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tude of the people toward the Christians the mere profession
of the name was enough to raise suspicion against them as
evildoers. 1 The nature and extent of their molestation would
therefore vary with the governors at different places and
times.
The great persecution of Nero was apparently confined to the city of Rome, and it is certain that his violent
policy was not carried out by his immediate' successors and in
the provinces. Yet it could not be without its influence ;
though no general persecution in the earlier following reigns
is reported there must have been with the spread of Christianity individual cases of oppression and even death in different
parts of the empire. The readers of the Epistle to the
Hebrews had suffered severely, and had been despoiled of their
possessions, 2 but the death penalty had not been visited upon
their numbers. 3
It was in the reign of the infamous Domitian (81-96) that
a more active persecution was again instituted. His insistence
on the offering of divine homage to himself has been mentioned above. In Christian tradition he was styled the second
great persecutor of the Church, the second Nero, though the
persecution of his time was different from that of Nero and
lacked its atrocities. The general testimony of early Christian writers leaves no reasonable question that his reign
became a time of special suffering for the Christians, though
details of his measures are for the most part wanting ; 4 and
this testimony is confirmed by at least one non-Christian
writer. Dio Cassius 5 states that he put to death Flavius
Clemens, and banished Clemens' wife, Flavia Domitilla, both
relatives of his, on the charge of a{h;oTTJ<;, sacrilege, which in the
case of Domitilla at least is shown by inscriptions and Christian tradition to have denoted profession of Christianity.
Clement of Rome, contemporary with Domitian, refers to his
course in the quite general words 'the sudden and repeated
calamities and adversities which have befallen us.' 6 Christian
writers report that he banished the Apostle John to Patmos,
and while the statement may as some suppose owe its origin to
1 1 Pet. 212.
2 1032 ff..
a 124.
4 For a conspectus of passages relating to Domitian's persecution, see Light6 Hist. Rom. LXVII. 14.
6 I. 1.
foot St. Clement 104 ff.
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Rev. 19, yet there is no sufficient evidence that this was not an
actual fact of history. 1 In whatever reign the Apocalypse
may have been written, its author had almost certainly been
an exile in Patmos. 2
Domitian's persecution did not consist in the wholesale slaughter and the atrocities instituted by
Nero; deaths were evidently inflicted in different parts of the
empire, but apparently other penalties, banishment, imprisonment, confiscation of property, etc., were more usual. Domitian's motive was fear of political enemies ; and behind the
.religious charges against those who were executed there was
unquestionably as the real cause of action a determination to
get rid of persons thought to be politically dangerous.
This rigorous activity of Domitian against the Christians
which made him in tradition a second Nero was not continued
by his immediate successors, Nerva and Trajan. The present
position and the outlook of the Christians now became less
distressful. The former of these emperors is said by Dio
Cassius to have restored the exiles, to have released those '
accused of lese-majesty and to have checked other persecutions
for this cause and for adopting 'Jewish customs,' a term which
may perhaps include a profession of Christianity. The attitude of Trajan (98-117) is seen from his correspondence with
Pliny to have been that of leaving the Christians unmolested,
so far as this could be done consistently with what appears to
have now become the ordinary policy of the empire. In the
province of Bithynia-Pontus, of which Pliny was governor, the
Christians had become so numerous that the heathen temples
began to be deserted, and the falling off in the profitable trade
of providing fodder for the sacrificial animals aroused strong
hostility against the new cult. In the numerous cases brought
before him for trial Pliny followed the course of punishing
with death those who obstinately adhered to their profession of
being Christians, or if Roman citizens, they were sent to Rome.
This was probably now the common policy pursued in the
provinces. But doubt arose in Pliny's mind whether punishment should be administered for the mere fact of the Christian
profession, even though no crimes were charged, or only for
actual crimes associated with the Christian name. He had, as
Se& pp. 379 ff.
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he informed the emperor, instituted an examination and found
no criminal purpose in the Christian brotherhood, but only
superstition. In answer to his inquiry Trajan instructed him
not to search out the Christians, nor to proceed against them
upon the motion of anonymous accusers, but to punish those
brought before him and proven to be Christians. It is clear
from Pliny's doubt that there was at the time no law specifically prosecuting Christians as such, but that the magistrate's
general authority in police administration to suppress all dangerous elements was turned against the Christians, who were
everywhere regarded as offenders against society and the
national religion. Trajan's instructions doubtless came to be
known in other provinces and must have influenced the procedure of the governors. Though many martyrdoms must
have occurred, yet the emperor could not be ranked with Nero
and Domitian in fierce hostility toward the Christians, and in
his insistence on his prerogative of divine homage.
Now the situation of the Christians revealed in the Apocalypse is such that it can hardly be doubtful to which period
the book belongs. The limits of the Neronic persecution,
which was confined to Rome, have at this time been altogether
exceeded; the hour of trial, including banishment, imprisonment, and even death, has already fallen upon the churches of
Asia Minor addressed in the seven epistles.I Martyrdoms have
already taken place in many parts of the earth, 2 the souls of
the martyrs are crying for vengeance long delayed. 3 But this
situation can hardly be supposed before the time of Domitian.
On the other hand the present calamities of the Christians are
everywhere in the book viewed as but the forerunner of a yet
severer time of trial for the whole world in the near future.
Suffering, persecution, martyrdom, advancing to the extreme,
give tone to every picture of the coming days. But the comparative relaxation of distress in both the present conditions
and the outlook which we have seen to characterize the reigns of
the emperors immediately succeeding Domitian make highly
improbable an assignment of the book to that later period.
The place then which the persecutions occupy in the motives
and prophecies of the apocalyptist seems clearly to point to the
2 1824.
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time of Domitian. It has been seen above that the book contemplates a stage in the growth of emperor-worship not reached
at an earlier date.

Other Historic Circumstances Indicative of Date. With the
above indications pointing to the time of Domitian concur at
least two others, also furnished by the circumstances revealed
in the book. (1) The particular form of the Nero myth which
has come to be pretty generally accepted as underlying the representation in chapts. 13 and 17 of the head wounded and healed,
the beast that was and is not and is about to come, could not
have been reached till near the end of the century. 1 (2) The
condition of the Asian churches addressed in the seven epistles
requires a considerably long interval after the labors of St. Paul
among them, and after the epistles to the Colossians and the
Ephesians, the Pastoral epistles and 1 Peter. So large a decline
in religious life at Ephesus, Sardis, and Laodicea 2 is not probable in the years following soon a,fter the apostle's foundation
work there, and is at variance with the state implied in the
apostolic epistles named. False teachers to be sure had appeared
here at the time of those epistles, but the formation of such into
a distinct school designated by a well-understood name, the
Nicolaitans, and teaching widely a doctrine so well known as
to need no special definition by the Apocalyptist, presents a situation of which there is no trace in the apostolic epistles, and
which could arise only after a considerable lapse of time. Also
the absence of any intimation pointing to the great work of Pau~
in Asia Minor is less explicable if that had been of recent date.
Scholars who have assigned the book to the time of Nero or a
date shortly after- a view held by many down to recent times
-have found the principal evidence for this theory in chapts.
11 and 17. The former chapter is understood to show that
Jerusalem is still standing and persecuting the prophets of God,
but is about to be besieged by the Romans (70 A.D.) and with
the exception of the temple to be wholly overrun by the Gentiles. And this early date is thought to be established by the
writer's statement in 17 10, that the sixth emperor is reigning at
the time, which might be as early as Nero, but by no method of
1
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reckoning the numbers later than Vespasian (69-79). Yet
with the general acceptance of the conclusion, that the Apocalyptist in places has in some form or other made use of earlier
sources, it follows that chapt. 11 ceases to fix an early date.
And as regards 17 10 the writer's habit of using numbers symbolically invalidates the argument. The author's use of sources
and derived material in a new sense given to it to suit his
purpose, and the significance of the enumeration of the Roman
emperors are discussed elsewhere. 1 Most scholars at the
present time are agreed that the situation contemplated in the
book is that of a period near 'the close of the first century, or as
most would say, the last years of Domitian's reign. With this
conclusion based on internal evidence agrees also the earliest
external testimony, that of lrenams, 2 who in speaking of the
Apocalypse says, 'For it was seen, not long ago, but almost in
our generation, near the end of Domitian's reign.' This date is
given frequently in later\ Christian writers, who may perhaps
in some instances be independent of lrenams.

IV.

THE PURPOSE OF THE APOCALYPSE

Like the other books of the New Testament the Apocalypse
was written with the practical purpose of meeting a need of the
particular readers addressed, in their existing condition and in
the circumstances of their own time or of the time supposedly
about to come. What is said of the other books is especially
applicable to the Apocalypse; it is a 'Tract for the Times.'
And if what is of permanent meaning and v.alue in it is to be
distinguished with certainty from the temporary and formal,
this can be done only by studying the book first of all from the
standpoint of the first readers and of the author's immediate
purpose. As the first century, to whose closing years the
Apocalypse belongs, advanced through the later decades the
antagonism of the world to the Church assumed, as we have
seen,s a more and more distinct form. Christianity, now spread1
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ing widely and growing in power, was by its very nature hostile
to the social, moral and religious life of the time; it was
making to itself bitter enemies in every rank of society, Jew and
Gentile were uniting against it; and finally it ranged among
the forces opposing it the power of the imperial government.
The general establishment of emperor-worship as a political and
religious institution of the empire brought the Christian face to
face with the question of his loyalty to his lord Cresar and his
Lord Christ. The powers of evil were everywhere gathering
mightily against the Church. The Roman government, which
held sway virtually over all the world, was adopting a policy,
more or less settled and regular, of suppressing Christianity;
persecution, begun under Nero, was revived and society at large
was quick to avail itself of this aid in its warfare. The leaders
among the Christians could see clearly that the Church was
entering upon a life-and-death struggle, a time of storm and
stress, of great suffering. To meet this crisis Christians would
be called to the supreme test of their faith, steadfastness and
self-surrender. Of this they must be forewarned. But the
Church at the time did not as a whole show preparedness to
rise to the great demand in full. While in some parts it was
worthy of praise for its patience and fidelity, its spiritual vigor
and its readiness for martyrdom, in other parts there was
lukewarmness, tolerance of corrupt teaching, and yielding to
the seductiveness of surrounding immorality. 1 The Church
needed a ringing call to awaken it to its highest activity. It
needed also in the hour of awful trial coming upon it an assurance of its final deliverance and of the glorious reward which
should be meted out to the faithful in the end. This state of
things, these urgent needs of the Church, were clearly perceived
by a great Christian prophet, and he saw himself commissioned
by God to bring to the Church his wonderful message- a
message designed on the- one hand to forewarn the Church of
its peril and arouse it to a purified, vigorous life; on the other,
to fortify its courage and hope by revealing the ultimate
destruction of the powers of evil, and the perfect consummation
of the Christian hope in the establishment of the kingdom of
God. Such were the circumstances calling for the voice of the
I
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prophet, and such the purpose of his book.
Putting his
divine message in the form of an epistle he addressed it directly
to a group of churches in Asia Minor. He was guided to adopt
this specific address, probably in part because that was the field
of his own labors, the one with which he was most familiar, the
one where his authority was most fully recognized; probably
in part also because this was the sphere where the various
exigencies of the Church were conspicuously pressing; here the
emperor-worship took its most aggressive form, here the energetic and corrupt life of the busy Asiatic cities produced the
most manifold influences subversive of Christian faith and
character; here the seven communities were, if not comprehensive examples of the life and surroundings of the whole Church,
at least types of good and evil so varied as to make them in a
sense representative of the world at large. At all events it is
clear, that while the message is sent specifically to a group of
seven churches, it is intehded for the whole Church. Every
one that hath an ear is bidden to hear what the Spirit saith to
the churches ; the warnings and promises of the book are not
merely local, but applicable to all Christians scattered throughout the world; its visions and revelations are concerned with
things uni versal.l
The direct relation of the book to the circumstances, and to
the Christian beliefs and expectations of the time demands a
somewhat fuller exposition. This relation becomes apparent
in those matters upon which emphasis is especially laid, as may
be seen by a brief survey of the principal topics. (1) As a
prophet, commissioned with a special message of reproof and
exhortation addressed to the people of God regarding their
present spiritual state and their future steadfastness, the
author devotes the foremost paragraph of his book to the
searching words of the Lord of the Church given in the seven
epistles (2-3) ; and the lessons of that portion are summarily
reiterated in later paragraphs in view of the crises spoken of. 2
(2) The evil days upon which the Church had already entered
and those still more evil now imminent were thought to form
'The Last Time,' with its trials and hopes; the movements of
the forces of evil now at work in the world were viewed as the
I
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last forerunners of those final events. Hence the revelations
of the book relate chiefly to things which must come to pass
shortly. (3) The common belief in an intensification of 'woes'
before the dawn of the Great Day made inevitable in any
prophecy of the destinies awaiting the world terrible visitations, such as those of the seals, the trumpets and the bowls,
whether as plagues sent upon the enemies of God or as trials
to test the saints. (4) The hostility of the Roman government, .now manifesting itself in measures taken to suppress
Christianity, was seen by the prophet as a great weapon of
Satan in his warfare against the Christ, and its advance to the
bitterest conflict was clearly discerned. The Church needed
to be advised of the Satanic nature of this hostility and forewarned of its increasing activity ; at the same time it needed
also a vision of the final overthrow of this great adversary. Of
old the world-monarchies, Assyria, Babylonia, Greco-Syria,
had persecuted the people of God, and the prophets had foretold in vivid pictures their final doom; so now the Apocalyptist foresees the Roman world-power and the imperial city, at
present serving to the utmost Satan's designs against the
Church, ultimately swept away in utter ruin. Naturally this
theme is frequently in the background of the author's thought.
The activity of Satan in Rome's persecution of the Church
forms the underlying motive in the great scene of chapt. 13
and the explanation of it given in 178-11; it appears also in
other passages, e.g. 210• 13 , 129• 12 • 17, 20 2 • And the punishment
of Rome in its utter destruction forms the subject of the long
paragraph 17-19 5, describing in full what is announced briefly
elsewhere, e.g. 14 8, 161 9, 1118• (5) The prevalent expectation
regarding Antichrist was at this time quickened by the intimations of current events. As seen elsewhere 1 the belief was
common that before the end Antichrist would come as universal
world-tyrant, exalting himself above God and demanding worship from all, that he would work in the power of Satan, and
even Rome must be removed to make way for him. His actual
appearing was still held in check, but his influence was already
at work in the world. 2 Especially in one respect was seen the
beginning of his advent, that is, in the demand of the Roman
1
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emperors that divine worship should be offered to them. The
emperors were viewed as the representatives, in a certain sense
the impersonation, of the coming Antichrist. And by a
strange coincidence a fancy prevailed in the closing years of
the century that one of the emperors (Nero), the one most
monstrous in his wickedness and his persecution of the Christians, would return from the dead, overthrow Rome, and establish himself as universal tyrant, making himself equal to God. 1
Such a fancy could easily be seized by a prophet and poet as
falling in with the current expectation of the Antichrist.
Antichrist was already present in his representatives, the emperors, demanding worship from Christians and non-Christians
alike. He would soon come in his own person in the fullness
of his power, and with extreme measures against the Church.
The emperors as they follow one after another are the respective heads of the beast which cometh up out of the abyss of
the dead ; one of them :lllow dead will return, as a wounded
head restored, to carry to its consummation the work committed by Satan to the beast. 2 The place occupied by rulerworship in the national religion at the time and in the anticipations of Antichrist naturally gives to the subject great
prominence in the Apocalyptist's admonitions and promises.
The office of the beast, his destiny, the bitterness of the conflict with him, the reward of those who in steadfast loyalty to
Christ resist his demand, are dominant thoughts throughout
the book. 3 (6) As the crisis upon which the Church was
entering must inevitably bring with it the peril of martyrdom,
and as the Apocalyptist's exhortations frequently contemplate
the call to this extreme trial, so in one of the most striking
passages of his book he ·reveals to his readers the martyr's
peculiar reward. 4 To this special class is reserved the blessedness of the first resurrection and the millennial reign with
Christ. 5 In other passages also the martyrs are assured of
their special remembrance before God. 6 (7) But while the
times make appropriate a separate message to the martyrs, the
whole body of Christians stand in need of the comforting and
See pp. 400 :ff.
2 See pp. 407 f.
Cf. 117, chapt. 13, 149-11, 152, 162, 10, 13, l7B-l1, 1911-21, 204, 10.
4 204.
6 See p. 736.
s Cf. 69-11, 1211, 165-7, 192, the seven epistles passirn.
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strengthening assurance that God will carry through unfailingly his purpose to deliver his people and establish his kingdom; that Christ is ever present with his Church, controlling
in its behalf the destinies of the world, overcoming in the end
every enemy; and that through the gate of fierce struggle
with the powers of evil the saints will pass to a blessed eternity
of union with God and their Lord Christ. This is the supreme
message to the Church in the stress of the awful days now
coming to it. And this hope is revealed in nearly every chapter. It is expressed directly in the opening vision of Christ in
his ascended glory, chapt. 1 ; in the epistles, 2-3 ; in the
great scenes of the court of heaven, 4-5 ; in the visions of the
resurrection, the judgment and the new Jerusalem, 20-22. It
is implied in the manifestations of God's wrath against the
wicked, and the judgments sent upon them, e.g. chapts. 6,
8-9, 16-18. It is vividly pictured in the anticipatory visions
and hymns which are ever and anon introduced like beams of
light from heaven piercing the dark scenes of divine wrath and
Satanic warfare.1
This rapid survey will show the immediate relation of the
contents of the Apocalypse to the state and. circumstances of
the Church at the time when it was written; that it is a book
for the years forming the close of the first century and the
beginning of the second, and is addressed to the precise
needs and the hopes .and fears of that age. And it cannot be
doubted that as it was read in the congreg~tions of those
Asiatic churches, and from them spread to other parts of the
Church, it added mightily to the forces which nerved Christians to stand firm in their great trial.
In what has been said regarding the author's purpose in the
Apocalypse, his own personal deliberation and choice are assumed to share in his work. It is therefore appropriate in
this place to speak specifically of this factor, the Apocalyptist's
part in his writing, the right apprehension of which must
underlie all discussion of the contents and structure of the
book, and its interpretation. There are two facts which are
established by the study of the book itself, and which are
fundamental here : (1) deliberate study in the composition of
1 Cf. chapts. 7, llla-19, 121o-12, 141-5, 13, 152-4, 196-9.
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the work ; (2) the influence of the Old Testament prophets and
the apocalyptists in the book.
(1) IJeliberate study in the
composition of the book. The author represents himself as
receiving his message through visions. Now the vision had
become the standing form in which all apocalyptic writers cast
their works, even those who could lay no justifiable claim to a
divine revelation. 1 Hence it is assumed by some that in our
book also the visions are merely a literary device of the writer;
and this view is thought to be confirmed by the evident traces
of deliberate care and study in the composition. If however
we accept· the reality of the vision in the case of the Old
Testament prophets and others, there appears no reason why
we should not do so here. The wonderful character of many
of the scenes of our book is less easily accounted for as a
product of poetic fancy, than as revealed in that strange spiritual experience which we call ecstasy, and whose actuality is
recognized by most biblical scholars. The writer's uniform
representation, that revelatkms of this character were given
to him as the source of his message, rests upon a basis as sure
as his claim to the office of a prophet, 2 and we are warranted
in accepting the occurrence of visions in his case, as we do in
that of Isaiah, of Peter, or Paul.
But a prophet does not write while in a vision or state of
ecstasy, and when he commits to writing a record of these
extraordinary experiences he becomes a .deliberate composer.
And so we see our author laboring with all the skill and
resources at his command to convey to his readers some apprehension of the marvelous revelations which had been made to
him. Stupendous scenes passing all human power to picture
had been opened to his sight; these had been shown to him
not all at once but, as he himself has given us to understand,
at different times and from different standpoints, and he is
bidden to make a record of all that he had seen. Things beyond man's comprehension, things which were doubtless only
dimly seized by himself, he struggles to make visible, and to
combine into a picture of the one great theme to which they
all relate. He uses in his task the imagery of familiar writings,.
he invents, he adopts and adapts from earlier sources, as an
1
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artist with a great ideal before his vision makes use of every
resource whether original or conventional, at times betraying
his consciousness that he is trying to express the inexpressible.
How far he is merely reproducing forms actually seen in his
ecstasy, and how much of his work is due to the conscious
effort to produce in his readers some visualization of what had
been perhaps vaguely presented to his spiritual eye, it is impossible to say.
This carefully studied character of the composition is seen unmistakably in the long and very complicated
plan of the book, in the relation of part to part and to the
whole, in the elaborate scheme of sevens, 1 in details looking
forward and backward, in structural repetitions. These and
other similar features are pointed out in the Commentary. A
striking parallel to this studied elaboration in the description
of a vision is found in Ezekiel's account of his visions of the
temple and the land of restored Israel ( chapts. 40-48). But
for all this studied effort in literary labor our book is none the
less a series of visions. And doubtless in the course of literary
composition the author's conscious work would not always be
sharply distinguished from his ecstatic state. A poet is often
transported with his inspiration, even though he labors with
the quantities of syllables or accents in trying to give to his
conceptions metrical form.

(2) The influence of the Old Testament prophets and the
Apocalyptists in the book. The writer's mind is stored to a
remarkable degree with Old Testament prophecies, especially
those concerning the End, with Jewish eschatological tradition,
and with its language and imagery. It was natural then that
his visions themselves should be moulded by the conceptions
thus inherent in all his thoughts of the Last Things. Visions
take fashion from that of which the mind is full. There is
scarcely a paragraph in the book which does not contain reminiscences of the prophets, or apocalyptic writings, as is pointed
out in the Commentary. But it is a mistake to find herein
evidence that the visions are altogether a literary form built
up on traditional lines and not a real experience of the author.
On the other hand in the writer's effort to give form to the
1
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mysteries revealed to him, as said above, the familiar representations given in the prophets and elsewhere must often have
suggested themselves to him as the most fitting embodiment.
It is of course impossible to say how much in these parallelisms
is due to this effort, and how much belonged to the visions
themselves; the distinction is unimportant. The essential
fact to be recognized in this characteristic of the book is the
influence which this inheritance of the author's from earlier
prophets and apocalyptists exerted on the contents of his
VISIOns and his manner of picturing them. The author's procedure in carrying out his great purpose will be seen in a
survey of the contents of the hook and its structure to be
given below.! It is desirable to consider first two topics,
(1) the question of unity, (2) certain characteristics in the
author's literary manner, topics which pertain to the plan of
the book and its interpretation. These are taken up in the
following paragraphs.

V.

THE QUESTION OF THE UNITY OF THE APOCALYPSE

Taking the Apocalypse in its general outline the reader
traces a sequence in the acts which fill up the great drama of
the Last Things. The several series of precursory judgments
follow one after another and are succeeded by the cycle of
events which belong to the End itself. We perceive readily
the relation of at least the larger parts to an ordered plan.
The thread sometimes seems to be broken, but it. reappears.
Passing over certain portions to be noted later we see that the
events move toward one great consummation as follows: the
unfolding of the future, declared in the first verse, is directly
entered upon in the breaking of the seven seals one after
another, which closed the book of the world's destiny (5-6, 81),
and it continues with certain interruptions through the visions
of the seven trumpets (8, 9, 11 1 511'") and of the seven howls of
God's wrath (15, 16) ; then follow in quick succession the
events of the End, that is, the vanquishment of the enemies of
1
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God, both earthly and spiritual, the resurrection, the judgment
and the doom of the wicked (18-20), and finally the perfected
kingdom of God in the new world (21-22 1- 5 ). ·But on the
other hand into this general outline there are thrown many
passages, of greater or less length, whose direct relation to the
main plan of the book is not apparent on the surface; they
seem to interrupt an orderly sequence ; an advancing series of
events is broken in upon by matter which apparently belongs
to a different context or a different chronological position.
Chief among such seemingly disturbing passages are the seven
epistles, concerned, not with things of the Last Days, but with
the then existing condition of certain churches of Asia Minor
(2-3) ; the vision of the court of heaven, pictured not with
reference to a final abodB of the redeemed, but as the eternal
throne-room of God surrounded by the adoring company of
angels ( chapt. 4) ; certain anticipations such as the announcement of the End, as already come (6 17, 1"415- 20 ), triumphant
hymns celebrating the consummation as reached (11 15-18, 12 10,
196-9), visions of the saints in final blessedness (7 9-17, 141- 5, 15 2)
-all these introduced in the midst of events which belong
earlier in time. Similar inappropriateness to the connection
appears in the paragraphs inserted between the sixth and
seventh seals ( chapt. 7), and between the sixth and seventh
trumpets (10-11 14) ; the visions of the woman and the dragon
( chapt. 12), and of the beasts rising out of the sea and the
earth ( chapt. 13) ; the premature announcement of the fall of
the great city (14 8 ). Besides this evident interruption of
order and the consequent difficulty in certain passages in determining a meaning related to the context, differences in the historical situation implied and in religious ideas are also thought
by some scholars to exist in various places. It is inevitable
then that the unity of the book should be called in question.
Theories of (1) revision and rearrangement by later hands, (2) a
compilation of different documents, (3) interpolation, are
offered as furnishing the readiest solution of many problems,
and seem to be sustained by reasons more or less weighty. 1
I For a survey of critical views, see pp. ll24 ff., 237 f.
The passages above enumerated do not include all those against which critical objections are raised
from one quarter .or another, but they are those which form the principal interruptions in a regular sequence.
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The test of unity must be ·sought in the results of a
thoroughgoing exegetical and critical study of the book itself.
There are however some general and historical considerations
which dispose us to ask in anticipation whether, in spite of
disturbances of order and other difficulties, there may not be a
consistent plan wrought out by a single mind- a plan which
takes up into itself all parts of the book, as serving the author's
complex purpose, though in some cases these be suggested by,
or adapted from, other sources. As regards historical evidence
it does not need much argument to show that in all probability
our present form of the book is that which was current in the
earlier part of the second century. The knowledge of it is too
widely and continuously attested to leave room for serious
doubt. Irenams, whose personal knowledge reaches back into
the first half of the century, attests its existence in many, some
of them ancient, copies ; 1 and if the form known to the still
earlier witness, Justin Martyr, as a bouk circulating among
Christians and attributed to an apostle, 2 had differed from
these copies, it could hardly have been so completely displaced
by these later compositions that no trace of it was left. This
is tantamount to saying that the present form of the book is
identical with that existing (possibly we may say in at least
seven copies,- one for each of the seven churches) at the end
of the first century, the age to which the book belongs. 3 In
view then of the different opinions concerning its structure we
may say that the writer who claimed to be, and was accepted
as, the author, sent it out in its present form, as either (1) a
collection of independent and loosely related documents, or
(2) a revision or enlargement of an older book or books, or
(3) an ordered unit in which every part, however suggested
to him, had in his mind a significant place in his plan. Since
however the paragraphs which seem opposed to a unity are of
such a kind that they could not in general be conceived to be
originally documents standing alone, apart from a larger context, and since a clear dramatic sequence is, as seen above,
found in the book taken as a whole, the theory of a mere collection of independent documents is inconceivable. Even if
the passages in question be, as some suppose, not isolated £rag~~~~
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ments but parts of complete documents from which they have
been excerpted, the objection is not removed; a writer, who
has made the other parts of his assumed collection into so
systematic a whole, could not have destroyed this order by
introducing paragraphs unrelated to the rest. In other words
the theory demands a more general disorder in the book than
we find. Few, to be sure, would maintain a wholly planless
collection of documents, but the objection is equally cogent
against the theory that the Apocalypse was produced by a
loose combination or commingling of different sources around
a common center, without effort to harmonize one source with
another so far as to make a united whole.
On the other hand there is strong objection to theories
which would remove the difficulties in question by the supposition of an earlier apocalypse, whether Jewish or Christian,
revised and enlarged by a late editor seeking to adapt it to
readers of his own faith and time- an editor who is assumed
to have done his work so imperfectly as to combine much disturbing and conflicting material. This earlier apocalypse is
very commonly conceived to consist, broadly speaking, of
those parts of the present book which taken together form a
close, uninterrupted unit as shown above. With a little skill
there may be formed from these portions a harmonious and
powerful apocalypse- one which, if the Christian features
characterizing it be not arbitrarily expunged, 1 embodies in
splendid form the same prophecies which in the Gospels are
attributed to our Lord, and which appear in the Pauline and
Petrine epistles. In the first place then it seems impossible
that a book of this nature, so expressive of the hope of the
Church at the time and appearing in the last half of the first
century with a large number of other Christian writings,
should not, like these, have survived or been known to the
Church in the second century, especially since, according to
the supposition, it survived till late in the first century. And,
secondly, it is incredible that a Christian writer at the end of
the century in sending out the present form of the book as a
description of visions specially given to himself should really
have used the book of another, a book doubtless as well known
1

Cf. Vischer's hypothesis, p. 229.
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to many of his contemporaries as to himself, and should have
enlarged it by insertions which must have been felt to disturb
the harmony and obscure the meaning of the original writing.
In some instances, places more inappropriate and less likely
to be chosen for the insertion of foreign matter could not be
found. Or if this earlier book be supposed to be the work of
the same author, it is difficult to believe that a writer, who
frequently shows so keen a sense of artistic grouping and such
adherence to schematic form, should in the revision of"his book
have done such violence to his habits of thought and composition. If the added portions contain, as some suppose, separate
oracles which he wished to preserve by making them a part of
his book, one able to command his material, as he shows himself elsewhere, could hardly have failed to give the enlarged
composition a form as clearly a unit as was the earlier book.
What is here said would be true in part if, as has been
more frequently maintained, this earlier writing were a Jewish
apocalypse, worked over into our form of the book for Christian use. Other objections also would then arise ; the Jewish
writing formed by the combination of these portions, pruned
of all their Christian features (and this is done only by a most
arbitrary process of erasure), would form an apocalypse more
splendid than any of those preserved to us in Jewish literature,
and it is hard to believe that it could have perished so completely that not even its name should anywhere be mentioned.
Further, we see from the treatment of the Jewish apocalypses
of Enoch, the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, 2 Esdras
and others, that when the Christians sought to adapt such
writings to their own use, they limited themselves to the interpolation of a sentence or paragraph here and there ; 1 ~hey did
not transform them and represent them as visions given to a
Christian seer of their own day.
These general considerations touching the composition of
the Apocalypse are but preliminary to others more specific, to
come up later in their appropriate connections. 2 Certainly the
ultimate test of unity can be reached only by the exegesis of the
whole book, by a study of the author's language, literary manner,
and teaching, and by a survey of the contents of the book in its
1

Cf. Liicke I. 229.

2

See Critical Analyses, pp. 224 ff., and Com.
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plan and several parts. The indications furnished in these
various connections will be spoken o£ in later paragraphs and
in the Commentary.
The nature of the unity, however, as it is understood in the
present Commentary on the Apocalypse, should be distinctly
stated. It is a unity consistent with a free use of material
derived more or less directly from other sources, and even with
the cons~ruction of whole paragraphs on the basis of such
material. Reminiscences of the Old Testament appear here
oftener than in any other book of the New Testament. More
than half the number of verses contain allusions to the Old
Testament, or imagery, figures or language therefrom; 1 especially frequent is the use of Daniel and the apocalyptic parts
of Isaiah, Ezekiel, and Zechariah; also non-canonical apocalyptic literature has left its impress upon thought as well as
upon form. There is however nothing approaching a literal
transference of whole paragraphs from any known writer. A
few examples will illustrate the author's use of passages
occurring in other sources known to us. The description of
the plague of the locusts (9 2- 11 ) is taken from Joell-:2; the
plagues of the seven trumpets and the seven bowls (8-9, 16)
chiefly from Exodus 7-10; the episode of the 'little book'
( chapt. 10) from Ezk. 2-3; the representations of the beast
( chapt. 13) from Dan. 7 ; the summons to the birds of prey
(1917 r') from Ezk. 3917 r. ; much of the lament over the fall of
the great city ( chapt. 18) from Ezk. 26-27. But a comparison
of these passages in our book with the parallel portions of the
Old Testament will show how remote the author is from
inserting mere excerpts from other writings. He is indebted
to these both in idea and language, yet he uses the material
with great independence, changing, omitting, adding, in every
way adapting to his own purpose. He is as far as possible
from a copyist ; he writes rather as one whose memory is filled
with vivid thoughts and expressions which he uses to unfold
his great theme. Now his treatment of sources in these cases
gives us information of the utmost value for the interpretation
of other passages which may possibly be formed after apocalypses not known to us. Examples of portions quite generally
1

Cf. in WH the Table of Quotations from O.T. ; Hiihn, II. 234 :ff. ·
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held by recent critics to be taken from non-extant apocalypses
are the episode of the staying of the winds and the sealing of
Israel (71- 8) ; the measuring of the temple and the history of
the two witnesses (111- 13) ; the dragon's persecution of the
woman and her seed ( chapt. 12). If now in the paragraphs
mentioned above as moulded after the Old Testament we may
certainly believe we have a criterion of the author's method of
handling matter not original with himself, then it is clear that
the supposed fragments of non-extant apocalypses, if such they
are, were treated with similar freedom .. ·These suggested forms,
symbols, and imagery, but were not literally followed; they
were worked over with a mastery that adapted them to the purpose which the author had in mind. The original connection,
if known, might to be sure make clear some details retained
and obscure to us, as the figures of the olive tree and the
candlestick in 11 4 are explained by the source from which they
are taken, Zech. 4. But whether, for example, the prophecy
of the occupation of Jerusalem by the Gentiles in 111-2 is a
Jewish fragment of the year 70 A.D., whether the picture of
the Beast in 131-IO is a fragment from the time of Caligula,
Nero, or Vespasian, are questions which, though interesting
from the standpoint of literary criticism, are secondary in the
interpretation of the book. The ultimate inquiry must be,
whether such paragraphs have a place in the author's plan and
what is their significance in his intention. This inquiry will be
considered in the respective places in the Commentary.

The use of language as bearing on unity.
The presumption
of the foregoing pages in favor of the unity of the Apocalypse
is confirmed by the use of language found throughout the book.
That in its existing form it is the product of a single mind,
whether originating or working over derived material, seems to
be put beyond reasonable doubt by the uniform presence of a
characteristic style.! As regards (a) vocabulary, (b) favorite
expressions, (c) arrangement of words in a sentence, (d) grammatical peculiarities and even grammatical errors, the book has
among the writings of the New Testament characteristics of its
I ·weyland's effort to find a peculiarity of language in certain parts is not
·
successful. Qf. p. 231.
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own, which appear with as great a uniformity as can be affirmed
of any work of complex structure. It is not possible to excerpt
any considerable portion which departs from this style so far as
to justify its attribution to a different writer.l
(a) Exclusive of proper names and a few variations in the Mss., there
are in the book nearly 875 different words. Something over a hundred of
these (about one in eight) are not found in any other New Testament book,
though most of them occur in the Septuagint or non-biblical writers. These
words, not found in other New Testament writings, are largely due to
peculiarity in subject matter; fully a fifth of them belong to the paragraph
describing the downfall of the great city ( chapt. 18), an equal number to
the description of the New Jerusalem (21-22 5 ), nearly 20 to the vision
of the first six trumpets (8-9), nearly 10 to the vision of the seven bowls
(chapt. 16), paragraphs which all fall naturally into the plan of the Apocalypse and cannot reasonably be separated as inappropriate insertions. The
long paragraph of the seven epistles (2-3), dealing with common topics of
everyday Christian life, contains not more than 10 such words. Most of
these peculiar words are the only words used in our book for their respective
ideas; that is, there are not ill other parts of the book terms parallel with
these, which might be taken to indicate different authors. In the few cases
of parallel words, 2 these are found either in the same paragraph or distributed
through paragraphs which cannot be omitted without destroying the
structure of the book. In some cases 8 an unusual word is chosen because
of its special appropriateness (Cf. Com. in Zoe.). There is nothing in these
various usages to indicate difference of authorship. As regards the rest of
the vocabulary, that which is common to our book and the other New
Testament writings, no portion shows a use of terms sufficiently diverse to
set it apart from others.
(b) Some examples of the use of favorite words
and expressions will likewise indicate the work of one writer throughout.
The number of occurrences in each case is given after the example : arpii.
(19), &.va{3a{vw (13), &.vo{yw (26), &.7ToKTdvw (15), &.pv{ov (28), {30»..w (28),
{3t{3A{ov (23), yl7 (82), ypa,Pw (29), 8{8wp.t (57), UJvos (23), £vw7TWV (35),
O&.Aauua (26), Opovo<; (46), Ka07]p.at (33), p.ryas (80), VtKaW (17), ovop.a (37),
ovpavo<; (52), 7T{7TTW (23), 7TpOUKVVfW (24), 7rVp (25), UTOp.a (22), v8wp (18).
It will be seen that these words, to which many additions might be made,
occur very often, and a comparison with the other books of the New Testament ·will show that with perhaps the sole exception of aip.a they occur
much oftener here than elsewhere; they may then be regarded as specially
characteristic of the vocabulary of the book. And their distribution is
significant; of these 24 examples every chapter contains from 12 to 19,
1 Upon language, grammar, etc., cf. Liicke II. 448 ff., ~ousset 159 ff., Swete
CXV. ff. and 311 ff.
2 E.g. ouio'l)p.a and CTTE,Pavos; KVKMIJev and KVKX't'; p.rixatpa and pop.q>ala; 7rX1}crcrw

and 1rarricrcrw.

•
E. g. {3t{3Xaplotov cbapt. 10, elsewhere {3t{3Xlov ; KaTacr,Ppa-yl[w
crtf>pa-yl[w.
3

51 ;

elsewhere
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except chapt. 22 which has 8. Still more striking is the recurrence of set
phrases. Examples of these, recurring sometimes with slight variation,
are: .\oyo> Tov (hoi! Kat ~ p.a.pTVp{a 'I11 CTov 12• 9, 69, 1211• u, 204 ; Kvpto> lho>,
o'TI'avToKpamJJp 18, 48, 1111,153, 167, a, 19H· 15 , 2122 ; o!vo> Tov Ovp.ov Tl]> 7ropvda>,
or 'TOV Owv, or Tl)> opyl]> J48, 10, 16 19, 172, 183, 19 15 ; cf>v.\~ Kat y.\wCTCTa Kat
.\ao> Kat f.Ovo> 59, 79, 1011, 119, 137, 14 6; oi p.LKpot Kat oi p.£yOAoL 11 18, 13 16,
195• 18, 201 2; a..\1](}LVo> with 'TI'LCT'To>, iJ.yw>, or 8tKaW> 37•14, 6 10, 153, 167, 192• 11, 21 5,
22 6; oi {3aCTLA£tS ri)> yl)> 15, 615, 15 3, 16 14, 172. 18, 18S. 9, 19 19, 2J24; cf>w~ p.£YOA1J
po, 52,12, 61o, 72,10, 813, 103, 1112,15' 1210, 141, 9,1s,1s, 61,17, 191,11, 213. It will be
noticed that these are distributed promiscuously through the book and that
the paragraphs felt to disturb the unity share this trait of the writer in
common with others.
(c) As regards the arrangement of the principal
parts of a sentence the book shows extraordinary monotony. As a rule the
governing word precedes the governed. The subject usually follows the
verb, though there are many exceptions and these are found in every part.
With far fewer variations the object follows the verb, though here too most
chapters furnish one or more exceptions; attributives, that is, adjectives,
adjective phrases and dependent genitives, follow the noun almost without
variation, excepting dA.Ao> and adjectives of number and quantity; but
p.f.ya> which occurs 80 times is found, when attributive, only once (1821) or
perhaps twice (16 1) before the noun. Variations from these principles of
order, so far as they occur, are not grouped in any part of the book in such
a way as to indicate different writers.
(d) In certain grammatical peculiarities and irregularities, the Apocalypse stands alone among writings known
to us. It is not possible to take up these with any fullness here; many will
be noticed in the Commentary. (For a good summary see Bousset 159 ff.)
Most of these grammatical peculiarities occur many times and are characteristic, not of any one section of the book, but of the whole. Some
examples will suffice for the present purpose :
Departure from the laws
of agreement in number, case, or gender:. a verb singular with several
connected subjects, or with a plu. subj. (87, 912); a plu. vb. with neuter plu.
subj. (1 19) ; the nominative in apposition with some other case (115) ; change
of case or gender in an adjective or participle (114, 12•, J419), especially in
.\f.ywv and f.xwv (13 14, 914), change to nominative in a dependent noun (79).
(2) Indifferent interchange of tense in the same paragraph (39, ns-1a)
(3) Omission of the copula, which is as often absent as expressed. ( 4) The
article repeated with each noun in a series, and with adjectives and adjective phrases after a noun which has the article (219, 411, 312), an idiom
occurring with great frequency. (5) The repetition of the antecedent of
a prono11n or adverb in the relative cfause (38, 126).
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Critical Analyses of the Apocalypse. The .unity of the Apocalypse was
first made the subject of extended critical investigation in the work of
VOlter, The Origin '!{ the Apocalypse, which appeared in 1882. As early as
the seventeenth century Grotius (i!dnotationes ad N. T. 1644), while holding to the apostolic authorship of the whole, assigned different parts to
different places and dates, and his view, though generally rejected, was
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followed by Hammond (A Paraphrase and Annotation upon all the books
of the N. T. 1653) and a few others, e.g. Lackemacher and Clericus. This
primitive movement toward criticism remained almost forgotten, certainly
without any influential adherent, for more than a century; even Semler,
the forefather of modern biblical critics, while strongly opposing the
canonical value of the Apocalypse, did not attack its unity. In the early
part of the nineteenth century the question was taken up anew and with a
nearer approach to scientific method by Vogel ( Commentationes VI I. de
Apoc. Joann. 1811-1816), who attributed certain parts to the apostle John
and others to John the Presbyter. Vogel's hypothesis was not definitively
accepted by any large number of scholars. Berthold ( Historisch-kritische
Einleitung 1812-1819) adopted it with reserve; Bleek at first followed it so
far as to assign different parts to different dates, though maintaining unity
of authorship (John the Presbyter), but subsequently he changed his view
and maintained unity of date also (Beitrtt.r~e zur Evangelienkritik 1846,
Vorlesungen iiber d. Ap., posthumously edited by Rossbach 1862, 116 ff.);
De W ette in the first edition of his Introduction (1826) followed the earlier
opinion of Bleek, but in the second edition (1830), under the influence of
Ewald ( Commentarius in Ap. Johan. 1828, Studien u. Kritiken 1829) returned
to an energetic maintenance of the unity of the work. The unity became
so far an axiom with scholars that Liicke (II. 870) could say, 'At the present time [1852] all the hypotheses of the origination of the Apocalypse
from parts composed at different times by one and the same author or by
several authors seem to be given up and set down as ad acta.' But Schleiermacher's Introduction, published a few years before (Bin. in d. N. T., edited
posthumously by Wold 1845), and regarded by Liicke as the last in the
critical movement against the unity (II. 869), was destined to give at a
later date a new impulse to hypotheses of division. Schleiermacher, though
not giving any detailed examination of the book, set forth the theory that
it is composed of a large number of visions seen by a single seer at different
dates and having no relation to one another. He called attention, not to
differences in historical situation and interruptions in logical order, but
rather to what he considers incongruities in thought, especially as regards
representations of Christ. In this he exerted an influence in much of the
later criticism. Volter in 1893 says, 'The critical flame of recent times
was as it were kindled by his judgment concerning the Apocalypse' (Problem, p. 2). Both W eizsli.cker and Volter, who revived the problem of unity
in 1882, show at least in their later writings traces of Schleiermacher's
leading in criticism, though not adopting his results as regards the composition of the book. W eizsacker in the course of an article in the Theologische Zeitung (1882, p. 78 f.) incidentally expressPd his opinion in quite
general terms and without reasons: 'As regards the Apocalypse it is a
question whether we arG to look at it as single document. I confess to
the opinion that we have in this writing . . . a composition which in its
origin is a compilation.' In this article he does not really go much beyond
his predecessors, but at a later rbte he gives a fuller, though still very
brief, statement of his view, together with reasons, as will be seen below.

a
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Volter a little later in the same year published his work referred to above,
The Origin of the Apocalypse, and for the first time gave a discussion of the
problem, which took up the various parts of the book in detail. The
two scholars offered different solutions of the problem and along lines
which appear on one side or the other through all subsequent criticism.
W eizsacker leads the movement in the direction of a combination theory,
which in the form given by him conceives the author of the Apocalypse
himself to have incorporated certain fragments into the organism of his
work, though many later critics adopted a hypothesis of compilation
which supposes a more or less mechanical collection of unorganized sources.
Volter on the other hand maintained a theory of revision, according to
which the present form of the book was reached through a series of versions
enlarged and modified from time to time by later editors to conform it to
new circumstances. Through these two scholars an overwhelming flood of
critical discussion was set in motion, which has continued through these
subsequent years. Their theories in the precise form advocated by them
and in details are not followed; but the influence of their methods and of
their critical observations appears throughout. It will be seen that in
later criticism the two processes of compilation and revision are often combined. It is obviously impossible in this place to attempt any large survey
of these numerous writings; the utmost that can be done is to state briefly
the hypotheses advanced by the leaders in the various phases of the movement, and to make some general observations on the validity of these.
Viilter. Volter's first edition was soon followed by a second, enlarged
and modified, and this in turn by various others works, the last appearing
in 1911. (Entstehung d. Ap. 2 1885; Die 0./fenbarung Johan. keine urspriinglich jiid. Ap. 1886; various articles in theolog. journals 1886-1891; Das
Problem d. Ap. 1893; Die Offenbarung Johan. neu untersucht. 19041, 19112.).
In this long period of activity he frequently changes his views, though
these changes relate for the most part to details and not to his characteristic propositions, revision and a Christian origin of the whole as opposed to
the use of Jewish apocalypses as sources. According to his latest publication he finds in the Apocalypse the work of five different periods (p. 51).
(1) the primitive Apocalypse of John (probably John Mark, certainly not
the apostle or the presbyter) written in A.D. 65. This consists of 14-6, 4-9,
1114-18, 141-ll, 6-8, 14-20 , 191-10. In order to reconstruct thus the primitive
Apocalypse it is necessary to omit or revise the following verses, which are
included in these paragraphs, but are ascribed, altogether or in part, to
later hands: 41, 56, 9, 10, n-14, 616, 79-11, 1115, 18, 141, 192 b, a b, 10.
(2) (56 ff.)
An appendix added A.D. 68 by the author himself and consisting of 10, 17,
18, 111-18, chapters 17 and 18 being originally inserted between 10 .and 11.
Here again certain verses containing the work of a reviser are to be omitted
at least in part; these are 118, 171· 6, a, 1820.
(3) (135) A revision,
consisting chiefly of an insertion made by Cerinthus in Vespasian's time
(69-79 A.D.). This is composed of 12-13, 149-12, 15-16, 19 1L2P; here must
be omitted or modified 1211, 138, 14 10, 154, 1615, 19 b, 1913 b; and to prepare
for this insertion, 510 b, 1J16, 18 were added.
(4) (141 ff.) A revision made
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early in Domitian's reign (A.D. 81-96). This transferred 17-18 from the
original place between 10 and 11 to its present place after 16. To facilitate
this change the redactor added 1619 b, 17 1, and to make the connection of
the transposed passage with the following clearer he inserted 192 b, a b. To
him are also due }7- 8, 219-2221, except 22 7. 12• 13• 16-20 , and he made insertions
or changes in 56. 9, 11-14, 61s, 79-17, 118, 1211, 13 8, 141, 10, 1714.
(5) (148 ff.)
The final revision made late in Domitian's time consisted of the addition of
the introductory parts, P-3 and 19-32"J, also the insertion or change of 1413,
1615, 176, 1910, 227, 12, 13, 16-20,
As the principal guiding lines in his analysis of the Apocalypse, Volter
finds in different parts of it want of consecutiveness, combination of discordant elements, disturbance of historical order, juxtaposition of a human
and a divine Messiah and of Judaistic and universal conceptions of Christianity, and a Cerinthian distinction between a heavenly Christ and Jesus.
And his reconstruction through a series of revisions is determined by the
effort to reconcile differences, to separate and recombine according as harmony and historical and logical sequence are supposed to require. He has
worked out his theory with wonderful ingenuity, though probably no one
now will entirely accept it. But the influence of his criticism has been
widely felt in later study. Some of the more important points in his argument will be noticed in the Commentary on passages with which they are
concerned. Objections of a general character are: that he not only overlooks the strong evidence of the work of one mind in the book, but he
finds disagreements and difficulties where none really exist, and employs an
unwarranted exegesis, especially in passages touching the person and function of Christ. Further, it is very improbable that all these different
recensions, superior as they were in homogeneity according to the hypothesis, should have been so completely displaced by this last one as to leave no
independent trace of their existence. But apart from all other difficulties
the arbitrariness of procedure in omitting and rearranging paragraphs, in
erasing and modifying isolated verses and phrases in order to secure conformity to a theory, is opposed to all sound criticism. With a similar
boldness in rearranging and revising it would not be difficult to show, for
example, that the Epistle to the Romans in a primitive form taught the
limitation of justification by faith to the Jews, and that a reviser added
the parts in which the logical result of the doctrine is extended to the
Gentiles.
Weizsiicker. W eizsacker's very general utterance in favor of a composite
origin of the Apocalypse, referred to above, was made more precise four
years later in his Apostolic Age (Das Apostol. Zeitalter der christ. Kirche
18861, 1892 2), in which he presents his view briefly with grounds for the
same (486 ff., 358 ff.). The statement of his argument here given is based
on the second edition of his work. He regards the Apocalypse as the work
of an author, the unity of whose plan is maintained by the sequence of the
three connected series of scenes determined by the seven seals, the seven
trumpets and the seven bowls (489). Into the framework thus formed the
writer has incorporated various single visions not his own and having
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various ongms. The book then is not one grand scene moving on as a
unit in itself, nor is it a series of such scenes joined to one another naturally; it is an intricate composition which holds fast an artificial thread
through many digressions, and maintains the connection by allusions which
refer sometimes to what has preceded, sometimes to what is yet to follow
(488). The principal portions thus taken up from foreign sources ar~ the
introduction, including the seven epistles, chapts. 1-3, the conclusion in
21-22, and chapters 7, 10-11, 12, 13, 17-18. This analysis is based on the
following grounds : the introduction and conclusion have no close connection with the great prophecies of the book and contain no reference to the
condition and circumstances of the times reflected in these. The great
prophetic portions, mentioned above as incorporations, have no relation to
the three series of signs which form the framework; while the latter relate
to destructive wars vaguely pictured and great movements in nature, the
former draw their material from present realities, or at least touch present
historical circumstances (489). As regards form also, these parts do not
fit into the structure of the plan. Chapter 7 is inserted between the sixth
and seventh seals; 11 1- 18 with its own introduction, chapt. 10, between
the sixth and seventh trumpets, transfers the scene to another place. After,
or within, the last trumpet scene, two great scenes independent of each
other are introduced in 12 and 13, but in 14 the former thread is resum'"d.
Chapters 17-18 come in after the seven bowls, but have no connection with
these. W eizsacker argues further that the portions which he attributes to
other sources are not, as are the other portions, shown by an angel but are
direct visions; these portions do not have a common origin, for example,
chapter 11 sets us in Jerusalem, while 13 and 17 show no relation to a
Jewish provenience (490); visions are repeated with a different meaning,
for example the 144,000 are in chapt. 7 the Christian remnant of the Jews,
but in chapt. 14 they are those believers who have preserved themselves
especially holy through chastity ; some things in the author's plan are not
carried out, for example, the last three trumpets are to bring three woes,
but only two, 912, 1114, are given; there are anticipations revealing different
writers, for example, 117 anticipates chapt. 13 (491); there are differences
in dates- while the book was written at the end of the first century, some
portions, as chapts. 7, 111-18, fall before A.D. 70 (492 ff., 358 ff.). Further
details will be noticed in the Commentary.
W eizsacker's treatment of the problem is brief, being given in subordinate parts of his history, and leaves much that is requisite for completeness
(Weyland says of Volter and Weizsacker that 'they both contributed much
to the solution of the problem of the Apocalypse. Each of them did it in
his own way. The one gave too much, the other too little.' Omwerkings.
etc. 53), but his criticism is ma,sterful and has led the way for all later
efforts which seek to do justice to the evidence for unity on the one hand,
and for diversity on the other, that is, the theory that a single author has
conceived the plan as a whole and has incorporated into this fragments,
isolated visions, derived from earlier sources. Apart from objections to
details, the great defect in the hypothesis, as W eizsacker presented it, is
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that it fails to account for the incorporation of these large portioLs of the
book into a plan in which they have no organic place. A writer who could
conceive and carry through a plan which, these insertions being omitted,
moves on so clearly and harmoniously to a great consummation, a plan so
powerfully dramatic, cannot be imagined to have broken it up and overloaded it with irrelevant matter of foreign origin, to such an extent that it
is lost in the accretions. Had he wished merely to give an appropriate
setting for these collected prophecies, he could not be supposed to have
adopted this form, which in reality fails of that purpose. This defect of
W eizsacker's is one that appears in much of the criticism following his
lines. No hypothesis which accepts the general unity of the Apocalypse and also
the presence of incorporated material in it can be satisfactory, unless it furnishes
reasonable grounds for assigning to all the material used a significant place in
an organized whole.
Vischer.
In the same year with Weizsa<'ker's work referred to above
(1886) criticism of the Apocalypse entered on a new stage in the appearance
of Vischer's treatment of the question (Die Offenbarung Johan, eine jiidische
Apokalypse in christlicher Bearbeitung, 1886). As the Jewish apocalypses,
Enoch, 2 Esd., the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs and others were
taken up in the first and second centuries by the Christians and received
additions at their hands, so Vischer argued that the Apocalypse of John
was originally a Jewish apocalypse, which was worked over by a Christian
writer to adapt and recommend it to the use of his coreligionists. In this
recension chapters 1-3 were prefixed in place of the original introduction,
226-21 was added as a conclusion and numerous passages and phrases were
inserted. (These occur in 56, s, ll--14, 61•16, 79-17, 911, 118,15, 1211, 11, 138,9-10,
141-.1, 10, 12-1a, 153, 1615, 16, 176,14, 1820, 197, 9-10, u, 13, 204, 6, 215-8, s, 14, 22, 23, 21, 221, a,
p.l16 ff.) Harnack wrote a commendatory appendix to Vischer's brochure,
and the theory was hailed widely as solving the chief difficulties of the
Apocalypse.
Many of Vischer's critical observations are of real value,
though his theory as a whole is now no longer in favor. He founded his
hypothesis on the supposition that there are running throughout the book
two distinct and irreconcilable lines of thought, the one Jewish, the other
Christian. He finds on the one hand a Jewish Messiah whose birth is still
in the future and who is to appear merely as God's instrument of wrath for
the destruction of the world; on the other hand, the Christian Messiah
who has already appeared in Jesus, the Lamb who has redeemed men by
his blood, and who now sits enthroned with God in heaven. In the fundamental Jewish document the messianic kingdom was confined to Jews who
keep the commandments of God, while in the added parts it consists of an
innumerable multitude out of every nation who are redeemed by the blood
of Jesus through faith in him. In the one part God is judge, in the other
Christ (71 ff.). And similarly the distinction is traced out through manifold details in representation and expectation. In the recovery of this
primitive Jewish apocalypse, Vischer begins his study with chapters 11-12,
which after the erasure of a few (Christian) sentences he finds to be purely
Jewish and to contain the key to the whole book (31 f.). Then by a.
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process of free excision in the preceding and following chapters he succeeds
in constructing an apocalypse conformed entirely to Hebrew eschatology.
He endeavors to show that the excluded passages and phrases can all be
omitted without injury to the connection and in most cases to its improvement even (34 ff.). In this process the 28 instances of the mention of the
Lamb are all excluded from the text (38ff.), so are also the six instances of
the name of Jesus (60 ff. The name of Jesus occurs 14 times, but 8 of these
are in the introduction and conclusion, parts by the hypothesis due to the
reviser), and in short everything which has a distinctively Christian character. The indication of unity furnished by language and style Vischer
meets with the contention that the primitive Jewish document was written
in Hebrew or Aramaic and translated into Greek by the Christian reviser,
who wrote the added parts (37 f.). Vischer is much influenced by Volter;
and his theory and method, widely as they differ, are open to a similar
charge of arbitrariness, and disregard of the evidence for unity. Some
details will be noticed in the Commentary. The difficulties arising from
the assumption that such a Jewish apocalypse was entirely lost, and from
a comparison of the treatment of other apocalypses by the Christians, have
been spoken of above (pp. 218 ff. ). Two general considerations are added here.
(1) The foundation on which the hypothesis rests, the assumed coexistence
of irreconcilable Jewish and Christian elements, is false. The same two
elements, so far as they actually exist in the Apocalypse (not as they are
by misinterpretation assumed to exist there) are found combined in the
Gospels and the Pauline epistles. This we should expect in a JewishChristian writer, above all in a Christian apocalyptist, since apocalyptic
ideas and forms are to so large an extent derived immediately from Jewish
sources. But even if it were otherwise, the existence of incongruous ideas
in the same writing without an attempt at mediation is too frequent in
literature to establish in itself diversity of authorship. (2) It is pertinent
to ask whether instead of beginning with chapts. 11-12 revised and made
into a Jewish fragment it would not serve a saner critical process to begin
with the Introduction (1-3) and follow the Christian keynote found there
through the remaining chapters, where it so often reappears, and thus to
deduce a Christian character for the whole; this procedure has the advantage that it does not make it necessary to expunge or revise large parts of
the book as impossible with an original Christian apocalyptist.
Weyland.
Independently of Vischer and at the same time, the Dutch
scholar, Weyland, published in the Theolo.qische Studien of Utrecht (1886)
a dissertation presenting a similar hypothesis, but assuming two Jewish
Rources, from which the Christian compiler drew, instead of one. This
view Weyland set forth more fully two years afterwards in a work (Om~'•erkings-en Compilatie-Hypothe.qen toegepast op de Apokalypse van Johannes
1888) in which he also took cognizance of the hypotheses of Vischer and
other later critics. He agrees essentially with Vischer as to the parts of
the Apocalypse to be assigned to Jewish and Christian sources respectively,
differing only in some details. But the Jewish portions he assigns to two
different documents, the first of which he places about 69 A.D., the other
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81 A.D. (p. 111). The work of the Christian compiler, who combined
rather mechanically (p. 68), he puts in A.D. 130-140 (p. 129). It is not
necessary to give here Weyland's analysis in full. The following passages
with a few modifications he assigns to his earliest Jewish source: 10, 111-13,
.12-13, 14s.-n, 152-4, 1911- 21 ,20, 211-s (p. 176). The other portions are assigned
to his later Jewish source and his Christian source in essential agreement
with Vischer's table. His distinction between Jewish and Christian parts
is made on grounds similar to those urged by Vischer; he adds the absence
of a fundamental thought running throughout (176 ff.) and also a peculiarity of language which he finds characteristic of the Christian redac~or.
As regards the use of language, he says, 'We shall not try to offer a proof
of the difference in style between the different parts. This difference can
be felt, at least by him who has feeling, but with great difficulty described '
(138). The critics are evidently without the 'feeling' requisite, as they are
for the most part agreed that no such diversity of style exists. Weyland's
argument is occupied with the effort to prove a lack of unity and the presence of both Jewish and Christian elements. He does not take up in a
systematic form the evidence for his theory of two separate Jewish documents, though in the course of his discussion he incidentally urges certain
general differences, especially in dates and historical circumstances (101 ff.),
and in the localities to which the visions relate (111 f.). Much of what is
said above of objections to the theories and methods of Volter and Vischer
is equally true of the work of Weyland. It is too arbitrary and introduces
too many difficulties to be accepted as a solution of its problem. The significance of Weyland's hypothesis in the course of criticism lies in the fact
that it is the beginning of recent compilation theories, that is, those which
view the Apocalypse as a complex, formed more or less mechanically from
a number of independent documents.
Sabatier.
The fresh impulse given to criticism of the Apocalypse by
Vischer's publication produced in France the two closely related studies of
Sabatier and Schoen, which however reached a result directly the reverse
of Vischer's hypothesis. With these critics the nucleus of the book is a
Christian apocalypse whose author has taken up into it a series of earlier
Jewish oracles. The main point in their position is similar to that of
Weizsiicker, and they may be regarded as a link between him and the
critics who have taken the field since the waning of the theories of Vischer
and Weyland, and who maintain a form of unity with incorporated fragments. Sabatier's booklet (Les Origines Litteraires et la Composition de
l'Apocalypse de Saint Jean, 1888) though published a year later than
Schoen's, properly precedes the latter in our survey, because Schoen's study
is in part based on that of Sabatier, as presented in his lectures at the
Ecole des Hautes-Etudes and in an article published in the Revue Critique,
1887. As regards the Christian origin of the book Sabatier urges that the
name John, as that of the author, is decisive; for it is incredible that the
author, if the Apostle, should have sent out in his name a Jewish apocalypse, touched up with Christian passages; or if some other Christian bearing the name had wished to adapt a Jewish apocalypse to his readers, he
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would merely have made brief Christian insertions and have kept for the
book the great authority of the reputed Jewish writer, as was done in the
case of the other apocalypses (p. 8). Considering the book as a whole,
Sabatier finds clear marks of unity and Christian origin; the epistolary
form appears as a framework in the introduction and the close, and is also
suggested by the frequent use of the pronoun I in the body of the work;
the introductory chapters 1-3, Christian in character and inseparably connected with what follows, present in accumulated form the symbolism and
apocalyptic rhetoric of all the rest (p. 10 ff.); the body of the work is conceived upon the basis of what is seen from the Gospels to be a traditional
Christian scheme of the Last Days, the apx!/ fuaivwv, the 8>..{1/M p.Ey&.A7J, the
·ri>..o.;, the beginning of sorrow8, the great tribulation, the End- a scheme of
the final destinies of the world here carried out in the form of an imposing
drama in the three acts of the seals, the trumpets, and the bowls (p. 17 f.).
But within this framework Sabatier finds portions having no relation to
the context or dramatic movement, and entirely Jewish in conception and
expectation; their prophecies are connected with great historic situations,
their scene is placed on earth, while that of the drama itself is in heaven,
and they contain duplicates of scenes given in other parts of the drama as
primarily conceived (19 ff., 26 ff., 35 f.). The portions thus characterized
and distinguished from the rest of the book are earlier Jewish oracles
which the author of the Apocalypse has inserted in his book, as prophecies
concerning the destinies of humanity. These inserted oracles are (p. 27) :
1}1-13, 12--13, 146-20, 1613-16, 17-194, 1911- 21 , 201-10, 2!9-225 ; they were composed
about 70 A.D., while the book itself belongs to the end of the century
(p. 36). Sabatier's work is of permanent value in the study of the Apocalypse, but it exaggerates the Jewish character of the assumed insertions,
overlooking the extent to which Christian apocalyptic adopts Jewish forms
and conceptions; like similar theories it raises difficulty in projecting foreign material into the writer's plan in a haphazard way; and it fails to
recognize the full scope and literary manner of the Apocalypse. See below,
pp. 239 ff.
Schoen's treatment of the Apocalypse (L'Origine de !'ApocaSchoen.
lypse de St. Jean, 1887) is, as already said, based on that of Sabatier and is
largely in agreement with it. _It emphasizes in like manner the general
unity and Christian origin of. the book, but confines the inserted Jewish
oracles to somewhat narrower limits. These are 1F-13, 12, 13, 18, in which
however there are additions or revisions made by the Christian author,
for example in 1210-12• 13-17, 138-10, 1820 ; on the other hand the introduction
of the Jewish oracles has in some places influenced the Christian parts, for
example, chapt. 10, composed by the author to introduce the adopted oracles
in general, so 171-6 to introduce chapt. 18, and 177-18 to explain the vision of
chapt. 13 (132 ff.). The grounds taken both in defense of unity and
Christian origin, and in the supposition of inserted Jewish oracles, are in
general the same as those of Sabatier. The special significance of Schoen
in reference to that form of criticism which recognizes in the Apocalypse
both unity and diversity lies in the fact that he not only minimizes the incor-
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porated material, but he also directly expresses the principle- though he
does not carry this out practically into the exegesis of the difficult passages
-that the Christian author gives to the borrowed oracles a new sense, that
he sees in them a spiritual and symbolical force which suits them to the
purpose of his great Christian apocalypse (144 f.).
Spitta.
The compilation theory received a striking form at the hands
of Spitta in a work of great fullness and subtle criticism (Die Offenbarung
des Johannes, 1889). According to his analysis the foundation of the
Apocalypse is a primitive Christian writing with which a later Christian
redactor combined two separate Jewish documents (227), each of these three
writings being a complete apocalypse culminating with the triumph of the
people of God and the punishment of their enemies. The earliest of these,
the first Jewish apocalypse, designated J 2, was written in the time of Pompey 63 B.c.; the second, the later Jewish Apocalypse, Jl, in the time of
Caligtlla; the third, the primitive Christian Apocalypse, U (by John Mark,
502 f.), a decade before the destruction of Jerusalem. These documents
were combined by a Christian redactor at the beginning of the second century, or possibly a little earlier, in Domitian's time (464, 529). The
nucleus of each of these three separate sources, taken in chronological
order, the reverse of the order in our Apocalypse, is formed respectively by
the visions of the 7 bowls, the 7 trumpets, and the 7 seals (466, 549 ff.). A
detailed exhibition of Spitta's distribution of the parts of the book among
his several sources is not necessary here; it will be sufficient to indicate
the passages which he places at the beginning and the close of the respective documents: U begins with address and introductory visions 1-5, and
closes with 228-21 ; Jl begins with the sealing of Israel 71-8 and closes with
the millennium, the judgment and the End 201-21 8 ; J 2 begins with 10 and
closes with the new Jerusalem 219 ff.. It is noticeable that Spitta, in contrast with Venter, Vischer, Weyland and others, joins 1-3 (with the exception of a few verses) closely with 4-5. Spitta's views will be noticed in
~he course of the Commentary. One who goes through the painful labor of
reading his nearly 600 pages will find many valuable suggestions, but his
hypothesis and the arguments advanced for it are too artificial to furnish
a solution of the problems undertaken. His own anticipation (544) that
he would be regarded ' hypercritical' is abundantly verified in the general
opinion of later critics. It is interesting to observe that he perceives the
difficulty in supposing three documents complete in themselves to have
been thus broken up and interwoven with one another. He offers a solu
tion which he thinks extremely simple ('die denkbar einfachste '); the redactor viewed the record of the plagues and other events before the End
as a narrative, not of parallel, but of different, events; if then he wished
to combine them it was necessary to insert one into the other, to make one
flow out of the other, as a part of it (230 ff.). But Spitta's attempt to
carry through this method of combination involves dissections and transferences as remote as possible from the simple. If the redactor had wished
to present a unit in his book, he could not, according to Spitta's analysis,
have made a worse failure ; if on the other hand he had wished simply to
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preserve three separate documents, no plausible explanation can be offered
of his process of rearrangement.
Erbe.~.
Somewhat on the same lines with Volter, Erbes (Die O.ifenbarung Johannis kritisch untersucht, 1891) sees in the present form of the
Apocalypse a working over of earlier Christian documents. The first of
these, 12L13 18, 149b-12, he assigns (184) to the year 40 A.D.; the second, the.
Apocalypse of St. John the Apostle (146 ff.), containing most of the remaining parts of the book, to 62 A.D. ; from this second document are, however,
to be excluded numerous insertions due to the final redactor who combined
the two early documents. Most of these insertions are brief, consisting of
averse or two; longer insertions are 15L194, 199b-2010, 21 5-22 2. The final
revision is assigned to 80 A.D. (In a later publication, Der AntichriRt in d.
Schriften d. N. T., 1897, he places the final redactor possibly in the earlier
part of Vespasian's time.) The value of Erbes' observations is recognized
in subsequent criticism, but his hypothesis is open to objections similar to
those urged against Volter's treatment of the book.
Rauch.
As Volter's criticism was taken up and made the basis of a
modified hypothesis by Erbes, so Vischer's theory received a new form at
the hands of Rauch (Die O.ifenbarung des Johannes untersucht nach ihrer
Zusammensetzung u. d. Zeit ihrer Entstehun,q, 1894). Though the latter in
his interpretation and criticism is an eclectic, adopting from all his predecessors, yet in his results he agrees with Vischer in making our book a
Jewish apocalypse with Christian additions. But in his analysis he goes
even beyond Weyland; he supposes a primitive Jewish apocalypse of the
year 62 A.D. (137), a continuous writing, picturing the general judgment
of the world and consisting of five parts (93 f., 121): (a) the introductory
visions (4-5); (b) the seal visions (6-7, 141-5); (c) the trumpet visions
(8-9 21 , UM-19); (d) the judgment (14 14_154, 1617b,1S. 19 a,ID); (e) the renewal
of the world (19 11-21 8). This apocalypse was subsequently enlarged by the
insertion of five distinct Jewish fragments-(1) 1Qlb,2a,5-7,4,9-11, 1P-IS,
121-17; (2) 1218_1318, 1618-16; (3) 146-13; (4) 156-1612,17a,21; (5) 171-196,
219-225-some of them dating as early as 40 A.D. (134 f.). The Jewish
apocalypse thus enlarged was then christianized in 79-81 A.D. (140) by a
writer who added an introduction (1-3, except F b) and a conclusion (226-21 ),
and inserted numerous verses in whole or in part, that is, all the passages
possessing a specifically Christian coloring, interspersed in every chapter
(except 8) throughout the book (121 ff.). Rauch's arguments against the
unity and in support of the distinction between Jewish and Christian portions are the same as those of his predecessors. The five Jewish fragments
assumed in his theory are determined by the supposed inappropriateness
of the passages in their respective connections.
Other Forms of Analysis.
In the foregoing paragraphs, the writers who
have been most influential in recent criticism of the Apocalypse have been
reviewed, and it will be seen that the pioneers in their respective directions
are Volter, W eizsiicker (with his successors Sabatier and Schoen), Vischer,
and 'Veyland. Other critics following similar lines of argument, some in
one direction and some in another, have offered different analyses, to be
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sure, but their hypotheses are in reality only modifications or expansions of
those of their forerunners, or oftener are combinations of these. It remains
then to speak very briefly of some of the most noteworthy among these
followers, or elaborators.
Schmidt (Anmerkungen iiber d. Composition d.
Offenbarung Johannis, 1891) distinguishes three principal Jewish portions:
the vision of the seals (4L7 8) ; the vision of the trumpets (82-111 5) with the
interpolation of a vision of Jerusalem (101-11 13) ; the book of the Messiah
(12 1-225) with an interpolated vision of the fall of Rome (146-20 and 171-195).
With these five Jewish parts, of distinct origins, the oldest dating before
70 A.D., an independent Christian document of the time of Dornitian, con·
taining the seven epistles, was afterwards joined by a redactor who belongs
to the early part of the second century; he also added of his own the introduction and conclusion.
Briggs (The JJ1essiah of the Apostles, 1895) views
the book as "a collection of apocalypses of different dates issued in several
successive editions. . . . In the main these apocalypses carne from an early
date, prior to the destruction .of Jerusalem" (301). In the gradual combination of these separate documents the book passed through four editions:
the first contained the apocalypses of the seals, the trumpets, and the bowls;
the second added the apocalypse of the epistles; th!l third the apocalypses
of the beasts and the dragon; in the fourth the final editor prefixed the
title 11-3, and added the close 2218-20. To him is due the present unity of
the book; he "transposed parts of the different original apocalypses, . . .
and so rearranged the whole material as best to suit the symmetry he was
aiming to produce" (290). St. John the apostle was the author of the apocalypses of the epistles, the seals, and the bowls, and of all matter related
thereto. The final editing was near the close of the first century, or early
in the second century.
J. Weiss (Die Offenbarung d. Johan., 1904), makes
the foundation and the larger part of the book a Christian apocalypse
complete in itself, written in the latter half of the sixties (112) by a John
of Asia Minor (47:ff., 112). A second document entering into the composition in its present form was a Jewish apocalypse framed in the year 70 A.D.
(145) by a writer who combined several earlier visions, adding also material
of his own (115 f.). This Jewish apocalypse formed the 'little book' to
which the final editor refers in chapt. 10, and from which he means to say
he derived certain of the prophecies following (42 f.). In the time of
Domitian (6 f.) these two documents were combined by the final editor,
who gave the book its present form, adapting these earlier prophecies to
his own times, rearranging, interpreting, omitting parts, and adding others
(39:ff.). Even those who do not accept the hypothesis of Weiss cannot
fail to recognize the value of his work in the study of the Apocalypse.
Wellhausen (Analyse d. Offenbarung Johannis. 1907) supposes the principal
author, or more strictly editor, to have been a John (not the apostle) who
wrote in the time of Domitian. Into the apocalypse which he framed he
took up a large number of earlier sources, many of them Jewish, working
them over, furnishing them with introductions and conclusions and making
insertions. Most of these sources are later than the destruction of Jerusalem, but two at least, 111-2 and 121-11, fall just before that event (3 f.). A
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later editor slightly revised this Johannine apocalypse, giving it its present
form. W ellhausen does not attempt to distinguish throughout the work
of these two writers, nor does he assign to the J ohannine work a definitely
arranged plan. The Apocalypse, he says, is not a drama but a picture-book,
and though there was some effort to bring the pictures into sequence, it
was unsuccessful because impossible. Various parts, for example, 11 1- 2,
11 3- 13, are quite isolated and are brought into their present places by one
of the editors through some feature quite external. It is only by decomposition that the Apocalypse can be explained (15 f.). Wellhausen's method
in both interpretation and criticism is so extravagant that his work cannot
be regarded as making an important contribution to the study.
Bousset
(Die O.ffenbarun,q Johannis, in Meyer's Kmn., 1896 1, 1906 2), starting from
W eizsacker and Sabatier gives to the theory of unity with incorporated
material a guarded and well-reasoned form which has recommended it to a
wide circle of scholars, even among those who do not accept all its details.
He makes our book a carefully planned apocalypse, in the composition of
parts of which the author (of the time of· Domitian, probably John the
Presbyter) has used material derived in some instances from documents, in
others from eschatological traditions handed down independently of written
sources ( cf. below, on Gunkel) ; such derived material the writer uses, not
mechanically, but with the purpose of his book consciously in mind. The
most important passages in which this use is seen are: 71-s, 111-13, 12, 1414-20,
17, 18, 219-22 5 • The influence of oral tradition or written documents is
proba.bly present in some places where it is not clearly demonstrable.
Bousset does not dissect sentences or verses in an attempt to distinguish
different origins, nor does he confidently combine the incorporated material
into a defined primitive document; he has carried out his hypothesis with
reserve, with sanity of judgment, and- what is essential in the study of the
Apocalypse, but often wanting in its critics-with keen sympathy with,
and high appreciation of, his author.
Gunkel. The epoch-making book
of Gunkel, Creation and Chaos (Schopfun,q und Chaos, 1895), which sets
beyond reasonable question the perpetuation and influence of oriental eschatological myths among the Hebrews through oral tradition, touches the
Apocalypse chiefly in its interpretation, rather than in its literary structure;
but it reaches results that have an important bearing on the critical analysis.
Gunkel does not take np the Apocalypse as a whole or present any tabular
analysis of it; he assumes that it contains many single visions which in
their nature are independent and originally not planned with reference to
one another (194) ; and he investigates certain parts (chiefly chapts. 12,
13, 17) according to the method of eschatological tradition. Starting with
the principle that the real author of the material in an apocalypse is not in
general the writer but a succession of generations, he finds that the writer
of the Johannine Apocalypse has derived much in the form and contents of
his book, not only from the Old Testament and Jewish apocalyptic writings,
but also from eschatological tradition handed down orally through centuries;
even in some cases where his material is parallel with that known to us
through literary sources, there may be evidence that he is drawing from
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another form of tradition (207 :ff.). Gunkel of course accedes to the Apocalyptist a degree of independence which leads to interpretation, development,
combination, and arrangement of the matter handed down (253). The
study of a tradition in its history becomes therefore fundamental; imagery
and symbols found in onr Apocalypse are often taken unchanged from their
source, and thus many difficulties reach their solution in the form to which
the representation may be ultimately traced up. This method of investigation is urged by Gunkel as correcting two procedures much in vogue,
that of the excessive dissection of the text in many critical analyses, and
·that of seeking the explanation of a large number of symbols and figures in
the events of history contemporaneous with the writer. Unquestionably
Gunkel has introduced a most valuable principle in the study of the Apocalypse, though he has exaggerated its application. Bousset has made use of
the method in his commentary, and also applying it in a special work on
the tradition of the antichrist (Der Antichrist in der Ueberlieferung des
Judenthums, des neuen Testaments, u. der allen Kirche, 1895) he has argued
for the existence of this tradition in an oral form before the New Testament
era and continuing through centuries independently of our Scriptures.
The results of this inquiry he has applied in the study of some difficult
passages in the Apocalyps~ (e.g. 111-13).
For a convenient survey, the different critical analyses of the Apocalypse
exhibited above may be divided into three classes (Cf. Bousset 125 ff.),
though these are not sharply distinguished throughout, for the hypotheses
in some cases combine the characteristics of several classes, and it is not
possible to assign the critic in every instance to one of these categories to
the exclusion of relation to others. Yet the following general grouping
will be useful for giving greater clearness to an intricate subject.
(1) The
revision theory. In this class are ranged those hypotheses which suppose a
Grundschrift, a primary apocalypse (according to some, Jewish, according
to others, Christian), complete in itself and afterwards worked over through
successive revisions into the present form of the book by editors, who
added material of their own, or wove in some already existing material.
(2) The compilation theory. Here belong the various hypotheses which
assume a number of Jewish and Christian sources brought together by a
Christian redactor more or less mechanically and lacking a close inner
connection, or a relation to a plan; of course some critics of this class attribute a larger activity to the redactor than do others.
(3) The incorporation theory, or as some call it, the .fra,qment theory. This views the
Apocalypse as in reality a unit in so far as it possesses a definitely organized plan, conceived and carried out by a single writer; but in the
execution of this plan the writer is held to have used in certain places eschatological material derived from other sources (whether Jewish, Christian, or oral tradition), which he worked over mo:!"e or less and adapted tc
his purpose. In such passages one may say that the creation is not the
writer's own, but that the use of it is his. Critics differ as to the extent
to which such material has been taken up into the book, and also as to the
modification which it may have received from the writer's hands. At
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bottom this view attributes to the writer a procedure not fundamentally
different from his use of the Old Testament. That he has used the latter
constantly, that many of his passages are but a free working over of representations found there is unquestioned ( c£. pp. 221 f.). In the same way
he may be conceived to have appropriated ideas and representations preserved elsewhere, in oral tradition or religious writings, in cases where
these are thought to embody or illustrate a sacred truth. The merit of
this hypothesis is that while it does full justice to the strong evidence for
unity, it provides for the presence of material which appears to have existed originally in some other connection, and it makes explicable the apparent disturbance in thought and the differences in historical situation.
It is for these reasons that it has now gained the ascendency among
scholars- scholars it should be observed who cannot be suspected of unfriendliness toward incisive criticism in itself. Representatives of this
school are W eizsacker, Sabatier, Schoen, H. Holtzmann, Bousset, Jiilicher,
Porter, Baljon, 1V. J3auer, Moffatt, Calmes, and many others.
It may be
in place to add that the present commentator considers this hypothesis to
be required by sound criticism, and the following Commentary, as will be
seen in the interpretation of the passages in question, proceeds on this
view, though a considerable limitation as to the amount of incorporated
material in the Apocalypse, and the probability of a very free handling of
this on the writer's part are maintained; also special emphasis is laid on
the necessity of finding in such material a meaning suited to the Apocalyptist's plan. There is a useful, but frequently overlooked, truth in the
words of Pfleiderer : ' The task of the exegete consists first of all in ascertaining approximately the probable sense which the author himself connected with his visions and imagery; but what sense these may have had
in their original form is a question of secondary importance, all the more
certainly as the author himself probably had for the most part no distinct
knowledge of this' (Das Urchrist.2 II. 284).
The traditional theory of unity, that which denies the use of sources altogether in our book, has been defended throughout the whole period of
recent criticism. Among those maintaining the unity in this absolute
form are Beyschlag, Hilgenfeld, Diisterdieck, Hirscht, B. Weiss, Zahn,
Warfield, Simcox (hesitatingly).
In this .long period of active critical inquiry, notwithstanding the many
extravagances which mark its course, the gain which has come to our
knowledge of the Apocalypse is inestimable. The book has been placed in
a certain light; its real aim, significance, and general structure have been
settled beyond doubt; the fanciful interpretations of it, in whole or in part,
which have appeared so often in an earlier time, are no longer possible.
The great service which criticism has rendered toward the attainment of
t~is result must be acknowledged by every student of the New Testament.
It may be observed here that the primary fault in much of the criticism is
in reality a failure to apply thoroughly the historical method of study. The
book is the work of a prophet and religious poet often transported with the
transcendent thoughts filling his vision, writing with the unrestrained free-
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dom of a Hebrew in departing from ordered sequence and self-consistency,
in seizing and mingling figures, in joining abruptly anticipation and retrospect, in suggesting rather than unfolding thought, and in drawing for his
vehicle of expression from every part of Jewish life and literature, especially
from Jewish eschatology. The Psalms furnish frequent illustration of these
literary habits; and even if the presence of these features should be urged
as evidence of composite structure there also, it is nevertheless true, that
the Hebrew was accustomed to this mode of composition in his most familiar
poetry and felt no difficulty in it. Yet the Apocalypse is treated by many
of its critics very much as if it were composed in the library of a modern
western scholar without freedom in the use of material, without the influence of the writer's very distinctive manner, and according to canons requiring every sentence to be coldly pruned and squared to conform to the rest.
As regards the value of the data upon which the various hypotheses are
based, it is significant that the critics are all agreed upon the presence of
derived material in the book; beyond this there is no consensus of opinion.
In this respect the state of critical opinion differs widely from that regarding the Pentateuch and some of the Jewish apocalypses (cf. Bousset 125 f.).
The different critical theories mentioned above will, so far as seems necessary, be further discussed in the paragraphs on Criticism, appended to the
respective sections of the Apocalypse, in the Commentary.

VI.

SoME CHARACTERISTICS oF THE AuTHoR's LITERARY
MANNER

It is the purpose of the following paragraph to call attention
to certain characteristics of the writer's manner, which are important in the study of the Apocalypse. Some of these are
insignificant in themselves, but they assume especial significance, because they throw light upon difficulties which are frequently raised concerning the meaning of a phrase or passage,
and concerning the structure of the outline. It is a principle
which should need no affirmation,. that every book must be
interpreted in the light of the author's purpose and his literary manner. Now in every part of our book problems in
interpretation and in the criticism of its structure present
themselves which are insolvable apart from these guiding lines.
The author of the Revelation does not aim to write merely a
burning prophecy of the Last Things, such as might have been
given in a brief apocalypse not greatly exceeding the eschatological chapters in the Gospels. (1) Such a prophecy he
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does indeed seek to give; but (2) he seeks also to give with
that and centering in it, a vivid portrayal of the great powers,
divine and satanic, in their hostility to each other and in their
relation to the events that were coming on the earth; (3) his
plan embraced also pictures of various other and subordinate
causes and influences working in the drama of the world's future; and (4) he aims, like a true prophet, to comfort and encourage God's people in the perilous times before them and to
call them to sustained fidelity in this great trial of their faith
and patience. These four 'leading motives,' as they may be
called, are felt throughout the vast symphony of the Apocalypse, and the writer combines and interweaves them after a
manner of his own. It is imperative then to perceive clearly
what the special traits of his manner are in order to get at the
meaning of details and to understand his principles in the grouping of paragraphs. In his treatment of his theme the canons
of literary art, as laid down by our academic methods, may be
departed from; whether this is so or not, is a matter of small
moment; the important inquiry with us is, what the author
himself aimed at and whether his aim is carried out with consistency. And if we keep before us the manifoldness of his
subject and look for a presentation of this in keeping with the
writer's characteristic habits of thought and composition as
revealed throughout, we shall find strong ground for maintaining a real unity in the book, that is, a unity of the kind defined
above (p. 221 ), and, considering the prophetic and poetic nature
of the work, a unity of splendid character; most of the divergencies and interruptions which are thought to contain evidence of different documentary strata disappear, and the
presence of an original· mind working freely with traditional
material shows itself throughout. The characteristics mentioned below are those, not of a part of the book, but of the
whole. Thus the conclusion to which historical and linguistic
considerations led us in the former paragraph is confirmed.
In the following survey of conspicuous features in the
writer's manner some will be seen to clear up the meaning of
figures, symbols, and minor expressions, while others help us
to see the significance intended in larger paragraphs and the
office of these in the general outline. Special attention should
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be given to the light to be gained from the peculiarities of single
sentenees and short paragraphs; for a writer's habits of mind
often reveal themselves as certainly in a single sentence or
passage, as in the treatment of the larger parts of his work.
And so in our author some of the difficulties that are most
noticeable in the sequence of thought and grouping of material,
that is, some of the principal grounds of critical objection, will
be seen to be but expressions of precisely the same literary
habits which appear in sentences and short passages of undeniable unity. What is here said is not to be taken as minimizing
the difficulties encountered in the Apocalypse; it is rather a
plea for a more rigorous application of a principle fundamental in exegesis, to criticism. Criticism has, not without justice,
been censured for a want of thoroughgoing exegesis. 1 At all
events the interpretation of the parts of the Apocalypse in
which critical objections are especially raised cannot be settled
off-hand by any universal canon; moreover we must in some
instances be content to accept the result which seems least improbable, if we are to escape the insuperable difficulties attaching to the denial of a real unity.
The following are the principal characteristics of the writer
which are especially helpful in elucidating the difficulties of the
Apocalypse.
(1) Repetition, overfullness. (a) This feature
appears with great frequency, as shown by examples below,
within a single sentence or paragraph; (b) and the same habit
of mind extends to the larger unit of the book, leading to
similar repetition and fullness in the parts which make up the
structure of the whole. There cannot then be found in (b) an
argument against the unity of the book.
Examples of (a) are: his head, his hair, tchite as wool, as snow 114, hast
receicerl and heard 3 3, the heavens and the things that are therein, and the
earth and the things that are therein, and the sea and the things that are the1·ein
106, if any man rlesireth to hurt them ••. if any man ,,hall desire to hurt them
115, victorians from the beast, and from his image, and from the number of h-is
name 15 2, eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesh of
mighty men, and the flesh of horses and of them that sit thereon, and the flesh
1![ all men, both free and bond, and small and great 191 B, cf. also 1 18 , 312• 17,
49ff., 5121'., 615, 74-8, 96, l22,5,8f., 135f., 146, 1714f., 186f.,17, 202, 12f., 218, 2215
-this list could be largely increased.
Examples of (h) are : the thrice
1 Cf. Zahn. Ein. II. 605.
R
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repeated series of seven visitations, those of the seals, the trumpets and the
bowls; the message to the Church in a series of seven epistles, all cast in
the one fixed form; repeated hymns of praise, having the same or a similar
theme, 48,11, 59£.,12,13, 710,12, 1F5,17f., 121off., 153f.,1glf.,o,6ff.; repeated pictures
of the saints in triumph, 79 ff·, 141 ff., 15 2 ; repeated acts symbolical of the End,
14H-16,17-20; repetition in the description of the New Jerusalem, 2122- 2", 223-5;
parallelisms in the Introduction and the Conclusion, P and 226, 1 a; P and
221, 12, 1Bf.; 18 and 2213,

(2) Closely connected with the foregoing characteristic is
the introduction of brief, indefinite expressions and statements
which are afterwards made specific or fuller, sometimes after an
interval.
(a) Instances, either in clauses immediately connected, or in a resumption after an interval but within the
same sentence or paragraph are very numerous.
(b) Here
again the habit shown within the limits of a single passage
appears also in the relation of more widely separated paragraphs, that is, a representation is sometimes taken up again
in a later paragraph with details and enlargements. The essential identity of (a) and (b) bears directly upon critical objections frequently urged against certain portions.
(a) Examples within closely connected clauses are: 22 thy 1/'orks, i.e. thy
toil, patience, etc., so also in 29• 13 and through all the seven epistles; 214 a
stumbling block, i.e. partaking of idolatrous feasts, etc. ; 113 my two witnesses,
i.e. as characterized in vv. 4 ff. ; 1216 the earth helped, defined in the following parallel clause; 14 6 eternal gospel, i.e. as given in the words of v. 7
(see Com.) ; 20 9 the camp of the saints, i.e. the beloved city; similar cases
are 114, 64, 74-ll, 128 h, 9, 1312b, 13-1 5• Examples in which the more definite or
fuller representation follows after an interruption but in the same paragraph
are: 1 4 the seven churches, i.e. those specified in v. 11; also 79 and 13ff.; gs and4 and 10;
l03~and6; 141andH; 151•ndSff.
(b) Examples in passages more or less
widely separated are : 126 nnd 13-17 ; 131-B and 177-17 ; 148 and 18; 1619 b and 18;
211-2 and 219-22;.

(3) Interruptions in the course of thought.
Departure
from logical order, already seen in some of the cases spoken of
above, appears very often in the book. This is far from a fatal
objection to unity; it cannot even be regarded as a defect, in a
work of fervid religious imagination, especially in one proceeding from a mind like that of a Hebrew prophet. The I febrew
mind in general does not bind itself by the strict law of continuity, which the Greeks have taught the western world, as
witness the Psalms, for example, or the Pauline epistles. The
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instances of this break in continuity which occur in the Apoca·
lypse may be arranged in three groups (for examples see
below): (a) displacement within a single paragraph, a frequent occurrence and very significant as regards the writer's
manner; (b) the interjection of brief utterances ; (c) the insertion of longer episodes between portions which as parts of
one series belong closely together. Passages of this last kind
are numerous, and not only disturb the casual reader, but also
enter largely into the argument against the unity of the book.
There are, however, several considerations which relieve the
difficulty felt here. The habit of mind whioh permits the displacement within a single paragraph and the insertion of parenthetical utterances, referred to above (a, b), makes altogether
conceivable the author's departure from logical order and his
insertion of episodes in the treatment of the larger factors
which make up the outline of the book. And if as viewed
from this point these interruptions are natural with the author,
it will be shown below that there are in his purpose special motives leading directly to the introduction of these episodes; so
that these so far from destroying unity serve rather to prove
its presence~ The particular office which such episodes perform in the general plan will be pointed out in the paragraph
on prefatory passages.1 All that is sought here is to show
that they fall in naturally as a part of the author's manner.
Of these episodes there are two classes ; first, those containing
an anticipation of the End, or, of some eschatological event, as
if already present before its actual entrance. Such anticipation is characteristic of a prophet. In a prophet's vision the
end is present from the beginning. Our Lord anticipating the
final triumph sees already in his earthly days 'Satan fallen'
(Lk. 1018 ), and the prince of this world 'now cast out' (Jno.
1231); St. Paul frequently speaks of salvation as already accomplished ; and thus it is that our writer in his pictures of
the future sometimes changes to the present or past tense, so certrtin and vivid is his vision of the coming event. 2 His tendency
to look first to the result and afterward to steps preceding is
seen in his repeated use of the grammatical figure hysteronproteron, inversion of the logical sequence, for example, 52.6 to
1 p. 245.

2

IF-13, 201-10.
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open the book and to loose the seals; cf. 317 am rich (the result)
and have gotten riches (the process); 39 come and worship, etc.
(the effect) and know, etc. (the cause); 10 4 the sealing up
before the writing; 109 the bitter sequel before the sweetness
of the taste; 1210 salvation, the blessed consummation, before
its foundation, the establishment of the kingdom; 1913 the
garment sprinkled with the blood of carnage before the battle.
We are therefore prepared to find the habit of anticipation
entering also into his program in its larger aspect.
Second.
The second class of these episodes consists of passages, some of
them of considerable length, which may be compared to a picture within a picture. These portray in striking visions, as it
were in an idealized inset, the persons, agencies, and forces at
work in and through the great eschatological events foretold in
the larger picture, they open an insight into causes and motives
underlying the other scenes.
(a) Examples of the displacement spoken of above: 2 6 belongs with the
other expressions of approval and before the censure, i.e. before v. 4 ; 6 1 ~ b- 14 a,
the celestial phenomena are inserted into the midst of the terrestrial
612 a and 14b; 71711 the guidance to the fountains belongs with the thirst, v.
16 a; 14 5 the truthfulness and faithfulness of the saints belong with their
other virtues, v. 4 ab, and before their redemption v. 4 c; cf. also 116 • which
belongs with v. 14; 310 with v. 8; 45" with v. 3 and before vv. 4, 5 b-fi; 133 ab
with v. 2 a, whereas v. 2 b goes with v. 3 c f.; 2()13ab with v. 12 a; 2015 with
v. 12 d; 1914 separates vv. 12 f. from vv. 15 f.; 2218f. separates v. 17 from
v. 20.
(b) For interjection of brief utterances, cf. 18, 318, 912, 1114, 139f.,
1318, 1412r., 165,7, 1615, 1320,206.
(c) The insertion of longer episodes will
be fully illustrated in the following paragraph on prefatory passages. A
single example of each class. mentioned above (p. 243) is given here to show
more distinctly what is meant: 79- 12 the vision of accomplished redemption
before the events preliminary to the End have run their course; 121- 17 showing that Satan's hatred of the Messiah is the real force at work in the
persecution of the Church.

( 4) The systematic introduction of prefatory passages. The
foregoing paragraph has shown the writer's tendency to open
to the reader in certain anticipatory passages a glimpse into
an issue whose actual entrance belongs to a later point in the
sequence of events ; it has also been shown that it is a part of
his purpose to give in certain visions lyin,r; outside of this sequence an ideal picture of the powers and forces at work in the
eschatological events described. Now an examination of the
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book will show that these two classes of interruptions in what
may be called the action of the book are introduced, one or
both of them, as a kind of prelude, at every great juncture or
critical turning-point. It is a fixed habit of the author to
preface in this way each new stage in the march of the future,
and as the judgments preparatory to the parousia approach
their culmination these preludes assume larger proportions and.
become more complex; in some instances after the announcement of, or after the initial step in, a new series of movements,
a new prelude intervenes before the series actually begins its
course. In this use of preludes should be noticed the splendid
alternation of light with shadow. Before every vision of gloom
and terror the writer introduces a glimpse of the radiant glory
that lies beyond- it is a burst of harmony which lingers on with
one, whose ear is attuned, through all the hoarse tumult soon
filling the air. The assurance of hope, the promise of the victory of the Kingdom, is offered anew with every new approach
of trial. Herein is carried out into detail the principle that
determines the rise of the apocalyptic books in general ; see
p. 175. Nothing could more clearly show that the supreme
purpose of the book was to cheer and sustain the readers
through the awful troubles that were coming on the world
before the sway of Antichrist and his servants should be forever broken.
The characteristic here mentioned will appear in the following brief survey which takes up in order each series in the
movements determining the outline of the book.
(1) The
commission to the seven churches, the first paragraph after the
introduction, is prefaced by a vision revealing the author of
the commission, the great Head of the Church, in the midst of
the seven churches (112-20 ).
(2) The eschatological movements which fill up the rest of the.book are prefaced in chapters
4-5 by the revelation of the divine powers controlling the whole
destiny of the world to the end, while chapt. 5 also forms the immediate preface to the breaking of the seals.
(3) The great
turning-point reached in the breaking of the last seal (81 ) is
prefaced by the anticipative vision of God's people brought in
safety through the coming crisis (79-17).
(4) After the initial
step of the breaking of this last seal and before its sequel seen
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in the seven trumpet-blasts is introduced, there comes in as a
preface the symbolic act (83- 5) showing that the judgments of
the seven trumpet-blasts now to come are expressions of the
wrath of God moved to intervention by the prayers of the
saints.
(5) After the judgments of six trumpets have run
their course, the crisis reached in the seventh blast (11 15) is
introduced by the double preface bidding the prophet anew to
go on with his bitter duty to the end, now certainly near at
hand (10), and giving assurance of Israel's conversion in the
last time (111-13 ).
(6) After the sounding of the seventh
trumpet, here again before the sequel is introduced, that is,
before the appearance of the angels with the seven bowls (15 1)
there is brought in a preface of still greater complexity in
keeping with the magnitude of the crisis; this preface consists
of the following parts: (a) the song of praise anticipative of
the end (11 15-18 ) and the symbolic occurrence showing the coming judgments to be the acts of the God of the covenant (11 19),
(b) first, the allegory revealing Satan's hostility to the Christ
as explaining the persecution of the Church, together with the
assurance of his final downfall (12) and second, the symbols of
his agents in these persecutions (13), (c) a prelude directly
introducing the acts of judgment, consisting of the anticipation of the triumph of the saints (14 1- 5 ), proclamations (14 6- 13 ),
and symbolic acts (1414-20 ).
(7) After the announcement of
the next series, that is, the angels with the plagues of the seven
bowls (15 1), and before the initial step in the unfolding of the
series (15 5 ff), there is introduced as a prelude another glimpse
anticipative of the final triumph (15 2- 4).
(8) After the
plagues of six bowls are accomplished and before the crisis of the
last (16 17 ff.) the place of· the usual preface is taken by a brief
interlude of encouragement and warning (1615) looking to the
trial about to break upon the world.
(9) With the plague of
the seventh bowl (16 17- 21) the long series of preparatory events
beginning with the breaking of the first seal (6 1 ) is finished
and now is to begin the last chapter in the divine drama, the
destruction of the arch-enemies with their stronghold, and the
setting up of the eternal kingdom. This crisis is prefaced by
an anticipative vision showing vividly the wickedness of the
capital city of the Beast as the cause of the destruction now to
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be visited upon her (17 1- 7· 15- 18 ) and explaining the symbol
of the Beast and telling of his coming overthrow (17 8- 14).
(10) The first act in the final chapter, the destruction of the
great city, is not repr<:Jsented in vision, it is proclaimed in word
and symbol (18 1- 8• 21 - 24 ) and the lament to be uttered over it is
anticipated (18 9- 19), also the heavenly song of exultation is
heard after the destruction is accomplished (191- 5).
(11)
The culminating movements ushered in by the appearing of the
Messiah leading forth the armies of heaven for battle (19 11-16)
are prefaced by the heavenly hallelujahs anticipative of the
consummation (19 6- 8); the battle and the final events which
are inseparably connected follow one another without pause
(1917_225).
(5) The introduction of an object not previously mentioned,
as if already familiar to the reader. Some passages in which
this usage occurs have on this ground been held to be impossible in their present connection- the usage is thought to show
either the incorporation of a fragment or a derangement in
the original order. But from a number of instances virtually
parallel it would appear to be a part of the writer's manner
to anticipate, as if familiar, objects to be made distinct later;
sometimes also expressions which, so far as appears are unfamiliar, are left unexplained. This trait in the apocalyptist
is not hard to account for; he writes with all the great factors
of his visions present to his mind, and it is by no means inconceivable that he should sometimes forget that he has not yet
put the reader entirely on his own plane, and should introduce
as if understood an idea or figure before he has reached its full
presentation, or should use unfamiliar symbols and terms without explanation. This may perhaps be criticized as a literary
fault, yet it is one that may occur in any imaginative work.
The most striking instance of this usage occurs in 117 where
'the (not a) beast that cometh up out of the abyss' is introduced with the article, as if known to the reader, though the
reference is first made clear in 131 ff.. But in view of other
cases essentially similar the peculiarity can hardly give sufficient ground for objection to the originality of the passage in
this place.! The following cases may be compared: ' the seven
1

See Com.
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churches' 14, though v. 11 first specifies which among the Asian
churches are meant; 'the second, death' 2 11 , first made clear
in 20 14 ; similar are also 'the seven spirits' 14, 'the great city'
16 19, 'the great harlot' 171, 'my two witnesses' 113; the following are without subsequent explan-ation: 'the morning
star' 228, 'the seven thunders' 10 3 •
(6) Contradictions, abrupt changes, unimaginable conceptions. These features appear frequently and the attempt to
get over the difficulties thus arising has led on the one hand
to an artificial and impossible exegesis, on the other, to an extreme critical process which finds in all differences a mark of
different documents. In the work of a poetic mind moving
freely through a series of stupendous visions the very character of visions like that of dreams forbids us to look in all case:-;
for rigorous self-consistency or conformity to the realities of
actual life. We are prepared to find in visions inconsistencies,
sudden transitions, impossible combinations. It is true that
incongruities may sometimes be traceable to the reminiscence
of a source which suggested his thought to the author; the
eschatology of Ezekiel, for example, which greatly influenced
him, has left its trace in the post-millennia! gathering of the
nations against the beloved city (20 7 fl., Ezk. 38), though according to the earlier representation (1919- 21 ) all earthly enemies had already been destroyed. Yet here as elsewhere the
author's use of a source is, as shown above, 1 an independent one
and does not destroy the unity of his plan; it is certain that
there are not in these characteristics sufficient data for resolving the book into a series of excerpts put together unskillfully.
The principal cases calling for consideration will be noticed in the Commentary; it is sufficient here to give without discussion a few examples to
illustrate the writer's manner in the respect spoken of. Examples of conflict are : ' Straightway I was in the Spirit' 4 2, though the Prophet had been
' in the Spirit' from 110 on ; in 3 12 there is to be a temple in the new J erusalem, in 21 22 there is no temple there; the grass is unhurt in 94 though in 87 it
had all been destroyed; in 16 1 all the bowls are poured out upon the earth,
but in vv. 8, 17 one is poured upon the sea, another upon the air; in 1715
waters are said to have been seen, but in v. 3 f. the Prophet sees a wilderness, not water. Examples of abrupt transition, or of the merging of different representations are : 1 16 the right hand holding the seven bt<trs, v. 17
1

p. 221.
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the same right hand laid assuringly on the Prophet; in 715-17 the heavenly
throne-room, the temple, and the pastures are combined in one picture; in
U\ 2 the beast with seven heads suddenly becomes a beast with one head
(one mouth), then a personal ruler (his throne) and in v. 12 he is identified
with one of his heads; in 17191'. the heads are first mountains, then kings;
in 2012 the two conceptions, one of a book recording men's deeds, and
another of a book containing a list of those destined to life, are blended.
Examples of unimaginable conceptions (in all apocalyptic literature very
numerous) are: the seeing of writing within a sealed roll, a lamb taking
the book and breaking the seals, the 'living creatures' holding harps, 51- 8 ;
the smiting of the luminaries followed by a diminution, not of the intensity, but of the duration of light !:)1 2 ; the fabulous nature of the locusts
97 tr.; a person clothed with the sun 1:2 1 ; a city 12,000 furlongs high
211G,

(7) The use of symbols, types, and numbers employed symbolically. As in all writing which seekR to represent vividly
spiritual things, especially prophecy and the literature of visions,
symbolism is the instrument used most extensively in our book.
Symbols, using the word in its most comprehensive scope,
enter into every representation, one might almost say into
every sentence. These are taken largely from the Old Testament, especially from the apocalyptic portions of the prophets,
but some are derived from apocalyptic tradition handed down
through other sources, some from everyday life and observation, some certainly are to be attributed to the author's invention. As with the prophets of the Old Testament 1 so here
also we have symbolical actions. 2
It is important to determine the meaning which the author attached to the symbols
used and to avoid the fancifulness to which they easily lend
themselves- a most common source of misinterpretation. In
general they are not explained by the writer. Often the meaning is clear in itself, or is made clear by the context, or by a use
familiar to the readers; in some cases, however, explanatory
words are added; 3 in still others the symbol is left obscure. 4
Care must he taken not to attach a mystic significance to all
the details in a symbolical representation; frequently these
are designed merely to embellish the picture, to give it vividE.g. Is. 20 2tr., Jer. 131-1, Ezk. 3716tr., Zec.
2 E.g. 72-8,108-11, lllf·, 19, 14H-20, 1821.
3E.g.120, 45, 56b, llB, 129, 1791'.,12,15,18, 1!JB,
4 E.g. 217b, 81, 914 r., 1()3 b!'., 13s, 1912 b.

1

117ff.,
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ness and power, very much as the details sometimes used to
fill out a parable or a Homeric simile. It is a mistake (one,
however, often met with in the interpretation of the Apocalypse) to seek, for example, a special mystical meaning for the
golden girdle, the flaming eyes etc. in 1 13 Jr., for the jasper, the
sardine stone, and the rainbow in 4 3, for the sun, moon, and
stars in 122.1 In general the context and the manner of apocalyptic writers will guide with reasonable certainty to the purpose of such details.
The use of proper names and designations calls for special notice here. These are almost wholly
typical except in certain places where reference is made to a
distinct historical fact,2 and in the prologue and epilogue,
where the visionary element with its peculiar style is subordinate; even the names of the churches addressed in the
epistles are not altogether an exception, for these are really
intended to be typical of the whole Church. 3 Abaddon, Harmagedon, Gog and Magog belong solely to apocalyptic language; and in our book Babylon, Egypt, Jerusalem, J ezebel,
Sion, and Sodom have a typical sense only; though the cities
of Rome and ;r erusalem sometimes form the theme, they are
. never called by their proper names; Balaam is made the type
of the Nicolai tans; 4 Euphrates 5 is apparently thought of less
really than typically, as a kind of horizon~line beyond which
lies the unknown and dreaded East ; the name Jew occurring
but twice 6 seems to be in the author's mind a designation of
the true child of God; children of Israel in the description
of the new Jerusalem 7 is the designation of the whole people
of God, and the use in that passage, taken together with the
general use of proper names shown above, furnishes strong
presumption that this is the meaning of the term in the only
other place (apart from the historical reference in 214) in which
it occurs, the much discussed passage 72 ff•• s
Numbers, except as determined by definite reference in the
context, are generally symbolical; to such an extent is this
the case that even in some places where they designate an exact
fact, for example, the 'seven mountains' of Rome, 9 we may
probably regard this 1t coincidence. This trait is a part of the
1

See Com. in loc.
6 29, 39.

2

E.g.

213.

7 2112.

3 P. 210.
s See Com.

4 214r..
9 17~.

5 914, 1612.
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writer's inheritance. 1 The oriental mind shows a special fondness for this use of numbers; it appears alike in th~ Hebrew
scriptures and in the records of other peoples. What primarily may have caused a sacred or symbolical character to be
attached to a particular number does not belong to our present inquiry; that at all events must be more or less a matter
of conjecture, for the usage in most cases took its rise in prehistoric time. But it is easy to see how in certain numbers
the idea inherited by the Hebrews through their Semitic traditions should have grown. Whatever in an earlier age made
7 a sacred or typical number, it was inevitable that this character should be intensified by the importance of the week of 7
days in the Hebrew religion; similarly the number 12 must
have .been affected by the number of the tribes. In rabbinical
and apocalyptic literatu.re this treatment of numbers becomes
especially frequent. In our writer then it is only one of the
traits adopted from the general biblical and apocalyptic manner. And the particular numbers thus used by him are nearly
all found with similar meaning in the Old Testament and
Jewish apocalypses. The numbers oftenest employed thus in
our book are 3, 3! (and in certain relations, its equivalent 42
or 1260), 4, 7, 10, 12, 1000 and multiples of 1000. It is not
to be supposed that a specific meaning attaches invariably to
a given numerical symbol, so that we could substitute this as
a paraphrase in all cases ; in view of the vagueness characterizing the style of visions we may presume that the writer
himself did not always have a precise intention in mind.
Sometimes the tradition taken up by him determined the
choice of the number. An essential thing is that we should
neither take the number literally, nor seek to find in it a recondite, mystical meaning. For the most part the general tenor
of the representation will suggest a sufficiently definite sense.
Three, one of the most frequent numbers in the Scriptures to denote
adequateness, sufficiency, is used in our book with the same meaning, for
example the 3 plagues 91 8, the 3 woes 813, the effect of the earthquake 16 19 ;
the third part affected by the trumpet-blasts 87 ff., 9 15 apparently denotes a
large, but not the larger, part; similarly the third part of the stars 12 4 ; the
3 gates in each side of the wall of the New Jerusalem 211 3 are due directly
1

Cf. Lficke II. 404 ff., Enc. Bib. III. 3434 ff., Hast. ill. 560 ff.
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to Ezekiel 4830 tr., which furnishes the prototype for our author here; in
Enoch 34-36 heaven has 3 gates opening toward each of the four quarters.
The other cases in which the number occurs (6 6 , 8 13) call for no comment here.
Three and a lwlj; always typical, is unquestionably taken from Dan. 725,
12 7, where the 'time and times and half a time,' i.e. three and a half 'times,'
denote the last period of the triumph of evil and the oppression of God's
people, as accomplished in the rule of Antiochus, after which should come
the Great Day of Jehovah, with the destruction of the enemy and the giving of the kingdom to the saints of the Most High. ·while the persecutions
of Antiochus are seen to have lasted approximately 3! years ( cf. Driver
Dan. in C. B. 93; Introd. 494) it is probable that the author of Dan. uses
the number typically of the indefinite but short period which he pictures as
preceding the End. The theory is plausible that he derives the number
from Semitic tradition, that primarily it figured the three months or more
during which nature is in the grasp of frost and cold ( cf. Gunkel 266 ff.,
389 ff.) and that it afterwards became a symbol of the fierce period of evil
before the last great triumph, a symbol of the time of the power of Antichrist, 'the times of the Gentiles,' Lk. 21 24, or. more widely, the symbol of
any period of great calamity. The common explanation of it as ' a broken
seven,' based on Dan. 927 , is improbable, for the typical use of a number
grows out of its exact use with concrete objects ( cf. Gunkel 267). At all
events, whatever may have been the origin of the symbol, its significance in
Dan. is plain. From Dan. it passes into the Talmud ( cf. V olz 170) as an
eschatological number; as such it appears also in 2 Es. 54, where it is said
that the destruction of the great world-power will be seen by him to whom
God grants to live 'after the third time.' The Ms. has prMt tertiarn which
unquestionably refers to the 'three times' still granted to the last hostile
world-power before its end. The A V, trumpet, is from the reading tubarn, a
corruption of turbatum; cf. Box Ez. Ap. in Zoe. The ellipsis of the noun
after tertiam 'corresponds to the mysterious style of apocalyptic writing'
(Gunkel in Kautzsch, 359, cf. Charles Asc. Is. p. 29). According to the
Ascension of Is. 4 12 the last world-power, the incarnation of Beliar, will rule
3 years, 7 months, and 27 days. This by the Julian reckoning is equivalent
to the '1335 days' of Dan. 1212 and is doubtless taken from that ( cf. Lucke
I. 285, Charles Asc. Is. in Zoe., Flemming in Hennecke's Handbuch 327).
But this number of days in Dan.· 1212 like that in 814 is probably an interpretation of the original 3! 'times ' in 725 , suggested to a reviser by the facts
· of history. The author of the Apocalypse in 1214 takes the primary
phrase of Daniel 'a time and times and half a time'; elsewhere he interprets ' times' as days, or years, and in the latter case gives variously 3! years,
or the equivalent 42 months, or 1260 days, the month being reckoned as
30 days (112, 3• 9• n, 126, 135). But in all places the meaning seems to be the
same, the period of the last terrible m•ay of Satan and his agents in the world
Four in the' four living creatures' 46
before the second coming of the Lord.
and passim is traditional; the representation of the cherubim is taken from
Ezk. (!Sfi·; an earlier tradition may lie behind Ezk.) who makes them 4 (cf.
Enoch 40), as the bearers of Jehovah's throne-car moving straight forward
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into the 4 quarters of the earth. 'Four-square,' as au epithet of the Holy
City, 2116, also follows the pattern of Ezk. 4816• 20•
The 'fourth part'
given into the power of death 6 8 can hardly have any other meaning than a
large but not unlimited part. The other four.~ (7lf. 914f·) which call for
notice are seen to be associated with the 4 points of the compass.
Seven,
the preeminently sacred number with the Hebrews and found also among
other peoples, the one used typically in the scriptures in every conceivable
relation and numberless instances, where fullness, completenes.~, certainty is
thought of, is the favorite number with our author and forms one. of the
dominant influences in his manner. There are the 7 churches with their 7
angels, 7 stars and 7 lampstands ; the 7 spirits with their 7 lamps; the
Lamb with 7 eyes and 7 horns; the 7 seals, the 7 trumpets and the 7 bowls,
with their respective 7 plagues; two groups of seven angels; the dragon
and the Beast with their 7 heads; 7 mountains, 7 kings, 7 thunders. The
number occurs 54 times; also its presence in the writer's thought is seen
even where it is not expressly mentioned, e.g. as a constructive feature (see
cases below) or as determining the number of terms in a rhetorical series
(512, 615, 71 2). It is commonly understood to be used in an exact sense in
the 7 churches, the 7 kings, and the 7 mountains, though even here a symbolical meaning is possible (see Com.). In all other instances it is unquestionably typical or schematic, denoting ideal completeness, entirety, sufficiency.
In the case of the 7 spirits, the 7 thunders, and the 7 heads of the dragon,
tradition may have had some influence in determining the number (see
Com. on 14, 103, 12 3) ; in all other cases of its symbolical use its choice
seems due to the author's fondness for the number. As a multiple of 1000
the 7000 killed in the earthquake 1113 denote a large number but relatively
to the whole population a small one, probably a tenth part (see Com.).
As a constructive feature the number· may be made the basis of an altogether arbitrary analysis of the book (so Ewald 38 ff. ), yet besides the clearly
marked paragraphs of the 7 epistles, the 7 seals, the 7 trumpets, and the 7
bowls, there are others which without fancifulness can be seen to consist of
7 parts. The paragraph of the actual parousia with its culminating events,
1911-225, falls into the following 7 parts: (1) 19 11- 16; (2) 1917-18; (3) 191L203;
(4) 204-6; (5) 207-IO; (6) 2011- 15 ; (7) 21 1-225. The fall of the' great city,'
181-19 5, divides itself naturally as follows: (1) the proclamation 181-3; (2) the
summons to the Christians 184- 5 ; (3) incitement of the spirits of vengeance
186-8; (4) lament of merchants and others 189- 19; (5) call to heaven etc. to
rejoice 1820; (6) the symbolical act and the cry of the angel 1821-24; (7) the
hymn of exultation 19 1- 5 • Chapter 14, which forms a single paragraph as
a complex prelude to the vision of the bowls, falls into the following parts:
(1) 1-5; (2) 6-7; (3) 8; (4) 9-12; (5) 13; (6) 14-16; (7) 17-20. The
epilogue 226-20, exclusive of the benediction, is commonly divided as follows: (1) 6-7; (2) 8-9; (3) 10-15; (4) 16; (5) 17; (6) 18-19; (7) 20.
(Cf. RV and WH.) The great vision of chapters 4-5 consists of two descriptive parts 41-sa, 51-8, and jive hymns 48b,n, 59f., 12· 13. In this connection
cf. also the introduction of 7 beatitudes, 13, 1413, 1615, 199, 206, 22 7· 14 • Tt
is an interesting fact that a series of 7 is sometimes divided into 3 + 4,
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or 4 + 3. Thus in the 7 epistles the first 3 form one group, the last 4 another (see Com.); in the 7 seals the peculiarity of the revelation of the
fifth marks the change to a new group; a similar division is indicated by
the angelic cry 813 inserted between the fourth and fifth trumpets, and by
the interlude 16 6-7 between the third and fourth bowls. Such a resolution
of 7 is not a clearly established usage in other writers. (It is doubtful
whether in Mt. 13 the grouping of the parables is intended as a division of
7 into 4 + 3.) The explanation of the peculiarity is not certain. The
theory that 7 originally owes its sacredness to the fact that it is the sum of
3 + 4 is in itself improbable; at any rate there is no indication of this
thought with our author; nowhere so far as the numbers are expressly
named does he bring 7 into connection with 3 and 4, as constituent parts ;
and we are perhaps right in thinking that he did not attach important significance to the division, for he does not direct attention to it, and it becomes
apparent only upon critical observation. Quite possibly it is a slight pause
iu the middle of a series due to a habit of mind seen throughout the book,
a reluctance to move directly to an end through a long unbroken succession
Ten, which among all the peoples using the decimal system is
of steps.
found frequently as a round number for fullness, completeness, occurs often in
this sense in the Bible and apocalyptic writers. Our book uses it in this
typical significance only. The 'ten days' of tribulation 210 denote a period
not long, but enough so to bring severe trial to the sufferers (see Com.).
The other instances in which the number occurs are found in the representations of the dragon and the Beast, and in the interpretations of these (123,
131, 173. 7, 12, 16) ; here the 10 horns are taken over from the prototype in Dan.
77, as a part of the tradition and are made typical of complete sway over
the kings of the earth; the reference in 17 12 to 10 kings is an application
of the traditional number used typically rather than an explanation of the
choice of 10 as the number required by actual history. Whether the author
of Dan. derived the number of the horns from Semitic tradition is not certain
-that origin is possible (cf. Gunkel 332).
Twelve like seven possesses
preeminently a sacred character with the Hebrews and is applied typically
to a great variety of objects in both civil and religious matters. In most
cases this is probably traceable directly to the number of the tribes.
Twelve thus becomes especially appropriate as a symbol of completeness in
whatever pertains to the theocratic people as such, and to their ideal
capital city. New Testament writers still conceive of Israel as consisting
of 12 tribes, nothwithstanding the disappearance of the ten (Acts 267,
Ja. P); and Ezekiel pictures the ideal city with 12 gates (4831 ff-). So the
author of the Apocalypse sees the eschatological Israel, which is sealed and
kept faithful through the last woes, composed of the full number of tribes
with the full number in each tribe, 12 tribes of 12,000 each (7 4II-) ; he sees
the new Jerusalem (2F2 ff·) in the form of a cube, whose side measures
12,000 furlongs; it has 12 gates inscribed with the names of the 12 tribes
and guarded by 12 angelic warders; it has 12 foundations bearing the names
of the 12 apostles and a wall measuring 12 times 12 cubits. In the 12
fruits of the tree of life 22 2, the number, as shown by the added words, is
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determined by the 12 months, the meaning being that the yield continues
perpetually through the year. The number is used in one other passage,
'the crown of 12 stars,' 12 1, where the reference is probably to the 12 signs
A thousand, as in common usage everywhere,
of the zodiac (see Com.).
is a typical unit of enumeration where large numbers are meant, e.g., 'the
cattle on a thousand hills,' Ps. 5010, 'One of a thousand,' Job 9 3• So in our
book the 1000 years of the Millennium 204 denote a long but limited
period; and so a multiple of 1000 is used where large measures or large
numbers of persons are spoken of, as in the sealing of Israel 7Hf., the measurement of the Holy City 2116, and the number of the heavenly host
511. Its use in forming large multiples of 7 and 12 has been spoken of
above.
666 and some other numbers which occur in only one connection
can be spoken of most conveniently elsewhere; see p. 403, and Com. 44,
95, 113, 1420.

VII.

SuMMARY OF THE CoNTENTS O:B' THE APoCALYPSE 1

Prologue. I. 1-8.
(1) Superscription, vv. 1-3.
(2)
Exordium, vv. 4-8. (a) Address and Salutation, vv. 4-6;
(b) Proclamation of Christ's Advent- the Motto of the book,
vv. 7-8.
In the Superscription, vv. 1-3, the writer announces the subject of his book, a revelation of things soon to come to pass.
He vouches for the origin and sanction of its contents, which
come from God himself through divinely ordained agenciesChrist, an angel, and the writer himself, a divinely commissioned prophet to whom the revelations of the book are shown
in visions, vv. 1-2. He commends the book to be read in
Christian assemblies, and enforces the injunction to heed its
words by the assurance that the time is near when its prophecies shall be fulfilled, v. 3.
The Exordium, vv. 4-8, falls into two parts, (a) Address
and Salutation, vv. 4-6; (b) Proclamation of Christ's Advent
-the Motto of the book, vv. 7-8.
(a) The book is in the
form of an epistle addressed to seven Asian churches, though
intended for the whole Church. 2 At the opening the writer
adopts the stereotyped formula of address and salutation found
with slight variations in all the New Testament epistles except
1 Throughout this section conclusions are assumed which are reached in othet·
parts of the Introduction and in the Commentary. The summary must be con2 See p. 210.
stantly supplemented by these fuller discussions.
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He b., James, 1 and 3 J no. He closes (2221 ) likewise with a
benediction of the readers similar to that in nearly all the
epistles. In the address the writer calls down upon the readers grace and peace from the divine presence; and while there
is nothing to suggest a limitation of these blessings to particular needs and times, yet the Apocalyptist has especially in mind
the coming days with their stupendous issues; the thought of
the future dominates the whole passage.
The epithets applied to God and Christ throughout appear to be derived directly from the vision of chapters IV.-V. (a passage quite
probably written before this introductory greeting) and the
divine persons are nained in the same order as there.l Before
the revelation of the future, that vision of chapters IV.-V., portraying the personages and motives working out the fulfillment
of the messianic hopes, emphasizes the divine attributes which
are closely related to such fulfillment. So here in the opening benediction, the same attributes of God and Christ are
rehearsed, because the writer is likewise thinking of the assurance which these special attributes give to the ·readers regarding the revelations and promises of the book. The blessing is
invoked (1) from God as the eternal one, one therefore who
as superior to all the changes of human history will in the end
come in his eternal kingdom, v. 4 ( cf. 48) ; (2) from the allsearching Spirit, the revealer of the divine message to the
churches, v. 4 (cf. 4 5, 27); (3) from Jesus Christ, who opens
the sealed book of the future and gives here in the Apocalypse
a faithful revelation of the Last Days, v. 5 (cf. 5 5), who though
once slain is now risen to a new life into which his children
will follow him, v. 5 (cf. 56• 9 f), and who will become supreme
Lord in the messianic kingdom - in the language of Jewish
eschatology, the Root of David, the ruler of the kings of the
earth, v. 5 ( cf. 55). To him, because in his love he has redeemed us by his death and destines us for rule and priestly
privilege in his kingdom, belongs the ascription of eternal
praise, vv. 5 f. (cf. 59 f).
(b) The Proclamation of the
Lord's Advent. The Exordium closes fittingly with a solemn
announcement of the Lord's coming, the thought of which
underlies what precedes, though not formally expressed. The
1

See pp. 426 f.
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whole future foretold in the book centers in the parousm, a
distinct announcement of which is therefore to be expected in
these opening words. These verses have been called the Motto
of the book, as summarizing its central theme. The proclamation of the Advent is made with striking dramatic force.
The writer interrupts as it were his own words and lets his
readers hear the well-known apocalyptic cry, Lo, he comes,
every eye shall see him, to which then the writer himself responds, Even so, Amen, v. 7; and then, as the supreme assurance, the voice of Jehovah is heard, I am the Eternal one, the
Almighty, one whose purpose regarding the eternal kingdom
cannot fail, v. 8.

The Initial Vision. I. 9-III. 22.
Christ's appearance to
the Prophet with the command (1) to senda book of all the
visions revealed to him to seven Asian churches (the Church),
I. 9-20 ; (2) to include a special message to each of these
several churches, II.-III.
(1) The manifold introduction to the book (1 1-s) now beirig
ended, the writer enters at once upon his theme, the revelation
from God which is made to him in visions and sent with all its
varied messages to the churches. While sojourning in the
island of Patmos he was lifted up into a state of ecstasy on a
certain Lord's-day, and heard in words clear and loud like the
sound of a trumpet the command to write in a book what is to
be shown to him, and to make it known to seven designated
churches of Asia Minor. It is in fulfillment of this divine injunction that he now after all his visions are ended writes this
book. The somewhat indefinite announcement of the Superscription (vv. 1-2), that God had sent a revelation to his servants through the writer is made more specific; it is the
revelation given in these visions, a record of which he is commanded to send to the churches. At the sound of the call the
Seer turns and beholds in a manifestation of overpowering splendor one like unto a son of man, who as the head of the Church
sends to it the message of all the visions that are to follow.
The older prophets, e.g. Isaiah (VI.), Jeremiah (I.), Ezekiel
(I.-III.), describe visions in which they received their call; and
they dwell on their authorization and equipment for their work.
s
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But that is not the chief purpose of this vision. The simple
command Write is in this place enough. The writer describing himself as a sharer with his readers in their affiictions and
hopes, v. 9, here fixes his eye mainly on the exalted character
of the great Author of the message and his intimate relation
to his Church, to which the message is sent. Christ appears,
portrayed in traits taken chiefly from descriptions of God and
an angelic being given in the Old Testament, which are meant
to picture him in dazzling glory and majesty, vv. 13-16. A
symbolic meaning is not to be sought in the details, except so
far as they form traits in a picture of resplendent glory, and
contain current terms used in expressing divine activities. 1
Two symbols, the lampstands and the stars, figuring the
churches in two different aspects, are shown, which with their
context reveal, the one, the Lord's presence in his Church, the
other, the might of his holding hand, vv. 12 f., 16, 20. With
awe-awakening voice like the sound of many waters, v. 15,
Christ declares his transcendent being and the message which
in his exalted state he sends to his servants; as the eternal
one, v. 17, as in his essential nature the living one, who triumphed over the grave and is Lord of life and death, v. 18, he
sends this revelation which with warning and encouragement
discloses things which are present in relation to their great
issues, and things which shall come to pass, leading up to the
End, v. 19, when his eternal purpose shall be accomplished
and his kingdom of life shall be established in the complete
triumph of his saints over death. While the figure of the Son
of man contains reminiscences of the Jewish Messiah, the
Christian conception of the exalted Christ is the predominant
characteristic in the vision.
Verse 20 adds an explanation
of tw.o symbols which would otherwise be obscure.
(2) The special messages to the seven churches, II.-III.
The vision of the preceding chapter (110-20) while forming an
introduction to the whole book, in that it defines its general
scope and gives the Lord's authorization to, the Prophet in his
entire commission (vv. 11, 19), stands also as the immediate
introduction to the group of special messages to the several
churches now to follow. The head of the Church has revealed
I

Seep. 249.
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himself as present within the Church, holding it in his sway to
protect it, to chastise it, and to control its destinies. In that
character now in view of what is coming on the earth he sends
to these seven churches, which are typical of the Church as a
whole, these special words of exhortation, of searching reproof
and approval, of fearful warning and glorious promise. -Nothing more clearly distinguishes our book from other apocalypses
than does this paragraph of the seven epistles ; yet nothing is
more closely in keeping with its purpose and true prophetic
character. The foremost duty of the prophets of Israel was to
correct and instruct the people of God ; judgment must begin
at Jerusalem. In the eschatological chapters of the Gospels 1
the thought turns in the outset from prediction and promise to
urgent exhortation. And in general the foremost word of
prophecy to Christians is, Take heed to yourselves, repent, be
zealous- the most emphatic bidding to the imperfect Church.
And so our author with the instinct of the genuine prophet
introduces here in the foremost place these stirring words to
the churches, regarding their present spiritual condition and
their preparation for the coming crisis. The cursory reader,
and many critics as well, 2 may find in the insertion of the paragraph a disturbance of the orderly plan of the book, but a true
insight into its nature as a message of prophecy leads us to
expect just here in the outset some such direct and searching
address to the Church regarding its own life. The first concern of the Church is its own present state, its fidelity to all
that the Lord requires of it; and only thus can it prepare
itself for the future.
What has been said of the destination
of the book as a whole is true of the seven epistles also ; while
each has its specific message for the particular church addressed,
it has in the author's mind its lessons for all the others in the
group, and he invariably speaks of the contents of each as,
'What the Spirit saith to the churches.' There can be no
doubt that he saw in all the revelations given to him by the
Spirit, both here and elsewhere in the book, a message for other
churches besides the seven, the other churches of Asia and of
the world at large.
Four of the epistles (to the churches in Ephesus, Pergamum,
- I

Mk. 13, Mt. 24-25, Lk. 21.

2

Seep. 492.
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Thyatira, Sardis) contain both praise and censure; two (to the
churches in Smyrna and Philadelphia) unreserved praise; one
only (to the church in Laodicea) unreserved censure. The
writer shows an intimate knowledge of each of the congregations
addressed. With penetrating insight he sees their faults and
perils, he administers rebuke unsparingly, he threatens with
the terrors of a fierce judgment, he allows no compromise with
a low· standard of Christian zeal and morality. But on the
other hand he is also quick to see every virtue, to commend,
to encourage, to strengthen. The flashes of wrath ·against the
evils found in the churches are apt to blind us to the underlying manifestation of love aud tenderness. The presence of
love in chastisement ( cf. 319) is after all the keynote of all the
epistles. Gracious recognition and encouragement come first ;
censure stands second. There is no irrevocable spurning of
those rebuked, they are called with loving promise to repentance. The •lukewarm' Laodiceans, chastised with stinging
words of abhorrence, are the very ones to whom is given the
most outspoken promise of intimate, loving fellowship, 320.
The most casual reader will have noticed the recurrence of
certain fixed terms or elements of structure in every epistle.
These are (1) 'To the angel of the church in- write' ;
(2) 'These things saith he' ;1 (3) An epithet of the speaker,
Christ, taken either from the vision of I. 10-20, or from some
characteristic of Christ prominent in the author's mind, as
seen later, and designed in all cases to enforce the message ;
(4) 'I know,' followed by a characterization of the state of the
church, with praise or censure; (5) commands, warnings,
promises suited to each special case ; (6) 'He that hath an
•ear' etc. -an appeal to every one to heed the Spirit's message
to the churches ; (7) 'To him that overcometh' etc. -an
eschatological promise to the victor. The order of (6) and
(7) in the last four epistles is the reverse of that followed in
the first three; so that in this respect the seven fall into two
groups of three and four (see p. 253). But with this uni1 The words ' These things saith he ' introducing every epistle are like the
'Thus saith the Lord ' of ·the prophets ; a literal dictation of words is not meant,
but the content of the Lord's will regarding the matter with which the prophet
is commissioned.
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formity of structure there is no monotony of thought; each
epistle contemplates a different situation and brings a different word of prophecy. The specific message of each epistle
can best be reviewed in connection with the account of the
particular church addressed, as given in the Commentary.

The Scene in the Court of Heaven, IV-V.
(1) God enthroned in heaven, and surrounded by the worshiping hosts
of the angelic hierarchy, IV.
(2) The sealed book and the
Lamb, V.
(1) The Introductory Vision (1 10-322 ), designed to prepare
the Church to meet the future foretold in the other visions,
closes with the last of the seven epistles. The writer now
passes to that futl,ue with the persons and forces working within
it. With Chapter IV begins the long series of revelations of
' things that are' and 'things that are to come to pass,' which
grouped after the author's own manner make up a united
whole, the main contents of the book, chapters IV-XXII. 5.
The fulfillment of God's purposes concerning his kingdom is
near. The vision here opened, consisting of two inseparably
connected parts, IV and V, furnishes the foundation and assurance of all that follows- God enthroned over all in eternal
majesty and power, IV, giving over the book of his will to
Christ, the Lamb, the revealer and fulfiller, V. These are the
supreme 'things that are,' 1 out of which the 'things that are
to come to pass' must flow certainly and completely in spite
of the powers of evil. The scene which presents itself here is
one of wonderful magnificence. Heaven is revealed under the
form of the monarch's throne-room. Jehovah appears seated
on his throne in the splendor of many-colored light, v. 3, and
surrounded by the highest beings of his celestial court. Before the throne the polished pavement of the royal hall
stretches out like a sea of glass, v. 6; lightnings and thunders,
and voices, symbols of the divine presence, proceed from the
throne ; and before it burn seven lamps of fire, symbols of the
Spirit of God. As befits the King of kings, God is attended
by a company of angelic kings, four and twenty, seated on
thrones and wearing crowns of gold, v. 4; and four Living
1

See Com. 119,
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Creatures, the cherubim and seraphim, stand one on each of
the four sides of the throne, vv. 6-8. These, the highest in
the celestial hierarchy, raise continually a hymn of praise,
worshiping God in his divine nature, his almighty power, and
his eternal being, v. 8; while the four and twenty angelic
kings respond with acts of lowliest adoration, and with an
anthem glorifying God as the creator of all, vv. 9-11.
(2) In chapter V is given the second part of the vision, essential to the completion of the former part. A roll firmly
sealed is seen in the hand of God seated on his throne, v. 1 - a
roll containing the decrees of God concerning the Last Things,
and the consummation of his kingdom, now to be revealed in
the following visions. A challenge is given to the whole
created world to open the roll; and no one is found worthy,
v. 2. Then the Messiah, the Christ, is seen in the form of a
lamb in the midst. of the group assembled about the throne.
He has the tokens of the fullness of power and omniscience
(the seven horns and the seven eyes), at the same time he
bears the mark of having once been slain, he is seen to be the
victor over death. Only he, the possessor of these matchless
attributes, may take the roll to open it, vv. 5-7; God's purpose regarding his kingdom of glory, dimly apprehended by
the sages and prophets of old, can be fully revealed only by
him who makes its accomplishment possible; its deepest meaning is seen only in him who fulfills the office of the promised
Messiah, the Lion of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David,
and who redeems by his death a people out of every nation to
form the final kingdom and to be kings and priests unto God,
vv. 5, 6, 9, 10. In the former part of the scene creation forms
a theme of praise (411), but in this second part all thought
centers in the Lamb's work of redemption.
The Lamb's act
of taking the roll from the hand of God, the gift to him by
God of the book of the supreme decrees of the divine will now
to be made known and fulfilled, v. 7, forms a dramatic crisis
of most momentous significance. The scene is one of marvelous splendor. A grand anthem- the Adoration of the Lamb
-at once bursts from the angelic ranks that stand nearest the
throne, vv. 8-10 ;· the hymn is caught up and wafted on antiphonally, swelling out through all the court of heaven, sung
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by ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousands; through all runs the theme, worthy is the Lamb, vv.
11-12; and then the whole created world to its farthest
bounds, things animate and inanimate, the living and the dead
beneath the earth, take up the refrain, and echoing the hymns
of both parts of the great scene, join God, who sits upon the
throne, and the Lamb who stands before the throne, in one
common ascription of praise, v. 13. The strains cease, the
offering of homage ends, as it began, with those highest in
rank and nearest the throne; the four Living Creatures respond to the hymn with their great 'Amen,' the four and
twenty. kings prostrate themselves in silent adoration. It may
well be questioned whether Christian literature possesses anywhere a work of art more grandly conceived and executed
than this twofold scene enacted in the court of heaven. We
cannot fathom the experience of transport in which the
prophet and poet who composed it must have been rapt as he
recalled his vision and tried to give it written expression.
The Fepresentation of Christ in the form of a lamb, that was
once slain, is in striking contrast, but not in conflict, with the
glorious picture of the heavenly Son of man in the introductory
vision (11°-20 ). There the majesty and power of the ascended
Christ are chiefly thought of; here the fruits of his redemptive death. In its relation to the structure of the book it
should be observed that this hymn, while fittingly arising here
in recognition of the glory of the Lamb, at the same time
forms, in keeping with the author's manner, 1 the immediate
introduction to the acts which are to follow in the breaking
of the seals (chapter VI).

The breaking of the first six seals of the roll, VI.
The
book of God's decrees concerning the coming of his kingdom,
securely closed with seals which none but the Lamb can open,
is now soon to be unrolled; the promised revelation of the
events of the Last Days is now to be given. It begins with
the breaking of the first seal. The book cannot be unrolled
till all the seals are broken, yet neither at the beginning nor at
the end is the revelation of the contents said to be made by
t

Cf. p. 245.
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reading from the roll, nowhere is there any intimation of such
reading; all is disclosed, portion by portion, in marvelous
scenes, which present themselves to the Seer's eye in visions,
unfolding in succession simultaneously with the Lamb's act in
breaking the seals one after another. 1 Doubtless these visions
are meant to be understood as corresponding respectively to
the contents of certain parts of the book. The revelation
of the main contents of the book must await the fully opened
roll, it must form the sequel to the breaking of the last seal
(81). All that precedes that is in a way introductory. So in
one brief chapter are given with the breaking of the first six
seals those preparative or premonitory manifestations which
come before the immediate forerunners of the End. The portents, which in' .eschatological writings are made an essential
factor as 'signs' of the coming day of judgment, fall into two
classes; in one group are phenomena which occur in the ordinary course of the world, but with increased extent and severity, such as earthquakes, famine, war, etc.; in the second
group are the marvelous plagues sent by special intePvention
of supernatural power, such as water changed to blood, fabulous monsters of torture, etc. Broadly speaking our author
may be said to have distinguished the two groups, making the
first the remoter 'signs,' assigning them to this introductory
chapter VI, and announcing them as pictured in visions which
accompany the breaking of the first six seals ; while the more
awful and more distinctly supernatural plagues form the judgments of the later period which follows the actual opening of
the roll. In this he seems to have been guided by the form of
apocalypse preserved in the Gospels (Mk. 13 par.), with which
he was pretty certainly familiar, whether as there recorded, or
as current in tradition. He presents then in this chapter
visions of those stereotyped forms of visitation, war, slaughter,
famine, earthquake, pestilence, etc., 'the beginning of woes,'
as he regards them, and as they are denominated in the Gospels.2
Such in brief are the contents of this chapter and its place in
our book.
At the breaking of the first seal one of the Living Creatures
u.tters a summqns with a voice of thunder, and there appears in
1
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obedience to the call a rider upon a white horse, with a bow
and a crown, emblems of the victor in war. He symbolizes
conquest with all the accompanying woes of captivity and subjection to a foreign foe, vv. 1-2.
At the breaking of the
second ·seal and in obedience to the summons of the second
Living Creature there appears a rider upon a red horse, with a
great sword ; his office is to take peace from the earth and
cause men to slay one another. He symbolizes the slaughter of
1var, vv. 3-4.
The third rider, with the black horse and his
balance for doling out bread by weight, pers.onifies the distress
of famine. The grains for bread are to be sold at famine prices.
Yet as none of these calamities, which form but the beginning
of woes, can be conceived to be unlimited in its severity, so in
this case the hardier plants, the olive and the vine, escape the
devastation which cuts off the grain, vv. 5-6.
The fourth
rider, bearing the name IJeath, riding a pale horse and attended
by his invariable companion Hades, receives authority over a
large, but limited, part of the earth, and in certain specified
forms of destruction. He personifies not death in general, but
those particular forms of death which cut off in the sum total a
vast multitude of men, bloodshed, famine, and wild beasts, vv.
7-8.
The vision of the fifth seal opens a quite different
scene. The souls of those who have already suffered martyrdom for the gospel's sake are seen in safe-keeping beneath the
altar in the heavenly temple, and they are heard crying loudly
for the speedy coming of judgment and the avenging of their
blood. But they are bidden to wait in patience yet a little
while till the destined number of their fellow martyrs shall be
filled up in the persecutions now threatening. They are not
admitted to the full fruition of the glorified state, but they
receive white robes, an emblem of the blessedness which is
already bestowed upon them, vv. 9-11. This cry for vengeance
is more Jewish than Christian, yet it is not conceived as wholly
personal; it contains a yearning for the triumph of the cause
of God and the coming of his kingdom. 1 The vision has a
place here among the other events leading up to the End, for
in common apocalyptic belief the prayers of the suffering saints
for judgment were efficacious in bringing in the End ; 2 and
1
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further, so far as the vision tells of other persecutions yet to
come, it has a place among prophecies of pre-messianic calamities. In the apocalypse of the Gospels also (Mk. 139) persecution stands in the eschatological series with earthquake,
famine, etc.1
The breaking of the sixth seal is followed in
the series of visions by a great earthquake and awful portents
in the heavens. So terrible are these that they can be described only in the language and imagery currently applied in
apocalyptic literature to the final dissolution of the world. In
the words of stereotyped hyberbole the mountains are said to
be removed from their places, the lights of heaven to be darkened, and the firmament rolled away. The dwellers upon the
earth from the highest to the lowest, believing in their terror
that the great day of wrath has come, flee to the caves and call
upon the mountains to hide them from the presence of God
and the wrath of the Lamb. 2 The whole scene of the breaking of the seals is constructed with wonderful power and
artistic skill. With a few bold touches, there is in each vision
put before the reader a picture of extraordinary dramatic force.
The four mysterious riders, mounted on horses whose colors
correspond to the horsemen's missions, and equipped with their
appropriate emblems, come forth one after the other in quick
succession ;:ts they are summoned in tones of thunder, and
sweep across the earth triumphant in their ministry of woe.
The veil is then lifted and a glimpse opened into the abode .of
the martyred saints, whose cry for judgment harbingers the
near advent of the day of doom. And now the series reaches
its climax in vast catastrophes in nature, which seem to the
whole family of terror-smitten men to be mingling heaven and
earth in final and complete ruin, at the bursting forth of the
wrath of God and the Lamb.

Prelude to the breaking of the Seventh Seal. VII. (1)
Sealing of the servants of God, vv. 1-8. (2) An anticipatory
vision of the redeemed before the throne, vv. 9-17.
With the events of the sixth seal (612-17) close the visitations which form the beginning of woes; these are preparatory
to the more awful judgments which are now to sweep over the
1
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world as the nearer forerunners of the End. In fact the first
six chapters of the book, with the revelation of God's purpose
and of the powers working in and through all, and with the
events of the six seals, form a preparation for the breaking of
the seventh seal (81), when the book of the future will be unrolled and its main contents (following after what . may be
called the introductory part, indicated by the visions of the
six seals) made known, or rather enacted in the world's final
drama. Just here then at the critical turn, between the six
and seventh seals, the author, after his characteristic manner,1
introduces an episode or prelude, designed to encourage the
readers in the face of coming trial by the assurance of final
deliverance and triumph. The despairing cry of the terrorstricken in the scene just closed (617) 'who is able to stand'?
receives for the Christian an answer (1) in a vision of the
safe-guarding of the servants of God, VII. 1-8, and (2) in an
anticipatory vision of the redeemed gathered in heaven, after
'the great tribulation' is passed, VII. 9-17.
In the first vision of the prelude, vv. 1-8, the writer uses
imagery drawn from some apocalyptic source, 2 just as he frequently applies symbols taken from Ezekiel, Zechariah, and
other parts of the Old Testament. The spirits of the winds
are seen about to let loose upon the earth these destructive
apocalyptic agencies, but they are stayed by an angel till the
seal of God shall have been stamped upon the foreheads of his
servants, which like the mark set on the men of Jerusalem in
the vision of Ezekiel (9 4) shall guard them from destruction
in the calamities about to overwhelm the world. The sealed
are, as the Apocalyptist, following his source, designates them,
all the tribes of Israel, that is, the whole Church of God, for
with our writer as with others of the New Testament the
Church is the true' Israel of God.' Twelve tribes are sealed,
no tribe is wanting to fill up the full number; and those sealed
in each several tribe are declared to number 12,000, a number
typical of fullness; 8 that is, none is omitted, every member of
every tribe, every individual member of the Church receives
the pledge of security.
From the manner in which the scene opens we should expect
I
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the winds to be let loose after the sealing is accomplished, but
this does not occur; nor are these winds shown in the following chapters of the book to be associated with the plagues sent
upon the world. The writer however is probably not conscious of any defect here. He takes over the figures from his
source without attempting to show any connection with later
movements, perhaps regarding these winds as symbols of destructive forces in general and so, appropriately enough, representing any or all of the trials against which the Church
needs a seal of safety. Similarly he takes over from the
source used the enumerating in detail of the tribes of Israel,
not because he is thinking of the national Israel, but because
such an enumeration vividly symbolizes the comprehensiveness
of the guarding care of God, which in the coming woes will
suffer no single servant of his to be swallowed up in the destruction of the world.
The second part of the prelude, vv. 9-17, is one of those
visions characteristic of the author which like a picture within
a picture open up out of nearer scenes a view of a realized
ideal lying beyond. It gives in anticipation a glimpse into the
glory that awaits the victor after the coming struggle is ended.
The sealing in the former vision is the promise ; the scene in
this vision is the promise realized in all its fullness, when the
12 times 12,000 of the tribes of Israel, the 144,000 of the complete Church of God ( cf. 14 1), are seen in their character as an
innumerable multitude redeemed out of every nation and people. The heaven represented is that of chapters IV-V. The
throne-room is seen again with God enthroned there, the Lamb
standing before the throne, the four Living Creatures, the
Elders (the angelic kings) and all the host of angels. In the
midst of these are seen the redeemed robed in white, holding
palms of victory and praising God and the Lamb for their
finished salvation. As in the scene of the fourth and fifth
chapters, the angel hosts take up antiphonally the hymn of
adoration, vv. 9-11. One of the Elders performs the familiar
office of the 'interpreting angel,' 1 explaining the scene to the
prophet and telling of the unending blessedness of the redeemed, vv. 13-17.
1
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The first series of visions following the opening of the roll at the
breaking of the last seal. VIII-IX. (1) Immediate sequel
of the breaking of the seventh seal, VIII. 1-2. (2) Offering of incense on the golden altar, VIII. 3-6. (3) The
visions of the first six trumpets, VIII. 7-IX. 21; (a) first four
trumpet-visions VIII. 7-12; (b) the woeful cry of an eagle
in mid heaven, VIII. 13 ; (c) the fifth trumpet-vision - the
plague of fiendish locusts, IX. 1-12 ; (d) the sixth trumpetvision- the plague of fiendish horses, IX. 13-21.
After the interlude formed by chapter VII, the prophet's
vision returns to the breaking of the seals of the roll. The
scene is still in Jehovah's throne-room, the Lamb still holds
the roll.· As in the earlier scene new objects and characters,
not mentioned at first, were seen to be present as the vision
advanced, e.g. the roll in God's hand, the Lamb, etc.,1 so here
the seven archangels who wait on the throne of God are now
seen. The breaking of the seventh seal opens the roll; and
answering to its main contents there is given the whole series
of visions now following in our book to the end (XXII. 5).
These are arranged in an organized system framed on the
author's favorite number, seven. The seven archangels, or
throne-angels, with their respective trumpet-blasts introduce
the visions and series of visions, which with certain interludes
carry out the whole revelation of the mystery of God to its
accomplishment. The first six of these visions tell only of
sore judgments (VIII-IX). The seventh trumpet, as will
be seen below, introduces not only such a judgment, but also
other events that belong to the full accomplishment of God's
purpose. The agency of the archangels as the ministers of the
visions, and the use of the trumpet so closely associated with
august, especially eschatological, announcements, are appropriate to the superlative importance of the revelations which are
to be given.
(1) The Lamb now breaks the seventh seal and trumpets are
given to the seven archangels, foreboding the announcement
of momentous issues. The hosts of heaven stand silent with
dread suspense in anticipation of the events to follow, VIII.
1-2. (2) Throughout the long silence which follows the break1
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ing of the seventh seal there rises from the golden altar before
the throne a cloud of incense, offered to add efficacy to the
prayers of all the saints crying for judgment; and there follow,
with fire from the altar, hurled upon the earth, tokens that the
prayers are heard and that the wrath of God is about to fall
upon the world. These symbols of the relation of the prayers
of God's people to the coming judgments form a fitting introduction to the trumpet visions, in the events of which the
prayers are seen to be answered. From these tokens of God's
will the seven angels perceive that their time for action has
come ; they prepare to sound their trumpets and usher in the
threatened judgments, VIII. 3-6.
(3) The visions of the
first six trumpets, VIII. 7-IX. 21. (a) In the first four trumpet-visions (87-12) four plagues of a supernatural character, in
part parallel to the Egyptian plagues, are hurled in quick succession upon the dry land, v. 7; the sea, vv. 8-9; the other
waters, vv. 10-11 ; and the heavenly bodies, v. 12, working
devastation and horror. In each region a large, though not
the greater, part is smitten- the effect is limited. The suffering and terror of men, though constituting the purpose of
the visitations as punishment and warning, are not mentioned
except in the instance of the third, where the death of many
occurs incidentally. (b) Between the fourth and fifth trumpet-visions an eagle flying in mid-heaven forewarns the world
that grievous woes are now to follow with the three remaining
trumpet-blasts, v. 13.
The first four plagues have fallen
directly upon a portion of the natural world, and have thus
wrought their effect upon men indirectly and to a limited
extent. The fifth and sixth plagues, the first two woes, which
are now to come are of a specially fiendish character and attack
men directly in their persons, in the one case torturing but not
killing, in the other both torturing and killing.
(c) The
plague of the fifth vision (9 1- 12 ), the first of the woes proclaimed by the eagle (8 13 ), is inflicted by a swarm of hellish
locusts let loose from the nether-world and equipped with
fabulous forms and scorpion-like tails, for terrifying and tormenting. They are led by the angel of hell. By these fiendish
creatures the enemies of God are tortured without the relief of
death for the long space of five months, the length of the period
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in which the ravages of the natural locusts usually occur.
(d) The plague of the sixth trumpet-vision (9 13-21), the second
woe, consists of an innumerable troop of fiendish horses, under
the leadership of four angels prepared for the very day and
hour of their work, but hitherto kept bound in the East. The
horses like the locusts of the first woe are fabulous monsters;
they have the head of a lion and serpent-like tails ending in a
head with its sting. With the tail they inflict torture and with
the mouth they spit forth, as from hell, fire, smoke, and brimstone,
killing a third of mankind. The angel leaders of the host, and
the riders of the horses are not direct agents in the work of the
plague -this work is the office of the monsters. The plague is
sent upon the unbelieving heathen world, which notwithstanding this warning continues in its idolatry and wickedness,
vv. 20-21. In the successive steps of the trumpet-visions a certain climax is reached in the sixth. Though this is not the
culmination, it forms the last of the series which with its characteristic preliminary episode (10 1-11 14) introduces the seventh and
final trumpet-vision (11 1 6 ff.). Hence the vast havoc assigned to
its plague, the destruction of a third part of mankind; and
hence the more august opening of the vision- a voice is heard
from the altar, in answer to the prayers of the saints for judgment, bidding the archangel himself to let loose upon the world
the four angels with their innumerable troop of hellish horse.

Interlude between the sixth and seventh trumpet-visions. X-XI.
13. (1) Solemn announcement of th~ End as near; foreboding of wrathful judgment; special message to the prophet
himself. X. 1-11.
(2) The Repentance of Israel, XI. 1-13.
The first six trumpet-visions following one another in immediate succession have been closed; and now before the seventh,
the Apocalyptist after his manner 1 pauses and introduces an
interlude which serves to prepare for the new vision and to
lend impressiveness to it. The interlude consists of two parts:
the first a prelude which has direct reference to the seventh
trumpet-vision, forming as it were an overture to it (10 1- 11 ),
the second, a prophecy of an event looked for as necessary
before the parousia (111- 13).
1
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(1) The vision of this paragraph (10 1- 11), directly preparatory to the seventh trumpet-blast, is concerned with three
agencies, the angel, the seven thunders, and the Prophet. (a)
An angel descending in a glory befitting his mission from God,
and assuming a position which shows his message to be addressed to the earth and the sea, that is, to the whole world,
announces with a most solemn oath that the mystery of God,
the consummation of the kingdom, is soon to be accomplished
in the period introduced by the seventh trumpet-blast, vv. 1-2,
5-7. (b) Accompanying the angel's cry seven thunders, with
words which the Prophet hears but is restrained from writing
down, forebode judgments of divine wrath as about to burst
upon the world among the events of the coming vision, vv. 3-4.
(c) As another part of his mission the angel gives to the
Prophet a message from God contained in a little scroll. The
Prophet is bidden to receive the divine word into his heart, to
appropriate it fully, in the figure here used, to eat it; but he
is forewarned that in the sequel he must find a bitter experience. As he faces the momentous issues of the last of the
trumpet-visions, with the call to new prophecies concerning
many peoples and kings, he feels the demand of his prophetic
office urging him forward with intensified force- it is as if
his commission were given to him anew- and he experiences
the sweetness of a duty in which he is the special agent of God,
the roll is sweet to the mouth ; but he is forewarned that he
must find the discharge of that duty bitter also, in that he
must in the new vision utter many oracles of wrath and woe,
vv. 8-11.
(2) In the second part of the interlude (11 1-13) the Apocalyptist passes abruptly to a prophecy of the final repentance
of Israel. God's ancient people, the heirs of the messianic
promises, had rejected the Christ and his gospel. This attitude
of the chosen of Jehovah toward the Church of the Messiah
sorely perplexed the Jewish Christian, but he could not believe
that the Israel of the covenant was to be cast off forever and
fail of a share in the messianic kingdom. It became a clearly
announced Christian prophecy, one which our Apocalyptist
accepted in common with other New Testament writers, that
at the last Israel would be 'grafted in again' (Ro. 1123) among
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the people of God. And this ingathering was looked for in
close proximity to the parousia; it belonged among the events
immediately preceding the End. This prophecy then could
not fail of a place in a revelation of the last things written by
a Jewish Christian. And the appropriate place for it is just
here, before the opening of the seventh trumpet-vision which
embraces the last great cycle of events.
The author clothes the prophecy in a form derived from some
apocalyptic writing, unknown to us, containing predictions
regarding Jerusalem and its people, just as we have seen him
adapting to his use passages from the Old Testament writers,
and in chapter vn·some apocalyptic fragment unknown to us. 1
Jerusalem as frequently in the scriptures represents Israel, according to the common usage of denoting a nation by its capital
city. Jerusalem for its sins is to be given up to the 'nations,'
the punishment often inflicted upon Israel of old for its unfaithfulness. The nations shall have it in complete subjection
and profane it for the whole period of' the times of the Gentiles,' but a Remnant of faithful ones, as predicted by the
prophets, shall be preserved- the sanctuary with its faithful
worshipers shall be measured off as a precinct to remain untouched, vv. 1-2. God's compassion for his covenant people
has however not failed. He will send two mighty prophets,
who will throughout the period call Israel to repentance, v. 3.
These are like the two ·olive trees and the candlestick in the
vision of Zechariah (Zec. IV), they are but the channels
through which works the might of God, v. 4. Endowed with
the marvelous gifts of Elijah and Moses they will work 'in the
spirit and power' of those great servants of God, preaching to
Jerusalem repentance and obedience, laboring to 'restore all
things' before the Lord's coming, vv. 5-6. But as preachers of
righteousness and workers of fearful miracles, they will incur
the deadly enmity of the wicked, and of the Beast that cometh
up from the abyss, the Antichrist. And when they shall have
reached the end of their destined period they will suffer shameful martyrdom, vv. 7-10. But afterwards a glorious triumph
will be accorded to them in their resuscitation and exaltation
into heaven in the sight of all. A great earthquake will accom1
T
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pany these events and destroy one tenth of the city. These
marvels sent as further monitions will strike terror into all who
escape the earthquake; ll"\OSt (nine tenths) of the inhabitants
of Jerusalem will now heed the words which had been uttered
by the two prophets and will repent of their sins, vv. 11-13.
Thus the purpose of God concerning Jerusalem (Israel) will
reach its accomplishment- an event which must precede the
parousia.

The seventh trumpet-blast. XI. 14-19. (1) Announcement
of the third woe, that is, the calamities to follow the seventh trumpet-blast, v. 14.
(2) Sounding of the seventh
trumpet, and the outburst of joy in heaven, vv. 15-18. (3)
Answering manifestations in heaven and in the world of
nature, v. 19.
(1) After the interlude in X-XI. 13, the Apocalyptist takes
up again the thread of the trumpet-visions broken off at the
close of chapter IX. Looking back beyond the parenthesis
formed by this interlude, he continues as if no interruption had
taken place, declaring the end of the second woe and announcing the third as soon to follow, v. 14. (2) With these words
of transition he introduces the seventh trumpet. The sounding of this last trumpet proclaims the period of the end. To
this period belong all the great movements that are now to follow. Though the end itself is not to. come immediately, its
certainty and nearness are proclaimed in this sounding of the
seventh trumpet. A loud hymn of praise bursts forth from
heavenly voices celebrating the incoming of the kingdom of
God, as if already present. The hymn is one of the author's
characteristic anticipatory outbursts of praise, uttered at the
beginning of a movement from the stand point of the final issue.
The Kingdom of the Lord and his Anointed has come and he
will reign forever, v. 15. The four and twenty Elders, prostrating themselves before God in adoration, take up the theme,
amplifying it and proclaiming the arrival of the last bitter conflict of the wrath of God with the wrath of 'the nations,' and
the time of the judgment which shall give their reward to God's
servants and destroy the destroyers of the earth, vv. 16-18.
(3) The song is followed by a twofold response in action:
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(a) the ark of the covenant is revealed in the heavenly temple,
symbolizing God's fulfillment of his covenant in the coming
reward of his servants; (b) great catastrophes burst forth
upon the world, symbolizing the wrath now to be visited upon
God's enemies, v. 19.
Chapters XII-XIII: As part of the preliminaries to the
events which culminate in the great conflict with Satan and his
agents and the overthrow of these, now to be enacted in the
seventh trumpet-series, the Apocalyptist introduces here a revelation of the forces operating behind the events and the agencies
employed. 1 Two visions are given, which are not intended to
depict things that are about to take place as parts of the dramatic movement; they portray' things that are,' 2 rather than
things that must come to pass, though intimations of issues
following are added. The first (XII) reveals the cause of the
persecutions which the faithful suffer and must continue to
suffer in the coming distresses ; this is Satan's fierce hostility
to the Messiah. At the same time the initial defeat with which
Satan meets, and his expulsion from the seat of his kingdom, as
here described, assures his final downfall. The second vision
(XIII) gives a picture of the agent through which Satan is
waging, and will wage, unrelenting war with the Messiah's
followers, the saints. This is the Beast (impersonated first in
the Roman emperors and then in Antichrist), which receives
all his might and authority from Satan, and which together
with his helper, the second beast (impersonated in the priesthood of the ruler-worship), uses all his delegated power to
accomplish Satan's purpose.
(1) Satan's hostility to the Messiah. XII. 1-17.
(a) Frustrated attempt to destroy the Messiah, vv. 1-6.
(b) Satan's
expulsion from his seat in the lower heavens, vv. 7-12.
(c)
Pursuit of the mother of the Messiah and persecution of the
Messiah's brethren, vv. 13-17.
For the exhibition of his thought in this vision the Apocalyptist uses symbols and figures taken from some familiar legend, 3
but he explains his use of these so far as to make his meaning
reasonably certain. His procedure in this respect should guard
I

See pp. 244 ff.
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See p. 442 f.

s See pp. 613 ff.
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us against reading a meaning into minor unexplained traits,
which are probably only touches to give vividness to the
picture, whether taken over from the source, or specially added
by the author himself. The vision consists of three parts.
(a) The first part, vv. 1-6, is enacted, so to speak, on a stage
whose background is the sky. A woman is seen arrayed in all
the glory of the heavenly bodies ; she is about to give birth to
a child. A dragon-monster, in a form similar to that found
frequently in ancient mythology, stands before her ready to
devour the child at the moment of its birth; but the child is
caught away and borne up to the throne of God. As a sequel
the Apocalyptist, anticipating the third part of his vision
(vv. 13-17), and without alluding to a transition from the sky
to the earth, adds the woman's flight to a refuge prepared for
her in the wilderness, v. 6. The dragon in the scene is Satan,
the child is the Messiah, and the woman is the people of God
as existing, not in actuality, but in idea; the concrete reality
corresponding to this ideal is found in the Church of God,
whether under the old or the new covenant, but neither of
these is directly intended here. The scene is entirely ideal
and such is the figure of the Messiah ; there is no relation to
the Lord's earthly life, 1 no reference to the Messiah's coming
into being, the Messiah in his ideal being is meant. And as
the earthly Messiah is bo.rn uf the people of God, so here the
ideal Messiah is born,.of 'the idea~ people of God, the woman,
'our mother,' as St.· Paul calls her (Gal. 426). And the
Apocalyptist means to represent under these symbols, taken
from some popular tradition, Satan's deadly hatred of the
Messiahfrom the beginning, and his hatred of God's people, because of their relation to the Messiah. At the same time the
scene shows the futility of that hatred ; Satan is powerless to
prevent the Messiah's exaltation to joint sovereignty with God,
and a refuge is provided for God's people. Definite events of
history are not thought of here; so far as the vision tells of
Satan's design from the outset, it relates to the past; but in
the issues it relates to all time till the End. 2
(b) The second
part of the vision, vv. 7-12, pictures a scene entirely distinct
from the former. The archangel Michael with his hosts attacks
1
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Satan in the seat o£ his kingdom, which is placed according to a current Jewish belie£ in the lower heavens.l Satan
and his hosts are overthrown, cast out from the center of his
dominion and hurled down to earth. This event is not the
original fall or revolt o£ Satan; his place in the lower heaven
has existed hitherto (v. 8), and he has hitherto been the foe of
men before the court of God (v. 10); yet the event belongs to
the Apocalyptist's past, not the £uture. 2 The rage o£ Satan
over his expulsion explains his increased fury in the present as
well as the coming persecutions o£ the Church. The expulsion
of Satan from the seat o£ his kingdom is the signal for an outburst o£ praise from voices in heaven, as i£ the final triumph
were already come. The first part of the hymn, vv. 10-12 a, is
anticipatory; the beginning of Satan's downfall assures the complete triumph of the End ; and the singers exult in the kingdom o£ God and his Anointed, as i£ now established. The
conclusion of the hymn, v. 12 b, reverts to the present and the
woe which has befallen men in Satan's wrathful presence among
them.
(c) In the third part o£ the vision, vv. 13-17, the
scene is on earth. Satan, baffled in his design against the
Messiah, cast out from his domain in the lower heavens,
and knowing that the time o£ his complete overthrow is certainly fixed, becomes the more furious in his rage against the
Messiah's mother, the people of God. The Apocalyptist continues the figures of the first part and expands ths account of
the woman's flight, which was mentioned in anticipation in
v. 6. The dragon as a water-monster hurls floods o£ water
after the woman to sweep her away, but the earth swallows the
floods, and she is borne on eagles' wings to a refuge in the
wilderness, where she is nurtured in safety through the calamitous times preceding the end, times designated by the measure,
stereotyped in apocalyptic phraseology, o£ three and a hal£ years
or 1260 days. a The people of.God in its ideal being is divinely
preserved to the end; the gates of hell do not prevail against
the Church. From his baffled pursuit of the woman, Satan
turns to persecute her other children, the brethren of the
Messiah. The writer here distinguishes between the ideal
people o£ God and the actual children of God who form the
1
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present concrete reality corresponding to the ideal. These are
the followers of Jesus, v. 17, who in this last age are exposed to
the full force of Satan's intensified rage. But the deliverance
of the ideal mother gives sure promise of safety to her children
who keep the commandments of God and hold fast the testimony of Jesus.

(2) The Beast, the agent of Satan in his warfare against the
saints; and the Beast's helper, the second beast. XII. 18-XIII.

18.
On the place of this vision in the plan of the book see pp.
275, 279. The Beast incidentally alluded to in XI. 7 is now
introduced and described in his form and functions. He is the
agent of Satan in his warfare with the followers of the Messiah
(12 17, 137),and from this point on he continues the dominant figure in all the anti-Christian hostilities that follow till the establishment of the millennium (20 4). Satan does not appear in his
own person as an active participant till the end of the millennium
(20 7 ff). This agent of Satan appears here in a traditional form
designed to inspire awe and terror. He is a monster combining parts of divers animals : he has seven heads a:rid ten horns;
one of his heads has received a deadly wound, of which it has
been healed. He is endowed with the full power of Satan for
his work in the world, and through him the world worships the
dragon, Satan. His activity is twofold : he exalts himself
above God as the object of worship, which all who are not followers of the Lamb are led to render him ; and he rules every
tribe and people on earth with absolute sway, making war
against the saints and overcoming them, vv. 1-10. In securing
the worship of the world he uses the services of a deputy, the
second beast, whom he endows with power to deceive men and
lead them to pay the homage demanded. This second beast,
possessing attributes unlike those of his master, the first beast,
accomplishes his mission, that of deluding men and causing
them to offer divine homage to the Beast, by means of great
miracles wrought in the sight of men, and by making the image
of the Beast speak to command the worship of itself under the
penalty of death for disobedience, vv. 11-15. The Beast's
deputy causes also men of all ranks and conditions to receive a
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mark of religious devotion to the Beast, which is made essential
The
for participation in civil and industrial life, vv. 16-17.
paragraph closes with the intimation that the Beast is a symbol
of a man and bears a man's name indicated by a number, which
some may have the skill to decipher, v. 18.
It is essential to keep in mind that the Apocalyptist is not
here introducing a new act in carrying out his dramatic plan;
we have rather a vision opening up, after the author's manner,
a picture of the power which Satan uses in the last times, and
a description of the special activities of that power in warring
against God. A fuller discussion of the symbolism and significance of the chapter is given elsewhere.I It is enough to
premise here, the Beast is Satan's instrument, as represented
first in the succession of Roman emperors, symbolized by the
seven heads, and then, after the destruction of the Roman empire, as represented in Antichrist, in whom the emperor Nero
will return from the dead, symbolized by the head wounded
unto death and healed. The worship of the Beast is the emperor-worship already demanded in the Roman empire and
destined to be carried to the extreme in worship which will be
exacted by the coming Antichrist. The second beast symbolizes the priesthood and other functionaries, whose office it is
to establish and maintain the ruler-worship, whether in the
case of the Roman emperors, or the Antichrist.

The redeemed with the Lamb on mount Zion. XIV. 1-5.
Over against the appalling picture of the warfare upon the
saints waged by the dragon and his agents, the beasts (XIIXIII), the Apocalyptist now opens a vision of the final triumph
that lies beyond. Here as throughout the book the prophecies
of darkest trial are lightened up by a glimpse into the blessedness that awaits the victor at the end. The vision is anticipatory; it stands outside of the events moving toward the last
issue. The whole company of the saints, symbolized by the
number 144,000 (seep. 648), now redeemed and triumphant,
are seen gathered together with the Messiah on mount Zion,
the central seat of the perfected kingdom of God on the earth.
As the worshipers of the Beast bore his mark (13 16) , so the
1
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saints bear the name of God and the Lamb, whose servants
they are thus shown to be ; and at the same time they are thus
sealed as victors ( cf. 312). While the saints are thus revealed
on mount Zion, an innumerable host of angels in the great
throne-hall of heaven are heard singing before the throne and
before the four Living Creatures and the Elders a song of
praise for "the saints' redemption- a song which none can
learn save those who have learned by experience the blessedness of its theme, vv. 1-3. As an admonition to the readers
the Apocalyptist specifies some of the virtues of the saints
upon which their redemption is conditioned; these are cardinal
Christian virtues, chastity, truth, ready following of the Lord,
complete consecration like the first fruits which were a holy
offering belonging solely to God, and to sum up all in one
word, blamelessness, vv. 4-5.

Announcement of the last Judgment, ·warning and promise.
XIV. 6-20. This paragraph is prefatory to the march of
events which is to begin again in chapter XV; and it also connects the remaining part of the book back with the sounding
of the seventh trumpet (11 15). That trumpet-blast introduces
the vast cycle in which God's purpose regarding his kingdom
is to reach its fulfillment (107). But the outburst of praise
which greeted the trumpet's sound (11 15- 18) is not followed
immedi:.ttely in the Prophet's revelation by the actual beginning of the final movements. We have seen that the Apocalyptist first reveals in visions which form an interlude in the
drama the motives and agencies at work- Satan's hostility to
the Messiah and the instruments of his warfare- and in
anticipation, the final triumph of the saints (XII-XIV. 5).
Then the last series of plagues (XV-XVI), the third woe,
predicted as part of the sequel of the sounding of the seventh
trumpet (8 13, 11 14 ) is to form the immediate precursor of the
great day of the Lord. A fitting preface, therefore, to this beginning of the End is this announcement (14 6- 20 ) of the judgment, with its call of the world to repentance and with its
warning and promise. The announcement is made in the
most august tones and in solemn sevenfold form. It must be
kept in mind that so far as the entrance of the judgment is
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announced the announcement is anticipatory- in prophetic
style the future is made present. (1) An angel is seen flying
in mid-heaven and proclaiming to all the world the glad tidings
of the near fulfillment of God's eternal purpose, and calling
upon all peoples and nations to repent and worship the one
true God, the creator of all, vv. 6-7. (2) A second angel
proclaims the fall of the great world-power, Rome, the instrument of Satan and the supreme earthly foe of God's peoplea power whose removal forms one of the chief events in eschatological expectation, v. 8. (3) A third angel proclaims the
terrible doom that awaits the worshipers of the Beast, vv.
9--11.
( 4) The Prophet himself admonishes the saints to
hold steadfastly in all the coming trial to the commandments
of God and their faith in Jesus, v. 12. (5) The Prophet's
admonition is enforced and the saints are strengthened for
martyrdom by a voice from heaven which pronounce's blessed
all those who shall die in the Lord before the great day enters,
v. 13. (6) A vision of the Messiah as harvester figures the
end of the world, vv. 14-16; and (7) another, under the figure of an angelic vintager, pictures the wrath of God in the
destruction of the wicked, vv. 17-20.
The seven last plagues, the plagues of the bowls, the third woe.
XV-XVI. (1) Announcement of the subject of the vision,
XV. 1. (2) Anticipatory hymn of praise, XV. 2-4. (3) Immediate preparation for the outpouring of the plagues,
XV. 5-XVI. 1.
(4) The plagues poured out, XVI. 2-21.
After the prophecies of the preceding chapter (14 6 -~) proclaiming the judgment as close at hand and calling the world
to repentance, there follows now the last series of visitations,
the last of those terrible 'messianic woes' which in all eschatological expectation are looked for before the Great Day.
The plagues of the bowls now introduced take their place as
a member in the momentous series heralded by the seventh
trumpet-blast (11 15), the cycle in which the mystery of God is
to be accomplished. They specifically prepare the readers for
the two great events, the destruction of Rome (XVII-XIX. 5),
which is in reality only an expansion of XVI. 19, and the conflict of the Beast with the Messiah (XIX. 11-21) to which the
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sixth plague looks forward. This series of plagues forms the
third woe foretold in XI. 14 ( cf. pp. 669 :ff. ).
(1) The subject of this portion of the book is announced as
in a kind of title by a vision of seven angels having the plagues
in which are finished God's wrathful visitations sent upon the
world before the last great crisis, XV. 1. These words do not
announce something distinct from that which follows in vv.
5 :ff.; they state in a summary way the subject which begins in
detail there and is unfolded from that point on- through the
rest of the paragraph to the end of chapter XVI.
(2) Before
the first step is actually taken in bringing in these terrible
judgments, the Apocalyptist looks forward to the end and sees
in an anticipatory vision the saints standing as victors in the
court of heaven after the world-drama is finished, and praising
God for his acts of righteous judgment. Both the thought and
language of their hymn echo a familiar song of Moses; and
at the same time the hymn gives expression to the thought
which forms a great factor in the theme of our book, the acts
of the Lamb in revealing and establishing the righteousness of
God in the judgment of the world. The hymn may therefore be
called the song of Moses, and as well also the song of the Lamb.
XV. 2--4. (3) The immediate preparation for the outpouring of
the plagues now follows, XV. 5-XVI. 1, and is in keeping with
the momentous character of what is about to take place. The
details in the ordering of the scene and even the ornate
phraseology used are chosen with a view to give majesty to
the picture. The sanctuary of heaven is seen, conceived under
the form of the ancient tabernacle, the shrine of God's abode
with his people. From this, as from the immediate presence
of God and as sent on a mission from him, come forth seven
angels, perhaps the seven presence-angels, clothed in the white,
glistening raiment symbolical of celestial beings, and wearing,
like the Messiah in his glorified state (113), girdles of gold.
Throughout the whole the agency of God himself is made conspicuous.
One of the four Living Creatures, the supreme
order in the heavenly hierarchy who stand nearest to God, is
chosen as his intermediate agent, and hands to the seven angels
vessels of gold filled with God's wrath. The tabernacle itself
is filled with a cloud, symbolical of God's presence and power;
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he has entered into the sanctuary of his dwelling and abides
there unapproachable till his righteous judgment of wrath has
been visited on his enemies. It is his voice sounding from the
tabernacle, that dismisses his ministers for their terrible work.
As regards the phraseology, it is probably with the purpose
spoken of above that the tabernacle receives the august designation, the sanctuary of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven;
God is the God who liveth for ever and ever; the cloud of his
presence is a cloud of glory and power. (4) In obedience to the
voice from the sanctuary, the angels go forth and pour out the
bowls of God's wrath, and the ensuing plagues burst one after
another upon the world, XVI. 2-21. The plagues, nearly or
quite all of them, contain reminiscences of the Egyptian
plagues; they resemble also, more or less closely, the series of
trumpet-plagues (VIII-IX). The bowls in the case of the
first four are poured out in succession upon the earth, the sea,
the rivers, and the sun; the last three, upon the kingdom of
the Beast, the Euphrates and the air. But the effect o£ the
outpouring is always manifested in an ensuing plague, which
falls upon men. Even the. drying up of the Euphrates, the
sixth plague, is meant to open the way for a great scourge in
the coming of the kings from the east ; a.nd a second event
following with the same bowl, vv. 13-14, that is, the appearance of three demons, lying spirits sent forth to work upon the
kings of the whole earth, forms a part of the preparation for
the world-calamity, the battle of the Great Day. The seventh
plague, vv. 17-21, wi ~h its horrors undreamed of, culminates in
the destruction of .Babylon (Rome), in whose fall the present
world order perishes and Antichrist becomes the unopposed lord
of the earth. This destruction of Rome, only hinted at in
these verses, v. 19, is described with fullness in the next paragraph (171-195).
Two parentheses 1 a.re inserted in the
course of the description of the plagues : (a) Between the
third and fourth bowls ejaculations from the angel of the
waters and the personified altar are heard (165-7) praising
God, in language echoing the saints' hymn of XV. 3-4, for his
righteous judgment in the plague of the waters. This praise
is assigned to these two with special appropriateness. The
1
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former exults that the element over which he presides has been
turned into a medium for visiting on the guilty a retribution
related in kind to their offense. The altar, the symbol of the
prayers of the saints for judgment, acknowledges that in this
plague the prayers are receiving their answer. This parenthesis divides the series of seven into two groups of three and four. 1
(b) In v. 15, when the agencies for gathering the hosts of the
Beast for the great battle are already sent forth on their work
and the dread hour cannot long be delayed, the Apocalyptist
fittingly inserts, in the name of the Lord, a reminder of the suddenness of the advent, and a warning to the saints to be watchful and prepared.

The destruction of Rome by Antichrist. XVII. 1-XIX. 5.
(1) Introductory vision; the woman seated on the scarlet colored beast, vv. 1-6. (2) The angel's interpretation of the
vision; Rome and the agency of her destruction, vv. 7-18.
(3) Sevenfold declaration of her ruin, XVIII. 1-XIX. 5.
After the series of plagues sent upon the world with the outpouring of the seven bowls (XVI),. the last of which gives premonition of special judgment to be visited on Rome, there now
follows a vision, or series of visions, announcing the coming of
the crowning catastrophe in the world-order as then existing,
the destruction of the imperial city, in whose fall the Roman
empire vanishes and Antichrist becomes triumphant over all the
earth. The magnitude of this crisis, as viewed by the Apocalyptist, is seen in the fullness with which hf:! announces it. Forebodings of it have been given among his other prophecies
(14 8, 16 19), and now it is made the subject of a distinct part of
the book. (1) The Seer is carried away in the Spirit into a
wilderness, where is revealed to him with full and manifold
assurance the judg111ent of the world-capital, together with the
instrumentality through which this judgment is to be accomplished. An introductory vision pictures under the figure
of a harlot seated upon a beast the guilt of Rome in her moral
corruption and her fierce persecution of the saints, as the cause
of her visitation, XVII. 1-6. (2) An interpretative passage
explaining the significance of the woman and the beast shows
1
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the former to be the symbol of Rome, and the beast with his
seven heads to be in the first place the symbol of the seven
Roman emperors of whom the sixth was then reigning, and in
the second place, in the head smitten unto death and restored
(13 3), to be the symbol of Antichrist, in whom one of the emperors once slain will become reincarnate, coming from the
abyss with demonic power. In so far as the beast is identified
with the head (the emperor) at any time impersonating him, it
may be said, with reference to his impersonation in the particular head meant in vv. 8, 11, that the beast was and is not and
is about to come. The beast in his last impersonation, that is,
Antichrist, will with his ten vassal kings act as the instrument
of God, making desolate the imperial city and utterly burning
it with fire, vv. 7-18. (3) (a) An angel radiant with heavenly
glory proclaims to all the earth the certain coming of Rome's
fall and devastation, XVIII. 1-3. (b) A voice from heaven
summons God's people to flee from her allurements and the
consuming plague about to come upon her in righteous judgment, vv. 4-5. (c) The same voice incites the spirits of
vengeance to do their full work, vv. 6-8. (d) In a passage of
intense pathos the Apocalyptist anticipates the dirge which the
kings of the earth and others will utter as they stand in terror
far off and look upon the smoke of her burning, vv. 9-19.
(e) In startling contrast with this pathetic lament, the Apocalyptist throws in 1 an apostrophe to heaven, to the saints, the
apostles and the prophets, bidding them to rejoice in the judgment which God has visited upon Rome in their behal£, 2 v. 20.
(f) A strong angel hurls a great mill-stone into the sea, typifying her coming fall and utter disappearance from the earth,
vv. 21-24. (g) After these manifold assurances of the coming
destruction, the Prophet passes over in anticipation to the end,
without allusion to the beginning or progress of the destroyer's
work ; all is conceived to be finished, and a loud chorus is
heard from heav~n celebrating God's righteous judgment upon
the corrupt and 'corrupting city, and the vengeance taken for
the blood of his servants, XIX. 1-5.
This whole paragraph
on the destruction of Rome is in its completeness, its skillful
arrangement, its adaptation of the several parts, and in its sus.
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tained power throughout, the work of a poet and prophet of a
high order.

Sequel of the fall of Rome. XIX. 6-XX. 6. (1) Prophetic
hymn hailing the kingdom of God, XIX. 6-10. (2) Appearing of the warrior Messiah, XIX. 11-16. (3) The great
battle of the Messiah with Antichrist, XIX. 17-21. (4) Imprisonment of Satan and the millennia! reign of the martyrs,
XX. 1-6.
(1) With the fall of Rome the present order of the world
closes and the beginning of the end is now entered upon.
The chorus of alleluias celebrating the triumph of God's
judgment in the crisis of Rome's destruction (191-5) is now
followed immediately by the alleluias of the angelic hosts, in
tones of many waters and mighty thunders, anticipating, as if
already come, the full establishment of the Kingdom of the
Lord God Almighty, and the perfected union of Christ with
his Church, figured in the marriage of the Lamb, vv. 6-10.
(2) The vision of the Apocalyptist now passes quickly over
what remains. After this anticipatory hymn (19 6- 10), he returns to the critical events which must first intervene before
the final issue. The picture is drawn with a few vigorous
strokes. The short reign of Antichrist, the head slain and
restored, is passed over in keeping with this rapid movement.
The prophecy of· earlier visions has announced that power as
God's agent in the overthrow of Rome (17 16 f·), and as succeeding to a sway over all the earth (17 8·17, 133-8). But the mysterious period of his domination is not pictured in detail in the
visions of the Seer, as it is not in apocalyptic tradition. Its
general character has been shown in the prophecies of chapters
XI and XIII. In the present chapter where the action is
moving swiftly to the end the Apocalyptist comes at once to
that which was of supreme moment in the Cl).ristian anticipation of Antichrist, his complete annihilation by the Messiah.
The warrior Messiah appears here, followed ·by the hosts of
heaven, to meet Antichrist, who has gathered his armies at
Harmagedon for the battle of the great day of God (16 14• 16).
The Messiah, true and faithful to his character as the deliverer
of his people and the destroyer of their great enemy, his eyes
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flashing with avenging fire, comes forth with tokens of certain
victory; he rides upon a white horse, the sharp sword of his
irresistible word with which he will slay all his antagonists is
seen, his garments are, as it were, in anticipation stained with
their blood; the armies that follow him ride on white horses
and are clad in white robes, symbolical of victory. His many
crowns and the name written on his mantle proclaim him King
of kings and Lord of lords, 1911- 16 • (3) In certain anticipation of the victory over Antichrist and of the slaughter of his
hosts, and in a spirit of terrible vengeance, an angel summons
the birds of prey from all quarters of the heaven to feast on
the carnage of the battle now to follow. The Seer then comes
to the actual conflict upon which all events since the outpouring of the sixth and seventh bowls have been converging. He
sees the hostile hosts in array, but gives no description of a
battle; nothing is said of the clash of armies, or of a hardwon victory; in fact nothing of the kind enters into the conception; all is achieved in an instant by the miraculous power
of the warrior Messiah. The two leaders are seized and hurled
down to the lake of fire, and all the hosts are slain by the
sword from the Messiah's mouth, vv. 17-21. (4) The auxiliaries of Satan, that is, Rome and the imperial power, Antichrist and his adjutant the false prophet, together with all the
kings of the earth with their armies, these all have been removed in the events culminating in the battle of Harmagedon.
Now Satan himself robbed of his power is seized by an angel,
fettered, and imprisoned in the abyss for a thousand years.
At the same time the martyrs are raised from the dead and
reign with Christ over the earth throughout this period, undisturbed by Satan. In striking contrast with many apocalyptists, who with an exuberance of sensuous figures dwell updn
the delights, the luxuriance, and the glories of the messianic
age, our prophet describes the blessedness of the saints in a
single sentence of masterly reserve: they reign with the
Messiah and have the immediate access of priests to God and
Christ, XX. 1-6

The End. XX. 7-XXII. 5. (1) The destruction of the
nations in their last assault upon the citadel of God's people,
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and the final doom of Satan, vv. 7-iO. (2) The general
resurrection and judgment, vv. 11-15. (3) The new heaven
and the new earth, and God's presence with his people in the
new Jerusalem, XXI. 1-8. (4) The city of the new Jerusalem, XXI. 9-XXII. 5.
(1) After the long era of messianic peace on earth, the
powers of evil are again let loose and gather all their forces
for a final assault on God's people; the profound quiet of the
millennia! lull is the harbinger of the outburst in which the
storm gathers up all its fury for the last great onset. Satan
released from his imprisonment goes forth to the four corners
of the earth to deceive and assemble for the war the nations
Gog and Magog, in which are embraced under a symbolic
name all the tribes of men hostile to God. These come
thronging up in countless myriads from all quarters, covering
the face of the whole earth, and encompass Jerusalem, the seat
of the Millennial Kingdom, and the camp of the saints. But,
as in the battle with Antichrist (1919 1I"), so here also there is no
shock of armies; fire comes down from heaven consuming all
the hostile hosts, and Satan himself is cast into the lake of
fire, where with the Beast and the false prophet he is to be
tortured forever, XX. 7-10. (2) Satan and all his hosts
being now forever overthrown, the general resurrection and
judgment follow, as the expected sequel. The Seer beholds
a great throne resplendent in the light of divine glory, he beholds God seated thereon as judge, before whose awful majesty
the earth and the heavens, as belonging to the transitory, flee
away; only the eternal remains. All the dead are raised and
stand before the throne, the books are opened and each is
judged according to his deeds. All whose names are not
found written in the book of life are cast into the lake of fire.
Death, and Hades the abode of the dead, are personified in the
scene, and as the last enemy to be overcome, are represented
a~ cast into the same place of unending punishment with the
others; death exists no longer as a terror to the saints. The
reward of the righteous in the judgment is not spoken of in
this passage, XX. 11-15. (3) After the resurrection and the
judgment, but one step remains to the fulfillment of all. The
great drama of the world-ages reaches its end in the bringing
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in of the new heaven and the new earth. The present earth
and heaven have passed away, and the Apocalyptist sees in
their place a new heaven and a new earth; he sees also the
holy city, Jerusalem, hitherto standing in its ideal glory before
God in heaven, now descending in splendor, as a bride adorned
for her husband, to the new earth to form the tabernacle of
God's abode among men. Here will be perfected the union
of God and his saints; they will be his people and he will be
with them, he will take from them death and all sorrow and
pain, he will give freely to every yearning heart the water of
life, he will satisfy every soul athirst for God, the victor in the
conflict with evil will walk with him in the union of perfect
fatherhood and sonship. But the part of the wicked will be
the lake of fire and the second death, XXI. 1-8. (4) The
holy city, which in XXI. 2 f. was announced, in passing, as
part of the great scene of the final renewal of all things, is now
in XXI. 9-XXII. 5 described in detail. The prominence of
a glorified Jerusalem as the center of God's kingdom in familiar eschatological expectations makes a vision of this character essential in a full revelation of the End ; and the Seer conceives the city, whi~h had hitherto been hidden in heaven, 1 as
now coming down in wonderful splendor to form the seat of
God's throne and the shrine of his abode on the new earth.
The city as it presents itself to his vision cannot be conformed
to an imaginable reality, it cannot be delineated with the
measurements and conditions of structures of men's building.
It is a divine creation, and the Apocalyptist struggles here by
the use of symbols and marvelous imagery to represent its vastness, its symmetry, and its glorious perfection. His vision is
much influenced by Ezekiel and other prophets. He is carried
away in an ecstasy to the top of a high mountain whence he
beholds the city coming down from heaven radiating the wonderful light of God's presence, vv. 9-11; it is reared on the
foundation of the apostles, the gate-towers of its high walls
with their angel keepers assure entrance to all the tribes of
the Israel of God from every quarter of the earth, vv. 12-14;
it is vast in its boundaries beyond all the cities of men, and in
its perfect symmetry its height is equal to its length and
1

u

Cf. p. 56.
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breadth- it reaches up to God's seat in the heavens, vv.
15-17; it is built wholly of gold and precious stones, vv.
18-21; it contains no temple, for it becomes itself one vast
sanctuary through the presence of God and the Lamb; and
because of the light of that presence it has no need of sun,
or moon, or lamp, vv. 22-23; the divine light which streams
out from it will lighten the nations of the earth, and without
ceasing they will come into it, as into the temple, to offer the
homage of their costliest gifts, vv. 24-26; no wicked one, but
only those enrolled in the Lamb's book of life, may enter in,
v. 27; the water and bread of life are there, for from the
throne of God and the Lamb proceeds a life-giving river, along
whose banks grows in countless numbers the tree of life, which
yields its fruit for food continually, and its leaves will heal the
nations of all deathful diseases of the soul, XXII. 1-2; there
will be there the throne of God and the Lamb, before which
the saints will offer worship, and as priests in the immediate
presence of God, they will see his face ; they will bear the
mark which shows them to be wholly his; in the light of his
presence they will need no sun nor lamp; and they will reign
for ever and ever, vv. 3-5.

The Epilogue. XXII. 6-21. The long series ·of visiOns
forming the revelation announced in chapter I. 1 is finished in
XXII. 5. The contents of the roll of seven seals are fully revealed, reaching their final chapter in the description of the
glory and bliss of the saints in the new Jerusalem. The book
proper, which the Apocalyptist is bidden to write (1 11) is ended,
and he now in these last verses appends his Epilogue, between
which and the Prologue, prefixed in the first chapter, there is a
clear correspondence in form and matter. 1 The book begins
and ends as an epistle (1 4 ff, 22 21 ). The epistolary introduction and conclusion form the framework into which is set the
whole message contained in the visions. The chief purpose of
the Epilogue is to give the strongest possible sanction to the
book and to bring its message home to the hearts and conseiences of the readers. The several parts of this paragraph
are loosely connected; the thought and the speakers whose
lCf, p. 771.
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words are given change abruptly. The angel who talks with
the Seer in the vision of the new Jerusalem (21 91I) here authenticates the revelations given in the book, v. 6 a; the Seer himself affirms the revelation to have been given by angelic agency
at the bidding of God, the inspirer of the prophets, v. 6 b; the
Lord's own words are given, with his own voice as it were he
proclaims his advent near, v. 7 a-the central thought of the
book; the Apocalyptist declares the blessedness of those who
heed the prophecies of the book, v. 7 b. The author of the
book vouches for his direct personal knowledge of what is recorded therein and shows how the angel affirmed his prophetic
rank, vv. 8-'9. The angel, vv. 10-11, the Lord himself, vv.
12-13, and the Apocalyptist, vv. 14-15, announce the nearness of
the advent with its accompaniment ofdoom and reward. The
Lord, again speaking with his own voice, proclaims himself, in
his office as Messiah and introducer of the approaching day of
God, to be the sender of this message to the churches, v. t6;
and the Spirit and the Church in response lift up their prayer
for his coming, v. 17. The author affixes a solemn warning
against perversion or evasion of the teaching of his prophecy,
vv. 18-19; he repeats the Lord's promise of his advent, and
utters his own responsive prayer, v. 20; he then closes with the
usual epistolary benediction, v. 21.

VIII.

PERMANENT

AND

TRANSITORY

ELEMENTS IN THE

APOCALYPSE DISTINGUISHED

It has been shown above 1 that the purpose of the Apocalypse
as immediately determined by the circumstances of the period
in which it was written, and its essential character as a • Tract
for the Times,' must be kept constantly in mind in seeking to
ascertain its meaning. And as we read it, we find that the
writer was influenced in every chapter by the thoughts and
forms characteristic of traditional apocalyptic. But as the
centuries advanced beyond his time, the face of the world
changed. Emperor-worship (so important an integral factor
lPp. 208 ff.
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in the origin and contents of the book), with all it represented
as regards imperial hostility to the Church passed away, governmental persecution ceased, Christianity gained a footing as
the recognized religion of the State. What seemed the paramount dangers to the Church, when the Apocalypse was
written, no longer existed. The question then arises, has the
book a meaning and value for another age, our own for example,
in which the circumstances of society, and the needs and perils
of the Church are very different? Has it a meaning that can
be expressed in language which does not employ the conceptions, imagery and terms of the apocalyptic writings? The
very closeness with which its own time is aimed at in its contents would seem to render it irrelevant to a time altogether
dissimilar. No doubt as a document of a bygone and most
interesting era in history, it is of extraordinary value. But
what is its practical value for the faith and conduct of another
age? The question is complicated by the fact that its predictions, forming as they do the principal part of its contents,
were to a large extent not fulfilled. Rome was not destroyed,
Nero did not return, Antichrist did not appear, the millennium
was not set up, the End with its stupendous events has not
come. The clue to the solution of these difficulties, leading to
the separation of a permanent element from the temporary and
formal, is found in the real nature and characteristics of prophecy in general.

The Apocalypse as a work of prophecy. The office of the
prophet, in abeyance for some centuries but brought back
again in one of the greatest of the order, John the Baptist,l
forms one of the established ministries for the 'building up of
the body of Christ.' 2 But while there were prophets in the
apostolic Church and prophetic elements in the New Testament writings generally, the Apocalypse stands alone as a distinctively prophetic book. Here the author claims the name
of prophet and emphasizes his special commission from God, as
the bearer of an inspired message to the Church ; 3 his stand'Mt. nn, H.
2 Cf. Eph. 35, 411, 1 Co. 1228, 14 passim, Ac. 1582, Rev. 166, 18!!0, al.
3 229, 10'1, 1'· ll, 19, 226, 8, 16,
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ing characterization of the book is 'words of prophecy.' 1 In
keeping with these claims the book is seen to be parallel in its
fundamental character with the Old Testament prophecies.
All alike belong to a time of stress, or special emergency ; their
message relates to the cause of God as one with the cause of
his people in the crisis of the age ; the messengers announce
themselves as specially commissioned speakers from God.
Their prophecy is first of all directed to the spiritual condition
of God's people, warning them of their duty and arraigning
them for their failures. On the other hand it encourages their
hopes and steadfast activity through the promise of triumph,
which God has in store for them in the near future. The fact
that the prophecy of the Revelation is in the apocalyptic form
does not differentiate it in its essential nature from those of the
Old Testament. 2 And there is no more ground for questioning the reality of the mission from God in the case of our
author, than in that of these older prophets. It is interesting
to notice in this connection that the author does not, like other
apocalyptists, deliver his message under an assumed name.
A true prophet came in his own person, spoke in his own character as directly sent by God- his personality was important.
And so the writer of our book is too clearly conscious of his
missson as a prophet to admit of his putting his message in any
anonymous or pseudonymous form ; he speaks to the readers
as the John well known to them, while he is careful to show
his credentials attesting his true prophetic office. 3
Certain canons of prophecy and their application to the Apocalypse.
The grouping of the Revelation in this broad class with the prophetic writings of the Old Testament gives certain valuable helps
regarding the nature and form of the message. The contents
of Old Testament prophecy, the character of its predictions,
and the light thrown in that epoch and especially in the New
Testament age upon their fulfillment or non-fulfillment, enable
us to deduce a few simple canons for the right understanding
of prophecy in general, which are applicable to the Revelation,
and are of the utmost value in solving the difficulties mentioned
above and in determining the permanent significance of the
113, 227,10,18-19.

2Cf. p. 168.

8 p, 9tr, 228-10, 16.
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book. (1) The contents of a prophetic message are determined
by the circumstances, the needs, and the dominant religious
conceptions of the age to which it is addressed ; for the message is always designed to accomplish God's work in a particular historical situation. It is true that underlying all
prophecies are certain truths regarding the character of God
and his will which are in themselves independent of historical
circumstances.
But these are always apprehended by the
prophet through the media of the .conditions of his own time.
Such limitations are not only a necessary result of the limitations of all human agencies employed by God; they are also
essential for the very purpose of the prophet's mission, which
is to arouse God's people to their religious duty in the special
emergency arising, and to assure them of God's good purpose
for his ·kingdom of the future. In the Old Testament period
the prophecies are inseparably bound up with certain political
and local institutions and ideas; Israel is the people of God
and beloved by him, while the nations, Edom, Assyria, Babylon,
and the others, are his enemies and hated by him; 'I have loved
Jacob, but Esau I hated' (Mal. 1 2) ; Palestine is the country,
Jerusalem the capital of God's kingdom soon to be established
in splendor; salvation is deliverance from the oppressing foreign nations ; to Israel the subject peoples of the earth will
pay homage; the future king is an idealized descendant of
David, who ·will have the uttermost parts of the earth for his
possession and break the nations with a rod of iron. In the
course of Israel's history, with its varying internal conditions
and its varying relations to foreign powers, it happens that
sometimes one of these factors, sometimes another, comes more
to the front in the national life and becomes the predominant
theme in the prophecy of that epoch. 'At one time the idea of
the congregation of Jehovah appeared as the ruling idea in the
contents of the prophetic consciousness, at another time the
kingdom of God, again the theocratic kingship, again the priesthood, again the abiding presence of God in the temple ' (Riehm
130). Now these ideas are not with the prophets figures or
allegories of a coming spiritual kingdom, of the Church and the
Christian life. They are held literally and form an essential
part of the subject to which the contents of the prophecy
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relate. But in the light of later history, and especially of the
New Testament revelation, it is easy to s13e that these factors
are temporary, that they do not form part of the ideal, universal, truth contained in the prophetic message. The contemporaries of the prophet could apprehend the permanent
only through these transitory embodiments. The Christian
reader makes the distinction. In the New Testament era the
change in the idea of the kingdom of God, its place, its people,
its destinies, its Savior and. King, brings with it a vast change
in the contents of prophecy; and there runs through the New
Testament a prophetic element conformed to these Christian
ideas. It is not necessary to illustrate this characteristic of
Christian prophecy, or to point out the general agreement in
this respect of the Revelation with the other books. But in
the New Testament also the same law holds as elsewhere
regarding the contents of prophecy- the topic to which a
. prophetic utterance relates is determined by existing conditions and beliefs. Now the gaze of the apostolic Church was
turned intently to the future and the Lord's return, its outlook was eagerly eschatological. Therefore its fortunes, its
struggles, fears, and hopes were viewed from the standpoint of
its eschatological expectations. The elements of its eschatology
were however in many instances suggested by Jewish apocalyptic ideas belonging to the times in the midst of which Christian expectations took form. Thus it comes about that there
appear in Christian prophecy factors which, however much
modified, are a product of Jewish eschatology. Naturally such
elements play a large part in the Revelation, though they occur
elsewhere; compare especially the eschatological discourses in
the Gospels, also 2 Thess. 21- 10, 2 Pet. 37-13 • Here belong in
our book the following: the prophecy of Antichrist with his
demonic powers, his world-wide tyranny, his blasphemous claim
of divinity; the coming of the warrior-Messiah with the armies
of heaven to destroy Antichrist; the elaborate programme of
pre-messianic plagues; the representation of the hostility of the
world-monarchy to the people of God as a direct agency of
Satan in his warfare against God; the renewal of the earth and
the heavens; perhaps other prophecies also may be added to
this class. It is important to observe, that these factors consti-
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tute not a form or symbol but the actual contents of the respective prophecies. They are the historical element, that which is
furnished by contemporary thought and experience. And as
such they are to be distinguished from the great spiritual truths
of God's eternal purposes in the world, his mighty control of the
movements of human society, to work out his gracious will for
the sons of men. These latter are the elements of permanent
meaning in the prophecy. The former, as springing out of the
accidents of contemporaneous history, as the media through
which our Prophet seizes his divine revelation, may safely be
regarded as circumstantial and transitory; like the national
and local ideas of the Old Testament prophets they do not
possess final validity. The remark of Davidson (Hast. IV.
126) is especially appropriate here : 'Prophecy while maintaining its spiritual principles unchanged from age to age, by substituting one embodiment of these principles for another age
after age, seems itself to instruct us how to regard these embodiments and constructions. They are provisional and transient. They sustain the faith and satisfy the religious outlook
of their day, but they have no finality.'
(2) Many predictions of the prophets were not fulfilled.
The central significance of prophecy is found not in the prediction of coming events of history, but in revealing the truth
of God. Yet since the truth thus declared by the prophet
always has its bearing, in practical and moral aspects, on the
future as well as the present of God's purposes, the prophet is
also a foreteller. And his predictions, that God will deal with
men according to their character and conduct, are unerringly
verified. The profoundest meaning of the prophetic message
as a whole is fulfilled In Christ. Also important historic
events, especially of the near future, are foretold; for example,
the return of Israel from exile, Jer. 29 10 ti·; the deliverance of
Jerusalem from the army of Sennacherib, Is. 37 33 II. ; the fall
of Babylon, Jer. 50-51. On the other hand the instances of
unfulfilled predictions are numerous. Most familiar among
such are the announcements of the great eschatological crises
as near, and the pictures of the reign of David's son in an
earthly kingdom of glory, over a people enriched with every
felicity. Also in the forecast of events of a more ordinary
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kind, a comparison of the prophecies with subsequent history
shows the lack of correspondence to be frequent. A few examples will suffice : the Egyptians were not carried off captive by the Babylonians (Jer. 46), nor by the Assyrians (Is.
20); the Jews, restored from exile, did not gain possession of
Edom, Gilead, and Philistia (Ob. vv. 18-20); Judah did not
take captive the inhabitants of Tyre, Sidon, and Philistia
(Joel 3 4- 8) ; Tyre was n:ot laid waste by the Assyrians and
after forty years restored to her prosperity to consecrate
her wealth to Jehovah (Is. 23). The announcement in many
prophecies that the great events of the End were near is
attributed by many scholars to what is called the perspective
character of prophecy; the prophet is conceived to overlook the
intervening ages just as one overlooks the low-lying intervals
in a landscape and views a distant mountain as near. 1 This
simile, ho>vever, does not remove the actuality of the error, the
observer of the landscape really supposes the mountain to be
near. The illusion- not irreverently may we call it so- in
the prophet's case seems rather to spring from his vivid perception of God's presence and work in the crisis of his day;
he sees God operating mightily in the great world-movements
taking place, he sees the moral connection of these movements
with the progress of God's Kingdom, and forgetting the slowness of moral advance, he passes inevitably to the inference
that the final goal is now about to be reached.
It is proper to observe that in some instances the failure of a prediction
is apparent rather than real. It is sometimes clear that the fulfillment of
the prophecy was conditional, dependent on the future conduct of those addressed. Jonah's unqualified declaration that Nineveh should be destroyed
in forty days, 34, was annulled by the repentance of the Ninevites. Micah
predicted unconditionally that Jerusalem should be plowed as a field, 312;
but Hezekiah's repentance averted the fulfillment of the words, Jer. 2619.
This conditional character in certain predictions, which though uttered
absolutely were intended to work a moral change, and therefore left their
fulfillment in suspense, is directly asserted by Jeremiah, 186- 10, and it
doubtless belongs to many cases, where the issue does not correspond with
the utterance. Another class of predictions only apparently showing error
in the prophet occurs in the details of certain prophetic descriptions. As
in similes and parables the essential thought is often for the sake of greater
1

Cf. Orelli, 33.
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vividness developed by features having no separate applicability and intended only to fill out the picture, so the prophecy of a coming event is
sometimes given, not in a simple, concrete statement of the fact, but in an
idealized picture drawn in detail with traits suggested by ordinary experience. Thus the atrocities and devastation foretold in the prediction of
Babylon's fall in Is. 1317-18 were according to Babylonian records not actually realized, but they are such as often occurred in the sacking of a city;
what the prophet has in view is the capture of the city in a siege, and he
elaborates his portrayal of it by the use of these common accessories. Similarly the minute geographical chart of the Assyrian march against Jerusalem, Is. 102 8- 32, is only an ideal sketch of the ways open to such an army
of invaders. The predicted ignominious treatment of J ehoiakim's dead
body, Jer. 2219, 3630 , not verified by the event (2 Ch. 361°; cf. LXX. 36 8),
is a touch taken from the frequent savagery of a conqueror and is added
to make vivid the prophecy of the king's death. But while it is necessary
in even the briefest notice of the fulfillment of prophecy not to overlook
these classes of predictions whose non-verification is only apparent, yet
these constitute only a small number in comparison with those which must
be admitted not to have been realized in fact.

The effort to avoid a supposed difficulty in such unfulfilled
predictions by taking them as figurative or allegorical is now
generally disallowed by scholars, because that explanation can
be applied to only a limited number, and does violence to the
prophet's evident intention to be understood literally. Equally
indefensible is the view that the prophecies in question look
forward to a time yet even now in the future, when they will
be fulfilled. The very nature of the prophet's message, as
addressed to a need in a crisis actually present with the readers, would make inappropriate an announcement belonging
only to a future indefinitely remote. It is true that the spiritual ideas regarding God's purposes and his dealings with men
may be realized at least partially again and again in the course
of history and at last perfectly in the End. But that is not
what the prophet evidently means in foretelling a definite concrete event as about to come. The prophecies regarding Assyria, Babylon, the restored glory of Jerusalem and Palestine,
cannot be fulfilled, because the circumstances of the world
which are presupposed cannot, we may undoubtedly say, arise
again. 'It is impossible that the evolution of the divine purpose can ever again be narrowed within the limits of the petty
world of which .Judah was the center, or Egypt and Assyria
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the extremes. . . . No sane thinker can seriously imagine for
a moment that Tyre will again become the emporium of the
world's commerce, or Jerusalem the seat of universal sovereignty. The forms in which Isaiah enshrined his spiritual
hopes are broken and cannot be restored ; they belong to an
epoch of history that can never return.' Smith, Prophets

337.
These unfulfilled prophecies, however, cause difficulty only
when we conceive the prophet to speak from a state, in which
he has often been compared to a musical instrument or a pen
in the hand of another. But the prophets of at least the age
of written prophecy are not so represented in the Scriptures.
Even in their ecstasies they retain their consciousness in activity. What St. Paul says of the Christian prophets is applicable to all : 'The spirits of the prophets are subject to the
prophets,' 1 Co. 14 32 • They are not moved mechanically in
either receiving or communicating truth. And they must hear
and utter God's word through the medium of forms which are
intelligible to themselves and to men in general. That which
is especially revealed to them, that which forms the true contents of their divine message, consists of spiritual truths to be
declared to men and the relation of these to the exigencies of
the time. The prophet beholds the social and political movements taking place about him in the light of the revelation
given to him. His supernaturally quickened perception may
sometimes show him the future in which the present must
issue; but his predictions must naturally be shaped by his
present. national and local circumstances, since it is through
these that he apprehends his special revelation from God.
While the final issue of God's will and purpose is made unmistakable to him, the precise manner in which this shall be accomplished is unknown to him ; often it could not be ccmprehended by him or by those whom he addresses. As he himself
sees the future in the aspect of an issue from his present, so he
must fashion his forecasts with this limited foresight. Therefore while his prophecy of the final outcome of God's will is
infallible, his pictures of future historical events in which he
looks for this realization of the divine purpose belong to his
circumscribed vision. The frequent failure of such historical
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predictions cannot therefore cause surprise, or raise real difficulty in the interpretation of prophecy.
It is well to notice the attitude of the prophets themselves
and of the New Testament writers toward an exact literal fulfillment of earlier prophetic utterances.
For example, the
messianic age was, according to the predictions of Isaiah, to
follow the downfall of Assyria ; second Isaiah placed it after
the destruction of Babylon, Daniel after the overthrow of the
Grreco-Syrian power, the Revelation a short time after the fall
of Rome. But the earlier prophet did not, because of the
prediction unverified in history, lose any of his authority with
his successors as an inspired messenger from God. The abiding truth regarding the kingdom of God revealed through the
prophets was accepted by the Church of the New Testament
era as independent of the local and temporal details given in
the Old Testament writings. It is clear that the prophet
himself did not make infallibility in his historical forecasts
essential to his office as the trustworthy announcer of the word
of God. This is seen in the unconcern with which the prophets
and their followers recorded earlier utterances which were
found to be at variance with after events. To quote again
from Robertson Smith,' It is plain from the very freedom with
which Isaiah recasts the details of his predictions from time to
time- adapting them to new circumstances, introducing fresh
historical or poetic motives, and canceling obsolete features in
his older imagery- that he himself drew a clear distinction between mere accidental and dramatic details, which he knew
might be modified or wholly superseded by the march of history, and the unchanging principles of faith, which he received
as a direct revelation of Jehovah himself, and knew to be
eternal and invariable truth' (Prophets 342).
The recognition of this element of fallibility in certain details
of prophecy due to the prophet's necessary relation to his
present, to his belief that the eternal ideals revealed to him are
about to be realized in forms growing out of the great worldmovements of his own day, furnishes an important factor in
the interpretation of the Revelation. The prediction of the
near downfall of the Roman world-power, the graphically
drawn picture of the destruction of the imperial city, the
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accession of a half-demonic world-tyrant (Antichrist) who
should soon be destroyed, and the immediate setting up of a
millennia! reign of the martyrs with Christ on earth, are predictions which history has not verified. But their failure cannot give difficulty in the study of the Revelation, as a book of
prophecy. They are similar in origin to the predictions given
by the Old Testament prophets in connection with the great
crises of their time. They enshrine great truths regarding the
kingdom of God; but the form in which the Apocalyptist saw
the truth realized, the form in which he has clothed his revelation, is derived from events and ideas belonging to an age now
past. That form is transitory, the truth is eternal. We now
distinguish the one from the other. We confidently believe in
the final realization of the divine ideal revealed ; on the other
hand, in view of what we see to be characteristic of prophecy,
we do not look for anything like a literal fulfillment of predictions shaped by the facts and conditions of a transient period
of history.
(3) In the above discussion it has perhaps been made sufficiently clear tliat the function of the prophet is not that of a
writer who shall tell beforehand the history of the future. But
it may be useful to speak more particularly of that point,
because of its value in guarding against some prevalent misinterpretations of the Apocalypse. In one sense the prophet
may be said to foresee the most distant end; he sees the certain
triumph of God's kingdom over all the powers of evil, the accomplishment of God's purpose of goodness for his children,
but he does .not know the time-' of that day and hour
knoweth no man'- though he supposes it to be near ; nor has
he any vision of the form, in which all will be actually realized,
or the far-off changes which must first take place in the world.
Political and social movements of the remote future are not of
interest in his immediate mission, and doubtless could not be
understood by him or by those to whom he speaks. ' The
Spirit of God can give certainty to the prophet concerning the
nearness of historical details only in the case of those which
stand in some immediate connection with the circumstances of
hiR preRent, not concerning those in which this is not the case ;
because for the apprehension of the latter there is entirely
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wanting in the prophet's consciousness every point of contact
which makes it possible for the apprehension to arise' (Riehm
104 f.). This is so because the inspiration of the prophet does
not work magically, but through the media of his own consciousness and understanding. And so while definite events of the
nearer future closely connected with his present, such as
those mentioned above (p. 296), are foreseen by the prophet,
the history of the distant future in which the cause of
God's kingdom must meet entirely new conditions remains
hidden. The operation of this law is abundantly illustrated on
the one hand in the fulfillment of predictions relating to persons
and kingdoms in the Assyrian, Babylonian, and other ages; on
the o.ther hand in the absence from the earlier writings of pictures of the exact historic conditions existing in the New Testament era.
The principle here stated of the prophet's inability to foresee incidental
details in a remote future appears to be contradicted by a considerable group
of passages found in the Gospels. It is there said of some act of the Lord's,
or other fact recorded in the narrative, that it is a fulfillment of a saying
of the prophets; e.g. Mt. 223, 414, 279 f·, Jno. 1288, 1525• Now while it is true
that the meaning of prophecy as a whole is summed up in Christ, yet that is
quite different from a foresight of particular occurrences in the life of Jesus.
Apart from those prophecies which may be said to contain general intimations of the character and work of the true Messiah, the specific Old Testament utterances referred to in these passages in the Gospels were not originally spoken as prophecies; e.g. the words quoted in Mt. 215, as predicting
the flight into Egypt, are in the original connection (Hos. 111) a statement
of the historic fact that Israel in the beginning had been delivered out of
Egypt; similarly in Jno. 318, the words quoted as predictive of Judas' baseness in betraying the Lord were uttered by the psalmist (419) in the midst of
a bitter experience and referred to a familiar friend who had become an
enemy. A certain verbal parallelism in such places led the New Testament
writer to see in the words a prophecy, according to the common Jewish view
which gave to every utterance and event recorded in the Old Testament a
meaning of unlimited scope, especially a prophetic meaning. The relation
of such utterances to their occasion, or to the context in which they occur,
was entirely disregarded. It is of course evident that such an interpretation
of the words of the Old Testament is not helpful in determining the scope
of prophecy.
A striking contradiction of the principle of limitation here
maintained has been supposed to be found in the words of Zechariah, 99 ,
literally describing the Lord's entry into Jerusalem just before his passion
(Mt. 211-9 ). Now the prophet's words are a part of his picture portraying
the Messiah as a king of peace; in a figure he describes him as coming, not
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in the pomp of a triumphal procession riding the war-horse, but in the lowly
guise of one who rides the beast of peaceful life. But Jesus, conscious of
his Messiahship and of the true nature of the Messiah, here deliberately
appropriates in action this familiar and distinctive characterization of the
messianic king, just as on other occasions he applies to himself delineations
understood to be messianic, e.g. Mt. 24 30 , 26 64, Lk. 417 1f·, 720- 23 • It would be
contrary to all analogy to suppose that Zechariah foresees this detail in the
Lord's doings, when its significance has already been abundantly shown in
the Lord's teaching.

The importance of apprehending this law of limitation in the
prophet's vision is at once apparent in the interpretation of the
Apocalypse; for it makes the fact clear, that the book is not a
prediction of the great movements in the world and the Church
in the later centuries of European history, or in the centuries
which are yet to come. The question as to how many of the
seals of the roll, if any, have yet been broken in the world's history, the attempt to find pictured in the visions such events as
the rise of Mohammedism, the usurpations of the papacy, the
Reformation, the great European wars, or to identify with figures
portrayed in the book well-known historic persons 1 - these and
many like inquiries all proceed from an utter misconception of
the character of prophecy. It is true that events more or less
parallel with the scenes here described have occurred in history,
and it is quite possible that others even more closely parallel
may occur in future ages; yet it is certain that these are not
the actual events which the Apocalyptist sees in his visions.
Nor are we justified in projecting his scenes into the still distant future hidden from him, and finding in his visions assurance
that there will yet come the strange figure of Antichrist; the
awful marvels of the plagues of the seals, of the trumpets and
the bowls; the establishment of a thousand years' reign of the
martyrs on earth ; the hosts of the world marshaled by Satan
in person for battle before an earthly citadel of the saints.
What the book does assure us of, as a genuine work of prophecy,
is the accomplishment, under other forms and through the ages,
of those eternal purposes of God regarding his kingdom, which
the Apocalyptist apprehended and proclaimed under the forms
here used.
1

Seep. 380.
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The prophecy of a divine intervention, by which the final crisis is introduced, is understood by many scholars to belong to this class of predictions
whose fulfillment is not to be expected. The coming of God and Christ
at the End with its attendant events of resurrection and judgment forms,
as is urged, a cataclysm at variance with the evolutionary process of history known to us, and also at variance with the teaching of Jesus in what
is assumed to be the original form of the parables which liken the Kingdom of heaven to growing seed- first the blade, then the ear, then the
full-corn-, to the grain of mustard seed, and to the leaven leavening the
three measures of meal (Mk. 4261f., Mt. 13 18- 83). Thus the catastrophic
establishment of the Kingdom by an objective coming of God in a return
of the Lord, which is the common teaching of New Testament eschatology,
is referred to the influence of traditional apocalyptic ; and the idea of a
spiritual coming extending through the ages is substituted. (For the
, Lord's teaching in these parables cf. Holtzm. Theol. I. 287 ff., Mathews
Mess. 67 ff., Wendt Teaching I. 369 ff.) But as regards this view it may
be said, that both natural science and history show the two procesl'\es, the
evolutionary and the catastrophic, not to be mutually exclusive; the former
is often only the preparation for the latter. So the New Testament views
the kingdom of God in two aspects, as always coming and on the other
hand as yet to come ( cf. p. 134 ). We have not sufficient data for affirming
positively that Christian prophecy is wrong' in attributing the final establishment of the kingdom to signal acts of God's intervention. In any
event the question as to God's manner of working out a result in a
future, which seems immeasurably remote, is not one of pressing practical
importance.

The Apocalypse to be read from the author's historical and
If the principles regarding the nature
literary standpoint.
and characteristics of prophecy in general as stated above are
well founded, we must first of all read the Apocalypse historically as we read for example an epistle of St. Paul. The
Apocalyptist, as we have seen, comes with his message to the
Church in the great crisis beginning near the end of the first
century, when the very existence of Christianity was threatened by the imperial government, when the emperor-worship
was coming into mortal combat with Christian worship, and
when persecution of the Christians unto death appeared imminent throughout the world. The Apocalyptist saw in these
movements the precursors of the Last Times, as did the
prophets of old in the threatenings of the Assyrians, the Babylonians, and other hostile nations. In these perils he sees himself sent by God to forewarn the Church, to exhort, and to give
assurance of the future. In a work whose subject is deter-
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mined by these circumstances and whose literary form is
shaped largely by prevalent conceptions and inherited apoca. lyptic imagery he shows that the long conflict between God
and Satan is now becoming intense in the warfare waged
against the Church by Satan's agents, the Roman emperors,
that it will continue till, like the hostile world-monarchies of
old, Rome is overthrown, and then that it will become still
more intense in the rule of Antichrist, who forms but the sum
and culmination of all that was most cruel and impious in his
forerunners, the emperors. The picture in conformity with
apocalyptic tradition shows series after series of marvelous
plagues sent upon the world as visitations of punishment and
warning.
But over against all this terribleness it shows
Christ, ever holding the Church in his hand, God surely working out his sovereign will, Satan overthrown, the saints redeemed in the eternal blessedness of the new Jerusalem. All
this the Apocalyptist has worked out in a unified composition
of wonderful power and majesty. With this origin and these
motives in mind we read the book as a kind of drama, or creation of ideal literature, in which every paragraph has its meaning with reference to the outcome of the whole. There are
passages which are remote from the facts of history and nature,
there are obscure passages; but it is not difficult to conceive
the Apocalyptist to be using all these as contributing to the
plan of his book and to his purpose. Thus we read the book
entirely from the author's standpoint, with his view of the significance of tlie events then taking place, with his understanding of the marvels and imagery of the book as factors in his
drama, with his anticipation of the future. As regards any
particular detail, we do not ask what event in future history
it denotes, but rather, adopting the author's understanding of
it, what office it performs in the plan of his work as a whole.
The book is thus viewed not so much in its parts as in its
unity, in the composition of which the author, after his own
manner, not ours, has chosen and disposed all the factors so as
to bear nearly or remotely on the climax of his theme- the
faithful people of God brought through all their conflicts,
through all the assaults of Satan, triumphant into the everlasting kingdom. An effort to show more fully the Apocalyptist's
X
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meaning in the respective parts and their relation to the whole
is made in the Commentary; see also the Summary, p. 255 :ff.

The permanent prophetic element in the Apocalypse. But
while we read the Apocalypse in its historical and literary aspects, we read it chiefly with its prophetic character in view;
for as a prophecy it has its message for all time. The conditions to which the Apocalyptist addressed his book passed away;
certain historical predictions failed. But there is no failure in
God's revelation. What was given to the Apocalyptist, what
is given to us in the book, is the permanent truth enshrined in
its transitory forms; and upon this depends its practical usefulness in any age, its own or ours. It would be presumptuous
to set forth as complete any statement of this underlying truth;
for new experiences must disclose new factors in a divine revelation. But if we view our book in the light of older prophecies
uttered in analogous crises and in the light of the general teaching of the New Testament, we can broadly summarize its leading elements somewhat as follows: the eternal God is through
all the movements of history, through all the course of the
world's empires, through all the ascendency of iniquitous powers,
surely working out his purpose to establish his reign of righteousness, peace, and blessedness ; the warfare waged by the
people of God against evil strongly intrenched in power must
at times become bitter in the extreme, demanding steadfastness
and readiness to sacrifice all, even life itself, but God's care for
his own is unfailing, they are sealed for a final deliverance in a
new and divine order; the Church is in the safe-keeping of its
divine Head who is ever present with it; punishment, warning,
and a call to repentance come to the enemies of righteousness
in the present course ·of the world, but in the end all opposing
forces of evil will be overthrown, and the faithful, redeemed,
will be admitted to the perfect life of union with God and their
Lord. But these truths and whatever else of divine revelation
is given to our Prophet are not apprehended by him in this
abstract form. As they were intended for immediate, practical
use, so they were seen and communicated concretely in connec,tion with their time. In. a later age, our own or one yet to
come, entirely different conditions in the world must call for a
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different, though perhaps not final, representation of the great
truths here embodied. The practical usefulness of the Apocalypse
becomes apparent in these permanent elements in it. Whereever in the condition of society at large, of the Church, and of
individual life, similar spiritual issues are involved, there these
fundamental truths are applicable and our book brings its practical message. The Church, whose vision reaches across the
ages, which in its consciousness of an endless life counts a
thousand years as one day, must always find encouragement
and inspiration in prophecies of the new Jerusalem, far off as
the fruition may be. But the hope of that consummation ceased
to be a power felt consciously and strongly by Christian people
in the events of their time, when the expectation that the end
was near passed away. With most Christians of to-day the
things of the eschatological kingdom are shadowy and rarely
thought of except in the vague trust that in some far-off reon
evil will cease and good will reign supreme. If the message of
the Revelation is to be used as a frequent source of practical
help in the present course of the world, it must be seen to be
more closely related to the conditions and emergencies of
familiar experience. But this help is to be sought not in its
supposed prediction of present events, but in the application of
its permanent truths in present situations to which they are
, relevant. In other words the book must be used as we use
' any other part of the Bible. We read these first of all historically, having in view the precise situation addressed and the
author's meaning as intended for that situation; but the general
truth thus apprehended we apply to all other cases in which it
is seen to give us instruction concerning God's will and our
own conduct. We draw from the Revelation its practical message as in the use of the epistles, the histories, the parables, or
any other parts of Scripture, which though written primarily
with reference to specific circumstances of another time, yet reveal universal truth.
This is not the place to speak at length
of the practical lessons given in the book; these are too manifold and must vary with varying contingencies. A few illustrations will suffice to indicate some of the classes of practical
applications to which the truths of the book properly lend
themselves. In every fierce conflict between good and evil it
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utters its twofold message of threatening and encouragement
to the combatants; to the warrior wearily fighting for the
right it opens a wonderful vision of God enthroned over all,
unfailingly controlling the destinies of the world and surely
bringing righteousness to a final, though perhaps long delayed,
victory. In all the perils of the Church, in its weaknesses and
its strength, in all the calamities threatening it, Christ is shown
to be with it, walking in the midst of its candlesticks and holding it in his hand. In vast catastrophes and disasters falling
upon men as if from an invisible hand, such as are seen in the
visions of the seals, the trumpets, and the bowls, are shown, if
not direct interventions of God, at least symbols of divine displeasure and revelations of an appointed cosmic order in which
natural calamities may serve a spiritual purpose. The book
taken as a whole is preeminently one for times of stress, in
which organized government with all its civil, military, and religious powers wages war upon right, as the Roman emperors
waged war upon Christianity. Perhaps in no event since the
age in which the Apocalypse was written has the essential character of its great conflict been more nearly paralleled than in
the world-war of the present century, the most gigantic struggle
between righteousness and governmental iniqui-ty known to
history. In this instance, among other parallelisms stands out
one, in which even the form is in part reproduced, the appalling
atrocities committed by one of the parties to the war in its
effort to destroy Armenian Christianity- atrocities committed
in the service of an emperor seeking to make himself a worldruler. Not that the Apocalyptist is for a moment to be understood as foreseeing this, or other historical wars of later times ;
'what he sees is one form of the war of might upon right; and
whenever that war arises in history, his revelation of God's final
arbitrament is directly relevant. To take another illustration
relative to movements in society, the book brings us a message
of assurance in one of the most common and disheartening results of moral conflict- the triumph of wrong. Here the
Apocalypse shows us that the Beast may hold sway till he has
filled up the course of his seven heads, that Antichrist may terrorize the world to the end of his reign, yet the cause of righteousness will at last prevail; thus it strengthens our struggling
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hope in the progress of the world. If we venture to look into
the future, it is not difficult to imagine other forms of conflict
arising in the control of society, in which the message of the
book will apply. We have ceased to expect the coming of Anti~
christ as a ruler holding sway over all the earth and opposing
God. To the ancient world the dreaded power hostile to God
and his people appeared embodied in the world~monarchs of the
time, and naturally the climax of such hostility was looked for
in a ruler who should sum up in his own person all the might
and wickedness of his predecessors. That expectation has
passed away. No emperor will again make himself a worlddominating power; no government will set itself the task of
exterminating the Church throughout the earth. But great
problems of social, industrial, and humanitarian right may arise,
very likely bringing righteousness into bitter conflict with
tyranny and iniquity, calling for our Prophet's exhortation to
courage and self-sacrifice and for his proclamation of divine
wrath and doom.
To these illustrations drawn from conditions in society and
the Church at large, might be added a quite different class of
examples, showing the practical usefulness of the book. It
brings aid to our vision, so dull in spiritual things, in that it
stirs our religious imagination by its wonderful picture of the
glory of God in the court of heaven, of the majesty of the ascended Christ, of the presence of the Holy Spirit in union with
the Father and the Son, and of the sublime worship. which the
whole universe of created intelligences offers before the throne
of God and the Lamb. It lightens up the darkness of the
world, to which we journey through death, by its splendid
visions of the blessedness of the saints before the throne and in
the new Jerusalem; for though these visions relate to the final
state of the redeemed, after the resurrection, in the kingdom of
the end, yet Christian imagination seizes upon them as in some
way symbolizing also the rest and peace of that state after
death which St. Paul foresees, when he speaks of 'having a
desire to depart and be with Christ, for it is very far better'
(Phil. 123). The warnings and promises of the seven epistles
touch practically the daily individual life in a wide round of
perils and duties. The whole portrayal of Satan's warfare
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against the Church, his devices, his mighty power, his final
doom, since these represent spiritual facts, can be legitimately
brought by the Christian reader into a practical relation to his
own spiritual experiences. Even the three great series of miraculous visitations may furnish him with a symbol of the disasters and devastation wrought by evil in the soul, and of the
poignant suffering of an offended conscience, at the same time
a symbol of the wrath that remembers mercy. These few illustrations can serve only to indicate lines along which practical
uses of the book may be found. When once we distinguish the
permanent religious truths given in it from the transient embodiment in which the Prophet apprehended and expressed
them, we perceive the wide range of their applicability, and
the book, often regarded as one of the least practical, becomes
one of the most practical books in the Bible.

IX.

THE THEOLOGY OF THE APOCALYPSE

The doctrine of God. In his being and attributes the God of
the Apocalypse is the same as elsewhere in the New Testament,
though attention is fixed more upon certain properties of his
character and withdrawn from others. He appears chiefly as
the Jehovah of the Old Testament, the eternal one, the almighty creator and ruler of the universe, the righteous judge,
the Holy One, whom all in heaven and earth must obey and
worship. He is not distinctly portrayed as the God who ' so
loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son '; it is nowhere in the book said ' God is love ' ; he is not in specific
words declared to love evBn the righteous. If we read the book
and compare it with other parts of the New Testament, viewing only the most outstanding features in the respective representations, it might appear to belong in its conception of God
to Hebrew rather than Christian thought; there might seem to
be truth in the statement that ' Its doctrine of God has no
exact parallel in the rest of the New Testament' (Swete
cliv). This view however leaves out of sight certain facts
essential to a comprehensive estimate. In the first place the
book is not concerned with the preaching of the gospel and
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the evangelizing of the world- in which God's love would be
emphasized-rather, it transports us to the end of the ages,
and the last attempts of Satan and his agents to destroy the
work of God in his children. As regards God's relation to the
unchristian world, its subject is the retribution which righteousness must inflict upon enemies remaining obdurately antagonistic to God. In so far then the thought is concentrated on
one aspect of God's character, to the incidental disregard of
others. Righteous judgment and wrath, from the nature of
the case, figure chiefly in the. portrayal of God. But in this
the book does not differ fundamentally from representations of
the God of the Last Times given in other writings of the New
Testament. The difference consists in the great.er amplitude
of the picture, in keeping with the nature of the book. The
character of God as manifested in the end is set forth summarily by St. Paul in precisely the same traits ; 'Or despisest
thou the riches of his goodness and forbearance and long suffering? . . . but after thy hardness and impenitent heart, treasurest up for thyself wrath in the day of wrath and revelation
of the righteous judgment of God; who will render to every
man according to his works, unto them that are factious and
obey not the truth, but obey unrighteousness, shall be wrath
and indignation, tribulation and anguish.' Ro. 24 - 9• Similar
are the representations given in the parables of the wedding
feast (Mt. 227• 12 f"), of the ten virgins (Mt. 2512), of the pounds
(Lk. 1927), and in the eschatological discourse of the Gospels
(Mt. 24 28 • 30 ). As declaring the attribute of unrelenting wrath
against the obdurate in: the character of God cf. also Jno. 3 36,
939, 124o, 1 Pet. 4 17 f·, 2 Pet. 24- 9, Jude, v. 15; see also p. 160.
In the second place, the love of God for his people, and his relation of fatherhood toward them, though not declared in express terms, are throughout contained in his attitude toward
them and his acts in their behalf. It may be remarked that
the actual word love, as applied to God's love for his children
or mankind at large, does not occur in the Synoptists. That
idea is expressed there by fatherhood, e.g. Mt. 5 45, while in
the Fourth Gospel the latter term is almost wholly displaced
by the former ; but in both the fact is explicit apart froni the
precise words used. So in the Apocalypse the loving care of
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God for his people is as clearly manifested as his wrath against
their enemies. In fact his righteous judgment inflicted on the
latter is but the converse of his love for the former, and is in
effect so characterized; cf. 11 18, 166 f., 19 2, 69 1f.. The establishment of the perfected kingdom in the renewed world, to which
every event in the book looks forward, has for a part of its purpose the reward of those whom God loves, 11 18 , 2:2 12 • And this
love is revealed in manifold details in the course of the book.
The following will serve as sufficient illustration : the perfect
oneness of God and Christ in all the moral motives exhibited
in the book makes the declared love of Christ for the saints
(15, 39• 19, c£. 312) an expression of God's love. God protects
and delivers the saints in the distresses and perils, 71-8, 126• 14 • 16 ;
he will release them from all sorrow and pain, 716£., 214; they
shall have the immediate access of priests to his presence and
shall share in his throne, 1 6 , 5 10, 20 6 ; they shall dwell with him
and he with them, he will be their God and they his sons,
21 3• 7 , 22 4 • But more than this, God's compassion even towards
his enemies is not without trace in the book; see pp. 554, 569.
It is evident then that the difference between the Apocalyptist
and the other New Testament writers lies not in an essential
difference of view regarding God, but in the emphasis which
the very nature of his book causes him to lay on certain aspects
of the divine character. And it follows that we cannot find
here decisive indicia bearing on the question of the author's
identity with any other New Testament writer.

The doctrine of Christ. As is natural in a book of the Last
Things the person and activities of Christ are chiefly those of
the risen One. Apart from his function as the bearer of testimony, that is, as revealer, which is a general term comprehending his activity after, as well as before, his resurrection,
there is no specific reference to his earthly course, except to his
death. But the book stands alone in its vivid revelations of
the glorified Christ. While its doctrine does not in its essential significance go beyond that of the Fourth Gospel, where
the divinity of the Logos and the eternal glory of the Son are
plainly declared (e.g. 1 1 f., 17 5) or beyond the teaching of Paul
(e.g. Col. 29 , Phil. 2 6 ), yet nowhere else are found these won-
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derful scenes revealing to the eye and ear the majesty of
Christ's ascended state, and these numerous utterances expressing in terms applicable to God alone the truth of his
divine nature and power. He is seen in the first vision in a
form having the semblance of man, yet glorified with attributes by which the Old Testament writers have sought to portray the glory of God; his hair is white as snow, his face
shines with the dazzling light of the sun, his eyes are a flame
of fire, his voice as the thunder of many waters; he announces
himself as eternal, as one who though he died is the essentially
living One, having all power over death, 113- 18. He appears
in the court of heaven as coequal with God in the adoration
offered by the highest hosts of heaven and by all the world,
56-14. He is seen coming forth on the clouds as the judge and
arbiter of the world, 14 14- 16. Wearing crowns and insignia
which mark him as King of kings and Lord of lords, he leads
out the armies of heaven to the great battle with Antichrist,
1911-21. In keeping with these scenes, attributes and prerogatives understood to belong to. God only are assigned to him
either alone or as joined with God; he is the Alpha and
Omega, the first and the last, the beginning and the end,
2213, 117, 28- a designation which God also utters of himself,
1s, cf. Is. 44 6, 48 12 ; worship is offered to him in common with
God, 710, 513_a worship which angelic beings are forbidden
to receive, 191°; doxologies are raised to him as to God, 16;
the throne of God is his throne, the priests of God are his
priests, 321, 221, 20 6 ; life belongs essentially to him as to God,
compare 118 with 4 9• 10. It is not necessary to add further illustration of the divine nature attributed to him by the Apocalyptist. In some instances the writer might seem to identify
Christ with God without difference of person; and for the
most part in the representations mentioned above the idea of
a 'subordination' of the Son to the Father seems to be absent.
But it is certain that the author does not confuse the person
of Christ with the person of God, and equally certain that
no Jewish or Christian writer thinks of a plurality of
Gods.
On the other hand there is a second class of passages which must be brought into comparison with those given
above, if we are to gain a full view of the Apocalyptist's
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Christology. Christ is designated the Son of God, 218 ; God
is his Father, 16, 227, 35• 21, 141; God is his God, 32• 12 ; he receives his power to rule from God, 227; the revelation which
he sends through the Prophet he receives from God, 11• The
problem presented by these two conceptions of Christ, apparently irreconcilable, is that which appears in the New Testament generally. In the Fourth Gospel two distinct lines of
thought are dominant: 'The Word was God,' 11, and 'The
Father is greater than I,' 1428 • So with St. Paul; compare
the declaration, 'being on an equality with God,' Phil. 26 , with
that of 1 Co. 11 3, 'The head of Christ is God.' The two conceptions of the person of Christ had come to be held singly
yet clearly, but there appears as yet no attempt to reconcile
them. The idea of 'subordination ' was inseparable from the
Lord's incarnate life and mediatorial work; the fact of his
divine exaltation came to be apprehended ·in that process
through which the Spirit guides the Church into truth. The
writers of the New Testament are prophets of a spiritual revelation, not philosophic theologians, and they do not betray
difficulty in holding the two views of the person of Christ in
conjunction, without a clearly defined doctrine of unity. But
they furnish the foundation truths upon which the Church at
a later date based its precise definition of two natures in one
person.
It is worth while to notice the Apocalyptist's use of personal
names in designating Christ. In the prologue and the epilogue
(P-8, 226-21) he uses the customary names, Jesus, Jesus Christ,
or Lord Jesus. In the body of the work (1 9-225), the usual
designation is the Lamb. Setting aside some passages where
the 'testimony of Jesus' is mentioned,- a phrase in which
reference may be made to Christ in both his earthly and his
heavenly state (!9· 2dcase, 1217,1412,17 6 ,1910, 204), we find in this
part of the book the name Jesus or Christ in only five places
(19,lstcase, 1115, 1210, 20 4•Christ,s) and in these reference is made
to the risen Christ. Once Lord occurs and refers to the earthly
Christ, 11 8• In all other cases, 28 in all, the Lamb is used, and
almost without exception (the two exceptions, 714, 1211 , are perhaps not really such) designates the risen Christ, though in
Rome instances allusion is at the same time made to the redeem-
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ing death which had preceded the glorified state (5 6• 9• 12, 138).
It will be seen then that the standing personal name which the
Apocalyptist uses for the glorified Christ is the Lamb. This
is the name given to him in the most august scenes. As the
object of the worship offered by the hosts of heaven and earth,
chapts. 4-5 ; as the unveiler of the destinies of the ages, chapts.
5-6; as one enthroned, before whom and to whom the redeemed
render the praise of their salvation, 79 ff·; as the controlier of
the book of life, 13 8 ; as the Lord of the hosts on mount Zion,
141 ; as the victor over the hosts of Antichrist, 1714 ; as the
spouse of the glorified Church, 197; as the temple and light of
the new Jerusalem, 2122 r. ; as the sharer in the throne of God,
221,- Christ is called the Lamb. Nowhere in the occurrence of
the name is there evident allusion to the figure of meekness and
gentleness in suffering. But when the thought turns back to
the redemption which the risen Christ had previously wrought
by his death and to the results of his death in the victory
gained by the saints and in their spotlessness before God, the
Lamb is the only name given to Christ ( 56• 9• 12, 714, 1211, 138).
In this last connection the figure is clearly that of the Lamb as
an atoning sacrifice, and is parallel with what is probably
the correct interpretation of the words of the Fourth Gospel,
'Behold the Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin of the
world,' Jno. 1 29• 36 • The application to Christ of this figure of
the Lamb as an atoning sacrifice is not common in the New
Testament; outside of the passages in the Revelation and the
Fourth Gospel mentioned above it occurs only once, 1 Pet. 1 19 ;
the thought in the figure of the paschal lamb, 1 Co. 5 7 is different.
The representation of the Messiah as a lamb in
Enoch 90 3 8, Test. Jos. 19 is not parallel with our author's use ;1
though it is possible that, as some suppose, there may have
existed in popular apocalyptic a portrayal of the triumphant
Messiah under the figure of a lamb. Yet it is altogether improbable that there could have been connected with such a representation the idea of a redeeming sacrifice. Whatever be the
source of the application of the figure to the triumphant Christ,
whether originating with the Apocalyptist himself, or adapted
by him from the sacrifice of the incarnate Christ, or from some
1

See Com. 56,
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current imagery, the scope of his use of the figure as a whole is
significant as characteristic of his mode of thinking about the
person of Christ. The Lamb is the Christ in the highest
exaltation of his divine glory; he is likewise the Christ who
has suffered death to redeem a people unto God. The glorified
Christ and the Lamb that had been slain are not thought of
apart from each other; and the Apocalyptist is not conscious of
any antinomy; there is no trace of an effort to introduce a
mediating unity. The exaltation viewed as a reward of the
humiliation, as in Phil. 2Bf., might seem to be hinted at, as for
example in the words, •As I also overcame and sat down with
my Father in his throne,' 321, but this thought is not brought in
anywhere distinctly, as indicating cause and effect.

The doctrine of the Holy Spirit. The Apocalypse cannot be
said to present essential divergence from the· Pauline Epistles
and the Fourth Gospel in its doctrine of the Spirit, though his
operations are not so much emphasized in our book, nor made so
specific. The same problems arise here regarding the personality of the Spirit, and his relations to God and Christ. The
Spirit appears to be conceived as a person, and as such to be
distinguished from God in the invocation of grace and peace
from him, 14, also in the seven Spirits before the throne of God,
4 6, and perhaps in the utterance added to that of the voice from
heaven, 1413 • The designation seven Spirits for the one Spirit
is due to the symbolism adopted by the author; see Com. 1 4 •
In like manner the distinction from Christ is seen in the invocation, 14 t., in the Spirit's prayer addressed to Christ for his
coming, 22 17. It is not to be expected that the personality of
the Spirit should be so distinctly conceived and expressed as
that of Christ whose incarnate life gives force to the idea of his
person.
The Apocalyptist's conception of the unity of the
Spirit with God and Christ is shown distinctly. The Spirit is
God's Spirit, 3 1, 46, 5 6• He is also the Spirit of Christ, Christ
hath the seven Spirits of God, hath the seven eyes which are
the seven Spirits of God, 31, 56 ; at the close of each of the
seven epistles Christ, the speaker, though naming the Spirit as
if another person, identifies him with himself; the words which
he gives as his are called the words of the Spirit. This con-
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ception of identity and yet of distinction in the persons of God,
Christ, and the Spirit is the same as that expressed by St. Paul,
Ro. 89- 11 • But when we speak of the processes of personification, identification, and distinction, we do not attribute to the
author the completeness and precision of a later mode of thinking. The Apocalyptist does not feel difficulty in a certain
personalizing of the Spirit, as distinct from God and Christ,
while holding to the unity of God; the relation of his conceptions of God, Christ, and the Spirit to one another and to the
oneness of the divine being presented no problem to his
thought, or the thought of that age. It is inconceivable that
he should have viewed the Father, the Son, and the Spirit as
three distinct and coordinate Gods ; it is equally clear that he
placed Christ and the Spirit in an order above the highest
angelic beings, above all created existences. These truths of
religious faith which the Apocalyptist held singly, without the
consciousness that there was needed a ·principal of unity, took
form subsequently, when the Church entered upon the task of
more precise theological statement, in the doctrine of the three
persons in the unity of the Godhead. The principal office of
the Spirit spoken of in the Apocalypse is that of revealer and
inspirer. The ecstasies in which the prophetic visions are
opened to the seer are due to his operations, 110, 4 2, 173, 2110.
He is the organ of Christ's message to the churches in the seven
epistles, • Hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches,' chapts.
2-3 passim; and the same thought underlies the words of 2216,
as also the statement regarding God's revelation, 22 6• The
Spirit is the inspirer of the prophets, 1910 ; and in one instance
he stands as the intercessor for the Church, 22 17, cf. Ro. 827.
The renewing and sanctifying influence of the Spirit, made
prominent in the Fourth Gospel and St. Paul (e.g. J no. 35-s,
7asr., Gal. 522 r·), is not directly mentioned in the Apocalypse.
If, however, the allusion to the water of life, 22 1• 17, be interpreted by J no. 738 r., that thought may be contained there.
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Both the subject matter and the form of the Apocalypse are
. such that the book lends itself easily to various methods of
interpretation. The author is commissioned to write of things
which shall come to pass after the date of his writing (11 9) ;
and though the command includes also things belonging to
his own present, 'the things that are,' yet these are viewed
chiefly in their relation to the future. Prediction, therefore,
becomes the most prominent characteristic of the book; and
that which is predicted is given in the form of visions unfolded
in an intricate series, with stupendous imagery, with vast
movements in heaven and earth, with strange figures passing
across the scene, with typical numbers and names, and with
all the mysteriousness of the unreal world. Very rarely does
the writer translate what is seen into the language of plain,
realistic definition. Naturally then there is great room for ·
fanciful explanations, and many hard questions arise regarding
the meaning of the whole and its several parts to which manifold answers have been given. Do the Seer's visions relate to
events which are to culminate in his own immediate future,
or does he survey the whole destiny of the Church and the
world as it is unfolded in the course of history; or still again,
do all his predictions await the last great days for their fulfillment? Are the events foretold to be understood as actual,
visible facts, or are they but symbols of spiritual truths and
experiences? Do the visions of the seals, the trumpets, and
the bowls give three parallel representations of the same events
(the so-called Recapitulation exegesis), or do they form a continuous series each leading up to what follows? Is the reign
of the thousand years a kingdom to be established on earth,
or is it only a spiritual condition; did it begin with Christ's
earthly life, or with the conversion of the Roman empire, or is
it whollyin the future? Who orwhat isthe Beast; is he a
person, a world-ruler, or the Roman pontiff, or some great
heretic and enemy of the faith, or is he only the personification
of all wickedness in its hostility to God and his Church? Are
the seven heads certain great historical kings, or great em-
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pires that have succeeded one another in history, or are they
symbols of evil forces in the spiritual world? What is the
significance of the strange numbers employed? Is the great
harlot the city of Rome, pagan or papal, or the capital city
of the world~kingdom at some future period, or an apostate
Church? These are some of the questions which have exer~
cised the ingenuity of interpreters in the course of the centuries, and the answers given have been determined by various
influences, especially by the circumstances, political or ecclesiastical, of the interpreter's time, by his general attitude
toward the interpretation of Scripture, by his view of prophecy
and inspiration, by his theory of the critical analysis of the
book, and by the peculiar characteristics of apocalyptic literature to which the book belongs. No attempt is made here to
survey the vast body of literature which in the course of time
has been occupied with the subject; it is rather the aim of the
present -paragraph merely to present the views of those interpreters who have most influenced their own and later times,
and thus to trace in a brief outline the more important steps
in the interpretation of the Revelation through the different
periods of its history and in its different systems.l
(1) The first four centuries. For the purposes of the outline
here intended it is convenient to group together the interpre~
ters of the first four centuries. Like 'every scripture inspired
of God' the Apocalypse was certainly meant to be to those to
whom it first came 'profitable for teaching' (2 Tim. 316), and
so the writer must have counted on its being understood in its
chief lessons. Doubtless the readers had already been instructed orally in such eschatological teaching as appears in
the Gospel record of our Lord's words, and in the epistles;
and if so, they possessed the norm guiding them to the general
understanding of a book which likewise told of the approach
of the 'times of the Gentiles,' 'the messian~c woes,' and of the
near appearing of Christ in his kingdom, a book which also
warned and encouraged the Church in view of what was
1 On· the history of the interpretation of the A poe., cf. Liicke II. 951 ff.,
Bleek, Vorlesungen 28 ff., Elliott, Horae Apoc. Vol. IV., Bousset, Kom. 49 ff.,
Charles, Studicil 1 ff.
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coming on the earth. That there is much in it which was not
understood by them or misunderstood, can hardly be doubted,
but the monitions to preparedness and steadfastness, the revelations of hope and comfort, were clear; and as long as the
eschatological expectations of the apostolic age continued
active, the Church was not altogether far from the author's
thought in the understanding of the book; but as that expectation died away, or was transformed, the Church entered
into a wilderness of wandering in its conception of this portion
of Scripture, from which it is only in recent years escaping
through the rise and rigorous application of the historical
method of study ( cf. p. 2).
Justin Martyr. The first post-apostolic writer who refers
directly to the Revelation is Jus tin Martyr. He asserts (Dial.
c. Tryph. 81) that it teaches a literal millennial kingdom of
the saints to be established in Jerusalem, and after the thousand years the gene:ral resurrection and judgment. And it
is evident from the scope of his argument that this was the
common view in the middle of the second century. In this
respect at least he takes the book in a realistic sense. To the
other prophecies he makes no allusion. 1
Irenmus. Although Irem'eus did not write a commentary
on the Revelation, he makes frequent use of it, giving an interpretation of many of its representations. 2 Like Justin he
finds in the book the doctrine of chiliasm, that is, of an earthly
millennial kingdom; Christ will come and after the conquest
over Antichrist and his hosts, will set up his kingdom in a renewed Jerusalem, where the saints will reign with him in
blessedness 1000 years, as the beginning of the incorruptible life in final glory. Then will follow the general resurrection, the judgment, and the renewal of the world. The Beast,
Antichrist, is a person springing out of the tribe of Dan, in
whom will be concentrated all world-power and all apostasy and
hostility to God's people. While in the mind of Iremeus the
Roman empire embodies the world-power hostile to God, and
he sees its dissolution predicted among the events preceding
1 The supposition based on Jerome De vir. illust. 9 that Justin and Iremeus
wrote commentaries on the Apoc. is generally rejected. Cf. Liicke II. 558 :ff.
2 See especially .Adv. Hror. V.
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the advent of Christ, he does not identify Antichrist with any
known Roman emperor.
He suggests AaTetvo'i', Latinus,
among possible explanations of 666, the number of Antichrist's
name, but rejects it as he does all other precise names, interpreting the number in a highly artificial way as summing up
Antichrist's essential character. The series of plagues that
precede the End he takes literally of visitations similar to
those sent upon Egypt. As a rule he understands the book
realistically, yet in some cases a purely symbolical interpretation is given; for example, the four Living Creatures about the
throne of God symbolize the functions of Christ, the lion his
kingship, the calf his priesthood, the man his humanity, the
eagle his prophetic office; the number four determines the
number of the Gospels. 1 lrenams is closely followed by
Tertullian.
Hippolytus (bishop ·of Portus Romanus, died 235). Like
the writers just spoken of, Hippolytus is a chiliast, but he placed
the millennium in a comparatively late future, in the year 500.
He takes the book of Daniel as the norm for understanding the
Revelation. The first beast he identifies with the fourth beast
of Daniel, which he makes the Roman empire. One of the
heads will be wounded unto death in that the empire will be
broken up by the ten Kings; it will then be healed in the restoration of world-sovereignty by Antichrist. Antichrist, who
was represented by Antiochus Epiphanes and who will come
out of the tribe of Dan, will reign 3! years, persecuting the
Church and putting to death the two Witnesses, the forerunners of the parousia (held to be Elijah and Enoch) ; his
number may represent various names; among these AaTetvO'i' is
especially suggested by his headship of the restored Latin
sway, but the true meaning is a mystery only to be understood
in the future. The great harlot and Babylon are Rome. The
woman with child is the Church continually bearing through
preaching the word of God, her flight into the wilderness is
the flight of the Church from the persecutions of Antichrist, the
two wings of the eagle given to her are faith in Christ who
stretched out his two arms on the cross. Victorinus (bishop
of Petavium, martyred about 303). The commentary of Victo1
y
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rinus, long known in two much worked-over recensions, has re·
cently been recovered in what is generally accepted as a genuine
form.l As yet only the concluding part has been published, 2
but this is sufficient to show the author's standpoint. He understands the Revelation in a literal, chiliastic, sense. He places
its date in the reign of Domitian, the sixth ruler reckoned from
Galba. Some time after N erva, the seventh, at a time still in
the future for Victorinus, Nero will return from the dead as
the eighth. This Nero redivivus is the Beast and Antichrist,
and his coming is near at hand. The persecutions of Victorinus'
time belong to the sixth seal; with the seventh will come the
End. The plagues of the bowls do not follow those of the
trumpets in a continuous series, but are parallel with these, that
is, they recapitulate these in another form. The two witnesses
are Elijah and Jeremiah ; the 144,000 are Jews who in the last
days will be converted by the preaching of Elijah ; the woman
fleeing into the wilderness symbolizes believers fleeing from the
hosts of Antichrist. The second beast, the false prophet, will
cause the image of Antichrist to be set up in the temple at Jerusalem. The commentary of Victorinus is the first among extant
commentaries to use the Nero redivivus myth; and its theory
of recapitulation 3 recognizes a difficulty in the formal composition, and offers a solution adopted by many later writers.
Origen. It will be seen that with all the writers named above
the earthly messianic kingdom at a date not too far distant is a
dominating factor. The Revelation is taken literally. Like
the Jewish apocalypses with which it has so much in common,
it is understood, as in fact it was primarily intended to be, a
source of comfort and encouragement in a time of fierce persecution. Naturally this aspect of it could not be overlooked,
but was rather kept alive as long as the Roman empire was
hostile to Christianity and bent on its extinction. But over
against this realistic understanding of the Revelation, there
were influences leading to an entirely different conception of
its nature. The growing force of Greek thought in the Church
Discovered by Haussleiter in the Codex Ottobonianus Lat. 3288 A.
Haussleiter in Theol. Literaturblatt 1895.
a Viz. that the events do not all form a continuous series, but some scenes recapitulate the events of other scenes; ef. p. 318
1

2
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was opposed to the literalism of Jewish apocalyptic, and the
passage of the centuries without the appearance of the Lord to
set up the looked-for kingdom led to an effort to find a nonliteral meaning in the prophecies. Also the opposition to the
heresy of Montanism, which made great use of the Apocalypse
and gave extravagant form to its millennial teaching, caused it
to be either rejected or differently interpreted. Thus a spiritualizing 9r allegorizing exegesis arose. The leader in this was
Origen, the vehement opponent of Millenarianism. A promised commentary of his on the Revelation seems never to have
been written, but his understanding of it can be seen from his
theory of the interpretation of Scripture, and from his treatment
of certain passages of the book found in his writings. He lays
down the principle that the true meaning of prophecy is to be
found only by going beyond the literal and historical sense to
the spiritual; and he says specifically of the Apocalypse that
the mysteries hidden in it can be understood only in this way.
His whole interpretation of the book is therefore spiritual rather
than literal. At a definite period the Lord will come, not visibly, but in spirit, and establish his perfected kingdom on earth.
The time of his advent will coincide with the coming culmination of evil in the person of Antichrist, a future world-ruler, a
child of Satan. The imagery of the visions is to be taken allegorically; for example, the seven heads of the dragon are seven
deadly sins, the ten horns are serpent-like powers of sin which
assail the inner life, the roll with seven seals is the Scriptures,
whose meaning Christ alone can unseal ; the warrior whose name
is the Word of God, issuing upon a white horse from the opened
heavens, is Christ, who opens heaven by giving the white light
of truth to those who receive him. Methodius (bishop of a
see, probably Olympus, in Lycia, early. in the fourth century).
This same spiritualizing procedure appears also in Methodius.
He accepts a millennia! period, as a preparation for the final
blessedness, but the visions are taken allegorically. The woman
with child is the Church bearing children into spiritual life,
and since the true life of these is with the Spirit in heaven,
they are removed from the assaults of the dragon, the devil.
Methodius expressly denies that the woman's child can be
Christ. The seven heads of the dragon are the chief sins, the
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fallen stars are false teachers who are fallen from the faith, but
claim knowledge of heavenly things.
Ticonius (the exegete of the Donatists). With the reign of
Constantine and the conversion of the Roman empire, Rome
and a Roman emperor could no longer be regarded by the
Church as the beast of the Apocalypse and Antichrist. On
the other hand the persecution of the Donatist heretics by the
Catholic Church led the adherents of that sect to find these
antichristian powers in the rulers of what was viewed as a
worldly and corrupt Church. The Donatists were of the true
Church and as such were persecuted by the Satanic powers
foretold in the Revelation, that is, by the Catholic hierarchy
supported by the world-power. In these circumstances appeared near the end of the fourth century the epoch-making
commentary of the Donatist Ticonius, a work followed in its
method even by many orthodox scholars. Ticonius' commentary has not been preserved by itself, but the principal
parts of it are recovered through its use by later writers. 1 His
interpretation is throughout spiritualistic, he explains nothing
by the events and circumstances of the age of the Apocalyptist.
The millennia! kingdom and the millennia! reign of the saints
are realized in the Church, between the first coming of Christ
and the second ; Christ was the ' strong man ' who in his
earthly appearance laid hold of Satan and bound him for a
thousand years. Antichrist is sometimes conceived impersonally, as the personification of the sum of evil powers present
in the world; again he is represented as a definite historical
person, who in the last days will be set by Satan over his kingdom in· its war upon the true Church. The time will come
when the true Church will be separated from the false in the
sight of men; then Antichrist will appear and continue his
great persecution 3k years. The two Witnesses symbolize the
Church preaching Christ in the two Testaments. The Beast is
the world-power, the seven heads are the sum of all the kings
of the earth ; the head wounded unto death and restored forms
an eighth head, who is one of the seven and symbolizes the corrupt priesthood, which is of the world though claiming not to
lThe chief sources for it are Beatus, Primasius, Pseudo-Augustine, and Bede.
On Ticonius cf. Bousset, Kom. 66 ff., Swete CCV. f.
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be such; Jerusalem is the symbol of the Church, as Babylon is
the symbol of the antichristian world. Ticonius is followed
by Augustine, 1 in his spiritualizing method, though the latter
in the application of the method avoids the heresies of the
Donatists. Both writers adopt the recapitulation theory. 2
(2) From the fifth to the end of the fifteenth century. What is
here made the second period in the exegesis of the Apocalypse
is characterized throughout the greater part of it, by the predominating influence of Ticonius and the spiritualizing method,
with some following here and there of Victorinus and the
realistic interpretation. But in the latter part of the period
the course of events brought up again the chiliastic expectation, though in a much modified form. Two commentators of
the sixth century, Andreas in the East and Primasius in the
West, who wrote extended works on the Revelation, served as
agents transmitting the influence of Ticonius and others of the
earlier period to the following centuries.
Andreas (bishop of Cresarea in Cappadocia), author of the
fullest and best known of the Greek commentaries, defines his
method as that of Origen; the. threefold sense which he finds
in Scripture is (1) the literal or historical, (2) the figurative
or moral, (3) the spiritual or mysterious, which contains the
mysteries of the future, expressed in symbols. He makes the
last predominant in the interpretation of the Apocalypse,
though he sometimes refers the symbols and imagery historically to the time of the Apocalyptist. The kingdom of 1000
years, as with Ticonius and Augustine, begins with Christ's
earthly life and will continue till the knowledge of him is
everywhere extended, the number of years being symbolical of
completeness and multitude. The first resurrection is the
believer's rising from spiritual death; Babylon represents, not
Rome, but the sum of the world-powers; the temple is the
Christian Church. On the other hand, Andreas adopts in
many cases the realistic interpretation ; Antichrist will arise
from the tribe of Dan and fix the seat of his rule at Jerusalem;
1 Augustine did not write a commentary on the Apocalypse, j:Jut interpreta,.
tions of parts of it are given in Ws writings, cf. especially De civ. Dei 20, 7 ff.
2 For this theory see p. 322.
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Andreas mentions several names and attributes as explanations
given of 666, but rejects them all, holding the number a mystery not to be understood till Antichrist comes ; he rejects the
reference of the wounded head to Nero ; the seven heads are
seven historical empires of which Rome is the sixth, Constantinople the seventh; the two Witnesses are Elijah and Enoch;
the first five seals relate to the past, the remaining seals and
the trumpets and the bowls, to the future.
Primasius (bishop of Hadrumetum in Africa) follows yet
more closely than does Andreas the spiritualizing method of
Ticonius, purged of its Donatistic errors. He says expressly
in his preface, that he is guided by Augustine and Ticonius;
from the latter he introduces long excerpts. The general procedure of his exegesis consists in finding the abstract and universal in the concrete; reference to historical events or persons
is for the most part wanting, though some realistic interpretations also occur; e.g. Antichrist is with him a person who will
come out of Dan, the two Witnesses are Enoch and Elijah, the
four angels standing at the corners of the earth are the kingdoms of Assyria, Media, Persia, and Rome. The commentaries
of other writers in the first half of this period follow, often
through the influence of Primasius, often directly, the leading
of Ticonius with a blending of earlier interpretations. There
are differences in the explanation of details, but there is no
independence of traditional methods. An exception occurs
in Berengaudus, a ninth century commentator. He interprets
the first six seals as covering the time from Adam to the rejection of the Jews in the fall of Jerusalem ; the first six trumpets
are the preachers sent by God from the beginning of biblical
history down to the latest defenders of the Church, the seventh
trumpet represents the preachers who will come in the time of
Antichrist; the horns of the beast are the barbarian tribes who
destroyed the Roman empire. But in many other cases Berengaudus follows closely his predecessors. He does not appear to have exerted influence on the course of interpretation,
though he may be said to have anticipated the principle of the
later system which found in the Revelation prediction of the
future history of the Church and the world.
Joachim (Abbot of Floris in Calabria, died 1201) made a
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really new departure in the interpretation of the Apocalypse at
the end of the twelfth century, expressing a change of view
wrought by the course of history and the character of the age.
From the time of Ticonius and Augustine it had been a belief,
nearly universal, that the kingdom of the thousand years began
with the earthly appearance of Christ, or with his resurrection
and ascension ; Satan had been 'bound,' that is, his power had
been in part restrained, but he was not destroyed, Antichrist and
antichristian powers were still at work constantly in the world;
at the end of the millennia! period a final manifestation of evil
in personal form would take place, with all its enmity toward
the Church. Therefore as the ten centuries neared their end,
a general unrest and fear seized society. Satan was about to
be loosed for the last great conflict, the time of dread persecution was at hand, after which would come the judgment and the
end of the world. The critical period however passed by, neither Antichrist nor the Lord appeared, nothing occurred in the
experience of the Church or the world in which Christians could
see their expectations and fears realized. This undisturbed
passage of the time of expected crisis produced first of all a
change of view in regard to the meaning of the thousand years.
Augustine centuries before had taken it as symbolical of an indefinite period, and this understanding of it now became general. But the expectations which had been so actively aroused
were not at once allayed; great interest in the coming of the
Last Days continued, eschatological thought was busy. The
Lord's appearance was believed to be not far off, and this foreboding was soon intensified by the condition of the Church
itself, which now entered on a period of unconcern and selfcontent. Relieved as it was from fear of the sufferings believed
to be predicted for the time now past, secure in its imperial
domination, it beheld in its present state the fulfillment of the
promises of millennial glory.
Naturally deterioration and
worldliness followed as the result in both official administration
and individual moral life. Devout observers saw in these
forces at work in the Church the presence of Antichrist and his
agents. Such a predominance of evil could not continue,- in
its very presence lay the presage of the End as near. The foremost writer to interpret the Revelation in this direction was
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Joachim of Floris. Like Ticonius he views many of the prophecies as referring to his own time. He divides the history of
the world into three periods, that of the Father, the Old Testament period, that of the Son, the New Testament period, still
continuing in Joachim's time, that of the Holy Spirit soon to
come; the last is the time of peace and glory, when Christ will
appear again on earth- the millennium again conceived as
future and not already begun; the number of years, however, is
not taken literally. This coming age would be the time of the
'contemplative life,' realized in perfected monasticism. A new
order of monks, an order of the Holy Spirit, would arise which
would 'refresh all the earth as streaming rain.' Joachim divides
and subdivides the Apocalypse in an artificial manner, and in explaining the different divisions uses the recapitulation method.
In one part the Beast is Mohammedism, which received a deadly
wound in the Crusades but revived again partially from time to
time and is fully restored in the person of a Saracen king; in
another part the Beast is the devil. Of the seven kings, five of
whom are fallen, the sixth is apparently Saladin, the seventh is
Antichrist, after whose overthrow by Christ the millennia! kingdom will be established; at the end of the millennium the hosts
of Antichrist, which had fled to the remotest regions of the earth,
would return to their assault and be destroyed; then would
come the judgment and the consummation. The false prophet
represents the heretics of the time. Joachim did not attack
directly the Pope, but the general corruption of the Church,
which he believed would be restored to its primitive purity and
simplicity through monasticism. In his view, the' papacy in its
true ideal belonged to the foundation of the Church; it was
antichristian only in its worldliness.' 1 Joachim's influence was
powerful in the years immediately following, especially with
the Franciscans, who held him as a prophet, and in their conflict with the Pope carried his interpretation of the Apocalypse
to an extreme. Passages expressive of the later thought were
interpolated into his writings, books were pseudonymously attributed to him. There arose in these years a widely spread
belief that the world was entering on the Last Days, a belief
doubtless not wholly due to Joachim's influence, but fostered
1
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by it and finding expression in his writings. The demand for
the reformation of the Church was growing, and the Apocalypse
thus interpreted became a powerful instrument in the hands of
the leaders of this movement. The Pope in his struggle with
the emperor, Frederick II., had declared him to be the Beast rising out of the sea with names of blasphemy on his head; and
the opponents of the Pope were quick to retort that the latter
was the Antichrist foretold in the Apocalypse. With the
followers of Joachim and with all who set themselves against
the corruption of the Church and the hierachy it became an
axiom that the Pope was the Beast, the Antichrist, and that
papal Rome, or the Roman Church, was the woman sitting on
the scarlet-colored beast. Their destruction waf'i foreseen as
near, many reckoned the year or the decade. Thus there
entered into the study of the Revelation a conception which,
untenable as it is, dominated the exegesis of the book for centuries and continued almost down to the present generation.
Bousset observes with justness that 'The history of the interpretation of the Apocalypse runs on from the fourth century
into the thirteenth and fourteenth chiefly under the influence of
two works, the commentaries of Ticonius and .T oachim of Floris.' 1
Nicolas of Ly'fa (teacher of theology at Paris, died 1340).
Near the end of this period there appeared for the first time in
a fully developed form another view of the predictions of the
Apocalypse, which was destined to be widely adopted in the
following centuries, the view which regarded them as forecasting the whole course of the Church's history. Though steps had
been taken in this direction by earlier interpreters, a systematic
and comprehensive application of the idea appears first in Nicolas of Lyra. Abandoning the theory of recapitulation, he
finds in the course of the book prediction of a continuous series
of events from the apostolic age to the final consummation.
The seals refer to the period extending into the reign of Domitian ; in the later parts are predicted the Arian and other
heresies, the spread of Mohammedism, Charlemagne, the Crusades, and other historical details; the millennium is already
present; Satan is to be loosed and return again with his hosts;
then will come the End.
1
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(3) From the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present
time. The centuries here named may be taken as forming a
sir1gle group in our survey, because of the presence of certain
well~marked characteristics through the period taken as a
whole.
On the one hand the principles of interpretation
which emerged in the latter part of the former period are the
dominant rule with the larger number of writers quite into
the nineteenth century; on the other hand, parallel with this
course of opinion, there arises and grows through these years
another movement which issues in the rigorous historic method
of to-day- the method which most interpreters now recognize
as alone legitimate. We have seen above the rise of the view
that the Revelation is a prophetic epitome of the whole history
of the Church and that important parts of it are directed
against the Roman Church and the papacy. This antipapal
aspect of it dominates a large part of the literature of the reformers and the reformed Church down to quite recent times.
' The reckoning of the thousand years' kingdom from the
birth of Christ or his death and the founding of the Church,
or from Constantine, as also the reference of the Antichrist of
the Apocalypse to the papacy, gradually became a part of
Protestant orthodoxy.' 1 Roman interpreters following the
manner of their opponents easily identified the Beast and
Antichrist with Luther and other leaders in the Reformation
struggle, and the False Prophet with the Protestant sects. In
applying the prophecies of the book to the course of history
different writers according to their taste or time have seen
different events and persons foretold. Place is found in the
visions for the subsequent course of the Roman empire, for
the invasions of the Goths and other barbarian tribes, for the
Turks and their conquest of Christian lands, for the Crusades,
the wars of the Reformation, the French revolution, and also
for great historic figures, e.g. Constantine, Luther, Gustavus
Adolphus, Napoleon, and so on with endless variety, as the
phases of history changed and the fancy of scholars dictated.
With some the recapitulation theory is adopted, each of the
two series, the trumpets and the bowls, repeating and making
clearer the series of the seals; but generally the three series
1
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are viewed as unfolding a continuous history. The precise
reckoning of future times and dates has fascinated many
minds and has been carried out in elaborate computations.
The mathematicians Napier and Whiston fixed the date of the
End, the former between 1688 and 1700, the latter at 1715,
which he afterwards changed to 1734 and again to a later
date. Not so much a distinct system of interpretation as a
special form of this continuous-historical theory is that of Auberlen (1854) and his followers, who see in the Apocalypse the
prediction not of the historieal details of the future, but of the
decisive epochs and the 1>_piritual forqes active in the progress
of the Church through its conflict with the world. The fantastic character of much of the work belonging to the whole
school of interpretation here spoken of should not, however,
obscure the great service of many of its adherents in grammatical, philological, and archreological investigations and in
acute exegesis. Over against these two 'leading motives'the forecasting of the future history of the Church or the
world, and the reference of certain parts to the corruptions of
the Roman Church- which run through this period, there
appears, develops, and culminates that method of interpretation
which approaches the Apocalypse and seeks to get at its meaning from the facts and circumstances of the writer's own time.
A special impulse in this direction was given by the effort of
writers of the Roman Church to oppose the antipapal interpretation almost universal with Protestant scholars.
Ribeira. The first writer in this movement was the learned
Spanish Jesuit, Franciscus Ribeira, who published his commentary late in the sixteenth century. His position was determined by a return to the early Christian fathers. With him
the first five seals relate to the age from the preaching of the
Apostles to the persecution under Trajan; with the sixth seal
the Apocalyptist turns to the End, with which all the rest of
the book is concerned ; from his own time and the nearest
future his vision passed over to the Last Days with no prophecy of interYening events. The two Witnesses, Elijah and
Enoch, Antidll'ist originating in Dan, the destruction of
Babylon-Rome belong to the End. The deadly wound of the
Beast healed represents Antichrist's imitation of Christ's death
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and resurrection. Bousset rightly says of Ribeira and his immediate Jesuit followers that 'they labored with a comprehensive learning, with a knowledge of the fathers and the history
of the exegesis of the Apocalypse, such that their works are
not -~t_ antiquated.' 1
Alcasar, also a Spauish-J esuit, in a work of great fullness
(1614) divides the Apocalypse into three parts, and develops
the theory that the first and second parts ( chapts. 5-11 and
chapts. 12-19) refer respectively to the conflicts of the Church
with Judaism and the heathenism of the Roman world, while
the third part ( chapts. 20-22) predicts the victory and rest of
the Church in the thousand years' kingdom which began with
Constantine and will continue till the end of the world. In
the first four seals the beginnings of the gospel movement are
pictured, then in the sixth seal passing over to the year 70 and
the .Jewish-Roman war the Seer describes ~he deliverance of
the Christians (chapt. 7), the calamity visited upon the Jewish nation ( chapts. 8-9 ), their rejection, the opening of the
Church to the Gentiles and the destruction of Jerusalem, with
the conversion of a remnant of the Jews through the two vVitnesses slain and risen, that is, the Church rising out of its persecution to a higher life (chapts. 10-11). The second part
opens with the birth of the Gentile Church from the Jewish,
the man child born of the woman, and the persecution under
Nero ( chapt. 12). The vision of the bowls carries on the
story of the progress of the gospel in overcoming the Roman
world, the last chapter in which is formed by the conversion
of the empire, Constantine being the strong angel who binds
Satan. Beyond this general conception of the age closing
with Constantine, there is in Alcasar no use made of the
method spoken of above which finds in the Apocalypse the
future history of the Church; that is, he finds in the book no
prediction of world-history beyond the time of Constantine,
when the millennium began. His work is the first to attempt
a complete exposition of the entire premillennial part of the
book, as a connected and advancing whole falling within the
Apocalyptist's age and the centuries immediately following.
It becomes therefore important in the growth of a truly scien1
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tific method of exegesis, in spite of its frequent misapprehension of symbols and other details.
Later writers, following in the direction of these interpreters
who interpreted the book from the standpoint of the Apocalyptist's time, have become increasingly numerous in the progress
of biblical study, till it may be said, unquestionably, that they
hold the ascendency. The advance, however, to a consistent
and comprehensive use of the method has not been made directly; many of its followers have joined with it an allegorizing, or a church-historical interpretation. Grotius, the leader
among Protestant scholars who first adopted the principles of
Ribeira and Alcasar, agrees with the latter in his general
analysis of the Apocalypse into the three parts mentioned above,
with their respective themes, but he admits into his interpretation more departures from the Apocalyptist's time, finding in
the book prophecy of details in the reign of Constantine and of
events of universal history. His commentary (1644) exerted
great influence, and in addition to its philological and archreological learning, it is significant as the first among Protestant
works to confute the reference of the Beast to the Pope, and as
the first to call in question the unity of the Apocalypse, 1 a subject which assumes great importance among later interpreters.
Some adherents of his school 2 limited the prophecies in their
main significance to the destruction of Jerusalem, but a broader
application of the method has generally prevailed. The theory
of Eichhorn (1791) is especially interesting in its treatment of
the book as a great historic poem picturing in dramatic form
the victory of Christianity over Judaism and heathenism, symbolized respectively in Jerusalem and Rome. In the course of
the succeeding years a gradual advance in criticism, in correct
exegetical procedure and in the accumulation of illuminative
material has definitively established the theory that the meaning
of the Revelation is to be sought through the circumstances of
the writer and the readers, and the directly practical purpose of
the book. In this agree, in spite of important differences in
other respects, most scholars of recent times.
This latest interpretation of the Revelation has been prot
2
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foundly affected by two facts which have been recognized only
within modern times, but which are very important among the
circumstances originally shaping the book and so entering as
large factors into its study according to the his,!Qric method.
(1) The book is now seen to belong to the somewhat large class
of apocalyptic literature and to have taken much in its form
and matter from this source. Liicke's monumental work was
the first to exhibit with fullness this group of writings and the
relation of the Revelation to them. And the application of
these results has revolutionized the interpretation of much in
our book. (2) The critical study of unity, with the generally
accepted view that the Apocalyptist made more or less use of
other writings, whether combining these somewhat mechanically,
or working them over and fitting them into a carefully arranged design, or presenting them in a redaction, has given a
new aspect to the exegesis of certain parts, if not the whole.
One other method of interpreting the Revelation should be
mentioned in our outline of this period- that which conceives
the Seer throughout his book, or through all except the first
three chapters, to have been looking across the intervening ages
to the time even for us still in the future and to have spoken
only of the Last Days as thus viewed. Ribeira, as seen above,
understood the Apocalyptist to pass over in the sixth seal to the
time of the End. This view of the Spanish scholar was taken
up and applied to other parts of the book in the last century by
Maitland (1826), Kliefoth (1874), and some others; some understood the seven epistles to be addressed to the actual historic
churches of the writer's time, others take them as picturing the
various conditions of the Church throughout its earthly course,
and still others refer even these to the eschatological era. This
system of interpretation has not gained a large number of adherents.

Classification of different methods of interpretation. The different interpretations of the Apocalypse, spoken of above, have
been grouped into three systems, which most English and
American expositors, following Davidson's Introduction, 1 have
designated (1) the preterist, which sees the chief prophecies of
1
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the book fulfilled in the destruction of .Jerusalem and the fall
of the Roman empire. (2) The continuous-historical, according
to which the book embraces important conditions and movements in the history of the Church and the world from the
writer's age to the end of time. (3) The futurist, which places
the events foretold entirely in the Last Days.l A bette~ designation of these groups, at least of the first and third, is that
current among German writers: (1) zeitgeschichtlich, contemporary-historical, (2) kirchengeschichtlich, church-historical, or
weltgeschichtlich, world-hi8torical, (3) endgeschichtlich, eschatological. Such a classification, however, is not to be carried
out on rigidly fixed lines, for most of the interpreters combine,
at least to some degree, elements belonging to different systems. As already pointed out, futurists take some parts as
directly historical, preterists transfer parts to the Last Days,
adherents of the world- or church-historical method assign parts
to each of the other systems; in_ other words the different
theories are not in practical application made mutually exclusive throughout. And in fact the nature of the book is such
that no one of the systems taken in its narrow limitations to
the exclusion of the others can give a just conception of
the Apocalyptist's meaning. Every apocalyptic writing is
grounded in the present and the past, but at the same time
looks forward to the future. But not much argument is
needed to show that neither the continuous-historical, nor the
absolute futurist method can be adopted as the determining
rule in the· study of the Revelation. The book, as shown by
its opening, especially the letters to the seven local churches,
and by its close, is addressed to the needs of a definite historic
community, its message is first of all meant directly and distinctly for that community. Its contents then cannot be
understood to consist principally of pictures of medieval and
modern history, or of predictions of an eschatological era removed from the readers' present by indefinite ages. Also the
true conception of prophecy 2 forbids us to seek here the details of future history. On the other hand in the use of what
is certainly the correct method, the contemporary-historical, two
I Davidson himself makes a fourth class, that of the 'extreme futurists,' who
refer the first three chapters also to the last timP
2 Cf. p. 301.
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mistakes have often been made : (1) the ignoring of a truly
prophetic character in the book, which gives to it a spiritual
outlook not realized within the limits of the history of the
Homan empire; (2) the effort to extend too widely the interpretation of symbolical language by circumstances of the
writer's era.
While the method followed in the present commentary is, as
already indicated, the contemporary-historical, a more precise
designation would be apocalyptic-prophetic, for the work is here
regarded as possessing the marks or what it claims to be ( cf.
pp. 292 f.), the message of a prophet sent by God and guided by
the Spirit, as truly as e.g. are the eschatological passages in
St. Paul's epistles to the Thessalonians. But in both matter
and form the prophecy is apocalytic. The prophet's thought
here moves in a realm akin to that of the whole class of apocalyptic writings, and his manner as regards the general scope
of his work, its formal disposition, and its language and symbols, is determined by this generic relation. This view of the
book does not, however, withdraw it from the category of
writings which are to be studied after the historic method;
quite the contrary, it emphasizes the necessity of that method,
for prophecy and apocalyptic are addressed first of all to the
particular wants of the time in which they originate ; they not
only reflect the circumstances of their day, but their meaning
and true use can be apprehended only by approaching them
from the standpoint of their origin. At the same time the
genuine prophetic character of our book removes it from the
class of purely artificial, literary apocalypses; and even if it
be seen that the author has made use in some cases of earlier
apocalyptic documents, it is not hard to conceive that he has
introduced such as a means for the elaboration of his wonderful visions, giving them a meaning suited to the great purpose
of his work.
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EARLY CIRCULATION OF THE APOCALYPSE AND ITS
RECOGNITION AS CANONICAL 1

No other writing of the New Testament can claim in comparison with the Apocalypse more abundant and more trustworthy evidence that it was widely known at an early date.
It is also shown beyond question to have been recognized from
an early time in a part of the Church, and by certain fathers in
all parts of the Church, as belonging in the category of authoritative Scriptures. Many of the witnesses to these facts specify
also the name of the author. But the question as to his personality, whether he be St. John the Apostle or another John, neednot complicate the inquiry of the present paragraph, in which
it is not fundamental. That question can be best considered
separately. 2 A rapid circulation of the Apocalypse from the
outset would be favored by two circumstances: it was directly
addressed to seven churches and each of these would be likely
to obtain a copy of a message sent specifically to itself from a
prophet and teacher well known to it, and of evident authority.
But it was also seen to be a message to the whole Church, 3 and
its predictions and promises related to Christians everywhere in
the perilous times upon which the Church was now entering.
As it was heard when read in the Asian congregations, it must
have stirred the profoundest emotions, and eventually copies of
it could hardly fail to be carried afar in the busy intercourse of
Asia Minor with the world.
The Apostolic Fathers contain no certain trace of acquaintance with the book. Some scholars have thought to find reminiscences of it in Ignatius, Barnabas, and Hermas. BU:t the
parallelisms occur in ideas which the Apocalypse has in common with earlier known writings, or are too remote to furnish
evidence of acquaintance. 4 The silence of these writers does
not however prove their ignorance of the book; they have in
general no occasion to quote it. Possibly in the case of Hermas
I Cf. Zahn Geschichte d. Neutest. Kanons; Grundriss d. Geschichte etc. ;
Forschungen zur Geschichte etc. ; Westcott On the Canon of theN. T. For a

survey of testimony cf. Liicke II. 516-657. A convenient summary is given by
Alford Rev. Prolegomena 198-220 ; Speaker's Corn. Rev. 406-426 ; Bousset
Kom. l!l-31 ; Swete CII-CXIV.
2 See pp. 343 ff.
a See Com. 14.
4 Cf. Zahn G K. I. 954 f.
z
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and The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles we might expect
some echo of it, since they speak particularly of the Last Things;
but the absence of such reminiscence from these writings is far
from convincing evidence that the book had not yet reached
Rome, or the home of The Teaching. A few years later, testimony to the book becomes direct and unquestionable. The
earliest witness comes from the near vicinity of some of the
churches to which the book was addressed. Papias, bishop of
Hierapolis in the early part of the second century, called by
Iremeus a companion of Poly carp (of whom Irenams himself
was a younger contemporary) and a man of olden time, apxa£or;;
avl]p,1 knew the book and accepted it as inspired. His testimony is not preserved in his own words, but Andreas in his
commentary on the Apocalypse, 2 in which he shows that he had
used the writings of Papias among many other earlier writers,
reports him as bearing witness with Irenams, Methodius, and
Hippolytus to the inspiration of the Apocalypse. Most scholars
are agreed that there is no ground to question the accuracy of
Andreas' report of Papias. Justin Martyr, who became a
Christian c. 133, tarried at Ephesus c. 135, and wrote his Apology c. 150, and his Dialogue with Trypho 155-160, 3 bears unquestionable testimony in the words (lJial. 81 ), 'A certain man
among us whose name was John, one of the Apostles of Christ,
prophesied in a revelation made to him, that those who believe in
our Christ would spend a thousand years in Jerusalem, and that
after this the general . . . resurrection of all would take place
and a judgment.' Also his language regarding Satan (Apol.
I. 28), 'The prince of evil demons is called a serpent and Satan
and the devil as you can learn, by examination, from our writings' alludes plainly to Rey. 12 9, 202. For other passages
showing Justin's use of the Apocalypse see Zahn, GK I. 531 :ff.
Irenmus, born in Asia Minor, probably at Smyrna, c. 130-135,
presbyter and bishop at Lyons (Gaul), in his great work Against
the Heresies, written 181-189,4 often quotes the Apocalypse,
sometimes as the work of 'John a disciple of the Lord,' sometimes 'John,' without nearer definition; as a person well known ;
in one place (V. 30) he cites it as 'the Apocalypse' without
1
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a Cf. Harnack, Ch ron. 284.

2 Seep. 325.
• Cf. ibid. 723.
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any limiting designation, showing thus that the book was familiar to all. He mentions 'ancient copies,' thus showing its
early circulation. He speaks of objections to the Gospel but
nowhere of opposition to the Apocalypse. The Epistle of the
Churches at Vienne and Lyons, written c. 177 to their brethren
in Asia Minor and Phrygia in the persecution under Marcus
Aurelius, shows acquaintance with the Apocalypse in a number
of places, and in one instance speaks of it as Scripture. Most
of this epistle is preserved in Eusebius, HE. V. 1 f. Melito,
bishop of Sardis, one of the churches addressed in the Apocalypse, a prolific writer and an active personality in the affairs
of the Church in Asia Minor, wrote a work on the Apocalypse
c. 175. Only the title is preserved (Euseb. IV. 26), but the
fact that such a work was written attests the importance attached to the Apocalypse at the time. Theophilus, bishop
of Antioch (in Syria) in the latter part of the second century, used the Apocalypse as doctrinal authority, appealing to
it in opposition to the heresy of Hermogenes. 1 Tertullian
of Carthage, at the end of the second and the beginning of
the third century, quotes extensively from the book, and
appears to know of no objection to it except that of Marcion
(see below). The version which he used in his quotations
agreed essentially with the Vulgate of later date; it may therefore be reasonably argued that that version, since it retained its
hold on the Church, was one supported by ecclesiastical use.
'Everything tends to show that the Apocalypse was acknowledged in Africa from the earliest times as canonical Scripture'
(Westcott 267). Both Clement of Alexandria, contemporary
with Tertullian, and Origen, also of Alexandria, a younger contemporary of Clement and the leading early critic of the canon
of Scripture, followed the common tradition of the Church in
accepting the book as canonical. The Muratorian Canon, a
fragment belonging to a date near the end of the second century,2 giving so far as it is preserved a list of the books of the
New Testament which at least the western church held to be
canonical, includes the Apocalypse.
This summary of testimony, which is far from exhaustive,
will show that the Apocalypse within a little more than a cen1
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tury after its appearance became known in all parts of the
Church and was widely held to be a work of inspired authority. But this general acceptance was not undisputed. The
earliest opponent was Marcion, whose career as a religious
teacher at Rome began c. 140. He rejected the Apocalypse.
But he rejected also all the J ohannine writings and the other
books of the New Testament except ten Pauline epistles and
the Pauline Gospel, his recension of Luke. His rejection of
these parts of the New Testament rested, not on historical
ground, but on divergence from his dogmatic tenets, especially
his anti-Judaism. 1 Somewhat later the so-called Alogi rejected the Apocalypse and the Gospel. The ground of this
rejection seems to have been bitter opposition to the :Montanists, who supported their millenarian doctrine and their extravagant belief regarding a new outpouring of the Spirit by
appealing to these books. 2 Stuart (I. 337) makes an apt comparison in the case of Luther: 'the leading reformer had a
warm dispute with the Romanists on the subject of justification by faith alone. They appealed with all confidence to the
epistle of James as deciding against him. He, unable to overthrow their exegesis, rejected the book itself and called it in
the way of contempt epistola staminea.' One historical argument was adduced by the Alogi, viz. that there was no church
at Thyatira and that therefore an inspired Apostle could not
have written the epistle addressed to that church (2 18 1l'"). But
the Apocalypse itself gives evidence that one existed there at
the time of the book, if not in the time of the Alogi. Whoever the author, he would not have assumed as fact a thing
known to all to be erroneous. According to Epiphanius that
city was a center of Montanism. In sympathy with the Alogi,
as a zealous anti-Montanist the Roman presbyter Caius in the
time of Zephyrinus (bp. 199-217) wrote a Dialogue against
the Montanist Proclus in which he attributed the Apocalypse
to Cerinthus. 3 Caius accuses Cerinthus of attributing to the
apostle John the book which he had himself fabricated. 4
I Cf. Zahn GK. I. 585 ff., Westcott 318 ff.
2 Cf. Zahn I. 223 ff.
a Enseb. H. E. III. 28.
4 The attitude of Cains toward the authenticity of the Apocalypse, obscure
in the passage in Eusebius, is made clear in certain Syriac fragments from Hip-
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Caius, in impugning the apostolic origin of the Apocalypse in
the interest of anti-Montanism, reviews the book and finds
various discrepancies between it and other parts of the New
Testament; e.g. the signs of the End contradict the Lord's
words about coming as a thief in the night.l A more characteristic example of Caius' discrepancies is the following : hellish locusts overrun the wicked, but the Scripture says the
wicked shall flourish and the saints shall be persecuted.
Caius' criticism was without any considerable influence in the
west; it was taken up and refuted by Hippolytus, his contemporary at Rome, a zealous defender of the Apocalypse as written by the apostle John.
Toward the middle of the third century Dionysius the Great,
bishop of Alexandria, in his opposition to millenarianism and
apparently influenced by Caius, took up anew the question of
the authenticity of the Apocalypse; and though concluding
that the John who wrote it was not the Apostle, he nevertheless accepted it as divinely inspired, thus retaining its canonical authority. 2 The criticism of so illustrious a figure in the
Church as Dionysius could not fail to exert influence, especially in Egypt and the east. Following in his footsteps Eusebius, the historian, bishop of Cresarea in the earlier half of the
fourth century, saw a second John as the author of the book.
The rejection of the apostolic authorship became now more
frequent in the east, and in consequence the inspired authority
of the book was less generally accepted there, or at least the
testimony to its wide acceptance is less certain. Among those
who either distinctly declared against it, or seem to have
used it with reserve, were Cyril of .Jerusalem, Gregory Nazianzen, Amphilochius of !conium, Chrysostom, Theodoret. The
Peshitta, the vulgate Syriac version, does not contain it, and
its presence in the earliest revisions of the old Syriac is due to
a later hand. Similarly the earliest forms of the Armenian
and Egyptian versions seem to have lacked it. But on the
other hand in common with the whole western church adherents of the traditional view are numerous in other churches
polytus published by Gwynn in Hermathena 1888. On Caius see Zahn GK. I.
222 ff. ; II. 973 ff.
1 Cf. pp. 147, 351.
2 For his argument on authorship see pp. 354 ff.
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also, e.g. Ephrem Syrus, Basil of Cresarea, Gregory of Nyssa,
Epiphanius, Athanasius, Cyril of Alexandria, Didymus. 1 It
is clear that the canon appearing in those versions which
lacked the Apocalypse was not regarded as a final, authoritative pronouncement against the book. No synodical authority
of the Church had as yet set forth a canon of the New Testament; individual opinion was restrained by no external influence save tradition and common consent. But it is not
difficult to account for the rise of objections to the Apocalypse
in this period; and it should be noted that the impugners of
the book did not appeal to the testimony of early history.
The age of persecution, to which the book was directly addressed, had passed by, the most striking prophecies had not
been fulfilled, and the meaning of the book had become extremely obscure to this generation. Many might therefore
hesitate to attribute it to inspiration; probably also many who
have left in their writings few or no traces of using it may
have accepted its canonicity, while finding it for the reasons
just stated less available than the other books of the New
Testament as an authority to be appealed to, or to be quoted.
The absence from a great version may be due to the thought
that it was not well suited to reading in the congregations,
rather than to a disbelief in its inspiration. Versions were
primarily works of gradual growth, and designed for use in
public service.
The first action relating to the Scriptures taken by a synod
is that of the council of Laodicea, not far from 360.2 This
was an assembly of certain provinces of Asia Minor. It
adopted an ordinance forbidding the reading of uncanonical
scriptures in public worship. And in the list of canonical books
given, the Apocalypse is wanting; but that part of the decree as now extant is not generally regarded genuine, 3 though
probably of early date. The third council of Carthage (397)
adopted a decree regarding the Scriptures to be read in service, and the Apocalypse, in keeping with the universal opinion of the western church from earliest times, was included in
the list of canonical books. The council of Constantinople
1

Cf. Liicke, 628 ff.
2 Cf. Zahn, GK. II. 196; Westcott 439 f.
3 Cf. Zahn II. 193 ff. ; Westcott 445.
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(the Quinisextine, 692) ratified the decrees of Laodicea and
Carthage, notwithstanding their apparent contradiction as
regards the inclusion of the Apocalypse, and thus the book
was formally acknowledged a part of the New Testament of
the eastern church. But the action of the various councils, it is
well to remember, did not create the New Testament canon;
it only registered what had come to be recognized by the general consent of the Church. Neither such action of the councils, nor the opinion of the Church, thus formally recorded,
could settle the question of authorship, purely a question of
historic fact. The decision thus reached could only declare
the conviction of the Church that the Apocalypse, like the
other books of the canon, is the work of one who has here recorded truth apprehended through the influence of the Spirit,
truth of special authority as the word of God. The fact that
a part of the Church reached this recognition so slowly can
raise no doubt as to its verity. A part of the Church, the
western, was slow to recognize the inspired character of the
epistle to the Hebrews. In each case the guiding Spirit of
God led the whole Ch1;1rch eventually to discern the revelation
of divine truth thus given to it. The two books form two of
the richest treasures of the sacred canon.

XII.

AUTHORSHIP 1

Information regarding the author of the Revelation must be
sought first of all in the book itself. The book is in the form
of an epistle, the writer of which designates himself simply as
John the servant of Christ, a brother who is one with the
readers in the persecution of the time and the Christian hope
1 Besides commentaries, encyclopedias etc., see among recent publications,
Gutjahr, Glaubwiirdigkeit d. ireniiischen Zengnisses, etc. ; Schwartz, Ueber d.
Tod d. Sohne Zeb., in the Abhandlungen d. konig. Gesellschaft d. Wissen. zu
Gottingen, Phil.-Hist. N. F. VII. 1904; Badham, Am. Journ. of Theol. 1899,
729 ff. ; 1904, 539 ff. ; Clemen, Am. Journ. of Theol. 1905, 643 ff. ; Bacon,
Fourth Gospel in Research, etc., also articles in Hibbert Journ. 1903, I. 510 ff.;
1904, II. 323 ff. ; III. 353 ff. ; Moffatt, Introd. to Lit. of N. T. 501 ff. ; 596 ff. ;
Lightfoot, Essays on the Work entitled Supernatural Religion; Zahn, Forsch.
VI. 147 ff. ; Harnack, Chron. 320 ff. ; 651 ff. ; Corssen, Warum ist d~ vierte
Evang. etc., in Zeitschriftfur Neutest. Wissen. 1901 ; J. Weiss, Offenbar. 155 ff.;
Larfeld, Die beiden Johan. von Ephesus; Chapman, John the Presbyter, etc.
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of the kingdom, 11• 4• 9, 22s. The particular John meant he
nowhere specifies. Several persons bearing the name are mentioned in the New Testament, and probably others were known
to the churches. But the writer assumes that his name needs
no definition; he is addressing directly the churches of seven
Asian cities where he is well known, where he had evidently
labored for a considerable time, for he is familiar with the
exact circumstances and the spiritual condition of each one of
the congregations, he knows the events of their past history. 1
Reports regarding a church might be brought to a stranger,
as to Paul in the case of the Colossians, but here there is a minute
personal knowledge of the special surroundings, and of the
present and past experiences, of churches in seven important
and somewhat widely scattered cities, including the great capital city of Ephesus; and it is clear that these cities are not the
whole field of the writer's labors, they are chosen out of a
larger number, 2 and together represent a considerable territory
in which the writer had for some time gone up and down bearing witness to the gospel. He does not enforce his message
by appealing to an official station in the Church, if he held any
such, as St. Paul is constantly compelled to point to ·his apostolic authority; and yet we feel that there is throughout, and
especially manifest in chapts. 1-3 and in the epilogue, 22 8- 21,
the tone of one who speaks out of the consciousness that he is,
and is acknowledged to be, a religious leader among the Christians of Proconsular Asia, and that he possesses the unquestioned right to address to these churches, and through these
to others, a writing to be read in their public assemblies. He
emphasizes his office as a prophet, 3 doubtless because of the
peculiar character of this message as differentiated from that
of his familiar preaching. He refers to his sojourn at Patmos,
which if due to banishment was already known to the readers,
in order to show them, as the prophets and apocalyptists frequently do, the precise circumstances in which the revelations
were given to him. He is now no longer at Patmos; 4 he
might have told the churches by word of mouth about his visions, but he is conscious of the divine purpose in his message
1

Cf. especially 22-5, 13• 19, 21,

sro.
4

2 Cf. p. 210.
See Com. 19.

3

See pp. 292 f.
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as belonging to those beyond his reach in both space and time.
There is nothing in the book to indicate that he does not continue his work in the Asian churches after his departure from
Patmos. He reveals everywhere his Jewish nationality, but
not a Judaizing tendency; his mind is wonderfully stored with
the ideas and language of the Jewish prophets and apocalyptists, his Greek is often that of one who is thinking in the
Hebrew idiom, yet his departures from correct Greek usage
are pretty certainly not due to ignorance ; his general correctness and his Greek vocabulary show him to have possessed an
adequate command of the language.
As a Christian his
thought does not in its fundamentals differ from that of the
other writers of the New Testament, though in some aspects
it is more distinctly developed. 1
This testimony regarding the author given in the book itself is against the view held by some, 2 that an unknown writer
or editor here assumes the name John. It is argued that the
extant apocalypses are all pseudonymous, that the authors
have antedated their books, and sought to give them authority
by the assumption of a great name of the past, as that of
Enoch, Isaiah etc. ; the inference is therefore drawn, that the
author of this book follows the custom of his class. And this
supposition is held to be required by what is claimed as established facts, viz.; that the book is an editorial compilation of
various apocalyptic fragments, and that no John is known,
neither the Apostle n9r another, who suits the conditions of
authorship presupposed in the book. In answer it should be
said first of all that the Shepherd of Hennas survives as an
example of a Christian apocalypse which is not pseudonymous,
and further that our Apocalyptist shows himself too strongly
assured of his own inspiration, as one of the now restored order
of prophets, to admit of his assuming another's name to sanction his words. 3 As regards the composite structure of the
Apocalypse enough is said elsewhere of the presence in the
book of a single personality shaping both the language and
the thought in the present form, whatever use he may have
See pp. 310 ff., 163 f., 356 ff.
So, Semler, Volkmar, Scholten, more recently Weizsacker, Wernle,
Bacon, al.
a See p. 293.
1

2
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made of other material. 1 The theory of a fictitious John, impersonating either the Apostle or the so-called John the Presbyter, raises difficulties of which no satisfactory solution is
given. The advocates of a pseudonymous author generally
take the assumed name to impersonate the Apostle; the writer
in choosing a name to give authority in his book could find
none more available for his purpose than that of the foremost
John known to the Church. But if at the time when the
Revelation was written, the end of the first century, the Apostle was really, as tradition represents, a resident among the
Asian churches, it is not conceivable that another would have
addressed this letter to them in his name ; nor would one have
ventured to do so in the years soon following John's death;
some clear evidence would be needed in the book to persuade
su:rviving contemporaries, that it was the Apostle himself who
was here speaking in a posthumous writing, and to explain
why this writing had not appeared before. The writers of
pseudonymous apocalypses leave no room for question as to
these points; Daniel is bidden to seal his book to the time of
the End, 826 , 124• 9 ; compare also 2 Esd. 14 46, Enoch 1 2•
Nothing of the kind appears in the Revelation. So far as can
be shown by any designation which the author gives himself
he might be another John as certainly as the Apostle, and
there is no intimation that the book of an apostle, now dead,
is here brought to light. Especially would some indication of
this kind be needed, if there were in tl).e younger generation
in the Asian church another well-known John called the Presbyter; see pp. 362 ff. On the other hand if the view of many
recent scholars be correct, that the Apostle had been martyred
some fifty years before and had never resided in Asia, all the
more certainly would a writer assuming identity with him be
compelled so to designate himself in some way, and to explain
the late appearance of the book. It is hardly necessary to
point out that these considerations are of equal force against
an unknown writer's use of the name of John the Presbyter.
Most scholars of all schools of criticism, though differing as
to who the John was, are agreed that the book was not pseudonymous, that it was written, at least in part, by a John well
I

See pp. 216 ff. ; also paragraphs on Criticism in Com.
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known at the time to the Asian churches. The traditional
view that the author was John the Apostle is held by many
recent scholars. 1 The larger number of present-day critics
identify the author with John the Presbyter; some few (e.g.
Spitta) with John Mark. The last supposition is generally
rejected, since there is nothing in the New Testament or early
tradition associating Mark in this way with the Asian church.
Opinion will probably remain divided between John the Apostle and John the Presbyter, according to the attitude of different minds toward evidence. But it cannot be too strongly
emphasized that the question of the personality of the author
is altogether subordinate to that of the canonicity of the book
and its religious value. 2 Large parts of the Old Testament
scriptures are of undetermined authorship; not only the historical books are such, but also most of the psalms, portions of
the prophets, and other writings. And in part the same is
true of the New Testament; the writers of a third of the number of books are not announced in the books themselves, and
inquiries regarding their personalities are far from reaching a
uniform answer. But we accept, e.g. the priceless epistle to
the Hebrews as we do the second part of Isaiah, each from the
pen of a great unknown. And we attribute to all such portions the same authoritative character as to the rest of the
Scriptures. So the Revelation has come to us declaredly the
work of a Christian prophet, bringing its own credentials; 3
and the Church has been guided with common consent to recognize in it a God-sent message of spiritual truths. As such
the sympathetic reader accepts the lessons of its wonderful
visions, its words of command and encouragement. In view
of these facts it would perhaps be sufficient to rest the question of authorship here. Certainly it would seem that the
question of his personal identity, as not involving the essential
truth of a part of our New Testament, might be studied with
impartiality. Unfortunately one cannot follow the various discussions of the topic with the conviction that such has been
the case. In the following brief survey of the subject a statement is given of the chief arguments which have been offered
1 So, B. Weiss, Zahn, Sanday, Stanton, Reynolds, Drummond, Simcox,
Batifol, al.
2 See pp. 337 ff.
3 Cf. pp. 292 ff.
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as possessing force, and some comment on these is added.
Two questions really preliminary to the inquiry, the personality of the so-called John the Presbyter, and the tradition of
John the Apostle's sojourn in Asia, are most conveniently considered elsewhere (pp. 362 ff., 366 ff.); the results of the discussion there presented are taken into account here.

Early testimony to the authorship of the Apocalypse.
In
estimating the trustworthiness of opinion regarding the authorship of the Apocalypse in the early years of its circulation, it
is necessary to take into account especially the nature of the
writing and the extent to which it was known. It was not an
anonymous, or pseudonymous tract, 1 copies of which were
manufactured in a statio and sent out to the public through
the bibliopolm, the booksellers; it was a personal letter addressed in the author's unmistakable name to those churches
in which he was well known, and it was to be read in their
assemblies. Unquestion~bly it became familiar at once to the
Christians in the capital city of Ephesus and the rest of the
seven cities. And the hearers all knew from whom the message came, as certainly as did the Corinthians in receiving a
letter from St. Paul.
Like other epistles addressed to
churches, it must have been read repeatedly, recalling the personality of the writer, whoever he might be. It is quite conceivable that a book like the Fourth Gospel might not be so
certainly and universally associated with its author; but it is
hard to believe that a message so personal as that of the Revelation could have been wrongly attributed at, or near, the time
of its reception. ·And it may reasonably be supposed that
there were at least seven copies of it in existence soon after its
first transmission. We have evidence of a considerable circulation not long after it was written in the reference which
Irenreus makes to 'all good and ancient copies.' 2 Irenreus
himself, in his younger years a contemporary of many of a
maturer age who were living when the book was first read in
the churches, could hardly speak of copies as ancient, unless
they belonged to a time very near the date of the book. And
he shows also that discussion had arisen in those earlier years,
I

Cf. p. 345 f.

2

Haer. V. 30; Euseb. V. 8, 5.
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before the time when he was writing his work against the
Heresies (c. 185-190), regarding the number of the Beast, and
that appeal had been made to those who had seen the author
face to face. The witnesses appealed to could not have been
living at the time of the writing of the book against the Hergsies; the dispute then must have been of earlier date, that is,
the book must have been somewhat widely known at that early
date. In these circumstances it would not be easy for much
uncertainty or confusion to arise, within this period, regarding
the personality of the author. We know from everyday experience how short a period is that of more than fifty years in
our knowledge of the authorship of a book, which has made a
deep impression and has been much read by us. Particularly
is this true of a writing in which the author draws special attention to his words by declaring his personality. We must
therefore attach weight to this early opinion concerning the
authorship of the Revelation, if it is clearly expressed and
uniform.
As bearing on the value of the witness of Justin Martyr,
Papias, and Irenreus, here cited, reference must be made to
what is said of these writers respectively on pp. 338 f., and to
the discussion of the date of Irenreus and the value of his testimony given on pp. 368 :ff. The earliest testimony recorded is
that of Justin, who lived some time at Ephesus, the center of
the region to which the book was sent, at a date when the
generation to which it first came had not yet passed away.
He appeals to it as an acknowledged work of John the Apostle.1 Papias, who belonged to that earlier generation, recognized the book, according to Andreas, as inspired, but we have
no words of his showing to whom he attributed it. It is a fair
presumption from the manner in which Andreas refers to
Papias' view of the book, that he regarded him as agreeing
with his own opinion, that the author was the Apostle; 2 at all
events if Papias had expressed a divergent opinion, the historian Eusebius would certainly have stated it, since he is eager
to establish the non-apostolic authorship and uses Papias' book
in proof of the existence of another John, the Presbyter, to
whom the Apocalypse might be attributed. 3 Irenceus, who.
1

Dial. c. Tryph. 81.

2

Cf. p. 338.

a Cf. p. 362.
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was a younger contemporary of Papias and Justin and who
had ample opportunity for knowing the opinion prevalent in
Asia from the beginning of the century, makes frequent and
explicit reference to the Apocalypse as that of 'John the disciple of the Lord,' and he shows distinctly that by this term
he means John the Apostle. 1 From this time on the same
testimony appears generally in the fathers, e.g. Clement of
Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, etc. Especially valuable is the
testimony of Origen as the great student arid critic of the history of the New Testament books. And in none of these
authorities is there argument to establish this authorship; it
is assumed as acknowledged.
The opponents of the apostolic authorship in the second century, Marcion and the Alogi, did not appeal to any early testimony. Marcion accepted only the Pauline epistles and Luke,
the Pauline Gospel. The Alogi rejected all the Johannine
writings because the Montanists found here support for their
doctrines. 2 The absence of any historic evidence in favor of
an author other than the Apostle is shown in their absurd attribution of the Apocalypse to Cerinthus. In the third century
Oaitts, presbyter at Rome, rejected the book for the same reason as did the Alogi. And this seems to have been the motive
that led Eusebius in the fourth century to attribute it to John
the Presbyter. Near the middle of the third century IJionysius of Alexandria, though taking it as inspired, assigned it on
purely internal grounds to a John other than the Apostle, possibly John Mark. A fragment in Eusebius, H.E. VII. 24 f.,
preserves his argument. Holding as unquestionable the apostolic origin of the Fourth Gospel and the Epistles, he argues
that the Revelation differs from these in characteristic ideas
and terms, in language and grammatical idiom, and also in the
author's naming of himself, though with none of the self-designations used in the Gospel. The substance of his argument
against an identity of authorship in the two books, revived
and widely adopted in modern times, is shown on pp. 354 :ff.
The presence of a second John at Ephesus he found to be indicated in the fact that two tombs of John were to be seen
1

Cf. p. 368.

2

Cf. pp. 340 f.
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there. 1 Eusebius, notwithstanding his large acquaintance with
the earlier Christian literature, was evidently unable to discover any tradition of a non-apostolic authorship of the Revelation. So much external testimony to the personality of the
author, traceable back to almost contemporaneous sources,
is found in the case of almost no other book of the' New
Testament.2
Internal Testimony. When we turn to the book itself and
ask what evidence it furnishes, that the John who wrote it was
the Apostle, there is little or nothing which possesses force
enough to be considered decisive, either affirmatively or negatively. The writer does not designate himself an apostle and
there is nothing in the book which could come from an apostle
only; but on the other hand, nothing which we can confidently
say an apostle could not have uttered. A number of intimations are pointed out as against identifying the author with
the Apostle, but these are not convincing. They are as follows: (a) a mark of subapostolic authorship is seen in 21 14,
where the writer speaks of the apostles quite objectively, as a
group in which he does not reckon himself, assigning to them
the dignity with which a later generation sees them clothed.
And he takes the same objective attitude toward them in 182°,
where also he thinks of them all, it is said, as martyrs already
in heaven. But it will be seen that the argument, if valid,
would exclude the author from the number of the prophets
also; yet he emphasizes his place among these. 3 For further
answer to this argument see Com. on these passages. (b) An
apostle who had heard the Lord's words recorded in Mk. 1332
could not have written this book, whose very plan is a schematic computation of the advent. It is however enough to
say that the computation of the time of the End is no more
precise in the Revelation than in the immediate context of that
passage in Mark, that is, in vv. 14-31; nor is it more in conflict with the Lord's words than is that passage. 4 (c) There
is nowhere in the book any reminiscence of a personal knowl1

On Dionys. cf. Alford 210 ff. ; Simcox Rev. in Gamb. Gk. Test. XXIII.

ff. ; Swete CIX. f.
2 On the absence of the book from the Syrian canon and uncertainty in eastern opinion see pp. 341 f.
a See pp. 292 f.
4 Cf. p. 149.
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edge of, or intercourse with, Jesus in his earthly life. There
is, however, no appropriate place for such personal reminiscences of the author in a series of revelations in which the
Christ appears only in his ascended majesty and the glory of
his final triumph. Even his death is referred to only in its
relation to his great victory, and the victory of the saints in
their final redemption. It might be queried whether memories of that life in Galilee would not furnish to many critics
a mark of late impersonation, as do, for example, the words of
2 Pet. 111-1s. (d) The words of 144 show that the writer was
an ascetic and therefore unmarried; but according to 1 Cor.
95 all the apostles were married ; the author then cannot be
John the Apostle. So bizarre a piece of exegesis would be
out of place in a serious survey of arguments, if it were not
urged by critics who lay claim to scientific methods. (e) The
apostle to whom were spoken the words of Mk. 10 40, 'is not
mine to give,' could not have put into the mouth of the Christ
the promise of Rev. 321, 'I will give to him to sit with me in
my throne.' Here also the exegesis is at fault. The latter
passage merely individualizes the general messianic promise
common from Daniel's time on, Dan. 727, that the kingdom
should be given to the saints; the former declares that the
place of honor in the final kingdom does not depend on the Lord's
personal favor, but is already prepared by God's eternal ordering for him who is greatest in service, v. 44. (f) One who
heard the Lord's prophecy of the destruction of the temple,
recorded in Mk. 13 2, could not have written Rev. 11I, declaring
its preservation. But with equal force it might be argued
that no one, whether apostle or another, could have written
the passage in the nineties, long after the temple had been destroyed. For further discussion of the question see Com. in
'zoe. (g) The author seeks to give his message the weight of
his name, 'I John,' but not of an apostolic rank. He calls
himself servant of Christ, brother, companion, but not apostle;
whereas Paul though using the former terms in self-designation, yet in nearly all his epistles announces his .authority as
an apostle. Paul's usage, however, was not a norm to be followed necessarily by another. He wrote his epistles in the
exercise of his apostolic authority, which was frequently called
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in question. The author of the Revelation wrote his book in
no such circumstances; his message is that of a prophet, it is
that character which he emphasizes.l It is shown elsewhere
(p. 368) that the title apostle was much less used to designate
the Ephesian John even by those who distinctly witnessed to
his apostleship. (h) The author of the Revelation is versed
in the scriptures and apocalyptic literature, but the apostle
John in his trial at Jerusalem was perceived (Ac. 413) to be in
the Jewish sense •unlearned and ignorant.' But that judgment of the council was based on the answer of Peter, speaking for both himself and J ohn, 2 and it shows no more rabbinical
learning than might be possessed by a member of any Jewish
family devoutly instructed in the Scriptures. It is questionable whether the Apocalypse reveals an author whose knowledge of the Scriptures, popular apocalyptic, and rabbinical
sayings went beyond the possible attainments in such a family.
We need not discuss here Mk. 120, Jno. 1927,18 16, passages often
cited to show that John's family was above the humblest rank.
From this survey of the objections urged on internal
grounds against the apostolic authorship of the Revelation, it
may fairly be maintained that these cannot be regarded as decisive, or even as furnishing strong presumption against that
authorship. In view then of the exceptional force of the external evidence, and the evidence, discussed at length below,
in favor of John's activity in Asia at the end of the century, 3
there appears a reasonable degree of probability in the tradition that the book comes from the Apostle. In the contents,
spirit, and impassioned language of the book, there ig much
that is akin to the vehement' son of thunder,' who would call
down visible judgment from heaven to consume the enemies
of the Lord, Lk. 954 ; and herein may be found some confirmation of this conclusion. But this and similar features in the
character of the Apocalyptist are too common to justify any
sure inference.

The Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel. In seeking to determine the personality of the Apocalyptist, we are not immediately concerned with the relation of his book to other
1

Cf. pp. 292 f.
2A

a Cf. pp. 366 ff.
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writings whose authorship is not certainly settled. Yet in
view of the widely accepted tradition which assigns both the
Fourth Gospel and the Apocalypse to one author, the question
is properly noticed here. In the third century Dionysius
argued on internal grounds that it was impossible to accept identity of authorship ; and in recent times his argument has been
taken up and expanded with a force to give it acceptance with
the majority of present-day scholars. While some would accept the Gospel only as apostolic, and others the Apocalypse
only, still others deny that character to both. No candid student can fail to see that the assumption of a common authorship must face a number of weighty objections; and one may
well hesitate to assert categorically that these objections are
inconclusive. We are accustomed to utterances to the effect
that the question is definitively closed; e.g. 'It is one of the
most certain theses of New Testament science that not another
line from the author of the Apocalypse is preserved in the
New Testament' ( J i.ilicher 241 ).
Yet in examining the
grounds upon which such a judgment is based, the impartial
investigator must acknowledge that answers to these objections, and counter-arguments also present themselves, though
these too may not be conclusive. The subject presents one of
those questions in New Testament criticism in which mental
bent, apart from the bias of prejudgment, is chiefly influential
in determining the conclusion reached. In the comparison of
the two books the Apocalypse must be taken, as is maintained
throughout the present commentary, to be the work of one
author, who, whatever use he made of apocalyptic fragments
and other material, has so completely adapted these in language and interpretation to his purpose, that the book as it lies
before us is to be considered in so far a unit. The differences
between the Apocalypse and the Fourth Gospel which are held
to preclude identity of authorship are grouped into the following classes.
(1) Lir11Juistic differences. While the Greek of the Gospel
is grammatically correct, that of the Apocalypse is frequently
ungrammatical, 1 e.g. a nom. in apposition with other cases, or
1

Cf. p. 224.
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even after a preposition, as U7r0 a' wv /Cat 0 1jv /Cal. 0 €px0f.tEVO'>,
14; harsh changes of construction occur and lack of agreement, as 226, 321, 11 1• 15, 2114. Hebraisms are more frequent
than in any other book of the New Testament. Favorite expressions of the Gospel appear in the Apocalypse either n~t at
all or less often, or in a different sense; and vice versa. 1 These
linguistic differences, many of them not perceived in a translation, but appearing in almost every paragraph in the Greek,
are so striking that the reader in passing from one book to the
other feels himself almost certainly in contact with a different
writer. Although these peculiarities have been exaggerated
by some critics, they are not to be minimized, certainly not
to be overlooked. An older explanation referring grammatical
and similar differences to diffe'rent ages of the same writer, who
learned in later years to write better Greek (Hort, Westcott,
al. ), cannot be accepted in view of the date of the Apocalypse.~
But there are on the other hand counter considerations which
must be noticed. The departures from correct grammatical
usage are not due to ignorance; the writer shows a knowledge
and command of Greek too accurate to make such a supposition
tenable. Beyond question both books come from writers, or a
writer, whose mode of thought and native speech are Hebraic;
and that this Hebraic manner is followed more closely in one
book than in the other may conceivably be due to causes other
than duality of authorship. The whole character of an apocalypse, a type of writing Jewish in origin, contents, and manner,
would lead .us to expect a more Hebraic style in the Revelation
than in the Fourth Gospel, which is a theological interpretation
of the incarnate life of Christ. 3 Moreover as the Apocalypist
in the selection and arrangement of his matter shows careful
observance of a fixed plan, a studied handling of his subject
with reference to the production of a drama of visions, so he
may be conceived to have adopted, perhaps half unconsciously,
a diction and manner which he felt to be more consonant with
the utterances of a prophet and ecstatic.
I For a survey of linguistic differences see Liicke II. 662 ff. ; and for criticism
2 Cf. p. 206 ff.
of Liicke, Stuart I. 377 ff. ; cf. also Speaker's Com. 454 ff.
3 There is not sufficient warrant for the supposition frequently advanced that
the Apocalypse takes the name Jew as a title of honor, while the Fourth Gospel takes it as one of dishonor ; see Com. 29.
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The Apocalyptist's choice of the form '1€povua>..~p. in preference to 'I€pou6>..vp.a, which is used in the Gospel, seems intentional (see Com. 2110); so
the oft-recurring tlpv{ov, Lamb, to the exclusion of tlp.vo>, the only form elsewhere applied to Christ in the New Testament, is a technical term consciou~ly adopted as a fixed epithet of the Christ of heavenly glory ( cf. pp.
314 ff.). Over against these differences between the' two books, striking
parallelisms also in a linguistic respect have been often pointed out ( cf.
among others Bouss. Kom. 177 f.). Some of the more noticeable of these
are the following. Only in the J ohannine writings is Christ called theW ord
(cf. Com. 19 18). His designation as the Lamb is more strongly emphasized
in these writings than elsewhere in the New Testament (cf. Jno. 129• 36 ) ; in
fact precisely this designation occurs elsewhere only in I Pet. 11 9 • The figures of the water of life, springs of water, and the like, are conspicuous here,
cf. Jno. 41or.• H, 788, Rev. 711,21 6,2217. For the figure of the shepherd cf.
Jno. 101 ff., 26 r., 2F6 f·, Rev. 717. For the supersession of the temple cf. Jno.
421, Rev. 21 22•
vV orthy of notice is the agreement of Jno. 1987 and Rev. 17 in
the form, varying from the LXX., of Zechariah 121°, quoted in each place
in connection with the crucifixion. The emphasis on the ideas of truth and
falsehood, whether taken separately or in contrast with each other, so common in the Gospel and 1 Jno., appears in the Apoc. also, though the words,
&.A~IhLa and tf€VCTT7J>, do not occur in the latter (cf. Com. 218). tlA7J6w6>,
true to the ideal, occurs 10 times in the Apoc., 13 times in the Gospel and
1 Jno., only 5 times in the rest of the New Testament. p.apTvp{a in the
sense of testimony to divinely given truth is very frequent in the Apoc.,
Gospel, and 1 Jno., but occurs only once in the rest of the New Testament
(Ac. 221 8). vLKav as a kind of technical term for complete victory over the
world and Satan, occurs in the Apoc. 11 times, in the Gospel and 1 Jno.
7 times, not in precisely the same way elsewhere in the New Testament,
T7Jp€'i:v Tas £vToAas, or the sing., in the Apoc. twice, in the Gospel and 1 Jno.
9 times, in the rest of the N. T. twice. T7Jpliv Tov >..6yov, or the plur., in Apoc.
4 times, the Gospel and 1 Jno. 8 times, not elsewhere in theN. T. £{3patCTTl
twice in Apoc., 5 times in the Gospel, not elsewhere in theN. T.

Parallelisms such as are pointed out above, and the number
could be considerably increased, furnish strong intimation that
the Apocalypse, if not from the same author as the Gospel and
1 Jno., arose in common with these in a circle that was dominated by a single personality. There is plausibility in the suggestion 1 that the superior smoothness of the Greek of the Gospel
and various linguistic differences are due at least in part to the
employment of a Greek amanuensis. Josephus revised portions
of his work in this way; Paul wrote most of his epistles by the
hand of another; and there is force in the supposition that the
phraseology was sometimes influenced by the amanuensis. In
1

Cf. Zahn, Ein,. II. 629.
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spite of the marked differences in language and style it would
appear that the Apocalypse in these respects is more closely
akin to the other writings called J ohannine than to any other
books in the New Testament, and that these five books form a
group bearing clearer marks of oneness, in the ·aspect under
discussion here, than do any other New Testament writings not
professedly from the same author. The phenomenon common
in literature of the production by one author of writings differing widely in diction and manner must cause hesitation in
forming a decision on these grounds alone.
(2) Theological differences. (a) The God of the Apocalypse
is chiefly represented as the creator and sovereign of the universe, enthroned apart in majesty, judging the world in wrath,
not in mercy. In the Gospel he is the Father who so loved the
world that he gave his only begotten Son. In the one book he
appears as the Hebrew God, in the other as the Christian. For
the most part in the Apocalypse, the aspect is that of a being
to be worshiped and feared, more than to be loved. This difference, however, is due to the respective scopes of the two
books. The Gospf:ll seeks to give the complete revelation of the
character of God as manifested in the incarnate Son; the Apoc. alypse is confined chiefly to one aspect of that character, that of
the righteous judge. The difference is that between the whole
and a part. There is no contrariety. For further discussion
of this point see pp. 310 ff. (b) The Christ of the Gospel is the
revealer of God to men, the source of spiritual renewal, the
meek redeemer who lays down his life for the world. In the
Apocalypse he is the mighty messianic prince of Jewish expectation, who rules the nations with a rod of iron. But here
again the comparison is made from a partial view. In the
Apocalypse, since it is the book of Judgment, he is preeminently
the victor over the prince of this world, the punisher of obdurate
enemies, the rewarder of the faithful. But there appear here
also and frequently the features predominant in the Gospel
characterization. Christ is here the faithful p,apTvr;, witness,
through whom the Christian possesses the p,apTvp{a, the testimony,
God's revelation given in the gospel; cf. 15• 9, 314, 69, 1211• 17, 1910,
204. He is the fountain of spiritual life for all who thirst, 21 6,
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22 17• He is the Lamb who has redeemed men by the gift of
his life; cf. 1 5, 59, 714, 1211, 14 4• Thus the highly spiritualized
conception of the nature and functions of the Messiahship given
in the Gospel discloses itself in the midst of the imagery of the
Apocalypse. · On the other hand the characteristics most conspicuous in the apocalyptic representation are not wanting inthe Gospel, the Gospel of severity as well as the Gospel of love.
These are implied in such passages as 213-16, 537-46, 734, 815-55,
939-41, 1231, 1611; see further p. 160.
It may be argued with
force that the representations of the Christ in the two books
point to a single author or at least to a group dominated by
one mind. For the two representations form a complement of
each other such as is found in no other books of the New Testament. In the Gospel we have the eternal Son who has laid
aside the divine glory which he had in his union with the Father,
and has become incarnate that he may give life to the world;
in the Apocalypse we have throughout the same eternal Son,
returned to his heavenly majesty, his redemptive work accomplished, and at the end of the ages consummating his own triumph and the triumph of his people over the powers of evil.
The Logos become flesh, and the Lamb (as the latter is used in
the Apocalypse; see p. 314 ff.), ideas whicli completely dominate their respective books, are correlative conceptions, each
contains the other. Not only does the portraiture of the one
book presuppose that of the other, but also it is only in these
books that the two conceptions are developed with such pervasiveness and fullness. And it is only in these two books that
we find with so frequent recurrence the Son's 'subordination'
to the Father.! The view that the writer of the Fourth Gospel
who had a definite conception of how the Lord spoke on earth
could never have represented him as speaking after the different
and sustained manner of the Apocalypse,2 is utterly unwarranted
in the case of one who had witnessed the Transfiguration and
the Ascension, one who had worshiped the Lord in the aweinspiring appearances after the resurrection, 3 and who through
many years of the life in the Spirit had beheld in him 'the
Lord of glory.' (c) The Spirit is represented in the Apocalypse
in the strange form of the seven Spirits, and his functions are
1

Cf. p. 314.

2

J. A. Robinson, al.

a Cf. Mt. 2817, Jno. 2112.
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chiefly those of the producer of the ecstatic state and of the
mediator of revelation and prophecy. He is not spoken of as
the Helper, or as the agency of spiritual life, as in the Gospel,
though the latter may be implied in 221• 17 • There is however
no actual contradiction between the two books in the doctrine
of either the person or the offices of the Spirit. His manifold
operations are, to be sure, made less conspicuous in the Apocalypse; this might be expected in a book more concerned with
the final consequences of the spiritual life than with its agencies
and processes. For the general agreement of the Apocalypse
with the other books of the New Testament in the doctrine of
the Spirit see pp. 316 f.
(3) Eschatological differences. The Gospel is almost wholly
concerned with the present, not the coming, age. It speaks of
judgment, resurrection, the coming of the Lord, eternal life, all
as spiritual processes occurring in the present, e.g. 5 21-27, 1416-28.
But in the Apocalypse these terms designate instead eschatological events. In this is seen the most striking difference between the two books; they appear to be separated from each
other by the widest reach of religious thought. Yet here again
it is quite possible to mistake an apparent, for a real, divergence, or at least to overlook the proper limits of the difference.
The chief factors of traditional eschatology which form the
theme of the Apocalypse are found in the final anticipations of
the Gospel also, though in a subordinate relation. And on the
other hand the form of judgment, resurrection, and advent,
which are conceived in the Gospel in a spiritual way, is presupposed in the spiritual relation of the faithful to their Lord
in the present life as pictured in the Apocalypse. 1 In both
cases it is a matter of antecedent and consequence; but in the
Gospel attention is largely fixed on the former, in the A pocalypse on the latter. And a Christian Jew of the time, even the
author of the Fourth Gospel, if he received visions of the Last
Times and wrote a record of these, must have been dominated
by the current eschatology inherited from Jewish sources, but
christianized. The great difficulty lies in conceiving an author
who so thoroughly spiritualized traditional beliefs as does the
1

For fuller discussion see pp. 101 ff., 163 f.
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Fourth Evangelist, to have entered so fully and with so much
sympathy, as the author of the Apocalypse does, into the forms
of traditional eschatology. It would however be rash, as the
history of literature warns us, to affirm that a writer might not
possess so great versatility, or be able to withdraw himself to so
great a degree from one phase of a subject with its appropriate
manner, and concentrate himself upon another and the manner
belonging to it. The problem involved is analogous to that of
a dramatist's power of vivid characterization. The writer of
the Apocalypse shows remarkable versatility in the production
of the paragraph of the seven epistles, which in its immediate
aim, in its horizon and manner, differs so widely from other
parts of the book as to form in the minds of many critics an
argument for composite authorship. 1 Something of the same
facility appears in his readiness in combining with Jewish
messianic imagery the christian doctrines of faith in Jesus, and
redemption from sin through his blood. A similar capability
appears in the Evangelist, who, while retaining in a measure
current eschatological notions, fixes his attention chiefly on the
corresponding spiritual processes which are antecedent to those
future events and prepare the way for them. A writer who
accepted so unhesitatingly, as does the Evangelist, the literal
application of utterances of the prophets to Jesus' history, 2
could hardly have rejected every form of visible consummation
of tbe future pictured by the prophets. It seems certain that
he is not seeking so much to displace accepted eschatology as to
interpret its most essential character as beginning to be realized
in the present spiritual life. A striking parallelism to this aim
followed in the Gospel is seen in the doctrine of Antichrist in
the first epistle. The common belief in the coming of the great
adversary, Antichrist, as one of the chief events of the Last
Times, is evidently not denied, but it is pointed out that his
essential work is already begun in the present opposition to
Jesus as the Christ; in a spiritual sense he has come already, a
as in the Gospel the judgment and resurrection have in a spiritual sense already taken place. 4
1 See pp. 492 ff.
2 Cf. 1238-41, 131s, 1712, 19u, 86 37,
3 Cf. 21s, 22, 43, also 2 Jno. 7, 2 Thess. 27.
4 For a supposed difference between Rev. and Jno. as regards the term eternal
life, and the place of faith and works in soteriology see pp. 164, 163.
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Conclusion. The reader who takes up the two books in his
Greek Testament in immediate succession feels inevitably as he
passes from one into the other that he is in a different atmosphere, that the language, manner, presuppositions, and outlook
have changed. And if he analyzes the difference in the aspects
spoken of above, it may seem impossible to attribute the writings to one author. Many find it so. And yet in view of
what may be said, as we have seen, in the way of explaining
divergences and establishing agreements, the question comes up
with force, whether the subtler affinities are not such as at least
to make the attribution of the books to one author supposable.
At all events we may reasonably hesitate to consider the question definitively settled in the negative. The confident, in some
instances one might say the arrogant, tone of utterances often
heard to the effect that all competent critics are at one in denying a unity of authorship, is certainly not warranted, though it
is true that most present-day scholars hold to a diversity of
authors. To say nothing of many scholars of the more conservative school, whose critical acumen it would be presumptuous to deny, a number of critics, who are remote from the
suspicion of undue deference to traditionalism, accept what is
essentially equivalent to a common source. Harnack 1 'confesses to the critical heresy' which carries both books back to
one author, to be sure, on the supposition that the Apocalypse
is a working over of a Jewish source by the hand-not that of
the Apostle- from which the Gospel comes. But our question
here is oneness of authorship, not apostolicity. J. Weiss2 says,
'However different the two writings may be, they have so much
in common that it must be said that the same circle must have
shared in the publication of both'; and commenting on the
difficulty in supposing writings so different to have been accepted and understood by the same readers and at the same
time, he adds, 'it does not help much to assign the two writings
to different authors.' Weiss' theory that both books are redactions of writings of John the Presbyter does not concern the
present discussion. What is of interest here is that he finds
upon internal evidence that both books in their present form
spring from one source, perhaps one person. Bousset 3 in his
1

Chron. 675.

2

Offenb. 156.

a Kom. 179 ; cf. also En. Bib. I. 199.
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survey of the affinities between the Apocalypse and the other
writings called J ohannine finds these so clear that he concludes
the books all originated in a circle which stood under the influence of one person, the Asian John, who in Bousset's view is
the Presbyter. Here too the dominating influence of one personality must exclude the assumption of radically divergent
views in theology, eschatology, and general religious outlook.
Such theories of the books come nearer to the assumption of one
writer, with freely working amanuensis, than to that of a plurality of writers possessing views mutually exclusive. 1

XIII.

THE Two JOHNS OF THE AsiAN CHURCH

A. John the Presbyter. The interest of the student of the Apocalypse
in the person thus designated arises from the fact that he may with plausibility be supposed to be the John well known to the Asian churches, and
the author pf the Apocalypse, if there are found insuperable objections to
assigning this role to the Apostle. He is not mentioned in the New Testament. The designation,' the Elder,' which the writer of 1 and 2 John
gives himself, assumed by many to refer to him, lacks as necessary for
identification the addition 'John.' The term there used is entirely
vague; it might be given to an apostle (1 Pet. 51 ), it may be official, applied to one holding the common office of presbyter, or it may denote
simply superior age or dignity. It is evidently a designation familiar to
the readers of those epistles, but if it were meant to distinguish the writer
from another of the same name, the name could hardly be omitted. There
is nowhere in the literature of the second century (not even in Iren. Hrer. IV.
27-32, nor in Papias, Euseb. III. 39, 15) evidence of the use of the term as
a widely known substitute for the proper name of a particular individual.
Where found it refers to one specified in the context; see p. 373.
Except in an obscure fragment of Papias, preserved in Eusebius H.E.
III. 39, no mention of the Presbyter John is found before the fourth century. Eusebius is the first to point out the existence of such a person as
evidenced by the fragment which he preserves from the introduction to
Papias' book entitled Aoy{wv Kvpto.Kwv £/;7Jy~rrw;, Interpretations of utterances of the Lord. The passage, so far as it need be given here, reads
thus : Ei 8€ ?Tov Kat ?Tap7JKOAov87JKW<;; TL> To'is 7Tp£rr f3vT£pot<;; lA.Bot, Tovs TWV
7Tp£rr{3vTepwv &.v€Kptvov >..Oyovs · T£' Av8pf.as ~ T{ TI&pos; £i7T£V ~ T{ <l>iA.t?T?TO> ~
T{ ®wp.iis ~ 'IO.Kw{3os ~ T{ 'IwaVV7J> ~ MaTOa'ios ~ ns; l-r£pos; Twv Tov Kvp{ov
I The present commentator ventures to say that his earlier conviction of the
impossibility of maintaining a unity of authorship has been much weakened by a
study of the two books prolonged through many years.
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is, according to the interpretation adopted below, But furtherrnore, if perchance there came [to me] anyone who had been a hearer of the
elders, I was wont to inquire about the sayings of [these] elders regarding what
Andrew or what Peter had said, or what Philip or what Thomas or James, or
what John or Matthew or any other of the Lord's disciples [had said], and [I
was wont to inquire] what Aristion and the presbyter John, the disciples of the
Lord, [or according to the emendation of the text adopted below, the disciples of John] are saying. The passage has given occasion to much exegetical
controversy, which can be taken up only very briefly here .. (Among the
works referred to on p. 343 see especially Larfeld and Chapman.) It will
be seen that Papias mentions two groups of persons whose words he sought
to get. He marks the transition from one group to the other by the rhetorical variation from ~ T{ to c1 u. The first group consists of apostles including John. The designation oi Tov Kvp{ov pn.~Ta{ given to these refers
without doubt to their personal relation to the Lord when he was on earth;
it was the testimony of such, handed down through trustworthy intermediaries, which was of value for the purpose of Papias. The second group
consists of two persons; one Aristion, not an apostle and not known to us;
the other, called the presbyter John. Our inquiry is concerned with the
personality of the latter. He has quite commonly been identified with
John the apostle, because he is here called, as the text stands, the disciple
of the Lord, and no other John is known among i(he Lord's personal disciples in the New Testament, or, apart from this fragment of Papias, in the
tradition of the first three centuries. The difficulty arising from the repetition of John's name in the second group is in the opinion of many explained
by a difference between the two groups as regards time and place. Papias'
first mentioned inquiry, T{ t:f7rt:Y K'TA. was meant to ascertain the testimony
of such immediate disciples of the apostles as had lived long in Palestine
and had had opportunity to hear many apostles all of whom at the time
when the inquiry was made were dead except John. The inquiry spoken
of in the second part, c1 'Tt: >..f.yovuLv, sought the testimony of such immediate disciples (not all necessarily apostles) of the Lord as were, at the time
when the inquiry was made, still living and in Asia, viz. Aristion and John.
The difference in tense, t:l?Tt:V, >..f.yovuLv, marks the distinction. Papias himself may have heard these Asian disciples, but he seeks the report of others
also who had heard them. The apostle John who lived on in Ephesus till
the close of the century belongs to both groups; hence the repetition of his
name. The epithet
?Tpt:u{3vupor;, the elder, which is given to him, is
then explained as a title of honor, distinguishing him from others because
of his age, or as an official title to mark him as the head of the Asian
church; cf. Zahn, Ein. II. 220, 210; Chapman 35 f., 39. Thus a distinct
John ceases to many minds to be a reality. John the Presbyter is called
an invention of Eusebius, because the historian was the first to interpret
the passage in Papias as witnessing to his existence.
But if Papias had in mind the activities of one and the same John at
different times and places, he could hardly have chosen language less likely
~
pn. ()1JTWY,
a~ 'T£
>..f.yovuLY; that

o
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to convey that thought. Without some more distinct note of the Apostle's
place in both groups, the name in the second group, especially with the
added o7rp£ti{3vupo>, must inevitably be understood of a different person.
Moreover the added phrase, oi Tov Kvp{ov p.a07Jm{, the disciples of the Lord,
in the second part further complicates the passage. It is certain that the
phrase has the same meaning in both clauses, an immediate disciple of
Jesus himself, such as were the apostles and others. If any variation were
thought of, it must necessarily in some way be indicated ; but of this there
is no trace. 1 And after the preceding words, ~ n> lTEpo> TWV Tov Kvp{ov
p.a07]Twv, or auy other of the Lord's disciples, which summarily include all
disciples other than those just named, the repetition of the designation in
this clause is harshly tautological. If emphatic repetition or specification
were intended, there would at least be required some such addition as Kat
iKE'ivoL, these also disciples, etc.
A chronological difficulty also arises not only in identifying the second
John with the former, but in denominating the second group personal disciples of the Lord. The present A.f.yovaw, are saying, marks the disciples of
the second group as still living at the time when Papias wrote. The present cannot be used here, as often, of words given in an earlier writing, for
the reports here spoken of are oral- this fact Papias emphasizes in the context. And in view of the aor. E!7rEV in the parallel group, this cannot be
taken as a historical present. It is true that Papias in both clauses is
speaking of inquiries mage in the past (&.vf.KpLVov), and he might have used
l>..Eyov instead of the present, but he thinks of the witness of this group as
still living, they are speaking at the present time and giving the same testimony; they furnish an apt example of what he declares most valuable, Ta
1rapa {wa7J> cpwvfj> Kat p.Evova7J~• the deliverances of a living and abiaing voice.
Now the date of Papias' book cannot be determined with certainty. Zahn,
Forsclt. VI. 112, puts it with probability c. 125-130. Harnack's argument,
Citron. 356 f., for a date as late as 145-160 is inconclusive. But even if the
earliest possible date, 125 A.D., be adopted, the Apostle was long since dead,
as were all the other personal disciples of the Lord.
It can scarcely be doubted that there is some textual error in the passage
as given by Eusebius. Some would omit the words altogether ; so, Hansleiter, Mommsen, al. Others emend •them; e.g. oi Twv TOV KVp{ov p.a07JTWV
p.a07]Ta{, Abbott; oi TOV Kvp{ov p.a07JTWV p.a071m{, Renan; oi Towwv .p.a07Jm{,
Bacon. This last emendation is less violent in form than the others, but it
would make these two men, Aristion and John the Presbyter, who were living in the year 125, personal disciples of those just mentioned, that is of a
considerable number of apostles, one of whom (James) had been dead
eighty years, another (Peter) and perhaps several others, at least sixty years.
The most probable emendation is that suggested in the recent work (1914)
of Larfeld (see pp. 113-136), with whom the science of paheography and
I Utterly without foundation is Harnack's interpretation which makes the
phrase in the second clause refer to aged Christians who had come from Palestine, and who as young children had merely seen the Lord and come into slight
contact with him Ghron. 660.
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diplomatics is a specialty. With abundant illustrations drawn from Mss.
and inscriptions, he shows the methods of copyists in abbreviating proper
names and also their frequent mistakes in reading such abbreviations. He
cites the use of lwv for lwavvov in the late usage and shows the probability
of its use in early times. But w in the Mss. is often written in a form easily
mistaken for co, so that lwu is confused with teov. And tc is frequently
mistaken forK. Thus teov, wrongly written for twv, abbreviation for Iwavvov,
became Kov, an abbreviation occurring instead of KV for Kvpwv. A copyist
who had just written in the preceding clause rov KV ( = Kvptov) p.a6-qrwv
might easily in the second clause mistake twv ( = lwavvov) for Kov or KV, and
write rov KV p.a87JTat. The abbreviation KV is found in most Mss. of Eusebius. It is concluded then that what Papias wrote was oi roil 'Iwavvov
p.a87JTa{, the disciples of John. In the text thus emended the art. before
'Iwavvov may mark him as the one just mentioned, or the well-known.
Larfeld's reasoning is so plausible and the reading so completely solves the
difficulties of this much disputed passage, that we may accept his emendation with considerable confidence.1
If this be the correct form of Papias' words, the two persons Aristion and
John the Presbyter become somewhat less shadowy. They are younger
contemporaries of John the apostle; they are spoken of in a way implying
that they are known to the unnamed friend of Papias to whom he addressed
his book, and since he doubtless intended his book for a wider circle of
readers, presumably the Asian churches, they are probably known to these
also. They were not conspicuous enough to have left a great impression on
the churches, if we may judge from the fact that there is no mention of
them, except in this writing of Papias, unless it be true, as many suppose,
that much, or all, that is said of John the apostle in the Asian tradition
should be referred not to the Apostle, but to the Presbyter, the two being
confused in popular thought. Aristion and John are specially mentioned
by Papias among his authorities because as disciples of the Apostle they
were able to ·report what he had said. The title Presbyter given to John is
assumed to be familiar to the readers, and may have been used to distinguish him from his master, the Apostle. It is probably the official term
presbyter.
The term ol 7rp£u{31rr£pot, the elders, in the plu., as used in the passage of
Papias, cannot be official, for presbyters, found in every church, were not as
such personal authorities for the words of the Lord's apostles, in the sense
here intended by Papias. The term appears to be a standing one to denote
men of an older generation, the fathers, who were looked upon as authoritative witnesses to the past. It occurs often in Irerueus and later writers.
In itself it might include the apostles; but it is doubtful whether it was so
understood. Irenreus at all events defines his use of it by the added words,
disciples of the apostles; e.g. Hrer. V. 5, 1; 36, 2. And Papias also, if Larfeld's emendation be adopted, uses it thus; for throughout the passage cited
he is speaking of what his visitors reported from the elders, and as included
I Harnack expresses his approval of it as probable ; Theol. Lit. Zeitung7
May 23, 1914.
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in such reports he refers to what they told of the words of Aristion and
John the Presbyter. These two then are elders in the sense here intended;
but they are also defined as disciples of the apostle John. We thus obtain
a clue for the interpretation of the much disputed first clause, r{ 'Avopf.as
KTA. Taken by themselves, the words r{ • .• £i1rEv KTA would most naturally
be regarded as in apposition with rov<; Myovs, I inquired about the words of
the elders, i.e. what the elder Andrew said, etc. Thus the elders in this connection would be identified with the apostles, and the clause is interpreted
so by many. But another construction is possible, which makes the clause
the object of the action contained in A.oyous, I inquired about the words of the
elders in re,qard io the sayings of Andrew, etc. The elders as disciples of Andrew, Peter, etc., were the proper witnesses of the sayings of these. This
interpretation, required in the emended form of the second clause, is also
free from chronological difficulty. If the apostles here named are the elders
meant, the visitors to Papias to whom he addressed his inquiries would be
contemporaries and hearers of a considerable number of apostles, some of
whom had been long dead at the time when Papias must have been making
his inquiries; cf. p. 364.
It must be said in conclusion that the sole explicit historical evidence
for the existence of John the Presbyter, as distinguished from the Apostle,
is this passage of Papias. And while we are compelled to interpret the
passage as witnessing to his existence, yet there remains the extraordinary
fact, not satisfactorily accounted for, that no other trace of such a person
appears till about the beginning of the fourth century, :when Eusebius
called attention to the significance of Papias' language, though Papias' book
had been well known through the centuries, when the Alogi and others
were seeking for a non-apostolic authorship of the Johannine Apocalypse,
and Dionysius was unable to find any evidence of a second John in Asia to
whom to attribute it, except the two tombs at Ephesus; cf. p. 350. In
view of these circumstances the question cannot fail to arise whether the
text of Papias used by Eusebius may not have contained some other error
also besides that discussed on pp. 364 :ff.

B. The tradition of John the Apostle at Ephesus. Few traditions of-early
Christian history have been held to be more certainly authenticated than
that of the abode of John the apostle at Ephesus in the last years of the
first century. But in recent times there has been raised among students of
the Johannine question an array of objections, which are accepted by many
as conclusive against the truth of the tradition. The earlier criticisms of
the last century, those of Liitzelberger, 1840, and Keirn, 1867, were generaily
disregarded, as not outweighing the evidence in support of the tradition.
But since the publication of the De Boor fragments in 1888 (see below,
pp. 381 :ff. ), the question has been reopened and a formidable line of argument presented against the traditional view; see wQrks mentioned on p. 343.
In a discussion of the authorship of the Apocalypse the question cannot be
avoided; since if it be shown conclusively that the Apostle had not lived in
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Asia Minor, the book, which distinctly connects its author with the Asian
church, cannot have proceeded from his hand. It should be added, on the
other hand, that even if it were certainly proved that he lived at Ephesus, his authorship of the book would not necessarily follow, since the work
of another John may have been attributed to him. And it is not amiss to
repeat here that the apostolic origin of a book, however important in some
respects, is not in itself of such fundamental significance that the value of a
part of our New Testament stands or falls with it (cf. p .. 347). It would
seem then that the question of an Ephesian residence of the Apostle might
be studied without exaggerating or minimizing the evidence on either side.
First of all it need not be seriously questioned that there was about the
time to which the Revelation belongs a person named John, whether the
apostle or another, prominent in the churches of at least seven cities of
Asia Minor. The book itself, which as seen above, pp. 344 f., cannot be regarded pseudonymous, bears full testimony to this fact; and even if it
were pseudonymous, its assumptions must, except on suppositions that do
too great violence to the structure of the book and its representations, bear
the same testimony.! Of the other books of the New Testament it may
be said that the attribution of the Fourth Gospel and the epistles to a
John by the writers of the following generation, since the books bear unmistakable marks of Ephesian provenience, likewise indicates the presence
there of an influential person bearing the name. The history of the Acts
does not come down to so late a date. The testimony of the writers of the
second century to an Asian residence of the Apostle, which will be spoken
of below, even if mistaken in the matter of personal identity, furnishes
evidence of a John as well known to the Asian churches. Accepting then
an Asian John, and in spite of the scantiness of evidence ( cf. p. 366) the
presence and influence of John the Presbyter in the Asian church, we have
to ask, Did the Apostle also live and labor there, or was this true of the
Presbyter only, who erroneously came to be thought of as the Apostle? It
is certain that only one of the name could have been prominent there at the
time of the Apocalypse. The writer attaches no distinguishing epithet to
his name, there is for the readers but one John who could address them
thus (cf. pp. 344 f.). If this was the Apostle, and if the other John was
there, the latter was too subordinate to be thought of by any one as the
author of such an address to the seven churches. But if this John was the
Presbyter, then the Apostle either had not labored there at all, or his presence and influence belonged to the past; so that at the time of the Revelation it was not necessary to guard against a possible confusion of the
author with him.
It is convenient to take up first the evidence in support of the Apostle's
1 Prof. Bacon, who rejects the tradition of an Asian .John, makes the sojourn
at Patmos a clever fiction of the pseudonymous author impersonating the Apostle; Patmos was near enough to account for the self-styled Apostle's addressin!l;
a book to these churches; it was remote enough to forestall any objection of
the readers to the effect, that they had not known of the Apostle's being in
their vicinity. Hib. Journ. 1904, vol. 2, 331.
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abode in Asia at the time; but this must not be allowed to prejudge the
argument, to be considered later, which is adduced against the tradition.
TheN ew Testament furnishes no direct evidence upon the subject; see further pp. 380, 390. The earliest writer of the second century who makes explicit mention of the Apostle's sojourn in Asia is Irenams. His references
to the presence there of one whom he designates 'John the disciple of the
Lord' are so definite (e.g. Euseb. H.E. III. 23,3; IV.14, 6) and his allusion
to the Apostle in this designation so clear ( cf. Euseb. V. 8, 4; 24, 16, Hcer.
II. 22, 5, non solurn Joannem sed et alios apostolos; also III. 3, 4) that no
doubt can be legitimately raised regarding the fact of his testimony; the
question of 'ts value hinges solely upon its accuracy. The preference for
the designation disciple instead of apostle found in Irenams, Papias, and
others is probably due to the fact that that·term expresses more distinctly
what was specially insisted on, the value of testimony given by those who
had learned immediately from the Lord himself. The same designation
is given to the other apostles as well as John. Apostle was applied in some
cases to those who had not been of the original twelve. Irenreus makes
his reference to the Apostle clear beyond question. There is not the slightest force in the contention (e.g. Bouss. En. Bib. I. 198, a position essentially
abandoned in the last ed. of his Korn. 46) that the use of the term disciple
by Irenreus indicates reference to a John not known as an apostle; cf.
Chapman, 59 ff. It is noticeable that disciple is the word always used in
the Fourth Gospel; apostle as an official term does not occur there. The
sole question regarding the witness of Irenreus is then, Is it correct? The
proof of his error is regarded by many critics so convincing, that they unhesitatingly set his testimony aside_ He is conceived to have confounded
throughout John the Presbyter with the Apostle, and this mistake of his
is thought to have perpetuated itself, largely through his great influence,
in the later writers of that and the following centuries. That the John of
whom he speaks could not have been the Apostle but must have been the
other John prominent in Asia is considered certain from ,evidence adduced
for the Apostle's martyrdom at an earlier date, and from various indications that he could not have been prominent in Asia. Irenreus then, it is
contended, is the real source of this tradition, so widely current and apparently well attested, concerning the Apostle. If his error is established,
the trustworthiness of the tradition is held to be destroyed. See works
mentioned on p. 343.
It becomes then of the first importance in our inquiry to consider the
date of Irenreus and his source.~ of information, as bearing on his credibility. Irenreus, in the latter part of his life presbyter and bishop at Lyons in
Gaul, was probably by birth an Asiatic. At all events he had lived for a
considerable time in Asia Minor and was thoroughly familiar with the
church there and its traditions. The chronology of his life cannot be fixed
in detail, but some intimations point clearly to approximate dates sufficient
for our purpose. His great work, Against the Heresies, was written between
180 and 189 A.D. We have from somewhere near that date, either before
or after, a part of a letter of his, important for our inquiry, written to Flo-
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rinus, a presbyter at Rome, who was falling into the error of Valentinianism
(Euseb. H.E. V. 20). In this letter Irenreus speaks of his relation to Polycarp in a way which gives us some clue to the probable time of his birth.
He says that while a boy, 1rai:s £-n wv, he was wont to hear Polycarp in
lower Asia discoursing on his intercourse with John and others who had
seen the Lord. He speaks of his exact remembrance of not only the personal appearance of Polycarp, his place of discoursing, his customary entrance
and exit, but also of the discourses which he was wont to deliver, telling
what the immediate disciples of the Lord had said regarding the Lord's
work and teaching. This teaching of the Lord as reported by Polycarp
Irenreus says he so accurately understood and remembered that he can testify
to its agreement with the Scriptures. And it is 'this teaching which he
wishes to bring back to the remembrance of the erring Florinus, who had
been attending the lectures at the same time with Irenreus. It is to be
noted also that throughout the passage the imperfect tense is used and
other expressions showing that Irenreus is speaking of hearing Polycarp for
at least some little time. He may perhaps not have been a permanent pupil of his, but the language implies something more than the casual hearing
of one or two sermons, as some would contend. Now if he so clearly comprehended and remembered the Christian teaching which Polycarp was reporting, he must have been at the time when he heard Polycarp a person of
considerable maturity. What he here speaks of is quite different from
stories of the Lord's miracles for example, which a child might understand
and remember. Therefore when he speaks of himself as being in those
days a boy, it is clear that he uses the term as one often does in speaking of
early years from the standpoint of later life- and it was in that age that
Irenreus was speaking in this letter to Florinus. The broad sense in which
he takes the word he makes clear by his context. In another place (Hrer·
III. 3, 4) he uses the similar but looser expression lv T"i{ 7rpwry T]p.wv T]AtK{q.,
in our early age, in reference to the time of his seeing Polycarp. 1 Harnack's
supposition that he was a child of not more than twelve or fifteen years
( Chron. 325) is utterly at variance with the context. What he says of his
understanding and recoll-ection of Polycarp's discourses would justify us,
without doing violence to the word 7ral:s, in supposing him to have been at
least twenty or twenty-five years old. Now Polycarp's martyrdom occurred,
as most agree, in 155 A.D. (so, Harnack, Zahn, al.). We may therefore safely
place the birth of Irenreus not far from 130 A.D., if not earlier, (Zahn dates
it 115). The significance of so early a date in relation to the value of his
testimony will appear below.
Harnack, who is determined at all hazards to eliminate the authority of
Irenreus from the Johannine problem, has constructed an elaborate argument ( Chron. 320 ff.) to show that as regards the personality of the John
' In Soph. Phil. the young warrior and shiJKommander Neoptolemus is regularly called ... ai:s, boy. In Hom. Od. IV. 665, Telemachus, a young man about
twenty, is called v<os .,.als, a young boy. Lightfoot, Ignat. I. 448, points out in
late writers numerous cases of a similar term applied to persons of thirty or more
years.
2B
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spoken of by Polycarp, Irenreus is not a trustworthy witness. As many
critics share his view and as he puts the case against Irenreus in its strongest
form, the more important points in his argument are here summarized.
They may conveniently be tabulated as follows, criticism of the respective
points being reserved till the conclusion. (a) Irenreus' work Against the
Heresies was completed in the year 189. (b) ThP- lapse of l<'lorinus into
Valentinianism could not have occurred before 190; for Irenreus wrote to
the Roman bishop Victor urging his deposition and Victor's bishopric began
in 190, and furthermore Florinus is not mentioned in Irenreus' work against
the heresies, completed in 189. (c) It is unlikely that a Christian 60-70
years old should have fallen away into heresy. (d) If the lapse of Florinus
could not have occurred before 190, and if at the time of the lapse he could
not have been 60 or 70 years old, he must have been born as late as 120-130
A.D. (e) But the date of Florinus gives us a clue to that of Irenreus, since
he must have been younger than Florinus by ten or fifteen years, probably
more. For in his letter to Florinus he says Ef8ov yap uE 'ITaic; En ~v iv Tfj
KaTw •Au{g. 'ITapO. ITo.\vKap'ITifl .\ap.'ITpW<;; 'ITp&uuovTa iv Tfj f3aut.\tKfj av>..fi Kat
'ITEtptilp.EVOV EV&Ktp.ELV 'ITap' avT<i' (Euseb. H.E. v. 20, 5), For while yet a boy I
saw thee in lower Asia with Polycarp doing brilliantly in the royal court and
striving to be held in good esteem by him. The language implies that Florinus
must have already been a pupil of Polycarp for some time when the boy
Irenams saw him ; this is especially implied in the words Aap.'ITpwc; 'ITp&uuovm
(v Ty f3autA.tKfj av>..fi, lit. doing brilliantly in the royal court. The words are
commonly understood to mean taking a conspicuous position £n the royal court,
though Harnack does not say what precise sense he gives them. (f) If
now Florinus was born near 130, and Irenreus was at least 12 or 15 years
younger, the birth of lrenreus is fixed at not far from 140, probably shortly
before 142 (Chron. 329). (g) Irenreus then was about 13 when Polycarp
died (155 A.D.). How long before this it was that he heard Polycarp in
Asia is not indicated. This conclusion, that he was a young boy at the
time alluded to, is confirmed by the added words, TavTa Kat TOTE 8t0. To l>..wc;
Too 6EoiJ To E'IT' ip.ot yEyovo~: U'ITov8a{wc; ~Kovov (Euseb. V. 20, 7), these things
even then through the mercy of God bestowed upon me I listened to earnestly; he
implies that it was only through the special mercy of God granted to him
that a boy so young was able to understand the discourses of Polycarp.
(h) It cannot be urged that Irenreus' knowledge of Polycarp's words about
the Apostle rests not only on that early acquaintance but also on later intercourse, since the possibility of any supposed later intercourse is certainly
excluded. For the ardent interest which Irenreus felt as a boy in Polycarp's discourses would surely have impelled him later in life to seek his
instructions; but thP.re is no trace of this, it must be that Polycarp died
soon after the time alluded to. Although Irenreus is bent on influencing
Florinus by appealing to the authority of Polycarp, he refers to early
teaching only; he evidently lias no later teaching to cite. In the work
on the heresies in speaking of his relation to Polycarp he says, 'whom I
saw in my early age,' III. 3, 4, €wp&Kap.Ev; he had seen him, but does not
claim there to have heard him. From this whole line of argument it fol-
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lows as a certain conclusion (sic heres Ergebniss) that only as a maturing boy
did Iremeus see Polycarp and hear him preach; he was never -his pupil and
never had association with him (p. 328). In his mistaken recollections of
Polycarp's discourses he confounds John the Presbyter with the Apostle.
Thus his testimony to the Apostle's residence in Asia Minor is completely
eliminated, as is that of the later witnesses, since they merely echo what
they had learned from Irenreus. The evidence adduced against John the
Apostle's residence in Asia will be spoken of below.
An examination of this argument will reveal its inconclusiveness at
every point. In the following comments the letters, b, c, etc., refer to the respective paragraphs above. As regards the date of Florinus' birth (against
b, c, d), it is impossible to say how long before his open break with the
Church and his actual deposition Florinus may have been uttering principles accordant with, or at least leaning toward, V alentinianism. Irenreus'
letter to him was a friendly message written to him while he was yet acting
as a presbyter in the Church ; it was designed to check his advance and
recall him from error. It may have preceded the open rupture and deposition by a considerable time, that is, some time before 190, the earliest date
at which Irenreus could have written to Victor urging deposition. How
long Florinus may have been suffered to continue in his office is wholly uncertain. The very fact of Irenreus' letter to Victor indicates some slowness
on the part of the bishop to act. The absence of allusion to Florinus in
the work Against the Heresies furnishes no evidence that his lapse had not
already begun or actually taken place. Valentinianism is one of the
heresies treated of, but there was no occasion to mention specifically
the name of Florinus, ·nor of many others who were not the authors of
the heresy but the followers. The assumption (c) is unwarranted that one
would not at the age of seventy take the step toward which he had long
been tending. Therefore data for the inference (d) that Florinus was born
between 120 and 130 are entirely wanting.
In the second place, whatever may have been the date of Florinus' birth,
the supposition (e) that Irenreus was ten or fifteen years younger is without any certain foundation. It rests on the very obscure words )w.p:rrpwt;
7rpaUCTOVTa lv r(j {3autAtKy avA.y, doing brilliantly in the royal court. These
are commonly understood to refer to some conspicuousness at the imperial
court. Now even if that be the meaning, the words could quite conceivably
be applied to a youth of twenty or twenty-five (the age attributed above,
p. 369, to Irenreus at the time), performing some particular service in the
imperial household. But there is great difficulty in taking the words in
this literal sense. There was no imperial court in lower Asia, and the attempts of some scholars to connect the reference with an imperial visit to
the province of Asia 1 have failed of any probable conclusion. The position
of the words as part of what appears to be one phrase, 1rapa DoA.vKap7r'1:'
. . 1rap' airrq;, shows almost certainly that they are to be taken as refer1 Cf. Zahn, Forsch. IV. 277; Lightfoot, Contemp. Rev. 1875, Ignat. and
Polycarp, I. 2, 662 ff.
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ring to Florinus' relation to Polycarp, and not to anything in his external
situation, which in fact would have no bearing on the thought of the context. The phrase 'T'jj {3cicnAtKfj av>..fj then not improbably refers to some
court or hall where Polycarp gave his discourses; 1 and the first phrase
Aap.1rpws . • • av>..§ appears to be closely connected in thought with the
second, 7r(Lpwp.(vov • • . 1rap' airrci>; Florinus' brilliant career in the Christian
school was connected with his ~!fort to possess the esteem of Polycarp, whose
instructions he was attending, apparently in preparation for the work of a
Christian teacher. There is no intimation that his age differed greatly
from that of Irenreus. We have here then no data for determining the
time of Irenreus' birth. The interpretation (g) given to the words Tavm
• . . 0'7rov8a{ws ~Kovov is read into them ; 0'7rov8a[ws dKovuv does not mean
to hear understandingly, but to listen to earnestly, give eager attention to, an
act of moral earnestness, in the power to exercise which Irenreus sees the
special mercy of God toward him. The language would be appropriate in
the mouth of one of any age.
The contention (h) that Irenreus could not have met Polycarp later in
life rests wholly on the argument from silence. The assumption that Polycarp died while Irenreus was a boy, that is, before Irenreus had opportunity
to seek his instructions in maturer years, requires for its support a full
knowledge of the movements of Irenreus in his earlier years; we must know
that there were no hindrances in the way of resorting to Polycarp, if the
latter were living. But of this we know nothing. The possibility of a
later intercourse is not essential to our inquiry. But while there is no certain evidence in favor of it, there is none to the contrary. It is not true, as
claimed, that in trying to influence Florinus by appealing to Polycarp,
Irenreus confines himself to those early reminiscences ; he also refers him
to the letters of Polycarp (Euseb. V. 20, 8), with which he doubtless assumes him to be acquainted. At all events the force of his appeal consists
in reminding Florinus of what Florinus himself already knew of Polycarp's
words learned in those early associations. Irenreus himself might conceivably have heard much from Polycarp at a later date. His silence concerning this proves nothing. If there is in the use of the word £wpaKap.(v
decisive force against any prolonged association with Polycarp, we must
also understand the words TWV £wpaK6-rwv Tov Kvpwv in this letter to Florinus (Euseb. V. 20, 6) to characterize John and the rest of the apostles as
those who had .~een the Lord but had not been his pupils.
From this
survey of the argument advanced for the late date of Irenreus' birth and
the valuelessness of his report of Polycarp's utterances in the matter under
discussion, it is apparent that the contention cannot be said to be established; and the evidence in support of an earlier date which has been
drawn from Irenreus' own words, as pointed out above, pp. 368 f., must
claim for itself a force not hereby destroyed. The question whether facts
proved in regard to John's life may not invalidate Irenreus' testimony to an
Asian residence will be considered below. The fixing of Irenreus' date is
I

Cf. A c. 199, Hast. IV. 822, also Harnack, Chron. 330.
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important, not only in connection with the report of Polycarp's words, but
also in relation to Irenams' testimony in general, as will be seen.
It is necessary to notice more fully lrenreus' sources of information. He
mentions by name only two witnesses, Polycarp and Papias. He refers
often to 'the Elders,' whom he does not name, and sometimes uses the
sing. ' the Elder.' This term is used by Papias and others also. It cannot
designate a definitely fixed bod~ of men, as in the case of 'the apostles';
none such existed. Irenreus shows that he genetally had in mind personal
disciples of the apostles, as he repeatedly adds a definition to that effect;
e.g. Hrer. II. 22, 5; V. 5, 1; 33, 3; 36, 2. In one case he uses the term of
a person who was a disciple of those who were themselves disciples of the
apostles; IV. 27, 1. It is evident that he refers to such as were commonly
held to be competent witnesses to the apostles' words, 'the fathers.' The
instances in which he alludes to the sayings of unnamed persons are numerous. It is idle to inquire what particular persons he had in mind; it was
not important for his readers to know, for the description added, or the
designation, elders, was enough to mark them as authoritative. The explanation of so frequent an appeal to others is found in what lrenreus says in
the preface to his book against the heresies. He there expresses strongly
his sense of inadequacy for the great task he is undertaking. It is in keeping with this spirit that he so often seeks to support himself upon the
utterances of others; e.g. 'he that was better than we,' I. 13, 3 ; ' one who
was before U8,' III. 17, 4; 'one of the ancients,' III. 22, 3; 'a certain
person before us,' IV. 41, 2; 'the Elders.' The cases of the sing. 'a
certain Elder,' 'the Elder,' etc., all occur in one long paragraph, IV. 27-32,
treating of the proper attitude of Christians toward the failures of Old Testament worthies, and throughout that paragraph lrenreus is reproducing the
thought of a certain unnamed Elder to whom he keeps referring. It is not
possible, nor is it important, to determine who this Elder is. Wherever the
term is used with the definite art., 'the Elder,' the reference is to this one
Elder had in mind throughout the paragraph, not to some person whose
proper name has been displaced by the term as a well-known appellation.
The writer of 2 and 3 Jno. could substitute' the elder' for his personal name
in writing to the narrow circle addressed where he was thus known, especially as the author of the letters would be announced by the bearers of
them; but there is in this no ground for supposing that there was one, e.g.
Papias, or Polycarp, to whom this appellation could be given throughout
the Church in place of his personal name; cf. p. 362. · Harnack ( Chron.
333 ff., so, others) argues that the Elders to whom lrenreus refers are only
those of Asia Minor, with whom he had himself had no personal intercourse,
and that he knows of their traditions through Papias only; in other words,
the Elders with him are practically synonymous with Papias. Thus lrenreus' knowledge of early tradition in the Asian church is confined to what
he read in Papias and what he remembered from hearing, when a young
boy, a few sermons of Polycarp. He ceases to form a trustworthy authority
in any matter of the early church of Asia. But this view does as great violence to his knowledge of Asian tradition as it does to his acquaintance with
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Polycarp. The radical fault of this kind of argument is that it treats
Irenams' testimony much as if he were a recluse remote in time and place
from the vigorous intercourse going on throughout the Church, and writing
from studies limited to one or two books. It is, to be sure, unquestionable
that he used Papias' book, as he refers to him by name; and in some cases
it may be plausibly conjectured that Papias was his authority for attributing
a tradition to the Elders. But he read m~ny books ; he shows familiarity
not only with most of the writings that make up the New Testament, but
also with other letters of Polycarp besides the one preserved (Euseb. V. 20, 8),
with Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Justin, Hennas; he refers often to the
writings· of others. It is certain that Papias was not the only one from
whom he derived traditions of an earlier time. In one case, llmr. V. 33,
3-4, he distinguishes Papias from the Elders ; after citing certain sayings of
the Elders, apparently handed down orally (quemadmodum presbyteri meminerunt . . . audisse se. ), he refers to Papias also as testifying to the same in
writing (1'avm ll£ Ka~ Ila?T[a~ £yypacpw~ £mfW-pTvp£t). But quite apart from
his acquaintance with Christian writers, Irenreus was an influential presbyter and bishop in the western church, he was active in movements affecting
the relation of the eastern and western churches to each other, he had lived
for some time in Asia Minor, he had been in Rome as a delegate to the
bishop from the church of Lyons and Vienne and perhaps had lived there
previously; in short he was a man in immediate contact with current life
and tradition throughout the Church. 1
In connection with the faulty theory regarding the sources of Irenreus'
knowledge, the further mistake is made of not distinguishing between traditions of very different kinds. When he cites the authority of the Elders
to the effect, that the Lord lived to an age between forty and fifty, llmr.
II. 22, 5, or that the Lord taught the miraculous yield of wine, wheat, and
all the fruits of the ground as one of the blessings of the coming kingdom,
llmr. V. 33, 3 f., the testimony is rejected; but we must recognize that
plain, objective facts of history, lying within the ken of all, stand in a different category. Is there a single one of the most trusted modern critics
and historians who may not in some instance be convicted of error in
judgment or statement of fact? And it is noticeable that not one of
Irenreus' appeals to the Elders relates to external facts in the history of
the Church, or of the life and work of the great Christian leaders. Mis1 The Moscow Ms. of the Martyr. of Polycarp, a ninth century Ms., states that
he was at Rome when Polycarp was martyred at Smyrna, and that he instructed
many there. Harnack wrongly argues ( Chron. 323 f.) that the letter of the
Christians at Lyons commending him to the Roman bishop Eleutherus, as if a
stranger, when sent there as a delegate in 177-178, 'absolutely excludes' any
previous work of teaching there. But the short fragment of the letter preserved,
Euseb. V. 4, does not speak of him as unknown to Eleutherus ; but as a ground
for his favorable reception, the letter commends his zeal for the gospel, which
quite conceivably may refer to his career at Lyons in the interval since he was
at Rome, if he had been there before. At all events there is no more implication
of introducing a stranger than in Paul's words, 1 Cor. 417, 1610, recommending
Timothy to the Corinthians among whom he had already labored,
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takes about utterances attributed to the Lord, mistakes in such matters as
the authorship of a book are conceivable enough, but a mistake about so
patent a fact as that of the residence of John the apostle in Asia could not
in the circumstances occur without discovery and correction.
Passing over for the time being the critical question regarding Papias,
whose book Irenreus used, we have to notice more fully that which was for
Iranreus in the matter of our present inquiry his chief and most trustworthy
source of information. The weight of his testimony here is determined not
by his dependence on the Elders or any person named, but on a wider circle of
witnesses. vVhat gives its value to his testimony is the probability that he
is recording what was a matter of common notoriety. It is worth while to
look at this claim more closely. The sense of brotherhood among the first
Christians led to a remarkable knowledge of, and interest in, the brethren
not only of the immediate community, but also of more distant congregations. The greetings and other mention of names in Paul's epistles show
how real was the personality of Christian teachers and workers in the minds
even of those to whom they were unknown by face. Especially general and
distinct must this knowledge have been in congregations which like those
of the seven Asian cities were connected by trade routes so that intercourse
was easy. The New Testament bears abundant witness to the ready intercourse between churches in widely separated parts of the empire. Evidence
of the active fellowship maintained by the churches in which Irenreus was
presbyter and bishop, those of Vienne and Lyons, with the Christians in
Asia Minor is seen in the letter of the former to the latter, giving an
account of their sufferings in the persecutions under Marcus Aurelius, c.
177 A.D. Now, as we have seen, the John of the Apocalypse was a conspicuous figure recognized as an authority in the Asian church at the end of the
century. His book reveals him as a striking personality, and he must have
been known to young and old in the churches of the seven cities and
elsewhere. And if John the apostle, whether he be identified with the
author of the Apocalypse, or not, lived and taught among these churches,
he must have been especially well known throughout the region ; for the
Apocalypse itself bears witness to the unique place held by the apostles
in the estimation of the later Christians, 2114, 1820• Churches came
very early to be proud of the personal ministrations of an apostle ; and
at least one of tht'l seven churches had been careful to test those who
professed to be apostles, 2 2• But John was known throughout the Church
as one of the little group of foremost apostles, Gal. 29 ; knowledge of this
must have been brought to Asia by the first narrators of the gospel story.
If, therefore, he went in and out among these congregations, there could
have been no doubt or uncertainty in the minds of his contemporaries
throughout the Asian church, about his apostolic rank. On the other
hand if the John of the Apocalypse was a different person, who followed
afterwards, he too as a familiar figure must in his person and non-apostolic
rank have been at once recognized by the contemporaries of both as distinct
from his predecessor; they could not have taken him for the apostle.
Acts, sayings, and writings of the later John might be attributed to the
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former, but the distinction between the two persons, active as preachers in
the churches, must remain clear in the minds of those accustomed to hear
them. The merging of the two into one could arise only when the original
hearers and the direct knowledge of their reminiscences had passed away.
On the other hand, if the great Apostle had never lived in Asia, nor been
a preacher in the churches there, it is difficult to conceive that the John
known there should have been mistaken for him, and so a belief in the
Apostle's presence should have arisen, until authoritative witnesses for that
period were no longer at hand to correct the error. But unquestionably
contemporaries of the Asian John, or Johns, survived in considerable
numbers well into the time of Irenreus' mature activity; on the date of his
birth see pp. 368 f. Two such are known by name, Polycarp and Papias.
Polycarp, bishop of one of the seven churches, was martyred 155 A.D. at the
age of eighty-six.! He was therefore a contemporary witness from at least
the last decade of the first century till after the middle of the second, i.e. a
time when Irenreus was some 25 years old. Papias, bishop in a city closely
connected with those of the seven churches, who was the companion of
Polycarp (IToA.vKap?Tov iTrupo'>, Iren. H(l!r. V. 33, 4; Euseb. H. E. III. 39,
1) and probably of about the same age, survived to a time near the middle
of the century, either before or after; cf. Harnack, Chron. 357. It cannot
be doubted that there were many others also among the Christians of these
communities, whose span of life reached at least seventy-five years and who
were therefore competent witnesses from the last decade of the :first century
to near the middle of the second. The number of persons who in their
earliest youth had seen and heard this conspicuous teacher, persons whose
memories of him would have been kept vivid through older associates, and
who lived on till the middle of the century must have been large. It seems
inconceivable then that there should have been in the year 150 any uncertainty in these communities as to whether a certain prominent teacher was
the apostle John. No phenomenon is better attested than trustworthy
recollections of the identity of persons seen and heard a half century before.
It is significant that Irenreus nowhere sets himself to the task of proving
the Apostle to have sojourned in Asia; that is not one of the questions in
which he appeals to the authority of the Elders or others; it is always
alluded to in passing, like any other fact recognized by all. There is no
intimation that the opinion needed the support of testimony and that there
was any dissent from it. Papias in his introduction as quoted by Eusebius
(see p. 362) distinguishes two Johns, but if there was in his book, which
Irenreus knew thoroughly, any statement at variance with the belief in the
residence of the Apostle in Asia, it made no impression on the mind of
Irenreus. Whether such divergent opinion was actually expressed there,
will be considered below. But if the Apostle was put to death many years
before the time of his supposed residence in Asia, as Papias is reported in
the De Boor fragment to testify, the surprising thing in connection with
Irenreus' testimony is not so much that no one of many competent witI
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nesses comes forward to point out his mistake, but rather that this general
popular belief, of which he is merely the recorder, could grow up without
opposition or correction. Even the statement attributed to Papias in this
fifth century fragment does not appear in a connection to suggest a corrective purpose. Attempts to explain how Irenreus and others could have
confused John the Presbyter with the Apostle will be considered below,
pp. 378 f.
We have given much space to lrenreus as a witness to the Apostle's
abode in Asia because of the importance of his testimony, if trustworthy.
The testimony of other early writers can be presented more briefly. Apart
from Papias, to be spoken of later, the only writer before Irenreus to throw
light on our question is Justin Martyr. Justin was born near the beginning of the century, he lived some time at Ephesus and was martyred at
Rome c. 163-167; cf. Harnack, Chron. 722. Among other writings of the
New Testament he studied carefully, as shown by reminiscences, the Gospels, Acts, and Galatians, books witnessing to the prominence of John
among the apostles; and in his Dialogue with Tryphon, published between
150 and 160, but described as held primarily at Ephesus, he speaks of the
Apocalypse as written by the Apostle John. (Dial. c. Tryph. 81; cf. Zahn
GK., I. 457 ff., 560 ff.). Justin was too discerning a student not to have
seen that the author of the book, whoever he might be, was a prophet of
the church in Asia. Therefore in accepting the book as apostolic, whether
rightly or wrongly, he was accepting the Asian residence of the Apostle.
He has no occasion to speak of that point specifically, but his words imply
the popular belief at Ephesus. The first writer after Irenreus to furnish
direct evidence is Polycrates, bishop of Ephesus near the end of the century. About 195 A.D. he wrote a letter to Victor, bishop of Rome, concerning the Easter controversy (Euseb. H. E. V. 24), in which, to show his
competence to speak of the past usage of the church in Asia, he says that
he is 65 years old and that among his kin there have been seven bishops.
He was born therefore c. 130 and was a younger contemporary of Polycarp and
Papias; and because of his age, family associations, and place of residence
he may be accepted as a well-informed witness to matters in the Asian
church. In enumerating many luminaries of the church there, who had
died and were awaiting the resurrection, he says that John, who leaned
upon the Lord's breast, had fallen asleep in Ephesus. That the descriptive
epithet given to John was at the time understood of the Apostle is unquestionable.! It is noticeable that the form of this mention of the Apostle's
relation to Asia does not seem to be a reminiscence of Irenreus' statements,
but rather to be derived from some common opinion like that given by
Dionysius a half century later, that the tomb of the Apostle was shown at
Ephesus; cf. p. 350. The apocryphal Acta Joannis written late in the century, though abounding in fable, yet in placing the scene of the principal
acts of the Apostle in Ephesus, may be taken as witnessing to a common
1 It is not necessary to discuss here the view that primarily it had a different
reference; cf. Scholten, Der Apost. Johan. ; Delff, Das vierte Evang., also
Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1892 ; Bacon, Fourth Gospel, etc.
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belief. The Al2!Ji also of the same period furnish similar evidence indirectly; for while they seek to disprove the Apostle's authorship of the
Revelation, they accept its Asian origin, and do not impugn the popular
belief regarding its author by any argument against his Asian residence,
but by attributing the book to Cerinthus. Only two other authorities need
be mentioned here, the two conspicuous writers belonging to the end of
this century and the beginning of the next, Clement of Alexandria and
Tertullian of Carthage. Both speak explicitly of the Apostle's sojourn in
Asia; cf. Clem. Quis dives 42; Tertull De Prescript. 36. It will be seen
that by this time the tradition was attested by writers in all parts of the
Church, and alike by the different schools of thought. And in none of
these is there argument to establish the fact attested, there is no consciousness of a divergent opinion. It is superfluous to follow out the testimony
of later writers. That which by the end of the second century was universally witnessed to as a part of apostolic history would thereafter be generally assumed without question; and this is the case in the writings of the
following centuries.
But it is difficult to attribute the consensus of the earlier authorities to
the influence of one person, Irenams, or of a little group associated with
him. If he was known to be in error-and we have seen the competent
witnesses to be numerous- the unquestioning agreement of so many and
widely scattered writers in the time immediately following is very difficult
to explain. At the time when the matter was one of general notoriety and not of historical research it would hardly be possible that the
writer in Gaul should constitute the principal source of information, direct
or indirect, for the rest of the world, rega-rding the history of the church
in Asia. But if the whole tradition is to be traced back to a mistake of
Irenams, and perhaps a few others, we are brought to the question, How
did this error arise? And no satisfactory answer is given. The supposition is that Irenams mistook the John of whom when a young boy he
heard Polycarp speak, that is, John the Presbyter, for the Apostle. But
the misconception of Irenreus, if such it was, would not explain th.e statement of Justin, whose writing antedates that of Irenams. It is argued
that the statement attributed to Papias in the fifth century fragment,
about the early martyrdom of the Apostle, did not correct the wrong opinion of Iremeus and others, because they were already so deeply imbued
with the belief that the Ephesian John was the Apostle, that they regarded Papias' statement as a mere oversight. (Cf. Schmiedel, En. Bib. II.
2510). But how did they become so imbued with this error? The martyrdom of one of the foremost apostles, like that of his brother James, must
have left its trace in the Christian story told by the missionaries, at least
so far that no John laboring in Asia a half-century later could easily have
been mistaken for the Apostle. The name John was not one which in
itself must mislead. There were Christians in Asia who had once been
disciples of a great prophet John (Ac. 19 1 - 3), but there is no reason to
suppose that the Baptist and the Apostle were ever confused there. It is
not easy to believe that there could have been any general confusion of the
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Asian John of this late date with an apostle known to have been already
martyred. If Irenams as a young boy could make the mistake, it would
have been too surely corrected to leave him imbued with the idea, or in a
position to spread his mistake to many others. Still less tenable is the
explanation, if Irenams was not a young boy when he heard Polycarp; see
pp. 368 f. Others find the origin of the misrepresentation in an effort to
maintain for the Asian church an apostolic authority corresponding to the
claim of the church in Rome in the appeal to its heritage from Paul and
Peter. Iremeus is carried away with zeal for the cause of Asia and unintentionally misrepresents; so, among others Prot Bacon, Fourth Gospel
etc., 102, 246. Similarly others trace the error to the Gnostic controversy.
lrenreus had an end to serve; in opposition to Gnosticism he wanted to
prove that through connection with Polycarp he was in possession of direct
apostolic tradition; without conscious dishonesty he is really making Polycarp say what he wants him to say; so, among others, Badham, Am. Journ.
of Tlteol. 1904, 545 ff. But these explanations increase rather than diminish the difficulty. Although Irenreus is a ' man of peace' and in the Easter
controversy pleads for due consideration of the tradition of the Eastern
church, it is doubtful whether he and Justin, writing as they did from the
west (Lyons, Rome) would have been misled by prejudice to exalt so unduly the eastern tradition. At all events the hypothesis assumes that they
differ in the matter under discussion here from common opinion, and if
there existed any ground for dissentients' believing that the Apostle had
been martyred many years earlier, it would have been necessary in controversy first of all to show the error of that belief and establish the Asian
residence; the consciousness of arousing dissent must have betrayed itself.
This nowhere appears; the Asian sojourn is assumed as granted by all.
The possibility that Irenreus and others might easily and with entire honesty confuse the Presbyter and the Apostle is said to be shown in a similar
confusion of Philip 'the deacon' and Philip the apostle, which occurs in
Polycrates, Clement of Alexandria, and Eusebius. But the two cases are
not parallel. The two Philips are alike well-known persons in the story
of the apostolic church as recorded in the New Testament; and the confusion of the two which is here spoken of occurs in writers more than a
century after their time. But the supposed confusion of the two ,Johns
would begin while the contemporaries of one or both of them were still
living in the churches with which their names were connected.

Evidence against the Apostle's soJourn in Asia. The preceding pages have
shown the unquestioned fact of a body of testimony defending the tradition
of John the apostle's sojourn in Asia. The much questioned accuracy of
that testimony has been discussed from the standpoint of the competency
of the witnesses, and their probable trustworthiness. There remains yet
another line of evidence which is adduced in the inquiry and which, if
cogent, shows in spite of the difficulties thus raised the error of the tradition, in that the Apostle is seen to have been martyred at an earlier date
and not to have sojourned in Asia at all. To many scholars this evidence
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appears conclusive, and whatever of truth there may be in the records of
an Asian John is referred to the Presbyter. The grounds urged as establishing this conclusion are the following:
(1) The words of the Lord, Mk. 1039 , 'The cup which I drink ye shall
drink,' etc., predict the martyr's death for both the sons of Zebedee, James
and John. Jesus' prayer in the garden, ' Remove this cup from me,' Mk.
148 6, makes any other meaning impossible. Therefore at the time when
Mark was written both had suffered the martyr's death. If the prophecy
had been only half fulfilled in the death of James (Ac. 12 2), the author of
Mark would not have inserted it; so, Wellhausen, al. Schwartz (p. 4),
followed by others, considers the words a prophecy put into the mouth of
Jesus ex eventu; the fact that the two brothers are reported as asking at
the same time for the two places of honor, shows that they had both been
martyred at the same time; doubtless Acts primarily recorded this, but
was afterwards revised and given its present form under the influence of
the Ephesian tradition. Thus it is seen to be an 'indisputable historic
fact' that the two brothers were put to death in the year 43 or 44 A.D.
The conclusion is very positive ; where argument is weak, assertion must
be made strong. In fact the metaphors of drinking the cup, and of baptism, here used by the Lord, are familiar figures to denote overwhelming
trouble; for the former cf. Rev. 1410, Ps. 75 8, Is. 51 17 ; for the latter, which
compares the trouble to deep waters into which one is plunged (baptized),
cf. Ps. 69 2, 1244, Mt. 311, {3a7r-r{u£t 7rVp[ (see Thayer s. v. {3a7rT[,w). The
metaphors cannot be forced to indicate necessarily anything more than the
persecution which the Lord declares his disciples must share with him,
Jno. 1520. His answer to those who wish to share in his glory is that they
must also suffer with him (cf. Ro. 817). Doubtless the fact that in the
case of James the future foretold ended in martyrdom, often leads the uncritical reader of the New Testament to suppose that a like fate probably
came to John, independently of, and later than, the time of the Revelation.
And in the same way we might expect a similar belief to arise in some
quarters in the earlier centuries quite apart from historical evidence. But
no explicit statement to that effect appears in any early historical writer,
except the statement attributed to Papias, which is spoken of below, pp.
381 ff. The account in Ac. 122 may be taken as conclusive that John was
not put to death at the same time with James. The two metaphors used
by the Lord led to the rise of two legends; one that John was compelled to
drink a cup of deadly poison, the other that he was plunged (baptized) into
a vat of seething oil, but came through these ordeals unharmed. Thus the
legends attest the common belief that he was not put to death as a fulfillment of the Lord's prophecy. Origen in his commentary on Mt. 20 22 shows
that with his great knowledge of Christian literature he found nothing to
which the Lord's prediction in John's case could refer, except the Apostle's
persecution culminating in the banishment to Patmos.
(2) The martyrdom of the Apostle is established, it is held, beyond
question by the explicit statement of Papias. "\Ve are here brought to the
subject repeatedly alluded to above, the testimony of Papias, who alone
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among early writers, in the words attributed to him, unquestionably records
the martyrdom as a historic fact. In the chronicle of Georgios Hamartolus
(9th cent.) it is said of John, pn.pTvplov KaT7J~twTat. ITa?Tws yap . . . (v T<(i
8(vTipce Aoyce TWV KVpt.aKWV Aqytwv cf>aCTK(t
V?TO 'Iov&{wv avnpe07J, he was adjudged worthy of mart_yrdom; for Papias •.. in the second book of the Sayings of the Lord sa:IJs that he was killed by the·Jews. The comment is added
that he thus fulfilled the prophecy of the Lord. This comment may be that
of the chronicler, or it may be suggested by the source from which he is
drawing; at all events it shows the tendency to find a literal fulfillment of
the Lord's words. Little weight was given to this fragment of Papias at
the time when it was first made generally known (Nolte, Theol. Quartalschrift 1862, 466 ff. ). But the subsequent discovery of the same fragment in
a modified form (De Boor) has brought the Papian testimony into special
prominence in the Johannine question, and the statement of it given in
these fragments is accepted by many critics without doubt as authentic in
form and accurate in regard to the historical fact.
Before speaking specially of the relation of the statement here given to
the testimony of other writers, it is necessary to examine the fragments
and inquire how far they furnish in themselves and in their transmission
evidence of their probable authenticity as actual words of Papias. The
passage in the chronicle of Georgios is given in codex Coislinianus III. 134.
This codex of Georgios, though the best, differs here from all the others there are 26 in all- which record the peaceful death of John. The passage
as it appears in codex Coislin. is at once seen to be an interpolation, since
the same codex cites in the context early 'writings to show that the Apostle
died peacefully at Ephesus. And the carelessness of the interpolator, and
perhaps also of the writer from whom he drew, is seen further in the added
statement that Origen also in his commentary .on Mt. reports John's martyrdom on the authority of the successors of the apostles. What Origen
really says (com. on Mt. 2022 ) is that tradition, not the successors of the
apostles, reports that John was banished to Patmos by the Roman emperor, and that this was the martyrdom predicted for him. However, it is
evident that there existed at the time of this codex, the lOth or 11th century, a statement attributed to Papias, which is here used by the interpolator to prove that the Lord's prophecy was fulfilled literally in the case
of .Tohn as well as James. The interpolator's carelessness in reporting
Origen deprives his reference to Papias of all value in itself as evidence of
what Papias actually said; and this fact together with the divergence from
accepted tradition would justify disregard of the passage, were it not for its
parallelism with the more recently discovered De Boor fragment.
In 1888 De Boor brought to light a group of seven fragments contained
in an Oxford Ms., Baroccianus 142, of an epitome of church history, dating
from the 7th or 8th cent., among which fragments two report several statements attributed to Papias. 1 The epitome in which this group of frag-

on

1 See Text. u. Untersuch. V. 2, 167 ff., also Z KG. VI. 478 :ff.
On the De
Boor and Georgios fra,.,oments see further Harnack Ghron. 665 f., Alt. Lit. 67;
Zahn Forsch. VI. 147 ff.; Gutjahr 102 ff.; Lightfoot Essays, etc. 211 f.; Chap-
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ments is found is a chronicle of various matters of Christian history from
the beginning, compiled, as stated in the preface, from .Eusebius and others;
it is worked together by the epitomizer in a manner and with modifications
of his own. He has made great use of the xptuTw.li7J LUTop{a, Christian
History, of Philip of Side, a work of the fifth cent., now lost; and from the
language of the context it appears, as is generally agreed, that the De Boor
fragments are derived from Philip as their ultimate source. Thus the
report of Papias' testimony is traced back to the fifth century. The passage
of interest in our inquiry reads, !Ia1rw.> £v Tcil flfvTEP'f A.oy'f Al.yu 6n 'IwavV7J> 0 lhoA.oyo'O Kat 'laKw{3o'> 0 &.8fA.cpo'O avTOV V1r0 'Iov8a[wv avypi87Juav, Papias
in the second book says that John the divine and James his brother were killed by
the Jews. The sameness of this passage with that in Georgios Hamartolus is
apparent. Both contain the words (v TciJ8wTEP'!' My'!' (A.Oyo'> for {3t{3A.{ov is
unusual), also the words v1ro 'Iov8aiwv avypi871uav, or &.vyp/.871; and in the
context the De Boor fragment agrees with Georgios in giving to Papias'
book the inaccurate title Kvpw.Ka A.oyw., instead of A.oy[wv Kvpw.Kwv U7JY~Uft'>
(.Euseb. III. 39, 1). Georgios omits references to James as his context is
occupied entirely with John. The two passages are certainly from the
same author, or one is derived from the other; at all events the primary
source is pretty certainly Philip of Side. The De Boor fragment confirming that of Georgios is held to be conclusive as to Papias' testimony. De
Boor's verdict is, 'There can henceforth be no doubt that· Papias actually
reported that the apostle John was killed by the Jews' (p. 177); and with
this agrees the opinion of a large number of present-day critics.
Now if this statement was made by Papias it must carry great weight;
for while he is sometimes quoted in Christian writers, whether rightly or
wrongly, as saying things palpably erroneous, he could not in this case
have been mistaken, since he was himself a resident in Asia at the time
when the Apostle is said to have lived there. The difficulty thus raised in
the conflict with what appears well-grounded tradition has called forth
various suggestions in the way of solution. Many have explained the words
as referring to a martyrdom of John at the end of his residence in Asia,
and as occurring ' at the incitement,' not 'by the hands ' of the Jews. But
we cannot, without violence to the record here given, so separate the deaths
of the two brothers; both are declared to have been martyred by the hands
of the Jews, language appropriate to the death of James (Ac. 122), but impossible in reference to any execution by a ruler at the end of the century
in Asia Minor. But what seems conclusive against that explanation is the
certainty that the Asian church, while holding the martyrdom of Polycarp
among the proudly cherished memories of its history, should have left that
of their great Ap<,>stle without a trace of mention or remembrance. Lightfoot (211), half approved by Harnack (Chron. 666), suggests that the original passage in Papias may have read somewhat thus : cf>auKft 6n 'IwaVV7J'>
[ftEV v1ro Tov TWV 'PwfLU{wv {3autA.f.w., KaTf8tKau~ d10 IlaTfLOV, 'IaKwf3o'> 8E]
v1ro 'Iov8'lfwv avyp£871; and that the words here bracketed having been
man 65, 95 ff.; Larfehl 1-19 ff.; .Am. Juurn. uj Theol. 19vG, U-±;i ft.; En.
Bib. II. 2GO\l.
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omitted by accident from the Ms. followed in Coislin. (the Georgios fragment), a copyist supplied their place with the words, Kat 'ltiKw{3os o &.8£Acpo> atrrov in the Ms. from which Baroccianus comes (the De Boor fragment). Zahn. Forsch. VI. 147 ff., Ein. II. 474, avoids the difficulty by
interpreting the John as the Baptist. None of these solutions have gained
any general acceptance. We must admit that we have no data for conjecturing what stood in Papias, if not these precise words.
The real question is, Have we sufficient grounds to warrant the acceptance
of the words as containing a genuine statement of Papias? What evidence
supports its authenticity? Are there reasons for suspecting it? These are
questions which we always raise before using in historical investigation any
document, especially one not noticed till it had been in wide circulation for
several centuries. In answer we have assertions of great positiveness: the
words are' of faultless authenticity, a precious remnant of actual knowledge,'
Schwartz; 'It is indubitable that the works of Papias must have contained
some statement of this nature,' Moffatt. But it is noticeable that scarcely
a writer who speaks so positively advances any argument whatever to support authenticity, or answer objections. About all that is offered, even by
those who recognize the necessity of some vindication, is that the reference
in the quotation is specific to the second book of Papias, or (Bouss. Kom. 36)
that the passage stands in an excerpt from Philip of Side with a series of
Papian fragments recognized as genuine. As regards specificness of reference, it may be noted that the reference in Georgios to Origen spoken of
above is equally specific- to the Com. on Mt.-'- and yet is grossly inaccurate. As regards the acknowledged genuineness of the series of Papian
fragments in which this passage occurs the statement is altogether misleading. That Philip or the Epitomizer, whoever he may be, intended to put
forth here a series of statements on the authority of Papias is clear, but
there is nothing to show a first hand use by him of Papias' book; on the
contrary, he seems in part to be following Eusebius as the source of his
knowledge of Papias; cf. Chapman, 95 ff. Not only does he in the beginning of his compilation specifically mention his use of Eusebius, but the
opening paragraph of the Papian pa8sages in the De Boor fragments is condensed almost literally from Eusebius, III. 39, 1-5. One clause in it,
'Iw&.vv'I]V lr£pov ~... Kat 7rp£u{31rr£pov ~KUAW'£v, cannot be from Papias, as it is
taken verbally from Eusebius' argument against Iremeus. Another of the
Papian sentences in the De Boor fragments speaks of Papias' error regarding the millennium; that he is here using Eusebius is seen in his adding,
as does Eusebius, III. 39, 13, that Papias' error is the origin of that of
Irenreus. Another of the Papian sentences in the fragments attributes to
him the statement, that those raised from the dead by Christ were still living in the time of Hadrian (117-138 A.D.). It is very doubtful whether
Papias with his professed care for accuracy would have stated that these
persons (the art. is used, as if all were meant) were living at an age of 100
years as his own contemporaries .I From these instances it .appears probable
1 The supposition is plausible that the passage is a blunder on the part of the
excerptor or compiler traceable to a misunderstanding of Quadratus quoted by
Eusebius IV. 3, f-2. See Chapman loc. cit.
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that the compiler from whom the Papian sentences came did not make use
of Papias' book itself, and so cannot be relied upon to give the exact testi·
mony of Papias. Not all the l'apian sentences in the De Boor fragments
are traceable to Eusebius, but there is nothing to indicate a more immediate
use of Papias' book. As to the sentence important here, that regarding
John's martyrdom, the excerptor in at least one, though not very significant,
case cannot be quoting Papias exactly; the word lho..\.oyos was not applied
to John till after the time of Papias. But apart from the lack of evidence
to support the accuracy of the compiler in the De Boor fragments and the
suspicion inevitably raised by critical examination, there are other considerations also which compel us to pause before accepting this document as
conclusive evidence that a statement of this purport stood in Papias. Philip
of Side, to whom it is doubtless to be traced, was notoriously inaccurate.
The Christian historians, Socrates and Photius, denounce his untrustworthiness in unmeasured terms; cf. Smith & Wace, Diet. of Christ. Bing. And
even if the De Boor fragments be not derived from him, the chances of
error are not diminished. The chroniclers and excerptors often used their
alleged authorities through later hands, and carelessly; sometimes also with
an inaccuracy due to argumentative purposes. Nowhere is greater care in
sifting testimony called for than in the use of citations of early authorities
found in compilers of Christian traditions.
In the case of the De Boor fragment there appears the further reason for
suspicion in the divergence of its statement from the testimony of other
historical writers. The difficulty which is thus raised in the way of accepting it as correctly reporting Papias is, as no one denies, great. Can this
objection be removed by the theory of a confusion of the two Johns in the
mind of Iremeus and a few of his associates? Papias' book furnished the
source of a part of what lrenreus reported of the tradition of the Elders;.
without doubt it was much used by him: How then could he, the younger
contemporary of Papias, with this book before him recording the death of
the Apostle at Jerusalem more than a century before the death of Papias,
have called the latter a pupil of the former? How could he, when near the
forties of the second century he heard Polycarp discoursing on his intercourse with John, have thought that Polycarp was speaking of a man who
had been dead a century? If in his youth he was capable of this mistake, his subsequent use of Papias' book would have corrected him. A confusion in his mind of a John (the Presbyter), a leader in the Asian church
at the end of the century, a man well known to many of his own contemporaries, with the Apostle reported by Papias as martyred in the forties of the
first century, cannot easily be attributed to him. Even if his desire to establish a direct apostolic tradition in Asia (cf. p. 379) had misled him to see
the Apostle in the Presbyter, he could not be blind to the contradictory evidence of this statement of Papias, if it existed. His maintenance of the
Apostle's Asian residence would have been conscious misrepresentation,
which Papias' book, if no other authority, would soon have exposed. Likewise as regards writers after Irenreus, it is difficult to believe that the book,
used as it was through the early centuries, if it had contained this statement
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so at variance with general belief, should not have left some distinct echo,
or trace of influence. Even the Alogi, while holding to the Asiatic origin
of the Jol!anuiue writings, are eager ·to establish the non-apostolic authorship of these, yet make no use of such a statement of Papias, which would
have formed for them a conclusive historical argument. Eusebius could not,
to be sure, have used the statement to support his opposition to the apostolic
authorship of the Revelation, because he is zealous to maintain the residence of John in Asia; but this very zeal of his for the Asian tradition
would have led him to controvert the error of Papias, if the statement had
stood in the copies of Papias known to him. Eusebius shows himself earnest
to correct both Papias and Irenreus, where it is in the interest of his views
to do so. Perhaps one further observation should be added against the
authenticity of this statement in the De Boor fragment. The book of the
Acts was known in Asia at the time and therefore probably to Papias. It
does not then seem likely that with chapt. 12 before him he would have
included John with James in the martyrdom at Jerusalem. This, however,
cannot be strongly pressed, for contrary to Acts and Mt., Papias is reported,
perhaps wrongly, to give a story to the effect that Judas, notwithstanding
an attempt at suicide, lived on in unimaginable deformity as an example of
impiety; see Lightfoot, A post. Fath., p. 523.
Considering then on the one hand the probability that the author of the
De Boor fragment did not use Papias at first hand, the untrustworthiness
of Philip of Side from whom the statement is derived, and also the large
possibilities of error in a late compiler or chronicler; and on the other
hand considering the great difficulty raised by the fragment in its relation
to the history of opinion in the early centuries, we must conclude that the
acceptance of its statement as historical evidence is not justified, unless
strongly confirmed by other sources. A confirmation of it is found by the
defenders of the fragment in those forms of testimony adduced against the
Asian tradition which are discussed in paragraphs (3) and (4) below.!
(3) Some early martyrologies are cited as attesting the Apostle's martyrdom. The Syrian martyrology places in its list 'The apostles John and
James at .Jerusalem' Dec. 27, between Stephen Dec. 26, and Paul and
Peter Dec. 28. The same entry stands in the Armenian martyrology,
without .mention of place and with unimportant variation in the order of
days. The Carthaginian martyrology gives for Dec. 27, 'John the Baptist and ,James the apostle'; but 'the Baptist' is held to be a copyist's
error for 'the Evangelist,' since John the Baptist is commemorated in the
same martyrology in June.
This evidence from the martyrologies is
thought to be corroborated by the following authorities. The PseudoCyprian tract De Rebaptismate (c. 250 A.D.), commenting on the Lord's
1 Not all critics who deny that the ,John prominent in the Asian Church was
the Apostle accept the De Boor fragment; e.y. Harnack, Chron. 666, says
· Papias could no more have written that John was killed by the ,Jews than that
Paul flied a natural death, unless he meant another John, the Presbyter; but
that also is not probable, since . . . the violent death of the Presbyter must
have been rer,ordefl in the older literature.'
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words to John and James, Mk. 1089, says,' he knew they had to be baptized
not only in water but also in their own blood.' Aphraates, 'the Persian
sage' (4th cent.), in his homily on persecutions, speaking of the martyrdoms
of Jesus, Stephen, Peter and Paul, says •James and John walked iu the
footsteps of their Master.' Clement of Alexandria (c. 165-220) speaks of
the teaching of the apostles including Paul as ending in the time of Nero,
Strom. VII. 17. The Valentinian Heracleon (c. 180 A.D.) in a passage on
the confession of Christianity quoted by Clement, Strom. IV. 9, speaks of
Christians who had died without confession before the magistrates, adding
'among whom are Matthew, Philip, Thomas, Levi aud many others: Heracleon, it is argued, would certainly have included John in this list of
names, if he had died a natural death. These various testimonies are
taken to furnish proof of an early and widespread tradition that the
Apostle was put to death and that the belief in his sojourn in Asia was
erroneous.
Before discussing this argument in detail, it is worth while to take into
account certain general considerations. The Lord's words predicting suffering to James and John, soon fulfilled in the event of martyrdom in the
case of James, must have led inevitably in later time to the supposition of
some such fate in the case of John, especially as the New Testament records nothing to the contrary. However well established might have been
the tradition, that the Apostle abode long at Ephesus, where he was supposed to have written the Looks attributed to him, there was in so far
nothing that excluded a martyr's fate in the end. Furthermore great latitude in the use of the word martyr is found in the earlier centuries and continuing even into the later. Though the distinction between confe8sor and
martyr, the latter being confined to those who had suffered death, comes to
be established in the third or beginning of the fourth century, still the
broader use of martyr occurs in late writers. We should expect then to
find John reckoned among the martyrs, in either the broader or narrower
sense of the word. And we might even expect legends telling of the place
and manner of his martyrdom; such however are not found. The legends
of the cup of poison and the caldron of oil, harmlessly endured, attest the
influence of the Lord's words on tradition (cf. p. 380), and also the absence
of traditions of actual killing. It is significaut that critics who insist that
the obscure words of Rev. 19 are the sole origin of the story of John's
banishment to Patmos (cf. Com. in Zoe.) are unable to trace any assertions
of his martyrdom to a combination of Mk. 1039 and Ac. 12 2• One more
general observation should be made. Even if martyrdom be understood in
its narrower sense, there is in the several testimonies presented in this
paragraph (3) none, except that of the Syrian martyrology, which necessarily excludes altogether a residence of the Apostle in Asia at some
time.
Having in mind these general observations, we pass to a more detailed
examination of the several sources cited above as proving t.he Apostle's
martyrdom. The large subject of the martyrologies can be touched upon
only very briefly here, but enough can be shown to make evident their re-
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lation to the present question.! The custom of the Christians from the first
of commemorating the days upon which their martyrs suffered led directly
to the formation of a kind of calendar. These were local and prior to any
formal cecumenical calendar of the Christian year. In time additions were
made to these, including also the names of martyrs commemorated in other
regions. The later lists were uncritical combinations, containing often
duplications and discrepancies. The three oldest of such lists preserved are
the Disppsitio ilfartyrurn (Burial of the Martyrs), the Carthaginian Martyrology, and the Syrian Martyrology. The first is part of a kind of Roman
almanac, dating from 354 A.D. It is the oldest of all the lists and was much
used as a source in the formation of others. The names are coufined to
those martyred at Rome and the vicinity. The saints of the first and sllcond centuries are not included; it does not go back beyond 200 A. D. Even
in the case of the great Roman martyrs, Paul and Peter, their martyrdom
is not included, but the translation of their bones. Now important for
our purpose is the fact that though designated in its title as a list of martym,
the document contains at least two entries having no relation to martyrdom,
the Nativity of the Lord, and the Cathedra Petri, the commemoration of
Peter's founding of the Roman Episcopate. In this is seen the beginning of
a tendency to broaden a so-called martyrology into a kind of ecclesiastical
calendar. The Carthaginian list, which should be placed second in the
order of time, is in its present form as late as the sixth century, but its
principal parts are assigned to a very early date; cf. Acheli~ pp. 23, 27. It
shows the growing tendency to include other than the local saints, e.g. some
of the apostles, and also other days besides those of the martyrs, among these
the Epiphany. It contains moreover, what becomes conspicuous in later
martyrologies, a series of names grouped about the day of the Nativity; in
this martyrology these are Stephen, John the Baptist, James and the Innocents. The suggestion mentioned on p. 385 that John the Evangelist has
been displaced here by the Baptist through the error of a copyist is doubtful; for the Baptist appears in this Nativity cycle _in many martyrologies;
in the Armenian, Nestorian, Chaldean, Greek, al., and the repetition of his
name in the list for June is not decisive, since such duplications are common in the martyrologies; they arise either from a careless combination of.
earlier lists, or from a celebration of different events in the history of the
same person. The third great. list, the Syrian, the most important of Oriental martyrologies, is preserved in a form which dates from the fifth century, but it incorporates lists of much earlier origin. Though entitled a list
of martyrs, it includes some who were such in no sense, e.g. Eusebius and
Arius. It duplicates days, e.g. putting Polycarp .Jan. 27 and Feb. 23, it
designates Stephen an apostle, it differs from all other martyrologies in assigning a place, viz. : Jerusalem, for the martyrdom of John the apostle.
I On the martyrologies see Achelis Die Martyrologien in the Abhandlung. d.
koniy. Gesell. rl. Wissen. zu Gottingen, Phil.-hist. N. F. 1900; Egli Zweiter
Gommentar zu Wrights S.M. in the ZWT, 1891,273 ff.; also his book Altchrist.
Stud. Martyr. etc. Zurich. 1887 ; Lietzmann Die drei alt. Martyrol.; Smith's
Diet. of Ghrist. Antiquities II. 1132 ff.
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Valuable as is the Syrian martyrology, it is evident that it needs to be
checked by other lists. An instructive study has been given by Egli ( op.
cit.), who compares it with the Armenian, Coptic, lEthiopic, the Syrian of
the Melchites, Greek, Slavic and one or two others.
An examination of the martyrologies in general reveals two facts helpful
in our inquiry; first, entries not associated with martyrdom, and secondly,
a tendency to group about the festival of the Nativity- whether celebrated
in Dec. (Christmas) or in Jan. (the Epiphany) is immaterial in th~ present
connection- persons standing in some special relation to the Lord; cf. Egli,
op. cit. 279 ff. Among such occur David, the Magi, Joseph the husband of
Mary, the four Evangelists, Mt., Mk., Lk., Jno. (these four all assigned to
one day), but especially the five conspicuous figures Stephen, Paul and
Peter, John and James. It becomes at once apparent that martyrdom is not
the sole ground of selection in making up these groups. This particular
Nativity-cycle of five, which appears in the Syrian martyrology and others,
is assigned by Achelis, op. cit. 70 f., to a date later than that of the primitive
list used by this martyrology. And it appears apart from the martyrologies
in early writers also in connections where the writer is speaking, not of
martyrs, but of foremost disciples; e.g. Gregory N azian. Paneyyric on Basil,
Migne, Pat. 829; Gregory of Nyssa, Oration on Basil, ibid. 789. It seems
reasonably certain then that the appearance of John's name in the Syrian,
Armenian and other lists cannot be taken as evidence of a tradition that he
was put to death ; though in the broader sense of the word he would everywhere be honored as a martyr. The- mention of Jerusalem in the Syrian
list as the place of his martyrdom, supported by no other martyrology, is
easily explained by the carelessness of the compiler of the list, who here
fails to distinguish John from James; cf. his carelessness in calling Stephen
an apostle.
We pass now to the early writers cited above (pp. 385 f.) as confirming
the argument for the Apostle's martyrdom drawn from the martyrologies."
We take these up in the order followed above. , The words qnoted (p. H86)
from De Rebaptismate occur in a context, XIV-XV, which is concerned with
baptism by blood ; and the proof that a martyr's blood is for him a baptism, the author finds in Christ's words; first, in his words referring to his
own baptism, Lk. 12 50 , 'I have a baptism,' etc., and secondly, in the words addressed to James and John, Mk. 1039. ~ow the author is concerned here,
not at all with the personal history of the two disciples, but wholly with
the enforcement of his argument by an utterance of the Lord's. The number of persons included is immaterial; if he had been thinking of the words
as fulfilled in the case of one only, the Lord's saying would have served his
argument equally well, but he takes it just as it stands, applying it rhetorically and with partial inexactness- he is not recording history. Chrysostom treats these words with precisely the same rhetorical inexactness, paraphrasing 'Ye shall be slain for my sake,' Homilies, on 1 Cor. XXXII. 10,
though elsewhere h~ says John lived long after the fall of Jerusalem;
Homilies on Mt. LXXVI. 2.
The words quoted (p. 386) from Aphraates occur in the concluding para-
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graph summing up his discourse. He says' Hear ye the following names
of martyrs, confessors and the persecuted'; and there follows a list of Old
Testament worthies, most of whom were not slain, were not martyrs in the
narrower sense ; and then, after the name of Christ, the five New Testament names and an indefinite mention of others of that time and the time
of Diocletian. He does not, as is sometimes said (so, Moffatt Introd. 606) distribute his examples into three distinct groups, classifying the five New Testament names (and so, John) as 'martyrs,' the others of the apostles as 'confessors,' and those who suffered under Diocletian as 'the persecuted.' The
'others of the Apostles' he distinctly calls 'perfect martyrs,' like Peter and
Paul; and certainly he could not think of those who were put to death
under Diocletian as 'the persecuted,' but not martyrs in the strict sense.
He is not at all concerned with a classification of this kind, but with a comprehensive illustration of faithful sufferers. And it is noticeable that as his
selection and grouping of Old Testament worthies is plainly suggested by
Hebrews 11, so in the selection of the Christian names he is influenced by
some prevalent usage, such as is seen above in the writings of the Gregorys
(p. 388), of grouping together these five names especially connected with
the Lord. But he shows his consciousness that they do not all stand on the
same footing as regards actual martyrdom; he describes Stephen, Peter
and Paul as perfect or faithful martyrs, but in speaking of John and James
he avoids the term, saying that they followed in the footsteps of their
Master, who as said in the preceding clause 'surpassed all in affliction and
confession'; that is, they followed in his steps in affliction and confession,
but did not equal him, they had not both suffered unto death.
As regards the statement of Clement (p. 386), his historical careles:mess
is seen in the immediate context, where he makes the assertion that the
public teaching of Jesus began in the time of Augustus and Tiberius, and
ended in the middle of the reign of Tiberius (cf. Lk. 31 ). In another place,
Quis dives 42, he supports the Ephesian tradition in recording John's release
from Patmos and his removal to Asia Minor. Heracleon in the words refened to (p. 386) is speaking of a distinction between real and unreal confession of Christianity, and he says that 'true confession is that made by
mouth before the magistrates.' Not all have been called upon to make that
confession, some have died without that trial. Among such are those
named and many others. Now while Heracleon has chiefly in mind
martyrdom as the result of such confession, he does not limit his definition
to that, because he knew that martvrdom was not in all cases the result;
other punishments were inflicted. What he is urging is readiness to meet
the extreme consequences of trial before the tribunal. But if the tradition
current at the time concerning John was accepted by him, the Apostle's
name was not appropriate for his list. John had confessed before the
magistrates and had suffered banishment as his penalty, Rev. 19. We
are brought to the conclusion then that the words of the authors cited above
do not in any case, when rightly interpreted in the light of their context,
furnish evidence that these writers supposed John to h«ve been put to death
as a martyr.
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(4) A fourth line of argument is urged to prove, not directly the
Apostle's martyrdom, but the error of the tradition that he abode in Asia
and was a leader in the Church there at the end of the century. It is the
argument from silence. None of the New Testament writers, it is argued,
none of those of the second century, except Irenreus, Justin, and Polycrates,
show any knowledge of John's sojourn in Asia. As a general answer to this
argument it may be said that if the books of the New Testament in which
knowledge of the kind could be looked for are genuine, 1ihey are all prior to
the time. The Johannine writings of course cannot be taken into account
here. As regards the second century literature, the three exceptions named
form among the small number of writings of that period preserved a rather
large body of witnesses numerically, to say nothing of the special competency of these writers, as shown above. The argument, however, must
be considered more in detail.
On the assumption that the New Testament writings in question are of
a late date, it is claimed that the composer of Paul's address to the elders of
Ephesus, Ac. 20 17- 35, would not have put so harsh an epithet as 'grievous
wolves' into his description of those who were to come after him there, if
John were one of these successors; furthermore there is in the address no
trace of John or his influence at Ephesus. It is not necessary to point out
the misapplication of the words here put into Paul's mouth, if it be that
they are not a truthful record of his own language; as a denunciation of
false teachers the language is similar to that which he uses in Phil. 32• 18 f·
But in any event we should not expect here in the supposed writer's picture
of Paul's care for his churches any trace of the coming of John; the historical imagination of the author of the Acts is of a kind to guard him, even
in the assumed invention of history, from allusions so false to Paul's habit
of reticence regarding the labors of other apostles. A similar answer may
be made to the appeal to the silence of the epistles to the Ephesians and
Colossians, letters like the Apocalypse addressed to Asian churches, and also
to the silence of the epistles to Timothy who was placed at Ephesus. If
these are inventions of a later time, the authors show themselves in the
writings clever enough to avoid so distinct an anachronism, which would be
patent to all. An inventor transfers to an earlier date many things belonging to his own time, but not distinctly personal allusions, if he be even
moderately skillful. Appeal is also made to 1 Peter, likewise assumed to
be pseudonymous and late. The writer addressing these same Christians
of Asia assumes the name of .Peter to give weight to h1s epistle; John, it is
argued, cannot have labored among them, otherwise his name would have
been preferred. But that epistle is addressed to the Christians of a far
wider region than the Asia of John's reputed labors, cf. 1 Pet. P; and if
the writer's choice of Peter's name ~urnishes evidence against the presence
of .Tohn in Asia, it would also furnish evidence against Paul's presence in
Galatia. This argument from the silence of the New Testament and other
writings is said to be enforc.ed by the fact that in the distribution of missionary labors recorded in Gal. 29, John recognized churches which like
those of Asia were composed chiefly of Gentile converts to belong to Paul's
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sphere, not his own. But whatever may have been the immediate practice
in carrying out that decision, Paul began ,his work in every place to which
he came with the Jews. And Peter preached in Gentile cities; at Antioch
(Gal. 2 11 ), perhaps in Galatia and other places of Pauline labors (1 Pet. P,
2 Pet. 31- 2) and probably also in Rome (1 Pet. 513). At all events at the
time of John's supposed residence in Asia, Paul had been dead many years,
and the whole matter of apostolic labors and oversight of the churches had
changed.
Of the Christian writings outside of the New Testament the oldest is
probably the epistle of the church at Rome, 1 Clement (c. 95 A.D.), written
to the Corinthians as an exhortation against the divisions and other troubles
which had arisen among them. This letter, it is said, assumes a certain
pastoral care which would belong to .Ephesus, if an apostle had been living
there at the time, and especially as that city was nearer. We need not
discuss how much longer was the short journey from Rome to Corinth by
way of Brundusium, facilitated as it was by the active intercourse between
the two cities. What is of more moment here is the fact that, quite apart
from any question regarding the nature and disposition of the apostle John,
the picture of the Asian church given in the Apocalypse and of the task
laid upon its chief pastor, if such he was, is not of a kind that we should
look to it at these times to undertake the care of other churches. But on
the other hand, apart from any motive of Clement himself, it was natural
that the Pauline church at Rome, following in the course of the Apostle's
First Epistle to the Corinthians, which was written in part to meet the same
troubles in Corinth, and which was made a part of the appeal in this letter
from the church at Rome, should interest itself actively in his spiritual
children there. We cannot draw from the sending of this letter any inference as to whether John was at the time living in Asia.
Of the letters of Ignatius, written when as a convict he was on his way
to Rome to suffer martyrdom (c. 110-120 A.u.), one, that to the Ephesians,
is held to be especially significant by its silence. While the epistle written
to the Christians at Rome mentions the two great apostles whom they honored, Paul and Peter (Rom. IV), that to the .Ephesians mentions Paul
( Eph. XII.), but not John; the latter seems to have no place in the memories of the writer or the readers. But the error of this inference is apparent from the context in each case. In the Roman letter Ignatius is urging
the Christians there not to try to hinder his martyrdom, for which he is
eager. He earnestly entreats them, he cannot, he says, give commands to
them, as Peter and Paul had done. The allusion is meant to enforce his
entreaty by calling up to the minds of the readers their two great martyrs;
it is an appeal to their memory of these not to oppose his sharing with the
Apostles in this supreme act of discipleship. In the .Ephesian letter the
line of thought in the paragraph in question (XII) is entirely different.
Tgnatius is contrasting his present lot with the secure state of the readers.
He is a convict on his way to martyrdom. Not i111probably was the figure
of Paul frequently present in his mind; he wa~ bishop of Antioch which
was full of associations with the Apostle, as the se:-tt. of his labors (Ac. 11 26)
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and the center from which his great missionary tours were made. But
now especially he sees himself on the way to follow in the footsteps of the
Apostle as a martyr. And as he writes this letter in answer to the greetings of the Ephesians sent by their deputies to Smyrna, near to Ephesus,
where he is halting in his journey, he is reminded that Paul also on his
way to martyrdom had halted near Ephesus, at Miletus (Ac. 20l7ff.) and
addressed words to Ephesian deputies·; he expresses the thought in the
words,' Ye are the high-road of those that are on their way to die unto
God.' It is plain from these words that he thinks of Paul's last journey to
Jerusalem, on which he had halted at Miletus, as only the beginning of his
journey to Rome where he is eventually to be martyred. (Cf. Zahn /gnat.
607.) There would be here no reminder of John, unless he too had snffered martyrdom. So far as the silence of this epistle is significant, it
might be taken against John's death as a martyr. It cannot be said that
the epistle exclndes knowledge on the writer's part of John's sojourn at
Ephesus, for there is no place in the letter requiring mention of it. But
the words, 'the Christians of Ephesus who moreover were ever of one mind
with the apostles' (XI), may perhaps contain reference to .John with
others.
Of the writings of Polycarp (t c. 155 A.D.), only the letter to the Philippians is preserved. In this he speaks of Paul and 'the rest of the apostles'
(III. IX. XI), but not of John, his teacher, whom he was wont to recall in
his discourses, and whose name, it is said, we should expect him to specify·
before that of auy other apostle, if the report of Tremens were correct. But
the reason for special allusion to Paul in a letter to the Philippians is apparent. Paul had labored among them, had written an epistle to them
and had shown them to be the object of his strong personal affection. An
appeal to him was therefore of great weight in any exhortation addressed
to them. That this was Polycarp's motive in mentioning Paul he makes
perfectly clear. In an exhortation to the Philippians there was no more
occasion for mentioning John than Peter or any other apostle.
Hegesippus, who wrote a book of '.Memoirs' near the end of the second
century, says that Gnosticism did not arise till after the death of the
apostles. And he makes mention of only one witness of the time of .Jesus,
Symeon, as surviving into the time of Trajan. He evidently, it is argued,
knew nothing of John's reputed long life, and residence in Asia. How far
there .is ground for this inference will be apparent from an examination of
Hegesippus. Only a few fragments of his work are preserved, chiefly in
Eusebius. The fragment of interest here is given in H. E. III. 32. Eusebius is here recounting events in the history of the Church under Trajan,
and as one of the striking events of the time, he tells on the authority of
Hegesippus of the martyrdom of Symeon, the second bishop of Jerusalem,
a son of Clopas (.Jno. 19 25), a descendant of David, a nephew of Joseph, a
man at the time 120 years old. Eusebius here quotes Hegesippus as saying
that Symeon had remained in peace till that time, when he was brought before the tribunal on a charge>, preferred by the heretics, of being a descendant of David and a Christian; for before this the heretics [Gnostics] had
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not appeared, but as soon as the apostles and the first generation of Christians had passed away they came forward with great boldness and activity.
In other words according to Hegesippus the apostles, or at least some of
them, had lived into the time of Trajan. In so far then this author confirms the tradition of the apostle John as living till this date. In other
fragments Hegesippus speaks of the persecution by the imperial government
of the descendants of David, and of the survival of some others of the relatives of the Lord's family into Trajan's reign. But in none of the fragments
is there in themselves, or in the connection in Eusebius, any implication as
to the number of witnesses surviving from the Lord's time down to this
date. There is not the slightest intimation that Hegesippus knew nothing
of John as a survivor till the closing years of the century.
We have thus traced the evidence adduced for the martyrdom of John
and against his sojourn in Asia through its several parts, that is, the Lord's
words to John and James; the alleged testimony of Papias; the testimony
of the martyrologies and the writers held to be in agreement with Papias
and the martyrologies; and the silence of the New Testament and certain
authors of the subapostolic age and the second century. In every instance
there appear good grounds for questioning the validity of the inference
drawn against the tradition. And the several lines of evidence offered are
not of a kind to give cumulative force to the series as a whole. On the
other hand stands the almost contemporaneous evidence of the first half of
the second century, which must be- admitted to be strong, unless its force is
broken by unquestionably strong counter-evidence. The above examination appears to show that the counter-evidence presented is not of that
character. The balance of argument then leads to the conclusion that the
Apostle's sojourn in Asia is probably a historic fact, and one that must be
taken into account in estimating early external testimony to the authorship
of the Revelation.

XIV.

THE BEAST OJ<' THE AI'OCALYPSE

Inquiry into the significance of the Beast, though belonging
to the Commentary, may properly be taken up in the Introduction, since the thing symbolized forms a cardinal factor in
the purpose and scope of the entire book. The figure of the
Beast is derived from tradition. There ran through ancient
mythologies and Hebrew folk-lore legends of a monster opposing itself to supreme powers in conflicts which symbolized the
struggle of chaos against order, evil against good, death against
life. 1 Some form of that myth suggested to the author of
1

Cf. Com. 123.
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Daniel (7) the figures of the beasts of his vision, and the
same source furnished, partly through the medium of Daniel
and partly no doubt in other ways, our Apocalyptist's representation of Satan in the form of a dragon-monster, chapt. 12.
In chapt. 13 the Beast, Satan's vicegerent in his war against
God and the saints, is represented in a form similar to that
given to Satan himself, but with some traits evidently drawn
from Daniel, with others probably from other forms of the
legend, and with still others doubtless added by the Apocalyptist himself, in accordance with his habit of modifying and
adapting derived material. Details in the imagery will be
spoken of more particularly in the Commentary. Traits of
Daniel's four beasts are here united in one. Whether our
author may not be following here the current form of the
legend, and whether Daniel may not have distributed the traits
among four beasts for better adaptation to his purpose to represent four kingdoms, is a question which it is not important to
settle. As in some other instances when specially adapting a
tradition to his purpose, the Apocalyptist adds explanatory
words.1 The explanation? containing itself much that is enigmatical, is introduced in 177- 18 • The tradition in the mind of
the writer and the special use made of it are so far cleared up
by the author's explanation and by studies in comparative
eschatology that schol~rs are now generally agreed conc!:lrning
the significance of the Beast, at least in those fundamental points
essential in the interpretation of the book, though there remain
differences of opinion regarding certain less important aspects.

(1) The Beast as a symbol of the Roman emperors. Not
only is the figure of such a monster derived from tradition, but
also its application in the particular kind of conflict here
thought of is traditional. A fabulous monster as a symbol of
a world-monarchy hostile to God's people forms a familiar figure
in apocalyptic. In the vision of Dan. 73 ff., a series of four
monsters represent four successive empires, the Babylonian,
the Median, the Persian, and a fourth, probably the Grecian,
that of Alexander and his successors, 3 the horns of the last
1

Seep. 615.

2

For the identity of the beast of 13 and that of 17 see p. 695.
3 Cf. Driver, Dan. in C. B. 94ff.
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symbolizing a succession of kings culminating in Antiochus
Epiphanes, 'the little horn,' 7 8 • Under the name Rahab, such
a monster is a symbol of Egypt in its hostility to God and his
people; e.g. Ps. 874, 'I will make mention of Rahab,' or Egypt
(RV marg. ); cf. Ps. 8910, Is. 307 (RV), 51 9• In Is. 271 three
such monsters are mentioned as symbols of three world-kingdoms, one of them probably Egypt, the other two perhaps
Assyria and Babylonia, perhaps later kingdoms.! The elaborate vision of 2 Esd. (11) pictures the monster as a symbol of
the Roman empire, and so also in Sib. Or. II. 25, the dragon
is the symbol of Israel's great enemy, the Roman power in the
person of Pompey. The analogy of these cases would itself
suggest that our author in the use of the symbol applies it to
the world-monarchy of his own time, the Roman empire, or its
impersonating emperors. ·And in fact the very purpose of
apocalyptic writings in general carries with it such contemporaneous reference, for its aim is to encourage in the midst of
sufferings inflicted by the existing world-monarchy inimical to
God. 2 But that the Roman power impersonated in the emperors is meant here the author shows in what he says of the
Beast. In the vision of the woman seated on the scarlet-colored beast in chapt. 17, the beast represents the power sustaining the existing imperial city Rome; cf. p. 695. In the
interpretative verses, 177 ff., his seven heads are defined as a
succession of kings, that is, emperors, of whom one is reigning
at the time, and the city, the seat of his imperial power, is that
which sitting on its seven hills is holding sway over all the
earth. It appears certain then, as the larger number of interpreters are now agreed, that the Beast so far as he is represented in his seven heads symbolizes the Roman imperial
power, that is, the Roman emperors, as Satan's agent in his
war against the saints. The question as to the particular
emperors intended is spoken of elsewhere, pp. 704 ff.
The view has been widely held that the seven heads defined as kings,
1710, represent not persons, but successive world-kingdoms, as do the beasts
of Daniel, the word king being used in the sense of kingdom, as in Dan. 7 17 •
The five king~, i.e. kingdoms, that have already fallen are then variously
1
2

Cf. Delitzsch in Zoe., Skinner in C. B.; Bertholet 291.
See pp, 175 ff., 212 f.
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identified, e.g. Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Macedonia and Syria (Antiochus);
or Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greco-Syria; for other suggestions
cf. Speaker's Corn. 755. The Roman then forms the sixth kingdom, and
the seventh is yet to come in the Apocalyptist's future. The Beast is distinguished from his heads; he is the power of world-monarchy in the
abstract, hostile to God, and appearing in each several kingdom in succesRion ; but in the end he will appear in his own proper person as Antichrist.
He may be said to have existed in the kingdom of Antiochus Epiphanes,
I he prototype of Antichrist. In this sense it may be said of him, that he
was, is not, and is to come, 178. One of his heads may be said to have been
wounded in the fall of that empire, and the wound will be healed in the
coming of Antichrist. Cf. e.g. Hofmann Offenb. 228 ; Zahn Ein. II. 6i:l2 f.
But the analogy of Dan. which the Apocalyptist has distinctly in mind here
would require a succession of beasts, if a series of empires were meant ; the
four empires of Dan. are represented by four separate beasts. On the other
hand the heads and horns in Daniel's vision do not represent a succession
of empires, but belong to a single empire, 76 f·, and the horns are expressly
defined as kings in that empire, 724• Furthermore in Rev. the entire paragraph 17-195 is concerned with the destruction of Rome ; reference to
earlier monarchies would have no relation to the woman of the introductory
vision, 17 1- 6, in that paragraph. It seems certain that the 'kings' of 1710
are persons, not kingdoms, and that the Roman emperors are meant.
The idelltification of the Beast alld Antichrist with the Roman emperors 1
is held by some to be inconsisteut with the Christian view as expressed elsewhere in the New Testament. St. Paul, l~o. 131ff·, declares the existing
governmental power, the Roman, to be ordained by God; and in 2 Thess.
27 he sets the Roman power in opposition to Antichrist, saying that it is
only the former that prevents the appearing of the latter. This latter passage
is the only one in the New Testament expressing directly this opposition,
and it is not difficult to account for it in view of the Apostle's experiences.
To him the order and security of the world maintained by the Roman government represented a divine ordinance in contrast with the awful tyranny
and hostility to God anticipated as to come in the reign of Antichrist. The
persecutions of Nero and those of Domitian, in part already begun and in
part yet threatening the Christians at the time of our book, and the growing rigor in enforcing the emperor-worship, are all subsequent to the writing of these epistles of Paul. It must also be borne in mind that to one
familiar with the revolutions marking the course of Roman history it
would not be difficult to conceive, as does the Apocalyptist, 1716f., the present
Roman order to be destroyed by one who had been a Roman emperor.
Other New Testament passages, e.g. Mt. 2221, 1 Pet. 218ff., which are cited as
irreconcilable with the connection of Antichrist with Rome go no further
than does our author, 139 f·, in counseling submissive obedience to established
authority. It is furthermore true that the objection here spoken of remains
in reality with any theory of seven world-empires, for the Beast represented
in the sixth head is in such theory the existing Roman power.
1 On a Roman emperor as Antichrist see p. 399 ff.
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(2) The Beast as a symbol of Antichrist. Conclusive as is
the evidence that the heads of the Beast are the Roman em·
perort~ in their office as Satan's agents in the war against God's
children, it is however clear that this application of the symbolism does not cover the whole significance of the Beast. Activities and attributes are assigned to him which cannot be
predicated of any Roman emperor in his ordinary human personality, as is also a career falling after the destruction of the
Roman empire. It is true that the prevalence of emperorworship and the practice of magic arts at the time might suggest to the author the Beast's arrogation of divine honors, and
the attribution of signs and wonders to him, even if he were
thought of as only a Roman emperor. But as one who, like
the head wounded unto death and restored, 1 is some time to
return to earth coming out of the abyss of hell, 132 • 12, 178, and
who is to marshal all the armies of the world against the
spiritual hosts led out of heaven by the Messiah, 1911 -19, the
Beast will then be more than man, he will join with his human
personality a mighty demonic power. In that manifestation
he will form the last great human leader of the enemies of
God, he will hold a sway absolutely universal over all the
earth and the kings of the earth, 137, 17 13, 15 ; he will be worshiped universally by all that dwell on the earth, save the followers of the Lamb, 13 8 ; he will receive his dominion after
the seventh and last of the Roman emperors has fallen, 17 10 f.;
he will be the central figure upon whom will fall the vengeance
of eternal fire after the last pre-millennia! conflict, 19 19 f.. In
all this concluding eschatological period, the period of the
woeful 31 years, he is clearly more than a Roman emperor.
He is the evident parallel of a personality which had now
come to occupy a distinct place in eschatological expectation,
the Antichrist. This parallelism will be the more evident
from a survey of the conception of Antichrist.
The rise of the figure of Antichrist belongs to the age immediately preceding, and coincident with, the earliest years of
the Christian era. It is Jewish in its origin and it is due to
the growth of demonology in the late Jewish centuries. The
possible influence of earlier oriental beliefs in preparing the
1

On the identity of reference in these two characterizations see p. 696.
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way for it need not be considered here. The doctrine of a
supreme spirit of evil in the person of Satan had already become universal. There now began to appear in eschatological
expectation a supremely wicked human figure, a person who
would come possessing world-wide imperial power, opposing
all righteousness, and exalting himself against God in the last
great crisis. Vagueness in respect to Antichrist's relation to
Satan was necessary, especially in the earlier stages of the
idea; sometimes he is thought of as Satan in man's form and
the name Beliar, a name of Satan (2 Co. 615), is given to him,
e.g. in Sib. Or. III. 63; but he is generally regarded as distinct from Satan and acting as his great servant in the last
days; so, in 2 Thess. 23 lf., and in Rev. Traces of such a combination of superhuman powers with a human personality in
the case of a historic individual are found in Daniel's description of Antiochus. While the Prophet unquestionably refers
in the symbol of the 'little horn' to the part of Antiochus in
the eschatological events predicted, it is also plain that he conceives him to be endowed with powers more than human; cf.
89 lf., 23 ff.. He has not in mind the exact figure of Antichrist as
known later, yet he shows the tendency to regard the great
world-tyrant of the last time as possessing powers beyond the
natural man; and his description of Antiochus furnishes traits
for later pictures of Antichrist. Subsequently the idea of the
coming in the last time of a man endowed with Satan's character and might becomes distinct in both Jewish and Christian
thought. He is referred to in Jewish writings, e.g. 2 Esd. 5 6,
Sib. Or. III. 63 ff., Ap. Bar. 36 and 40. In the New Testament, belief in his appearing is assumed as current; 'Ye have
heard that Antichrist cometh,' 1 J no. 218 ; St. Paul speaks
definitely of him in his nature and work under the name of the
Man of sin, 2 Thess. 23 ff.; he is alluded to probably in Mt.
2±15, Mk. 1314, and possibly in Jno. 543. He appears in other
early Christian writings, e.g. The Teaching of the Twelve 16;
the Ascension of Isaiah 4, frequently in the Sib. Or., in the
Christian as well as the Jewish parts. His prominence in
Christian eschatology for centuries later is shown by Bousset,
Antichrist. 1
I

For the Rnbject see Bonss. •Tudenthum 242 ff. ; Hast. III. Article .ilfan of Sin.
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The name Antichrist appears first in the New Testament,
and there in the Johannine epistles only, 1 Jno. 218• 22, 48,2 Jno.
7; in the first case, 218 a, it is evidently used as a familiar term
and is taken in its popular sense ; in the other cases a special
spiritual application is given to the word. Outside of the
New Testament the name Beliar is used in a few cases, but
generally except where the influence of the New Testament is
apparent some descriptive term is used instead of a proper
name. As regards his nature and activities he is conceived as
the embodiment of all wickedness and of supreme hostility to
God, he sets himself above God as the object of worship; acting in the might of Satan he appears in.a twofold role, that of
universal tyrant with undisputed sway over all the earth, and
that of the deceiver of men through signs and wonders which
he has the power to perform.l See especially St. Paul's account, 2 Thess. 23 ff.. If now keeping in view this idea of Antichrist and the general expectation of his coming before the
End, we read what the Apocalyptist says of the Beast, we
shall see that in much which he attributes to him it is this
eschatological figure that he has in mind. The union of two
successive impersonations, that of a Roman emperor, or series
of emperors, and that of Antichrist, in the figure of the Beast,
implies a relation between the two, which though not originating with the Apocalyptist, he uses with great skill. This
relation is shown in the paragraph following, which will also
make clearer the full meaning of the author in the symbol of
the Beast.
The connection of Antichrist with a Roman ruler does not
appear with certainty in pre-Christian literature. The words
' 'Beliar will come from the stock of Sebaste,' Sib. Or. III. 63,
are some times understood to contain the idea ('.£€{3ar:rrwv being
referred to u€{3auTJr; = Augustus; cf. Bouss. Antichrist 96), but
this meaning is not certain. Steps leading up to such a connection can, however, be traced. The world-tyrant, who figures
t The Apocalyptist represents these miraculous powers used to deceive as
exercised in part by the second beast, 1311-11. But this 'other beast' acts only
with the powers which the Beast has given him as his deputy, 1312. The introduction of a second beast as a mere instrument through which the Beast operates differs from the traditional representation of Antichrist, which concentrates
all activity in one person ; it is probably due to historic circumstances ; see
p. 410.
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in eschatological literature, the one who in the last days is to
be vanquished by divine power, is at first a historic person, the
culmination of a line of rulers in a given world-monarchy.
Thus the eschatological figure of the 'horn' in Dan. is the
historic Antiochus of the Gneco-Syrian line. The tall cedar of
Ap. Bar. 36 :ff., and the'eagle of 2 Esd. 11, are in each case an
imperial dynasty destroyed by God or the Messiah at the end
of the ages. The last great enemy springs out of the line of.
existing world-rulers. When then the idea of Antichrist was
fully developed it was an easy step to associate him in 8ome
manner with the existing Roman dynasty of world-rulers. To
our Apocalypti8t such association must have been directly 8uggested by the circumstances of his era. A Christian apocalypti8t, living near the end of the first century, with a vivid memory
of the awful persecution at Rome under Nero, and with the
growing insistence on emperor-worship before his mind, together
with all the threatening calamities of the time, could not fail to
believe that the work of Antichrist had already begun, the
mystery of lawlessness was already working (2 Thess. 27). To
a prophet at that time the soon-expected Antichrist would be
only a reimbodiment and consummation of what was most
atrocious in the present world-rulers. But possible fears and
surmises of this kind assumed definite shape apparently in the
last decades of the century through the influence of rumors
spreading through the Roman world in regard to the emperor
Nero.

Antich1·ist as a Nero reincarnated. When Nero's career of
hideous crimes caused the Senate in the year 68 to condemn
him to death he fled to a suburban villa and put an end to his
own life. His death in this obscure place and almost alone
made possible the circulation of rumors that he was not dead,
but had fled; and soon after the reports assumed the definite
form that he had fled to the Parthians, the dreaded barbarian
hordes of the East, and that he would return thence with a
large army to wreak fearful vengeance upon the Roman world.
These rumors, though ridiculed by some, spread through the
provinces and with amazing persistence continued into the following century. Decrees appeared as issued in his name, and
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two (if not mQre) impostors claiming to be Nero arose ; one
gained a large following among the Parthians; rumors of the
coming of one threw Achaia and Asia Minor (the home of the
Apocalypse) into great terror. These events are well attested
by Roman writers, 1 and they show how widespread a hold the
personality of Nero had taken upon the minds of the populace
in the Roman Empire. Belief in these rumors was shared by
the Jews and Christians in common with others. The Sib. Or.
bear frequent testimony to this; e.g. IV. 119-124, 137-139
(about 80 A.D.); V. 137-154, 361-385 (latter part of the century). At first there was nothing superstitious attaching to
Nero's person in these expectations, no allusion is made to a
return from the dead. In the Roman writers referred to, and in
the earlier Sibyllines he appears only as the well-known human
tyrant. Yet there was also a certain mysteriousness about his
predicted coming, and the return of one who as ruler of the
world-empire had instituted a fiendish persecution of the Christians at Rome and who would, as expected, triumph over the then
existing order of the world, would almost certainly be associated
more or less in Christian thought with the last great enemy.
Jews also whose nation had just been destroyed in the Roman
wars, and who were now yearning for the messianic deliverer,
would be ready to see in this monster eX'pected as the conqueror
of Rome the world-tyrant of the last days preceding Messiah's
coming. That this returning Nero finally came to be invested
with a supernatural character, a.nd associated in thought with
Antichrist, is abundantly attested, though it is not certain just
how early this began. His identification with Antichrist is
distinctly expressed in a Christian portion of the Ascension of
Isaiah, 4 2, a passage possibly contemporaneous with the Apocalypse.2 It is there said that Beliar, Antichrist, will come in
the person of an unrighteous king, a murderer of his mother,
by which Nero is meant; he is frequently designated as the
matricidal monster in accounts of his attributes and his return.
In the prophecy of his return 'from the ends of the earth ' given
in Sib. Or. V. 361-385 (probably belonging to the end of the
1

See Suetonius, Nero; Tacitus, Hist. I. 2, II. 8, 9; Dio CMSius LXIV. 9.

2

It is placed by Charles at the end of the first century ; by Flemming, in

Hennecke, p. 292, either at the end of the first century or the beginning of the
second.
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first century) his cunning deception of men, the marvels wrought
by him in nature, his 'destruction of all kings and the best of
men,' form a picture plainly belonging to the Last Times. He
is here demonic and, though not expressly named Antichrist,
he appears to be so regarded; certainly his works are those of
Antichrist. Sib.Or. V. 217 (probably of the same date) gives
to his return a distinct supernatural trait; he is to be brought
back 'in mid-air that all may see him.' Another trait of Antichrist is assigned him in Sib. Or. V. 33 f. (a passage placed by
nearly all early in the second century); 'Then will he return
making himself equal with God, but he [God] will convince
him that he is not.' Such passages like the predictions of
apocalyptic writings in general rest on popular traditions and
beliefs, and attest an anterior existence of the Nero myth long
enough to have become widely current. There appears then
good ground for supposing it to have been in circulation at the
end of the first century, the time of our author. And as he is
frequently seen to have taken up a familiar idea and have
adapted it to his use, so here he might readily picture the expected Antichrist under the form of the popularly dreaded
Nero. That he has actually done so appears almost certain
from the precise agreement of his characterization of the Beast
with this popular belie£.1
Some have argued that a Nero revived could not be thought
of till by the lapse of time he could no longer be supposed to be
alive, that is, not until one or more decades after the beginning
of the second century, as he was born 37 A.D. 2 But the belief
that he was still alive was far from universal in the latter part
of the century, and the fear among the populace of his return
from the East might long before have changed in the minds of
many to a fear of his return from the dead. It was easier in that
age than in our own to see in a striking work the activity of a
notable personage of the past, returned among men, or to look
for the return of such a person in the future. Elijah was expected by all to come again; our Apocalyptist foretells the
return of Moses and Elijah in the person of the two Witnesses,
1 The association of Nero with Antichrist persisted through the following centuries. Its acceptance by many is well attested ; e.g. by Commodianus c. 250 ;
the commentator Victorinus, c. 300; Sulpicius Severns, about the end of the
4th cent.; Augustine, De civ. Dei, c. 426.
2 Cf. Zahn, Ein. II. 634.
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l1 3 1l'.; in Jesus, the Baptist or one of the prophets was thought
by many to have come back, :Mk. 614 «.. The identification of
the restored head, that is, of the Beast that was, and is not and
shall come, with Nero revived from the dead is put beyond
question if, as seems most probable, the number of ~he Beast,
666, is meant to denote the name Nero.
The number of the Beast, 666, as denoting the name Nero. The designation of a name by numbers occurs in Greek popular usage of these times,
and among the rabbis also it appears as a part of the so-called art of Gematria, which found recondite truth in the numerical value of words. (For
Gematria, see Weber, System, 118; Hast. III. 566, Jew. En. s.v.) With the
late Jews and the Greeks the letters of the .alphabet were used to denote
numbers; a name then could be given enigmatically in the sum of the numbers denoted by its several letters. Thus in Gen. 1414 the number 318 was
taken by the rabbis to denote Eliezer; the numbers denoted by the respective letters of that name added togethe·r form this sum. The Christian
Sibylline I. 324 :ff. uses 888 for the name 'I'l'J<Toii~, Jesus. Good illustrations
of this usage among the common people are found in the graffiti, wall
scratchings, at Pompeii; e.g. in one, a certain woman is designated by the
number 45 (or 1045), another by 545. See Deissmann, Licht vom o.~t. 207,
and the various literature there referred to. It is in the use of this method
that our author gives the name of the Beast as 666. The purpose in such
cases is to express the name in a veiled way, perhaps as a mere literary
mannerism, perhaps as a matter of prudence. The latter would probably
be the chief motive with our author, if an emperor is meant, even though
one no longer living; cf. p. 405. It is not probable that the Apocalyptist
would announce in words Clear to every Roman hearer the return of one of
the emperors as Antichrist; it is evident that he does not expect even the
Christian hearers in all cases to perceive the exact personal reference ; for
he declares that special wisdom and understanding, uotf>W., vov~, 1318, are
needed to interpret his utterance. In the light of the rumors and expectations regarding Nero current at the time, many must have formed conjectures as to the meaning of the number, yet no interpretation became
established in tradition. Irenams has only uncertain guesses to offer, and
he thinks the Apocalyptist intended the name to remain hidden till Antichrist should come. The language, however, implies that it is discoverable
by those who have the requisite wisdom ; and the command, 1 let him that
hath understanding calculate the number,' shows that the author expects
some to solve the enigma.
The word ovopll., name, would suggest reference to a person, and the
added phrase, 1 it is the number of a. man', shows a definite personal name,
and not a descriptive title to be meant. See Corn. 13 18. The problem then
is to find a known person, or in view of the writer's interpretative words in
17s-n, a Roman emperor, to whom is appropriate the rille described there
and in 131-8, and who at the same time bears a name the several letters of
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which denote numbers amounting in the sum total to 666. If we are guided
solely by the lines drawn by the author himself, we must reject as explanations abstract descriptions of the character and activity of Antichrist, and the
names of persons known in later history, e.g. Mohammed, Pope Benedict IX,
Luther, and a host of others found in interpretations of the Apocalypseall a part of the error of seeking European history in the book; cf. pp. 301 ff.
The extravagances which appear in the history of conjecture show that
with skill and boldness almost a:y name may be made to yield the number;
for some of the solutions offered, see the Speaker's Com., 687 ff., 697 ff.;
Dust. 458 f., Stuart II. 453 ff., Zahn, Ein. II. 636 f. The alphabet used in
writing the name must be either the Greek or the Hebrew, and the author
gives no intimation of the choice between these.
Solutions with Greek letters. Efforts to find the name contained in the
cryptogram must have been ~ade by many of the earliest readers. Iren.reus reports that many solutions were proposed in his time, all so far as
appears using the Greek alphabet, some of these based on the reading 616
instead of 666 (see text. note in Zoe.). He mentions three of these, only two
of which were deemed worthy of much notice afterwards, ntTav, Titan, and
Aantvo>, Latin us j the use of the irregular £t instead of t is paralleled in
-:i.a{3£tVo>, cl>avuntvo> and a number of similar forms. While lrenreus believed that the Apocalyptist intended the name to remain hidden, he preferred among the various guesses T£tTav, because among other reasons the
Titan, the mythical monster who assaulted the gods, seemed a type of
Antichrist. At the same time he pointed out in favor of AaT£tvo>, Latinus,
the fact that the Latins were the rulers of the world. This suggested connection between Antichrist and a Roman ruler is striking, and it is not impossible that in so vague a term there may have been seen by at least some
an allusion to Nero. Latinus was adopted by many in the following centuries; among modern interpreters who adopt it are Bleek, De Wette, Dust.
It is true that this word marks a relation between Antichrist and a Roman
emperor, but it is general, whereas the personal name of a particular individual is required here. Many other solutions in Greek letters have been
proposed, but none of them is so far appropriate as to be largely accepted.
The most plausible among these is raw> Ka.Luap, Gaius Cresar (Caligula),
which is elaborately defended by Spitta (134 ff., 369 ff.) and Erbes (15 ff.).
But this solution requires the reading 616, contrary to the weight of Ms.
authority and critical opinion, and it necessitates the rejection of the ·
author's interpretative words in 178, n, which these critics then attribute to
a redactor, who is also supposed to have read his own meaning into chapt.
13 and revised it accordingly; e.g. vv. 6 c. and 7 c. are insertions of his.
Solutions in Hebre1o letters. It has been left to modern scholarship, so far
as recorded, to discover that by the use of Hebrew letters and the transliteration of Nipwv Ka£uap, Nero Cresar, in the form "1Ci' l1"1J (the letters of
which denote respectively 50, 200, 6, 50 aud 100, 60, 200) we obtain the
required number 666, and also the name which establishes the author's
identfication of the BeaRt described by him with the Nero revived, as conceived in the current expectations of the time. This solution reached in
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the earlier part of the last century independently by a number of scholars
(Fritzsche, Benary, Hitzig, Reuss) meets the conditions of the problem so
exactly that it is accepted by most scholars of the present day. Its correctness is supported by the fact that if the proper name be written N.!pw, ,.,~,
that is, without the final consonant as in the Latin form Nero, the number
616 is obtained instead of 666, and thus is explained the variant reading
found in some Mss. and adopted according to Irenreus by many in the second century. See text. note on 1318• Other interpretations obtained by
the use of Hebrew characters are: Cresar of Rome (Ewald; this requires
the reading 616); Cresar of the Romans (Manchot); Trajan (Wabnitz);
Volter at different times has advocated Hadrian, Trajan, Vespasian, in
each case as a Nero revived; Gunkel's proposal, Primal Chaos (377), .also
based on Hebrew letters, is derived from his theory tracing the Beast back
to a Babylonian monster. Such explanations have not met with any considerable acceptance, since they do not conform to the representations in
chapts. 13 and 17, and raise rather than settle difficulties.
Objections to the solution adopted above, which finds in the number the
name Nero, are raised. (a) Our book is written in Greek, for Greek-speaking Christians, and there is no intimation that any other than the Greek
alphabet was to be used in solving the problem of the number. The earli·
est recorded attempts at a solution, as we learn from Irenreus, were based
on that alphabet. In general what is urged in this objection is true, and
it explains why the name Nero should not have been commonly thought of
in that age as connected with the number. But our author was a Jew, he
thought in the forms of Hebrew idioms, he was doubtless more familiar
with the ar~ of Gematria as practiced by the Jews than by the Greeks, and
there must have been many Jews among the Christians of the seven
churches addressed in the book; an intimation that such were contemplated
among the readers occurs in the special mention of the Hebrew form of
certain names; e..q. 911, 1616. It would not be unnatural then that the
Apocalyptist should use the Hebrew alphabet in his enigma. And this
would best serve his purpose. He does not wish to name the Beast openly
(see p. 403) so that it would be unmistakable to all, as e.g. Sib. Or. V.
21 if. openly designates the emperors by the numbers corresponding to
their initials. He will conceal it at least in part; he is sure that some of
his readers, Jews, persons familiar with the forebodings regarding Nero,
will have the knowledge and understanding requisite for reading the symbol. In the troubles threatening the Christians at the hands of the
imperial power it was not desirable to emphasize the announcement of the
coming Antichrist as a revived Nero who should destroy the empire. It
is enough for the author's purpose to make clear to the general reader that
the conflict between God and Satan is now entering on its later stages, that
the great adversary wl.ll employ the present world-power in a series of
rulers as his agent, and then in immediate succession that agent will appear in Antichrist. The successive phases of the conflict are figured with
sufficient distinctness for the less penetrating reader by the seven heads
and the resuscitated head, wLile tho:'.<\ t•• whom it is given to read the
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enigma will like the Apocalyptist himself see more precisely an Antichrist
in the final era working in the spirit of a Nero revived and demonized.
Taking the Apocalyptist's picture of the Beast's activity as a whole we can
see that he is chiefly interested in foretelling the progress of Satan's warfare with the Church on to the awful culmination in which Satan will
work through the mysterious personality of Antichrist. It appears certain
that the precise relation of that personality to Ner·o or any other historic individual is a quite subordinate point in the author's mind. Obscurity as regards
the personal reference in the number of the name, and in the wounded
head, might remain for most readers, whether then or now, without the
loss of the essential signifi.cance of the prophecy. Vast as is the space
occupied by these two topics in the literature of the Apocalypse, it cannot
be questioned that they are but details; it has happened here, as not infrequently, that attention has been riveted on a minor factor to such a degree as to confuse and obscure the understanding of the prophecy in its
larger outlines.
(b) A second objection to the above explanation of the number 666 is
found in the fact that the Hebrew form of C::esar is ..,O'j?, which would
give the number 676. That this is the usual form of the name when written with Hebrew letters is unquestionable (cf. Zahn Ein. II. 636), but the
form ..,Oi' in the scriptio defectiva, i.e. with jod omitted, is also attested; cf.
Ewald Apok. 263; Buxtorf Lex. Rabbin. Therefore whatever caused the
Apocalyptist to use the less common form, no valid objection can be found
here to the Neronic explanation of the number. Why 666 should have
been used instead of 676 must be a matter of conjecture, but there is plausibility in the supposition (Gunkel, 375 ff.; J. Weiss 34 f., ql) that the
number of the Beast, like his form, his many heads and horns, was a part
of the designation of the monster represented in tradition. The Apocalyptist then adopting this traditional number, together with other traits of
the Beast, applies it to the name Nero, an application made easy by the
alternative form ..,Oj?.

The identification of the name in 1318 with Nero makes clear
the obscure utterances in 133 and 178 regarding the head
wounded unto death and restored, and the beast that was, and
is not, and shall come out of the abyss. Nero is that head; as
once reigning he was, at the time of the Apocalyptist's writing
he is not, that is, not living, and in Antichrist he will come
again from the abyss. He was (one) of the seven and in his
coming again he will be the eighth (1711), that is, of these last
world-rulers acting as Satan's agents.
Much confusion is
brought into the Apocalyptist's representation by the failure to
see that he frequently identifies the Beast and his respective
heads. The heads rather than the Beast himself apart from
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these contain in some connections the most significant features
in the imagery, as do the horns in Daniel's vision, our author's
chief model here, and as do also the heads and wings in the
monster of 2 Esd. 11-12. This the Apocalyptist shows in the
repeated reference to the restored head in chapt. 13 (3, 12, 14)
and in the emphasis placed upon the heads and horns in 179 r., 12 •
The Beast is not thought of in distinction from the heads ; the
heads represent him and thus the two become identified. The
Beast exists now in the first head, now in the second, and so on.
The particular historic person, who for the time being forms
one of the heads, really embodies the Beast as a whole, he is
the Beast, in the author's thought. This identification of the
head and the Beast is evident in 133 and 13 12 ; in the former
verse it is the deadly wound of a head that is healed; in the
latter verse it is said in equivalent words that the Beast is
healed. In itself the slaying of one head would not slay the
Beast, for five heads had perished, 17 10 , and the Beast survives
in the sixth. And so with apparent self-contradiction the
writer says in 178• 11 the Beast is not, that is, was not present
in the world at the time of the apocalyptist's writing ; but in
1710 he says, one head is; that is, was then present in the world.
No doubt there is a certain ambiguity in this freedom of expression ; it is intelligible in an apocalyptist, who easily blends
a symbol and the thing symbolized, though at variance with
prosaic exactness. What the author means is apparent. He
thinks of the Beast as existing, at the time of his writing, in
the sixth head, but not existing as represented in a certain head
then fallen. At no time in the period covered by the premillennia! visions does the Beast cease to exist, he is always
present as Satan's agent. It cannot then be said with exactness 'he is not'; but the writer so closely identifies the Beast
with the head which represents him, that he can say, he was, is
not, and will come, meaning that he had existed as represented
in a certain head, that he does not now exist under that form,
but that he will again so exist.
It may be useful to sum up in a brief statement the result of
the preceding discussion of the significance of the Beast. The
Beast is Satan's agent in his warfare against the saints, as represented first in the successive Roman emperors, and then, after the
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destruction of the Roman empire, in Antichrist, the supreme human
embodiment of demonic wickedness and power, in whom will come
Nero reincarnated. The Beast is already present in the person
of the emperors, but his supreme manifestation will come with
the appearing of Antichrist.
Question may be raised whether the Apocalyptist understands
an absolute identification of Antichrist with Nero revived in
actual person, or whether his Antichrist is not N eronic in the
same sense in which the two witnesses in chapt. 11 are Elijah
and Moses; see p. 595. The latter supposition might import
ambiguity into the conception, but; only such as characterizes
apocalyptic in general. At all events in the recognition of
Nero in the Beast, it is necessary to avoid the not uncommon
error of misplacing the emphasis. The dominant thought in
the Apocalyptist's prophecy is not that Nero shall come again,
but rather that Antichrist will come, the last and most terrible
manifestation of the Beast, embodying a Nero reincarnate and
demonized- Antichrist, of whom no more fiendish conception
can be formed than that furnished by a Nero revived according
to popular fancy, and invested with superhuman power.
Thus
the practical unity of Satan's great agent is preserved; he is
one throughout, yet he has successive impersonations, and a
Roman emperor, in natural or supernatural form, constitutes
each several one in turn.
The Second Beast. The figure commonly designated the
second beast, though this precise term does not occur in the
Apocalypse, is properly considered here, since it is only in relation to the activity of the first beast that the figure exists at
all in the book. The rank and function of the ' other beast '
introduced in 13nlf. are stated succinctly in v. 12. He is merely
the servant of the first beast, from whom he derives all his
powers, and his office is the institution and enforcement of the
worship of his master. The term beast is applied to him in 1311
only ; elsewhere ' the beast,' a term used more than 30 times in
the book, refers to the first beast, the figure of 131- 8, while the
second beast is denominated the false prophet. He accomplishes
his appointed work by deceiving the world, 1314, 1920, and in
this he is assisted by the miracles which he is empowered to
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perform. He causes an image of the Beast to be made and
endows it with powers which work toward his end, 1315 • His
essential character is that of deceiver. And it is in this character that in one instance- and in one only- an activity is
assigned him apart from the worship of the Beast, though it is
wholly in the service of the Beast; an unclean spirit working
marvels goes from his mouth to move men to join in the battle
of the great day of God, 1613 f.. As the proclaimer of a worship
professedly divine and the worker of miracles in its furtherance,
he might according to the common use of the word receive the
name prophet from the heathen themselves; a Christian writer
would call him, as the deluder of men in this work, a false prophet,
the designation which he bears elsewhere in the book, 1613, 19 20,
20 10 • In the use of this designation the A pocalyptist appears
to give designedly, after his manner, some intimation as to the
meaning of the symbol. The distinct character and work which
are assigned to him, as what is most essential in him, and his
corresponding designation as the false prophet, mark his office
as precisely parallel to that of the priesthood, or special Roman
functiorw_ries· charged with the maintenance and extension of the
emperor-worship throughout the empire. The majority of recent
expositors agree in finding here the explanation of the symbol.
Some scholars understand it to mean the body of heathen
priests and prophets as a whole; but this gives too general a
reference, disregarding the function described here as the special
office of the False Prophet. That no particular historic person
is meant, as for example, Simon Magus, Alexander of Abonotichus, Apollonius of Tyana (for other names also suggested,
cf. Gunkel348), is evident, since no known person answers even
approximately to the requirements of the description given here;
nor could any such person be assumed to perform this office in
the era of Antichrist.
A second beast as auxiliary to the first is peculiar to our
author. Hebrew folk-lore, it is true, mentions two mythical
monsters side by side, Leviathan and Behemoth; cf. Job 40-41,
2 Esd. 649 ff·, En. 607 1r., Ap. Bar. 29 4 ; but these stand in no
such relation to each other as do the two beasts here. The
two characteristics of Antichrist, on the one hand the political
(that of world-tyrant), and on the other the moral (that of the
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deceiver) are to a certain degree distributed by our author be~
tween two characters. These however are not coordinate, nor
does the second beast possess certain powers wanting to the
first, so that the first must secure the help of the second to accomplish his purposes; on the contrary he himself confers the
requisite powers on the one who is to be his instrument. This
introduction of a subaltern doubtless springs from the circumstances of the Apocalyptist's era. The great significance of the
emperor-worship among the facts that form the background o£
his book probably suggested to the Apocalyptist as a special
feature in his visions the agency of the priesthood whose office
it was to spread that worship; cf. p. 201. The Beast as represented in the emperors was already claiming divine honors, and
a subservient priesthood and other officials were zealous in paying
the homage demanded and in enjoining it upon the Roman
world. The vision then figures a great movement already in
progress, one which would increase to the end of the emperors'
reign, and finally reach its culmination in the days of Antichrist.
The language of the vision points, in its immediate reference,
only to the last era. The Beast whom the False Prophet is to
cause men to worship is characterized, 1312• 1\ as the one whose
death stroke had been healed, i.e. Antichrist; but it is evident
that the Apocalyptist has also in mind his own era and the
closing years of the Roman empire. For some minor traits in
the representation of the second beast see the Commentary on
the respective passages in chapt. 13.
The use of a separate tradition is found by some in the figure of the second
beast ; so, Bouss., J. Weiss, W ellbausen, al. Bouss. Kom. 377 f., following
Weizsacker 498, distinguishes in Jewish tradition two separate conceptions of
the last great human opponent of God. In the one he is a world-ruler; in the
other be is a deceiving prophet. And these two conceptions are held to have
had originally no connection with each other; the latter is a false Messiah
belonging to Palestine; hence £K ~· yii>, 1311. This latter figure our Apocalyptist has taken up and worked over into a subordinate of the first beast.
The use of an earlier source representing Antichrist in this form is thought
to explain the presence of some traits which are obscure in the account as
given in chapt.l3, but clear in the original connection; such are the ascent
from the earth ( yij>, land of Palestine, 1311), the two horns like those of a
lamb, the dragon-like speech, the mark of the Beast; see Bouss. 366, 368.
Tt is not necessary, however, to resort to this theory to find an explanation
at least plausible of these obscurities; see Commentary. As regards the
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combination of the two ideas, that of the world-deceiver and that of the
world-tyrant, the same is in reality implied in Paul's account of Antichrist,
2 Thess. 23 11"·, for he is to come with all deceit of unrighteousness, and at
the same time the world-power of Rome must be removed to make way for
him; which could only be said of a greater world-power. The symbol of a
beast chosen to represent the deceiving priesthood of the imperial cult is
probably suggested by the symbol of the first beast; the chief and his deputy are naturally represented under forms like in kind; and the activity of
the latter is only one phase of the activity of the former. For the same
reason other traits in familiar descriptions of Antichrist would readily lend
themselves for use in the account of the second beast. What is uppermost
in the Apocalyptist's idea is not the likeness or unlikeness to the first beast,
but the service rendered in the establishment of his worship.

XV.

THE TEXT 1

The text of the Apocalypse is less certainly settled than that
of any other book of the New Testament. Weiss (p. 1) enumerates in the 400 verses about 1650 variants, not including
different orthographies of the same word, in the five available
uncials; while in the Catholic Epistles 432 verses contain only
about 1100 variants, though the number of Ms. sources and
therefore the possibility of variants is considerably greater.
The fact that the book did not obtain early canonical recognition throughout the Church ( cf. p. 341 ), and was therefore less
read, explains the paucity of sources and the greater carelessness of copyists. Also the grammatical errors and other peculiarities of the language led to frequent corrections or changes
at the hand of the scribes. It should, however, be observed
that the variants relate very largely to differences in the order
of words, to the use or omission of the article or a connective,
and to syntactical construction. Numerous as the variants are,
and important in some respects as is the choice among them,
they are not of a kind to cause uncertainty in a single paragraph taken as a whole. There is no question as regards the
omission of any long passage, such as occurs, for example, in
Mk. 169-20; Jno. 753_811; Ro. 1625-27.
1 Cf. Scrivener-Miller, Introd. to Criticism of N. T. I. 320 ft ; Gregory, Textk-ritik d. N. T. I. 120 ff., 316 ff. ; B. Weiss, Die Johan. Apok. : Bousset, Die
Offenb. (in Meyer's Kom. 1906) 148 ff.; and Zur Textkritik d. Apok. (in Te:cte
u. Untersuch. 1894) ; von Soden, Die Schriften d. N T. I. 3, 2042 :ff.
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The uncial Mss. containing the Apocalypse entire or in part
are the following : 1

N·
A.
C.
P.
Q.

[~,

Codex Sinaiticus,
IV. cent.
Petrograd.
Codex Alexandrinus,
V. cent.
London.
Codex Ephraemi,
V. cent.
Paris.
Codex Porfirianus,
IX. cent.
Petrograd.
Codex V aticanus, Gr. 2066, VIII. or IX. cent. Rome.
Tischendorf cites this Ms. as B; WH as B 2, but most
editors designate it as Q, after Tregelles, to avoid confusion with B, the great Codex V aticamls, which does not
contain the Apocalypse.
Gimel, Codex Kosinitsanus, IX. or X. cent.
This Ms. located at Kosinitza, or by Soden at Drama,
is not available, since it has not been collated or edited.
Cf. Scrivener-Miller I. 377; Gregory I. 96 ; Soden I.
1, 104.]

llt AQ contain the Apocalypse entire.

Clacks 319-514; 714-17;
P lacks 1612_17 1 ; 1921_

85_916; 1010_113; 1613_182; 195-2221.
209; 226-21.
The cursive Mss. containing the Apocalypse, designated by
the Arabic numerals, belong to the period of the X-XVI centuries. No exact enumeration of these has been given. Scriv.Mil. (1894) and Nestle (1899) make the number 184 and 185.
Soden (1902) places it at 223. The statistical summary given
by Soden, I. 1, 289, shows the paucity of Ms. sources for the
Apocalypse in comparison with the other New Testament books.
Taking the uncials and cursives together he finds for the Gospels 1725; for Acts and Catholic Epistles 520; for the Pauline
Epistles, including Heb., 619; for the Apocalypse 229.
Cursive no. 1, of the 12th or 13th cent. containing the
Apoc. only, with the Commentary of Andreas (see p. 325). is
of particular interest, since it was the only Gk. Ms. which
Erasmus had for the Apocalypse in his first edition of the Gk.
Testament (1516), the first published edition after the inven1 The symbols in ordinary use for designating the Mss. are retained here and
in the Textual notes. For the new system introduced into his work by von
Soden, which unquestionably has certain advantages, see his explanation, I.
1, 37 ff.
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tion of printing. (The Complutensian Polyglott printed in
1514 was not published till 1522.) Verses Hi-21 of chapt. 22
are wanting in this Ms., and Erasmus supplied the missing
passage by translating back into Greek from the Vulgate. In
other places also he adopted translations from the Latin; cf.
Gregory II. 930. Though in later editions he introduced
some corrections from other Gk. Mss. yet many of these translations from the Latin remained. And the Erasmian editions
formed the basis of later printed editions, even of those of
Stephanus, Paris, 1550, and of the Elzevirs, Leyden, 1624 and
1633, which came to be generally adopted as the so-called
Textus Receptus. The name is due to the second Elzevir edition, whose preface contained the words, textum ergo habes
nunc ab omnibus receptum. Thus the Received Text, which
dominated New Testament study till the rise of the comparatively modern science of textual criticism, still contains some
of these readings derived from the Latin, and not authorized
by any Ms. 1
The ancient versions 2 so far as they represent a text anterior
to, and independent of, our extant Mss. furnish important
material in constituting the text.
The principal versions
used in the textual criticism of the Apocalypse are: (1) The
Latin, including the Old Latin (sometimes called the Itala)
and the Vulgate. (2) The Syriac, including the version published by Louis de Dieu 1627, and the version published by
Gwynn, 1897, 'The Apocalypse of St. John in a Syriac version
hitherto unknown,' the former akin to the Harklean version,
the latter to the Philoxenian. The Peshitta, i.e. the vulgate
Syriac, does not contain the Apocalypse. (3) The Egyptian,
or Coptic, including the Bohairic called also Memphitic, and
the Sahidic called also Thebaic.
(4) Ethiopic.
(5) The
Armenian.
The citations found in the Fathers 3 are of special value for the
study of the text, since for the most part they give a text
which antedates our oldest Mss.; these, however, must be used
with caution, as they are often made from memory, especially
Cf. WH. Introd. §§ 15, 346 ; Gregory II. 928 ff.
Cf. the respective sections of the works of Gregory, Scrivener-Miller,,
mentioned on p. 411, also WH. Introd.. aud articles in Hast.
a Cf. works mentioned above.
I
2
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the short citations; moreover there is an element of uncertainty in the transmission and editing of the Mss. of the
father containing the quotation. Irenreus quotes from the
Apocalypse ; but most of what he quotes is preserved only in
a Latin translation and the precise form of the quotation made
by him is uncertain. Of special worth are citations found in
Origen Ct c. 254), the most erudite among early Christian
scholars, and a critic of the text of the Scriptures. Hippolytus
( t c. 237) has given a number of quotations of considerable
length in his commentary on Daniel and his work on Antichrist.
Especially valuable is the Latin commentator Primasius (6th
cent.), as he has preserved in his work on the Apocalypse the
entire text of the old Latin version. Andreas (early part of
6th cent.), the greatest of the early Greek commentators on the
Apocalypse, has preserved the text which he followed.l Arethas
(early, lOth cent.) wrote a commentary on the Apocalypse in
which he incorporated large excerpts from the work of Andreas.
Among others in whose writings evidence is found regarding
the text of the Apocalypse are especially to be mentioned Tertullian, Cyprian, Methodius, Ticonius, Epiphanius, and Jerome.
As regards the value of the various witnesses to the text, it is
beyond question that neither any single one of the sources nor
any group of these has preserved the correct text in all cases.
The Codex Sinaiticus, the oldest of the uncials, gives a text of
the Apocalypse of much less value than that of some other parts
of the New Testament. The highest authority for the Apocalypse is assigned to Codex Alexandrinus.
With this, C is
closely related, but, as pointed out above, is defective. The
two late uncials P and Q are allied to each other; of the two
P has preserved much the better text, but neither of them
possesses high independent authority. 'P contains, in the midst
of a somewhat degenerate text, so many good readings that it
is entitled to an appreciable authority in doubtful cases; while
the comparatively few readings of B 2 [QJ which rise above its
generally low level of character, are such as imply a source of
no distinctive value,' WH. Introd. § 344. Among the cur1 His com. apart from its relation to text-criticism was of great value.
'No
later commentator was able to supplant Andreas, none of his predecessors could
maintain himself b(lsjde him,' von Soden, I. 1, 702.
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sives, the highest authority for the Apocalypse is assigned by
critics to 95. Nos. 36 and 38 are also regarded as especially
valuable. For others which stand out above the level of the
cursives as a class, cf. Gregory I. 316 ff.
In a classification of the most frequently cited authorities
critics generally would place in a first class totAC 95 38, the
Vulgate (codex Fuldensis) and Syriac versions, the fathers
Prim., Cypr., Orig., Hipp., Method.; in a second class lot, late
correctors, PQ, most cursives, the Old Lat. Armen. and Ethiop.
versions, Andr., Ticon. Great weight must be given to the
agreement of the members of certain groups of authorities,
though even here there are certainly errors. 1 Among the
uncials the groups AC and N AC take precedence. When
N AC 95 vlg. Prim. agree, the highest degree of probability,
though not certainty, attaches to the reading.
It is not thought necessary to take space for printing in the
present commentary the entire text which is here adopted.
There is now a general consensus of opinion among critical
editors regarding the choice in what is most fundamental in the
larger part of variant readings. In so far, with our present
knowledge, the text may be regarded as settled in the form
given with substantial agreement in the well-known critical
editions of Ti. Ws. WH. Sod. al. The larger number of the
cases in which critical opinions differ are those of minor phenomena, such as variations in the order of words, in grammatical
construction, orthographies, and similar details, important in
some aspects, but not affecting the essential meaning of a passage.
The Textual Notes given below in the Commentary are made
very brief, because it is unnecessary to repeat here the critical
apparatus, which is given as fully as present knowledge permits,
in the critical editions of the text referred to above. The principal aim in the Textual Notes is to point out the more significant variants and to give, not all the evidence bearing on these,
but authorities sufficient in character and number to exhibit
the grounds for difference of opinion, and, if so be, for preference.
The reading which is preferred by the present commentator is
placed first. As a matter of value as well as interest in con1 On the difficult subject of groups, cf. Weiss 96 ff.; WH. Introd. § 344;
Soden I. 3, 2042 ff. ; Bouss. Kom. 151 ff.
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nection with such variants, the opinions of leading critical
editors are also indicated. Variations from the Textus Receptus
are given more attention than the subject in itself demands, because that text is for the most part followed in the authorized
version, the version which is probably the one still most widely
read in English, and which has entered into a vast number of
works using the Revelation.
But little need be said to explain the abbreviations used in
the Textual Notes. A star affixed to a Ms. symbol marks the
reading as that of the first hand, but at the same time indicates
that a corrector has given another reading.- c denotes a corrector.- al = others. - anc com = ancient commentators or
writers.- edd = most critical editors. -mrg = margin.min = many or most cursives. - vers = versions. - vlg =
Vulgate. -Prim = Primasius.- R = Textus Receptus.- RV
= text of the Revisers of the Eng. Version.- Gregory =
Textkritik, see p. 411. - W s = B. Weiss, see p. 411.
The following refer to the critical editions, or commentaries,
of the respective authors: Alf = Alford. - Blj = Baljon. Bouss = Bousset, Kom., 1906. - Diist = Diisterdieck, in
Meyer's Com.- Holtzm-Bauer = Boltzmann-Bauer, Offenb.,
1908. - Lch = Lachmann. - Mo:ff = Moffatt in Expositor's
Gk. Testament. -Sod = von Soden, etc. See p. 411. - SW
= Swete. - Ti = Tischendorf, Editio octava critica major.Tr = Tregelles. - WH = Westcott and Hort.

COMMENTARY

Title. AIIOKAAT'l'II. l!lANNOT: The Apocalypse, or
Revelation, of John. As with all the New Testament books,
the title is not a part of the original, but was prefixed in the
circulation of the book and the formation of a collection. It is
derived from 11 • This form of it, most widely supported by
the earliest sources, is adopted universally by critical editors.
Among later forms is that which is adopted by the A V, the
Revelation of St. John, the divine; the epithet the divine, the theologian, was given to the Apostle with reference to the character
of the Fourth G,ospel. For the word apocalypse, see further
on 11, also p. 167.
a1roK. Iwavv. NCA several min Iren Melito (both in Euseb) Euseb
Clem Oral.- 'Tov aywv is added in many min.-- The epithet (ho.\Oyos,
not attributed to Jno. before Euseb, is added in Q and most later ~ources.

Chapt. I. 1-3. Superscription. See page 255.
1. ci1ToKcl.Au'o/LS, revelation: a7T"O!Ca">.u'frt<; and the vb. a7T"o!Ca">.tnrnJJ denote (1) the uncovering of anything covered up, e.g.
Ecclus. 22 22, Lk. 122 ; (2) the supernatural revelation of some
divine truth otherwise unknown, e.g. Ro. 1625, Gal, 1 12 ; (3) the
great manifestations which are to take place with the coming of
the Last Days, e.g. Ro. 819 , 1 Co. 17, 1 Pet. 11s, 51, 2 Thess. 2 8•
Here, as shown by the following words, a present unfolding of
these future events to the vision of the Seer is meant, a use of
2E
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{I. 1

the noun not found elsewhere in the N. T.; for a kindred use of
the vb. cf. 1 Co. 210. The added clause, 'l?Juov . • . ryeveu8a~
shows that the word cannot here be understood to designate
the class of literature to which the book belongs; as in the titles
the Apocalypse of Paul, of Peter, etc. But the word here used
led to the designation of the book as the Apocalypse of Jno.,
and this seems to be the origin of the application of the term
apocalypse to the class of kindred writings. At all events the
use of the word as a literary designation is unknown before the
time of our book. Cf. p.167.
The Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch bears the title 'The writing of the
Apocalypse of Baruch'; but while the original of that book, or its compilation, may belong to about the same time as the Apocalypse of Jno. the date
of the Syriac title may be much later, for there is reason to believe that the
book was written first in Heb. The Gk. version then from which the extant
Syriac version was made belongs to a later time. Cf. Kautzsch 410; Charles
Ap. Bar. XLIII. ff.

'11'jCTOil XpLCTToil, of .i.e. given by Jesus Christ: the words ~v
that the meaning cannot be an appearing
of Christ objectively; the gen. is subj.; on the use of the subj.
gen. with a'TroJCd"Av'fr~r:; cf. 2 Co. 121, Gal. 112. _The full form of
the title Jesus Christ occurs three, possibly four, times in the
book, F• 2• 5, possibly 2221; in other places Jesus alone is found,
i.e. eleven or ten times. In most places it might be said that
the writer in the former is thinking of the heavenly Christ, in
the latter of the historic person Jesus; but this distinction cannot be maintained throughout; in 2216 the activity referred to
is the same as in P, that of the heavenly Christ, though in one
the designation is Jesus, in the other Jesus Christ. It is perhaps better to suppose the writer to use Jesus in general, in keeping with his tendency to use fixed terms, and to have departed
from this designation only in the formal, elevated style of the
superscription and the invocations. Cf. Bouss. Kom. 176.
ilv E8(1)KEV • • • 8E'L~a.L, which God gave him to show : the
primary souree of the revelation is God the Father who reveals
through the Son (v. 5, 57, Mt. 1125-27, Gal. 1 15r·• 12) ; as in other
things, the Son acts as his agent (He b. ]2, Ro. 216, J no. 13, 527),
who does nothing of himself, cf. Jno. 828, 12 49• For the ChriRtology, cf. pp. 312 ff.- To'Ls Sov>..oLs a.'liToil, his servants : by

. . . ev rdxe~ show
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servants of God, of Ohrist, are meant sometimes those performing
some special official service, as Moses, the prophets, the apostles,
etc. (Rev. 107, 11 18, 15 8, Ac. 429, Ro. 11, Phil. 11, Col. 412, 2 Tim.
224 ), sometimes believers in general. Evidently the latter is the
meaning here, since the message is intended for all who should
hear it read, v. 3; while the former is the meaning at the end
of the verse, ' his servant John.'- a:uToil, his, might refer to
either God or Christ, but the parallel words in 22 6 would seem
to show the former to be intended. -0. 8E'L . .. EV T6.XEL,
things which must shortly come to pass: the phrase defines the
contents of the revelation; it is in apposition with a7roKaXv1[n<;,
or it may be taken as the object of oeZgaL, so RV mrg.- 8Et,
must: i.e. in the fulfillment of God's pu:rpose. - EV T6.XEL,
shortly : as everywhere in apocalyptic literature and in the
N.T., the messianic kingdom with its immediate precursors is
thought to be near. The revelation here given to the Apocalyptist does not relate to medieval or modern history ( cf.
pp. 301 :ff. ). It is however true that the characterization of
the book given in these words does not cover all its contents;
the Seer views the predictions of 207-22 5 as belonging to a
period more than a thousand years in the future. Likewise
such portions as the epistles to the seven churches, and chapts.
4-5 cannot be classed in the category here described. See on
v. 19.
EcnlJJ.Cl.VEV, signified, made, known: the relative construction is
dropped. The agency of Christ spoken of in the preceding
words shows that Christ is the subj. of the vb.; cf. 2216.0.1TO<TTELAa.s: sometimes, without expressed object, joined to a
vb. to mark the act as carried on through an agent, e.g. Mt. 21 6,
Mk. 617, Ac. 714 ; here the intermediary is given in Std Tov
aryrylXov, which, as indicated bY. the position of the words and
by the parallel construction in 226• 16, is best joined with a7rorne{Xa<;, not with ecn}p.avev, though the meaning is the same in
either connection. Elsewhere in the N. T. the agent, if expressed with a7ro1nlXXro, is in the ace., but the construction
here used is supported by the similar expression m!wl[ra<; ou1
rcov p.a01JTwv, Mt. 112. - 8oliA(tl, servant: here said of the
special service of the prophet; see above.- 'ICilG.vvo, John:
though using the first person in the body of the work, the
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writer here speaks of himself objectively in the third person, a
usage common in superscriptions and titles; so .Jer. P-3· \
En. 1 1• 2, the Introductions to Herodotus and Thucydides; cf.
Zahn Ein. I I. 607. The third person furnishes no evidence that
the superscription here is written by another hand; see criticism of vv. 1-3, p. 422.
The office of mediating the revelation here assigned to an angel raises
an acknowledged difficulty. In the earlier part of the book the visions are
shown by the Lord himself, 11° ff. , 41 ; and through most of the remaining
part no mention is made of any intermediate agent; the scenes appear to
be opened to the A pocalyptist in his own immediate vision ; if any agency
were supposed, it would have to be sought in that of the Lord continued
on from 41. Though angels are frequently present as a part of what is
shown in the visions, it is not until we reach chapt. 17 that the act itself
of showing a vision to the Seer is assigned to an angel, and it is not quite
clear how much that agency includes in what then follows. The supposition (Holtzm. al) that the angelus interpres, a common figure in apocalyptic
writings (e.g. Dan. 81 6 , 922, Zec. !9, 28; cf. p. 170) is meant does not suit the
language here used, nor is it borne out by the facts of the book, since such
an interpretation is attributed to an angelic being at most but twice, 714,
177. The view (Ewald's) that the angel is present throughout acting as
the agent of Christ, showing and explaining the visions, though not mentioned, is lacking entirely in evidence, and in some cases is at variance with
the distinct assertion, that Christ himself is the revealer and interpreter;
cf. 41, 120 •
The difficulty must be approached through 226, s, 16, where the same
statement is made regarding the angel. The purpose there is to emphasize
the divine ratification of the Apocalyptist's message (see notes in Zoe.); and
since the angel's testimony there spoken of relates to all the visions of the
book, and these receive their final seal of authority from his solemn utterance as the Lord's messenger, it is quite possible that the Seer should speak
of all the visions themselves, not quite accurately to be sure, as ultimately
given to him through the agency of this angel. Such an abrupt transition
from Christ to his agent, or rather the blending of the two, is not difficult
to understand; it is similar to that found in many places where God and
his intermediary, though conceived as distinct, are also identified, e.g. Gen.
221Sf., Ex. ~ 2 ff·, .Jg. 6lllf. (though in the foregoing cases the reference to the
angel may come from a later document, yet the writers felt no difficulty in
the combination of the two ideas), also Ezk. 436f., Ac. 7sotr., 2311 compared
with 27 28• In later Jewish times and throughout theN. T. God's communication with men is almost universally represented as mediate. And
so the Apocalyptist having finished the rapt recital of his visions in 225,
can easily be understood to fall into the language of current belief in the
unimpassioned epilogue in which he resumes the epistolary form adopted
in the beginning. At all events whatever may have been its origin, this
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conception of the epilogue is evidently in the writer's mind and determines
his form of expression when he turns back to write, with the same purpose
of divine ratification, these words of the Superscription, I. 1-3, the part of
his book written last, as in general with the title or preface of any book
whether in ancient or modern times; cf. the prefatory words in Jer. 11-s,
Lk. P-4 ( cf. Zahn Ein. II. 598, 389; Bouss. Kom. 182). That the writer
in his Superscription is speaking of a completed work is shown by ip.a.pTVP7J17£V, v. 2, and Ta y£ypap.p.l.va, v. 3. This variation of the Superscription
and the epilogue from the body of the book does not as some ·suppose
( cf. p. 422) prove diversity of authorship; on the contrary so apparent a
dissimilarity is more easily traceable to the same author than to another,
who is at pains to maintain his identity with the author of the rest of the
book.

2. EjLa.pn!p"l<TEV, has borne witness : i.e. in this present book,
the Revelation; cf. 22 20• - TOV AO)'OV tCTA. the word of God:
in its most general sense the word of God denotes any declaration, revelation, or truth coming from God. The particular
reference is to be determined by the context; here it refers to
the revelations of this book, as is shown by the following
words, 'the testimony . . . he saw.'- Ti]v jLa.pTup(a.v tCT"A.,
the testimony of, i.e. borne by Jesus Christ: in the N. T. the
gen. with p.apTvp{a is probably always subj.; that is its use
in Hev. 19, 117, 1211 • 17, 1910, 204 (see notes in Zoe.). That to
which the testimony relates is generally shown by the context.
When p.apTvpta '17Juov refers to the gospel the meaning is the
truth to which Jesus bore testimony, cf. J no. 332 ff., 814 • The
writer, here following a usage common with him (cf. p. 242),
introduces first the general expression, the word of God, and
then makes this more specific by the added words, the testimony
of Jesus Christ. In such cases Ka.l, not and, but namely, that is,
is epexegetical, a use very frequent in the Apoc. ; cf. Blass
§ 77, 7; Kuhn. II. § 521, 2.- oua. EL8Ev, namely of all that he
saw: the clause is in apposition with the foregoing words and
shows that reference is made there to the revelations which
form the subject of this book and not to the Fourth Gospel
and the Epistles, as some earlier scholars have taken it, an
interpretation now generally rejected. The Apocalyptist in
prefixing the Superscription to his book already completed
(see above) defines in this verse his own part ; he has borne
witness of a revelation which he describes in language repeat-
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ing v. 1; it is a revelation from God mediated by the testimony of Jesus Christ, and made known to himself in visions.
3. jLa.KcipLos, blessed: there are seven of these beatitudes in
the book, 1 3, 1413, 1615, 19 9 , 20 6, 22 7, 14 • The blessedness declared is to be attained in the coming messianic kingdom. o civa.yLV<I><rK(W, ot ciKovoVTES, he that readeth, those who hear: the
variation in number shows that by the first phrase the public
reader is meant, and by the second those who hear the book
read. lucovro here does not mean give heed to; that thought
is expressed in the next clause, T7JpovvTer; tcTA.. The Apocalyptist makes clear that his book is intended to be read in the
assemblies of the churches addressed. The reading of the 0.
T. in the meetings of the synagogue (Ac. 1521) was continued
in the Christian assemblies, 1 Tim. 4 13, in which was also
added from the earliest time reading of writings of the apostles, Col. 4 16, 1 Thess. 5 27. Justin Martyr, Apol. I. 67, describing the Sunday services of his time says that it was
customary to read the 'Memoirs' written by the apostles.T'ils 1TpO<j>1JTELa.S, the prophecy: the author describes his book
as that of a Christian prophet, and he emphasizes elsewhere
this aspect of his work; 10 11, 1910, 226, 7' 9, 10' 18 , 19 ; seep. 292.- Td.
yeypa.jLjLEVa., the things which have been written: not simply the
commands of the seven epistles, but the warnings and counsel
which underlie the whole book. The Apocalypse is written
for a distinctly practical purpose, the primary object of all
prophecy.- o Ka.Lp6s, the time: the time of the events foretold
is near; see on v. 1. The sentence gives a ground for hope
in distress and for constant heed to warning. The Epilogue
also contains the same admonition, 227, 10-14.
Textual notes, vv. 2-3.

After O<Ta, R with some min adds

T(;

wanting

in unc. most sources,· edd.- 3. Tous .\oyous ACP min vers edd; Tov .\oyov

KQ 100 Ti.- some min and vers add

·

TaUT7JS to 7rpOcfl7JT(W.S·
Criticism of I. 1-3. Many critics, Volter, Spitta, Sabatier, J. Weiss, al.,
attribute this superscription to an editor, or to a later hand after the manner of the long descriptive titles prefixed to certain epistles in some Mss.,
cf. Ro. James ih Ti. The chief grounds urged are that such a superscription is superfluous, the appropriate beginning of the book being made in
vv. 4 :II.; that the Apocalyptist is spoken of objectively in v. 2; and that
the agency attributed to the angel in v. 1 is at variance with the rest of the
book. It is true that if the book were an epistle, pure and simple, we
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should not expect anything to precede v. 4 (we might, however, if no such
words had preceded, expect at least 8ovA~ Owv or XptcrTov to be added to
'Iwavvl)> in v. 4, after the analogy of the epistles generally); but as the
epistolary form is incidental, such introductory words are in place as a
preface prefixed by the author before sending forth his completed work.
Against the other objections see notes on vv. 1 and 2. Terms characteristic of the author of the book appear in this paragraph, e.g. &8wp.t, &tKvvp.t,
p.ttpTvpf.w and its cognates, Aoyo> ... p.ttpTvp{a, 7rpocf>17nf.a, Tl)pf.w with
commandments. If the use of these were a studied imitation of the author,
the striking variance regarding the agency of the angel, see above pp. 420
f., could hardly have occurred.

I. 4-8. The Exordium. See pp. 255 f. (1) vv. 4-6. Address
and Salutation.
4. 'IwaVV7J~, John: the writer adds nothing to define his
personality; he is evidently so well known to the churches
addressed that the name John alone is sufficient to identify
him. That he stands in some special relation to these churches
is shown not only by his intimate knowledge of their affairs,
as seen in the seven epistles, but also by the fact that he is the
chosen agent to bear this authoritative message to them. See
above, p. 344.- Ta.ts E"lTTcL •.• EV T'fl 'Ao-1.~, to the seven
churches in Asia: Asia as always in the N. T., except perhaps
in Ac. 2 9 , is the Roman province embracing the westerp. part
of Asia Minor. The seven churches are those specified in v.
11. On the use of the article cf. p. 24 7. Other churches existe!l in the province, e.g. at Colossre, Col. 12; Hierapolis, Col.
413; Troas, 2 Co. 212, Ac. 20 5 ; probably Miletus, Ac. 2017,
2 Tim. 4 20; at Magnesia and Tralles, lgnat. Epist. ; and
doubtless at other places. See on v. 11. The choice of seven
in the address is quite certainly due to the author's fondness
for the number seven as a determining number throughout the
book ; cf. pp. 253 f. ·He regards these seven as representing
the whole group of churches in the province; his message is
for them all. C£. Ezekiel's selection of seven nations as representing all the Gentiles, chapts. 25-32. And it is certain
that while the book is addressed directly to a limited circle of
Asian churches, the author's purpose must also reach beyond
these to all churches throughout the world. The revelations
of the future which are given to him concern the final destinies of the whole Church and world. After the close of the
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special messages, chapts. 2-3, the writer speaks throughout to
Christians in terms altogether general, without thought of
local limitations. The consciousness of this universal destination of the book shows itself in the repeated injunction, 'He
that hath an ear let him hear what the Spirit sai~h to the
churches'; cf. also 227-21 ; see above, p. 210.
xapLS, ELpTJVTj, grace, peace: combined in most of the epistolary salutations; the former denotes the divine favor, the latter
its result, peace of soul. Elsewhere in the N. T. the Spirit is
not mentioned in these salutations. With the striking Trinitarian formula used here cf. Mt. 2819, 2 Co. 13 14. - o cw . . .
epx6JLEVOS, the one who is and who was and who cometh: this paraphrase of the divine name, describing God as the eternal one,
found alsO in V. 8, 4 8 and With the Omission of 0 epxof.LEVO<; in
1117, 165, is derived from familiar usage. In Ex. 314 the LXX
has o taking the place of the name of God; a Targum on the
passage gives qui fuit est et erit dixit mundo; a Targum on Dt.
32 39 has ego ille, qui est, et qui juit, et qui erit. W etstein and
others cite similar designations of the gods in Greek writers.
We might expect here oEU"Of.LEVor;, who shall be, but the writer
substitutes oepxof.Levor;, who cometh, as especially appropriate to
the subject of his book. of}v is boldly used as the parallel of the
two pa~ticipial clauses, since the vb. has no imperfect participle
form. The whole clause follows a:rrd as an indeclinable noun.
This use is not found elsewhere, but is evidently adopted by the
author designedly; he perhaps regards the unchangeable form
more appropriate to the majesty of God and to the grandioseness
of the apocalyptic style. The grammatical anomalies are not
due to ignorance of Greek construction, as shown by the predominantly correct uses in the book.
T(i)v E1TTcL1TVEuj16.Tcw, the seven Spirits: these words raise three
difficult questions: (a) What is meant? (b) Why, if the Holy
Spirit is meant, is it designated as seven? (c) \Vhy then placed
before Christ? (a) The expression occurs in 31, 4 5, 56 also, but
not elsewhere in the Scriptures or the Jewish writings. Many
scholars, ancient and modern, have identified the seven spirits
with the seven angels of the Presence in 82 • Bli.t this is certainly
wrong, for angels everywhere in the book are called distinctly
angels and are seen in distinct angelic form; but the seven Spir-
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its are represented only in symbols, the seven lamps burning before the throne of God, 4 5, and the seven eyes of the Lamb, 56.
Neither when Christ is described as he that hath the seven spirits,
31, could the words be easily understood of the angels. But
conclusive is the connection in which the words stand here.
The writer is using the form of benediction customary in the
Epistles, in which the grace and peace invoked upon the readers
come only from a divine source, God and Christ; a created
being could not then be inserted as the object of such invocation. It appears certain then that· the Holy Spirit is meant.
And this conclusion is borne out by 3\ 4 5 , 5 6• The designation
of Christ as having the seven Spirits, 31, and of the seven Spirits
as belonging to both God and Christ, 4 5, 56, is in keeping with
N. T. usage which identifies the Holy Spirit with the Spirit of
God, and the Spirit of Christ; cf. Ro. 8 9 • The representation
of the seven Spirits as seven lamps before the throne of God
and as the seven eyes of the Lamb is taken from Zec. 42- 10 (a
favorite passage with our author; cf. also Rev. 11 4), where, as
the angel explains to the prophet, the same symbols represent
the Spirit of God active in the world, the eyes of God which
run through the earth, vv. 6, 10 (on that passage cf. Hitzig,
Davidson in Hast. I. 96). (b) In denominating the Spirit
seven Spirits, in these four places which are virtually one, the
writer departs from his own usage as weil as that of others.
In all other places (13 or 14; on 19 10 see note there) he speaks
of the Spirit as one. Some take the number seven to be determined by the relation of the Spirit to each several one of the
seven churches. •The Spirit is one, yet in reference to the
seven churches there are seven Spirits, for there is one manifestation . . . of the Spirit's manifold life for each according
to the needs of each,' Swete, The Holy Spirit in the N. T. 274.
But this interpretation is clearly wrong; the description in 46
and 56 relates to what is fundamental and universal; there
is no specific reference to the seven churches. Most older and
many modern commentators have understood the phrase to denote the sevenfold operation of the Spirit, and find the origin of
the designation in Is. 11 2, which late Jewish interpreters made
the ground of attributing seven gifts to the Spirit of God (a
wrong interpretation, as only six gifts are mentioned there);
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so, Targum Jonathan in Zoe.; En. 61 11 ; so also .Tustin JJial. 87,
Cohort. ad Grcecos 32. It is true that manifoldness in the operations of the Spirit is a conception common enough, e.g. 1 Co.
124, Ro. 126, En. 493; and the special significance attaching to
the number seven would easily lead to the designation sevenfold
to express the fullness and perfection of the Spirit's operations,
a designation which has become familiar in Christian terminology; cf. the hymn, J?"eni Creator Spiritus. But the passages
in our book are not parallel with those mentioned above; there
is here no question of the various operations of the Spirit, there
is no intimation of a connection with the Isaian passage in the
author's thought, or of an idea of a sevenfold character in
the activities of the Spirit. It is difficult to suppose that the
writer would seek to express the perfection of the one Spirit by
representing it as seven distinct Spirits.
The origin of the term must be sought elsewhere. A comparison of vv. 4-6 with chapts. 4-5 throws light upon the
subject. As in the opening of the Pauline epistles the language used in the address and salutation is often determined
by certain themes which appear later in the letter, so it is in
our book ; the address with the benediction has the appearance
of being written after the body of the work was completed ; at
all events the vision of chapts. 4-5, showing the divine personages that are active 'in the great scenes of the book, was very
vividly before the writer's mind in this opening part. But in
that vision the Spirit is represented under the symbols of the
lamps and the eyes, a symbolism taken directly and without
essential change from Zec. 41- 10 (see above); and as often in the
use of symbolical language, the symbol and the thing symbolized
are here identified, at least so far that the writer speaks of the Seven
Spirits, meaning the one Spirit represented in the seven symbols.
Now in the opening salutation, 1 4- 6, having that vision of
chapts. 4-5 distinctly in mind the writer takes over the same
characteristic designations; that is, the characterization of the
Father given in 4 8• 11 proclaiming him in his eternity and almighty power, is reproduced in 1 4 ; that of Christ given in 59 f· 12,
proclaiming him in his character as the messianic King of kings
and the Savior who by his death and resurrection has redeemed
and exalted his people, is reproduced in 1 5- 6, while the symbol-
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ical designation of the Spirit given in 45, 56 is repeated here in
14 verbally in the phrase, the seven Spirits; in other words the
phrase occurs here in the salutation as an unchanged transference from the vision, where it is due to a literal following
of Zechariah in blending reality and symbol. It is highly
probable that behind the seven lamps and eyes of Jehovah
found in the imagery of Zechariah there lies an oriental conception taken up in modified form into Hebrew popular belief,
as in the case of the seven angels in 82, see note there ; but
doubtless neither the prophet nor the Apocalyptist was conscious of that origin of the figure. It should be noticed that
the article in the seven Spirits does not necessarily mark the
phrase as a familiar term, see p. 24 7 ; in view of the close
identification of the Spirit of God and God in Hebrew thought
the designation is not likely to have existed as a concrete term
and apart from some such symbolical connection as is found here.
(c) This relation of the Salutation to the vision of chapts.
4-5 explains the position of the Spirit immediately after the
Father. The first part of that vision is conceived in strict
Hebraic form; and the inseparable connection of the Spirit of
God with God in Hebrew thought causes the Spirit to be
placed in immediate association with the throne of God and
before the mention of Christ. Furthermore the part of Christ
in the vast scenes which are immediately to follow that vision
makes natural his introduction in closest proximity to those
scenes and after the other persons of the Godhead. The Salutation then follows the vision in the order of the divine persons, as well as in the designations respectively given to
them. This order does not indicate a subordination of the
Son to the Spirit in the author's theology. On the order cf.
1 Pet. 11- 2 •
5. o j.LO.pTVS o 11'LO"T6s, the faithful witness : i.e. one whose
testimony can be relied on ; see on 314 • The appositive, as in
the following words, is put in the nominative after a common
usage of the author's ; see p. 224. The construction is doubtless intended ; perhaps the writer feels that the characteristic
is expressed with more solemnity in the absolute form of an
indeclinable. The term faithful witness stands without limitation here and might in itself refer to any revelation made
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by Christ (see on v. 2), to the gospel to which he bore witness,
or to the witness borne in his death (1 Tim. 613). But these
references are not in place here. As the blessing is here invoked from the heavenly presence, and as the two following
epithets refer to the glorified Christ, evidently this epithet
also is to be understood of the same activity. The writer is
thinking, as in v. 2, of the revelation of the future given in
this book ; cf. 22 16 1!. It is not certain that 1-uipTV'> is ever
used in theN. T. in the sense of martyr, though it occurs in
cases where the witness suffered death in consequence of steadfastness ; c£. 213, 17 6, Ac. 22 20 • ...:__ o 1TpmT6ToKoS /CTA, the first
born of the dead: i.e. the first of the dead born through the
resurrection to a new life. The language implies the future
resurrection of the saints. The two clau~es o7rpwnho1Co'> ICTA.
and apxwv ••• 'TTJ'> ryf]<> standing together seem to show that the
writer has in mind Ps. 88 28 LXX. (EV. 89 27), 7rpwToTo/Cov
(}~rrofJ-at avTov, u'[r7JAOV 7rapa TOt'> fJarrtA.€vrrtv 'TTJ'> ryf]<> ; but the
words TWV V€1Cpwv, gen. part. show that he does not take 7rpwTOTOICO'> in the Heb. sense of foremost, princely rank, but rather
of priority of birth into a life into which other V€1Cpot will
follow. The language recalls the Pauline words ;;., fU''TlV apx~,
7rpwTOToteo<> €" TWV V€1Cprov, Col. 1 18 ; in the next sentence the mention of Christ's work of redemption from sin by his blood is
parallel with the Pauline teaching found in the same chapt. of
the Colossian epistle, vv. 14, 20. Our writer in his connection
with the church at Laodicea, 314, must have become familiar
with that epistle of St. Paul; c£. Col. 416.
o G.pxmv ICTA.., the ruler of the kings of the earth: the common
Jewish idea of the Messiah's rule; he is to be King of kings
and Lord of lords in the messianic kingdom, when it shall be
established upon earth; c£. 1714, 19 16 • In the words immediately preceding and following this clause there is found connected with this Hebraistic idea the Christian doctrine of the
Messiah's redemption of his people by his death and resurrection; cf. p. 230.
ci:ya.1r&vn ICTA., to him who loveth us,
etc.: the appositive construction might have been continued,
making these epithets parallel with the preceding, but the
thought of what Christ in his love has done and will do for his
people causes the writer to throw the utterance into the form
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of a doxology. For similar doxologies in this book, in which
honor is ascribed to Christ in the same terms as in ascriptions
to God, see 5 12• 13, 710 ; and in other books 2 Tim. 418, He b. 1321
1 Pet. 4 11, 2 Pet. 3 18 • The present arya7rwvn marks the continuing love which prompts to the particular acts expressed in
the aorists Xvuavn, €7ro{1Juev. - >..v<Ta.vn . . . EV Tcp a.ttJ.a.n
a.iiTOv, loosed by his blood: as in the parallel passage 5 9 , Christ's
death is spoken of as a loosing from the penalty of sin. Cf.
Col. 1 14, Mt. 20 28, Ac. 20 28, Gal. 313, Eph. 17, 1 Pet. 1 19. On
the reading Xovuavn, washed, see below, p. 431.- EV here is
instrumental, denoting price; cf. 59, 1 Chron. 2124 •
6. E1TOL11<TEV: instead of 7rwr}uavn, the writer breaking off
into an anacoluthon, returning to the former construction in
airr(j>. The clause can hardly be treated as a parenthesis (WH),
as the thought is too important a member in the period. ~a.<TLAELa.v, l.EpELS, a kingdom, priests: the meaning is determined
from the parallel 5 10, which the writer has in mind here, and
from 20 6, passages which show that reference is made not to
the saints as forming the kingdom over which Christ now rules,
nor their present priestly character, but to the reign of the
saints and their priesthood in the messianic kingdom when it
shall be established (see notes in Zoe.). The past tense in €7ro{1J<TEV denotes what has been ideally or potentially accomplished
in the act or purpose of God, while the actual realization is in
the future- an idiom common in the N. T.; cf. Ro. 824, so,
Eph. 25· 8, 2 Tim. 1 9• f3autXe{a, kingdom, here denotes, then,
not the sphere of rule, but a sovereign power. This share of
the saints in the messianic rule is frequently asserted in Hebrew
eschatology, cf. Dan. 718• 27, Wis. 38, En. 108 12, cf. also 1 Co. 62•
The priestly character, t'epe~r;;, priests, assigned to the members
of the messianic kingdom is not a prominent thought in Jewish
eschatology, though it is mentioned, cf. Is. 61 6• It follows,
however, as the full realization of what is declared to be the
present privilege of the people of God. It is said of them in
Ex. 196 that they shall be 'a kingdom of priests,' i.e. made up
of priests, a phrase translated in the LXX f3au{Xetov iepdrevJLa,
a royal priesthood, which is followed in 1 Pet. 29• The Targums give 'kings, priests,' or 'kings and priests' (Ewald,
p. 111 ), with which thought our author agrees, 1 6, 5 10 ; cf. also
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Jub. 3320. Whatever be the exact significance of the phrase
in the Petrine use ( cf. Ruther in Zoe.) it is clear that Ex. 19 6
was commonly understood to combine the two ideas of kingdom
or kingship and priesthood. Since the special priestly functions of sacrifice and mediation are not attributed to the body
of Christian believers except in the symbolical sense, the term
evidently denotes the privilege of free, unmediated access to,
and communion with, God, such as in the worship of the
Hebrew ritual is permitted to the priests only. That is the
significance in Ex. 196. For the same thought, cf. Heb. 10 19- 22,
boldness to enter into the holy place; Heb. 416, Eph. 218, access
unto the Father, 1 Pet. 318, though in these places the term
priest is not used. In the present passage lepe'ir; is in apposition with /3arnA.e{av; in 5 10 the words are connected by /Cat.
The difference is not material, for while the two ideas are formally distinct, they are in reality one; the kingship of God's
people in the messianic kingdom is another aspect of their
priesthood, their spiritual union with God. The latter idea is
more appropriate to Christian, the former to Hebrew, eschatology.- The words E7rOLTJuev ICTA., made us a kingdom, are correlative with o &pxwv ICTA., ruler of the kings of the earth, v. 5;
in that verse Christ's supreme lordship in the coming messianic
kingdom is declared, in this verse is shown what he in his
redeeming love has provided for his children as their part in
that kingdom. While there is a sense in which Christ's kingdom is already present and the members of it are now priests,
that is not the thought with which the writer is concerned in
this place. The sentence has sole reference to the future. Tci) 0Ecp ICTA., to his God and Father: the use of a single art.
favors the connection of au-rov with both nouns; cf. Ro. 15 6,
2 Co .. 1131, Eph. 13, 1 Pet. 13. For the words his God, cf. J no.
2017, Mt. 27 4 6, Eph. 117, Heb. 19. The dat. denotes the one to
whom the priest's service belongs; the same relation is expressed by the gen. in 20 6, where Christ is added. - a:uTci),
to him: i.e. Christ. 'The adoration of Christ which vibrates
in this doxology is one of the most impressive features of the
book,' Moffatt in Zoe.
Textual Notes, vv. 4--6.
few min; £<TTLV added with

a
a,

without £<TTLV CQ most min edd; Twv NA a
P a few min R.- 5. aya1rWVTL NACQ most
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min edd; aya'"}uavn P many min R. - ,\vuavn £K KAC many min some
vers edd; .Aovuavn a7ro PQ most min vers R, which is in accord with other
passages, cf. 714, washed their robes and ri~ade them white in the blood of the
Lamb, cf. also 3 4, 18, 44, 611, 2214; analogies elsewhere are Ps. 512, Is. p6, 18,
1 Co. 611, Heb. 914• 22, 1- Jno:17. But the weight of textual authority favors
the former reading.- 6. 7JpLL'> KPQ most min R edd; 7JP.tv A some min ;
7Jp.wv C some vers.- f3autA£UJ.V t£p£L'> KAC most min vers edd; Kat inserted
Nc min some anc com; j3autA£L<> Kat t£p£L'> P some min R; f3autA£toV t£panvp.o.
some min. The variety of readings attests the efforts of correctors to avoid
a difficulty felt to exist in the original.

(2) vv. 7-8. Proclamation of Christ's advent- the motto
of the book. See pp. 256 f.
7. This verse has been compared with Amos 111, as a sententious statement of the theme of a prophetic book placed at its
opening (Dust.). The words in which the Lord's coming is
announced are derived from the 0." T.; the original of the first
clause, cometh with the clouds, is Dan. 713, and with variations
in the preposition before the WOrd clouds (P,ETa, e'TT"{, ev) it
becomes a common eschatological refrain; cf. Mk. 1326 , 14 62,
Mt. 24 30, 2664, Lk. 2127, 2 Es. 133. The second part, every eye
shall see him, etc., is taken freely from Zec. 1210. 12.
The same combination of the passages from Dan. and Zec. is found in
Mt. 24 80 ; also KOtfJovrat 7rauat al cf>v.Aal. T~<> ri<>, derived ultimately in substance from Zec. 1212, agrees in form with Mt. 243° rather than with Zec.
These facts are thought by many to show a familiarity of our author with
Mt. (the reverse cannot be the case; see pp. 207 f. on the date of the Apoc.);
but the possibility of the use of some current apocalyptic fragment in the
composition of Mt. 24, Mk. 13 (see pp. 143 f.) may account for the agreement.

OLTLVES EgEKEVT'Il<ra.v, who pierced: i.e. those who put him to
death, a special class included in those spoken of in the preceding clause. Many understand the Jews only to be meant; but
the Romans also are likely to be included in the thought of a
writer so strongly anti-Roman.
,Jno. 1937 also cites this passage from Zec. (1210 ) in connection with the
crucifixion, though applied to the actual spear-thrust, and uses £e£Kiv'T7Juav,
a correct translation of the Masoretic text, instead of KaTwpx:/JuavTo of the
LXX. The agreement is thought by many to indicate identity of authorship in the two books; cf. Zahn, Ein., II. 574. But a Greek version differing from the extant LXX may have been used. The same rendering occurs
in Justin 1 Apol. 52, Dial. 32. The application by two writers of the words
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of Zec. to the crucifixion might quite conceivably be due to a current use
of prophetic passages; cf. Diist., Bouss. in Zoe.

K6\jlovTa.L E1T' a.vT6v, shall mourn on account of him: i.e. on account of the terrible judgment which they associate with him
at his appearing. After vbs. of emotion e7r{ with the ace. regularly denotes the object toward which the feeling is directed,
cf. Mt. 1532 , Lk. 2328; but the thought here is expressed
loosely. The meaning cannot be that Christ himself is the
object of sorrow, nor that the sorrow is that of repentance (as
in Zec. ), for that idea has no place in our book in the events
which follow the Advent. The sense here is the same as in
Mt. 243°, where however €7r' almJv is wanting. -1TaCTa.L a.t
cpu'X.a.t, all the tribes: no nation, not even the Hebrew, had
accepted the Messiah ; the world as a whole rejected him,
cf. Jno. 1 10 f·, 1 Jno. 519 • The fulfillment of the prophecies in
this verse is not described in detail in the closing scenes; it is
however summarized in 1911 - 21 . - va.t, &.11-ftv, even so, amen :
To the announcement of the Lord's coming given in familiar
prophetic words the writer responds with strong asseveration,
combining the Greek (vat) and Heb. (af.L~v) particles. The
particles are brought together in 2 Co. 1 20 , not elsewhere in the
N. T.
8. The speaker here is God, as shown by Kvpw<>, o8€d<;. The
words declare the sure ground of the announcement in verse 7;
God the eternal one, the one who holds sway over all (7ravroKpdrwp) will consummate his purpose. This abrupt introduction of God declaring some attribute or determination of his
own, as a sure ground of the writer's thought in the context,
finds parallels in Ps. 46 10 , 89 3 f.. For a similar unannounced
change of speaker, see below 1615, 18 20 ; cf. P· 244.- TO aJ. cpa.
KTX., the Alpha and the Omega: the first and last letters of the
Gk. alphabet. The formula, found also in 21 6 , 22 13, where it is
explained, the beginning and the end, expresses the eternity of
God, as do the words here following o&v KTX. The same formula
with the first and last letters of the Heb. alphabet occurs in the
rabbis. On the thought, cf. Is. 414, 4J6, 48 12. Language
essentially the same as this here applied to God is in 22 13 applied to Christ; see also on v. 13 and p. 313. - o ~v Kr"A., he
who is, etc: see on v. 4.
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Criticism of vv. 7-8. Objection to these verses is raised by Voltcr, Spitta,
al, chiefly on the ground that the introduction closed with v. 6, ~tnd that
these words have nq appropriate connection with the context; they are held
to be disturbing between vv. 4-6 and vv. 9 ff. But their place as a fitting
close of the exordium is shown in the Summary, p. 256; see also notes in lvc.

I. 9-III. 22. The Initial Vision. See p. 257. Christ's appearance to the Prophet with the command (1) to send a book
of all the visions revealed to him to seven Asian churches (the
Church) 19-20 , see p. 257; (2) to include a special message to
each of these several churches, chapts. 2-3, see pp. 258 ff.
I. 9. iy<l>' l(l)cl.VV11S, I John: the apocalyptic writers often mention themselves by name; cf. Dan. 81, 102, 2 Es. 242 , 3\ En. 123,
252. - o ci.8eA<!>os . . . Ev Tfl 6A(\jfu wrX., your brother and
fellow-sharer in the ajjliction, etc. : the writer's purpose in these
words is to emphasize the feeling of close relationship between
himself and his readers. It is urged by many that if he had
been an apostle, he would have so designated himself here ; c£. p.
352. On the other hand his very self-effacement in the passage
is viewed by some as a mark of identity with the author of the
Fourth Gospel. But neither contention is of weight. The
author's thought here is his oneness with his readers; the authority of his message, whatever may have been his official position, is in explicit terms here referred to Christ. The two
terms aO€X<{>o<; and CTVV"OlVOJVlJ<; "TX. are connected as one, hence
the art. is not repeated.- 6A(\jfEL, pa.,TLAE(~, tribulation, kingdom: the two predominant thoughts of the book, the tribulation
preceding the parousia, in part already begun in the persecutions, and the coming messianic kingdom, in both of which
Christians are all alike to share, are properly brought together
here. Then is added, as it were in an afterthought, the {nrop.ov'lj,
steadfast endurance, which must be exercised in the former as a
condition of inheriting the latter; c£. 2 Tim. 212• The order
of the three nouns which has given difficulty to some (De W ette,
al.) is therefore natural. The close connection of the words explains the non-repetition of the art.- EV 'l"l~roil, in Jesus: the
words, like €v Xptcr"Trp, in Ohrist, so frequent in St. Paul, denote
the Christian's spiritual union with Christ. It is in this union
that the endurance is to be exercised ; and if the phrase be
joined with the two other nouns also, this union is denominated
2F
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the cause of the tribulation, and the ground of sharing in the
messianic kingdom.
EYEVO!LT)V EV .... Ilci.T~L<t>, was (exactly, came to be) inPatmos:
ry{vop.at here, as often, is virtually equivalent to €lp.{; cf. Ac.
919, Mt. 102&, Ja. 310. The language implies that he is no longer
in Patmos when he wrote this book. Patmos is a rocky,
sparsely peopled island, some ten miles long and five or six
miles wide, in the .Mgean Sea in a southwesterly direction
from Miletus. Pliny, H.N. IV. 12, 23, mentions it as a place
of banishment.- 8ul. TOV Myov ICTA., because of the word of
God, etc.: these words state the occasion of the writer's being
in Patmos; but they have received three different interpretations, all linguistically possible: (1) because of, i.e. in banishment for preaching, the word of God; the view of most scholars;
(2) for the sake o£ preaching there (Hartwig, Spitta, al);
(3) for the purpose of receiving the visions of this book (Bleek,
Dust., B. Weiss, Holtzm., Bouss., Baljon, al). The interpretation of the book is not affected by the choice among these views.
In favor of (3) it is urged that the term The Word of God and the testimony of Jesus is most naturally taken in the same sense as in the preceding
context, v. 2, where the revelation of this book is meant. But if, as is
almost certain, the Superscription was written after the body of the bookand this paragraph belongs to the body of the book-the usage throwing
light on our passage is found not in the Superscription but in the following
chapters. And there the phrase and its equivalents refer uniformly to the
gospel; cf. 69, 1217, 19 10, 20 4~ The supposed journey to Patmos to receive
the revelations has been compared with the selection of the banks of the
Chebar for the visions of Ezekiel, Ezk. 13, and the solitudes near Cumae and
Arcadia for those of Hermas, Vis. I. 1, 3, Sim. IX. 1, 4. But Ezekiel was at
Chebar because the Hebrew captives, of whose number he was one, had
been brought there, Ezk. F; and Hermas expressly mentions his rapture to
the solitudes as a part of the work of the Spirit in giving him the visions.
If our Apocalyptist had gone to Patmos by a similar direction, or had been
rapt away thither by the spirit- cf. 173, 2110- he could hardly have failed
to mention it in his evident effort to show fully the divine source and
authorization of his message. The second view spoken of above has received
little favor with scholars, because it is unlikely that the preacher would
have left the great work among the Asian churches, where many a 8vpa
p.£yriA'Y} Kat £vEpy~>, 1 Co. 169, was open to him, to go on a mission to an
insignificant islet remote from centers. The first view is suggested directly
by 69 and 204 where the words express the gTound of Christian persecution.
And this interpretation is strengthened by the early tradition of the banish-
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ment of John. to Patmos (Clement Quis dives 42, Or. Mt. XVI. 6, Tert. de
prcescr. 36; cf. Swete CLXXIII). And this tradition is not satisfactorily
accounted for as derived wholly from our passage, the view of those who
reject the interpretation in question; for the language of the passage does
not in itself point with sufficient clearness to banishment ; in fact it has
been argued that if the writer had had any such banishment in mind, he
could not have failed to express the thought more distinctly (De Wette).
But if he had been exiled to Patmos, it was known well to all the Asian
churches, and a vague allusion is sufficiently clear to them. At all events a
legend of this kind is not likely to have grown up on the basis of an expression so obscure in itself, and apart from any historic fact. A possible
confusion of a different Asian John with the Apostle, whether in this
tradition or in the authorship of the Apoc. or in both, need not be considered here.

10. E)'EV6p:'lv EV 1TVEV!J.O.TL, I was in (lit. came to be in) the
Spirit: i.e. caught away by the power of the Spirit into an
ecstacy; c£. 42, 17 3, 2110. For the equivalent expression
ryev€rr8at f.v f.tcrrTdrret cf. Ac. 2217 ; the reverse is ryev€rr8at f.v
eavT(jJ, cf. Ac. 1211. The writer claims the ecstatic experience
of the prophet; see pp. 292 f.- Til KupLa.K'fi iltJ.~pq., the Lord's
day: the special observance of the first day of the week by
Christians is indicated in 1 Co. 162, Ac. 207. Our passage is the
earliest in which it is called the Lord's day, but the manner in
which the name is used here shows it to be an established designation, and as such it occurs in the earliest post-apostolic
writers; cf. Didache 14, Ignat. Mag. 9. That the day was so
named and was celebrated because it was the day of the Lord's
resurrection seems evident and is directly stated in Barnab. ).5 9 •
Deissmann's suggestion (Neu. Bibelst. 45, Licht vom Osten
268 ff.) that as the first day of the month was called in Asia
Minor the Imperial day, so Christians in contrast with this
usage called the first day of the week after their supreme Lord,
lacks support. The view of W etstein (followed by a few
scholars, e.g. Hort. Ap. of Jno. I-IIL 15 f., Deissmann in En.
Bib. III. 2815 ), that the Apocalyptist conceived himself transported to the day of Judgment, is opposed to the meaning
uniformly given to the term Lord's day found elsewhere, and is
at variance with the subject matter of the vision here introduced.- om<r(l) tJ.OU, behind me: the language follows closely
Ezk. 312, l:w€A.afNv f.LE 'Trvevua, Kat ~"ovrra tcaTomrr8€v · f.LOV, Kat
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so that no special symbolical significance is to
be sought in the words behind me, which are appropriate to a
voice coming suddenly from an unseen person. Cf. Diist. in lac.
cpunn1v, a voice: there is nothing to indicate that this voice is,
as some take it, the voice of an angel, or other than that of
Christ who speaks in the following scene; v. 12 seems to preclude other reference. The two descriptions of the voice, .as the
sound of a trumpet, v. 10, and as that of many waters, v. Hi,
are not inconsistent, see on v. 15; nor does 41 compared with
56 require the supposition of two different persons; see on 4 1•
- oos acl.'X.1nyyos, as of a trumpet: i.e. loud and clear.
11. 'X.E"{OVO""lS: attracted into agreement with uaA.7rtryryor;;,
though referring to cpcov?]v; cf. A.aA.ovu"lr;; 4 1 • - "{pcl.lJtov • • . Ka.l
1TEJ.LlJtov, write . . . and send: the commission relates not
merely to the following vision but to all those which make up
the book. The content of the message is expressed ·here in
general form, and in v. 19 more specifically, cf. p. 242. The
command write is not to be thought of as executed while the
Seer is in the ecstatic state; like the sending it is a real, not a
visional act, and is to be performed as the Apocalyptist recalls
the visions and gives them their present literary form after he
has returned to his normal state.- Ta.is E1TTci. EKK'X."laLa.LS, the
seven churches: for the number seven see on v. 4. It is not
possible to say certainly what determined the choice of these
particular churches to make up the seven. The Apocalyptist
may have stood in some special relation to these, or there may
have been that in their respective conditions and circumstances
which made them especially suited to his purpose, or especially
in need of the admonitions given; see on v. 4 and p. 210.
Ramsay, Letters 19, points out that because of their location on
an important circular route these cities were the best points to
serve as centers of communication with seven different districts.
The prominence of Ephesus as the capital city of the province,
its geographical situation and its importance as a center of work
in the apostolic Church, would explain its position at the head
of the list. Beginning with this, the cities are named in geographical order : Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, these three on
the Roman road running north from Ephesus; and then on the
road running southeast from Pergamum, Thyatira~ Sardis,
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Philadelphia, Laodicea. On the respective cities see on
chapts. 2-3.
12. E1TTd. >..uxvta.s, seven lampstands: symbols of the seven
churches, as explained in v. 20. The lampstand is easily made
the symbol of a church through the common representation of
Christians as the light of the world; cf. Mt. 5 14, Phil. 215.
The writer's repeated use of Zec. 4, where the great candelabrum of the temple with its seven lamps is a conspicuous part
of the imagery, accounts for the suggestion of that familiar
object as a symbol of the seven churches. It is true that the
temple had but one candelabrum, though with seven lights
(1 K. 7 49, which mentions ten, is of doubtful authenticity, cf.
En. Bib. I. 644 ), while there are here seven separate candelabra. The difference, however, is characteristic of the freedom
of our author in adapting his material (cf. pp. 221 f.), and
does not support the theory of Gunkel, Schopfung 295 ff., that
he derived the symbol from a mythological conception current
in popular traditio!!; though it is not improbable, as Gunkel
shows, that the different representations, seven torches, seven
stars, seven eyes, and seven angels, are originally one and
derived through popular tradition ultimately from a worship
which viewed the seven planets as gods; see on 82 • But of
such an origin our writer is certainly unconscious; and the
meaning with which he uses the symbol here is unquestionable.
13. Christ, portrayed in traits of superhuman glory, is now
seen in the midst of the lampstands, i.e. in the midst of the
churches. On the significance of details in the representation,
see p. 258.- lSJLOLOV utov civ9pW1rou, like unto a son of man:
that Christ is meant, and not an angel (some older com.), is
shown by vv. 17 f. In the omission of the art. before vl&v the
writer agrees, not with the N. T., but with Dan. (7 13) whom
he is following in much of the description. The term occurs
in one other place in the Apoc., 1414, and the ace. is used there
also, though lJp.oto<; in all other places in the book, 19 in all,
takes the dat. The disregard of grammar here is evidently,
then, designed. See on vv. 4, 5.- "W6EihlJLEVov . . • ~<I>V1'JV,
clothed with a garment reaching to the feet and girt about at the
breasts with a golden girdle: this epithet, and in vv. 14-15, his
eyes, etc., his feet, etc., his voice, etc., are taken with variations
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from the description of the angelic being in Dan. 10 5- 6, and
the epithet his head, that is, his hair, etc., v. 14, is adapted from
the description of Jehovah in Dan. 79 • With this representation compare that of the angels who appear to Enoch, Slav.
En. I. 5, ' Their form shone like the sun, and their eyes were
like burning lamps, and fire came forth from their lips.' Our
writer's combination and free modification of the 0. T. passages
are in keeping with his manner; c£. note on v. 12. The exalted christology of the book ( cf. pp. 312 f.) makes natural
the ascription to Christ of attributes assigned to God in the
0. T. In this place the application of the description of Jehovah given in Dan. may perhaps have been suggested by the
reading of Dan. 7 13 in the LXX, he was there as the ancient of
days. On the belief in the preexistence of the Messiah see
p. 73; cf. Baldensperger 134 f. -1TolliJp'l'l, reaching to the
feet: the 7roo'1jp7J<; (sc. X£Twv) was a mark of rank or dignity.
The word is used of the vesture of the high priest (Ex. 25 6),
but also of others, e.g. Ezk. 92• u, Barnab. 79. -1TEpLE~O)(TjlE
vov ICTA., girt about at the breasts: 'high girding,' like the 'garment reaching to the feet,' a mark of dignity, was characteristic
of the dress of the l}igh priests (Joseph. Ant. III. 7, 2), but not
of theirs exclusively, e.g. Rev. 15 6 • Neither epithet, then, shows
Christ to be represented here in his priestly character, as many
com. interpret. That office of his is not mentioned in our
book.
14. KE<jla.AfJ, TPLXES, head, hair: the general term followed by
the more specific; cf. p. 242. - Ka.(: not and, but that is; see
on v. 2. The clauses throughout the description are added
loosely, after the writer's manner, without strict regard to construction.- ~s EpLov, ~s xulw, as wool, as snow: on the amplification see p. 241.- ot ocj!Oa.AIJ.OL ICTA., his eyes as a flame
of fire : the flaming eyes generally express fierceness against
adversaries (e.g. Dan. 10 6 ; common in classic writers also),
but sometimes also penetrating vision, cf. Ecclus. 23 19 ; both
senses may be united here, as in 21s, 1912.
15. xa.AKOALP6.v(tl: the RV translates burnished brass, which
expresses sufficiently well what is intended in the comparison,
though the word is uncertain in meaning, etymology, and exact
form. It is found in 218 also, but not elsewhere.
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Suidas defines it as a kind of ~AEK-rpov, electrum, a word however which
is itself ambiguous, in some cases denoting amber, iu others a compound of
gold and silver; see L. & S. s.v. In Ezk. 14 the LXX uses ~AEK-rpov, not in
a way to determine its precise nature, but in connection with fire to denote
a brilliantly glowing appearance. In Dan. 106 the LXX reads oi '!To&~ wuE1
xa>..Ko> £~aCT-rpa7T-rwv, his feet were like gleaming brass j essentially the same
expression occurs in Ezk. 17, the original of the imagery used in Dan. In
view of these passages and the words here following, w~ £v Kaplv<e_ KTA., it
seems clear that a brightly gleaming metal, or metallic compound, is meant.
As regards gender the word is commonly taken to be neuter, but if in the
following clause the reading 'ITE7T1lpwp.f.v7J~ be adopted, the nom. is xa>..Ko>..{f3avo~, fern. Cf. on the word, Thayer, Bouss. Kom.
1TE'ITllP(I)Il~V11S, refined: lit. having passed through the fire and
become purified; cf. 31s, Job 2225, Ps. 117 in the LXX. The
construction is the gen. abs. sc. TTJ~ xaX!Co"Juf3dvov. See text
note p. 446. w~ has its usual relative force, as when refined.
If 7rE7rVprop.evrp is adopted, it is to be joined with xaX~toXt
f3dvrp; ~tap.{vrp is fern. - cp(l)vTJ vSQ.T(I)V KTX., voice of many waters:
i.e. the deep, awe-inspiring sound of masses of moving water;
cf. 14 2, 196, 2 Es. 617, Dan. 106 LXX. It is noticeable that
this reference to the voice is put in the midst of the description
(vv. 12-16) of what the Apocalyptist perceived after he had
turned to behold the speaker who had called to him in the
outset; it belongs therefore to what followed the words of the
call in v. 11, that is, it anticipates the utterances of the rest of
the vision. Such anticipation, a common trait with the writer
( cf. pp. 243 f.), is easily accounted for when we remember that
he is struggling to portray a series of visions now wholly past.
In his vivid recollection of the scene as a whole, disregarding
chronological order, he combines kindred matter; in this case,
whatever pertained to the Lord's personal manifestationfeatures, vesture, voice, surroundings.- The difference between v. 10 and v. 15 as regards the simile used is significant.
The loud clarion of the trumpet performs an introductory office,
it prefaces a summons, an announcement, or a brief command ;
cf. po, 41, 87-13, 91• 13, 107, 11 15 ; but the simile would be inappropriate to the utterances of the Lord's great commission here,
extending to the end of the seven epistles. The tones of these
utterances, like those of the angelic hymns in 14 2, 196 are compared to the sound of many waters.
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16. EXWV KTX.: for the looseness in construction see on v. 14.
The words, had in his right hand, imply safe keeping, cf. Jno.
10 28 ; perhaps also the idea of controlling is included. In 21
the stronger word KpaTew, hold fast ( c£. 225, 71) is substituted
for exw, but neither word contains in itself more than what
belongs to holding in firm power.- d.O"TEpa.s E'ITTci, seven stars:
symbols of the seven angels of the churches, v. 20. The use
of stars as an appropriate symbol in connection with the
churches may have been suggested by the familiar eschatological words in Dan. 12 3, they shall shine as stars forever; c£.
also En. 104 2, ye shall shine as the lights of heaven. But it is
not unlikely that the writer having in mind the representation
of the churches by their angels (v. 20) is influenced by some
fancy existent in popular tradition of seven stars as seven
angels; see on 82 • Whatever may be the exact meaning of
the' angels' of the churches (see on v. 20), they represent the
churches in such a way that they are practically identical with
these. We have then in the passage two symbols of the
churches, the lampstands in the midst of which Christ is seen,
and the stars which he holds in his hand. But these are really
a representation under two aspects of the one fact of Christ's
close relation to his Church ; the former represents his abiding
presence in it, the latter his abiding power in sustaining it.
The effort of some commentators to explain the holding of
seven stars in the hand by supposing a garland of jewels, or a
constellation bound solidly together, lays upon the interpretation of a vision the law of too strict realism ; cf. pp. 248 f.EK TOV O"T6JLa.TOS KTX., from his mouth, etc.: the words denote the
destroying power of Christ's condemnation; cf. 216, 1915,
Is. 114, 2 Es. 134• 10, Wis. 1815• The figure used combines the
earlier conception of God as a warrior smiting his foes with the
sword, and the later conception of annihilation by his sentence
of judgment, boldly represented here as a visible accompaniment of Christ - chJns, countenance or appearance: the former is
to be preferred; in this enumeration of traits in detail the
words of the clause are more easily understood as referring to
a single one than as embracing all.- «<s o if~.LOS cpa.(vEL KTX. as
the sun shineth, etc.: i.e. like the sun when it shineth, etc. For
the brachylogy cL Jno. 658, 1 Jno. 312. - TU 8uvafJ.EL, his might:
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i.e. when not dimmed by clouds or mist. The simile denoting
the dazzling splendor of Christ's countenance is from Jg. 531 •
17. Prostration to the earth under the overpowering influence of supernatural manifestations is a familiar feature in the
narratives of visions; cf. Ezk. 128, Dan. 817, 10 9 , Mt. 17 6,
Ac. 26 14 , En. 1414. - t911KEV TTtV 8E~u1v wrA.., laid his right hand,
etc.: the act as well as the words, fear not, gives assurance to
the Seer. A criticism which finds difficulty in adjusting the
representation to that of v. 16, holding the stars, overlooks the
abrupt changes natural in visions; cf. pp. 248 f.- i-yfl> dj1L
ICTA.., I am the first, etc.: Many commentators connect with p.~
cpof3ov fear not, after the analogy of M t. 1427, Mk. 65o, J no. 620;
but in those cases eryro elp.t precedes the ;.;,~ cpo/3bv; also the
parallel in v. 8' is against such connection; furthermore the
clause probably does not give a ground for p.~ cpof3ov, see on
v. 18 at the end. - o 1t'p&lTOS /CTA.., the first, etc.: the epithet
given to God in v. 8 is here ascribed to Christ (see on v. 14)
and declares his existence from eternity to eternity.
18. o ~&lv, the liviri{J one: an epithet of God, common especially in late Jewish writings and the N. T., describing him as
possessing life in his essential nature. Here the words describe
Christ as possessing the same inherent life; 'As the father
hath life in himself, even so gave he to the Son to have life in
himself,' Jno. 526 . The epithet has a broader significance than
the following words which speak of the resurrection; it contains the ground of the latter.- E"YEV6j1"1V: see on v. 9.EX(I) Td.S KAELS /CTA.., I have the keys, etc.: the words are connected closely with both the foregoing clauses, which contain
the ground and the evidence of Christ's power over death ; as
one who has life in himself he has power to give life ( J no.
526-28), and in his resurrection to unending life that power
has been manifested. He has power to lea-ve in death, or to
release therefrom, he has the keys of death. Here again a
prerogative of God is affirmed of Christ. According to the
Targums (collected by W etstein in loe.) four keys were in the
hands of God alone, those of life, the tombs, food, and rain; or
as otherwise given, three keys, those of birth, rain, and the
resurrection of the dead. For the form /CAE'i<; = ICA.e'ioa<; see
Win. § 9, 2, e ; Blass § 8, 2. The expression the keys of death is
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a part of the figure of the gates of death, i.e. of the prison-house
of the dead, or of the palace of their king, a figure common in
Greek writers from the time of Homer (Il. V. 646, Od. XIV.
156), and in the Bible (Ps. 913, Is. 3810, Wis. 1613, Mt. 1618).
The writer's habit of amplification ( cf. p. 241) appears here in
the phrase death and Hades; cf. 6 8, 20 13 r. If any distinction is
thought of, the former refers rather to the state, the latter to
the place; or if personification is intended here, the former
refers rather to the slayer, and the latter to the ruler of the
underworld ; the gen. then is gen. poss.
This utterance of Christ, beginning with I am the first, etc.,
and ending with the keys of death, is connected by most commentators with the foregoing, as giving a ground for the inspiriting call, fear not. But the assuring touch of the Lord's
hand and the words p,1} <f>o{3ov are enough. These awful utterances of divine majesty and power are fitted to increase rather
than assuage terror. Neither can the mention of the power
over death (which in reality forms only a part of the passage),
taken by commentators to point to a connection with e7T'€(]'a w.vEKpd.-, I fell as one dead, be fittingly associated with those words,
for the words as one dead contain only a comparison to express
the sudden and complete prostration of the Seer, who is not in
a state of death, or unconsciousness even. The use of ovv,
therefore, introducing the command of v. 19, shows the proper
connection of the passage; it gives the basis of the message
which Christ bids the Seer to write to the churches. It is as
the eternal one and the Lord of life and death that he sends to
his Church the message of this book with its commands and
promises, assuring his faithful ones of the certain triumph of
his kingdom over death and all the powers of evil ; see Summary
p. 258. The office of the passage is similar to that of v. 8; see
note there.
19. ypO.'fov KT'A., write etc.: the words relate to the whole book
which the Prophet is bidden to write. The command is the
same as that in v. 11, but in the repetition is made more specific, after the author's manner.- o~v, therefore: see on v.
18.- ii E!SES Ka.t ii Eto-l.v KT'A., the things which thou hast seen,
that is, the thiri[JS which are, and the things which shall come to pass
hereafter. A correct interpretation of the relation of the clauses
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in this passage is of the first importance for understanding the
author's definition of the scope of his book. The command is
generally understood to embrace three distinct objects, the things
which thou hast seen, referring to the preceding vision in vv.
10 ff.; the things that are, referring to the state of the churches
spoken of in the seven epistles ; and the things which are revealed in the book as yet to come to pass. But as the command in this verse is a repetition of that in v. 11, & e'loe<; repeats
a j3A.i.7m<;, and like that refers to the whole book; it must then
include the things referred to in both the following clauses.
The & J.u!A.A.et rytveuBat, the things which shall come to pass, are
made known to the writer only through the visions; and evidently the & elutv, the things that are, are not made known otherwise-what these are will be seen below. The two clauses
then define what has been seen in the visions; and ICa{, before
& elutv, is not and; it is epexegetical, even, that is, a use occurring in numberless cases in the book, where an appositive term
makes more specific a general term; see on v. 2 and p. 242.
The aor. in etoe<; then refers not merely to what is past at this
moment of speaking, but to what is past at the time when the
command to write is executed; c£. rypa'[rov IC'rA.. 19 9 where the
perf. ICEICA1JJ.tivot anticipates the yet future event of the marriage
of the Lamb. The scope of the book then is here defined as
revelations of two classes of objects, things that are, and things
that shall come to pass. For the former see following note.
ci ela(v, the things that are: the class of visions designated in
these words certainly includes things spoken of in the epistles
to the churches, chapts. 2-3, which are chiefly concerned with
facts then present, though the consciousness of the future underiies the whole. But the actual condition of the churches as
described there was known to the writer apart from any revelation- that is not the kind of thing which forms the subject of
a special divine revelation. What is made known to him in
the vision is the Lord's special and direct message to the
churches, his personal words of chastisement, approbation, and
promise. There is however in the book much more than these
two chapters that belongs to the category of things which are
rather than to that of things which shall come to pass. Such
is the revelation of the vision just seen, vv. 10 :ff.; this is the
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eternally present fact of Christ's exalted being and his relation to
his Church. So likewise the vision of the court of heaven, chapts.
4-5, reveals facts independent of time, great truths which may
always be denominated things that are. Chapt. 12 depicts a
power at work already at that time in the events taking place;
much of chapt. 17 and other shorter passages are likewise to
be placed in the same category. A very considerable part of
the book has to do with a revelation of things existent, upon
which the future is conditioned. As a work of true prophecy
the book is intimately concerned with picturing the persons,
powers, and causes at work in the events that are coming on the
earth. This is an aspe.ct of his work which the author distinctly
announces in these words here at the outset, and which differentiates it from the Jewish apocalypses in general. Failure to
recognize this as a part of the writer's aim is the cause of much
of the criticism, which rejects considerable portions of the book
as having no place in a unified plan.- Some commentators
(Ewald, DeWette, al) take a elu-tv in the sense of what they
mean, that is, what the a ELOE<;, interpreted to refer solely to the
preceding vision, mean as explained in v. 20. But the explanation of v. 20 touches only a part of that vision; and moreover
the evident contrast between a elu-tv and a p.lA.A.et KTA. is against
that interpretation.- p.era ravra, hereafter: for this meaning
cf. 912, Jno. 13 7•
20. The symbols of the lampstands and the stars, which appear in the vision with a meaning not as a matter of course
clear to the reader, are now explained. -TO !J.uaTI1pLov, as to
the mystery: not the obj. of rypd,Yov, nor in apposition with a
etoe<;, probably not a nom. like the title of a paragraph or b.ook
(the ace. A.vxvta<; is against this) ; best construed as the ace.
in apposition with ol e'TT'ra • . . eKKATJrr{at elu-tv; for the construction cf. 1 Tim. 26, Ro. 83, 121, see Blass § 81, 1, Kuhn. II.
§ 406, 6. The word p.vu-T'Ijpwv, mystery, denotes something secret,
hidden, which is disclosed only to special persons, or in a special
way; among derived senses, as here, something containing a
hidden or symbolical meaning, which can be interpreted; cf.
175• 1, Dan. 218. See on the word Thayer s.v., Stewart in Hast.
III. 465 ff. - E1TL Tijs 8EtLas: equivalent to ev ry OE~£~ v. 16,
but the stars are here spoken of as resting upon the open hand,
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cf. 51, 20 1. - Auxv£a.s: parallel with lunepwv; it takes irregularly the case of f.£VUT'Ijpwv. - O.yyEAOL, angels: the stars
symbolize the 'angels' of the churches, a term of uncertain
meaning; but the interpretation of the book is not affected by
the uncertainty, since the 'angel' is completely identified with
his church in the seven epistles.
The different explanations of ' angel' as used here may be grouped into
the following general classes: (1) The angel is the bishop, or college of
presbyters, or chief teacher, who represents the church. In support of this
use of ayyfAos reference is made to Mal. 27, 31 ; so, many commentators,
ancient and modern, among the latter Zahn, J. Weiss, Baljon. But a decisive objection to this view appears to exist in the fact that the epistles are
in each case addressed to the angel throughout, and yet presuppose a body
of persons who are censured, praised, warned, and in general made to bear a
responsibility which could be laid upon no individual officer. Moreover,
such a meaning of ttyyfAos has no support in Christian terminology, and is
contrary to the unvarying use of the Apocalypse. If r~v yvva'i'Ka uov were
the certain reading in 220 , it would furnish strong ground for this interpretation; but see text-note in loc. (2) The word is taken in its ordinary
sense, angel, and is explained as guardian angel, or at least, heavenly representative. As such angelic patrons were assigned to person!! (Mt. 1810, Ac.
12 15) and to peoples (Dan. 1018,20), so a church also may be conceived as
having its personal patron or representative in heaven; so, Origen, Andreas,
Bleek, B. Weiss, Porter, Moffatt, al. But the first objection raised above
against No. (1) has equal force here. Christ addresses in the epistles the
churches themselves and not an intermediary. And moreover no ingenuity
has successfully removed the difficulty in supposing that Christ sends a
communication to certain heavenly beings through an earthly agent, the
Apocalyptist, in order to reach through these angelic representatives the
spiritual life of the churches. (3) The angel of a church is equivalent to
· the church itself, or its personified life ; so, Arethas, Beatus, Liicke, De
W ette, Diist., Holtzm. al.; others, as Bouss, Swete, Hort, accept this view as
tenable. This interpretation grows out of No. (2). The highly developed
angelology of late Judaism which assumed special angels not only for persons and peoples, but also for inanimate things, is adopted by the author of
our book. He uses the word angel nearly seventy times, including angel of
the winds, 71, of fire, 1418, of the waters, 16 5, of the abyss, 911; it is not hard
then to suppose, that in a work of this poetic character, in which personification is common, he should have identified the angel and the sphere of
his activity. Doubtless some such vague identification occurred in popular
usage, when the angel of fire, of the winds, etc., were spoken of. It is certain that our author blends the angel and the church in the destination of.
the letters and their contents; compare 111 with the address and contents of
the several letters. It is true that we have then two distinct representations
of a church, the lampstand and the angel; but the difficulty found here is
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not weighty; the former may be understood to symboli~ a church as having a visible, organic existence ; the latter to rep res~ t it in its invisible
spiritual life; the latter is not so much a_ symbol of a church as an ideal conception of its immanent spirit. The outward symbol of this spirit is the
star, which is correlative with the lampstand (cf. Liicke II. 433). On the
whole this view seems to account best for the language of the epistles and
to present the least difficulty. (4) The view of Ebrard, Volter, Spitta, al.,
that messengers sent from the Asian churches to ,John in Patmos are meant
does not call for serious consideration. Such delegates could not hold the
place in the Church universal which is symbolized by the stars in the hand
of Christ, nor could the author be thought of as writing a letter to persons
in his presence.
Criticism of v. 20. This verse has been attributed by some critics (Spitta
31 ff., Volter Problem 387 f., Erbes 124 f., al.) to a redactor, on the ground
that it introduces a false explanation of the lampstands and the stars. The
argument is as follows: (1) The lampstands in the vision, vv. 10 ff., do. not
symbolize the churches, but the seven Spirits, as shown by 46, and by a comparison of 2 1 with 31 where the lampstands are parallel with the Spirits in
distinction from the stars. (2) The stars are not a symbol of the churches,
but a part of the picture of Christ's glory in the vision, an ornament of his
person; or they represent the luminaries that light his way when he comes
as a thief in the night, 38 ; but the churches with all the faults described in
the letters could not be thought of as ornaments to the Christ or as lights to
his way. Wellhausen (p. 5) argues that the lampstands cannot symbolize
the churches, because the heavenly Christ cannot be thought of as walking
about between Ephesus, Smyrna, etc. Such criticisms need only to be
stated; their fancifulness is apparent. The appropriateness of the symbols
to represent the churches is pointed out above in the notes on vv. 12, 16.
The Apocalyptist, in conceiving the imagery of the vision, must have had
distinctly in mind the significance of the symbols as given in v. 20.
Textual notes, vv. 9-19. 9. I'l]uov (alone) N*CP 38 some vers edd;
XpLuTov is added in Q many min and vers R.-11. After A£YOU<T'l]'i, P some
min R insert £YW €tp.L TO A KaL TO n 0 7rpWTO<; KaL 0 £<TXaTO<; KUL; wanting in
most sources edd. -13. vwv N Q many min edd; vLw ACP many min R, a
correction.- p.auTm<; CPQ min edd; p.au8oL<; N some min Ti; p.atoL<; A
many min Lch.- XPV<Tav N*AC edd; XPV<T'I}V N°PQ min R Sod. -15.
7r£7rvpwp.£V'I}'> AC Lch W s WH; -p.£vw N some min and vers Blj Bouss;
-p.£VOL PQ many min R Ti WH mrg Sod. -19. yLv£cr8aL N° A many min R
Lch WH Sod al; y£v£u8aL N*CPQ some min Ti W s.

Chapts. II-III. Initial Vision. (2) Special Messages to the
several Asian churches. See pp. 257, 258-261.
We have come very generally to call these seven paragraphs
epistles. In reality they are not such. No one of them is in
complete epistolary form; they are special words addressed to
the respective churches individually, but included in the one
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common epistle (the book is in the form of a letter, cf. p. 255)
sent to all the seven. From this very fact, as well as froni the
admonition at the close of each, Let everyone hear what the
Spirit saith to the churches, it is clear that like the rest of the
book each several message is also meant for all. While in each
case the condition and circumstances of the particular congregation addressed are directly aimed at, there is in every
'epistle' spiritual truth for all. Every great revelation,
whether O.T. prophecy, or N.T. epistle, is given in view of
definite,contemporary and local circumstances, but it brings in
this form truth of universal significance.
II. 1-7. The message to the Church in Ephesus. Ephesus
near the mouth of the Cayster was at this time the foremost
city of Asia Minor; it formed also a prominent center of nonChristian cults. It was the 'temple-keeper of great Artemis,'
Ac. 19 35, whose shrine here was one of the wonders of the world;
it became one of the chief seats of the worship of the deified
Roman emperors; it was the special home of magic arts, whose
formulas were known as 'E<f>etna rypdp.p.a-ra, cf. Ac. 1919 • In
the spread of Christianity, it became an important center; St.
Paul made it the seat of his long missionary work in Asia, Ac.
191 - 10 ; Apollos labored there, Ac. 1824 ff., Timothy was placed
there for a considerable time, cf. 1 and 2 Tim. passim; the
churcli there was one of those to which was sent the circular
letter known to us as the Epistle to the Ephesians; it was the
center of the work of the John of Asia Minor. These circumstances explain, at least in part, why the epistle to that church
should stand first among the seven, and why as a kind of introduction to the others it should possess certain general features;
e.g. the emphasis on brotherly love, the first essential in any
Christian society; the epithet of Christ in v. 1 and the promise in
v. 7 are comprehensive and equally applicable to all the churches.
The condition of the Ephesian church which determined the
nature of the specific message sent to it was this: itinerant
preachers, calling themselves apostles, known as adherents of
the teaching of the Nicolaitans, had appeared there and had so
far gained influence that opposition to them had cost the church
a painful struggle ("wo<; v. 2); it had, however, proved itself
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equal to its task. Whatever may have been the peculiar doctrinal error of these teachers, it would appear that they had
sophistically defended unchastity and participation in idolatrous
feasts, vv. 14, 20, 24. The church had tested and rejected them
and had broken their hold; it was persevering still in its intolerance of evil men and its abhorrence of the Nicolaitans, v. 6.
These were the circumstances in which it had won the Lord's
commendation, because it had endured steadfastly, had borne
trial for Christ's name, and had not grown weary in hard toil,
vv. 2 f. Doubtless there were in such a community other circumstances also in which the Christians had exercised the same
virtues, and the Lord's approval here expressed may be understood of these triumphs likewise. But in this rigorous struggle
to maintain purity of morals and teaching in the congregation,
Christian charity had suffered; the earlier spirit of free and
fervid brotherly love had been checked, v. 4; with all its splendid zeal for truth and right conduct, its patient endurance and
toil, the church had not risen above the inevitable danger of a
certain hardness of spirit toward the erring. And so with the
Lord's words of commendation comes his reproof and the command to return to· its first spirit of brotherly love, the foundation
virtue without which it must cease to exist, its candlestick must
lose its place amon.g the churches.
1. For the 'angel ' of the church see pp. 445 f. - Tcl.5E
'A41yEL, these things saith he: see p. 260. - The twofold epithet
given to Christ in this verse, taken from 116• 13 , expresses his firm
power over the churches to do with them as he will, and his
watchful presence in the midst of them. The epithet is appropriate here, but in all the other epistles as well. It stands here,
not with sole reference to the contents of this epistle, but is
chosen apparently, because this epistle holds an introductory
place at the beginning of the whole series of. the epistles, which
in the mind of the writer form a connected unit. In all the
epistles the epithets of Christ are designed to enforce his
message ; at the same time they mark the oneness of the speaker
with the glorified Christ, as he manifests himself elsewhere in
the book, principally in the vision of 1 10 JJ·, and as it were introduce him again as visibly present in connection with each
epistle. - Kpa.Tmv: stronger than lxrov, see on 116 • -vEpLva.Tmv
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EV tJ.E<Tq?, walkiny in the midst uf: the words denote constant and
vigilant presence ; cf. Lev. 26 12 • 7T"ept7T"aTew is a favorite word

in the J ohannine writings, occurring 17 times in the Gospel, 10
times in the Epistles, 5 times in the Apoc.
2-3. epya., works: here, as elsewhere in the epistles, not
merely deeds done, but life and conduct in general, including
both outward and spiritual activities, as shown by the explanatory clauses added in each instance ; for this use of the word
c£. Jno. 629 . - Ka.L TOV K61Tov, JCTX., even thy toil, etc.: in apposition with TCt eprya, thy Works, of which the whole passage to
the end of v. 3 is an explanation. The 'works' of the Ephesians consist in two things, their hard toil ( JC07T"ov ), especially·
in opposition to false teachers, and their steadfast endurance
(v'TT"OiJ-OV~v).
These two virtues are then spoken of in order
more fully in the following clauses; the JC07T"o~, hard toil, is made
definite in the words ov ovvv . • • yevoe'i~, i.e. the active op·
position to, and testing of, the false teachers; the v7T"OiJ-OV~,
steadfast endurance, is taken up again in v. 3, V7T"OiJ-OVi,v exet~
repeating Ti,v v7T"OiJ-OV~v uou of v. 2, and explained as referring to
the inward state of bearing trial and of unweariedness in welldoing; in v. 3 f3aun:il;w, bear, refers rather to inward endurance
of trial, in v. 2 to tolerance of something in others, as in Ho. 151,
!gnat. Pol. 1. JCa{ before 5n, v. 2, does not introduce a third
activity parallel with the two preceding, but an explanation;
it is epexegetical, see on 12. -lhivn: this form, not occurring
in Attic prose, is found in a few places in theN. T., e.g. Mk. 922,
Lk. 162 ; cf. Blass § 23, 2.- E1TELpa.ua.s, hast tested: the aor.
'refers to a definite past act, while the presents, ovvv, exet~, show
the present continuance of the feeling toward the Nicolaitans.
- a1TouT6AOUS, apostles: the term is used here in a sense wider
than inits application to the original apostles, denoting a class
of itinerant missionaries bearing this name, whose existence in
the Church is attested by Didache 11, also 2 Co.11 5• 13, 1211 • According to Ac. 20 29 Paul had foretold the entrance of 'grievous
wolves' among the Ephesians; false teac!-_ers appear everywhere
in the apostolic Church almost simultaneously with the true.
The faithful are often warned of the necessity of testing those
who claim to come with messages of the Spirit ; 1 J no. 4\ 1
Thess. 520 f., 1 Co. 1429, M t. 715 f., Didache 11 £. The church at
2G
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Ephesus had done this; e7rdpaua<:; here= f.'ooK{J.Laua<:;. !gnat.
also (Eph. 9) commends the Ephesians because they had not
suffered certain persons bringing false doctrine to sow seed
among them.
4. From commendation the message now turns to reproof
and warning.- a:ya:rr'llv, love: i.e. love toward the brethren,
so most among recent com. The virtues praised iii vv. 2-3
presuppose a continuing love of Christ, while the zeal in opposing the false teachers might naturally lead to divisions and a
slackening of love toward some of the brethren. This insistence in the introductory epistle upon brotherly love accords
with the emphasis put upon it throughout the N. T., especially
in the J ohannine writings.
5. J.LV'IlJ.LOVEUE, remember: the pres. denotes the continued act
of calling to mind as an impulse to the change (J.Lt:Tav07Juov),
which is c.onceived as a single act, brought to pass once for all,
and so expressed by the aor.- Tel 1rpiiha. Epya., the first works:
i.e. the same activities of love toward the brethren as in the
beginning.- EPXOJ.La.L, I will come: the pres. here with the
force of the fut., as often with this and similar vbs.; cf. Kiihn.
II. § 382, 6 ; Blass, § 56, 8. The coming here spoken of may
be the parousia, which is conceived as near, or a visitation in
some preliminary judgment, as in v. 22. -uo(: probably dat.
incommod., though possibly a Hebraism; cf. Mt. 21 5, Blass
§ 37, 5.- KLVJl<TC.O ICT"X., will remove thy candlestick, etc.: i.e.
deprive it of its place among the churches, destroy it. Without brotherly love a church must become extinct. - ~uxv£a.v:
the use of the word here agrees with 120 against the criticism
which finds the explanation there given erroneous; see pp. 446 f.
- Ed.v J.Lil J.LETa.VOTJCT[IS, if thou shalt not have repented: i.e. before
the coming. The aor. subjv. with f.dv has the force of the fut.
perf.; cf. Ki1hn, II. § 388, A 2.
6. From reproof the message turns back again to the praiseworthy 'works' of the church spoken of in vv. 2 f. But as
usual with the author (as with the author of the Fourth Gospel) repetition is joined with amplification; the false teachers
of v. 2 are here defined as belonging to the Nicolaitans, and the
Lord's detestation of their teaching is emphasized. On the
Nicolaitans see on v. 14.
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7. o EX(I)V o.Os IC'TX., he that hath an ear, etc.: every individual
member of the Church is bidden to heed the message of the
epistle. -TO 1TVEilJLa. AE"YEL, the Spirit saith : the words attributed to Christ from v. 1 throughout the epistle are here attributed to the Spirit. Christ speaks to the Prophet through
the Spirit; the Spirit is his ( cf. 31, 5 6) and is here identified
with him; cf. Ro. 89, see alsop. 316. It is noticeable in this
sentence, which appears in all the epistles, that whether the
words be taken as those of Christ or as an appeal thrown in by
the writer in his own person, the representation changes, in so
far as the exalted person of the Son of man pictured in the
vision and speaking in the res~ of the epistle is now conceived
as having given his message through the Spirit rather than in
oral words spoken directly to the prophet. It is as if the writer
exchanged the visional representation, suited to an apocalyptist,
for the customary one of a prophet; and accordingly adapting
his language to his practical purpose, he substitutes the ordinary term, the Spirit, for the visional symbol, the seven Spirits.
- Tcii VLK<i>vn, to him that overcometh : this phrase occurs in all
the epistles and without specification of a particular object of
conflict; it is to be understood of final victory over all spiritual
foes, including of course the special evil denounced in each
epistle respectively.- cjla.-ye'Lv . . . ~(l)fls, to eat of the tree of
l~fe : the promise to the victor is ev~rl~ting life ( cf. Gen. 322 )
in the messianic kingdom. This promise, like the epithet of
Christ in v. 1, does not have specific reference to the circumstances of the Ephesians, it is applicable to all alike; and it is
placed appropriately in this introductory epistle as fundamental
to the promises in all the others. Eating of the tree of life, as
sp.oken of in the story of Eden, becomes a common feature in
descriptions of the eschatological state; cf. 222, Ezk. 4 7 12,
2 Es. 8 52, Test. Lev. 18, En. 25, 4 f. The tree is represented
as now in the Garden of God, to which the saints will be admitted in the messianic age.
Textual notes, vv. 1-5. The titles of the epistles vary in the Mss. The
principal difference is in the art. after ayyf.\w : (1) TW ayyfAW TYJ> £V • . •
£KKAYJCTWS j (2) TW ayy£AW TW £V • • • £KKAYJCTta> (the church-angel in, etc.);
(1) is the form for all seven epistles in NPQ and most other sources; in three
epistles, 212, 31, 37, it is the only form supported by the Mss. and is adopted
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for all by most of the recent edd. But (2) has good authority, especially in
three epistles, 21 AC Prim, 28 A min, 218 A Prim, and is adopted in these
three epistles by Lch WH Sw. There are some slighter variations in the
Mss. and the exact form of the original must remain questionable. Probably the epistles were uniform in this respect. Cf. Ws 64 f., Zahn Ein. II.
620, WH Select Readings 136 f.- 2. Q some min and vers R add uov to
Kcnrov; generally omitted, uov after V7rOf:L0117JII belonging to the one compound
phrase explaining Epya. - A omits KaL before OTL, but see Com. in Zoe.5. Q most min some vers Prim add Taxv after uot; R TaXEL.

II. 8-11. The message to the church in Smyrna. Smyrna,
north of Ephesus, at the head of a deep gulf of the A<:gean,
was in wealth, commercial importance, and splendor one of the
foremost cities of Asia Minor. It was a seat of the emperorworship, with which the Christians must come into conflict;
and a Jewish element existed among its inhabitants, bitterly
hostile to the Christians and strong enough to exert influence
with the Roman authority. Hence the church there was in
special· peril. Already it was suffering (OA.f-1/nv 9), perhaps
through various persecutions, certainly through the calumnies
of the Jews (/3A.aucp1JpJav 9). These, though possessing no
power to inflict punishment, were quick to bring slanderous
accusations against the Christians before the Roman courts, as
their fellow countrymen had done in the case of the Lord ( J no.
19 12) and Paul (Ac. 24 5). Here at Smyrna a little later they
joined in 'ungovernable wrath' with the Gentile mob in calling
for the death of Polycarp, bishop of the church there; they
assisted with their own hands in his martyrdom, and prevented
the Christians from getting possession of his body (Mart. of
Pol. 12 f., 17 f.). Whether through Jewish calumnies alone,
or through other influences also, some of the Christians at
Smyrna were already facing imprisonment, and even the martyr's death was possible, v. 10. The Christians there were
poor and this increased their helplessness; but withal the Lord
declares they are rich in their spiritual state (v. 9) and he
encourages them to fidelity, even to the extremity of death, by
the promise of the crown of life. He has for this church praise
alone.
8. o1rp6)TOS tcTA.., the first etc.: see on 1 17 r., from which this
epithet of Christ is taken. In this epistle the close connection
of the epithet with the condition of those addressed is apparent.
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In view of possible martyrdom the Smyrnreans are to be encouraged by the remembrance that Christ himself, the eternal
one, shared the martyr's death, but revived again.
9. After ot8a., I know, the analogy of the other epistles, except that to Pergamum, would lead us to expect 'Ttl lprya crov,
thy works, for which there is indeed some authority, see textnote. - 6Ahj1Lv, tribulation: the context shows that persecution of some kind is meant; the meaning cannot be restricted
to the sufferings of poverty. That the poverty of the Smyrnrean Christians was due to the confiscation of their property
and so was a part of their persecution (the view of some com.)
is without intimation here, though it is conceivable. -1TAovcnos,
rich: i.e. in spiritual possessions, cf. 318 , 2 Co. 610, Mt. 620• For
the writer's habit of inserting a parenthesis see p. 243.PAa.cnpTJJLia.v, reviling, calumny: What the calumnious charges
were is not indicated, but they were evidently of a kind to
expose the Christians to the pe.nalties of the Roman law.Ea.UTOVS: for this use of the reflex. pron. in the ace. with an
infin., especially eivat, whose subject is the same as that of the
governing word (A.erydvnJJv), cf. 3 9, Ac. 536, 8 9 ; see Blass § 72,
2. Usually a certain emphasis is given to the pron., but that
is not the case here.- ouK Elatv they are not: 'He is not a Jew
who is one outwardly,' Ro. 228 r. Throughout the book the
Christian is with the writer the true Jew; with him Christians
constitute the 'Israel of God,' as with Paul (Gal. 6 16), and he
writes as himself a Jew, with a jealous claim of the name for
those who form the true people of God.
In this use of the name Jew, the writer is said by many scholars to stand
in contrast with the author of the Fourth Gospel, with whom the Jews is
the. designation of the foes of .Jesus and his disciples, though of the same
nationality. But however weighty may be the objections to identity of
authorship in the two books (see pp. 354 ff.), it is doubtful whether a fundamental difference in the use of this name can be maintained. The
author of the Fourth Gospel writing far from Palestine and the days of
Jesus' earthly life, and dealing often with events in which the mass of the
Jewish people with their rulers and leaders manifested their hostility to
Jesus, uses the national name, though himself a Jew, with reference to the
general attitude, as one might naturally do in addressing another people,
and especially when the popular distinction between Jew and Christian had
become marked. But a writer who says,' salvation is of the Jews,' 422 , who
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speaks of an 'Israelite indeed,' i.e. a true Israelite, 147 , and of' the Jews that
believed' 831 , who denies by implication that certain of the Jews are truly
the children of Abraham 837-44 (the real sense of this passage is not materially affected whether we read in v. 39 £crT£ or ~T(, cf. Zahn Kom. in Zoe.),
agrees essentially in the matter here spoken of with the author of the
Apocalypse.

uuva.y(l)yi] TOil ua.Ta.va,- a synagogue of Satan: so also in 3 9•
Inst_ead of being as they called themselves and were doubtless
known, a synagogue, a congregation of Jews, which would be
'the congregation of Jehovah' ( ~ uvvarywy~ Kvp{ov, Num.
16 3, 20 4), as also they probably called themselves, they were
really a synagogue serving Satan ( cf. J no. 8 44), whom they
served in this persecution of the Christians.
10. I£ J.L7JOiv be read instead of J.L~ (see text-note) the full
construction is J.L7JOEv TOVTCJJV &. - o 5L6.poAOS, the devil : the real
author of the persecutions is Satan, working through his servants the Jews and the Roma:Q.s.- Et \JjL(i)V: this substitute for
the indef. pron. with part. gen. occurs as subj. or obj. of a vb.;
cf. 39, 119, Lk. 11 49 , see Blass § 35, 4.- i:va. 1TELpa.u611TE, that
ye may be tried: it is God's purpose that they may be tested
in their trials. Some take it of Satan's purpose to tempt them
to fall ; both thoughts may be included. - EtETE . . . llEKa., ye
shall have tribulation ten days: in the circumstances known to
. the writer the imprisonment appears inevitable (J.Ll)I.A.et
{3dA.A.etv), but it is to continue for a fixed time of not great
length. On the symbolical number ten see p. 254. I£ eX7JTe
be read instead of g~eTe, it is parallel with 7retpauBfjTe, expressing purpose ; but that reading is inferior as regards sense and
authorities ; see text. note. - TJJLEp(i)v : we should expect the
ace. which in fact occurs as a variant; the gen. with vbs. denotes not duration of time, but a period to some point in which
an event belongs; that is the meaning of TOV A.ot7rov Gal. 617,
Eph. 610, probably also of the reading of D* Ac. 1 3 which omits
otd before ~J.Lepwv. In this place ~J.Lepwv may be a gen. of
measure after BA.{,Yw, a tribulation of ten days; cf. Lk. 244,
Kuhn. II. 353, 3. -y£vou 1TLO"Tos JCT'A., show thyself faithful
etc.: i.e. be ready to meet the extreme penalty of death, if it
should come to that, as was possible and as had been the case
at Pergamum, v. 13.-Tov O'TEcpa.vov Tils ~(l)ils, the crown of
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life: i.e. everlasting life as the crown, the reward, of victory.
The phrase occurs also in Ja. 112 • The crown occurs so often
in antiquity as a mark of royalty, honor, a prize of victory, etc.,
that it is unnecessary to seek (so, some com.) for a local origin
of the metaphor, i.e. in the games celebrated at Smyrna. The
metaphorical use of the word is common ; with the Hebrews
it denotes honor, dignity, e.g. Ps. 8 5, 1034, Job 3136, Wis. 516 ;
in the N. T. it often denotes the eschatological reward of
victory over evil; e.g. 1 Co. 925, 2 Tim. 4S, Ja. 112• The
reference in the context to struggle and victory shows that to
be the meaning here and in 3 11 •
11. See on v. 7. - EK: denoting properly the source whence
the effect proceeds, and so the agency or instrument; see Thayer
s.v. II. 5; Kiihn. § 430, 2, 3. -TOu Oa.vcl.Tou TOU SeuTEpou, the
second death: the first is the natural death to which all are sub·
ject; the second, the eternal death to which the condemned are
given over at the judgment, 206, 14, 21 8• This designation of it
occurs also in the Targums (see Wetstein), but our writer does
not assume a full comprehension of the term on his readers'
part; he therefore explains it in 2014, 21 8• The promise in this
epistle is determined directly by the peril of the readers. They
are in danger of the martyr's death here, but life eternal awaits
them as their reward; after this first death, the second can
have no power to harm them. The reward promised here is the
same as that of the former epistle, v. 7; but while it is there
spoken of in its general aspect, here it is viewed in special contrast with the martyr's death, and with reference to delivery
from the horrors of the second death.
Textual notes; vv. 8--10. 8. See on v. 1.- 9. Before (}A.ti/Jw, N Q most min
some vers and anc com. R read Ta £pya Kat, in agreement with the other
epistles except v. 13; wanting in ACP some vers Prim edd; but Sod inserts in brackets. The evidence for the words in v. 13 is similar, but It also
omits them there. -10. P.'YJ ACQ some min Lch Tr Ws WH Blj al j p.'Y]8£v
N P most min some vers and anc com. R Ti Sod, the more difficult reading.
- £f£T£ N Q most min vers. R Ti W s Sod Blj al; £X'Y]T£ A some min Prim
WH al, probably conformed to 7r£tpau(}'Y]T£ by a copyist.- 'Y]fL£pwv NACP
min edd; 'Y]fL£pa> Q most min, a copyist's change to an easier construction.

II. 12-17. The message to the Church in Pergamum. Pergamum, or Pergamus (the neuter is the more common form in
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authors and inscriptions), in a northeasterly direction from
Smyrna, in the valley of the Caicus, though less important as a
commercial center, was in political and religious significance, in
wealth and in the beauty of its public buildings, a rival of
Ephesus. It possessed shrines of Zeus, Athene, Dionysos, and
Asklepios. Of the last, the god of healing, its shrine, with its
college of medical priests, formed a center for the gathering of
sufferers from all quarters. But what is of special importance
for the interpretation of this epistle, it was the foremost seat of
the worship of the Roman emperors. In this city as the first
place in the Asian province a temple had been consecrated (29
A.D.) to the 'divine Augustus and the goddess Roma,' and
Pergamu!n continued to lead in this cult. Attitude toward
this worship was made in time a test of loyalty to Cmsar.
Pergamum therefore became in the vision of the Apocalyptist
a very center of Satan's devices against the Church, for the
Asian Christians the seat of 'Satan's throne,' v. 13. In spite
however of the powerful temptation to deny the faith, the
church there had thus far stood firm. One member at least,
Antipas, had fallen a martyr (v. 13), and the Lord bestows
upon the church its meed of praise.
But the Nicolaitans, the same false teachers who had appeared
in other churches (Ephesus, Thyatira) with their lax doctrine
regarding fornication and sharing in ic,lol feasts, were active in
Pergamum also; and the church here, with all its steadfast
loyalty to the name of Christ, had not taken the same rigorous
stand against these teachers as had the Ephesians (vv. 2, 6).
The possibility of regarding such laxity with a degree of leniency eannot be judged altogether by the ideal Christian standard. The congregations were made up chiefly of converts
from the Gentiles, with whom fornication was for the most part
looked upon as a matter of indifference, and was likely to be
excused by sophistical arguments, cf. v. 24, Eph. 5 6 • And also
in such communities it was difficult for Christians to continue
social intercourse with their non-Christian friends without partaking, at least at a meal in a friend's house, of food which in
its preparation for the market, or by some table-rite had been
consecrated to a god. Questions about both of these practices
must have arisen in most Gentile congregations, and teachers
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who found arguments for their excuse were likely to gain
hearers. St. Paul discusses both subjects in the First Epistle
to the Corinthians ( chapts. 5, 612- 20, 8) and one of them in his
circular letter sent to some of these Asian churches (Eph.
53-14). Apparently the influence of the lax teaching had not
become so great at Pergamum as at Thyatira; at all events, the
threats are less severe, cf. vv. 21 ff.; but there were among the
Pergamene Christians those who held the false views, even
if they had not carried them out into practice, and the church
suffered these to remain in its numbers (~xet~ v. 14 ). It is to
meet the peril thus arising that this message is sent. The
church is bidden to repent of its leniency. Though some
might condone, or find arguments to defend, the pr!J,ctices in
question, the sentence of the Lord's lips, • the sword of his
mouth,' condemns them, and in some signal visitation he will
cut off those ( airrwv v. 16) who thus offend. The candlestick
of the church might remain in its place, but this visitation of
some of its members will fall as a penalty upon the whole congregation. The purpose of the warning is of course to lead
the Pergamene church to heal the fault itself and to avert
the visitation.
If there were Jews at Pergamum, as there
probably were, their part in the affairs of the Christians was not
such as to call for mention in the epistle.
12. o EX<W T'llv pojl.<j>a.£a.v ICTA.., he that hath the sword, etc. :
this epithet of Christ, taken from 11 6 (see note there) and expressing the destroying power of his sentence of condemnation
is chosen with special reference to the visitation threatened in
v. 16.
13. o 6p6vos TOil <ra.Ta.va, Satan's throne: the principal interpretations of this phrase as applied to Pergamum derive its
meaning from some one of the following circumstances : (1)
The conspicuousness of the city as a seat of pagan worship. It
contained temples of at least four of the most prominent Greek
divinities (see above), who were also represented on its coins.
(2) Its prominence as the place of the worship of Asklepios,
with his title • Savior,' and his symbol, the serpent, which would
remind the Christians of Satan ( cf. 12 9, 20 2 ). (3) The existence on its acropolis of the marvelous altar-platform of Zeus, a
work of enormous dimensions and splendid sculptures, which
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might suggest a 'throne' of the god, i.e. in Christian thought,
a demon, Satan. (4) The martyrdom of Antipas, which revealed a fierceness of Satan's power not yet, so far as recorded
in these epistles, seen in other Asian cities. (5) The prominence of Pergamum in the emperor-worship. It was here that
this worship first appeared in the Asian province, and the city
seems to have retained a leading influence in the cult. This
explanation is probably to be preferred and is adopted by many
recent interpreters, because it agrees with the importance which
the book assigns to the emperor-worship, as an agency of Satan's
power, and because the other explanations give to Pergamum,
·in the respects spoken of, a prominence which the Christians,
and especially our author, would not be likely to assign to it.
The reference of the phrase to the worship of Asklepios at Pergamum is adopted by a considerable number of scholars, but this
worship was highly developed elsewhere, e.g. at Epidauros; and
neither a writer of so wide an outlook as our Apocalyptist,
nor the Christians generally in Asia Minor are likely to have
attached such superior significance to the Asklepian cult as to
call a seat of it the center of Satan's rule. The words at the
end of the verse, 'where Satan dwells,' have essentially the
same sense as these words, 'where Satan's throne is,' and the
repetition in the two different relations indicates reference to a
power which is now testing the church in the midst of it, and
which was active in the past in effecting the death of Antipas.
These activities are most easily understood of a power seeking
to maintain the emperor-worship. See on the phrase En. Bib.

III. 3658.
Kpa.TE'Ls, art holding fast: in spite of a power calling to the
denial of their discipleship, probably the insistence on emperorworship, the Pergamene Christians had not denied the name of
Christ, but were holding fast to it, as that of their Lord and
Master.- o'liK ftpv!lo-co KTA., didst not deny, etc. : the aor. refers
to a specific incident in the past. The Church, under a special
stress of trial in the presence of Satan's power, had shown the
same steadfastness as now. While there may already have been
other martyrdoms in the Asian cities, these were probably not
numerous, as no intimations to that effect appear in the epistles.
The martyrdom of Antipas may have been due to an outbreak
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of mob violence (so, Zahn Ein. II. 612 f.) ; but if throughout
the verse reference is made to one and the same temptation, the
call to recognize the emperor-worship, his death was probably
an act of some sort of judicial sentence. This, however, would
not prove that it had already become the settled course of the
imperial government to enforce the cult by the execution of all
who evaded it.
Nothing is known of Antipas beyond what
is here given. Legends that he was bishop of Pergamum, that
he was burned to death in a brazen bull, etc., are without
value. -1TLITTLV jLOu,jaith in me: gen. obj., cf. Ro. 3 22 , Gal. 216•
- 'AvTbra.s: in the text here adopted, taken as indeclinable in
the gen. depending on ~p,epat<; ; the appos. o p,apTv<; is put in
the nom. after the writer's manner, cf. p. 224. If with some
authorities ev at<; be inserted after ~p,epat<;, 'AvThra<; is nom.jlcipTus, witness: see on 15.
14. From praise the message now turns to censure.- EXELS
EKE'L tcTA.., thou hast there, etc. : the language shows that the
persons meant are not teachers from abroad as at Ephesus
(v. 2), but members of the congregation itself, whose presence
is tolerated. - TTJV 5L5a.xl]v Ba.'Aa.cijl, the teaching of Balaam:
the teaching, which countenances fornication and participation
in idolatrous feasts, is like that which Balaam gave to Balak,
counseling him by these enticements to ensnare Israel to its
destruction. In N urn. 25 1 ff. (belonging to document JE) no
mention is made of the agency of Balaam in the seduction of
Israel; it is excluded by his attitude as described in the earlier
part of the narrative. But in Num. 31 1 6 (belonging to document P) the course of the Moabites is attributed to his counsel.
- Tcp Ba.'Aci.K : the da t. is a Hebraism, or popular idiom (if the
correct reading) instead of ace.; see Blass§ 34,2, footnote 2.o-Kciv5a.'Aov, a stumbling-block: the word characterizes the deadly
consequences of the teaching.
15. oih(I)S EX ELi Ka.l. o--IJ, so hast thou also: the teaching of the
Nicolai tans is thus declared to be identical with the 'teaching
of Balaam,' i.e. it countenances fornication and partaking of
idolatrous feasts; and it is the same as that of Jezebel's follower·s at Thyatira as defined in v. 20. Our author is wholly concerned with the practical error which has appeared in the three
churches at Ephesus, Pergamum, and Thyatira, perhaps else-
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where also. No allusion is made to a dogmatic or philosophical
system; perhaps none existed, but if so, it is without importance
for the understanding of these epistles (cf. Blj. 60). The use
of iitSax1} does not show, as some maintain, that a doctrinal
system was held, for the same word is used of Balaam's counsel. On the use here made of the example of Balaam cf. 2 Pet.
215, Jude v. 11.
Some have held the Nicolaitans to be Pauline, or ultra-Pauline Christians;
so, e.g. Van Manen in En. Bib. III. 3410; but certainly they could not
themselves claim, or by others be held, to be followers of Paul, the teaching
of whose epistles on at least one of these practical questions was well known
in the Asian churches, cf. Eph. 58- 6, Col. 36-S. Nicolaitans are mentioned
by Irenams, Tertullian, and other early writers; cf. Hast. III. 547, Bouss.
Kom. on v. 6. They are said to have derived their name from Nicolas of
Antioch, one of the seven mentioned in Ac. 6•, supposed to have apostatized,
and their teaching is associated with that of the Gnostics. But all this is
uncertain and throws no real light on the Nicolaitans of this earlier age;
of these latter we have no knowledge beyond that given in our book. The
purely symbolical interpretation of the name based upon a supposed identity of the Greek word Nicolaos with the Heb. Balaam is not supported by
certain etymology and is too artificial; SPe Hast. III. 547. There is no
good ground for not regarding the name his orical; cf. Zahn Ein. II. 623 f.
Swete on v. 6.

16. JLETa.v611crov, repent: i.e. of their tolerance of the false
teaching.- EPXOJla.L, I will come: see on v. 5. Some special
visitation of judgment seems to be meant.- a.vT<i>v, them: the
destructive judgment will fall directly upon those who hold
the teaching of Balaam, but in this visitation of i.ts members
the church will suffer punishment for failure to repent of its
leniency.- Tfi pOJLcpa.£~ ICTA.., the sword of my mouth: see on v.
12, and 116 •
17. See on v. 7.- Trp VLKWVTL ICTA.., to him that overcometh,
etc. : here again, though the promise is universal, its form is
determined by the circumstances of those addressed in this
epistle. Those who resist the temptation to join in the pagan
banquet shall in the messianic kingdom share in the feast of
heavenly manna. The particular blessing promised is one
found elsewhere in Jewish eschatology. A pot of manna was
stored up as a memorial in the ark (Ex. 1632- 3 4, Heb. 9 4 ), and
according to Hebrew tradition, when the temple was J.estroyed,
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Jeremiah (2 Mace. 24 ff) or an angel (Ap. Bar. 61>-1°) rescued
tile ark and other sacred objects, and they were miraculously
hidden in the earth to be preserved till the messianic time,
when they would be restored. And feeding on manna became
one of the promised blessings to be given in the messianic
kingdom. ' In that time the treasures of manna will fall
again from above, and they will eat thereof in those years,'
Ap. Bar. 29 8• The same thought occurs in the rabbinical
writings ( cf. Volz 350), and is evidently referred to in Sib.
Or. Proem. 87; III. 746. The idea is the source of the symbol used by the Apocalyptist in this verse. A reference of the
promise to the eucharist, or to the grace of Christ sustaining
the Christian in trial (so, some of the older com.) is impossible; the promise here, as well as in all the epistles, relates to
the reward in the messianic kingdom, when the final victory
shall have been won.- KEKpU!J.IJ.EVou, hidden,: it is now hidden,
but will be revealed in the coming age. The gen. is part., the
only case of this use in theN. T. with a vb. of giving; Win.
§ 30, 7 b; Blass § 36, 1, footnote.
o/il<Pov AEuK'Ilv /CTA., a white stone, etc. : As in all the promises,
the gift here spoken of belongs to the eschatological state, and
as will be seen below (fine .print) it is a promise of defense
against hostile powers; an amulet containing as its secret inscription the victor's own new name will be bestowed upon
him to give him power against every enemy. St. Paul borrows the figure of the Christian's panoply of defense in the
conflicts of the present life from contemporary warfare (Eph.
611 ff') ; but an apocalyptist more naturally takes the symbol
of power and security in the future kingdom from familiar
beliefs and practices regarding supernatural means of defense.
The victor's new name characteristic of his new state will be
given to him on a pebble, whose color befits his victory and
glory, but none save himself will know that name written on
the stone. Thus he will have a §.eeret chann_ which will give
him power against every assailant-arid avert every evil. Without, beyond the pale of the messianic kingdom, will be fornicators and idolators (22 15), as here at Pergamum now; but he
who comes off victor over these present temptations will be
rewarded by immunity from every allurement to evil. The
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promise then, like that of the manna in the preceding clause,
has a relation to the present circumstances of the readers.
The choice of the victor's own new name (denoting his new
state), instead of some other formula, as the secret inscription
for the amulet, may be suggested by the fact that none but the
redeemed himself can fully know his blessedness in the future
state; at all events his defense in that state will be found in
himself, in his new character and condition.
This promise, 'I will give him a white stone,' etc., has received many different explanations. The following considerations will be helpful in avoiding some untenable interpretations offered and in :finding a clue to the
probable meaning. (1) tfflj<J>o> is a small, smooth stone, usually a pebble, such
as was used in voting or counting; sometimes it is a gem. (2) White in
the Apocalypse is usually the color belonging to victory and glory. (3) The
name written on the pebble is known, not to others, not even to fellowvictors, but only to the individual to whom it is given. It cannot then be
any of the names of God, or Christ, for these are known to all, except the
secret name of Christ spoken of in 1912, but that is there said to be known
only to Christ himself. It cannot be Christ's new name spoken of in 312,
for that is promised to all victors alike, as are the other names mentioned
in that verse. It is clear from the emphatic form of the expression used
that this absolute secrecy of the name is an important characteristic.
(4) What is written on the pebble is the name of a person, not a mere formula; this is indicated by the word 5vop.a (not ypap.pn:ra, cf. 'E¢€cna ypap.p.ara, p. 447), and by the similar phrase in 312. In view of what is said
above (no. 3) this can hardly be other than a name given to the victor himself, as declared in the word Katvov; a new and secret name is given to him.
The practical identity of the name and the personality in biblical thought
leads to the familiar representation of the bestowal of a new name upon
entrance into a new state or character. 'Thou shalt be called by a new
name,' Is. 622, cf. 6515, Gen. 3228, Rev. 312. So the victor when he enters
into the glorified state of membership in the messianic kingdom receives
a new name.
What now is the meaning when this new name is said to be given as
a secret one, inscribed on a white pebble? Various answers have been
given. (a) The judges in the Greek courts used black pebbles for a vote
of condemnation, white for acquittal; hence the victor's acquittal in the
day of judgment is symbolized. (b) At the games tickets were given to
the victors, entitling them to food at public expense, and admitting them
to royal banquets ; hence admission to the heavenly feast of manna is
meant. (c) A rabbinic tradition tells of the falling of pearls together
with the manna; as a reminiscence of that tradition the author connects
the two objects here somewhat mechanically. (d) The symbol is taken
from the jewels engraved with the names of the twelve tribes and set in
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Aaron's breastplate (Ex. 2817ff-), or from the Urim (Ex. 2880), assumed to
be a diamond engraved with the name of Jehovah and set in the breastplate of the high priest; the priestly dignity of the victors is therefore
denoted. (e) It was common to engrave various things on small stones;
the pebble then is used here merely as means of giving to the victor his new
name, and has in itself no significance. (/) Apart from objections which
may be urged against details in these several explanations of the symbol,
they all fail to combine the characteristics pointed out above as essential
in the author's description, i.e. the whiteness of the pebbles, the victor's
name as a new one, and the emphasis on secrecy. The emphasized secret
name points to the probable explanation. A strong belief in the power of
a divine name in invocations, adjurations, and incantations was everywhere
current in the ancient world, among the Hebrews as well as among other
peoples. Solomon's seal engraven with a name of God gave him power
over demons (cf. En. Bib. IV. 4690). Also a magic power was attributed
to other names and formulas. But the value of the mystical name or
words was often thought to depend upon its being kept secret, lest others
should make u~e of it. Such magical words were written on pieces of
leather, small metallic plates, and probably on small stones; cf. Heitmiiller
Im namen Jesu; Jeremias Bab. im N. T. 104 ff.; Hast. III. 211, IV. 604,
Extra vol. 640 f. This prevalence of magical practices suggests the origin
of the symbol used here; the Apocalyptist takes it from a usage familiar
to all his readers. A white pebble emblematic of victory, engraven with
the victor's new and hidden name, will be given to him marking his entrance into his new state of being, and bestowing upon him a talismanic
power against every evil. The interpretation has so strong probability in
its favor that it is adopted with slight variations by most among recent
commentators; so, Bouss. Holtzm-Bauer, Moffatt, Swete, al.
Textual notes, vv. 12-16. On the address see on v. 1. -13. On the insertion of Ta (pya uov after o18a see on v. 2.- After wupaL<;, QP most min
some vers R insert aL<;, or (V ru<;, apparently a conection, Avn1ra<; being considered nom. For AvrL7Ta<;, some, Zahn Blj Sw would substitute Avn1ra,
gen.- After 7TLO"To<;, AC some min Ti W s Rv add p.ou; WH Sod bracket.o<; before a7T(KTaviJ.q, omitted in some min. -14. Tw before {3aAa.K, AC some
min edd; wanting in M; Tov PQ M0 • -15. op.oLW'> ACQ most vers edd; o
p.Luw some min R. -16. ouv wanting in K P many min R.

II. 18-29. The message to the church in Thyatira. Thyatira,
southeast of Pergamum, between the latter and Sardis, though
less conspicuous in political and religious history than most of
the cities which make up the seven, was an important industrial center. Foremost among its industries was that of~
and manufacturing woolen goods. Lydia, 'a seller of purple,'
who appears in the story of Paul's work at Philippi (Ac.l6 14f·),
was probably an agent of a Thyatiran establishment. The
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guild of dyers was prominent, and numerous other guilds of
craftsmen existed here, as seen from inscriptions. The church, .
perhaps planted by St. Paul or some of his fellow-missioners in
the course of his long stay in Asia (Ac. 19 10), was doubtless,
like the other churches, predominantly Gentile in its composition. The Jewish element in the community is not mentioned
in the epistle.
From its beginning the Thyatiran church had grown in love
and fidelity, in its ministration to the brethren, and patient
endurance of trial. For these virtues the Lord bestows upon
it his meed of praise (v. 19); and after the correction of the
particular failure censured in the epistle, his strongest admonition for the future is to hold fast in its course till he comes
again (vv. 24 f.). But the same erroneous teaching of the
Nicolaitans regarding fornication and idolatrolUl feasts which
had appeared elsewhere had gained a still stronger hold here.
While its advocates were promptly silenced at Ephesus, and a
comparatively small number of its adherents were tolerated
among the brethren at Pergamum, here at Thyatira it was
authoritatively taught by one claiming the inspired gift of
prophecy and therefore possessing great influence with the
Christians (see on v. 20). The self-styled prophetess had, in
spite of distinct warning, carried on her work now for a considerable time ( v. 21) with the sufferance of the church
(acf>e'i~ v. 20), and had gained a body of adherents who were
following out the teaching into practice (v. 22). The prophetic claim and the powerful influence of this leader gave to
the false teaching here at Thyatira a significance which it had
not assumed in the other cities. This fact is what differentiates this epistle from the others aimed against Nicolaitanism,
and what causes the wrathful tone of the epistle, from the
epithet of Christ in the opening to the promise with its peculiar
nature at the end (see on vv. 20, 27). The aim of the epistle
is to strengthen the imperiled church, to summon the fallen
members to repentance, and to threaten the impenitent, both
the 'prophetess' and her followers, with a signal visitation of
judgment, which shall vindicate, in the sight of the scandalized
churches, the Lord's abhorrence of the evil at Thyatira
(vv. 22 f.). Doubtless many of the Christians belonged to the
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guilds at Thyatira, and as feasts having a more or less idolatrous character were held in connection with these, and as the
temptation to unchastity might be increased through such
association, it is evident that these brethren would be in special
peril. There is, however, nothing in the epistle to indicate
that the great question here brought before the church was, as
some suppose (Ramsay, al), withdrawal from membership in
the guilds. The exhortation is rather to hold fast to Christian
fidelity and purity, as most of the brethren had hitherto done,
in the face of the strong temptation which must beset them in
their necessary connection with an unchristian society. The
treatment which the church itself should extend to the erring is
not specified; the Lord's discipline of these, in case of continued impenitence, is announced in the threatened visitation
(vv. 22f.).
18. o vlos Toil 6Eov, the Son of God: this.title of Christ is not
used elsewhere in the book, though it is implied in v. 27, 3 5, al.
Its choice here as a title of the Messiah is probably due to its
presence in the passage, Ps. 27-9, which the writer has in mind
as about to be used, v. 27.-o EX(I)V TOilS 64>6a.XJLoils KTX., whose
eyes are etc.: the epithet, taken from 114 f., has in view the
teaching of the 'prophetess' at Thyatira; the Lord's keen,
fierce vision penetrates its falseness, and he will tread its adherents beneath his feet. - XG.AKOALpciv~, burnished brass: see on 1 15•
19. · Td. Epya., thy works: see on v. 2.- Ka.L Ti}v ciyci'lTTJV KTX.,
even thy love etc.: the words define the 'works ' (on Kat, namely,
even, see on 1 2), and there are not four distinct classes mentioned, but two, love and faithfulness ( 7rtrrnv), spoken of first in
general terms, then viewed in their specific aspects as shown
in the appositional clauses immediately added (Kat before
otaKovtav even), love manifesting itself in ministration to the
brethren's needs ( otaKovtav, cf. Ac. 11 29, 1 Co. 1615) and faithfulness showing itself in steadfast endurance of trial (lJ7rop.oviJ11)·
And in these Christian activities the Thyatiran church was still
increasing; its 'last works are more than the first.' The particular form and source of trial, in which its steadfastness was
shown, are not indicated.
20. The high praise of the church precedes severe censure.
- ci4>ELS : peculiar contraction for acp{et<;, see Blass § 23, 7. 2H
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Tilv yuva.iKa.( without uov), the woman: this reading is to be preferred (seep. 471), but if with some authorities uov be added,
the rendering is thy wife, explained by most as the wife of the
'angel' of the church, i.e. its head, or bishop; against thi:s see
on 120 • But some understand the pron. to refer to the church
personified and the form of expression to be taken directly from
the words ' J ezebel, his wife '·in the story of Ahab, moved to
evil by his wife, 1 K. 21 25 ( cf. Alford in Zoe.), an interpretation
which may certainly be rejected.
Jezebel here is not a figurative term for a party or movement,
it designates an actual person, as shown in vv. 22 f. where her
distinction from her followers is clear. The name however, like
Balaam in v. 14, is probably symbolical (cf. p. 250), and characterizes the woman as like Ahab's queen, who was notorious
for her support of idolatry in Israel (1 K. 184• 19) and, as our
author here interprets 2 K. 922 , for her adultery. -1) AEyouua.:
for the nom. see p. 224. - 1rpo<j>1lnv, a prophetess: prophets
take a very high rank in the apostolic Church; they are specially inspired messengers from God, like the prophets of the
0. T.; they are often mentioned, e.g. Ac. 1127, 131, 1 Co. 1228,
Eph. 411 ; on their office see especially 1 Co. 14 passim. The
prophetic gift was exercised by women as well as men. Our
author insistently claims the prophet's character; see pp. 292 f.
It is easy then to understand the indignation felt toward this
wo.man who claimed to come with special divine authority for
her corrupt teaching, who not improbably had come into direct
personal conflict with our writer in his earlier work among the
Asian chmches (see on v. 21), and who had been able to maintain her ground now for some time and gather about her a band
of followers. The woman was evidently a member of the
church. The theory of some (following Schiirer) that she
was a priestess of the Chaldrean Sibyl who had a temple at
Thyatira does not suit the facts presupposed here; her teaching is assumed to be within the church, and the chmch is held
responsible for her activity ( acp€t<;); the epistle, like the others,
has to do with members of the church only. Cf. Bouss. in Zoe.
- 1TOpvEi)ua.L JC7A.. ; to commit for'hieation etc. : this definition of
her teaching shows the error to be the same Nicolaitanism which
had appeared elsewhere.
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21. EO(I)Ka. a.ii'T'fi xpovov ICTA.., I gave her time etc.: a definite
event of the past is in view here, whether the warning was given
by some special visitation, by the writer himself in his work at
Thyatira, or in some other way, is not intimated; the reference
may be known to the Thyatiran readers. -tva. jlETa.VOTJ<T'[J: for
this use of 'lva with subjv. instead of the infin. after a noun,
common in the N. T., see Burton § 216: Blass § 69, 5.- oil
OeAEL, she willeth not: she still continues her course.
22. PO.AA(I): the pres. used to express a fut. vividly (Bla:ss
§ 56, 8 ; Burton § 15), as shown by f.U:mvo~uovcnv. - Els KALVTJV,
into a bed: a visitation is threatened, a bed of sickness in contrast with the bed of adultery. For "A.tv'T}, a bed of sickness, in
connection with (3dA.A.w cf. Mt. 92, Mk. 730 ; perhaps a Heb. idiom;
so, Charles Studies 98 f. -jlET' a.iiTils, with her: After tJ-otxevw
the ace. is used of the sharer in the act of adultery, cf. J er. 39 ,
Mt. 5 28 ; the construction with f.I-E'Ta found with 7ropvevw, 172,
18 3 does not seem to occur with this vb. The meaning of the
phrase is then, apparently, those who follow her course in committing adultery. Some com. (Alford al.) take tJ-OLXEVW here
in the figurative sense, common in the Scriptures, of unfaithfulness to God, idolatry, and so including both faults spoken of
here; but some addition would be essential to make a figurative
meaning clear in a context which deals wholly with the literal
sense.- 6ALlJfLV, tribulation: some severe judgment of suffering
is meant. -T<Ov ipy(I)V a.iiTils, her works: works springing from
her influence.
23. Td. TEKVa. a.'liT'ils, her children: generally interpreted her
followers. But these are referred to in the preceding sentence,
and there is a marked distinction between the two sentences,
especially in the punishments threatened; that of the' children'
is severer than that of the 'prophetess.' It is better therefore
to take the word, like the other terms in the passage, literally;
the woman's children are to be smitten with death to add t9
her punishment (so, Ewald, Bouss. Blj. al.). The children
born of her adulteries are probably thought of. This part of
her punishment has been thought to be suggested by the
slaughter of Ahab's sons, 2 K. 107; but that event is not associated in the narrative with vengeance upon Jezebel. We
might rather seek a parallel, as regards both cause and motive,
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in the smiting of the child of David and Bathsheba; cf. v. 23
with 2 Sam. 1214.- EV 8a.v0.T<i~, with death, or pestilence: the
former, after the analogy of the Heb. idiom, an intensive expression, utterly slay; for the meaning pestilence, cf. 6 8, Jer.
1412, Ezk. 33 27. - yvwaoVTa.L 1rO.aa.L ICTA., all the churches shall
know etc. ; the state of things at Thyatira was widely known and
called for a manifestation of the Lord's displeasure.- 6 tpEuvii>v
ICTA., he that searcheth etc.: from Jer. 17 10 , cf. Ps. 79 • Such
evil as that at Thyatira is not hidden from the Lord, and each
one in the church there will receive of him according to his
deeds. An epithet of Jehovah is here applied to Christ.EKci.aT<i~ Ka.Tci. Tci. l!pya. iljLii>V, to each according to your works: both
reward and punishment are included, but the latter is principally thought of in this connection. The description of
Christ given in this verse is in agreement with the epithet of
v. 18 and the promise of v. 27.
24. From the searching words of v. 23 the Lord turns back
(cf. the message to the Ephesians, v. 6), to encourage those
who have not yielded to the libertine teaching. With words
inspiring confidence and hope he assures them of his approval,
if they keep their present state of love and fidelity till he comes
again.- iljL'LV, TOLS 'X.oL1TOLS, to you, the rest: strongly emphasized in contrast with those who held the Nicolaitan error. o'liK l!yvC~>aa.v Tci. pa.8Ea. Toil aa.Ta.va., have not known the depths of
Satan: as shown by w<;> A.eryouaw, the writer is in this phrase
quoting from language current with the libertine teachers, and
apparently used by them to characterize their own knowledge
of ' the deep things.' Some suppose that their actual phrase
was either simply ' the deep things ', or 'the deep things of God'
(cf. 1 Co. 210 ), and that our writer in irony either adds 'of
Satan' or turns their phrase 'the deep things of God' into' the
deep things of Satan', somewhat as in v. 9 he turns the self<lesignation of the Jews into' a synagogue of Satan.' But this
is against the natural sense of the language, and would require
some such indication of the turn given to the original words
as appears in v. 9. The entire phrase is to be attributed to the
Nicolaitans; and from the context it is clear that they used it
in defense of their position. The precise form of their argument can only be conjectured. Knowledge of deep things was
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a frequent boast of the Gnostics of a later time; but we obtain
from that source no light on the precise reasoning of the Nicolaitans. The fanaticism that the Christian cannot sin was
found among the Asian churches ( cf. 1 J no. 110, 310 ), and the
Nicolaitans may have argued that by entering into the strongholds of Satan, by' knowing his depths,' the Christian could
demonstrate Satan's powerlessness in his case; or that the real
nature of sin could only be known in this way; or that actual
spiritual strength was gained by this personal contact with evil.
Cf. Bouss., Moffatt, in loc., Volter Offenb. 167 f., Zahn Ein.
II. 65. Some light on their reasoning may perhaps be derived
from that of the Corinthians, among whom the question of
sharing in id<?latrous feasts had arisen.
Those who prided
themselves on their 'knowledge' and 'strength' to see the
harmlessness of such participation defended it in their own
case, arguing that those who had scruples, the 'weaker' brethren, beholding their participation would be built up in knowledge and strength. (In 1 Co. 81 0 oltcooop.1J81Jana£ is an ironical
repetition of the argument of the 'strong'; cf. Schmiedel,
Bachmann in Zahn's Kom. Plummer in ICC. in loc.)- oil pa.>..>..(l)
. . . pO.pos, I put upon you none other burden, or weighty admonition: What is the correlative of other- other than what ?
Most com. find here a direct reference to the so-called apostolic
decree, A c. 1528 f.. The meaning then is that no restriction of
their Christian freedom is imposed upon the Thyatirans, beyond
the commands which are there given, and which they now observe, viz. : to abstain from things offered to idols and from
fornication. It is true that these prohibitions are foremost in
this epistle, and that the words used here may be thought to
contain a kind of reminiscence of that decree, though in fact
only one keyword of this sentence, fJapo<;, occurs there. But
strong objections to this interpretation present themselves.
The question arising here at Thyatira is too remote from that
before the apostolic Council to recall that decree ; the persons
addressed, the faithful, do not appear to have been perplexed
as to the restriction of their Christian freedom. Moreover, the
word llA.A.o here is, according to this interpretation, altogether
isolated, and ':"ould require the .addition of something to show
reference to the decree, or to topics so remote from the context
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as v. 20. It would seem necessary, then, to seek the correlative
of li"AA.o in the near context, and since it cannot appropriately
be found in vv. 21 :ff. (efforts to find it there, De Wette in Zoe.,
hardly call for discussion), it must be sought in what follows.
After li"AA.or; with a negative, instead of the usual construction
i.e. the gen., 71, 7r"A.~v with the gen., etc., an independent clause
is sometimes found introduced by 7r"A~v, cf. Xen. An. I. 8, 20;
~sch. Pr. 258, or similarly by a"AA.a, cf. Hom. Od. XI. 559
(cf. the peculiar elliptical expression with e~ p,~, Jno. 622 ).
That gives the simplest explanation of the present case ; i.e.
other than that contained in the clause introduced by 7rA~v.
Burden, then, is not the proper rendering of f3apor;, which, like
its adj. f3apvr;, does not always denote something. felt to be burdensome, but often what is weighty, or important, cf. Mt. 2323,
1 Thess. 2 6 , 2 Co. 1010, Plut. Perikles 37. The meaning here
would then be, I put upon you none other weighty admonition than
this: Hold fast what you have. For the reference in the last
phrase see on v. 25. The words, while enjoining continued
fidelity, at the same time relieve the anxiety which might naturally. be awakened by the stern utterances of vv. 22-23.pa.>..>..(l), put : not so strong as cast, throw ; cf. J no. 132, J a. 3 3•
25. o EXETE, that which you have: their present state of Christian integrity; cf. "paut 8 ·exetr; with the same meaning, 3n.Kpa.TJ1aa.TE : the pres. might be expected, but the aor. views the
act simply as a fact without reference to its continuance; cf.
Jno. 154, Win. § 43.4.
26-27. In this and the following epistles the order of the
promise and the admonition to hear (v. 29) is the reverse of
that in the three preceding epistles; see p. 260.- o VLKWV :
nom. absolute, repeated in avTrp to suit the construction.- Td.
Epya. IJ.OU, my works: those of God's commandments, a term in
the author's mind in his use of 'T'T}pwv. - etoua(a.v E1rl. TWV
e8vii)v, authority over the Gentiles: the familiar prophecy that
the Messiah's followers shall share in his eschatological rule ;
see on 1 6 • The particular aspect of that rule here thought
of is described in the words 'with a rod of iron,' etc., taken
with slight variation from Ps. 29, which the Apocalyptist
refers to the Messiah, according to the traditional interpretation; cf. 125, 19 15• The Messiah will shatter the power of
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all his enemies. The fierce character of the promise here
is determined by the general tone of the letter, due to the
fact that the evil has appeared at Thyatira in an extreme form;
its principal advocate has usurped within the Church itself the
office of a prophet inspired by God ; see on v. 20.- oos Td.
O"KE.U'll tcT"A., as the vessels of the potter are broken to shivers: the
clause is best joined closely with the {>receding to show that
the dominion is to be destructive, i.e. of enemies. Cf. RV.
It is possible to take the words as a separate clause, Ta ffOvTJ
being understood as the subj. of the vb;, they are broken as a
potter's vessels (RV mrg.); but we should expect the fut. conforming to 7rOtJ.tavf'i ; see text. note.
28. oos Kciyw ELA'll<jla. tcT"A., as I also received, etc.: the power
which the Messiah will give to his people to break the enemy
in pieces is one which he received from the Father; seep. 314.
- TOV ciO"TEpa. TOV 1Tp(I)LV6v, the morning star: this obscure
symbol is perhaps deriv~d from the familiar apocalyptic saying
that in the messianic kingdom the righteous shall shine as the
stars ; cf. Dan. 123, 2 Es. 797, En. 1042 • It refers then to the
glory which shall be given to the victor; and its mention here
is perhaps suggested by the former clause; the victor's share
in the Messiah's conquest over his enemies may suggest the
glory that is to follow. The star of the morning may be specified as being thought the brightest; cf. Job 387. In 22 16
Christ himself is the morning star; see note there. The meaning cannot be, as some take it, that he will give himself to the
victor, a conception not possible in our Apocalyptist's idea of
the eschatological kingdom. For various earlier explanations,
generally rejected, see Diist., Alford in loc. Quite possibly
the symbol is derived from some popular religious or eschatological idea not elsewhere preserved.
Textual notes, vv. 18-27. 18. See on'"v. 1.- av.Tov after ocp8a.Ap.ov<;, wanting in A some min, omitted by Lch W s, bracketed by WH.- cpAoya
A C Q P R most edd; cf>X.of N Ti Blj.- 20. A Q some min and vers add
uov after yvvatK<~ ; wanting lit C P most min and vers, omitted by nearly all
edd. The addition of uov may be a mechanical error of the copyist through
the influence of the uov occurring four times in the preceding words (\Vs.
p. 132), or it may be due to a copyist who identified the' angel' with the
bishop; some refer it to a reminiscence of 1 K. 212 5 (see Com. in loc.) The evidence from both textual sources and exegesis seems to be decisive against it.
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For defence of the reading see Zahn Ein. II. 620 f.- 22. avT7J'> after £pywv,
nearly all sources edd ; avTwv A some vers R.- f3a>..Aw A C P most min edd ;
f3a>..w (fut.) N Q some min and vers R.- 27. uvvTpt{3£Tat K A C many min
R edd; uuvTpt{37JU£Tat P Q many min, a correction to conform with 7rotp.a.v£t.

III. 1-6. The message to the church in Sardis. Sardis in
Lydia, south of Thyatira, at the meE;ting of numerous Roman
commercial routes, was an ancient city, a seat of rule under
successive kingdoms and famed for its wealth. Though it had
long since fallen from this high position, yet under Homan
dominion it had become an important industrial center; its
manufactures of woolen and dyed goods, like those of Thyatira,
·were well known. It was made one of the seats of the Homan
provincial courts, and it vied with other Asian cities for the
honor of erecting a temple for the emperor-worship.
The
church at Sardis, so far as appears from the epistle, was untroubled in both its external relations, and its internal state.
Nothing is said of hostility on the par~ of the Jewish element
in the community, nothing of the tribulation or endurance
spoken of in all the other epistles except that to the Laodiceans;
and though Sardian Christians had fallen into immorality
(v. 4), this is not attributed to the influence of Nicolaitan
teachers in the church. This very freedom from the struggles
forced upon the churches generally, and the hereditary Lydian
character famed for its softness and love of luxury ( cf. Aesch.
Pers. 41, Hdt. I. 155) may account for the deep spiritual
apathy into which the Sardian church had sunk. 'The atmosphere of an old pagan city, heavy with the immoral traditions
of eight centuries, was unfavorable to the growth of her spiritual life' (Swete LX.). The church is described as dead (v.1),
as spiritually asleep, not as totally extinct, for it is not conceived to be beyond the appeal to arouse itself to a living
activity (v. 2). Even those few members who had kept themselves from the immorality. prevailing in such a community
(v. 4) do not seem to be entirely exempt from this general
characterization of the church; their firmness is acknowledged
and its fitting reward is promised, but they are not commended
for a vigorous Christian life fruitful beyond themselves. With
the exception of these guarded words of approval and promise,
the message is one of severe censure. Its purpose is to awaken
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into renewed life, in an important Asian center, a church now
in danger of utter extinction.
1. The epithet of Christ is twofold, as in most of the
epistles. The first part, 'that hath the seven Spirits,' is a
reminiscence of the words of 14, but in the form which these
words receive in 5 6 also, expressing the relation of the Spirit to
Christ.
(See on 27, also p. 316.) The second part, ' that
hath the seven stars,' is from P6, Each part of the epithet
has its special reference to the contents of the message following. He, whose eyes (i.e. the all-penetrating Spirit, see on
56) behold all things, pierces through the delusive complacency
of the Sardian church and tells them in terrible words that
their works fall short in the judgment of God (v. 2), that their
claim to be a living church is but nominal ; they are in reality
as asleep and in imminent peril of utter spiritual death (vv.
1-2). He that hath the seven stars in his hand, he that hath
the Church in his keeping to do with it as he will (see on 11 6 ),
warns the Sardians that unless they repent he will come upon
them suddenly with judgment, at an unexpected hour (v. 3);
but on the other hand the victor is assured of safety and
reward in the End (v. 5).- Td. e'ITTd. 'TlVEVJLa.Ta., the seven
Spirits: For this designation of the Holy Spirit see on 14. Epya., works: see on 22 • Reference is here made to spiritual
state as described in the following clause. - OVOjLQ. OTL wr'A., a
name that thou livest: the name is contrasted with the reality;
for this use of the word cf. Hdt. VII. 138. - VEKp6s, dead:
not a state of complete spiritual death, which would exclude
Ef.tE'A.'Aov a1ro8avE'iv, about to die; cf. Eph. 514, 'Awake thou
that sleepest, and arise from the dead.'
2. y(vou, show thyself, be. For the use of 'Y{vo~-ta£ with the
partie. forming a periphrasis see Buttm. p. 308, Kuhn. II.
§ 353, 4, A. 3. As there is nothing to indicate a change of subject the command is to be understood as addressed to all, including those mentioned in v. 4, to throw off apathy and be
watchful.- <TTllPL<TOV: on this form of the aor. see Blass§ 16,
2.- Td. AOL1T0., the rest: what still remains in contrast with the
dead; both persons and the elements of Christian character
are included. But even these are in peril of spiritual death.
On Ta 'A.o£7Ta with defining rel. clause cf. 224 • - EJLEAAOV : the
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imperf. seems to be used like the epistolary aor., but see
Burton § 28.- Td. Epya., thy works: their characteristic spiritual life and activity as a whole. The line of argument here
makes more probable a reference to the general character and
condition of the church as a whole than to a short-coming in
every individual virtue, and so favors the reading of the art.
with eprya (see text. note); without the art. the sense would
be 'I have not found any works of thine, any Christian activity,
fully carried out' (RV text). -1TE1TATJp(l)jlEVa., fulfilled, perfected (RV): the word implies a measure or standard to
which the present character of the church has failed to come
up.
The sentence contains a litotes ; 'have not found fulfilled' = 'have found a failure'; the works of the church are
in the judgment of God a failure. On the litotes cf. 1 Co. 105
where not pleased = displeased. - ~VW1TLOV Tov 0Eov, before God:
i.e. in God's judgment, contrasted with the self-complacency
of the Sardians.- jlOV, my: see on aiiTov, his, 1 6 • The word
marks the oneness of Christ's judgme~t of the church with
that Clf the Father; cf. the same oneness in the acknowledgment of the victor in v. 5.
3. 1r&>s, how: loose use of 7rror;, equivalent to what. Some
take it strictly as denoting the manner, i.e. the zeal with which
they received the Christian instruction given to them; but
1-?]pet, keep, said of keeping what one has, points rather to the
matter, what they received. C£. the use of ovTwr;, the adv. in
place of the pron. 1 Co. 1511, Eph. 4 20. - ELATJ<!>a.s : the close connection with ~Kovuar; seems to require this to be taken as the
aoristic perf. as in 57, cf. Blass §59, 4, Burton §§ 80 and 88.
-TllPEL, jlETa.VOTJCTOV, keep (sc. it), repent: the pres. of continued action, the aor. of a single act. - ~d.v o.Ov, if the.refore:
i.e. in response to such a call to repentance.- ii~(l) KTX., I will
come, etc.: a special visitation may be meant as in 2 22 r., or the
eschatological coming; the latter is the meaning in the other
places where this comparison with a thief is used (1615, Mt.
2443, Lk. 1239, 1 Thess. 52, 2 Pet. 310), but with a figure taken
from so familiar experience, that cannot be altogether decisive
for the present passage. - ciipa.v : for the ace. in this. word to
denote the time at which something occurs, see Blass § 34, 8 ;
it is common in classical Gk. also, c£. Kiihn. II. 410, 5, A. 15.
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4. The severe tone of the message is here softened by the
recognition of those members of the Sardian church, few in
number, who have kept themselves free from the taint of the
surrounding pagan society.- 6v6JLa.Ta., names: i.e. persons; cf.
111 3, Ac. 115• o\IK ~JL6A\lva.v wr"'JI.., have not defiled, etc.: have
not sullied their Christian character. It is doubtful whether
the significance of the figure should be limited to unchastity,
as many take it; the language in 714, 22 14 would suggest rather
contamination in general, suffered through yielding in contact
with the life in Sardis; cf. Jude 23.-1TEpL1TO.nl<TO\lOW JLET' EJLOV,
shall" walk (about) with me: the words express intimate fellowship with the Lord, as companions in the messianic kingdom.EV AE\lKo'ts, in white: white garments, especially appropriate here
as symbo~jsaLof p~ are a standing characteristic of the
blessed and of heavenly beings, as garments of glory; cf. 79• 13 ,
Dan. 79, Mt. 28 3 ; cf. also on garments of glory 2 Es. 239, En.
62 15, Slav. En. 22 8• No special reference, as e.g. to the priesthood of the redeemed, or the resurrection body, is to be sought
here. In this passage, as in v. 20 and 2 10, an eschatological
promise is introduced before that connected with the formula
o VLKli>v, he that overcometh.- li.tLoL, worthy: i.e. to receive the
gift of God, a gift of his grace, not the wage of works, Eph.
28.
5. From the recognition of the few unsullied ones in the
Sardian church the Lord turns to every one who in the end
shall prove himself a victor over evil. The promise in its opening words is similar to that given to the 'few' of v. 4. But
the close companionship contained in the words 'walk about
with me' is not declared in the general words' shall be arrayed
in white raiment.' The part of the promise given in these
words is especially appropriate to the victor over the corruption
of the life at Sardis. Two other blessings are specified in the
promise : (a) an indelible place in the book of eternal life, in
contrast with the spiritual death into which the Sardians are
now sinking, v. 1; (b) an acknowledgment of the victor's
name, i.e. as a follower of Christ, before God and the angels in
the day of judgment, in contrast with the judgment of condemnation now falling upon the readers' failure, v. 2. - OVT(I)S, thus:
if this be the correct reading, it is best taken, in this manner, i.e. in
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the manner spoken of in the words, 'in white'; these words
are then to be considered as added afterward in apposition with
oVra>'> to make definite the meaning.
Some render ovrw> likewise, the victor likewise, as well as the unsullied,
shall be clothed in white; but in that case op.o[w>, or wuavrw> would be used;
and this would imply a certain distinction between the vtKwv and the unsullied, whereas the latter must lie included in the former; moreover any
blending of the class introduced by the formula oVLKWV with the preceding
sentence is at variance with the usage of all the other epistles. The difficulty would be avoided if with many com. we could understand ovrw> to
repeat the partie. vtKwv, thus, i.e. as being a conqueror, a use common in
classical Gk. and found also in the N. T., e.g. Ac. 2011, 27 17. But this use
of ovrw> belongs to a predicate partie., which has the nature of an adv. ; it
does not occur with the partie. preceded by the art. which is a substantive;
for the repetition of this substantive partie. oilro> or iK£'Lvo> is used, e.g. Mt.
1022, Jno. 155, cf. Buttm. p. 306, Win. § 23, 4. These difficulties raise the
question whether in spite of superior authority for ovrw> (see text. note)
the reading ovro> should not be adopted.

o

Tijs ptpAou TijS ~ooijs, the book of life: the idea of a book, or
books, containing the names of those who are to be members of
the kingdom of glory, or a record of men's deeds which shall
determine their destiny at the judgment, is too common in the
Scriptures and apocalyptic writings to need illustration ( cf.
Bouss. Judenthum 24 7) ; for the Rev. cf. 138, 178, 20 12• 15, 2127.
To keep the name of one in this book is to assure him of eternal
life. For the applicability to the Sardians of this part of the
promise see above.- OIJ.OAoy1luoo KTA., will acknowledge his name,
etc.: the words are a reminiscence, almost a quotation, of the
saying of the Lord which is recorded in the Gospels, Mt. 1032,
Lk. 12s, 926, Mk. 8 38 • The meaning is, as seen from the Gospels, that the Lord will acknowledge his followers when he
comes with the angelic hosts in the day of judgment. The saying is such as would often be repeated and recorded; we cannot
infer from the passage an acquaintance with our written Gospels on the Apocalyptist's part, however probable such acquaintance may be. On the relation of this part of the promise to
v. 2 see above.
Textual notes vv. 1-5. 1. See on 21 • -2. £p.£>.Aov NACP most min edd;
some min R read p.£Uu.- ra before £pya N PQ most min R Ti Blj Sod al,
wanting in A C W s WH al; see Com. in loc.- p.ov after 6wv, Unc most min
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edd; wanting in some min and vers R.- 3. After the first TJ~w, N Q most
min some vers R add £7rt u£; wanting in ACP most edd. -yvw<; ACP most
min R many edd; yvwuTJ NQ many min Ti Tr WH mrg.- 5. ouTw> N* AC
most min vers, edd; ouTo> K•PQ many min R Sod al.

III. 7-13.
The message to the church in Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, southeast of ·Sardis, a meeting point of great
routes from the latter city, from the coast, and from inner parts
of the province on the northeast and southeast, and itself situated in the midst of a fertile region, was a city of wealth and
commercial importance. Its geographical position, which gave
it access to so large a territory, is supposed by some to be alluded to in the 'open door' spoken of in the epistle (v. 8), but
this is probably a misinterpretation (see note in Zoe.). The
church there is described as possessing little power (v. 8), i.e.
as regards numbers, or wealth, or members of influence in the
community, but its spiritual life receives the Lord's praise, with
no addition of censure. The Jews were actively hostile to the
church, and certain movements instituted against it in the
past had apparently been instigated by them. But the Christians had met the trial with fidelity to the name of the Lord
and with patient endurance (vv. 8, 10). The enemies of the
church were not within, in the person of false teachers, they
were without; and so far as appears from the epistle they were
chiefly Jews.
The purpose of the message is first of all to forewarn the
Christians of the great trial, the 'messianic woes,' soon to come
upon all the earth, to exhort them to hold fast in their fidelity,
and to encourage them with promises of the future- promises
of their sure deliverance (v. 10), of their certain admission into
the messianic kingdom (v. 7), of an eternally enduring place in
that kingdom, and an open recognition of them as the people
of God and the Messiah (v. 12). At the same time the readers
are assured that the Jews themselves, or at least some of them,
who are now their bitterest opponents will in the end come
·to do them homage as the beloved of the Messiah (v. 9). This
epistle is singularly interesting in that it touches the question
which must have perplexed every Christian Jew, the attitude
of God's ancient people toward Christianity, and their ultimate
relation to the coming kingdom of the Messiah. St. Paul in
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the epistle to the Romans had discussed the subject at considerable length (chapts. 9-11).
Our author here takes it up
from a different standpoint, and in a single concrete case; yet
this case is viewed in an eschatological light and thus becomes
typical of a whole class (see on v. 9, and 11 1- 13). The subject
forms a prominent topic in this, the most distinctly eschatological of the seven epistles. A glimpse is opened into the
attitude of the Jews, arrogant in their claim to be the people
of God and heirs of the Davidic kingdom of glory, contemning
Jesus as a false Messiah (see on v. 7) and persecuting those that
confessed his name. Over against this picture stands the Lord
announcing himself the true Messiah, who bears the key of
David's house, that is, supreme power over the messianic· kingdom to admit or exclude whom he will; to his own the door
will be open and none, no Jew, no scribe nor Pharisee, as now
(Mt. 23 13) will be able to shut it (v.8). At the same time, in
language borrowed from the prophets, foretelling that the
Gentiles shall come to bow themselves at the feet of Israel, the
Lord declares to his faithful ones that in the last days a remnant of Jews will come to honor them, and recognizing him as
the true Messiah will recognize them as the special objects of
his love (v. 9). As Lord of that coming kingdom he will write
upon the final victors those names which will show that they,
and not the unbelieving Jews, belong to Jehovah as the true
people of God, to the new Jerusalem, and to the glorified
messianic king (v. 12).
7. On the 'Angel,' see on 1 20. - o O.yLos, the Holy One: the
title elsewhere in the book given to God (4 8, 610) is here attributed to Christ, and as shown by the added words,' he that hath
the key of David,' etc., it is used as a designation of him in
his messianic character; o lirytor;, or o /irywr; Toil lJeov, the holy
one, or the holy one of God, was one of the recognized titles of
the Messiah ; cf. Mk. 124, Lk. 434, J no. 669, 1 J no. 220 , Clem.
Rm. 23°, cf. also Ac. 4:11, so. It characterizes him, not in his
sinlessness, but as the one especially set apart, belonging exclusively, to God; as 'the anointed one' he is uniquely' the consecrated one.' The interpretation in the EV misses the messianic reference. - o &.~:tt6w6s, the true one: i.e. the true Messiah.
Here as in general a:>..7J(hvth is to be distinguished from a'A:q()IJr; ;
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the latter denotes what is truthful, the former what is genuine,
true to the idea; here the one who is truly 'the holy one,' the
true Messiah, as distinguished from a false one ; cf. 'the true
light,'' the true God,' Jno. 19, 1 Jno. 520 • The word is frequent
in the J ohannine writings, occurring 23 times, in the rest of
theN. T. 5 times. -o EXca>V wrA.., he that hath the key, etc.: the
epithet is taken from Is. 22 22, where the words refer to Eliakim, who is to receive the key ·as the chief steward of the royal
household ; as the king's representative he is authorized to
exercise full administrative power in the palace in the king's
name (cf. Mt. 1619). The passage ·in Isaiah appears to have
received a messianic interpretation with the Jews, and it is
used here to express the Lord's supreme power in the messianic
kingdom to open or close its door as he will; c£. Heb. 3 6, Mt.
2818. The 'key of David' is the key of David's house, i.e. the
Messiah's kingdom. The epithet given to Christ at the opening of this epistle, like that in the following epistle, v. 14, and
in part also in the preceding one, v. 1, is not taken from the
vision of 1 20 ff., but from a thought prominent in the author's
mind and expressed elsewhere in the book ; Christ is the
Davidic Messiah, who will receive his own to share in his kingdom, c£. 226, 3 21, 5 5, 19 11 -~ 6, 204, 22 16 • The close connection of
the epithet with the topic of the epistle is apparent. While
the Jews, whose hostility is prominently in view, denied that
Jesus was the Messiah, and claimed that they alone, and not
his followers, could have part in the final kingdom of David,
these opening words on the contrary declare the Lord's true
Messiahship, and his power in the coming reign of glory to
open the door to his own and to close it to the self-styled
' children of the kingdom.'
8. <roll Tel ~p"(a., thy works: for the meaning of 'works' see
on 22. The special meaning is given in the clause l5Tt J.U!Cpav
ICTA.., namely that thou hast little power and yet, etc. The intervening words
ICTA.., behold I have set before thee, etc.,
form a parenthesis.

loov oeow/Ca

This punctuation, adopted by most com., is certainly correct, for in all
the epistles in which the formula oi&i uov Ta (pya, vague in itself, occurs
there follow explanatory words, either a clause introduced by (J-n, or nouns
in apposition. The connection of the OTt clause with the sentence immedi-
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ately preceding, and giving a reason (Diist. ), yields no proper sense, especially in view of the words rjv ovod~
avT~v. The same may be said of
the connection of the clause with v. 9 to introduce a ground for what is
prophesied.

...

6vpa.v ,;vec.pyiJ.EVItV, a door opened: the figure of an open door
is used in the N. T. to denote (1) opportunity for an effective
preaching of the .gospel, cf. 1 Co. 16 9, 2 Co. 212, Col. 4'3 ; (2) an
admission~ a place or state, cf. Rev. 320 , 41, Ace. 142 7, Jno.
107, 9, The firEit-u:se·ts spoken of as a Pauline contribution to
Christian phraseology (Deissmann, Licht v. Osten 225, thinks
he took it from some popular Gk. usage), but the figure is one
that suggests itself so readily that its origin need not be attributed to any single writer. We are pretty certainly right in
taking the words here in the second sense ; the Lord promises
to the Philadelphians as a reward of their fidelity a sure entrance into his kingdom, he has put before them an open door,
which no one can shut.
Many com. suppose the first sense to be intended here, the meaning
being then that the Lord will open to the Philadelphians an opportunity to
win many converts, and as some take it from the Jews, whose accession
to their church is thought to be predicted in v. 9. But such a reference to
future missionary activity of the church is singularly out of place, thrust
in as a parenthesis between the parts of a sentence concerned with a commendation of the church for its steadfastness in the past. In fact the work
of spreading the gospel is not one of the activities urged upon the Church
in these epistles, nor is it indeed in the book in general; and naturally so,
since the author's chief purpose is to help the Church to pass through the
great trials about breaking upon it. On the other hand the second meaning
is appropriate and is suggested by the context; the recognition of the fidelity of the Philadelphian church, expressed summarily in the words, I know
thy works, leads easily to an immediate announcement of the final reward
of their fidelity in an assured admission into the Messiah's kingdom. This
interpretation is confirmed by several considerations. (a) The words, I have
set before thee a door opened which no one can shut, are evidently adapted from
the preceding verse; they describe this act as one of those acts of opening
and shutting there spoken of, i.e. as an act belonging to the eschatological
kingdom. (b) The emphatic words, no one can shut, refer clearly to opposition to that which is offered in the promise of the open door; this is most
easily understood of Jewish hostility, which would shut out all Gentiles
from the messianic kingdom. (c) The strongly marked eschatological tone
of this epistle favors this interpretation. The prophecy of v. 9 is likewise
probably to be understood to relate to the Last Days ; see note there.
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8e8(1)Ka., have set, lit. have given: the word is chosen to suit
what is promised as a gift.- a.im1v: repeating pleonastically
the rel. ~v, a Heb. idiom common in the N. T., see Blass § 50,
4, Win § 22, 4, b.- OTL . . . 8\lva.IJ.LV wr'A.: namely that thou
hast little (not a little) power, etc.,: explaining 'Ttl eprya, thy
works; see above. The words tJ-liCptlv exHc;; OVVatJ-W could not
alone form a part of the 'Ttl eprya, as this phrase is used in the
epistles; they are subordinate to the following, the sense being,
though thou hast little power, yet thou didst keep my word, etc.
For this use of ICa{ connecting clauses as coordinate where one ·
of them is really subordinate and where ICai'Tot might be expected see Kiihn. II. 521, 4, Thayer s.v. I. 2, e. -jJ.LKpcl.v, little:
said, not of spiritual weakness, for the church is praised through~
out, but with reference to its opponents; it is perhaps small in
numbers, or in members of wealth, or influence.- hiJpTJaa.s,
o'liK i]pvi)a(l), didst keep, didst not deny: the aor. shows that a
definite past event is meant, some experience of trial brought
upon the church, probably through the Jews, as the context
would suggest.
9. Mention of persecution on the part of the Jews leads
directly to the prophecy that some of those who are now the
bitterest enemies of the Christians will come to do homage to
them and acknowledge that they are the beloved of the Christ.
For the language 'synagogue of Satan,' 'say they are Jews and
are not,' see on 29 • - 8L86), I give : for the form, instead of
Uoro,._,t, see Blass § 23, 3, WH. Select Readings, p. 167. The
word is appropriate because the homage will come as a gift
from God. The obj. of the vb. is not given in full in this
clause; the thought is completed, with changed construction,
in the clause 7rOt~uro av'ToVc;; IC'T'A., I will make them to come, etc.
- EK Tils avva.-y(l)-yils: for this idiom, equivalent to some of the
synagogue, etc., see on 2 10. - Tc'i)v AE)'6VT(I)V: in apposition with
uvvaryroryi}c;;.- Ea.\lTOVS: see on 29 • -1TOLfJ<T(I) a.'liTOVS IC'T'A., I will
make them come, etc.: this prophecy, like the utterance regarding the open door in v. 8, is to be understood of events belonging to the Last Days. In form the words echo those of the
prophets telling of the coming of the Gentiles to do homage to
the people of Israel and acknowledge Israel's God, when the
final kingdom of glory shall be set up in the land. 'The sons
21
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of them that affiicted thee shall come bending unto thee; and
all they that despised thee shall bow themselves down at the
soles of thy feet,' Is. 60 14 ; 'They shall fall down unto thee
... saying God is in thee,' Is. 45 14 ; cf. also Is. 23, 4923, Zec.
8 20 ff., Ps. 72 9• The prophetic utterances telling of the Gentiles'
acknowledgment of Jehovah and Israel in the last times suggest
to the Apocalyptist fitting words for the familiar N. T. prophecy that Israel, now an enemy, will in the end be gathered into
the Church. See pp. 588 :ff. The promise here is addressed
directly to the church at Philadelphia. But as a part of what
the Spirit saith in all the epistles to the Church universal, it
is typical; it has a general significance, as follows from its
.eschatological nature; it looks forward to the time when
the whole Church is about to be brought into the messianic
kingdom.
Many com. take the prophecy to mean that a large number of Jews are
about to be added to the Philadelphian church as a result of the missionary
activity thought to be referred to in v. 8. But apart from the probable
misinterpretation of that passage (see note there), the words here adopted
from the prophets were current eschatological language, and the description
here given of the humble homage to be paid is hardly appropriate in reference to a congregation of Christian brethren. Paul's language, 1 Co. 1425 ,
1rw·wv £1rt 1rpocrw1rOV 7rpocrKvvqcrft, cited to prove the appropriateness, is quite
dillerent; he is speaking of an adoration of God, not of the Corinthian congregation. But, as pointed out above, the predominant eschatological tone
of the. epistle, and the absence from all the epistles of reference to contemporaneous work of evangelization is opposed to the interpretation. Ignatius
in his epistle to the Philadelphians, written in the next generation, warns
them against the error of Judaistic teaching (chapt. 6), and this is thought
by some to show the presence of a large number of Jews in the church
there, perhaps brought in by missionary activity. The inference, however, is not justified, for he .also warns them urgently against divisions,
but at the same time says he found no divisions among them ( chapt. 3).
The two evils were such as were likely to befall any of the churches addressed and Ignatius not improbably saw special danger of them at Philadelphia.

tva. iitouaw, yviilaw: for tva with fut. ind. or a subjv. in
place of an infin. see Blass § 65, 2, Burton§ 205.- tyoo -fty0.1TTIIT0.
ITE, I have loved thee: perhaps a reminiscence of Is. 43 4 •
The
aor. is used from the standpoint of the convinced Jew who at
the end looks back upon the present period; and the love of
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Christ is viewed as an act without reference to its continuance;
see on 2 25• Eyfi> is emphatic- I, the true Messiah.
10. TOV Myov Tijs ii1TOjLOvi\S jLO\J, the word of my steadfastness:
the meaning is clearly the loyal steadfastness of the Philadelphians, shown in certain persecutions which they had suffered;
but the precise construction is not certain. The two nouns
may form a compound expression, the pron. p.ou depending on
the whole: my steadfastness-command, i.e. my command to be
steadfast. Or better perhaps p.ov may be joined with tJ7rop.ovijr;,
the meaning being the word enjoining Christ's steadfastness,
either that like his, or that which he requires; cf. T~v {rrrop.ov~v
Tau XptCTTov, 2 Thess. 3 5, which has the same ambiguity. For
other constructions hardly calling for discussion here see Di1st.,
Alford.- T1Jp'lla(l), I will keep: corresponding with en]pTJCTar;,
thou didst keep.- EK Tijs ciipa.s Toil 1TELpa.aj1oil teTX., from the
hour of trial, etc.: in the interpretation of this difficult sentence it should be observed, (1) that 'fretpaCTp,dr;, 'fretpdt;ro, trial,
try, always include the idea of testing. (2) This idea of testing
shows that the words ~ olteovp.evTJ ;)XTJ, the whole world, upon
which the trial is to come, refer, . not to the physical world,
but to men; all mankind is meant, as in 12 9• (3) The second
clause, to try them that dwell on the earth, which merely repeats
the first (after the writer's manner, cf. p. 241 ), must be understood likewise of mankind universally, Christians and nonChristians alike. The phrase oi teaToucovvTer; e1r~ TiJr; ry-YJ~, those
that dwell on the earth, is common in apocalyptic writings, and
for the most part refers to the wicked (because the 'world' at
large is thought of as hostile to God); sometimes the good are
meant, as in En. 37 2, 40 6 ; sometimes all mankind, as in En. 70 1 ;
so here. It appears, then, a certain inference that the trial
-spoken of in our passage is that of the distresses, the 'messianic woes,' foretold in the following visions as coming upon the
world before the parousia. These are not to test the saints
only; our author distinctly recognizes the 'woes' as testing
the wicked also, and as designed to lead to repentance, see on
920, cf. also 1113, 1611. · Does the promise then mean that the
Philadelphians, or any of the saints, are to be exempted from
these trials? Elsewhere our book, like. the eschatological chapters in the Gospels, represents the 'woes' as coming on all the
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saints alike; cf. 714, 1310, 1412, Mt. 247-13•22, par. And this is
implied in the case of the Philadelphians in the immediate context ; the words 'hold fast, that no one take thy crown,' the
condition of the promise 'he that overcometh,' etc., imply the
continuance of the struggle till the Lord comes. In fact the
language of the promise, 'keep thee from the hour,' etc., if
taken strictly, does not mean the contrary; the &pa, the hour,
the period, or season, of the woes is one from which none could
be kept, all living must pass through it. The true meaning of
the promise is suggested by the analogous words, J no. 17 15,
'I pray not that thou shouldest take them from the world, but
that thou shouldest keep them from the evil one ' ( TTJP~UTJ'>
av-roV.. etc 'TOV 7rOVTJpOv), i.e. safe from the power of Satan, which
will continually assail them. The. Philadelphians and those
who have shown the same Christian steadfastness are promised
that they shall be carried in safety through the great trial, they
shall not fall. For &pa, hour, = a period or season, cf. J no. 5 35,
16 2, 1 Jno. 2 18 •
To the above interpretation the objection is raised (Bouss. Blj. al) that
testing can be understood of Christians only, and that therefore the trial
spoken of must refer to some predicted calamity which will try the saints,
not the world, such as the reign of the Beast, or the Roman persecutions.
From this trial the Philadelphians are promised exemption, while the saints
in general, to whom the words 'those that dwell on the earth' are specifically referred, must pass through it. The Philadelphians have already
stood their fiery test and will be spared the stress and storm about to come
upon the others. Answer to this argument is contained in what is said
above. The further objection to the interpretation adopted above is made,
that the promise would contain nothing as the peculiar reward apparently
offered to the Philadelphians. But the language does not imply any reward
peculiar to the Philadelphians as contrasted with others who had shown like
fidelity; the person~ addressed are, as in all the epistles, typical, and the
same promise would be expected in the case of any whose present steadfast-·
ness made them worthy of this assured succor in the severe trial of the
future.

11. ~PXO!la.L Ta.xv, I come quickly: the keynote of the book.
It comes in with warning to the unfaithful and with encouragement to the faithful ; the latter is intended here, the time of
patient endurance is short. --o ~XELS, what thou hast: see on
225, -CTTEcj>a.vov, crown: see on 210.
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12. b VLKOOV: nom. abs. repeated in aim}v, which conforms to
the construction.- ~rTilAov, a pillar; the reference here, as in
the promise to the victor in all the epistles, is to the eschatological kingdom, not to the present; this is further shown by
the mention of the new Jerusalem and the new name. The
temple then and the pillar are figurative, and all reference to
the historic Church or to office and position in it (so, some
older com.) is excluded. The pillar is a common symbol of
that which supports, cf. Gal. 29, 1 Tim. 315, a use, however,
inappropriate here in reference to the heavenly temple. It is
also used of that which is itself firmly fixed, Jer. 118 • The
added words, shall go out no more, show this to be the meaning
here; cf. Is. 22 23, 565• There is nothing to indicate that the
idea of the beauty of the column which some com. find here is
thought of. The frequency and severity of earthquakes at
Philadelphia (Strabo XIII. 628) might lend force to the figure
in this place, but it is doubtful whether it was thus directly
suggested.- oil ILTt E~EA611, E1r' a.'liT6v, he shall not go out, upon
him: a return from the figure to the person. Some, however,
suppose the figure of the pillar to be continued still ; it shall not
be removed, upon it. The latter understanding of the words
would lend itself more easily to the view that the figure of
writing the name is derived from a local religious custom,
according to which the provincial priest of the emperor-worship
at the close of his year of office erected in the temple precinct
his statue, and inscribed upon it his name, and that of his
father and his home, and the date of his office. The victor's
priestly character might thus be indicated (Bouss. Moffatt).
But the inscription here given is too dissimilar, and the circumstances of the victor entering triumphantly into the eternal
kingdom are too unlike those of the priest passing out of all
relation to the temple, to justify a comparison. Besides, there
is in the context no allusion to the priestly character of the
victor. (Cf. Blj. in Zoe.)
)'pO.o/(1) E'Tr' a.'liTov TO OVOIJ.a. ICT"A., I will write upon him the name,
etc. : the significance of the figure is shown by the following
words, 'the name of the city . . . the new Jerusalem' ; the
victor is marked as belonging to, as a citizen of, the new
Jerusalem, so the other clauses mean that he will bear names
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which will mark him as belonging to God and Christ. There
is in the passage no intimation of a talismanic power in the
name, such as is found elsewhere : see on 217. For the inscription of the name of God and of Christ on the saints cf. 14 1, 22 4 ;
cf. also the name· of the beast written upon his followers to
mark them as his, 1317, 1417. The fullness of this utterance
declaring that the victor shall be marked as belonging to God,
to the messianic city, and to the Messiah in his perfected glory,
sets him in emphatic contrast with the assumptions of his
present Jewish persecutors. On the new Jerusalem cf. 21 2• 10 ff·;
see pp. 55 ff. -~ Ka.Ta.pa.tvou<ra.: for the nom. see p. 224.To OVOjlG. jlOU To Ka.w6v, my new name : the new name cannot be
any of those now known ; it must be that which belongs to
him in the new state of his completed messianic work, doubtless
the name' which no one knoweth but himself,' 19 12 (see note
there and on 217). The newness of the capital city and of
Christ's name is made prominent, because the promise is wholly
concerned with the new order of the messianic age.- TOil 0Eoil
jlOU, my God: the repetition of the words with each phrase
emphasizes the certainty of the Lord's promise. 'His God will
bestow upon his servants the glory belonging to them,' Blj. 53.
For p.ou, my, in the phrase cf. v. 2 ; see on 1 6•
Textual notes. vv. 7-12. 7. On the address see on 21.- o ayto~ o aA:YJBwos
CPQ most min and vers R edd ; o aA:YJOtvo~ o ayw~ NA WHmrg. - For
Aav£tl>, some min give allov, a conjecture from 118• - C some min R WHmrg
read KA£t£t for KA£twv.- 8. 7JV£wyp.£V'Y}V NP many min edd; av£wyp.£V'Y}V ACQ
most min R Sw. - aVT7JV wanting in N. - 9. lltllw AC most edd ; l>tl>wp.t
PQ min R Sod.; 8£1>wKa N. -'YJ~OVIJ"W, 7rpOIJ"KVV7JIJ"OVIJ"tV NACP many min edd ;
7J~WIJ"tv, 7rpOIJ"Kt>V7JIJ"WIJ"LV Q some min R Sod. -12. 7J KaTa{3atvOVIJ"a NACP min
edd; 7J KaTa{3atv£t Q many min; T'YJ~ KaTa{3atvOVIJ"'Y}~ II(C many min.

III. 14-22. The message to the church in Laodicea. Laodicea
in Phrygia southeast of Philadelphia in the valley of the Lycus
(a tributary of the Meander), located at the junction of several
branches of the great trade-road from Ephesus to the East, was
an important commercial city ; it was also the judicial seat of
the district, it formed a center of banking operations and carried on extensive manufacturing in articles made from the
native wool famous for its glossy black. Its large wealth is
shown in its refusal of the imperial grant made to the cities of
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this region, which had been visited by a disastrous earthquake
in 60 A.D. A Jewish element of strength existed in the community, but nothing is said in the epistle of their attitude
toward the Christians. Asklepios was worshipped at Laodicea,
and the school of physicians connected with his temple was well
known. It has been conjectured that they had repute as
oculists ; at all events the 'Phrygian powder' ( -recf>pa cf!pvry{a ),
a remedy for weak eyes, must have been known, if not manufactured there. These circumstances of the community may in
some particulars have suggested the phraseology of the epistle
to the church there (see on v. 17). The church at Laodicea
formed with its near neighbors at Hierapolis and Colossre the
little group of churches known to us through the epistles of St.
Paul (Col. 21, 413• 15• 16). He directed that two of his epistles
should be sent to Laodicea (Col. 416), the Colossian epistle,
and another which has been lost unless it survives in the socalled epistle to the Ephesians. (On this church see Lightfoot,
Col. pp. 1-70).
At the time of the writing of our book the Laodicean church,
so far as the epistle shows, was not troubled with persecutions
from without, nor with false teachers within. What called for
this special message was the lukewarm condition of the church,
which receives the Lord's censure unqualified by any commendation. At Sardis, which stands next to Laodicea in the severe
judgment pronounced upon it, there were a few members of the
church who had maintained an integrity duly recognized by
the Lord. At Laodicea the entire church is sharply censured.
T~ geog:r:.aphical position of Laodicea on the roads connecting the seven churches may explain why it stands last in the
list, yet this place falls in with the writer's habit of introducing
praise before censure (see p. 260). The particular phase of
the church's lukewarmness taken up in the message is indifference to higher spiritual attainment, its complete satisfaction
with its present condition. In its own eyes it already possesses
all the spiritual gifts of knowledge and Christian character
- i t is rich and in need of nothing (v. 17). Out of this the
most hopeless of spiritual states the Lord seeks to arouse the
church by sharp words of censure, even by an expression of
loathing (v. 16). The language used in the beginning would
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imply that their doom was already sealed; 'I am about to spew
thee out of my mouth.' Yet the Lord turns ·to counsel, as if
there were still hope (v. 18), and then lest the church should
be borne down by despair begotten by his stinging reproof, he
passes on to words of love and a promise of tenderest favor
(vv. 19-20). The epithet of Christ in v. 14, and the promise
to the victor in v. 21 do not seem to be suggested directly by
the condition of the Laodiceans; they are appropriate in any of
the epistles. But as in the case of the corresponding parts of
the opening epistle (see on 21• 7), they have through their
fundamental character a place especially fitting in the epistle
that closes the series.
14. o ci111lv, the Amen: the Heb. adv. Amen used in different
relations in the Scriptures ( cf. En. Bib. I, Hast. I, s. v.) expresses the idea of affirmation, verity. vVith the art. it becomes
a substantive (2 Co. 120), and it is here a personal designation,
denoting the one in whom verity is personified; cf. Is. 6516,
'the God of Amen' (LXX Tov Be"Ov -r"Ov a"'A.1JBtvdv). Some find
in our passage a reminiscence of the Lord's frequent use of the
phrase 'verily I say' etc. The designation as used here is
made specific in the words immediately added in apposition;
the verity referred to is that of the witness, who is trustworthy
(7rtCTTo~) and true to the ideal of a witness (a"'A.1JBtvd~, see on
v. 7). This part of the epithet applied to Christ is meant to
guarantee the certain truth of the revelation given by him,
whether in this epistle or elsewhere in the book. Cf. 15, 199· 11,
21 5, 22 6•
it cipxl] Tfjs KTLCTEc.os, the beginning of the creation: grammatically these words can mean the first of created existences,
cf. apx1] TeKVWV, Gen. 49 3, Dt. 2117. But that interpretation,
adopted by many, is at variance with the Christology of our
author, which makes Christ eternal (1 18 , 2 8), and distinguishes
him from every created thing as the object of worship paid to
him in common with the Father -(5 13 ), while worship of an
angelic being is forbidden (19 10). The words mean rather the
one from whom creation took its beginning, i.e. through whom it
came into being; not the creator as the primary source, for
that is God in our book ( 411, 10 6), as elsewhere in the Scriptures, but the creative agent of God, as in Jno. 13, Col. 116,
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Heb. 1 2• T~ agreement with the epistle to the Colossians
in the doctrine here given is probably not accidental, since that
epistle must have been well known in the churches of the valley
of the Lycus; see on 15.

7raVTO<;

apx7J

apX'7

= aiT[a, the 'incipient cause ' see Wis. 1216,
8tKatoCTlJV7]<; apx~ j ibid. 1427 , the WOrship of idols is
KQKOV KaL alT[a; cf. also ibid. 6 1 7, 14 12 ; for other examples cf.

For a similar use of
Where strength is called

Thayer s.IJ. Compare also the parallel use of TfAo<;, Ro. 10\ said of Christ
who brings to an end law as a means of attaining righteousness. Some
take apx~ in our passage to mean Head, Lord ; but for that idea IJ.pxwv
would be used, cf. 16 • See on the passage Holtzm. Theol. I. 546 f.; Weiss
Theol. 556.

Since Christ's creative relation to the world does not form
one of the topics of this epistle, or . ,f the book in general,
these words ate probably meant to expn::ss the preexistence of
Christ before all creation ( cf. Holtzm. '."''teol. I. 54 7), i.e., one
aspect of that eternal existence empha3J ~ed in his self-designation, cf. 117, 28, 21 6 , 22 13 • The wordt~ then, like the fuller
phrase, ' I am the beginning and the en:: ' asllert the majesty
of the Lord in his eternal being, and so tl~ form a part of the
epithet which stands fittingly at the opt:: :, g of any of the
epistles, but especially of this one in which · ~Pries is brought
to an end; cf. p. 488.
·
15. Td. l!pya., thy works: explained by thtc ,Uowing clause;
see on 21 • - <fwxpd'>, se(]"TO'>, cold, hot: the figu. Js are meant to
give vividness to the principal figure, lukewarmness, describing
the condition of the Laodiceans. It is therefore unnecessary
to inquire (so, some com.) precisely who are meant by the
'cold,' w:hether unbelievers, active enemies, backsliding Christians, etc.; the word characterizes persons indifferent about
their religious state; but there is more hope of arousing such
than those who, like the Laodiceans, believing themselves
already rich in Christian gifts, are in a state of eomplacency.
Hence the wish' would that thou wert cold.'- Fnt· the use of
8cpeXov in a wish see Blass § 63, 5; Burton § 27.
16. ovnos, so, therefore: repeated in the followiL,;' 8n clause.
For this use of olflw'> cf. Ro. 115, L & S. s.v. -XALa.pcSs, lukewarm : the precise meaning of the figure as used here is made
clear in vv. 17-18. The Laodiceans are not altogether indif-
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ferent to their spiritual state, they are not 'dead' like most of
the church at Sardis, but they are entirely satisfied with themselves and their low plane of Christian attainment, they flatter
themselves that they are 'good Christians' and have no spiritual
lack. Hence they are lukewarm toward the call to vigorous spiritual activity. -fLEAA(I) CTE EfLECTa.L, I will spew thee out: the words
,have the sound of final rejection as already fixed, but the assurance of love still continuing in chast~sement, and the exhortation to repentance and zealousness given in v. 19 show that the
language is meant to awaken the Laodiceans to their imminent
danger. The strong figure of tepid water causing nausea is
used to open their eyes to the Lord's abhorrence of their present attitude.
17. 1TAOVCTLOS, rich: reference is made, not to material wealth,
but to the spiritual state; this interpretation is required by the
following words ou/C oioar; ICT"A., thou dost not know, etc., which are
meant to set the real in contrast with the supposed state, and
which are entirely figurative. The persons addressed are not
the citizens of Laodicea in general, famed for their wealth, but
the Christians, who may, or may not, have been rich. -1TE1TAOVTTJKO.; for the hysteron-proteron see p. 243. -a-il et b Ta.Aa.( 1T(I)pos /CTA., thou art the wretched, etc.: i.e .. thou (emphatic), with all
thy supposed spiritual riches, art really the poor man. The art.
is generic; cf. Jno. 310, Blass § 47, 3.-Ta.Aa.L1T(I)pos, EAEEw6s
ICTA., wretched, pitiable, etc.: general words, here with reference
to spiritual condition. - Tucj>A6s, blind : often used of mental
blindness, e.g. Mt. 23 17, and perhaps chosen here in anticipation
of the figure of 'eye-salve' in v. 18; the inability of the Laodiceans to see their poverty is meant. -yuf1v6s, naked:. cf. 1615,
The figure completes the picture of the actual poverty.
18. ciyopcia-a.L 1ra.p' EfLOV /CTA., buy rif me, etc.; cf. Is. 551. 1TE1r\JP(I)fLEVov, refined: see on 115• - lfLcina. AEUKci, white ,garments:
possibly the figure is suggested by contrast with the black,
glossy garments manufactured at Laodicea (Ramsay), though
in that case we should expect in the following purpose clause
reference to such garments rather than to nakedness.- KOAAOVpLov, eyesalve: to be joined with ciyopcia-a.L, not with EYXPLCTa.L.
The figure is probably taken from the use of the well-known
~Phrygian powder' at Laodicea (Ramsay).
The 'gold,' 'gar-
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ments,' 'eyesalve' correspond respectively with' poor,' 'naked,'
' blind ' of v. 17. A special symbolic significance is not to be
sought in the several substantives; the meaning is simply that
the great spiritual need is to be supplied by the gift of the
Lord.- E)'Xp'iaa.~ : infin. of purpose parallel with the 'lva clauses
in the preceding, a change made in anticipation of the clause
'lva /3Xerrvr; which is subordinate to eryxp'i(rat.
19. The tone of the message changes abruptly. The Lord
assures the Laodiceans ·that his words of severe rebuke are the
utterances of his chastening love, which seeks to train its object;
cf. Prov. 312, Heb. 126. -E)'oo: emphatic; the way of the
Lord is contrasted with that of others.- 'ITa.~8Ellw, train, discipline.- ~T)AE\lE, be zealous: in contrast with their lukewarmness.
20. EO"T1]KO. E'ITL Ti]v 6vpa.v /CTA., I stand at the door, etc.: The
exhortation of the preceding verse is enforced by the announcement of the Lord's Advent ; he is already before the gate; cf.
Ja. 59, Mt. 2433, Lk. 1236, Mk. 132 9. The eschatological reference of this sentence is made clear by the next clause, 'I will sup
with thee' (see below), by the analogy of the other epistles, and
by the language of the passages cited- this interpretation is
generally adapted by recent com. The popular representation of Christ knocking at the door of men's hearts, though
containing a great truth (Lk.19 10), is not what is intended here.
- f.Q.v TLS ciKova11 ICT"A., if any one hear, etc.: the Lord wishes to
find his children ready to receive him when he comes; with
those who open the door at his call he will enter into the most
intimate fellowship.- 8E~'ITVT)aw !LET' a.·lhoil /CTA., I will sup with
him, etc.: eating together is a common symbol of close companionship in the messianic kingdom ( cf. Volz 331); cf. Lk. 22 30,
Mt. 2629, Mk. 1425, 'They will eat with that Son of man,' En.
62 14. Here the Messiah is represented as coming to the houses
of his people (cf. Jno. 14 23 ). The promise continues the language of love and encouragement begun in v. 19. The symbol is
altogether eschatological; there is no reference to the eucharist.
-a.1iT6s: an emphatic he; cf. Blass§ 48, 1.
21. o VLKii>v: on the nom. see on 226 . - 8ooaw a.imp Ka.6taa.~
ICTX., 1 will give to him to sit, etc.: the familiar prophecy, that in
the final kingdom the saints shall share in the Messiah's rule;
see on 16• The reward here set before the victor is the highest
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possible dignity in the final kingdom. This promise then stands
with special appropriateness at the close o£ the series o£ epistles.
- Tci) Op6vcp jlOU, my throne: this is also the Father's throne which
Christ shares, c£. 22 1• - <i>s Kciy<l> EVLKTJ<Ta. JCTA., as I also overcame,
etc.;· the exaltation o£ Christ also is the reward o£ his victory; c£.
eryw vev{ICTJICa TOV ICOCFp.ov, J no. 16 33• The Apocalyptist here in
vv. 20-21 brings together the two promises o£ eating with the
Messiah and sharing his rule, as does Lk. 22 29 r .•
Textual notes, vv. 14-20. 14. For the address see on 21.- AaoOLKt.a MAC
most edd; AaoOLKEt.a P Q Sod RV. The latter is the form in Gk. writers
and inscriptions. R with cursive 1 has AaoOtKEwv.- Before aA:rlhvo>, NC min
insert o, bracketed by WH, omitted by most edd. -17. ovOEV AC min most
edd ; ovOEVO> NPQ min R Sod. - EAEELVO> NPQ min R most edd ; EAELVO> A C
WH Sw. -18. EYXPUTaL (to be taken as infin., not imperat. as Ti accents it).
KAC min edd; EYXPLuov P many min R. -19. ''I]AEVE ACQ min edd;
''I]Awuov NPR.- 2(). Before ELCTEAEvuop.at, NQ min Ti WHmrg Blj al insert
Kat, used through influence of Heb. idiom to introduce conclusion, cf.
Blass § 77, 6.
·
Criticism of cltapts. II-III. The extensive critical discussion which has
arisen over these chapters can be seen sufficiently for the present purpose in
a brief summary. Most critics are agreed that these seven epistles could never
have been seven detached letters sent to separate churches. They are clearly
seen to belong together as parts of a single document or paragaph constructed by one author on a uniform plan (see p. 260); no one of-them
is in complete epistolary form ; and they are too brief to have formed in ·
each case an entire epistle, or to have been preserved and gathered up into
the carefully organized whole found here. Nor on the other hand could
this group of letters have formed by itself an independent document existing apart from a setting, or framework. It needs introduction and itself
points forward to some larger composition telling of the last things. The
critical theories which attribute these two chapters in whole or in part to a
redactor or compiler, whether inserting here his own composition or taking material from some other document, may be grouped into two general
classes.
(1) The chapters were added by the last reviser of the Apocalypse to
adapt an earlier form or certain earlier documents to his special use, he was
himself the author of this part; so, W eizsiicker, Vischer, Volter, Pfleiderer,
Weyland, al. In support of this view the principal arguments urged are:
(a) The epistles are of a hortatory character and not connected in form
with the plan of the book, nor in contents with the subject matter of the
visions which make up the book. A sufficient answer to this objection is
that spoken of above (p. 259), the appropriateness, we might almost say the
necessity, of some such preliminary message to the Church to prepare it in
its spiritual state for the events foretold in the visions. (b) The chapters
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contain traces of an age later than other parts of the book ; e.g. monarchical
episcopacy (the angels of the churches); the Lord's day, a term, it is said,
unknown in this sense so early; the Nicolaitans, a later school of Gnostics
(cf. Volter, Problem 396 ff.). But the untenableness of this contention is
shown in the notes on po, 20, 21 4 f.. (c) The author of the epistles uses
epithets and thoughts found in, sometimes made clear only through, other
parts of the book (see for examples (c) in paragraph (2), below) ; thus
showing that he had before him the rest of the book in complete form ; so,
Vcilter, Problem 399 f., Vischer, 34, al. But this phenomenon tends to establish identity rather than diversity of authorship ; we see one mind expressing the great thoughts and using the imagery of the book as a whole.
On the writer's habit of anticipation see p. 247. Especially difficult is it,
except on the supposition of identity of authorship, to explain the selection
from other parts of the book of the epithets given to Christ, which are appropriate in their places (see notes in Zoe.), but not always seen on the surface to be so.
(2) Other critics refer the epistles, in what they suppose to have been
their original form, to one of the earlier documents, from which the author
of our book has taken them and revised them for his present use; so, Spitta
followed in the main by Erbes, Wellhausen, ·J. Weiss, al. The argumentin
its main lines runs as follows : The epistles are addressed, as shown by the
opening .of each, solely to the seven churches, and their contents are concerned with the special states and duties of these churches and with no
others. As such they formed the introduction to a comparatively brief
apocalyptic message sent to the narrow circle of these seven churches. The
earlier date of this part is apparent. The churches addressed are, according to the epistles, facing internal troubles and troubles from the Jews,
such as might have arisen before the Roman persecutions, but of these
latter, so prominent in the book in its present form, nothing is known in
the epistles (see J. Weiss, 38 f.). This earlier and purely local writing was
transformed by a redactor to adapt it to reading before the whole Church
(cf. Spitta, 41ff.). The traces of his hand are apparent. (a) There is in
the epistles no place for appeals or promises to the Church at large. Moreover, the promises to the victor at the close of the several epistles have no
relation to the contents of the respective epistles or the condition of the
particular church; these appeals and promises then are to be attributed to
the reviser. (b) The words 'What the Spirit saith ' found in every epistle
as describing its contents are too objective to suit the speech of a prophet
in a state of ecstasy; they have the sound of a writer in a later generation,
who is enforcing the word of an older prophet (J. Weiss, 37). (c) The
promises at the close of the letters contain many reminiscences of later
passages in the book; e.g. compare 27 with 22 2 ; 211 with 2014, 21 8 ; 228 with
2216; 321 with 221. In answer to these arguments in support of (2), it is
enough to refer to what has already been said. The seven churches are
used typically and each epistle has beyond its local message a purpose for
the whole Church (see pp. 209 f., 259); nothing short of a purely arbitrary
expunging of essential parts can leave a form fundamentally different.
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That the various promises in the epistles are especially appropriate to their
places has been shown in the notes (in Zoe.). For evidence that the epistles
take cognizance of Roman hostility to the Christians see pp. 206, 452 f, 458.
Internal troubles occupy the foremost place in the epistles, because the
Church must prepare itself for coming trouble by the correction of present
evils. On the presence in the epistles of thoughts found in other parts of
the book, see p. 493.
Sufficient grounds for accepting the epistles as an integral part of the
plan and work of the author of our book may be briefly tabulated as follows: the appropriateness of such a paragraph in this place (cf. p. 259);
agreement with the rest of the book in language, i.e. as regards vocabulary
and grammatical construction, including syntactical errors (cf. pp. 222 ff.);
agreement in thought and symbolism (besides the passages cited above,
p. 493, compare 217 with 1912 ; 2 26 f, with 204 ; 3 6 with 13 8, 2015 ; 3 12 with
2FO; the list could be increased); agreement in the combination of Jewish
and Christian messianic conceptions; difficulty in supposing a passage of
such spiritual and literary power to have been written by a mere compiler,
or in supposing the chapters to have been wrenched out of some other setting and fitted into the present place. Bousset sums up his judgment as
follows: 'Since the efforts to reconstruct a convincing Christian Ur-apocalypse are to be considered as having failed, there remains hardly anything
else but to identify the author of the epistles with the writer who wrote the
Apocalypse in its present form,' Korn. 128. This verdict agrees with some
of the older representatives of the critical school, e.g. Sabatier and Schoen,
and expresses what we may probably say is the growing tendency of
cautious criticism at the present day.

Chapts. IV.-V. The scene in the Court of· Heaven. See
p. 261.
(1) God enthroned in heaven, and surrounded by the worshiping hosts of the angelic hierarchy. Chapt. 4.
1. JLETd. Ta.ilTa. EL8ov, after these things I saw: this phrase,
used also in 71• 9, 15 5, 181 (cf. p,eTa TaVTa ifJCovua 191), introduces
a new vision, or at least a separate part of a vision, whereas
JCal loov, "al eloov introduce a subordinate part of one and the
same viswn. The length of interval between two visions is not
shown, as it is in 2 Es.; and it is doubtful whether this phrase
can be pressed to indicate strictly the chronological order in
which the visions were received; for example, the insertion of
the visions of 71- 17 between the sixth and seventh seals is not
improbably due to the author's method of arranging in an
organized literary plan visions received at different times.Oupa. iJvEcp)'JLEVTI, a door opened in heaven : the door set open in
the vault of the sky, here conceived as a solid firmament, is not
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an opening through which the Seer might look from earth into
heaven; that idea would be expressed by the phrase, 'the
heavens were opened,' cf. Ezk. 1I, Ac. 756, 1011, Ap. Bar. 221 ;
it is that to which the Seer is to come up ( avd/3a ), and either
pass through into the heavens, as does Enoch in Slav. En.
21-24, or stand before it beholding what is within, as do Enoch
in En. 1415- 25 and Levi in Test. Lev. 5. For the nom. 8vpa,
<f>wvr/, with loov, a common idiom in the N. T., see Blass § 33,
2, footnote, Buttm. p. 139.- it <j>gw'il ICT'A., the voice, etc.: the
voice is identified with that which spoke in 110 ; it is the voice
of Christ, see note there. The introduction of Christ here as
the agent showing a vision (od~w) of which he himself forms a
part, the Lamb (5 61r.), has raised difficulty with many com.;
but his function here is quite different from that of the angel,
for example, who carries the prophet away and shows him a
vision, as in 173, 21 10 ; he does not appear here, only his voice
is heard sounding out of heaven and summoning the prophet
up from earth; after the Seer's rapture, i.e. in the actual
vision itself, Christ does not take the part of one showing a
v1s10n. His words, ' I will show thee what must come to pass,'
are first fulfilled in the Lamb's act of breaking the seals. This
passage then is not opposed to the reference of the voice of 110
to Christ, as some com. suppose, see note on 1 10. .At the same
time Christ's agency in the revelations of the book is here represented in the same way as in 1 1 ; it is through him that they
are all given, directly or indirectly; oetEw here repeats De'iEat
of 11.- Aa.Ao'li<T11S : belonging with 1jv is attracted into the
construction of ud'A.7rtryryo<;.- AEY(I)V: with <f>wvr/, canst. ad. sens.
- &.va.pa.: for avd{37J8t, see Blass § 23, 4.- fLETcl Ta.ilTa., hereafter: as in 11 9, which shows that the words are :to be joined
with ryeveu8at, not with eUOew<; JCT'A., as WH punctuate.
2. eli6E(I)S eyev6fL11V ev 'lTVE'IifLa.TL, straightway I (came to be)
was in the Spirit : the language would seem to imply the beginning of an ecstasy, whereas the Prophet has been represented in
such a state from 110 on ; it was in this state that he saw the
open door, and heard the voice (v. 1). No author or compiler
even, who wrote as introductory to the vision verse 1, with its
implied ecstasy, could intend in the words of v. 2 the beginning
of an ecstasy. The words are meant to include the immediate
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sequel of the summons, that is, the Seer's rapture in the Spirit
into heaven, as well as the continuance of the ecstasy in which
he received the revelations following. But the thought is
expressed in a condensed form; the Prophet is intent upon emphasizing the fact that all befell him under the influence of the
Spirit. Similar cases in which the influence of the Spirit
already present is again spoken of as if just beginning are
pointed out; cf. Ezk. 11 1• 5, En. 71 1• 5• There is no intimation
(as some take it) that a mightier force of the Spirit comes
upon the Seer here, a.'l if such were thought to be needed to lift
him to heaven. The language of this verse furnishes no evidence
that this was the beginning of the book (seep. 531). Spitta's
emendation and interpretation (o3 f.) ecp€pOJ.LrtV for ery€VOJ.LrtV,
'I was carried away by the wind,' are of value only as an illustration of the critic's manner. - Op6vos EKELTO /CTA., a throne
stood in heaven, etc.: heaven now opens before the Seer under
the form of a vast throne-room. The central figure is God
enthroned in great glory, surrounded by his court of angelic
principalities and powers in varying orders. The leading
features of the scene are those found in Is. 61 tr., Ezk. 126-28,
Dan. 79 r·, 1 K. 22 19, En. 39-40, Slav. En. 20-22, and elsewhere;
but they are here combined and handled with the power of a
master hand. No attempt is made to describe the person of
God; the glory of his form manifests itself in brilliant varicolored light, according to the Hebrew conception of Jehovah
dwelling in light (1 Tim. 616) and covering himself with light
as with a garment (Ps. 1042).
3. o Ka.OiuJ.Evos, he that sat: in a passage conceived entirely
after the manner of the Heb. vision, the writer conforms to the
customary style of later times in avoiding the name of God; he
does not himself share this reluctance, as elsewhere with this
scene in mind he uses the name unhesitatingly, cf. 710, 15, 125,
194. - OjlOLOS opooEL ue'l> t6.cnrL5L /CTA., like in appearance to a
J'asper stone, etc.: the language is meant to express merely the
splendor of the light in which the prophet beholds God manifested and encircled. In Ezk. 126-28 God and his throne are
seen in the brilliancy of glowing metal (LXX ~A€1Crpov), of fire
and brightness round about; the 'terrible crystal' (v. 22), the
sapphire and the rainbow contribute to the 'glory of Jehovah'
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(v. 28); in Ex. 2410 God appears above a work of sapphire; in
Dan. 79 his raiment is white as snow, his throne fiery flames;
in En. 14 his raiment shines more brightly than the sun, from
beneath his throne come streams of flaming fire; in Slav. En. 22
his face is like metal glowing in the fire and emitting sparks.
In all such representations the meaning of the symbolism is
clear- it is an attempt to give God a visible appearance of
glory suited to his being. A special significance is not to be
sought in each particular element or color. So in our passage
the interpretation which finds in the precious stones a fiery red
typifying the wrath of God, etc., a sea-green typifying the
mercy of God, or the water of baptism, and so on through a
series of guesses ( cf. Dii.st. in Zoe.), imports meanings which
the analogy of symbolical representations shows to be entirely
foreign to the writer's thought. In this place it is especially
necessary to keep in mind this general significance of the
symbolism, because it is not certain just what stones or what
colors are represented here by the gems named. Jasper as used
here cannot be our jasper, a dull opaque, cheap stone, red,
yellow, brown, or green. Many identify the jasper of this
passage with the opal, some with the diamond. The sardius is
commonly, but by no means unquestionably, identified with
our carnelian.
The smaragd, usually identified with the
emerald (so, EV)is by some regarded as a brilliant rock-crystal
showing prismatic colors. The whole subject of the relation of
the precious stones named in the N. T. to those of the 0. T.,
to those of classical antiquity, and of modern mineralogy is
one of great obscurity. For a compendious discussion of the
subject see Hast. and En. Bib. on Precious Stones, and also the
separate articles on particular stones. Fortunately the interpretation here is not affected by our ignorance of these details.
TpLS KuKA66Ev TOV 6p6vou, a rainbow round about the throne :
taken from Ezk. 1 28, Zptr;; being used instead of n)~ov of the
LXX. The word ICVIC)o..o8€v, ronnd about, seems to show that a
complete circle, a halo, is meant (Of. 10\ L & S. s.v. ), though
the passage in Ezk. and the common use of the word would
suggest rather the segment of a circle overarching the throne.
The bow is here taken from Ezk. as an element of splendor;
tl;tere is no reference, as some understand it, to God's covenant
2K
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with his people, of which the rainbow was regarded a token,
Gen. 98 ff.- OJLOLOS (with lpt>): only here an adj. of two
endings; see Blass § 11, 1.- CTJLa.pa.yMv'l:l: sc . .">..{Brp. On the
color see above.
4. The vision of the Seer passes on to the angelic orders who
are gathered as courtiers about the heavenly King, forming the
assembly of his council or ministers. Rabbinic writers speak
of angelic powers as forming in the presence of God a senate
or council to whom he communicates his decrees, and with
whom he confers even ( cf. Weber Systern 170 f.). Some idea
of that kind appears also in Gen. 126, 322 ('Let us' and 'one of
us'); in Is. 24~ such an assembly is conceived and the heavenly
beings constituting it are called 'Elders' (cf. RV mrg., LXX,
7rpECT{3vrEpot); in Slav. En. 4 1 the same word is used of certain
angels, though the text there is not quite certain; cf. also ou
7rperrflv> ouo€ aryryE"A.o> Is. 63 9 • The four and twenty 'Elders'
of our passage are angelic kings, a rank in the heavenly
hierarchy, though they are not elsewhere mentioned in the
precise form and number here given. That they are kings is
shown in the fact that they sit on thrones and wear crowns.
As such they form an appropriate feature in a picture of the
oourt of the King of kings. ' Thrones ' are mentioned in
Col. 1 16 in the enumeration of the different orders of the
angelic hierachy. The number twenty-four has.np parallel in
Jewish literature, and it is likely that the author derives it
from some representation current in popular tradition, but not
elsewhere recorded.- 1TpeCTpuTEpous, CTTe<j>Q.vous; the construction changes, as if eloov had been used instead of loov.
The four and twenty ' elders' have formed the subject of much discussion among interpreters. But it seems certain that as the cherubim, the
seven lamps of fire and other details in the scene are taken from Hebrew
tradition, so these are. And as the traditions mentioned pretty certainly
owe their ultimate origin to an earlier oriental source, the same is probably
true here. In the early polytheistic religion of the East, the stars, the
planets, etc., are gods; hut as this astra-mythological tradition passes on in
popular acceptance, it is transformed among the monotheistie Hebrews,
and these gods become angels. Of course, as in the use of all such traditions, the original meaning is lost from the knowledge of the later Hebrew
writers; and thus the Apocalyptist takes up the merely formal elements of
popular belief as a symbol in conceiving and expressing his thought.
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Gunkel (SchiJpfun,q 308) cites Diodorus Siculus II. 31 as saying that the
Babylonians distinguished besides the signs of the Zodiac twenty-four
stars of which half stand in the northern heavens, half in the southern, and
called these the judges of the world. There may conceivably be in this belief some trace of a tradition similar to that from which sprang the popular
fancy of twenty-four angelic kings as sharers in the court of heaven (see on
82). Some such explanation of the symbol is adopted by many of the most
recent expositors. Earlier interpreters, some also among the more recent,
make the ' elders' idealized figures representing the twelve apostles and the
twelve patriarchs combined, and so the Church in its totality. But a conception of the apostles and patriarchs coordinately combined in such a way
as to be symbolized by the number twenty-four is entirely foreign to our
book, as to theN. T. in general. The Church is not composite, it is one
Israel of God. Moreover, in a scene conceived throughout on the traditional lines of Hebrew angelology, and representing in this part the
heavenly hosts apart from creation, there is no place for idealized or glorified human beings. The Church is first referred to in 59 and then objectively, as distinct from those in the heavenly court. (The RV represents
the correct text in 59.) According to another view the twenty-four' elders'
represent the twenty-four courses of Aaronic priests; 1 Chron. 247-19, But
there is nothing to suggest these except the number twenty-four. The
'elders' do not perform priestly offices; their offering of worship (410 11'., 58 11'')
is an act in which every created thing shares, 518, See on the subject
Gunkel 302 ff., Jeremias 12 f., Bouss., Holtzm-Bau. Blj. Moffatt in Zoe.

5. The description returns to the throne and its nearer accessories.- ci.CJTpa:rra.l JCTA.. lightnings, etc. : imagery often ul:led
to denote the presence of the awful power and majesty of God,
e.g. 8°, 1119, 16 18, Ezk. 1 13, Ps. 1818- 16, Job 372-5 • With our
passage cf. En. 14 19 , 'From underneath the throne came
streams of flaming fire.' By the 'voices' are meant the roar
and furious noise of a tempest. - E1TT0. AO.IJ.1Tci.8Es 1rup6s, seven
lamps of fire: sc. ~crav; the copula is omitted, as often. The
symbol is taken with modification from Zec. 4 2 ff. ( cf. also Ezk.
11 3), where as here it is explained as referring to the Spirit of
God. See on 14 • It is probable that behind the symbol lies
the earlier mythological conception of seven torches representing the seven planet-gods, but that origin is forgotten in the
0. T. writer as well as here. The formal element of the tradition is taken up as a convenient symbol of the Spirit, as the
all-searching eye of God ; see on 5 6 and 82.
6. &>s 9ci.'Aa.crcra. . . . KPU'!Tci.'A'Aq>, as it were a glassy sea like
crystal: cf. 15 2 • The words describe the brilliant splendor of
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the pavement of the great throne-room. In the theophany recorded in Ex. 24 10, there was under the feet of God 'as it were
a paved work of sapphire stone' ; cf. Ezk. 126 • A heavenly
house whose ' ground work was of crystal' is described in En.
14. The representation of this pavement as a sea lay near at
hand, for the notion of a sea in the heavens, 'the waters above
the firmament' (Gen. 17), was common ; c£. Slav. En. 3 3 ,
'They placed me in the first heaven and showed me a very
great sea, greater than the earthly sea'; cf. also Jub. 24, En.
,1)4 8• The likeness of the sea and the sky in appearance suggests the idea. There is no connection between the figure of
our passage and the river of life in 22 1 (Dust.) ; nor is there
here any special symbolical meaning. For some fanciful interpretations see Alford in Zoe.
ev jlE<T(tl Toil 9p6vou ICTA., in the midst of the throne, etc. : the
Seer in his description passes on to the highest order of angelic
beings, who apparently stand nearest the throne. These are
conceived for the most part after the manner of the cherubim
as pictured in Ezk. 14 ff·, but the figures of the seraphim given
in Is. 62 r. are also present in the mind of the Seer. He has
greatly simplified the representation of Ezk., making it clearer,
and has combined, with the skill of an independent artist, the
elements thus derived from tradition. The freedom and skill
with which he here treats the sources used is worthy of notice,
because of the light thus thrown on his relation to derived material in general. He takes the name swa, Living Creatures,
directly from Ezk. 1 5, but whether he intends to designate the
beings distinctly as the cherubim, as Ezk. does (10 20 ), or simply
to represent the highest order of angels by combining known
traits of different orders, is not quite certain. There are four
as in Ezk., and like the cherubim in the prophet's picture (10 12 )
they are full of eyes, indicative of unlimited intelligence ; they
have severally the face of the lion, the ox (see on v. 7), man,
and the eagle, that is, of the highest orders of earthly creatures; but while in Ezk. each one of the cherubim has four
faces (1 6• 10), in our author the four faces are distributed among
the Living Creatures severally. Each being has six wings, a
feature taken like the words of their hymn (v. 8) from the
seraphim of Isaiah (6 2) ; the cherubim of Ezk. have each fom
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wings (1 6). In Ezk. the cherubim are the winged supporters
of Jehovah's throne-car, upon which they bear him as he moves
through all the world in his self-manifestation. The principal
function of the Living Creatures, as given. in our book, is that
of attending as the highest order of angels before God in the
throne-room of his glory, and leading in the adoration paid to
God and the Lamb; cf. vv. 8 f., 5s-1o, 194.
Here again caution must be taken against the interpretations
which find a symbolical intention in each several Creature and
each face. The writer saw in the figures of Ezk. and Is. a
representation of the highest angelic attendants before Jehovah,
and he adopts these in their general characteristics as appropriate in his great picture of God.enthroned amid the heavenly
hierarchy.
With his picture compare Slav. En. 21, 'The
cherubim and seraphim standing about the throne, the sixwinged and many-eyed ones, do not depart, standing before
the Lord's face, doing his will, and cover his whole throne,
singing with gentle voice before the Lord's face, Holy, holy,
holy, Lord Ruler of Sabaoth, heavens and earth are full of thy
glory.' The supposition of m.any scholars that the cherubim
personify the power of God immanent in nature is not warranted by the activities assigned them in Jewish literature.
(On the ·cherubim and their functions see Schultz Theol. 483 :ff.,
Weber System 163 f., Hast. and En. Bib. s.v.) And the same
is true of the Living Creatures in the Apocalypse. As regards
these latter it is noticeable that the whole created world is
distinctly contrasted with them, 513 • There is magnificence in
the picture which some com. find here- a vision of heaven
with the Church (the twenty-four Elders) and the world of
creation (the cherubim) represented ideally before the throne
of God.
But we are undoubtedly right in rejecting such a
view of the scene (see p. 499). The figures which throng
the court of heaven are the traditional orders of heavenly
beings, among whom none personify God's people or the
created universe. And even if such an ideal abstraction were
conceivable with our author, he would pretty surely show the
significance of his innovation by the addition of interpretative
words, as in 120, 45, 5 6. - The obscure words ev }LfU''f' • • • ICtJ/CArp
Tou Opovov are best taken to mean that the Creatures stand one
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at the middle of each of the four sides of the throne. While
ev p.eucp is found in Ezk. (15), the words Kat KlkAcp TOV Bpovou
do not occur there; they are wanting in some minusculesdoubtless a copyist's correction to relieve a difficulty.
7. OtJ.OLOV "X.£ovn like a lion: the Living Creatures in Ezk.
are described as having in general, with whatever peculiarities,
the human form (1 5); so here the likeness to the lion, the ox,
etc., is to be understood, not of the ~orm throughout, but of the
face, as shown by ~xoov • • • avBpanrou in the third case. swov
includes both man and beast, B1Jp{ov the latter only.- tJ.6axcp,
ox: EV, calf. In Ezk. 110 the LXX use p.ouxoc; to translate
which is there understood of a full-grown ox or bullock.
- i!xc.ov: const. ad sens., as ah;o in v. 8.
8. ~&a.: the subj. of ryep.ouutv, or possibly with l]v to be supplied with ~xoov. - ev Ka.6' EV, civQ.: emphatic distributive ( cf.
Blass §§ 51, 5 ; 45, 3), lit. having each one qf them six wings
apiece ( avd). - KuKM6EV Ka.t i!a-c.o6Ev, round about and within:
Ezk. 1012 points to the probable meaning: round about the
body (cf. v. 6, 'full of eyes before and behind') and within i.e.
on the under side of the wings.. The all-seeing intelligence of
the Creatures is meant. The lack of a strict contrast between
KVtc"AoiJev and euooBev seems to be the origin of the reading KUKAOBev Kat e~oo()ev Kat. ~uooBev found in some sources ; ICVICAOBev is.
then joined to the preceding words; ' they had six wings round
about, and were full of eyes without and within.'- civ6.'1Ta.uuLV
oinc ixou<rLV tCT'A., they rest not, etc.: ceaseless songs of praise
form a common feature in apocalyptic descriptions of heaven;
e.g. 'Those who sleep not bless thee, they stand before thy
glory and bless, praise and extol, saying, Holy, holy, holy is
the Lord of spirits,' En. 39 1~; cf. idem 6112, Test. Lev. 3 8, Slav.
En. 19 6,· 211 (quoted in note on v. 6). The Trisagion of our
passage is the hymn of the Seraphim in Is. 63, but modified here
to introduce attributes of God made prominent in the book,
7raVTOKpaToop and l]v tCat &v n'A.- iiyLoS, holy: the word is
to be taken here according to Heb. usage to denote the sacredness of God's being, his apartness from all' created things; 'it
expresses the distance and awful contrast between the divine
and the human . . . it included every distinctive character of
Godhead,' Smith Prophets 224 f.; cf. Schultz Theol. 463 ff.
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The theme of the hymn is the majesty of God in his divine
being, his almightiness, and his eternity. For the phrase o ;,v
tCTA., see on 1 8•
9-11. The company of Elders take up and carry forward
the great antiphon, offering lowliest homage to God and praising him in his glory and power as the creator of all things.
-lSTa.v 5ooO"ouaw; the fut. ind. with lhav is rare; see Win.
§ 42, 5, b; Buttm. p. 222. The fut., with which 7T'ECTouvTat, etc.,
correspond, is probably to be taken with a frequentative force,
after the analogy of the Heb. imperf.: 'Whenever the Living
Creatures give glory ... the Elders fall,' etc. (AV); so, many
com., among the more recent, Diist. Holtzm.-Bauer, Blj. Swete.
·As such it must be classed among the writer's grammatical
errors. Others give the fut. its usual force, so, RV; in that
case the writer is thinking of the continuance through the future
of what is now going on; 'Whenever the Living Creatures
shall give glory,' etc. - a sense which in this connection seems
hardly possible. - 5ooO"O\JO"LV 56ta.v Ka.t TLILftv, give glory and
honor: primarily to acknowledge the glory and honor which
inhere in God, to praise hiD;J. for his glory and honor ; whereas
Otl)Jvat EVXdptCTT{aV is to Offer the thanks Which COme from man.
The numerous repetitions in the phraseology of these verses
are characteristic of the writer; cf. p. 241. - ~a.AOVO"LV TOils
O"TE<jlci.vous tCTA., east their crowns, etc.: an act acknowledging
that all their kingly dignity is subordinate to God.- o KiJpLOS,
o9E6s: nom. for voc. as often in classical Gk. and in the N. T.;
see Blass § 33, 4. - 'Aa.~E~V 56ta.v, receive glory : see above on
'give glory.' -Tl,v, before odgav etc.: the art. specifies the glory,
etc., as those which are ascribed to God.- oTL O"ll EICTLO"O.S Td.
1Tci.vTa., because thou didst create all things: the hymn of the Elders
goes beyond a mere repetition of that of the Living Creatures;
it adds as a ground of praise God's work in creation, a frequent
theme in He b. psalmody; e.g. Ps. 33 6- 9, 102 25 , 136 5 f f · - 5Ld. TO
9EA111Lci. O"O\J ~O"a.v, because of thy will they were: the words do
not describe the process of coming into being ; that is expressed
in the following word EtCT{CTBrwav, were created. In this first
clause the imperf. is used because existence is thought of
vividly as an accomplished fact in response to God's will ; ' thou
didst will, they were.' Cf. Gen. 13, ' Let there be light and
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there was light.' There is no idea (so, some com.) of a potential existence in i]uav prior to the reality of eKrluOTJuav. The
two clauses contain a hysteron-proteron; or the second may be
taken as a more specific statement of what was stated indefinitely in the first, in which case Kat is epexegetical, that is, yea.
Both are common traits of the author's manner ; see pp. 243,
242.
Textual notes, chapt. 4. 1. .\rywv NAQ min edd; A£yovua l(cp min R.
- 2. Before w0£w<;, P some min and vers R insert Kat, to avoid asyndeton.
-3. uap8tw KAQ edd; uap8tvw P some min R. -4. Opovov<; (after Opovov)
NA min Lch Ti W s WHmrg. al; Opovot PQ many min R WH Sod al. 5. a £t!TtV l(c P min most edd ; a £!TTLV A Lch "Vs ; at £Lutv (or £t!Tt) Q min
R RV al.- 6. Kat KVKAw rov Opovov wanting in some min and vers. -7. £xwv
AQ min most edd; £XOV NP min R Lch Sod.- For av0pw7rov, P some min
R read av0pw7ro<;.- 8. Before Kat £uw0£v, Q some min insert Kat dwOtv;
some min read £~w0tv instead of £uw0tv.- For y£p.ovutv, some min R have
ytp.ovra.- 9. 8wuovutv AP min R edd ; 8wuwuw KQ min Bouss; 8wutv some
min. -10. 7rpouKvvovut in R seems to be due to Erasmus, who wrote thus
either through error, or to conform to his reading (3a.\.\ovuw.- For (3a.\ovmv
(fut.), KQ some min R read (3a.\.\ovuw. -11. For 1J!Tav, P some min R read
£t!Tt; Q some min read ovK 1J!Tav KTA.; tltey were not, and were created.

(2) Chapt. V. Second part of the scene in the Court of
Heaven. See pp. 261 f. The sealed "book and the Lamb. 51- 14•
1. The opening words of this the second part of the vision
make clear the significance which the former part ( chapt. 4)
has in the plan of our book. The roll in the hand of God
furnishes the key. God, the eternal and almighty one, as pictured there in awful splendor, now in this roll presents before
the angelic ranks assembled around him in his throne-room the
decrees of his will regarding the consummation of his kingdom.
The events that are to follow- the things written in the roll
-are the working out of that sovereign will, which is now to
move on in irresistible might accomplishing its eternal decree.
Thus is revealed the strong foundation of the Christian's hope
for the future, his ground of assurance through all the events
that are coming on the earth.-Et6ov E1TL Ti]v 6EgLcl.v, I saw in the
right hand : the imagery of the roll in the hand of God is taken
from Ezk. 29 f.. The roll is better understood as held in the
hand than resting on the open palm ; for the use of hrt cf. 20 1•
- PLP'X.1ov, a book: primarily a little book, but in use the diminu-
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tive force has disappeared (cf. Kiihn. I § 330, 4, A. 4), and the
word when denoting a volume becomes equivalent to j3tj3A.o<;,
and is employed more frequently in the N. T. than the latter.
When the diminutive is to be specified, some other forni. is used;
cf. f3t/3A.ap{owv 10 2 • There seems no necessity for assigning to
the book here any other than the usual form of a roll, the
form specified in Ezk. (tcecpaA.{~), which is before our author's
mind. As regards the contents of the roll it appears certain,
as scholars for the most part are now agreed, that it contains the counsels of God which are revealed in the following
visions ; it is the book of these last things in the destiny
of the world and the people of God now to be unfolded.
These have been sealed, i.e. hidden (cf. Is. 29 11, Dan. 826), but
now the seals are to be broken and all is to be revealed; c£.
22 10, Slav. En. 33 8• Such a revelation is promised in the summons given to the Apocalyptist (41) ; and he must in the outset have conceived the manifestation of God in the court of
heaven to stand in direct relation to this unfolding of the
future ; hence the representation of his grief when no one is
found to open the book (v. 4). That this formed the contents
of the roll is placed beyond question in that the revelations
given are directly connected with the breaking of the seals.
The book then in its contents is quite different from those
mentioned in 35, 20 12. This is a book of the future of the
world and mankind. A similar book is mentioned in many
places. The idea is closely related to that of a heavenly pattern
followed in all that is done on earth as the working out of
God's will (Ex. 259• 40, Eph. 210 ; on the latter passage see
Haupt in Meyer's Kom.; Ewald in Zahn's Kom. ). For mention of such a book see Dan. 10 21, 2 Es. 520, En. 931-3, 1032,
10619, 1087, Jub. 5 13, 23 32 . 'These books contain the secrets of
the future, and the opening of the books signifies the fulfillment of the hidden things,' Volz. 94.
Interpretations which find in the roll the 0. T., or the 0. T. and the
N. T., written the one within, the other without, and numerous symbolical
interpretations remote from the evident relation of the roll to the contents
of the Apocalypse, are fanciful and need not be considered here. For
various views of the kind see the Speaker's Com. in lac. Some understand
the roll to be the Testament of God, the document in which he assures his
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people, as shown in the visions, of their inheritance of the heavenly kingdom, according to the common N. T. representation of Christians as the
'heirs of God'; so, Zahn Ein. II. 600, followed by J. 'Veiss 57 ff., Blj. in Zoe.
This view is suggested by the Roman custom of sealing a will with seven
seals. But the great frequency of seven with our author as a symbol of
completeness is sufficient to explain its use here. It is not easy to bring
the first six seals and the events connected with the breaking of these into
any relation to a sealed testament, or an inheritance. The author nowhere
intimates any relation, or any idea of a testament as symbolized by the roll.
Inheritance is mentioned but once in the book (217) and then not in a way
to indicate allusion to the roll as guaranteeing it. But the analogy of the
books referred to above suggests that the whole book, each part as denoted
by its seal, has for its contents a prophecy of the future.

)'E)'PO.JLJLEVOV • . . ihrurOEv, written within and upon the back :
the writing was ordinarily confined to the inner side of a roll,
but sometimes was also extended over to the outer side or back.
Here as in Ezk. fullness of contents is indicated. Some of the
writing on the back of the roll, even when rolled up, would be
visible ; that within though not visible is assumed as a matter
of course.
The words luwOw, tkur0£v, within, on the back, are both joined by almost
all interpreters with y£ypa.p.p.£vov according to the representation in Ezk.
Zahn (Ein. II. 608) separates them, interpreting 'written within, and
sealed on the back,' on the ground that UwOw rather than 01na-fhv would be
required for a proper correlation to l(J"w0£v. But l(J"wOw would then be
quite superfluous, for· a roll is of course written within; and OTrL(J"0£v, taken
with KU.T£(J"cppa.yL(J"/LffOV, would likewise be so, if the book was in the ordinary
form of the roll; but on Zahn's view of the form, and the sealing see below,
p. 507. However, the compound oTrL(J"Ooypa.cpo<;, used to describe a roll
written on both sides (see L and S. s.v.), shows the appropriateness of
0TrL(J"0£v as a correlative here. The value of the words for the sentence is
lost unless they are taken to denote fullness of contents.

Ka.TEcrcj>pa.)'LCTJLEVov ICTA., sealed with seven seals: the compound
vb. sealed up is stronger than the simple vb. cnppary{s££V, the
usual term, and like the number of seals marks the security of
the sealing, appropriate in the case of a roll which none but
the Lamb is worthy to open. The question as to how the roll
could be formed, and how the seven seals could be affixed, so
as to make possible, as is supposed to be implied in chapt. 6,
the opening and reading of seven different parts one after
another, as each of the seals was broken, is one which has
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greatly exercised the ingenuity of commentators. (For various
guesses see Diist.) But there is nothing in the description to
indicate that the roll was peculiar in its construction, or that it
was sealed in any other than the usual way. We can safely
assume, that if any variation essential to the symbolism had
entered into the author's conception, it would at least be intimated in the description. As to the difficulty raised, it should
be observed that in connection with the breaking of the respective seals, nothing is said of an actual opening of the roll,
or a part of it, nor of reading from it. The events which accompany the breaking of the seals one after another, as described in chapts. 6 and 8, though these form the contents of
the respective portions of the roll, are not represented as read
from it; on the contrary they are dramatic scenes vividly
enacted before the Seer's vision in conformity with what is
written in these se~eral portions. See further p. 515.
The view that the book consisted of separate leaves fastened together
after the manner of a codex, or modern book, wrapped with cords to which
were affixed seals on the side of the book turned away from the Seer, 'the
back' (lhruTfJ£v), is urged by Zahn (Ein. II. 608); it is contended that the
words l1r£ T~v O£~ul.v are appropriate to an object in book form, but not to a
roll which could be held on the open hand only by an act of balancing not
supposable here; that lv 7fj O£~ui would be required as in 102• s, Ezk. 29•
But it is doubtful whether these words can be pressed to specify the flat,
open hand; cf. 201 l1r£ ~v X£tpa where the key of the abyss and a great
chain cannot be thought of as lying on the open palm. It is further urged
that avotfat points to the opening of a codex, that for opening a roll,
av£tA£tV (Ezk. 210), av£At<T<T£LV ( cf. Rev. 614) or ava1rT1J<T<T£LV (Lk. 4 17) would
be used. But avo~at is evidently chosen here with special reference to the
breaking of the seals, cf. &.vo~at TOS <Tcf>pay"i:Oa<;, v. 9 ; for avo{yvuttt in this
latter connection cf. Eur. I. A . .325, Dem. 1048, Xen. Laced. 64 •

2. The uniqueness of the office of the Lamb in opening the
book is set forth with dramatic force by the unavailing challenge to the whole universe to find one worthy of the service,
and by the grief of the Prophet.- a:yye}l.ov to-xup6v, a mighty
angel: one whose call could reach to the farthest limits of the
universe, cf. 10 3. - Cl.ttos, worthy: one of mighty strength to
break the seals and unroll the book is not needed, but a being
whose rank and office give him before God worthiness to perform this supreme service in regard to the divine decrees.
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\>Vorthiness and ability are here identical, hence eovvaTo, was
able, v. 3; cf. Mt. 311 where iKavOr;, able, is identical with the
a~wr;, worthy, of Jno.127. The opening here spoken of, the revelation of God's purposes, includes also their fulfillment. Mere
disclosures of the future are vouchsafed to a prophet ; 'The
Lord Jehovah will do nothing except he reveal his secret unto
his servants the prophets' Am. 37. But the complete revelation of God's will concerning the consummation of his kingdom
includes the agency of its fulfillment. Only he who holds the
Messiah's rank and has performed the Messiah's office of redemption can show the whole divine will carried out to its fulfillment. -ci.voita.L, Mlua.L · hysteron-proteron.
3. E5vva.To, was able: see on v. 2. -EV Tc{i ovpa.vc{) ICTA., in
heaven, etc.: for this threefold division of creation, an emphatic
designation of the whole universe, cf. Phil. 2 10, Ex. 20 4. - ov5E,
OVTE : if this be the correct reading (see text. note), ovoe is continuative, and not, nor, while oiJTE is disjunctive, neither; see
Blass § 77, 10; Kuhn. II, § 535, 2, c.- ~>..E1mv, look: i.e. into
its contents.
4. EKAa.Lov, wept: because, the roll being unopened, the promise of 41 seems to be void.
5. e!s EK Trov 1TpECT~\lTEP(.I)V, one of the Elders: no symbolical
significance is apparent in the selection of one of the Elders as
the speaker. It is a part of the Apocalyptist's art to bring variety into his descriptions by the use of manifold agencies (De
W ette); cf. 6 1 ff., 713 f., 8 13, 9 13, 10 4• 8, 1115, 14 6, 16 1, 17 1, al.EVLK11CTEV, hath overcome: has come off victorious over Satan and
death, as in 321 ; cf. also the use of vtKcw throughout the book,
where the Christian is the subject, e.g. 27, 11 etc., 1212, 152. The
infin. avo'i~at, to open, then expresses result, so that; as a result
of his victory and his consequent redemption he is deemed
worthy to open the seals. This meaning is made clear by v. 9,
'Thou art worthy to open the seals, because thou wast slain and
didst purchase,' etc. The interpretation hast prevailed, got the
might, to open, adopted by some, gives to vtKav a sense contrary
to the usage of the book, and not certainly supported elsewhere.
- o AE(.I)V o EK Tijs ~v>..ijs KTX., the Lion of the tribe of Judah, etc.:
Christ is here designated under known titles of the Jewish
Me~siah; (1) as the Lion of the tribe of Judah, a title taken
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from Gen. 494, and descriptive of his kingly might; also in
2 Es. 11 37, 12 31 the Messiah appears as a lion; (2) as the Root
of David (i.e. a Branch from his root), a title taken from Is.
11 1• 10 , cf. Rev. 22 16 , 2 Es. 1232, Ecclus. 4 7 22, and descriptive of
his headship in the final Davidic kingdom. Also in 2 Es. Zoe.
cit. the two titles are brought together as here. But both in
this sentence, i.e. in €v{"7Jrrev, hath overcome, and more fully in
vv. 6, 9, 12, the Christian conception of the Messiah's office is
introduced in conjunction with the Jewish, and the emphasis
is thrown on the former. Christ in the work here spoken of
as the revealer and consummator of God's will acts in his office
as the Messiah of the whole of God's people, both Jewish and
Christian; but the crowning act of his messianic work is his
redemption by his death of a people gathered out of every tribe
and nation to be a kingdom and priests unto God (cf. vv. 910). Here as elsewhere with our author the Christian idea is
the preponderating factor, though Jewish forms and conceptions are retained.
6. New features, the roll, v. 1, the Lamb in this verse, the
myriads of angel hosts, v. 11, are gradually introduced as the
vision unfolds itself. Christ appears here, not in the glory of
the earlier vision (11° ff"), but as a lamb" bearing the mark of
the death through which he has passed. It is this death with
its redemptive results that fits him for the office of opening the
roll. In the visions that follow this scene he is generally
spoken of as the Lamb; not until his appearance in 19 11 ff.,
leading forth his hosts to battle, is he again represented in a
form similar to that of the first vision. - ev jLE<TC!? TOil 6p6vou
wrA.., in the midst of the throne, etc.: an obscure phrase, but
unless we insist on attributing to the Apocalyptist a precise
diagram probably not thought of, the words are best understood to mean simply in the very midst of the group formed
round the throne by the other beings. - O.pv(ov, a lamb: the
diminutive force is not to be pressed. The word, not found
elsewhere in theN. T., except in the plural in a quite different
sense (Jno. 2115), is one of the set terms of the Apocalypse.
For fuller discussion of its use see pp. 314 :ff. While it is
here, as elsewhere in the book, a designation of the glorified
Christ, that aspect of it which marks him as having passed
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through an expiatory death and thereby bringing eternal blessings to his people is emphasized throughout this scene. The
Lamb once slain is contained in ev{IC1JCTEV, v. 5, and forms the
very heart of the whole scene. The attempt of Vischer and
his followers to expunge the idea (see p. 230) destroys the
entire paragraph; it is criticism run riot.
E<TTT)KOS JCTA., standing, etc.: the lamb stands alive bearing
visible marks of having been slain.- EXCW KEpa.Ta. E1TTci, having
seven horns: the horn is a common biblical symbol of power,
and as such occurs frequently in the Apocalypse; e.g. 123, 131,
173, 12• Here fullness of power is indicated by the number
seven; see p. 253. The lamb symbolizing the Messiah in
En. 9038 has 'great horns.'- 6cj>6a.AJLOVS E1TTci, JCTA., seven eyes,
which are the seven Spirits, etc.: this trait is taken from Zec.
410, and denotes, as there explained, omniscience- the eyes of
Christ behold and scrutinize all things. The fullness of power
and the omniscience attributed to the Lamb in this verse form
essentials in his office in opening the roll, i.e. as revealer and
consummator of God's purpose in the events that are to come
to pass. The seven Spirits (the Holy Spirit; see on 1 4 ) are
the Spirits of God ( rou Oeov) and at the same time they are the
eyes, the Spirits, of th'e Lamb. The Spirit is the Spirit of God
and of Christ alike, Ro. 8 9 ; see on 31• In 4 5 the presence of
the Spirit is represented by the lamps of fire before the throne;
here it is symbolized by the eyes of the Lamb. The one symbol figures the relation to God in the apartness of the celestial
throne-room, the other the relation to Christ active in the
world.
6.1TO<TTEAA6JlEVa. Ets 1Ta<Ta.v Ti]v yijv, sent forth into all the earth:
said of the Spirits. The characterization is taken from Zec. 4 10,
but the vb. lrrroCTrl'A.A.eCTOat is here substituted for f-rnfJA,e'TretV
(LXX) and indicates reference to 'TrVEVJ.LaTa rather than to
orpOaAJLOV... The reading a'TrECTTaAJ.LfVOt (see text. notes) might
refer to 7rVetJJ.LaTa or to orp0a'A.JLOV<; ; the gender would not be
decisive ( constr. ad sens. ), but the perf. is less appropriate here,
since the activity is always continuing. The art. might be
expected with a7rOCTTEAAOJLEVa; its absence is made an objection
to that reading; so, B. Weiss Apok. 112 f.; and it is in fact
found in some sources. But it is not indispensable; without
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it the partie. is predicate rather than attrib., the sense being,
the eyes are, symbolize, the Spirits when these are sent forth.
The combination of the lion and the lamb in this scene is said by some,
e.g. Vischer and his followers, to be impossible. The might to open the
book, the conquest, assigned to the lion are inappropriate to a lamb. Eonsset also finds difficulty in the representation and suggests (Kom. 259) a
mythological influence here. Comparing Marduk's appearance among the
gods in the Babylonian creation-myth, following Gunkel, he suggests the
possibility that there may be taken up here and worked over some elements
from a mythological tradition telling of an assembly of the gods perplexed
by their inability to perform a certain great task (vv. 2 ff.), when there
suddenly appears in the midst a new and powerful divinity, fresh from a
mighty victory over demonic power (v. 5) and equipped with the magic
might thus won to open the book of fate, to bring to an end the old order
of the world, and to enter on the new world-rule. Jeremias also (15 ff.)
finds this incongruity in the picture and explains it by the introduction of
elements from a cosmological myth. But it hardly seems necessary to go
so far afield to explain an incongruity which does not exist, if the author
of the Apocalypse may be assumed to be familiar with the Christian doctrine that the Christ is one who must needs suffer, and yet one to whom all
authority hath been given in heaven and on earth.

7. e'CX.Tt<j>Ev : sc. To /3£/3A.{ov; the perf. is aoristic ; cf. Blass
§59, 4; Burton § 80. The Lamb receives the book from the
hand of God ; cf. 11, 'The revelation . . . which God gave him
to show.'
8. EXOVTES EKa.uTos /CTA., holding each one, etc.: the words
are commonly referred to the Elders only, as the act described
is thought to be more appropriate to them; but the Living
Creatures may also be included.- a.'L, which: the antecedent is
BvJJ-LaJJ-amJJv, incense, the pron. being attracted, as often, into
agreement with the predicate ; or the words cf>ulA.a<; . • • BvJJ-LaJJ-CiTow may be taken as a compound expression, bowls of incense,
the first noun determining the gender of the relative.- a.l
'ITpOUEUXG.L TmV a:y(uw, the prayers of the saints: the incense is,
i.e. symbolizes, the prayers. The use of incense primarily
belonging to a worship inspired by anthropomorphism became
a constant feature of Hebrew ritual to give efficacy, as an
acceptable offering, to the worship accompanied by it, and to
symbolize the sweet odor of prayer rising to God ; cf. Dt. 3310
(RV mrg. ), Ps. 141 2 , Gen. 821 • As angels were thought to present the prayers of the saints to God ( cf. Tob. 1212• 1", ·Test. Dan.
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62 ), so here they present the incense symbolical of prayer; cf.
83. The service as shown distinctly by. 83 is that of angels, not
of idealized representatives of the saints ; there is then nothing
here to support the view that the Elders are representatives of
the Church in the great heavenly scene; see on 4 4 • The saints
here spoken of are the Christians, often so denominated in the
Apocalypse, as elsewhere in the N.T., e.g. 83·4, 11 18, 137• 10 • The
saints are not to be thought of as present there in the court
of heaven, for their prayers would not then be presented by
others in their behalf.
The introduction of the prayers of the saints here is strange. This part
of the scene is heavenly and includes nothing earthly; the latter is intro·
duced first in v. 13, in distinction from this part; and the theme of all the
utterances in the scene is praise, not prayer (npouwx~ is not praise, but
supplication), and the utterances of the saints are included among those
mentioned in v. 13. These words' which is the prayers of the saints' are very
probably a gloss brought in from 83• If genuine, they probably refer to
supplications of the saints for the speedy accomplishment of God's will concerning the kingdom, as in 83, 6 10 - an idea, however, not in keeping with
anything else in the scene.

9-10. Ka.Lvi)v, new: an epithet of songs expressive of gratitude for new mercies ; it is frequent in the Psalms, e.g. 333,
403, 961 ; cf. Is. 42 10. It is especially appropriate when the
cause of God is about to enter on a new stage ; cf. 14 3• -on
eucjla:y11s wrA.., because thou wast slain, etc.: the ground of worthiness to open the roll is here declared to be the redemptive
work of Christ, who by his death has purchased a people out of
every nation to reign as kings and priests in the messianic
kingdom. -"liy6pa.ua.s • . • ev T4i O.LIJ.a.,;l uou, hast purchased by
thy blood: c£. 15. The author agrees with other N. T. writers
in viewing the death of Christ under the figure of a purchase
of a people which shall belong to God ( Tcp Oe(jJ, unto God); cf.
Ac. 20 28, 1 Co. 6 20, 723, 1 Pet. 118r. , 2 Pet. 21. The object of
the vb. ~rydpaua-., hast purchased, is men, a people, to be supplied
from the words €" cfw"A~-. JC'TA. (The A V ' us ' and the corresponding ' we shall reign ' are from an incorrect text. See
text. note).- EK 1Tcl.tT11S <jluAils wr"A., from every tribe, etc.: a frequent expression in the book; e.g. 79, 119, 137, cf. also Dan. 34,
519, 2 Es. 37.- E1roL1ltTO.S, hast made: as often in the book, the
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hymn of praise anticipates the finished result; see on 16 , also
p. 243. - T~ 6E~, to God: belonging to God as his peculiar
people.- pa.a-LAE(a.v, a kingdom: the explanatory words j3arn)t.€vrrovr:nv ICT)t.., show that an active meaning is intended, a
reigning power, equivalent to kings; see· on 1 6 • -E1TL Tils yfjs,
upon the earth: in a passage embracing the whole scope of God's
purpose regarding his people and kingdom, the reference is
better understood of the new earth (21 1, 22 5) rather than of the
millennia! reign, 206.
11-12. The other hosts of heaven, standing beyond the inner
circle of the higher orders, now take up the anthem. - o ci.pL6jLOS ICT)t.., the number, etc.: for this formula denoting a countless multitude cf. 916, Dan. 710 , En. 1422, 401, 71 8. - AEYOVTES:
the partie. is loosely added as if the nom. had preceded ; see
p. 224.- ~LOV fCT)t.., worthy is the Lamb, etc.: i.e. worthy to
receive the adoration and praise expressed in the hymn. In
the preceding hymn, vv. 9-10, the ground of praise is Christ's
death and the blessings thereby brought to his people. Here
also that death is emphasized as a ground of praise (TO errqwy11-evov, that was slain), but other grounds are added, Christ's
power, wisdom, etc. The analogy of other doxologies, e.g. 16,
4 11, 712, shows that the meaning here is not that Christ is worthy
to receive what God has given him, might, etc., but as in 411 to
receive adoration for the might, etc., which he possesses. See
on 49• 11. - TTJV: not repeated with the nouns following Ovvaf.J-tv,
because the substantives are regarded as forming a single complex expression. The art. specifies them as those that belong
to Christ. -1TAOVTOV, riches: cf. Eph. 38 , 'the unsearchable
riches of Christ.'- E'\i'X.oy£a.v, blessing: i.e., praise. The word,
like €uxaptrrTfav in 49 , expresses what is offered to Christ on
man's part; this is, at least in thought, distinguishable from
the acknowledgmeiit of what he possesses in himself, his power,
wisdom, glory, etc. The distinction is made clear in the doxology in 1 Chron. 29 11 ff., with which this hymn is in several
terms parallel.
13. Beyond the court of heaven now the whole created
world to its farthest limits, to its deepest recesses, responds in
an epode to the strophes and antistrophes of the angel choruses.
While the hymns of the first part of the scene are addressed to
2L
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Him that sitteth upon the throne, and those of the second, to
the Lamb, these concluding strains join both in one common
ascription of praise. See p. 263. For greater emphasis the
writer adds to the customary threefold division of creation
(see on v. 3) a fourth, 'on the sea.' In these words as also in
the following phrase, 'and all things that are in them ' (in
itself superfluous after the 7T'uv IC-r{uf:J-a ICT'A.) he perhaps has in
his mind Ps. 146 6, 'who made heaven and earth, the sea, and
all that in them is,' or perhaps the Song of the Three Children,
the Benedicite, omnia opera Domini, in which, after the things
of the heavens and the earth, the things of the sea are called
upon to praise and magnify the Lord. That wonderful canticle furnishes a complete commentary on our passage. The
antiphonal structure of the paragraph, vv. 9-13, makes it clear
that the heavenly beings of vv. 9-12 are not included in the
7T'UV ICT{O"JJ-a 8 fV TcP ovpaviJ of V. 13.
14. The great act of homage closes as it began, with the
angels nearest the throne, in the Amen of the Living Creatures
and the mute adoration of the four and twenty Elders. In the
antiphonal singing, in the Amen, and in the silent worship at
the end, we not improbably have some reflection of usages in
the public worship of the Church at the time.
Textual notes, Chapt. 51-n. 1. £crwfhv APQ min edd; N Orig. read
£p.7rpocrfhv, probably through the influence of Ezk. 21°, and to secure a
literal correlative to omcr8£v.- cnrLcr8£v NA many min and vers most edd ;
QP many min and vers anc com Bouss read £~w8£v. - 3. ovO£ before £1rL
T'YJ'> 'Y'YJ'> and mroKarw, AP many min R Lch Tr ·wH Ws RV; ovn N (the
second clause is wanting in N) Q most min Ti WHmrg Sod.- ovn
before {3A£1r£LV, most sources and edd, but AP some min R Bouss Sw read
ov&. See W s Ap. 114 f.- 6. £CTTYJKO> APQ min most edd; £CTTYJKW> N some
min Tr Ti WHmrg ·Bouss. -.: a1rocrrf).Aop.£Va Q some min and anc com
Blj (in Corn. p. 75) Bouss Alf ; a7r£CTTaAp.£vOL A WH Lch W s RV Sod al;
a7r£CTTaAp.£va N some min R Ti WHmrg. ; some min insert ra before the
partie. See W s 112 f.- 9. With 'YJ'Yopacras rw 8£w, ~PQ most min R add
'YJp.a>; wanting in A, omitted by edd, because in v. 10 avrovs and the third
person of the vb., too well supported to be questioned, show that it cannot
be read. See W s p. 108. -10. {3acrLA£Lav NA some vers and anc com most
edd ; f3acrL"Aa> Q min vers R Sod.- {3acrL>..wcrovcrLv NP most min and vers Ti
Ws Blj Bouss Sod al; {3acrLA£vovcrLv AQ many min Lch WH RV Sw. The
pres., if taken strictly, meaning that the reign is now going on, is impossible with the Apocalyptist. -11. Before cf>wVYJv, NQ many min vers Ti
WHmrg Blj al insert ws.
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Chap. VI. The breaking of the first six seals. See pp. 263 :ff.
The scene which is now introduced stands in the same structural relation to the vision of the Lamb in chap. 5, as does the
inditing of the seven epistles to the vision of the Son of man in
the first scene; the divine agent is first portrayed in his person,
then he appears in the special action appropriate to this preliminary revelation. The Lamb in proceeding to break the
seals begins his work as revealer. But neither in this chapt. as
the seals are broken one by one, nor in 81, when the last seal is
broken and the volume may then be unrolled, is anything said
of opening the book and reading from it. Yet in each instance,
what immediately follows is unquestionably meant to correspond to a particular part of the contents of the roll. The
Seer does not read from the book in the customary words, ' It
shall come to pass, that,' etc.; instead he beholds the prophesied
event itself immediately enacted in vision, and thus the
prophecy is given with the more powerful dramatic force. If
the contents of the book were not intended to be represented in
these various e.;ents, the whole imagery of the roll in the hand
of God, and the process of breaking the seals carried on in so
close dramatic connection with the scenes enacted, would lose
significance and only confuse thought. Even after all the seals
are broken (8 1 ), as well as in the successive preparatory steps,
the contents of the book are made known only through this
visible fulfillment in scenes shown to the Seer. In 2 Es. 6 20 ff.
also the prophecies of a book are revealed not by reading but by
the events that follow its opening. It is said there, 'The books
shall be opened and all shall see'; then follows immediately, as
the reiiult of the opening, pre-messianic portents taking place
before the eyes of the beholders. The books there spoken of,
like that of the Apocalypse, contain prophecies of marvels; they
are not the books of the last judgment, for that does not follow
(cf. Gunkel in Kautzsch in Zoe). There is then no real ground
for the difficulty raised by many regarding the form of the
book and the opening of its separate seals (see on 51).
The judgments predicted in this chapt., the sword, famine,
pestilence, earthquake, are those connected everywhere in
apocalyptic literature with the last days, and are here regarded
as the beginning of woes. They are then in the Seer's vision a
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part of the visitations to be sent upon men; he means to say
that he beholds all the scenes (except that of vv. 9-11, which
he locates specifically) enacted on earth. They are not a kind
of symbolical tableau pictured on the heavens. The Seer is,
to be sure, in heaven, or before its open door (4 1), but he beholds these scenes taking place on earth. This is shown most
distinctly in the description of the effects of the earthquake in
vv. 12-17, but the same is evidently the meaning in the other
visions of the chapt. ; the conqueror is seen going on with his
conquests, the riders are seen advancing across the earth with
calamities in their wake. The comprehension of earth within
the scope of the Seer's vision, while he is himself in heaven,
about which difficulty has been raised, belongs to the nature
of visions, in which natural limitations are disregarded.
1. IJ.La.v, one: indefinite as to which one. There is nothing
to intimate conformity in the order of the seals with that of the
Living Creatures in 47, or any correspondence between the
nature of the respective horsemen and the faqes of the Creatures (so, some of the older com.). - evos . . . ~cl>(l)v, one of the
Living Creatures: there does not appear any special significance
in attributing the summonses to these, except as 'they are the
highest agents of God's will; in the plagues of the trumpets
and the bowls, the seven angels are the agents, 8 6, 16 1 ; see on
55 • -cp(l)vfi : dat. of man. is the preferable reading. If ¢wvf]
be read it follows the author's common usage with appos., see
p. 224; but see text. note. -Epxou, come: this summons, repeated in the following verses, is, as most among recent com.
are agreed, addressed to the several horsemen, as shown by
their immediate appearance in each case in response to the call.
Many have supposed the Seer to be addressed ; so, the copyists
who in some Mss. add JCa£ loe, and see ( cf. A V). But the summons to him together with his immediate response was given at
the opening of the vision, 41; a fourfold repetition of the call
in this place would be without motive, and there is no response
on his part given here; nor is the summons given in v. 12,
where it would be expected, if it were addressed to the Seer.
Still less tenable is the view (e.g. Alford, Swete) that Christ is
addressed, a view based on the erroneous suppositwn that the
Living Creatures represent nature (see on 4 6), and so here
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yearning for the final redemption of creation (Ro. 822 f') they
join with the Church in the prayer for the Lord's coming ( cf.
2217). But the scenes with which the summons here stands
connected are entirely different from the final renewal of
creation.
2. The imagery of the four variously colored horses is suggested by Zec. 61- 8, where they represent the ministers who go
forth to do God's will in the earth, and are, at least in part,
ministers of destructive judgments. That the Heb. prophet
took the figures from some popular tradition is not improbable.
Whether their origin goes back ultimately to a representation
in which they figured the four quarters of the heavens, or the
four seasons, and were conformed in color to certain heavenly
bodies, as some suppose ( cf. Gunkel Schb'pfung 122, 125 ;
Jeremias 24 f.) is not important here, since that origin, if such
it was, did not affect the use of the figures by the prophet, or
the Apocalyptist. A trace of the derived character of the
imagery with our author appears in the fact that the horses
are mentioned before their riders, though entirely subordinate
in significance. The Apocalyptist in taking over the imagery
from Zec. modifies it freely after his custom, and gives it
greater clearness. A single horse takes the place of the pair
and chariot in the vision of Zec., the horses are not ministers of
God, but bearers of his ministers, and their color is conformed
to the character of the rider, and so made important in the
symbolism, while in Zec. it is doubtful whether it has special
significance. Three of the horsemen are brought distinctly into
connection with the three sore judgments, war, famine, and
pestilence, frequently grouped together, especially in Jeremiah
(e.g. 1412, 2410, 4217), while the fourth, on the white horse, is
placed first and made part of the symbol of conquest, not elsewhere with certainty mentioned in the list of God's punitive
judgments.
The first rider unquestionably symbolizes the victorious warrior (seep. 264); the bow declares him a warrior, his progress
of victory is declared in the words 'conquering and to conquer,' and is also symbolized by his crown and the color of his
horse. But who is this victor? The white horse and the
crown are supposed by many commentators to identify him
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with the Christ, who appears thus equipped at the end riding
forth with his hosts to battle, 19 11 ff.. Confirmation of this view
is thought to be found in the fact that no calamities such as
follow the other riders are mentioned here ; and further a
triumph of the cause of Christ appears to be promised in the
apocalyptic discourse of the Gospels (Mk. 13 10) before the
'beginning of woes.' But the white horse and the crown are
marks of any one riding forth to victory in war. The advancing conquest of an enemy carries with it invariably its calamities, the sufferings are multiform and too evident to need
specification, they are not mentioned in connection with the
triumph of the Beast in 137. Whether or not the utterance attributed to the Lord in Mk. 13 10 regarding the preaching of
the gospel ( ""'PuxOfJva~ not v~KfJuat) to all the world stands
there in the right connection, it is clear from the whole course
of events in the Apocalypse that the author agrees with the
common N. T. eschatology, which is represented in the form
of the apocalyptic utterance recorded in Mt. 24 14 and which puts
the fulfillment of the gospel mission before the parousia and not
before the 'beginning of woes.' Equally inconclusive is the
above line of argument when used to show that the victor
symbolizes, not Christ, but his cause, or the cause of God. It
is hardly conceivable that Christ should be represented here as
the Lamb in the court of heaven breaking the seals and at the
same time by that act revealing himself as a figure coming into
view from another quarter and in another form in response to
a summons from an archangel. But however that may be,
there is no place in the dramatic plan of our book for the supposed triumph till the long series of judgments have been fulfilled, unless it be in anticipation; but such anticipatory passages, which are frequent in the book, always stand in a quite
different relation to their context; they are never (not even in
612 ff·) made, as would be the case here, a member of a closely
connected series, without indication of a difference in standpoint. Here, however, the contrary indication is found ; the
four riders are most naturally taken to constitute a uniform
group as do. the other groups, the four horses of Zec. and the
four Living Creatures; that is, the first rider, like the three
others, is the personification of a judgment to be sent upon the
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earth. In this interpretation are agreed the larger number of
most recent com. (e.g. Holtzm., Bouss., W ellhausen, Moffatt,
Swete) as well as some among earlier com. (e.g. Bengel, De
Wette).
Whether this conqueror be understood as the personification
of conquest in general, or of the conquest of the West by the
hordes of Parthians from the East, of whose invasion the Roman
world was at this time in dread, the difference is not fundamental. Since the bow was the special weapon of the Parthians
and they were famed as horsemen, many scholars suppose
them to be designated here; that is, their invasion is to be one
of the punishments sent by God in the last days. The figure
of the bow is, however, not decisive, for it is frequently mentioned alone, especially in the poetic boo~s, as the emblem of
the warrior; e.g. Jer. 5156, Hos. 1 5, Hab. 39, Ps. 455. The
parallelism with the three following riders would favor reference to the personification of conquest in general. At all
events the general calamities of conquest are thought of and
not the specific horror of slaughter in battle, which is represented by the second rider. The two symbols are not identical.
Unless the writer drew the four figures from some lost source,
based upon the same symbolism which appears in Zec., the addition of conquest to the three oft-mentioned punishments, the
sword, famine, and pestilence, is original with him; though
Jer. sometimes adds to these as a fourth, captivity (e.g. 15 2,
217, 29 1n), which may be understood to be uppermost in the
thought of conquest.- O'TE<j>a.vos, a crown: see on 2 10. - Ka.'l
tva. VLKTJ0'11, and to conquer: he is seen in the vision conquering,
and he is to continue his victories.
3-4. See p. 265. The second rider, as shown by the sword,
the color of his horse, and the mission to take peace from the
earth, symbolizes war, or more precisely, the slaughter of war.
As in the case of the two riders following and probably in the
first also, the representation is purely symbolical, without reference to any particular event of the history of the time.- tva.
u<j>O.go\lOW: parallel with A.a/3€'iv as subj. of €8oB7J. For this use
of tva with fut. ind., more commonly with a subjv., in the N. T.
see Burton § 211.
5--6. See p. 265. The scales for weighing carried in the
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hand, and the announcement of the extreme dearness of grain,
show that the rider personifies famine ; the black horse also
fitly represents the ensuing distress. - ~uy6v, a balance: the
expression to eat bread by weight denotes famine (Ezk. 416, Lev.
26 26 ), though the price of grain as announced here is fixed· by
measure rather than by weight. - <l>s cj><Ovf)v, as it were a voice:
this use of w~, giving a certain vagueness or mysteriousness to
a phrase, is one of the characteristics of the writer's style; e.g.
81, 1·!3, 191, 6; cf. Bouss. on 4 6• Nothing shows from whom the
voice comes; the only important thing is that it comes from
the heavenly presence; if from the Living Creatures, we should
expect €~ instead of ev p.eurp, in the midst of; certainly the view
(Diist. Al£. al) that it is associated with the Living Creatures
because they represent the natural world rests upon a misconception, see on 4 6• The words 'a measure of wheat for a denarius,' etc., are not meant to fix a limit beyond which the famine
or the price of grain might not go (' See that thou furnish a
measure for a denarius,' Alford, Swete) and so protect the
sufferer; for the price named is so enormous, perhaps twelve
times the ordinary rate, that the words as a benevolent limitation would be ironical. The ordinary rate at Rome in the time
of Cicero (Verr. III. 81; for the evidence of the Mishna in the
second cent. see Hast. III, 432) was a denarius for twelve
measures of wheat; and barley cost half as much. Apparently
in Asia Minor at the time of the Apocalypse the relative cost
of the grains was three to one·. - XOLVL~, a clwenix, a measure:
about a quart.- 811va.p£ou, for a denarius: the denarius at its
best was equal to about 18 cents ( cf. Hast. III, 432), but with
Nero and afterwards it was debased. It was the wages of a
day-laborer ( cf. Mt. 20 2), who could thus earn enough in a
day to buy at these famine prices a quart of wheaten flour, or
three quarts of barley meal.
TO E~a.LOV . . . &.8u<i)O"[[S, hurt not the oil and the wine: these
words have given much difficulty to interpreters. According
to many com. the writer's purpose is to give a tone of peculiar
hardness to the picture of the famine by leaving oil and wine,
luxuries, cheap, while the bare necessities of life are beyond the
reach of the poor. But such emphasis on the advantage possessed by the rich can hardly be attributed to the writer in this
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series of universal visitations; and moreover the place of oil
and wine in domestic economy is mistaken, as will be seen
below. In seeking the meaning it may be observed: (1) the
plagues foretold in the breaking of the first six seals are, as
pointed out above (pp. 264 f.), such as occur with greater or
less severity in the natural order of events, and are introductory to the more dreadful calamities following the breaking of
the seventh seal (8 1) ; they are therefore limited in their operation. The limitation thus implied in all is directly expressed
in the fourth (v. 8); so in this case the exemption of the oil
and wine might in itself be regarded as having no other significance than the setting of bounds to the operation of the famine. (2) ' Corn and oil and wine ' is the standing formula for
designating the nutritive products of the earth, whether with
reference to times of plenty or dearth; e.g. Dt. 71 3, 1114, 285 1 ;
2 Chron. 322 8; N eh. 511 ; Hos. 2 8• 22; Joel 219; Hag.1 11 • These
were the staple food supplies grown in the biblical lands. They
were all essential to the normal life of those countries, they were
none of them really luxuries. A quite natural characterization
of a limited famine might therefore be the exemption of one or
two of these articles. (3) A drought is often severe enough
to destroy grain entirely (though in the famine here foreseen
all ·of the grain even is not destroyed; some is left for market),
while the olive and the vine with their deeper roots are not
seriously affected. The great famine which sent the sons of
Jacob to Egypt to buy grain had continued a considerable time
when they were still able to take with the.m a present of the
fruits of the land (Gen. 43 11). Such a famine in which the
grain perished while the olive and the vine escaped must have
been familiar to every dweller in those drought-frequented
lands. (4) It is then a supposition close at hand that our
author in the words,' Hurt not the olive-oil,' etc., intends merely
a limitation in the severity of the famine, and that he draws the
form of the limitation from familiar experience, without any reference to the comparative importance of the different articles, or a
symbolical meaning, just as e.g. he takes from current experience
the limit of five months set to the torments of the locusts in 9 5 ;
see note there. - ci5LKTJ<TtlS : on the use of aOLKliv for injury to
vegetable life, cf. 73, 9 4 •
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If the above interpretation be correct, there is no necessity for seeking
a reference to some particular historical famine, e.g. that in the time of
Claudius, 62 A.D. The exemption of the oil and wine has received recently
an explanation from contemporaneous history which has been approved by
a number of scholars (e.g. Bouss. Moffat). Reinach (Rev. Archeol. 1901,
350 :ff.) finds here allusion to an event in the time of Domitian, who according to Suetonius issued in the year 92 an edict, in the interest of the Italian
wine-growers, ordering half the vineyards in the provinces to be destroyed.
The opposition to the edict in Asia Minor became so violent that it was
withdrawn before its execution had begun; the vineyards were spared.
Now the Apocalyptist, it is argued, had these recent events in mind; as an
ascetic he approved the edict and was displeased at its withdrawal; and in
framing this vision he introduced into it the preservation of the vine in
ironical contrast with the destruction of the necessities of life. But to say
nothing of the assumption regarding the Apocalyptist's attitude toward the
edict, Reinach's supposition leaves quite out of account the exemption of
the oil, which must also be accounted for. Oil was not a luxury and here
it is made equally important with the wine, in fact stands before it. It
should further be noted that the edict had no relation to a famine; the
sparing of the vines by its withdrawal would not, then, have in the author's
mind any association with a famine picture. The view has not been widely
accepted even among scholars who most strongly emphasize, not to say
sometimes exaggerate, the traces of contemporaneous events in the apocalyptic pictures.

7-8. See p. 265. The fourth rider personifies the vast destruction of human life by sword, famine, pestilence, and wild
beasts, God's 'four sore judgments,' standing forms of visitation found grouped together elsewhere, e.g. Ezk. 14 21, 517, Jer.
15 2 r., Lv. 2622- 26. The judgment here described does not ir
elude a mere repetition of those of the second and third seals.
The second rider represents slaughter in battle; here all forms
of death by the sword are meant, such as might occur in great
numbers in an unsettled and tyrannical society. The third
rider's operations are described as affecting the vegetable world
and thus inflicting suffering on men, but not necessarily death;
here the havoc of famine in the destruction of human life is
meant. These broader and more calamitous ravages of the
sword and famine are appropriately reserved to this place to be
grouped with the deathful plagues of pestilence and wildbeasts,
as the special instruments of the fourth rider, Death. The
rider here does not personify death in general, but only the
particular operations of death wrought through the fourfold
instrumentalities mentioned.
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XA(I)p6s, pale: a modification of the 'grizzled' in Zec. 6 3•
The word, denoting the pallor of death and not strictly appropriate to a horse, is transferred from the rider.- 6 Ka.O'J\iJ.EVOS:
nom. abs. repeated in avT(jl; c£. 226. - Ociva.TOS, death: the
word cannot here mean pestilence, as it does at the end of the
verse; this is shown by the combination of death and Hades
in which the words as elsewhere are practically synonymous;
cf. 118 , 20 13 • 14, Is. 2815, Hos. 1314 ; also his office here includes
more than the work of pestilence.- q:s,s, Hades: on the combination with death see on ps, It is not important to ask
whether Hades is mounted; he is certainly not thought of as
a fifth rider coordinate with the other four (so, Spitta, 296).E86611 Cl.'liTo'Ls, was given to them: i.e. to Death and Hades. I£
UVT(jl be read (see text. note) it may refer to the former, the
words tcat ~OTJ'> • • • avTov forming a parenthesis, or the sing.
may be used because the two are thought of as one ; for the
interchange of sing. and pl. see on auTWV, v. 17.- TO TETCI.pTOV,
the fourth part: the ravages were very great but limited; not
hal£ or even a third of the whole population of the earth is
affected; seep. 253.- EV, v1r6: the former denotes the instrument and is more appropriate to inanimate things; the latter,
subordinate agency; c£. L and S. s. v. A. II. 1.- poiJ.<!>a.£q.: a
distinction from p.dxa£pa v. 4 is not to be insisted on here; the
words are often used interchangeably, see Thayer, s. v.- Oa.vciTCI,), pestilence: the LXX frequently use OdvaTO'> to translate
pestilence, e.g. Jer. 1412, 241°, Lv. 26 25; that is the meaning here, since a special form of death is meant, as shown by
connection with the other substantives.
9. See p. 265. The writer's tendency to divide a series of
seven into groups of 4 + 3 or 3 + 4 (seep. 254) appears here.
Four plagues are grouped together as represented by the four
riders. The plague of the earthquake (vv. 12-17) which belongs in the same category is severed from these by the introduction in this place of a vision of the martyrs, beginning the
group of three (the vision of the seventh seal begins in 81).
The scene here introduced is appropriate in a revelation of
things that precede the extreme visitations of the End and the
parou::;ia; for it tells of the prayers of the persecuted for judgment, a recognized influence in bringing in the End ( cf. Lk.

i;'1,
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187, see p. 79), and it foretells persecutions still to come,
which according to the Gospel trafJ_ition the Lord grouped with
the plagues as forming the events which must needs first come
to pass, Mk. 137-9, It is moreover the Apocalyptist's habit to
introduce into every series of predicted sufferings, encouragement for the martyr. The cry heard here comes from those
who have already been slain for the testimony of Jesus, i.e.
from Christian martyrs. The largeness of the events described
in all the visions of the seals shows that more than a few isolated cases of martyrdom are meant. The readiest explanation
of the reference is found in Nero's persecution. Another persecution is threatening, it is not far off (v. 11 'a little time');
that under Domitian seems to be indicated by the various
conditions of the book; see pp. 205 f.
irrroKO.T(I) Toil Ou<TLa.O"TTIPLou, under the altar: this must be the
altar in heaven, distinctly placed there in other passages, e.g.
83··', 1418, and not that in the earthly temple at Jerusalem.
Even if the latter had been standing at the time, a Christian
writer could not have pictured that as the abode of the souls of
the martyred saints. Only once in the book (111) is the
earthly altar meant, and then the reference is made clear by
connected words. The conception of heaven under the form
of God's temple is common not only in the Apocalypse but elsewhere; e.g. 11 19, 1415• 17, 155• 8 ; Ps. 18 6, Hab. 220, Mic. 12, Test.
Lev. 18 6 • As God was of old thought to dwell with his people
in his earthly temple, so naturally heaven as his dwelling-place
came to be thought of as his temple, as well as his kingly palace
and the seat of his throne. The two conceptions are merged
in one in the vision of the Apocalyptist without any distinct
separation. The combination furnishes no difficulty, as maintained by some ; it occurs elsewhere, e.g. Is. 61, Ps. 114, 299 r.,
Song of the Three Children 31, 33, Test. Lev. 51• Nor is it
necessary to inquire whether the altar was in the outset represented in God's throne-room in chapt. 4 (another difficulty
raised by criticism); it is doubtless not thought of there.
Like the roll in the hand of God, the figure of the Lamb and
the myriads of angels, it comes into view, or at least into notice,
as the vision grows or changes after the manner of visions ; see
on 511 •
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For the general significance of our passage it is not important
to determine whether the altar here spoken of represented the
altar of burnt-offering, or that of incense; on .the two altars
see on 11 1• Most scholars understand it of the former, because
that is thought to explain more easily the representation of the
souls of the martyrs as in safe-keeping beneath the altar. In
the ritual of sacrifice the blood of the victim, i.e. its life (Lev.
1711), was poured out at the base of the altar of burnt-offering,
Lev. 47. So the life, the soul, of the martyr, whose blood w?.s
a sacrifice offered to God ( cf. Phil. 2 17, 2 Tim. 46) might be
thought of as laid at the base of the altar of burnt-offering. In
this way the belief may have easily arisen that the souls of the
martyrs were in safe-keeping under the altar of burnt-offering
in heaven. (But see fine print below.) Similar is a belief
found in the rabbis of the second cent., as quoted by Weber
(System 322 ff.): God comforting Moses at his death says, ' I
will conduct thee up to the highest heaven and cause thee to
dwell under the throne of my glory,' Debar. rabba 11; so in
Schabbath 152 b, 'The souls of the righteous are kept under
the throne of glory.' Some who understand the altar of incense
to be meant in our passage attribute to it "characteristics belonging to the earthly altar of burnt-offering" (Charles, Ap.
Stud. 178) and so explain in the same way the language here
used of the abode of the martyrs.
Some scholars take the heavenly altar throughout the book to be the
altar of incense, finding no place for an altar of burnt-offering; so, De
W ette, Bleck, al. The view has recently been elaborately defended by
Charles, Ap. Stud. 161 ff. In fact our present passage is the only one
which seems to point distinctly to the altar of burnt-offering, and that
merely as explaining the place of the martyrs' abode. In 88, where two
altars are supposed by many to be distinguished, the second is perhaps
better taken to be only a more definite specification of the first; see note
there. It will be noticed that in all places in the book, where the heavenly
altar is spoken of, it is connected more or less directly with the execution
of judgment for which the saints are praying; and on the other hand these
prayers of the saints for judgment are in the book symbolized by, or con·
nected with the offering of, incense (5 8, 88• 4 ). It is not improbable therefore
that the altar in our passage sliould be taken as the altar of incense, and
that this relation of the incense to the prayers of the martyrs should then
furnish the explanation of this designation of their abode, while awaiting
the judgment ; i.e. they are, in the mind of the writer, associated with that
altar from which goes up the incense of their prayers for judgment.
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TllV Jla.pTup£a.v, the testimony :· not the testimony which they
had borne in preaching, but that which they had received from
Jesus. The other passages in which this expression is joined as
here with oXdryor; 'TOV Oeov, the word of God (12· 9, 204, cf. 1217)
leave no doubt that 'l1J<TOV, of Jesus, is implied; that is, the
testimony which Jesus bore is meant (see on 12), and the phrase
makes the preceding words more specific; "a{ is epexegetical,
even. The whole expression, the word of God, even the testimony
borne by Jesus, denotes the divine revelation which Jesus had
given in the gospel; it is on account of holding that, that the
Christians were martyred. The words ~v eixov, which they had,
i.e. held are appropriate to that which the Christians had received ( cf. 12 1 7, J no. 588 , 14 21 ), but not to a testimony which they
had borne; this latter interpretation found in many com. certainly cannot be maintained.
10. The cry of the martyrs for the avenging of their blood
falls below the prayer of St. Stephen, 'Lay not this sin to their
charge,' Ac. 760 , but it is uttered in the consciousness that their
cause is one with that of the 'holy and true' God invoked; it
is a cry for just judgment ( "p{vm); it is also a cry, like that of
the whole Church (22 17), for the speedy coming of the kingdom.
Such a cry of suffering righteousness sent up to heaven is of
frequent occurrence; e.g. Ps. 795- 10, Lk. 187, Heb. 1224, En. gs. 10,
22 5, 2 Es. 4 35 • The parallelism between the passage in 2 Es.
and these verses of our book is so striking that a common
literary origin is not improbable. The feeling which thus expresses itself is not a mere thirst for revenge, it is in part at
least a protest of righteousness against iniquity.- o 8ea1T6T11S:
nom. for voc. - oCi.yLoS Ka.l. ci.X110LV6s, the holy and true one:
God is appealed to in .his character of apartness from all evil,
his absolute holiness, which cannot tolerate the iniquity perpetrated, and as one who is true to that ideal of holiness (see
on 37). The words might be understood to be addressed to
Christ; but the analogy of similar prayers referred to above
points rather to God as the person invoked. - EK8LKELS, EK: for
the repetition of the preposition cf. i9 2 ; frequent in the LXX.
-T(i)v Ka.TOLKOVVTCW ICTX., those that dwell on the earth: the
world, in its hostility to God; see on 310.
11. White garments are given to the martyrs (see on 34 r.);
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already they are in part accorded the glory of the reward, but
they are not thought of as transferred from 'beneath the altar'
to the immediate presence of God. That full fruition is not in
our book granted to any before the Millennium. The raiment
of white is understood by some to be the glorified body given
to the martyrs as a peculiar reward before the resurrection ( cf.
Bouss. Jud. 265); but white raiment is too common a figure to
be used in so specific a sense without some further definition.
The glorified body would for the ma:rtyrs seem rather to belong
to the 'first resurrection' (20 6) to which they attain at the
Millennium. - O.va.'lTa:uCT(I)VTa.L, shoy,ld rest : the word does not
in itself express the idea of blessedness; it denotes rest from
toil, weariness, pain, etc. ; here, as shown by the following
words, the martyrs' rest from their present distressful yearning
and crying for the coming judgment. In the gift of the
heavenly raiment, i.e. in the bestowal of a blessedness symbolized by such raiment, and in the promise of a consummation
near at hand, they are to await the end in blessed patience.If the fu t. ind. be read here (see text. note) see on 39 for its use
with Zva. -'lTATJp(I)OBICTLV, be fulfilled: i.e. till the number of
their fellow martyrs be filled up, a modification of the familiar
belief that the coming of the end was conditioned on the filling
up of a predestined number of the elect; cf. 2 Es. 4 36, Ap.
Bar. 30 2 ; cf. also the Book of Common Prayer, 'We pray thee
shortly to accomplish the number of thine elect and to hasten
thy kingdom.'- Ka.L ot CTilv8ou'AoL a.imiw, their fellow-servants
also : made more specific by the following words ( Ka{ before
o£ aoell.<po{ is epexegetical), even their brethren who are about to
be slain.
12. See p. 266. The breaking of the sixth seal introduces a
vision of a violent earthquake, accompanied by vast disturbances in the whole world of the heavens. The details of the
scene, even the language, are with a few exceptions derived
from the stereotyped forms found widely current in apocalyptic
descriptions of the end. These the author has taken and skillfully combined into an apalling spectacle. And with his usual
freedom he does not, like his predecessors, make these portents
the immediate introduction to, or accompaniment of, the Great
Day of the Lord- that is yet later in the plan of his book_..:.._
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rather he makes them the last and most powerful of those
' signs ' which form the beginning of woes, one of the series
prophetic of the more dreadful calamities which are to follow
when the seventh seal shall be broken. The chief difficulty in
the interpretation of this vision has arisen from two causes.
(1) Many interpreters have failed to give their proper value
and nothing more to the words, 'the great day has come '
( v. 17), which are not those of the Seer announcing an actual
fact ; they are the language of terror-stricken men who misinterpret the portents around them, as signs that the last day
is actually breaking upon them. (2) Stereotyped imagery and
forms of expression describing in hyperbole earthquakes and
other convulsions in nature have in the criticism of the Apocalypse been understood as the Seer's literal description of what
he is beholding ; he is understood to see the rolling up of the
firmament and the removal of the mountains as actually taking
place in this vision. But the writer himself shows that he is
speaking in hyperbole. He could not declare literally that
every mountain was removed, and in the next sentence describe
men as seeking to hide themselves in the mountains and calling
to the rocks to fall upon them and hide them. The imagery of
the vision is scarcely more exaggerated than that occurring
frequently in Hebrew poetry to describe a violent disturbance
in nature; the moving of the mountains, the trembling of the
heavens, the bowing of the heavens, etc., are familiar figures.
The author is here clearly using current apocalyptic language
and describing great natural convulsions, which, though traditionally connected with the final catastrophe, he places in a
series of plagues belonging all alike to the forerunners of the
last calamities.
<TEL<TtJ.6s, earthquake: a frequent factor among the signs of
the end; e.g. Is. 219, 29 6 , Hag. 2 6, 2 Es. 616, Mk. 138, par.b i;ALOS E"{EVETO tJ.EAa.S ICTA., the sun became black, etc. : cf. Joel
210, 'The earth quaketh, the heavens tremble, the sun and the
moon are darkened, and the stars withdraw their shining' ; cf.
also Ezk. 327 f., Is. 1310, Amos 8 9, Mk. 1324 f · . - <rci.KKOS TPLXLVOS,
.sackcloth of hair: the garb of mourning. Of. Is. 503, 'I clothe
the heavens with blackness and I make sackCloth their covering.' --I) <TEATtVt'l E"{EVETO oos a.ttJ.a., the moon became as blood: cf.
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Joel 2 31, Ac. 220, Ass. Mos. 10 5• The figure is doubtless drawn
from the reddish appearance of the moon in an eclipse, or when
obscured by certain atmospheric conditions.
13. ot OaTEpes E1TE!Ta.V, the stars fell: cf. Mk. 1325, par. ci>s O"UKll JCTA., as a fig tree casteth, etc. : adapted from Is. 344,
'as a fading leaf from the fig tree ' ; cf. also N ah. 3 12.
14. o oupa.vos 0.1TEX(I)PL!T0TJ JCT"ll.., the heaven was removed, etc. :
the sky, regarded as a flexible material expanse, is conceived to
be withdrawn by being rolled up like the roll of a book. 'The
heaven shall be rolled together as a scroll,' Is. 34 4 ; cf. Sib.
Or. III. 82. The word a1roxwptl;etv does not denote a splitting,
or rending in pieces (so, some com.), but a removal to another
place. For the passing of the heavens cf. 21 I, Mk. 1331, par.,
Ps. 102 26, 2 Pet. 3 10. -1Tav opos /CTA., every mountain, etc.: cf.
1620 . A literal parallel to the carrying away of the mountains
and the islands from their places is not found in apocalyptic
writings, but the representation is doubtless suggested by the
familiar effects of earthquake and volcanic disturbance, in
which mountains are shattered and islands disappear. Cf.
'The mountains skipped like rams,' Ps. 1144 ; 'all the hills
moved to and fro,' Jer. 424.
15-16. ot pa.O"LAELS JCT"ll.., the kings, etc. : these seven classes
are meant to include every rank and condition of men from the
highest to the lowest.- ot JLEYLO"Taves, the princes, or nobles:
i.e. those high in civil rank ( cf. 18 23, Mk. 6 21), while the
XtA.{apxm, chief captains, are the military tribunes, lit. commanders of a thousand, cf. 19 18, Mk. 621. - EKpulJia.v Ea.uTOiiS
JCTA.., hid themselves, etc.: cf. Is. 219, 'Men shall go into the
caves of the rocks, and into the holes of the earth, from before
the terror of Jehovah, and from the glory of his majesty, when
he ariseth to shake mightily the earth' ; cf. also Is. 210• 21 • AEyou!TLV TOLS opE!TLV /CTA., they say to the mountains, etc. : derived from Hos. 108, 'They shall say to the mountains, Cover
us ; and to the hills, Fall on us'; cf. Lk. 2320. - &.1ro Tijs opyils
Toil &.pv(ou, from the wrath of the Lamb : the feeling of terror
expressed here is the same as that spoken of in 17, 'All the
tribes of the earth shall mourn because of him.' The Apocalypse, as the book· of judgment, makes emphatic the affection
of divine wrath in Christ. He is appropriately recognized as
2M
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joined with God in the approaching visitation. In putting into
the mouth of the speakers the title, the Lamb, the author uses
it in the sense which it has as one of the special terms of the
book (see pp. 314 ff.) and not as a designation of Christ in a
character of gentleness or meekness. There is then no inappropriateness in the wrath here attributed to him ; see below.
These words are rejected by some critics (Vischer, 40; Viilter, Offenb.
23; J. Weiss 64) on the ground that the Lamb is not in this scene in the
court of heaven represented as a judge, that wrath is incongruous in a
lamb that has been slain, and that the sing. ain·ov, v. 17, found in some
Mss. shows God alone to have been mentioned. With regard to the reading
of the sing. in v. 17 see below. What is said above is sufficient to show the
appropriateness of the words here.

17. As pointed out above the utterance of this verse is the
mistaken cry of men in terror caused by the portents which are
bursting upon them.
At this place in his plan the author
himself cannot be understood to declare that the last day has
already come.-~ ~IJ-Epa. 1l IJ-EYciATh the great day: for this
standing designation of the judgment day in eschatological
language, seep. 22.- a.1hiilv their: i.e. of God and the Lamb.
If the sing. auTov, his, found in some Mss., be adopted, it may
refer to the Lamb alone, the Lamb's wrath because of the
hostility of the world being the thought uppermost in mind ;
or while both God and the Lamb are thought of, the sing. may
be used because their wrath is conceived as one, see on avTo'ir;,
v. 8, also the use of the sing., 22 3, 1 Thess. 311, 2 Thess. 216 ;
others still would refer the pron. in the sing. to God alone.
See text. note. -TLS lh!va.Ta.L crTa.6ijva.L, who is able to stand:
suggested by N·ah. 1 6, 'who can stand before his indignation ;
and who can abide in the fierceness of his anger? ' cf. Mal. 3 2•
Textual note.•, Chapt. 61-!7. 1. cpwv'Y/ ACQ, which some min many edd take
as nom.; but the use of w~ and the position after A(yovro~ make the nom.
extremely harsh.
Some min vV s "''H Sod Sw al take it as a dat. cpwvfj.
P some min R read cpwv'Y/~; N some min cpwv'Y/Y·- (pxov (without Kat t8()
ACP many min some vers all recent edd RV; NQ many min and vers add
Kat t8(; but Q omits this in v. 3; the source of Kat {3A(7r( in R is uncertain.
-4. NcA some min Lch RVmrg omit (K before T'r}~ Y'Y/~·-cr<Patovaw AC
min edd; crcpa~wcrtv NPQ min R.- 8. avTot~ (after f8o8'Y/) NACP min vers
R nearly all edd; avTw Q min vers Bouss Moff, see on v. 17. -11. ava7ravuwvTat NC min R most edd RV; ava7ravcrovrat AQP min WH Bouss Sw.-
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7rAYJpwOwaw AC min vers most edd; 7rAYJpwuwuw ~PQ min Tr Ti Sod al j
but the ellipsis of 'TOV Bpop.ov, or 'TOV aptOp.ov supposed with this reading is
too _violent. The source of 7rAYJpwuov'TaL R is uncertain. -16. 7rEUE'TE ~CQ
min R RVmrg edd; 7rEUa'T£ AP min Lch WH "VS Sw, this form also is 2
aor., cf. Kiihn I § 226, 2, A 2. -17. avTwv ~C min vers Ti Tr WH Blj Sod
Sw RV; avTov APQ min vers R Lch W s Bouss Moff. The more appropriate avTwv might easily be changed by a copyist to av'Tov through the supposition that the opyYJ<; of this verse was merely a repetition of opyYJ<; in the
preceding sentence, the principal thought then centering in the wrath of
the Lamb. In view of this repetition of opyYJr;, it may well be questioned
whether the change of an original sing. to a pl. would not be harder than
the reverse.

Criticism of Chapts. 4-6. The three parts of the scene given in these
three chapts. respectively, God enthroned in glory, the book of destiny and
the Messiah who shall open it, and the breaking of the seals, are so closely
bound together that the integrity of the paragraph as a whole is unquestionable. The principal objections raised here by critics relate to (1) the
connection with the preceding, or (2) with the following part of the book,
(3) the Christian origin of the paragraph, and (4) the presence of certain
words or phrases and in one instance a passage of several verses.
(1) The words EM£wr; ~ytv6p.YJV lv 7rVtvp.an 4 2 are taken to be at variance
with 11° and with the situation implied throughout 110-322 (see on 41-2), and
to show that the Apocalypse began here, a few introductory words about
the author having preceded. Further traces of a different author are urged:
Ovpa 1]v£'fYf:L£V'YJ lv 'Tc{) ovpavc{) implies that the heaven was h" ~herto closed,
whereas the appearance of the glorified Christ 11° ff. can only be conceived
to have taken place in the heavens; the voice in 4 1 cannot be the same as
that of 11°, therefore the words
7rpW'TYJ • . . p.E'T, lp.dii must be due to a
reviser trying to bring this paragraph into connection with a context primarily foreign to it. These are the principal grounds against a connection
of these chapts. with the foregoing urged by Vischer (77) and his followers.
So fa;r as this criticism calls for consideration it has been met in the notes
on 41•
(2) The vision of tlie sixth seal 612-17, it is argued, ushers in the last day,
so that now there remain only the judgment and eternal life; this vision
then cannot introduce the events of 71-8 and many other later portions which
have no place in those final scenes; so, Spitta 80 ff., 302, who makes the
original Apocalypse end with a brief appendix to the sixth seal, including 81,
79-16, and one or two other short sections. The misinterpretation of 612-17 on
which this theory rests is shown in the Com. on these verses.
(3) Critics who regard the book a working-over of one or more Jewish
apocalypses find in this paragraph numerous traces of a non-Christian origin;
see Vischer 79 ff., 55 ff., 'V eyland 88 f. Chapt. 4, it is argued, is throughout
.Jewish, containing nothing distinctively Christian. Besides this negative
evidence, elements are found in that and the other chapts. which are at
variance with a Christian origin; e.g. God, not Christ, is the one who is to

r,
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come 48 ; the Spirit is seven, not one 4 5 , the martyrs are not martyrs of
Christ and do not appeal to him, their thirst for vengeance is unchristian
69 f·; in chapt. 5 there are two Messiahs, one the Lamb brought in by the
Christian reviser, the other the lion, the Jewish hero who conquers by his
might, but with whom the idea of a redemptive death is not associated. Of
these arguments only the last calls for comment. The others have been
sufficiently noticed in the Com. on the respective passages. The hypothesis
of two Messiahs here is a part' of the general theory that the book contains
a combination of irreconcilable Jewish and Christian elements. See on
this theory pp. 229, 230, 509, 511. Its maintenance in this paragraph
makes necessary, in order to get rid of the Christian elements, a process of
excision in the text so violent that it is approved by few critics. Even
Spitta (58 ff.), who finds two Jewish apocalypses worked into the book,
accepts chapts. 4-6 as an integral part of the Christian Apocalypse begun in
chapts. 1-3.
(4) The word d.pv[ov is in all places in these chapts. attributed by Vischer
and his followers to a reviser, as is necessary for maintaining the theory of
an original Jewish apocalypse here. Other sentences or phrases, not fundamentally important, have been rejected on different grounds; e.g. 3. dow
••• TOV 8wv 4 5 ; at dutv •.• TWV ay[wv 58 (on this passage see notes in Zoe.);
a11'0
lJpyYJ<> TOV apv[ov 617• The important passage 59-14 is rejected by the
school of Vischer through the exigencies of their theory, cf. Vischer 55 ff.;
in part also, i.e. vv. 11-14, it is rejected by others; so, Volter Offenb. 14, Erbes
50, because in these verses the praises of the angels and creation are not,
like those of the Living Creatures 9-10, grounded on the Lamb's worthiness to open the book, i.e. they are not called forth by the circumstances of
the context, but by the general worthiness of God and the Lamb to receive
homage. Such a canon of criticism, which would exclude all broadening
of scope or variation in the course of a hymn, would leave few hymns, especially Hebrew psalms, intact. On excisions see further, p. 530.
These objections to the general integrity of chapts. 4-6 and their appropriateness in this place are not conclusive enough to have gained a wide
assent. The congruity of the paragraph with the author's plan (see pp.
261, 443 f.), its fitness as a splendid development of the motives underlying
the preceding chapts., its agreement with those chapts. in its messianic
conceptions, in its exalted christology, its manner and language, all produce
the conviction that we have at work here the same mind and with the same
conceptions as in the opening part. In this opinion are agreed the large
majority of recent scholars of differing schools.

-n;..

Chap. VII. Prelude to the breaking of the seventh seal.
See pp. 266 ff. (1) Sealing of the servants of God, vv. 1-8.
(2) An anticipatory vision of the redeemed before the throne,
vv. 9-17.
The opening of the seals of the roll has proceeded in unbroken order to this point in our book, when there is inserted
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here between the sixth and seventh seals a paragraph containing two short visions which at first sight seem to have no relation to each other nor to the course of events described in the
context. The first shows an earthly scene in which the seal of
God is set on the twelve tribes of Israel (vv. 1-8); the second,
an innumerable throng out of every nation standing before the
heavenly throne, clad in festal raiment, and offering an exultant
hymn of homage to God and the Lamb (vv. 9-17). Unquestionably this chapter is not a part of the vision of the sixth
seal. That vision formed one of a series of plagues, and the
description of these was in each case complete in itself; the
subject-matter of this chapter is of a quite different character.
A transition is moreover indicated by the formula p.eTa TOVTO
eioov, After this I saw, which regularly marks a change (see
on 4 1) ; its use here (vv. 1, 9) shows that these two visions are
distinct from the preceding and from each other. The exact
meaning of the two visions, their relation to each other, and
their insertion in this place raise exegetical and critical questions upon which scholars are very much at variance. The
saying of Vischer ( 46) that 'good grounds may be urged for
every explanation, yet every one is weighted -w-ith insurmountable difficulties' is an overstatement; yet it is true that no
explanation can be offered to which at least plausible objections
may not be made. The explanation here given is that which
on the whole does least injustice to the details presented, and
at the same time conforms best to the author's conceptions and
characteristic manner, as seen elsewhere. It is a misfortune in
the study of the passage that it has in many quarters been
viewed in too isolated an aspect.
(1) vv. 1-8. (a) In the interpretation of the first vision
of the chapt. certain difficulties will be removed by the recognition of what appears to be clearly established, that the
Apocalyptist here uses in the matter and the symbolism some
source not elsewhere preserved to us. At the opening of the
vision four angels are seen at the four corners of the earth
holding back the winds; by the loud command of a fifth angel
who bears the seal of God they are bidden to stay the winds
from their sweep of destruction across the earth till the servants of God have been sealed. Such a brief staying of deadly
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forces for the safeguarding of certain persons or things to be
exempt from destruction is found in several striking cases.
In Ezk. 94 ff. the ministers of slaughter in Jerusalem are held
back till a mark is set on those to whom they may not come
near. A parallel still closer is found in Ap. Bar. 64 ff.; four
angels are seen standing with torches of fire at the four corners
of Jerusalem, while a fifth angel descends from heaven and
bids them stay the destruction of the city till he has hidden
in the earth the sacred articles of the temple. So again in
En. 66 f.; the Seer in his vision of the deluge beholds the
angels, who are about to let loose the waters upon the earth,
holding them back for a time for the building of the ark. Now
in all these parallels, except in our passage, the destructive
powers are seen after the enforced pause to execute their
destined works. But in our book the four winds whose work
is stayed for the sealing only do not appear again. They
are declared to be held back only for a definite interval; then
their destructive work is expected to begin. We should most
naturally look for it after the breaking of the seyenth seal.
But none of the plagues or catastrophes which follow in the
later chapters are said to proceed from these winds, or are in
anyway associated with them. The supposition then seems
inevitable that the author is here adapting figures from some
familiar source which forcibly picture his thought, just as we
see him adapting 0. T. sources to his use, though as regards
exact form he has in this case been less careful to bring his
source in all its details into strict harmony with the imagery
of the later scenes. The thought uppermost with him here
is the staying of coming evils by divine ordering till God's
servants have been sealed. See further p. 538. The view that
a source has been used here is further indicated in the remaining part of the vision to which these introductory verses (1-3)
lead up; this will appear below (under band c).
(b) Who are the servants of God for whose sealing the
winds are stayed ? They are specified as belonging to the
twelve tribes of Israel. And if we confine our view to the pres
ent passage, Israel appears to be used literally of the Jewish
people. A Christian writer may speak of the Church as the
Israel of God (Gal. 616), or as the twelve tribes of Israel
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(James 1 1), adopting the comprehensive title of God's ancient
people as a whole.
Yet if he were writing independently,
without borrowing imagery from some Jewish archetype, it is
hardly possible that he should carry out the idea of identity to
a detailed division of the Church into twelve families answering severally to the twelve tribes of Israel. And even if for
greater vividness he should transfer to the Church the tribal
divisions in idea, he would certainly adopt the ideal list of the
tribes rather than fashion one so anomalous as is here given
(see on vv. 5 ff.). It seems most probable then, as the larger
number of critical scholars agree, that the author in this paragraph had in mind some apocalyptic source, in which a calamity threatening the people of Israel was to be stayed until certain chosen ones should be safeguarded from its operations.
This conclusion does not however determine the sense in which
he applies the symbolism; that this could not in its original
sense be taken up into a Christian apocalypse is evident. Who
then, in the author's intention, are the 144,000 that are to be
sealed? The answer which, in spite of some difficulty raised,
is most conformable to the conceptions of the N.T. in general,
as well as those of the Apocalyptist- the one that does least
violence to the universalistic spirit of the book- is that they are
the whole body of the Church, Jewish and Gentile alike; so, many
scholars both ancient and modern. (For other interpretations
see pp. 536 f.) St. Paul everywhere conceives the Church
to be the true Israel, and Christians to be the true Jews
(e.g. Ro. 229, Gal. 616); with St. James the Christians are the
twelve tribes (11, cf. Soden Kom. 176 ff.); for the same thought
elsewhere, c£. 1 Pet. 1\ 2 9 ; Hermas Sim. IX. 171. So with our
author the Christian is the true Jew (2 9, 39 ), the city of the
Church triumphant is called Jerusalem, and its gates, whose
superscriptions designate those who are to enter through each,
bear the names of the twelve tribes of Israel (209, 21 2• 12). The
description, then, of the safeguarding of the Church under the
figure of the sealing of Israel as a whole gives in itself no difficulty.
And that this is the author's meaning he seems to show certainly by the mention of the 144,000 in 141, where they are seen
to be the whole body of triumphant Christians (see note there).
The absence of the article in that place is urged against the
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identity of those with the persons of our passage ( cf. Diist. ),
but on the contrary its omission is in keeping with the visionary
style, see p. 650. The principal difficulty in the identification of Israel with the Church in our passage lies, as seen above,
in the special enumeration of the tribes. But it must be kept
in mind that the Apocalyptist conceivably follows his source
more closely here than is his wont. In adopting the four
riders from Zec. (see on 2 6), the four Living Creatures from
Ezk. (see on 4 6 ), the two olive trees from Zec. (see p. 593),
and similar imagery borrowed from the O.T., he modifies his
source materially; but apparently in this instant less modification is introduced. He may have seen in the specification
of the twelve tribes, which he found in his source, a strong
expression of completeness, which is an essential part of his
thought here; he therefore retains it as not foreign to his
purpose, having in mind the fullness of the spiritual, not the
national, Israel. For the emphasis shown on completeness here,
see on v. 4.
A sealing of the saints in this place is in the opinion of some
critics open to the objection that it belongs before the visitations of the earlier visions ( cf. Spitta, 80 f.). But while it
might have preceded these, it is introduced here with finer dramatic effect ; for those judgments are but preliminary ; the
supreme trials, those for which God's special safeguarding is
needed, are to come now with the breaking of the seventh seal.
Like the anticipatory vision of final triumph in vv. 9-17, as
will be seen below, the sealing is most appropriate immediately
before the opening of the events which form the main chapters
in the picture of the future.
Other views concerning the persons sealed. (1) They are Jewish Christians, whereas the multitude in vv. 9-17 are Christians of all nations alike,
including Jews; so, many com., e.,q. Bengel, Stuart, Diist. But no satisfactory explanation is given of the safeguarding of the Jewish Christians
in distinction from others; none is indicated here, nor does our author,
though a Jew, anywhere intimate that a preference or advantage is granted
to the Jew. (2) They are the chosen 'Remnant' of Israel who have accepted Jesus as the Messiah; the author of the paragraph is a Judaistic
Christian, with whom the Messiah is sent to Israel only; the true Israelites
are those Jews who have accepted him, they only form the true Christians;
this limited number, 144,000 out of the twelve tribes, are sealed for de-
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liverance in the coming distresses ( cf. e.g. Volter Offenb. 28 f.). That
might conceivably have been the thought of the original source; but that
meaning could not be attributed to the author of the Revelation in its
present form ; with him a national limitation of the messianic kingdom has
altogether disappeared. (3) They are the Israelites who shall ultimately
be grafted into the people of God (Ro. 11). Israel now rejecting Christ
is hardened and cast off, but in the end a remnant of each tribe shall be
converted; so, e.g. Bouss. Baljon. Attractive as this interpretation is, it is
however open to what appears conclusive objection. The hope of the final
conversion of Israel, at least in part, appears in 39, 111 3 (see notes in Zoe),
but there is not in the present passage, as in those places, any intimation
that the writer has in mind the conversion or bringing back of those now
regarded as enemies (2 9) ; the language here like that in Ezk. 94 contemplates the safe-guarding of those who are now faithful 'servants of God.'
This interpretation moreover, like all those that refer the words to the
literal Israel, fails to give due force to the mention of the 144,000 in 141,
see p. 535. (4) They are a small number chosen out of the Church because of their purity (14 4 ) and destined to be delivered from the last
plagues; gathered under the guidance of the Lamb on mount Sion (141),
they will behold untouched the last dreadful events, while the mass of
Christians (vv. 9-17) will fall in martyrdom; so, J. 'Veiss, 65 ff. But so
far as this vision itself (vv. 1-8) shows-and it appears complete in itself
-there is no intimation of a selection on certain undefined grounds, or of a
deliverance of a part preliminary to the complete triumph of all in the
end; the sealing is for all the ' servants of God' (see on v. 4) and designed
to secure one common safe-guarding of all.

(c) What now is meant by the sealing? The seal is a mark
of authentication (Ro. 4 11 ), or a means of security (Rev. 51, 20 3).
In our passage both these ideas may be included; i.e. in contrast with the mark of the beast set on his followers and showing them to belong to him (13 16 r"), the seal of God may
authenticate his servants as his ; but the 'predominant thought
here is that the seal, like the mark set on the chosen ones of
Jerusalem in the closely parallel scene in Ezk., is a token or
pledge of security. This is shown by the language of v. 3
staying the winds from their destructive work till the seal has
been set on God's servants. This general meaning is unquestioned and has been assumed in the foregoing paragraph (b).
But a more precise definition is needed. From what are the
servants of God to be preserved ? The most common answer
of interpreters, both ancient and modern, is, From the plagues
that are now to come upon the earth after the breaking of the
seventh seal. I£ we limit our view to the present passage, the
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meaning would clearly be that the sealed are to be preserved
from the ravages of the winds, which we should expect to see
released as soon as the sealing is accomplished. The language
of v. 3, and the analogy of the parallels mentioned above
(in a) show pretty certainly that that was the meaning in the
source which the author is following. But as seen in his use
of the 0. T., he freely adapts derived imagery to his own conceptions (see p. 221) ; we must then look beyond the prototype
to ascertain exactly the sense intended in a borrowed symbol.
Now in the eschatology of theN. T~ in general and especially
in our book the Last Times are distinctly made times of suffering and peril for God's servll\lts; cf. the eschatological discourse in the Gospels (Mk. 13, par.), and in our book the
forewarning of the need of endurance, 1310 , 1412 , the prophecy
of coming martyrdoms 611, the limitation of the promises to the
victors in the seven epistles, and similar forebodings of distress
(see on 310). And the relation of the scenes of chapt. 7 to the
breaking of the last seal, which ushers in the whole cycle of
events to the end, gives to this pledge of security·a sense appropriate to the Christian's trial in these events. It seems
clear that the servants of God are not to be exempted from the
coming plagues throughout, though some of these are specifically limited to God's enemies, e.g. those of chapts. 9 and 16.
The meaning is rather that in the awful calamities of the last
days and the doom of the world, the saints, like the elect in
Ezekiel's vision, are to be saved from destruction, and though
they must suffer, many of them even unto. death, they will
finally be brought in safety out of all the woe into the eternal
kingdom ; so, many recent com. e.g. Bouss. Baljon, Moff.
Diist. takes the sealing to denote security against apostasy. But this
falls short of its scope. Fidelity unto the end is of course implied as a con·
dition, but the thought is broader, including the result, salvation. Charles
(Studies, 120 ff.) makes the sole purpose of sealing security against demonic
agencies, as in 94 ie is expressly stated to exempt from the torments of the
demonic locusts; some of the plagues which from their nature must affect
all alike, e.g. those of 87- 12, Charles treats as interpolated (ibid., 146 ff.).
But at this point, where the pause is made for the purpose of safeguarding
against the effects of opening the seventh seal, the pledge must, as indicated here and in the parallels mentioned, be understood to secure against
all the effects, unless some special limitation is intimated; and the de-
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structive forces set in operation at the breaking of the seventh seal, the
overwhelming movements in heaven and earth, in face of which the Apocalyptist is seeking to encourage the Christians, are by no means due entirely
to demonic agencies.
·

(2) vv. 9-17. The second vision of the chapt. reveals an innumerable company before the throne in heaven praising God and
the Lamb for their finished salvation. Who now are the whiterobed throng and to what place in the eschatological period
does this scene belong? Are they redeemed Gentile Christians
as contrasted with those of Israel in vv. 4-8? Some com. have
taken them so. But the language shows them to be of all
peoples, without distinction. Are they martyrs who have passed
through death triumphantly and are seen thus in heavenly
glory at the end? So, many com. e.g. B. Weiss, Bouss. Or
if martyrs, do they form the remainder to be added ·to those
'beneath the altar' (6 9-11), and with these to be admitted to
the final glory before the judgment? So, Ewald. Or still again
are they the whole company of the redeemed out of every tribe of
men, who shall stand glorified before God in the final blessedness after the judgment? So most earlier and the larger number of modern scholars take them. This interpretation seems
certainly correct. The redeemed here are those who come out
of every nation and tribe, a frequent expression in our book to
denote mankind universally, Jew and Gentile alike (e.g. 5 9,137,
17 16 ); and they are here in no way distinguished as martyrs.
These latter are described as' those who have been slain for the
word of God ' (6 9), and 'those who have been beheaded for the
testimony of Jesus' (20 4 ); but the multitude in this vision are
those who • have washed their robes in the blood of the Lamb'
(v. 14), a characterization of all saints alike; cf. 15, 59 • The
vision then is a revelation of the whole Church brought in
safety through the great tribulation into the blessedness of its
finished salvation. The passage is parallel with others which
picture the felicity of all the saints in the consummation after
the judgment. Such a revelation is given in 141-6 and 152- 4 ;
there also, not the martyrs only are meant, but all the redeemed of the earth (14 3), all who have gotten the victory over
the beast (152).
Viewed apart from the Apocalyptist's manner the interruption
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of the breaking of the seals at this point and the insertion of a
vision apparently so out of place would be inexplicable. The
incongruity is, however, only apparent. It is the author's habit,
followed almost universally, to introduce at a great crisis or
turning-point just such an anticipatory passage as this, looking
beyond the immediate connection to the great outcome at the
end. It is in pursuance of his art in throwing light into his
darkest pictures. His aim is in each new instance to encourage
his readers in the face of the calamities foretold. This principle of literary structure, one of the author's finest characteristics, has been fully shown above, pp. 244 :ff. At the juncture
which we reach at this point in his revelation we should therefore expect just such an anticipatory scene as we find here.
The seventh seal is about to be broken ; with that the roll will
be opened and the long series of awful judgments and portents
leading up to Christ's final triumph will begin its course. But
before the terror of it all overwhelms the reader, the Apocalyptist opens to him a glimpse into the glory and blessedness which
lie beyond for him who can endure unto the end.
It will be seen, then, that the two visions of this chapt., with
all the dissimilarities, relate to the same persons, the whole
body of the Church, though seen in different stages of its experience. The first views the great conflict before the Church
from its beginning, and pledges the guarding care of God
which shall bring his faithful servants through the calamities
awaiting them. The second anticipates the scene of triumph
when all is finished, when the accomplished 'salvation' is the
theme of the heavenly song (v. 10). The first is the promise;
the second is the promise fulfilled. Viewed in this light, in
relation ·to the events now about to be unfolded, the whole
episode forms a passage of great splendor in the drama of our
book.
Many scholars regard it as settled beyond question that the two visions
cannot refer to the same persons; the one body numbers definitely 144,000,
the other is innumerable; the one is composed of Israelites only, the other
of men of all nations; the one is just facing tribulation, the other has already passed beyond it; etc. But if the view taken above of the real meaning of each vision is correct, these objections lose their force. As regards
numbers it is to be noticed that the Apocalyptist in the vision of the sealing
is not speaking of a selection, whether great or small, out of the tribes of
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Israel; the idea which he is emphasizing is the completeness of the number,
all the servants of God are to be sealed (v. 3), and he hears the number
when the sealing is :finished; all the twelve tribes have been sealed and in
each tribe the number is complete; see on v. 4. Between this symbolic expression of completeness in the :first vision and the actual innumerable
throng in the second there is no contradiction. The other points urged
against identity are met in what has been said above.

(1) First part of the Prelude. The Sealing of the Servants
of God, 71- 8• See pp. 266, 532 ff.
1. jLETcl. TOVTO ttSov, after this I saw: for this formula marking a change of vision see on 4 1. - TE<r<ra.pa.s a:yyEAOUS, four
angels: 'the spirits of the winds' are meant; cf. ' the angel of
the waters,' 165 ; see pp. 70, 445. The figure of the four winds
as destructive agencies, or as connected with portents, is a
familiar one; cf. Jer. 4936, Dan. 72, Zec. 65 • The winds appear
as a stereotyped factor in eschatological imagery ; cf. Dan. Zoe.
cit.; see also Bouss. Antichrist 246 ff., Gunkel Schopfung 327 ff.
As such they were doubtless used in the source followed by
the Apocalypti~t here; see pp. 533 f.- 8Ev8pov, tree: cf. v. 3.
The trees seem to be singled out as being especially exposed
to the force of the winds. The construction changes to the
ace. to express that against which the force is directed, while
the gen. in the preceding nouns denotes that upon whose surface
the winds blow. If 7r&v be read here, it signifies, after the
negative vb., any, cf. 9 4, Blass §51, 2; Win. § 26, 1.
2. ci.1ro civa.ToM]s i]Mou, from the east: lit. the sun-rising.
Why this direction is specified is not certain; perhaps it is
merely a picturesque feature (Blj. ), perhaps it is a reminiscence of Ezk. 43\ where the glory of Jehovah, whose messenger
in our passage brings the seal of salvation, is said to come from
the east (Vi:ilter Offenb. 25).- ~coVTos, living: this epithet of
God, frequent in later Jewish writings (see on 118 ), is used
appropriately where the sure accomplishment of his purpose for
his people is thought of; cf. 106, 157,- ots, a.'liTois: see on 3 8•
3. acppa.y(<r(l)jLEV, we shall have sealed: the pl. includes with
the speaker his helpers in the work of sealing. The omission
of av with the subjv. after axpt, infrequent in classical Gk.
(GMT. 620), is the rule in the N. T., see Blass § 65, 10.TOVS 8ov).ous, the servants: reference is made, not to a select
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number, but to all God's servants, to whom belongs by his
promise the pledge of security.- E1TL TO)v JLET~1Tcov, upon their
foreheads: taken directly from Ezk. 94 • The seal corresponds
to the mark ( <TTJIJ.E'iov) there set upon those who are to be delivered. The followers of the Beast also bear a mark (xdparyp.a,
never crcf>pary{c;) in their foreheads, 1316 • What the mark of the
seal is, is not important; 141 would suggest that it is the name
of God; so in Is. 446 (RVmrg.) it is said that one shall 'write
on his hand, Unto Jehovah,' in allusion to the branding of a
slave with his owner's name; cf. also Hdt. II. 113. A reference
to baptism, found by some, is impossible in this connection ;
moreover the figure is never applied to baptism in the N. T.,
though occurring in post-apostolic writings.
4. ijKou<ra., I heard: the number is too large for the Seer to
count. - E<rcj>pa.yL<rJLEVOL EK 1Tn<rf1S cj>uAijs, sealed from every
tribe: i.e. there were sealed ones from every tribe, not 144,000
from every tribe, a sense which the words in themselves might
have, but vv. 5-8 show that not to be the meaning intended.
The words are added to emphasize the fact th!}t every tribe is
included. And the number 12,000 in the· following enumeration, whether due to the Apocalyptist or found in his source,
is as used here intended to symbolize completeness (seep. 254);
every member of every tribe of God's children receives his
pledge of security from destruction. The unnecessary naming
of each several tribe, together with the repeated number 12,000,
emphasizes in the strongest possible way the inclusion of every
member of God's people. -The nom. ecrcf>parytcrp.evot in the
appos. phrase follows the author's usage.
5-8. The list of tribes given here is proJ:mbly due to the
source, rather than to the Apocalyptist himself. The order of
the tribes need not be especially considered here. Nineteen
different arrangements of the names are found in the 0. T.,
with none of which does this list agree. For a good tabular
view of these see Hast. IV. 811; see also En. Bib. IV. 5208.
Geographical or maternal relations determine the arrangement
in many of the lists, but in others are disregarded. The list in
this chapt. does not in its present form show a clear principle
of order, but the same may be said of others. There are in
this list two stri:King peculiarities. (1) The omission of the
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tribe of Dan. The explanation of this on the ground that
the tribe had long been extinct (De W ette, Ewald, al.) is
insufficient, since this is true of other tribes also: The theory,
that an original Aav in the Ms. was through a copyist's error
displaced by Mav and this then was. taken for a contraction of
Mavao-o-11 (Spitta, al.), is fanciful and is generally rejected.
The explanation of Irenreus (V. 30, 2) that Dan was omitted
because it was believed that Antichrist would come from that
tribe appears in many early com. and is widely accepted
among recent scholars (e.g. Erbes. Bouss. Blj. J. Weiss, Mo:ff.
Swete). This belief appears to have arisen from a rabbinical
interpretation of such passages as Gen. 4911, Jer. 816 ; it is
expressed in Test. Dan. 61, and was evidently well known in
the early centuries. There is therefore much evidence that
the tribe of Dan was held in disfavor. (See Bouss. Antichrist
171 ff.; En. Bib. I. 997.) A Jewish or a Jewish-Christian
apocalyptist might therefore have thought that it had lost its
claim to a place in the messianic kingdom, and that another of
the families appearing in the tribal lists should be substituted
in its stead to fill up the number twelve. The name is omitted
together with Zebulun, or evaded, in 1 Chron. 7 12 (see Hast. II.
130, under Ahet, En. Bib. I. 996, n. 4). It is noticeable that
other names also are omitted from one or more of the lists,
e.g. Simeon, Dt. 33, J g. 5; in the latter place Judah also ; Gad
and Asher in 1 Chron. 27. (2) Another peculiarity in the
list is the presence of both Ma:nasseh and Joseph, though the
former is included in the latter. This occurs in no other list.
The name of Dan being omitted, the author of the list fills up
the number by the choice of one of the two names, Ephraim
and Manasseh, sons of Joseph, which appear in many of the
lists. Ephraim may perhaps have been thought less suitable,
because it is so often used as the designation of the ten northern
tribes.
(2) The second part of the Prelude. An anticipatory vision
of the redeemed before the throne, 79-17. See pp. 268, 539 £.
9. tJ.ETd. Ta:uTa. Et&ov, after these things I saw: see on v. 1.ov, a.\JT6v: see on 38. - EK 'Tra.VTOS E0VO\lS ICTA., from every nation,
etc.: for this standing expression of the universality of the
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final kingdom see on 59. - E<rTOOTES, 1TEpLPEPA'I'JJLEVOUS: both
referring to oxA.os-, an irregularity in construction characteristic
of the author. - evclmLov Toil 6p6vou JCTA., before the throne, etc.:
the picture of the throne-room and the various orders of angels
as given in chapts. 4-5 reappears here in detail, vv. 9, 11, 13;
hence the mention of the Lamb, which some critics regard as
interpolated, is strictly in place. The language in vv. 15 ff.,
'Shall spread his tabernacle over them,' etc., belongs rather to
the renewed earth as the abode of the blessed, as in chapt. 21;
heaven and earth are blended as often in eschatological representations. - <rToAd.s AEUK6.S JCTA., white robes, etc.: these are
marks of festal rejoicing, especially in victory. For the use of
palm branches cf. Jno. 1213, 1 Mace. 1351 , 2 Mace. 107.
10. <rWT'I'Jp(a. Tcp 6Ecp fJJlOOV JCTA., salvation to our God, etc. : as
in 1210, 191, reference is made to the accomplished salvation of
the saints ; this is the foremost theme of praise. The form of
expression ascribes the work of salvation to God and the Lamb,
as in v. 12 the same idiom expresses a recognition of wisdom,
etc., as belonging to God; see on 4 9• n.
11-12. The angel hosts join in rejoicing over the salvation
of men, cf. Lk. 1510• With the initial amen they affirm in
liturgical manner the praise just uttered by the redeemed, and
at the same time show that in the following sevenfold doxology
each several ascription to God, though quite general in itself,
is uttered with special reference to the final salvation. Upon
the wisdom and power of God in the work of redemption, cf.
Eph. 310, 119 • With this doxology compare that of 512•
13. ci1TEKp161J, answered: no question is implied to which
answer is made ; the word is used here, as often in the LXX
and the N.T., in imitation of the Heb. idiom, to introduce an
utterance called forth by something which has preceded ; see
Thayer, s.v. 2. -No special symbolical meaning is to be attached to the choice of an Elder as the speaker ; see on 55.
For the dialogue form in introducing the explanation of a
vision, cf. Am. 78, 82, J er. 1 11 • 13, 243, Zec. 42•
14. ELp'I'JKa.: aoristic perf., see on 57.- KvpLe JlOU, my Lord:
the words express a sense of subordinateness in the speaker,
but imply nothing as to whether the person addressed is
human or superhuman. -<TV ot5a.s, thou knowest: the pron. is
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emphatic; ignorance on the Seer's part is implied. Until the
vision is explained he cannot certainly recognize in the heavenly throng those whom he had in the first vision seen sealed.
This ignorance of the Seer does not furnish an argument (so,
Vischer 50) against the identity of the two companies.- ol
EPXO!J.EVOL, those who come: the explanation of Diist., those who
are now coming, as if said from the standpoint of present experience is against the connection. The part. with the art.
forms a noun, the comers, and the pres. expresses simply the
idea of the vb. without reference to time ( cf. Burton § 123,
Blass § 58, 4 at the end); the time is determined by the context, which in this case shows the act to have already taken
place at the time anticipated in the vision; oi e'ABovT~, those
who have come, might have been used. Of. Tow vl!cwvTar; 152,
o 'TrAavwv 20 10• The th.eory of ,J. Weiss (70) that in the
original apocalypse the idea was, Those who are now marching
in festal procession to meet the Messiah requires violent
changes in the text.- Tfjs 6A£lf!eoos Tfjs IJ.EYciATJS, the great tribulation : in view of chapt. 7 as a preparation for all that follows
the breaking of the last seal, the tribulation spoken of is best
understood of the whole series of woes, which are to come
before the end : there is nothing which points to any one particular distress. Of. Mt. 2421. - hrAuva.v tcTA., they have washed
their garments, etc. : cf. 22 14, Heb. 914, 1 J no. 1 7, 'The blood of
Jesus his Son cleanseth us fr9m all sin'; see on Rev. 15. The
language describes all Christians alike ; there is nothing to
show special reference to martyrs ; see pp. 539 f.
15. 8LC1 TOVTO, therefore: i.e. because they are purified from
all sin.- Aa.Tpevoucnv, serve: the word denotes here the ritual
service of the temple ; cf. Reb. 8 5• All the redeemed are
priests (51°); they may approach near to God and perform the
sacred service in the heavenly sanctuary, which only priests
might enter. For the heavenly temple, see on 6 9. - (TICTJVW(TEL t1r'
a.'lhovs, shall spread his tabernacle over them: (Ttc1}vovv to fix one's
tent, followed by f.L€Td, EV, means to dwell among, cf. 213, J no. 114 j
here it is used with e'Trt, because the tabernacle of God's abode
with ·his people is at the same time a covering of protection
spread over them. This representation belongs to the dwelling
of God upon the new earth (21 3), rather than to the throne2N
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room; see on v. 9. The tense here changes to the fut. The
Seer, at first beholding what stands before him in vision, now
becomes the prophet speaking from the standpoint of the
present and foretelling the future. This latter character is
maintained through the following verses, which also have in
view the abode of the saints upon the renewed earth. It is
noticeable that v. 15 combines the three places of the redeemed
-the heavenly throne-room, the heavenly temple, and the
renewed earth; and the last sentence of the verse unites in the
subj. ('he that sitteth on the throne') and the pred. ('shall
spread his tabernacle,' etc.) the two abodes of God. Readiness
to blend different aspects of the same thing must be recognized
as a characteristic of our Apocalyptist, and must be taken into
account in estimating some of the difficulties raised by critics
regarding the structure of the book.
16-17. The prophecies here uttered, taken with some modification from the 0. T. promises of the blessedness awaiting
Israel on its restoration from captivity, were especially suited
to bring comfort to the Christians in their suffering.s and persecutions. The source of most of the passage is Is. 4910, 'They
shall not hunger nor thirst ; neither shall the heat nor sun
smite them; for he that hath mercy on them will lead them,
even by springs of water will he guide them.'- o\18E 1rav Ka.ilJLa.,
nor any burning: cf. Ps. 121 6• For 7rav, see on v. 1. -To
cipv£ov 1TOLJLG.VEL, the Lamb shall be. their shepherd : Christ as the
shepherd of his people is a favorite figure in the Johannine
writings; cf. Jno. 10, 2115-17, For the figure in the 0. T., cf.
Ps. 23 1- 2, Ezk. 3423. - civd. JLECTov, in the midst of: commonly the
phrase means between, e.g. 1 Co. 6 5 ; but here apparently equivalent to f.v p.&up, in the midst of, as in the LXX, Jos. 19 1 ; the
Lamb stands, not at one side, but in the foremost place before
the middle of the throne; see on 5 6. - ~(l)llS 1TTJycis v86.T(I)V, life's
water-springs: a frequent figure in the J ohannine books ; e.g.
21 6, 22 1• 17, Jno, 4 14 ; cf. also apTO~ TT,~ tw-Y,~, bread of life, Jno.
6 35• The figures denote that which gives life, Jno. 414• twi]~ is
made emphatic by its position between the preposition and its
case, cf. Buttm. p. 343. The gen. may depend on vOUTwv; the
peculiarity in order is then like that in u-apiCOr; /moB€crt~ p{nrov,
1 Pet. 32 1 ; or it may depend upon the compound expression
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7ra"f08 vodTrov, water-springs.- ega.XdlftEL IC'TA., shall wipe away

every tear, etc., cf. 21 4 ; taken from Is. 25 8• 'Words like these
of vv. 15-17 must sound as a divine music in the ears of the
persecuted. God will comfort as a mother comforts' (Baljon).
Textual notes, 71-17• 1. Before 8£vllpov, .,., is read in CQ most min Pr
Lch Tr Alf W s Sod RV; NP some min R Ti WH Blj Sw read ?Tav, which however may be due to 94 21 27 ; cf. V\T s p 125; A reads mt ll£vllpov.- 2. Instead
of avaToA:rr>, A vV s Lch WHmrg read avaToAwv; see W s 109.-3. aXPL
NACP edd; axpt~ ov Q many min R; axpt~ av some min. -4. A omits
'Y}Kovua . • • EUcppaytup.£vwv.- Instead of £ucppayurp.Evot, Q many min read
Eucppaytup.£vwv.- 5-8. NACPQ most min edd read £ucppaytup.£vot at the
beginning and the·end of the list, i.e. with loviln and B£vtap.£tv, but omit
it with the other names; some min R insert it with each name. A few
min have Dan instead of Gad. N omits Dan and •Simeon, and transposes
Joseph and Benjamin.-9. A some vers Prim Lch Ws Moff omit Kat t&v,
reading ox..\ov for ox..\o~.- £UTW'T£~ NAP min R nearly all edd ; EUTWTa~ Q
many min Alf W s; £UTWTwv C. - ?T£pt{3E/3A'Y]fl-£Vov~ NACQ min edd; ?T£pt/3£/3A'YJtJ-EVOL N°P some min R.- cpotVLK£~ N° ACP min nearly all edd; cpmvtKa~
NQ many min Ti. -11. ELU'T'YJKEtuav NAPQ most edd, but NAP have ' for u
in the augment, a spelling due to copyists, adopted by WH ; R has
EUT'YJKEUav, of uncertain origin. -14. 'T'YJ~ before O..\ttft£w~ and fl-EYaA'YJ~ is
omitted in A Lch. -17. {w'Y]~ NAPQ min edd; 'wua~ some min R.
Criticism of Chapt. 7. The apparent absence in this chapt. of relation
to the context, the dissimilarity in the two visions of which it is composed,
and the special Jewish aspect of the first of these present difficulties, for the
solution of which different critics have offered characteristic theories. The
fundamental questions involved have been considered above. If the interpretation there given is correct, it meets the problems of the passage without raising the greater difficulties involved in theories of excision and
redaction. In addition to what is there urged on exegetical grounds for the
unity of the chapt. and its appropriateness in this place, due weight should
be given to the agreement with the rest of the book not only in language
and grammatical peculiarities (cf. pp. 222 ff.) but in eschatology and christology. It will be enough to note here the theories of representative critics.
(1) vv. 1-8. The Jewish form of this passage, acknowledged by all scholars,
is made by Vischer a part of the argument for his theory that the book was
primarily a Jewish apocalypse (see pp. 229 f.). Having eliminated all the
Christian elements from chapts. 1-6, he connects this passage directly with
the breaking of the seven seals. Between the sixth and seventh seals a
turning-point is reached; the ' messianic woes' are about to end, and the
Messiah will then come to establish the earthly kingdom expected in Jewish
eschatology. At this juncture, therefore, the tribes of Israel. are marked
with the seal as those who are to share in this glory (46 ff.). Spitta (80ff.)
finds here the beginning of the first Jewish apocalypse, which the Christian
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redactor, according to his view, used in the composition of his book. Spitta
sees in the passage no connection with chapts. 1--6, nor with vv. 9-17. J.
Weiss (65 ff.) takes the passage to have been primarily the work of a
Jewish Christian; it referred to the elect of Israel, i.e. those who should
become Christians before the end, those who by the seal were distinguished
from the rest of Israel as the true servants of God, and were thus marked as
destined to be saved from wrath in the judgment. This original vision has
here been transformed by a later editor and made to represent certain elect
Christians, a small number, who shall escape martyrdom and the last and
direst plagues.
(2) vv. 9-17. This passage, in its present form at least, is distinctly
Christian. Vischer acknowledges that To &.pv{ov, the Lamb, cannot here be
eliminated and he holds the passage, like 141-li, to be unquestionably Christian
in its origin. It therefore has no place in his original Jewish apocalypse,
and is unsuited to the present connection ; it is an addition made by a
Christian editor to remove difficulty caused to him by vv. 1-8, which limit
the sealed servants of God to the tribes of Israel (46 ff.). Volter also
makes the vision a later addition; it does not suit the connection here, the
multitude before the throne cannot be identified with the 144,000 ; as with
Vischer, the passage is due to one who with the spread of the Church saw
that the elect could not be limited to a small number from the people of the
Jews (Offenb. 27 f.). On the other hand Spitta takes these verses as a part
of his Christian Ur-apocalypse; it has no connection with vv. 1-8, and belongs to the triumph of the end which will follow the breaking of the
seventh seal; 81 is then transferred in Spitta's plan so as to precede these
verses, and the apocalypse ended with a few verses added from later chapters.
According to this theory, the preparatory part of the book, consisting of the
first six chapts., which would lead one to expect a large and complex apocalypse to follow, suddenly culminates with a very brief conclusion. Weyland
(150 ff.), agreeing with Vischer in the theory of an original Jewish apocalypse, differs from him in erasing from vv. 8-17 all Christian traces, and all
the other elements at variance with a literal interpretation of vv. 1-8, and
so makes the remainder of vv. 9-17 a prophecy of an exact fulfillment of
what is promised in vv. 1-8. Erbes (50ff.) removes the difference between
the two passages by the reverse process; he eliminates the Jewish elements
from the first part by dropping out vv. 4-8, making both parts Christian;
vv. 9-12 then contain the fulfillment of vv. 1-3. Erbes rejects vv. 13-17
also. According to J. Weiss (68 ff.) this second vision referred primarily to
the whole Church gathered together out of every nation after its victory,
not in heaven, but on earth and moving in festal procession, perhaps to
meet the coming Messiah; but in the present form the editor has changed
the scene to heaven and the persons to martyrs, who have passed through
death to the heavenly presence.

Chapts. VIII-IX. The first series of visions following the
opening of the roll at the breaking of the last seal. See pp. 269 f.
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(1) The immediate sequel of the breaking of the seal, 8 1-2.
See p. 269. (2) The offering of incense on the golden altar
of heaven, 83 - 6• See p. 270. (3) The vision of the first six
trumpets, 8L9 21 • See pp. 270 f. (a) The first four trumpet-visions, 87-12 ; (b) the woeful cry of an eagle in midheaven, 813 ; (c) the fifth trumpet-vision, the plague of demonic
locusts, 91-12; (d) the sixth trumpet-vision, the plague of
fiendish horses, 913 - 21 •
By the breaking of the seventh seal the roll of destiny is now
at length opened. But not even here, when the book is open,
nor in chapt. 6 when the six preliminary seals are successively
broken, is anything said of actually reading from the roll a
description or prophecy of the coming events. Its prophetic
contents are instead revealed dramatically in the visions which
follow the breaking of the seals and correspond to the respective portions of the roll; see on 51, 61. We have seen that the
visions of the earlier seals ( chapt. 6) tell of those more ordinary judgments, war, famine, etc., the beginnings of woes, which
are only preparatory to the last times (see p. 264); but now
that the roll is opened we have in the corresponding visions
the whole vast cycle of the last things which follow the beginnings of woes, i.e. the awful plagues which more immediately
precede the end, the appearance of the supreme forces of evil,
the final conflict, and all the other events issuing in the consummation of the kingdom. The main contents of the roll as
contrasted with what may be called its preface, disclosed in
the first six seal-visions, must include according to common
apocalyptic expectation such a series of vast movements before
the actual end. And the august scenes of the introduction to
our book as given in the first five chapts. show a work of
these large proportions to have been contemplated in the
Apocalyptist's plan. We should expect then at this point not
an immediate entrance of the end (so, some com., see pp. 572,
531 ), but what we find, only the great movements more directly
leading up to it.
(1) Immediate sequel of breaking the seventh seal, 81-2• See
above, also p. 269.
1. OTa.v: this use of lJmv instead of lJTe
(cf. 61• 3• 5·etc.) with a past ind. when a single, not iterative, act
is meant lacks support; if retained, it is probably a late inac-
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curacy; see Blass § 65 9 • The cases cited in Burton § 316 are
not parallel.- i]voL~EV, he opened: the subj. of the vb. is the
Lamb, as in chapt. 6. Chapter 7 is parenthetical, and the scene
of the heavenly throne-room with God and the Lamb as represented in chapts. 4-6 is here continued.- E)'EVETO <rLylj, there
followed a silence: such a pause of profound stillness gives
striking dramatic effect to the opening of the scene. The long
silence is interpreted by most com., probably with right, to
signify the awe and dread with which the heavenly hosts await
the events ·now coming upon the earth; they stand mute before
the revelations of the opened book of destiny; cf. Dan. 419
(RV). Possibly, however, reference may be made merely to
th~ staying of the trumpet-blasts till the service of incenseoffering shall have been accomplished. The angels receive the
trumpets at the opening of the scene, but they stay the use of
them till the tokens in the earth (v. 5) show that the prayers
of the saints have been graciously received. See further p. 572.
Interpretations which make the silence a symbol of the eternal rest of
the saints following the end, or the millennium, or similar states in the
destiny of the Church, are at variance with the situation; it is a silence in
heaven, i.e. of the heavenly hosts, and precedes chronologically the events
of the trumpet-blasts, in other words, the whole series of last things. Some
(B. Weiss, al.) find in the silence a symbol of a temporary cessation in the
revelations given to the Seer. But the close connection with vv. 2 ff. shows
that such a cessation does not occur; the formula for a new vision, p.£Ta
TavTa £l8ov (see on 41) is not used to introduce any of these verses. Charles
(Studies 154 f.) explains the silence as one enjoined upon the hosts of
heaven, an arrest of their praises, in order that the prayers of the suffering
saints on earth, which concern God more than the psalmody of the angelic
orders, may be heard before him. But whether or not the prayers of men
may be thought to take precedence of the praises of angels, place for both
has already been found in connection with the breaking of the seals; 59, 610•

1\fLL(I)pov, half an hour: in a drama of events moving so
rapidly, this would seem to denote a long pause. It is one
in which there is rising to God incense for the prayers of the
whole company of the sai~ts pleading for his coming to
judgment.
2. TOVS E1TTd. d.yyEXous, the seven angels: the art. shows that
certain angels well known by this designation are meant ; and
this is made specific by the added words ; they are the seve~
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who stand before God, i.e. the seven archangels of familiar
Jewish angelology; cf. Tob. 1215, 'I am Raphael, one of the
seven holy angels which present the prayers of the saints, and
go in before the glory of the Holy One.' For other mention
of these see e.g. En. 81 5, 90 21 r., Test. Lev. 3 5 ; in En. 20 their
names are given (in the Gk. text); among these the most
familiar are Michael and Gabriel, cf. Lk. 1 19, ' I am Gabriel
that stand in the presence of God.' The angels are not said
to enter here; they are already present as part of the host
attending on God in the throne-room. The mention of them
here for the first time is not at variance with the earlier representation (see p. 571) ; it is rather the appearance of another
detail as the scene in the visionary manner gradually develops,
just as the roll, the Lamb, etc., are not thought of at first, but
later, as the vision advances. See on 5 6•
The Jewish doctrine of an order of angels, consisting of seven, standing
higher than the others and in a nearer relation to God, is thought by many
to be traceable historically to an early Oriental belief in seven planet-gods.
Hebrew monotheism in taking up such a tradition transformed the gods into
angels. Cf. Gunkel Schopfung 294 ff.; Bouss. Jud. 319 ff., Moff. on Rev. 1 20 •
But while there are probable grounds for this supposition, it is certain that
the Apocalyptist has no thought of such an origin; he bases his representation here as elsewhere on familiar Jewish beliefs and traditions. While
the seven Spirits, seven stars, seven eyes, seven lamps, etc., may have sprung
primarily from a single conception of Oriental polytheism, there is no such
connection in his thought. Certainly there is no identification of the seven
angels of this passage with the seven Spirits of 14, 4 5, 56 ; see notes in Zoe.

ES69'TICTO.V a.'liTOLS ICTX., there were given to them, etc.: the angels
as first seen do not hold the trumpets; these are given to them
as the first step in the unfolding of the scene. The act portends
momentous announcements; these however are delayed by the
interlude of the incense-offering, vv. 3-5.
(2) Offering of incense on the heavenly altar, 83-6 • See
pp. 549, 270. This prelude to the seven trumpet-blasts given
in these verses expresses the familiar thought, the agency of
the prayers of the saints in bringing in the judgment of the
world and the fulfillment of the kingdom; see on 69 r.. That
the prayers here referred to are the cries of the saints for judgment, as in 69 f·, is shown in vv. 4-5 in the immediate connection
of the prayers with the manifestation of God's wrath and the
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tokens of his judgments coming on the earth. The same connection is intended in the allusion to the altar in 913, 14 18.
The events that follow this episode of incense-offering, as one
trumpet after another sounds, are the answer to these prayers
of the suffering, expectant Church.
3. O.'A'Aos O.yyE'Aos, another angel: for the variety of agents
see on 55. - Em : at; for the meaning of €1rt cf. Amos 91,
Ac. 523 , cf. also €1ravw 2 Chron. 26 19 • -TOil OuuLa.<rTT)pLou, the
altar: whether the altar of the first clause (3a) be identified
with the golden altar at the end of the verse (3b), or distinguished from it, the significance of the angel's act and of what
takes place afterwards is not affected. The angel makes the
offering on the golden altar of incense to help the prayers of
the saints, and the sequel (v. 4) represents the relation of these
prayers to the coming events.
The altar mentioned at the beginning of v. 3 and in v. 5 is taken by
many to represent in the heavenly temple the altar of burnt-offering in
distinction from the golden altar of incense spoken of at the end of v. 3.
The acts of the angel, then, as explained by the late temple ritual ( cf.
Schiirer II. 354 f.), are as follows: he comes first to the altar of burntoffering in the temple court, from which he takes coals of fire (cf. Lev. 1612 ,
Num. 16 46), then passing within he casts these upon the altar of incense
and burns the incense thereon; then returning to the altar of burnt-offering
he fills the censer with coals, and hurls these upon the earth. Thus the
Apocalyptist is supposed to conceive of heaven under the form of the
earthly temple with its two altars and complete in all its parts- a conception then held by some critics to be in conflict with the idea of the throneroom in chapts. 4-6 (seep. 571) and so the work of a different author.
The grounds for this understanding of the altar in vv. 3a and 5 are (a) that
the word when used without added specification always refers to the altar
of burnt-offering; (b) that the phrase 'the golden one before the throne,'
added to the word in 3b shows the altar there meant to be different from
that of 3 • These grounds are, however, not conclusive. In 1418 and 167
the mention of the altar appears to allude to the prayers of the saints (see
notes there), but these are connected in the author's thought with incense,
cf. 58, 83 f. ; so that the meaning there is best taken to be the altar of incense,
and yet there is no specification added; and this reference is confirmed by
a comparison of 14 18 (see note there) with 91s- the altars are probably the
same, and the latter (9 13) is the golden altar of incense. The altar in 85
also is better referred to the altar of incense, see note there. As regards
the second ground (b), our author's tendency to use an indefinite term and
afterwards make it definite by repetition in more specific form (see p. 242)
renders reference to two different altars uncertain. But it must be added
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that even if both altars are thought of in our passage, there is no conflict
with chapts. 4-6 affecting the unity of the book, for the merging of the two
ideas, the temple and the seat of God's throne, as well as the transition of
the one idea into the other, is too easy and well attested in poetic, especially
apocalyptic, conceptions to furnish critical difficulty. Cf. pp. 524 f.

'X.Lpa.vQ)Tov censer: elsewhere the word denotes incense, but
the epithet golden shows that the instrument is meant here.
Tradition assigned censers of gold to Solomon's temple, 1 K. 7 50,
those of brass to the tabernacle, Ex. 38 3 • -1ro'X.'X.G., much: because the incense is to accompany the prayers which are rising
from all the saints, the marytrs (69 r.) and all the living as well.
- 5<i>aEL: give, i.e. offer. For OCorof.tt in connection with offerings
cf. Lk. 224, Rev. 4 9 • For the fut. ind. with tva see on 39 •
- Ta.is 1rpoaeuxa.'Ls, in behalf of, i.e. to help, the prayers: dat.
commodi; see on 58 • The incense, viewed as an offering pleasing to God, makes the prayers thus accompanied more acceptable to him. There is in our passage no idea of a mediatorial
service of the angel, as of one through whom the prayers are
presented to God; the prayers are rising directly to God from
the whole Church; but they are enforced, so to speak, by the
accompanying incense. A mediatorial service is attributed to
angels in the Apocrypha and pseudepigraphic writings ( cf.
Tob. 1212, u;, En. 9 3, Test. Lev. 35 al) but not in the N. T.
Such a doctrine is not supposable in our book in which the
priesthood of all believers, i.e. their immediate access to God,
is strongly emphasized.- TO 6uaLa.CTTllPLOV . . . 6p6vou, the
golden altar before the throne : cf. 913 ; the altar of incense, as
shown by the word golden; c£. Ex. 301 ff., Lev. 411.
4. ci.vipll, Ta.is 1rpoaeuxa.'Ls EV<i>1TLOV ICTt.., went up, before God,
in behalf of the prayers: see on v. 3.
5. The offering of incense is now followed by assurance of
answers to the prayers of the saints. Fire from the heavenly
altar cast upon the earth and the accompanying disturbances in
nature symbolize the wrath of God about to visit the world in
judgment. Similar tokens are given with the seventh trumpetblast 1119 , and the emptying of the seventh bowl 1618 • The
scene is in part parallel with Ezekiel's vision (10 2), in which
coals of fire from between the cherubim are scattered over
.Jerusalem in token of God's judgment. The immediate connec-
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tion in our passage between the portents and the prayers with
which the incense is offered favors the interpretation of the
altar in this verse as that upon which the incense was burned.
- E'O,TJcpev, took: aoristic perf.; see Blass § 59, 4, Burton § 80.
The word is thought by some interpreters to imply that the
angel had laid aside the censer and now takes it up again.
The inference is, however, not certain; the pleonastic use of
"Xa~J-fJavEtv, common in the partie. (Kiihn II. § 486, 6, A 10)
seems to occur in the finite forms also, cf. Mt. 15 26, Jno. 19 23 ;
see Blass § 74, 3; cf. also the pleonastic use of take in colloquial
English. -'Toil 1rup6s, the fire: that of the burning incense, if
that altar be meant.- epa.AEV, cast: the obj. of the vb. is the
fire, or the censer filled with fire; the difference is immaterial.
- cj>c.wa.£, voices: as in 4 5, the noises of the storm.
6. The seven angels perceive the meaning of. the portents,
and know that the time for their part in the great drama is
reached; they prepare to sound their trumpets and usher in the
judgments which shall fulfill the prayers of God's people."tva. ua.A11"Lcn.oaw: for tva with subjv. instead of an obj. infin.
see Blass § 68, 1; Burton §§ 211-212.
(3) Vision of the first six trumpets, 87-g:n. See pp. 549,
270.
The seven archangels now sounding their trumpets one
after another introduce a series of visions which taken together
reveal the coming events to the end. Whether certain great
episodes which interrupt the sequence, e.g. 101-1113, are to be
taken as parts of particular trumpet-visions need not be considered here. The first six trumpet-visions are occupied
wholly with plagues; the seventh is so occupied in part. This
preponderance given to visitations of God's anger is characteristic of apocalyptic literature in general, which belonging as it
does to times of persecution emphasizes the vengeance of God
upon the enemies of his people. Moreover in the Last Times,
as viewed in our Apocalypse, the Lord's utterance, 'The gospel
must first be preached unto all nations,' Mk. 1310 , is thought of
as already fulfilled. The judgments foreseen are those sent
upon the world as now finally arrayed in hostility to that
gospel. There are not wanting however intimations that a
purpose of mercy persists through all. Israel's conversion is
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still aimed at (see on 39 ) and the possibility of repentance in
all as the result of warning judgments is implied; cf. 920 f., 169;
pp. 311 f. The forms of the plagues described here are similar
in part to those sent upon Egypt- for all time types of God's
punishment of his enemies- and in part to other calamities
elsewhere predicted for the Last Times. But the parallelism of
the plagues of our book with these is not exact; here, as everywhere, a suggestion in passing through our Apocalyptist's
vision receives transformations and additions; it is a suggestion
only.
The seven trumpet-visions like those of the seven seals
(see on 6 9 ) fall into two groups of 4 + 3, and here as there
the sixth and seventh visions are separated by a long episode
(10 1-1113). A division into two groups of 4 + 3 is marked by
the insertion of 813 ; the distinction appears also in the subjectmatter. The plagues of the first four fall directly upon the
natural world, the earth, the sea, the rivers and fountains, and
the luminaries; the indirect effect upon men, though thought of,
is barely mentioned. But in the remaining three the judgments
are sent directly upon men, or the effect upon men is especially
emphasized. The seventh vision differs in other respects also
from those of the first group (see on 11 15). Only within limits
is a gradation to be observed in the progress of the judgments.
Comparing the three series, those of the seals, the trumpets, and
the bowls, we find the first to consist in only ordinary and
natural phenomena, though of severity, while in the second and
third series a supernatural element is added, and the suffering
is wider and severer than in the first. In the third series as
compared with the second the fierceness of God's wrath is more
distinctly insisted on as present, and the anger of men against
God in their torments becomes violent. But it is evident that
the _plagues are not thought of as increasing in severity regularly
toward a final climax; their effect is rather made to consist in
the cumulative force of inevitable succession.
(3, a) The first four trumpets, 87-12. See pp. 549, 270.
These first four trumpet-visions virtually form a single fourfold vision ; they follow one another in quick succession and
introduce a group of portents which affect mankind through
the awful disasters wrought miraculously in the realms of the
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earth and the heavens. The third part smitten in each case
represents the vast reach of the calamity, at the same time a
limit is set; the larger part is reserved to a later stage in the
history. The points of similarity between these plagues and
those sent upon Egypt make it unnecessary to seek for suggestions of the scenes, as some com. do, in historical storms, volcanic eruptions, etc., known to have occurred in the first century in the regions of the Mediterranean, especially as these do
not furnish a sufficiently close parallelism. The very nature
of the disasters is such that the Christians and their enemies
alike would be involved in the effects (see on 310). It is doubtful, however, whether this consequence is in the author's mind.
His purpose is to give a powerful picture of calamity sent upon
mankind at large through awful miracles in nature, as a part of
the 'messianic woes.' The absence of strict realism, natural
enough in visions, is apparent in the illogical results introduced. The darkening of a part of the luminaries diminishes,
not the intensity, but the duration of light; a single burning
star falls upon a third part of all the rivers and fountains of
the earth; fire burns amid a rain of hail and blood. Clearly a
strict relation of cause and effect is not in the mind of the
Apocalyptist here; he is intent on describing a marvelous
scene as a whole, without attention to realistic details.
7. The storm of mingled hail and fire is parallel to that of
the Egyptian plague of hail, Ex. 923 ff. ; cf. Ps. 1813• The addition of blood here may be suggested by the first Egyptian
plague, Ex. 717 ff.; cf. also Joel 2 30 • A rain of fire and blood
is included among eschatological portents in Sib. Or, V. 377 f.
- EV: frequent with p,{ryvvp,t in the sense among ( cf. Kiihn. II,
§ 425, 1, A 1) is here with; the usual construction is with uvv,
p,eTd, or the simple dat.- TO Tp(TOv, the third part: see p. 251,
also above, p. 555. - Tils y~s, the earth: the surface of ~he
earth with what was upon it is meant. The trees and grass
are therefore included, but the writer after his manner ( cf. p.
242) adds to the general term a specification of certain particulars. Therefore 'all the green. grass' refers, not to that of
the whole earth, but to that of the. third part here spoken of,
and the words of 9 4 offer no difficulty (see p. 572); cf. v. 10
where similarly the limitation of the springs of the waters to a
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third part of the whole is intended, but not distinctly mentioned ; see note there.
8-9. The turning of water into blood in this the second
plague, and the destruction of the fish are taken from the first
Egyptian plague; Ex. 717 ff .• - oos opos wrX., as it were a great
mountain, etc. : a burning mass as large as a mountain is
hurled out of the heavens into the sea. The fire consumes the
ships; the effect upon the waters attributed to it in the vision
is perhaps traceable to the frequent juxtaposition of fire and
blood in imagery of this kind ; see on v. 7. A suggestion of.
the imagery in this vision is not to be sought, as some suppose,
in the great eruption of Vesuvius, 79 A.D., or the volcanic disturbances in the Mgean islands, as at Thera. The phenomena
are dissimilar. In part parallel with the representation here is
En. 1813 , 'I saw there seven stars like great burning mountains'; cf. En. 21 3, also Sib. Or. V. 158, 'Then shall come a
great star from heaven into the divine sea.'- TO. EXOVTa.:
appos. to JCTL(jJUl:roov; for the nom., see p. 224. - 8Leci>Ocl.p1Jo-a.v:
the pl. is probably due to the nearness of 7r'A.o{oov.
10-11. The corruption of the drinking-water is also taken
from the first Egyptian plague, but the means used, wormwood, is suggested by its familiar use as a symbol of divine
punishment; cf. J er. 915, ' I will feed them with wormwood,
and give them water of gall to drink,' cf. also Jer. 3315,
Lam. 315• 19 • A parallel to the falling star is pointed out in:
Persian eschatology, in which the star Gurzihar falls as a sign
of the last catastrophe (Boklen, 87, 90; Volter, Offenb. 30).
Of. also Sib. Or. V. 158, quoted above on v. 8. To suppose
the star to have burst into dust, so as to be scattered over
many waters (Bouss. Holtzm.-Bau., al) is to insist on a realism
wanting throughout the four plagues; see p. 556. - TO.S 1T1J"{O.S
T&v i18cl.Tea>V, the springs of the waters: not all of the springsthough the expression would imply this- but only a third part,
as shown by v. 11, the third part of the waters became wormwood.
-To OVOIJ.O. ICTX., the name, etc. : the star is named from its effect.- eyevTO Ets li"nvOov, became wormwood: the waters became
impregnated with wormwood; the words, died of the waters,
show that they -were not changed into wormwood (so, Swete ).
-1To'A.'A.ot ci1Te0a.vov, many died: wormwood is not a poison,
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though poisonous effects were sometimes attributed to it, cf .
•Jer. 915• It is not said here that all who drank of the waters
died; they all suffered and with many the suffering resulted in
death. In all these four plagues the punishment, not the
death, of men is aimed at; the death of those mentioned here
is only incidental. This plague like the others works its effect
upon a third part of that upon which it is sent, the waters;
and thus as a dread sign it touches all men, not a third part
only. The analogy between this plague and the others of this
series of four would be destroyed, if a third part of men were
said to have died. There is therefore no ground for the supposition (J. Weiss, 75) that the writer has substituted ?ToA.A.o{
for -ro -rp{-rov to avoid anticipation of the sixth plague in which
a third part of men is killed, 918 • See p. 572.
12. The fourth plague is taken from the Egyptian plague of
darkness, Ex. 10 31 !1'.; cf. also Is. 1310, Joel 2 31, Am. 8 9 • The
power of the plague consists in the horror of absolute darkness
displacing for a considerable time the full light of day and the
partial light of the night.- \:va. aKona9'fi: grammatically this
could be taken as a purpose clause (RV), but the analogy of
the other members in this fourfold series shows that result is
intended (A V). For Zva with subjv. or fut. ind. in a clause
expressing result see Blass § 69, 3, end.- TO Tphov a.iiT11s1 for
the third part of it: on the inconsequence of this result see p.
656. The diminution of the intensity of the light by one third
would not constitute a plague analogous to the others in
severity.
(3, b). The woeful cry of an eagle in mid-heaven, 813. See
pp. 549, 270. The introduction of the eagle's proclamation
marks in a formal way the division of the seven trumpet-visions
into two groups of 4 + 3; it also falls in with the author's
fondness for inserting an interlude at transitional points; see
pp. 254, 244 ff. The first four trumpet-visions are, to be sure,
visions of woe, but the forewarning cry sent forth here to all
the world indicates that the woes now coming are especially
grievous. We reach here a transition in the character and the
scope of the plagues. The first four are sent directly upon a
part of the world of nature, and upon men indirectly; and
though fraught with warning to all men, they actually inflict
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suffering on only a part; or in the fourth the suffering is only
temporary. But the fifth and sixth plagues ( chapt. 9) are sent
directly upon the persons of men; they assail the whole world
of God's enemies and are of a peculiarly poignant and demonic
character. Of the three woes announced by the eagle (v. 13)
the Apocalyptist does not in the seventh trumpet-vision distinctly name the third; but if, as is probably true, it is found
in the series of visitations represented by the bowl-plagues
taken as a whole ( chapt. 16, see notes there), that woe would
belong in general characteristics with the first and second woes,
those of the fifth and sixth trumpet-visions, rather than with
the plagues of the first four trumpet visions (87-12).
Ev6s : used as the indef. art.; cf. 913, 1821, 19 17; see Blass
§ 45, 2. -· ci.ETOil ICT'A., eagle, etc.: the herald of the proclamation
is the strongest of birds, flying in mid-heaven where all can see
him, and crying with a loud voice which all can hear. For the
eagle as a messenger, cf. Ap. Bar. 77 19. - EV IJ.EO'Ollpa.VIljl-a.n,
in mid-heaven: c£. 146 ,1917.- ova.(, woe: uttered thrice conformably to the three woes which are to come. -Toils Ka.TOLKoilvTa.S
E1TL Tils yils, those that dwell on the earth: not all are meant,
but the wicked, as seen from 94• 20 ; see on 310 • The ace. here
and in 12 12 after the exclamation ovat is wholly irregular and
cannot be explained; the dat. is the regular construction, e.g.
Mt. 2323, Lk. 6 24 ; see Blass§ 37, 3.- Tils <r6.A1TL'V'VOS: the sing.
because the word defines cf>(i)vwv with adjectival force, the blasts
of the trumpet, i.e. the trumpet-blasts.
Textual notes, 81•18• 1. orav AC edd; OTE KPQ min R (as in all the
parallels in chapt. 6) Bouss.- 3. Tou 8ucnafFT7Jpwu (before Exwv) KCQ min
edd; To 8umn.fFT7JpLov AP some min R.- SwfFEL. NAC most edd; 8wfF7J PQ
min R Sod Bouss. - 9. 8LEcp8ap7JfFav . NAP min edd ; 8LEcp8ap7J Q min R. 13. aETou KAQ most min and vers edd; ayyEAou P some min arm R.7rETOp.Evou most sources edd ; 7rETwp.Evou Q some min R. - TOV> KaTOLKOVVTa>
KQ most min edd ; TOLS Ka'TOLKOUfFLV AP some min R.

(3, c) Fifth trumpet-vision ; the plague of demonic locusts,
91- 12 • See pp. 549, 270. Locusts, which form one of the most
dreadful scourges of the East, flying in dense swarms that
spread over many miles of the heavens and darken the sun, and
settling on large areas of the earth, where the young devour
every shred of green before them, are often mentioned in the
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Scriptures as the instruments of God's anger. They form one
of the Egyptian plagues, Ex. 1012 tr.; and the prophet Joel,
chapts. 1-2, in a passage of terrible power describes a visitation
from them as a harbinger of the great day of the Lord. It is
from this passage of the prophet that our Apocalyptist takes
the suggestion of the form of the woe in this the fifth trumpetvision, as one of the nearer forerunners of the end. This significance of the locust-plague and a few details in the description
are clearly derived from the 0. T. prophet, but all else is
different. The locusts of this vision are fabulous creatures,
they touch no green thing, they attack men only, they come
out of hell and they torture with hellish stings. Their characteristics are in part taken with fantastic exaggeration from
those of the natural locusts; some of the features are not improbably derived from mythological fancies preserved in popular
tradition. The use which the Apocalyptist makes of the suggestions of the prophet Joel from which he starts, and his complete transformation of the nature and activity of the locusts,
are highly illuminative of his freedom in treating derived
imagery.
1. n<TTEpa. ••• yilv, I saw a star which had fallen from heaven
to the earth : the seer does not speak of beholding the star fall ;
the important thing with him is what follows the fall. The
abrupt transition from the form of a star to that of a person,
without mention of it, is in accord with our author's manner;
see pp. 248 f. The stars moving in wonderful order across
the sky were quite naturally thought of by primitive peoples as
divinities, or at least living beings; hence the prevalence of
star-worship. The belief that they possessed a conscious personal nature was accepted in popular Jewish cosmology, cf.
J g. 5'li:J, Job 387 ; even if in these cases the word be taken as
merely a poetic figure, yet the figure attests the early popular
conception. This belief is most distinctly expressed in Enoch;
cf. 21 6, ' These are of the number of the stars of heaven which
have transgressed the commandment of the Lord and are bound
here till ten thousand years, the time entailed by their sins,
are consummated'; cf. 90u, 1815 f·; also Jude v. 13. The star
of our pas.sage is an agent sent from heaven in the service of
God; cf. 201• The identification of him with Satan, based on
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a comparison of Lk. 1018 with Rev. 129 (so, Alford, al) is certainly wrong; Satan nowhere appears in the book as an agent
employed by God to carry out a divine ordering, such as the
sending of this plague upon the world. The form in which the
star is conceived as he receives the key is evidently that of a
man; the same representation occurs in En. 881, 'He seized
that first star . . . and bound it hand and foot'; cf. 861 ff·,
where the stars appear as animals. - i1 KAELS TOil cppta.Tos Tils
ci.~V<TO"OU, the key of the pit of the abyss: aj3U(J"(J"O<;, the abyss, is
the underworld; in a few instances used in a general sense
equivalent to Sheol, e.g. Ro. 107, Ps. 7120; then specifically of
the abode or prison of evil spirits, e.g. Lk. 831 , so in this chapt.
and elsewhere in Rev., cf. 117, 20 1, 3. - cf>peap, lit. well or cistern,
is the pit itself, as in Ps. 5523, 69 16 ; this suits the exact meaning
of the word better than chasm or shaft, i.e. communicating with
the abyss, as some take it. The abyss is represented as closed
and locked; cf. 201' 3, Slav. En. 42\ 'I saw the key-holders and
guards of the gates of hell.'
2-3. The language of v. 2a is a reminiscence of Ex. 1918;
that of v. 2h, of Joel 210. - Ka.1TV6s, smoke: i.e. from the fires of
Gehenna. The meaning is not, as some take it, that the dense
swarm of locusts forms a smoke-like cloud darkening the sun,
for these COme OUt of the smoke. - I f ati'TO'i<; instead of auTa'i<; is
adopted, the mas. is used because the locusts are thought of as
the personal agents of God.- egouu£a., power: the particular
power meant, that of torment, is described more fully in
vv. 5, 10.- ot <rKop1r£o~ Tils -vils, the scorpions of the earth: the
scorpions meant are of the kind known to men, while the locusts
are demonic.
4. The marvelous nature of the locusts appears in the object
of their attack; unlike the ordinary locust they do not ravage
vegetation, they assail men only.- tva. ci.S~Kll<rOU<rLV: for the
construction see on 8 6• - ov5e 1rav 6£v6pov, nor any tree : the
particular specification of the trees, already included in the
general term, green thing ( c£. 71, a, 8 7), seems less appropriate
here; it is perhaps the retention of a stereotyped form in which
the tree is mentioned as the most conspicuous.- Et tJ.ll, except:
for this elliptical use of el ,_,~ without influence on the construction, see Burton§§ 471, 274.-ToiJs ci.v6poo1rous otTLVES, «TA..,
2o
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such men as have not the seal, etc.: i.e. all except the saints; cf.
71-8.

5-6. The relief of death is denied to the tormented. - i:va.
0.1ToKTELV(I)(TLV, pa.a-a.vLa-9T)a-oVTa.L: for the construction, see on 86•
-~J-1\Va.S 1TEVTE, five months: visitations of locusts in the East
are confined to the warm, dry season, about five months, favorable for the development of the eggs. "While these may occur
at any time in the course of this period, the monsters of the
vision work their torment continuously throughout the whole
time. -With v. 6 cf. Job 321.
7. The plague of the locusts is described briefly in vv. 1-6,
with reference to their origin and their power to torment. The
Apocalyptist now in vv. 7-11 adds a more detailed description
of the form of the monsters, their terrible array, and their
manner of torture. Some repetition is inevitable (but see on
v. 10). Their actual torture as in vv. 3-6 is in their sting,
but the other attributes here assigned them are meant to be
significant as increasing the terror they produce. - OIJ.OLWIJ.a.Ta.,
forms, shapes: properly forms made in the likeness of something; cf. Ro. 123 , Phil. 27. In appearance the locusts are like
war-horses, a comparison taken directly from Joel 24 ; but a
certain resemblance is often fancied to exist between the head of
a locust and that of a horse, and the hard thorax of the insect
might suggest the breast-shield ( 7rpornepv{owv) of the war-horse.
There is an Arab saying often quoted in illustration of our
passage to the effect that the locust has a head like a horse, a
breast like a lion, feet like a camel, a body like a serpent, and
antennae like the hair of a maiden. Also the Italian cavalletta,
locust, is referred to as expressing the fancied likeness to a
horse, cavallo. - O"TE<j>a.vot crowns: it is difficult to connect this
feature with any belonging to the natural locust; a glistening,
yellowish-green protuberance on the thorax (De W ette, al)
could hardly suggest it. Like the human face and the scorpionlike tail it is pro.bably an invention of fancy to give terribleness to the appearance of the monsters.
8-9. Tp£xa.s, hair: not improbably suggested by the antennae
of the locust; see quotation above on v. 7. -6S6VTES, AEOVTO>V,
teeth, of a lion: taken from .Joel 16, and suggested by the
voracity of the locust in devouring vegetation. - 9mpa.Ka.~,
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breast-plates : see on v. 7.- 11 cjlcwi] Toov 1M'EPV'Y<IW /CTA.., the
sound of their wings, etc. : the loud rushing sound made by the
wings of a swiftly flying swarm of locusts is often spoken of;
it suggests the comparison with a host of chariots driving to
battle, adopted here directly from Joel 2 5. - L1MTcw: the word
seems superfluous here, and is rejected by many (Ewald,
Bouss. al); TPExovnov may have seemed to a copyist inappropriate to apttchwv. But Swete cites lipttaTa Tpta/COUta Z'7T7Trov,
I Kings 1224 b, LXX.
10. This is not a mere repetition of vv. 3, 5; the scorpionlike tails with stings are here mentioned as the equipment of
the locusts for inflicting the torture there attributed to them;
so far as stated in vv. 3, 5 the scorpion-like sting might be
inflicted by some other organ. - fLilVa.S 1TEVTE, five months : see
on v. 5.
11. The likeness of the host of supernatural locusts to an
advancing army dominates the preceding representation; appropriately then they are conceived to have a commander, and
one who adds to the terribleness of the array, the angel of hell.
- exouuw pa.u~AEQ. TOV (i'Y'YEAOV, they have the angel as king, or
a king, viz. the angel: the difference is not material. With a
quite different thought the author of Prov. 3027 says, The
locusts have no king. -Tov O.'Y'YE>..ov Tils a.pvtTtTou, the angel of
the abyss: not Satan, who does not appear at this stage in the
history of the book, but the angel who is over the pit; the
abyss like everything else has its special angel presiding over
it; see pp. 70, 445.- For the abyss see on v. 1. - ' Apa.SOO>v,
Abaddon: the word meaning destruction, or place of destruction,
becomes a proper name equivalent to Sheol, Hades (e.g. Job
266, Prov. 1511); it is such in cases where personification is
intended (e.g. Job 2822), as Death and Hades are personified
in our book, cf. 68. The Apocalyptist gives the name to the
angel of hell and translates it into Greek by 'A?ToA."JJ.vwv (partie.
of a?ToA.A.vf. H), Apollyon, IJestroyer. Compare the giving of the
naine Wormwood, as expressive of the effect to be wrought, 811•
Some (Bouss. Holtzm.-Bauer, al.) find in the name A poll yon
an indirect allusion also to the god Apollo, one of whose symbols was the locust and to whom plagues and destruction
were in some cases attributed (see Roscher, Lex. d. Griech.
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u. Riim. Mythol. s.v.); this, however, to say the least seems
uncertain.
12. Cf. 813, 1114. - ~ oila.C: the exclamation ovat used substantively would naturally take the neut. art. It appears with
a designation of gender in our author only, and as fern. The
peculiarity is generally explained as due to the presence of
some such equivalent as BA.'i'o/t<; or -ra"A.at7rrop{a in the writer's
thought; see Thayer s. v.; Win. § 27, 6, note 2. - ~ fLLa.: the
first; for this meaning cf. Mt. 28 1, Blass § 45, 1.- ci1T11A0Ev,
is past: not now at the time of the author's writing; he speaks
from the standpoint of the future, inserting this comment to
mark the end of the description of the first woe. - EPXETa.L:
the wholly irregular sing. is possibly to be justified by the fact
that the vb. precedes its subject; see Win. § 58, 4, note 1,
Kiihn. II, § 367, 1-2. But this construction does not occur
in the N. T.; it is poetic and chiefly confined to eZvaL and
ry{ryve~TBat.
The word ova{ cannot be regarded as neut. here
(so, B. Weiss, al); such a change of gender is not supposable
in clauses so closely connected. The reading is probably an
error of the writer or a copyist.
(3, d) Sixth trumpet-vision; the plague of fiendish horses,
913- 21 . See pp. 549, 271. In the plague of the sixth trumpetvision, the second woe, the Apocalyptist as before takes a suggestion from familiar eschatology. The irruption of a mighty
army riding upon horses forms one of the striking predictions of
Ezekiel's prophecy (38 14 ff), and from his time on an invasion
of a fierce host becomes a standing event in visions of the Last
Days; e.g. Is. 526 ff·, Jer. P 4 ff·, 6 22 r·, Joel3 9 ff·, Zec. 142, 2 Es.
13 34, En. 9016, Sib. Or. III. 663. But the horse appears as an
essential figure in the late Jewish pictures of an invading host;
e.g. Is. 528, Jer. 4 13, 47 3, 50 42, Ezk. 267, 10, Hab.1 8, Ass. Mos. 31•
These representations, then, furnish what may be regarded as
the origin of the Apocalyptist's vision in this passage. In so
far as these invasions described in earlier apocalyptists relate
to the events of the end, the plague is commonly thought of as
sent upon God's people and not as here upon their enemies.
But that is the case also with the plague of the locusts. It is
only the general form of eschatological calamity that furnishes
the Apocalyptist with his type. The application of the figure,
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as often with him, is quite different from its primary use. He
finds in the familiar eschatological imagery of the irruption of
a fierce cavalry host an example of a calamity set for the last
time, and he takes the most conspicuous figure, the horse, and
transforms it into a fiendish monster, as he had done with the
locusts. The fabulous form and activity which he gives to
these instruments of God's anger are doubtlesss the product
of his own fancy, or perhaps may in part be suggested by some
figure preserved in popular mythology.
The fear prevailing in the first century B.C. and later of an
invasion of the Roman empire by the Parthian hordes from
beyond the Euphrates caused apocalyptists of this period to
associate the eschatological invaders with these; they placed
the home of the armies of the Last Days in the East, as in an
earlier time it had been placed in the north ( J er. 622 , Ezk. 38 15);
c£. En. 56 6 r., 'In those days the angels shall return and hurl
themselves to the east upon the Parthians and Medes; they
shall stir up the kings . . . and they [the kings] sliall go up
and tread under foot the land of His elect ones.' It is probably this association of these eschatological hosts with the
Parthians of the East that furnishes to our Apocalyptist the
subordinate feature of his vision, the location of the troop of
horses on the banks of the Euphrates, v.14. To find in vv. 1319, as many scholars do, a fantastic description of a Parthian
invasion, actual or feared, is to exaggerate the relation of the
imagery of the Apocalypse to contemporary history. If that
were intended, the horsemen would form the principal figures;
but they are barely mentioned, no activity in the infliction of
the plague is attributed to them, and there is no allusion to
the characteristics of the Parthians. The fabulous horses with
their marvelous powers (vv. 17-19) are alone the agents of the
plague. The location of the host at the Euphrates is the only
feature distinctly traceable to the popular dread of the Parthians. (Of. Gunkel 216 f.)
13. cj>oovllv . . . Toil Oeoil, a voice from the horns of the golden
altar which is before God: the altar here designated as the altar
of incense (see on 8 3) is that especially associated with the
prayers of all the saints in the introduction to the trumpetvisions (S~- 5 ). Thus the command which comes forth from its
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horns, i.e. its corners, is represented as in answer to those crie.:l
for judgment; cf. 69, 83 ff., 14 18 , 16 7. The connection between
the command given and the prayers is made more vivid by the
poetic personification of the altar, which as in 167 utters its
voice; the latter passage shows that the voice is not that of
God, God is addressed there. The command is of course
understood as in accord with God's will.- jl(a.v: indef. art.;
see on 813•
14. Only in this vision does the angel-trumpeter become an
actor in the event to follow. In the first woe an angel-star is
made the immediate agent (v. 2); here in keeping with the
paramount significance of the vision (see p. 271) the office is
performed by one of the seven archangels.- AEyoVTa. : instead
of "Aeryova-av, construct. ad. sens.- o EX(I)V: for the nom. see p.
224.- TOVS TEaaa.pa.s ciyyEXous, the four angels: these angels
are evidently the leaders of the invading host of horses, though
not distinctly so designated; this is implied in their being
loosed, and especially in the fact that the purpose for which
they are said to be loosed, the destruction of a third part of
men (v. 15), is executed by the host (v. 18), i.e., they are identified with the host which they marshal. The monsters of this
woe then, like those of the first (v. 11), are under supernatural
leadership.- SeSE!LEvous, bound: as ministers of God's purpose
they are kept bound till the divinely appointed time for their
work has come ; cf. what is said of the winds in 71- 3. - T4)
1TOTa.ll4> T4) ILEyciXcp, the great river: a standing epithet of the
Euphrates, cf. Gen. 15 18 , Dt. 17, J os. 14, Rev. 1612. - Eil<j>pciTll,
Euphrates: cf. 1612• The Euphrates, the great river of Assyria
and Babylonia, the chief enemies of Israel, is in the prophets
put by metonymy for these countries to designate the place
whence punishment would be sent by God; cf. Is. 720 , 87, J er.
46 10• It also formed the Roman empire's eastern boundary,
from beyond which the dreaded Parthians would come. Hence
it came to figure in eschatological imagery.
The four angels at the Euphrates. It is clear that the author does not
identify these angels with those of 71 ; their place, condition, and function
are different. The article however marks them as familiar figures. A
difficulty arises also from the number four; it has· no significance so far as
is indicated in the account of the host of horses; it would be appropriate
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to a host moving out into the four quarters of the earth, rather than to one
coming in one direction, i.e. into the western world from the East; for this
latter a single leader would be expected, as in the case of the locusts
(v. 11). It seems probable that the writer has taken this feature of four
angels from a familiar apocalyptic tradition in which four destructive
powers, i.e. angels, winds, or the like, come forth from, or go forth into, the
four quarters of the earth. The influence of other forms of the tradition
appears in 71 fl'· and elsewhere, e.g. Zec. 61-8, Dan. 72, Ap. Bar. 6 4• But the
prevalent expectation of an irruption of the Parthian hordes in the period
to which our book belongs might easily lead an apocalyptist to identify
these destructive angels or powers with the leaders of the Parthians, and so
to place them not at the four corners of the earth, but at the Euphrates
(see above). This identification was probably not original with our
author, since the angels of punishment are found associated with the
Parthians in En. 56 5 (quoted on v. 12). Iselin in Theol. Zeitschr. aus d.
Schweitz 1887, I. 64 cites from a Syriac Apoc. of Ezra (published by Baethgen) the following passage parallel to ours : 'A voice was heard, Let the
four kings be loosed who are bound by the great river Euphrates, who shall
destroy a third part of men. And they were loosed and there was a great
uproar.' But this cannot be taken as a source wholly independent of our
Apocalypse; see Spitta, 97 ff.

15. ot i!ToL!lO.<T!lEVOL Els TTJV Oipa.v ICT"A., those who had been
made ready for the hour, etc.: the precision with which the
very moment has been fixed is emphasized by the series of
time designations. It was a cardinal doctrine with apocalyptic
writers, that God has fixed the precise time of every event;
c£. En. 922 'The Holy and Great One has appointed days for
all things.' See Volz 165.- Tl\v: the art. is not repeated,
since the nouns form a single compound phrase ; cf. 5 12• - tva.
ci.1TOKTELV(I)<TLV : see on 8 6. - To TpLTov, the third part: the part to
be affected by this visitation, as with the first four trumpetvisions, is a third, i.e. a large, but not the greater part; see
p. 251.
16. The angel-leaders drop out of sight, because it is the
horses that constitute the real plague. -TOil l1T1TLKoil, the cavalry: To i7T'7T't~cdv is a substantive denoting a cavalry force;
here the writer has in mind the horses rather than the horsemen; the latter, so far as mentioned, take no part in what follows.- ilKou<Ta., I heard: see on 7 4•
17-18. The Seer passes to a description of the monsters and
their equipment for their deadly work; cf. vv. 7 ff. in the
structure of the vision of the locusts. -Ell T"fi opUEL, in the
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vzswn: a superfluous audition to Etoov, I saw, not occurring
elsewhere in the book, but frequent in Dan. e.g. 72, 82. exoVTa.S 6oopa.Ka.S, having breastplates: the words refer, not to
the horsemen only but to the horses also ; cf. the description of
the locusts in v. 9; the words ovTw<; Eioov ToV<; 7?T?Tov<;, thus I
saw the horses, point to some added words descriptive of the
horses as well as the horsemen. It is noticeable that the horsemen wear defensive armor only, in keeping with their subord.inate role. The colors of their breastplates are made to
correspond with the fire, smoke, and brimstone breathed forth
by the horses. The correspondence in the two series shows
that the dark blue of the hyacinth is meant to be parallel with
the bluish color of smoke. - ws KE<j>a.Aa.t ),EOVTca>V, as the heads
of lions: a part of the terror-inspiring appearance of the
monsters. - EK Toov crTOjlaTc.W KTA.., out of their mmdhs proceedeth fire, etc. : cf. Job 41 19 ff.. Fire-breathing monsters are
common figures in mythology. The fire and brimstone here
mark the hellish nature of the horses; cf. 1410, 1!J2°, :218, En.
67 6 •
19. i] -yd.p E~ovcr(a. ICTA., for their power, etc.: these words
explain why the whole service assigned the horses, viz. the
slaughter of a third part of men (v. 15), is performed by what
proceeds from their mouths; it is because ( rydp) their power to
kill resides wholly in their mouths.- Ka.t ev Ta.'Ls oirpa.'Ls, and in
their tails: in these words closely joined with the preceding, as
if a part of the explanation of the slaughter, the writer really
passes to a new feature in the plague of the horses, one of
which there has thus far been no mention. The mention of
the power to kill residing in the mouth of the horses carries
the writer's thought on to the other power, viz. to torture,
which resides in the tail, and he blends the two in the common
reference to the egouCT{a, the power of the horses. We should
expect a distinct sentence for the second thought. Since the
whole number to be slain, a third part of mankind (v. 15), is
said to have been slain by the mouth of the monsters (v. 18),
it is plain that the serpent-like tails do not kill; their injury
( aOtiCOVCTtv, cf. aOtiCfJCTat v. 10) is the torture of the serpent's
sting. The monsters of the first woe torture only (v. 6);
those of the second both tortur:.J awl kill ; but slaughter is the
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chief purpose for which they are sent (v. 15); hence it holds
the first place in the description of the woe.- ilxouua.L tcE<j>a.A.cis,
having heads: the tail ends in a serpent's head with its sting.
The feature of the serpent-like tails given to the horses has been referred
to various origins. It is taken to be an allusion to the Parthian custom of
binding the hair of the horse's tail in a way which gave it a snake-like
appearance (Spitta 340), or it is suggested by the giants in the relief of the
great altar at Pergamum .(see on 2 13), which have legs in the form of serpents (Holtzm. al), or by an enemy skilled in shooting their arrows behind
them in flight (Be~gel, al), or by the so-called Amphisbaena, which with a
serpent's head at each end moved in either direction (Ewald, al). For othersuch explanations, equally far-fetched and inapplicable, see Diist. Alford,
Speaker's Com. The monster is purely a fabulous creature, either of the
Apocalyptist's fancy, or more probably taken from some mythological figure. A close parallel is found in the Chimaera, widely represented on vases,
coins, etc., a fire-spouting monster, in which the fore part was a lion and
the hinder part a serpent; see Preller, Griech. JJiythol. II. 82 ff.

20-21. Notwithstanding the warning given in the plague,
those who are not slain repent neither of their idolatry ( v. 20)
nor of their immorality (v. 21). In our book, as in all apocalyptic writings, the punitive purpose of the visitations is paramount, yet in some cases, as here, there is also implied a
purpose to warn and lead to repentance; see pp. 554, 312.ol AOL1l'ot, the rest: all the survivors are unrepentant, as were
also those who perished; the plague, then, like that of the
locusts, was sent only upon the unbelieving world, and v. 20
shows that the idolatrou,s world is meant. The Apocalyptist
has in mind the Gentile world as a whole; the Jews scattered
among the Gentiles are absent from his thought here. The
problem of Israel's attitude toward the gospel he meets elsewhere ; see on 39 and 111- 13. - Ta.Ls 1l'ATI'YO.LS Ta.'\JTa.LS, these
plagues: a repetition of the words of v. 18 ; the plagues of
fire, smoke, and brimstone are meant.- If ovoe be read before
fJ-ETEVdTJcrav (first case), the meaning may perhaps be that the
supernatural warning did not even lead men to renounce their
false gods, though these were but the creation of their own
hands, and unreasonable objects of worship. oilTE, adopted by
some, has no proper correlative. Probably the reading ov is to
be adopted.- fJ.ETEV61lua.v ftc: the thought of turning away from
i~ implied; cf. 22 u., 1611 • -Tii>v EP'Y(I)V Tii>v xe~pii>v a.vTii>v JCTX.,
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the works of their hands, etc.: the nature and folly of idolatry
are set forth in the stereotyped terms of Jewish writers ; cf.
Dt. 4 28, Ps. 1154 ff., 13515 ff., Dan. 5 23, En. 99 6 r., Sib. Or. V. 80 ff.
-tva. 1Tpoo-Kuvl)o-ouo-Lv: equivalent to infin. of result; see on
812 . - Oa.LjJ.6VLa., demons: that heathen divinities were demons
was a common Jewish and Christian thought; cf. Ps. 10637,
Bar. 47,1 Co. 1020.-In verse 21 the writer gives a summary
statement of the heathen immorality generally associated with
idolatry, taking the three fundamental vices named in the decalogue, murder, unchastity, and theft. The insertion of sorcery
here in the same list with the vices named is explained by its
wide prevalence with its trickery and allurement to all kinds
of evil. It is frequently mentioned in conjunction with vice;
cf. 21s, 2215, Gal. 5 2 0, N ah. 34, Mal. 35.
Textual notes, 92-21 • 2. £U"KOTLU"8'YJ KPQ min R many edd; £U"KOTW8'r} A
some min Ti W s WH al.- 3. avTOL> (after £8o8'r}) KQ Ti W s al; avmt<; AP
min R WH al. -4. a8LK'YJU"OVU"LII A 36 Ti VVH Sod al; a8tK'r)U"WU"LII KPQ min R
W s al.- After a118pw1rov>, some min R add p.o11ov<;.- 5. f3aU"aiiLU"8rJU"OIITaL
KAP min edd; {3aU"alltU"8wU"L Q most min R.- 10. K€11Tpa, KaL £11 KTA. KAPQ
min vers edd ; R following som min and vers inserts 'YJII after K£11Tpa and
omits KaL, joining fll Tat<; ovpat<; to the foregoing; Kat is then inserted before
'rJ f~OVU"t.a. - 'rJ £~OVU"La avTwll KAP min vers edd; £~OVU"Lall £XOVU"LII Q some
min; these variations in v. 10 arose from the failure to see that the words
KaL £11 TaL<; ovpat> ••• (J-'r}lla> 7T£11T£ combine two distinct thoughts: the power
of the locusts to injure is in their tails, and their power is to be exercised
five months. See Bouss in Zoe. -12. £PX£Tat KA many min edd; £PXOIITaL
PQ many min R. -13. T£U"U"apw11 (before K£paTwll), PQ most min some vers
R most edd; omitted in K" A some min and vers WH RV al.- 20. ov (be·
fore p.ETEIIO'r)U"all) most min WH Blj RV Bouss Holtzm al; ov8£ KQ some
min and vers Ti W s WHmrg Sw Alf ; ovu AP some min R Lch Sod
WHmrg. - cpapp.aKLWII APQ Ti W s WHmrg Bouss Sw al; cpapp.aKwll KC
min Tr WH Sod RV.

Criticism of chapt.,. 8-9. Criticism of this paragraph has occupied itself
chiefly with two questions : (1) its connection with the preceding part of
the book; (2) its unity. (1) The argument against a connection with the
foregoing chapts. has been most fully set forth by Spitta (86 ff.). It will
be enough, then, to take up the question as presented by him. It will be
remembered that in his view our book is a combination of a primitive
Christian apocalypse and two Jewish apocalypses. This paragraph of the
trumpet-visions, 82-9 21 , with its introduction, as he regards it, 71--ll, has no
connection with chapts. 1-6, and, like Vischer, he assigns it to a Jewish
source ; he makes his first Jewish source begin here. (He transposes i:P,
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making it introduce 7!1-17, a part of his Christian apocalypse, which he completes by appending to the latter passage 199 h-10 and most of 228-21.) Chapts.
1-6, with the exception of a few sentences, Spitta views as a connected composition of Christian origin, but 82-9 21 he finds certainly Jewish; its introduction, 71-8, is declaredly concerned with the tribes of Israel only; and in
the whole rebord of the trumpet-visions there is no trace of a Christian
writer, all is purely Jewish (82, 90). But this is an inadequate statement.
While this passage contains nothing distinctively Christian as contrasted
with .Jewish, the reverse is also true; it is one which might proceed from
any Christian apocalyptist, whose mind is filled with traditional eschatological conceptions. Other objections offered by Spitta to a connection
with chapts. 1-6 are: (a) that the plagues of the trumpet-visions fall only
on the unrighteous [a statement not demonstrable of the first four], while
those of chapt. 6 fall on both righteous and unrighteous. Those of the
trumpet-visions ally themselves closely to the Egyptian plagues [not true of
them all] ; while the others are allied to the Lord's eschatological discourse.
But even if the differences thus wrongly stated actually existed throughout, the inference of difference in authorship would not be established.
(b) While according to 613 the stars have already fallen to the earth and
the heavens have been removed, this paragraph assumes the existence of
everything in the heavens in the usual order till at the sound of the fourth
trumpet (8 12) a third part of all the luminaries is darkened; in general the
upheaval of the world in 612-14 is such that the whole series of plagues in
chapts. 8--9 is inconceivable. But the error in exegesis here is shown in the
notes on 613 f. (c) In 82 ff. heaven is represented entirely under the form of
the temple with its altars, furniture, and priests; in chapt. 4 it is a throneroom with no place for the appurtenances of the temple, or the temple
service. But the error of the inference that the two representations cannot proceed from one author has been pointed out on pp. 524 f., 553.
(d) The seven archangels who figure most prominently in this paragraph
are not found among the heavenly hosts as described in chapts. 4-5. But
that no distinction as regards origin between the two parts can be established by that fact is shown in the notes on 82•
(2) The arguments against the unity of chapts. 8--9 have been most fully
set forth by J. Weiss (74 ff.). He argues that this portion of the primitive
apocalypse consisted of a series of 'three woes' (813 ff-) and that the later
editor inserted the first four trumpet-visions, 87- 12, in order to fill out a series
of seven and establish symmetry with the sections of the seven seals and
the seven bowls. The seven angels of 81 are, then, his addition. The
grounds urged in support of this theory are: (a) there is a marked difference between the first four trumpet-visions (81-12) and the last three. In
the former there is a certain monotony and repetition, without actual
progress in the action ; while the three ' woe-visions ' possess variety and
newness, and form an advance in the development of a plan. But even if
this difference, which to say the least is largely imaginary, really existed,
it would by no means establish diversity of origin; variety and progressive
development in the course of a work are not inconsistent with monotony
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in an earlier part. There is a somewhat similar difference between the first
four and the last three of the visions of the bowls, 162 ff·, and in fact between
the earlier and later portions of our book as a whole. (b) There is a lack
of agreement between the two series; in the second the locusts are forbidden
to touch the grass (9 4), but in the first all the grass was burnt up (8 7 ). But
this is a misinterpretation, as shown in notes on 87• (c) In 811, instead of
an original' one third' of mankind, which conformity with the other plagues
of this fourfold series would require, the editor substitutes ' many' in order
to avoid introducing here a result which forms a part of the second 'woe'
(9' 8) in the source which he is revising. The error in interpretation here
is pointed out in the notes on 811 • (d) The first four trumpet-visions are
described as objective events which actually take place at the trumpet-blasts,
the phrases' I saw' and' I heard,' i.e. in vision, do not occur; while in the
fifth and sixth visions the fiction of a vision is retained (from the source)
in the 'I saw,' 9 1, and 'I heard,' 9 13• But this dropping of the 'I saw' and
'I heard ' occurs elsewhere in the opening of a vision or distinct part of a
vision, where change of authorship is not supposable; e.g. 12'· 1a, 148 t., 1821 •
So also in the vision of the bowls, 16 2 ff., 'I heard' is used in vv. 5-7 but
not in vv. 9, 11, 17 ; 'I saw' is inserted in v. 13 but not in the other visions.
(e) The angels appear in 82, between the breaking of the seal and the incense scene, without taking any part in the action; their part does not come
in till v. 6; thus v. 2 is seen to be a part of the editor's revision in forming
a seven series. But on the contrary the angels do take at once an important part in the dramatic effect intended. The appearance of the seven
archangels here at the opening of the scene and the giving of the trumpets
to them, with the momentous events thus portended, form the background
of the incense scene; it presages great issues with which the prayers of the
saints are at once presumed to stand immediately connected. Without this
feature the opening of the vision would greatly lose in clearness and impressiveness. (f) The breaking of the last seal and the tokens of divine
anger when fire is cast upon the earth lead us to expect the immediate
coming of the great day of wrath, the judgment itself portended in 616f.,
but instead there follows another series of plagues, no severer than those
of the seal-visions. But it is a mistake to connect the end immediately with
the breaking of the seventh seal. We expect here momentous events, to
be sure, but a whole cycle of movements must intervene before the entrance
of the final catastrophe ; see p. 549.
Charles (Studies 145 ff.) adopts the arguments of Weiss against 87-12, He
finds also an additional objection to the passage based on his view that the
sealing in 71-B is meant to secure against demonic plagues; such plagues,
then, should follow at once after the sealing; there is no place for the intervening four plagues, which are not demonic in character. Omitting, then,
87-12 and the words ' before God' in 8 2, he changes ' seven angels' to 'three
angels' and 'seven trumpets' to 'three trumpets' in vv. 2, 6, and transfers
v. 2, putting it before v. 6. But, to say nothing of the violence of these
changes, probably few will accept the view upon which this objection is
based, i.e. that the sealing in 71-B refers solely to demonic plagues; see 538 f.
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These various objections cannot be regarded as furnishing a valid argu·
ment against the unity of chapts. 8-9 ; and the changes and transpositions
made necessary in the omission of 87- 12 are so violent that they cannot be
justified without strong reasons. On the other hand, as shown above (see
pp. 267 f., 549, and notes in Zoe.), the paragraph may without violence to
exegesis be seen to be constructed by the author, in correspondence with
the parallel sections of the seals and the bowls, on the framework of his
favorite number seven. On these grounds most scholars, even those most
ready to welcome criticism, if reasonably supported, accept this part as a
unit in itself and as suited to its place in the plan of the book. That the
Apocalyptist in the climax of the last three of the trumpet-visions may have
been influenced by some source containing visions of three 'woes' is conceivable; but the supposition is not necessary to a natural exegesis or criticism of the paragraph.

X.-XI. 13. Interlude between the sixth and seventh trumpetvisions. See pp. 271 :ff. (1) First Part, 101- 11 • See p. 272.
(2) Second Part, 111-13• See pp. 272 :ff.
The sixth trumpet-vision introduced in 913 ends with 921 • That
paragraph, like those of the preceding visions, has described
the whole course of its 'woe,' in its nature and effects, and
vv. 20-21 show that the account reaches its completion there.
A new vision evidently begins here with chapt. 10. The Seer
has changed his place from heaven (4 1) to earth, though he
does not mention the change ( se,e on 101 ); new agents are
introduced and a new set of themes looking forward to the
events of the seventh trumpet-vision. But that vision does not
begin till lllli. The sequence of the trumpet-visions then is
interrupted by the insertion of this interlude, 10 1-11 13 • We
have seen above that at great turning-points, or before the
entrance of the culminating movement in a series, the author
is wont to pause and introduce a prelude to the new revelations
about to be given. It is thus that he introduced chapt. 7 as a
prelude to the breaking of the last seal in the seal-series. Full
illustration of this habit of the Apocalyptist's is given on
pp. 244 :ff. In the present place we stand before the last of
the trumpet-blasts, the one about to usher in the period to
which belong the Last Things. Here then the characteristic
prelude is to be expected; if it were wanting, the Apocalyptist
would be felt to be inconsistent with himself. The special
significance of the two parts of the prelude is spoken of below.
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(1) The First Part of the Interlude, prefatory to the seventh
trumpet-vision, 101-11. See above and p. 272; (a) the announcement of the end as near, vv. 1-3 a, 5-7; (b) foreboding of
wrathful judgment, vv. 3 b-4; (c) message to the. Prophet,
vv. 8-11.
There are three agencies presented in this paragraph; the
angel, the seven thunders, and the Prophet. These all look
forward to the seventh trumpet-vision. (a) An angel descending in great splendor, bearing attributes which mark him as
the messenger of God, taking his stand on land and sea as
indicative of a message to all the earth, with a loud voice and
the right hand uplifted to heaven, announces with the most
solemn form of oath taken before God, the Eternal One, the
Creator of all, that the divine purpose will in the period to be
introduced by the seventh trumpet-blast be accomplished without longer delay. In his hand also he bears a message sent
from God to the Prophet, vv. 1-2, 5-7. (b) Seven thunder.~
utter words which the Prophet understands and is about to
write down, but a voice from heaven forbids this. What are
the seven thunders, what did they utter, why is the Seer forbidden to record the utterances and what is the meaning of the
episode for this connection? The number seven may conceivably be chosen by the aut~or himself in conformity with his
habit of designating things by sevens; but the article here
makes this improbable. The thunders are definitely specified
as the seven and are apparently known to the readers as such,
since no explanation is added. The words are best explained
as taken from some expression current in popular usage. (See
more fully pp. 577 f.). But to whatever origin the use of the
art. is to be assigned, the seven, whose number is that of fullness and completeness, are probably chosen here to suit the
momentousness of the coming events. Now in all other prefatory passages in which thunders occur (85, 11 19, 16 18) they form
a premonition of judgments of divine wrath; that then is
probably the significance here. Such judgments are about to
follow among the events of the seventh trumpet-vision. This
therefore may pretty certainly be taken as the substance of their
utterances and to embrace all that is aimed at in these verses, 3-4.
Of. Wis. 19 13, 'Upon the sinners came the punishments not
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without the tokens that were given beforehand by the force of
the thunders.' As in v. 1 the accompaniments and attributes
assigned to the angel are meant to give glory to his appearing,
so here apparently the Apocalyptist seeks to give impressiveness
to the warning of the thunders by representing them as speaking in awful utterances intelligible to a hearer. The conception
seems to have no other purpose than the heightening of dramatic effect. But in the record of his vision, the precise words
fancied to be uttered, as it were, by the thunders are not essential ; the significance of the imagery is clear to the readers ;
and to have introduced actual words would have been at
variance with the writer's manner. Thunders and 'voices' of
storms are frequently employed in the book as symbolical
announcements, but nowhere (not even in 196, see note there)
are words cited as spoken by these. The writer seems to have
been reluctant to attribute to them specific words. He may in
a highly dramatic vision conceive himself to hear articulate
utterances from them and to be moved to record these; but at
the same time he is conscious of this feeling of reluctance, a
feeling which in the ecstasy of the vision assumes an objective
reality as a voice from heaven bidding him to seal up the words,
i.e., as he explains, not to write them. See further pp. 577 f.
(c) God's message to the Prophet and the nature of his prophecy
in the seventh trumpet-vision are vividly symbolized in what
is said of eating the little roll in vv. 8-11. To eat the word of
God is to receive it into the heart and make it one's own, to be
so permeated with it that it becomes the controlling power
within; cf. Jer. 1516, 209, Job 2312. The symbolism in our pass.age is taken directly from Ezk. 28-33, with characteristic variation. The Hebrew prophet about to be sent on his mission
sees a hand put forth to him holding a roll, and he hears the
voice of God, • Eat this roll and go, speak unto the house of
Israel'; then he ate, and "it was in his mouth as honey for
sweetness." Thus far the A pocalyptist follows the prophet
closely. Then he introduces the new feature: 'When I had
eaten it, my belly was made bitter'; and this for his purpose
is the most significant part of the symbolism (see p. 579).
The possibility of this effect of the eating exists in the case of
Ezekiel's roll, as implied in the words, 'there were written
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therein lamentations and mourning and woe' (2 10); but this
does not seem to be thought of at first. The allusion in 3 14 to
'bitterness'- wanting in the LXX- springs from a subsequent perception. It was doubtless the words of woe written
in the roll that suggested to the Apocalyptist the special applicability of Ezekiel's vision to his own office in uttering the
prophecies of the .<;eventh trumpet-vision and led him to add
this figure of a bitter sequel to the eating, upon which he lays
the stronger emphasis. The prophecies which he is about to
announce are, as the thunders had foreboded, full of wrath and
calamity. Sweet as it was to be a messenger of God, to feel in
his heart that closeness with God enjoyed by one whom he
makes his prophet, the execution of his office was fraught with
bitterness in the announcement of the awful oracles which form
so large a part of these prophecies. The sweetness of the roll
is referred by many to the reception of joyful revelations, such
as the triumph over Satan, or the final blessedness of saints;
the roll then is partly sweet and partly bitter. This interpretation is however not in so close conformity with the account
given; it is not said that one part is sweet, another bitter; it
is one and the same roll, the whole, that produces both effects.
It is sweet or bitter according to the different aspects of the
Prophet's activity.
The view that the little roll contains the revelations to be
given in the seventh trumpet-vision, or that it brings a new
prophetic commission to the Apocalyptist presents difficulties
which are shown below (pp. 578 f.) .. That the contents of
the roll appropriated in eating are in some way associated with
the author's prophetic office is made clear by v. 11, closely
connected with v. 10 (see .note on v. 10), in the words 'Thou
must prophesy.' The natural significance of the figure of
eating and of the effects attributed to the act indicates that it
is the prophet's own state and his experience in the performance of his office that are intended in the representation. The
conclusion then which most readily suggests itself is that the
roll contains God's command (v. 11, Oft, thou must) to prophesy.
This privilege, this duty, the Prophet must take into himself,
he must appropriate it, his heart must be permeated with it.
But this is not his first call to the prophetic office, nor is it a
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renewal of his commission; he has been prophesying throughout (7ra"Aw, ayain, v. 11). The message is rather such as comes
to every servant of God facing a great crisis. The call to
duty which the Prophet has been unswervingly following sin~e
the first command, 'Write' (11 9), is here overwhelmingly intensified, as he stands before the supreme events of the seventh
trumpet-vision (seep. 579); and at the same time he is forewarned that his mission must carry with it proclamations of
woe.
The sel'en thunder.5. This term is thought by many to be formed by the
author himself in conformity with the seven Spirits, the seven churches, the
seven stars, etc., as a part of the' apocalyptic machinery' (Alford). But in
all these cases the art. is traceable to a familiar conception, or at least the
reason for its use is apparent. Ewald's suggestion that the thunders of all
the seven heavens are meant presupposes 'the thunders of the seven
heavens ' to be a familiar thought; but it does not occur in Heb. literature.
The sevenfold 'introduction of the voice of God in thunder in Ps. 2911--9 is
taken by many (Ziillig, Hengstenberg, al) to be the origin of the expression;
but that passage is not likely to have given currency to the seven thunders as
a familiar phrase; on the contrary the sevenfold number there is more
probably due to the occurrence of seven thunders in some popular usage.
The supposition of such usage most easily explains the language of vv. 3-4.
The episode of the thunders with their mysterious utterances and the
injunction given to the Seer to leave them unrecorded is unquestionably
obscure, and no explanation offered can claim for itself more than a reasonable degree of probability. The view has found favor with many scholars
(W eizsacker, Pfleiderer, Bouss., Holtzm.-Bal!., Baljon Moff., al) that in vv.
3--4 the author had in mind some apoca1yptic source containing seven
thunder-visions, which was well known to his readers and which he begins
to use in this chapt. The seven thunders are the thunders of that apocalypse ; their utterances also belong to the same source. But deciding afterwards not to use these thunder-visions themselves the Apocalyptist justifies
the omission as in obedience to a special injunction from heaven. But
while it is quite conceivable that the seven thunders may have figured in
some familiar apocalypse, there are strong objections to this hypothesis
regarding our writer's use of ·it in the way suggested. (a) The author of
our book unquestionably shows careful prearrangement and reflection in
the composition of his record of his visions (cf. p. 175), and it cannot be
doubted that he subjected so complex a work to revision before giving it to
his readers. There is then no place in it for a topic found, immediately
upon its introduction, to be unsuitable. (b) Nor is there place in it for a
sentence whose object is to explain the omission of parts of a source used.
In view of the freedom with which the writer treats without explanation
passages in the canonical prophets, it is not likely that he would feel it
2P
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necessary to justify the same freedom in using a source of the kind
supposed.
As regards the utterances of the thunders, the argument (Alford,
Swete, al) that it is futile to inquire about these, since the Prophet is
bidden to seal them up and the contents therefore cannot be known, is far
from conclusive. They are intended to f.orm a significant factor in the
prelude, one whose general purport is to be apprehended by the readers;
otherwise we may be sure they would not have been introduced. But all
interpretations are to be rejected which are not directly suggested by the
context or other parts of the book, as e.g. that they are the announcement
of the final judgment (B. Weiss), of the blessed mysteries of the world to
come (Hofmann), the echoes of the loud voice of the angel (Spitta), the
proclamation of the fall of Rome (Ewald). As pointed out above (p. 574)
the analogy of the other prefatory passages in which thunders occur and
in which they are premonitions of God's anger about to burst forth in
judgment, guides unmistakably to the conclusion that such is their purpose
here in the prelude to a vision which abounds in exhibitions of divine
wrath. To find in the injunction against recording the utterances a
designed intimation that our book contains only a part of. the revelations
given to the Apocalyptist (so, Swete, al, following some ancient com.) is at
variance with the general impression given by the book, and with the
description the author gives of it in P, as embracing 6ua Et8£v, all that he
saw. If such a comment on the limitation of the book were conceivable,
the place for it would be, not here, but in the prologue or epilogue; cf. the
comment on the Fourth Gospel in Jno. 2126•
The little roll. The contents of the scroll are identified by some with the
oracle concerning Jerusalem, lP- 8 • Many others understand it to contain
all the remaining revelations pf the book, beginning with chapt. 11 or
chapt. 12. (Seep. 606.) In the latter case it is entirely distinct from the
great roll of chapt. 5, whose revelations are now supposed to be ended, or it
is included in that roll, forming another part of it and making known to the
Seer these following oracles as contained therein. There is, however, strong
objection to the interpretation of the roll as containing the subject-matter
of the visions now to follow. (a) On the supposition that the revelations of
the little roll are distinct from those of the great roll of the seven seals, the
contents of the latter must end with the sixth trumpet-vision at 9 21. But the
scene in the court of heaven (chapts. 4-5), when the Lamb takes the roll to
break the seals, and especially the hymns of praise declaring the grounds of
his worthiness to open the book, show that the contents of that roll are
understood to include the consummation of the kingdom. That whole
scene is inconceivable if the roll were thought to contain only two series of
pre-messianic woes ( chapts. 6, 8 f.). This conclusion is further established by
the fact that the seven trumpet-visions, the last of which includes the end
(106 f., 1116-18) are shown by the breaking of the seventh seal (81 f) to be a
part of the contents of the great roll. (b) The supposition that the
remaining visions ( chapts. 11 ff. ), as the contents of the little roll, are zncluded in the great roll, forming as it were a book within a book, raises
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equal difficulty. While the contents of the seventh trumpet-visions are, as
just seen, introduced in a way to show connection with the great roll, there
is no intimation of a relation to the little roll ; this roll is not mentioned
afterwards. The revelations of the later parts of the book are introduced
in the same way as those of the earlier parts; and there is nothing to indicate that they are thought of as a giving forth on the Prophet's part of
revelations imparted to him by eating the roll. In fact the figure of eating
the roll is itself not appropriate to such a representation. It is to be noted
that in Ezekiel's case the roll does not contain the messages which he is to
deliver. These are to be given to him in the future, cf. 310, 17 fl., 27.; and as
he goes on in the performance of his office, his messages are seen from the
subsequent chapts. to be imparted to him in each case by special revelation.
The roll given to him to eat contains the word of God commanding him to
fulfill obediently the call and commission which had already been given to
. him (24-7), to receive that word and m;tke it the impelling force within him.
When the roll is described as containing lamentation and woe (3 10), the
language is meant to characterize the prophet's duty as woeful since he is
sent to a rebellious people, who will not hear. The words express also the
mournful character which the prophet's message must have for those to
whom he is sent. We infer then that the contents of the little scroll given
to the Apocalyptist is the command of God urging him on with intensified
force to his prophetic work in face of the momentous issues now to
follow (seep. 576).
But it is clear that the part of the symbolism which is most significant
with the Apocalyptist is the bitter effect of the eating. This constitutes the
change which he introduces into Ezekiel's vision (see p. 575 f.); this has
the emphatic place in the angel's words (v. 9) ; and in the words of both
the angel and the Prophet (vv. 9-10) sweetness is attributed to the reception into the mouth, it is only momentary, while the permanent effect is
bitterness; and in vv. 10 f. it is the bitterness of the roll that is immediately
connected with the Prophet's coming activity. The chief office of the
symbol then is to give warning that the seventh trumpet-vision must contain prophecies of bitter woe. The view held by many that the gift of the
scroll to the Seer symbolizes the gift of a new prophetic commission, making
as it were a new beginning here, is perhaps sufficiently met in what has
been said. The commission given in the outset, 111• 19, covers the revelations
of the whole book. There is no intimation that that commission is to cease
with the sixth trumpet-vision, or that the seventh is not as truly inclqded
in it as all that precedes. The words of v. 11, ' Thou must prophesy again,
cited in support of the view, no more imply an end of the first commission
and the gift of a new one than does the repetition of the command
'write' 21, 1413, 199 , 216.

X. 1. See pp. 271 £., 573 £. tl5ov, I saw: the Apocalyptist
has, as it were unconsciously, changed his place from heaven
( 41 ) to earth again ; though this is not announced, it is clear that
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he is no longer in heaven; the angel descends from heaven and
stands upon the earth when the Seer goes to him to take the
roll (vv. 8 f.), and the voice which directs the Seer comes to
him from heaven (vv. 4, 8). The sudden change is characteristic of visions (see p. 607).- Ci.Hov Ci.yyEAOV tuxvp6v,
another strong angel: a contrast may be intended with the
trumpet-angel of 913, or the angels of the preceding part of the
book in general, or possibly with the 'strong angel' of 5 2• A
similar indefiniteness occurs in 14 6 • For the introduction of
new persons, see on 5 5• - 1TEPLPEPATlllEVOV VE<j>EATIV /CTX., arrayed
in a cloud, etc. : the majesty of the angel's appearance is conformed to his mission as a messenger from God. Olouds are
the chariot of God (Ps. 1043), the Lord's coming is to be with
clouds (17); the bow forms an element in the glory of God's
throne-room ( 43, cf. Ezk. 128 ) ; the face shining as the sun is an
attribute of the glorified Christ (1 16, cf. Mt. 17 2), as are also
the feet glowing like fire (11 5). A special significance is not to
be sought in these several attributes of the angel. They serve
to give him an appearance of heavenly glory. They do not
however furnish ground for identifying him with Christ (so,
many earlier com.) ; the unvarying use of the word angel in
the Apocalypse is against such a supposition, as is also the
oath in v. 6, which would be inappropriate to Christ.- it !pLS:
the construct. changes to the nom. The art. is generic, as
with ~ ryf], o1}Xw~, when the genus consists of a single object ;
cf. Blass§ 46, 5; H. A. § 659 a. -1T65Es, feet: the comparison with <rTvXot, pillars, implies that the word here includes
the leg, as x€tp, hand, often includes the arm.
2. PLPAa.p£5Lov, a little scroll: a diminutive form not found
elsewhere. Apparently the word is meant to distinguish this
roll from the great roll of chapt. 5 - 1\vEcpyj.LEV..,V, open: this
feature is taken from Ezk. 210, and as the epithet is repeated in
v. 8 it is evidently meant to be significant, yet no use is made
of it. No allusion is made to an exhibition of the contents of
the scroll. Apparently the writer has in mind merely a mark
of distinction from the great roll which was closely sealed.'TOV 5E~LOV E1TL Tils Oa.M.<r<rllS ICTX., his right foot upon the sea, etc.:
instead of one foot upon the sea, etc., to give precision to the
picture ; no other motive for the specification of the right foot
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is intimated in the context. The angel bestrides land and
sea, and cries with a loud voice, because his message is addressed to the whole world. - Ti]s 6a.'Aciuu11s, the sea : a reference to the Mediterranean cannot be insisted on here (Ewald,
Spitta) ; sea and land form here, as often, a comprehensive
phrase for the whole earth; cf. v. 6, 72, 122, 147.
3. <i>u1rep 'Ail(I)V tJ.uKaTa.L, as a lion roareth: p.V!cfirr8at generally of the lowing or bellowing of cattle, is also used of the
roaring of the lion, see Land S. s.v. The. comparison refers
to loudness, and does not imply, as many take it, that the
angel utters a warning cry without articulate words. Such a
representation is less suitable to the angel, as it is to God
whose voice is compared to the roaring of the lion, Am. 3 8,
Hos. 1110• Our writer's habit of using an indefinite expression
which he afterwards defines or expands (seep. 242) makes it
easy to find in v. 6 the words uttered. The language of v. 5a,
repeating that of v. 2, connects the two passages closely. The
intervention of vv. 3b-4 is not against this supposition ; see
pp. 242, 57 4. -On the seven thunders and their utterances,
see pp. 272, 574 f., 577 f.- cla.uT6>v, their: i.e. those which
they utter. In Jno. 1228 f. the sound of articulate words is
heard by some as the noise of thunder. The reflex. here is
equivalent to the pers. pron., cf. Mt. 218, Lk. 1121.
4. <P(I)vitV El( TOil ovpa.voil, a voice from heaven: this may be
the voice of God, or that of Christ, who had in the outset given
the command to write, 111• 19• - ucppci-yLuov, seal up: the term
is apparently taken from Dan. 124. 9, where the prophet is
bidden to keep his visions secret till the end. His book was
already written and its contents were to be concealed by sealing the roll. In our passage the word is used figuratively, the
words have not been written; the meaning is explained immediately in the added command, 'Write them not.' Here the
idea of keeping the utterances of the thunders secret is not so
much thought of as the omission of. them from the record of
the vision. The reluctance of the Seer to attribute specific
words to the thunders is thus referred to a prohibition from
heaven; seep. 575.
5-6. See p. 575. After the mention of the thunders, the
writer returns to the mission of the angel, relating definitely
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his solemn announcement, and the purpose of the scroll which
he bore. - ~pev Tilv xe'Lpa. ... oilpa.vov, lifted up his right hand
to heaven: the customary gesture in taking an oath before God
who dwells in heaven ; cf. Dan. 127, Gen. 1422 , Dt. 32 40 • The
scene here and the form of the oath are taken from Dan. 12 7,
but to God's eternity appealed to in that scene there is added
here his attribute as creator of all. These two attributes are
taken up in the respective hymns of 4 8• 11, and are especially
appropriate here ; ·the Eternal One and the Creator of all will
surely accomplish the eternal purpose which he had in creating
the world. - xpovos OVKETL EITTa.L, there shall be delay no longer:
i.e. beyond the days ushered in by the seventh trumpet-blast.
Earlier and some recent com. interpret, time shall be no longer,
a thought found, e.g. in Slav. En. 33~, 65 7• But the contrast
in v. 7 and the passage in Dan. here imitated show that the
angel's assurance is meant to answer the longing cry characteristic of apocalyptic writings, 'Lord, how long?' ( cf. 610 ). For
this sense of xpovo" see L and S. s.v.; cf. also xpova;ew Mt. 24 48 ,
Heb. 1037,
The interpretation, ' There shall be delay no longer, except in the days
of the voice of the seventh angel, and then the mystery shall be fulfilled'
(see punctuation of WHmrg), is as regards language, if not impossible,
extremely forced; and the announcement of the days of the seventh trumpetvision as a period of delay is not supposable here, nor is it consistent with
the hymns that follow the trumpet blast in 1115-18.

7. EV Ta.'Ls ~tJ.Epa.LS . . . O.yyeAou, in the days of the sounding
of the seventh angel: the period (c£. Thayer, s.v. 4) belonging
to, introduced by, the seventh trumpet is meant. In the
course of that period the mystery of God will be accomplished.
The trumpet-visions are conceived to extend over periods of
time; this in the case of the fifth was at least five months (9 5 ).
-lSTa.v tJ.EAAll ITO.A1TL~ELV, when he shall sound, or shall have
sounded: not shall begin to sou.nd (A V), nor is about to sound
(RV), a prophecy contrary to the subsequent facts of the book.
p,t'A.A.w with the infin. forms a periphrastic fut.; cf. Blass
§ 62, 4. The words repeat the phrase, the days of the angel,
i.e. the days, the period, which shall come when he shall sound.
- Ka.L heAiri"l: the idiom is Hebraic, /Cat corresponding to
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vav consec. with a perf. in a pod. The meaning is, shall be fulfilled. -TO tJ.Uc:r-ritpLov TOil 9Eov, the mystery of God: the purpose
of God to bring his kingdom to its consummation- a purpose
hidden from the world but in the end to be fully revealed in
its accomplishment. p,V(J"T~pwv, mystery, is often used in the
N. T. of a plan or purpose of God, for a time hidden, or only
partially revealed, but eventually made fully manifest, especially
God's purpose of salvation in Christ, e.g. Ro. 1625 , 1 Co. 2'.
St. Paul uses the word of the incorporation of the Gentiles
into the people of God, e.g. Eph. 34 ff·. In our passage it is the
one great purpose which includes all others, the full salvation
of the saints in the perfected kingdom.- ci>s Eli'I'JYYEALCTEV KTII..,
as he declared good tidings, etc. : i.·e. according to the good
tidings which he declared to the prophets. The prophets meant
may be those of the 0. T. (Diist. De Wette, al), or the Christian prophets (Bouss. Mo:ff. al). The latter are meant by the
word in most places in our book, and the Apocalyptist is likely
to have had in mind the prevalent Christian expectation of the
parousia as near. For the ace. instead of the dat. with evaryryell.{sew see Thayer, s.v. I.
8. See p. 575. The second part of the angel's mission, the
delivery of God's message to the Prophet, now begins.- i'J cj>oovT)
ICTA., the voice, etc.: the one mentioned in v. 4. The construction here is harsh, though the sense is clear; cprov~ stands without
a vb. Perhaps the construction first thought of was 1\a/l..ov(J"a
1jv, but the partie. being attracted into agreement with ~v, the
copula was omitted (the form 1\a/l..ov(J"a in some Mss. is probably a correction); or possibly cprov~ was thought of as nom.
abs. and the writer intended to continue ~v 1/KoV(J"a· •.. 1/Kov(J"a
7rall.tv 1\a/l..ov(J"av, but the second 1/KoV(J"a was omitted by mistake
either of the writer himself or a copyist.
9-10. See pp. 272, 576 f., 578 f. - AEyoov 8ovva.L: for the
infin. with 1\eryetv containing a request or command cf. Ac. 212 1 ;
see Blass § 72, 5.- Tbe order of the effects of the eating is
reversed in the two verses; in v. 9 the bitterness is put first
because the emphasis is thrown on it. The order in v. 10 is
commonly explained by the natural order in eating; but it is
·better referred to the purpose to bring the bitterness into immediate connection with the words to follow in v. 10, which
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show wherein the bitterness will arise, i.e. in bringing to many
peoples, nations, etc., prophecies containing grievous woes.
11. >..eyouaw, they say: possibly the pl. refers to the voice
from heaven and the angel (B. ~Weiss), but more probably it is
used indefinitely, equivalent to a passive; see Kuhn. II.§ 352, c;
H. A. § 602, c. Doubtless heavenly speakers are meant. Se'L, thou must: not a new commission to the prophet; see pp.
577, 579. -1TaALV, again: not in contrast with some other
writer whose document the Apocalyptist is going to repeat
(J. Weiss, al), nor in contrast with the 0. T. prophets (Bengel,
al), but in contrast with the Apocalyptist's prophecies given in
the former part of the book. The new prophecies which he
must utter are those that follow. -E-rr(: best taken in the sense
of concerning; cf. Jno. 12 16. - >..a.o'i.s ••• y>..oo<T<Ta.LS, peoples and
nations and tongues: see on 9 5 • The A pocal yptist here adds
/3a<Tt">I.Evutv, kings, which are really included in the preceding
general terms; he emphasizes the rulers as distinguished from.
their peoples, perhaps having in mind such prophecies as 16 14,

1710-17,
Textual notes, 101-H. -1. a.\.\ov NAC edd; wanting in PQ many min.'¥/• before LpL>, NACQ edd; wanting in P many min R. -· K£</>aA7JV AC min
edd; K£</>aA7J> NPQ min R Sod.- 2. £xwv NACPQ min edd; £LX£V many min
R.- 3. aL, before £1TTa, wanting in N* some min. arm.- 5. T'fJV 8£~mv wanting in A some min and vers R.- 6. KaL T7JV ()aA.auanv . • • aVT'¥} wanting
in N*A some min and vers; 1VH bracket. -7. £T£A£U()'YJ NACP most min
edd; T£A£U()7J Q many min R.- Instead of &uA.ous, some min R read 8ouAOL>.
- 8. AaAovuav, A£youuav NACPQ, some min edd; A.aA.ouua, A£yovua most
min R. accepted as alternative form by Sod Blj Bouss.- 9. 8ouvaL NACQ
most min edd; 8os some min R. -11. A.ryouuw NAQ many min vers edd;
.\£yn P many min and vers R.

(2) XI. 1-13. The second part of the Interlude between the
sixth and seventh trumpet-visions : the repentance of Israel. See
pp. 272 ff., 573. (a) The chastisement of Jerusalem (Israel),
vv. 1-2. (b) The mission of the two Witnesses (prophets)
sent to it, vv. 3-12. (e) Its final repentance, v. 13.
This paragraph, 11 1- 13, the second part of the interlude, contains a vision to which it is confessedly difficult to assign a
meaning and place appropriate in our hook. Taken as it stands
it is a prophecy of the divine chastisement of .Jerusalem, and its
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repentance in the last times. Because of its grievous sins
Jerusalem will be· given over into the hands of the Gentiles the
punishment often announced by the prophets and often actually
inflicted in the course of history. But God's love and mercy
are not entirely turned away from the holy city. The prophets
had foretold the salvation of a Remnant (see p. 22); so here
the temple and a remnant of faithful ones are marked off as
preserved from the chastisement, and two great prophets will
be sent to preach repentance to tho people throughout the
period of Gentile domination. In spite of the marvelous powers
with which the prophets are seen to be endowed, the people will
for a time refuse to receive their message; but in the end, after
Antichrist has slain the prophets, after the glorious revival of
these and their exaltation into heaven in the sight of their
enemies, and after a destructive earthquake- signs sent as
further monitions- all the people who have escaped death in
the earthquake will be startled into conviction and repent of
their sins.
·
It is certain that such an oracle understood literally could
not be attributed to a Christian prophet. It is not necessary
to cite the words ascribed to our Lord concerning the destruction
of the temple (Mk. 13 2 ), which may be of later origin (though
there is good ground for accepting them; cf. Ac. 6 14), or
which might be unknown to the writer of this prophecy. Quite
apart from that utterance, the whole cycle of events described
lies entirely outside of Christian eschatology, as represented
elsewhere in the Apocalypse and other N. T. books. Nothing
is known there of a preservation of the temple from Gentile
desecration. The outlook of the Christian world was directed
to the early return of the Lord, with no anticipation of one or
more great forerunners who should come to prepare the way
for him. The sending of two prophets in the character of
Elijah and Moses (see pp. 593 ff.) to preach repentance, the
martyrdom of these through Antichrist (the Beast), their
revival and exaltation into heaven, form a series of eschatological events which has no parallel in Christian thought.
The passage has been taken by many allegorically: Jerusalem
is the Church, the temple and the outer courts are respectively
the faithful and faithless Christians, the two Witnesses are the
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testimony borne by the whole body of Christian teachers, saints,
and martyrs. But there is in the passage itself no intimation
that such was the author's meaning. It is true that Christians
are sometim~s compared to God's temple, bu'i it is a temple
that is spoken of, a shrine within which he dwells ( cf. 1 Co. 316,
2 Co. 616), not the temple at Jerusalem, which is never used
to symbolize Christians or the Church; and when Jerusalem
designates the Church, it is always the heavenly, not the
earthly, city that is meant ( cf. Gal. 4 26, He b. 1222). The
details of the prophecy, especially vv. 1-2, 8, 13, make clear
that primarily the actual.Jerusalem \vas meant. The allegorical explanation is happily rejected by most among recent
expositors, as belonging to a form of exegesis which reads into
the Apocalypse anything to which a figurative parallel can be
found there.
But unless we adopt the theory that the paragraph was
inserted here between the sixth and seventh trumpet-visions by
ac~ident or an unintelligent compiler, we must conclude that it
has a meaning and place here consistent with Christian eschatological thought and the Apocalyptist's manner as seen elsewhere.
The visitation sent upon Jerusalem and its repentance suggest
as symbols an appropriate eschatological meaning. But as
regards the form of the prophecy, viewed as a symbol of an
eschatological hope, it is difficult to assign it in the first instance
to the origination of a Christian apocalyptist. Its facts are
not in accord with the history of Jerusalem at the time of the
Judreo-Roman War (67-70 A.D.); and at the date of the
Apocalypse, the end of the century, when the temple had long
since been completely destroyed, the Apocalyptist, if writing
independently and forming his own symbolism, could hardly
have conceived such a picture, or have introduced as essential
traits expectations .which were, as seen above, so remote from
Christian thought. It can hardly be doubted that the author
has made use here of some apocalyptic source unknown to us,
taking his symbolism therefrom, and adapting it to his present
purpose. We have already seen his indebtedness as regards
form to familiar sources; e.g. 108-11 is founded on Ezk.; 92-11 on
Joel; 71 - 8 on an unknown source. Most critics of recent times
are agreed that such is the primary origin of much which is
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given in this passage, 11 1- 13 • Improbable as it is that a Christian prophet would, uninfluenced by any archetype, embody his
expectation in such a form as this, yet he may easily be conceived to give his interpretation to some existing source, and
take this over as the groundwork of his symbolism. In spite
of its divergence from the historical circumstances of the
writer's own time, we have seen the source of 71- 8 used in this
way; a striking case of similar character is also found in 121- 6,
where a borrowed symbolism is applied to the Messiah quite
at variance with the historic course of the Lord's life (see
pp. 613, 617). It is a plausible conjecture that the supposed
apocalyptic source which furnished the symbolism of our paragraph was written by a Jew in view of some threatened conquest of Jerusalem by Gentiles, that the author predicted
the preservation of the sanctuary and a nucleus of faithful
Israelites, the mission of the two prophets, their martyrdom,
their heavenly triumph, and the repentance of the J erusalemites,
all as literal prophecy of events leading up to the coming of
the Messiah. The significance which the author of our book
attaches to the prophecy and the use he makes of it; as contrasted with its original meaning, will be spoken of below
(pp. 588 ff. ).
Spitta (417 ff.) holds that the source was written in view of the historic
situation which followed the conquest of Jerusalem by Pompey, 63 B.c.; at
that time the temple though desecrated was spared, and afterwards purified. It is to remain undefiled through the period of Gentile domination.
In this period the two prophets will be sent to preach repentance to the
Gentiles; the scene of their preachihg will be Rome, where they will die (a
natural death) when their mission is ended; after death their bodies will
continue to work terror and prevent men from burying them; they will
then be revived and exalted into heaven, and a large number of Gentiles will
be converted to the Jewish religion. Everything in the present form of the
passage at variance with .this view of the source is attributed by Spitta to
the Christian redactor who inserts the document here. The theory is
interesting as an example of a not uncommon method of criticism. It is
unnecessary to discuss seriously so arbitrary a treatment of the text, to say
nothing of impossible exegesis. Most critics find the origin of the source,
at least of vv. 1-2, in the times of the Judreo-Roman war (67-70 A.D.),
which ended in the fall of Jerusalem; its author foresees the capture of the
city, but predicts the preservation of the temple and a remnant of faithful
Jews. Some place the document definitely between May and August of
the year 70, on the ground that the peril of the city has become extreme
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and hope of deliverance must now be limited to the temple. There is,
however, nothing in the passage to show an advanced stage of the war;
the certain conquest of the city as the outcome of a conflict with Rome
might have been anticipated by any careful observer even before hostilities
had begun. W ellhausen ( Skizzen u. Vorarb. VI. 221 ff.), followed by
Bouss. Blj., al, holds vv. 1-2 to belong to an 'eschatological leaflet' written
by a Zealot in the last months of the war. At this time the powerful party
of the Zealots, who took an important part in the war, had its headquarters
in the temple and its inner courts (Joseph. B. J. IV. 3, 7 ff., al); and an
adherent of that party is supposed to have written the leaflet in this hour
of distress, predicting the final safety of the Zealots, designated 'the
worshipers' from their special relation to the temple. But the language
used here does not go beyond the common idea of the sanctity of a temple
as an asylum; and as the Zealots encouraged the people at large to continue in the temple worship (Joseph. B. J. V.1, 3; c£. Ewald Ge.•chichte 8
VI. 759 f.) the term 'the worshipers' would form no specific designation of
the Zealots. The term itself is against the theory; see pp. 598 ff. Some
criticsrefervv. 1-2 and vv.3-13 respectivelyto two different sources, chiefly
on the ground that the former represents a historic fact, Jerusalem besieged
and destroyed, the latter an eschatological expectation in which the city is
conceived to he still standing. But it should be observed that Jerusalem is
not represented in vv. 1-2 as destroyed, but as conquered and profaned.
Bouss. (335 ff.) attributes vv. 3-13 to an earlier apocalypse especially
concerned with the Antichrist legend, the two parts being afterwards combined by a writer from whom our Apocalyptist takes with modification the
present form. These and similar theories, some of them ingenious, are
interesting as studies in literary history. But they do not go far in settling
the meaning which our author attaches to the oracle in the form which he
gives. His procedure in other cases assures us that he has modified his
source to any extent necessary for his purpose, and that he uses it in a
sense concordant with the plan of his book, and in a sense which may be
distinctly at variance with its original sense.

The significance and place of the prophecy in our book. It
appears reasonably certain that. in the thought of our author
Jerusalem here represents Israel as a whole. A nation's capital is everywhere freely used to denote the nation itself. So
in the Psalms and the Prophets Jerusalem is often spoken of
where the writer has in mind all that the city represents ; and
so St. Paul speaks of' Jerusalem that now is' (Gal. 425), meaning the whole Heb. people organized under the Mosaic covenant; cf. Mt. 23 37, Ps. 137 5 f., Is. 401 f. The local Jermmlem
and its people in distinction from the nation as a whole are
nowhere the subject of special concern in Christian thought,
nor do they occupy any special place in Christian eschatology.
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But the repentance of the people of Israel in the last days was
a clearly expressed hope among Christians. The Church must
often have asked with perplexity, What is to become of God's
ancient people in the future of the new covenant? Are they
to continue alienated to the end and to be excluded from a
share in the Messiah's kingdom? The prophecies which foretold the restoration of the dispersed tribes and the sharing of
all Israel in the glories of the final Davidic kingdom must
have suggested to many Jewish Christians the hope of an
ingathering of their people. The Lord himself, in a connection
not unlike the present, when reproaching the Jews for rejecting the prophets sent to them, had declared that at his second
coming they would repent and rejoice in him as the Messiah,
Mt. 2334-39. St. Paul had discussed the subject with fullness
and intense earnestness (Ro. chapts. 9-11 ), and while finding
as yet only a remnant preserved (the temple and its worshipers
of our passage), he had foreseen the incoming of Israel as a
whole at the last. St. Peter also is represented in Ac. 3 19 ff. as
looking for the repentance of his people before the messianic
time. Hope of this conversion seems to be expressed by our
author in 3 9 (see note there). And it will be noticed that in
all these references to Israel's repentance, this is brought into
close proximity to the End. This is what Paul means in the
words, 'What shall the receiving of them be but life from the
dead?' i.e. the resurrection and the establishment of the final
kingdom, Ro. 1115 • If now this hope was general, and was
shared by our author, it could hardly fail to receive a distinct
place in a book concerned with the last things. And no more
appropriate place for it could be found than here before the
seventh trumpet-vision which embraces the last great cycle of
events. It stands in one of the author's interludes, because it
does not properly belong to the drama of the trumpet-visions,
since these are occupied with great world movements in the
earth and among the nations, to which the repentance of God's
ancient people bears no direct relation. It forms properly a
part of the prelude to the seventh trumpet-vision, because, as
was believed, it would be followed closely by the End. The
repentance of Israel is expressed in general terms ; the recognition of Christ as Messiah is not specifically mentioned. But
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in this respe;:;t the paragraph agrees with the book in general;
express reference to Jewish recognition of the Lord's Messiahship appears only in 39, That the author, however, thinks of
it as included in the great spiritual conversion at the End is
beyond question. What has brought the divine chastisement
upon Israel is their sin in all its forms, including that of rejecting Christ (see on v. 8) ; so their repentance embraces this sin
with the others. If the above interpretation be correct, this
vision has a certain analogy to that of the sealing in chapt.
71-s. Both are interludes, they stand apart from the main
course of dramatic movement, they form pictures apart from
that of the immediate context. And the former assures the
reader of the final safety of the whole Church, the latter assures
him of the final safety of Israel. The details of the prophecy
must be considered more fully in their primary significance
and in their application.
The delivery of Jerusalem into the hands of the Gentiles and
the preservation of the temple with its worshipers, vv. 1-2. The
.Jerusalem here spoken of is, as v. 2 shows, not the heavenly,
but the earthly, city. The measurement commanded is indicative of preservation (see on v. 1). The temple meant is the
earthly sanctuary, the altar is the altar of burnt-offering in the
court of the priests before the temple-edifice, the 'worshipers'
are the faithful people who worship in the courts before the
great altar. As has happened often in the course of its history
Jerusalem (representative of Israel) is given up to the Gentiles
in punishment for its sins. But a remnant, the true Israelites,
shall finally be preserved from perdition (Ro. 11H'). See further notes on vv. 1-2.
The two Witnesses; (a) their work and its place, vv. 3-6.
The two men who will be sent by God are called 1.uipTvper;,
Witnesses. They are prophets, as they are expressly called in
v. 10, and their work, as designated in vv. 3, 6, is that of the
prophet. They may properly be called God's witnesses, because sent by him to bear witness to the truth which they proclaim. The word and its cognates are favorite terms in the
Johannine writings; its use here is probably due to the author
rather than his source. The prophets will appear wearing
sackcloth (v. 3), the garment of mourning and penitence (cf.
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Joel 113, Jon. 3°, Mt. 11 21), and the course of the narrative
points to that as the character of their preaching. As in general with the prophets of the Great Day, their message will
consist of denunciations of Israel's sin, the call to repentance,
and the threatening of judgment; cf. Joel 1s-20, Mt. 31-12,
Ac. 319-28. The prophets will carry on their mission throughout the period during which Jerusalem is trodden down by
the Gentiles, three and a half years (vv. 2-3), the symbolical
period of calamity (see p. 252). Whoever the two prophets
may be in the source, in the meaning· of the Apocalyptist they
are Christian prophets- no others are conceivable with him
(see p. 595 f.)- and he must think of their message as addressed to Israel from the standpoint of the Christian Jew, as
are the parallel messages of Peter ( Ac. 222-4°, 312- 26 ) and of
Paul (Ro. chapts. 9-11). That Israel's sin in rejecting Christ
is included in the Apocalyptist's thought, and that he viewed
the two prophets as Christians he shows in the words of v. 8,
'where their Lord was crucified,' which are an addition of his
to the source. Jerusalem is certainly represented in the vision
as the place of the prophets' labors. The words 'the great
city,' v. 8, do not show Rome to be meant (so Spitta, al); for
this term see note in loc. That Jerusalem is the scene is shown
not merely by the added words of v. 8, but first of all by the
close connection between v. 3 and vv. 1-2; the coming of the
Witnesses (v. 3) is introduced in immediate sequence with
the events transpiring at Jerusalem (vv. 1-2), without any
intimation Of a change of place. Also the final outcome of
God's dealing with the city as given in v. 13, the sparing of
nine tenths of it, and the conversion of most of its people, cannot be harmonized with the character and destiny of Rome as
presented everywhere else in the book.
(b) The martyrdom and resuscitation of the Witnesses, vv.
7...:.12. When the two prophets have finished their appointed
time they will be slain by the beast that cometh out of the
abyss. But the ignominious treatment of their dead bodies
will be suddenly ended and the rejoicing over their death
changed to fright by the revival of the prophets and their
exaltation into heaven. This part of the prophecy is evidently
taken over, with divergences, from the source ; but the space
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it oeeupie~ in the paragraph ~how~ that it is not a mere <letail
retained to fill out the picture. The description of the beast
as tho one that cometh up out of the abyss of hell shows that
the familiar figure of Antichrist is meant (see pp. 397 ff.).
The episode of the prophecy belongs then to a period extending
into his era (whether precisely coinciding with it in its beginning is not important). Antichrist will have destroyed Rome,
1716, 188- 24 • His authority, whose central seat is no longer
thought of, will have been extended over all peoples and nation~,
and he will suffer no opposition to his worship (13 15 ). Jerusalem will be occupied by the hosts of his followers. On the
presence of these powers in Jerusalem cf. Ps. Sol. 219-25, ' The
nations reproached Jerusalem, trampling it down . . . . Delay
not, 0 God, to turn the pride of the dragon into dishonor.'
Objection has been raised to the representation of the beast
and the Gentiles as hostile to the Witnesses. The argument is
that the Witnesses are sent to Jerusalem; they cannot then
incur the hatred of the Gentiles, nor suffer death through Antichrist whose seat is in Rome. It will be seen from what has
just been said that this objection is based on a situation altogether different from that here presupposed. While the mission
to the Jews is the aspect in which the work of the Witnesses is
presented here, their denunciations of evil are universal, their
rebukes and the wonders wrought by them (vv. 5-6) must fall
on the nations, the followers of Antichrist, who as conquerors
occupy the city. Tormentors of these also they will prove themselves as described in v. 10; and they will draw upon themselves
the deadly enmity of the Beast whose worship they must denounce. The resuscitation of the Witnesses and their assumption into heaven is intended, doubtless in the source as well as
here, to form a marvelous vindication in the sight of all men of
God's messengers rejected and martyred.
(c) The repentance of Jerusalem (Israel), v.13. The preaching of the Witnesses, enforced by their resuscitation and exaltation into heaven following their martyrdom, is still further
enforced by a great earthquake. Nine tenths of the people are
terror-stricken and aroused to repentance. Their repentance
is signified in the peculiar idiomatic expression give glory to God,
which is used to denote acknowledgment of error and turning
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from it (see on v. 13). That the preaching of the Witnesses
has in the end its influence in moving the people to repentance
is implied in the narrative as a whole, but more distinctly in
this idiomatic phrase, which denotes a real spiritual change.
Israel's repentance of its rejection of the Christ, though not
specified, must in the thought of the Apocalyptist be included
here. Thus the prophecy contained in the symbol of the preservation of the temple and its worshipers will be fulfilled. The
purpose of God in temporarily casting off Jerusalem ( cf. Ro.
chapt. 11 ), in sending his two prophets, and in working his
marvels, will be attained, while the visitations sent upon the
Gentiles will have failed; cf. 921, 169 •
The personality of the two Witnesses. The figures of the two
Witnesses, taken over from the source, with whatever modification, are partially defined or at least dimly outlined in what
are probably additions by the Apocalyptist. They are first
described in v. 4 (see note in Zoe.) in their relation to God, and
the imagery is taken with variation from Zec. 4 2-14. In the
vision of Zec. two olive trees (symbolizing probably Zerubbabel
and Joshua) feed their oil into a bowl, whence it is conveyed
to the lamps of a single lampstand. The olive trees represent
the channels through which God supplies his power for the
work to be done. The Apocalyptist in adopting the figure
introduces two lampstands instead of one, thus conforming it
more closely to his use, and blends these in significance with
the olive trees, i.e. the lampstands and the olive trees alike
symbolize the channels through which the might of God is to
work. The comparison is clearly not meant to designate the
Witnesses as Zerubbabel and Joshua, for the latter are not
preachers of repentance, nor have they the powers attributed
in vv. 5-6 to the Witnesses. The language is meant rather to
describe the Witnesses as the agents of God working in the might
which he supplies. From the description of the Witnesses in
their relation to God, the writer proceeds to designate them
more distinctly in their personalities (vv. 5-6). It is a reasonable conjecture that the personal names of the two Witnesses
were given in the source, but the Apocalyptist for a special
reason (seep. 595) prefers to designate them by certain activities in familiar usage associated with them. The powers of
2Q
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shutting up the heavens that it rain not, of turning the waters
into blood, etc., are those that appear as striking activities in
the histories of Elijah and Moses (see notes on vv. 5-6). So
also the function of calling to repentance here assigned to the
Witnesses is that of Elijah, who according to Jewish expectation should return as the forerunner and great moral reformer
before the day of the Lord. This expectation regarding Elijah,
expressed first in Mal. 45 r., is widely attested in the N. T. and
rabbinical writings ( cf. Mt. 1710 r., par., Mk. 615, par.; see also
Weber, System, 337 f.). It is doubtless the origin of the representation in this prophecy. While the special office of preaching repentance in the pre-messianic time was not attributed to
Moses, yet he appears in Jewish tradition among the expected
forerunners of the Messiah. The promise of a prophet like
unto Moses (Dt. 18 15) came to be interpreted sometimes of a
return of Moses himself. This expectation is expressly stated
in rabbinical literature (see Weber, in ref. above), and probably
in the original form of Sib. Or. V. 256 (see Kautzsch in Zoe.,
Volz 49). That Moses and Elijah were grouped together with
special significance appears from the history of the Transfiguration (Mk. 92 ff). The one name sometimes seems to suggest
the other; thus they are brought together in Mal. 44 f. and
frequently in rabbinical tradition ( cf. Weber, as above; also
Edersheim Life and Times, etc .., II. 706 ff. ). The rabbinical
belief in their association as forerunners of the Messiah was
probably current also in popular eschatology, whence it was
taken up into the source of our passage. It is further to be
noted that the last end of the Witnesses, as described in v. 12,
is like that accorded to Moses and Elijah in Jewish tradition;
like these, the two Witnesses are glorified by exaltation into
heaven. Earlier· Heb. history records the death and burial of
Moses· in the land of Moab, Dt. 345 f.. But as Elijah was taken
up into heaven (2 K. 21-12) so also according to later tradition
was Moses. This belief is implied in the rabbinic legend of
the taking of his soul at death up to a dwelling-place under
God's throne (see p. 525), but it is directly attested in the
fragments of the Assumption of Moses, which are preserved in
early writers; cf. also Jude v. 9 (see Charles, Assump. of Mos.
105-110, Hast. III. 450). It appears certain, then, that the
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two Witnesses are Elijah and Moses, who as forerunners of the
great day are to perform the office elsewhere in the Scriptures
assigned to the former only. The early commentators understand the second of the two Witnesses to be Enoch rather than
Moses, because he, like Elijah, is recorded in Scripture to have
been translated, Heb. 115, Ecclus. 44 16• But the description in
vv. 5-6 is inappropriate to Enoch, and modern scholars are for
the most part agreed in rejecting that reference.
But in what sense, now, can our Apocalyptist, a Christian
writer, have taken up the return of Elijah and Moses in the
last days? It is noticeable that he does not expressly give
these names to the two prophets ; in one aspect he describes
them by a figure belonging to other names (Zerubbabel and
Joshua); the powers which he attributes to them, following in
the one case the story of Elijah (vv. 5-6 a), in the other that
of Moses ( v .. 6 b), he assigns to both in common. We are led,
then, to the conclusion that he has not in mind the reappearance of the historical personages themselves, but rather prophets
who shall perform the function assigned to Elijah and Moses in
Heb. tradition. Even if not familiar with the Lord's interpretation of the prophecy regarding Elijah as fulfilled in John
the Baptist (Mt. 17HH3), yet as a Jewish Christian who saw in
Jesus the fulfillment of prophecy, he must have recognized in
many predictions an impersonal reference to agents who should
act in the 'spirit and power' (Lk. 117) of former servants of
God, and perform the offices of these. So here we may take
the Apocalyptist to have adopted the prediction of his source
in the sense of the sending of two great prophets in the last
times, who in the spirit and power of Elijah and Moses should
call Israel to repentance.
But while the duality of the Witnesses in the source is thus
accounted for, it is doubtful whether its presence there covers
wholly the significance which the Apocalyptist attaches to it.
He seems to give prominence to it; cf. vv. 3, 4, 10. The
familiar grouping together of Moses and Elijah spoken of
above, i.e. of the great lawgiver and the foremost of the prophets, is only another aspect of the truth contained in the frequent
phrase,' the law and the prophets,' which comprehends the sum
of all revelation and commandment given to Israel. The for-
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mula embraces the unquestioned .authority to which appeal is
made for the enforcement of duty (Mt. 712) or the sanction of
truth (Lk. 24 27). It is quite natural, then, that our Apocalyptist, Jewish· Christian as he is, should be impressed by this
representation in his source, and should take it up and emphasize it as a prophecy of the authority which both the law and
the prophets will give to the message of the Witnesses whose
office it will be to call Israel to repentance in the last times.
The prophets whom he foresees will come in the character, not
of Elijah only, but of Moses as well. In view of the word
p,dpTupec;, witnesses, we almost catch a reminiscence of St. Paul's
words urged in his great plea to the Jew for the Christian doctrine of righteousness before God, Ro. 321, p,apTupoup,evTf lnro
TOV vop,ou /Cal TWV 7rp01>7JTWV, being witnessed by the law and the
prophets. This supposition, it should be observed, is quite different from the attribution of an allegorical meaning to the
Apocalyptist's words. He conceives the Witnesses as actual
persons, whose work and destiny he portrays with details as
objective realities. There is no trace of an intended allegory
representing a general power or influence at work in the
Church.

XI. 1. See pp. 584 ff., 590. The Apocalyptist in passing to
the second part of the interlude introduces a new vision without the usual phrase /Cat eloov, and I saw, or similar mark of
transition (see on 4 1). A voice addresses him, not as a mere
beholder, but as an actor; for such symbolic actions, frequent
with the O.T. prophets, cf. Is. 20 2, Jer. 134, Ezk. 24 3, cf. also
Ac. 2111 • But the Apocalyptist is not represented as actually
carrying out the measuring; the significant fact is the declaration of God's will.- e5661J, there was given: i.e. by a divine
agent, whether the angel of the preceding vision or another is
not important.- Kci.Aa.tJ.OS, a reed: a measuring rod, as in 21 15• 16 ,
Ezk. 403• 6. - pcip5(t?, a staff: cf. Mt. 1010, par., Heb. 11 21 • The
comparison refers to length. - AEywv: a harsh construction,
the partie. referring to the agent of eo087J, as if eOOOICEV had
been used. The command is that of God, though uttered by
an agent.- eyELpE: for the frequent in trans. use as a sum-
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mons, up, cf. Mt. 9 5, Mk. 2n, Eph. 514• -jLETP'Il<rov, measure:
the imagery is suggested by Ezk. chapts. 40-43 (or perhaps by
Zec. 22 1f"), though a different meaning is attached to it. The
determining of dimensions, as in 21 15, Ezk. 405 If., cannot be
meant; that idea has no place here. The meaning is shown
by the contrast in v. 2 to be the symbol of preservation; the
measurement marks off the sphere whose bounds the devastation or profanation of the enemy may not cross; Zec. 21-5 is
interpreted by some, though probably not rightly, as supporting this meaning of the symbol. In some places, e.g. 2 K. 211 3,
Is. 3411 , Lam. 2 8, the measuring-line and plummet are symbols
of destruction, and many older com. (so also Erbes 71 ff.) take
that to be the meaning here; but the contrast of the unmeasured
in v. 2, which is to be trodden down by the Gentiles, makes
that interpretation untenable. - TOV va.6v, the temple: the temple-edifice i tsel£ is meant here, as distinguished from the various
courts connected with it. This is the meaning of vao~ everywhere in theN. T. except possibly Mt. 27 5 ; but probably there
also. For the whole sacred precinct including the courts iEpov
is used; if vao~ were used in that sense here, it would necessarily
include the outer court, which, however, is expressly excluded
from the measuring, v. 2. -To Ou<rLa.arijpLov, the altar: the
exact reference of the word here is important in the interpretation of the following words. Most scholars, doubtless with
right, refer it to the altar of burnt-offering, standing in the
priests' court, outside of the temple-edifice. But some understand the altar of incense to be meant, which stood within the
temple-edifice, in the Holy place before the Holy of holies. The
measuring of the latter altar would, however, be superfluous,
as it is included in the measurement of the vao~. Moreover,
whatever may be true of the heavenly temple (see on 8 3), when
the altar of the earthly temple is spoken of without any defining
word, the altar of burnt-offering is always meant. This, in the
religious history of the Hebrews and in the temple-worship,
was the altar. In the passage in Ezk. also, which suggested
the imagery used here, the altar of burnt-offering is meant
(4313 ff. ).
Toils 1TpoaKuvoilVTa.S EV a.im~, those that worship thereat, or
therein: the idea of measuring the worshipers furnishes no real
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difficulty, for the significance of the figure, preserving, is in the
writer's mind. The phrase ev airrcp may in itself mean therein,
in the temple, or thereat, at or near the altar. The position of
the phrase favors the latter. For this use of ev cf. Mt 6 5,
Lk. 134, also the frequent phrase ev SeEt~, e.g. Ro. 834, Eph. 120;
cf. the Homeric ev 7TOTap,cp Il. XVIII. 521, Od. V. 466; see Win.
§ 48, 1, c. Probably in all such cases the noun is primarily
thought of as including the sphere belonging, or adjacent, to it.
If now the altar of burnt-offering is meant, the worshipers
spoken of are doubtless the people, those to whom were allotted
the courts directly in front of the altar, i;e. the courts of the
Israelites or men's court, and the women's court; the court of
the Gentiles could not be included. The people thus assembled
within sight of the great altar and its service are properly
spoken of as worshiping at the altar; cf. 2 K. 18 22, 'Ye shall
worship before this altar,' Is. 367, 2 Chron. 3212 • The precise
force of the vb. should also be observed. 7rpo(ncvve'iv denotes
worship, and is the appropriate word for those in the court of
the worshipers. If priestly service were meant, we should
expect XaTpvew, or XetTovprye'iv. It is true that this part of the
temple was the allotted place of worship for all Israel, and so
all Jews might be thought to be included in the measuring
symbolical of preservation (so, some com.), but that cannot be
meant, for Jerusalem itself is given up to the Gentiles, and v. 13
also shows that the godless Israelites are not included. The
true worshipers, the faithful Israelites, must be meant. What
is intended is a picture of God's abiding love and mercy toward
his people; he has not cast them off. A remnant (Ezk. 14 22 ,
Ro. 11 4 r.) shall be kept in safety- a symbol of the repentance
and salvation recorded in v. 13.
If on the other hand the
altar of incense is meant here, or if we interpret,' in it,' i.e. in
the vack, the temple-edifice, then the worshipers, the preserved,
must be the priests only, for no others were permitted to enter
the Holy place. Such a prophecy is not conceivable with our
author, unless he has in mind all Christians as forming a priesthood (so, some com.). Though Christians are priests (16, 510)
the supposition that the whole body of the Church is meant
here only introduces confusion into the passage; this single
phrase cannot be taken by itself allegorically, while the rest,
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Jerusalem, the conquering Gentiles, the outer court, etc., receive
a literal interpretation; see p. 585.
2. TllV a:iJAilv . . . va.oil, the outer court of the temple: the
so-called court of the Gentiles. ~ ~~w(hv aliA.~ = ~ e~wTepa
avX~, cf. Ezk. 10 5•
Grammatically vaov might depend upon
either avX~v or ~~wOev ; the meaning in the former case is the
outer court belonging to the temple, i.e. the court of the
Gentiles; in the latter case, the court which is outside of
the vao<;, the temple-edifice, i.e. the priest's court; but the court
containing the altar would in that case be given up to the invaders, which is precluded by the measuring.- EK~a.AE Et(l)9ev,
cast out : the meaning is shown by the added words, measure it
not; that part is to be cast out from a share in that which is to
be preserved. - E569"1, hath been given : the tense refers to that
which has already been fixed in the will of God. The subj. of
the vb. is ~ avX~, or perhaps the following clause with JCa{,
taken as equivalent to an infin., after the Heb. idiom; cf. v. 3,
oroO"w JCal- IC'rh.., see Thayer Otowp.t III.- TllV 1T6ALV Tilv d.y£a.v,
the holy city: for this designation of Jerusalem cf. N eh. 11\
Is. 48 2, Mt. 4 5• -1Ta.TlJ<TO\HTLV, shall tread under foot: Jerusalem
will be subjugated and profaned, but not utterly destroyed; its
existence is presupposed in vv. 3-13. -~J.flva.s TE<TO"a.p&.KovTa.
5{Jo,forty two months: 42 months= 1260 days= 3~ years, the
conventional apocalyptic period of the domination of evil before
the End, the ' times of the Gentiles'; cf. Lk. 21 24 ' Jerusalem
shall be trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the
Gentiles be fulfi+led.' See p. 252.
3. The Apocalyptist passes to the prophesying of the two
Witnesses, vv. 3-12. See pp. 584, 590 ff., 593. - 5ooa(l),
I will give: the subj. of the vb. is God. The abrupt introduction of God is the easier here, because in vv. 1-2 it is really
God who is speaking through his agent. There is nothing to
suggest Christ as the speaker (so, many com.); the reference
to witnesses of Christ in 213, 17 6 is not sufficient to establish
that meaning here.- The obj. of oroO"w is contained in the
clause JCal- JCTX., instead of OroO"w p.apTvpO"w 7rpocf>1JTEvew, I will
give, send, my witnesses to prophesy; see on v. 2. -1Tpocj>"lTEV<TOU<TLV, shall prophesy: prophesy is here used in its primary
sense of declaring an inspired message from God; cf. 1 Co. 14
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The warning call to repentance is meant. - TJj.LEpa.s
XLALa.S 8La.Koa£a.s E~llKOVTa., a thousand two hundred and threescore
days: see on v. 2. - 1TEpLpEpATJj.LEVOL a6.KKous, clothed in sack-

cloth: indicative of the topic of their preaching; seep. 591.
4. This verse is thrown in in the form of a parenthesis descriptive of the two prophets as acting in the power of God. It
is so distinctly in keeping with the author's manner, that it may
probably be regarded as an addition of his to the source; see
p. 593.- a.t s-uo, the two: the art. marks them as the two well
known from their mention in Zec. (4 2- 14 ). Whether there may
not lie behind the imagery of Zec. some popular representation
which he has taken up and applied, as Gunkel supposes
(128 ff.), is not important for the interpretation of the symbol.
- a.L EVcJ)1TLOV • • • E<TTWTES, which stand before the Lord of the
earth: the epithet is taken from Zec. 4 14, and marks the immediate relation of the Witnesses to the almighty ruler of the
earth, whose servants they are in their prophetic work. E<TTWTES: the use of the mas. after the fern. art. is very harsh;
the writer's thought passes suddenly from the symbol to the
persons symbolized.
5. 1rilp EK1TopE1JETa.L tcT'A., fire proceedeth out of their mouth,
etc.: the representation is derived from the story of Elijah,
2 K. 11°, where, however, the fire comes from heaven at Elijah's
bidding. In Ecclus. 48 1 the word of Elijah is compared to fire,
as is that of Jeremiah in Jer. 5 14 • The Apocalyptist taking up
the metaphor applies it as a reality to the Witnesses. That he
has Elijah in mind is shown by v. 6a.- Ka.l. d TLS 6EAll<Tll •••
ci1TOKTa.v6Tjva.L, yea, if anyone shall desire to hurt them, in this
manner must he be killed: the words repeat for emphasis the
thought of the preceding sentence. Perhaps (Je'Aft should be
read as in the first sentence; in either case the supposition
relates to the future and fl with the subjv. does not differ from
€dv with the subjv.; see Burton § 253.- OVT(I)S, in this manner:
by fire.
6. Probably another addition of the Apocalyptist to his
source; see on v. 4.- e~oua£a.v KAEL<Ta.L tcT'A., power to shut the
heaven, etc. : this attribute also is taken from the story of
Elijah, c£. 1 K. 171, Ecclus. 483, Lk. 425, Jas. 517. According
to 1 K. 18 1 the heaven was shut till the third year, i.e. less
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than three full years; but Jewish tradition, followed in Lk.
and James, substituted three and a half, the number symbolical
of a calami tous period. The A pocal yptist adopts the same ( cf.
v. 3), in conformity with the period supposed throughout the
context.- Egoua(a.v brt Tii>V v50.Tca>V IC'TA., power over the waters,
etc. : this attribute is taken from the history of Moses, Ex. 720;
the added words, to smite the earth with every plagu-e, as seen
from their close connection with the preceding, refer summarily to the power of Moses in the infliction of all the Egyptian
plagues.
7. See pp. 591 f. The Witnesses are secure from the
attacks of enemies till they have fulfilled their prophetic mission, i.e. to the end of the period determined by God; then
they fall as martyrs. -TO e,p(ov, the beast: i.e. Antichrist; see
pp. 397 :ff. The beast is here introduced with the art. as well
known; this has raised difficulty among critics unnecessarily.
The beast of Dan. 77 ff., the 'abomination spoken of by Daniel
the prophet' (Mt. 2415), had become a familiar representation
of Antichrist. As such it not improbably stood in the source
used by the Apocalyptist, and could be taken over without
further definition, as well understood by the readers. It is not
then an anticipation of chapt. 13, introduced prematurely ;
rather, what is introduced here incidentally is there, in its
proper place in the author's plan, taken up and shown fully in
its character and operations. -1I'OLTJO"EL !LET a.\!Tii>V 1I'OAE!LOV,
shall make war with them: said figuratively of hostile assault.
The same expression is used in 1217, where there can be no
question of contending armies ; cf. also 7To'Aep.e'iv, 2 16, in reference to a small group of Nicolaitan ttachers. For 7To'Xep.or; in
the sense of a single combat, see L and S. s. v.
8. The denial of burial was felt by Jew and Gentile alike
to be the extreme act of indignity; cf. 1 K. 2124, Jer. 81 f·, 14 16,
also Sophocles, Ant. passim. - To 1I'Tii>!la. a. \!Tii>v: strict accuracy
would require the pl. (as in some Mss.), but the sing. is sometimes used when the noun denotes that which each one of a
number of persons possesses severally ; c£. un)p.aTor; v. 5, KecpaXT]v Ac. 186 ; see Blass § 33, 4. The vb. sc. euT{ or ICEtTal is
omitted. - TI\s 1I'OAEQ)S TI\s ILEYiiATJS, the great city: Jerusalem
is certainly meant; see p. 591. Elsewhere in the book the
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term refers to Rome; cf. 148, 16 19, chapts. 17-18 passim. But
the expression is one whose reference must be determined by
the connection. Jerusalem is so called in Sib. Or. V. 154,
226, 413 ; cf. also Jer. 22 8• In connection with the description of it given in this verse, the writer might hesitate to call
it the holy city.- iiTLS Ka.AELTa.L tcT"'A.., which is called, etc. : the
second part of the verse declares the sinfulness of Jerusalem
which causes it to be given up to the Gentiles. --1TVEUIJ.a.TLK(i)s,
spiritually: i.e. in a mystical sense, in contrast with literally;
cf. Thayer, s. v. -Jerusalem is called Sod om in Is. 11° ; cf.
also Dt. 32 32, Jer. 23 14, Ezk. 1646 • 49 • Sodom and Gomorrah are
the synonyms of extreme wickedness; cf. Mt. 1015, 1123. The
name Egypt is not given to Jerusalem in the O.T., but in the
state of sinfulness here thought of the city might receive this
name, typical of the enemy of God's people.- &rrou ... E<TTa.upooe,, where their Lord was crucified: the connection suggests
that these words are not meant to define more clearly the place
referred to, but to specify one of the sins of Jerusalem, which
led to its chastisement.- Ka.( (before o tcvpw~), also: the Witnesses will suffer in the same place as did also their Lord.
9. PAE1Touaw: the subj. is contained in the partitive expression etc TWV A.awv ICTA.; see on 210. - T(i)v Aa.(i)v Ka.L cjluA(i)v ICTA.,
peoples and tribes, etc. ; see on 59• This general expression for
all peoples includes Jews as well as Gentiles. The 'nations'
to whom Jerusalem is given over are taken to represent all
Gentiles, as the Jewish inhabitants are representative of the
Jewish people as a whole. - it!J.E'pa.s TpE~S Ka.t ii!J.LO"U, three and a
half days: the number is used in its symbolical sense, denoting
calamity, as always in the book; see p. 252. In a country
where burial regularly took place on the day of death the time
of exposure and indignity would be regarded long.
10. ol KeiTOLKoilvTES E1TL TllS yils, those that dwell on the earth:
this stereotyped phrase has its bad sense here, the wicked; see
on 310 • The writer's tendency to repetition (see p. 241) is
seen in the use of the same words again at the end of the verse.
The persons meant are the same as those spoken of in v. 9, and
they are thought of as representing the world of the ungodly
at large. - xa.£poUO"LV ICTA., reJoice, etc. : the two prophets will
torment the people of Jerusalem, Gentiles as well as faithless
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Jews, by their denunciations (v. 3) and their fearful miracles
(vv. 5-6), and all these, described in their ungodly character
as 'dwellers on the earth,' will rejoice over deliverance from
their torments (see p. 592) ; ' the world will rejoice ' ( J no.
1620 ), and men will send presents to one another in token of
their joy; cf. Neh. 810, 12, Esth. 9 1 9, 22;
11-12. The martyrdom and ignominious treatment of the
Witnesses are succeeded by a triumphant vindication in their
revival and exaltation into heaven. -1TVEiljLa. ... Toils 1r68a.s,
the breath of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon
their feet: the language follows closely Ezk. 3710 ; cf. also 2 K.
1321 • For 'TrVEVJJ-a ~wfl<>, the breath of life; cf. Gen. 617. Elui\>..9Ev, entered into: in vv. 3, 7 the writer uses the fut. as
prophesying, and in vv. 9-10 the pres., for greater vividness,
with the same force; in vv. 11-13 he changes to the aor., as
narrating what he had already seen and heard in vision.- I£
ev be read before aVTOt'>, its use is peculiar, especially after a
compound with el<>; but cf. Lk. 946 ; result after motion is
·thought of, see Blass § 41, 1 ; Win. § 50, 4, a. -The resuscitation of the Witnesses takes place, not after three days, but
after three and a hal£ ; and the scene of this and the assump·
tion into heaven is a public place in the midst of the city and
in the sight of all the people. The representation then is not
parallel to the resurrection and ascension of the Lord, and cannot be traced to that as its origin (so, some com.). It is probably taken from the author's source, and its ultimate origin
may easily be traced to the resuscitation described in Ezk. 371°,
and the ascension of Elijah, 2 K. 211. - ijKouua.v, they heard:
c£. Jno. 5 28 , 'All that are in the tombs shall hear his voice.'
But the reading f7H:ovua H:TX., I heard a voice saying unto them,
gives a better sense and is more in keeping with the author's
usage; cf. 61• 3, 6, 7, 1210, 18 4, 213.
13. See pp. 584, 592. A comparatively small portion of
the city, one tenth, is destroyed and apparently a corresponding
part of the people. The rest of the city is spared, the rest of
the people are aroused to repentance.- ov6jLa.Ta. civ9pc.(>1TQ)V,
lit. names of men: i.e. persons. For lJvoJJ-a in the sense of
person c£. 3 4, Ac. 1 16 • Deissmann, Neu. Bibelstud. p. 24, gives
examples from papyri. It is especially used thus in enumera.
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tions, persons being numbered by name; cf. N urn. 1 2• zo, 28 • ol AOL1TOL, the rest: strict literalism would find here Gentiles as
well as Jews; but a conversion of the followers of Antichrist
is foreign to our book. The Apocalyptist with the purpose of
the paragraph in mind forgets the aliens present in the city;
both in the tenth destroyed and in the nine tenths delivered,
he is thinking of only the normal inhabitants, the Jews.EO(I)KQ.V o6ga.v T~ 9E~, gave .glory to God: a peculiar idiomatic
phrase denoting repentance; the meaning is to pay the honor
due to God by changing one's attitude and confessing, speaking,
or doing, the truth as the truth of God; cf.l69 , Jno. 9 24, Jos. 719,
Jer. 1316, 1 Es. 98, cf. 1 Pet. 212• - - T~ 9E~ TOil ovpa.voil, the God
of heaven: the term, found in the N. T. here and 16 11 only, is
frequent in late Jewish writings, e.g. Dan. 218, Jon. 19, Ezr. 1 2 ,
Tob. 1011 ; see Bouss. Judenthum 306. It came to be used as
expressive of the transcendant majesty of God, without reference to a contrast with false gods. There is in our passage no
implication of turning from idols to the true God. There is
then no ground for Wellhausen's contention (Analys.16) that
it is absurd to speak of the conversion of Jews to the God of
heaven, that the language can be used of Gentiles only, and
that therefore Rome rather than Jerusalem must be the city
spoken of here.
Textual notes, 111-12• 1. Before A£ywv, N°Q many min ( cf. A V) insert
€LUT'Y/KfL o ayy£Aos-.- 2. Instead of £~w(hv before rou vaov, N some min R
Sod read €Uw(hv.- 3. 7rfpL{3€{3A'Y/Il.€VOL we min R edd ; 7r€pL{3£f3"-'Y!P.fVOVS"
N*APQ min Tr "VII.- 4. For £UTWT£> N°P many min R read £UTwuaL, a correction. - 5. (hA.'Y/u'Y/ 5b NA most edd ; 8£A£L CPQ most minWH mrg
Bouss.- 8. ro 1rrwp.a ACQ most min edd; ra TrTwp.ara NP many min R.For avrwv after Kvpws-, one min R read 'Y/iJ-WV. - 9. For {3A£7rOVULV, some
vers Prim R read {3A.€1f;ovuw.- acf>Lovuw NACP min edd; acf>'Y/uovuLv Q many
min R.- 10. xaLpovuLv nearly all sources edd; xap'Y!fJ"ovraL some min Prim;
xapovuLv R, uncertain source. - wcf>paLvoVTaL NACP min edd; wcf>pav8'Y/uovraL Q some min R. - Trfp.I/JovuLv N° AC many min R W s Sod WH al;
TrfiJ-TrOVULV N*P some min Ti Blj Bouss. - 11. fV aVTOLS" A some min most
edd; fV is wanting in CP some min Tr Sod, bracketed by WH ; fLS" UVTOVS"
NQ many min; £7r aurous- some min R. -12. 'Y/Kovuav N*ACP min R most
edd; 'fJKOvua NcQ many min some vers De Wet Diist Alf Bouss al.
Criticism of 10-1118• The fundamental difficulties raised in criticism of
this part of the Apocalypse have been considered above in the interpretation, as they are in reality exegetical problems. The entire passage is re-
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garded by many as foreign to the plan of the book in this place and as the
work of a different hand; so e..q. Spitta, Weyland, \Vellhausen, .J. Weiss, al.
The seventh trumpet-vision and the third woe (1114 f·) must, it is urged,
follow directly after the sixth vision and the second woe, i.e. immediately
after 921 ; this paragraph breaks the sequence and in subject-matter has no
connection with the preceding or the following. But for the appropriateness of the passage in this place see pp. 244 ff., 573, 588 ff. In addition
to what is there said of the conformity of the structure to the author's
manner, it should be observed that in characteristic language and phraseology the passage agrees with the other parts of the book; see pp. 222·ff.
Also two special considerations should be noticed. (1) The words of the
angel in lOT announcing the nearness of the Last Days and of the seventh
trumpet-blast show that the paragraph, at least in its present form, is designed to stand between a series of six trumpet-visions and a seventh as the
last ; likewise the expressions ' another angel ' 101, and ' prophesy again '
1011, look back to some such connection as the preceding. If the theory of
an editorial addition is to be maintained here, these words and phrases
must be expunged, a process for which there is no ground apart from the
theory itself. An editor feeling the necessity of establishing a connection
which he saw to be wanting in the original form would have been likely to
make the links more conspicuous. (2) The paragraph is not complete in
itsl'lf, it could not have formed an' eschatological leaflet' which has been
caught up and preserved here; and that an editor should have excerpted it
from its original position in another document and have inserted it between
two trumpet-visions is to say the .least extremely unlikely. A plausible
motive for such a procedure has not been suggested.
Further arguments adduced for a different origin of the paragraph are :
(a) 1F-2 was written before the year 70; but the first chapts. of the book
as late as the end of the century. But it has been shown on other grounds
that the Apocalyptist has in his symbolism here drawn from some earlier
source in the same way as he uses throughout the 0. T. writers; see pp.
584 ff. (b) The supposed use of an apocalypse of seven thunders (108)
has been spoken of above; pp. 577 f. (c) The Seer is on earth, no longer
in heaven. But see on 101• (d) From being a mere beholder he has become an active agent, lF. But it is doubtful whether he really becomes
an actor, see on 111; in any case the variation is not significant.
Spitta (104 ff.) finds here the beginning of his second Jewish document,
J 2 • Weyland (154) makes this the beginning of the first of his two Jewish
documents; he thinks that if the Christian redactor who combined the
documents had perceived this document to be prior in time to that used in
the preceding chapts., he would have placed it first and have given us a
better book. .J. Weiss also (146) assigns the passage to his J ~wish apocalypse Q, which he finds to have been used in the earlier chapts. ·But the
presence of Jewish elements is to be expected in any apocalypse; the type
of literature is Jewish i.n origin and a Christian apocalyptist follows Jewish
archetypes, especially the 0. T., in forms and symbolism. Vtilter (O.ffenb.
76 f.) takes the paragraph, including chapt&. 17-18, which he transf()rf\ to.
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a place between chapts. 10 and 11, to be a later addition inserted into the
primitive apocalypse by the Christian author himself, thus forming a later
edition. Sabatier (22 ff.) regards chapt. 10 as merely a' literary ornament'
conceived by the Apocalyptist to introduce the prophecies, of chapts. 11-14,
18, a series of Jewish fragments of which he makes use; these form the
contents of the 'little roll' which the Seer eats. Similarly Bouss. (314 f.)
takes the vision of chapt. 10 as a digression by which the author introduces
the later oracles- the ' little roll' contains all the oracles that follow, beginning with chapt. 12 -at the same time he by this means binds together
the preceding and the following parts of his book and prevents a disorder
into which the visions through their numerousness threaten to fall. But
against this view of the 'little roll' see pp. 57~ f.

XI. 14-19. The sounding of the seventh trumpet. See pp.
274 f. (1) The announcement of the third woe, v.14; (2) the
sounding of the trumpet and the outburst of joy in heaven, vv.
15-18; (3) answering manifestations in heaven and in the world
of nature, v. 19.
The scope of the seventh trumpet-vision. It is a frequent misreading of the author's plan to find in it the promise of the
End as destined to follow at once upon the sounding of the
seventh trumpet. The English versions also of 710 give to
the reader this misleading suggestion. On the contrary, the
seventh trumpet introduces, not a single vision merely, but a
long series reaching to and including the End. The song of
praise which bursts forth from heaven upon the sounding of
the trumpet hails this signal as announcing the consummation
of the kingdom, but the third woe and all the other events
which enter into the last act of the drama must intervene before that consummation is .reached. The scope of this vision
is shown· in 107 rightly interpreted; the mystery of God will
be accomplished, not at the sounding of the trumpet, but 'in
the days,' i.e. in the period belonging to, introduced by, it (see
note there). The great cycle of events which follow now upon
the sounding of the trumpet make up the complex of the seventh aJ!d last trumpet-vision, or more properly series of visions.
Connection with the earlier trumpet-visions. In resuming the
sequence of the trumpet-visions the writer thinks of the interlude, chapts. 10-1113, as a parenthesis without effect upon the
orderly arrangement of the visions. The same introductory
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formula, 0
aryrye'A.o<; eud'A.?TUrev, the . . . angel Sounded, is
used as with the former visions, cf. 8 8• 10• 12, etc.; so also the
third woe is announced in essentially the same words as the
second, 'the . . . woe is past, behold the. . . . woe cometh,'
cf. 9 12• This characteristic feature in the composition of the
book occurs in the record of the seal-visions. After the interlude ( chapt. 7) between the sixth and seventh seals, the writer
continues, as if unconscious of an interruption of the sequence,
with the fixed formula, 'when he had opened the . . . seal,'
cf. 68• 6• 7, etc. (see note, 81). For the writer's habit of introducing such parentheses see pp. 244 :ff.
The scene ef the
vision of these verses is again in the court of heaven, as in
chapts. 4 ££. The change in the Seer's position from earth to
heaven and the reverse occurs repeatedly in the course of the
following visions; e.g. he is on earth in 17 3, 181, but in 15 2 tr. in
heaven. The transition is natural in visions, and is not especially mentioned- it is not important for the interpretation.
The third woe. Two difficulties present themselves here. (1) In the corresponding announcement in 912, the words follow immediately after the
first and at the entrance of the second woe, marking the transition from
one woe to the other. It is therefore urged by many interpreters that the
words 'a second woe is past,' v. 14, must stand immediately after the second woe, declaring its close. Two alternatives are then offered by those
who insist on this immediate connection. (a) The second woe beginning
with 913 extends to 1113 (so, Bleek, Diist., Swete, al); the first words of 11 14
refer then to 11 13• But the aim and outcome of God's dealings with Jerusalem in lF-13 (see pp. 588 ff.) make it impossible to class these with the
'woes' sent upon the world· at large as described in 813• We cannot be
wrong in making the second woe end with 921 (see p. 573). (b) According
to the other alternative, 11 14 originally followed 921 immediately, the intervening passage, chapts. 10-11 13, being a later insertion. But against this
supposition see pp: 604 ff. We therefore take the words 'the second woe is
past' to refer certainly to the record of the woe as finished in 921, and the
words 'the third woe cometh' as announcing a woe of which the accou'!lt
is to be expected in the seventh trumpet-vision. In so far v. 14 might
appropriately have stood immediately after 92 1; but it may with equal propriety stand in its present position. As the Apocalyptist at the beginning
of chapt. 8 resumes the connection with chapt. 6, picturing the details of
that former scene vividly present, as if unconscious of the interlude of
chapt. 7, so here, disregarding the parenthesis of chapts. 10-1113, he continues in immediate sequence with chapt. 9. With our writer's tendency
to use set forms of phraseology, it is possible even to find special reason for
the present position of the words; it appears from sn and 912 t: that he
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couples inseparably the announcement of the coming woe and the trumpetblast, and that they are therefore kept together in our passage and put in
the only place where the sounding of the trumpet could stand.
(2) A second difficulty is found in the author's supposed disregard of his
announcement of a third woe. The first and second woes follow immediately after their respective trumpet-blasts, 91 ff., 13 ff. We should therefore
expect immediately after the trumpet-blast of v. 15 some great calamity to
be sent upon the world corresponding to the first and second woes, but this
does not occur; in the opinion of many the third woe is altogether wanting.
But while the fifth and sixth trumpet-visions are wholly occupied
with their respective woes, and these therefore follow at once upon the
sounding of the trumpet, the seventh vision is of much broader scope (see
above), including the third woe as only one of its events; the place of this
among these events is therefore not determined by the analogy of the first
and second woes. The word Taxv, quickly, used in the announcement of
the third woe, occurs six times in the book, and never in the sense of immediately. That the third woe should be altogether wanting cannot be supposed upon any theory of the composition of the book. The emphasis put
upon its prediction (8 13, 912, 11 14) makes its omission as improbable as would
be the dropping out of one of the members in the seal or trumpet series.
The writer does not attach the specific title 'woe' to the visitation which
in the course of the visions forms the third woe, and so he leaves room for
uncertainty regarding the precise calamity meant. Yet it appears most
probable that the plagues of the seven bowls ( chapt. 16) are intended. The
grounds for this conclusion can best be shown in the interpretation of that
passage; see pp. 669 :ff.

(1) The announcement of the third woe, 11 14• See pp. 606,
607 f. This verse connects the following paragraph with what
precedes the interlude, chapts. 10-11 13 (seep. 606), and should
therefore not be printed, as in some editions, as a continuation
of the latter paragraph. On language see on 912•
(2) The sounding of the trumpet and the outburst of praise,
vv. 15-18. See pp. 606, 274.
15. <l>wva.(, voices: no particular class of the angelic host is
specified as the singers in this verse ; only the heavenly source
of the hymn is thought of; for similar indefiniteness, c£. 1210,
191 • 6• The attribution of this verse to the four Living Creatures, and the effort to find in the two parts of the hymn
(v. 15 and vv. 17-18) respective representatives of creation
and the Church (so, Ewald, Swete, al) have no support in the
passage. Against the view that in the angelic hierarchy the
Living Creatures represent creation, and the Elders the Church,
see pp. 501, 499.- AE"{OVTES : construct. ad sens. - E"{EVETO i
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~a.O'"LAELa. Toil K60'"J10U KTA., the kingdom of the world is become, etc.:
God's sovereign rule over the world is in the end completely
established; the power of 'the prince of this world' (Jno. 1231)
will then be destroyed. -Toil XpLuToil a. VTOil, of his Christ: i.e.
the Anointed ; cf. 1210, Ac. 426, Lk. 226 , 920, Ps. Sol. 185, 7.~a.O'"LAEVO'"EL Els TOVS a.lci>va.s, he shall reign for ever: suggested
by Dan. 2 44, 727. The subj. of the vb. is God, to be supplied
from Tov Kvp{ov ~f.LWV; see v. 17. But the joint sovereignty of
Christ is implied in the preceding words. If the words Toil
XpuJ'TOV auTOV were an editorial insertion to add Christ's joint
sovereignty (see p. 612), the interpolator would hardly have
failed to change the vb. to the pl.
16-18. On the twenty-four Elders, see on 44 • Their hymn
is an amplification of that of v. 15. Here, as in 1 8, 4 8, the
attributes of God specified are his omnipotence and eternity;
these are directly related to his act here celebrated, the accomplishment of his eternally purposed kingdom. But the oepxdf.L€vo<> of the former passages is omitted, because in the time now
reached in anticipation he has already come.- d'ATJcpa.s . . •
j1Ey0.'ATJV, thou hast taken thy great power: the power which God
has permitted Satan to hold over the world he has now taken
to himself.- E~a.u('Aeuua.s, hast entered on thy rule: repeating
the thought of the preceding words. The aor. here is inceptive, as frequently with this vb., see Kuhn, II. § 386, 5 ; cf.
19 6, 2 Sam. 16 8• The Gk. idiom takes here the aor., the past
moment being thought of when the reign began, lit. didst begin
to reign, whereas the Eng. idiom uses the perf., hast become
king; cf. Burton § 52 ; cf. the aorists eryev€TO v. 15, wpry{a-01]a-av
v. 18.
The EV here, hast reigned (A V), didst re~qn (RV) are unfortunate.- Td. E6VTJ <i>py(u6TJO'"O.V, the nations have become wroth:
reference is made to the culmination of Gentile wrath against
God, which is everywhere in apocalyptic writings a feature of
the last fierce assault made upon God's power hy his enemies ;
in our book it appears in 1613 jr., 208 t. In ef3aa-{A.wa-a<>, wpryta-OTJa-av we have a reminiscence of Ps. 991, ICVplO<; ef3aa-{A.€Vff€V,
opryt~ea-Oroa-av A.ao{. With our passage, cf. Ps. 21, 5· 12. - TOLS
5ov'AoLs .•. To ovoj10. uou, thy servants . . . those that fear thy
name: the punctuation here is not certain, but the connection
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is probably, thy servants, namely the prophets and the saints, even
those that fear thy name. While the compound phrase his
servants the prophets is common and occurs once in our book
(10 7), the immediate combination of the words here is not thus
established with certainty. oov:>..o~, servant, in the Apocalypse
as elsewhere is far oftener used of the Christian in general than
of the prophet in particular. tea{ before 'TOt~ 4>o/3ovp,€vw; is
taken by some to point necessarily to a separate class, but the
use of epexegeticaltea{ is especially characteristic of the author.
The frequent use of oi 4>o/3ovp,Evot to denote Gentiles who as
proselytes attached themselves to the Jewish synagogues (e.g.
Ac. 13 16) has led some interpreters to take the two terms oi
/lrywt and oi 4>o/3ovp,Evot as meaning here Jewish and Gentile
Christians respectively; so, Bouss., Blj., unless, as they would
prefer, tea{ be omitted. But a division of Christians into two
such classes is wholly foreign to our author. For oi 4>of3ovp,Evot
in the sense adopted above, cf. 19 5, Lk. 150, Ps. Sol. 13 11 • The
redundancy in the passage is characteristic of the author ; cf.
p. 241.- Tois lTpocjn}Ta.LS Ka.l. Tois ci.y(oLS, the prophets and the
saints; cf. 16 6, 1824 • For the elliptical construction equivalent
to 'the prophets and the rest of the saints,' see on 1619 • The
mention of the prophets as a special class of the saints is in
accordance with the great dignity which the author attaches to
the prophetic office ; see p. 292. A distinction between the
Jewish and the Christian prophets is not thought of here.TOLS IJoLKpois Ka.l. Tois IJoEY&.AoLs, the small and the great: cf. 1316,
195. 18, 2012. If the ace. be read, it would be attributed to inattention to the preceding construction, the writer continuing
as if he had be~n using the ace. -Toils 5La.<j>0E(poVTa.s TllV yllv,
those that destroy the earth: the writer probably has Rome especially in mind; cf. 192, ?jn~ e4>flftpEV 'T~V ryi}v.
(3) Answering manifestations, v. 19. See pp. 606, 27 4.
The outburst of praise in anticipation of the End is followed
by two manifestations symbolizing certain aspects of God's
coming in his kingdom, the disclosure of the ark of the covenant in the heavenly temple, and awful catastrophes in nature.
The significance of the latter is clear; as seen repeatedly in the
book, God's wrathful judgment upon his enemies is symbolized,
d. 85, 103, 1618 • The symbol of the ark is referred by some to
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the Jewish tradition regarding the hiding of the ark at the
time of the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem, and its promised restoration as one of the events of the messianic age. For
this tradition, see on 217 (also Bouss. Judenthum 227, Volz 340).
Its disclosure here is therefore a token that the messianic
kingdom has come. This explanation is attractive, and is
adopted by Ewald, Holtzm.-Bau., Bouss., Blj. al. But while
the use of the symbol here may perhaps have been suggested
by this tradition, it is difficult to find the significance of the
symbol in the presence of a sign of the messianic time. The
sounding of the seventh trumpet has givt)n full assurance of
the End, already its arrival is celebrated in the hymn of
praise ; we hardly look at this point for further confirmation
of its presence; at all events the expectation contained in this
tradition is not sufficiently prominent in Jewish eschatology to
account for its being singled out as the one sign that the
messianic age had come. On the other hand the manifestations
in v. 19 appear to be immediately connected with the hymn of
praise ; they form as it were a response to it in action ; this is
plain in the connection between the disturbances in nature and
the wrath of God visited upon the destroyers of the earth;
therefore in the other symbol of the verse we look for some
aspect of God's act in taking to himself his kingdom. It lies
near at hand then to find in the disclosure of the ark of the
covenant a symbolical manifestation of God's faithful fulfillment of his covenant with his people (so De Wette, Dust., many
others). The two parts of v. 19 correspond then with the two
parts of v. 18; God has fulfilled his covenant in giving his
servants their reward, his wrathful judgment symbolized by
the turmoil in nature has come upon the destroyers of the
earth. This verse is often taken as introductory to chapt. 12 ;
but its connection with that scene, which forms a new and
quite distinct vision, is much less immediate than with the
preceding.
Textual notes, 1115-18. 15. A£ywr£> AQ many min most edd; AEyov<raL
most min R Tr Sod. -In place of the sing. £Y£Y£To 'YJ f3a<rLA£La, R with
one or two min has the pl. - 16. OL Ka8'YJYTaL ~* CQ many min Tr Ti Blj
Sod WHmrg al; Ka8'YJJLEYOL AP many min R Lch Alf WH W s al.- 17. R
with some min and vers adds KaL o £PXOJLEYO> after o 'YJY· -18. KaL before TOL>
~CP
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4>of3ovp.£vot<> is wanting in a few min Bouss; omission favored by Balj
in Com. p. 126.- 'TOt<> p.tKpot<> K'rA. ~"PQ min R Ti W s Alf Sod Bouss al;
'TOU'i p.tKpOV'i KTA. N* AC Lch Tr vVH RV Sw a!.

Criticism of 1114-111. The majority of critics, both those who accept
the interlude, chapts. 10-1118 , as the work of the Apocalyptist, and those
who refer it to another (see pp. 604 ff.), agree in assigning 1114-19 to our
author. The relation of these verses to other parts of the book has been
frequently pointed out (cf. Diist. Bouss. Blj.). Some of the more noticeable
points of contact are the following. Verse 15 a looks back to the seven
trumpet-visions of chapts. 8-9; v. 15b looks forward to 1210ff.; v. 16 is a
reminiscence of 44, 58• 14 ; vv. 17-18 anticipate parts of chapts. 13-20, as
follows : the wrath of the Gentiles, chapt. 13 ; the wrath of God, chapt. 19 ;
the judgment of the dead and the reward of the righteous, chapt. 20; the
destruction of the destroyers of the earth, chapt. 18. As regards language
every verse contains characteristic expressions or idioms of other parts of
the book (cf. Bouss. 334). These facts furnish evidence bearing not only
on the attribution of the passage to our .1\.pocalyptist, but also upon the
general unity of the book.
Vischer (18 f.) and his followers refer the verses to a Jewish apocalypse.
The distinctively Christian words Kat 'TOV Xptcr'Tov avTov, v. 15, are deleted,
on the ground that the vb., {3acrt>..o1£t, is put in the sing. Evidence of Jewish origin is found in 'Tot'> 4>o{3ovp.f:vots, v.18, which is taken to denote necessarily Jewish proselytes. But see notes above on these verses. Spitta joins
15 a with v. 19 and makes the passage form thus the connecting link between
107 and 12\ continuing thus the trumpet series belonging to his Jewish document J 1• Verse 19 cannot, he thinks, be joined with 15 b-18, the latter
enacting a heavenly scene, while v. 19 relates to the earthly temple, as shown
by Kt{3w'To<> K'TA.; the words iv Tcii ovpav<iJ are accordingly to be erased. In
the first part of his book (p. 120) Spitta thinks it certain that vv. 15-18
cannot be referred to either of his Jewish documents, their source must
unquestionably be Christian; but later on (pp. 583 ff.) he concludes that Kat
'TOV XptCT'TOV av'Tov, the whole of v. 16, and 'TWV V£Kpwv Kpd}YJVUL, v. 18, must
be deleted and the rest of vv. 15 b-18 must form a part of his Jewish document J 2• Some critics (e.g. Volter) who accept 1114-19 as part of the primitive Christian Apocalypse agree with Spitta in omitting one or more of the
short phrases mentioned above.

XII-XIII. On the place of these two chapters m the plan
of the book seep. 275.
XII. 1-17. Satan's hostility to the Messiah. See p. 275;
(1) frustrated attempt to destroy the Messiah, vv. 1-6; (2) expulsion from the heavens, vv. 7-12; (3) pursuit of the mother
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of the Messiah and persecution of the Messiah's brethren, vv.

13-17.
The use of a popular tradition in the imagery of the vision.

In

the interpretation of this difficult chapt. it is essential to recognize, what may be regarded as established, that the Apocalyptist
has clothed his thought here in a form adopted from some
legend or myth familiar in Jewish folk-lore. That the Hebrew people retained as part of their common Semitic heritage
legends, more or less transformed, regarding creation, the heavenly bodies, etc., is a matter of general knowledge. And the
poets and prophets of the 0. T. drew illustrations from these
as from any part of the store of popular thought and fancy.
We have seen in our book symbols and representations derived
from the prophets, who took them up as figures from current
fancy, though in their ultimate origin they may be traceable to
an early mythological source; such e.g. are the figures of the
horses 62 ff. (see note there), and of the seven eyes, the seven
lamps, etc. (see on 8 2). It seems beyond question that something of the kind occurs in this chapt. A survey of the representation in all its details from the first appearance of the woman
in the sky (v. 1) to her final rescue on an eagle's wings and
through the friendly help of the earth, which opens its mouth
and swallows the floods shot forth from the mouth of the watermonster, makes the mythological character unmistakable. It
is all very remote from an original creation of the Christian, or
even the Jewish, mind. The author makes plain that the child
is the Messiah (see on v. 2), but it is not conceivable that a
Christian writer in picturing Satan's assaults upon Christ
should spontaneously invent a story so at variance with the history of Jesus in all its parts. The birth of Christ, the earthly
career, the triumph over Satan's temptation, the ascension, as
parts of that history, are wholly different from what is represented in this scene. But we can easily understand that an
author ready as is our Apocalyptist to take up figures from
familiar sources should have seen in some popular tradition a
convenient symbol of Satan's attempt to destroy the Messiah
and his people.
Now there occur in antiquity widespread myths which present, some in one point and some in others, striking resem-
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blances to this passage- a dragon's conflict with heavenly
powers, a divine mother fleeing from the attempts of a god
who seeks to destroy the child to be born of her, and the escape
of the woman and the child (see fine print). These myths
are primitive representations of the conflict of light and darkness, life and death in the natural world, of good and evil.
As such they might spring up independently among different
peoples, or in the easy migration of myths might spread and
undergo modification. It is a reasonable supposition that
the Hebrews also should have retained or taken up some
similar legend embodying phases of the fundamental conflict
between good and evil, between God and Satan, with promise
of sure triumph of the good. And if such a legend existed
there, it was natural that the Apocalyptist should, as in other
cases, have drawn symbols from it. That the conception should
receive among the Hebrews a form different from that found
elsewhere would be inevitable. In. view of our writer's usual
procedure it is also likely that he has himself modified his
material freely. Whatever reminiscences of the 0. T. may be
found in this passage, it is not possible to determine whether
these are the coloring given to the myth by the Apocalyptist,
or by its transmission through Hebrew tradition. The special
value for the interpreter of the Apocalypse in recognizing the
relation of the chapt. to a popular legend lies in the guidance
to a more certain distinction between what is fundamental and
what is merely incidental and formal.
There are in our chapt. some details (which will be noticed in their
respective places) to which parallels of greater or less closeness are found
in Heb. writings. Many interpreters account for the present representation
by a combination of these; so e.g. Diist. Spitta, the older com. generally.
But the picture as a whole is something far different from a composition
of such elements. The origin of our passage is found by some in a tradition
preserved in the Jerusalem Talmud (Beracoth II. 5) where it is said that
the Messiah, born at Bethlehem on the day of the destruction of the temple,
was snatched away from his mother by a storm of wind. But this is only
an outgrowth of a belief that the Messiah, though already born, was as yet
hidden (see p. 48). There are wanting here the essential features of our
passage- the superhuman mother, the birth m the heavens, the ~ rto
the throne of God, the dragon's attempt upon the child's life, the persecution of the mother and the other children. The origin of the symbolism is
found by some, following Dieterich (Abraxas), in the Greek myth of the
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birth of Apollo. The goddess Leto was with child by Zeus, and when she
reached the time of her delivery she was pursued by the dragon Python,
who sought to kill her and her child. But at the bidding of Zeus, Boreas
brought Leto to Poseidon, who provided hf)r a place of refuge in the island
of Ortygia, where she brought forth the child, the god Apollo. Python
returned to Parnassus, whither Apollo hastened four days after his birth
and slew the dragon (the war in heaven of our passage). It is pointed out
that the Leto myth was well known in Asia Minor, the home of the Apocalypse. But striking as is the parallelism in some respects, the difference is
fundamental; the most essential feature of our chapt. is wanting in this
myth, Satan's continued activity in persecuting the woman and her other
children (the people of God) after his initial defeat. Gunkel (379 ff.) traces
the source back to the Babylonian creation-myth and the conflict of Tiamat, the water-monster, with the newly-born god Marduk, the god of light,
destined to be the supreme god. Vc>lter (Offenb. 91 ff.) seeks the original
in Persian mythology, and the conflict between Ormazd, the supreme spirit
of good, and Ahriman, the supreme spirit of evil, who strive with each
other for' the great royal Glory,' a heavenly splendor represented as personal and betokening the supreme rule. Ahriman sends a dragon-monster
with three heads to capture the 'Glory,' which flees to a lake and finds
refuge and nurture with a water-spirit, who foils the dragon's purpose.
Volter finds also some minor parallels here. But there is nothing parallel
to what is essential in our chapt.- a child who is the object of hatred;
here the woman is persecuted because of hatred of her child; in the myth
the' Glory' is pursued because it is the supreme treasure to be possessed.
Bousset (354 ff.) finds similarities in Egyptian mythology, in which Hathor
(Isis), the mother of the gods, is persecuted by a dragon and flees to an
island, where hidden and in solitude she rears her child (Horus). After he
is grown the child slays the dragon by his magic arts.
A survey of such myths, the details of which cannot be entered upon
here, is interesting as showing resemblances and also important differences
in the myths when compared among themselves and with the Apocalypse.
But apart from essential divergences from our passage, there is sufficient
reason for believing that the Apocalyptist has not drawn material immediately from any of these sources. Jewish Christian as he is, he would not
for his symbolism go directly to the form of a myth current among the
heathen; as in other cases, so here he has probably drawn from familiar
Jewish folk-lore, whatever be the ultimate origin of the popular legend.

Satan's attempt to destroy the Messiah, vv. 1-6. In taking
imagery in this chapt. from a popular source, the Apocalyptist,
as in some other instances (e.g. 120), intimates his departure
from the traditional understanding of the symbols by adding
explanatory words. The epithet in v. 5, who shall rule, etc.,
derived from Ps. 29 (LXX) and used as a messianic designation in 227, 1916, shows that the child in th~s scene is the Messiah
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(see on 227). The dragon is defined (v. 9) as Satan. The
woman is not so explicitly defined, but in designating her as
the mother of the Messiah, and at the same time as the mother
of Christians (v. 17), the writer shows unmistakably that he
intends the reader to see in her what St. Paul (Gal. 426 ) calls
'our Mother,' the ideal people of God (see on vv. 1, 13). The
scene is enacted, not in the heaven of God's abode, but in the
visible firmament, where are the stars which the dragon sweeps
to the earth. The superhuman mother is adorned with the
glory of the sun and other heavenly bodies, ornaments presumably suggested by the legend. The dragon is in the form of
the familiar mythological monster with many heads; and he
wears crowns symbolical of his world-dominion; his might and
fury are exhibited as he drags from their places a third part of
the stars with the coils of his tail and dashes them to the earth.
The mother's travail pains mark the arrival of the time of
delivery, and the dragon stands before her ready to destroy
the child; but the child is caught away to the securest refuge
and the most exalted messianic dignity- the heaven of God's
presence and his throne. In this issue is represented the central thought of this part of the vision, Satan foiled in his attempt
to destroy the Messiah. The flight of the woman is added (v. 6),
not as forming a significant factor in this first scene, in which
it plays no part; it is spoken of in anticipation of the later step
in Satan's activity, described in the third scene of the chapt.
(vv. 13-17), which the Apocalyptist has in mind from the outset, and for which he is here preparing the way. These words
of v. 6 are not to be interpreted as describing the woman's
descent to the earth; but with a certain confusion of ideas
the Apocalyptist has in mind here the place and events of
vv. 14-16.
The drama of these verses (1-6) is altogether transcendental,
it is enacted in the sky, the characters are all symbolical, the
figures and the general dramatic movement are suggested by
the legend before the Apocalyptist's mind. A clear recognition
of the writer's main purpose here and of the origin of the
symbols used will relieve the greatest difficulty in the passage,
i.e. that a Christian writer who accepted on the one hand the
story of Christ's life from his birth to the Ascension, and on
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the other, the preexistence of the Messiah (seep. 313), should
introduce a representation of the Messiah's birth and rapture
into heaven so irreconcilable in all respects with the Lord's
earthly history. But that history is remote from the author's
present contemplation. The Messiah ()f this scene is not the
historic Jesus, the woman is not the Virgin Mary. The Apocalyptist's central thought here is a wholly ideal conception, independent of time and every concrete manifestation; it is the
thought of Satan's futile hostility toward the Messiahfrom the
beginning; and he sees a symbol of this in a familiar legend of
a divine child of a divine mother, exposed at the very moment
of birth to a superhuman enemy, but caught away to enduring
triumph. The writer is not reflecting upon a moment when
the preexistent Messiah came into being, nor upon the Lord's
earthly life. His vision is independent of these limitations.
It may be vague and not in all respects easily reconcilable with
his general doctrine of the Messiah. But these characteristics
are not surprising in a Jewish prophet and apocalyptist. The
writer's use of derived symbolism independently of historic circumstances has been seen above in 11 1 - 2 (see p. 587).
The war in heaven and Satan's expulsion, vv. 7-12. A distinct
act in the drama of the vision is introduced here, which incorporates as fundamentals two ideas regarding Satan current in
Jewish belief. (1) The seat of Satan's kingdom and the abode
of evil spirits were sometimes placed in one of the lower heavens.
Thus in Sl. En. 7 and 18 the evil spirits are shown in the second
and fifth heavens; in Asc. Is. 10 29 the firmament is called the
dwelling of the prince of this world, cf. id. 79, 11 23 • The idea
is reflected in Eph. 22, ' the prince of the power of the air,'
cf. Lk. 1018. (2) Satan was sometimes represented as having
access to God's presence, and appearing there in his character
of the arch-enemy of men as their accuser, or calumniator, e.g.
Job 1 6 ft, Zec. 3ur., Jub.1 20 , En. 40 7 ; so also in rabbinic theology.
This idea led to the use of ootd{3oXoc;, the accuser, in the LXX as
a translation of the appellative of Satan, and thus the term became
common as a proper name in theN. T. (see on v. 10). These
verses, 7-12, tell of Satan's expulsion from the seat of his kingdom, and the end of his activity in calumniating the saints
before God. This conq11est is another of the divine acts in
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breaking the power of the great adversary of God and his
people, it is another harbinger of the complete defeat in the
end. The scene has no relation to the 'fall of Satan,' conceived
as the apostasy of an angel of light; he is already, before the
war in heaven here described, the foe of God, the prince of evil
hosts, the accuser of the brethren (seep. 276). Neither is the
war in heaven represented as a sequel to the attempt on the
Messiah (vv. 1-6). The view, common among interpreters,
that the Apocalyptist means to picture Satan as turning hero
to assault heaven in wrath over his failure to destroy the Messiah is not warranted by any intimation of such a connection.
The opening words of the passage represent rather Michael and
his angels as initiating the war; Satan and his angels are mentioned in the second place; contrast 207 ff.. If such a relation
to the first part of the chapt. were intended, we should expect
it to be in some way shown, as the relation of the third part to
the second is shown in vv. 12, 13. The war in heaven is a
separate and parallel event in the conflict with Satan's power.
Its position in time is not indicated. That the Apocalyptist
thinks of it as past is evident, for Satan is already venting his
rage in the persecutions of the Messiah's brethren which have
now begun; see pp. 619 f.
For the interpretation of the
chapt. it is not essential to determine whether the war in heaven
is taken from the same legend as the attempt on the Messiah.
The one appears to be quite independent of the other. By
whatever source suggested the war with its issue is introduced
as an explanation of Satan's fury in these last times and a
sure prediction of his final overthrow. Akin, though not exactly
parallel, to the representation in these verses is the expulsion of
Satanail and his angels from heaven in Sl. En. 294; cf. Is.l4 12 ff·.
An assault upon the powers of heaven ending with the overthrow of the assailants is a familiar theme in ancient mythology;
cf. the battle of the Titans.
Satan's persecution of the woman and her other children,
vv. 13-17. The third part of the chapt. for which the other
two form a preparation represents Satan foiled in his persecution of the Messiah's mother, and turning his wrath upon her
other children. The scene is now on earth. This is not the
beginning of Satan's activity among men, but now earth be-
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comes the sphere of his intensified malice.
His rage here
reaches its height, because he has failed in his design against
the Messiah, he has been cast out with his hosts from his do- ·
minion in the heavens, and he sees that he has but a little time
before his final overthrow. The woman at first seen in the sky
now appears on the earth. The Apocalyptist assumes the
change without speaking of the transition (cf. p. 616). The
contrariety is not relieved by supposing different documents combined here, or an interpolated document concerning
the war in ~eaven (seep. 632).
The first two parts of the
chapt.look forward to just such a scene on earth as this to complete their meaning, i.e. the significance of those events for the
Christians in their present distresses and in those which form
the subject of the later visions. The abruptness of the change
is not unlike that which occurs in the Seer's position in 101;
seep. 607. But in this case the appearance of the woman in
different places in two closely connected scenes requires mention
of a transition the less, because of the wholly ideal character of
the woman who is assumed to be present in a way wherever
the concrete reality exists. As in the first scene she is not the
Jewish people, so here she is not the visible Christian Church;
in both cases she is the ideal people of God, the Church in
its broadest, transcendental sense, to which the Messiah and
Christians alike belong, and she is present in idea wherever
they are; see on vv. 1, 13.
The woman is caught up on an eagle's wings, the earth swallows
the flood which the dragon belches forth to sweep her away,
figures doubtless taken over by the Apocalyptist, with whatever
variation, from the legend. The meaning is plain; the ideal
people is delivered and kept in safety till the times of calamity,
'the times of the Gentiles,' are past (vv. 6, 14; cf. p. 252).
But the actual earthly children of the ideal mother, the followers
of Jesus, remain to suffer the persecutions of Satan. A distinction is thus made between the ideal people, as if a separate
entity, and the individuals that form that entity, so that what
befalls the children does not befall the mother. This distinction is, however, formal rather than real. In reality the safety
of the mother carries with it the promise and pledge of the
ultimate safety of the children; for the two are inseparable, so
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that only in thought is the fortune of the children different
from that of the mother. A similar separation in thought between the ideal entity and the individuals forming it occurs in
197 11'., where they that are bidden to the marriage, Christians,
are distinguished from the bride, the people of God. For other
views concerning the interpretation of the chapt. see notes
below.
The purpose of the visions of this chapt. It appears unquestionable that the principal events portrayed in this chapt. are
not things which must first come to pass in the fut~re. With
a Christian writer the birth of the Messiah has already taken
place. So also Satan's expulsion from his dominion in the
lower heavens, so far as it is thought of with reference to time,
is viewed as past. But as with the birth of the Messiah, so
here a definite historic event is not what is distinctly before the
mind of the author; his thought is concerned with the present
reality, the fierceness of Satan's rage, which is explained by the
defeat he has already begun to suffer. That defeat is thought
of only in its ideal occurrence, represented in a vivid symbolical
picture, quite apart from any actual event; cf. on the birth of
the Messiah p. 617. Satan is already coursing the earth 'with
great wrath,' he is now the prince of this world, he is now
persecuting' the other children of the woman,' the followers of
Christ; the Beast his agent (the Roman emperors) has already
begun his war with the saints .(137). The heavenly song,
vv. 10-12; connecting Satan's expulsion with the arrival of the
kingdom is anticipatory, like those of 1115- 18 • The purpose of
the chapt. then is to be taken as a revelation of' things that are'
(see pp. 442 ff.) -causes and agencies already at work in the
world and about to manifest themselves in other forms and with
greater power in the coming conflicts. The scenes explain the
true cause of the present distresses and those yet to come, while at
the same time they presage the certain outcome in the deliverance of the saints. It is not the purpose of the chapt., as it is
sometimes understood, to give a picture of the two antagonists,
Christ and Satan, who are about to contend with each other in
the scenes of the later visions; for in the visions given here the
Messiah plays but a passive part; he appears as a child only,
miraculously delivered from Satan's attempt, and not at all
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among the powers opposing Satan. Nor is the chapt. meant to
encourage the Christians by remindin,q them that Satan's conqueror haA been born, and is now awaiting in heaven the
divinely ordered time to come forth to action (a common interpretation); for in this particular paragraph nothing is said of
his return or of his conflict with and victory over Satan. The
Apocalyptist is wholly occupied with Satan's deadly hostility
toward the Messiah, and his baffled designs. It is that hostility
which explains all the awful distresses, present and future, inflicted upon Christ's followers by Satan's agents, the powers of
the world; while the defeat of Satan pictured in each of the
three scenes forecasts his complete overthrow in the end.

(1) Frustrated attempt to destroy the Messiah. 12 1- 6• See
pp. 612, 275 f., 615 f.
The new vision begins without the usual introductory
phrase ; see on 4 1 • - <TTt!LE'iov 11.eya., a great wonder: tT'IJJ.LE'iov is
primarily a mark, or sign, by which a thing is known, often an
indication of something about to happen; but often, as here, a
strange phenomenon or prodigy, in which sense it is joined as
a synonym with ·dpac;, 'signs and wonders,' c£. Mt. 24 2 4, Jno.
448, Ac. 5 12 ; for its sense here, wonder, cf. also 151, 1614, 19 20,
Lk. 21 11 ' J no. 916 • - EV Tctl ovpa.v4J, in the heaven : i.e. the sky,
as shown by the presence of the stars, v. 4.- yuV'Il, a woman:
as a heavenly figure and as the mother of Christians (v.17) as
well as of the Messiah, the woman cannot be the earthly
mother of our Lord ; few even among Mariolaters maintain
that. There is here no relation to the Lord:s incarnate life
(seep. 613). Neither can she be in this verse the Church of
the 0. T. of which Christ is born after the flesh (so, Bleek,
De Wet. Dust. Al£., many others), for it is one and the same
person who appears here and in vv. 13 :ff. She is the heavenly
representative of the people of God, the ideal Zion, which so
far as it is embodied in concrete realities is represented alike
by the people of the old and the new covenants (see p. 616).
Such a distinction between the ideal and the real, as if separate
entities (see p. 619), is natural with a Jewish writer, since
in Jewish thought all earthly things have their heavenly
counterpart or archetype. With our writer there is only one
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true Israel, embracing alike the Jewish and the Christian
Church ; cf. 3 9, 1119, 156, 2112 - 14 • For the ideal Zion represented as the mother of God's people, c£. Is. 541, 667-9, Gal. 42 6,
2 Es. 107. As the Messiah is born of Israel, so he is appropriately made the child of this ideal woman. The representation
of Israel as the mother of the Messiah is possibly contained in
Mic. 5 3 • In 2 Es. 9 43 -- 45 , 10 44 - 46, often cited as parallel, the
son cannot be the Messiah. Micah 49 ff., representing Zion as
crying out like a woman in travail and destined to go forth to
'dwell in the field,' but at last to be rescued, is taken by many
com. to furnish the principal traits of the scene in this chapt.
But the birth of the divine child, the attempt of Satan to
destroy it, and its rescue, the principal traits in this scene,
have no parallel in Micah ; and the exile of the daughter of
Zion from Jerusalem, her capture by her enemies, and her
deportation to Babylon are not parallel to the fortunes of the
woman as pictured in our chapt. The figure of a woman
crying out in travail is too common in Scripture to furnish
evidence of dependence. Here the cries merely mark the
arrival of the time for the birth of the child, i.e. the time for
the dragon to appear for the destruction of the child. No
special symbolism, such as Israel's long history of suffering
before the ad vent of Christ (so, some com.) is contained in the
words ; all such historic reference is remote from the purely
idealistic passage.
1TEpLpEpXfJ1JoEV11 'TOV i]XLov ICTX., clothed with the sun, etc.: a realistic picture of the figure is not easily formed. The woman is
arrayed in the· dazzling glory of the heavenly bodies in conformity with her divine dignity; no further significance is to
be sought in the ornaments; cf. 116, Ps. 1042, Song of Sol. 6 10,
also the description of Wisdom, Wis. 729, 'She is fairer than
the sun, and above all the constellations of the stars,' Test.
Naph. 5 4 r·, 'When Levi became as the sun, a young man gave
him twelve branches of palm; and Judah was bright as the
moon and under his feet were twelve rays' (Kautzsch, 487).
Whatever of similarity is found in Joseph's dream (Gen. 37 9 )
regarding the sun, moon, etc., that passage could not have
directly suggested the figure of this scene (so, many com.). for
the ideas symbolized are wholly unlike. The woman's coronet
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of twelve stars may possibly contain an allusion to the twelve
tribes of Israel, but it is doubtless taken over from the source
and goes back ultimately to the twelve signs of the zodiac.
2. EXOUCTQ. : sc. ECTT£ ; exovcrd ECTTL = exeL, see Blass § 62, 2,
Burton § 20.- Kpci.~EL <i>8(voucra., crieth out in the pains of travail:
~;ee on v. 1.- ~a.cra.vL~OIJ-EVTI TEKELV, tormented in bearing : the
infin. is irregular; it seems to be used as equiv. to the infin.
with T(jJ, with or without a prep., defining the manner or cause
of the general term /3acravt/;op,ev7J. The idea of desire governing the infin. can hardly be implied in the partie. (so, Burton
§ 389). The phrase /3acravtsop,ev7J TE1ce'iv is synonymous with
&>Otvovcra, repeating it with Kat epexegetical.
3-4. 8pci.K<W !J-Eya.s, a great dragon: the dragon, a huge
serpent-like monster, often a water-monster, is a familiar object
under somewhat varied forms in all ancient mythologies. It
appears in Heb. folk-lore, and is mentioned in the 0. T. as
Leviathan, Rahab, Behemoth, a serpent, a dragon; cf. Job 71 2,
Ps. 74 14, 89 10, Is. 271, 519, Ezk. 322, Am. 93 ( c£. Gunkel 29 ff. ).
It is generally the embodiment of an evil power, and in late
He b. fancy becomes, in the form of the serpent of Eden, identified with Satan ; c£. Wis. 22 4, Sl. En. 31, Ap. Mos. 17 ; so also
in rabbinic demonology (see Weber System 210 ff.). With
our author here and 202 the dragon, the old serpent, and
the devil are synonymous. The close relation in apocalyptic literature between Satan, Antichrist, and a monster
representing the world-power causes the traits of one to appear
in descriptions of the others; hence the similarity between the
dragon of our passage and the beast of chapt. 13; see notes
there. The description of the dragon given here conforms in
part to common tradition, as seen in extra-biblical representations, and in part is taken from the beasts of Dan. chapt. 7 ;
but the Apocalyptist apparently adds traits. The many heads
form a frequent feature, e.g. in the Lernaean Hydra, the Persian dragon mentioned on p. 615, Leviathan, Ps. 7414 • The
huge coils with which the dragon sweeps the stars from the sky
are a common trait. The fiery red color may be traditional,
cf. Hom. Il. II, 308, opaiCWV oacpotvo<;, or it may be given here
to denote the dragon's murderous character; cf. 6 4, Jno. 8 44•
The number seven assigned to the heads is found in a Babylo-
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nian myth (see Gunkel,361), but its introduction here is more
likely due to the Apocalyptist's fondness for seven as a number
of fullness. Some derive the number from Dan. 7 4-7, where
the sum of the heads is seven, one of the beasts having four;
but this is artificial. The seven crowns are added to symbolize
the fullness of Satan's power as prince of this world. The ten
horns are taken from Dan. 77, the horn being a common symbol
of might, and the number ten denoting fullness (seep. 254).
The question raised regarding the distribution of ten horns
among seven heads (De Wet. Diist. al) does not in a vision of
this character call for discussion. The dragon's act in hurling
the stars to the earth appears to be suggested by Dan. 810,
though the specification of a third part must be due to the
Apocalyptist; cf. chapt. 8 passim, 915, 18,
5-6. vl6v, lipaEva., a son, a male child: the redundancy is
extraordinary; there may be a reminiscence of Jer. 20 15, a
man-child, lit. a male son; so, many comm. Possibly the author
Wrote eTEICEV /lpa-ev( a), as in V. 13, an expression frequent in
the LXX, cf. Ex. 22, J er. 20 15 ; and u[dv was added as a gloss.
- os JLEAAEL ICTA., who shall rule, etc.: for the words as a designation of the Messiah see on 227. -1TnVTa. Tel. eev"l, all the
Gentiles: reference is made in the common terms of Jewish
eschatology to the Messiah's complete domination over all his
enemies, when his kingdom shall be established. -1Tpos Tov
Op6vov a.liToil, to his throne: i.e. the throne of God. The words
are added to emphasize the completeness of Satan's failure;
the Messiah, so far from being destroyed, is caught up to a
share in God's throne. The sentence would lose in force, if
(as with Spitta 132) the phrase were rejected. -On the significance of verse 6 see pp. 616, 619. - &rrov, EKEL: for the
Hebraistic addition of a demonstrative after a relative see on
38. - ~JLEpa.c.; . . . EtfJKOVTa., lf/!60 days: the stereotyped phrase
for the period of calamity in the last days, as in 11 3 ; see p. 252.
(2) Satan's expulsion from the heavens, vv. 7-12. See
pp. 276, 612, 617 f.
The archangel Michael is the special
patron of Israel, he is their 'prince,' Dan. 1021 ; he is their
defender in the troubles of the last days, Dan. 121, 'At that
time shall Michael stand up, the great prince, who standeth for
the children of thy people.' He is therefore appropriately the
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leader of the angel hosts here in the war against the archenemy of God's people. The Messiah of the preceding scene
does not appear here in that office, because there is no connection of sequence with that scene (see p. 618), and especially
because it would be contrary to Jewish and Christian eschatological expectations that the Messiah should intervene before
the final conflicts, or, in our book, before the millennium. Cf.
Volz 222. - TOV'II'O'X.EjLfja-a.L: the meaning here is clear, but the
construction is uncertain. Some supply €"/€veTo with oMtx. in
the sense of arose; the infin. then expresses purpose ; so, B.
Weiss, Blj. al. It is perhaps simpler to take the infin. as an
appositional gen. (Burton § 400, H. A. § 729 g), defining 7roXep,o<;; so Buttm. p. 268. The noms. MtxanX tcTX., instead of
the ace. would then be set down as among the author's grammatical irregularities. Perhaps there is some error in the text.
8-9. oinc 'La-xua-a.v, were not able: i.e. to overcome, prevailed
not, EV; cf. Gen. 3225, Ps. 129 2• If the sing. be read here, the
vb. agrees with the principal subj., the dragon.- ov8E T61I'OS
Eilpe9"1 tcTX., neither was their place found, etc.: this indefinite
statement is made specific by the following words of v. 9.Spcl.Kca>V, ocj>Ls, dragon, serpent: the words are synonymous here.
- o ocpLS o cipxa.'ios, the old serpent: referring to the story of
Eden. The following words, the Devil and Satan, are added
to make certain the sense in which the Apocalyptist has taken
up the familiar figure of the dragon; see p. 616.- o 1r'X.a.v(i)v
tcTX., the deceiver of the whole world: cf. 2010 • Sa tan is denominated in this paragraph by two characteristic acts in his hostility to men; he is the beguiler of the world, and he is the
calumniator of God's servants before the divine presence (v.
10); for the former cf. 20 3• 8• 10 , 2 Co. 211, 11 3, 1 Tim. 214; for
the latter seep. 617. Both activities are brought together in
Jub. po also.
10. The expulsion of Satan from the seat of his dominion in
the heavens assures his complete overthrow in the end, and
calls forth one of those outbursts of praise common in the book
(see pp. 244 ff.), celebrating the future triumph as if present.
The hymn is anticipatory, the kingdom of God and the Messiah is not yet established, Satan is still to carry on his work in
the earth. The contents and spirit of the hymn are consonant
2s
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with the leading purpose of the chapt., i.e. the assurance of the
Church of its final deliverance from the distresses inflicted upon
it by the wrath of Satan. The. second part of the hymn (v.
12) bewails the other aspect of Satan's expulsion from the
heavens, his increased rage in the persecution of the saints
till his power is destroyed. The singers are heavenly beings,
but are not designated more precisely; see on 1115• They are
not the saints, for these are not represented in the book as
being in heaven before the end. The term 'our brethren' may
be used appropriately by the angels with reference to the saints
on earth, for they are the fellow-servants of these, as declared in
1910. The general expression 'in heaven' is unsuited to the
martyrs beneath the altar; if, as some suppose, these were
meant to be understood as the singers, they would probably
be definitely specified as in 69 •
iJ <r(.I)TTJpLa. ICTA., the salvation, etc.: the whole work of God's
salvation is now accomplished, he has taken to himself his full
power ( cf. 11 11), his kingdom has come. -Toil 0Eoil, of God:
the words are to be joined with each of the three preceding
nouns.- Toil XpL<rToil a.vTOil, his Christ: see on 11 15. - o Ka.TT)y(.l)p, the accuser: see above. This form of the word instead of
/CaT1]'Yopo<; is not found in the authors, but the papyri show it
to have been used in the Gk. of popular speech; so Sui~Crov is
found as a popular form of oui!COVO<; ; see Deissmann, Licht vom
Ost. 61 f.- Tmv ci8EAcpmv iJJLmV, our brethren: the fellow-servants of God on earth are meant; see above.- o Ka.TTJyopmv
. . . vuKT6s, who accused . . . day and night: lit. the one accusing, i.e. before he was cast out. The incessant activity of Satan
here spoken of is not mentioned elsewhere in the Scriptures,
but appears in rabbinic writings.
11. This verse reminds the Church, struggling against Satan,
of the source and condition of victory. The saints whose triumph is here anticipated will have overcome through the blood
of the Lamb (who by his blood loosed them from their sins, 15),
and through the power of the divine word to which they have
borne testimony; and they will have proved steadfast in the
face of death. The redemptive power of Christ's death is
meant here as in 15, 59, 714 ; cf. also J no. 129, 1 J no. 11. The
frequent connection of p.apTvpta with "Adryo<; Oeov in the book
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(12• 9, 69, 204) shows that "Aoryov here means the word of God;
and as the gen. with p,apTvpta is subj. (see on 12, 69), the expression the word of their testimony is to be understood, the word
of God to which they have borne testimony, whether in life or by
their death. The power here attributed to the word of God
is the same as in J no. 831 f., 5\ 15 3, al.- 5Lci: better translated
through or by than because of. The distinction between the ace.
and the gen. with Sui virtually disappears when as here a
directly active cause is meant; cf. 13 14, Mt. 15 6, Jno. 657, 153,
Eph. 4 18; cf. Holtzm.-Bau. in loc. There is no contradiction
between the two conquests over Satan, that of this verse and
that of vv. 8-9, as some maintain (Spitta 357, Volter Offenb.
79, J. Weiss 80). The one following Jewish conceptions represents his expulsion from his seat in the heavens, and shows
the cause of his increased activity in the earth; the other announces the spiritual triumph of the individual Christian over
him in this activity of his in the earth. The close juxtaposition of the Jewish and Christian ideas is similar to that in
chapt. 5. The verse has a distinct J ohannine character in
thought (see reff. above) and in vocabulary (e.g. vudiv, Xoryor;;,
p,apTVp{a, arya1raV).

12. ol EV a:uTol.s <TKTJVOilVTES, ye who dwell therein: cf. 136•
The angels are meant; departed saints are not yet dwellers in
heaven.- otia.t TlJV yljv, woe to the earth: the expression 'the
earth and the sea' is a comprehensive term for the whole terrestrial world (see on 102), as the sphere of Satan's activity.
The inhabitants of the world are meant; there is no idea here
of operations in the physical world. For the ace. after ovat
see on 813. This descent of Satan to the earth is taken by
many (e.g. Bouss. 297, J. Weiss 79 ff.) to form the third 'woe'
announced in 813, 1114 • The words oval, T~v ryiJv compared with
oval, • • • TiJ<; 'YiJ<;, 813, are thought to confirm this view. But
ovat is too common an exclamation to furnish any ground for
a conclusion, and T~V ryiJv in this passage has not the same
reference as the expression ToUr; KaToucovvTa<; e1rt TiJ<; ryiJ<; in 8 111 ;
see below. There are two objections which seem conclusive
against finding in the event here described the third 'woe.'
(1) Our paragraph is wholly concerned with Satan's hostility
to the people of God and the calamities he inflicts upon them;
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there is no allusion to the godless; whereas the three woes
announced in 813 are calamities to be sent upon the nonChristian world, as seen in the first two ( chapt. 9) ; see on
813, 310 • (2) The trumpet-woes predicted in 8 13 all lie in the
Apocalyptist's future, but this expulsion of Satan, in the past;
_see pp. 618 f.
Ka.TepT), has gone down: the word has raised objection as if
implying a freedom inconsistent with the violence expressed in
€(3A.~BTJ, has been cast, vv. 9, 13. It is doubtful whether the
difference is due to transference of. an Aramaic idiom (Ewald,
Gunkel). What is thought of in the use of the word is the
simple fact of the descent with its consequences, not the antecedent cause, or the manner of the descent.- Et8oos . . . EXEL,
knowing that he hath but a short time: now that Satan is expelled
from liis throne in the heavens, he knows that the end must
come soon with the appearing of the Messiah, and his rage is
intensified accordingly. The 'short time' is relative, not absolute; the words do not place this event in the future.
(3) Persecution of the Mother of the Messiah and her children, vv. 13-17. See pp. 277 f., 612, 618 ff.
The Apocalyptist here takes up and expands what he had
mentioned in v. 6 summarily and in anticipation of this scene.
For this feature in the Apocalyptist's manner see p. 242.
The scene here is on the earth. The exact correspondence of
this passage (vv. 13-16) with v. 6 makes it certain that two
different events cannot be referred to, and that the woman of
this passage must be the same as in vv. 1-6. She cannot, then,
be the Christian Church (many older com.), for in that case
it could not be said that the Messiah was born of her. Neither
can she be the Church of the old covenant (many modern com.
e.g. Ewald, Bleek, Dust.), for that Church cannot, except in a
most unnatural sense, be called the mother of the followers of
Jesus (v. 17); nor was that Church destined to be kept in
safety to the end; it vanished away with the incoming of a
better covenant. The woman is the ideal people of God of
both the old and new covenants alike; see on v. 1.
The woman's persecution and escape are taken by many to be based on
the story of Israel's deliverance from Egypt; so, e.,q. Ewald, Bleek, De Wet.
Dust. Spitta, Alf. Israel flees from the Egyptians, the dry land opens a
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way for them through the threatening waters, and they find a refuge in the
wilderness where they are nurtured through the destined time. Their
deliverance is even described in Ex. 19 4 as an act of God's, bearing them
away on eagles' wings. But the figure of bearing on eagles' wings seems to
have been a current simile, cf. Dt. 3211, Is. 4081, Ass. Mos. 108; and for the
gift of wings for flight cf. Jer. 489 • The details of the story of Israel's
escape from Egypt are too dissimilar to suggest the imagery of a dragonmonster pursuing the woman and spouting forth floods of water into the air,
and the earth opening its caverns and swallowing up the waters. Among
recent scholars most are agreed that the Apocalyptist has taken his imagery
from some familiar legend ; see pp. 613 ff.
In the symbol of the woman's flight many scholars suppose that reference is made to the flight of the Christians of Jerusalem across the Jordan
to Pella in the time of the Judreo-Roman War, as recorded by Euseb. H. E.
III. 5; so, Ewald followed by many. This reference to a part of the
Church removes the difficulty otherwise thought to be raised by the identification of the children with the mother, v. 17; the 'other children' are the
other Christians in distinction from the Jerusalem Church. But this interpretation limits the symbolism unwarrantably. The woman who flees here
is the one who bore the child (v. 13), the Messiah; and throughout the
chapt. she represents the whole people of God. The Church at Jerusalem
is not the mother of the Messiah; it is nowhere spoken of as the mother of
the other churches, or of the Christians as a body. So far as mentioned, it
plays no conspicuous part in the thought of the later apostolic age. The
entire scene here is ideal and general; allusion to a specific historic occurrence in the fortunes of that congregation has no place in the vision. Upon
the supposed difficulty of the identification of the children with the mother
seep. 619.

14. eS66TJ<TO.V 1TTEpuyES 1€TA., there were given wings, etc.:
God's care for the woman is made prominent. He provides
the means for her escape, and in a place made ready for her in
the desert, which though it offers security is barren of support,
he furnishes succour for her. -Toil ciEToil, the eagle: the art. is
better taken as generic than as referring to an eagle mentioned
in the legend; it is not the author's manner to point so
distinctly to a source when extra-biblical. - o1rou, EKEL: see on
v. 6.- Ka.Lpov Ka.L Ka.Lpoils I€TX., a time and times, etc.: three
and a half times= three and a half years= 1260 days; see
on v. 6.
15-17. The scene enacted in vv. 15-16 is doubtless taken
from the legend without material variation. In this connection a real, historical event is not symbolized, but the purely
ideal effort of Satan to destroy the whole entity of God's
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people, and his defeat.- <i>py(<r0"1, waxed wroth: Satan becomes
the more enraged against the woman because of her escape, and
turns his rage upon her children, the followers of Jesus. Thus
is explained the ultimate cause of the persecution which the
Church suffers.- T(i)v AOL1T(i)v Toil <T1TEpJLa.ToS a.·lh1]s, the rest of
her seed: there may be here a reminiscence of Gen. 315, 'enmity
between thee and the woman, between thy seed and her seed '
(J. Weiss, 138). The rest of the seed must be those who are
distinguished from the child of vv. 5, 13, for no other is spoken
of. And these remaining children are defined as adherents of
Jesus. The term the rest, not the indefinite other, implies that
the whole body of Christians in general are meant, not those who
are contrasted with the church of Jerusalem, see p. 629;
not Gentile Christians as contrasted with Jewish (so, Dust. al) _
- EX6vnov . . . 'l"l<roil, hold fast the testimony of Jesus: the testimony of Jesus is that which he bore (see on 12 ), the truth
which he taught; and since these words repeat and explain the
less explicit words preceding, keep the commandments of God,
the meaning of exew in this place must be hold fast, not possess
merely; see Thayer s.v. I. d. By these added words the
Apocalyptist shows in what sense he uses, the familiar figure of
the ' seed of the woman.'
Textual notes, 122- 17• 2. Kat, before KpaC€t, ~C some vers most edd; wanting in APQ most min R Sod.- 4. For tCTT1JK€V, WH read ;CTT1JK€V, taking
the form here and in Jno. 844 as an imperf. of CTT~Kw; see the:ir Introd. Am.
ed. p. 312.-5. apa€va (or app€va) NPQ most min R Ws (seeAp. p. 97) Blj
Sod al_- apa£v AC Lch Tr Ti ·wH al. If vwv be omitted as a gloss (see
Com.), the neut. might naturally have been used. -7. -rov 7rOA€p.1Jaat ACP
many min most edd; -rov is wanting in I:(Q many min Ti; see "\Vs Apok.
p. 120; R has €7roA€!J-1JCTav without authority. - 8. t<T)(V<Tav KCP min R Ti
Blj Sod Alf al; L<TXVCT€V A many min W s WH Bouss al; taxvov Q.10. KaT7('/wp A Lch Ti W s WH Alf al; KaT1Jyopo> most sources R RV Sod
al, -12. Before T1JV "f1JV, R inserts -rot> Ka-rotKovat, following one or two min
and some anc com. - 17. For I1Juov, R reads -rov I1Jaov Xptu-rov, so Prim
and some Mss. of the vlg, without Ms. authority.
Criticism of 121- 17• Criticism of this chapt. has centered in two subjects:
(1) the strangeness in the representation of the Messiah and his birth;
(2) the unity of the chapt. (1) Vischer (19 :ff.) finds here one of l1is strongest proofs that the book was primarily a Jewish apocalypse. HiH argument
is as follows: the book is wholly concerned with things of the future, the
past has no place in the Seer's view ; therefore this narrative of the birth
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of the Messiah could not belong to the work of a Christian, for whom that
birth is already past. And further the narrative has no points of similarity
with the history of Jesus; neither is it conformable to the Christian expectations of the Lord's second coming. But all difficulty disappears with the
supposition of a Jewish apocalypse; the forerunners of the Messiah have
appeared (113 ff.), the holy city has been purified by a divine visitation and
prepared for its Messiah (1113); the seventh trumpet promising the end has
sounded, and now the Messiah is born (12 1""'). But he is not to appear at
once; in Jewish expectation he was to remain hidden for a time. In the
second part of the chapt. the representation of Satan as the accuser of men
before God is Jewish, not Christian. In the third part the flight of the
woman, the personified people of Israel, represents some future event in
which Israel as a body and the Messiah will be safe from Satan's assaults,
and he will turn his wrath against the rest of the Jews, the other seed of
the woman, who remain in his power. In carrying through this theory the
Christian elements v. 11 and the last clause of v. 17 must be deleted.
Many other critics (Weyland, Pfleiderer, Sabatier, Schoen, Spitta, J.
Weiss, W ellhausen, al) though differing widely from Vischer in other respects agree in attributing the picture of the Messiah's birth and the woman's
flight to a Jewish document. A favorite hypothesis makes the passage an
oracle designed to encourage the Jews in the distresses of the Judreo-Roman
war by the assurance that the Messiah, already born or about to be born,
but hidden for a time in heaven, will soon come as deliverer.
To all theories which view the chapt. as part of a Jewish document incorporated here there is the fundamental objection that the picture of the
Messiah and his birth is at variance with the whole Jewish messianic expectation. The rabbinic legend of a Messiah carried away at birth to a hidden
place is too late and obscure to be accepted as a probable origin (see p. 614).
But in any event the representation in these verses is not Jewish. AMessiah born in the heavens of a superhuman mother, saved at the moment of
bi'rth only by miracle from the assaults of Satan, and caught away to the
throne of God, is wholly unlike the expected son of David. Even if we
suppose the Jewish writer to have borrowed symbols from some current
mythological fancy, the paragraph taken as a prophecy, or as a representation of the past, is as difficult to explain from the Jewish standpoint as from
the Christian.
On the other hand, the view long prevalent among the interpreters that
the scene in vv. 1-5 represents the Lord's birth and ascension raises the insuperable difficulty of its disagreement with the accepted facts of the Gospels
(seep. 613). Volter (Offenb. 96££.) holds the chapt. to be Christian, not
Jewish, and he finds it a part of an assumed apocalypse of Cerinthus, whose
doctrine was that the heavenly Christ descended and united himself with
Jesus, but again withdrew from him so that only Jesus, not the Christ,
suffered and died. The opening of the chapt. then pictures the Christ after
he had been born of the heavenly woman, and had descended and united
himself with J!'sus at the baptism, as now again withdrawing to heaven to
avoid the dangers which threatened him from Satan through the Roman
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power. The theory does not call for discussion. Vi:\lter agrees with others
in supposing that the Apocalyptist's fancy is influenced by mythological
tradition.
Since Gunkel's epoch-making study scholars have tended more and more
to find the solution of the difficulties of the chapt., not in the incorporation
of an alien document, but in the use of symbols derived from some legend
current in ancient mythology and familiar in Jewish tradition. :From such
a source the Apocalyptist seems to have taken the forms in which he here
embodies his revelation, shaping these to his use and giving thus a scene
which has a fitting place in his plan (see pp. 612 ff., 620). This view
is essentially that which is adopted by the larger number of most recent
scholars; so, Bouss., Holtzm.-Bau., Blj., Porter, Moff., al.
(2) The principal objection urged against the anity of the chapt. is
based on the account of the woman's flight, which is given twice, vv. 6
and 13-16. In the first instance it is spoken of in connection with the scene
in the sky, without mention of a descent to earth, though the words, the
wilderness, imply the earth. In the second instance it is distinctly placed
on the earth. Some critics therefore omit v. 6 as an editorial addition,
e.g. Spitta, J. Weiss. Others make vv. 13-16 an editorial working over of
v. 6; so Weizsacker, Yolter (Problem). Wellhausen (Analys. 18 ff.) proposes
a theory of two parallel documents with a common ending; A, consisting of
vv. 1-6, from which the redactor has omitted mention of the woman's descent
and the dragon's expulsion; B, consisting of vv. 7-14, in which there was
originally mention of the eagle, the entrance of the woman and the child,
and of the rapture of the child to heaven- these have been omitted by the
redactor; vv. 15-17 formed the common ending of both the variant documents A and B; vv. 10-12 stood in neither document, they were added by
the redactor. The theory is interesting as illustrative of what may be
seriously proposed in the way of criticism. J. Weiss (135) omits the war
in heaven as having no connection with the other parts of the chapt., also
vv. 6 and 13 which were added by the editor to facilitate transition. The
scene of vv. 1-5 is, he thinks, probably not the heavens, but earth, as in
vv.14-17; these two passages, vv.1-5, 14-17, formed the original document.
If the views taken in the Com. above regarding the interpretation of the
chapt. be correct, the real difficulties are much less serious than those raised
by the suppositions underlying most of the critical hypotheses. That the
Apocalyptist should fail to mention the woman's descent to earth in connection with v. 6 cannot raise insoluble difficulty (see pp. 616, 619);
that he should first allude to a subject briefly and afterwards take it up
more fully is one of his characteristics (see pp. 242 ff.). It should be noted
that the third part of the chapt., vv. 13-17, could not follow immediately
after v. 5, for an essential condition determining the character of the third
part is furnished by the second part, vv. 7-9, Satan's expulsion from his
throne in the heavens with all its consequences. But it is not unnatural
that the A pocalyptist should have closed the first part with some anticipatory allusion (v. 6) to its sequel, the flight and safety of the woman.
The first and second parts of the chapt. lead up to the third as expressing
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the chief purpose of the paragraph; not unfittingly then they each conclude
with a statement, vv. 6, 12, anticipating that part. In so far the structure
of the chapt. seems to be the work of one mind.

XII. 18-XIII. 18. The Beast, the agent of Satan in his warfare against the saints; and the Beast's helper, the second beast.
In this chapt. the Apocalyptist passes immediately· to the
vision revealing the agency used by Satan in this war against
the children of the woman which has just been announced in
the preceding sentence (v. 17). For the place of the chapt.
in the plan of the book, see pp. 275 f. For the symbol of the
Beast and its significance, see pp. 393 ff., 407 ff.
XII. 18. E<TT6.611v, I stood: with this reading the words are
joined immediately with 13 1 ; see A V. The Seer in his vision
takes his stand in full view of the sea, whence the Beast arises.
On the specification of the Seer's apparent place, cf. Ezk. 40 2,
Dan. 82 • If Et1'Td01J, he stood, be read, Satan is represented as
standing by the sea to summon the Beast his agent in the war
now to be carried on. See text. note.
XIII. 1. For the words 'I stood,' etc., or 'he stood,' in
some editions assigned to this verse, see above. - EIC Tils 6a.'X.O.u<TTIS civa.~a.'Lvov, coming up out of the sea: the rising out of the
sea, though taken directly from Dan. 7 3, is doubtless ultimately
derived from the earlier form of the myth of the beast as a
sea-monster (a Leviathan) ; similarly the eagle-monster in
2 Es. 11 comes up from the sea. Since the figure as used by
the Apocalyptist refers first of all to the Roman power, the
coming from the sea would be especially appropriate in the
view of one looking from the coast of Asia Minor across
the Mediterranean, and most com. regard the language as
chosen with that thought; but the representation is more
probably purely traditional. In the other places in the book
where the origin of the Beast is spoken of (117, 17 8) he comes
from the 'abyss,' i.e. hell, see on 9 1 ; not that the sea is the
gate of the abyss, nor (so, Gunkel 360 f.) that the sea and
the abyss are synonymous here. But there is no contradiction
in the two representations, as many critics find. Here the
author is concerned with the picture of the symbol, the Beast
fi~nred after traditional conceptions ; in the other places the
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actual person is meant in whom hellish power is embodied.
See p. 697.- KEpa.Ta. liEKa., ten horns: elsewhere (12 3, 17 3• 7) the
heads are mentioned before the horns. Possibly the reversal
of the order may be due to the emergence of the horns first as
the Beast rises out of the water (so, many com.) ; but since the
idea of a gradual emergence does not seem to be intimated in
the context, it is more likely that the purpose is variation from
the description of the dragon in chapt. 12; on variety with
the author, see on 55. - KEcpa.>..d.s E1TT6., seven heads: the number
seven is probably due to the Apocalyptist for conformity with
his representation of seven emperors as filling out the number
of Roman rulers; see p. 706 ff.
E1TL TCilv KEpaTO>V . . . liLa.li1lfJ.a.Ta., on his horns ten diadems:
in the picture of the dragon, chapt. 12, the crowns are assigned
to the heads ; the seven crowns there are a mark of Satan's
complete kingly power as the prince of this world; here in
Satan's deputy, the Beast, though the heads symbolize kings as
seen from 1710, that significance is not specially marked by the
presence of crowns, it is assumed. The conspicuous feature of
the heads here is the name of blasphemy, as the author's
thought is here concentrated on the blasphemous claims of
divinity which these kings make. This trait of the name of
blasphemy on the heads is doubtless one of the touches which
the Apocalyptist himself gives to the traditional figure. On
the other hand the horns, which in the dragon (12 3) were a
mere symbol of Satan's power, are here the symbol of a number
of kings who are to aid Satan's deputy in the end (17 10 ff.), and
crowns are assigned them to designate them specially as kings,
as with the twenty-four Elders in 44. The ten horns are taken
directly from Dan. 7, where they form a prominent part of the
imagery, and the kingly significance is emphasized there.
The feature in our passage is not a mere pictorial detail
retained from Dan. (so, Moff. al); it is made by our author
to have important meaning as a symbol of the allies to be
joined with the returning Nero in the destruction of Rome ;
see pp. 699 f.
The ou:U5rJ1.ta, diadem, is a mark of kingly
rank, cf. 1912 ; for cnecf>avo<;, crown, in the same sense cf. 44,
141 4, though the latter is oftener the mark of victory. See
Thayer on the two words.
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ovojJ.a.Ta. p>..a.<r<P111L(a.s, names of blasphemy: reference is made
to the titles taken by the Roman emperors in their assumption
of divine honors; see pp. 198 ff. JJivus, divine, became the
common epithet of deceased emperors; Bed~, god, affixed to
their names appears often in inscriptions; even the common
title Augustus, in the Gk. form ue/3arrrd~ (Ac. 25 21 ), contained
the idea of religious reverence. The distinction between the
two readings, sing. and pl. (see text. note), is not important,
for the latter probably refers to the one name repeated on each
head; cf. the pl. in the seven diadems 12 3 •
2. The beast here pictured combines attributes of the first
three beasts of Dan. (721I·, cf. also Hos. 137 f); the fourth
beast of Dan. is represented in the ten horns. There is no
intimation that special significance is attached to the respective
animals; the purpose is to give the monster an appearance of
might and terribleness -such is the power Satan is using
against the Church."- Eli(I)KEV a.liTci)· ICTA.., the dragon gave to him,
etc.: the Beast receives all his power from Satan, the Roman
emperors and Antichrist are only Satan's deputies.- a.liTov,
his: i.e. Satan's; cf. 213. Grammatically the word could refer
to the Beast, but the purpose here is to show that the
Beast is Satan's vicegerent; the power and throne are really
Satan's.
3. jUa.v: the ace. through the force of eioov continued from
v. 1.- io-<j>a.-yjLEV11V ELs ea.va.TOV, smitten (lit. slain) unto death:
the meaning is not that the Beast, having received a mortal
wound in one of his heads, is healed and survives notwithstanding the loss of that head; the head itself is seen as one
that had been slain and then restored, precisely as in 5 6 the
Lamb bears the mark of having once been slain. If the Beast
and the heads be viewed apart, as they may be in thought, it
is evident that the loss of one head did not involve the death of
the Beast, for he is seen from 171° to have survived the loss
of five heads. On the other hand in the second part of this
verse and in v. 12 the Beast himself is spoken of as having
received a mortal wound. It is clear that the Apocalyptist
sometimes identifies the Beast and the head in which he is in
a particular instance represented ; see p. 407. The heads
symbolize Roman emperors, and of these the only one who
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could in any sense be said to be restored after having been
slain was the Nero of the belief current at the end of the
century. This particular figure of a head slain and restored,
used here to symbolize the Neronic Antichrist, may be an
addition made by the Apocalyptist himself, influenced by the
expectation current at the time, or it may possibly be traditional; something of the kind appears in the Lernman Hydra,
in which two heads sprang up in place of one cut off.
E0a:u!J.O.<TEV OA'l'J iJ yiJ, the whole earth wondered: what is said of
the Beast in these words and in the following verses is best
understood of his final impersonation in Antichrist. While
the wonder he excites, his royal sway, his blasphemy, the worship rendered to him, are all to a certain extent true of the
Roman emperors, yet the universality and· absoluteness here
emphasized belong to the supreme manifestation expected in
Antichrist, the head restored at the end. ~he wonder spoken
of in this verse is immediately connected with the revival of
the slain head, i.e. as seen in the Neronic Antichrist; the time
of his sway, 3! years (v. 5), is the stereotyped measure of
Antichrist's rule (see on 113 ) ; also the exact parallelism
between v. 8 and 17 8 points to this identification. - O'ITL<rro Toil
01'Jp£ou, after the Beast: they are drawn after him in wonder as
followers; cf. Jno. 1219 , Ac. 537, 1 Tim. 515,
4. The worship of the Beast is the worship of Satan, who has
endowed him with all his power. The rendering of divine
homage to the Beast is here spoken of summarily; it is related
more fully in the following part of the chapt., especially in the
account of the office of the second beast. - Tcp lipciKOVTL: in the
Apoc. as elsewhere 7rpouKVVf/iv is followed by either the ace. or
the dat.- TLS OIJ.OLOS KTA.: who is like .f! etc.: the words are an
echo of language frequently used in praising God; e.g. Ex. 15u,

Ps.

3510,

1135.

5. <M'6jla. l\a.l\oilv !J.Eycil\a., a mouth speaking great things: taken
from Dan. 78• 20• 25 • The great, i.e. proud, things are blasphemies
as explained by the next word and more fully in v. 6; Kat
before /3'A.aucprJIJ.tar; is better rendered even. - 'ITOLiJ<ra.L, to do:
i.e. to work his work or will. For this absolute use of 7rouiiv
cf. Dan. 812• 24 , 11 28 • 30 • 32• The ace. ~J.iJvar; then denotes duration.
Some take 7rot7Juat in the sense of spend with expressions of
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time; p.f,var; is then the obj.; cf. Ac. 203, Ja. 413, so EV. continue.
The former interpretation is that of most com.
6. The Beast's blasphemy against God and the hosts of
heaven is suggested by Dan. 7z.s, 810 • This verse amplifies the
general statement in v. 5 a, from which it is separated by 5 b;
for such amplification and interruption of sequence as characteristic of the author see pp. 241 ff. - TTJV CTKTJvTJV a:uTOil, his
tabernacle: the heavenly, not the earthly, as seen from the
following words. - TOVS . . . CTKTJVOilvTa.s, those who dwell in
heaven: the words are in apposition with CTH:1Jv~v, tabernacle, and
explain that by the name of the place those who occupy the
place are meant. If H:a{, and, the easier reading, be adopted,
there are three objects of blasphemy, God, heaven, and the
heavenly host (AV).
7. "'I'OLi\CTa.L 1I'6AEtLOV H:'TA., to make war, etc.: the persecution
of the Church is described thus in language taken from Dan. 7 21 •
-E"'I'L"'I'aua.v cjlu'X.i'Jv H:'TA., over every tribe, etc.: for the universality
of the Beast's sway cf. Dan. 723 ; and for the formula used see
on 5 9 •
8. From the might and blasphemy of the Beast the Apocalyptist passes to the divine honor which all, save the faithful
followers of the Lamb, will pay to him. -o~ TO ovo11a.: the
sing. is used with reference to an implied distributive, eH:acnor;,
after the collective 1rav-rer;; see RV. -a.vTOil: for the Heb.
pleonasm see on 38 • - T~ pLpAtcp Ti\s tca>i\s, the book of life: see
on 35. It is here as in 21 27 (though -rov apv{ov there is rejected
by some critics) called the Lamb's book; the authority of the
Lamb over the book is also implied in 3 5• -TOil cipv£ou Toil
ECTcjla.ytLEVou, the Lamb slain: the words are rejected by many
critics, as not found elsewhere in connection with the book of
life and not especially called for here. They have, however, a
purpose here; they emphasize the fact that only those refuse to
worship the Beast who are ready to follow the Lamb that
suffered even unto death, and so preserve their names from
being blotted out of his book, see 35. - Eucjla.ytLEVou, slain: the
perf. here as in v. 3, 5 6 does not differ from the aor.; the past
act, not the continuing result, is thought of; cf. Blass § 59, 3;
Burton § 80. The translation that was slain (A V) is better
than that hath been slain (RV).- ci1ro Ka.Ta.poli\s K6CTtLOU,jrom
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the foundation of the world: the term is frequent; cf. Mt. 2534,
Lk. 11 50 , Jno. 1724. The phrase is to be joined, not with
eu¢aryp,evov, slain (A V), but with ryerypa7r'Tat, hath been written
(RV), as shown by the precisely parallel words in 178 • The
names of the faithful are enrolled from the beginning in the
book of life.
9-10. As a fitting close to the paragraph which describes
the character of the Beast, his office and sway, the Apocalyptist
adds a forewarning of the endurance and fidelity whichwill be
demanded in these trials. If captivity or martyrdom by the
sword awaits the readers, they must be ready to meet these
tests of their steadfastness, they must not attempt to resist by
force the persecution inflicted by the Beast. The writer calls
special attention to his warning by the familiar formula,' If any
man hath an ear,' etc., used often in the N. T. and elsewhere
in our book; see the close of the seven epistles in chapts. 2-3.
- et TLS Ets a.txJLa.A(I)CT(a.v . . . i11r6.yEL, if any man is for captivity, etc.: i.e. if any man is destined to captivity, to captivity he
goes (will go) submissively, as a Christian. The words of this
verse are a reminiscence of J er. 15 2 , though the sense there is
different. The admonitory words at the beginning and the
end of vv. 9-10 show that the whole passage is a warning to the
readers regarding their steadfastness and the avoidance of force
in resisting persecution. The connection therefore, as well as
the weight of Ms. authority, is against reading a7rdryet after
(the first) alxp,a"Awufav, leadeth into captivity ( cf. A V), as if the
author meant to console his readers with the promise that the
persecutors shall suffer retribution, like in kind to that which
he inflicts. Some adopt this reading a7rdryet after the first
alxp,a"Awu{av and interpret, if any one rise up in actual war
against the Beast and try to take his forces captive, he will
only bring suffering on himself (cf. Bouss. in Zoe.). But for
that sense alm)<; would be required before v7T'dryet, just as the
emphatic aim)v is used in the following sentence. The two
clauses, et Tt<; ICT"A., if any man, etc., in v. 10, are not precisely
parallel; the former enjoins readiness for destined suffering;
the latter declares the folly of resistance. - Et TLS • • •
ci1TOKTEVEL IC'TA., if any man shall kill, etc.: i.e. if one shall draw
the sword against the persecutor. Of. Mt. 2652, 'They that
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take the sword shall perish by the sword.' - ~Se eunv i)
V1TOIJ.EVlJ /CTA., here is the steadfastness, etc.: ·in these trials is
the place for Christian steadfastness, etc., they will be required
here; cf. v. 18, 14 12, 17 9 • -1TLITTLS, faith: so, EV; but faithfulness better suits the connection; for this meaning cf. 219, Mt. 23 23,
Gal. 5 22•
11. The writer now turns to the nature and office of the
second beast, the agency employed by the first beast in enforcing the religious homage which he exacts of all men. So important a place does the emperor-worship hold in the Church's
conflict with the world at the time and in the anticipation of
the near future, that the Apocalyptist represents its ministers
under a special symbolical form, the second beast. See pp. 408 ff.
This second beast accomplishes his work by deceit and trickery
(vv. 13-15), and by the establishment of a kind of civic ostracism against the incompliant (vv. 16-17).
Q.va.pa.'Lvov EIC Tils ylls, coming up out of the earth: the second
beast, impersonating the ministers of the emperor-worship, is
appropriately represented under an aspect quite different from
that of the first beast. He lacks the marks of ferocity and
power; he speaks with the persuasive guile of the serpent who
deceived Eve; his horns, which in common symbolism denote
power, are not ten, but only the two horns of a young lamb;
he comes up, not from the sea, like the traditional monster of
terrible power, but from the earth. It is doubtful whether the
ascent from the earth has any other purpose than contrast with
the first beast. The two horns of the lamb (the specification of
the number shows it to be important) can hardly be taken (so,
many com.) as an intended equivalent of the proverbial 'sheep's
clothing,' Mt. 716 ; in number and in meaning they show the
second beast altogether wanting the might and terribleness of
the first. The dragon-like speech, as intimated by words attributed to the beast in v. 14 (see note there), seems to refer to
luring argument, the form of expression being suggested by the
story of the dragon, the serpent, in Eden; thus the second
beast's speech is contrasted with the first beast's loud blasphemy
against all heavenly things; the €A.ci"A€t W<;' opa!C(J)V is contrasted
with the A.a"Aovv JJ€'Ya"Aa, v. 5.
·
12. Tilv ~oucrla.v -rraua.v, all the authority: i.e. the full
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authority of the first beast delegated for this particular work.
evoo1TLOV a:uToil, before him : the second beast performs his
appointed service as in the presence of his master; cf. Lk. 17 5,
1 K. 171• - i:va. 1TpOO"KUVtlO"OUO"LV : for the construct. see on 39•
- ot e0Ep0.1TEii01J ICTA., whose death-stroke was healed. Reference is here made to the future culmination of ruler-worship
as it will be rendered to the Beast represented in the restored
head, i.e. the N eronic Antichrist. In these words the Beast is
identified with the head impersonating him.- ot, a.liToil: see
on v. 8.
13-14. Of. 2 Thess. 29, 'Whose coming is according to the
working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders
and with all deceit of unrighteousness.' Of. also Mk. 1322•
The Apocalyptist in describing the operations of the second
beast may have had in mind the wonders wrought by heathen
magic. On the miracle of calling fire from heaven cf. 2 K.1 10• 12,
Lk. 954. - i:va. 1TOL'fi : essentially equiv. to &a-T€ with infin., see
Blass § 69, 3; Burton § 222. - 8ul. Tel O"lJIJ-E'i.a., through the
wonders: for the use of oui see on 1211 • - AEycw • • . 1TOLflO"a.L
ElK6va. ICTA., bidding . . . to make an image, etc. In this command is expressed the sole function of the second beast, the
enforcement of divine homage to the first beast through the
worship of his image, as the Roman world was bidden to worship the statue of the emperor. This sentence contains also
the argument with which the priesthood urges the worship, the
miraculous revivification of the head that had been slain. The
wonders also which they will perform will give force to their
words, especially the artifice by which the image itself will be
made to speak and threaten with death those who refuse to
offer the worship.- In this verse again the Beast and the head
are identified (see on v. 3).- T~V 1TA1JY~V Tfls !J-a.Xa.Lp1JS, the
stroke of the sword: the words are appropriate to Nero's death
by his own sword.- E!,l]O"EV, lived: lived again; the meaning
here is not that the Beast himself continued to live notwithstanding the slaying of one of his heads (though this in itself
was true), but that so far as he was identified with a certain
head he ceased to exist in that impersonation with the death of
that head, and lived again with its resuscitation, i.e. in the Nero
reincarnate in Antichrist. For 'ciro in the sense of ava,ciro, live
-
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again, not infrequent, cf. 20 4•'\ Mt. 918 , Ro. 149 • The aor. is
inceptive.
15. The second beast gives life to the image and causes it
to speak and command worship to be addressed to itself under
penalty of death to the disobedient. Legends of statues assuming the functions of life are familiar in antiquity, and even in
the hagiology of the Christian Church. Simon Magus boasted
ego statuas moveri feci et animavi exanima (Clem, Recog. III. 47).
Magic and ventriloquism made such marvels common; but the
Christians attributed these to the presence of demonic power.
- a:vT~, to him: the second beast. For this reading see text.
note.-Ecl.v: instead of liv after relatives, frequent in the N.T.;
see Blass § 26, 4 ; Win. § 42, 6. - 0.1TOKTa.vO&w : if 7va is not
expressed (see text. note) it is to be supplied in thought.Tii ElK6VL TOil e,p(ou, the image of the Beast: the repetition is
characteristic of the author.
16. Toils JJ-LKpovs Ka.l. TOVS JJ-E'Ycl.Aous 1dA.., the small and the
great, etc.: for this formula emphasizing universality, see on
11 18. - 'Lva. 5ooaw a.1iTo'Ls: the subj. of the vb. may be indefinite, cf. 1011, 1615, that one give them a mark; or av-ro~r; may be
taken with reflexive force, that they give themselves a mark, see
H. A. § 684 a.- xO.pa.'YJJ-a., a mark : the mark is explained in
v. 17 as consisting of the name of the Beast, or what is equivalent, the number of his name. This mark indicates loyal devotion to the Beast; it is set where it could not easily be hid, on
the forehead or the right hand, and it is made requisite for the
essentials of social and industrial life, buying and selling. The
origin of the representation seems to be the practice occurring
among devotees of a god of branding themselves with a mark
indicative of their relation to the god; cf. Is. 44 5 (RV mrg. ),
see on 7 3 • Ptolemy Philadelphus compelled certain Alexandrian Jews to receive the mark of Dionysos (3 Mace. 229 ).
Numerous illustrations are collected by W etstein on Gal. 61 7 ;
cf. also Lightfoot on the same. Some find the origin of the
symbol used here in the Roman coinage, bearing the name or
likeness of the emperor, which must be m;ed in trading. But
the mark here spoken of is one impressed on the person, not on
some instrument of exchange. Deissmann (Neu. Bibelst. 68 :ff.)
finds the origin in the stamp containing the name and date of
2T
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the emperor which must be affixed to documents in commercial
transactions. At all events the meaning of the symbol is clear;
all must openly show themselves loyal worshipers of the Beast,
or be debarred from the ordinary relations of civic life. There
is no evidence that an edict of the kind was actually issued in
the establishment of the emperor-worship.
17-18. Upon the Number of the Beast, see pp. 403 :ff. - I f
teat be read before 7va ~.tiJ nr;, it coordinates its sentence with
lva OWCJW; both depend on 7T'Ottii. - ~I)E tcT'A., here, etc.: see on
v. 11.- uocj>(a., wisdom: i.e. understanding, skill, in solving the
problem of the number; cf. Dan. 922. - o/'I'Jci>LO'clTCO, calculate: the
agreement of the number and the name is to be ascertained by
calculating the sum of the value of the letters which form the
name (see p. 405).- cipL9fJ.Os -ycl.p tcrA..,jor it is a man's number:
the words encourage calculation by giving a certain clew to the
solution; the number of the Beast is the number, or what is
the same thing, furnishes the name, of a man. Some interpreters (Dust. Holtzm.-Bau. Gunkel, al.) urge against this
interpretation that TWO<; or evd<; would be required with av8pro7T'OV ; but the addition is not necessary, for though a certain
definite person be thought of (Nero), he may be spoken of
indefinitely. The alternative interpretation offered takes the
phrase, after the analogy of a man's measure in 21 17, to mean
such as is in common use among men ; so that the task of
computation is shown to be only one of ordinary human calculation. But the words in that sense would not aid in the
solution of the problem, for the Beast's name could be anything, the sum of whose letters amounts to 666, however unlike
names known to men. It is reasonably certain that the phrase
should be taken after the analogy of the similar phrases in the
context, the number of the name, the number of the Beast, and
his number. It means then the number denoting a man.
The phrase contains a mysterious hint that there is a man,
whose name gives the number 666, whose name then is the
name of the Beast. The calculation spoken of must start with
the man's name. It can hardly be doubted that the Apocalyptist assumes in some of his readers a knowledge, however
vaguely or secretly held, of the expectations regarding the
return of Nero.
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Textual notes. 121 8-13 18. 1218, Hr-ra87Jv PQ most min several vers R
Ti Alf Blj Sod Moff Bouss1896 al; £UTa87J NAC many min and vers Lch
Tr WH Ws Bouss 1906 RV al. It is difficult to decide between the two
readings; fortunately no important question in interpretation is affected.
While the Ms. evidence favors the second reading, the first seems preferable on exegetical grounds. If the dragon takes his stand on the shore, it
must be for the purpose of calling up from the sea his agent, the Beast; but
nothing is said of such a summons, and no command is uttered here; contrast the summonses in chapt. 6 and the command in 161. The dragon does
not appear in the following vision; his departure from the scene and the
conclusion of the vision of chapt. 12 seem to be intended in the words, 'he
went away,' etc. 1217. On the other hand the act expressed in the word is
appropriate to the Seer, who thus specifies his nearness to the scene of the
Beast's appearance, as he alludes to his position in 4 2, 17 3, 211°.-13 1. R
without authority adopts the order Ktcfm>.a~ £7TTa Kat KEpaTa 8£Ka.- ovop.o.Ta
N AQ min vers most edd; ovop.a CP min vers R Sod Blj. -3. R inserts
Et8ov before p.tav, so one min and some Mss. of the Vlg. - £8avp.auEv NPQ
most min Ti Blj Sod RV; £8avp.au8'YJ A some min R most edd; d)avp.aUTW(}'YJ C.- R with some min inserts €V before oA7J 'YJ 'Y'YJ· - 5. 7TOL7Juat
without added obj. ACP min vers edd; N adds o 8£Au; Q most min add
7TOAEp.ov. - 6. N°PQ many min vers R Bouss add Kat before Tov~; wanting in
N* A C most min vers most edd. - 7. The words Kat £8o87J ••• VtK'Y}Uat avTov~
are wanting in ACP some min; WH bracket; nearly all edd retain them
following NQ most min vers. The omission might easily occur through
oversight, since two consecutive sentences begin here with the same words,
Kat £8o8'YJ aVTw. -8. ov, before ov, C. Iren. nearly all edd; wv NPQ min
vers R Sod.-To ovop.a ACQ min edd, see Ws Ap. 105; Taovop.o.Ta NP some
min and vers R.-avTov AC most edd; avTwv N°PQ min. 10. After the
first atxp.o.Aw(nav, some min and some Mss. of the Vlg Iren Prim Bouss
add a1ray£t; wanting in nearly all sources and edd; R reads uvvayn with
some anc com, without Ms. authority. - 15. After £8o(}'YJ, N QPc nearly
all min edd read avTw; avT'YJ ACP* Lch WH RV. On aVT'YJ Westcott remarks that it is impossible to interpret it; and Hort suggests that T'YJ 'Y'YJ
may have been lost after avT'YJ, reference being made to 'the spirit of the
earth as given to the image of the Beast' (Notes on Select Readings) - a
suggestion which hardly calls for comment.- 7TOt7JU7J most sources and
edd; 7TOL7JUEt N some min Tr mrg WH mrg al. See translation in RV mrg.
- wa, before ocro' or a7TOKTav8wuw, AP some min and anc com R W s
(see Ap. 116) Bouss RV al; wanting in NQ many min Iren Ti; bracketed
by Alf WH Sod al. Its omission, whether by the author or a copyist, is
an oversight, as it is required with a7TOKTav8wuw.- 17. Kat, before tva
p.7J, N° APQ most min vers R W s Sod RV al; wanting in N*C some min
vers Iren Prim Lch Ti Blj ; bracketed by Alf WH Bouss Sw Moff al.18. Nearly all sources have the number 666 ; 616 is given in C two min
Ticonius. Iren. (Haer. V. 30) mentions certain of his time who adopted
the latter reading, but states that 666 is the number of all the oldest
and best sources; see Zahn Ein. II. 637.
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Criticism of 1218-1318• The connection of chapt. 13 with 1217, as exhibiting the instrument and the manner of Satan's war against the seed of the
woman, is so clear that nearly all critics are agreed in making the chapt. a
continuance of what is there begun, even though the paragraph of which
this is a part is regarded by some as not belonging originally to the
Apocalypse. Many following Vischer (85) trace the chapt. to a Jewish
apocalypse; so, Spitta, Schoen, J. Weiss, W ellhausen, al. It is written, as
is argued, entirely in a Jewish spirit, without original Christian traces; it
pictures Jewish horror of emperor-worship and a hatred of Rome as persecutor and conqueror of the Jewish people ; the characterization of Rome
as a deadly enemy is not Christian, it is not found elsewhere in theN. T.,
not even in the seven epistles, a Christian part of the Apocalypse; the
Jewish character of the chapt. is seen especially in the abhorrence of the
Roman coins bearing the image of the emperor (v. 17), which it was sinful
to touch; the chapt. contains nothing distinctly Christian; vv. 9-10 containing the specifically Christian terms V7rOp.ovfJ and 7r{crn>, and the words 'the
Lamb that was slain,' v. 8, are additions of the redactor, as shown by their
inappropriateness to the context.
But the inconclusiveness of this argument, so far as it relates to vv. 8,
9-10, 17 is shown above in the Com. For the alleged non-Christian attitude
toward Rome see p. 396. It is an error to find a contradiction in this
respect between this chapt. and the seven epistles. It is true that these do
not make special mention of Rome's hostility ; they speak specifically of
the perils and enmities encountered in the respective congregations, because
the Prophet is seeking in this way to prepare the several churches, through
victory over the dangers immediately present with them and especially those
inhering in their present spiritual state, to meet the great trial now threatening the Church at large ; that thought forms the background of the admonitions given. But the part which the hostility of the Roman power is
to play in the trial is well known, the presence of a Satanic agency as
already at work in the imperial arrogation of divine honor is probably
alluded to in 218 (see note there). At all events the later portions of the
book, setting forth Roman agency in the great trial, are only a continuation
and unfolding of the Prophet's message to the churches; in other words
chapt. 13 is just as truly a part of the message to the seven churches as are
the seven epistles, and no difficulty can arise from the author's deferring to
this place specific mention of a fact which lies behind all the epistles and
concerns all the churches alike. As regards the attitude of Rome toward
Christians, there is nothing in the picture of the Beast's enmity to God's
people which is inappropriate in the mouth of a Christian; see p. 494.
Moreover there is, quite apart from the Christian passages, exscinded without sufficient reason, a rather clear intimation that the writer has in mind
here the Christians rather than Jews; the prominence given in the chapt.
to the insistence on emperor-worship and the perils of disobedience reflect
Christian rather than Jewish experiences; seep. 199.
Critics who do not accept the chapt. as an originally planned part of the
Apocalypse have offered different hypotheses concerning its origin and re-
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daction. Spitta (134 ff., 3G2 ff.) makes the Beast a single person and identifies him with Caligula whose history presents certain striking parallelisms.
This identification forms the norm for Spitta's treatment of the whole
passage. He exscinds not only the Christian allusions in VY. 8, 9-10, but
also the mention of the wounded head healed (v. 3), and all other allusions
to Nero, of whom the original form of the oracle knew nothing; these all
are additions of the redactor, who following chapt. 17 identified the Beast
with Nero, and worked over chapt. 13 to make it conform with chapt. 17.
The 7rAYJr7J 8av&:rov was primarily the deadly sickness from which Caligula
recovered. The number of the Beast was 616
Katuap (Caligula)
but since the redactor could not apply that number to Nero he changed it
to 666, which by the use of Reb. letters and the scriptio defectiva could give
the name Nero. The second beast, who by his magic arts furthered the
paying of divine homage to Caligula, was Simon Magus. The original
form of the passage then was purely Jewish representing the trials under
Caligula. This document a Christian editor of the second century worked
over into the present form. Vcilter ( Offenb. 100 ff.) makes the chapt. a
part of the large paragraph which he supposes Cerinthus to have inserted
in the Apocalypse; see pp. 226 f. Chapt. 17, which according to Volter's
theory belonged to an Appendix added by the original Christian apocalyptist himself, was a few years afterwards seen by Cerinthus to contain unfulfilled prophecies, e.g. the return of Nero as the Beast. Cerinthus therefore prepared chapt. 13 as a kind of recension of chapt. 17. The tenth
horn is Vespasian in whose reign the Roman empire (the Beast) recovered
from the troubles of the interregnum (the deadly wound). In him Nero,
the wounded head, returned from the dead. Cerinthus obtained the number 666 by writing the Gk. word ()YJp{ov with Heb. letters; but by the use
of Heb. letters this number could be made to yield Titus :Flavius Vespasianus Augustus ; and at the same time Caesar Nero. V espasian therefore
is the Beast, and at the same time Nero redivivus. J. Weiss (92 ff., 139 ff.)
takes the beast-vision, 13 1 -7, to be a doublet of the dragon-vision in
chapt. 12, since the office of both is 'TrOt~CTat 7r0AffJ-OY fJ-f'Tii 'TWY ay[wv. The
two traditions existing separately are here placed side .by side, either by the
apocalyptist of Q. (Weiss' Jewish document) or by the later redactor,
without effort to work them over into one. In seeking to recover the form
which the passage had in Q, several parts must be omitted as additions of
the last redactor; in v. 3 the head wounded and healed, in v. 6 the words
'those who dwell in the heaven,' v. 8 which speaks of the emperorworship, vv. 9-10 containing an exhortation inappropriate here. The
second beast is a figure transformed from a false Messiah or false prophet,
mentioned in the original Christian apocalypse. \Vellhausen (Anal. 21 ff.)
sees in the chapt. an extensive working over of a Jewish source in which the
Beast represented the Roman empire, the imperium, and not an emperor,
to which was given power to war against the Jews and overcome them in
the 3! years' war. In that earlier form the oracle contained no mention of
Nero redivivus, of a second beast, a false prophet, nor even of an image of
the emperor. Verses 3a, 7b-9, lOa, 14-15,18, and sundry other traits in the
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passage are the work of one or more redactors. The original of the second
beast was the alter ego of the imperium, which was conceived to represent
the full power of the imperium in the provinces, as the .imperium itself had
its seat in the city of Rome. As no plastic likeness of the abstract imperium (as distinguished from an emperor) can be formed, this alter ego
was thought of as the dKwv of the imperium, just as Jesus is the £lKwv of
God. This part of the vision (vv. 11 ff.) primarily ran thus: 'I saw a
likeness ( = an alter ego) of the Beast in the country (the provinces in contrast with the city of Rome) which exercises the full power of the Beast
in his stead and compels the inhabitants of the provinces to worship the
Beast' (Anal. 23). Quite at variance with this primary representation, a
redactor read into the alter ego the idea of a false prophet who should precede Antichrist, as Elijah precedes the true Messiah, vv. 13, 14.
It must suffice here to present certain general considerations regarding
these and kindred hypotheses, without taking· up details in argument.
(1) The respective excisions and reconstructions which are a sine-qua-non
for the maintenance of the hypotheses are not, on grounds apart from the
presuppositions of the particular theory advocated, established with such
certainty as to gain the general assent of critical opinion; they are frequently altogether arbitrary, and disregard both the natural exegesis of the
chapt. and the author's manner of composition. For the correctness of this
statement reference must be made to the interpretation presented in different parts of the Corn. (2) A clear recognition of the author's purpose in
the chapt. and the place it occupies in his plan, of the free use he makes
of traditional symbolism, and of his latitude in the application of current
beliefs, leaves the passage without insuperable difficulty as an original part
of a Christian apocalypse written near the end of the century, and as consonant with other parts of the book. (3) The excerpting, the unskillful
combining and working over of material, the failure to adjust matter to a
unified scheme, which are required in these hypotheses, presuppose a
method of composition so artificial that it becomes probable only when
supported by incontestible evidence, or when no other theory reasonably
accounts for the phenomena.

XIV. 1-5. The redeemed with the Lamb on mount Zion. See
p. 279.
The 1/;.J;.fJOO, and mount Zion. The vision of the Messiah
with a great company of the redeemed on mount Zion is suggested by prophecies of the last days familiar from the writings
of the prophets and apocalyptists ; e.g. Joel 232, ' Whosoever
shall call on the name of the Lord shall be delivered ; for in
mount Zion and in Jerusalem there shall be those that escape';
2 Es. 242 r., 'I saw upon the mount Zion a great multitude
whom I could not number, ... aml in the midst of them there
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was a young man of a high stature, taller than all the rest, and
upon every one of their heads he set crowns' ; idem 1335 ff., Is.
2423, Mic. 47, Jub. 12s. (1) Mount Zion, synonymous with
Jerusalem, is one of the standing teTms to designate the central
seat of the eschatological kingdom; and like Jerusalem, it
sometimes has an ideal, though earthly, significance not identical with the local Zion of history; it belongs to the renewed
earth as the holy place in the new kingdom; but its location
is thought of vaguely, cf. 2 Es. 1053 f., 1336, En. 90 29 • (On the
distinction of the eschatological from the familiar geographical
Zion, see Volz 372 f.) Much as Christian thought, especially
Christian hymnology, has identified new Jerusalem and mount·
Zion with heaven itself, these terms are not used in the Scriptures and apocalyptic writers to denote the celestial abode of
God. The 'mount Zion, the city of the living God, the heavenly ,Jerusalem' in He b. 12 22 ,- the 'Jerusalem that is above' in
Gal. 426, denote the perfect archetype or pattern of the earthly,
which in Heb. thought now exists in heaven, and in the end is
to descend in full realization; they are not designations o~
heaven the place of God and his hosts. In our book the new
Jerusalem is distinctly located on the renewed earth ( chapts.
21-22), and the 'beloved city' of the millennial period is also
upon earth (20 9). The vision of these verses, 1-5, has not to
do with any experience of the 144,000 leading up to the end.
It pictures them in a triumph that is final; their trial is past,
they have been redeemed, they bear the names that mark them
as final victors; cf. 3 12 • It is certain then that the author in
this passage uses the term mount Zion in the sense found
everywhere in apocalyptic writings, denoting, not heaven (so,
many com.), but the seat of the messianic kingdom. The
~pinion that the place of the faithful seen here is to be distinguished from the Jerusalem of the renewed earth (so, Bouss.,
Blj., al.) rests upon the supposition, (a) that the new earth and
the new Jerusalem do not appear till a later plaee in the drama
of the book (2Pff., 10 ), and (b) that the 144,000 are a special
class of the saints, who receive a reward before the general resurrection, and the beatification of all, as do the martyrs in
the millennium. But (a) the vision is wholly anticipatory,
like that of 79 ff., and does not intimate any order in the
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sequence of events ; it is simply a vision of the End. (See
p. 246.) (b) It will be seen below that the 144,000 are to be
taken as identical with the body of the redeemed as a whole ;
they do not form a select part. There is in this case no mention of a distinction between a first and a general resurrection ;
contrast 20°.)
(2) The 1!;.4/)00. These are in v. 3 identified with the
redeemed ; the words there added are not o't' ~ryopdrrO'YJrrav, who
were redeemed, but the appositional phrase oi ~ryoparr~J-evot, the
redeemed, as if the whole body of the redeemed, and not
a particular class among them, were meant. On the other
hand in vv. 4-5 they are described in language which is interpreted by a large number of scholars as limiting them to a
select class (so, Dust., Holtzm., Blj., and many others). The
argument is as follows: (a) The word a?Tapx~. first-fruits,
likens them to the first fruits of the ground which are offered
to God (Dt. 26 1- 11, Lv. 2310- 14 ), and which are only the
beginning of the ingathering that is to follow. This use
of the word to designate the first in the order of time occurs
in a figurative sense in Ro. 16 15, 1 Co.'1520, al. (b) The moral
qualities attributed to the 144,000 mark them as distinguished
for their holiness, especially their asceticism ; they are celibates
( ?Tap(Nvot, v. 4 ). Asceticism, it is argued, is encouraged in
early Christian teaching (Mt. 19 12, 1 Co. 725-40 ), and by this
time had become widespread; a higher degree of sanctity is
attributed to the unmarried (cf. Ign. Pol. 5). (c) This evidence of a chosen company among the saints is confirmed by
the absence of the article in the first mention of the 144,000;
if those spoken of before in 71- 8, whether as the chosen of
Israel or the whole body of Christians, were meant in this
place, the art. must have been used. The conclusion then is
that the 144,000 are a select class of the saints who by the
practice of Christian virtues, especially asceticism, have won
for themselves a preeminent place, and like the martyrs will
receive a particular reward before the final judgment. Comparison of the 144,000 with the sharers in the millennium does
not suggest identity ; the characteristics are altogether different, cf. vv. 4-5 with 20 4 • They are here seen in the enjoyment of their special reward in the presence of the Messiah on
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mount Zion, an eschatological but earthly center in the messianic kingdom.
But the grounds urged in support of the above interpretation
are far from convincing. (a) The first-fruits, a7rapx?], bear a
twofold relation; viewed with reference to the husbandman's
ingathering they are the first, others come after; but viewed
as an offering to God they stand alone ; they are the part
chosen out as a holy thing, consecrated and belonging to God,
and are not in this relation followed by others; they constitute
the whole. Jeremiah (2 3) using the term figuratively calls
Israel 'holiness unto Jehovah, the first-fruits'; it is chosen
out of the tribes of men as the part holy unto God and belongs
wholly to him. The prophet has here no thought of other
nations who may later be joined with God's people. Cf. Ezk.
48 8• 10• 20, where the area wholly consecrated to God is called
a7rapx~; there. is no thought here of a later addition to be
made to that part. In the same way James (118) describes the
whole body of Christians as 'a kind of first-fruits.' That the
author of our passage has in mind this relation of the firstfruits he shows by adding the words 'unto God and the Lamb';
he is speaking of that which forms the hallowed offering belonging wholly to God. If he had in mind the other relation,
that of priority in time, meaning that the 144,000 are the first
in a continuing series, we should expect 'the first-fruits of the
saints,' as in 1 Co. 1520, 'the first-fruits of them that sleep';
cf. 1 Co. 1615, Ro. 165• (b) The meaning of 7rapfNvot, virgins,
must be determined by the words with which it is directly
COnnected, J.LETa "fVVal/CWV OlJ/C Ep.O'A.VVB'I]UaV, Were not defiled With
women- words which cannot refer to conjugal intercourse, for
p.o'A.vvw, defile, when used figuratively, always contains the idea
of sin, and nowhere in the Scriptures is there trace of such a
thought regarding marriage. Ceremonial uncleanness might
be thought to follow coition (Lv. 1518), but the word characterizing it, atcdBapTo<;, does not necessarily imply sin. These
words of v. 4 can therefore only refer to adultery or fornication. The following words, 7rapBevot rydp eluw, for they are
virgins, like ap.wp.o{ elutv, v. 5, express the permanent character
of the 144,000 (the change to the present tense should be
noticed) and explain how they escaped pollution; it is not
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because they were celibates, but because they are chaste in fixed
principle of character (see further on v. 4). That the word
7rap(Nvor;, virgin, in this figurative sense might be applied even
to the married seems to be attested by Ign. Smyr. 13, Tas 7rapBevovr; Ta<; Xeryop,eva<; x?}par;, which Lightfoot interprets, 'the
widows whom I call virgins because of their purity and devotion.' (c) The absence of the art. in the first mention of the
144,000 shows only that the writer does not here specifically
point out the identity of these with those before mentioned
(71-s), though he may have the same persons in mind. The
indefiniteness is characteristic of visions; e.g. in 173 'a woman'
is the one before mentioned in v. 1; in 152 'a sea of glass' is
that mentioned in 46 ; in 1414 the 'one like unto a son of man'
is the one mentioned in 113 • Further objection to finding in
the 144,000 a select class of the saints arises in the departure
from the author's usage which would thus be presented. These
anticipatory passages, whether visions or songs of praise, always
relate to the people of God as a whole; and since this vision
of triumph (vv. 1-5) stands over against the great war of Satan
upon the whole Church, it would fail of the usual purpose of
such passages, if its promise were limited to the small portion
contained in the ascetics and unmarried.
It appears therefore clearly preferable to identify the 144,000
with the whole body of the sealed and redeemed ( chapt. 7) and
to l3ee in the vision a revelation of their final triumph shown to
them in anticipation to encourage them in face of the conflict
with Satan and his agents just described (see pp. 244 ff.). For
the number 144,000 as symbolical of the whole people of God
see pp. 535, 254. The words, 'the redeemed,' define the state
of these; then with an admonitory purpose the Apocalyptist
in vv. 4-5 describes, in terms of the cardinal Christian virtues,
the character they had maintained in life ; they were wholly
consecrated to God, they everywhere followed Christ as their
leader, they were chaste, and no untruth was found in them;
they are spotless. Two virtues, purity and truth, are singled
out for mention, probably because of the prevalence of impurity
and untruth in surrounding heathen society. Similarly St. Paul,
1 Thess. 43 ff·, in exhorting to complete sanctification, warns
specifically against the two heathen vices of impurity and
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avarice.

The opposites of the two virtues named in our pasand truth, appear in 21 8 in the list of attributes
which 'exclude from inheritance of "the kingdom; cf. also 21 27.
It is evident that in none of these passages is the order of
attributes mea1.1t to indicate relative importance.
sa~chastity

XIV. 1. On mount Zion and the 144,000 see above.'TO cipv£ov, the Lamb: for the use of the title the Lamb, see pp.
314 ff.- EXOU<ra.L 'TO oVOfLa. tcTX., having the name, etc. : the
name set on the forehead is not to be distinguished from the
seal of 73 ; the seal is thought of as consisting of the name, as
the mark of the Beast consists of his name, or its equivalent,
1317. For the significance of the mark see on 13 17. The words
set the redeemed in contrast with the worshipers of the Beast,
who bear his name ; at the same time there is here a reminiscence of 312 ; the bearing of the name is a token of victory ;
cf. 224. - 'TO oVOfLa. a.'\'I'T0-6, his name: the name of the Lamb is
here placed before that of God because of the prominence of
the Lamb in the sentence.
2-3. The prophet from his position on the earth hears the
song sung in the court of heaven. The representation given in
chapts. 4-5 of the great throne-room in heaven reappears incidentally in different places throughout the book; cf. 711• 17,
1116 , 19', 21 3• 5• Who the singers are is left indefinite, as in ·
1115, 1210, 1916• They are not the Living Creatures and the
Elders as in 5sff., for they are distinguished from these in v. 3.
Apparently they are the innumerable hosts of angels as in 511,
711 ; the similes of the many waters and the thunder refer to
the loudness of a song sung by great multitudes, cf. 196, In
79 f·, 15 2 f. the saints themselves sing the hymn of praise, but
here they must first learn the song from others (v. 3). That
they are not the singers (though some com. interpret so) is
clear from the fact that they are on mount Zion, but the hymn
is sung in heaven. That the redeemed should sing the praise
of their redemption is implied in their learning the song, but
that is not mentioned. What is meant here is the joy in
heaven over the salvation of the saints; cf. 711 , Lk. 1510. - cp6ilv
Ka.Lvt\v, a new song: see on 59• That the theme of the song is
the now accomplished salvation of the saints is evident from
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the meaning of the vision.- o'lillels Ellvva.To fLa.OE'iv ICTA.., no
man could learn the song, etc.: none but those who themselves
experienced the blessedness of the salvation attained could
learn to sing its praise duly.
4-5. Over against the promise contained ~n vv. 1-3 the
Apocalyptist in these verses sets as an admonition to his
readers the character of those who attain the promise. - ot
. . . EfLOAVVO'I')<ra.v, who were not defiled, etc.: many take the
words to be wholly metaphorical, some understanding spiritual
purity in general, freedom from all contamination from sin ( cf.
2 Co. 112), others, avoidance of idolatry, which is frequently
spoken of as adultery toward God. But the addition of the
specific words f..I£Td, ryvvat/Cwv, with women, excludes such figurative interpretation; the sentence must be taken literally, as
most recent interpreters agree. See further p. 649. -The past
tense in the vbs. of these verses refers to the time prior to the
gathering of the saints on mount Zion, i.e. the time of their
earthly life; the presents elu{v, to their fixed, essential character. -1Ta.p6evoL yQ.p EL<rLV, for they are virgins: the words
account for ( rydp, for) the avoidance of pollution; the saints
had been kept from it in their earthly life, because the principle of chastity is an essential trait of their character, they
are pure in heart. For the application of 1rap8evor;, virgin, to
men, see L and S,, Thayer, s.v.
ol ciKoAouOovvTEs, the followers: the partie. with the art. is
equivalent to a noun, and the time of its action is determined
by the context; cf. Burton § 123, H.A. § 966. The vb., of
which this phrase is the pred. and ovrot the subj., is omitted;
it is probably l]uav rather than elu{v, since the two other ohot
clauses with which this is parallel have the principal vbs. in
the past tense; the,three clauses refer to the past of the saints,
which led to their present glorified state; these were followers
of the Lamb in all his ways. The vb. changes to the pres. in
the dependent clause, whithersoever he goeth, because the paths
of Christ's leading are thought of as absolute, without reference to time. For the presents elu{v see above. The language
here does not refer specifically to the martyr's death (so, some
com.), but to perfect discipleship; it echoes words frequent in
the Lord's utterances, e.g. Mt. 1921 , Mk. 834, Lk. 527, Jno. 1226.
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01TO\l av I€TA.: if lJ7rdry€t is read here, the indic. is wholly
irregular; see Blass § 65, 7.- T)yopO.a911aa.v I€T'A.., were redeemed,
etc.: this is not a mere repetition of oi ~ryoparrJ.dvot in v. 3
(see below); the paramount thought here is in the predicate
a7rapx?}, first-fruits; they were redeemed from among men to
be like the first-fruits wholly consecrated to God. As in the
connected clauses it is their character that is spoken of. For
a7rapx1], first-fruits, see pp. 648 f.- oilx Eilpe911 'itEil8os "TX., no
lie was found, etc.: cf. 2127, 22 15• For the emphasis laid on
truth cf. Jno. 8 44, 1 Pet. 222, Ps. 322, Zeph. 313, Mal. 2 6. - lij1(1)tJ-OL Elaw, they are faultless: this epithet sums up in one word
the description of the perfect character of those who are seen
with the Lamb on mount Zion; cf. Eph. 14, Col. 1 22 •
-

Textual notes, 141- 5• 1. P some min R omit To before apvwv.- R with
P one min omits avTov Kat To ovop.a. - 2. Instead of '1'/ cpwv'l'J TJII TJKovcm, P
a few min R read cf>wll'l'Jv TJKovua; R then with a few min omits w> before
Kt0apw8wv.- 3. w>, before wS'l'Jv KaLIITJII, AC many min R RV many edd;
wanting in NPQ many min Ti W s Blj ; Sod brackets. - 4. Before ot aKoAovOoVIIT£>, Q most min some vers R insert £tuw; wanting in NACP some min
edd.- v1ray'l'J NPQ most min R most edd; V'Trayn AC some min Lch WH
al.- 5. R with a few min reads SoXo> instead of tJtw&>. -After ap.wp.ot,
yap is added in NQ most min and vers R Ti Blj; wanting in ACP some
min and vers most edd.- R with some Mss. of the vlg add~ £vwmov Tov
Opovov 'TOV Owv after uutv.
Criticism of 141- 5• This passage is pronounced by some critics one of the
most enigmatical in the book. The chief objections urged are the following. (a) . Want of connection with the context. The gathering of the
144,000 with the Lamb on mount Zion stands in no sequence with the
activities of the Beast in the preceding chapt., or with the coming judgment announced in vv. 6-20; so, e.g. Vischer 54. (b) Irreconcilability
with 71.:..s. There the 144,000 are the servants of God universally (7 8),
here they are those only who are especially distinguished by their holiness, in particular their chastity ; there they bear the seal or name of God ;
here they bear the name of the Lamb also; so, e.g. Vulter, Problem, 231.
(c) Inconsistencies within the passage itself. In v. 1 the scene is on mount
Zion, in v. 3 in heaven; the song of praise should be sung, not by unnamed
angels, but by the redeemed themselves, as in 1531·; the 144,000 are defined
several times, partly in identical terms repeated ( oi ~yopaup.wot and ot ~yo
pauO'l'Juav), partly in divergent terms-all irregularities, which show the
presence of several hands; so, Wellhausen Anal. 23.
The principal theories offered regarding the origin of the passage may
be summarized briefly. (1) The passage is the work of a Christian redactor who added it to give a wider interpretation of 71 - 8 ; there the delivered
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are 144,000 chosen out of Israel, but a Christian could not see in that the
whole number of the redeemed, and he here seeks to show that the 144,000
there spoken of are only a selection out of the host of believers; so, e.g.
Vischer 52. (2) A redactor has worked over the primitive Christian passage which he found here. It was he that added 79-17 to show that the
144,000, the chosen of Israel, spoken of in 71- 8 as the whole of the elect,
were only a part; in the same way here he seeks to give a broader scope to
the original of this passage which in v. 1 spoke of the redeemed as 144,000;
he adds vv. 4-5 and represents that 144,000 as only a part, the 6lite, chosen
because of their asceticism and peculiar obedience ; so Volter, Problem, 231 f.
J. Weiss (94 f., 65 f.) finds here a working over of a passage contained in
the original Johannine Apocalypse in which the 144,000, Jewish Christians, the sealed of Israel (7 1- 8), were represented as standing loyal to the
Lamb, the true Messiah, in the last days when the false prophet, or the
false Messiah, appears in Israel (chapt. 13); but the redactor to whom
the present form is due transformed the 144,000, identifying them with a
small part of the Church, those who in the last days, when most of the
Christians fall in martyrdom, are led by the Lamb to mount Zion and there
preserved from the final calamities. (3) One or two Jewish documents
have been worked over here by a Christian redactor. Spitta (142 ff.) refers
the original to his Jewish document J 1• To recover the original oracle he
substitutes in v. 1 (hov 'wvTo> for avTov Kat ..• 7raTpo>, and interprets
&.pv{ov (omitting the art.) of a Jewish leader, perhaps Gamaliel; he omits
vv. 2-3, Kat TW &.pv{w after no fhw v. 4, and brackets oi aKoAov8ovVTf> • . •
iJ1raYO v. 4. Weyla~d (160 ff.) r~fers vv. 2-3 to his Jewish source Aleph,
the rest of the passage to a redactor.
The difficulties raised in the above criticism and made the ground of
these different hypotheses have, it is believed, been sufficiently met in the
Com., pp. 646 ff., and in the Summary (Introd. p. 279). They arise from
a disregard of the Apocalyptist's habit of inserting anticipatory passages,
and from the misinterpretation of the 144,000 as a select part of the saints
in contrast with the whole Church. Bouss. (382 f.) has pointed out traces
of the author of the Apocalypse as a whole which are found in nearly every
verse of our passage. The following parallelisms may be noted: v. 2 and
11 6, 19 6 ~ v. 3 a and 59, chapt. 4; v. 3 b and 191~; v. 4 b and 717; v. 4 c
and 591·•

XIV. 6-20. Announcement of the last judgment, warning, and
promise. ·See pp. 280 f.
6~7. In these verses the first of a series of angels introduced
in the visions of this chapt. announces the glad tidings that
God's eternal purpose is about to be fulfilled, the judgment is
at hand; and all the world is summoned to repent and worship
God. - liAAOV CiyyE~ov, another angel: the contrast in &A'Xov,
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another, is not clear. Perhaps the angel singers in vv. 2-3 are
thought of, or perhaps a contrast is intended with the angels
in general who have hitherto appeared; see on 101, where a
similar ambiguity occurs. The specification of a dijj"erent angel
is attributable to the author's fondness for variety in the persons introduced; see on 55 • Neither of the explanations suggested offers serious difficulty; and the word cannot be taken
to furnish ground for violent critical procedure (see p. 666).
It is grammatically possible to take aA.A.ov, another, as a pronoun in contrast with the Lamb; I saw another, viz.: an angel
flying, etc. (Volter); but in that sense the word 'another' is
more than superfluous. The supposition that the Lamb in
vv. 1-5 is thought of as an archangeFwith whom this angel
is contrasted is at variance with the ..author's christology. The
omission of aA.A.ov after some Mss. ra,ses the greater difficulty
of accounting for its insertion in this' connection. - EV tJ.Euoupa.viJtJ.a.TL, in mid-heaven: in the sight and hearing of all, as the
call is addressed to all; cf. 813.
E'lia.yy41">..Lov, glad tidings: the article is not prefixed, and the
reference is not to the gospel. What the tidings are is shown
by A.ery(J)v ICTA.., saying, etc., i.e. the announcement that God's
eternal purpose regarding his people is about to be accomplished, the judgment is near; cf. etrl]ryryeA.tuEv, 107 • A comparison of v. 7 with 107 shows that the glad message here
spoken of is not the offer of grace implied in the call to repentance (so, some comm. ). - a.l<ilvLov, eternal: existing from
eternity. The epithet belongs to the divine purpose rather
than to the tidings; it is transferred to the latter; these are
called eternal because their subject is such. - EVO."{"{EAL!TO.L : for
the infin. with lxEw cf. Jno. 1612, Lk. 740 . - En{: not found
elsewhere with EvaryryEA.{sEtv; perhaps the angel's call is thought
of as sent forth over the dwellers on the earth. -Toils Ka.6~
vous brt Tlls ylls: not different from ToV<; ICaTot/CovvTa<; ICT'A.,
which is found elsewhere. See on 310• - Ka.t E1TL 1rO.v f!6vos
ICTA.., even unto every nation, etc.: the words repeat with emphatic comprehensiveness 'those that dwell on the earth';
hence /Ca{ should be translated even.- 56TE a.'liTci) 56~a.v, give
him glory: for this expression meaning repent see on 111 3. ~">..6Ev 1} «ilpa., the h£YUr has come: i.e. is close at hand. While
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the announcement of the judgment brings good tidings to the
saints, it is a call to the world to fear God and repent. - Tci)
-rroLT)<Ta.vn'Tov o'lipa.vov wrA.., him who made the heaven, etc.: the
ground for worshiping God is here found in his character as
creator of all, as in 411, Ac. 424, 1415 ; see on 411 • The language
of natural theology is appropriate in an appeal to all the world,
including the heathen. -'lTTiyd.s vSanw, springs of waters: for
this addition to the comprehensive formula, 'the heavens and
the earth and the sea,' cf. 81 o, 164.
8. The second angel proclaims the judgment upon Rome.
Special mention of Rome's fall is demanded because of its
prominence among eschatological events and among the predictions of the book, chapts. 17-195 • See p. 158. Babylon
formed the ancient parallel of Rome; it was the capital of a
world-empire, it was famous for its luxury and moral corruption, above all it was the powerful foe of God's people. And
as Edom became a name for the Roman empire (see Weber,
System, 348 :ff. ), so Babylon became the mystic name for the
city of Rome; e.g. Sib. Or. V. 143, 159, Ap. Bar. 11 1 , 67 7,
Rev. 14 8, 1619, 17 5 , 18 2 • 10• 21 , probably 1 Pet. 513 • That Rome
is meant in the passages in Rev. is made clear by chapts. 1718; see p. 690. Babylon is always called great in Rev.; cf.
also Dan. 430. - E1TE<TEV, has fallen: cf. 182• The language is
taken directly from Is. 219; cf. J er. 502, 51 8• Here, as in the
0. T. passages, the past tense is prophetic. -il EK Toil otvou
JCTA.., that hath made all nations to drink of the wine, etc.: the
cause of Rome's punishment which is mentioned here is as in
172• 4 her corruption of the nations of the world; but see on
17 6 • -TOil o'Lvou . . . -rropve(a.s, the wine of the wrath of her fornication: cf. 183 • The expression blends two distinct ideas:
(1) the wine which the courtesan Rome gives to intoxicate
and seduce to fornication, c£. 17 2• 4, Jer. 51 7 - reference is
made to Rome's enticement of the nations to idolatry and
all manner of corruption; (2) the cup of God's wrath, which
he gives those to drink whom he will terribly punish, cf. v. 10,
1619 ; this figure is common in the 0. T., e.g. Jer. 2515, •take
this cup of the wine of wrath at my hand and cause all the
nations to whom I send thee to drink it,' cf. Job 21 20 ,. Ps. 75 8 ,
Is. 5117, Jer. 49 12 ; primarily the figure does not refer to dis-
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agreeableness of taste, but to the maddening effects- these
God uses as his punishment. In our passage the cup is
described fully as both that which Rome uses to entice, and
the cup of God's wrath.
9. In view of the coming judgment and the call of the world
to worship God (vv. 6-7 ), a third angel utters warning of the
terrible punishment that must fall on those that worship the
Beast, vv. 9-11. Thus the Apoc.alyptist touches directly one
of the perils prominent in the historic background of his book,
the worship of the emperors. Upon the worship of the Beast,
his mark, etc., see 13 8-17.- E1fL TOil tLEToovou, rr,v XE'Lpa.: the
change of case after €-Jr{ is striking, but not significant; p,&anrov
stands in the gen. (pl.) in 7 3, 94, 141, 22 4 ; in the ace. (sing.)
in 1316, 17 5, 20 4 ; xetp stands in the gen. in 1316, in the ace. in
201, 4.
10. Ka.£, before aim)<; : best taken as introducing the apodosis; cf. Kiihn. II. § 524, 1. A. 2, Blass § 77, 6; it emphasizes
the correspondence of the prot. and the apod., if he worship, he
shall also suffer puniJlhment. Against connection with the
pron., he also (RV) is the fact that there is nothing with
which the pron. is properly contrasted. For airro<; as emphatic
he, see Blass § 48, 1. - oi:vou Toil eutLOV /CTA., wine of the wrath of
God: see on v. 8. - I<EKEpa.<TtLtVOU ci.Kpcl.Tou, poured out (lit.
mixed) unmixed : the full strength of the wine is emphasized.
The contradiction in the literal meaning of the words is
relieved by the fact that ICepdvvVJJ.£ came to be used in the
sense of pour out, i.e. into the cups; in common practice water
was always mixed with the wine, and in the ordinary use of
the word to denote the filling of the cups for drinking the
preliminary process of mixing was easily· forgotten. The same
oxymoron occurs in Aristoph. Eccl. 1123, !Cepacrov ct!CpaTov.6u11oil, opyi\s, wrath, anger: the former refers more to vehement,
furious activity; the latter to the cause, the settled feeling of
righteous indignation. See Trench Syn. 130 :ff.- £v vupt Ka.t
6E£~, with fire and brimstone: c£. 19 20 , 2010, 21 8•
Unending torture in :J:ire is the punishment everywhere in apocalyptic literature assigned to Satan and his followers; seep. 68. On the
picture of vv. 10-11, cf. Is. 34 9 - 10. - EV001fLOV T<i>V a:yyf.Ac))V
/CTA., in the presence of the angels, etc.: the idea is common in
2u
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apocalyptic literature that the punishment of the wick~d is
made more grievous because they can behold the bliss of the
righteous and the heavenly beings; c£. En. 27 3, 'In the last
days there shall be upon them the spectacle of righteous judgment in the presence of the righteous for ever'; cf. En. 10815,
2 Es. 7 36• 83-87, Ap. Bar. 304, 51 5 t·, Lk. 16 23. - d.y((l)v, holy: for
the word applied to angels as an epithet of dignity, cf. Mk. 8 38 ,
Lk. 926, Ac. 1022; frequent in En. e.g. 20 1- 8, 21 5• 9. - EV001TLOV
TOV cipv(ou, in the presence of the Lamb: the place of the Lamb
after the angels has led some critics to reject this phrase ; see
p. 666. But in 2 Es. 783- 87, where as here the torment of the
wicked in the sight of the blessed is described, 'the glory of
the Most High ' is placed after all the rest as the most grievous
of the sights. So here special emphasis falls upon the mention
of the Lamb at the end of the sentence, as if the most poignant
factor in the pain of the wicked would be the sight of the
triumph of the Lamb, against whom as worshipers of the Beast
they had made war. The supposition that the phrase 'in the
presence of the angels' may be a late Jewish paraphrase for' in
the presence of God' ( c£. Bouss. in Zoe.) is not supported in cases
where reference is made to God as distinct from other heavenly
beings; i.e. there is not authority for taking this clause to be
equivalent to 'in the presence of God and the Lamb.'
11. o Ka.1TVOS ICTA., the smoke oftheir torment, etc.; c£. 193. oliK exou<TLV . . . vuKT6s, they have no rest day and night: c£.
4 8. - ol 1TpO<TKllVOVVTES ICTA., those that worship the Beast, etc.:
the three clauses of the opening sentence of the message ( v. 9)
are repeated at the end to enforce upon the readers the warning against the sin whose punishment has just been described.
12-13. The warning addressed to all the world against the
worship of the Beast is followed in these verses by special
admonition and encouragement to the saints. In the supreme
peril of the short period intervening before the judgment they
are called to steadfastness ; at the same time they are assured
of blessedness in the event of a martyr's death. The call to
steadfastness, as in 13 9- 10 , comes from the Prophet him~el£ ; the
promise of blessedness comes with all the solemn warranty of a
voice from heaven.- ~liE ~ l!1TOtJ.OvTJ ICTA., here is the steadfastness of the saints: see on 1310 • ii>O€, here, refers to the trials
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laid upon the saints in the enforcement of the worship of the
Beast. - ol 'T"lpoiiVTES : for the irregular nom. in the appos.,
see p. 224.- 'T'i'Jv 1rL<T'TLV '111aov,jaith in Jesus: the gen. is obj.
The words make more specific the preceding ; the commands of
God are summed up In a living faith in Jesus; cf. Jno. 62 9.
The added word 'I,7uov shows that 'Tl"{un<; here is faith, as in 21 3,
and not fidelity, as in 1310.- For -rryp€'iv 7rfo-nv, cf. 2 Tim. 47.
The steadfastness to which the faithful are called must in the
Beast's sway bring many to the martyr's death ; the Prophet's
vision therefore passes immediately (v. 13) to the certain
blessedness of those who shall suffer thus. He hears a voice
from heaven proclaiming it, and bidding him to write the
assurance as a part of the message of his book. The language
here is general, blessednesss is promised to all who die in the
Lord; but it is thus that assurance is given to the martyrs, to
whom, as the connection shows, the promise is applied. In
fact, most of those dying in the reign of the Beast would fall
as martyrs. This interpretation which takes the message of
v. 13 to be addressed to the Church with special reference to
the great conflict threatening it at the time, and here in the
context made the occasion of the angel's warning and the
Prophet's exhortation, seems certainly correct. The word
amlpn, from henceforth, is then joined directly with ol a7roBv+
o-/Cov-r€<;, those who die; position also favors this connection ; so,
many com., e.g. Hofmann, Bouss., Blj., Holtzm.-Bau., Swete.
For a different interpretation,· see p. 661. The message declares also wherein those shall be blessed who shall fall in the
great crisis intervening before the judgment ; they will rest
from their troubles, the troubles suffered through steadfastness
in the trial, and their works, i.e. their firm fidelity to the
commandments of God and a living faith in Jesus, will as it
were accompany them to appear in their behalf at the bar of
judgment.- This limited application which the Apocalyptist
makes of the words uttered from heaven cannot however obscure the universal truth contained in them. To the world of
all time comes the divine assurance, Blessed are all those who
shall die in the Lord from henceforth through the ages till the
Great Day, in that they shall rest from their trials in the
certain confidence that their obedience and faith will be remem-
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bered in the last assize. For the repetition of the command,
'Write,' to emphasize the message, cf. 19 9, 215. For the beatitudes of the book, see on 1 3. - EV Kup£cp, in the Lord: i.e. in
spiritual union with Christ ; a Pauline phrase, cf. 1 Co. 1518,
1 Thess. 416•
va.£, 'X-EyEL TO 'lrVEVJLO., yea, saith the Spirit: confirming and
explaining the preceding utterance. Here, as in the seven
epistles, the Spirit and the speaker of the preceding words, God
or Christ, seem to be identified. What to the Apocalyptist is
an audible voice, to the Prophet is the Spirit speaking within.
See on 27. -tva. civa.1TO.lJITOVTO.L, in that they shall rest: the
phrase, as shown by the parallel in 22 14, is best connected as
epexegetical with p.ataipta£ repeated in thought from the preceding clause : yea, blessed in that they shall rest. An epexegetical clause with tva, instead of an infin. or OT£ clause, is
common in the N. T., especially in Jno., after a demonstrat. or
noun; it occurs also in other relations, as in Jno. 856. See
Blass § 69, 6, Burton §§ 215-217. The rest of the saints is
their respite from trouble, and their state is contrasted with
that of the wicked described in vv. 9-11. Nothing is implied
regarding their place; but cf. 6 9-11. -T&v K01TcA>V, their labors:
the word JCchroc; implies painfulness, and is used here with reference to the sufferings and persecutions of the saints. - Td.
epya., their works: not mere deeds are meant, but also spiritual
attitude ; the steadfastness and faith of v. 9 are included ; see
on 22. - ciKo'X.ou6E'L JLET a.iJT&v,follow with them: for p.eTa after
aJCoA.ovOe'iv instead of the usual construction, the dat. without
preposition, cf. 68• Their works, in the sense defined above,
accompany the saints to the judgment and win for them their
award of approval; cf. 2 Es. 735 , 'The work shall follow and
the reward shall be showed, and good deeds shall awake,'said of the judgment scene; ep. of Barn. 4 12 , 'If he be good,
his righteousness shall lead the way before him,' cf. also
1 Tim. 524 • Another form of the same idea is the treasure of
good works stored up for the judgment; cf. 2 Es. 777, Mt. 62o.
-ycl.p, for: the clause gives the assurance of the preceding
utterance. If the fruits of their good works were lost to the
saints in death, the mere release from trouble could not be pronounced blessed ; the departed saints will be blessed because
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their 'works' will win for them approval at the judgmentbar.
An interpretation of v. 13 different from that given above is adopted by
a large number of com., e.g. De W ette, Diist., Holtzm., Moff. They join
O.'lrdpn, from henceforth, With p11.Kdpwt, blessed, and interpret, blessed from noW
on, because the judgment and the beatification of the saints are immediately
at hand, and may be spoken of as if already come; cf. a1r&.pn in Mt. 2664,
Reference is then understood to be made to the dead in general, both those
already dead and those who shall die in the short interval before the judgment; the verse has no special relation to the distresses alluded to in the
context, nor to the martyrs. But the position of a1r&.pn is strongly against
that connection; and the blessedness is here in the context referred, not to
the nearness of the Advent, but to rest from suffering and sure confidence regarding the judgment. Further, there is no reason why in anticipation of
the blessedness of the kingdom as near special mention should be made of
the dead in distinction from the living, for there is nowhere in the book
trace of a difficulty such as arose among the Thessalonians, the fear that
the dead might at the parousia fail of a full share in the new kingdom,
1 Thess. 41&-18 ; and if that difficulty were thought of, we should expect it
to be met here, as there, by assurance of the resurrection of the dead. Some join a1rcipn with the following sentence; from henceforth . . . they
shall rest; cf. RVmrg. But in that case it would be placed after vai, which
stands at the beginning of its clause. Most among modern interpreters
reject that punctuation.

14. The announcement of the coming end now closes with
two simple visions which picture the judgment under symbols
frequently used with this significance in eschatological prophecy,
the harvest and the vintage, vv. 14-20. The visions put in
vivid dramatic form these familiar similes, and are not meant
to predict events which are to take place at this point in the
order of the last things, for much must yet intervene before
the end; they form rather the culminating part of this paragraph (vv. 6-:-20), which after the episodes of chapts. 12-14°,
announces in anticipation the coming of the great catastrophe.
Such an announcement stands appropriately here before the
movements which are now to precede more immediately the
last issues (see p. 280); it is altogether anticipatory, and as
such furnishes no difficulty by its presence at this point in the
book (see pp. 667 f.). What is here proclaimed is fully revealed later in its proper chronological place, chapts. 19-20.
In bringing together the figures of the harvest and the vintage,
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and in the language, the Apocalyptist follows closely Joel 313,
'Put ye in the sickle, for the harvest is ripe; come tread ye,
for the winepress is full, the vats overflow; for their wickedness is great.' For the harvest as an eschatological figure cf.
Mt. 13 39, 'The harvest is the end of the world,' Mk. 429, Jer. 5133,
Hos. 611 , 2 Es. 435, Ap. Bar. 70 2 • The figure is comprehensive,
including in a word the whole process of the winding up of the
ages, and the recompense of both the good and the bad. It is
contrary to the use of the figure elsewhere and without justification in the present context to take the grain harvest of these
verses to refer to the righteous only in contrast with the wicked,
the subjects of the following verses, 17-20 (so, some com.).
Both the tares and the wheat a-re present at the harvest time,
Mt.13 30• The relation between these two visions is a different
one, as will be seen below (on v. 17). The description of the
harvester shows him unquestionably to be the Messiah. The
representation of one like a son of man appearing on a cloud is
taken directly from the familiar figure of the Messiah derived
from Dan. 713 , and could apply to no other; cf. F• 13, Mt. 24 30,
26 64 par. The crown also marks the messianic King ( cf. 1912) ;
it might be taken (so, some com.) as the victor's crown; but
the scene here is one of judgment, and the harvester is the royal
judge, not a warrior. The language of v. 15, 'another angel,'
and the fact that the harvester acts at the command of an angel
are thought by some interpreters (e.g. Bleek, De Wette, Ewald)
to forbid a reference to the Messiah ; the h11rvester is then
understood to be an archangel, or an angel acting as the Messiah's representative. But these objections do not, as will be
seen (on v. 15), possess sufficient force to warrant setting aside
the messianic interpretation.- OJLOLOV ul6v: for the irregular
construct. see on 1 13• - EXCI>V: for the nom. see p. 224.
15. li.AAOS O.yyeAos, another angel: the angel of this verse is
easily understood to be contrasted, not with the person of the
preceding verse, the Mess~h, but with the first three angels,
vv. 6-9. As those procla1Ill the coming of the judgment, this
one brings the command o! God for its execution (B. Weiss).
The Apocalyptist introduces a large number of dramatis personae; 'another angel,' 'a second angel,' or similar expression,
occurs more than twenty times in the book; and sometimes the
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contrast is not with one mentioned in the immediate context,
e.g. v. 6, 101 . - EK Toil va.ov,jrom the temple: here again heaven
is conceived as a temple; see on 69 • The words are specially
significant here. The temple is the dwelling-place of God, and
the angel is thus distinctly represented as God's messenger;
the command given to the Messiah is not the angel's, but God's;
the Christ acts at God's bidding; 'The Son pan do nothing of
himself,' Jno. 519 ; the time for the entrance of the judgment
the Father has set in his own power, Ac. 17, cf. Mt. 2436 • Thus
the difficulty spoken of above (on v .. 14) is removed. - ?TeJ.~-'frov,
send: with this use of 7TEJA-7T€£V cf. a?TocrreA.A.ew Mk. 429, e'a?TocrreA.A.ew Joel 313 • - - ~'I'Jpcl.vOfJ, has become dried up: i.e. is fully
ripe; it is high time to reap. The aor. is inceptive.
17. In the .vision of the vintage which now follows, vv. 17-20,
the principal feature, as in its original, Joel 313, is contained,
not in the ingathering of the grapes, but in the treading of the
winepress. The crushing of the grapes in the press, and especially the staining of the feet and garments of the treaders
with the red juices, the 'blood of the grapes ' (Gen. 4911 ), became a familiar figure for the utter trampling down of enemies
and furious vengeance. Hence this symbol of God's wrath
visited upon the wicked; cf. Is. 63 2 -4, 'Wherefore art thou red
in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in
the winevat? . . . I trod them in mine anger, and trampled
them in my wrath; and their lifeblood is sprinkled upon my
garments, and I have stained all my raiment. For the day of
vengeance was in my heart'; cf. Joel 31 3, Lam. 1 15, Rev. 1915 •
The meaning of the second vision is clear ; it pictures, not the
judgment as a whole, but God's vengeance visited upon the
wicked. It is then not parallel with the first, which, as seen
above, figures the whole judgment, as it affects the righteous
and the wicked alike. We have in the two visions, as often
with the author, first a general fact or statement, then a detail
or part (see'p. 242). Similarly at the opening of the paragraph
we have the announcement of the judgment as a whole, vv. 6-7;
then the judgment upon Rome and the worshipers of the
Beast, vv. 8-11. If this relation of the two visions to each
other is observed, the difficulty of a supposed coordination of
an angel with Christ in the harvesting (see pp. 667 ff.) is
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removed. The Christ is the judge whose function extends to
the whole judgment; an angel is made the agent of the execution of God's wrath on the wicked. So in the picture of the
general judgment of the good and bad. alike given in Mt. 13,
it is the angels that are sent to punish the wicked, vv. 41 f.,
49 f. The function of the 'angels of punishment' is mentioned
frequently in En., e.g. 53 3, 56 1. - EJC Toil va.oil, from the temple:
the angel of the vintage also comes from the dwelling-place of
God, showing that he is God's agent; see on v. 15. - JCa.l.
a.'liT6S, he also: like the Messiah, v. 14.- 8pE1Ta.vov, a sickle: the
ope1ravov was a reaping-hook, used alike for reaping, and for
pruning the vine and cutting off the clusters at the vintage.
18-19. In the introduction of still another angel to give the
word for action this vision is in conformity with the first
(v. 15), but there is here an added detail; he comes from the
altar, upon which was offered the incense accompanying the
prayers of the saints for judgment. Thus it is shown that
the prayers are about to be answered; see on 83 • -o l€xcw
E~oucr(a.v ICT'A., he that hath power over fire: for the angels of the
different elements see p. 445.
Why this particular angel
should be deputed as the messenger is not certain ; presumably it is because he is identified, or at least associated,
with the fire of the incense burnt in behalf of the prayers of
the saints. Of. 831!., 913 , 167. -1TEIJ-lJ!ov: see on v. 15. -TTJV
ATJVOV •.• 0Eoil, the winepress of the wrath of God: see on v. 17.
-Tov !J-Eya.v: the change of gender is peculiar. While A7JVoc;
is sometimes masc., it is likely that the author changes to that
use here, because he has in mind what is here symbolized by
the press and is expressed in the intervening words, Tov Ou11-ov
Tov Oeov.
20. l€~co0Ev Tils 1T6AEco'>, without the city: the great slaughter
of God's enemies in the last day is placed by Joel (3 12) in the
valley of Jehoshaphat, whose location, however, cannot be
identified; but the prophet appears to have in mind throughout that chapt. the vicinity of Jerusalem. In Zec. 144 Jehovah appears against his enemies on the mount of Olives. Of.
also Dan. 11 40 , 2 Es. 133H, Ap. Bar. 401, Sib. Or. III. 667 f.,
Rev. 20 9• A final assault upon God's people by the assembled
forces of their enemies, and the overthrow of these, are the
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common predictions of the apocalyptic writings (see pp. 35 ff.),
and this event is thought of as taking place near Jerusalem.
The Apocalyptist appears to have this tradition in mind in the
use of the words 'without the city.' The words, unless they
are merely a traditional apocalyptic phrase retained without
precise thought of locality, refer to the Jerusalem of 20 9, not
the new Jerusalem ; see pp. 646 ff. It is not necessary to suppose some document containing the phrase to be used here;
see pp. 667 £.- O.xpL .•• T<Ov L1T1Tow, unto the bridles of the
horses: the awfulness of the slaughter is expressed by a hyperbole, which occurs elsewhere; cf. En. 100 2 r·, 'From dawn till
sunset they shall slay one another ; and tbe horse shall walk
up to the breast in the blood of sinners, and the chariot shall
be submerged to its height.' A similar passage is cited from
Mandrean eschatology: 'The horse of the king of heaven
wades in blood up to the saddle, and the blood reaches to his
nostrils' (cf. Wellhausen, Anal. 24 ). The hyperbole is also
found in rabbinical writings; see Schiirer I. 695.- ci1ro <rTa.8£ow XLMo>V i~a.Kou(aw, for a distance of a thousand and six hundred furlongs: the measure is without doubt symbolical; as the
measure of a field deeply covered with the blood of the slain it
is inconceivably vast. That significance is clear and is probably all that is meant. It is not possible to say why the number
1600 is chosen; presumably the Apocalyptist has in mind a
large multiple of four (400 X 4) as a symbol of fullness; see
p. 252. Such conjectures as that the length of Palestine (a not
very close approximation), or the familiar expression 'from
Dan to Beersheba,' suggests it, or the length of the Red Seathese and similar guesses are altogether fanciful. For other
conjectures equally far-fetched see De W ette, the Speaker's
Com., al. in Zoe.- For the use of a1ro with measures of distance
d. Jno. 111 8 , 21 8 ; see Thayer s.v. I. 4, a.
Textual notes, 146-19• 6. aA.Aov ~cACP some min most vers edd; wanting in ~*Q most min.- 8. R with one min some vers omits llwT£pO>· ayyEAo> wanting in ~* one min; WH bracket.- 9. R with vlg and some
other vers omits aAAO>· -10. Twv, with aytwv ayyE.\wv, AQ most min R WR
(Ap. 127) Alf Blj Bouss WHmrg; wanting in ~CP some min Lch Ti WH
Sod al.- 12. R with some min inserts wilE before oL T1JpOVVTE>· -13. ava7ra1J<TOVTaL ~AC edd; ava7ravuovTaL Q many min; ava7ravuwVTaL P many min
R Sod. -yap ~ACP some min and vers edd; llE most min and vers R.-
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14. vwv NAQ many min edd; vuu C many min R W s (Ap. 136) Ali.18. o before t:xwv, AC some vers Lch Ws (Ap. 106) Ali RV al; bracketed
by Tr WH Bouss al; wanting in NPQ min R Ti Sod al. -19. Tov p.t:yav
ACPQ many min most edd; T7JV p.t:yaA7JV N many min R RV.

Criticism of 146-20. (1) Vv. 6-13. Of the widely varying opmwns of
critics regarding vv. 6-13, the following are representative. Vcilter (Problem 233 :ff.) connects vv. 6-7 directly with his original form of vv. 1-3, as
a part of the primitive Christian apocalypse; both passages reveal in the
face of coming judgment an act of God's grace; in vv. 1-3 toward the children of his covenant, in vv. 6-7 toward the heathen, who may repent in the
coming visitations. Verse 8, declaring the judgment upon Rome, is repeated in the full picture of chapt. 18; both therefore cannot be original
and preference is given to 148; vv. 9-13 are out of place because after the
judgment of Rome has already begun (vv. 8, 14-20), and after the redeemed
are already safe in mount Zion (vv. 1-3), warning against the worship of
the Beast would come too late; these verses are probably interpolated by
the author of chapt. 18. J. Weiss (95 f.) assigns vv. 6-7 to the primitive
Johannine apocalypse, but refers vv. 8, 9-13 to a redactor. In v. 6 he
changes ayyt:Aov to at:Tov, which he sets in contrast with the eagle of 138,
thus explaining a.\Aov; see Com. Spitta (148 :ff.) finds here a much revised
fragment from his Jewish document J 1, and connects it with chapt. 13;
v. 8 must be from the redactor, because such an announcement of the fall
of Babylon without previous allusion or intimation of the meaning is out
of place here; the larger part of vv. 10-11 must be omitted, as containing
a repetition from v. 9, and as being unintelligible except from the description of Babylon's judgment which is not given till later, chapts. 17-18;
vv. 12-13 must be rejected because such words of comfort to Christians do
not belong between the warning to worshipers of the Beast (9-11) and the
repres~ntation of the judgment (vv. 14-20). By these omissions all Christian touches are removed from the passage. The difficulty in the word
'other' in v. 6 Spitta removes as follows: the angel of v. 6 is contrasted
with an angel mentioned in the original form of vv. 1-5; the redactor, however, in revising those "\;erses omitted the reference to the angel, but forgot
to revise v. 6 to make it conform. Vischer connects the passage directly
with chapt. 13 as a part of his Jewish apocalypse. He omits vv. 12-13 as
unsuited to the context (see above on Spitta), and further objects, the
phraseology of these verses is a repetition of the Christian passage 139-1o,
such words as 7rttrTL> and v1rop.ov~ being found only in the Christian additions to the book; in v. 10 Kal €vti17rtov Tov d.pv[ov is to be rejected as only
a cumbersome appendage to the sentence. The Christian features being
thus removed, the rest of the paragraph is Jewish. If it had been Christian, the command in v. 7, ' Fear God,' etc., would have enjoined also a
recognition of Jesus as the Messiah. Pfleiderer agrees with Vischer in
most respects, but connects these vv. directly with 101- 7• Sabatier also
thinks that a Jewish oracle is incorpQrated here. Weyland, omitting vv. 8,
12-13, assigns the passage to his Jewish document Beth.
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This survey of leading critical opinions with their wide range of diver·
gences and contradictions makes clear the difficulty of establishing any
theory of composition of such a kind and on such grounds as here urged.
On the other hand, the theory of a substantial unity of the passage and its
appropriateness here is supported by a legitimate exegesis and a due regard
to the author's manner; see Summary, pp. 280 f., and Com. Its oneness of
authorship with the book as a whole is confirmed, as in case of vv. 1-5, by
the frequent traces of the hand that appears elsewhere; compare v. 6 with
59, 79 , 813, 107 (dn1yyD1.1.ov, £furyytA.tu£v, see Com.), 1011, 119 , 137; v. 7 with
52, 106 ; v. 8 with 1619, 175, 188; v. 9 with 13 passim, 16~, 19 20, 204; v. 10
with 16 19, 188• 6, 1915, 20 , 2010, 218; v. 11 with 4 8, 19 8 ; v. 12 with 1217, 1310;
v. 13 with 27, 22 17, and the close of the seven epistles.
(2) vv. 14-20. These verses are taken by many critics to announce the
judgment as introduced at this point in the order of events in the book.
After this then there would seem to be no place for a continuation of the
pre-messianic plagues (chapt. 16), the destruction of Rome (chapts. 17-19),
and the last conflict (19 11- 21). The solution of the difficulty thus raised is
sought by most critics in the supposition that the passage stood originally
at the end of another apocalypse, or of an earlier form of our Apocalypse.
Some indications of a different connection are thought to be found; e.g.
the obscure words 'without the city,' v. 20; the appearance of ' another
angel,' v. 15, in contrast with the Messiah of v. 14; 'another angel' in vv.
17 f. as a harvester coordinate with the Messiah, as it were a second judge
of the earth (see Com. in Zoe.). The passage then, it is supposed, (a) may
have been taken up here by our Apocalyptist, without observance of his
orderly plan, as one among isolated oracles incorporated; (b) or it may
have stood as the close of an earlier form of our Apocalypse, the later
inconsistent chapts. of the book being additions by another hand; (c) or iii
may be used by our author as referring to only a part of the judgment, on
a preliminary judgment. Some follow Vischer in assigning the passage to
a Jewish document, e.g. Pfleiderer, Sabatier, Spitta, Weyland; others make
the original to have been Christian, e.g. Volter, Erbes, J. Weiss. Bousset
supposes that the author has here used an apocalyptic fragment, and has
worked it over from a representation of the final judgment into that of a
preliminary judgment; and in transforming the world-judgment into a
subordinate one he has transfmmed the world-judge, the Messiah, into an
angel; ·i.e. the person of v. 14 is with him an angel, hence 'another angel'
in vv. 15, 17. The fragment perhaps followed that used in 111-18, which
ended with the punishment of Jerusalem; a judgm~nt of those 'without
the city' might then have followed naturally in the fragment, and the
Apocalyptist has retained that expression unchanged in v. 20.
But the vision certainly cannot be understood to describe a preliJ?linary
judgment, which is to take place before the final doom. The universal use
of the figures employed here shows that the judgment here symbolized is
the great judgment of the last day. See pp. 661 f. On the other hand
all interpretations of the passage which rest upon theories of Jewish
apocalypses as the basis of the book, or of extensive redactions of a primi·
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tive Christian apocalypse, only increase the supposed difficulties. The
Apocalyptist who gave us the present form of the book could not have seen
in these two visions a full revelation of the last days; those days included
in his expectation many events not mentioned here, e.g. the reward of the
righteous, the resurrection, and the final glory. To suppose that the
author should take over, as an isolated fragment, the close of some apocalypse, and then continue in his book with a series of events which must
precede the End chronologically, or to suppose that a redactor, while leaving
nrevised a vision of the End here, should add a new story of the End as
et to come are suppositions which imply in our book a purely mechanical
method of composition at variance with the fact everywhere apparent.
It
ust be that the visions are not meant to represent the End as entering
ere. For the significance of the passage in this connection, and for the
phrases to which objection is raised, see Summary, pp. 280 f., and the Com.
in Zoe. As :regards the form of the visions and some of the details it is
plain that traditional representations are followed (see Com.) Whether a
familiar apocalyptic fragment may in the use of any phrase have been
before the author's mind is a question whose importance may easily be
exaggerated.

XV.-XVI.- The seven last plagues, the plagues of the bowls
-the third woe. See pp. 281 :ff.
The last plagues. As in all such prophecies, these plagues
are sent as punishments; the bowls are bowls of God's wrath
(15 1, 16 1) , poured out on those who bear the mark of the Beast
or are otherwise characterized as the enemies of God, e.g.
162• 6• 9• At the same time there is not wanting here the thought
that the plagues have a relation to the call to repentance (14 7),
and that the possibility of their enforcing this call forms also a
part of the divine motive in the visitation; this is implied in
the Apocalyptist's express mention of the failure to repent on
the part of those who are thus visited, 169• 11 ; see on 920 • The
righteous and the wicked alike might seem exposed to the horrors of some of the plagues, e.g. the third and the fourth, but
the Apocalyptist is here wholly concerned with the punishment
of the wicked, and the righteous are left out of sight. The
disregard of logical necessity is not surprising in visions.
The context makes clear that only the wicked are thought of.
The plagues follow one another in close succession ; the world
is now moving quickly toward the judgment. It is doubtful
whether the Apocalyptist means to emphasize especially a.
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difference in severity between this series of visitations and
those of the seal and trumpet series, though these are of
wider extent in their effects. The fifth and sixth plagues of
the trumpet-series ( chapt. 9) would be thought as agonizing
as any in this series. The culminating effect of this series
added to the others, as well as of the advancing steps within
the series itself, is found in the overwhelming force of accumulated woe, as blow follows blow; seep. 555. The significance of the plagues as a manifestation of God's wrath is more
distinctly expressed in this series than in either of the other
two.
The seven bowl-plagues as the third woe. The absence of a
distinct designation of the third woe in the seventh trumpetseries gives perplexity to the casual reader of the Revelation,
as well as to the critic. In 813, in the midst of the trumpetvisions, an angel proclaims to all the world that three 'woes'
for those that dwell on the earth shall follow, each in turn, the
sounding of the last three trumpets. The first two of these
follow at once ( chapt. 9) upon the sounding of the two succeeding trumpets (the fifth and sixth in the order of the trumpetseries from the beginning), and the certain coming of the third
is again announced twice, 912, 11 14 • The important place which
the three woes occupy in the author's plan is evident; they are
the last three great calamities in the course of the 'tribulations'
sent upon the world before the final issue. As the seventh
trumpet is the last and ushers in the movements which are to
follow to the end (107), so its 'woe,' the third, is to form the
closing scene in the pre-messianic visitations. It is inconceivable then that the third woe should (as some suppose) be wanting in the Apocalyptist's portrayal of the events following the
sounding of the seventh trumpet, though no particular visitation is, as in the case of the first two, expressly designated by
this term. But its general character and the place to be given
to it are indicated by the announcements of it and by the
account of the two other woes. Like the first and second woes,
it would be a terrible supernatural agency working in the
visible world and inflicting agony and horror on the enemies of
God; and it would stand as the last of such agencies before the
parousia. Like the others, it would be primarily punitive in
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its purpose, but at the same time there would be present a
divine motive to lead to repentance- a motive however not
realized; see pp. 554, 668.
These conditiqns are fulfilled
completely in the bowl-plagues, but in no other event of the
seventh trumpet-period. The occurrences mentioned in 11 19,
or 1212, taken by some interpreters as forming the third woe,
do not possess the character nor hold the place required. See,
further, on 1212, and p. 672.
While the first and second woes consist each of a single plagm:J,
this third, as the last, the one in which the wrath of God is
finished (15 1) is sevenfold; it is thus symbolized as complete.
It takes its place as the seventh in the full list of seven trumpet
plagues. The difficulty in the remoteness of the bowl-visions
from the announcement, 'Behold the third woe cometh quickly,'
1114, has been spoken of in part above, pp. 607 f. In fact it
is apparent rather than real; for all that intervenes between
that announcement and the introduction of this paragraph is
in reality preparatory to the events now to come in the seventh
trumpet-period. Chapts. 12-13 are episodic (see pp. 275 f.);
1115 b-ID and 141- 5 are anticipative hymns; 146- 20 is a prefatory
announcement of the future judgment (see notes in Zoe.). After
the announcement of 11 14, the first actual movement which
takes place in the earth and directly touches those for whom
the three woes are proclaimed (8 13 ) is this very outburst of the
bowl-plagues. For the use of the word TaxV, quickly, in 1114 ·
see p. 608. It is not difficult to see why the close of the
bowl-series is not followed, as in the case of the first and second
woes (9 12, 11 14), by the announcement,' The third woe is past,'
for what follows here immediately, chapts. 17-196, is only a
fuller expansion of a part of the bowl-series, i.e. of 1619 ; the
new paragraph is really a part of the third woe, and continues
with the activities of the angels of the bowl-series; see on 1617,
171 • In the first woe the Apocalyptist added in 97- 11 a fuller
description of what was given in the earlier part (see notes in
loe.); so here the destruction of Rome announced in 161 9 is,
because of its importance in the author's eschatology, expanded
fully in the following chapts. Similarly what is seen in the
sixth plague, 1612 - 16, is the preparation for the great conflict
described in 1911 - 21 ~ the latter is the completion of the plague
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here announced; see pp. 281, 284- it is a part of the third
woe. And here too an angel of the bowl-series is the intermediary, 199 - 10 •
The recognition of the bowl-plagues as the third woe has
important bearing on the question of the composition of the
Apocalypse. According to this interpretation the program
of the three woes, interwoven with the trumpet-series which
was introduced in chapt. 8, is completed in a manner which
accords with the first two woes in nature and purpose, and
which gives to the series the climax anticipated in the outset.
Thus the bowl-series not only looks back to the members with
which it is organically connected ; it also looks forward to two
crowning events now to follow, the destruction of Rome and
the battle of the Great Day. The whole portion of the book
which is thus, in its outline at least, brought into one scheme,
chapts. 8-19, can be reasonably regarded in its present form as
the work of only one hand.
The relation of the bowl-plagues to the Egyptian plagues and to those of the
trumpet-series. Each one of the bowl-plagues may be seen to contain some
reminiscence of the Egyptian plagues, yet only in the first and third, the
noisome sore and the changing of the drinking water into blood, is there
close imitation (cf. Ex. 910, 72(lf.). For the most part the suggestions evidently derived from the Mosaic miracles are taken up and used with free
modification. The Egyptian plague of blood (Ex. 720 ) furnishes the starting-point of both the second and the third bowl-plagues; but in the latter
series a plague of the sea is introduced, as in 88, in distinction from the
rivers and fountains; and the blood of the sea is here coagulated and decaying. The fifth bowl-plague is suggested in part by the Egyptian plague of
darkness (Ex. 1022 ), but here the principal effect is not alone the horror
of the darkness, but the accompanying physical tortures. Possibly the
Egyptian plague of darkness, interpreted as due to a smiting of the sun,
as in 812, may have suggested also the fourth bowl-plague, though the effect
here is entirely different. In the sixth plague the single feature of the
drying up of the waters to afford a passage goes back ultimately to Ex. 14 21;
the essential part of the plague is entirely dissimilar. The thunder, lightning, and hail in the seventh plague are perhaps suggested by Ex. 928-25 ,
but in the bowl-plague these are altogether subordinate to the other effects.
Such a comparison with the Egyptian plagues is of value as showing the
probable sources of various factors in the bowl-plagues, and at the same
time the great freedom of the author in using suggestions.
A comparison of the bowl-series with that of the trumpets ( chapts. 8-9)
is made clear by a tabular conspectus.
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THE TRUMPET-SERIES

THE BowL-SEinEs

1. Hail, fire, and blood ; a third part
of the trees are destroyed.
2. A third part of the sea becomes
blood.
3. A third part of the drinking water
becomes wormwood.
4. A third part of the sun, moon,
and stars darkened.
5. Hellish locusts.
6. Myriads of hellish horse from the
Euphrates.

The bowl poured upon the earth;
the noisome sore.
The whole sea becomes blood, coagulated and decaying.
The drinking water becomes blood.

7.

The sun smites with fire.
Darkness with tortures.
The Euphrates dried up for passage
of kings from the east; demons
gather the kings of the earth for
battle.
Great convulsions in nature; Babylon and the other cities of the
nations destroyed.

It will be seen from this table that there are close resemblances between
the two schemes. In the first four members in each series, the plague touches
directly the earth, the sea, the drinking waters, and the sun respectively, and
in the same order. There is in both series the same departure from the
Egyptian plagues in the insertion of a plague of the sea, and this stands
second in each series and before the plague of the rivers and fountains. In
the sixth member in each a plague comes from the Euphrates. There can
be no question, then, that the bowl-series is influenced by the trumpetseries. But there are striking differences between the two. In the trumpetseries the seventh member is wanting. Some would put here the lightnings,
etc., of 1119, counting these the seventh plague, because the seventh trumpet
ha,.s sounded just before, 115. But these commotions announced in 1119 are
the conventional symbols of God's wrath, which in this connection is about
to be visited on the wicked in fulfilment of his covenant, see notes in Zoe. As
a plague in the trumpet-series they would not form visitations parallel with
the terrible tortures of the fifth and sixth plagues in that series; they could
not form the third woe ; see p. 669. Furthermore it is clear from the table
that no one of the bowl-series is an exact duplicate of any member of the
trumpet-series. In the sixth the scourge of the Parthian hordes (see on 914)
shows its influence in both series, but in the trumpet member the relation
of these to-the war on the Beast is wanting, as is also the important factor
of the demons sent forth to gather the kings to battle. Of the bowl-series
the first (the noisome sore), the fourth, a part of the sixth, and the important part of the seventh (the fall of Rome), have no parallels in the trumpet-series. The fifth member of the trumpet-series has nothing akin to it
in the other series.
Taking into account now the data furnished in these comparisons we
reach the pretty certain conclusion that as regards the essential nature of
the plagues the bowl-series cannot be said to have derived anything from
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the trumpet-series, as independent of the Egyptian ; the striking resemblance in form and order pointed out above does not relate to significant
features. Therefore the view of many criti(}S that the bowl-series is an
imitation of the trumpet-series added by a later hand (see pp. 689 f.) is
improbable. The divergence of the bowl-series from that of the trumpets
in the introduction of dissimilar matter, and in the omission of matter contained in the earlier series, is too great to warrant a hypothesis of imitation.
The resemblances which appear in the comparison are accounted for more
certainly by the supposition that the author of both series is the same person, who starts from the familiar Egyptian plagues, modifying his material
freely, and following in the second series to some extent the form and outline which he had already adopted in the first. See p. 690.

XV. 1. See p. '282. This verse announces in a summary
way the subject which, beginning in v ..5, is carried out in full
to the end of the paragraph (1621 ). It forms a descriptive
title of the entire section, as 17 1b announces the topic of
chapts. 17-19 5• Verses 5-6 in which the angels are first seen
coming from the opened tabernacle do not form a repetition
of this verse, which is not meant to announce the actual
entrance of the angels at this point. The office of v. 1 as a
kind of title-lea£ of the vision might doubtless have been made
clearer, but this lack cannot, in view of our Apocalyptist's
manner, warrant a theory of different documents combined
here by a redactor (see p. 688). The method of structure
does not differ essentially from the writer's habit of introducing a general or comprehensive statement of what is afterward
taken up in fuller detail ; cf. 8 2, 126, 21 2 , see p. 242.- Q.).).o
O'"TitJ.Eiov, tJ.Eya., KTA., another wonder, great and marvelous: a
contrast with chapt. 14 may be intended, but better with the
UfJJJ,e'iov p,t!rya of 12 1• See note there for the meaning of UfJp,e'iov.
- tJ.Eya. Ka.t Oa.utJ.a.o-T6v, ,great and marvelous: not merely the
appearance of the angels is meant, but all that follows to
the end of the vision, 16 21. - EXOVTa.S 1TATIYciS, having plagues:
i.e. having the ·duty of inflicting the plagues; for gxw in this
relation, see Thayer s.v. I. 2, k. The interpretation, having
the bowls which contain the plagues, is not sufficiently comprehensive.- E1TTci, seven: the complete number, see p. 670.
Of. Lv. 2618, 21, 24, 28 . - Td.S Eo-X6.Ta.S, the last : the last in the
series of plagues sent upon the world before the End. The
2x
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words are appositional and emphatic ; the following words,
'for in them is finished,' etc., explain why these are the last;
in them the wrath of God, as operative in the pre-messianic
punishments, reaches its end, the world remains impenitent
through all, and with the close of these is ripe for judgment.
It is not meant that God's wrath against his enemies will no
longer exist ; the bowl-plagues do not include the final judgment.- ETEAe<r911 : prophetic aorist.
2-4. See p. 282. These verses contain one of the author's
anticipatory hymns sung as it were from the standpoint of the
end of a great movement which is about to begin ; see pp.
244 ff. The saints are foreseen standing in the throne-room of
heaven after all is past, and praising God for his judgments.
While the language is general and includes all God's judgments on the wicked, there is special reference to the bowlplagues in which such judgments are finished. As an anticipatory hymn the passage can cause no difficulty on the ground
of disturbing the connection ; see p. 688 f. - ws 9ciAa.<r<ra.v
ila.ALV'J1V, as it were a sea of glass: i.e. what appeared like a
glassy sea. For the meaning, see on 4 6. - J.LEJ.LLYJ.LEV'J1V 'ITllpL,
mingled with fire: perhaps the flashing light reflected from the
glass-like pavement of the throne-room is meant. As the
representation of a sea in the heavens, common in apocalyptic
imagery, is traceable to the appearance of the sky and the
clouds, the figure of the fire may perhaps go back ultimately
to the lightnings (Bouss.) ; at all events it is here merely a
factor in the splendor of the scene ; no symbolical meaning,
such as the presence of God's anger (so, many com.) is probable. A reference to the Red Sea (so, some) is purely fanciful ;
see below on The Song of Moses, p. 676 ff.- Toils vucoovTa.s:
the timeless present, the victors; see onl4 4 • - Ka.L EK Tijs ELK6vos
I€TA.., that is, over Ids image, etc. : the words make more specific
the general expression €" Tov 01Jp{ov, over the Beast. The prep.
€", from, is used with reference to the idea of coming off' victorious from. The meaning of the words is that these had not
worshiped the image of the Beast nor received as a mark the
number of his name ; cf. 13 16-17.- E<rTOOTa.S E'ITL Tttv 9ciAa.<raa.v,
standing upon the sea : not by, for the pavement before the
throne is referred to; see on v. 2.- KL9apa.s Toil 9eoil, harps .of
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God: such as belong to the heavenly worship; cf. 5s, 142,
1 Chron. 1642 , l>pryava Trov rflorov Tov Oeov. - TI)v ~Si'Jv M(I)UITE(I)S
JC'T)..., the song of Moses and the Lamb: see pp. 282, 676 :££. TOil SotiAou TOil 6eoil, the servant of God: a common epithet of
Moses; c£. Ex. 14 31, Jos. 147, 1 Chron. 6 49, Dan. 911. See on
1 1• - JJ.E"Yci.Aa. . • • Td. Ep'Ya. ITOU, great and marvelous are thy
works; cf. Ps. 1112, 13914• The hymn is made up of utterances
from the 0. T.- KtlpLE . • . 'tra.VToKpO.T(I)p, 0 Lord God, the
Almighty: c£. Am. 4 13 LXX, Rev. 48, 1117, 167, al. The epithet
is especially appropriate here, where God's great works of
judgment are spoken of.- StKa.La.L •.• a.L oSo£ ITOU, righteous
and true are thy ways; cf. Dt. 324,41, Ps. 145 17.- o pa.ITLAEilS
Toov E6voov, thou king of the nations: c£. Jer. 107. The reading
o (3. Trov alwvrov, king of the ages, RV, means the ruler of the
world periods and all that belongs to them, whether the present, or the coming eternal" reon which follows the parousia. TLS oil JJ.TJ <j>opTJ6iJ, who shall not fear? J er. 10 7• For ov p.?] with
aor. subjv. equivalent to emphatic fut., see Blass § 64, 5, Burton
§ 172.- SotO.ITEL To ovoJJ.O. ITOU, glorify thy name: cf. Ps. 86 9 •
- OITLOS, holy; c£. Dt. 32 4 LXX. God's holiness is given as a
reason (Cht, for) for fearing and glorifying his name ; but the
holiness here meant is not God's siniessness, a thought foreign
to this connection; it is his unapproachable majesty and
power; cf. 16 5• These are the only places in the N. T. where
the word is applied to God. For this meaning of holiness, cf.
Ps. 99 3, 111 9 ; see Skinner in Hast. II. 397. - 1r6.vTa. Td. ll6VTJ
••• EVu>'tTL6v ITOU, all nations shall come and worship before thee;
cf. Ps. 86 9 • The prediction that the nations shall come and
worship before God, uttered here by the saints after the judgment, is of the same character as those of 208 and 22 2 (said of
the nations though they had already been declared to be
destroyed, 1921 ). Such prophecies are taken over verbally
from the current Jewish expectatiOJ\S regarding the attitude of
the nations toward Jehovah and his people in the messianic
age ; cf. Is. 22 -4, 6623 ; see pp. 52, 54. Without strict consistency the Apocalyptist uses these familiar prophecies to
declare the absolutely universal recognition of Hod in the
End; seep. 161. The second 5n (for) clause establishes the
negative implied in the question by asserting the opposite;
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none shall fail to fear and glorify thy name, for all shall come,
etc. The third 5n (for) clause gives the reason why all shall
come and worship, i.e. because of the manifestation of God's
righteous acts of judgment.
The song of Moses and the Lamb. The difficult question of the meaning
of this title given to the hymn of the victorious saints must be approached
through the interpretation of the hymn itself (vv. 3-4). The subject of
praise as given in the first words is God's wondrous works; but this general
term is made definite in the words immediately following. God's wondrous
works as seen in his righteous and true ways are meant, and still more
specifically at the end of the song, those righteous acts of judgment manifested in the sight of all. The word &A'I]lhvo>, true, means here, as in general, true to the ideal character (see on 3 7), and the two words, 'righteous'
and 'true,' are closely connected; God is true to his character as a righteous
judge. Now, that the righteous judgment meant here is the punishment of
God's enemies is shown by the fact that it is these plagues sent upon the
wicked which call forth the hymn in this place. And the ascriptions to the
righteous and true God, repeating the language of the hymn and inserted in
the following vision of the plagues, 165-7, put this meaning beyond question.
Compare also 19~.n, where true and righteous judgments are spoken of with
similar reference. There is nowhere in these two chapts. (15-16) allusion
to a judgment awarding blessedness to the saints. The hymn then, like
165-7, 192, is a song of praise for the just judgments visited upon the enemies
of God's people. It corresponds with the prayers of the saints in 610, 83-~.
See on 610•
The common interpretation of the hymn, which makes it a song of praise
for deliverance on the part of the saints, is entirely without support in the
hymn itself ; the saints say nothing of themselves or their victory, the
whole is concerned with the acts of God with reference to the wicked.
Very different are the songs celebrating the deliverance of the saints; cf.
79 ff., 1117 f., 1210 ff., 142 f.. This song might have been put into the mouth of
the angels, as in 191-a; instead it is assigned to the victorious saints; these
form a fitting. choir to sing of God's judgments upon their persecutors. They
might have added words of exultation over their own victory, but of that
there is nothing in the hymn.
The interpretation of the passage as a song of rejoicing over deliverance
is based on the meaning wrongly given to its designation as the song of
Moses and the song of the Lamb, and on the meaning also wrongly given
to the representation of the singers as standing on (the shore of) a glassy
sea. As Moses and Israel sang their song of deliverance by the Red Sea
(Ex. 15), so the saints are thought to stand by the crystal sea in heaven
victorious over the Beast, and led or taught by the Lamb sing their song
of salvation. Or, as some take it, they sing the song whose subject is Moses
and the Lamb, i.e. the deeds wrought by God through these. Of this, however, there is nothing in the contents of the hymn. The sea of glass in v. 2
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is certainly the same as in 46, the dazzling pavement of the court of heaven,
a part of the splendor of the scene; there is no possible comparison with
the Red Sea (on the words 'mingled with fire' seep. 674). The title
'The song of Moses,' etc., does not explain the hymn; the meaning of the
title is rather to be sought through that of the hymn, which is clear.
The song of Moses is generally understood to allude to that of E.x. 15.
There is, to be sure, a certain parallelism in the circumstances ; vengeance
is taken and God's people are delivered, and in each case the righteousness
of God can be seen. Something of the same parallelism might, however, be
found in the song of Deborah, J g. 5, or in that of David, 2 S. 22. If the
hymn of our passage be compared with that of Ex. 15, an essential difference appears. Here the wonders of God are viewed as exhibiting his truth
to his righteous character, and as thus leading all nations to worship him.
But in the song of the Israelites there is not a word of his truth and righteousness in the punishment inflicted; the keynote of that song is 'Jehovah
is a man of war' (v, 3), with swift power he dashes in pieces his enemies,
and the nations are struck with terror and trembling before him. Moreover in the hymn of the saints there is no certain verbal reminiscence of the
passage in Exodus. It seems improbable then that this hymn contains any
allusion to the song of deliverance at the Red Sea. On the other hand, the
parallelism with the song of Moses in Dt. 32 is striking. After the exordium of that poem, verse 4 lays down the thesis upon which all the following words are based (cf. Driver ICC. in Zoe.): 'All his ways are justice:
a God of faithfulness and without iniquity, just and right is he.' This
parallelism is striking in the LXX: a>.:q8w0. Ta ;pya a&ov, Kal. ?ra!Tat ai o8ol
av-rov Kp{uw;;. 8dJs 'lrtCTTOS, Kal. OVK lunv a&Km . 8{Katos Kal. OCTtOS Kvptas.
And again in the conclusion, v. 43, an effect is declared to be wrought upon
the nations by God's acts of judgment similar to that spoken of in the
hymn of the saints: 'Praise his people, ye nations,' RVmrg; see Driver
in Zoe. It is true that much of the phraseology of the Apocalyptist's hymn
is also found scattered through other parts of the 0. T., but the title, Song
of Moses, points to none of these, and none of them com hines so many
expressions of which we have reminiscences here. It is moreover to be
noticed that, while Ex. 15 is the song of Israel as well as the song of Moses,
the Deuteronomic song is expressly described as the song of Moses, as one
which he wrote and spoke and taught to the people, Dt. 3119• 22• oo, 324f. It
seems reasonably clear therefore that the Apocalyptist had the Deuteronomic song in mind, and that as he followed that poem in thought and
phraseology in framing the song of the saints, he meant also to give to the
latter this familiar title, which should call attention to the identity of theme
in the two songs.
As a further designation of the Apocalyptist's hymn, 'The Song of the
Lamb ' is added. The po:!ltion of .\iyovns, saying, after both designations
and introducing the words of the hymn, shows that the writer had not
in mind two separate hymns, of which the second, that of the Lamb,
has been omitted (so, some; cf. p. 689), but that the words given form
the song of the Lamb as well as that of Moses. In seeking the sense in
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which the hymn can be called thus, we must, as before, start from the hymn
itself. The meaning then seems to be clearly this: as the hymn declaring
the righteousness of God shown in punishment is called the song of Moses
because its thought and language are uttered by Moses in his well-known
song, so it it called the song of the Lamb, because it is also, as it were,
uttered by the Lamb, not in words but in the acts that form an essential
part of this whole revelation of the last things. The Revelation is a book
of God's righteous judgment upon the powers of evil, and the Lamb is the
foremost agent in the revelation and execution of this judgment; he breaks
the seals of the roll telling of the righteous acts of God through the whole
period of the last times till the end ; he, called Faithful and True, judging
and warring in righteousness (19 11), leads the armies of heaven in the great
conflict with the Beast and his hosts ; he is the harvester at the end of the
world (1414!.).
The connection denoted by Ka{, and, between the two
titles of the song would be clearer in our idiom if we translated, which is
also the song of the Lamb ( cf. Ac. 139). The thought of the Apocalyptist in
this twofold descriptive title is evident : the righteous acts of God's judgment hymned by the saints in his presence after all is finished are but the
consummation of what Moses and the Lamb, the old and the new dispensations, had declared. The hymn is certainly conceived to be sung after all
is consummated, for the saints are not represented in the book as admitted
to the court of God's presence in heaven before the end. Moreover, the
singers are the victors, all those who come off victorious over the Beast, an
issue not decided till the Beast is overthrown. The apparent future events
of v. 4 are not against this; see note there. "While the bowl-plagues preceding the end are the immediate occasion of the introduction of the anticipatory hymn, this contemplates also the final sequel of what is thus
begun.

XV. 5. The plagues announced in v. 1 are about to begin.
The immediate preparation is described in 15 5-16 1 • Seep. 282.
Cf. the preparation for the trumpet-plagues, 8 2- 6• - i]vo(yT) o
va.6s, the sanctuary was opened: once before, the opening of the
sanctuary has been made a detail in the scene; in 1119 it was
to reveal the ark of God's covenant; here it is for the exit
of the seven angels, as coming from the immeaiate presence of
God. The sanctuary meant here is defined by the following
appositional gen. The tabernacle of the wilderness was called
the 'tabernacle of the testimony' (e.g. Ex. 38 21, Num. 10n,
Ac. 744), because it contained the ark, or the tables, of the
testimony, the ten commandments, which declared the nature
and will of God. See Hast. IV. 725, Westcott He b. 235. For
the critical difficulty raised by the first appearance of the
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angels here, thought to beat variance with the announcement
of v. 1, see note there.
6-8. ol E1TT0. o:yyEAOL, the seven angels: the art. probably
designates them as those mentioned in v. 1, though possibly
the seven presence-angels are meant as in 82.-EXOVTES •••
1TA'rl'ycl.s, having the seven plagues : not the bowls containing the
plagues, for these are given to them afterwards, v. 7. For the
meaning, see on v. 1.- }..(vov, linen: the word commonly means
flax, but sometimes as here linen clothess, for which f3vurnvo<; is
used elsewhere in Rev. If the reading A.{Oov be adopted, it
would refer to precious stones worn as ornament ; cf. 174, 1816,
Ezk. 28 13 • The white, glistening raiment does not mark the
angels as priests (so, some com.), but as celestial beings; see
on 3 4• Their service is not priestly.- ev . . • tci>(I)V, one of
the four Living Creatures: for the assignment of the service to
one of these~ see p. 282.- <lncl.}..a.s, bowls: the !J>td"A1J was a
shallow bowl-shaped vessel used especially for drinking and
libations.- The cloud or smoke is a familiar symbol of the
presence of God in glory and power ; cf. Ex. 1918, Is. 64, Ezk.
104. - o{J5ets e5tlva.To ElaGA9e'Lv IC'r"A., no one was able to enter into
the sanctuary, etc.: there does not appear any certain intimation that the unapproachableness of God here emphasized is
associated with his wrath, as many com. take it; it is rather
due to the awfulness of his manifested presencb, as in Ex. 2416,
4034 -38, 1 K. 810 r., 2 Chron. 513 r., 71r. In these 0. T. passages
reference is made to this special manifestation for a limited
time. So here God's presence in the tabernacle in the cloud
of his glory is coexistent with the course of the plagues; these
proceed from, and are wrought by, his power, specifically mentioned here; he is present in his sanctuary in operation till his
purpose of judgment is accomplished. The sanctuary becomes
filled ( eryEf.du01J incept. aor.) with the cloud of his glory at the
beginning and continues thus till the plagues are finished ; cf.
1617, 'a loud voice from the sanctuary saying, It is done.'
XVI. 1. fLE'YclATIS cl>(l)vijs, a great voice: that of God, as
shown by 158. The angels have received the bowls but await
the command of God to begin their service, as do the harvester
and the vintager in 1414 - 20• Thus all is linked directly to
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God. - ds Ti]v yilv, into the earth: the departure from the
command in the case of the fourth and seventh angels, who
pour their bowls upon the sun and the air, vv. 8, 17, is only
apparent ; the bowls are poured upon that from which plagues
come upon the dwellers on the earth.
2-3. The bowls are now poured out one after another and
their plagues fall upon the worshipers of the Beast, vv. 2-21.
See pp. 283 f., 668 ff. -The first plague is like the Egyptian
plague of boils ; Ex. 910• The victims of the scourge are
declared to be the worshipers of the Beast ; that this is true
of the other plagues is clear, though not expressly stated.With the second plague which turns the sea into blood, cf.
Ex. 7'JO r., and the second trumpet-plague, 88 r. Here the whole
sea is changed to the coagulated and decaying blood of the
dead, and all marine life perishes ; but the corresponding
trumpet-plague affects only a third part of the sea and its life.
- ~(I)TJS : gen. of quality:
4-7. The third plague turns the drinking water into blood;
cf. Ex. 720 • The corresponding trumpet-plague turns it into
wormwood (811 ). There is here a certain retribution in kind,
which evokes praise from the angel who presides over the
waters (see p. 445). The words celebrating the justice and
holiness of God in this judgment are an echo of 1.53 r., and have
the same meaning (see note there). The same is also true of
the words of the personified altar, v. 7.- For the parenthesis,
vv. 5-7, see p. 283.- iyeveTo, v. 4: the suhj. is Ta voaTa.o <Ov Ka.l o ~v, who art and who wast: see on 14 • The addition
0 epXOf.LEVO<:;, who art to come, found in ] 4• 8 , 4 8, is omitted here,
because the End is now anticipated as so near that God can be
thought of as already come ; see on 1117. - o O<TLOS, thou Holy
One: a voc. For the meaning, see on 154 . - ciyt(I)V Ka.l 1Tpo<I>TJT<Dv, saints and prophets: cf. 111 8, 1824 ; the former refers to
Christians in general, the latter particularizes a class among
these. For the use of ICa{, and, in such a connection, cf. Mk.
167, Ac. 114 • -i]Koua-a. TOil Oua-La.<TTTJpLou ICTA., I heard the altar
saying, etc.: the altar is personified. Reference may be made
here to the martyrs, whose souls are beneath the altar (69), or
to the saints whose prayers for judgment are accompanied by
the incense offered on the altar 8 3- 5• In either case the mean-
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ing is that God is praised, because the prayer of the saints for
judgment is answered in this plague.- ci.'X."16wa.t Ka.L 5LKa.La.L
IC'TX., true and righteous, etc. : echoing 153. - Verses 5-6 are
suggested naturally by the character of the retribution in this
plague; and that ascription in praise of God's just judgment
leads to this response of the personified altar in a similar tone
(v. 7). As regards formal structure the passage divides the
seven plagues into two groups of three and four- one of the
Apocalyptist's characteristics; see p. 253. It is noticeable
that in the first three the preposition after €~exeev, poured out,
is el<;, into; in the last four €7r{, 1tpon.
8-9. In the fourth plague power is given to the sun to scorch
men with great heat. They see the hand of God in this and
the other plagues, and so far from repenting are hardened to
blasphemy; see p. 668. With this result of the plague contrast that of the visitations recorded. in 1113. - a.im~, it: the
sun, not the angel, as shown by the analogy of the other
plagues.- Ka.il!J-a. jLEya.: ace. of kindred meaning; see Blass
§ 34, 3, Win. § 32, 2. Soilva.L : infin. of result; see Blass
§ 69, 3; Burton § 371. On this phrase, 'give God glory,' see
on 1113 •
10-11. The fifth bowl is poured out on the seat of the Beast's
power and a plague of supernatural darkness (cf. Ex. 102 2)
spreads over the whole Roman empire. Men gnaw their tongues
in their distress. -Toil 1T'ovou, the distress: the use of the art.
and the sing. as distinguished from the pl. in the next clause
('Twv 7l'dvrov) indicate that the particular distress caused by the
darkness is meant. But darkness alone does not cause physical
pain, such as is here described. The meaning apparently is
that the preternatural darkness causing distress and terror intensifies the pain suffered from the other plagues ; these are
conceived to continue present in the later visitations, as is seen
from the pl. ' these plagues,' v. 9, and the words ' their pains
and sores,' v. 11, where €XICrov, sores, refers to the first plague,
v. 2. For a vivid picture of the torment caused by the Egyptian darkness see Wis. chapt. 17. Spitta (170 f.) exaggerating
the difficulty in attributing pain to the darkness supposes this
plague to be an awkward imitation of 92-n; ~he pain, he thinks,
is that inflicted by the sting of the locusts, and the darkness
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that caused by the vast swarms of the locusts, likened to smoke
and darkening the sun.- TWV 1r6vc.ov, Ka.t TWV EAKWV, their pains,
and their sores: the use of !Cat, and, adding a clause which particularizes a part ( T(;w eA.ICwv) of the whole ( Twv 7rovwv) is the
same as in the words, 'the saints and the prophets,' v. 6.The impenitence and blasphemy which persisted through four
visitations (v. 9) are here noted as persisting still through
five (v. 11).
12. The sixth bowl is poured out on .the Euphrates and this
is dried up, that a passage may be prepared for the kings from
the East. Three demons in the form of frogs come forth from
the mouth of the dragon, the Beast, and the false prophet, to
gather together the kings of the whole earth for the battle of
the great day of God; these are gathered together into the
place called Harmagedon, vv. 12-16. That this plague differs
from the others is apparent. The others visit upon men the
pain and torture of marvelous operations and convulsions in
nature ; but in the sixth there is no such effect. In this respect this plague bears a relation to the others similar to that
of the fifth seal (6 9 f.) to the other members of its series; it
looks forward, and contributes to a coming result. The immediate effects of the outpouring of the sixth bowl help to bring
in calamities which are to fall on Rome and the whole world.
The drying up of the Euphrates, that a way might be opened
for the scattered Israelites to return from the East, is prophesied in Is. 11 15 f., 2 Es. 134 7; the Jordan became dry before the
Israelites entering Canaan, J os. 313-17. The ultimate origin of
these miracles of history and prophecy is the miracle at the Red
Sea (Ex. 1421 f-), as is seen from Is. 11 16 • So the Apocalyptist
here sees the great barrier that held back the hordes of the
East removed by the drying up of the Euphrates. Unquestionably he has in view here, as in the sixth trumpet-vision (9 14 ff-),
to which the sixth bowl-vision is in part parallel, the coming
of the Parthian hosts widely dreaded in the Roman world, and
now forming one of the eschatological events connected with
the expected return of Nero; see on 914 and pp. 400 ff.
13-14. In the second part of the sixth bowl-vision the
dragon and his two subalterns, as seen in chapts. 12-13, are
introduced. Nothing is said of their entrance, or of the place
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where they are seen; the only important fact is that from them
proceed the demons who are to work the marvel of causing the
kings of the whole world to unite in the service of the Beast
and to come together into one place in readiness for the battle
of the great day. The kings of this passage are distinguished
from those of v. 12; those of v. 12 are the kings of the East,
those of this passage are the kings of the whole world, who
will be allied with the Beast in a future event lying beyond
the events of this bowl-plague. What is here described is only
the preparation for the great battle (19 11 ff.). These kings of
the whole world are identical with those spoken of in 17 12-14,
where the symbolical number ten is given to them (seep. 669),
and where their function in the war with the Lamb is the same
as that described here. Their united gift of their service to
the Beast is here attributed . to the influence of the three
demons; in 1717 it is said to be wrought by God. But there
is no necessary disagreement; the vision of the lying spirit
sent by Jehovah to entice Ahab to battle, 1 K. 22 1 9- 22 , furnishes a precise parallel.
This vision of the sixth bowl combines two distinct traditions, that of a Parthian host coming
with the returning Nero to conquer the Roman world (v. 12),
and that of the great assault of the united kings of the earth
upon God's people in the last days (vv. 13-14; see on 1420 and
p. 36). It might be supposed that the Apocalyptist in the first
part (v. 12) has in mind solely the destruction of Rome by the
Neronic Antichrist and his Parthian allies, an event falling
within the period of the bowl-plagues; while in the second
part (vv. 13-14) he is looking forward to the later event, the
final battle with the Messiah described in 1911 ff.. But it is
doubtful whether he here conceives a historic program for
the future so distinctly articulated; certainly in 17 12- 1 7 a distinction is not made between two classes of the Beast's allies.
1rVE'IitLa.Ta. Tp(a. : we might expect a pred. partie. e/C7T'Op€vop.eva;
its place is supplied by the rel. clause, & f!C7T'Op€verat. -li>s pa.Tpa.xoL, like frogs: i.e. in form. The loathsome appearance of
the frog makes the representation appropriate ; possibly it is
suggested by the Egyptian plague, Ex. 86, but this seems
remote. It is more likely that the idea is taken from some
mythological tradition. The frog figures in Persian mythology
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(Volter Offenb. 114). A certain parallel to this passage is
found in Hermas Vis. IV. 1, 6, where fiery locusts are seen
coming out of the mouth of a fabulous beast. - Elu'l.v yd.p
'ITVEVtLO.Ta. ICT A.., for there .exist spirits of demons which work
miracles, or for they are spirits of demons working miracles : of
the two constructions possible the second takes the words as ·
explaining the designation' unclean spirits' ; they are so called
because they are the spirits of demons, etc. But the familiar
term does not need explanation, and this clause can hardly be
said to add anything not contained in the designation itself.
The first construction takes the words as explaining the power
of the spirits, for there are spirits that work miracles. This
latter is perhaps better as giving due significance to 7rOtovvm
<F1Jf.LE'ia. The sentence Elutv ryap • • • <T1Jf.LE'ia is parenthetical.
The rel. clause a E/C7r0pfl1€Tal ICTA.., which go forth, etc., should
be joined directly with 7rVEVf.LaTa Tpfa, three spirits, since some
statement of the purpose of the appearance of these is needed,
and the words Eioov e/C ICTA.. need completion.- These spirits,
like the second beast 1313 f., work miracles to deceive ; thus
they influence the kings to further the cause of the Beast. 1T6AEtLOV: for the meaning, battle, cf. 9 8• -Tijs TJtLEpa.s ICTA.., the
great day: not the destruction of Rome, but the later event,
the day of the Lord's coming to the battle with the Beast.
15. The gathering of all the forces of the Beast for battle
will open to the saints the supreme crisis. The mention of it
moves the Apocalyptist to interject, in the name of the Lord, a
warning that the day will come suddenly, when not looked for,
as a thief in the night, and that the Christian must be watchful and ready. Such a warning in the midst of these prophecies is altogether appropriate, and it falls in with the writer's
tendency to insert ejaculatory parentheses, see p. 244. There
is then no ground for the theory of an interpolation or gloss;
so, Spitta, Volter, al. - EPXOtJ.a.L <l>s KAE1TT1'JS, I come as a thief:
see on 33. - tJ.a.KcipLos, blessed: see on 1 3. - tva. !Llt 'Y"!LVOS ICTA..,
that he may not walk naked, etc. : the Christian will remain
steadfast and prepared, as one who watching by night guards
his garments, that he may have them at hand for need.
16. uuVJ1ya.yev a.iJTovs, they gathered them together: the subj.
of the vb. is the spirits of v. 13. The kings of the earth are
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assembled with their hosts in readiness for the lmttle, which
is to take place later, 1 un I f . - . Apj1a:ye5wv, .liarnW,t/f'don: on
tlw form of the word, :->ee tt~xt. notes. The nanw lH·r« given
to the place where :-;atan's hosts are gathered and where doubtless the battle of 1U 11 If. i,.; t'mweivt·ll to occur is unquestionably
purely mystiL·al, whatcvln· its origin.
It iH unknown to Heb.
literature, mul it would he t~o11trary to the Apocalyptist.'::; usc
of propl'r IHlllH'S Lo itlcHt.ify iL, in iLs eselmLological applieation,
with any place so callt•<l. SPc p. 2:JO. lie pronounces the
name to be Hebrew, bnt tloes not as in the ease of AlJatldon
(!Jll) tranHLtte it, or explain it. He knows that most of his
readers, for whom a lll'b. word mnst be translated, cannot
connect with it a :-;peeitie mt~aning m; regards locality or etymological signiilcanl'e. \Ve are therefore justiiletl in inferring
that he does not attaeh importance to the name itself, but uses
it, whether inventing it or receiving it from tradition, merely
to give a certain prceision to Ids picture. It is then an imaginary wtme for tlf'Higuating the seene of the great battle
between ~\ 11 tich rist aml the Messiah.
AR rPg-ards the orig·in of thl.l nanw, the solntion which haR met with the
wirlPst acceptance with Reholam 111ak!'R it a emupmtn<l of .,,:r, nw11ntoin, and
the proper name J1'1~~, J/ cgidrlo ((~reek May£88wv, or 1\fay£8wv, among various
forms) tlw stronghold in th<' valley of E~<lr:wlon nPar whi<>h, 'hy the waters
of J\Iegiddo' (.J g. i)19), I~nwl gaitlP(l a tleei~ivn victory ovPr the kings of
Canaan- a 'Victory c<·kbrated for<'V<'r aft .. rwar<l~ in the song of Deborab,
Jg. clmpt. 5. TlH• designation ':\lonnt ::\)pg·irl<lo' tlms derivP<l is O]Wn to
tlw objection that tlw n•gion iR 11<1t a mountain, but a va;o;t plain. The
A pncalyptist may howPVPr haY" ><larte<l from tluo Psdtatologi<~al proplwcy
whieh pl:wc<l t.h<~ slanghtPr ,f t.lw 1mtim1s in their last asRanlt npnn (~nrl's
p<'opl<' nn 't],., 11unmtains of Isnwl,' Ezk. ;)i-\b-21, afl2, 4, 17. It is not.i<"cahl"
that in his prPlncle to the gr<'at battle lw follows this Vf'ry part of Ezk.;
see on lfl 1 7 ff. If.e n>ay then 1"'· snp}•osetl to cldinc tlw inddinit.e. tt-rm 'thr~
mountains' by adtling the nanw l\[egi<ldo, fanwd iu Israel's history as tlw
place wher<' ,J,·lwvah's <'nt•mir•s p<•ri~hetl, Jg. 5s 1. But it nmst lH' aeknowle<lgPd that this explanation i;; not fn·t' from artificiality. TlwrP is plansi·
Lility in tht> view (f:nnk..! 2()5 f. af) that tlw name is takt·n from some
a1•oealyptic myth cnrrr•nt in tr~ulition. For oth<:r l'X]•lauations, whieh
havt' howt'Y<'r not rn<:t with much favor, see Eu. Bib. I. 310; Hast. II. 30±.

17. The seventh howl is poure<l upon the air, and va:c;t convulsions follow in the lwavens an<l the eartlt. "\ n earthquake
such as the world hatl never known before kan; Home into
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three parts and overthrows the other cities of the nations; the
cup of the fierceness of God's wrath is given to Rome, she is
overwhelmed in a ruin only implied here, but announced in full
in the next paragraph (17-19 5). Hail of inconceivable magnitude falls upon men, who continue still impenitent, and blaspheme God because of the severity of the plague. Both in the
vastness of the phenomena and in the fullness of style the
Apocalyptist seeks to give to this bowl-plague a character conformed to its place as the last in the last series. Seven times
he introduces the word J.u!rya<;, great, accumulation and repetition mark the phraseology (vv. 18, 19), the calamities surpass
all that is known in the experience of men; see p. 249. The
visitation of Babylon (Rome) occupies a central place in the
plague; with the fall of the capital city of the world-empire,
the present order will be closed and Antichrist will assume
universal sway. The significance of Rome's destruction (see
p. 158) leads the Apocalyptist to present the subject in the
powerful picture that follows (chapts. 17-19 5).
<j>(l)vil tLEYcl.Al), a great voice: that of God, as shown by lnro
-rov Bpovou, from the throne. It was God's voice that in the
outset sent the angels forth on their commission ( v. 1 ), and
now when the last bowl has been poured out, his voice is again
heard declaring that his command is in this last plague accomplished. The word ryeryovev, it is done ( c£. 21 6, Lk. 1422), anticipates the outcome of the plague in which the wrath of God is
finished (see on 151) . - TOV va.oil, TOV 6p6vou, the sanctuary, the
throne: the same blending of the heavenly sanctuary and
Jehovah's throne-room appears here as in other places in the
book, see p. 524.
18-19. <j>(l)va.(, voices: see on 4 5• - OVT(I) tLEya.s, so mighty
(RV): a repetition of T1JAU,ov-ro<;, so great, for emphasis; see on
v. 17. -it 1T6ALS it tLEYclAlh the great city: cf. 1718, chapt. 18
passim. The context shows that Babylon (Rome) is meant;
cf. 148, chapts. 17-18. A reference to Jerusalem, as some take
it, is altogether foreign to the bowl-plagues; the punishment
of Jerusalem by earthquake and the repentance of its people
have been given already in chapt. 11. The mention of 'the
cities of the nations' and of Babylon in the following words
does not imply that 'the great city' is distinguished from these
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and must therefore be Jerusalem. What is said of the great
city and the cities of the nations in v. 19 a is merely a part of
the description of the unprecedented violence of the earthquake; the effect on Rome, the foremost city, is mentioned
first, and. then the cities of the nations in general are spoken of.
The former is not wholly destroyed, but rent into three parts;
the latter are completely overthrown. This use of a simple
connective, and, in passing from a particular case to the rest of
the same class, where the relation would be expressed more
exactly by the words 'and the others.' is an idiom not peculiar
to Greek; for its use in the N. T. cf. Rev. 182 4, Ac. 529,
Gal. 616; see Blass § 81, 1, Win. § 58, 7, b, note. From
speaking of the great earthquake, in which Rome apparently
suffered less severely than the other cities, the Apocalyptist
passes in v. 19 b to the special visitation sent upon her as the
supreme object of vengeance in this plague-series; she is
remembered before God and the cup of the fierceness of his
wrath is given her to drink-language evidently referring to
something beyond the effects of the earthquake, lighter in her
case than in the others; it implies the extremity of punishment
inflicted upon her, cf. 186 • She herself is made to drink the
cup of wrath, which she has given to men and thereby according
to 182 f., 148 wrought her own utter ruin. This special punishment of Rome is only alluded to here in passing, because it is
made the theme of a special paragraph, that which follows.We have not then in the book two disagreeing representations
of Rome's destruction, as some insist, one in this passage
attributing it to an earthquake, the other, in 17 16, 18 8, attributing it to fire and other plagues.- Soilva.L: epexeget. infin.; see
Burton § 375.- Toil otvou Toil 6utJ.oil IC'rX., the wine of the wrath,
etc.: see on 148, 10 •
•
20-21. After allusion to the special vengeance on Rome
(v. 19 b), the Apocalyptist returns in these verses to the convulsions in nature. For the separation of connected thoughts,
as common with the author, see p. 244. -1Tci<ra. vi]<ros Ecj>U"YEV
IC'rX., every island fled away, etc.: the language alludes to the
sinking of islands, etc., in violent earthquakes, not to the final
dissolution of the world expected at the end; the reign of Antichrist has yet to intervene. See on 614. - <i>s Ta.Aa.vna.La.,
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about the weight of a talent: the talent as a weight varied
greatly among different peoples and at different times, from
near sixty to more than double that number of pounds. All
that is intended here is hailstones of inconceivable hugeness.
Textual notes, 152-1617. 152 ff.. R with some min inserts EK rou xapa:yjm.aurov before EK rou apd)p.ov. -3. rwv £8vwv Kc APQ most min vers edd;
rwv atwvwv K*C some min vers WH RV (probably due to 1 Tim. 117) ; R
has rwv aytwv without Ms. authority.- 6. ot before EXOVTE~ AC most mi,n
RV edd; wanting in KPQ some min R; WH bracket. -A.tvov PQ most min
and vers R most edd ; A.t8ov AC some min vlg. Lch WH RV al. j Ka8apov is
against A.t8ov, which is not supported by .Ezk. 28 18 LXX, nor by xrvrrwv
Ka8apov 21 18 ; K has A.wou~.
16 2 ff.. R with some min reads E7rt instead of u> before T1JV Y'rJV·- 3. l;w'r/~
AC one min vers edd; l;wrra KPQ min vers R Sod. -4. For EYEVETo, A a few
min Prim Lch WHmrg al read £y£vovro. - 6. mEw KPQ min most edd ; ?T£W
AC W s Ti WH al, a contracted form; see Blass § 6, 5. -7. Before rou
8urrtaUT1Jpwv, R inserts a,\,\ov EK, similarly some Mss. of vlg. -12. avaTOA1J>
KCQ most min edd ; avaroA.wv A some min R W s WHmrg RV. -16. 'App.ay£8wv (Harmagedon). The aspirate, not determined by the uncials,
appears in many miu some vers and anc com, and is adopted by most edd,
the first syllable being identified with "1tr; cf. WH Introd. 313. The aspirate is wanting in some min and vers, some Mss. of vlg R. The ending
-E8wv, with single 8, is supported by NA many min and vers, and is adopted
by nearly all edd; R with Q some min and vers has -£88wv. WH reads dAp
May£8wv. The shorter reading May£8wv, without the prefix, is found in Q
some min and vers. -17. R with some min has EL> instead of Em before rov
aEpa.
TO~

Criticism of chapts. 15-16. The principal objections urged in criticism of
these chapts. are the following. (1) The paragraph as a whole is out of
place here. After the appearance of the Son of man and the judgments
of the harvest and the vintage, i.e. after the end is reached (14 14- 20), there
is no room for the seven plagues which are preliminary to the end; so,
Erbes, Weyland, W ellhausen, J. 1Veiss, al.
The series is a mere parallel
of the trumpet-plagues, and was added by another hand in imitation of
those.- But t}le announcement of the judgment in chapt. 14 does not proclaim it as entering at that point; those visions are anticipatory. See
pp. 280, 661. As regards parallelism with the trumpet-series see p. 690.
(2) Verse 151 in which the seven angels are seen in heaven having the seven
plagues is at variance with 155 f., which represents them as first appearing
later, when the temple opens to give them exit. A redactor is here combining or working over derived material ; so, Weyland, Erbes, al. But the
very difficulty of the verse in its relation to 155 raises doubt as to its insertion by any hand other than that of the author of the paragraph as a whole.
See further, p. 673. (3) A song of victory praising God for accomplished
judgment (152- 4) interrupts the connection between vv. 1 and 5; it does
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not belong here with plagues, but after a scene of deliverance ; allusion to
victory over the Beast is alien to the context; the words 'the song of the
Lamb' have no significance here. Spitta (157 ff.) expunging, as the additions of a redactor, all reference to the Beast and the Lamb makes the
passage (152 - 4) a part of his Jewish document J 2 and an immediate continuation. of 14 20 ; it was a song of deliverance at the Red Sea, but the
redactor christianized it and transferred the scene to heaven, combining the
Red Sea with the crystal sea of 4 6 ; the victorious Israelites, with the Elders
having harps in 58 ; and the song of Moses, with the song of the Elders
praising the Lamb in 59• Erbes (94 f., 101) makes the hymn a part of his
early Christian apocalypse. A separate song of the Lamb, found in the
original, is omitted here by the redactor, because it seemed to him out of
place after he had inserted the bowl-plagues; he transferred it in part
to 511-13• Vi:ilter, who makes chapts. 15-16 a part of his Cerinthian addition, takes the hymn, interpreted as a song of martyrs in heaven who have
fallen in recent persecutions, to be introduced here as a sign for the beginning of the last plagues. The mention of the song of the Lamb is redactional, since the Lamb would not be put after Moses, and since no song of
the Lamb follows (Problem 225 ff.).- But the appropriateness of the passage in this place as one of the author's anticipatory hymns is shown above;
see notes on 152; also pp. 282, 244 ff. And with the recognition of this
relation of the passage to the writer's habit, the principal ground for the
minor points in this criticism disappears. The excisions, rearrangements,
and interpretations proposed, in order to fit the paragraph into another
document or place, are too arbitrary to have furnished any widely accepted
theory of reconstruction. The objections regarding the song of the Lamb
have been noticed above, pp. 677 f.
The reviser's introduction of the bowl-series is variously explained by
critics. According to Volter (Problem 253 ff.) the bowl-plagues are a part
of his Cerinthian addition to the Apocalypse. The trumpet-plagues were
intended, in the primitive form of the book, as the forerunner of the end,
but the author of the Cerinthian insertion, writing in the reign of Domitian,
had interpolated a picture of his own times (12 12- 17, 13); therefore the seven
trumpet-plagues represented for him a time long past and could not serve
as steps leading immediately to the judgment; a new series of plagues must
therefore be introduced to precede the end. Hence the redactor inserts
here this imitation of the trumpet-plagues. Weyland (164) agrees with
Volter as regards the imitation of the trumpet-plagues and the reason for
the insertion of a new series here. He assigns the f.rumpet-plagues to his
Jewish source Aleph, and niakes the bowl-series the work of the Christian
redactor. Erbes (94 ff.) takes the bowl-series as a part of the addition
which in his theory was made to the Apocalypse in the year 80; it is
superfluous after the trumpet-plagues of which it is an imitation; but it
was added for the purpose of filling up a gap in the manifestation of God's
wrath, now that the parousia was still delayed. The redactor reveals his
want of skill ; e.g. in 1613 in placing Satan and his two agents on equal
footing, though the Beast had already been made his plenipotentiary (132),
2Y
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and therefore the three frogs would more appropriately come only from his
mouth. J. Weiss (99) denies to chapts. 15-16 a place in the original Apocalypse, because such a plague-series after 1414- 20 comes too late, and because
the frequent allusion to the Beast-vision of chapt. 13 shows these chapts.
(15-16) to be a part of the same Jewish document Q. The subdued pictures of the end given in 14 14- 20 did not satisfy the redactor's hot desire for
vengeance and judgment; he therefore makes a new start in the bowlplagues leading up to a representation of the end in pictures of a different
style.
The views given above represent the principal types of criticism concerned with these verses (156-16 21 ). What has been said on p. 689 in answer
to the criticism there spoken of is in part applicable here also. As regards
parallelism between the two series of the trumpets and the bowls, the following observations may be made. (1) The parallelism is not so close as
is sometimes assumed; no two plague scenes in the two series are precisely
alike, and where there is not complete dissimilarity the variation is nevertheless material. (2) Both series are for the larger part based on the
Egyptian plagues, which naturally came to form for all time symbols of
visitations of God's wrath upon his enemies. It would not be strange,
then, that one and the same author should take his start from these in
introducing into his book two different series of plagues; nor would it be
strange that an author should introduce more than one series of symbols
to express the same thing, as e.g. the author of Dan. symbolizes the empire
under the two sets of figures, the great image and the beasts ( chapts. 2
and 7). There is in itself no reason why both series of plagues should not
be attributed to one author. (3) We might expect a third series of plagues
to be added, because of the importance of the number three with the author,
as a number for fullness and largeness; cf. chapt. 8 passim, 918, 124, 146-9,
1613-19, And if the view taken in the Com., pp. 668 ff., be correct, that the
bowl-plagues form the 'third woe,' it is impossible to attribute the series to
another author; see p. 671. See further on the parallelism between the
two series, pp. 671 ff.

XVII-XIX. 5. The destruction of Rome by Antichrist. See
pp. 284 :ff. (1) Introductory vision; the woman seated on the
scarlet-colored beast, 171-6,
The short vision introducing the prophecy of the destruction
of Rome represents the imperial city .under the figure of a
woman with all the appurtenances of great luxury and corruption. That Rome is meant in the figure is made clear by
the definition in v. 18. With this agree the woman's name,
Babylon, worn on her frontlet (see on 14 8), her seat upon seven
hills (v. 9), and her evident identification with the great worldcity throughout chapt. 18. The figurative designation harlot
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is frequently applied to Jerusalem and Israel to denote the
falling away from Jehovah into idolatry, e.g. Is. 121, Ezk. 1615,
Hos. 26• Tyre and Nineveh, Is. 23 17, Nah. 34, receive the name,
because they have corrupted the kingdoms of the world. The
description in v. 4 and chapt. 18 shows that the figure as used
here includes all Rome's wicked luxury and her allurement to
godlessness and. immorality. As a further trait in the picture
of the woman's guilt it is added (v. 6) that she is drunken
with the blood of God's servants. This last is the most significant feature in the symbol, as explaining the ruin about to
fall on the great city; cf. 186, 20• 2\ 19 2• The purple and scarlet
in which the woman is clothed do not symbolize her bloody
character (so, many com.); the immediate connection with the
gold and jewels in the description of her adornment shows that
the luxury of her attire is meant, as in 18 16 • The representation of the woman as sitting on the beast (the imperial power)
is intended to show the oneness of the imperial city in its corruption and bloodguiltiness with the imperial power on which
it rests. All its character is only an expression of that power,
which serves as Satan's agent. The beast of this scene is in
the mind of the Apocalyptist identified with the one represented
in chapt. 13 (see p. 695), even if it had primarily a different
ongm. It is possible that, as some suppose ( cf. Gunkel 365),
the author may have derived the suggestion of the figure of a
woman seated on a beast from familiar mythology; the representation of a divinity borne by an animal was common.
However, the question of such an origin is unimportant in the
interpretation, since the Apocalyptist makes clear the meaning
of both figures and the relation between them.
1-2. ets EK -rCi>v E'll'Td. JCrA.., one of the seven angels that had the
seven bowls: since the vision of Rome's destruction is an amplification of what is announced summarily among the judgments
of the seven bowls (16 19 ), one of the angels of those judgments
appears here appropriately as an intermediary in showing and
explaining the vision. Here for the first time in the book
appears an interpreting angel, a figure common in apocalyptic
(see p. 170). For the representation of Rome as a harlot see
above. - Tfls Ka.011JLEV11S • • • 'ITOAACi>v, that sitteth on many
waters: for e7r{, on, meaning on the shore of, cf. Jno. 211, 2 K. 27;
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cf. the French sur mer, said of places by the sea. The phrase
here is taken from Jer. 5113, where allusion is made to the
numerous canals distributing the waters of the Euphrates
through the country about Babylon. To the Apocalyptist
Rome is Babylon (see on 14 8), and he applies to the former
words of the prophets uttered regarding the latter. This epithet is taken over and applied to Rome, not beQause it has any
parallel in Rome's location, but because the Apocalyptist sees
in it a symbol of the many nations which form the foundation
and strength of Rome's power (v. 15), as the· waters in the
plain of Babylon form the very condition of her existence; cf.
Jer. 5038f.. The figure does not refer to the nations rising like
the waters to overwhelm her, as in Is. sn (so, many com.), for
that idea does not appear in the imagery of the chapt. The
two representations of the woman as seated by the waters and
upon the beast are not at variance with each other; the former
is a geographical figure and the language is adapted to an
actual city and its location, the latter is a symbol of the capital
city and its relation to the imperial power on which it rests.
The same juxtaposition of a geographical and a political idea
appears in vv. 9 f., in the mountains and the kings.-To\l o'£vou
Tils 1ropvda.s, the wine of her fornication: the wine which she uses
as a means of seduction.
3. The Prophet is caught away in spirit, as in 11°, 42, 211°,
and in this instance into a wilderness. The wilderness is taken
by many com. to be typical of the utter destruction to which
Rome is to be reduced. But the actual destruction of Rome,
or the desolation following, is not exhibited in this vision; so
far as Rome is here shown to the Seer, she appears in the splendor of her power and luxury. A solitary region was a fitting
place for visions; cf. the visions of Moses Ex. 31 1!·, of Ezra
2 Es. 923 1!., of Hermas Vis. I. 1, 3 ; III. 1, 3. It is doubtful
whether anything more is intended than the variety sought by
the author; see 55 • In his different ecstacies the Seer beholds
himself on earth, 11°, 108f.; in heaven, 41 ; on the sea-shore, 1218;
on a mountain top, 2110; and here in the wilderness. Wilderness as used in the Scriptures does not necessarily denote a dry
and barren place, it is often an uncultivated region with little
or no settled population ; so that, even if the place of the woman
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were meant, there would be no difficulty in the presence of
'many waters'; cf. 'the wilderness of the sea,' Is. 21 1. K6KKLvov, scarlet colored: this color, similar to that of the dragon
(12 3), is not elsewhere attributed to the Beast; possibly the
color of the trappings is meant (De Wette, al), but there is
nothing to indicate this limitation. Neither is there anything
to point to it as symbolical of the blood of the martyrs (Dust.,
al). Its connection in the same sentence with the names of
blasphemy and the numerous heads and horns would seem to
make it one of the attributes which give terribleness to the
beast's appearance. - 'YEJLOVTa.: construct. ad. sens. - 6v6JLa.Ta. ~
the ace. after ryeJLetv is irregular; cf. -ra lucaBap-ra, v. 4. See
Blass § 36, 4; Win. § 30, 8, b. The 'names of blasphemy'
refer to the blasphemous titles assumed by the emperors; see
on 131. If exwv be read here, see p. 224 for the irregularity.
4. The several articles of the woman's adornment are not
symbolical; they picture the splendor of her luxury.- "'rOnlPLOV
xpu<rovv JC-r"A., a golden cup, etc.: the golden cup, beautiful to
look upon, and supposedly full of wine which the woman offers
to her votaries, is in reality filled with abominations. The
words figure all the gross corruption of the world-city. The
imagery is in part suggested by J er. 517.- Td. ciKO.Oa.pTa. : for
the ace .. see on v. 3.
5. E"'rL To JLET(I)"'rOV, upon her forehead: after the manner of the
Roman .courtesans (Seneca Rhetor, Oontrov. I. 2; Juvenal VI.
123), the woman bore on her head-band her name, or an inscription which declared her personality and character; she is
Babylon the Great, the mother of harlots, etc. - JLU<TTTJpLov,
a mystery: something which contains a hidden meaning. The
word may be taken as part of the inscription, in apposition with
the words following (EV), or as part of the preceding clause
in apposition with 8voJLa, name; in either case it signifies that
the name is to be understood mystically, not literally; cf. 7rVEVJLaTLJCoo~, 11 8.-1\ JLTJT11P /C'TA., the mother of harlots, etc.: Rome
as the f.L1JTpo7ro"At~, the metropolis, the mother-city, of the earth, is
viewed as the source and furtherer of all the abominations of
the earth.
6. Rome's sin reaches its culmination in the martyrdom of
God's people. The woman is drunken with the blood of the
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saints. . This is the chief count in her indictment, calling for
the judgment of destruction, which forms the subject of the
paragraph. There are two charges against Rome, the martyrdom of the saints, and her corruption and corrupting influence.
For the language of the second charge cf. Nah. 31 - 4 ; for the
combination of the two charges cf. Sib. Or. V. 160-171. It is
arbitrary to assign the two charges to two different authors;
so, J. Weiss 31. -~J.e9\rou<Ta.v EK Tov a.'LIJ.a.Tos, drunken with the
blood: for the expression cf. Is. 34 7, 49 26 , En. 62 12 , also Pliny
H. N. XIV. 28, cited among other cases by Wetstein in loc.
The figure includes two ideas, vastness of slaughter, and the
maddening effect of the same upon the perpetrator.- Ka.l. EK
. . . 'ITJ<TOv, even . . . of the witnesses of Jesus: after his
manner (see p. 242), the author uses first the quite general
designation arywt, saints, applicable to the people of the old and
new covenants alike, and then he adds the specific designation
showing that Christians are meant. Those who were martyred
at Rome by Nero are probably especially in mind, cf. 166 •
Many following Vischer attribute this second clause teat •••
'17]<TOV to a redactor, on the ground that the two clauses must
refer to two distinct classes of persons, as shown by tca{ and;
with a Christian writer, arywt, saints, and t-tdpTVPE'> '17]<TOV, witnesses of Jesus, would have the same meaning; therefore the
first must be assigned to a Jewish document, to which a
redactor has given a Christian coloring by adding the second
clause. But this theory disregards the practice of the writer
referred to above. tca{ here is even. Of. the juxtaposition of
arytot and alkA.cpo{ Col. 11. - IJ.O.pT\rp(IW, witnesses: for the use of
the word in the book see on 213.
(2) The angel's interpretation of the introductory vision.
177-18. See pp. 284 f., 406 ff.
The 'angel-interpreter,' whose office is characteristic of apocalyptic literature (see on v. 1), now explains the introductory
vision, both in its present significance and in the final issues
contained in it. As the judgment upon the woman is the
subject of the revelation promised in the outset, v. 1, and as
she is the principal figure in the vision (vv. 1-6), we might
expect her to occupy the first and chief place in this interpretation. On the contrary the angel speaks first and chiefly of the
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beast that carries her. But the critical objection raised on this
account (see p. 709) is not justified, for in point of fact the
judgment of the woman, i.e. of Rome, does occupy the larger
part of the paragraph taken as a whole (17 1-191'•). Besides
what is said of it in these verses, it forms the subject of
181-195 , to which this part is preparatory. As regards the subordinate place of the woman in these interpretative verses (7-18),
it must be noted that the being and destiny of the woman (the
capital city) have no significance apart from the beast (the
imperial power impersonated in the emperors); and the judgment which is to come upon her can be shown only through the
explanation of the beast, who in his final manifestation is to be
the agent of that judgment. A single sentence and a few
intimations suffice to reveal her present significance. The revelation of her future destiny is joined inseparably with the revelation of the future of the beast. Moreover the beast represents
a complex agency active not only in the judgment of the
woman, but in the events that follow till the millennium.
Necessarily then prominence is given to him in the angel's
interpretation. The woman is distinctly explained as the imperial city, v. 18; see alsop. 690. The beast of these explanatory verses is declared (v. 7) to be the same as that of vv. 3-6;
and it is evident that the writer identifies it with the Beast of
chapt. 13, whatever differences critics may find among the
three (see pp. 709, 710). This identification is shown by the
names of blasphemy, the seven heads and ten horns, the revivification, in which the two agree, and by the language describing the wonder which the revivification awakens among men
( cf. 178 with 133, 8). These verses (7-18) furnish then an
explanation of what is said of the Beast in chapt. 13, and the
two passages mutually throw light upon each other.
It is not surprising that the explanation of the Beast is in
part enigmatical; in symbolical representation the symbol and
the reality are in the nature of the case often blended; and
when the thing symbolized comes to occupy in turn different
and even dissimilar situations, ambiguity is likely to occur.
In this case the Beast appears at one time to represent a single
person, and again seven (or eight) distinct persons in succession. He is frequently identified with the head which at a
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particular time represents him; see pp. 406 f. But he is
always a concrete person, not a figure for an abstract power, as
e.g. the force of evil. While in the explanation given in these
verses the heads are said to represent a succession of kings
arising one after another (17 10 ), they appear in the vision of
chapt. 13 as a group among the attributes of the Beast, as if
existing simultaneously. This, however, is only the necessary
consequence of picturing a whole era in a tableau, as it were,
as is common in visional portrayals, rather than in narrative or
dramatic form. Thus the ten horns are seen grouped with the
seven heads, but they symbolize kings who belong to a time
subsequent to at least six of these (17 12 ). So the fourth beast
and the ten horns in Daniel's vision (77), the different parts of
the image seen by Nebuchadnezzar (2 32), the twelve wings of
the eagle in 2 Es. lllf·, furnish groups of objects appearing
simultaneously, though symbolizing things which are successive
in time (Dan. 723 f·, 237 ff·, 2 Es. 12 14 ). In chapt. 13 Satan's
agent is portrayed without reference to the successive phases
of his manifestation at different times and in different persons;
while here in chapt. 17, in the interpretation of what was there
seen, the historic sequence of the factors of the vision is pointed
out.
It seems unquestionable that the idea expressed in the
words 'the beast was and is not and shall come,' 17 8, is the
same as that denoted in the symbolical vision by the head
smitten unto death and healed, 133 • The language is similar,
and the effect of the restoration in each case is described in
closely parallel terms (see above). Moreover, an interpretation
of that symbol in chapt. 13 is to be expected here ; for the
marvel of the head forms one of the most significant features of
that vision, it is mentioned as essential three times (13 3• 12• 14 ) ,
and its obscurity is not relieved by any parallel in apocalyptic
tradition. The other important features, the heads and the
horns, are here interpreted; an interpretation of the marvelous
head could not then be wanting. Taking then the two passages together we see that the head slain and revived is one in
the line of kings who had already died, and that its restoration
represents a kind of revivification of that king, as one in whom
the Beast will appear after the sixth and seventh kings have
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ceased to exist, 17 10 r.. See pp. 407 f. But the Apocalyptist
is careful to add words which are fundamental in the expression of his thought as regards this revived head; he is to
'come up out of the abyss,' language which interpreted by the
author's use throughout (9 1• 2• 11 , 117• 201• 3) means that he will
come up from the place of demons. He is not revived in the
mere human nature of his former existence, he comes in
demonic form and with demonic powers. The figure which
the Apocalyptist has in mind here becomes clear in the light
of the common Christian view of Antichrist, and the expectation of his coming; see pp. 397 ff. With that thought before
his mind the author introduces a significant variation in interpreting here the vision of chapt. 13. There the Beast, a purely
symbolical figure, is said to come up out of the sea, as do the
beasts in Daniel's vision (7 3) and the eagle in 2 Es. (111), a
conception probably going back to the ultimate origin of the
beast in popular mythology as a monster of the sea ; see on
123 • But the actual person symbolized by the restored head,
the demonic king reincarnate in Antichrist, could not be
represented as coming out of the sea; he comes from the abode
of demons, 'the abyss.' For further points in the angel's
interpretation, see pp. 698 ff.
7. For general notes on the following paragraph (vv. 7-18),
see (2) p. 694, and the pp. there referred to. - Epoo CTOL To
!LllCTTl\pLOV tcT'A., I will tell thee the mystery, etc.: it is clear from
what follows that the mystery which the angel promises to
explain includes more than the mere symbolical meaning of the
woman and the beast; it includes the whole subject of the
paragraph 171-19 5, i.e. the judgment of the great harlot. From
the promise in v. 1 and from that given here, what is expected
and what really follows is the punishment of destruction, which
comes upon the woman for the crimes exhibited in the opening
vv., 1-6. This forms the theme unfolded variously and with
great force to the end. The criticism (see p. 709) that the
Apocalyptist after introducing the theme, 'the mystery of the
woman,' v. 7, then drops it and returns to it only casually in
v. 16, rests upon a misconception of the scope of the paragraph
as a whole. The Beast is introduced as an essential part of the
explanation, because he with his confederates is the agent by
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whom the punishment of the woman is executed. His own
end is only briefly alluded to, vv. 11, 14; that forms the subject of a later paragraph (19 11 - 21 ). At the same time, so
important is the figure of the Beast in the oracles of the book,
that the author brings in here, as it were incidentally, the
explanation necessary for understanding the imagery of chapt.
13. That there should be amplification beyond what belongs
directly to the main subject is only characteristic of a mind
moving in the manner of a Hebrew prophet.
8. For the meaning of what is said of the Beast, see pp.
400 ff., 406 ff. - To ovojla.: for the sing., see on 118. - cbro
Ka.Ta.poA"ls KO<rjlou, from the foundation of the world: see on 13 8 •
------:-- PAE1TovT<w: instead of {JA.e7rovier; through the influence of wv.
The cause of the wonder which shall seize all is the return of the
Beast, and all that is implied in the resuscitation of the Nero
who once was. The wonder includes homage and adherence,
as in 133 r.
9. ~liE . . . a-o<j>£a.v, here is the mind that hath wisdom: see
on 13 18 • - e'!TTd opT), seven mountains : as the woman symbolizes
Rome, the seven mountains upon which she sits are without
doubt Rome's seven hills, which form one of the most familiar
characterizations of the imperial city. The word &par; does not
necessarily denote a lofty eminence ; cf. Mt. 51, 1529, J no. 615.
The Latin uses both collis and mons in reference to the seven
hills. A symbolical interpretation of mountain as a seat of
power (some older interpreters) is inapplicable here; there are
not seven seats of power. The local allusion is too plain to be
doubted. The twofold interpretation of the heads, as mountains and as kings, has raised unnecessary difficulty (see p.
710). Rome, the capital city, and the emperors, as inseparably connected, are both before the Apocalyptist's mind, and it
is natural that he should see in so conspicuous a feature in the
imagery as the seven heads a reference to both. The number
seven coincides with the familiar epithet of Rome as sevenhilled, and readily suggests a parallelism between the heads
and the local city. The thought is expressed parenthetically
before the chief significance of the symbol, the seven kings.
Such a parenthesis would not then be strange even if it served
no special purpose ; but in fact it shows who the kings are
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that are to be spoken oi- they are the kings of Rome (Venter
Offenb. 66 f.). For the combination of the local and political
aspects of the city, see on v. 2.- o1rou, E1T' a:uToov : for the
pleonasm, see on 126.
10-11. For the seven kings and the short time of the
seventh, see pp. 704 :ff. For the Beast that was and is not is
an eighth king, see pp. 406 f., 708.- ~a.<TLAELS E1TT6. EL<TLV,
they are seven kings: the seven heads symbolize seven kings,
emperors of Rome. - E1TE<ra.v, are fallen: this word is not inappropriate to the death of the five emperors (so, Alford, al) ;
it alludes to the eminent rank of those whose death is declared,
cf. 2 S. 338 , 'a prince and a great man is fallen.'- Ka.L a.\JTOS
o-y5o6s E<TTLV, even he is an eighth : i.e. an eighth king, or worldruler, not an eighth head (see p. 708). For a1rro<> as an
emphatic he, see Blass § 48, 1.- Ka.(, even: the position forbids
joining with oryooo<;, an eighth also, as well as one of an earlier
order.- EK TOOV E1TT6., of the seven; perhaps equivalent to onPof the seven, cf. Ac. 21 8, Mt. 2673 ; see Thayer elp.{, V. 3, a.
But elsewhere the author uses et<> €" Twv ICTA., e.g. v. 1, 5 5, 6 1 ;
he may have thought the latter implied too absolute identity
between the historic Nero and the Nero incarnate in Antichrist, and therefore chose the less precise expression.- ELS
0.1Tci>AELa.v ICT"A., he goeth to perdition : Antichrist will be destroyed by the Messiah, 1911-21.
12-13. jlLO.V <iipa.v, one hour: a short time is meant. The
ten kings receive their authority and their kingdoms from
God, that they may serve as the helpers of Antichrist in the
destruction of Rome, vv. 16-17. Their power is coterminous
with that of Antichrist (p.eTa Tov 81Jp{ov), which is of short
duration; they perish with him, 1919- 21 • -jlLO.V -yvcl>jlTJV EXOU<TLV, have one mind: they are unanimous in giving their power
to the Beast and in assisting him in his war against the Lamb
and in the destruction of Rome.
The ten horns, as a feature of the Beast, are derived directly
from Dan. 77• 24, and they are not a mere detail of that picture
taken over as a whole (so, some com.), for other features of the
description given there are not retained. These have special
meaning for the Apocalyptist's idea. But the figure is applied
differently here. There the horns represent a series of kings
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arising one after another in the last world-empire (the GrrecoSyrian) ; that series is represented in our book by the seven
heads, while the horns symbolize, not Roman rulers, but kings
whose dominions are to be given them in the last days simultaneously with one another and with Antichrist. They have
not yet received their kingdoms (v. 12). The difference is
characteristic of the author's independence in using figures
derived from other sources.
The number ten is of course symbolical, signifying completeness (see pp. 250 f., 254), and the author's purpose is to show
how Antichrist when he comes will obtain power over all
nations and peoples (13 7); all kings, those of kingdoms large
or small, near or remote, will yield their power with one
consent to him as their supreme lord, for God will put it into
their hearts to do so, vv. 13, 17. Rigorous literalism might
raise difficulty here as regards the number. Ten is meant to
symbolize all, yet Rome, if we follow chronological order, is
not included- it is first overthrown by Antichrist and his
allies before his rule is all-complete. But evidently the Apocalyptist means to express here merely the fullness of Antichrist's power, and his destruction of the present world-order ;
chronological detail is not thought of. In the identification
of the ten kings there is no ground for making a distinction between the horns of 131 and those of 1712, and referring the former to Roman emperors (so, Dust. al) ; neither
emperors nor Roman provincial governors (so, many) cal). be
meant ; such a reference is too narrow, the number is all-comprehensive. For the same reason an identification with satraps
of Parthian provinces, who should come as confederates with
Nero (so, DeWet. Bleek; al) cannot be maintained, though it
is doubtless true that the belief in Nero's coming with these
auxiliaries to take vengeance on Rome influenced the Apocalyptist's application of the symbol. The ten kings are purely
eschatological figures representing the totality of the powers of all
nations on the earth which are to be made subservient to Antichrist.
14. o~ToL, these: the Beast and his confederates are meant,
as shown by 1919 ; cf. v. 16. The Apocalyptist's thought here
passes to the final conflict between Antichrist and the Messiah,
1911-21. The mention of that war and the overthrow of Anti-
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christ appears inappropriate in a paragraph concerned with the
Beast's destruction of Rome, and not with the war against
the saints. It is also argued by some that a declaration of the
Beast's overthrow cannot properly precede that of his assault
on Rome. The verse is therefore rejected by many; so, Vischer,
Wellhausen, Bouss., al. But the parenthesis-for such it is
-is not inexplicable here. The mention in v. 13 of the gift
of their power to the Beast on the part of the nations leads the
author's thought quite characteristically to the supreme service
in which the combined force is to be used, the war with the
Lamb, and to the final result, the Beast's overthrow. This forms
for the readers the subject of the highest interest, and the
assurance of the final triumph of the saints conforms to the
author's habit of forestalling the dark predictions of trial by
promises of final deliverance. After th~ parenthesis the Apocalyptist turns back to the main subject, the punishment of the
woma.n and the part which the Beast and his confederates are
to perform in that issue, vv.16 f. If parentheses, sudden turns
of thought and anticipation, can find no original place in a
writing of this kind, not only our book, but theN. T. generally,
and especially St. Paul's epistles, must be extensively rewritten.
on KvpLOS wrX., because he is Lord of lords, etc.: the supreme
lordship of the Lamb gives assurance of his victory over the
Beast. Titles similar to these given to the Lamb here and in
191 6 occur frequently as applied to God; cf. Dt. 1017, Ps. 1363,
Dan. 2 47, 113 6 ; for the occurrence in late Jewish writings see
Bouss. Judenthum, 306. They are also applied in Babylonian
mythology to Marduk.- ot !JoET• a.liToil wrX., and those with him,
etc. : sc. vu,f]uovutv ; those with him shall conquer, as being called,
and elect and faithful; such cannot fail. The phrase corresponds
to the words 'Lord of lords,' etc., which give the assurance of
the Lamb's victory. The saints of earth are not mentioned in
1911 ff. as forming a part of the Lamb's army, but their share in
the conflict is implied in the words of this verse, 'those with
him.' And in the promise of victory over the Beast, mention
of the share of the saints would be expected; cf. 226 r·, 1211 •
This interpretation, that of many scholars, e.g. De Wet., Dust.,
RV, Moff., Swete, seems certainly correct. The other interpretation, which supplies elu{v, those with him are called and elect,
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etc. (A V, Bengel, Bouss., Holtzm., al), gives a statement having
no direct connection with the topic of the sentence, victory
over the Beast in the final battle which he will attempt.The words ICA7JTo{, eiCXeteTo{, called, chosen, the latter not found
elsewhere in Rev., contain a Pauline reminiscence; cf. also
Mt. 2016, 2214.
15. After the parenthesis of v. 14, the interpretation returns
to the symbol of the woman, Rome, and the vastness of her
power; this is contributed to her by all the nations of the
earth, as life was given to Babylon by the waters of the plain
about her. But all this power is to be .swept away.- Td. v8a.Ta.
teTX., the waters which thou sawest: the Seer does not in vv. 2 ff.
mention the waters among the things seen; their presence is
inferred from v. 1. The interpretation of the waters as a
symbol of peoples follows O.'T. usage; cf. Is. 87, Jer. 472. This
verse gives a further hint as to who the woman is; she is one
who sits as queen over many nations and peoples.
16-17. The acts described are those of persons; the Apocalyptist has in mind the persons symbolized by the Beast and
the horns.;_ Td.s o-cl.pKa.S a.'liTilS cpcl.yoVTa.L, shall eat her flesh:
a figure taken from the ravening of wild beasts, and frequently
used to denote the utter destruction of men by their fellows;
cf. Ps. 272, Jer. 10 25, Mic. 3 3, Zeph. 3 3. - a.'liTilv Ka.Ta.Ka.'lio-ouo-Lv,
shall burn her utterly: i.e. the city, which is symbolized by the
· woman. The destruction of Rome foretold summarily in this
verse is taken up again and amplified with great dramatic
force in the concluding and larger part of the paragraph, 181195. - b yd.p 0Eos ICT"A., for God put it into their hearts, etc.:
the marvel of Rome's overthrow by the combined forces of the
earth is possible, for it is God who thus works out his will;
and he moves the nations to forsake their differences, and with
one accord to give their power to the .Beast till God's purpose is
accomplished. - E8(1)KEV, did put it into their hearts: the act is
yet in the future, but the aor. tense marks it as past with
reference to the time when the events of v. 16 shall take place.
- Td.S Ka.p8ta.s a.'liTillv, their hearts : i.e. the hearts of the ten
kings, as shown by oovvm T~v f3arnXe{av ICTA., give their kingdom
to the Beast.- Tilv yvmtJ.'l'JV a.'liTOv, his mind: the mind, i.e. purpose, or will, of God. What that will is, is· explained by the
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following words, viz. : that with one mind they should give
their power to the Beast till God's word is fulfilled. Some,
following Bengel (so, Ewald, De Wet., Bouss., al), refer the
pronoun in the phrase his mind to the Beast. But in that case
we should expect 07Jp{ov to be inserted here rather than in the
later clause oovvat tCTA. The mention of the Beast in v. 16 is
too remote to admit of reference to that word instead of the
near word Oed~. For the meaning of ryvcbfl-"1 cf. Ac. 20 3, Philem.
14; and for its use of God's will cf. Ign. Rom. 83, Sm. 6 2 • 1TOL1J<ra.L J1la.v yvlllj.LTJV, to execute a common purpose: i.e. the purpose of giving their power to the Beast, as explained in the
following words. Cf. v. 13, where the entertainment of the purpose is spoken of ( exovuw) ; here its execution ( 71"0t7}uat) is
meant.- O.xpL TEAEo-Ofto-ovTa.L tCT"A., until the words of God should
be accomplished: the nations remain the vassals of the Beast till
the great battle, 1919 ff·, The 'words of God' then include more
than the overthrow of Rome ; the prophecies of the last events
till the overthrow of Antichrist seem to be meant.
18. The interpretation of the vision closes with the clear
statement of what had already been hinted (vv. 9, 15, see notes
there), that the woman symbolizes the capital city of the world,
i.e. Rome.
The destruction of Rome by Antichrist and his vassals.- The
judgment upon Rome, the present embodiment of God-opposing power, the relentless persecutor of the saints and the
corrupter of the earth, forms one of the foremost acts in the
eschatological fulfillment. And the Beast and his activities
are introduced here revealing the agency and manner of God's
execution of her doom. God will employ the supreme terrestrial power of evil to work out his counsel. Rome will be
destroyed by the Neronic Antichrist as the agent of God's
will, vv. 16-17. The rise of this conception is not difficult to
understand. Internecine war as an organ of God in destroying
his enemies in the last times was predicted in the 0. T. prophecies; cf. Ezk. 38 21 , Hag. 222, Zec. 1413• Allied to such prediction, but more akin to that of our book, was the prophecy
that the 'little horn,' the prototype of Antichrist, would obtain
his power by destroying his predecessors, with whose line he
was connected, Dan. 78• 24 r. And the removal of the power of
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great Rome as a condition of Antichrist's appearance and full
activity was an expectation found among the Christians,
2 Thess. 2 3 - 8• The possibility of the overthrow of the existing
power of Rome, and the manner of its accomplishment, were
contained in the belief, widespread in the latter part of the
century, that Nero would return from the East with a host of
Parthian confederates to avenge himself upon the imperial
city. It was but one step further to the particular form of
belief that lies in the background of the Apocalyptist's representation. He has taken his imagery from the expectation,
whose existence may be regarded as established (see pp. 400 ff. ),
that in the Nero, coming now, not from the East, but from the
dead, and endowed with demonic powers, the expected Antichrist would be embodied.
The Seven Kings of 1710- 11• As the Beast represents the Roman empire
impersonated in its emperors, it is clear that the seven kings, symbolized
by the Beast's seven heads, are meant to represent, whether historically or
symbolically, the Roman rulers from the beginning to the end. (For the
view that seven world-empires are meant, see pp. 395 f.). The words have
been commonly taken to be historical, and any attempt to identify the
kings respectively numbered must, as most are agreed, begin with the
beginning of the empire. But we meet at once two factors which have
introduced uncertainty into the reckoning. Scholars are divided on the
questions as to whether Julius Cresar or Augustus should be regarded as
the first emperor, and whether we should count or omit the three emperors
Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, who in the anarchy of 68-69 A.D. held the
throne one after another, but were not universally recognized. A tabular
view will show the numerical place of the first eight emperors according
to the different modes of reckoning.
According to the starting-point, and the
retention or omission of the three. emperors
Cresar.
1 1
named, the sixth emperor, reigning at the
Augustus.
2 2 1 J
time of the utterance in v. 10, is variously
Tiberi us
3 3 2 2
Caligula
4 4 3 3
identified with Nero, Galba, or V espasian.
Claudius .
5 5 4 4
Nominally the empire began with Augus6 6 5 5
Nero
and Roman writers are cited (e.g. Tac.
tus,
7
6
{Galba .
Ann. I. 1, Hist. I. 1) as dating the empire
8
Otho .
7
from him ; most scholars begin with him
Vitellius
8
7
6
Vespa.sian
in reckoning the seven. But Cresar was
8
7
Titus
virtually emperor, claimed the title impe8
Domitian.
rator, and is frequently reckoned the first
in Roman and Jewish writers, e.g. Suetonius Lives of the Twelve Crosars j Sib. Or. V. 12; Joseph. Ant. XVIII. 2, 2,
idem, al; 2 Es. 1215. There is then good authority for beginning with him.
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It must at least be acknowledged that we have in ancient writers no
unquestionable guidance in the reckoning. Cf. Stuart II. 445 ff. ; Lucke
II. 839 ff.
The omission of the three emperors between Nero and V espasian, those
of the so-called interregnum, affords an easy method of avoiding the identification of the sixth king with Galba, which upon any supposition is impossible ; apart from other difficulties, our book is later than Nero or Galba,
neither of these can be the sixth king, in whose time the author is writing.
But the omission of these three is a very questionable procedure. It is conceivable that a writer in the time of Galba, or Vespasian even, might hesitate to reckon the three in the same category as their predecessors; but it
is extremely doubtful whether an apocalyptist near the end of the century,
and not closely concerned with political history, would make such a distinction. The three rulers held the office and title of emperor, Suetonius, the
contemporary of the Apocalyptist, gives them a place in his Lives of the
Twelve Cresars, Josephus unhesitatingly places them in the same list (e.g.
Bell. Jud. IV. 9, 2), they are included with the other emperors without qualification in Sib. Or. V. 35. It requires then a certain degree of arbitrariness
to avoid making the sixth· king either Nero or Galba. But if we accept
the influence of the Nero myth in the Apocalypse, as we seem compelled to
do (see pp. 401 ff.), a date for the present form of the book later than Vespasian must be assumed, since the time between Nero and V espasian, less
than two years, is insufficient for the prevalence of that superstition. Both
internal and external evidence point to a date not earlier than Domitian
(see pp. 206 ff.). In spite of the arbitrariness spoken of in the treatment
of. the three names, many recent scholars omit them and beginning with
Augustus make Vespasian the sixth king. Thus the Apocalyptist would
seem to say that he is writing in the time of Vespasian, but his book bears
evidence of being not earlier than Domitian. Some have sought to remove
the discrepancy thus arising by the supposition that the author, as apocalyptists are wont to do, sets himself back into the time of V espasian, and
gives in the form of prophecy history already past at his own date (so,
Weyland 167; Moff. 319, al). But such antedated prophecies are always
put into the mouth of an assumed person of the past; so, e.g. the prophecies
of Daniel, Enoch, etc. There is nowhere in the book a hint of such an
assumption. This explanation is accepted by few. The more common explanation of the difficulty is that the words in v. 10 'five are fallen, the one
is, the other is not yet come ' belong to an oracle of the time of Vespasian,
or as some would say of an earlier emperor, and that our author, writing in
Domitian's time, has taken this up and incorporated it into his prophecy
(so, Bouss., Blj., Holtzm-Bau., J. Weiss, al). But this solution is open to
strong objection. Whatever adaptation of sources may be presumed in the
interpretation which the author is here giving of his vision, it cannot be
questioned that the time relations, whether present, past, or future, under
which the heads are spoken of in v. 10, are the same as those of the beast
in vv. 8, 11; in other words the is must refer throughout to the time of the
speaker's present. Our author does not make mechanical insertions. It is
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certainly unwarranted to find in his words, 'one is,' any other meaning than
that the sixth king is reigning at the actual time of his writing. Some find
traces of revision of an earHer oracle in v. 11 ; in the words 'he is an
eighth and is of the seven' there is thought to be found an effort to
remove a difficulty. The supposed Vespasian oracle here incorporated
limited the number of kings to seven, of whom Titus would be the last; but
the Apocalyptist, living under Domitian, in order to bring the oracle into
accord with history, i.e. to prevent the number seven from being exceeded,
resorts to the myth of a revived Nero, and adds the words ' he is one of the
seven,' thus making Domitian not really an eighth, since he is only one of
the seven now returned. Domitian then is the reincarnated Nero ; so,
Harnack, Chr·on. I. 245 f., Holtzm.-Bau. 404, J. "\Veiss 32. But the view that
the Apocalyptist sees in Domitian a revived Nero is certainly wrong. The
wounded head restored, Nero revived, is the Beast which is not present at
the time of the Apocalyptist's writing, but he is to come from the abyss,
and with the vassal kings destroy the Roman power (v. 16); he is also to
lead out the armies of earth against the Messiah (19 14• 19). These are
functions which would not be assigned to Domitian. On the relation of
Domitian to Nero, cf. Bouss. 416, Blj. 180 f.
According to any interpretation which conforms strictly to the requirec
ments of the context, it is a clearly determined point in our passage, that
the king denominated the sixth is reigning at the time of the utterance of
v. 10. But by no method of reckoning is it possible to assign an emperor
reigning near the end of the century a place as the sixth in the chronological
order of the Roman rulers. Nor has any theory of an incorporated earlier
oracle been proposed which can claim general assent. We are brought then
inevitably to the question whether the current methods of identifying the
seven emperors do not proceed on a wrong supposition. It will be helpful
in considering that question to notice what the author's purpose is in the
mention of the number of the kings, and how this same purpose has been
met in other apocalyptic writings. Throughout the ages the cry of
God's people, yearning in their persecutions at the hands of a world power
for the deliverer of the great day of the Lord, had been, ' When cometh
the end?' And it was the office of the apocalyptic prophet to encourage
the sufferers and to show that the last days were not far off. The time was
fixed in the counsel of God, but the world must first run its destined course.
The reon of the present order came to be conceived as divided into stereotyped periods, certain definite numbers of ages, world-empires, reigns, etc.,
which must be fulfilled; and intimations were frequently given of the number yet remaining before the end should be reached ; see pp. 77 ff. The
favorite numbers in such world-divisions were 4, 7, 10, and 12. In Dan. the
schematic numbers were 4 and 10; and the fourth world-kingdom and
the end of the 10 reigns have already been reached, the last days are at
hand. In 2 Es. the number of the ages is 12, of which 10! or 9! were
already passed, 1411 (the uncertainty in the text is not important in our
inquiry). The Ap. Bar. also forms its vision of world-periods on the basis
of 12 as the schematic number, 52 ff.; 10 periods are passed, the eleventh is
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present, 67. The Apocalypse of weeh, En. 91, 93, divides history into 10
periods, of which the seventh is already come. And so with our Apocalypse
the sixth reign in the series of 7 reigns which make up the history of the
last world-kingdom is present ; there remains only one more before the end
of the present world-kingdom and the coming of Antichrist. The one purpose of all the apocalyptists in these numbers and computations is to
declare the nearness of the end. What kings have preceded is for the
Apocalyptist's message to his readers unimportant; it is enough for them to
know that only one is to follow before the end of the then present worldkingdom is reached.
Now, it is important to determine whether these enumerations of worldperiods, kingdoms, sovereigns, etc., as presented in apocalyptic writings,
are intended to conform closely with actual history, or whether they are
not schemes adjusted to traditional numbers, and designed to give a certain
definiteness to eschatological predictions. A very slight examination will
show that the apocalyptists are not historians, and that their schedules of
numbers, in which they represent the course of the world, do not appear to
be derived from history, but rather to be adopted from familiar numerical
symbols to which history is made to conform. Neither the apocalyptists
nor their readers were interested in a careful tabulation of a remote past;
their interest lay in their own age and the future to which it was leading.
So Daniel's four empires are seen to be at variance with actual history; see
Driver, Dan. 94 ff.; En. Bib. I. 1007 f. His aim is to show the movement
of the ages toward the final consummation as near, to exhibit in the eschatological kingdom the culmination of a divine order. He adopts for his
purpose the traditional notion of four world-ages, which appears also in
Persian, Greek, Roman, and rabbinic tradition. For its use in other apocalypses cf. 2 Es. 11 89 , Ap. Bar. 39, En. 89-90. Likewise the 10 horns, the
10 kings of the last empire in Dan., though perhaps referring to a particular
line of kings, cannot be identified with the same number of actual persons.
The number is schematic; it is used thus in Sib. Or. IV. 47 ff., En. 93, 91,
and in this use is taken up by our Apocalyptist in the 10 horns. The number 12 assigned to the kings of the last kingdom represented by the wings
of the eagle in 2 Es. 11 is equally unhistorical ; the efforts to identify these
with the same number of sovereigns have proved fruitless; it is certain that
the number there is taken from a familiar typical use, as it is in 2 Es. 1411,
Ap. Bar. 53 ff., Ap. Abr. 29; cf. Volz, 168; Bouss. Judenthum, 253. Now the
exact parallelism between these eschatological computations and the reckoning of seven kings in our chapt. suggests that the same usage is adopted
here. We have here the same schematic representation of a succession of
periods, i.e. reigns, of which the one then present is shown to be near the
end of the existing reon. The choice of 7 as a symbol of completeness,
which to a remarkable degree dominates our Apocalypse (see pp. 253 f.),
would, even if an invention of the author, be only conformable to the general usage of the book; but the idea of 7 world-periods and 7 rulers is found,
if not in Jewish literature, yet in Babylonian, Persian, and Greek tradition.
There is also in our passage the same difficulty as in the other apocalypses
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in identifying the typical number with that of history; an arbitrary reckoning or an artificial explanation must be resorted to in order to bring the
statement into conformity with the date of the book. It is moreover doubtful whether an apocalyptist and a Jew of the provinces would be nicely
thoughtful to follow the exact succession of Roman rulers, or in speaking
of the Roman state as a God-opposing power would have been careful to
distinguish between the empire, beginning with Cresar or Augustus, and
the form of government preceding it. A striking illustration of an apocalyptist's subordidation of historical accuracy to a dramatic purpose is seen
in the errors of Ap. Bar. 11, 61, which were committed in face of the knowledge of the facts of the 0. T. history which the author shows; see Charles,
A p. Bar., pp. 1 f. ; Kautzsch on 11•
In view of these considerations we are brought to the conclusion that
the number seven here is purely symbolical, that the Apocalyptist means to represent the Roman power as a historic whole. From beginning to end it is, as
impersonated in its rulers, the enemy of God's people. But the period of
its last sovereign is not thought to be already reached, the parousia is not
so immediately at hand. Yet the universal belief of the apostolic age, and
the uniform representation of our book, place that event not far off. The
sixth reign in the series of seven may easily be conceived to be present, and
the last can continue only 'a little while'; after that, the reign of Antichrist, short though it be, must claim its allotted space before the Messiah
appears. As in the apocalypses mentioned above, a late number in the
series, but not the last, is already reached. Who this sixth king, the one
reigning at the time, is, whether Vespasian, Domitian, or another, must be determined solely by the evidence which the book gives elsewhere of its date. Our
passage is not history, but a simple piece of eschatological symbolism, like'
those. in the other apocalypses. And the words, 'even he is an eighth'
(v.ll), are not a revision of an earlier oracle of 7 kings made by a redactor
living under an eighth (see p. 705); they describe Antichrist not as an
eighth head but as an eighth world-ruler coming up after the 7 world-rulers
impersonated in the Roman emperors have fulfilled their course. The
Roman empire must fill out its destined place in history, it must have its
complete tale of kings denoted by the typical number 7; then Antichrist
comes, who succeeds the Roman power which he destroys; he forms an
eighth ruler added to the seventh, just as the 'little horn' (Antiochus) in
Dan. forms an eleventh added to the tenth (78, 2•), but at the same time he
is 'of the 7,' inasmuch as he is one of the 7 (Nero) reincarnate.
Textual notes. 171- 1 7, 1. Before v8a.Twv and 7ro..U.wv, Q most min R
insert 'TWV; wanting in NAP many min edd. -3. y£p.oV'Ta ovop.aTa K*AP
Lch Ti WH RV al; y£p.ov Ta ovop.aTa Alf s al; y£p.ov ovop.a'Ta K"Q many
min Blj Sod ; y£p.ov ovop.aTwv many min anc com R. - £xov Q most
min R W s Alf Blj Sod al; £XOVTa NP Ti WHmrg; £Xwv A min WH
Bouss.- 4. Instead of Ta aKa8apTa, R has aKa8ap'T7JTO<; without Ms. authority.- 8. V7raY£tV KPQ min vers R many edd ; v7ray£t A some min W s
WH al.- Instead of Kat 7rap£uTat, R reads Kat7r£P £U"Ttv, origin uncertain.
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-13. For llt&aow, R without authority reads lluzlltllwuovow. -16. For Kat
before To O'f/pwv, R reads un without Ms. authority, so some Mss. of vlg.17. For n>..w·O'Y/uovTa' o' >..oyot, R reads TfA(<T(}'f/ Ta P'f/J=Ta, uncertain
origin.
Criticism of chapt. 17. The criticism of this chapt. is closely connected
with that of chapt. 13. Most of those who see in the latter the working
over of an original Jewish document hold the same view regarding chapt.
17. The argument also upon which the principal wetght is laid is essentially the same. It is enough here to refer to pp. 644 .ff. for the argument
and some comments upon it. This general question as to a Jewish original
bas however become subordinate in critical discussion to questions as to the
relation of the two chapts. to each other, and the composite character of
chapt. 17. Against oneness of a_uthorship the following points of difference
between the two chapts. have been urged as decisive. In 17 the Beast
comes from the abyss, in 13 from the sea; in 17 it is the Beast that is full
of names of blasphemy, in 13 it is the 7 heads; in 17 the 10 horns are
helpers of the Beast, in 13 no such office is assigued them ; in 17 the heads
represent mountains and kings, in 13 no such interpretation is found; in 17
the Beast wars against the Lamb, in 13 against the saints. In 13 nothing is said of 7 kings of whom 5 are fallen, one is and one is yet to come,
nothing of an eighth identified with the Beast, nothing of the woman, who
is conspicuous in17; and, on the other hand, in 17 nothing is said of the
dragon with whom the Beast is associated in 13. This argument is given
most fully by Volter Problem 199 f. But these differences, if not trivial,
involve no contradiction such as to establish diversity of authorship. In
all comparison of the two chapts. it must be borne in mind that their
respective places in the author's plan are entirely different. The earlier
chapt. pictures the great agent which Satan uses in his war against the
saints; the latter chapt. is concerned with the destruction of Rome, showing her. guilt and the agency used by God in her judgment. (See pp. 278,
284 f., also Com. on the chapts.) With all the similarity in the symbols,
there must therefore be differences in the details which are represented and
emphasized. See further, pp. 695, 697.
The principal objections to the unity of chapt. 17 are represented in the
following argument of Spitta (180 ff.), whom many follow. He refers
vv. 7-18 to a redactor. After the description of the woman in vv. 1-6, we
should expect, he argues, the revelation of her judgment, as promised in
v. 1, but on the contrary we have in vv. 7-18 an extended exposition of
what is meant by the figures of the woman and of the beast which carries
her. And in this paragraph itself, vv. 7-18, we should expect the woman
to occupy the first place, as she does in the opening verses of the chapt. and
in the promise of v. 7; but the reverse is the case; a long notice of the
beast follows without a syllable in regard to the woman before v. 15, and
then after casual allusions in vv. 15, 16, verse 18 brings in at last the identification of the woman, which is expected after v. 7. Even in vv. 1-6, the
ha.nd of a redactor shows itself ; the beast upon which the woman sits
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(v. 3) is introduced without the article, and therefore cannot refer to the
one mentioned before in chapt. 13 ; moreover such a monster, a hideous
combination of the four beasts of Dan,, would not be suitable as a ridinghorse (Reitthier) for a woman dressed out with exceeding luxuriousness.
Originally the beast of this picture had no relation to the beast of many
heads and horns, full of blasphemous names (13 1) ; these attributes were
added to convert this beast into that of chapt. 13. The words ' drunken
with the blood of the saints,' v. 6, are seen to be an addition of the
redactor, since chapts. 18-19, interpolations being omitted, show that the
cause of Rome's punishment is not the martyrdom of the saints, but her
immorality.- Objections to vv. 9, 11, 14 have been raised by a considerable
number of critics. The twofold interpretation of the 7 heads in v. 9, the
singular numbering of the last king as an eighth and also one of the 7 in
v. 11, and the mention of the war against the Lamb in v. 14 are thought to
present unquestionable evidence of a redactor's work. For the discussion
of these passages, see Com. in Zoe.
J. Weiss (27 ff.) sees in the chapt. three strata of tradition and interpretation. (1) The first version was from the hand of a writer in the time
of the sixth emperor, i.e. Nero, Galba, or Vespasian. He represented Rome
under the form of a luxurious woman, the courtesan of kings. The beast
was the symbol of the Roman empire, the 7 heads represented the 7 emperors of whom the last was yet to come, and his short reign would be
followed by the destruction of Rome, which would be wrought by God
himself through all manner of plagues, 188, 192 ; there was no thought of
the agency of the beast and the 10 horns in the destruction. Rome is
punished as the corrupter of the nations, 188, 7, 9 , 23 ; all references to an
enmity toward God's people as the cause of her visitation belong to a later
hand. (2) This first source was worked over by a writer in the same or the
next reign. Evidence of the reviser's work is seen in his artificial numbering of the kings, v. 8, in his exaltation of the figure of the beast into the
first place, whereas in no. 1 it was subordinate, and in his identification of
the beast with the eighth king. This writer specifies the manner in which
Rome is to be destroyed. Antichrist is to appear as the enemy of Rome,
and her destroyer. Nero will return from the East with a host of Parthian
allies to war against Rome. The city will be destroyed by the heathen
world-power, Antichrist, in the person of Nero, aided by his vassals the 10
kings. (3) This version, no. 2, was finally taken up by our Apocalyptist,
and through additions made to refer to the circumstances of his own time.
To the tale of Rome's sins was now added the persecution of the saints,
176, 1824 , 19 2 b; the beast is now described as making war with the Lamb
and his followers, v. 14; the beast is no longer a future character, he is
present in Domitian, to whose time the third redactor probably belongs;
this redactor sees in Domitian, Nero redivivus, who ascended from the abyss.
It is impossible here to enter into a full discussion of these and other less
noteworthy criticisms. But it is believed that the principal difficulties upon
which they rest have been sufficiently met in the Summary and Com. We
must recognize the freedom with which the Apocalyptist everywhere uses
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thought and imagery suggested by traditional sources, and the independence
with which he interprets and adapts material to his purposes. A legitimate
exegesis seems to establish an appropriate meaning throughout the chapt.
and to make unnecessary and improbable theories of a radical working over
and combination of fragments from various documents- especially as the
grounds on which such theories rest not infrequently necessitate an exegesis·
wholly unwarranted.

(3) Sevenfold declaration of Rome's ruin, 181-19 6 • See
pp. 284 f.
After the prefatory chapt. (17), in which Rome's sin is pictured, and God's agents in her judgment are made known, the
Apocalyptist comes now in chapt. 18 to the crisis of her destruction. He does not portray the assault of her enemies
coming against her, or the strokes of the plagues as they fall
upon her. He proclaims rather the inevitableness of her just
doom and the completeness of her overthrow and devastation.
The exordium and close of this great paragraph form a setting
accordant with the transcendent significance of the event now
foretold in the drama of the end. An angel descending from
heaven with a glory that lightens all the earth and with a
mighty voice begins the prophecy (vv. 1-3). Its issue in
a perfect fulfillment and in the triumph of God's righteousness
is celebrated with corresponding majesty in heaven; a great
chorus in which are joined all the celestial hosts, the angels,
the four and twenty Elders, and the four Living Creatures,
raises its threefold Alleluia in Jehovah's throne-hall, and a
voice from the throne calls upon all the servants of God upon
earth to lift up their antiphon of praise (191 - 6).
In three separate aspects Rome's utter ruin is declared.
Her place in the earth becomes a desolate waste, and haunt
of demons and foul creatures (18 2) ; her political and commercial power perishes, the kings and traders of the earth proclaim
the extinction of all her might and riches (18 9- 19) ; all signs
of her social and domes'tic life vanish (18 21 - 23 ). Viewed in
detail the passage will be seen to consist of seven distinct
parts. (1) The angel's announcement of Rome's certain fall,
181-3. (2) A warning to God's people to flee from the impending doom, 184 - 5• (3) An incitement of the spirits of
vengeance to do their full work, 186 - 8 • (4) A dirge over the
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ruin of so great power and riches, 189- 19 • (5) An outburst
of exultation at God's act of vengeance, 1820• (6) A symbolic
act of a mighty angel figuring Rome's sudden and complete
disappearance, 1821-24. (7) The loud chorus in heaven celebrating God's judgment upon the great corrupter of the earth
and the persecutor of his servants, 191 - 5 • For further features
in the formal structure of the paragraph see p. 724. -As
the great cities of old were in their corruptness and hostility
to God's people prototypes of Rome, so the utterances of the
0. T. prophets relating to the punishment of these naturally
furnish to the Apocalyptist his model, and in fact much of his
matter and language in his oracle concerning the Babylon of
the Christian age. This parallelism will be pointed out in the
notes below.
XVIII. 1. See above.- liAAOV li.yyEAov, another angel: probably in contrast with the angel of chapt. 17. See on 55. Etoua£a.v JLEYcl.ATjV, great power: the reference here is, apparently,
not to the exercise of authority (RV), but to the power of the
angel to utter his message so that all might hear, as indicated
by ev lrrxvpij ¢wvy, with a strong voice; cf. 5 2 , 101 • For this
use of e~ovrr{a cf. 93• 10• 19. - i) Yil Ecp(I)TL<TO'I} ICTA., the earth was
lightened with his glory: cf. Ezk. 43 2 , 'The earth shined with
his glory.' Brilliant light is a standing attribute of a heavenly
being; cf. 1 Tim. 616 , 'dwelling in light unapproachable.' See
on ,p_ The angel is endowed with attributes befitting his
mission.
2. E1T'E<rEV Ba.puAcllv JCT"A., fallen is Babylon: the language in
which Babylon's fall is proclaimed in the 0. T. prophets is used
to prophesy the fall of Rome; cf. Is. 21 9, chapt. 4 7, J er. chapts.
50-51. See on 148• The past tense is prophetic, expressing
the certainty of the future event; Rome had not yet fallen.EYEVETO Ka.TOLK1JTIJPLOV Sa.LJLOVL(I)V tcTX., has become a habitation of
demons, etc.: the description follows conventional figures used
in the prophecies of the devastation· of Babylon, Ed om, and
Nineveh; cf. Is. 1319- 22, 3411 - 15, Jer. 5039, 51 3 7, Zeph. 215, Bar.
435 • -cpuAa.Ki] va.VTos 1T'VEVJla.Tos, a hold of every unclean spirit:
the exact sense of cfwA.atc~ here is not certain. The meaning
prison, i.e. as a place where the unclean spirits and birds are
confined (so, Diist. Bleek, Holtzm. many others), or a place to
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which they are banished (so, Ewald, De Wet. al), seems hardly
appropriate. Possibly the meaning is a place of watching,
where the demons and birds of prey watch for their victims
(so, Holtzm.-Bau., al); but this does not seem appropriate, at
least to the demons. If the clause cfwXa/C~ 7rVEtJfJ-aTo<; is precisely parallel with the preceding, as the repetition of oatJJ-dvwv
in 7rVEV,_,.a luu10apTov indicates, cfwXa"~ is parallel with /CaTotiC'T}n)pwv, and has probably the same meaning essentially; the
meaning, then, may be a place where the unclean spirits and
birds are kept safe, unmolested, they live undisturbed there.
For cf>vXduuEtv, cf>vXa"~ of the act of keeping free from disturb•
ance see L. & S. s. v.
3. The cause of Rome's judgment given here is her corrupting influence. Other causes, her overweening pride (v. 7) and
her martyrdom of the saints (v. 24), are not mentioned; the
Apocalyptist is here merely repeating the language and thought
of 14 8. - ~K Toil o'Lvo" ICTA.., of the wine of the wrath, etc.: see on
14 8• -'ll"E'll"(I)Ka.v, have drunk: cf. 148 • 10, 172, and the 0. T. passages cited in note on 14 8• Not only is the analogy of all the
parallels against the reading 7rmTro/Cav, have fallen (RV. see
text. note), but it is doubtful whether the use of 7r{7rT€tv in
such a connection is supported; the Christian's fall from steadfastness, of which the word is used figuratively (l Co. 1012 ),
is not parallel to the deterioration of a corrupt heathen people.
- ol ~a.cTLAELS • . . ~1ropvellcra.v, the kings . . . have committed
fornication: cf. 17 2 • For the meaning see p. 691. - ~K Tils 8"vci.tJ.E(I)S TOil CTTpTJVOllS a.iiTi\S, through the power of her luxuriousness, or, wantonness: for the words uTp"'vo<; and uTp'T}vtdro, 183• 7, 9
(!CaTauTp'T}vtdro, 1 Tim. 511 ), not found elsewhere in the N. T.,
we have no precise equivalents; they contain the idea of excessive luxury and self-indulgence with accompanying arrogance and wanton exercise of strength. Rome's demand for
luxuries has enriched the merchants and at the same time made
them partakers of her wantonness and arrogance. The accumulation of wealth in itself is not what is here made a ground of
indictment. - 8lJVcitJ.E(I)S 1 power: the luxuriousness of Rome is
spoken of as an actual power, which has worked to the enrichment of the traders. The translation abundance (so, some, A V)
is not warranted.
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4-5. See p. 711. The certainty of Rome's visitation is emphasized by a warning to God's people uttered by God himself
or Christ ('my people') to flee from the city lest they fall into
her sins and share in her plagues. The language is taken from
Jer. 51 45 (wanting in the LXX, as known to us); cf. also Jer.
516, 508, Is. 4820, 5311.- EKOAA~O"lcra.v KxpL TOil ovpa.voil, have
reached unto heaven: the meaning is that Rome's sins form a vast
pile which reaches unto heaven. The figure is suggested by
J er. 51 9, 'her judgment reacheth unto heaven, and is lifted
up even to the skies'; cf. Ezra 96 • The use of ICoA.A.uuOat is
peculiar; cases cited as parallel, e.g. Ac. 926, Lk. 1011 , are not
the same. The thought is not that the sins cleave to the skies,
but rather that they cleave to one another, forming a mass reaching unto (lixpt) heaven. See RVmarg. -Td. ciS~~jla.Ta.: both
the ace. and the gen. are used after I.W'IJ}J-OVdJetv; see Blass
§ 36, 6; Win. § 30, 10, c.
6-8. Seep. 711. From the warning given to the saints the
voice turns to the spirits of vengeance, and bids them to exact
of Rome the full penalty of her guilt. The mention of God in
the third person, vv. 5, 8, does not show a change of speaker.
The persons addressed are not mentioned; the passage is
rhetorical in form, proclaiming the certainty of vengeance and
its cause.- cbr6SoTE a.vTii ... ci'll'ESco~eev, render unto her as also
she herself rendered: the words echo J er. 501 5; cf. also J er. 5029,
51 24• 56, Ps. 137 8• On the vindictiveness of the language see
p. 723. The word a7reOoo/Cev is used for rhetorical correspondence with a7rdOoTe and not in its exact sense; for it refers to
a deed on Rome's part, not a requital; cf. Ps. 1378, LXX. a7root0dvat, which characterizes punishment as a paying back, is often
used of suffering in return for suffering inflicted, cf. Ro. 1217,
1 Thess. 515 , 2 Thess. 414, 1 Pet. 39 • It is therefore understood
here more appropriately of Rome's punishment for her persecution of the Christians than for her corruption of the nations.
The reference, then, is to the martyrdom of the saints, as in
v. 24 and 192b. The second clause' in the cup which she has
mingled,' etc., is as the language shows parallel in thought
with v. 3, 148, 17 4 , referring to the corruption of the nations
and the drinking of the cup of God's wrath in return. A third
clause, v. 7, speaks of Rome's impious pride. The three clauses
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then give in brief the three causes of God's wrath against Rome
which are mentioned in different parts of the paragraph; see
p. 723.- 8L1rAWCTG.TE Tci. 8L1rAci, double [unto her] the double:
requite her in double measure, a conventional expression for
full requital; cf. Is. 402, Jer. 1618, 1718, Ex. 22 4• 7, 9 . - Oo-a.: ace.
of kindred meaning; cf. Ro. 610 , Gal. 220. - ECTTPTJVLG.CTEV, hath
waxed wanton: see on v. 3.- Kci6TJ!LG.L pa.u(ALCTCTa. wr'A.., I sit a
queen, etc.: Rome like Babylon and Tyre exalted herself above
God ; cf. Is. 4 77- 9, ' I am and there is none else beside me ; I
shall not sit as a widow . . . but these two things shall come
to thee in a moment in one day,' etc.; cf. also Ezek. 28 2 , Zeph.
216, Sib. Or. V. 173. - EV ILL~ it11epa., in one day: like JU~ &pq,
in one hour, vv. 10, 16, 19, a symbolical term for suddenness.
9-10. See p. 711. From the proclamation of Rome's certain
doom the Apocalyptist passes on to the dirge which the kings,
the merchants, and seafarers of all the earth will utter, lamenting the complete ruin of the great city, vv. 9-19.- KAa.'l!uouuLV
•.. ol pa.CTLAELS tcr"A., the kings of the earth will weep, etc.: taken
from the lament over Tyre, Ezk. 26 16 t., cf. also 27 35. For the
attitude of the kings as contrasted with that declared in 1716,
see pp. 722 f.- ol !LET' a.vTl\S ..• «TTPTJVLnCTa.VTES, who committed
fornieation with her and lived wantonly: for the meaning of the
first phrase see p. 690 ; for the second see on v. 3.- TOV Ka.'TrVoV
Tl\s 1rupwuEcos a.vTl\S, the smoke of her burning: while other
plagues are mentioned (v. 8), destruction by fire forms the chief
feature in the prophecies of Rome's ruin; vv. 8, 17, 193, 1716;
cf. Is. 341°, Ezk. 2818,
11. The lament of the merchants and seafarers is taken from
the dirge over the fall of Tyre in Ezk. 27 28 - 36 • There is a
double strain in the sorrow of the merchants; they lament their
loss of trade, v. 11, then the utter destruction of so great treasure, vv. 16 f. The same character seems to be intended in the
chant of the seafarers in the two clauses of 19 c, 'wherein all
that had their ships in the sea were made rich ' and ' in one
hour is she laid waste.'
12-1-!. The catalogue of wares furnished to Rome illustrates
the luxury of her life and the vastness of her commerce. The
list is formed in imitation of Ezk. 27 5- 24, most of the articles
are mentioned there; c£. also Ezk. 169- 13 • There are seven
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groups; (1) precious metals, precious stones and pearls, (2) rich
cloths, (3) thyine wood and ornamental vessels of ivory, of
choice wood and of brass, iron, and marble, (4) aromatic articles, (5) articles of food, (6) chattels of beasts, horses and
chariots, and slaves, (7) choice fruits. Groups 1, 2, and 5
consist of four members each ; (1) gold, silver, precious stones
and pearls; (2) fine linen, purple stuffs, silk, and scarlet stuffs;
(5) wine, oil, fine flour, and wheat. Probably this is intended
in group 6, for horses and chariots as inseparable form one
object of luxury, and the two designations of slaves refer to a
single thing (see below). If in v. 13 af.UJJ}l-OV, amomum (RV
mrg, spice RV text, wanting in A V), be omitted, as in some
sources (see text. note), group 4 also has four members. In
group 3 the second cT!cevo<;, vessel, is followed by four designations of material, precious wood, brass, iron, and marble. This
observance of numbers in the construction of the passage is
unquestionable. See further p. 724. - 1rav gvAov O'IILvov, all
thyine wood: this probably means every variety of the wood,
or perhaps better, as suiting the connection, all articles made of
it. Thyine is a hard, dark wood; it was used for costly furniture. See En. Bib. IV. 5066. The construction here changes
to the ace., but returns to the gen. in t7r7rrov, v. 13, and then
again to the ace. in 'frvxas; evidently for the sake of variety.
- O"L8f]pou, iron: ornamental vessels are meant, as the position
in a list of such shows. Artistic goblets of iron are mentioned
as votive offerings. See Smith, Bib. IJid. s.?'.- O.JL(I)JLOV, arnornum: a perfume or ointment made from an oriental plant of
the name, whose identification is uncertain. It is better to
transfer the word without translation. See Enc. Bib. I. 145.
- OuJLLciJLa.Ta., AL~a.vov, ineense, frankineense: the former is a
general term for substances, frequently a mixture of various
substances, burnt for the production of odors, and as an offering in religious ceremonial; the latter is the fragrant gum of
certain trees, and was used as incense, or an important ingredient in compounding incense. For the composition of the
incense to be used in the Hebrew ritual see Ex. 3084-37 . JL'IIpov, ointment: a fragrant, costly ointment; cf. Mt. 267.
IC'TfJv'l'b beasts, or eattle : as here used the word is distinguished
from 7rpo/3aTa, sheep, and L7r7rrov, horses; it may refer to other
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domestic animals in general, or perhaps to beasts of burden as
in Lk. 1034, Ac. 23 24. - cn.OjLa.Ta., slaves: for this use of the word
see Thayer, s.v. 1, c, L & S. s.v. I I . - Ka.t lJ!uxcl.s civ0pc1>1T(I)V,
even bondmen, lit. persons of men: this phrase also is used with
the meaning slaves; cf: Num. 3135, Ezk. 27 13, 1 Ch. 521 ('frvxas
avoprov). Neither here nor elsewhere is there anything to indicate a difference between the two terms, as denoting different
classes of slaves. Numerous suggestions of a distinction have
been made, but they are arbitrary, without foundation in our
passage or in the use of the terms elsewhere. The second term
repeating the first is a reminiscence of Ezk. 27 13 ; as seen above,
that chapt. of Ezk. was before the author's mind throughout
this passage. Whether he felt the first term too vague and
added the second to make the meaning specific, or whether he
added it simply as a reminiscence of his source, is not important. At all events, since both terms have the same reference,
/Cat is even rather than and (EV). For Y.vx~; soul = pe.rson,
see Thayer, s.v. 1, c., e.g. Ac. 27 37 , 'We were in all . . . 276
souls.' -1Tci.VTa. Tel >..L1Ta.pc1 /CTA., all things that are dainty, etc.: a
summary phrase including the foregoing and similar objects. EilpiJaouaw, they shall find: the construction changes abruptly
from the second person to the impersonal third.
15-16. See on v. 11.
17-19. A lament of
the seafarers is added, as in the Apocalyptist's source, Ezk.,
chapt. 27, from which the form also is in part taken (vv. 29-36).
For the form and character of the lament see further on v. 11
and p. 724.- KuPEPvTJTTIS, shipmaster: properly the steersman, who had also the command over the other seamen. He
was subordinate to the vav!C"A.TJpor;, the supreme commander;
cf. Ac. 27 11 , where both words are found. The vavTat are the
sailors in the narrow sense of the term. -1ras o E1Tt T61Tov
1T>..E(I)V, every one that saileth any whither ( Alf., RV), lit. saileth
to a place: some, following De W ette, take the phrase to mean
coasters, citing in support Ac. 27 2, TOW !CaTa T~v 'Autav TChrovr;,
the places along the coast of Asia. But the two phrases are far
from parallel. The expression used here is so peculiar that an
error in the text is probable. The conjecture of 7rdvTov for
Td71'ov, every one that saileth upon the sea, is plausible ; see text.
note. If that was the original form, perhaps it was suggested
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by Ezk. 27 29, ' all the pilots of the sea.' - WOL TlJV ea.~a.cnra.v
Epycl.~oVTa.L, as many as do business ou the sea: cf. Ps. 107 23 •
The phrase corresponds to eprydseu8at r~v ry-Pjv, to work, till the
earth;· both occur in extra-biblical writers. In itself the
phrase would include fishers, but such a:tlusion here is inappropriate to the context, which is occupied with Rome's commerce.
- TLS OJLOLa. tc'TX., what [city] is like the great city?: no equal is
left. Cf. Ezk. 2732. - lpa.~ov xoilv IC'TA., they cast dust on their
heads : from Ezk. 2780• - EK Tils TLJLL6T1JTOS, by reason of her
costliness: through the greatness of her costly trade. Cf.
Ezk. 2733,
20. See p. 711. These words cannot be assigned to the
voice of v. 4 (so, some com.); if that were intended some
identifying expression would be required after the long intervening passage, vv. 9-19; cf. the connection of 41 with 110. It
is rather the Prophet himself who speaks. For the apostrophe to
heaven cf. 1212, Is. 44 23 , 49 13 , Jer. 514 8 • The analogy of these
passages shows that heaven in this verse is not to be understood
(so, some com.) as an address to departed saints and apostles
supposed to be in heaven.- ot iiyLoL tcr">..., ye saints, etc.: the
apostrophe turns from heaven to the saints, apostles, etc., a
separate object of address; nothing is implied as to where
these are, or whether they are living or dead. The first words
refer to all saints alike, the following clauses to special classes
of these, i.e. the apostles and prophets; see on 11 18 • -KpLJLa.
VJLoov, your Judgment, i.e. the judgment of their cause.
This verse is rejected by many critics as interrupting the
connection between the prophecies of the foregoing verses and
that of vv. 21 ff. The criticism, however, proceeds from a misapprehension of the real sequence here. The verse forms the
close of the passages vv. 9-20 formulating in anticipation the
feelings with which the catastrophe proclaimed in vv. 1-8 will
be greeted, when it shall have taken place. Verses 9-19 describe the sorrow of the world; v. 20 expresses the exultation of
the Church. In this last verse the Apocalyptist might have
introduced the saints themselves uttering their words of exultation; instead, however, he comes forward himself with prophetic
power and sanction calling them to acclamation. The sudden
introduction of his own words is in accord with his manner;
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cf. 13o-1o, 1s, 1412• This long passage (vv. 9-20), anticipating
the sequel of the catastrophe, being finished, the Apocalyptist
returns, v. 21, to the ti~e of vv. 4-8, and brings in another
part of the prophecy of Rome's fall.
21-24. Seep. 712. By a symbolic act an angel proclaims
Rome's sudden and utter disappearance from the earth, accompanying his act with a chant of doom. The angel's symbolical
act is suggested by Jer. 5163 r·; cf. Neh. 911 • For similar
dramatic prophecy cf. Ac. 2111, Is. 20, Jer. 13, Ezk. 4. While
vv. 9-19 tell of the ruin of Rome in its relation to the world
at large, as represented in its political power and commerce,
these verses have reference to the extinction of its internal
state, as represented in its pleasures, in the labors of its craftsmen, and in its family life. See further on the passage
p. 724.- Ets: indef. art.; see on 813. - liyyEXos loxupqs, a
strong angel: cf. 52, 101 .-bptJ."ltJ.a.TL, with mighty force: the rare
word opJ.t7JJ.ta appears to be used here in the sense of opJ.~-1}, a
violent onset made, e.g., by an attacking army, and so the
violent impulse given to an object.- cj><Olfil KL6a.pq>Sii>v ICTA., the
sound of harpers, etc. : the song of judgment in these verses,
22-23, is taken from Jer. 2510 ; cf. Is. 24 8, Jer. 734, 169, Ezk. 2()13.
The speaker turns abruptly here to direct address, but comes
back to the third person in v. 24; so after the third person in
vv. 11-13, the second person is introduced in v. 14. Such
changes do not indicate a different hand (so, some critics); it
is a common occurrence in the psalms and the prophets, e.g.
Ps. 524-6, 623- 4, 81 10 - 12 , Ezk. 3211- 12, Am. 6 3- 7. - cj><Olfil tJ.iiAou
ICTX., the sound of a mill, etc.: no grain shall be ground; there
shall be no sign of what sustains life. - ot tJ.EyLaTavEs Tils yils,
the great ones of the earth: cf. 615, Mk. 6 21 • There is an idea
of arrogance implied. Rome has made the merchants who
traded with her like herself in their wanton pride, cf. v. 7.
There are then three reasons given in 23 b-24 for the judgment
of the great city: (1) she has raised up in the earth magnates
who wantonly exalt themselves, (2) she has led all the nations
astray by her seductions, (3) she has martyred the saints. See
on vv. 6-7. The second on (for) clause in v. 23 is coordinate
with the first, not subordinate to it. In these clauses the
tense changes to the past; the prophet, as often, speaks from
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tlie standpoint of the accomplished prophecy.- cf>a.pt.La.K(~,
sorcery: used figuratively, with the same meaning as the wine
of her fornication, v. 3, 148. - a.t1.1.a. 1Tpocf>TJT(i)v KTA., the blood
of prophets, etc.: cf. 166, 17 6, 1820, 192 b. -1Tp0cf>TJT(i)v Ka.L a:y£cov,
prophets and saints: i.e. prophets and other saints; see on 1619 •
--1T0.VTcov T(i)v Eucj>a.yt.Levcw, all that have been slain: not all
martyrdoms had occurred at Rome, but upon her as the head
of the world-empire is laid the guilt of all; cf. the indictment
uttered by the Lord against Jerusalem and that generation,
Lk. 1333, Mt. 233.Jr.•
XIX. 1. See p. 712. The prophecies of the fall of great
Babylon have culminated in the symbolic act of the angel, and
the long paragraph (17 1-19 5) now closes fittingly with an
anti<;ipative chorus in which all the heavenly hosts join in
praising God for the just judgment visited upon the corrupter
of the earth and the slayer of God's servants, 19 1- 5• The keynote of the song is given in the opening word Alleluia, praise
Jehovah, the Hebrew liturgical exclamation taken over into
Christian hymnody. And the song ends with the same word
repeated as an antiphon ; it is uttered again by the Elders and
the Living Creatures, added to their Amen in response to the
angelic hymn. As the promised subject of the vision was To
Kp{p.a Ti}'> 7rOpV1J'> Ti}'> p.erydA.1J'>, the ;'udgment of the great harlot,
171, so the hymn celebrates the accomplishment of the prophecy in answering words, gKpwev T~v 7rOpV1JV T~v p.erydA.1Jv, he hath
iudged the great harlot, 192 • The utterance of praise given here
is similar in thought and language to that which was anticipated before the beginning of the last plagues, 153-4, but more
exultant. And in augustness of ceremonial, and in part in
construction, it is parallel with the hymns of chapt. 5. Here
as there the scene is in the great throne-hall of Jehovah, with
all the orders of heavenly beings ranged before and round about
the Almighty ; in both scenes the higher and lower orders
sing antiphonally, in both the four Living Creatures and the
four and twenty Elders prostrate themselves in worship before
the throne ; in both the four Living Creatures join in the
Amen ; in the former scene all creation adds its response to
the song in heaven, here a voice calls upon the saints of earth
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likewise to add their antiphon of praise. The majesty of the
scene and the power of the 'heavenly Te Deum,' as it is sometimes called, befit the marvelous event of Rome's destruction,
which is conceived to have been accomplished, and which opens
the last great act of the drama before the millennium. The
entire thought of vv. 1-5 is so closely concerned with God's
act in the fall of Rome, that these verses are unquestionably
to be joined with the preceding paragraph, rather than made
(as some take them) a part of an introduction to the following.
ci'A'A11'AovLa., alleluia: praise ye Jehovah; cf. the psalms
passim, e.g. the opening of 111-113, 146-150; in the N. T.
found only in this chapt. vv. 3, 4, 6. -O'(I)T'I'IPLa., salvation: the
word includes here more than the deliverance of the saints; it
is the safeguarding, the maintenance in triumph, of the whole
cause of God's kingdom with its blessedness. See Diist. on
1210. - TOil eeoil iJJLiV, sc. elut, are our God's: as explained in the
following verse, they are by the judgment of Rome vindicated
as his.
2-3. ci'A118Lva.l. Ka.l. S(Ka.La.L, true and righteous: see on 153 • EV TU 1ropvdq. a."LiTTjs, with her fornication: for the meaning, see
p. 690. - Ei:p11Ka.v, said : aoristic perf.; see on 57• - o Ka.'lrVoS
a.iiTfjs civa.pa.tvEL ICT'A., her smoke goeth up for ever and ever: cf.
Is. 3410. The words are those of the Seer, who points to the
unquenchable smoke rising as the accompaniment to the song
and the proof of its truth.
4-5. 1rpeupvTEpoL, ~ia., Elders, Living Creatures : see on
4 4 • 6 • - cp(l)vil ci1ro Toil 8p6vou, a voice from the throne : from the
immediate presence ·of God, apparently from one of the Living
Creatures, who stand nearest to the throne and act as God's
special agents; cf. 56, 61• 3 • 5, 7, 157. The words 'our God' show
that the voice of God is not meant. The command is addressed to the saints on earth ; the words ot cpopovJLEVOL a.iiT6v,
ot JLLKpol. IC'TA., ye who fear him, the small and the great, are common designations of men, not of heavenly beings. The Church
on earth is bidden to add its song of praise to that of the
heavenly choir; see note on v. 1. The passage combines
Pss. 1341 and 11513 . - a.tVELTE TOO eeoo : the Gk. translation of
Alleluia; the command here is ~qui~alent to 'Sing Alleluia to
our God.' - Tcp eecp : the dat. instead of the ace. after alve'iv is
3A
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not found elsewhere in theN. T., but occurs m the LXX, e.g.
Jer. 20 13, 1 Chron. 1636, 2 Chron. 20 19•
Textual notes, 181-19 5• 181. R with a few min omits aAAOII before ayy£AOII.- 2. For urxvpa ·cpwii'YJ, R without authority reads LaXVL, cpwii'YJ p..£yaA'YJ·
-3. TOV OLIIOV KQ most min and vers R edd ; wanting in AC some vers Lch
Ali ; bracketed by W H al. See W s A p. 97. - 7r£7f'WK- (have drunk) P most
min vers R most edd; 7r£7f'TWK- (are fallen) KACQ some min and vers Tr
WH RV. In spite of the superior Ms. authority for the latter, most scholars
regard it an error, perhaps due to conformation with £7r£U£11, v. 2. Sense and
14 8 seem to require the former. Cf. W s Ap. 137.-5. For £KOAA'Y}8'YJaa11, R
reads 'YJKOAovB'YJaall, without authority.- 6. After a7r£8wK£11, R adds vp..w with
some min and vers anc com; wanting in most sources. -13. Kat ap..wp..o11
K*ACP many min vers anc com edd; wanting in KcQ most min some vers
and anc com R. The noun repeats the last three syllables of KLJ1J1ap..wp..o11,
which might account for its insertion or omission. The tendency here to
form groups of four (see Com. vv. 12-14) favors its omission; so, Bouss.
-14. wp'YJaova£11 KACP some min and vers edd; wp'YJ'> or £VprJUH'> Q most
min; R with one min has wp'YJU'YJ'>· -17. £71'L 7'071'011 7f'A£WII KACQ most min
vers edd; R has £71'L TWII Tf'AOIWII o op..LAos, so a few min some anc com. The
conjecture Tf'OIITOII for 7'071'011 (Nestle), supported by Prim. omnis super mare
navigans, is plausible; so, Blj Gwynn Moff. See Com. -19. R with a few
min some anc com omits Ta before Tf'Aota.- 20. KaL oL before a7roaToAoL, most
sources edd; wanting in C a few min some anc com some Mss. of vlg R.23. cpa11ll (1 aor. subjv. act., see Blass § 16, 3) is the accentuation adopted
by most edd ; R some edd give cpav{j, 2 aor. subjv. pass. -24. atp..a KACP
some min and anc com R most edd; atp..aTa Q most min some anc com
Ti RV.
191 - 5• For &..\.\rJAOuta, WH (see their Introd. p. 313) write aAArJAovta, in
conformity with the He b.- After 8o~a, R with some min and vers inserts
Kat 'YJ TLP..'YJ·- Tov (hov most sources edd; some min vers and anc com have
TW fhw, adopted by R, which with one min prefixes KVptw.- 5. a7ro ACQ
many min edd; £K KP many min R Ti.
Criticism of chapt. 18. The principal arguments urged in the criticism of
this chapt. are the following: (1) In chapt. 18 the kings of the earth bewail the fall of Rome, vv. 9 f.; but according to 1716 it is they who with
the Beast have wrought her ruin. Yet, though this difference is unquestionable, it is of a kind appearing elsewhere in the book and not in itself
indicative of a difference in authorship. In chapt. 18 the writer prophesying the utter ruin of Rome uses almost in verbal quotation the 0. T. prophecies of the fall of Babylon and Tyre (see Com.), which in dramatic form
represented the kings lamenting the destruction of so much splendor and
riches. The interest of those 0. T. passages for our Apocalyptist lies wholly
in the utterances as declaring the completeness of the ruin. In chapt. 17
he is concerned with the agency by which the ruin is wrought, and he takes
the form of his prophecy from the current expectation of the N eronic Anti-
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christ and his vassals. Thus he blends two traditions : the one that of
Heb. eschatology, as represented in the prophets, with the Gentile nations
witnessing the overthrow of Israel's enemies; the other that of the more
transcendental expectation of Antichrist subjecting all the world to his
sway. It is not strange that an apocalyptist in his constant use of traditional symbolism should not be rigorously consistent, since he is conscious
that his symbols do not contain an exact historical program of the future.
The combination of differing traditions is similar to that which appears in
1612- 16 (see note there). Cf. also the apparently conflicting prophecies
mentioned in the note on ' all nations shall come and worship,' 154.
(2) The destruction of Rome is attributed in chapt. 18 to the direct and
instantaneous act of God, v. 8, v. 10 'in one hour' ; there is no allusion to
the Beast, the Neronic Antichrist, and his vassals the ten kings, to whom
all is attributed in 1716• There is, however, no disagreement here. The
Beast and his forces are only the instrument or a part of it, which God uses
for Rome's destruction. Cf. Am. 36, ' Shall evil befall a city, and Jehovah
hath not done it?' Cf. Ezk. 241f., where an act spoken of is declared in
two consecutive sentences to be that of Jerusalem and that of God. Bousset (425) points out that in the prophecies of the Sib. Or., e.g. IV. 130-139,
V. 361-879, marvelous visitations sent from God upon Rome are combined
with the ruin wrought by the returning Nero. For the meaning of ' one
hour' see on v. 8.
(3) The cause of Rome's destruction is her corruption of the nations,
vv. 3, 23; nothing is said primarily of her enmity toward God's people;
176, 1820,24, 19 2 bare redactional additions (so, e.g. J. Weiss, 119). But the
rejection of these verses is not certainly supported by reasons independent
of a theory of redaction (see notes in Zoe.); it is true that they could be
omitted and a complete whole would remain. But the same might be said
of v. 7, which gives another cause of God's wrath against Rome. Verse 6 a
is probably parallel with the above-named verses in referring to vengeance
for wrongs done to God's servants (see note there). Verses 6-7 appear to
sum up three causes operative in Rome's judgment; her persecution of
God's people, her corruption of the nations, and her impious pride. In the
expansion of the theme in 171-195, while the first and third causes are
mentioned somewhat incidentally, the second is presented with fullness;
probably because that is the case in the 0. T. oracles which the Apocalyptist uses as his models here. An instructive parallel is seen in the book
of Nahum. Nineveh's corruption and corrupting inflence upon the nations
(3 4) form the great indictment against her; her oppression of God's people,
doubtless the thought uppermost in the mind of the prophet, is alluded to
only incidentally, ps,
(4) The violent hatred of Rome manifested is not Christian; it is suitable to a Jew with the deadly enemy of his nation in mind. The lament of
the traders, betraying a touch of grief at the destruction of such rich treasures, is more appropriate to a Jew than a Christian of the time (so,
PflPidPrer, Schoen, al). It might perhaps be said in answer that the object
of the vindictiveness shown is not persons, but a corrupt and anti·Christian
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capital. At all events the tone of the passage is not foreign to the Christian utterances of the time; see on 610 • The enumeration of the treasures
in the dirge is part of the picture taken over from the lament for Tyre, and
expresses the feeling of the traders, not of the Apocalyptist. As regards
the absence of specific Christian terms, which is also urged in this connection, it should be borne in mind that the Christian character of a passage,
closely formed throughout on 0. T. models, is determined not so much by
the insertion of Christian phraseology as by the setting given to it.
Most critics suppose a Jewish source as the foundation of the chapt.; so,
Vischer, Pfleiderer, Weyland, Sabatier, Schoen, Wellhausen, al. J. Weiss,
omitting assumed Christian interpolations, makes it a part of his Jewish
source Q, which a redactor has in the present form of the book combined
with the Johannine Apocalypse; the author of the primary document knew
nothing of Rome's hostility to his people, he mourns for her destruction,
while acknowledging its justness because of her wickedness. Bousset
assigns the chapt. to an assumed source of V espasian's time, whether
Jewish or Christian is uncertain (see pp. 705 f.). Erbes refers the whole
paragraph (chapts. 17-19 4), as a unit, to his Christian redactor of the year
80. Volter also takes the two chapts. as a unit and of Christian origin.
There is a sense in which it can without question be said that the chapt.
goes back to a Heb. original, for to a degree true of no other chapt. in the
book it is a mosaic of passages derived directly from the 0. T. Nearly
every verse is immediately suggested thus, as has been shown in the Com.
But certain characteristics point strongly to our Apocalyptist as the composer. The author of chapts. 18-19 6 has special fondness for the number
seven as a constructive feature; the paragraph is formed of seven distinct
parts (seep. 711), and the list of choice objects in the merchants' lament
gives seven distinct groups (seep. 716). Likewise the numbers three and
four are unquestionably influential in the composition. In chapt. 18, for
three, cf. the three classes in vv. 2 b, 24, the three nouns in 8 a, 16 a, 16 b,
the three groups who utter laments; for four, cf. the four objects in several
of the groups in vv. 12-14 (see p. 716), the four classes in vv. 17, 20, 22.
There is also a tendency to follow a schematic form in the use of phrases
which recalls the structure of the seven epistles. Thus each of the groups
of utterances which fill out the paragraph closes with a 'for' clause; in
chapt. 18, vv. 3, 5, 8, 10, 17; 19, 20, 23; in chapt. 19, v. 2. Each division of
the lament contains the threefold refrain, (a) 'standing afar off,' (b) 'saying, Woe, woe, the great city,' (c) 'for in one hour,' etc., vv. 10, 15 f., 17-19.
In the proclamation of the angel, vv. 21 ff., the refrain, 'no more at all,'
is introduced at the end of each part, six times in all. These characteristics of the passage, so marked in the Apocalyptist elsewhere, seem to point
pretty certainly to him as the composer. And with this agrees the ejaculatory insertion in v. 20 (see note there). The unusual nature of the subject explains the presence of a large number of words not found elsewhere
in the book (also urged as a ground of criticism); most of these are found
in the 0. T. passages here imitated. The appropriateness, or we may say
the necessity, of some such paragraph in this place seems beyond doubt.-
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The criticism of 191-5, though those verses form a part of the preceding
paragraph, can be taken up most conveniently in connection with chapt. 19
as a whole; see pp. 741 f.

XIX. 6-XX. 6. Sequel to the fall of Rome. See pp. 286 f.
(1) Prophetic hymn hailing the kingdom of God, as if present,
19 6- 10• The angelic hymn here introduced, like those of ll 15 ff·,
1210 f·, is wholly proleptic; much is yet to intervene before the
marriage of the Lamb and the establishment of the kingdom.
The hymn is not a response, as some take it (so, Spitta, al), to
the call of v. 5, which is addressed to the saints of earth (see
note there). The singers here are the hosts of heaven; cf. 511 ,
12 10, 191. Not only do the similes of the many waters and the
mighty thunders, as used of the voices of a multitude elsewhere in the book, point to heavenly voices (142, 11 5, 61 ), but
the prophetic announcement concerning the kingdom of God
and the marriage of the Lamb is meant as an assurance given
to the saints of earth; it must then come from heaven. And
in the solemn confirmation of the words, which is added in v. 9,
they are declared those of God. The theme of the hymn, like
that of vv. 1-5, is occasioned by the fall of Rome; but while
those verses form a song of exultation over the judgment accomplished, the thought here is wholly concerned with the end
to which that crisis leads on; the one hymn looks backward,
the other forward. The distinction is indicated by the i'm,for,
clauses, vv. 2, 7, which give the ground of the outburst of
praise in the respective cases; in the former it is because God
has judged Rome, in the latter it is because the marriage of
the Lamb has come. Thtlse verses (6-8) then should not in
the formal analysis of the book be joined with the foregoing,
as if a part of the same group of hymns (so, many com.). The
transition to a new, though allied, part of the paragraph is
marked by the words, /€at ~"ovtTa . . . '77'0;\;\ov, and I heard the
voice of a great multitude, as new divisions are introduced by
"a£ eloov, and I saw, vv. 11, 17, 19, and 201• 4•
6. AE)IOVTES, saying: the partie. (whatever form be adopted;
see text. note) belongs, as in v. 1, with IJx;\ov, multitude; the
words of the following hymn are not uttered by the waters and
thunders ; the sO'Unds ( cf>(l)v?jv) of these are similes to describe
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the multitudinousness of the voices. For the irregular nom.
XeryovrE<; see p. 224.- ci.AA1JAOVLa., Alleluia: see on v. 1. epa.<rLAEU<TEV, hath become king: the aor. is inceptive, and like
the others in the passage is used where the English idiom uses
the perf. See Burton § 52. While God's supreme lordship
over the universe is everywhere assumed in Heb. and Christian
thought, in a special eschatological sense he is said to become
king, when his perfected kingdom shall have been established,
and all opposing powers of evil destroyed; e.g. 1115· 17, 1210,
Mt. 610, 1 Co. 1524 • All is anticipatory here, and reference is
made, as in 'the marriage of the Lamb,' not to the millennium
(20 4-6), but to the consummation described in 20 11-22 5•
7-8. If the reading OWfiOP,EV be adopted, the speakers turn
from the hortatory form to the declarative.- o yO.JLOS -roil
ci.pv(ou, the marriage of the Lamb: the relation of God and his
people is frequently expressed in the 0. T. under the figure of
marriage, and the thought passed over into Christian usage to
figure the relation of Christ and his Church; e.g. Is. 541- 6,
Jer. 31 32 , Ezk. 168, Mt. 251-10, Mk. 219, 2 Co. 112, Eph. 532. In
this passage the reference is to Christ's entrance into the state
of perfect union with his Church in the consummation of all
things. The two grounds of exultation given in the hymn,
the establishment of the kingdom of God, and the marriage of
the Lamb, are in reality one fact viewed in two aspects.it yuvl] a."li-roil, his wife: the espoused one who is to become his
wife. For the use of ryvvf, instead of vvp,cf>'TJ cf. 219, Gen. 2920.
The vision of the Bride in her glory is given in 219-225, where,
however, the figure of the bride is transferred to the new Jerusalem. As Jerusalem and the people of Israel are frequently
identified in speech (see pp. 588 f.), so in the Apocalyptist's
vision of the renewed world, the people of God and their capital
city, i.e. the Church and the new Jerusalem, are so closely
connected that the figure designating the one may be transferred to the other.- Dust. points out that the promises
offered under various figures to the individual at the close of
the seven epistles ( chapts. 2-3) are here set before the whole
Church, under the figure of the marriage of the Lamb.
Ka.l. e8661J ICTX., yea, it hath been given to her to array herself,
etc.: the clause is explanatory of the preparation mentioned in
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the preceding verse. The shining raiment belonging to celestial beings (see on 34) is appropriate to the Bride, the Church,
in her glorified state here anticipated. The attire of the Bride
in its pure glory stands out in contrast with that of the woman
seated on the scarlet-colored beast, 17 4 • The word give is
significant here; only by the gift of God can the Church attire
herself fittingly for the Lamb.- tva. 1TEpLpciATJTa.L: for a clause
with tva as subj. see Burton § 211, Blass § 69, 5.- Tel. 8LKa.Lc.0f.La.Ta. Tmv c:i:y((l)v, the righteous acts of the saints: the words explain what is meant by the fine linen in the Church's bridal
attire. For the meaning of ouca{rop,a cf. 154, Bar. 219 ( Ta oucatcf>p,aTa TWV 7rar€prov), probably Ro. 518 ; contrast aUte1]p,a, 18 5•
The pl. is against interpreting 'i3ttea{rop,a as equivalent to
'i3tteatouvv1J, in the Pauline sense of justification, as some take
it (so, B. Weiss, al). The sentence, which has the sound of a
commentator's explanation, is regarded by most critics, perhaps
not wrongly, as a gloss.
9. Ka.t AEYEL, and he saith: the speaker must be the angel of
chapt.17, who is thought of as still present with the Seer. We
should expect here some such identification of the subj. as is
given in connecting the speaker of 41 with that of 1 1 0. But
the sudden introduction of his words, as if he had been mentioned in the context, is relieved by the fact that the whole
paragraph, 17 1-19 5, belongs to what he promises (171 ) to show;
his presence, then, is assumed to the end of the paragraph, and
may be conceived to continue in this, its immediate sequel.
The indefiniteness of the speaker does not justify a theory of
interpolation (see p. 742) ; so mechanical a use of sources is
contrary to the author's manner.
The relation of this verse to the context is clear. Since, as
seen above, a distinct paragraph, though one closely allied as
a sequel, begins in v. 6, the phrase 'these words' is to be
understood as referring to the hymn just preceding, i.e. to its
central theme, the heralding of the coming kingdom and the
marriage of the Lamb. The angel's utterance, then, has a significance similar to that of the angel in l05 ff. before the opening of the last trumpet-series; both give solemn assurance of
the fulfillment of the supreme Christian hope. And the two
utterances in this verse relate to that end; blessed are they
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that attain to it, and God's word avouches the prophecy of its
advent.
ypcio/ov, write: the command is meant to give emphasis to
the following beatitude; cf. 1413, 215.-To 8EL1TVOV Toil ycijlou,
the marriage supper; for the figure of the wedding feast as here
applied cf. Mt. 22 2 ff·, 25 10 • The invited guests are in the figure
distinguished from the Bride, though in reality the two are
identical.- The words JCa~ A.eryH, and he saith, are repeated
with the introduction of a distinct thought, as in 229-1°. -o~
TOL ol X6yoL JCTA., these words are true, etc.: cf. 215, 22 6 • The
declaration gives solemn assurance of the truth of the foregoing prophecy of the kingdom. The meaning is clear, though
the exact construction is uncertain. If with the weight of
authority the art. is not inserted before aA.TJOtvot, perhaps the
preferable construction is, these words are true [words J of God;
other constructions given are, these are true words of God (so,
R V ; but this disregards the art. before A.oryot); these words are
true, they are God's. The A V, these are the true sayings of God,
would require the art. before aA.'T}Btvo(. Bouss. avoids the difficulty by rejecting rov BEov, for which he finds support in their
absence from 21 5, and their uncertain position in the Mss.; see
text. note.- TOil 9Eoil, of God: the words of the hymn are those
of angels, but they are properly called those of God, because
the prophecies contained in them come from God. Objection
to the passage (so, Spitta) cannot be found in the language.
10. Cf. 228 f. If this verse is retained (seep. 742), the Seer
must be understood to be overwhelmed with the awe inspired
by the wonderful vision opened in the hymn, and by the presence of the messenger from heaven declaring the prophecies to
be the veritable words· of God himself. For his impulse to
prostrate himself before the visitant, cf. J os. 514, J g. 1320, A c.
1025, 1629 • The supposition that the Seer mistakes the angel
for Christ (Diist. al) is entirely without support; it is true
that in former instances the command rypa'1frov, write, had come
from Christ or a voice from heaven, but here the words, 'and
he saith,' introducing the speaker without qualification show
that the Seer recognizes in him the person who had been talking with him before, i.e. the angel.- The angel sees in the
Apocalyptist's act a homage that uelongs to God alone, and
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reproves him. With this scene cf. Asc. of Is. 721 -85, 'I fell on
my face to worship him, but the angel who guided me did not
permit it, but said to me, Worship neither angel nor throne,
which belong to the six heavens . . . I am not thy Lord,
but thy companion.' It is possible that, as some suppose, the
Apocalyptist intends in this verse and in 22 8 f. to reprove a
tendency to angel worship which existed in Asia Minor; see
Lightfoot, Ool. 101 ff., and on Col. 218. - The fact that the
Seer hears hymns sung by heavenly hosts and falls at the feet
of an angel furnishes no ground for the supposition (J. Weiss)
that his position is suddenly changed here from earth to
heaven; cf. e.g. 109, 15 2 ff.• - opa. JL'I\ : for the ellipsis of 7T'Ot7}CT'[l<;
see Blass § 81, 1.- CTvvSo\l'MS CTO\l, a fellow-servant with thee:
the angels are servants of God like the Apocalyptist and Christians in general ; cf. ' our brethren,' 1210 • - TOOV EX6VTcW T"'V
JLa.pTllp(a.v' l'I'ICToil, those who have the testimony of Jesus: i.e. the
truth revealed by Jesus; see on 12 • Christians in general are
meant, as seen from 1217, 69.
T) -ycl.p JLa.pTllp(a. ... 1Tpocj>'l'ln(a.s, for the testimony of Jesus is
the Spirit of prophecy: this sentence is meant to explain how
the termfellow-servant can be applied to both the angel and the
Seer. The meaning of the obscure utterance can be reached
only by holding closely to the literal sense of the terms. The
Spirit of prophecy is the Spirit of God working in and through
the prophet, the divinely inspired activity of the prophet ( cf.
1 Co. 12 10, 2 Pet. 1 21 ) ; then that which is here declared identical with it must also be an activity; ~-taprvp{a must denote the
work of testifying as in 117, Jno. 17. The work of Jesus, i.e.
of the Spirit of Jesus, in testifying is meant ; and in this connection reference must be made to his testifying in and through
Christians, who are spoken of in the preceding sentence. The
two activities, that of the prophet and that of the Christian in
general, are then those of one and the same Spirit; cf. 1 Pet.
111, 'the Spirit of Christ which was in them [the prophets J
... when it testified.' For the Holy Spirit as the Spirit of
Jesus, or Christ, cf. Ac. 167, Ro. 8 9, Phil. 119; see on 27• The
sentence then means, The true Christian and the prophet are
the agents in and through whom the same Spirit of Jesus is testifying : they are fellow-servants 1·n this relation to a common
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Lord. In 22 8 1·, where the prophetic activity of the angel is
the thing chiefly thought of, it is directly pertinent to show
that the angel and the prophet John are fellow-servants by
reason of their common prophetic service (see note there).
But in the earlier part of this verse (19 10) there seems to be
no allusion to the prophetic character of the angel ; the Seer
does not prostrate· himself before him because he is a prophet,
but because he is the august messenger from God confirming
the prophecies of the heavenly hymn, and the angel bases his
reproof on the fact that he himself is only a servant of God
like all Christians. There is here no intimation of a particular kind of service, prophetic or other, in which their work is
in common. This explanatory sentence, 'for the testimony of
Jesus is the Spirit of prophecy,' appears therefore inappropriate
here, and even if the rest of the verse be retained, this part is
almost certainly a gloss added by one who had 228 f. in mind.
See p. 742. A common interpretation makes this sentence a
comment added by the Apocalyptist, or another, to show that
by the words 'the testimony of Jesus' in the former sentence
is meant 'the spirit of prophecy' : those Christians who have
the testimony of Jesus in this sense, i.e. those who are prophets,
are intended there, it is only with such that the angel is a
fellow-servant. But this does violence to the language and
does not avoid the inappropriateness spoken of above.
(2) The appearing of the warrior Messiah, 1911-16• See pp. ·
286 f.
The representation of the Messiah given in
these verses follows closely traditional Jewish eschatology.
The Heb. prophets saw Jehovah coming forth as a 'man of
war ' dashing in pieces his enemies, and establishing his kingdom over all the nations in the last days ; e.g. Is. 134, 31 4, Ezk.
chapts. 38-39, Joel chapt. 3, Zec.14 3 • But as the person of the
Messiah became more and more a distinct figure in Jewish
expectation, the office of overcoming and destroying the last
enemies was assigned to him likewise. Anticipation of this
activity as a messianic office occurs, e.g. Is. 11 4 • But in later
writers the Messiah appears clearly as the great defender of
God's cause in the last conflict ; cf. 2 Thess. 2 8, Ap. Bar. 72,
'When the nations become turbulent and the time of my
Messiah is come, he shall summon all the nations, and some of
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them he shall spare and some of them he shall slay.' In 2 Es.
chapt. 13 a multitude of men are gathered from the four winds
to make war against him, but are destroyed by the breath of
his mouth; Test. Dan. 513 , 'He shall make war against Beliar';
Sib. Or. V. 108 f.,' Then a king sent from God . . . shall
destroy all the mighty kings.' For kindred representations,
cf. also 2 Es. 1137 If., 123 3, Ap. Bar. 39 7-40, En. 46 4 ff., Sib. Or.
V. 414 :ff., Ps. Sol. 1727. Weber, System 365, cites from the Targums to the same effect.- The representation of the Messiah
in this passage of the Apocalypse (1911 - 16) is held by many
to be at variance with that of the Gospels and other N. T.
writings (see p. 742). But the Apocalyptist is not here concerned with the Messiah's work as a whole, but only with the
last great conflict with Antichrist and his hosts in their assault
upon the Messiah himself and his people. It is the day of the
revelation of wrath and of the destruction of the powers of
incorrigible evil. The picture is drawn on traditional lines
and accords not only with the general tenor of the book, but
also with the representations of the N. T. elsewhere; cf.
Mt. 25 41 ff., Ro. 2 5, 2 Thess. F If., 2 8, Jude vv. 13-15; see pp.
310 f.
The mention of an army accompanying the Messiah in this
warfare might seem peculiar; usually he destroys his opponents
miraculously, cf. 2 Thess. 2 8, Is. 114, 2 Es. 121, 1310 f., 'He sent
out of his mouth as it had been a flood of fire, and out of his
lips a flaming breath, and out of his tongue he cast forth sparks
of the storm. And these . . . fell upon the assault of the
multitude' ; Ps. Sol. 17 27, 'He shall destroy the godless nations
with the word of his mouth.' But our passage is in reality not
at variance with these representations. The armies that follow
the Messiah are mounted on white horses, and clad in white
garments, symbols of victory ; they are not in armor and they
take no part in the action. The nations are slain with the
sword that proceeds from the Messiah's mouth, vv. 15, 21.
The familiar figure of the sword of the mouth referring to the
word ( cf. Heb. 412 ) symbolizes here the death-dealing power of
the words uttered by the Messiah against his foes. A striking
illustration of our passage is found in Wis. 1815 f., 'Thine allpowerful word leaped from heaven out of the royal throne, a
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stern warrior, into the midst of the doomed land, bearing as a
sharp sword thine unfeigned commandment.' Cf. also Rev. 216,
Hos. 6 5, Is. 49 2 • -The sword of his mouth, his word, is the
one weapon of the .Messiah in this battle, and it is therefore
quite pertinent that the writer should among the different
familiar names of the Christ choose as one of his designations
in this portrayal the name given in v. 13 b, The Word of God.
The rejection of that sentence (13 b) by many critics, as inappropriate in this place, is therefore unwarranted ; see p. 742.
Without doubt the name is taken from the J ohannine doctrine
of the Logos, current in the home of the· Apocalypse, and it is
used here in a sense different from that of the Fourth Gospel;
but this freedom in the use of a figure or a name is one of the
most common characteristics of the writer ; cf. 121 -5, 17, 197,
where the people of God are represented respectively as the
mother of the .Messiah, his brethren, and his bride ; or 197
and 21 9 t., where the figure of the Lamb's bride symbolizes
respectively the people of God and the new Jerusalem.
11-12. L1MTOS AEUK6s, a white horse: the color symbolizes the
victory anticipated; cf. 62• -1TL<TTOS Ka.t ciATJ0LV6s, faitliful arui
true: i.e. to the ideal character of the .Messiah, said here with
special reference to what is required of him in this battle with
Antichrist. The name is already made familiar ( Ka'Aovp.€vo<;)
in 314 ; cf. also 37, 1 5 • - ev 5LKa.Loa1ivn KplVEL ICTA.: in righteousness doth heJudge, etc.: taken from Is. 11 3- 5 • The judgment
here meant, as defined in the following words, is that of making
war on the forces·of the Beast. Cf. Sib. Or. III. 689, 'Gocl
shall judge all with war and sword.'- ol 5E: ocpOa.AjLOL Kr'A.,
and his eyes are aflame of fire: cf. 14, 2 18. - 8La.5l]jLa.Ta. 1TOAA6.,
many crowns: since he is King of kings, v. 16; cf. the many
crowns of the dragon and the Beast, 123, 13 1. - EX(I)V OVOjLa.
ICTA., he hath a name which no one knoweth, etc.: cf. 217, 312 • The
characteristic given to the Messiah in these words is based on
the current belief in the marvelous power of a secret name ;
see p. 463. In this hidden name, though not in this alone,
the Messiah possesses a power to subdue his enemies miraculously. Cf. En. 6914, 'This one requested Michael to show him
the hidden name, that he might enunciate it in the oath, so
that those might quake before that name and oath'; Asc. Is. !)0,
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'Thou canst not hear his name till thou shalt have ascended
out of this body.' For the supernatural power of the divine
name cf. Ecclus. 47 18, The Prayer of Manasses, 3. The name
of the Messiah here spoken of cannot be any of the names given
to him in current usage; see on v. 13.
13. pepa.ll!LEVOV a.'Lila.TL, dipped in blood: the words are suggested by Is. 631, and refer here to the blood of the enemies to
be slain in battle. In this connection there can be no reference
to the blood of the cross; the epithet is proleptic, as is the
symbolism of the white horses and the white robes of the Messiah's followers. The certain triumph is in the mind of the
Apocalyptist, and causes him to disreg~trd chronological sequence. Wellhausen's objection (Anal. 30) that the bloodstained raiment is out of place before the end of the battle
ignores this, one of the commonest features in the author's
manner.- KEKA1)Ta.~ TO ovo11a. ICT'A.., his name is called the Word
of God: for the appropriateness of the name in this place see
· p. 732. This clause is by many held to be inconsistent with
v. 12 c, a name which no one knoweth, and is rejected as a gloss,
added to define the hidden name. But three different names
are specified in the passage, vv. 11, 13, 16, and the names currently given to the Messiah were numerous; see p. 43. The
writer of v. 12 c supposes a name different from any of these,
and one kept hidden. In view of what is said there, a glossist
could not select one from the familiar list as the hidden name,
and expressly declare it well-known; for he does not, after the
manner of an interpreter, use the word f(TT£, his name is, but
/CeiC'A.7JTat, is called, i.e. is one in familiar use. He cannot in
this sentence be speaking of the hidden name.
14-16. 'LmroLS AEuKo'Ls, white horses: symbolical of the victory anticipated; see p. 731.- EK Toil aT61la.TOS ••. o~E'La.,
from his mouth . . . a sharp sword: see p. 732.- a.'\iT6S: in
both cases an emphatic he. -1TOL!LO.VEL . . . aLS11Pcl• shall rule
them with a rod of iron: see on 227 . - 1TO.TEL T~V A1JVOV ICT'A.., he
treadeth the press, etc.: it is he that executeth the vengeance.
For the figure see on 1417. - otvou, of the wine: to be joined
with the words following, as shown by 1410, 1619. - Ka.L E1TL
Tov ll1JP6v, that is, upon his thigh : /Cat, epexegetical. The words
make more specific the preceding general term; the name is
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written upon that part of the mantle that falls over the thigh,
and in the case of a rider is especially conspicuous. There does
not appear sufficient ground, for the interpretation 'on his
girdle,' Dust. al.- pcurLAEiiS pa.uLAEcw tcr>..., King of kings, etc.:
cf. 1 Tim. 615 . See on 171 4.
(3) The great battle of the Messiah with Antichrist, 1917-21.
See pp. 286 f.
17-18. This prelude to the battle is suggested by Ezekiel's prophecy of the assault of the nations upon
God's people in the last days, and the overthrow of Gog with
his hosts upon the mountains of Israel. The prophet is there
bidden to call all the birds and beasts to assemble from every
quarter and sate themselves on the flesh and blood of the slain
(3917-20). The Apocalyptist in part follows his source verbally,
and in part varies from it with characteristic freedom. The
enumeration of the victims, including every rank and condition
of men (v. 18), is given in a formula similar to that used in
615, 1316, The redundancy is noticeable. -Eva.: indef. art.;
see on 813 . - EO'T6>Ta. EV Tell lJALcp, standing in the sun: where all
the birds of prey would behold him; but why this specific
phrase is chosen to express that idea is uncertain. Possibly
some traditional representation may be contained in it.- To
6EL1TVOV TOV 6Eov, the supper of God: i.e. made, or given, by
God; cf. Ezk. 3919, 'my sacrifice,' said of the prototype of this
feast.
19-21. These verses announce in the fewest possible words
the great battle of Harmagedon and its results. See p. 286 f.
- O'U1fi1YIJ.EVa., gathered together: as described in 1613-14; see
note there.-- TOV O'Tpa.TEVIJ.O.TOS a.'liTOv, his army: on the part
taken by the Messiah's army see p. 731.- E1TLcl.u61] TO 61]p(ov,
the Beast was taken the fate of Antichrist as given in this
passage is different from that allotted to him elsewhere in
eschatological writings. In 2 Thess. 2 8 he is slain by the
breath of the Lord; in Ap. Bar. 40 he is bound and brought
before the Messiah, who puts him to death; in Sib. Or. III. 73
he is burnt up. Here the Apocalyptist sees him delivered over
to the same punishment as is finally awarded to Satan himself,
whose representative he is; just as in chapt. 13 a similar form
and appearance are given to him.- o o/Eu6o1Tpo<f>f)TTJS, the false
prophet: the description of his work added in the following
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words identifies the 'false prophet' of this passage and 1613
with the second beast of chapt. 13. While the language repeats
that of 1313- 17, and shows the justice of joining the false prophet
and the Beast in a common doom, it likewise serves to warn
the readers anew against the emperor-worship and its priesthood.- EV~1TLOV a:uTOu, before him: see on 1312. - Ti]v XLj.LVTJV
Tov 1rup6s, the lake of fire: cf. 20 10 • 14• 15, 21 8, 1410 • The idea of
a hell of fire, as a place of final punishment, found among other
peoples and common in later Jewish thought, was retained in
Christian eschatology; seep. 68. On brimstone see on 218. Tijs KO.LOji-EVTJS: if this reading be adopted, the grammatical
inaccuracy is due to the intervening gen. Tov 7rupd<>. See text.
note.- Tfi poj.Lcpa.(~ . • . EK Tov <rT6j.La.Tos, the sword from his
mouth: see p. 731.
(4) The imprisonment of Satan and the Millennial reign of
the martyrs, 20 1 - 6• See p. 287.
A temporary binding
of Satan, and a Millennial reign of the risen martyrs before
the final kingdom, as described in this passage, do not appear elsewhere in the book nor in the Bible (on 1 Co. 1524 r.,
see p. 98). But the doctrine of a partial realization of
God's kingdom, and its continuance for a limited period before the era of its complete establishment, becomes common
in late Jewish belief, as seen in the apocalyptic writers.
This idea arose in the effort to mediate between two different
forms of eschatological outlook. The earlier Hebrew hope
was fixed on an earthly kingdom centering in Palestine,
and ruled by Jehovah himself. But in the later eschatology
the kingdom becomes transcendental and universal, its realm
embraces the renewed heavens and earth, its members include
the risen saints. Between these two stands the somewhat
vaguely apprehended idea of an earthly messianic kingdom of
limited duration, preliminary to the perfect consummation of
the end. This conception is contained in this passage of the
Revelation in its own peculiar form; it appears in a different
and less definite form elsewhere, e.g. 2 Es. 728 t., 12 34, En. 9112,
Ap. Bar. 40 3 • For a kindred idea in Ezekiel, see pp. 36 f.,
76 f. Our Apocalyptist in taking up the idea stands alone in
limiting the sharers in this kingdom to a special class of the
saints, the risen martyrs, thus introducing a first resurrection
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to be followed by that of the remaining saints at the general
judgment, vv. 4-5. The duration of this intermediate kingdom,
when mentioned in apocalyptic writings, is always expressed
in some symbolical measure. It is here made a thousand years,
a number found elsewhere also in tradition ; a long period is
meant.
The representation of Satan first bound and then released
for a brief period which is to end in his final doom is not
found in earlier literature, Jewish or Christian.. That it is
entirely new with our author is however improbable. Something of the kind is implied in the very idea of an intermediate
kingdom, before whose establishment the powers of evil must
at least be restrained ; and on the other hand the last great
assault of the nations, everywhere expected among the immediate antecedents of God's final triumph, presupposes the
removal of that restraint. Not quite parallel with this idea,
but somewhat akin to it, and perhaps aiding in its growth, is
that of the seizure of evil angels and spirits, and their reservation in prison or chains for their final punishment, as frequently
found in later Jewish eschatology. Thus in En. 10 4-6 Azazel,
a leader among the fallen angels, and in Jewish angelo logy a
figure somewhat akin to Satan, is to be bound and imprisoned
in darkness for an indefinite period, but at the day of judgment
to be brought forth and cast into the fire. For kindred representations, cf. En. 211-10, 545 r., Jub. 5 10, Sl. En. 7 1 ; cf. also
2 Pet. 2 4, Jude v. 6, Is. 24 21 r.
A closer parallel to our passage is found in Persian eschatology, where in
the conflict between the supreme spirits of good and evil in the last days
the dragon (cf. v. 2) Azhi Dahaka is conquered and kept bound for a
period, but afterwards becomes free again and is slain ( cf. Vi:ilter O.ffenb.
125). There is much plausibility in the theory that there lies behind such
representations a common tradition. That Persian eschatology contained
ideas in common with popular beliefs and apocalyptic conceptions held
among the Jews of later times is well known, see pp. 79 ff. It would not
be strange, then, if some such legend regarding the dragon as that given
above should have been circulated in popular Jewish apocalyptic, and have
been taken up by our author and transformed, as we have seen him in
other instances using current traditions.

It is not difficult to understand how conceptions regarding
an intermediate kingdom, if existing in popular apocalyptic,
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have entered into the visions of our Prophet. For
membership in that kingdom, with its security from the power
of Satan and the blessedness of reigning with the Messiah,
must present itself to his mind as a gift of God's supreme
favor. And what reward more glorious than that could be
imagined for the martyrs, who in Christian thought and especially in this book stand foremost in the favor of God? The
Revelation is specifically a book for the martyrs; everywhere
the author seeks to fortify those who are facing persecution in
the time then present with them and in the awful future till
the doom of Antichrist. Current ideas of an earthly reign of
the Messiah and the restraint of evil powers would furnish
him a vision of the form in which steadfastness unto death
shall receive its special reward. It is thus, we may believe,
that under the influence of his dominant idea of the glory of
martyrdom, transforming in his vision expectations cherished
in contemporary apocalyptic, he sees the intermediate k~ngdom
set up and the martyrs alone admitted to it. In other words,
the millennia! vision of this passage appears to be an outgrowth
of familiar eschatological ideas transformed and glorified
through the faith that God has a special guerdon laid up for
the martyr.
l'he author's purpose in this vision furnishes the clue to the
correct interpretation of the Millennium· as an element in
Christian eschatology. Its place in his thought he makes clear
in limiting a share in it to the martyrs. These few verses
standing alone in biblical utterances, and apparently deriving
their format contents from an external source, have given occasion for controversy running through centuries and for vast
practical delusions. Yet the chief aim of the author is clear.
He seeks to set forth under a striking apocalyptic form the assurance that the martyr's steadfastness wins for him the special favor
of his Lord, and the highest life in union with God and Ghrist.
That is the meaning of the passage for us. When once we
apprehend the fact that the essential truth of prophecy, as
distinguished from its form, is not the revelation of a chronological program in the world's history, we cease to find here
the prediction of an eschatological era, however closely the
Apocalyptist himself may have associated form and substance;
3B
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see pp. 293 :ff., 299, 301 ff. The dispensational limit undet
which the Seer here apprehends his truth may, or may not, be
an integral element in it for him ; yet for us, viewed in the
light of the nature and course of prophetic revelation, the
essential truth, which, stripped of its apocalyptic form, is
expressed in the vision of the martyr's millennial glory, is that
which is given in our Lord's saying, 'He that loseth his life
for my sake shall find it,' Mt. 1039.
A large school of interpreters from early times have given to this passage
a non-literal meaning. The view which under considerably differing forms
has been most widely advocated from Augustine on is that the first resurrection here spoken of is the spiritual renewal of the Christian, and the
preliminary kingdom is the reign of Christ in those thus renewed, or in his
Church; the kingdom began at Christ's appearing; Satan's power has been
restrained, especially through the redemptive death of Christ, but not yet
entirely destroyed; the thousand years are a period symbolically measured,
continuing to the last great conflict with Satan and followed by the general
resurrection, the judgment, and the perfected state of the redeemed. The
fundamental fault of the interpretations which follow even remotely this
theory is that they mistake the nature of apocalyptic prophecy, and read
into the vision of our Apocalyptist here a meaning of which he gives no
intimation and which is at variance with his language. Apocalyptic proph·
ecy is not allegory, and in our passage it is not possible upon any sound
principles of exegesis to take the first resurrection as different in kind from
that of 'the rest,' v. 5, which is described in vv. 12-13. ·Nor can the ,agelong struggle of the Church militant, or any partially improved condition
of human society, answer to the picture of the millennia! reign of the risen
martyrs, glorious in its privileges and undisturbed by Satan now banished
from the world. Recent scholars are very generally agreed in rejecting
such interpretations as impossible.

1-3. T'ltv KAELV Tfls cipvuuou, the key of the abyss: cf. 91• E'lTL TltV XE'ipa.: as in 51, the prep. is probably not to be
distinguished from ev, with the dat.; cf. 120, where f?rt TT,<;
O€~dis is used to repeat ev TV O€~t~, v. 16. -o o<j>LS o cipxa.'ios
I€TX., the old serpent, etc.: the dragon and the serpent, which
are common in eschatological myths, are here, as generally in
late Jewish demonology, expressly identified with Satan; cf.
129. For the nom. in the appos. see p. 224.- EKAEL<TEV Ka.l.
E<T<jlpO.yL<TEV !CTX., locked and sealed it over him: for sealing to
give special security cf. Dan. 617 , Prayer of Manas. 4, .Mt. 27 66.
-tva. p.it 1TAa.vftcrn JCTX., that he should not deceive the nations,
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etc.: the purpose of Satan's imprisonment is to prevent his
activity in misleading the nations to war against the saints
(v. 8); they are secure against his wiles throughout the Millennium. The punishment of torture to be inflicted upon him
comes later, v. 10. -Tel. E6Vth the nations: the nations are here,
as in v. 8, conceived to exist still, though according to 1921 they
had been destroyed. For this retention of conflicting ideas see
on 154, also pp. 722 f., 745. -Set Au6Tjva.L, he must be loosed:
Satan must in the ordering of God be released for the great
conflict, which according to eschatological tradition was still
to come.
4. et5ov 6p6v~us wrA.., I saw thrones, etc.: the vision and the
language are suggested by Dan. 79• 10• 22. - ~Kcl.6L<ra.v . . . ~66611
a.vTOLS, they sat upon them and Judgment was given unto them: it
is not clear who occupy the thrones and administer judgment,
nor what act of judgment is meant. Two views are maintained. (1) God and a heavenly assessor, or assessors, in judgment, occupy the thrones and award to the martyrs their place
in the millennia! kingdom. (2) The martyrs are seated on the
thrones, and it is given them to rule and judge the nations
of the earth. The second appears to be preferable. The cosovereignty of the risen martyrs with Christ through the
thousand years is the one dominant thought of the passage.
I£ the author meant here to speak also of their entrance on the
millennia! state, as an award of judgment, we should expect
specific mention of God or Christ, or both, as the awarders, as
in 2 26 , 3 2\ 20 11 r.; there is nothing in the book or elsewhere to
suggest any others as the vicegerents of God set to make an
award of this kind. But the words, 'judgment,' i.e. the function of judging,' was given to them,' would be inappropriate to
a company to which God belonged. On the other hand, avToi~
must refer to the subj. of the vb., or to avTolJ<;, the thrones
thought of as identical with the occupants; the second clause
could not then mean, an award was given by the occupants of
the thrones to the saints. Lk. 22 30, Mt. 19 28, 'Ye shall sit on
thrones judging the twelve tribes of Israel,' where ruling and
judging are essentially synonymous, support the view that the
subj. of the vb. is the martyrs. Judging is inseparably joined
with ruling. The martyrs occupy thrones, and the power of
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judging, ruling, the nations is given to them. Of. 2 26, 1 Uo. 62•
This general statement of the first sentence is then repeated
and amplified by the rest of the verse. In regard to the nations
remaining as the objects of such rule see on v. 3. - Td.S o/uxd.s
ICTA., the souls of those that had been beheaded, etc.: in 69 the
Seer had beheld under the heavenly altar the souls of those
already martyred; their number has now been filled up (6 11),
and they are all admitted to their reward. The ace. depends
upon El8ov.- 'ITE'ITEAEKUTJlEVcllV, beheaded: i.e. by the ax. The
word denoting a mode of execution at this time generally superseded in the empire by the use of the sword ha;s here the sense
of slain. - 8Ld. Tilv JlO.pTupta.v 'l"lcroil,, because of the testimony of
Jesus: for the gospel's sake; see on 12• The phrase is general
and includes all Christian martyrs ; while the following words,
/Cat o'tnvg · ov 7rpOG'E/CtJV'Y}G'av ICTA., and such as worshiped not the
Beast, etc., specify a particular class among these. For clauses
of this kind connected by "a{, and, see on 16 6• The words
must refer to actual martyrs, since all who refused homage to
the Beast were put to death, 131 5; also e~T}G'aV, which as v. 5
shows must mean lived again, makes it clear that these words
do not (as some take them) refer to such as remained alive till
the millennium. This particular class of martyrs is brought
forward with emphasis in order to assure the readers of the
glory awaiting those who remain steadfast in the great temptation to emperor-worship; cf. 1314- 17. - E~Ticra.v, lived: for ~ciro,
equivalent to ava~ciro, live again, a frequent use, cf. v. 5, 118, 2 8 ;
see on 1314 • The new spiritual life in Christ cannot be thought
of here; the context shows that the revival from physical death
is meant. See p. 738. -The Apocalyptist is here concerned
with the risen martyrs only. The faithful remaining alive at
the time are entirely outside of the present vision; nothing is
said or implied in regard to them.
5-6. ot AOL'ITOL, the rest: all except the martyrs, both the
righteous and the unrighteous. 'The rest' cannot be understood of the unrighteous only, on the supposition that all the
righteous had already risen in the first resurrection; for v. 4
limits the millennial kingdom to the martyred; further, the
scrutiny of the books, vv. 12, 15, to determine the issue of judgment, implies the presenca of the righteous as well as the un-
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righteous at the general resurrection.- i) d.vcicrTa.<TLS i) 1Tpci>T11,
the first resurrection: i.e. the resurrection of the martyrs, as
contrasted with that of all others at the general resurrection;
there is no thought of two resurrections of the same persons. tJ.O.KcipLoS, blessed: see on 1 3. - iiyLoS, holy: wholly set apart
and belonging to God.- 0 8E'IITEpos ea.va.TOS, the second death:
see on 211• - EcrovTa.L tEpELS wrX., they shall be priests, etc. : cf.
16, 510, Is. 616• Reference is made to freedom of access to God
and Christ; see on 1 6 • The thought of a priesthood forming
a medium of blessings to the nations (so, some com.) has no
place in the context.
Textual notes, 19L204• 196. A!yovn~ Q most min some anc com Ws
WHmrg Alf Bouss al; A!yovTwv AP some min and anc com Tr Ti WH
Blj Sod al; A!YOliO'WV ~; A!yovTa~ some min R. The first is not easily accounted for, unless original. See Ws Ap. 137.-aAA'IJAollt.a, see on v. 1.7. ayoJVuwfLCV ~AP some min edd; ayaA.A.tWfL!Oa Q most min R.- 8wfL!V
~*Q many min anc com R Ti WHmrg Sod Bouss RV al; 8wuOfL!V ~cA Lch
WH W s Alf al; 8wuwfL!V P some min Sw al. - 9. Before aA'IJfhvot, A some
min W s Lch WHmrg Alf insert ot; wanting in most sources and edd. TOll 8!oll in nearly all sources is placed before !tuw, but after it in~* some
min R, and before «A'1]8tvot in ~c some min. -11. KaAollfL!V~ wanting in
AP many min some vers; bracketed by Alf WH al.- 13. {3!{3afLfL!VOV AQ
most min anc com R most edd ; 7r!ptp!pafLfL!Vov ~* Ti; 7r!ptp!pavTtO'fL!vov ~c;
p!paVTtO'fLEvov P some min WH RV. See WH Notes on Select Readings, in
loc. -17. After 8n7rvov, R with a few min some vers adds TOll fLEY«AOll.20. T'IJ~ K«tofLEV'IJ~ ~AP Prim most edd; T'I)V KatofLEV'I)V Q all min R Alf Bouss
Sod, probably a correction. See W s Ap. 137.- 21. For E~EA8oll0''1], R reads
EK7rOpEliOfLEV'I), uncertain origin.
201. For KAHlf R reads KAE£8a, with some min and anc com. See Blass
§ 8, 1 ; Win § 9, 2, e.- 2. o ocfn> o apxato<; A Lch Tr Ti W s WH al; TOV
ocfnv KTA ~Q all min anc com R RV WHmrg Bouss Sod.- 3. After EKAftO'EV,
R adds al/Tov, with a few min.- 4. For To 8'1)ptov R, with some min reads
TW 8'1)ptw.

Criticism of 191-206. 191-s. The larger number of critics connect this
passage, or at least vv.1--3, directly with chapts. 17-18, though with various
omissions. Most of those who assume the presence of Jewish documents in
the book make the passage a part of one of these; so Vischer, Weyland,
Pfleiderer, J. Weiss, al. These all omit, as Christian interpolations, 192b,
like the corresponding reference to martyrs in 176, 1820• 24 ; so also the mention of the Lamb in v. 7. The excisions of Spitta (192 ff.), who assigns the
passage as a whole to his Jewish document J 2 , are characteristic; in v. 1,
llxA.ov 7roAA.ov, because superfluous; in v. 2, E~E8{K'IJO'EV . • . OroTEpov Etp'I)Kav
aAA'IJAoVta, because referring to martyrs at Rome; v. 4, because it is a repe-
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tition of a redactor's error in 58, where the prostration of the Elders and
Living Creatures, while holding harps and bowls in their hands, is inconceivable. Volter (Offenb. 47) and Erbes (102), though assigning parts of
the passage to an interpolator, make it as a whole Christian, and connect
it, the former with 14 20, the latter with chapt. 18. Schoen (138) joins it
with 1621 as part of the primitive Christian plan. J. Weiss (120 f.) thinks
that in vv. 4-10 the Seer represents himself in heaven, whereas in the context he is on earth; Weiss therefore makes vv. 4-10 an interpolation, while
assigning the chapt. as a whole to his Jewish source Q.
199-10. Numerous objections are raised by critics against these verses:
the introduction of an indefinite speaker; the insertion of the verses between
two passages, the exultant hymn and the appearing of the warrior Messiah,
with which they are thought to have no connection; inappropriateness of
the declaration 'these words are true,' which belongs at the close of the
book, and is actually found there (22 6) ; the inexplicableness of the Seer's
act of worship in 22 8 , if occurring and reproved here; the exact duplication
of these verses in 226• Sf.; the misinterpretation of 22 9 contained in the
explanatory clause added at the end of v. 10, ~ yap p.apTvpta KTA.- These
objections have been noticed in the Com. It does not appear that v. 9 is
open to valid criticism. Some of the objections to v. 10, however, must be
acknowledged of weight. The Seer's impulse to offer worship to an angel
is explainable at the close of the book (see note there). If it occurred at
any earlier place, it would seem more natural in the presence of one of the
twenty-four Elders in 713ff., or of the awe-inspiring angel of chapt. 10, or in
the case of the angel of this scene, at his first appearing in 171• In the
particular juncture of this passage there appears no so extraordinary manifestation as to account for it. Furthermore, there is no sufficient explanation of the act of homage in 22 8, if forbidden here. The conclusion, then,
suggests itself inevitably that the present passage, v. 10, has crept into the
text from the latter; it is inserted as a sequel to otToL oi AOyOL aA.r/hvo{
'here, as it so stands in 22 6- 8• And this conclusion is confirmed by the exact
repetition here of much of the language of that passage, and by the almost
certain supposition that the words ~ yap p.apTvp{a KTA. in this verse are a
comment inappropriate here and suggested by 229. See Com.
1911-16. Objection is raised to the representation of the warrior Messiah
here as at variance with the Christ of the N. T.; the passage therefore, the
assumed Christian additions being omitted, is referred to a Jewish document; so, Vischer, Spitta, Weyland, J. Weiss, al. Volter who makes it
Christian assigns it to his Cerinthian addition. Many critics reject the
mention of the name ' The Word of God,' v. 12 · b, as inconsistent with
v. 12 c, and brought in from the J ohannine doctrine of the Logos, without
any appropriate relation to the context. These objections have been spoken
of in the Com.
191H1. Critics for the most part agree in joining this passage with
vv. 11-16, and assigning it to the respective sources assumed for those verses.
201-6. Vischer (68 ff.) raises a number of objections to vv. 4-Q. The
millennia! reign of the saints is not clear, since there can be no subjects,
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all men except the saints having been destroyed in the battle against the
Messiah, 19 21 . Further objection is raised to the general judgment; at
the first resurrection all martyrs are raised, but in this number would be
included all the faithful, since all who refuse to worship the Beast are
martyred (13 15); all saints then share in the millennia! kingdom and only
the wicked are not raised in this first resurrection; why then another judgment? Why do not the messianic kingdom and world renewal follow the
battle at once? Why an interregnum? Spitta (208 ff.), in part for the
reasons given by Vischer and in part on other grounds, refers vv. 4-7 to a
redactor; the context (201- 3, 8 ff.) belongs according to him to his Jewish
source Jl, but these verses cannot belong there, as they contain Christian
allusions; moreover a twofold resurrection is unknown to Jewish apocalyptic and 0. T. tradition. The indefiniteness of the persons seated on the
thrones points to an original connection in which this was clear. Erbes
(109), rejecting from his primitive apocalypse a twofold resurrection and a
preliminary kingdom of the martyrs, refers the whole passage 201-10 to his
redaction of the year 80. ·
The principal grounds upon which these various criticisms of our paragraph, 19 1-20 6, are based have been touched upon in the Com. Apart from
details there discussed, there are two general lines of argument which
appear to establish the place of the paragraph, with perhaps the exception
of a short sentence or two, in the original work of the Apocalyptist from
whom the book as a whole has come. (1) The passage as a whole and in
its parts agrees with the author's plan, his leading thoughts and his manner, as seen in the Summary (pp. 286 f.) and in the Com. After the fall
of Rome, just such a sequel is demanded with its note of triumph and·
anticipation of the end thus begun, with its swift overthrow of the beasts,
Satan's earthly agents, hitherto central figures, and with some special promise for those who are faithful even to martyrdom. And it is not supposable
that the form of the sequel here given has displaced another. It is true
that the reign of the martyrs in a preliminary kingdom is peculiar to this
passage; but it is not in actual contradiction with the author's eschatology
as given elsewhere; see pp. 165, 735 ff. (2) In language, idioms, and grammatical mannerisms the paragraph agrees with the book in general; and,
what is significant, almost every verse shows parallelism with other parts
of the book, as may be seen from the following examples, which could
be multiplied. In chapt. 19 compare v. 1 with 7 9• 10• 12, 1210 ; v. 2 with 158,
1617, 171, s; v. 3 with 14 11 ; vv. 1-5 with 56- 14 (see p. 720); v. 6 with 61, 142,
1111; v. 7 with 219 ff.; v. 8 with 1816 ; v. 11 with 61- 2, 314 ; v. 12 with 21s, 17;
v. 15 with 116, 2 27, 1419 ; v. 16 with 17 14 ; v. 19 with 1614 ; v. 20 with 311-17 •
-In chapt. 20 compare v. 1 with 91 ; v. 2 with 12 9 ; v. 4 with 69 ; v. 6 with
211, 16, 510.

XX. 7-XXII. 5. The End. See pp. 287 ff.
(1) The destruction of the nations in their last assault upon
the citadel of God's people; and the final doom of Satan,
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207- 10 • See p. 288. After the lapse of the long period of
peace assigned to the preliminary messianic kingdom, Satan as
predicted is now released for his last attempt on the kingdom
of God. The vision of the gathering of the nations in a final
assault on the holy city, and their utter destruction, is shaped
by traditional Jewish eschatology. Such an onset of Israel's
enemies in the last days with their complete overthrow is
prophesied by Ezk. (chapts. 38-39), and appears frequently in
later apocalyptic writers (see on 14 20 and p. 35). Thus in
2 Es. 135 ff., 'Lo, there was gathered together a multitude of
men, out of number, from the four winds of heaven, to make
war; . . . upon a sudden of an innumerable multitude nothing was to be perceived, but only dust of ashes and smell of
smoke' ; Sib. Or. III. 663 ff., 'The kings of the nations shall
throw themselves against this land in troops, . . . in a ring
round the city the accursed kings shall place each one his
throne, with his infidel people by him, ... and judgment shall
come upon them from the mighty God and all shall perish . . .
from heaven shall fall fiery swords,' etc. ; cf. also 2 Es. 1334,
En. 565-8, 901 3- 15, Test. Jos. 198. Numerous similar allusions
occur in the Targums also ; see Weber System 369 ff. The
chronological place of this assault of the nations, whether before
or after the messianic kingdom is introduced, varies in different
authors; in Ezk. as here it follows it (see Volz 175 f.). The
names Gog and Magog here given to these hostile nations meet
us first in Ezk. (38 2 ), where the former denotes the prince, the
latter his land ; but in later apocalyptic writers they became
frequent as symbolical names of the nations who in the last
days should rise up to war against God and his people; see
p. 36. Quite probably the names, like the war itself, go back
to an earlier tradition.- The agency of Satan in leading this
hostile movement of the nations is peculiar to our author.
This is in keeping with the greater distinctness given to the
personality of Satan in the N. T. generally, and especially in
our book. In Ezk. it is God himself who brings the nations
against his land for the purpose of their destruction (3816),
according to a common idea that God punishes the defiantly
wicked by leading them into a heinous sin in which their ruin
is complete. It is noticeable that in this conflict between
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God and Satan and in ·the events that follow, the Messiah is
not mentioned, whereas in the battle with Antichrist (1919 ff")
it was he who came forth to meet Satan's agents. In this last
dread encounter in which Satan puts forth his supreme force
against God, God himself intervenes with death and destruction
hurled down from heaven.
The close dependence of the Apocalyptist's prophecy upon
current Jewish expectation of ·such an assault of the nations at
the end furnishes the solution of the difficulty already mentioned (see on v. 3 and 15 4). The victory described in 191 9- 21
over Antichrist and his subjects, who included all the kingdoms
of the world (13 7 r"), seems to leave no place for the hostile
armies of this passage. But the two visions are entirely distinct. In the former the Apocalyptist is concerned with the
completeness of the Messiah's triumph, and the establishment
of the millennia! kingdom holding power over all the earth.
While in the picture there drawn all enemies are destroyed, the
emphasis is not laid so much upon the extinction of the nations'
existence as upon the defeat of Antichrist and the establishment of the Messiah's sway. But in the present vision the
great onset of the nations, which forms a central act in familiar
conceptions of the end, is the more essential part, and the
thought of the Apocalyptist is wholly fixed upon that event as
pictured in tradition. Two different aspects of one Jewish
tradition furnish the form of the two visions, and dominate
respectively each in turn. The incongruity between the two
in this respect lies therefore entirely beyond the Apocalyptist's
notice ; he is not for the time being thinking of the visions in
their relation to each other, they form two separate chapters in
his revelation. A similar concurrence of discordant representations appears in the relation of the kings to the destruction
of Rome ; see p. 723. We have to bear in mind that we
are dealing with the ecstasies of a Seer and poet whose pictures in the two instances are independently of each other
influenced by conventional forms. Inconsistencies of this
nature cannot then properly cause serious difficulty for the
interpreter or the critic. See p. 769.
7-8. 'X-lJ8-ftcrETa.~, shall be loosed : on the release of Satan, see
pp. 735 f. In vv. 7-8 the author uses the future, speaking as
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a prophet, but in vv. 9-10 a the past, as if reporting what he
had seen in vision, turning back to the fut. in v. 10 b.1TAa.vilaa.L, to deceive: Satan's power as represented in the book,
whether exercised directly or indirectly, consists in deceiving
men and leading them to become his tools in his war against
God ; cf. vv. 3, 10, 12 9, 13 14, 19 20 .f-Ta.~s TEaaa.paL y(l)v(a.LS
ICTA.., the four corners qf the earth: cf. 71, Is. 11 12.-0n Gog
and Magog, see p. 744. -~v, a.iJT(i)v: for the pleonasm, see
on 3 8•
9. civeP11aa.v, they went up: Jerusalem, the seat of the millennia! kingdom that rules all the world, is ' the middle of the
earth' (Ezk. 3812), to attack which the hostile armies march up
from all quarters. - E1TL TO 1TAciTos Tils yijs, over the breadth of
the earth: they cover the whole surface of the f)arth, a hyperbole like 'their number is as the sand of the sea,' v. 8. - Ti]v
1Ta.pEJLPo'Aljv, the camp: the word, denoting a military camp, is
the standing term for the encampment, the halting place, of the
Israelites in the wilderness, e.g. Ex. 1613, Dt. 23 14• So here it
may denote simply the abiding place of God's people, or its use
may be suggested by the approach of attacking armies. It is
doubtless identical in meaning with the following phrase, 'the
beloved city.' The saints are not represented here as an army
prepared for battle ; it is doubtful whether they are thought
of as encamped around the city (so, some com.); they take no
part in repelling the attack of the nations.- T~V 1r6'Aw, the
city: the city of the millennia! kingdom, an earthly Jerusalem,
is meant. The traditional conception of Jewish eschatology
followed throughout the passage requires this interpretation ;
and the connection with vv. 4-6 implies the same. This is not
the new Jerusalem, which does not descend till the bringing in
of the new earth (212); yet an idealized city must be imagined,
one meet to be the capital of the millennia! realm. The J ernsalem of historic time cannot be thought of, and in a world so
idealistic as that of the millennium a realistic world-capital is
not to be sought. But to find here an allegory of a spiritual
Jerusalem attacked by the power of sin is to abandon consistent exegesis.- -qya.1T1]JLEV1]V, beloved: for this epithet applied
to Jerusalem, cf. Ecclus. 24 11 , Ps. 78 68, 87 2 .-Ka.TEP111Tilp KTA..,
fire came down out of heaven, etc. : the Apocalyptist follows his
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source ; cf. Ezk. 39 6, 'I will send a fire on Magog '; cf. also
Ezk. 3822, Sib. Or. III. 673 (cited on p. 744), 691. While
the hosts are thus consumed, Satan like his adjutants, the
Beast and the false prophet, is consigned at once upon his
defeat to his punishment, v. 10, 1920 • This is the lake of fire
in conformity with the doctrine of Jewish eschatology; cf. v.
15, 1410 •
10. o'lrAa.vii>v: for the pres. partie. with the art. made equivalent to an imperf. by the context, see on 14 4. - E~A'I101l Els
-rl]v ALjLVTIV /€TA., was cast into the lake of fire: Satan first cast
down from his throne in the heaven (12 9 ), then bound and
imprisoned for a thousand years (202f·), now receives his final
doom.
(2) The general resurrection and judgment. 2011 - 15• See
pp. 287 f.
The judgment scene as described here follows
in its essentials the other Scriptures and apocalyptic writers;
e.g. Mt. 25 31 - 46, Ro. 141 o, 2 Co. 510, 2 Es. 733 ff., En. 902 0- 27 , 'I
saw till a throne was erected in the pleasant land, and the
Lord of the sheep sat himself thereon ; and the other took the
sealed books and opened those books before the Lord of the
sheep. . . . And I saw at that time how a like abyss was opened
in the midst of the earth full of fire, and they brought those
blinded sheep, and they were all judged and found guilty and
cast into this fiery abyss, and they burned . . . and I saw those
sheep burning.' The simplicity and restraint of the picture
drawn by our Apocalyptist in this scene, as well as in the
account of the last battle, vv. 7-10, stands in characteristic
contrast with the gruesomeness found in some other apocalypses, and in some medieval artists and poets. The place of
the throne and the judgment is not indicated. The throne of
the court of heaven described in 42 ff. is probably not meant;
into that heavenly court the wicked would not be admitted,
even for judgment. Evidently the precise place is not thought
of. 'In the last judgment the categories of space and time
fall away' (Baljon in Zoe.). God alone appears as judge,
Christ is not mentioned. This is natural here, since the
Apocalyptist is following throughout this scene distinctively
Jewish models. The part of Christ is for the time being
dropped out of sight. Elsewhere the author recognizes clearly
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Christ's office in this connection, cf. 27, 10, 1414 ff., 22 12, passages
which taken by themselves might exclude God's share in the
judgment. Nor is there a conflict between this verse and
J no. 522, which cannot be taken to mean that the author of the
Fourth Gospel dissented from the universal Christian doctrine
of God also as judge of the world; cf. Jno. 545, 85o, 1226,
St. Paul also speaks at one time.of the judgment seat of Christ,
at another of that of God; cf. 2 Co. 510, Ro. 141 0,
11. ETSov 8p6vov, I saw a throne: cf. Dan. 79, Is. 61. - AEUK6v,
white: in keeping with the divine glory of the judge. - TOV
Ka.61lfLEVOV ICT"Jt.., him that sat upon it: for the form of expression
cf. chapts. 4-5 passim. The reference here is to God, not
Christ. The Apocalyptist speaks as a Hebrew using the periphrase instead of the name of God; but see on 4 3. - ecpuyEv i]
yi1 ICT"Jt.., the earth and the heaven fled away: the world that now
is is represented as removed to give place to the new heaven and
the new earth (211); for a similar representation cf. En. 90 28 f·.
According to another current belief the present world is to be
burnt up; cf. 2 Pet. 310- 13 • For still another view cf. En. 454,
'I will traniform the heaven . . . I will transform the earth.'
See pp. 56, 749 f.
12. TOilS VEKpovs, the dead: the living are not mentioned,
for after the battle of vv. 7-10 none are living except the saints
of the millennia! kingdom, and their judgment has already
taken place. A resurrection in bodily form is assumed according
to universal Jewish and Christian belief.- Toils fLEYciAous ICT"Jt..,
the great and the small, etc.: cf. 1118, 1316, 195• 18. - PLPA(a., Ci.AAO
PLPA(ov, books, another book: see on 3 5• The former contain the
record of men's deeds, whether good or bad, which form the
ground of judgment; the latter contains the list of those
destined to life. There is no incongruity between the two
ideas, for the deeds determine whether names are inserted in
the book Of life.- Td. epya., their deeds: for the comprehensive
meaning of the term see on 32 •
13. The writer, in keeping with a common habit of his (see
pp. 242, 243), here turns back to a fuller statement of the appearing of the dead before the throne (12 a); all the receptacles of the dead give up those contained in them. The words
belong before the opening of the books and the judgment; and,
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because of their introduction in this later place, mention of the
judgment is here repeated. - Eli(I)KEV it ea.~a.<r<ra. /CTA., the sea
gave up the dead, etc. : the mention of the sea in .distinction
from Hades might imply that the souls of those who had met
death by drowning were not thought to come into the place of
departed spirits; and W etstein cites from Achilles Tatius (fifth
cent. A.D.) showing the existence of such a belief; but it is
hardly possible to attribute this thought to our author. The
abhorrent fate of those whose unburied bodies were carried
about in the sea, or devoured by the fish, would account for the
particular mention of these as restored at the resurrection;
cf. En. 61 5, cited below.- o 9G.va.Tos Ka.l o ~811s, death and
Hades: cf. 6 8 ; see on 118. - With this verse cf. 2 Es. 732,
'The earth shall restore those that are asleep in her, and so
shall the dust those that dwell thereiii in silence, and the secret
places shall deliver those souls that were committed unto
them'; En. 61 5, 'These measures shall reveal all the secrets of
the depths . . . and those who have been devoured by the fish
of the sea, that they may return'; 51I, 'ln those days shall the
earth also give back that which has been intrusted to it, and
Sheol also shall give back that which it has received, and hell
shall give back that which it owes.'
14. Death and Hades are here personified and doomed to
punishment, a conception due to the connection thought to
exist between death and sin; at the same time, the deliverance
of the saints from all future fear of death is thought of; tlf. 214,
He b. 210, 1 Co. 15 26, 'The last enemy that shall be brought to
naught is death.'- o 9G.va.TOS o liEvTEpos, the second death: cf.
v. 6, 211, 21 8• The second death is here defined as (consignment to) the lake of fire; the first is the physical death common
to all.
15. This verse announces the sentence decreed for all the
condemned. The award of those destined to life is not mentioned here; it forms the subject of the following paragraph.
On this latter theme the Apocalyptist dwells at greater length
and with deep but restrained fervor.
(3) The new heaven and the new earth; and God's presence
with his people in the new Jerusalem, 21 1- 8• See p. 288.
In this prophecy of the new world and its conditions the Apoc-
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alyptist uses the familiar language and imagery of 0. T. eschatology. The passage is largely made up of reminiscences of
biblical apocalyptic. Yet the writer, with his customary command of suggested figures and words, has combined these into
a whole of wonderful simplicity, harmony, and power. The
most striking feature in this vision of the bliss of the saints is
its spirituality. The glory and the blessedness of the reward
promised to the saints consists in the presence of God and perfect communion with him, the satisfaction of every yearning
for the divine life of the soul, and the absence of death, sorrow,
·and sin. -The question, frequently raised among earlier commentators, whether the new world is to be a renovation of that
now existing, or a different one brought in in place of the old
previously removed or destroyed, is one with which apocalyptic
prophecy from its nature is not concerned. In v. 1, as in 2011,
the language suggests a prior removal of the old ; in 21 6 the
words, 'I make all things new,' would more naturally denote a
renovation of that now exi§ting. But it is wholly improbable
that the Apocalyptist has in mind any distinct thought of the
process; it is the result that. 'fills his vision. It is certain that
his language cannot be taken to' describe systematically a future
cosmic event. See on 2011•
1. ci'IT'ilAOa.v, were passed away: as announced in 20 11 • iJ 06.Aa.<r<ra. oinc E<TTLV ETL, the sea is no more : some have taken
these WOrdS aS parallel With the preceding clause, OtJIC eUTtV en,
repeating aTrri)•.Oav; the sense then would be, the heavens, the
earth, and the sea of the first world have passed away, and
nothing would be implied as to an absence of the sea from the
new world (so, Diist. al). But in that case we should expect
~v instead of eurtv, and a repetition of 7rpd>r7J as with ryf}; moreover, when the author adds OdA.auua to oupavor; and ryfJ for
emphatic comprehensiveness, he joins the three in one clause;
of. 5 13 , 10 6, 147. Most scholars are agreed that the Apocalyptist
means, there is no sea in the new order seen in his vision. He
nowhere explains the absence of the sea from the new earth ; it
must therefore be accounted for by some common thought regarding the sea, which makes its presence inappropriate. A kindred idea is found elsewhere in apocalyptic writings; e.g. Sib.
Or. V. 447. •In the last time the sea shall be dry'; Ass. Mos.
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10 6, 'The sea shall retire 'into the abyss.' The consuming of
the sea is frequently mentioned in connection with the burning
up of the world; e.g. Sib. Or. V. 158 f., 'A great star shall
come from heaven into the divine sea, and shall burn up the
deep sea'; Test. Lev. 4 1 . For many other examples see Bouss.
Antichrist 238 f. Some find here an echo of a popular fancy
connected with the primitive oriental myth of the Creator's
conflict with a sea-monster, such as appears in the allusions to
the dragon, Rahab and Leviathan; cf. Is. 271, 519, Job 26 13 (so,
Moff., al, Bouss.1 896, rejected in the ed. 1906). But there is in
the eschatological allusions to the sea cited above no intimation
that a sea-monster is thought of, as in these latter passages
referred to. The most probable supposition (Ewald, al) traces
the idea to the dread of the sea felt by the ancient world, whose
means of coping with its dangers were inferior. The violence
and treachery of the sea, its unrest 'casting up mire and dirt,'
made it an element out of place in the untroubled earth of the
new order; cf. Is. 5720, Ps. 107 25- 28, Ezk. 288.
2-4. Cf. v. 10, 312. - EK, 0.1r6, out oj, from: the former refers
to the place of origin, the latter to the divine originator.oos vVJL<I»"lv, as a bride: the figure of the bride, which in 19 7 is
applied to the people of God, represents here the seat of their
abode, the new Jerusalem. See on 197. -il O"K"lVTJ Toil 0Eoil
ICTA.., the tabernacle of God, etc.: cf. 715, Ezk. 3721, Zec. 210, 88,
2 Co. 616 • The new Jerusalem, like the tabernacle in the wil- .,
derness, is to be the place of God's abode with his people.For ,the promises of the passage cf. 717, Is. 258, 3510, 6519, Hos.
1314 J-1T6vos, pain: probably physical pain is meant, as in 1610 r.•
- Td. 1rpcoTa. O.mp. ea.v, the first things have passed away: cf.
2 Co. 517. The language here, as also in the words of v ..5,
'I make all things new,' is a comprehensive summary of all that
is contained in the announcement of v. 1; at the same time, the
connection suggests a special reference to sorrow, death, and
pain as belonging to the things which will have passed away.
5-6. o tea.O~JLEVOS E1rt Tcp Op6v(t>: in this phrase the gen. is
generally used in Rev.; for the dat. cf. 710,19 4 • The Mss. vary.
- tea.Lvd. 1TOLCO 1T0.VTa., I make all things new : cf. 2 Co. 517, Is.
4318 r.- ypO.'isov, write : the object of the vb. is the revelation
contained in vv. 1-5; lht is best taken as for. With renewed
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emphasis (see on 'write,' 19 9) God bids the Prophet to bring
to the Church the promise of supreme blessedness offered in
the new earth and the new Jerusalem, and God himself with
solemn asseveration vouches for the truth of the revelation.on oUTOL ol 'A6yoL ICTA, for these words, etc.: reference is mada
to the whole revelation given in vv. 1-5. ----.'lTL<rTol. Ka.l. ci'A1]9Lvo(,
faithful, i.e. trustworthy, and true: cf. 22 6 • a'A.7]{hvdc; is here
eauivalent to a'A.7J8~c;; see Thayer, s. v. - yeyova.v, it is done:
literally they, i.e. the words, have come to pass; cf. ryryovfv, 1617,
The renewal of all things, and the future blessedness of the
saints, resting as they do on the solemn assurance of the eternal
God himself, the Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the
end of all, may be spoken of as if already come to pass. The
aoristic ending of the perf. ryeryovav is rare; see Blass § 21, 3,
Win. § 13, 2, c. The correction ryeryova introduced into many
Mss. is taken as equivalent to €lp,t and made the copula with
the following words, eryw, TO &A.rpa ICTA.; but the word itself
(lit. have come to be), and 18, 22 13 , are against the emendation.
- Tcp 8Lo/Sivn ICTA., unto him that is athirst I will give, etc.: cf.
717, 221,17. For the figure of thirst used often to express an
earnest sense of spiritual need, especially a yearning for communion with God, cf. Is. 551, 443 , Ps. 42 1 f·, 63 1•
7. The promise of v. 6, 'Unto him that thirsteth,' etc., is in
this verse repeated in another form, 'I will be his God, and he
shall be my son'; the thirst for God will be satisfied in the
relation of perfect sonship with God. The language of v. 6 b
is strikingly Johannine; cf. Jno. 410• 14 737f·, cf. also Rev. 717,
2217. But v. 7 shows traces of the Pauline style; ICA7Jpovop,€'iv
is a favorite Pauline idea, as is also the sonship of the believer.
The close relation to God denoted in our passage by the latter
term is expressed elsewhere in the J ohannine writings by TEICVOV
( cf. J no. 11 2, 1 J no. 31 •2, 52), and in our book by t€p€W, see on
16. - o VLKCi>v, he that overcometh: the words echo the close of
the seven epistles, chapts. 2-3, and remind the readers anew
of the stern conflict which must precede entrance on the wonderful inheritance here promised.- With the words' He shall
be my son,' cf. 2 S. 714.
8. Over against the inheritance of the saints is set the lot of
the wicked, who are characterized here by epithets, of which
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some have special reference to circumstances of the time, others
are common designations of the heathen, as used elsewhere in
the N. T. The first epithet 5ELAOLS, cowardly, in contrast with
steadfast, which is necessary to 'him that overcometh,' refers to
those who through fear evade the persecutions now assailing
and threatening the Church.- a:rrL<TTOLS, faithless, or, unbelieving: in this connection the former, meaning those who prove
faithless in trial, is better; the other epithets denote special
classes, and it is likely that such is intended in this word rather
than the general class of the unbelieving, to which those referred
to in all the other epithets belong.- i~5EAllY!LEVOLS, abominable:
perhaps those who join in the abominable emperor-worship
(cf. Ro. 222 ), or perhaps more broadly·those guilty of heathen
immorality in general, c£. v. 27, 17u., Tit. 116. - The following
classes, murderers, fornicators, sorcerers, idolaters, are common
in descriptions of the heathen.- 'IT'QqL Toi.s \j/Eu5e<TLV, all liars:
the false. Falseness is frequently stigmatized in the book, cf.
22, 39, 145, 21 8• 27, 22 15, in keeping with the Johannine emphasis
on truth. In the use of epithets applied to the wicked compare
this verse with 2215. - For the lake of fire as the .second death
see on 2014 • - 'IT'llpL tca.L 0E(~, fire and brimstone: brimstone mingled with fire is a familiar figure as an instrument of God's
wrath; c£. Ps. 116, Is. 3033, Ezk. 3822, Rev. 1410, 1920. The use
is probably derived from the story of the overthrow of Sodom
and Gomorrah, Gen. 19 24 , upon which God is said to have rained
fire and brimstone. That representation may perhaps be due
to the abundance of sulphur in the region; perhaps to the smell
of ozone, which the ancients sometimes referred to sulphur,
perceived in violent discharges of lightning.
Textual notes, 20 8-21 7• 20 8• R with many min omits Tov before 1f'OA£p.ov,
and avTwv after apt8p.o<;.- 9. The words a'l!'o Tov 8wv are inserted before oi:'
after £K TOV ovpavov in NCPQ most min vers R, probably through the influence
of 212; wanting in A most other sources edd. -12. For 8povov, R with some
min has 8wv. -14. The words 71 A!P.V'Y/ Tov 'I!'Vpo<; are added after 8wnpo<>
£<TTW in nearly all sources and edd; wanting in some min vers Prim R.
The entire sentence ovTo<; o 8avaTo<; • • • 'I!'Vpo<> is omitted by some min vers
anc com Moff al, bracketed by Bouss.
212. R with some Mss. of the vlg inserts £yw lwavv71<> with u8ov.3. 8povov NA Iren vlg some anc com nearly all edd; ovpavov PQ most min
vers anc com Prim R Sod.- Aao<; PQ many min and vers anc com W s
3c
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WHmrg Bouss al ; ..\am ~A some min Iren some anc com most edd. The
pl. may have arisen through the influence of avToL; see ·ws Ap. 101.·After p.£r' avTwv £CTTaL, many edd follow ~Q most min and vers in omitting
the words Bws avTwv or avrwv 8ws which are found in AP some min and
vers Iren R Ws WHmrg RV al. They may be due to a reminiscence of
such passages as Jer 247, 3188; cf Heb 810.-4. on, before Ta 1rpwTa, NQ
most min and vers most edd; wanting in AP some min Lch WH RV al.6. y£yovav N° A Iren nearly all edd ; y£yova N*QP most min vers some anc
com Sod al, probably a correction due to the unusualness of the aoristic
ending in the perf., see Com.; R has y£yov£, apparently a conjecture.Before TO a..\cpa, A some min anc com R "\V s Alf insert fLJLL; wanting in
most sources and edd. -7. R with a few min inserts the art. before vLo<;;.
Criticism of 20L21 8 • The close connection of this paragraph with the
preceding in the programme of events, and the natural sequence within the
paragraph itself, have caused most critics to recognize here an immediate
continuation of 201- 6, and to assign the passage as a whole, minor excisions
being disregarded, to the same source, Jewish or Christian, supposed to be
found in the foregoing. Vischer and his school make it, of course, Jewish,
as wanting in specifically Christian elements. Spitta, who refers 20 4- 7 to
the redactor, makes 20 8-211 the continuation of 201- 3• In 21 he sees a conflict between vv. 2 and 9 ; in the former the Seer beholds the new Jerusalem
descending, but in the latter v. he must be taken to the top of a high
mountain to see it. (See p. 768). Spitta assigns 21 2 - 4 to the redactor,
but 2J9ff. to his Jewish source, J 2 , in which it continues 19 8 ; 2!5-7 belong
in part to the redactor, in part to J 1 • Volter assigns the paragraph to his
Cerinthian insertion, and finds a Christian tone throughout. Erbes, omitting 204- 6, makes 201- 10 a continuation of his addition (Christian) of the
year 80; but 2011-21 4 he assigns to the primitive J ohannine Apocalypse,
where it continues 199 • J. Weiss finds in 20 7-214, some minor portions
being omitted, a continuation of 201- 6, and a part of the primitive Johannine source.- Some critics (Vischer, J. Weiss, al) reject 215- 8• The chief
objections raised are as follows: it is strange that God himself should be
introduced as a speaker, instead of Jesus or an angel; that one sitting on
the throne of heaven should asseverate the truth of his utterances, that
further utterances should be introduced by Kat A.f.yn, Kat £i7r£V, a manner
elsewhere belonging, it is claimed, to the redactor; such expressions as the
command ypa1/Jov,
VLKwv, KA7Jpovop.£w TavTa, echo his phraseology. The
whole passage has the sound of an imitator seeking to give authority to his
prophecy. See Vischer, 65 ff., .J. "\Veiss, 108 f. The inconclusiveness of these
objections hardly needs to be pointed out in detail. They have not been
acknowledged by critics generally as calling for discussion. Charles, discussing the order in chapts. 20"-22, proposes an elaborate scheme of rearrangement in this part of the book. The theory can be noticed to better
advantage in connection with the criticism of 219-225 ; see p. 770. ·
Our paragraph (20 7-21B) taken as a whole is undeniably Jewish in form.
The author uses the conceptions and language of the prophets and later
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apocalyptic writings. But this is true of apocalyptic writing in general
and is wholly compatible with a Jewish-Christian authorship. St. Paul's
eschatological passage in 2 Thess. 2 3- 12 is thoroughly Jewish; if the word
Jesus be omitted in v. 8, with some ancient authorities, there is not a distinctively Christian trace in the paragraph. The integrity of our paragraph
is supported by the ·ordered combination oi its parts; these, the final victory over Satan, the general resurrection and judgment, and the union with
God in a renewed world, make up in sequence the fulfillment of the eschatological hope. No considerable part can be held superfluous, and if the
freedom of apocalyptic usage be taken into account no inconsistency appears; no passage requires a forced exegesis to support it in its place (see
Com.). The necessity of such a paragraph, as the culmination of the plan
which has shaped the literary development of the book from the beginning,
need not be pointed out; and its composition by the author of our Apocalypse appears probable from its conformity with his thought and manner.
The presence of his hand will be seen from the numerous parallelisms with
other parts of the book. In chapt. 20 compare v. 8 with 129, 71, 16 14 ; v. 9
with 1313 ; v. 10 with 19!10, 1410 , 16 18 ; v. 11 with 204, 51, 7• Is, 16!10, 128, v. 12
with 2 28, 22 12 ; v. 13 with P 8, 68; v. 14 with 211, 2119 ; v. 15 with 35• -In
chapt. 21 compare v. 2 with 112, 211°, 2219, 197 ; v. 3 with 104, 11 12, 715 ; v. 4
with 717 ; v. 5 with 199, 22 6 ; v. 6 with 16 17, 1 8, 22 13, 717; v. 8 with 22 15, 19 20.

(4) The city of the new Jerusalem. 21 9-22 5• See pp. 287,
289 f. This vision of the holy city is shaped throughout by
the eschatological imagery contained in the prophets and apocalyptists. In the earlier Hebrew expectation of the final era
Jerusalem, which should form the center of Israel's dominion
over all nations, and the temple at Jerusalem were to be built
up in great magnificence. The splendor of the renewed city
and temple is set forth in marvelous imagery ; cf. Is. 54n r.,
6013, Tobit 1316 r., 141\ Hag. 27-9 • But as seen above (pp.
54 ff.) when eschatological ideas became more transcendental,
a new heaven and a new earth came to be looked for, and a
new Jerusalem, already existing in ideal perfection in heaven
and ready to descend upon the new earth, becomes an established factor in visions of the end. To the description of this
new Jerusalem are transferred all the splendors of the earthly
Jerusalem predicted in the earlier eschatological writers. The
details in the picture of the holy city and its relation to the
nations, as given in our passage, are derived chiefly from
Isaiah and Ezekiel, as will be pointed out below.
In this pas'3age (21 9-22 5) is given in full a vision of the city
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whose descent has been declared in passing in v. 2. As the
sequel to the judgment scene of chapt. 20 11-16 in its relation to
the reward of the righteous, the Prophet has introduced in
211- 8 a summary statement of the new order of the world·; a
voice from heaven has proclaimed the coming of God to abide
with his people, and has foretold their blessedness in a perfected union with God. The city of the new Jerusalem itself,
as spoken of there, is a subordinate part of the larger picture
of the new world; it is there mentioned, a.s it were only incidentally, as the place of what forms the chief theme of that
passage, the reward of the saints in the presence of God among
them. But now in these verses, 21 9-225, the Apocalyptist
comes on to tell of his vision of the city in all its perfection
and splendor- a theme which could not be wanting in an
extended apocalypse of the final bliss of the saints. These
verses then do not, as some critics suppose, contain a duplication of what has already been revealed in v. 2, but rather the
actual vision which was there only briefly mentioned to serve
the purpose then in hand. See more fully, p. 768 f.

XXI. 9. Ets EK Tii>v e1TTd. G.yyEXc.w ICTA., one of the seven
angels, etc. : why the office of showing the holy city should be
assigned to one of the angels of the seven last plagues is not
made clear. But the close parallelism in language between
21 9 r. and 171• 3, the introductory words in their respective
visions, intimates that the new Jerusalem, the capital city of
God's perfected kingdom, is thought of as contrasted with the
great city (Rome) that had reigned over the kings of the earth
(17 18) ; the Bride is contrasted with the woman on the scarlet
beast. Hence an angel of the same class, not necessarily the
same angel, appropriately appears here as the ministrant. See
on 171• - Tii>v )'EJL6VTc.W ICTA.. , full of the seven last plagues : the
refere~ce of the partie. to the angels, who were laden with the
plagues, so, some, e.g. RV, involves too great violence in the
use of the word ryep.etv; pretty certainly it refers to the bowls.
The grammatical error is due to the prominence of Twv wTii
. . . exovT(J)lJ. For the use of the pres. partie., see on 144.--'.
Ti]v viiJL~"lv, the Bride : properly the betrothed ; the 'marriage
of the Lamb' is thought of as not having yet actually taken
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place, though close at hand. Therefore T~V ryvva'it€a, the wife, is
used proleptically, the one who is to be the wife. See on 197.
-Noticeable in this vision is the frequent mention of the
Lamb.
10. In vv. 10-17 the Apocalyptist describes the city in its
general aspect, telling of the divine light emanating from it, of
its walls, its gates, and its measurements. This part of the
description is derived mainly from Ezekiel's vision of the new
temple, which is to form the central object in the kingdom of
the last times, chapts. 40-48. Like the Hebrew prophet (Ezk.
40 2) the Seer is carried away to the top of a high mountain,
whence the vision is opened before him. He is borne thither
in a state of ecstasy; the words 'in the Spirit' have the same
meaning as Ezekiel's phrase 'in the visions of God' ; the
ecstasy is that into which the Seer is raised by the Spirit. Cf.
11°, 4 2, 173. - EK Tov ollpa.vov ci.1ro Tov 8Eov, out of heaven from
Go-l: see on v. 2.
The form '1£povua>..~p.. (a not quite accurate transliteration of the Heb.)
is found uniformly in the LXX, but alternates in theN. T. with 'I£poCTo>..vp..a
(Hellenistic mistranslation, i£pO<; and ~o>..up..a. See En. Bib. II. 2409), some
writers using both forms indifferently. But in Mk. and the Fourth Gospel
the latter only occurs, while He b.' and Rev. have the former only; in these
two books, Reb. and Rev., the name refers to the heavenly city. In the
five places in the N. T. (Gal. 426 , Reb. 12~ 2 , Rev. 312, 212. 10), where the
heavenly city is mentioned by name the first form only is used, i.e. the Heb.,
instead of the inaccurate form of current Gentile usage. Paul in Gal.,
though using uniformly the second form in speaking of the historic city,
changes to the first to designate the heavenly city; Gal. 425 can hardly be
said to be at variance with this statement, for the form there is evidently
determined by that of the following verse which contains the controlling
thought. There seems then to have been a tendency to use the Hebraic
form in speaking of the heavenly city (cf. Lightfoot, on Gal. 4 26) ; and
this use would be especially expected in a description of the heavenly city
following closely t4e Reb. prophets. It therefore seems far from certain,
as some suppose, that the difference between Rev. and the Fourth Gospel
in the' use of this proper name indicates diversity of authorship, however
cogent other reasons may be for maintaining such diversity.

11. EXouO"a.V Ti)v 86~a.v Toll 8Eov, having the glory of God: cf.
Ezk. 435, ' Behold the glory of Jehovah filled the house ' ; Is.
601, 'The glory of Jehovah is risen upon thee.' Before entering on his description of the city in its material aspects, the
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Apocalyptist speaks of that which must strike his vision first,
and which gives to the descending Jerusalem its supreme
splendor, the presence of God manifested in the effulgence of
wonderful light. For the divine glory exhibited in brilliant
light, see on 43,181. -o cp(I)(TTllP a.liTljs, its light: i.e. the light
which it emitted. rpwuT~P is that which gives light ; here the
luminary which the city constitutes ( auTi]'>) ; cf. Phil. 215•
For the 'jasper' stone, see on 4 3 • - KpUITTO.AAL~OVTL, 'of crystalline brightness and transparency,' Thayer, s.v. Cf. 4 6, 22 1•
12-13. In vv. 12-17 the Apocalyptist describes the walls,
the gates and the measurements of the city, following mainly
Ezk. - exou<ra. : the partie. refers to 'll"O'At~ which is in the
writer's thought, the construction changing loosely to the nom.
-The twelve gates, three on each side and bearing the names
of the twelve tribes of Israel, are taken directly frorp Ezk.
48 31 1!. In Ezekiel's vision each several tribe has its own gate
of entrance into the city, as it has its full share allotted to it in
the distribution of the land, 48 1- 20 ; so likewise in the new
Jerusalem each tribe of the whole Israel of God ( cf. 71- 8) is
assured of its right of equal approach into the place of God's
presence. - hrt TOLS 1ru'Aii><rLV &:yye'Aous 8&>8eKa., at the gates
twelve angels: the angels stand upon (hrt) the gate towers,
one at each gate, as watchers; cf. Is. 626, 2 Chron. 814• This
feature does not appear in Ezekiel's picture. The walls, the
gates, and the watchmen are things which belong to the conception of a perfect city, and as such they appear here ; a
defense against the entrance of evil, as some interpret, is not
to be pressed, as nothing of the kind is intimated in the context. For the same reason, the order of the points of the
compass, E N S W, is riot to be taken as having special significance; it follows Ezk. 42 16 1!. instead of 48 31 f f . - &.1r6: lit. from.
The city is described as seen from the standpoint of the Seer ;
cf. H. A. 788 c, Kiihn II. § 447 C.
14. EX<OV: the author's tendency to use the partie. in this
form (seep. 224) favors the retention of this reading in spite
of the grammatical error.- 6EjlE'A(ous,foundations: cf. Is. 28 1 6,
Heb. 111°. The number twelve assigned to the foundation
stones not only conforms to the prominence of that number in
this vision, denoting here the completeness of the substructure
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of the wall, but is especially chosen with reference to the twelve
apostles in their office of laying the foundations of the Church;
cf. Eph. 220, 'built upon the foundation of the apostles and
prophets.' St. Paul emphasizes his function of laying foundations, 1 Co. 310 , Ro. 1520• Cf. also the Lord's words, Mt. 16 18 •
The term 'the twelve apostles' is used here in its official
sense designating the body of the apostles as a whole ; the
individuals, whether the original twelve, or whether including
St. Paul.and others added to the number, are not thought of.
This corporate reference of 'The Twelve' must have been
common, as may be inferred from its use in cases where a
smaller number must be actually understood ; cf. 1 Co. 156,
where only eleven, or according to Jno. 20 24, only ten made up
the number. Even in the Gospels it is doubtful whether the
whole twelve are always thought of in the use of the term, e.g.
Lk. 912. A Roman parallel has been frequently pointed out;
deeemviri and eentumviri came to be used as official terms without regard to the precise number. The dignity here ascribed
to the apostles does not in itself indicate, as many contend
(see pp. 351 ff. ), a non-apostolic writer, or one looking back
upon the apostles in the light with which a later generation
invested them. This consciousness of their fundamental im-'
portance on the part of the apostles, yet without a trace of
presumptuousness, appears elsewhere; cf. 1 Co. 1228, 49, 91,;
Eph. 22°, Mt. 19 28 , Jno. 1718• 20• -Toll cipv(ou, of the Lamb: the
celestial city is distinctively the city of the Lamb in his transcendent glory; cf. 21 9• 22 • 23 • 2 7, 22 1 • 3 •
(See pp. 314 ff.)
Hence the apostles, whose names are inscribed on the foundations, are designated as those of the Lamb.
15-16. The reed in the hand of the angel and his act of
measurement are suggested by Ezk. 40 3 ff. The angel apparently does not measure the gates, as from v. 15 we should
expect him to do. This detail in the language of v. 15 is retained from Ezekiel, where it is carried out in full, 40 6 f f . TETpciyoovos, foursquare: more exactly, quadrangular. Cf. Ezk.
4820,- EjlETP"l<TEV TlJV 1T6ALV, he measured the city: 'the city'
here and in v. 16 is commonly understood to be distinguished
from the wall, i.e. the inner part of the city is meant without
including the encircling wall. But the author's very common
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habit of first introducing a comprehensive term and then defining it more specifically by clauses added with /Ca{, and (epexegetical ; see p. 242) suggests that usage here, since there is no
apparent motive for distinguishing the city from its wall. In
such a picture as is given here the two most naturally form
a single idea. If it were not so, we should almost certainly
find some intimation of a reason for the distinction. We may
infer then that the height of the wall is included in the statement of the height of 'the city' in v. 16. See further on
v. 17, on the measurement of the wall. - hrt CTTa.5(cov : to denote the limit in measuring the ace. would be expected ; see
Win. § 49 on e7r{. The gen. however is not unexampled ; cf.
Xen. An. VII. 8. 14, 0 o€ To£xos- -ljv e7r' OICTri> 7rAtvBwv.- CTTa.5(cov
5oo5EKa. XLALcl.5cov, 12,000 furlongs: this 1500 miles might be the
measurement of each of the four sides, or of the whole compass
of the city ; doubtless the former, as indicated by the following words. In either case the number, the multiple of twelve
by a thousand, is symbolical of completeness and immensity
(see p. 254 ). Rabbinical writers interpret Zec. 91 to mean
that the future Jerusalem would extend as far as Damascus.To iJ"'os a.liTijs, its height: the city is seen as an exact cube.
Doubtless this feature is intended to express perfect symmetry.
In Ezekiel symmetry is made prominent. Possibly the cubical
form is suggested (so, many com.) by that of the Holy of
holies in the temple (1 K. 620 ), to which the new Jerusalem
answers as the special place of God's presence. Reference is
frequently made in this connection to the rabbinical fancy
given in Baba bathra 75, 2, that the future Jerusalem would be
a cube twelve miles high. A city 1500 miles high, as in our
passage, while unimaginable, is no more so than a pearl large
enough to form the whole of a vast gate-tower, or gold transparent as glass (v. 21). The Apocalyptist, regardless of architectural reality, is struggling to express by symbols the vast. ness, the perfect symmetry, and the splendor of the new
Jerusalem. Perhaps the great height of the city figures the
blending of heaven and earth in the new world. Cf. the prediction in Sib. Or. V. 251 f., that in the last days the walls of
Jerusalem will reach as far as Joppa and 'up to the darkling
douds' ; also ibid. 424 ff., where it is said that the city will
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have a ' tower touching the very clouds and seen of all, so that
all the faithful and all the righteous may see the glory of the
invisible God.'
17. The measure of the wall, 144 (12 X 12) cubits, about
216 feet, is understood by most interpreters to refer to height.
The indefinite expression would most naturally be taken of
length or height, and the former is excluded here. In a picture
so remote from the actual the difference between the height of
the wall and that of the enclosed city cannot in itself be decisive
against this interpretation. Yet in the connection here, the
difficulty arising in that reference is undeniable. The wall and
its gates are prominent features in the portrayal of the city;
the former is mentioned no less than six times, and is called
'great and high'; but as the wall of a city 1500 miles high it
would be infinitesimally low. If the idea of the cube is to be
preserved, a wall of this height must be left altogether out of
mention. Some explanation of the disproportion would seem
to be required. In Ezk., followed so closely in the present
vision, the thiekness of the wall is measured ( 40 5, 42 20); and if
'the city' in vv. 15 f. includes the wall, the height is given
there (see note above). It would appear preferable then to
understand this measurement to refer to thickness. - JlETpov
civ8pcl>1rou, man's measure; 'he measured its walls 144 cubits,
man's measure, which is angel's. measure.' The phrase p.hpov
/CTA. is in apposition with the foregoing clause ; cf. Win. § 59,
9, b. The measuring here is performed by an angel, but the
Apocalyptist will have his readers understand that the dimensions given in these marvelous figures are determined by the
standards in common use among men. There is an absoluteness
in symbolical figures and measurements- those of men and
angels are the same.
18. In vv. 18-21 the precious materials of which the city is
made are enumerated. The details are suggested by Is. 54 11 r.,
Tob. 13 16 f·; see p. 755. The wall is of jasper, and the city
itself of gold clear as glass; the crystal-like nature of the gold
denotes its purity and its brilliant radiation of light, the light
effects being especially characteristic of the divine city. (See
on 43.)- tv8ci>Jl'I'IO'LS, building; lit. the act of building into, or
that which is built into, something; probably the material is
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meant which is built into the wall, that of which it is made.
The word is found elsewhere only in Joseph. Ant. XV. 9, 6,
where it is used of a wall built into the sea as a breakwater.
Some understand it in our passage as the lower part of the
wall built into the foundation; but in that case we should
expect TOV Oef.LeA.{ov instead of Tov Tetxovr;.
19-20. The foundation stones are conceived as visible. In
the first sentence the foundations as a whole (the force of the
pl.) are said to be adorned with precious stones; how this
adornment is carried out in detail is explained in the following
appositional passage (the asyndeton is noticeable), in which
each one of the twelve parts of the foundation is shown to consist of its own particular stone. No special mystical sense is
to be assigned to the several stones; the writer's purpose is to
give to the appearance of the city the greatest possible richness
and splendor of light and color which could be exhibited by
the materials known in familiar imagery. The ornamentation
of Aaron's breastplate, Ex. 28 17 ff·, 3910 ff., forms the loeus classicus
for lists of the precious stones, and is used at least in part here,
as in Ezk. 2813 • The identification of the stones is in some
cases doubtful, in some impossible. See on 4 3 • On the precious
stones themselves, and the comparison of the several lists, see
En. Bib. IV. 4803 ff., Hast. IV. 619 ff.
21. The great gate-towers,· the most conspicuous part of the
wall, are of pearl, each one being formed of a single pearl.
Wetstein quotes from Baba bathra, 75, 1, the rabbinic prophecy,
' God will bring gems and pearls thirty cubits long and wide,
and will hollow these out to the height of twenty cubits and
to the breadth of ten cubits, and place them in the gates of
Jerusalem.' - tivd. ets El<a.<TTos : for this distributive expression see Win. § 37, 3; Blass § 39, 2. - 'Ji 1TAa.TE'La., the street:
used collectively for all the streets, or, perhaps better, as
referring to the one broad street characteristic of an oriental
city.
22-23. The Apocalyptist, dwelling on the glories of the city,
is still thinking of outward and visible things. The presence
of God and the Lamb is here spoken of, not with reference to a
spiritual union of the saints with them (quite different is the
purpose in v. 3), but as explaining the absence of a temple in
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the city and its independence of all ordinary means of illumination. In Ezekiel's vision of the future Jerusalem the temple
forms the principal object; likewise in Jewish eschatology in
general it is an essential part of the glorified city, e.g. Is. 44 28,
6013 • Its absence in the vision of our Apocalyptist echoes the
Christian thought of Jno. 421,23. No temple-building is needed,
for the presence of God and the Lamb makes every place where
they are a sanctuary, and the whole new Jerusalem is filled
with their presence.- oil XPE(a.v EXEL TOil 1\Mou wrA.., hath no
need of the sun, etc.: from Is. 60 19 f·. The apparent distribution
here between God and the Lamb of different functions in giving
light to the city is rhetorical rather than real; in 22 5 it is God
who displaces the 'lamp.' The presence of God and the Lamb,
who are thought of together, makes unnecessary all other
sources of illumination, whether sun, moon, or lamp. On~ odEa
-roil (hoD, the glory ·of God, see on v. 11.
24-26. In these verses the Apocalyptist describes the attitude of the Gentile nations of all the earth toward Jehovah
in the seat of his kingdom, the new Jerusalem. The writer
uses figures and language taken over verbally from the prophets,
which presuppose the continuance of Gentile peoples on the
earth after the establishment of the eschatological era. What
he means to express in these purely conventional terms is clear,
i.e. the universality of the knowledge and sway of God, and of
the homage which will be paid to him. On the difficulty raised
here by the existence of Gentile nations in the renewed earth,
after the events of 1921 and after the judgment, see pp. 769 f.,
745.- 'TI"EpL'TI"a.rijaouaLV . . . Toil <j>coT6s, the nations shall walk
by its light: cf. Is. 60 3, 'Nations shall come to thy light, and
kings to the brightness of thy rising.'- ol pa.aLAELS Tils yils wrA..,
the kings of the earth bring their glory into it: cf. Ps. 7210 , 'The
kings of Tarshish and of the isles shall render tribute ; the kings
of Sheba and Seba shall offer gifts ' ; Is. 60 5, Tob. 1311 , Ps. Sol.
1734,- ol 'TI"uX(i)vES a.ii'Tils JCTA., the gates thereof shall not be shut
by day: from Is. 6011 • Offerings may be brought in continually.- vii~ ycl.p wrA.., for there shall be no night there: a parenthesis thrown in to explain why day only is mentioned in the
preceding clause, instead of the full phrase day and night, as
given in Is.- -rltv 86~a.v . . . 'T<i>v £8v(i)v, the glory and the honor
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of the nations : those choicest treasures of theirs, the possession
of which is counted a glory and honor.
27. From the nations coming up to the holy city with offerings of homage, the Apocalyptist turns in contrast to such as
may not enter; cf. v. 8, 22 15 • The idea is that of Is. 521 , Ezk. 449 •
For the presence of such in the new earth see on vv. 24 ff.'ITOLWV pSeAuy!J.a. ICT"'A.., doeth an abomination and a lie: the mas.
without the art. (see text. note) can be joined with the neuter
expression 1rav ICotvov, because the latter implies a person, who
is made unclean; see B. Weiss in loe. - d !J.~ ol yEypa.!J.JJ.~VOL
ICTA., but only those who are written, etc.: s.e. may enter. For
the brachylogy see Burton § 274, Win. § 67, 1, e. -Tcp PLPAL(t)
ICT"'A.., the Lamb's book of life: see on 138 •
221• Hitherto in the vision (21 9 ff) the Apocalyptist has
spoken of the visible splendors of the new Jerusalem and its
relation, as the abode of God, to the nations of the earth. He
now comes in 22 1- 5 to that which nourishes and gladdens the
life of God's servants therein. The river of life, whose streams
make glad the city of God (Ps. 46 4), flows out from the throne
through the midst of the city. This feature accords with the
river of Eden, Gen. 210 ; but the details are directly suggested
by the waters which in E7!ekiel's vision issue from under the
temple and flow forth to heal the waters of the Dead Sea, and
to give life whithersoever they come, 4 7 1- 12 ; cf. also Zec. 148,
'It shall come to pass in that day that living waters shall go
out from Jerusalem.' The effect of the waters in regions beyond
the city, spoken of in Ezekiel's vision, does not appear to be
thought of here; the passage is chiefly concerned with what
affects the spiritual life of God's servants. For the significance
of the waters here cf. v. 17, 21 6, 717, Jno. 41 4 • Students of the
origins of eschatological imagery "find a primitive connection of
the idea of the river of paradise with the Milky Way, and of the
twelve gates of the heavenly Jerusalem with the signs of the
zodiac; cf. Bouss. 44 7 ff.; Gressmann Ursprung d. isr.-fud.
_Esehatol. These conjectures are interesting in a historical
study; but our Apocalyptist and the 0. T. writers from whom
his imagery is taken are without doubt unconscious of such
primitive connections, if they exist. - Toil Op6vou Toil cipv£ou,
the throne of the Lamb: cf. v. 3, 3 21.
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2. EV p.ECTct? T'i\s 1r'X.a.n£a.s a.'liT'i\s, in the midst of the street
thereof: it is probably best to take these words as a part of
v. 1, and as referring, not to the position of the throne (in that
case we should expect the art. to be repeated), but to the flowing forth of the waters, ' proceeding out . . . in the midst of
the street thereof' ; so, a number of com. following Matthrei
(see RV, WH.). Otherwise the new and distinct object of the
next sentence, the tree of life, would be introduced without
the connective JCa(, and, or the repetition of the vb., a construction opposed to the author's uniform usage. Moreover, in
Ezekiel's vision ( 4 71- 12 ), closely followed here, the waters are
seen flowing first from the temple (answering to God's throne
here), and out through the courts (answering to the city about
the throne, v. 3). But as regards the place of the trees, the
river alone is there spoken of, there is no allusion to the street
of the city. Most com., however, join the phrase with v. 2, and
interpret, 'In the midst of the street thereof and on either side
of the river was the tree,' etc. Or some (Ewald, Diist., al)
govern 7rOTaJ.tOV by €v J.tecrrp, 'between the street and the river,
on this side and that'; but this would imply two streets, one
on either side of the river, with a tree-grown space between
each street and the river; the sing. 'street' is against this.
In any case the general representation is clear ; a broad street
and a river run through the city, and along the course grow
numerous trees.
The tree of life is another traditional feature of paradise;
cf. 27, Gen. 29, 2 Es. 753, 852, En. 252 ff·, Sl. En. 83f.. The description in our passage follows almost verbatim Ezk. 4 71 2, ' By
the river upon the bank thereof, on this side and on that side,
shall grow every tree for food, whose leaf shall not wither,
neither shall the fruit thereof fail; it shall bring forth new
fruit every month, because the waters thereof issue out of the
sanctuary; and the fruit thereof shall be for food, and the leaf
thereof for healing.'- EVTEiJ&Ev Ka.t EKEL6Ev: equivalent to the
evBEv teat ev8Ev of Ezk. 4 7 12, LXX. - tv"X.ov, tree: used collectively; there are multitudes of trees. -'lroLiOv, ci1ro8L8ovs:
if the mas. be adopted, it would be supported by the looseness
of construction frequent with the author.- Ka.p1roils S~SEKa.,
twelve crops of fruit: as explained by the following words, and
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by Ezekiel's phrase, 'it shall bring forth new fruit every month.'
- Td. cj>1iAAa. ICTX., the lem•es, for the healing of the nations:
spiritual healing is meant. The fruit of the tree is doubtless,
as in Ezk., thought of as food for dwellers in the city, though
that is not mentioned here. Of. En. 25 5, 'Its fruit shall be
for food to the elect'; Test. Lev. 1811 • The familiar use of
the leaves of plants as medicines doubtless suggests to Ezk. this
attribute of the trees in his prophecy. For the healing properties of the tree of life cf. 2 Es. 7 123, Ap. Mos. 62 • For the
presence in the new earth of those in need of healing see on
212Hf·.

3-4. 1rav Ka.Tcl.9E11a. ICTX., there shall be no more eurse, or
aceursed thing: at this point in the description of the holy city
and the blessedness of the saints, mention of the absence of any
curse, as an unconnected statement, does not seem in place. It
is probably to be taken as part of a thought in the context here.
If it looks forward to the next sentence, the meaning would be,
there will be no accursed thing to prevent the presence of God
( cf. J os. 712), but his throne will be there, before which his
servants will worship undisturbed. But we should then expect
0€, instead of /Ca{, to introduce the next clause. A thought
better suited to this place is obtained by joining the words with
the former verse ; the tree of life will heal the nations, and
there will be no more a curse of God resting upon them. In
either interpretation the words are not a mere doublet of 212 7;
see on v. 5 and p. 770.- a.il'rov, a.uT<i), his, him: God, not the
Lamb, is meant. The writer uses the sing. because he is thinking of God as supreme, as in 11 15; cf. 1 Co. 11 3• But equal
worship is offered to the Lamb, as seen from 513. - Aa.Tpevcroucnv, shall serve: offer worship; cf. 715. - oljloVTa.L To 1Tp6CT(I)1TOV a.'\iT0\1, shall see his face: cf. Ps. 1715, Mt. 58, 1 Jno. 32. TO ovo11a. a.'\iT0\1 ICTX., his name shall be on their foreheads: cf.141;
see on 1316 for the meaning. -In these last verses, what for the
saints forms the supreme felicity is reached, immediate presence
with God and the Lamb.
5. vut o'\iK ECTTa.L ETL, there shall be night no more: the words
occur in 21 25; but the purpose there is to explain a limitation
in the preceding sentence (see note there); here the delightsameness of the city is meant. See following note. - o'\iK
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l!xouaw xpe(a.v wr'A., they need no light of lamp, etc.; here again
there is repetition, cf. 2123, but the relation is different. In
2123 the words are introduced to explain the unusualness of the
city in certain particulars, its want of the ordinary means of
illumination; here, in vv. 2-5, the Apocalyptist is telling of the
delightsome life of the citizens, one of whose joys it is that they
need no sun nor lamp, because of the light of the divine glory
present with them. These three repetitions, in vv. 3 a and 5,
of parts of 21 23, 25 • 27, do not therefore form a legitimate ground
of objection to unity of authorship here ; see p. 770. - I f ~wr;
be read before ~A.{ov, it must depend upon oiHc ifxoviTtv, they have
no light of the sun. - pa.cn'X.e'llcroucrLV ICT'A., they shall reign, etc.:
the description of the blessedness of the saints in the new
Jerusalem closes with .the prophecy of their unending reign in
the kingdom of God. With this prophecy close the visions
of the book. This form, which the promise receives in the
beginnings of apocalyptic writings, cf. Dan. 727, it retains
throughout; cf. 1 6, 321, 510, Lk. 22 30, Ro. 517. The spiritual
fact denoted by this sovereignty, in which, according to apocalyptic figure, the saints are to share, is expressed for us in our
Lord's words, 'My kingdom is not of this world . . . every one
that is of the truth obeyeth my voice,' Jno. 1836 f·, and the complementary utterance, 'the truth shall make you free,' Jno. 832.
Textual Notes, 219-225, 219 • Twv yt:p.ovTwv N*AP some min most edd;
Ta> yt:p.ovua> Q most min R Alf Ws (see Ap. 137) al, probably a correction.
-10. After 1TONV, some min R insert T7JV p.t:yaA7JV· -12. For t:xovua, before
Tnxos, R with a few min reads t:xovuav n . - The words Kat £1Tt • • • tlwOt:Ka
are wanting in A. -14. t:xwv APQ (wanting in N*) some min most edd;
t:xov N° most min R "\V s Sod.- 15. R with some min and vers omits p.t:Tpov
before KaAap.ov. - Q most min omit Kat TO THXO> aVT7J>· -16. £1Tt uTa&wv
NP many min R most edd; £1Tt uTa&ovs A Q many min Lch W s Alf WHmrg
al. - 21. For OtaV'Y7J>, R reads iltacf>av7J>·- 23. Before avT1), Nc some
min insert t:v. - 24. R with one min some anc com adds TWV uwJ;op.wwv
after d)v7J·- After o~av, Q many min some vers and anc com R add Kat
T7JV TtiJ-7JV·- 27. Instead of Kotvov, R reads Kowovv, without authority.1Totwv NA most min edd; 1rowvv PQ some min and anc com R, due to conformation to Kowov.- Before 1Totwv, the art. is wanting in NcA some min
Lch W s Alf Sod al; bracketed by W H Bouss Sw al. It is inserted in N*
most min Ti Tr RV al, probably a correction to relieve the hard ex{lression
Kotvov Kat 1TOtwv f3&>..vyp.a, but see Com. See W s Ap. 5 and 85.- 22 1 • Before 1TOTap.ov, R with many min has Ka6o.pov.- 2. t:vnvOt:v Kat £Kt:t0t:v AQ
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(wanting in P) most min edd; tvO•v Kat tvfhv K; £VTtvfhv Kat <vTwfhv
some min R. - 7rOtouv KQ most min R most edd ; 1rotwv A min Ti Bouss. a1ro&8ovs KQ many min Tr Ti WHmrg Sod Bouss al; a1ro8t8ovv A many
min R Ws Alf vVH al. See Ws Ap. 113.-5. •n KAP min vers anc com
edd; £K£t some min and vers anc com R.- Before A.vxvov, KA some min
and vers most edd insert </JwTos ; wanting in PQ most min R; bracketed by
Alf Sod al.- Before '1JAtov, K many min vers R most edd read </JwTos; AP
some min WH al read </Jws, probably a copyist's mistake.- '1JAtov is wanting
in Q many min.

Criticism of 219-225. Apart from minor objections raised against certain
words and phrases, the grounds for criticism of this paragraph are found in
three particulars. (1) It is said to duplicate 211-s, introducing as a new
subject a vision of what has already been seen. The Apocalyptist has seen
the new ,Jerusalem descending from heaven, and has heard a voice from
the throne declaring the blessedness which awaits the dwellers there.
Nothing further is now to be expected. Therefore the appearing of an
angel, 219 11'., taking the Seer to the top of a high mountain to behold the
city, descending, together with its great glories, must be a later addition, or
a fragment, which the author of the Apocalypse in its present form has
incorporated without the changes necessary to adapt it properly to its context; so, 'Veyland, Vi:ilter, Erbes, Sabatier, J. Weiss, al.
The answer to this criticism is twofold. In the first place a writer whose
visions of a renewed world and God's presence with his people follow so
closely the traditional Jewish pictures could not fail to portray the visible
glories of the future Jerusalem, a favorite theme in the 0. T. prophets and
other apocalyptists. And he expressly states that his vision included a
view of the city adorned in this outward splendor, 212. Some description
of this must then be expected in the record of his visions; but nothing of
the kind appears in vv. 3-8. The glory there spoken of very briefly is
wholly spiritual and personal. And it may be noticed also that in the
structure of the book the great powers and motives entering into the course
of action are represented in great tableaux as it were. Such are the scenes
of Jehovah and the Lamb in the court of heaven, chapts. 4-5; of the woman
and the dragon, chapt. 12; of the Beast and his adjutant, chapt. 13; of
Rome and herfall, chapts. 17-.18. In a book with such a literary structure,
a revelation of the glories of the new Jerusalem, to which all hope has
been directed from the beginning, could not be wanting. The loss of such
a vision as this would diminish the symmetry of the book. - In the second
place, as regards the bringing in of the passage, the author follows a manner seen elsewhere in the book. Thus in 151 he announces the theme of
the vision of which he is to tell; then in 155 f. the vision itself is introduced as if not already announced. Analogous is the vision of chapt. 18
completing what in a summary way had been announced in 19 16 (see note
there), a:ad had been promised in 171• Cf. also the vision of 12 1- 6, afterwards expanded in 1218- 17• So here in 21 2 the Apocalyptist alludes incidentally to the new Jerusalem as a part of what he is foretelling, and then
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in vv. 9 ff. gives the vision of the city itself. The theme of vv. 1-8 is the
supreme religious significance of the new order which centers in the Jerusalem to be shown in the later passage. See p. 756. It must not be forgotten that the author in the arrangement of the record of his visions,
which were received at different times, must frequently have in mind, and
may allude to, something to be fully introduced later. If this is a part of
his manner, it must be acknowledged, even if the rigorous critic pronounces
it a defect.
(2) The vision in some of its details is said to be inconsistent with the
general situation supposed in it. The last judgment has taken place, all
. evil has been overcome and consigned to its final punishment, the new
earth and the new Jerusalem have been brought in. On the other hand,
without the gates of the holy city there remain the Gentiles, who shall
come to .Jerusalem with their offerings, 2124- 26 ; there remain the common
and unclean who may not enter and who are yet to be healed by the leaves
of the tree of life, 212 7, 22 2, cf. 2216• The paragraph (219-226) is therefore
regarded by many as a slightly changed Jewish document, which together
with the other features of traditional Jewish eschatology retains also these
representations of the heathen who still remain in the eartl:t as the subjects
of God's people in the messianic kingdom; see pp. 51 ff., 54. So, many
critics, e.g. Vischer, Pfleiderer, Spitta, Sabatier, J. Weiss. The redactor in
adopting the document made some Christian additions, but was not careful
to revise it to bring it into harmony with its position. These additions
made by the redactor consist chiefly in the mention of the Lamb ; these are
said to be dragged in at the end of their clauses, thus betraying themselves
as appended later with a special purpose; they could be omitted without
detriment to the construction. Such are found in 219, 14, 22, 28, 21, 221, s.
The mention of the apostles 21 14 is a Christian addition.
But if the borrower of the Jewish document had felt the necessity of
making at least eight additions to give it a Christian tone and suit it to a
place in the book, he could hardly have failed to remove these references
to the heathen in 2124-27 , 22 2, which would immediately present themselves
to a reviser as at variance with the rest of the Apocalyptist's picture; a
glance at the passages will show that they could be omitted as easily as the
critic omits the allusions to the Lamb and the apostles. Their presence
furnishes evidence against, rather than for, a redactor's work. As regards
the excision of allusions to the Lamb, on the ground of a loose connection
with their clauses, it is interesting to apply the same principle to some of
the N. T. epistles. In 2 Thess. e.g. Jesus, hsus Christ and a few phrases
containing these words could with equal ease be omitted and leave a
perfect sentence in 1 7• 8• 12, 21• 8• 14, 16, 36• 6• 12, the word Lord being referred
to God; there would remain then in the epistle nothing distinctively Christian except the salutation and blessing. So in Titus, the Christian phrases
in 218, 3 6 could be as easily expunged and with the same effect as regards the
Christian character of the epistle. An adequate solution of the difficulty
in these allusions to the heathen in our paragraph is found in the writer's
use throughout the passage of familiar language and imagery occuring in
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the prophets and other Jewish writers. His picture is drawn on conventional lines. The terms and figures are those used everywhere in descriptions of the complete triumph of the messianic kingdom over all the earth
in the last days. Incongruities of the kind appearing here lie for the time
being entirely beyond the Apocalyptist's thought. The usage is similar to
that found in 614 ; there also the conventional language of apocalyptic is
employed, which if taken strictly, would declare the removal of the heavens
and the earth, though these are in the following visions seen to be in
existence ; see note there. See pp. 722, 745.
Charles, An Attempt to recover the Original Order of the Text of Rev. xx.
4-xxii. 1915, seeks to remove the discrepancy in question here by a theory.
of two distinct cities descending from heaven, and by a corresponding rearrangement of the text in chapts. 20-22. His view is that the Apocalyptist John died after carrying his work to 20s, but left notes for its completion. These notes contained a vision of a new Jerusalem which should
descend and form the capital of the kingdom in the preliminary reign of
the thousand years before the end. During the time of that city the
heathen exist in the earth and are referred to in verses belonging to that
vision, 2P4- 27, 22 2• 15. But the notes left by the Apocalyptist contained
also another vision, one of a second Jerusalem which was to come down
with the new heaven and the new earth after the judgment. In the world
to which this second city belongs, there would be no sorrow nor sin. These
notes left by the Apocalyptist were put together and appended to 208, by
an unintelligent literary executor, in our present form, which confuses the
two cities; a rearrangement of the text however restores the cities as
distinct, and removes the difficulty under consideration. Charles rearranges
the text as follows: for the vision to which the first Jerusalem belongs,
201-3, 219-221-2, 14-15, 17, 204-10; for that to which the second city belongs,
2011-15, 215 a, 4d, 5 b, 6a, 211-4 abc, 22:h'i. The rest of the contents is arranged,
216 b c-S, 226-7,16, 13, 12, 10, 11, 18, 19, 8, 9, 20, 21. Without taking up in particular
the difficulties raised by this theory, it will perhaps be enough to observe:
the allusions to the continued existence of evil in 2124- 27 , 22 2 are of an altogether incidental nature, and probably most scholars would find their presence more easily explained by the writer's use of traditional figures without.
thought of exact consistency, than by a theory requiring so violent a
rearrangement, and presupposing the Apocalyptist's death and the mistakes
of a literary executor.
(3) There are striking repetitions in the paragraph; 2128 is repeated. in
22 6 b; 21 25 in 225 a; 21 27 in 22s a ; a fact taken as certain evidence of a
redactor's hand. But it should be observed that repetition is one of the
most common phenomena in Heb. writers; e.g. in the chapt. which the
author has distinctly in mind throughout this passage, Is. 60, there are
similar repetitions. Cf. 1 b with 2 b, 19 b ; 4 c with 9 b ; 5 b with 11 b ;
19 with 20. Moreover in our passage the repetitions are in no case mere
duplications; the repeated sentence is brought in for a different purpose;
see Com. on the respective passages.
In addition to answers offered above and in the Com. to the critical
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objections, and besides what has been said regarding the necessity of such
a vision in the book (pp. 768 f.), attention may be called, in support of
the paragraph, to numerous examples showing parallelism with other parts
of the book and indicating the work of the same hand. In chapt. 21 compare v. 9 with 171; v. 10 with 178, 112, 312, 212; v. 11 with 15 8, 46, 221; v. 12
with 141, 1916 ; v. 15 with 111; v. 17 with 13 18 ; v. 19 with 174, 1812• 16 ;
v. 22 with IB, 4B, 1117, 167; v. 23 with 181 ; v. 27 with 218, 22 16, 13 8, 17 8. In chapt. 22 compare v. 1 with 216; v. 4 with 710, 141, 176•

XXII. 6-21. The Epilogue. See pp. 290 f. The purpose
of the Epilogue is clear. It sets forth in varied and solemn
form the divine authority of the book; it reiterates the great
assurance which gives their significance to its prophecies, the
certainty of the Lord's coming; it solemnly bids the hearers to
give heed, for their encouragement and warning, to the message which God has thus sent to his Church. But while all
this is clear, there are formal difficulties in the details ; the
thoughts are loosely connected, ejaculatory utterances are thrown
in, there are repetitions and interruptions; also the person
whose words are given cannot always be identified with certainty. Yet these irregularities do not obscure the general
significance; and they are characteristic of the author; see
pp. 241 :ff. They do not furnish unquestionable ground for
critical objection, or for a rearrangement of the text; see pp.
781 f.
It is useful to survey more minutely the principal thoughts
of the Epilogue in comparison with the Prologue, P- 8, since
the Prologue, as probably the last part of the book to be written
(see pp. 420 f., 426 f.), was pretty certainly influenced by the
Conclusion in matter and form. In both alike the revelation
is authenticated in the most solemn manner; it comes from
God himself (22 6, 11), and from Jesus (22 16 , 11 ), through angelic agency (22 6• 16, 11). It is a message of genuine prophecy,
226• 9• 10• 18 t., 13• The author of the book is the John well known
to the seven churches, 228, 11• 4 • 9 , but duly commissioned as a
prophet, 228 t·· 10, 11•s-n. The book, given with these most certain sanctions, is to be read in the churches, 221 8• 16 , 13,ll. Its
messages encourage the faithful with the promise of sure reward,
227.12,14, 13, and warn the unfaithful and unbelieving of impend-
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ing retribution, 22 11 r., 18 r., F. The coming of the Lord is near,
227· 10,1 2,20, 13. The central divine figure is he who was known
in the historic Jesus, but is to come in the majesty of the ascended Christ, 22 16• 12 r., 15• 7 • Of the thoughts in the Epilogue
which do not appear in the Prologue, the most striking- one
most natural in response to the reiterated promise of the Lord's
advent- is the yearning cry of the Apocalyptist and the
Church, echoing the Christian ejaculation current at the time,
Marana tha, Our Lord, come, 2220,11.
XXII. 6. et1TEV JLOL, he said unto me: as there is no intimation of a change in the speaker, the subj. here must be the angel
who is present and active throughout the preceding paragraph;
cf. 21 9 ff·, 15, 221. -o~TOL ol 'A6yoL, these words: the Xoryot, words,
inClude, not only the actual utterances, but the whole revelation
given in the vision. And while reference is here made directly
to what is revealed in the vision immediately preceding (21 9225), it is clear that all is included which is presupposed and
culminates in that vision of the coming of the new Jerusalem,
that is, the revelations of the whole book; this is shown by the
general scope of the following clauses, and especially by the
express designation, 'the words of the prophecy of this book.'
The Epilogue beginning here is therefore that of the whole
book, whose truth the angel attests. -1TL<TTOL Ka.t ci'ATJOLvo(,
faithful and true: see on 21 5 • - o Oeos . . . 1rpo<j>T)Tii>v, the God
of the spirits of the prophets : the meaning is made clear by
1910 , where 'the spirit of prophecy' is the Holy Spirit in its
activity of inspiring prophecy. The spirits of the prophets
thus inspired are meant here ; cf. 1 Co. 143'J, There is no allusion here in the plural to the term' seven Spirits,' 14 (so, some
com.), since in that case the full form of a designation so
peculiar would be required. The phrase 'Lord of the spirits,'
i.e. Lord of the angels and other spiritual beings, is common in
En., e.g. chapts. 37-71 passim, and some com. find in the words
of our verse an amplification of that expression; so, Bouss.
Blj. But the words here added show that the divinely illumined spirits of the prophets are meant. The purpose of this
sentence is to authenticate the book as a genuine work of
prophecy; God who controls the inspiration of the prophe.ts
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has inspired his angel and the Apocalyptist to show his servants what must shortly come to pass.
cbrE<rTELAEV TOV o:yyEAOV ICT'A.., hath sent his angel, etc. : the
connection here, especially the phrase,' what must shortly come
to pass,' compared with 11 shows that the designated activity
of the angel refers to the revelations of the book in general
and not merely to those of the last vision, 21 9-22 5, though the
special office of an angel in showing a vision is not mentioned
till we reach 17 1• The disagreement cannot however furnish
sure ground for criticism of the paragraph ; see p. 781.
While the revelations in the course of the book are described
as received in· various ways, i.e. as directly from Christ, as
seen in a state of ecstasy, as heard from heavenly voices, etc.,
yet in late Jewish thought an angel as the intermediary in
God's communication with men becomes so prominent a figure
that such may be thought of, perhaps vaguely, as also present
in any form of revelation. So here the Apocalyptist in looking back upon his visions as a whole may characterize them as
mediated by an angel, even in cases where such agency has not
been specifically mentioned. A vision may be received in an
ecstasy, and at the same time an angel intermediary may be
thought of, as in 17 1 ff. What is expressly stated in these last
visions concerning an angel's office may in the Apocalyptist's
thought be associated with the earlier visions and ecstasies.
With the language of our verse agrees also that of v. 16 ·and 11.
The allusion here is not to be limited to the office of the 'angel
interpreter,' common in apocalyptic.
See pp. 420 f.- The
utterance in this second part of the verse, 'God hath sent his
angel,' etc., is probably not a continuation of the angel's words,
but rather those of the Apocalyptist himself, as in 1 1 ; at this
point the words are not necessary as an address to him, they
are more appropriate as an assurance given by him to his
readers. For the connection of the first three utterances, vv.
6-7, by and, see end of note on v. 7. -Tots Sov"AoLs, his servants: the members of 'the churches,' as in v. 16.
7. Uiov epxo!La.L Ta.xv, behold, I come quickly: this announcement of the Lord's, answering to the yearning of the Church,
is given as if he himself were speaking with his own voice, as
in vv. 12, 16, 1615. The words might have been introduced as
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a quotation, as in v. 20; instead the Lord is heard as it were
speaking directly, as the prophets sometimes introduce an
utterance of God's without the customary,' saith the Lord,' e.g.
Is. 1610 end, 618, c£. Rev. 18. -jLa.KcipLOS 0 T"lPOOV /CTA., blessed is
he that keepeth the words, etc. : this utterance is best understood
to be that of the Apocalyptist, as in 13. The expression, 'this
book,' is less appropriate to Christ speaking from heaven than
to the author contemplating before him the book he has now
finished and is about to send to his readers, as in vv. 18-19.
In vv. 9-10 the angel, standing beside the author, uses the
same expression, but if this sentence were meant as his, it
would more fittingly follow the opening sentence of v. 6.- o
T"lpii>v Toils A6yous, he that keepeth the words: heedeth the message given.- Toil pLp>..tou TOVTOtl, this book: the book as a whole
lies before the author finished; he has only to add its Conclusion in these verses, 6-21, and then its Superscription p-a, and
Exordium 1 4- 8• For the book as a work of prophecy, see p. 292.
-These two verses, 6-7, contain four distinct messages to the
reader regarding the book. (1) The angelic sanction given to
the truth of the book. (2) The solemn affirmation of the
Apocalyptist that it is God, the inspirer of prophecy, who has
herein revealed to his servants the things which must shortly
come to pass. (3) The assurance given, as it were, by Christ's
own voice from heaven, that the central promise of the book,
the Lord's coming, is about to be fulfilled. ( 4) A warning to
heed the prophetic truth of the book. The first three utterances, probably to be assigned to three distinct speakers, are
linked together rather mechanically by and, as it were in a
tabular form.
8-9. K&.ycl> 'IwciVV"lS o &.Kovwv "T'A., and I John am he that
heard, etc.: while vv. 6-7 give the superhuman guaranties of
the book, the author in these verses assures his readers that he,
the John who is well known to them and who wrote the book,
is himself the very one who saw and heard what is contained
therein; thus the book is authenticated on the human side. Ta.ilTa., these things: all the revelations of the book are meant.
-OTE ijKou<Ta. . . • E1TECTa. ICT'A., when I heard . . . I jell down,
etc. : since the arrangement of the several parts of the Epilogue is loose, the precise moment of this act of vehement
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impulse is not determined by the place of the sentence in the
paragraph; it does not naturally follow the giving of the summary passage vv. 6-7, which is composed of the utterances of
several speakers deliberately combined. But the meaning is
clear; at the close of all the visions culminating in the glory
of the new Jerusalem, the Apocalyptist, overawed by the revelations and by the announcement of the angel, whose words set
the seal of divine sanction on the whole series of prophecies,
prostrates himself, as was not unnatural, to offer homage to so
exalted a visitant. The angel forbids the homage, since he is
only a fellow-servant with the Apocalyptist and other prophets,
and with all Christians who heed the message of the book.
The purpose of the passage is to attest with emphasis the prophetic rank of the author. For further comment on the episode, see on 1910 and p. 742.
10-11. Verses 10-13 repeat the assurance that the end is
near, but the repetition is meant to enforce the encouragement
and warning given. The angel is still the speaker in vv.10-11,
as shown by Ka~ XeryEt, and he saith, repeating the same words
of v. 9; cf. the use of the phrase in 199 f., 215, also "a' €L7rEv,
22 6• The language of the command given is suggested by
Dan. 82 6, 124· 9, where the prophet supposedly writing centuries
earlier than the time of the events referred to in the prophecies
is bidden to seal up the oracles, to keep them hidden till the
time of their fulfillment ; thus their appearance first in the
time of Antiochus is explained. Here the reverse is the case.
The Seer is bidden not to seal up the prophecy; the time is
near, already the Church needs the message of consolation and
warning which it is admonished to receive. - o ci.8LKCI>v ci.8LKTJaci.T(I) ETL, he that is unrighteous, let him do unrighteousness still:
the words are a reminiscence of Dan. 1210, which also follows
the command in regard to the sealing up of the book ; cf. also
Ezk. 32 7. There is a tone of irony in the utterance; the time
is short, no change in the wicked is to be looked for, let him
continue in his wickedness, if he will ; his penalty will soon
fall. This is the tone generally in apocalyptic. The second
clause is an encouragement to the righteous to remain steadfast, since the end is near.- ETL, still: denoting the continuance of a state or act, not, yet more (so, some, RV mrg), denot.
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ing an increase in degree; only with a comparative word has
latter force. The aorists here are not inceptive, they
denote rather a state or continued activity, which is regularly
expressed by the pres., but which the Gk. sometimes views
simply as a fact, or whole, without regard to continuance, and
expresses by the aor.; see H. A. § 836 a, GMT. §56. The
variant oucaUtJ0~Tw, which some approve and interpret, let him
become still more righteous, while more in accord with the other
clauses as regards the form of the word, is at variance with the
force of
12-13. The angel's announcement in vv. 10-11 is followed
in these verses by a similar announcement with its promise and
warning from Christ himself, whose words are again introduced,
as if he were speaking in person ; see on v. 7. - o fLLa06s .fLOU
fLET' EfLOil, my reward is with me: a reminiscence of Is. 40 10 , 6211.
- cbro5oilva.L ch<ciaTcp ICTA.., to render to each one according to his
work: cf. 223, Ro. 226 , Ps. 62 12• The words are meant for both
the righteous and the wicked. These two clauses, o !J.ta.Oo~
ICTA.., and a7rooovvat ICTA.., are found combined as here in Clem.
Rom. 343; the author of the latter may perhaps have been
familiar with the Apocalypse.- eye)) TO li.A<j>a. ICTA., I am the
Alpha and the Omega, etc.: i.e. the Eternal one; see on 18•
The language which is applied to God in 1 8, 21 6 , is used here,
as in 117, 2s, to describe the person of Christ; see on 117. The
words of v. 13 seem designed to give solemn assurance of v. 12;
it is as the Eternal one that Christ is to judge and give to each
according to his works. On Christ as judge in the Apocalypse
see p. 747.
14-15. The blessedness of the saints and the doom of the
wicked are set over against each other. The speaker may be
Christ, but probably the Apocalyptist, to whom belongs generally, in the Epilogue and elsewhere, the office of applying
personally to the readers the truth revealed.- ol 1TAVVOVTES
Tci.S aTOAci.S a:uTwv, they that wash their robes: cf. 3 4, 714 , also
1 Co. 611 • The variant ol 7T'OlOVVT~ Ta~ EVToA.a~ avTov, they that
do his commandments, makes equally good sense; cf. 121 7, 1413.
Though T1Jpe'iv is commonly used with evToA.~, a frequent J ohannine phrase, yet 7T'Ote'iv also occurs, cf. 1 .J no. 52 • - tva. EaTa.L,
daEAO(I)aLv: the clauses may be taken as expressing purpose

en this

en.
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(Blass § 65, 2), or result (Burton § 218); for interchange of
subjv. and fut. ind. see Burton § 199.- E~oua(a. E'lTL TO ~\r>..ov
wrX., right to the tree of life: lit. power over, i.e. to eat of the
fruit. For e~ovcrta e'Tf"{ with ace. =power over, cf. 68, 137, 169,
Lk. 91. The tree of life growing in the midst of the new Jerusalem is meant here, cf. v. 2. -1TUAU)(TLV: a peculiar use of the
instrumental dat.; see Win. § 31, 7; Blass § 38, 1. For the
gates see 21 12 f · . - E~(l), without: outside of the holy city. This
verse is closely parallel with 21 8; see note there; cf. also 2127.
KVVES, dogs: a frequent term denoting· a base, malicious
person, cf. Phil. 32 , Ps. 22 16•20, 2 K. 813 • Some (Diist., al) supply here the imperat. instead of the in d.; 'out, ye dogs.' If
that were intended the vb. could hardly be omitted; and further, the suggested presence of such persons in the city, or their
effort to enter, is impossible. For the existence of the wicked
on the earth see p. 745.
16. In this verse is added the last and most solemn attestation of the book, the Lord's words, spoken, as it were, directly
with his own voice, as in vv. 7, 12. It is he, the historic Jesus,
he the Messiah of David's line, he the morning star about to
bring in the eternal day of the new kingdom, who has sent his
angel to bear witness to the Prophet of these revelations for the
Church.-' l'laovs, Jesus: there is an emphasis on the name,
as that of the historic person known to the Church. It is
noticeable that in almost every one of the fourteen places where
the name Jesus is used in the book it is in connection with the
office of witnessing or revealing; and in every case in the book
where that office of Christ is spoken of he is designated by this
name. The Fourth Gospel gives a similar prominence to revelation in the earthly work of Jesus. -Tov ii.yyEA6v tJ.OU ICTX.,
my angel, etc.: here, as in v. 6, all the revelations of the book
are conceived to be mediated by an angel; see note there.iltJ.LV, you: the pl. is peculiar ; it is best explained as referring
to the prophets in general, of whom John is one, cf. vv. 6, 9.E'lT(, for: for this meaning of e'TT"t with the dat. cf. Eph. 210, see
Kiihn. II. § 438, II. f. - Ta.'Ls EKKA"!<TLa.Ls, the churches: the
seven churches of Asia, to which the Revelation is addressed.
That the message is meant ultimately for the whole Church is
unquestionable; see on 14 . - p(~a.. root: as defined by the fol-
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lowing word, in the Heb. sense of that which springs from the
root, scion; cf. Is. 532 , 11 10, Ecclus. 4 722• The character of
Christ as the Messiah is spoken of because it is in that office
that he sends to his people, the Church, this message of the
fulfillment of all the messianic hopes. - o d.ITTllP• the star:
a familiar He b. symbol of the expected Davidic King, cf. N urn.
24 17, 'There shall come forth a star out of Jacob'; this is undoubtedly the source from which the figure is taken in late
Jewish writings, cf. Test. Lev. 183, Test. Jud. 241, though the
symbol may have been derived primarily from Babylonian astrology. The symbol of the morning star may refer to superior
brightness; but in this connection, in which the thought of
the advent is predominant ( cf. especially the response in v. 17),
it seems to denote the one who is to bring in the perfect day of
God. See on 22s.
17. In yearning response to the words of the Lord, the
Spirit speaking through the Prophet, i.e. the Prophet as moved
by the Spirit, and the Church, lift up their prayer: Come. i) v..Jj.Lcp1'J, the Bride : the figure is used here of the Church on
earth, still waiting for its marriage with the Lamb; see on 197.
- od.Ko..Jcw, he that heareth : every one who shall hear the book
read in the assemblies of the Christians (see on 13) is exhorted
to join in the prayer for the Lord's advent.- o 5LlJfii>v KT'A.,
he that is athirst, etc.: the Apocalyptist has still before his
mind the congregation, to whose members he has just appealed;
and he turns from the theme of the advent with a sudden cry
to every one among them who is spiritually athirst to come and
take freely the water of life which Christ offers. For the
figures used see on v. 1 and 21 6 • The sudden turn in this
verse of the Apocalyptist to direct exhortation of the hearers
is similar to that in 139 f·, 14 13 f·.
18-19. After the manifold sanctions of his book, as given in
the preceding parts of the paragraph, the Apocalyptist, in a
tone in keeping with its divine authority thus attested, now
adds a solemn warning against any changes by addition or
om1sswn. His words are a reminiscence of Dt. 42, 'Ye shall
not add unto the word which I command you, neither shall ye
diminish from it'; cf. also Dt. 12 32, Jer. 26 2• The warning is
addressed to the hearer ( '17"aVT~ Tip aKovovn ), before whom the
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book is read in the congregation, not to a copyist; it is therefore certainly to be understood, like Moses' injunction regarding the law in Dt., to refer to perversion of the divine truth
enjoined, such as might arise through some distorting addition
made in the thought of the listener, or through some willful
evasion. The severity of the threat uttered has raised objection to the passage, as if it were aimed at a verbal fixedness,
the letter rather than the spirit, and as if at variance with our
author's freedom in the use of the 0. T. But this character is
due to the form; this follows the words of Dt., and what seems
to have become the conventional manner of safeguarding the
integrity of a book. In illustration of such a usage a striking
passage is quoted from the pseudepigraphic Aristeas, 311, in
reference to the story of the translation of the Septuagint;
'When the whole company expressed their approval, they bade
them pronounce a curse in accordance with their custom upon
any one who should make any alterations, either by adding anything or changing in any way whatever any of the words which
had been written, or making any omission.' Other similar
efforts to preserve the integrity of a writing are seen; e.g. En.
1041 0-13, Sl. En. 48 6-9, Joseph. cAp. I. 42. See Bouss. Judenthum 125. The speaker here is certainly the Apocalyptist, not
the Lord, as some interpret. After the august utterance of
v. 16 and the response in v. 17, a passage of this character, if
assigned to the Lord, would form an anticlimax not supposable.
- Tils 1Tpot\>11TE£a.s, the prophecy : the prophetic character of
the book is again emphasized; in this lies the justification of
the threat uttered. - ci1ro Toil tv'Aou, EK Tl\S 1TOAEO>S, from the
tree, out of the city: in the literal sense of the language, the
offender is spoken of as if he had possessed a certain part of the
tree and the city, which part will be severed from the rest and
taken away- it will come to naught.- Toov -yE-ypa.tLtLEVO>V ICTA..,
even the things which are written in this book: i.e. the tree of life
and the city, as described in 211°-22°; a share in the tree of
life and the holy city summarizes all the blessedness promised
in the book to the saints. These words are in apposition with
TOV evA.ov

0

•

0

ary{a<;.

20. This utterance of the Lord is not spoken directly by
him, as in vv. 7, 12, 16, but quoted from him by the Apoc-
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alyptist.- b jLa.pTupoov Ta.vTa., he who testifieth these things: the
reference is, not to p,apTvp&J, I testify, v. 18, but to •the testimony of Jesus Christ,' spoken of in 12 (see note there); the
revelations given in the contents of the whole book are meant.
- cijLf]v, Amen: so be it- a part of the Apocalyptist's response
to the promise of the advent as near.- Epxou ICTA.., Come, Lord
Jesus: Gk. version of the current Christian ejaculation, Marana
tha (Aramaic); cf. 1 Co. 1622. See Hast. III. 242.
21. The book opens as an epistle, lu·; it now closes with a
benediction similar to that which in one form or another appears
at the end of all the Pauline epistles. It is an epistle which
incorporates the record of the revelations given to the author.
The benediction begins with the unvarying Pauline phrase
(cf. also Heb. 1325), ;, xaptr;, the grace. Among the different
endings of the benediction presented by the variant readings
(see text. note), those which are to be preferred are unlike any
found in the epistles.
Textual notes, 22 6- 21 • 6. 0, before Kvpw~, NA some min R edd; wanting
in PQ most min WHmrg. - For -rwv 7riiEVfULTWV -rwv 7rpOcp7JTWv, R with some
min and vers reads -rwv aytwv 7rpOcp7JTwv. - 7. R. with some min and vers
omits KaL before u)ov.- 11. For p=apo>, R has pv7rwv.- pv7rav8'YJTW N min
most edd; pV7rap£v87JTW Q many min Alf Wllmrg al; R has pv7rwua-rw
without authority. -8LKaWUVV7JV '1f'OL7JUaTw KAQ many min vers edd; &Katw(J'YJTW some min R, which seems to be due to conformation to the other vbs.
But the epistle from Vienne and Lyons to the churches of Asia, .2d cent.,
see Euseb. HE. V. 1, has this form in a free citation of this passage; see
Zahn GK. I. p. 201.--14. '11'.\vvoVT£> -ra> UTo.\a~ av-rwv NA some min vers anc
com most edd ; '7f'OWVVT£> Ta> £VTOAa> av-rov Q most min vers anc com R
Bouss Sod al. See W s Ap. p. 10, also Com. -16. £'/I'L NQ most min R edd;
£V A some min Lch W s WHmrg al. - For 7rptuLvo~, R has op8pwo~. This
and the following variations of R in vv. 17-18 are translations from the vlg
(see p.413). -17. For £pxov, £PX£u8w, R has £.\8£, £.\8£-rw. -18. For fULpTvpw
£yw, R has uvp.fULpTvpovfULL yap. -19. Before -rwv y£ypap.p.£vwv, R with vlg
has KaL.- 20. R with some min has vat before £pxov.- 21. After Kvpwv,
some min and vers R have 7JfLWV.- After l7Juov, Q many min vers R Sod al
add XpLuTov; bracketed by WH ; wanting in KA most edd.- There are six
variants of the phrase fL£Ta KTA. Only the following call for notice here;
fL£Ta 7rav-rwv -rwv aytwv Q many min vers anc com Bouss Sod ; fL£Ta -rwv ayLwv
K vers Tr Alf WH RV Blj al; p.rra 7rav-rwv A vers Lch Ti W s al. There is
no conclusive reason for preference among these. The reading of R, !L£Ta
7rav-rwv vp.wv, is a translation from the vlg. SeeNestle Eirifiihrung2 p.125 f.;
Hast. IV. 733. - ap.7JV is added at the end in KQ many min and vers R RV
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Sod; wanting in A many min most edd.- The subscription
Iwa.vvou is given in MA; wanting in Q most min.
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Criticism of 226- 21• Grounds of criticism have been found in this paragraph in the multiplicity of unconnected thoughts, in the interruptions and
repetitions, and in the abrupt introduction of new speakers. But see p. 771,
also the Com. in detaiL Further critical contentions are: (a) The agency
of the angel is out of place, as in the primitive form of the Apocalypse the
Seer receives his revelations directly from Christ; so, Spitta, J. Weiss, many
others; but see pp. 773, 420 f. (b) In vv. 18-19 a redactor is trying to
canonize his own words through J ohannine authority; Erbes, al; but see
Com. in loc. (c) Reminiscences of other passages, or parallelisms, betray
the hand of a redactor; for example (Spitta 221 ff. ), v. 6 is derived from
v. 16 and 1 1- 8 ; v. 7 is derived from vv. 10, 12, 20; v. 9 is repeated from 1910;
similarly, according to Volter, Offenb. 142 ff., v. 7 is a reminiscence of 1615,
1910 end; vv. 8-9 imitate 1910 ; vv. 14-15 imitate 217- 8• But these parallelisms (with the probable exception of vv. 8-9 and 19 10, upon which see Com.
in Zoe.) are of a kind that indicates, not an imitator or interpolator, but a
single author, whose thoughts and characteristics naturally appear repeatedly in different, but appropriate, connections.
The more important among the critical theories proposed are as follows:
Vischer (34) makes the paragraph the work of a Christian redactor, combining without order sayings which he attributes to the Apocalyptist and
to Jesus. Spitta (222 ff.) thinks that the passage in its primary part is the
conclusion of the original Christian Apocalypse, corresponding to the epistolary form of the opening of the book. But numerous additions were
made by the redactor; of these the principal are vv. 6-7, 9, 14-15, 17 a b,
18 b-20 a. Weyland (174 f.), on the other hand, finds here the conclusion
of his Jewish document Alpha, to which the Christian redactor has added
7 a, 12-13, 16-21, and some short phrases. Volter (Offenb. 142 ff., 148 ff.)
assigns the primary form of the Epilogue to a redactor, who wrote in
Domitian's time, perhaps in the early part of it; to him belong vv. 6, 8-9,
10--11, 14-15, 21. But a later redactor, writing in the end of Domitian•s
reign, or perhaps in Trajan's, added vv. 7, 12-13, 16-20. Erbes (118 ff.)
refers the whole conclusion, 22 6- 21, to his Apocalypse of the year 62 A.D.,
except vv. 18-19, which may belong to a later editor. J. Weiss (108 ff.)
thinks the passage contains a remnant of the original conclusion of the
J ohannine writing addressed to the seven churches, but that this has been
transformed and enlarged by a redactor. He suggests as the Johannine
part vv. 8 a, 11 (introduced by the first phrase of 10) -14 a, 15-16, 20--21.
It will be noticed that, except in the case of vv. 18-19, there is not unanimity regarding the verses to be assigned to a redactor.
Another method of meeting the difficulties of the passage, starting from
the opinion that these are due to a derangement of the original order of the
text, proposes a rearrangement. The nature and scope of this procedure
are sufficiently shown in the theories of Moffatt and Charles. The former
arranges as follows: vv. 8-9, 6-7, 10-11, 14-16, 13, 12, 17, [18-19], 20--21.
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The arrangement proposed by Charles is given on p. 770. In regard to
these critical hypotheses, whether of redaction or rearrangement, it must,
on the one hand, be borne in mind that displacements in order through
accident, or the intention of a copyist, are frequent phenomena, as are also
the changes of revisers; and if these processes are clearly indicated in our
paragraph, or if the supposition is requisite for the solution of the problem
presented, there need not be great hesitation in accepting at least some
theory of the kind above mentioned. But, on the other hand, it has been
seen to be characteristic of our author to depart from logical order, to introduce parenthetical utterances of a different speaker, and to make abrupt
transitions (see pp. 241 ff.). Probably an easier solution of the difficulties
arising is found in these usages of the writer than in a theory of redaction,
or in a conjectural rearrangement. Unquestionably a writer possessing the
literary skill, and the sense of symmetry shown conspicuously in some parts
of our book, must have appended to his work a Conclusion, either such as
the present Epilogue, or one which this has displaced. That the Epilogue
here given was written by the author of the Prologue seems evident from
the correspondence in language and thought, see p. 771. That the peculiarities and even the difficulties are those belonging to our Apocalyptist's
manner confirms the belief that we have his original Conclusion preserved
in this paragraph. It should be observed that the general purpose of the
Epilogue in the plau of t::te Look, and the meaning of its several parts, are
not materially affected by the critical questions raised.

INDEX
I.

GREEK WORDS 1

af3vuuo<;, 561
ayw<;, 4 78, 502
dKoAou8€w, 660
&A:q8w6.,, 478
a.\.\o., ayy£.\o.,, 662
11..\.\o<;, 11'.\~v, 470
ap.wp.ov, 716
av, omitted with subjv., 541
&va p.£uov, 546
Mw<;, 507
&.7rapx~, 648
&.7To8t8wp.t, 714
&.7roK&AvtfM, 417
d7rOKp{vop.at, 54-4
d.7rO<TT£A.\w, 419
&.7roxwp£~op.at, 529
&.pv£ov, 509
&px~. 488
{3a8€a ToV ua.Tavii, 468
f3&.po<;, 469
{3aut.\da, 429
{3t{3.\ap£8wv, 580
{3t{3.\{ov, 504 ·
y{vop.at, for dp.{, 434
for vvp.cf>'rJ, 726

yvv~,

Bn.\6.,, 753
81Jv&.pwv, 52 0
8t&., with ace. and gen., 627, 640

8ui{3o.\o<;, 617
634
8i8wp.t, 553
8£8wp.t 86~av 8£cj, 604
8tKa{wp.a, 727
8ov.\o.,, 419
8p€7ravov, 664
&~p.a,

~UVTOV<;,

with infin., 453
intrans., 596
d, with subjv., 600
£ip~V'rJ, 424
£[.,, as indef. art., 559
f.'v Ka8' w, 502
EV KVpL<f, 660
EVW1TWV, 640
€~, with gen. for part. gen., 454
£~ovu{q., 712
~pya, 449
dayy€.\tov, 655
'Ecf>€uta yp&.p.p.aTa, 44 7
~xw, with infin., 655
~X£tp£,

~&.w,

for d.va~&.w, 640
520

~vy6.,,

~p.{wpov,

550

8&.va.To<;, 523
8£o<; TOU ovpavov, 604
8vp.o>, opy~, 657
8vpa ~V£'fYP.£V1J, 480, 494

1 This list is not intended to include all the words and idillms noticed in the Commentary, much less to exhibit the vocabulary of the Apocalypse.
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iEpEt'i 1 429
'IEpoa-6.\.vp.a, 'IEpova-a.\-r}p., 356, 757
Zva clause as subj., 727
Zva, with result clause, 558
tva, with subjv. or fut. ind. for infin.,

o~v, 355, 424

6p.ow>, with ace., 437
ovop.a, 473, 475, 603, 651
017"tO"()EV1 506
il1!"0V av, With ind., 653
467, 482, 519, 554, 640
ilpp.7Jp.a, 719
opo>, 698
Ka{, epexegetical, 421, 438, 527, 636, O<TtO'i, 675
733
ilrav, with ind., 503, 549
Ka{, Hebraistic, 582
oool, construction after, 559
Ka{, in ellipsis, 610
oVa.{, ~' 564
Ka{, in passing from whole to a part, ovTwo;, repeating partie., 476

680, 694, 718

Ka{, in passing from a part to whole,

f\87
Ka{, with apodosis, 6[)7
Ka{, with clause, for infin., 599
KaAap.o>, 596
Ka-raf3o,\~- KOa-p.ov, a7T6, 637
KaT-r}ywp, 626
KEpavvvp.t aKpaTOV, 657
KA{v'YJ, 46 7
KOKKWO'i, 693
Ko.\.\aop.at, 714
K01l"O'i 1 660
.\ap.f3avw, pleonastic, 554
.\aTpeuw, 598
A.t{3avwTO'i, 553
,\{vov, 679
A6yo• Tov 8£0v, 4 21
,\oyo> hop.o~'' 483
p.apTvp{a, with gen., 421
p.apTv>, 428
p.£Uw, with infin. for fut., 582
p.o.\lww, 649, 652
p.6a-xo•, 502
p.vKaop.at, 581
p.va-T-r}pwv, 444, 583, 693
VEKpO'i, 473
YLKaw, 508

ocf>t•, 625, 738
7rav, after a negative, 541
11"apEp.{3o.\-r}, 746
7rap8woo;, 649, 652
7r€p.7rw, 663
7r£pt7rar€w, 449, 475
7r{O"TL'i, 639, 659
17"VEVp.ClTLKW'i, 602
17"o8-r}p7J'>• 438
1!"odw, 636
1l"OAEp.oo;, 601
7rpocf>~Tto; 1 466
7rpWTMOKO<;, 428
7rW'i, instead of il n, 4 7 4

p&.f3& .. , 596
O"aKKO'i, 600
0"7Jp.Et0V, 621
a-ocf>{a, 642
O"Tp7Jvtdw, a-Tp~voo;, 713
a-cf>pay{,w, 581
a-wp.a, 717
O"WT7Jp{a1 726
Taxv, 608
vio> &.v8pr.:mov, 437
vio> TOV 8Eov, 465
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cpt&.>...,, 679
cf>of3ovluvot, oi, 610
cf>p(ap, 561
cf>vAo.K-r], 712
cf>wv-r/ v&i.rwv, 439

xapt>, 424
xol.'vt~,

520

Xpurro> a~rov, 609
XPOVO<;, 582
tf!vxa1 dv9pJl1rwv, 717
r':>pa, 484

II.

SUBJECTS

Abaddon, 563
Abraham, Apocalypse of, 195
Abraham, significance of story, 9;
conscious of mission, 9
Acta Johannis, 377
Acts, book of, eschatology, 115
Adam and Eve, Life of, 195
Alcasar, 332
Alleluia, 721
Alogi, 340, 350, 378
Alpha and Omega, 432
Altar, in earthly temple, 597; heavenly altar, 524, 552; souls of
martyrs beneath it, 524; altar
personified, 680
Amen, the, 488
Amulet, 462, 463
Andreas, 325
Angel, of abyss, 563 ; angel as agent
in the revelations of Apoc., 420,
773; angel interpreter, 170, 691
Angels, of the seven churches, 445 ;
angels as a council of God, 498 ; as
mediators, 553; present prayers of
the saints, 511 ; joy in salvation
of men, 544 ; angels of punishment,
664; worship of angels, 728, 729,
775
Angelology, 70, 445
Animals, demonic, 6 ; symbols of
monarchies, 71

3E

Antichrist, 71, 88, 159, 160, 397;
connection with a Roman ruler,
399; a Nero reincarnated, 400,
406, 408
Anticipation, 247
Anticipatory passages, preludes, and
interludes, 245
Antipas, 458, 459
Aphraates, 386, 388
Apocalypse, meaning of term, 167,
417, 418
Apocalypse, the, author's manner,
some characteristics of, 239; repetition, 241 ; indefinite expressions
afterwards explained, 242; interruptions, brief interjections, ·243;
prefatory passages, 243, 244; hysteron-proteron, 243; anticipation,
247; sudden changes, 248; use
of symbols, 249 ; proper names as
symbols, 250
Apocalypse, the, composition of, careful study in, 214, 174, 175; influence of 0. T. and apocalyptic
writers, 215, 221, 238, see Sources,
Criticism, and Unity; the book
to be read from author's historic
and literary standpoint, 208, 239,
304, see Motives
Apocalypse, the, date, 206, 207; purpose, 208; addressed to whole
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Church, 210, 423; relation to its
time, 210
Apocalypse, the, early circulation and
recognition, 337; Apostolic Fathers
and other early writers, 337; opponents, 340; absence from some
versions, 341 ; this absence explained, 343; action of councils,
342
Apocalypse, the, eschatology, 156;
relation to tradition, 156, 162;
variation from other N. T. books,
165
Apocalypse, the, and Fourth Gospel,
353; differences, linguistic, 354;
theological, 357; eschatologi~:ll.
359; conclusion, 361
Apocalypse, the, as prophecy, 292,
306, 422; contents of prophecy
determined by contemporaneous
circumstances, 294; the principle
applied to the Apoc., 295; unfulfilled predictions, 296; prophecy
not history written beforehand,
301; application to the Apoc.,
303; catastrophic and evolutionary, 304; permanent significance
of the Apoc., 291, 306; practical
usefulness, 307
Apocalyptic, as distinguished from
prophecy, 166, 168; eschatological
hopes of, 167; apocalyptic opposed
to evolutionary, 304
Apocalyptic literature, 166; characteristics of, 169 ;.. visions and raptures, 169; rp.ysteriousriess, 170;
literary dependence, 171 ; pseudonimity, 172; studied conformity
to type as affecting canonical rank
of a book, 174; occasion, 175, 8;
apocalyptic tendencies in 0. T.
before Daniel, 177; non-canonical
apocalypses, 181, see under respective authors; Christian use of,
196; Christian apocalypses, 197

Apostles, 449; the twelve, 759
Appositive, in nom., 224, 427
Archangels, the seven, 551
Aristion, 363, 365
Ark, the, hidden, 461, 611
Article, the, 224, 227; absence of, 650
Augustine, 325, 326, 327
Authorship, of the Apoc., testimony
of the book, 343; author a Jew,
345; book not pseudonymous, 173,
293, 345, 367; question of author's
identity with the Apostle John
subordinate in importance, 347;
early external testimony, 348; internal testimony, 351; conclusion
353
Babylon, Rome called so, 656
Balaam, doctrine of, identical with
Nicolaitanism, 459
Barucli, the Apocalypse of, 192
Battle, of Antichrist with the Messiah,
734
Beast, of the Apoc., 393; figure traditional, 393; symbol of Roman
emperors, 394; of Antichrist, 397;
Antichrist a Nero reincarnated,
400, 406, 408; number of the
Beast, 403; Beast identified with
one of his heads, 406, 635; summary definition, 407; second beast,
408
Beast, mark of, 641
Beast, from the sea, from the abyss,
633, 697
Beatitudes, of the Apoe., 422
Beelzebub, Beliar, 70
Berengaudus, 326
Blessings, of an ancestor, 6, 7, 14
Book, of life, 476
Book, the sealed, see Roll
Books, in judgment, 66, 476, 748
Bousset, critical theory of, 236, see
paragraphs on criticism in Com.,
passim

INDEX
Briggs, critical theory of, 235
Brimstone, 753
Caius, 340, 350
Captivity, Babylonian, influence on
Jewish eschatology, 30
Change, of speaker, 432; of place,
579, 607; of tense, 576; of case
after preposition, 657
Characteristics, of Apocalyptist's
manner, 239
Christology, of Apoc., 312
Church, the whole, addressed in the
Apoc., 210, 423; the Church the
true Israel, 535
Clement, of Alexandria, 339, 350,
378, 386, 389; of Rome, 391
Clouds, in imagery, 580, 679
Coming age, as an eschatological
term, 64; see Kingdom of God
Coming of Christ, see Parousia
Coming, of Jehovah, to deliver his
people and establish his kingdom,
34, see Deliverer
·contents, of the Apoc., 255
Conversion, of Israel, see Israel, final
conversion
Criticism, of the Apoc., 216; critical
analyses, 224; classification of
theories, 237 ; service rendered by
criticism, 238
Criticism of respective parts of the
Apoc., F-3, 422; F..s, 433; 12°,
446; 2-3, 492; 4-6, 531; 7, 547;
8-9, 570; 1D-1113 ' 604; 11 14-19,
612; 121- 17, 630; 1218-1318, 644;
141- 6, 653; 146-20 , 666; 15-16,
688; 17, 709; 18, 722; 19L20 6,
Z41; 20L218, 754; 2!9-22 5, 768;
226-21 , 781
Crown, metaphorical use of, 455
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Date, of the Apoc., 206, 207
David, uniqueness in Heb. history, 17
Davidie king, 26, 28, 30, 40; dynasty,
rather than individual king, perpetuated, 40
Davidie kingdom, perpetuated, 25;
expectation of the people, 25 ; of
the prophets, 26, 27, 28
Dead, Christ among the, 112; mentioned in the rabbis, 113
Dead, the, state of, in Heb. thought,
58, 68, 69; in the N. T., 95, 108,
112, 152, 161; possibility of change,
69, 112, 154; question of finality
of utterances, 154
Death, meaning of, 67, 94, 108, 109
Death, punished, 749
De Boor fragments, 381
Deliverer, of the nation, in earlier
thought, God, 27, 37, 44; in later
thought, the Messiah, 38, 44
Demonology, 70
Demons, heathen divinities regarded
sueh, 570; demonic animals, 6
Demonstrative, repeating relative
pleonostically, 481
De Rebaptismate, 385, 388
Derived material, see Sources
Dionysius, the Great, 341, 350
Disciple, instead of apostle, 368
Disturbances, before the Day of the
Lord, see Messianic woes
Donatists, 324
Doxologies, 429
Dragon Myth, 614, 623
Dramatis personae, variations in, 508
Drunken, with blood, 694
Dualism, between God and evil
powers, 71
Dwell, those that dwell on the earth,
483
Dynasty, theocratic, 41

Dan, tribe of, source of Antichrist, 543
Daniel, book of, 178; first great Elder, the, the Elders, m Irenaeus
and others, 363, 373
apocalypse, 172
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Elders, the twenty-four in theApoc.,498
Emperor-worship, 198
End, the, 743; time of, see Time
Enemies, of God, destroyed, 20, 21,
•29,35
Enoch, Ethiopic, 181; Slavonic, 183
Ephesus, 447
Epilogue, 771 ; compared with prologue, 771
Erbes, 234; see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Eschatological age, glories of, 35, 45,
55, 57; kingdom, earthly, 54; influences broadening outlook, 64;
eschatological hopes of apocalyptic
and prophecy contrasted, 167; eschatological events spiritualized, 101,
104, 105, 106, 144, 149. See also
Kingdom of God
Eschatology, defined, 3
Eschatology, of primitive age, 4, 8;
patriarchal and pre-monarchical
age, 8, 15; Monarchical age, 16,
18, 29; exilic and post-exilic age,
30 (earlier centuries, 33, later
centuries, 63); New Testament
era, 82; Pauline, 83; Johannine,
100; epistle to the Heb., 108;
James, 110; 1 Peter, 111; 2 Peter
and Jude, 113; Acts, 115; our Lord's
doctrine, 117; the Apocalypse, 156
Eschatology, place of, in Jesus' view
of his mission, 139, see Jesus
Eschatological discourse in the Gospels, 143
Eternal life, 102
Euphrates, 566; the four angels at,
566 ; dried up, 682
Eusebius, as witness to authorship of
the Apoc., 341, 351, 385
Evil spirits, kingdom of, overthrown,
70, 72, 103, 109
Evolutionary, as opposed to apocalyptic, 304
Ezra, Fourth, see Second Esdras

False prophet, see Second beast
Fire, punishment in, 68, 657
First-fruits, 648, 649
Forerunners, of the Messiah, 39
Fourth Gospel, as report of Jesus'
words, 118
Frogs, 683
Gehenna, 68
Gentiles, relation ' to messianic kingdom, 51; recognize Jehovah and
come to Jerusalem to worship, 52,
54; contrary view, 53, see Nationalism ; saints rule over Gentiles, 429, 470
Georgios Hamartolus, 381
Give glory to God, idiomatic, 681
God of heaven, 604
God's presence with his people, 749
Gog and Magog, 37, 744
Gospels, sources of, 119
Grammatical irregularities in the
Apoc., 224, 354, 424, 437
Grotius, 333
Gunkel, 236, see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Harlot, figurative use of word, 690
Harmagedon, 685
Harvester, vision of, 661
Heads, of beasts, a succession of rulers,
696
Heaven, in 0. T. not destined abode
of the saints, 54 ; sometimes so
in later writers, 67, 70
Heaven and earth, blended in the
renewed world, 67, 98, 103, 110,
162
Hebrew nation, perpetuation of, 25,
34, see Nationalism
Hebrews, epistle to, eschatology, 108
Hegesippus, 392
Heracleon, 386, 389
Hippolytus, 321
Historical method, defined, 2
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tological kingdom, 30, 35, 54;
History, coloring earlier predictions,
-seat of millennia! kingdom, 160
7, 14
Jerusalem, the heavenly, 56, 97, 110,
Holy land, see Land
162. See New Jerusalem.
'
Horn, as symbol, 510; the ten horns,
Jesus, his doctrine of the kingdom of
699
God, 132 ; the kingdom both presHorsemen, the four, 517
ent and future, 134; relation to the
Horses, the plague of, 564
Church, 135
.
Hysteron-proteron, 243
Jesus, eschatology of, 117; its relation to his Messiahship, 117 ;
Ignatius, 391
place of eschatology in his view of
Incense, accompaniment, or symbol,
his mission, 139; principal eschaof prayer, 511, 553
tological expectations, 144; sumInconsistency, in use of a tradition,
mary statement of his eschatolog745
Indefinite expressions, afterwards
ical teaching, 155. See also on his
made definite, 242
Messiahship and Doctrine of the
Individual, growth of idea, 32, 60;
kingdom
influenced by law, 33; influence of Jesus, Messiahship of, 117; his
messianic consciousness, 118, 129,
Ezekiel, 32, 61
Interimsethik, 140
131, 132; our knowledge of his
Interludes, 244
utterances, 118 ; the Gospel sources,
Intermediate state, see Dead, the
121 ; his acceptance of messianic
state of; sometimes not thought of,
titles, 122; his use of title, Son of
man, 124 ; his messianic work,
69
129; his early silence regarding
Interpretation of the Apoc., diffihis Messiahship, 129; departure
culties in, 1 ; progress in, 2 ; hisfrom traditional ideas of the Mestory of, 318; first four centuries,
319; from fifth to end of fifteenth
siah, 130; not the Messiah in name
century, 325; from sixteenth cenonly, 131; evidence of messianic
claims furnished by events in his
tury to present time, 330 ; classification of methods, 334
life, 137; evidence from early
Interpreting angel, 170, 691
christian belief, 138
Interruption, interjection of brief Jew, use of name in the Apoc., 453
utterances, 243, 244
Jews, final conversion of, see Israel
Irenaeus, 320, 338, 348, 368; his Jezebel, 466
date and trustworthiness, 368 ; Joachim, 326
sources of his information regarding Johannine writings, eschatology, 100;
the Ephesian John, 368, 373
agreement with Pauline, 101, 104,
Isaiah, Ascension of, 196
107, 163, 164; relation to traIsrael, final conversion of, 159, 482,
ditional eschatology, 101; twofold aspect of eschatological terms,
589, 592
101, see Eschatological events spiritualized
James, epistle of, eschatology, 110
Jerusalem, called the great city, 601; John the Apostle, at Ephesus, 366;
evidence from tradition, 367 ;
in Jewish hope, seat of the escha-
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Irenaeus, 368, see Irenaeus; Justin, Polycrates and others, 377;
the Apostle confused with the
Presbyter, 375, 378; argument
against the Apostle's sojourn at
Ephesus, 379; prophecy of Mk.
1039, 380; Papias, 380; Martyrologies and other witnesses, 385;
silence of N. T. and second century
writers, 390; conclusion, 393
John the Apostle, his martyrdom,
380ff.
John, the Presbyter, 362
Jonah, purpose of the book, 52
Jubilees, Book of, 189
Judah, tribe of, leader in religious
history, 17
Jude, epistle of, eschatology, 113
Judging, synonymous with ruling,
739
Judgment, the, 66, 87, 94, 106, 108,
110,111,114,116,153, 161;awards
in, 67, 94, 107, 109, 110, 111, 114,
117, 153, 161, 163, 187; the judge,
75, 94, 107, 109, 116, 165, 747
Justin Martyr, 320, 338, 349, 377

Kingdom of God, present and future,
96, 102, 134, 149
Kingdom of heaven, the term in Mt.,
132
Kingdoms of Israel, northern and
southern contrasted, 17

Lake, of fire, 735
Land, a, possession of, in Heb. eschatology, 10, 25, 30
Language, of the Apoc., 223, see
Grammatical irregularities
Laodicea, 486
Law, the, influence of, in Babylonian
captivity, 31, 32
Legalism, period of, 53
Legendary period, in biblical history,
4, 5, 6
Life, 90, 94, 102, 164
Lion, of tribe of Judah, 508; figure of,
joined with that of a lamb, 511
Litotes, 474
Little Apocalypse, 143
Living Creatures, the four, in the
Apoc., 500
Locusts, the plague of, 559
Lord's day, the, 435
Key, of David, 479; keys of death, Lucke, 334
Lyons and Vienne, epistle of the
441
churches at, 339
King, future ideal, 26 ; see also Theocratic king, and Messiah
Manna, in messianic kingdom, 461
Kings, saints called so, 429
Kingdom, the eschatological, its place Man of sin, 88, see Antichrist
according to christian eschatology, Marcion, 340, 350
97, 103, 110, 115, 150, 162; for its Marriage of the Lamb, 725, 726
place in Heb. expectation, see Martyr, use of the term, 386, 428
Martyrs, judging and ruling, 739
Jerusalem
Kingdom df God, the idea, emergence, Measurement, mark of preservation,
9, 11, 15; presence in monarchical
597
age, 19; in exilic and post-exilic Melito,339
age, 32, 34; inN. T. era, 87, 95, Mercy of God, present in punishment,
102, 110, 111, 112, 114, 116, 132,
312, 554, 569
Messenger, in Malachi, 41
149, 162
Kingdom of God and the Church, 96, Messiah, growth of idea, 26, 29, 40,
44, 72, 85, 101, 116, 186; the
103, 112, 135

INDEX
Messiah not always present in
eschatological hope, 5, 14, 41, 72;
names of, 43, 72, 478, 732; Messiah,
not at first thought of as superhuman, 50; later, as preexistent,
73 ; other superhuman attributes,
74
Messiah, functions of, 44; as priest,
46, 189; as prophet, 47; as judge,
75, see Judgment; as defender of
his nation, 730, see Deliverer; as
sufferer for sins of his people, 47,
49, 85, 116, 130, 429
Messiah, hidden, 48; snatched away
at birth, 48; put to death after
reign of glory, 50
Messiah, son of Joseph, distinguished
from Messiah, son of David, 50
Messiahship of Jesus, see Jesus
Messianic interregnum, 37, 76, see
Millennium
Messianic woes, 38, 87, 111, 148, 157
Messianic, as synonym of eschatological, 4
Methodius, 323
Millenarianism, 320 ff., 327
Millennium, 37, 76, 98, 103, 110, 112,
114, 160, 184, 735
Mission, Hebrews conscious of, 9, 12,
51
Monarchies, agents of Satan, 71
Monotheism, 12, 51
Morning star, 471
Moses, Apocalypse of, 195; Assumption of, 194
Mother, the, of the Messiah, 616, 621,
628
Motives, four leading, in the Apoc.,
240
Mount Zion, 647
Muratorian Canon, 339
Mystery, meaning of, 444, 583
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names written ou the victor, 485;
names of blasphemy, 198, 635;
proper names as symbols, 250
Nation, Heb. perpetuation of, 25
Nationalism, in Heb. eschatology, 10,
20, 23, 25; gradually yields to
universalism, 34, 52, 54, 64, 189;
disappears in christian eschatology,
97, 101, 112, 117, 130, 163
Nations, Gentile, come to new Jerusalem to worship, 675
Nearness, supposed, of messianic
age, 15, 22, 36, 87, 92, 105, 108,
110, 111, 114, 116, 145, 157
New covenant, 29
New heavens and earth, 56, 97, 103,
110, 115, 150, 162, 749
New Jerusalem, 56, 162, 189, 486,
755; measurements of, 759 ff.
New name, see N arne
New song, 512
Nicolaitans, 450, 459, 464, 468
Nicolas of Lyra, 329
Number, of elect, to be filled up, 527
Numbers, symbolical, 250
Origen, 322, 339, 350
Oxymoron, 657
Palm branches, tokens of rejoicing,
544
Papias, 338, 349, 362, see De Boor
fragment~

Paradise, location, 67 ; meaning, 70
Parentheses, interjection of brief utterances, 244
Parousia, 86, 104, 108, 110, 111, 114,
116, 144, 165, 304, 331. See Day
of the Lord, Judgment, Nearness
Parthians, 519, 565, 567, 704
Participle, with article, as noun, 545
Patmos, Apocalyptist's sojourn therr,
434
Name, new and secret, 461, 462; Paul, his inherited view of the
Christ's unknown name, 732;
Messiah, 84; revolutionized on the
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journey to Damascus and by the
experiences of the life in the Spirit,
85, 86; his eschatology, 86
Pauline epistles, 84 ; apocalypses, 86
Perfect, aoristic, 474, 511, 544
Pergamum, 455; as seat of Satan's
throne, 457
Permanent significance of the Apoc.,
291
Persecution, of saints in the last days,
158; Roman persecutions, 201
Persian influence in Jewish eschatology, 79
Peter, First, eschatology, 111; the
End prominent, 111; Christ preaching to the dead, 112
Peter, Second, and Jude, relation of
the two epistles to each other, 113 ;
eschatology, 114
Philadelphia, 477
Pillar, in the temple, the victor as
such, 485
Place, of righteous dead, 91, 92, 512;
see Paradise, the Dead
Place, Seer's change of, 692
Plague, of bowls, 668; relation to the
Egyptian, 671. See Third Woe
Polycarp, 369, 376, 392
Polycrates, 377
Pope, the, as Antichrist, 329, 330, 331,
333
Popular tradition, used in prophets
and apocalyptists, 499, 517, 551,
see Sources
Practical usefulness of the Apoc., 303
Prayers of saints for judgment, 526,
551
Preludes, in the structure of the Apoc.,
244, 245
Present and coming ages, 64, 87
Priesthood, of emperor-worship, 639,
see Second beast
Priests, the saints as such, 13, 112,
429, 741
Primasius, 326, 414

Promises, earliest religious, 4, 6, 8
Prophecy, see the Apoc. as prophecy
Prophet, his vision limited, 301
Protevangelium, 5
Punishment, in presence of the angels,
657; angels of punishment, 664
Punishment, of the wicked, in .Jewish
eschatology, generally physical, 68;
sometimes spiritual, 67; unending,
68, 69; limited in the rabbis, 69.
See the Dead, Judgment, awards of.
Purpose, of the Apoc., 208
Rauch, critical theory of, 234
Recapitulation theory, 322
Redeemed, on Mount Zion, 144,000,
648
Redundancy, 241
Remnant, doctrine of, 22, 27, 28
Restoration, of Israel, 28
Resurrection body, 63, 89, 106, 152
Resurrection of the dead, lateness of
the belief, 58; growth of belief,
60; the doctrine in the N. T., 87,
89, 105, 108, 111, 151, 161
Resurrection, the general, 747
Resurrection, of unrighteous, 62, 93,
106, 151, 161
Ribeira, 331
Roll, the little, 575, 578
Roll, the sealed, 504, 507; not read,
507, 515, 519
Rome, destruction of, 158, 690, 703,
711
Root, of David, 509
Sabatier, 231; see paragraphs on
criticism in Com. passim
Saints, reign of, 767
Salvation, 721
Sardis, 472
Satan, ruler of this world, 66; of
evil spirits, 70; calumniator of
men, 617; imprisoned and released,
160, 735; final doom, 161, 743;

INDEX
hostility to the Messiah, 612, 615;
.seat of his kingdom, in the heavens,
617 ; expulsion therefrom, 617 ;
his persecution of the mother of
the Messiah, 618
Schmidt, critical theory of, 235
Schoen, 232, see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Sea, in heaven, 500, 674; sea gives
up its dead, 749; no sea in the
new earth, 751
Sealing of the saints, 534
Second assault of hostile powers on
the people of God, 36, 161, 743
Second beast, 408, 639
Second death, 161, 455
Second Esdras, Fourth Ezra, 190
Second Isaiah, 31
Second Zechariah, 43
Selection, a principle in religious history, 9
Serpent, in Eden, 6
Seven, frequency in the Apoc., 253;
as a constructive feature, 253;
seven divided into 3+4, 254;
seven churches, why this number,
423 ; choice of these particular
churches, 210, 436; seven epistles,
258, 446, see respective cities;
seven heads of the Beast as mountains, 698; seven kings of Rome,
704; seven la~ps, 425, 499, 510,
551; seven Spirits, 424, 473, 510
Sibylline Oracles, 184
Signs, of the end, 87, 89, 105, 111,
114, 148, 351
Singular, for plural, 523, 530, 601
Smyrna, 452
Solomon, Odes of, 187; Psalms of,
186
Son of man, in Daniel, 41
Son, the, of man, as name of the
Messiah, 72; its use by Jesus, 124
Song, of Moses and the Lamb, 676
Sorcery, 570; at Ephesus, 447
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Sources, used by the Apocalyptist,
with or without modification, 171,
174, 215, 221, 437, 496, 499, 517,
527, 533, 536, 555, 560, 575, 593,
613, 615, 671, 699, al. passim
Spirit of prophecy, 729
Spitta, 233, see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Star, as a person, 560
Stones, precious, 497
Studied composition of the Apoc.,
174, 175, 214
Suffering servant in Isaiah, 49; see
Messiah as sufferer for sin
Summary, of contents of the Apoc.,
255
Superscription of the Apoc., written
last, 421
Sword, of the mouth, 731
Symbolic acts, 719
Symbols, use of in the Apoc., 249;
significance of details, not to be
exaggerated, 249, 251
Tabernacle, of testimony, 678
Talent, 688
Te Deum, the heavenly, 721
Temple, heaven as, 524, 545, 552
Tertullian, 339, 350, 378
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,
188
Testimony, of Jesus, 421, 526
Theocracy, 11
Theocratic king, 19, 26, 30, 40, 42
Theology of the Apoc., 310; doctrine
of God, 310; of Christ, 312; of
the Holy Spirit, 316
Theophilus, 339
Things that are, 443, 261, 275, 620
Third woe, the, 607, 627, 669
This age, 64
Throne room, in heaven, 496, 498,
500, 539, 651, 674, see Temple
Thunders and lightnings, a.s_ symbols,
499,553,574,578,610
.
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Thyatira, 463
Ticonius, 324
Time of the end, 77; computation
of, 78, 331; fixed measure ·or
iniquity, fixed number of saints,
to be filled up, 78, 527; also time,
not fixed, influenced by prayers
of saints and martyrs, by repentance
of Israel, 79, 116; hastened by
holy living, 115. See Nearness
Tiq1es of events, fixed by God, 567
Tr:fnscendental outlook, in Jewish
eschatology, 34, 64, 65
Tree, of life, 451, 765
Tribes, the twelve, list of in the Apoc.,
542
Twelve apostles, the, 759
Unity of the Apocalypse, 216; historical evidence, 218; general objections to theories of compilation
and enlargement, 218; ultimate
·test of unity, 220, 240; nature of
unity, as understood in present
Com., 221 ; language, as bearing
on unity, 222; author's · manner
and aim, as bearing on unity, 239.
See Criticism and Critical Analyses
Universal, in distinction from national,

in eschatology, 27, 52, 64, 166, see
Nationalism
Victorinus, 321
Vintage, vision of, 661, 663
Vischer, 229, see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Volter, 225, 226, see paragraphs on
criticism in Com. passim
War, in heaven, 617, 624
Warrior Messiah, 730
Water, of life, 764; waters, as symbol, 702
Weiss, J., 235, see paragraphs on criticism in Com. passim
Weizsiicker, 225, 227, see paragraphs
on criticism in Com. passim
Weyland, 230, see paragraphs on
criticism in Com. passim
White, garments, 475, 544, 679;
white stone, 462
Winds, in eschatological imagery, 541
Wine, of God's wrath, 656
Witnesses, the two in Chap. 11, 590
Word of God, name of the Messiah,
732
World, this, meaning of term, 66
Wrath, of the Lamb, 529, 160
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